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THE SCEGS 3rd IV; 1939
In 1939, just months before 'iYorld War II
broke out, the SCEGS 3rd IV (pictured here) was
made up of JS Henderson (Bow), DA Williams
(2), KR Utz (3), FW Venn-Brown (Str), and JD
Hum (cox).
All members of the crew
subsequently joined the Armed Forces and went
on to active service during the War.
Two members, JS Henderson and DA Williams
gave their lives: both at the age of 21; both serving
with the RAP in Air Operations out of the UK in
Europe.
Pilot Officer John Standish Henderson was
reported missing presumed killed in action on

22/3/43 while serving with 502 Squadron RAP
Coastal Command.
Flight Sergeant David
Alexander Williams was reported killed in action
on 30/4/42 while serving with 50 Squadron RAP.
Sub Lieutenant Kenneth Raymond Utz served
in the RANVR as a Radar Specialist. Lieutenant
Felix William Venn-Brown joined the AlF and
served in New Guinea as 2i/c of 554 Light AA
Battery and in Borneo at Balikpapan with 2/1 AA
Regiment (Comp). Julian David Hum joined the
RAAF and served with 75 Squadron in the South
West Pacific Area.

Bow. john Standish Henderson, 4987, 1932-1939. Killed 22/3/43. 2. David Alexander Williams, 5063, 1932-1939. Killed
30/4/42.3. Kenneth Raymond Utz, 5607, 1935-1939. Str. Felix Willimn Venn-Brown, 5428, 1934-1939. Cox. julian David
Hum, 5148, 1933-1941.
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Part I - The Second World W'llr
European Theatre ofOperations
With the Royal Navy in the European and·
Mediterranean Theatres

The European War began on the 3rd September
1939 with the German invasion of Poland (Old
Boy Jack Marshall l had made his escape from
Warsaw the day before) and subsequent declarations
of war brought against Germany by France
and Britain. Australia immediately voiced her
unconditional
support of Great
Britain and declared
war on Germany. As
it happened the
Australian Army was
never to operate m
Europe, except for
the few battalions
posted to Britain
whilst the fear of
invasion prevailed in
1940. Nevertheless

"On loan to the Royal Navy" meant many
different things to Shore Old Boys. Long, damp
voyages across the Atlantic escorting slow
merchantmen, high
speed
channel
battles
against
flotillas of German
motor
launches,
stealthy submarine
patrols
m
the
Mediterranean and
vast fleet actions
were all part of the
experiences of a
select group of
Old Boys who
volunteered for the
Lieut Comdr Alexander Brittain DSC (3587) on the bridge in northern
many Australians, European waters.
Royal Australian
including Shore Old
Navy Volunteer Reserve in the early years of the war
Boys, served with the British Army in Europe.
and found themselves "on loan to the Royal Navy".
However the greatest contribution made by
Royal Australian Navy Reserve volunteers began
Australians in this part of the world was made by the
training in Sydney and Melbourne, almost all
members of the Royal Australian Air Force and
passing through the new Anti-Submarine Warfare
Royal Australian Navy who served within, or under,
School, HMAS Rushcutter in Sydney, before
their British equivalents.
passing onto the Royal Navy schools throughour
Two schemes trained Australians, and other
Britain and finally to various arms of the service.
Dominion citizens, for service in the Royal Navy
FM Osborne3 was one of the first,
and Royal Air Force respectively. The Yachtsman's
Fourteen Officers from the School were lent to the
Scheme fed experienced sailors through Royal
Royal Navy in January 1940. \{7e were the first of
Australian Navy training installations in Sydney
hundreds ofofficers and ratings who followed later
and Melbourne to the Royal Navy in Britain.
during the war. \{7e left Sydney on 9 January 1940 in
From here Shore Old Boys went into the many
ships ofthe convoy that took the first ofthe Sixth
and varied vessels of the Royal Navy, from small
Division ofthe 2nd AlF to Palestine. \{7e were joined
motor launches armed with torpedoes and
offthe Heads by ships carrying the first New Zealand
machine guns, to submarines and submarine
troops. This convoy was the finest assembly of
chasers to the large capital "ships of the line", the
passenger ships that I saw throughout the war.
battleships and aircraft carriers.
Osborne was to see many convoys in his service;
However, proportionally twice as many Old
the North Atlantic becoming his beat as he
Boys served in the Air Force in Europe than did
protected convoys from the V-boat packs that
Old Boys in the Navy2. They were products of one
threatened to slowly strangle Britain. Osborne was
of the great success stories of the war - the Empire
unusual in that he passed almost immediately into a
Air Training Scheme.
ship, a converted deep sea trawler, HMS St Loman,
1. John Rupert Orlebar Marshall, 4197, 1927-1930. 2. Ofthe 163 Old Boys in the Navy, 23 served in Europe; ofthe 648 in the Air
Force, 184 served in Europe: ie 14% to 28%.3. Frederick Meares Osborne DSC and Bar, VRD,3846, 1925-1926.
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1940 was amongst the Norwegian fiords. The deep
sea trawlers were the Admiralty's stop-gap measure
in the war against U-boats, commandeered and
fitted with asdic, depth-charges and a 4 inch gun,
the enthusiasm of the crew was perhaps their most
potent weapon.
DR Wilson 4 was posted to a deep sea trawler
when he was loaned to the Royal Navy the
following year,

which created a vacuum under the stern.
Sub-Lieut DR Wislon had been posted to the
coastal escort destroyer HMS Whitshead and was
enjoying a party in the wardroom when the alarm
was raised that a north bound convoy was under
E-boat attack. The destroyer raced to sea (not
before dumping its convivial extra company) to
meet the threat,

I had never witnessed such excitement and excellent
ship handling at full speed. Near mid-night the EBoats made contact with the Convoy and in no time
'all hell' was let loose - guns firing, search lights, star
shells, and every ship manoeuvring at speed of30
knots, with the E-Boats doing 35 knots. It was a large
convoy ofover 100 vessels. The E-Boats attacked with
two torpedoes each, small calibre weapons and they
obtained a number ofhits.
It was to meet the E-boat threat that most Shore

The slow trawlers had trouble keeping pace with
even the sluggish convoys and were general dogsbodies
for the coastal convoys.
On 10th February 1941 I joined HMS Agate, a
deep-sea trawler converted to A/S and convoy duties
on the East Coast between The Nore and
Flamborough Head or occasionally the Firth ofForth.
Our duties apart from air and A/S protection were to
assist any convoy vessels attacked by the enemy, and
included the picking up ofany survivors. ~ were
always stationed at the tail end ofthe convoy.

Old Boys were posted, that is to the small craft,
Motor Gun Boat (MGB), Motor Torpedo Boats
(MTB) and patrol boats of Coastal Forces. First
posting was to HMS Collingwood, a shore
establishment in Plymouth, for initial training; then
onto Victory, the Royal Navy's general headquarters,
centred around Nelson's flagship, the first-rater
HMS Victory, moored at Portsmouth. Officer
candidates then might continue onto HMS King
Alfred at Bournemouth for officer training before
continuing onto the Coastal Forces Headquarters at
HMS St Christopher, Fort William, Scotland. At any
point berween training schools one might have been
posted to sea for experience.
The small craft of Coastal Forces were
denominated by the letters ML (Motor Launch)
and a number. They were attached to a depot ship,
from which the crews drew pay and the boats
supplies. Thus GS MannI, who arrived in the
United Kingdom in the same batch as Fred
Osborne, began his career aboard HMS Cormorant
(ML 121). The crew of a British MGB or MTB was
about 12 or 13 (an E-boat carried 23), with a top
speed of to 40 to 42 knots.
With the fall of France the opportunity for the
Admiralty to attack enemy coastal shipping
presented itself. Small flotillas of about five MLs
would speed in a V formation to the French coast
and spend a night lying in wait for convoys.
Patience was required in large measure and in the
first instances small boats of Coastal Forces earned
the disparaging reputation of being swashbuckling,

In the Atlantic the prolonged battle berween the
convoys and the U-boats was building to the
destructive heights of 1942, but along the North
Sea coast of Great Britain E-boats were the dreaded
threat. Mines and Coastal Command aircraft
effectively blockaded submarines, whereas the
small torpedo boats of the German E-Boat force
were able to penetrate to British waters, where they
preyed upon the coastal shipping using the wolf
pack tactics to the same devastating effect as did
their U-Boat brothers. Indeed Doenitz borrowed
the tactic from his days as admiral of the German
torpedo boat fleet.
The German E-boat was another example of
superb German engineering, and Admiralty
authorities yearned to capture one to examine its
peculiar suitability to high speed attacks. The Eboats eluded capture, until one day in 1942 when a
diligent Royal Navy officer discovered the design in
a pre-war issue of a British engineering journal. Sleek
and low the E-boat provided a very small profile.
Her torpedo tubes were built into the hull, unlike
the protuberances on Allied craft; the anti-aircraft
20mm guns were likewise fired from wells sunk into
the deck, reducing the enemy's view of the gunner to
that of only a head. Most importantly, even at top
speed, about 40 knots, the bow of the craft did not
lift out of the water and the wake did not rise in a
towering plume, thanks to a unique rudder design

4. Donald Rupert Wilson DSC, 4441, 1928-/933. 5. Graham Scholefield Mann DSC, 4868. /93/-1933.
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but ineffective. In time tactics evolved to a higher
state of success.
In particular the small boats were very functional
for the other waxing industry of the European
theatre, Special Operations. NBH Wallis6 was one
Old Boy decorated for his part in the famous
commando raid on St Naziare, Operation
CHARIOT, on the night of 28 March. An
ambitious plan was conceived in early 1942 to deO:y
to the Tirpitz, Germany's most powerful battleship,
the dry-dock at St Nazaire. On a commando scale
the operation was very large, involving over 600
commandos, who were to capture the dry-dock
whilst an old Royal Navy destroyer loaded with
explosives was beached upon it. The explosives
would be set and the commandos escape in a flotilla
of small craft. Inevitably things went horribly wrong
from the start, but the raid was a success. The
disabled dry-dock remained unrepaired and unused
for the remainder of the war. British casualties were
very high, most of the commandos were killed or
captuted, 185 sailors were killed and with the
addition of the German casualties and those French
workers caught in the cross-fire, the death toll was
over 1000. Four VCs were awarded and Wallis, a
Sub-Lieut in command of ML307, received a DSC.
Other Old Boys serving in Motor Launches were
]W Packer7 , with the 11 th Flotilla; GFW BevanS;
CK MacKenzie'!; and FH Ifould 'o , who commanded
MLl a16 before returning to serve in the South
West Pacfic. Unfortunately Ifould's life was lost
when the ship on which he took passage was
torpedoed in the Indian Ocean.
Motor Launches were not the only arm of the
service in which Old Boys distinguished themselves.
The school magazine, The Torch Bearer, made
mention of the award of the George Medal and Bar
to Lieut G] Cliff" in May 1943 without
explanation, and, later, the award of an OBE,
equally without explanation. Not until the August
1945 edition were the editors able to inform readers
of Cliff's wartime activities. Since April 1941 Cliff
had been on loan to the Royal Navy for "Special
Duties", activities considered secret enough to limit
the circulation of the citations until after the war, by
which time Cliff had been made a Lieut
Commander. The citations described Cliff's bomb
and mine disposal work,
One ofhis most hazardous assignments was in

May, 1941, when an unexplodedparachute mine was
buried in a two-storey building at Bermondsey. TO
reach it, Lt-Comdr Cliffmade his way down and
through the debris. Then a mine or a bomb detonated,
nearly burying him in wreckage. He realised that this
explosion probably had started the clockwork fuse on
the mine with which he was dealing, but he
extricated himselffrom the wreckage, worked on the
mine, and rendered it safe.
It is possible unexploded bombs formed only a
fraction of Cliff's wartime duties, the bulk of
which provided the expert knowledge necessary to
defuse German weaponry, but his records are
appropriately taciturn.
Other Old Boys served in the larger ships of the
fleet, crossing the Atlantic, patrolling the
Mediterranean and journeying to the Indian Ocean.
]E Read '2 served in HMS Ajax, and his comment in
summary of his service could probably suit most on
loan to the Royal Navy,
During my time in Ajax I had been many things a number ofthem at the same time. I went from
Assistant Divisional officer to take over the division; I
acted as Assistant Cable Officer, Boats Officer, Asdic
Officer, Bombs and Mines Officer, Senior
Watchkeeper and Action Officer ofthe Watch. Whilst
in New YtJrk, I even took a funeral firing party, and
was Prisoner's Friend at a Court Martial. There is no
end to what a civilian can do when necessary.
Read was one of the few Old Boys to participate
in the D-Day landings,
Our first target was a nest ofheavy coastal defence
guns. After an exchange offire (lasting 17 minutes,
as I remember), we asked fir another target. we
started at Gold Beach next to the American sector
and during our stay offthe beach, moved through
juno and Sword, plus a hasty trip to Plymouth fir
6" ammunition. Our last task was a bombardment
near Caen, very nearly at our extreme range at
24,000 yards. After a few shots the Army asked us to
go home, as our shells were falling a way short into
our own troops. Our guns were so badly worn you
could actually hear the shells rattling as they went up
the barrel, so it was offto Portsmouth to have new
guns fitted to our turrets
Perhaps the most unique experience was that
of DR Wilson, who had asked for a transfer away
from anti-submarine duties in 1941 when he fell
in love with the 'enemy',

6. Norman Brian Wallis DSc; 3879, 1925-1927. 7. Jack Watson Packer, 4219, 1927-1931. 8. George Frederick Bevan, 3751, 19251928. 9. Colin Kenneth MacKenzie, 3650, 1924-1926 10. Frank Henry lfould. 4352, 1928-1930. II. Geoffrey John CliffOBE GM
and Bar, 3259, 1622-1924. 12. John Evans Read, 3220, 1921-1928.
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During early December 1941, I was still in
Turquoise when the submarine (S/M) Sealion was
towed into harbour, on her way to Chatham dockyard
for repair. Apartfrom the Oxley and Otway, which I
had seen lying along side Garden Island in 1935/6,
this was the only submarine I had ever seen, and I
decided there and then to volunteer for service.
Wilson spent most of his war in the
Mediterranean, patrolling for enemy transports
and merchant ships and lying in wait off enemy
harbours. The 10th Submarine Flotilla was based
In
Malta, the
defiant island that
was
attracting
enemy attention
as surely as the
forces based there
were
limiting
Rommel's ability
to fight in Africa.
Submarines were
supplied by depot
ships, as were the
Motor Launches,
and In Malta
harbour the subs
would submerge
beside their depot
ships
during HMS Untiring loadingfrom her depot ship.
daylight hours to larger class ofsubmarine.
avoid enemy aircraft.
Malta was kept "afloat" by the pushing through
of the Malta convoys, ships that had to run the
gauntlet from either Gibraltar or Alexandria. It was
not unheard of for a single ship to survive the
relentless enemy attacks, only to sink at the docks.
The Mediterranean was a graveyard of Allied ships,
AA Kemp 13 had lost his life in December 1941
when HMS Neptune was sunk. In June 1942 a
particularly crucial convoy left Alexandria for
Malta. It was known the Italian Battle Fleet were en
route to intercept, a development that would
destroy the convoy and very possibly reduce Malta
to surrender from starvation. P31, Wilson's
submarine, was one of three stationed in the
expected path of the Italians,
The fleet was sighted at about 0700 and a
wonderfUl sight it was. The two battleships Vittorio
Venetto and the Littoria escorted by two cruisers and
eight destroyers all proceeding at 30 knots.
13. Alexander Arthur Kemp, 5090, 1932-1937.
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The three submarines were in position and ready to
attack with salvos offour torpedoes each, when heavy
splashes and explosions were heard and observed A
high level bombing attack was being carried out on
the ships by the RAP. P35 was close enough to fire a
salvo at the cruiser Trento on the eastern flank and
secured two hits. With the exception ofthe two
destroyers who came to the aid ofTrento the
remainder did a 180 degree turn and headed back to
Taranto, with much black smoke billowing. It was
not long before Trento was alight from stern to bridge
and she sank an
hour later.
Despite
the
disappointment of
the submariners
the retreat of the
Italian Fleet was
a turning point in
the Mediterranean
war. The survival
of Malta ensured
Rommel's acute
supply problem
would continue.
It was unusual
for Royal Navy
submarines to act
in concert, their
She is moored beside a
usual station was
the lone patrol, sortieing from the depot ship.
Wilson's second tour in the Mediterranean was as 1st
Lieutenant ofHMS Untiring. It was in this boat that
Wilson suffered his only serious depth-charge attack,
In September 1943 we left the base in Malta for
Maddalena, in northern Sardinia. we took over the
Italian submarine base and the Italian depot ship. It
was much closer to the French and Italian coast and it
was only a comfortable night run, to be in position
the next morning. we had quite a lot ofsuccess on the
south coast ofFrance, including the damaging ofa
very important looking vessel leaving Toulon. we were
patrolling outside the Hyeres Islands when a lot of
activity was observed Eventually the vessel appeared
with a large escort ofat least twelve includingfrigates
and a destroyer also flying two anti-aircraft balloons.
we fired four torpedoes and claimed one hit. we went
deep immediately down to 210 feet below a thermal
layer, to deflect any A/S transmissions ("Pings''). After
halfan hour we had heard little activity and all

European Theatre of Operations

appeared quiet above. we decided to come up and have
shipping. Donald Balmain 1\ a passenger on the
a look. we were returningfrom 250 feet and were up to
Athenia, torpedoed off the Irish coast in September
100 feet, when our Asdic operator reportedfast HIE
1939, was rescued and survived to return to Australia
approachingfrom astern. Unfortunately we had
and train for the RAAF. In turn many Shore Old
decided to come up almost under an enemy ship. The
Boys, as members of the RAAF and RAN, would
first pattern offive charges exploded underneath us and
return to the grey waters from which Balmain was
we were liftedfrom 100 to 60 feet in less time than I
plucked, to join battle with the very enemy that
couldjudge. All lights went out and many ofthe crew
claimed his ship - the German V-boats.
were thrown offtheirfeet. However we managed to .
The strategic importance of the oceanic supply
gain control and increase speed, while the turmoil
routes that focused on the British Isles after the fall
above us ofexploding depth charges and many
of France created one of the most important combat
propellers, was still
theatres of the
tremendous. we
/;/; t'~ ,.
war.
Admiral
got down to 200
I/Donitz,
the
feet again and
Fuhrer der Uv'.~ ~
hoped they would
"..
boote, aimed at
lose us. The Port
nothing less than
screw was out of
the strangulation
order and
of Britain by the
whistling and the
devastation of her
Port motor was
Merchant Marine
loose on its
Navy.
V-boat
mounting. The
wolf packs hunted
enemy was
and mauled the
obviously carrying
vital
Atlantic
out a box search to
convoys that fed
keep us tied in.
V-boat V616 on patrol. Once a single V-boat had sighted an Allied convoy the
the
V nited
Our signalman
'Wolf-pack' would gather to prepare a combined attack.
Kingdom.
The

plY

Ji'<//"

was keeping a tally ofthe charges as they exploded
and gave up the count at 300.
Eventually Untiring slunk away at a much
reduced speed due to the damaged screw (propeller).
Usual speed whilst submerged was 2 knots, any
greater and the noise would attract the enemy.
Earlier in the year Untiring had been the object
of another attack. Surprising a German V-boat
arriving at Toulon Untiring fired four totpedoes,
but the German sub commander took evasive
action, "combing the tracks", and ran between the
torpedoes. He then rook a shot at Untiring,
missed, but called for support from the guard
boats from Toulon. However Untiring made her
escape, submerged at 2 knots.
Submarine warfare, for Shore Old Boys, was more
commonly experienced from the other side.

Battle of the Atlantic, which raged until the end of
the war, was a closely run thing. Churchill wrote in
his memoirs, "the only thing that ever really
frightened me during the war was the V-boat peril."
The Battle of the Atlantic was a series of hunted
and hunters, played out as much among the swells of
the ocean, as in the air above, below the surface and
in the offices of each belligerent's intelligence corps.
Strung out across the Atlantic on patrol, individual
V-boats were in radio contact with Donitz' staff on
the Continent. A single, brief confirmation of a
sighting of a convoy was the summons for many
more V-boats. The Allied convoys, led by Royal
Navy or Royal Canadian Navy Commanders, could
change course to escape the U-boats in the dark, but
every radio message, and every light, betrayed their
position. Consequently signals were kept to a
minimum, at arranged times. U-boat radio messages
equally betrayed their own position, and codebreakers in the Admiralty in England worked
furiously to decipher these encrypted signals in an
attempt to predict the wolf pack's intentions.

The Battle of the Atlantic and
the V-Boat Peril
Within weeks of the outbreak of war a Shore Old
Boy was the victim of a submarine attack on civilian
14. Donald Hope Balmain, 4465, 1929-1930.
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floated to the surface, along with human remains.
The V-boats, forced by the persistent spoiling tactics
of the escorts, were unable to attack until some days
later when a group of four merchantmen became
separated from the convoy. Three were sunk.
In December of the following year Windeyer, who
by this time had become a Commander, and skipper
of HMCS St Laurent, was Commodore of convoy
ONS-154 from Londonderty in Northern Ireland.
With six escorts he was to herd 46 merchantmen to
North America. Against this the Admiralty estimated
there to be 90 to 100 V-boats in the Atlantic. The
previous month, November, had seen the largest loss
of tonnage of the war, 814700 tons. The convoy left
Northern Ireland expecting the worst.
Convoys were constructed in boxes, with the
most valuable, and vulnerable, ships, the tankers, in
the centre and travelled at about 7 to 9 knots.
Around the box was the escort screen. Escorts were
old destroyers or small corvettes, able to make 16 to
30 knots. Windeyer, with none of the new specialist
frigates at his disposal, was severely hampered by his
older escorts being unable to cross the Atlantic
without refuelling.
A V-boat spotted ONS-154 seven days into her
crossing. What happened to 0 NS-154 in the middle
of a mid-winter Atlantic was a 'victory' worthy of a
note by Admiral Donitz in his memoirs,
On December 26 a west-bound convoy was sighted.
On December 27 a jew boats closed the convoy and
on the first night sank four ships. The next day fog set
in. But one ofthe boats, V-260, succeeded in
maintaining contact with the help ofhis under-water
locating gear, with the result that in spite of
unfiwourable weather conditions the remaining boats
were also able to close in. In the evening when the fog
suddenly lifted, the V-boats were in position inside the
outer protective ring and close to the ships ofthe
convoy. The night attacks began. The outer protective
screen was unable to come to the convoy's assistance in
time, and the inner screen was not strong enough to
cope with the V-boats' attacks'".
In the early evening of the night of the second
attack the Admiralty had warned Windeyer that
many more V-boats were poised to attack. He had
left the bridge and gone down to the mess deck,
where he addressed the men,
YtJu joined the Navy for a reason and that reason

The tracking of V-boat positions saved the life
of at least one Shore Old Boy. JE Read 1j was the
Asdic'6 officer on board HMS Ajax as she crossed the
Atlantic for repairs. The ship had been bombed by a
Stuka dive-bomber in the Mediterranean, destroying
2 of the three boiler rooms,
Whilst travelling ftom Gibraltar to New YtJrk in
our damaged Ajax, we received a corrupt signalftom
Admiralty. we had to wait 12 hours before a repeat
was received, and it advised us we were heading
directly into a pack ofenemy submarines!
Anti-submarine procedures were often the first
taste of war for RAAF servicemen posted to
overseas squadrons. RF Higgs'? was one of 15000
men on board the Queen Mary sailing from New
York after Christmas 1943,
One night 1 had got into bed early when 1 was
awoken by my cabin-mates to be told that the airconditioning had broken down and that it was
suggested we sleep in our clothes. we were up near
Iceland and it would get very cold. Some officers
told us that that was not true, but that we were
being chased by V-boats. YtJu can imagine that night
was very exciting as the Queen Mary, sailing
unescorted, zigged zagged at top speed, going up and
down all night. I stayed in my pyjamas reasoning
that with 15000 American soldiers on board we
weren't likely to get off [if torpedoed].
In the popular conception submarine attacks
happen suddenly, without warning. Whilst that was
often the case, a wolf-pack might gather for days
before making their attack, creating a time of intense
strain for the convoy, as the fall of each night could
mean an attack and the break of every dawn the
revelation of ships lost.
Guy Windeyer lH RCN DSC was a LieutCommander and skipper of the Canadian Corvette
HMCS wetaskiwin on her commissioning in 1940.
His DSC was won in July 1941 in defence of the east
bound convoy ON-II 5. Intercepted enemy radio
messages suggested V-boats were in the vicinity of
the convoy on the 26th July. By the 29th it was
known that V164 had discovered the convoy and
was trailing it. By the following night six V-boats
were around the convoy. Still they did not attack. At
dawn a lookout aboard a merchantman sighted a
sub. wetaskiwin and a destroyer, HMCS Skeen,
which by this time had the V-boat on Asdic, began
a coordinated attack, laying patterns of depth-

15. John Evans Read, 3220, 1921-28. 16. Asdic (Allied Submarine Detection /m;estigation Cimlmittee) WtlS the British equivt/le/lt ofthe
American SONAR. 17. Rodney Francis Higgs, 5526, 1935-4/. 18. Guy Sttlnley Windeyer DSC 1648, 1911-13. 19. Donitz. tlY/nslt/ted
by Stevens, RH, Admiral Doenitz Memoirs. Weidenftld tlnd Nicholson. London, 1959,289.
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has arrived. The subs are gathering around us now
depth charges. .. Their movement was violent and
and tonight there will be ten to fifteen ofthem. The
they were extremely uncomfortable. ... The most to be
expected was 15 knots. 23
going will be rough but I know you are up to it. After
Osborne went on to command Gentian and, later,
all we don't all expect to be old merro.
to be the first RANVR officer to command a Royal
In the height of the battle it became apparent about
Navy destroyer, HMS Vanquisher.
twenty V-boats were operating against the
Several Shore Old Boys fell victim to V-boat
convoy. One eye-witness reported, "torpedoes were
attacks. ]R Moffite 4 was serving in the British
so numerous in the convoy that the officer of the
Merchant
Navy
when
the
watch remarked, 'Here comes ours now, sir,' as if next
SS Tulagi was torpedoed and sunk in the Indian
week's groceries were being delivered."21 W hen
Ocean. HC Powe1l25 left Shore to attend Pangbourne
the y attacked, V-boats adopted torpedo boat
Naval College in
tactics and fi l' e d
the
VK.
w h 1 1st
Graduating
10
surfaced, diving
1941, aged 18 as a
only to escape
midshipman,
he
co un ter-attack.
was posted to the
Fourteen
Allied
Merchant Service
ships were lost for
Vessel Registran.
the death of not a
Henry was killed
single submarine.
that same year
FM Osborne 22
when attacked by a
was
an
antisquadron of enemy
submarine officer
planes. His captain
by early 1940 and
wrote,
appointed
to
Midshipman
HMS St Loman,
Powell I regret to
one of the trawlers
say was shot by a
the
Admiral ty
machine gun bullet.
requisitioned for
He was treated as
ant i- sub mar i n e Reb1tive ranges of Coastal Command aircraft.
work
at
the
well as was possible
by the Sick Bay Attendant, the doctor having been
outbreak of the war. His first operation was the
killed by the first bombs. He was hit in the stomach
defence of the combined British and French base for
and although he was comcious most ofthe time I felt
the landing of troops to defend Norway. Norway
sure that the wound was fatal. He was a very brave
fell, and Osborne was transferred to HMS Gentian,
boy and never murmured or groaned the whole time
a new Flower class Corvette that was th stapl of the
and always thanking us for everything that was done
early escort forces. They were small ships forced to
for him.
take on a role for which they were not designed. He
describes the Corvettes thus,
When the time came to abandon ship, Henry was
These ships were to play an important part in the
lashed to a raft, but before the raft was launched he
had died.
Atlantic war, by their sheer numbers rather than by
inherent virtues ofdesign. ... They were not originally
The turning point in the war against the V-boats
intendedfor long voyages and we expected to be at sea
came with the removal of the mid-Atlantic air gap.
not more than eight days, but as the U-boats moved
Aircraft were the most potent weapon against the
further out and the demand increasedfor escorts to go
V-boats, due to the V-boats need to surface to
further andfurther with convoys, they were soon
replenish air supplies and recharge batteries. With
making voyages across the Atlantic. .. their principal
a top speed of 17 knots on the surface, and only
weapons were an Asdic set and a large number of
seven submerged, V-boat commanders preferred to
20. "The Nightmare Convoy ofthe Atb1ntic'; Maclean's Magazine, 15 May 1952, Canada. 21. Ibid. 22. Frederick Meares Osbome DSC,
3846, 1925-26 23. Looking Astern After fifty Years: Reminiscences ofFred Osborne, Self-Published, Sydney, 1995, 10-11. 24. john
Robert Moffitt, 4371, 1928-31. 25. Henry Charles Powell, 5761, 1936-38. Killedjune 1941.
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the radar in Allied aircraft, but aircraft had a
limited range. In 1942 Coastal Command aircraft
were only able to escort convoys a certain distance
from their bases in Northern Ireland and Iceland.
In the mid-Atlantic U-boats were free ro follow a
convoy on the surface, at full speed without
wasting oxygen. As a combination of escort carriers
and longer range land-based aircraft, with more
and more accurate radar, reduced and eventually
removed the air gap over the mid-Atlantic the Uboat threat dropped dramatically.
Two squadrons within Coastal Command
were
dedicated
RAAF
squadrons
and
overwhelmingly Australian in character. 10
Squadron at Mount Batten on the English south
coast, and 461 at Pembroke Dock in Wales. Both
squadrons flew Sunderland flying boats, a large,
slow craft wirh a crew of ten. 10 Squadron
included the following Old Boys amongst its
crews whilst it was parr of Coastal Command, P
Hore 26 , RW Kerr 27 , RT King 28 , JR Linton 29 , HG
Pockl ey30 and ND Wilkinson 31 • 461 Squadron
included slightly more: AH Craig32 , CR Croft33 ,
JSB Dobson 34, A Forsythe 3', JS Henderson 36 , KV
Hore 37, FA Sparg0 38 and JHF Watson 39 •
Their sorties focused on the Bay of Biscay, along
the coast ofwhich lay the bombproof pens of the Uboat fleet. The Bay's proximity to enemy terrirory
meant it was a battleground of many actions with
enemy aircraft. Cedric Croft fell victim to an enemy
Ju-88 aircraft, against whom the lumbering
Sunderland aircraft was no match. John Henderson
was killed in a flying battle, possibly the prey of a Ju88, but Kenneth Hore's fate was to be posted
"missing, presumed dead", his disappearance
unexplained. A year and a half following Kenneth's
death his brother, Peter of 10 Squadron, was killed
upon his Sunderland crashing in Plymouth Sound.
An episode in the service of John Watson, a
navigator of 461 Squadron, amply illustrates the
dangers of 'The Bay'. The following account is
drawn from the Royal Air Force Quarterly of June
1944, which described the incident as "one of the
most dramatic rescues of the war. "40 Watson himself
ascribed his survival ro his training with the Manly

Captured by the camera gun ofthe German aircraft that shot
it down, images of Cedric Croft's Sunderland as it dives,
plunges into the Bay ofBiscay and explodes, 30 August 1943.
There were no survivors. Photograph courtesy ofSqn Ldr
Chris Goss RAP.

26. Peter Hore, 5457, 1934-1938. Accidentally killed Plymouth Sound 9/2/1945.27. Russel Whiston Kerr, 5162, 1933-1937. 28. Roger
Turner King, 5724, 1936-1940. 29. James Russell Linton, 3819,1925-1930.30. Harold Graham Pockley DFC and Bar. 4220, 1927.
Killed 25/03/45. 31. Norman Dacre Wilkinson, 4619, 1929-1932.32. Alan Haslingden Craig, 4136, 1927-1929. 33. Cedric Robert
Croft DFC, 3769,1925-1929. Killed 30/8/1943. 34. John Stafford Blackburn Dobson, 5126, 1933-1934. 35. Alec Forsythe, 5137,
1933-1935. 36. John Standish Henderson, 4987, 1932-1939. Killed 22/3/43. 37. Kenneth Vernon Hore, 5456, 1934-1936. Killed
29/11/43. 38. Frederick Arkell Spargo, 5042, 1932. 39. John Herbert Ferrier W~ltson, 5060, 1932-1933.
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Surf Life Saving Club before the war.
an end and the airmen were returned to England
A Wellington had ditched in the Bay and
after the enemy crafts were beaten off.
Watson's Sunderland's attempt to land in the rough
As with every area of the war the process of Airsea had destroyed the flying boat. The Sunderland's
Sea Rescue developed with technology. DA Wylie41
dinghy had burst and the crew were stranded on
was a wireless operator of a Coastal Command Air
the sinking wreckage. 500 yards away an empty
Sea Rescue squadron, 279, operating over the North
dinghy bobbed and Watson volunteered to swim
Sea from November 1944. By that time specially
through the heavy sea. Mter the swim, however, he
designed Warwick aircraft dropped motor driven
was barely able to lift himself and could do nothing
lifeboats that were slung under their belly.
but collapse into the dinghy. Upon reviving he
One Shore Old Boy became so associated with the
discovered he had drifted away, alone. The article
Bay of Biscay that a portion of it took his name. HG
states that the two
Pockley42 DFC was
dinghies, one with
a member of 41
Watson, the other'
RAF,
Squadron,
with the Wellington
before joining 10
crew drifted within
Squadron. By 1942
a mile of each other
he had been tagged
a 'U-boat magnet'43
for four days as
British and German
and a stretch of
aircraft skirmished
water
named,
above. Unfortunately,
'Pockley's Corner'.
Watson's crew had
V-boat
hunting
sunk with their
was a slow process,
plane.
and
however,
despite
his
On the fifth day,
Beaufighters fiund
reputation,
both dinghies and
Pockley's attack on
signalled to the
an
Italian
Wellington crew
submarine on 28th
who, after five
May 1942 in the
hours, managed to
w est ern
Flying Officer Harold PocHey (4220) at the controls ofa Sunderland flying boat
paddle across to the
Mediterranean was
of10 Squadron RAAF during an anti-submarine patrol ofthe Bay ofBiscay.
sole survivor ofthe
the first success of
Courtesy AWM.
Sunderland. His
10 Squadron in
fifteen months! 44
remark when they hailed him was, 'Tm allfir the
open lift. What about you?" The Wellington captain,
At that stage of the war U-boats were equipped
Flight Lieutenant AWR Triggs, MBE, DFC,
with early warning systems that detected the radar
recognising the intonation, called back, ".You wouldn't
emission of the aircraft. Not until 1943 was the
higher frequency 10cm ASV radar installed in
be an Australian, would you?':' to which Flying
Officer ]HF watson yelled back, ".Yes':
Coastal Command aircraft. In time German
Soon the two Australians were swapping notes and
scientists developed effective counter-measures, but
watson was eating malted-milk tablets, biscuits and
not before a critical number of U-boats were lost.
chocolate - part ofthe rations dropped earlier. Next
Gibraltar, at the entrance to the Mediterranean,
morning Hudsons and Beaufighters circled overhead
was another Coastal Command base and one that
and signalled 'it won't be long now. '
Watson was eager to visit at any opportunity,
Within minutes four RN rescue launches were
The prized patrols were along the beautiful
alongside, to be joined by a German launch and
coastline ofSpain. Occasionally you would be sent
accompanying aircraft. However, the ordeal was at
down to Gibraltar to spend the night to pick up

40. "The Australian War Effort': The Royal Air Force Quarterly, Vol. 15, No.3, June 1944, 145-6. 41. DavidAlan Wylie, 5946, 19371941. 42.See note 30 43. Herrington]., Air War Against Germany and Italy, AWM, Canberra, 1954, 27744. Ibid, 277
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sold for 10 shillings in Gibraltar, but 5 quid in the
UK on the black market.
BS Tait45 was stationed at Gibraltar with 202
Squadron, RAP. His recollection of liquor prices in
Gibraltar interestingly parallels Watson's,
One ofmy fellow Captains, Flight Lieut John
Lawrence RAP received a photograph in February
1943 ofa very pretty girl, his sister. I fell in love
with the photograph and bought her for a beer (beer
finished our tour at
was like gold in Gibraltar).
the same time so he
invited me to spend
part ofmy leave in
Gloucester. I
claimed my
possession and after
a little hesitation
she consented.
were married in
...
,- --.-March 1944.
.:
U-boats
were
fitted with anti'
.~~ ~
aircraft weapons,
sometimes choosing
;...... ,
,
to fight rather than
:_-~-'.~
,
dive. Tate suffered
one such encounter,
,
"Attacked U-boat,
which got us,"
forcing him to return
on one engme.
U-boats were not
Rio de Janeiro
the greatest danger
of
the
Bay,
unfortunately, for
their stand and fight
.tactics did little to
stem their steady
to
Allied
loss
aircraft.
JSB
46
Dobson , a 461
pilot,
recalls
The Battle ofthe Atlantic
sighting a German
Focke Wolf Condor on the return trip from Spain.
With its 20mm cannon the German fighter would
have made shorr work of the lumbering Sunderland.
Forrunately the first the German pilot knew of their
location was the burst of the Sunderland's defensive
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side guns. The fighter wheeled away evasively and
Dobson escaped into a cloud. Not so forrunate was
HE Beale47 , a Wireless/Air Gunner in 179 Squadron,
RAP, based at Gibraltar. He was lost in air combat
on 21st January 1943.
Previous to joining 179 Squadron Beale had
flown with 612 Squadron with another Old Boy, TG
Dobbie48 , whilst stationed at Reykjavik, Iceland.
Convoys were routed north to bring them within air
cover of the Reykj avik squadrons in an
attempt to narrow the mid-Atlantic air gap. The
North Atlantic
was a hostile
the a t r e .
Read
recalls the frozen
toilets when above
the Artie Circle,
and Osborne the
need to turn the
ship
downwind
and spray
the
weapons
with
steam hoses to
thaw the ice.
Dobbie's third
operation out of
Reykjavik was a
Freetown
good starr to his
career, if only he
.'
had known it at
.. _...... :
,,
the time. Flying as
second pilot, the
,,.>
first pilot was our
of his seat when a
U-boat
was
spotted. Dobbie
went to exchange
with the more
BATILE OFTHE ATLANTIC
experienced pilot,
Major U-boat activity
but there was no
Limit of Allied air patrols by 1945
time. The sub was
Limit of Allied air patrols by 1942
diving. By the
time the depth
charges
were
dropped the sub had submerged. Oil spread across
the water and the sub rose again before sinking. At
the time the crew of the Whirley aircraft were
unimpressed. It was an old trick of U-boat crews
to release rubbish and fake their own death.
'

45. Brian Sharland Tait, 5047, 1932-1934.46. John Stafford Blackburn Dobson, 5126, 1933-1934.47. Herbert Eldon Beale, 4300,
1928-1937. Killed 21/1/43.48. Thomas Geoffrey Dobbie, 4688, 1930-1933.
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A Sunderland Flying Boat, as flown by 10 and 461 Squadrom, taxiing to its moorings. Courtesy AWM:

However, fifty years later, Dobbie read in the
squadron Roll of Honour that a study of German
records post-war had confirmed the kill, though it
had been credited to the first pilot of the Whitley.
Dobbie finished his tour in 612 on Whitleys, but
converted to Liberators with 53 Squadron, RAP, in
1944. The Liberator was one of the VLR (Very
Long Range) aircraft that eventually removed the
air gap over the mid-Atlantic. Whilst converting to
Liberators, Dobbie trained in the use of the Leigh
Light, a super powerful spotlight used to fix Uboats surfaced at night. Tait, too, trained in this
period in the use of the Leigh Light, but whereas
Dobbie' training occurred in the Bahamas, Tait's
was whilst operational, over the Western
Approaches, based in Northern Ireland.
By 1943 new naval tactics and weapons were
aiding in the defeat of the U-boats. In late 1943
Osborne was re-posted to the destroyer, HMS
Vanquisher, an old ship fitted with the latest antisubmarine technology, a forward firing salvo of
rockets called 'Hedgehog'. The next generation,
'Squid', sent three or six mortars onto the projected
path of the submarine. Forward firing weapons
allowed for more accurate and faster attacks.
Osborne won his DSC in March 1945 after
sinking U-878 in combination with HMS
Tintagel Castle.
The U-boat threat required the Air Force and the
Navy to work together at an unprecedented level.
Osborne taught for a time in 1943 at Western
Approaches Tactical Unit (WATU), a shore-based

posting he was happy to exchange with a ship
posting in Vanquisher. At one time, asked to lecture
on air cooperation, he took a flight with 10
Squadron. By chance they surprised three U-boats
on the surface, who engaged the Sunderland with
concentrated fire before diving. 49 Wylie, of 279 AirSea Rescue Squadron, enjoyed the reverse
expenence,
With leave due I was asked by the Station
Intelligence Officer ifI would do a liaison trip with
the Navy with the object ofwriting a layman's report
for the Air Ministry on living conditions at sea, crew
morale etc. I flew to Belfast to join a squadron offive
frigates, the flagship HMS Balfour, and spent the
next ten days hunting U-boats in the North Sea in
appalling weather. It was a unique experience for an
airman to see how the other halflived.
The introduction of new technology and more
coordinated practices turned the tide of the battle
against the U-boats. In May 1943 Liberator
bombers, utilising 10cm ASV radar (unbeknownst
to the Germans till late in the year) and carrying 16
depth-charges, closed the air gap, whilst escort
carriers had joined the convoys, and special Support
Groups existed to come to their aid and the German
Naval cipher had been broken. As evidence of the
right direction in which the campaign was
progressing in that month three wolf packs, totalling
41 submarines, converged on a single convoy. What
looked set to be the greatest U-boat victory to that
date became an unprecedented defeat. 12 merchant
ships were lost compared to 7 U-boats. Other

49.Looking Astern After Fifty Years, op cit, 20.
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the Air Force suffering 50% of Shore Old Boys who
died on active service! Yet for all that the Air Force
lacks a legend akin to the Army's experience on the
Kokoda Track and elsewhere.
In fact the Empire Air Training Scheme was one
of the few initiatives of the first year of the war
that can said to have been a complete success.
Airmen from throughout the Dominions trained
in countries as disparate as New Zealand,
Australia, Rhodesia and Canada. Participating
nations included the United Kingdom, Canada,
Australia, South Africa, Rhodesia, New Zealand,
the United States, India and the Bahamas. Once
the first aircrew to be trained in this way were
posted to operational units, the size of the RAF
was limited only by industry's capacity to produce
aircraft. By the end of the war over 27000
Australians had been trained as aircrew.
Criticism of the scheme fails to acknowledge the
vast satisfaction experienced by many airmen, Shore
Old Boys amongst them, from participating in a
scheme and air force that was truly international in
a cause that was often detrimentally fractured by
national differences. Typical of the atritude of EATS
graduates was DM Irving's' I comment,

actions and sinkings in the Bay of Biscay brought the
total loss to 34 U-boats for that month.
Historians have labelled May 1943 as the
beginning of the end of the U-boat war. U-boats
remained in the Atlantic until the last days of the
war, but the ascendancy was with the escorts.
Never again was the supply of the Allied armies
threatened as it was in 1942 and from that aspect
the U-boats can be said to have lost the battle and
failed in their mission. From January 1944 Uboats began to act independently in the Atlantic, a
thoroughly defensive posture. In April they were
recalled to the Biscay ports in preparation for the
expected invasion.
Although the battle was won in 1943, it
continued for another two years. Yet each safe arrival
of a convoy in a home port was a victory for the
Allied war effort and a defeat of the U-boats. Fred
Osborne summed up such a moment,

I remember the satisfiction ofleading the
Liverpool section ofa transatlantic convoy down the
Irish Sea. As jar back as I could see, emerging from
the fOg was a long line ofships, mostly tankers,
making their "safe and timely arrival': There were
many such satisfictions. 50

The Empire Air Training Scheme

At the end ofthe day my crew was two Australians,
two Englishmen, two Rhodesians and one Scotsman,
ranging in age from eighteen to thirty. No common
factor, just comfOrtable with each other.

At the end of September 1939, the British
Government invited Canada, Australia and New
Zealand to join a scheme whereby RAF squadrons
would be manned by Dominion volunteers
trained in their own countries. This was the
scheme finally adopted, with provision that
Australians be identifiably Australian (ie wearing
Australian uniforms and directing Australian air
and ground crew to RAAF squadrons). By the end
of the war 17 RAAF squadrons were operational
under the RAF; but contrary to the provision
these were never staffed by Australians exclusively,
but the vast majority of Australian aircrew served
in RAF squadrons.
This has lead some historians to declare the
scheme a failure on national terms. It is argued the
RAF benefited at the expense of the RAAF.
Measured in battle casualties the Air Force suffered
more than the other services. Some 3% of Australia's
armed forces in the period 1943 to 1945 served with
the RAF, yet they account for 20% of all Australian

JA Mallinson s1 noted,

Perhaps the most enduring impression I gained in
the relatively short time I was overseas was the mutual
affinity shared by those young blokes from all parts of
the British Empire. I have come to regard my service
with Bomber Command, and my survival, as having
been the peerless privilege ofmy life.
Given the importance of air power in the Allied
victory it is difficult to credit the comment, "the
Empire scheme was not crucial to Britain's safety". Sj
Certainly in early 1942, when Japan's designs upon
southern Asia looked set to include Australia many
servicemen wished they were not on the other side of
the world. DA Williams," training in the United
Kingdom in March 1942, wrote to his family,

we have all put in applications to go home and
fight but I doubt ifanything will be done fOr some
time (if ever). They don't seem to realise just how
serious the position is out there.

50. Fred Osborne, Looking Astern After FIfty Years, op cit, 24. 51. David Maxwell Irving, 6023. 1938-1940. 52. James Akm Mallil1SIJn.
6505, 1941-1942. 53. Robertson, j., Australia at War, 1939-1945, Heinemann, Melbourne, 1981, 56. 54. David Alexander Williams,
5063, 1932-1939, Killed 30/4/42. #. Including deaths caused by accidents, illness & wounds.
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Yet with the cnSlS in the Pacific passed the
From an EFTS pilots moved to a Service Flying
scheme was renewed in 1943, with a change in
Training school, upgrading to Anson, Oxford or
name, reflecting developing Dominion attitudes of
Wirraway aircraft. The choice of aircraft dependant
independence, to the Joint Air Training Plan. The
upon the ultimate destination of the trainees,
flow of trained airmen continued until June 1944,
whether to fighters or bombers.
when a surplus of aircrew in the United Kingdom
In the meantime the other aircrew had been
55
prompted the cessation of further overseas drafts.
attending specialist schools. Air observers went to
Air Observers School followed by Bombing and
By the end of the war 420 Shore
Gunnery School (BAGS); Wireless Operators/Air
Old Boys had participated in the scheme, passing
Gunners to Wireless Air Gunners School (WAGS).
on to operational squadrons in Europe, the
Navigation schools were attended by navigators and
Middle East, India or Australia. Their route to
operational flying
air observers. There
followed
a
was a school for
uniform series of'
every task and role
flying schools in
in the Allied arsenal.
and
Australia
Even those that at
overseas.
Most
the beginning of
Shore Old Boys
hostilities
were
began their RAAF
considered
'unskilled'
career at Bradfield
Park, Lindfield in
developed into a
Sydney's northern
learned art, such as
suburbs.
This
air gunnery. Before
camp wore many
long it was realised
caps in the war
that a well trained
Ted Gabriel (5505) stands in front a Tiger Moth training aircraft at No.4
and
servicemen EFTS RAAE Mascot, 1940.
air gunner could
might have passed
save the life of his
crew many times over on a single operation, a fact
through those hot wooden huts more than a few
evidenced by the award of the Distinguished Flying
times as they were in transit from one posting to
Cross to DM Robinson 57 in August 1944. His
the next, awaiting embarkation overseas, or
citation reads, in part,
perhaps even discharge. SD Angus 56 wtote,
It was a camp. It was really raw. The parade
Shortly after crossing the enemy coast the aircraft
ground was dirt.
was attacked simultaneously by two enemy fighters...
An ITS, Initial Training School, was the first port
throughout this ordeal Pilot Officer ROBINSON
of call fot airmen, as the name suggests. Applicants
continued to give invaluable assistance to his captain
were tested and selected to be pilots, navigators, air
and it was largely due to his skill and efficiency that
observers, or wireless operators/air gunners. The
the aircraft and crew were savedfrom destruction.
paths of the various aircrew diverged at this point, to
The high level of training came at the sacrifice of
meet again when "crewing-up" at an Operational
speed and often patience was necessary. JB Hardie58
Training Unit (OTU) towards the end of their
wrote to his father from Palestine,
training. Potential pilots went on to Elementary
I'm allfit and ready to go flying on fighters, I don't
Flying Training Schools (EFTS) and began their
know whether it will be Kittyhawks or Spits, but I'd
flying career on the ubiquitous Tiger Moth biplane.
like the Spits preferably.... It's going to be a good
The Tiger Moth was a difficult aircraft to control
while before it's possible for me to see action, I put it
on the ground in a strong wind. Ifa wind came up
at the very least four months and it's very likely to be
while you were out practising it was comforting to
six months or more, in a lot ofways I'd like to get
have a couple ofchaps waitingfor you to hit the
there, Pm very sick ofwaiting around doing nothing,
ground on your return and grab the wing tips and
especially in this part ofthe world.
escort you to a parking spot.
Sometimes it did not seem so slow. It dawned on
55. Ilbery, p, Empire Airmen Strike Back, Banner Books. Canberra, 1999. 56. Stuart Douglas AngllS, 4650, 1930-1934. 57. David
Murray Robinson DFC, 6066, 1938-1940. 58. John Beresford Hardie, 5518, 1935-1941.
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A 'Wings'presentation concluding an Empire Air Training Scheme piwts course in Ontario, Canada, May 1943. The aircraft are
Harvards. Courtesy AWl\{.

AL Cohen59 that he was, "flying the most powerful
weapon in rhe world by the time [I was] 20." SL St
Vincent Welsh60 wrote to his father,
I often surprise myselfat all the small details I have
unconsciously learnt and yet there seem to be so many
more about which I know so little. I never thought
this time last year (almost 12 months since I started) .
that I would be Captain ofa Wellington aircraft
doing all my operationalflying by night!
Others anticipated the war and began their own
flying training at private schools. EGV Gabriel 61 was
one such EATS graduate, entering an operational
squadron within five months of beginning his
training in January 1940. Cruelly fate had
determined that by March 1942 Gabriel was
imprisoned in Changi by the Japanese.
Approaching an operational squadron all airmen
received final training and instructions at an OTU.
, This part of the training most closely resembled the
activities of operational flying. Indeed OTUs often
participated in operations against the enemy, staging
diversions or scrambling in the place of a squadron
if resources were scarce. TA Walker's62 first sortie was
with his OTU, during which he suffered

a night-fighter attack and had to crash land! SD
Angus' introduction to operations was equally
dramatic. With 21 OTU flying a diversionary attack
over Holland for Bomber Command, a German
night-fighter destroyed the hydraulics in one wing so
that he could only maintain height at 1000 feet.
By the time of joining a squadron aircrew were
not only completely conversant with their
operational aircraft, after following a series of
training aircraft, but instructed in skills as divergent
as ditching procedure, European languages and
escape techniques. A department of Military
Intelligence, MI 9, was established to expedite
escapes and much of the reason for the healthy
enthusiasm for escape amongst Allied paws lay in
the skills developed and culture nurtured during
training. Some incredible escapades by fugitive
airmen emanated from the European theatre,
including some involving Shore Old Boys.63
One of the very sad facets of the Scheme was
the number of training accidents resulting in the
deaths of many air cadets. Casualties occurring in
training units an~ schools account for over 20%
of all RAAF casualties in the war. 64 WK Merrett65

59. Anthony Laurence Cohen DPC, 5667, 1936-1940.60. Standish Locksley St Vincent Welsh, 4265, 1927-1935. Killed 2/7/41.61.
Edmund Gordon Vincent Gabriel, 5505, 1935-1937. 62. Thomas Allnutt Walker, 4432, 1928-1933. 63. See DPS Smith's story in
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enjoyable learning to be a fighter pilot, which was
had two sobering moments,
exactly what I wanted, but now I am going to have to
The experience ofencountering an unexpected 'dust
kill people or be killed.
storm' on my 'first solo' and a 'dead motor' on a crosscountry flight in a Wirraway forewarned me that the
Air Force In Europe
fUture would have to be kind.
Unfortunately the future was often capricious and
Already, by the December 1939 issue of the
not at all kind. Often, as was the case with LH
Torch Bearer, the death of an Old Boy involved in
Holliday's66 final flight, bad weather and engine
air operations over Europe was announced.
failure combined with tragic circumstances. Flying
Dennis Kane was reported missing by the RAF
north from Sydney on March 7th 1942 with his new
when he failed to return from a reconnaissance
squadron his Kittyhawk fighter crashed, killing him.
flight over Germany on the 3rd November 1939.
Other Shore Old Boys whose . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , His
body
was
never
lives were taken from them
recovered and he might be
during training include CM
considered an omen of
Gibb67 ; lL Menzies68 , killed
Shore's contribution in the
instructing; DA Robinson 69
air war over Europe, for
and D Tweedie70 , both killed
casualty rates among airman
in Canada. Tweedie's brother,
were high. Total Australian
Norman Tweedie7 l , was killed
losses in the air over Europe,
in a training unit five months
nearly 7000 aIrmen, far
later in England. Other deaths
exceeded the numbers of
whilst training include WG
Australians lost on the
Simpkins72 ; GL Cohen73 ; and
Gallipoli Peninsula in the
]FB Wearne74, the last two
First War, as Dr Peter Ilbery
dying in accidents at Yorkshire
notes??
and
Cambridgeshire
Shore Old Boys served in
respectively. CA Crombie75
as many roles as there were
survived being shot down
tasks within the European Air
both over Malta and Calcutta
Forces, from the lonely transduring an illustrious career
oceanic ferry flights to the
during which he was awarded Sgt Bruce Read (5203) receiving his wings 25/3/45 at
1000 bomber raids over
a Canadian EATS course.
the DSO and DFC, only to be
German cities. One of Shore's
killed in an accident in February 1945 while an
earliest contributions was made by OHD
instructor in Australia.
Blomfield78 during the Battle of Britain, as a Radar
For the pilots who survived the training period
Officer,
the really dangerous work had only just begun. ]M
I was posted back to UK [in June 1940j and
Rothwe1F6, who graduated from all Australian EATS
sent to the Directorate ofSignals in the Air
schools to fly Kittyhawks in the South West Pacific,
Ministry as Signals Liaison Officer with Fighter
had an epiphany in October 1943,
Command working specifically on the urgent
It was at the end ofthe course whilst waitingfor
project to install a modern VHF radio telephone
Our posting, that it suddenly hit me and at the ripe
and direction finding system in the aircraft of
old age oftwenty years two months I thought, "What
Fighter Command. I was employed as a sort of
have I done?" Up until now it has been exciting and
technical 'trouble-shooter' in relation to supply and
'Bomber Command; pp55. 64. Herington, J, Air Power Over Europe, AWM; Canberra, 1963, 508. 13754 casualties occurred between
September 1939 and August 1945; 2832 at EATS schools, OTUs and other flying schools. 65. William Keith Merrett, 5374, 1934-1938.
66. Lloyd Henry Holliday, 5265, 1933-1934. Accidentally killed 7/3/42. 67. Clifford Marshall Gibb, 3959, 1926-1930. Accidentally
killed 28/10/40.68. Ian Lambton Menzies, 3836, 1925-1929. Accidentally killed 18/4/41.69. DavidA/lenby Robinson, 4899,19311937. 70. Donald Tweedie, 5083, 1932-1934. Killed at Cudworth near askatoon on 8/4/41. 71. Norman Tweedie, 4607, 1929-1932.
Accidentally killed 12/9/41. 72. William Graham Simpkins, 6074, 1938-1941. Killed 6/1/43. 73. Geoffrey Landas Cohen, 3932, 19261929. Killed 3/8/41. The SWR ofOctober 1941 announced the establishment ofthe "Geoffrey Cohen Memorial Prize'; to be awardedfor
General Merit in the Upper Fourth Form. It is now awarded to the boy who comes second in General Proficiency in the Third Form. 74.
john Frederick Bice U7earne, 5793, 1936-1938. Killed 31/8/43. 75. Charles Arbuthnot Crombie, 4319, 1928-1931. Killed 26/8/45. 76.
john Maitland Rothwell 5915, 1937-1938. 77. Empire Airmen Strike Back, Banner Books, Canberra, 1999 78. Owen Hugh Dunon
Blomfield, 4303, 1928-1929.
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installation problems. This was the time ofthe
blitz on London and the Battle ofBritain.
History was to point to radar as a decisive factor
in the RAP's victory. The exploits of the Spitfire and
Hurricane pilots in rhe Battle of Britain inspired not
only Churchill's "never, in the field of human
conflict... " speech, bur also a great many Shore Old
Boys to become fighter pilots. Their goal was to join
Fighrer Command.

By March the following year Esplin had been
promoted to Squadron Leader and awarded the
OFC after shooting down three Junkers-88s in
the one night.
Not all Old Boys enjoyed such success. The
Australian night fighter squadron, 456 RAAF, was
posted to Anglesey Island on the Irish Sea, well our
of the frontline. The Shore Weekly Record (27
August 1942) reprinted a Sydney Morning Herald
arricle with mischievous delight,
Fighter Command
An Australian night-fighter squadron has lost its
Air
Vice
first plane by
Marshall
IG
enemy action
Esplin 79 began his
during a year's
career with the
operation in
RAP in September
guarding one ofthe
1939. He acted as
most remote parts
ground crew in
ofthe British coast
May and June
where raiders are
1940, preparing
so infrequent that
for the expected
the squadron has
invasion; but as a
had only two kills
trained pilot was
after a year'
posted to a nightmonotonous
fighter squadron.
patrolling. While
The Blitz was over,
chasing a Junkersbut the German
88 daylight raider
Air Force
recently, Pilot
(Luftwaffe)
Flying officerJames Jeffrey Allen (4946) leaving Buckingham Pa/4ce after receiving
Officer De:t°, an
continued nightly the DFCfrom King George VI He is accompanied by his wife and doughter
Old
Boy, had his
Josephine. Allen WtlS killed in an air accident in June 1945 in India. Courtesy AWM
forays over the
Beaufighter put
British Isles. One of Esplin's encounters. was
out ofaction 30 miles from land. Members ofhis
published in The Sydney Morning Herald,
squadron heard Dey's radio that the enemy had been
Flight-Lieutenant If (sic) Esplin, 27, ofSydney,
sighted, then a "Tally-o': indicating that he was going
pilot ofa Beaufighter, shot down a Junkers 88 after
into action. Then the radio was silent. Later it
an 80 mile chase across the English Channel yesterday
appeared that Dey had pancaked his machine on the
morning. He was so determined that the enemy
sea, and launched a rubber dinghy. He paddled until
should not escape that he put an arm out into the 300
he was picked up by a rescue launch.
MPH slipstream, risking injury, to clean his oilThe lull in German air activity can be explained
covered windscreen. '.11 stream ofoil was sprayed back
by the Luftwaffe's occupation with Russia. In an
on to my windscreen, which was completely covered, "
attempt to help our new allies Fighter Command
said Flight-Lieutenant Esplin. I opened my vision
switched from maintaining a defence of the British
panel and was able to follow the Hun by looking
Isles to the hunting of targets within Occupied
sideways. But when I tried to get him in my gunsight
Europe, a strategy of, "continuous aggression by day
again I could see nothing. I put my hand through the
and vigilant defence by night."BI
clear vision panel and managed to scr..ape away the oil
Apart from the Beaufighter squadron, 456, the
just outside the gunsight. The wind pressure was so
RAAF also maintained two Spitfire squadrons
great I thought it was going to break my wrist. Then I
within Fighter Command, 452 and 457. BN
gave the Junkers more bursts, and he blew up. we
Read B2 was an armourer with 457 Squadron, (01
were only a few feet above the sea. "
79. Ian George Esplin aBE CB BEC MA DFC, 3603, 1924-1932. 80. Philip Alexander Dey, 5317, 1934-1938. Killed in action
16/3/45. 81. Herington, j, op cit, 130. 82. Bruce Norman Read, 5203, 1933 - 1939.
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Bloomfield"\ WA Keeling"",
Watson"" WH Wright"!'),

BN Read,

PH

likewise become more aggressive. 456 Squadron,
RAAF (PA Dey", JL MaiO, DAH Spring91 ) had
replaced its Beaufighters with Mosquito aircraft, an
exceptionally light and fast aircraft with an equally
powerful armament. The squadron was moved to
the east of England, where it participated in patrols
over the Bay of Biscay in defence of Coastal
Command aircraft, and also conducted night sweeps
over France in search of communications targets. In
late 1943, trial operations were undertaken whereby
Mosquito
aircraft
accompanied
Bomber
Command's night operations over Germany.
Indicative of the dangers faced by Allied airmen
Pilot Officer JL May's aircraft simply never returned
from one such mission on the night of 3rd - 4th
December 1943, joining the long list of airmen
whose remains are still unaccounted for to this day.
Fighter Commands largest operation occurred on
19th August 1942, the ill-fated Dieppe Raid.
Designed to bring the entire Western Luftwaffi to
combat and test the fortifications of Europe, at its
height hundreds of enemy aircraft fought against
waves of British fighters and bombers whilst troops
were put ashore. Official estimates at the time were
optimistic in the face of what seemed to be a small
defeat. However captured German documents
revealed that the day belonged to the defenders, with
the RAF losing two aircraft to every German.
E Trenchard-Smith n was at the forefront of
that confused battle. His Hurricane squadron,
43 RAp, led the tirst fighter wave. In a letter to
his mother, published in the SMH of Saturday
17th October 1942, he writes,

By the end of 1941 medium daylight bombers
(Bostons mainly) with fighter escort were crossing the
channel daily in steady streams when weather
permitted. The Luftwaffe fighters were there to repulse
these intrusions and mighty skirmishes took place over
France and the Channel. Our squadron 451 and 452
before us were in the thick ofit.
.
On many ofthe big "do's" our base, Redhill, was
usedfor the refUelling and rearming ofother
squadrons. Polish, Czech, Free French, you name it.
On those occasions we all had our fingers out,
especially the armourers getting these squadrons up in
the air again - refUelled and rearmed flr another go.
A letter of Esplin's"7, describes the activity of an
airfield "in the thick of it" from a pilot's point of view,

The duty crew, or Rand R party (refuelling and
rearming) will be there to meet you, you explain to
them which tanks you want filled, send for an
armourer to see to your guns, get hold ofthe duty
electrician, because your R/T [radio telephone] was
a bit shaky on "transmit'; give instructions about
lashing the controls, or do it yourself ifyour type of
aircraft is strange to them, and then get transport
round to the flying control tower. rou "book-in"
here, though they know all about you because your
operations room has warned them ofyour arrival,
and you've been in touch with them on your RIT
You telephone your controller and get his
instructions as to whether you are wanted offagain,
etc. And then, when everything is fixed up, you get
transport over to the mess, flr a much-needed clean
up and food and hot drinks.

As we drew near and got into position flr our first
attack, the landing craft were already on their way
back, and were about three quarters ofa mile from
the main beach. By now the harbour and town were
visible, and we could see where preceding bombers
had dropped shells and smoke bombs on the cliff
definces to give us protection on the way out. ...
There was a small amount ofgunfire from the cliffs
and here and there fires had started, but at the
moment it looked moderately saft. Then - as if
someone had pressed a button, every gun in Dieppe
opened up - not only at us, but also at the landing
vessels and destroyers miles out to sea. I'll never flrget
what that barrage was like as long as I live; and we

Sorties accompanying a small bomber force were
primarily designed to grind the Luftwaffe down by
large aerial battles. PIO WH Wright was wounded
in one such excursion, a bullet through the right
shoulder over France. Even as he recuperated in
Torquay hospital Luftwaffe bombs wounded him a
second time, burying him under the rubble of his
ward. The same raid killed PIO RH Chapman"H of
460 Squadron, RAAF, before he had flown an
operational mission. By the time Wright was
discharged his squadron, 457, had returned to
Australia with 452 Squadron.
In the meantime the night-fighter squadrons had

83. David ['Anson Blomfield. 4951. 1932. Killed in action 28/3/1942. 84. Warwick Alexander Keeling, 4357, 1928-1932. 85. Philip
Herbert W'tltson DFC 4919. 1931-1932. 86. William Henry Wright. 4625. 1929-1936.87. Published in the SWR November 19. 1942.
88. Robert Henry Chapman. 5483. 1935-1938. 89. See note above. 90. John Leonard May. 5561. 1935-1939. Killed 3/4 December
1943. 91. David Alfred Hugh Spring. 3869. 1925-1933. 92. Edgar Trenchard-Smith. 4243. 1927-1930.
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had to go straight into it!
At that time I was flying No.4 to the CO, and
was on his left in the actual attack, my target being
the left-hand corner ofthe beach and also the harbour
entrance and surrounding buildings. Before going any
fUrther, I might mention that Jerry uses tracer cannon
shells and bullets, and, working on a conservative
estimate of30 gum firing an average of1000 rounds
a minute, you can imagine what a terrific sight it
was. we were also using tracer bullets. well, in we
went at 0 feet andpoured everything we could into
the beach and
promenade, and
then over the town,
still roofhopping,
flat out trying to
dodge the 'Jlak'~
It was hopeless,
and before we
could reach our
smoke cover, in
spite ofthe way I
threw that kite
around in and out
ofstreams offire, I
was hit just in
front ofthe rudder
by an explosive

Coastal Command Strike Wings were created.
The Strike Wings consisted of anti-shipping
squadrons, including 455 Squadron RAAF,
containing torpedo firing aircraft. Despite
attacking their new task with enthusiasm 455
Squadron was limited by its aircraft, dilapidated
Handley Page Hampdens. Nevertheless by July
1942 the squadron was -ready to set course for its
new operational base - Russia.
There was scarcely a month when an Old Boy had
not been a member of this squadron. AG Sands93
had been an air
observer when the
squadron
had
served in Bomber
Command. He
was posted 'missing
presumed dead' in
November 1941.
In September of
the following year,
when the squadron
made the long
flight to Russia,
Shore
was

A Mosquito aircraft such as flown by John May (5561) when he disappeared over
Europe on the night of314th December 1943. The Mosquito was utilised as a night
fighter and by Bomber Command Pathfinder squadrons. Courtesy AWM.

cannon shell, which blew offhalfofthe fin and tore a
huge hole in the tail plane. I was lucky, as in that
same attack I saw the lad in front ofme, the CO's No
2, get it also, and that was the last I saw ofhim. ' _
Almost at the same time FW (Focke Wulj) 190s
appearedfrom nowhere, and there were screams over
the R/Tfrom lads bailing out, planes diving into the
ground and sea, and all the time this wall ofcoloured
steel coming up from the ground with flashes andfires
everywhere.
Trenchard-Smith managed to return home,
escorted by other aircraft, and land at his aerodrome.
Within an hour he was up again, in a new aircraft,
attacking surface vessels and dodging further flak. In
all he made three sorties to Dieppe that day, each time
encountering stiff resistance from flak and fighters.

represented by GI
Gun ton94.
The un us ual

posting to Russia was in response to the terrible
toll being exacted on Allied Artie convoys. Two
German battleships, with accompanying
destroyers, were moored in Norway, astride the
route of the Artie convoys. It was hoped 455's
torpedoes could hold, or even destroy, this
threat.
After a flight that stretched the endurance of the
Hampdens, and the navigation of the crews, 455
arrived at an aerodrome at Vaenga, on the Barents
Sea and close to the border with Finland. Luftwaffe
air attacks were a regular occurrence (nearly
causing the demise of Geoff Gunton when a
downed Russian fighter came crashing through the
barracks, interrupting a poker game!95). In the two
months the squadron spent in Russia it flew one
operation, in bad weather, without contacting an
enemy fleet. It transpired that the German ships
had never left port, a result Churchill attributed to
the presence of 455's torpedo-bombers, III a
personal congr~tulation to the squadron.

Coastal Command Strike Wings
In February 1942 a German cruIser squadron
made a daring break up the Channel from Brest
Harbour, revealing British anti-shipping resources to
be incapable and disorganised. As a consequence the

93. Alan George Sands, 4584, 1929-1933. Missing preStlmed killed 30/11141. 94. Geoffrey Ian Gnrzton, 5143, 1930-1938. 95. Raebel
G1v, The RAAF in Russia, Australian Military History Publications, Loftus, 1997, 66-7.
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In December the squadron began the role it
intercepted by a German craft. He would spend
would perform with distinction until the end of the
the remaining three years of the war in Stalag Luft
war, anti-shipping patrols and strikes along the
III prison in Germany.
During 1943 the Coastal Command Strike
Norwegian coast from its base in Scotland.
Unfortunately the slow Hampdens proved especially
Wings underwent a significant transformation.
vulnerable to anti-aircraft fire and attacks could only
Whilst 455 continued on Hampdens the North
be made under the protection of poor weather. On
Coates Strike Wing transferred to the Beaufighter
aircraft, including the new rocket-firing variety. The
the night of the 10th December 1942 Geoff Gunton
"spun the wheel" in the mess and drew the following
wing was organised such that up to twelve torpedo
carrying Beaufighters (called Torbeaus) were covered
morning's operation. Geoff wrote his account of that
day in a German prison,
by sixteen cannon and rocket firing Beaufighters
'" O'Connor
(Rockbeaus). Their
turned north in thick
success denied the
weather: vis about
enemy the use of
2000 yds with severe
Rotterdam as a port
rain squalls. After
for the supply of
brief20 mins several
Swedish iron ore. It
small islands were
was
with
great
sighted and after
antICIpation
then
turning 270 degrees
that 455 received the
right we headed fOr
news of the switch to
home. However not
Beaufighters
III
being satisfied with
November 1943. The
carrying out ofop.
robustness
and
Nav and I decided to
firepower of the
return and on
aircraft had been
.
h rft
A Bristol Beaufighter. Beaufighters were used extemively in all theatres as
11
turnzng sout. a er
proven
III
a
night fighters andfi.ghter- bom bers. Courtesy AlVl"'M,
w, .
sighting coast we
theatres96•
immediately sight convoy. W'e ran but torp failed to
PLT Ilbery97 and WD Mitche1l98 had entered
get away. No fire until we were passed. On second
Shore in the same year, enlisted together, trained
run we broke away as position bad Flak scored
together and eventually been posted together to 455
some hits. Got on landward side and ran on largest
Squadron. They arrived when the Anzac Wing had
ship. Flak ship laid down a barrage on line we must
become part of the RAF Dallachy Strike Wing in
pass when we cleared ship's bow. Soon after we
Scotland, and only three months after RC Mackay99
arrived there fire broke out in the port wing
had joined. By this stage in the war it was important
outboard ofmotor. Observer reported it but as it
to prevent German troops garrisoned in Norway
did not appear bad on we went. However in a few
from reinforcing France. Strike Wing successes had
seconds it broke through wing and plates just peeled
forced all shipping to be at night. During the day
back like paper. I pressed fire extinguisher on motor
German ships hid in the steep sided fiords, forcing
and on one engine we went. But at some instant
the Beaufighters to attack individually through
went wing with a dying flutter. Over we went into
narrow gorges. It became common for Warwick aira Rate 5 turn nose down and then a dull thump...
sea rescue aircraft to accompany the sorties.
When I came to I was still in cockpit and in dark
Peter Ilbery suffered damage from a flak attack in
green water. I pulled pin from sheer instinct and
April 1945, whilst leading the charge against ships
then . .. I was on the surface. Lots ofburning petrol,
tucked in a fiord at the town of Lervigen. Flak
wreckage and a body some way away. How my
silenced one of his engines and struggling home he
helmet etc came offI do not know.
prepared for a water ditching, but thankfully the
Gunton and the surviving crew were picked up
plane held together and a crash landing was made
safely at Dallachy. Waiting beside the tarmac with an
by Norwegian fishermen, but immediately
96. See RA Swift's reminiscence. 97. Peter Leslie Thomas Ilbery, 5348, 1934 -1940. 98. William Douglas Mitchell, 5379, 1934-1940.
Killed in action 8/3/45. 99. Robert Charles MacKay DFC, 4193, 1927-1930. MacKay continued with the RAAF afier the war, taking
up a permanent commission, but was killed in an aircraft accident at Schofields, NSWon 9/11/48.
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avoidflying when there was not a period during the
journey when you could at least sight the stars to
obtain bearings. That is one ofthe reasons also why
most ofthe flying in those days was done at night time
Ice was a major problem in the North Atlantic.
Wood relates,
we had been in the cloud for on~y a couple of
minutes when we suddenly looked out andfound ice
building up on the wings at a colossal rate and the
air intakes for the engines were being iced up. So the
pilot swung around to try and get out ofthe cloud,
and as he did, one ofthe engines coughed and
spluttered and died, and we all thought that this was
the end for us. A few seconds later a second engine
started to splutter andjust at that time, fortunately,
we emergedfrom the cloud again, so we were able to
continue to return to our base.
By the end of 1942, Ferry Command was
delivering aircraft to all theatres. Many Old Boys
arrived at their new posting with their aircraft. GV
Wolstenholme 10 \ delivered his Liberator bomber
from Montreal to Cuttack, India in June 1943. JML
Clarke Io4 delivered his Liberator from England to
160 Squadron, Palestine. His experiences highlight
the difficulty of travel during a world war,
I delivered a Liberator aircraft to the Middle East
via Gibraltar in 1942 and was required to return to
the UK to fetch another. So, as a passenger in various
aircraft, BOACflew me back via Wadi Haffa,
Khartoum, Malakal, Stanleyville thence to Lagos
where the large Boeing flying boat took me the rest of
the way to the UK via Bathurst and Lisbon. For this
journey I was in civilian clothes, purchased in haste in
Cairo. A night was spent in Lisbon and proceeding to
Estoril by suburban train I found myselfsitting
between somebody reading the German Volkischer
Boebackter and another an Italian paper. I was
reading The Times.
By the end of the war multiple routes were
opened up across the Atlantic by Ferry
Command, flying by Greenland or Iceland in the
north, or the Bahamas and the Azores in the
south. In 1945 Wood transferred to 231
Squadron, RAF, where he was joined by CKT
Roberts")\, flying VIPs (such as Doug Rickard")(')
between the United States and Australia and New
Zealand via Honolulu, Canton Island and Fiji.

ambulance, as usual, was the sixth Shore member of
the squadron, Squadron Leader RD Macbeth"J(), the
squadron's Medical Officer since February 1943. It
was from an attack on Midtgulen Fiord that Bill
Mitchell failed to return. It was made without loss,
yet Mitchell's aircraft was jumped by German
fighters on the return and he and his crew were
posted missing, presumed dead.
By the end of the war Coastal Command aircraft
had accounted for the destruction of 343 enemy
vessels, but the success of the Strike Wings came at a
price, 797 aircraft lost. Of the six Shore Old Boys
who flew with 455 Squadron, three were killed in
action, one was taken prisoner of war and a fifth
survived a crash landing.

Ferry Command
The air war relied very heavily on the factories
of North America: the Canadian built Lancasters
and American produced Hudsons, Catalinas,
Fortresses and Liberators. It was decided that long
range aircraft would be sent as they were ready,
rather than shipping, or even flying them, in
groups. The best graduates of the EATS schools,
such as JB Woodlo0h, flew their aircraft to the
United Kingdom. Wood remained with Ferry
Command, along with HR Hudson. lOl , joining No
45 (Atlantic Transport) Group, RAE
It is necessary to note that until the operations
of Ferry Command trans-Atlantic journeys by air
had been, in the words of the RAP's official
historian, "the distant dream of visionaries ,and
cranks."lo2 The aircrew of Ferry Command were
pioneers of the trans-global flights we take for
granted. Wood writes of some of the difficulties
faced by these aviation pioneers,
... the big challenge ferry command people had to
face was navigation. Radio signals were ofno use
whatsoever beyond about 100 miles from either coast.
So once 100 miles out from the American coast, until
you were 100 miles offthe English or Irish coast you
were entirely out ofrange from any navigational
assistance whatsoever. The winds were very high,
forecasting was in its infancy and planes could be
blown hundreds ofmiles offcourse, so that navigation
was extremely important, and the only form of
navigation was astro-navigation using the stars, which
became quite an art. It also meant you had to try and

100. Robert Duncan Macbeth, 4736, 1930-1934. 100b. John Butler Wood, 5065, 1932-1940. 101. Harold Rodney Hudson, 4182,
1927-1932. 102. Richards, D, and St George Saunders, H, The Fight Avails, HMSO, London, 1954, 146. 103. George Verney
Wolstenholme, 5618, 1935-1940. 104. John Mordaunt Lindsay Clarke, 4674, 1930-1933. 105. Charles Kenneth Thackery Roberts,
3675, 1924-1925. 106. Douglas Randolph Rickard, 4936, 1931-1933.
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was introduced too late in the war to seriously affect
outcomes, thousands found their targets causing
much destruction and death and indeed a great deal
In preparation for the coming invasion of
of
"alarm and despondency" 109. Amongst the many
Occupied Europe it was recognised that land forces
squadrons taken from invasion duties to deal with
would require tightly coordinated air support.
this new threat were LE Penn's I 10 squadron, 226 RAP
Consequently in June 1943 a new command was
(Mitchell bombers) and EA Little's I II, 174 RAP
established within Fighter Command called The
(Typhoons).
At a time when the invasion
Tactical Air Force. 2nd TAP, as it came to be called!
preparations were reaching a climax this distraction
was an impressive collection of the Allies' most deft
stretched
nerves and resources. The air campaign
and powerful flying machines. Spitfire, Typhoon
against the V-Is, named CROSSBOW; cost the lives
and Mustang fighters formed the teeth of the force,
of 3000 Allied
accompanied
by
aucrew.
Mitchell and
Finally on June
Mosquito bombers·
6th
1944 the single
and a group of
operation
to which
transport squadrons.
the Western Allies
In the months
had been building
leading to Operation
since
1940 came to
OVERLORD 2nd
pass. The 7000 naval
TAP, with Bomber
of
the
vessels
Command, laid the
invasion
armada
foundation for the
were
accompanied
invasion. They
by 11590 aircraft,
targeted
flying 14674 sorties.
communication
WK Merrett" 2 was a
systems,
in Flying Officer William Merrett's 7Yphoon, "Lulu'; after an operation in the
Typhoon pilot with
particular the French Dunkirk area, June 1944, shortly afier the Normandy landings. "During one
heavy rocket and strafing attack, a shell exploded immediately behind or
164 Squadron, RAP,
railway
network, against the armour-plating shield at the back ofthe cockpit, filling it with
On D-Day 1 flew
rendering it nearly fi lmes, smoke etc. It had exploded my oxygen bottle and took out all the
hydraulics. ft was impossible to see, so f jettisoned my hood, helmet and
from Thomey Island
inoperable. Bomber harness to bail-out. The cockpit cleared and the machine was climbing, [f)
(outside Portsmouth)
Command's heavy settled back in again and back to base for a wheels andflap landing on a
and had an elevated
bombers saturated grassy strip. There was a large air-scoop intake under the nose, which was a
bit ofa worry, but everything went smoothly. "
view ofthe
marshalling yards,
':Armada" already there, or on the way to Normandy.
bridges and railway tunnels, whilst TAP aircraft
The
spectacular event ofa lifetime.
performed operations of finer accuracy. Bridges,
The previous night, the aircraft of Transport
headquarters, even prison walls were destroyed.
Command had delivered the first wave of invasion
Rocket firing typhoons demolished radar stations,
troops, the airborne divisions, by glider and
causing radar blindness on the day of the invasion.
parachute. It was the event MN Black'sl13 and EN
JR Banyard lO7 flew his Mustang on some of the many
Paxtons, 114 , squa dron, 5 12 RAF Transport
low level phoro-reconnaissance flights along the
Command, had been training for. Black was posted
French coast, flying about 200 ro 300 feet above the
back to Australia in April 1944 and missed the show.
water. AGL Webb 108 flew typhoons with 245
Paxton remained and served with the squadron until
Squadrons.
the end of the war.
As D-Day approached operations were diverted
During the entire operation Coastal Command
from invasion targets to deal with the growing
kept
the invasion area free of V-boat interference,
menace of the V-I bomb. The V-I, the pilotless
driving off 35 submarines and sinking three.
flying bomb, was catapulted from launch sites in
Bomber Command bombarded the shore
Western France against English cities. Although it
In Support ofthe Army: 2nd TAP and Transport
Command.

l?7.James Ralph Banyard, 4466, 1929-1938. 108. Arthur Gordon Langham Webb, 5433, 1934. 109. Terraine, j, The Right ofthe
1me, Hodder and Stoughton, London, 1985, 652. 110. Laurence Edward Penn, 5391, 1934-1938. 111. Eric Arthur Little, 5168, 1933936 112. See note above. 113. Mitchell Norman Black, 3752, 1925-31. 114. Ernest Nevin Paxton, 5758, 1936-1942.
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installations previous to the landings and TAP
jammed up to about twenty yards apart. we made
fighters flew as cover against the Luftwaffe, who in
several attacks, using up all our rockets and
the main failed to affect the proceedings at all.
ammunition, and then came hareing home. The
With the landings a success, the battle for
Wing-Commander taxied almost to the operations
Normandy began. It was a campaign marked by an
room and shouted, "Get all the planes out you
extraordinary level of Army-Air Force cooperation
can!" and all available TJphoons were thrown into
that saw airfields being constructed and used within
the show. Befire long you could see tanks burning
sight of the frontline. Vigilant air parrols made
all
over the place. "
German air traffic impossible. Allied tank rooves
All available Typhoon squadrons, including
sported brightly coloured fluorescent panels and
Merrett's,
flew a total of 294 sorties against the
air-liaison officers rode in the lead tanks. Primary in
armoured
the role of ground
division, attacking
support was the
and
destroying
Typhoon fightertanks, trucks and
bomber. Merrett
self-propelled
writes,
guns, whilst the
1 recall our
American Ninth
Group Captain
Air Force fighters
taking a jeep down
flew top cover and
to Army HQ at the
attacked transport
frontline near
in the rear. The
Caen where the
action was an
army were held up
unmitigated
fir weeks, and
disaster
for
being told "Have a
of
German
hopes
look at all those
destroying
the
tiger tanks'~
The
remains
ofa
German
field
headquarters
after
a
strafing
and
rocket
attack
by
Allied foothold in
Group Captain:
the Tjphoons ofEric Little's (5168) squadron during the Normandy campaign,
Europe and one of
Can't you get your
June-July 1944.
the first instances
Churchill tanks on
ofland forces being defeated exclusively from the air.
to them?"
As the Army advanced, the Typhoon squadrons
"Christ No, they might fire back, can't be silly, w~
were close behind. Merrett recalls,
get you TJphoon chaps to take them out ofplay': tlnd
In Normandy we lived in tents, supplemented the
so it went on.
so called "messing" with our own "boiling the billy
Eric Little recalls a similar incident, when he was
called to an Army HQ given a target, returned to
style': buying, bartering and purloining. Every now
and then at night the Germans would drop a few 88s
airfield and had performed the operation all within
[artillery shells} and the odd bombing into the Happy
45 minutes. His ground crew were able to observe
Hour. very "hot and bloody duty. " In Northern
the action from the airfield.
The Typhoon's armament, four 20mm cannon
France, Belgium and Holland we got by in more
and 2000 pounds of rockets or bombs, earned it
salubrious style. The RAP taking over the Chateaux,
castles, and the like.
the title 'tank buster', a role that had decisive
HO Thomas '15 was the wireless operator of a
consequences at one point in the Normandy
Dakota aircraft of 271 Squadron, Transport
campaign. A German armoured division had
Command. He operated equally close to the frontline,
mustered to repel the invaders. Allied signals
1 recall at Einhoven we were billeted in town
intelligence had gained warning of the counterattack and the typhoon squadrons were made
[and fiund] that the house opposite was occupied by
the Gestapo, who killed a number ofAllied
ready. Eric Little was on flying parrol when they
Personnel that nzght and the airstrip had to be
spotted their first tanks. His colleague told an
Australian correspondent,
recaptured in the morning.
115. Henry Oreste Thomas, 5422, 1934-1937
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The German Army may have remained a threat,
but the Luftwaffe had ceased as a potent force
ourside of Germany, Thomas recalls that Dakotas
flew withour armament in Europe, unlike Asia, and
without fighter cover. By late 1944 the Luftwaffe
was concentrating primarily on the front that had
raged relentlessly since 1941: the bomber offensive
against German cities.

pointing the way to the target. It was an inconceivable
sight, with this modulating slow weave ofaircraft
going across, at that height, with a heavy bomb load
on. An aircraft is fairly unstable at that height.
When I went on my first operation into Hanover, I
could not believe it, as it was like looking into Dante's
Inferno. To approach it, drop your load, and then fly
straight and levelfor about 24 seconds was like flying
over a corner ofhell.
"Over The Top": Bomber Command's
Ian Carter!l? wrote of his first operation,
Offensive Against Germany
I flew as an observer with a senior crew and
watched over the bomb
No concept gripped
aimer's shoulder. It was a
the popular imagination
moderately low level
and strategic thinking
attack, about 500 feet,
like that of the strategic
and
the first wave in. I
bomber. Between the
was amazed at the sight
wars the bomber held an
ofmulti-storey
buildings
awed position similar to
falling down all over the
that of atomic weaponty
place and bomb blasts.
today. During the war
The German response
large raids drew as much
to
the bombers was akin to
media
coverage
as
the resolve of Londerners
significant land battles.
during
"The Blitz". It was
Bomber Command was
a campaign fought daily
the destination of more
and measured in the cold
Shore Old Boys than any
statistics of aircraft!aircrew
other RAF command.
lost, tonnages dropped,
This was a function of
aiming
point photographs
not only the size of
and hectares destroyed.
Bomber Command, but Eric Little (5168), on right, of174 Squadron, standing
Tony
Cohen recalls,
also of the rate of before his 7Jphoon on a forward airfield in Normandy, JuneBomber Command were
casualties. 40% of Shore July 1944.
very
cold
blooded,
we
were
really
cannon fodder there
Old Boys who served with Bomber Command
is no doubt about that ... [the aircraft] had no means
lost their lives. Amongst historians the nightly
ofreal
defence, other than throwing an aircraft out of
raids of Bomber Command often draw
the sky. They were sitting ducks and ifyou were
comparisons with the "over-the-top" trench
worked terribly hard at being efficient it meant that
warfare tactics of the First World War.
you diminished lady luck and the possibility ofgetting
Tony Cohen l16 describes what it was like to
the chop by about 50% - that's all.
approach a target at night,
Crucial to the Bomber Command experience was
The appearance ofa major German target like
the
loyalty one felt towards one's crew. The success of
Berlin or anywhere in the Rhur, Frankfurt or
the dynamics within a crew was a matter of life and
Hanover, was awe inspiring. Imagine dozens and
death,
and consequentially crews were formed in an
dozens ofsearch lights weaving around the skies,
unconventional manner. DM Irving l18 recalls,
imagine black smoke at various levels which you could
Lancasters carried a crew ofseven and the method
even smell through your oxygen mask at various times.
used
to "crew" people up was extraordinary. Dumped
Imagine your own aircraft blowing up over there, so
out in a field would be about a hundred people
that you could almost reach out and touch it, because
made up ofpilots, navigators, bomb-aimers and
it had a load ofyour own bombs dropped on it.
gunners. All races and creeds all mostly unknown to
Imagine the colour ofred and green on the ground,
; 16. Anthony Laurence Cohen DFC, 5667, 1936-1940. 117. Ian Rowland Carter DFC, 5664, 1936-1941. 118. David Maxwell
rvmg, 6023, 1938-1940.
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David Blomfield's (5284) crew with Lancaster 'Mickey the Moocher: Blomfield is on the right.

each other and you were left there fOr as long as it
took to sort it out. It was funny - as you milled
around, you would keep catching the same eye, have
a few words then drift away and then meet again.
At the end ofthe day my crew was two Australians,
two Englishmen, two Rhodesians and one Scotsman,
ranging in age from eighteen to thirty. No common
factor, just comfOrtable with each other.
KM Anderson ll9 wrote,
we had expected that crewing-up would be done in
the usual airforce fashion either by rank, seniority or
assessment. However we were advised that we wete .all
to assemble the next day in the main hanger and not
leave until we had sorted ourselves out into crews. '
Hearing a rumour in the pilots' hut that there was a
shortage ofnavigators, I decided to jump the gun and
entered the navigators' hut just as they were preparing
fOr bed. I said, 'liny ofyou guys want to fly with me?"
Being all Englishmen they seemed startled that anyone
should approach them in such a fashion without being
formerly introduced. One chap however, already in
bed, sat up and said "res, I'll take you on ifyou like. "
Next morning while talking to Harry Lomas, my
navigator elect, in the hanger with all other personnel
standing around in an embarrassed manner, two
young eighteen year olds approached-and asked if we
wanted a couple oface gunners. When I saidyes, rear
gunner elect, Dennis said "ifyou aren't fixed up with
a wireless OP we have one in mind. we met him in
the bar last night!"

an extension ofsecondary school. Their education
was well above average, and they revealed in
competition, the standard was high at all times
and they strove for the best...
What you have to realise is that the youngsters [at
Shore now} who are in rear 12, at the age of 18, were
actually training by that stage and by the time they
were less than a year older they were actually flying
and in control ofthe most complex destructive piece of
equipment in the world. I went into the Air Force at
18 years and 4 days, and I went out on operations at
19 and 3 months.
In the midst of the Command the Shore
connection remained. David Irving was particularly
grateful for it.
First and foremost I have always felt totally
indebted to the late "Blondie" Coulson l2O •••
met up in late 1944 in London. Blondie had just
completed a "tour ofoperations" on Lancasters
and I was about to begin. He took me down to a
Pub known as "Codgers", the haunt of many on
leave Australians, and for hours talked about
operations - you could say it was a survival kit
talk. And many times in the ensuring months
when the heat was turned up I would recall what
Blondie had said and so lived to fight another
day. Thanks a million Blondie.
By the time most Old Boys were joining
squadrons the 'force was becoming streamlined in
aircraft and tactics. The strategic bombing offensive

119. Keith McKenzie Anderson, 5094, 1933-1939. 120. Harold William Coulson DPC, 5983, 1938-1940.
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So, it was five
down and one to
go. I approached a
group nearby and
finally selected an
'old man' of27
named Ken to be
our bomb-aimer.
The
whole
Command
had
the atmosphere of
boarding school,
remembers Cohen,
... the
preponderance of
them were aged
19-21 year aIds
after 1943. The
atmosphere
generated was like

we

European Theatre of Operations
began with the June 1941 directive of "dislocating
the German transportation system and destroying
the morale of the civilian population as a whole
and of the industrial workers in particular". It was
hoped that the concept of area bombing would
weaken German industry via the industrial
worker's resolve. The 1943 Casablanca conference
between Churchill and Roosevelt re-confirmed the
goal of "undermining of the morale of the German
people to a point where their capacity for armed
resistance is fatally weakened."
The early years
produced
the
venerated "old men"
of the service. Two of
these was EA Utz 121
DFC and Bar, and JR
(Bob) Henderson 122
DSO DFC. Cohen
writes,
They were outstanding
men, they were "old
men'~ When I met Eric
Utz he would have
been well on in his
.
twentzes,
and the same
with Bob; I was just a
brat. They were
Outstanding men and
exceptionally good
pilots, both were a very
great steady influence.

Tony Cohen served
under both these men
in 460 Squadron,
RAM. 460 Squadron
was
the
largest
Australian squadron of
the
war,
also

Callahan 126, RH Chapman 127 , AL Cohen, ACR
Flashman 128 , JR Henderson, FE Hutchinson '29 , RE
Inglis 130 , RAJohns '31 , GF Marquis 132 , GS Mitchell 133 ,
AI( Parker '34 , HD Stitt 135 , AJ Stribley'36, JK Swain 137,
JR Treloar '38 , EA Utz, PW Ward 139 .
Bomber Command was in a continual state of
evolution, always with a mind to increasing the load
of bombs dropped accurately on target. By the
beginning of 1942 the first step in the Allies'
dominance of the air war was made with the
development of a electronic navigational system
code-named GEE.
GEE had a range of
350
miles,
far
enough to reach the
industrial
Ruhr
Valley. Consequently
the
impetus
of
Bomber Command's
Spring offensive was
directed there. It was
during this phase of
the
bombing
campaign
that
Rodney Higgs' (5526) crew, of50 Squadron RAP, debriefafter an operation
Sergeant RA Johns, a
over Europe, 1945. Higgs is fourth from right.
rear-gunner,
was
--------:-~~
killed
defending
against a nightfighter attack.
Accuracy
and
effectiveness took a
significant
step
forward with the
establishment of the
Pathfinder force in
August 1942. Flight
TW
Lieutenant
Members of 460 Squadron relax in Binbrook Station Officer's Mess with
Moppett '40
was
Sqn Ldr JR Henderson (3972), left, Flight Commander in the squadron.
navigator
of
a
CourteJy AWM.

experiencing the most
casualties (1000 lives). 20 Shore Old Boys served in
this squadron, ten of whom lost their lives whilst
with the squadron. The squadron members are JJ
Allen 123 , MCT Beresford '2 4, BB Braddock 125 , PR

Pat h fin d e r
Mosquito. In July 1943, whilst still a member ofa467
Squadron Lancaster crew, he participated in a raid on
a power station in Northern Italy. His description
clearly portrays the role of the Pathfinder,

121. Eric Arthur Utz DFC, 3552, 1923-1930. Killed 30/3/44. 122. James Robert Henderson DSO DFC, 3972, 1926-1933. 123.James
Jeffery Allen DFC, 4946, 1932-1934. Accidentally killed in India 15/6/45. 124. Marcus Charles Tristam, 6121, 1939-1941. 125. Barry
Bryant Braddock, 4472, 1929-1934. Killed in action 20/2/45. 126. Peter Ross Callahan, 4956, 1932-1937. Killed in action 26/4/44.
1~7. Robert Herbert Chapman, 5483, 1935-1938. Killed in action 25/10/42. 128. Alfred Charles Roland Flashman, 5134, 1933-1936
Ktlled in action 14/6/43. 129. Francis Ebsworth Hutchinson, 4853, 1931-1934. Killed in action 4/1/43. 130. Robert Ernest Inglis, 3564,
1923-1926 Killed in action 2/12/43 with 158 Squadron, RAP 131. Russell ArchieJohns, 5353, 1934-1937. Killed in action 20/7/42.
132. Geoffrey Frederick Marquis, 6407, 1940-1942. 133. Geoffrey Scott Mitchell, 5569, 1935-1942. 134. Alfred Kenneth Parker,
4394, 1928. Killed in action 16/4/43. 135. Harrie Donald Stitt, 5415, 1934-1939. 136. ArthurJohn Stribley, 4595, 1929-1933. 137.
John Kenneth wain, 3870, 1925-1929. Killed in action 27/01/1943. 138. John Richings Treloar, 5426, 1934-1940. Killed in action
23/10/44. 139. Phillip William Ward DFC, 3556, 1923-1928. 140. Thomas White Moppett DFC, 4015, 1926-1928.
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September 1944. He utilised yet another
important innovation in the field of target
marking: OBOE. OBOE aircraft, always
Mosquitos, were required to follow a given
flight path, requiring superior navigation,
until an electronic beam was intercepted
marking the exact target.

All our operations, were conducted at night
with one exception, and that was a daylight
operation, the only one I had, on the 2nd of
March 1945 to the city ofCologne. Our target
was a large railway marshalling yard. Shortly
after departure from Bourne we were joined by
467 Squadron being briefed on that night's operation. The blackboard
six
fighter aircraft (Spitfires) who escorted us
announces the target as Berlin. DPS Smith DFC (5038) sits in the middle,
facing the camera.
right to the target. At the point we released our
"We were deputy leaders ofthe force. "We crossed a
TIs [Target Indicators} they disappeared, I assume
lake and in hazy conditions at low level found the
they descended to the main force, operating between
railway line beside which the station stood. we soon
twenty to twenty thousandfeet. Normally at this point
located the station and marked it accurately with
we headed offfor home but as it was a clear sunny
two containers ofincendiaries, telling the rest ofthe
day I decided to circle the city and see what was
force by radio. Then we bombed the station
with a load of500 lb bombs and shot holes in
the transformer, the most efficient way of
wrecking it. J4/
467 was the other major Australian
squadron in Bomber Command, sharing an
airfield, Waddington, with 460. 11 Old Boys
were at one time members of this squadron:
ARS Bowman '4 2, HW Coulson '43 , GB
Edwards'44, NA Emery'4s, JL Isles '46, JC Jarrett
147, JMW Love l4B , TW Moppett, DA Procter I49 ,.
DM Robinson '5o, DPS Smith 151 .
Another Old Boy to make the switch from
467 Squadron to a Pathfinder unit was DM
Robinson (Pathfinder crews were always
drawn from operational squadrons). He was
posted to the Pathfinder squadron 83, where
he won a DFC. Sometime during August
1944 his crew became one of the many who
failed to return from a raid. Robinson
survived the crash and joined the Marquis
forces in France. With their help he evaded
capture and joined the Allied invasion forces
The warhorses ofBomber Command. The introduction ofthe heavy
that had been in France since June.
Lancaster (top) and Halifax (bottom) aircraft increased Bomber Command's
AH Hammond l53 DFC was a, mosquito capacity and range dramatically. Courtesy AWM:
141. Also recorded in Herington, op cit, 592, which states the aircraft "had great difficulty in identifying their precise target and during the
hour and a halfspent combing the area suffered several attacks from Italian night fighters." 142. Arthur Rhodes Sydney Bowman DFC,
5476, 1935-1939. 143. Harold William Coulson DFC, 5983, 1938-1940. 144. George Beith Edwards, 5687, 1939-1941. Killed in
action 29/6/44. 145. Neville Allan Emery, 6155, 1939-1942. 146. james Love Isles, 4997, 1932-1940. Killed in action 16/3/45.
147. john Christie jarrett, 5351, 1934-1936 148. jack Milton Wallace Love, 2444, 1917-1922. 149. Darrell Albert Procter DFC,
5200, 1933-1937. 150. David Murray Robinson DFC, 6066, 1938-1940. 151. Donald Philip Smeed Smith DFC, 5038, 1932-1934.
153. Anthony Hood Hammond. 4292, 1927-1933.
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happening below. we were told at briefing that there
would be a lOOO or more aircraft participating. It was
an amazing sight to see, stream after stream ofaircraft
approaching the target.

would also maintain concentration over the target,
aiming to focus the entire bombload on a single
point in as short a time as possible. Cohen recalled,

we used to fly in a loose gaggle, we did notfly in

The replacement of the many types of older
formation at all. ... the phasing and ordaining of
aircraft with Lancasters and Halifaxes was another
these heights, was all designed to have a solid wedge of
significant development in the Bomber Campaign.
aircraft en bloc, so that the night fighters and the
DPS Smith's'54 first tour was from October 1941 till
radar would be confused to the maximum. In
June 1942 with 103 Squadron, flying Wellingrons,
addition, they also timed you across the target, gave
at that time the backbone of the bomber Command
you altitudes across the target, with various squadrons
force, with a payload of 4500 lbs. By his second tour
at various heights. So the bloc was deep, and the air
in 467 Squadron
density was such
Smith was piloting
that you
the new fourminimised the
engined Lancaster
possibility of
aircraft wi th a crew
getting a load of
of 7 and a normal
bombs on you or
pay-load of 18000
bumping into
Ibs. The Lancaster
another aircraft.
proved a most
German
endurable
craft
practice was to
and was much
capture, guided
loved by Bomber
by radar, a single
Command aircrew.
aircraft
tn
a
RB Irvine '55 won
multitude
of
his DFC when the
searchlight beams
Tony Cohen (5667), left, stands before the rear ofhis Lancaster, which displays the
Lancaster of which scars offlak from an operation over Etlrope.
(being "coned").
he
was
the
The aircraft was
navigator had half a wing shot away. The crew
effectively trapped and ptovided an easy target for
flak batteries. JA Mallinson 156 recalls his skipper's
continued with the mission, dropped their load, and
flew home.
evasion tactics once they were 'coned' over the
target,
Innovations were made in the tactical sphere as
well. Much effort was expended in the struggle to
When "Clarson's Mob': as they called us, went on
avoid enemy defences, including the flying of crews
the night raid on the German Fleet at Kiel on 9th
Onto Mrica, a route pioneered by Moppet's crew.
April, 1945, it was our 39th op. as a crew on 186
However experience had taught that strength and
Squadron.
were coned over the target andJeff
safety lay in numbers and speed. The first 1000
hurled "M" down one ofthe beams, but an aileron
bomber raid had been made against Cologne in the
had been damaged by the flak, and only a Herculean
Ruhr Valley in May 1942. Cohen recalls that the
effim by JeffandJock, combined with the structural
whole of East Anglia reverberated for half an hour as
strength ofthe Lane, enabled us to clear the harbour
Bomber Command aircraft lifted off and gained
after diving andfalling about 16, 000 feet. Jock
height at the beginning of each raid.
reckoned we overtook the cookie [4000 lb high
German air defences were organised by an
capacity bomb] on the way down.
effective system of interlocking searchlight and flak
It was during the thick of the attack that the
guns COntrolled by radar units that stretched along
importance of all members of the crew became
the European coast in a band known as the
obvious. Carter describes the raid on the Leuna
Kammhuber line. A single stream of bombers
oil plant at Merseberg, a raid noted for high
actually provided less of target by passing over a
night fighter activity,
minimum number of radar units and guns. A stream
... on our last leg to the target the mid upper

we

154. Donald Philip Smeed Smith, 5038, 1932-1934. 155. Robert Brian Irvine, 5151, 1933-1939. 156. James Alan Mallinson, 6505,

1941-1942.
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gunner called on the intercom "Fighter on starboard
beam flying in the opposite direction. " The rear
gunner called, "Fighter turning to attack corkscrew
port skipper" and 1pushed the nose down hard and
turned left in a steep dive and as 1 did, tracer bullets
zipped over the cockpit, and as 1pulled out and
climbed quickly to starboard 1 said, "Gunners why
aren't you firing?" A sheepish voice came back saying,
"we forgot to put our heater switches on and the guns
are.frozen up so corkscrew starboard He is still there'~
1put the plane into a steep dive, as we were coming
up again the gum
started firing rear and midupper, and even
the bomb aimer in
the .front turret
although what he
was firing at 1
don't know. All
told it must have
had some affect for
the German
fighter broke off
andflew away.

resulting in unprecedented destruction. The
approach could be made over the sea rhus reducing
time over rhe Kammhuber Line and attack from
night fighters, plus clear resolution on the new
H2S radar sets. The increased capacity of the
new four-engined bombers was reflected in the
increased tonnage of bombs as compared to rhe
1000 bomber raid on Cologne. The Cologne raid,
wirh 1042 aircraft disparched, had dropped 1459
tons, whereas the Hamburg raids, with never over
800 aircraft dispatched, dropped never less
than 2300 tons.
WINDOW was
used
for
the
first time, tiny
aluminium StripS
dropped
from
aircraft designed
to turn German
radar screens white
with
infinite
reflections.
Due
to
WINDOW the
first raid was
relatively
According to
uncontested, and
the
Cohen
Hamburg, circa May 1945. Hamburg was a primary target ofBomber Command
nUisance
raids
attitude of the on the basis ofits port and manufacturingfacilities. Courtesy AWM.
over the following
crew
was
an
days and nights prevented German clean-up
indicator of their chances of survival,
operations. Then on the night of the 27-28th July
It was a very important thing on a target, you see
Bomber Command returned and, using the tactics
1flew with a crowd one night and 1 was catching 'lfp
of
the concentrated stream, dropped 2313 tons in 43
because 1 was a trip behind due to the chickenpox.
minutes. m The official German report coined the
Naturally 1 wanted to keep up with my crew. 1flew
term "firestorm" and one British Flight Lieutenant
with this young man and we finished the operation
described what he saw as, "not many fires but one.
in the Rhur. 1 came back and said to my boys and
Set in the darkness was a turbulent dome of bright
the skipper that crew will go, they will get the chop,
red fire lighted and ignited like the glowing heart of
because their air discipline was not right. It is a
a
vast brazier."158
strange thing the air discipline, you had to keep'
That was only the second raid of a total of
complete absolute control ofyour nerves under all
four. Each raid contributed to the confusion of
circumstances and never panic and when you had
the defences below, but German resistance
people who reacted to what was happening around
rapidly responded. Commenting on the third
them commenting look over there, gee whiz and all
raid Bob Henderson, Squadron Leader of 460
that type ofthing you knew you were on to the mob
Squadron, noted that he had never seen so many
ofblokes who were going to get the chop.
searchlights, and working well with an increased
All Bomber Command's innovations to date came
number of fighters. 159
to a head in the GOMORAH operations of July
What was true of Hamburg was true of German
1943: the destruction of Hamburg. Over a period of
defences everywhere: it seemed that with each blow
a week the city was subjected to continuous raids
157. Air war Against Germany, op cit, 587. 158. The Second World war, op cit, 447. Gilbert notes, "remarkably, within a few weeks,
Hamburg's war production began to exceed that ofthe pre-firestorm levels." 448. 159. Air war Against Germany and Italy, op cit, 588.
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German defenders resisted more fiercely and
As my aircraft was approaching the target with
effectively. Consequently 1943 and early 1944
bomb doors open, everything suddenly went hot, dry
stand as Bomber Command's time of greatest trial,
and red When the flame had gone out I could not
when casualty rates were as high as 763 aircraft
feel any aeroplane about me, so I undid my seatbelt
lost
from
January
to
March
1944. 160
and released my parachute.
Nevertheless Bomber Command's offensive didn't
He floated to earth to discover his helmet was
waver. In November of 1943 the systematic
missing and he was only wearing one boot! Mter
bombing of the German capital, Berlin, began, and
four months with the resistance Smith crossed the
the Ruhr Valley remained a regular destination,
frontline joining the Allied invasion forces.
dubbed "Happy Valley" by the crews conscious of
IR Osborne and JGT Killen were members of
the powerful anti-aircraft defences concentrated
100 Squadron, and PL Collett l61 , pilot, and RB
around
the
Irvine, navigator,
industrial centre.
were members of
The
German
101 Squadron,
night-fighter force
RAF, specialist
were the elite of
electronic warfare
the Luftwaffe, and
squadrons that
heroes
to
the
jammed nightpopulation they
fighter
radio
endeavoured
to
transmissions.
protect. Their
RAP attempts to
aircraft
were
disrupt
nightguided by cutting
fighters included
edge radio direction
the broadcast of
equipment
and
fake instructions.
sported
many
It took thorough
tactical innovations.
and
discipline
The first jets in
steady nerves to
combat were part
withstand
the
of this
force,
tension
of a
but
fortunately
flight deep into
introduced too late
Germany, to her
in the war to affect
main cities. Cohen
OUtcomes. At one
wrote,
stage
German
In November,
aircraft
we flew four times
experimented with
to Berlin on the
an angled topnights ofthe 18th,
mOunted 20mm
22nd, 23rd, and
cannon.
The A Lancaster aircraft with a pay load of 10 000 pounds for a typical 8 hour trip: 1
26th. '" It was a
x 4000 lb cookie;' 360 x 4lb incendiaries (in containers); 48 x 30 lb incendiaries
fighter could fly in (in containers); 3 x 1000 lb general purpose bombs. Courtesy AL Cohen.
terrible strain that
the
bomber's
repetitious night
blind-spot below the fuselage and fire up into the
flying.
plane. Lancasters and Halifaxes were defenceless
Adding to the strain was the target point
against this form of attack.
photograph. Crews were required to remain on a
Perhaps one such fighter destroyed DPS Smith's
straight and steady path for twenty seconds after
aircraft over Lille in 1944. He wrote of the
dropping their load enabling the camera to capture
unexpected explosion,
the exact moment the bombs hit the ground to
160. ~bid, 663. In January 1944950 aircraft were available at anyone time for operations with Bomber Command. Loss was outsn:1ppmg supply. From Sept 1943 to Sept 1944 1499 RAAF airmen were killed or presumed killed. The total for the entire war was 3412
kIlled. Source: Webber, C, and Frankland, N, The Strategic Air Offinsive Against Germany 1939-1945, IV: Annexes and Appendices,
Her Majesty's Stationery Office, London, 1961,440. 161. Peter Langwill Collett, 5668, 1936-1940.
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months with that squadron his tour was complete
after 29 sorties, including 12 to Berlin. It was during
a Berlin raid that a piece of shrapnel struck Neil on
the face whilst over the target, but he persevered, his
crew unaware of the injury until after landing.
As the invasion of Normandy approached
Bomber Command began to lose its status as the
only Allied offensive force and partook in the
general preparations for D Day. Targets became the
destruction of enemy communication and transport
links. These missions proved no less dangerous. DPS
Smith's final raid was against the railway marshalling
yards at Lille in May 1944, over which he was shot
down. GB Edwards ' ?4 was killed on the 29 June
1944 over France.
As the land war progressed the heavy bombers
continued to support the land forces, but also began
a renewed offensive against German oil production.
Symbolically important targets such as Berlin and
significant industry and manufacturing centres,
including the Ruhr, remained priorities. The list of
JC Jarrett'sl75 targets indicate the scope of Bomber
Command missions from July 1944 onwards. His
crew participated in the many attacks on the Urft
Dam on the Roer River176 in support of the US
Ninth Army; the naval base at Gdynia in Poland; the
oil facilities at Politz, Leuna and Most; and the
industry of the Ruhr. In another role entirely,
Procter was mid-upper gunner on Flight Lieutenant
Bruce Buckham's crew on the successful mission to
sink the German battleship Tirpitz.
WE Richards 177 began his tour in August 1944, at
the height of the Oil Offensive, and had completed
31 sorties, and consequently his tour, by December,
evidence of the increased activity of Bomber
Command after the Normandy landings. RR
F1egg l78 , a bomb-aimer in a Lancaster, took twice as
long to complete his tour, begun in June 1944.
German defeats in the West did not reduce their
capability to resist Bomber attacks. JRU Jamieson ' ?'!
began EATS training in 1942 and joined 622
Squadron as a navigator in August 1944. He was
killed 12 days later on a raid to Frankfurt. JR
Treloar'"o was killed after his Lancaster was hit by
flak on a raid to Essen, forcing it to return early. The

measure the accuracy of the drop. Over Berlin,
Cohen remembers,

[1 took my} crew around the target about three
times because my load ofbombs was going where 1
wanted it to go. They reviled me and hated me, you
could imagine turning around amongst hundreds of
these aircraft, some at the same level, doing a sweep
round and going against the grain. lOu can imagine 1
was not very popular but it was determination to put
bombs where they should go.
Pilot Officer Harold Coulson wrote to the Torch
Bearer of his third Berlin operation,

1 had a little bad luck coupled with some good
luck. Two incendiaries fell from above and lodged in
the petrol tanks, but they both failed to ignite. The
smell ofpetrol was terrific, making most ofthe crew
ill, which is not as pleasant as one would like,
especially with the hindrance ofthe oxygen masks.
The twelve months from March 1943 to March
1944 were the darkest of Bomber Command's war.
Well over 3300 aircraft and crews were lost. These
included AK Parker '62 , killed during a raid to the
Skoda works at Pilsen and BP Jai63 in April 1943,
ACR Flashman164 over Oberhausen in June; AH
Fotheringham l6 S, a member of a Pathfinder
squadron, in October; AG Harris '66 , accidentally
killed over the North Sea, November 1943, RE
Inglis '67 in December, GR Balcombe l6 " over
Germany and GB Hoddle 'w , in February 1944.
The final raid of the bloody 1943/44 campaign
was to Nuremburg. It was a disaster from beginning
to end. Of the 795 dispatched 95 failed to retu'm.I?O
The bombers were beset by the entire German
night-fighter fleet over the 500 miles to the city and
back, whilst over the target Pathfinder troubles
caused a circling delay of twenty minutes. Squadron
Leader Eric Utz DFC and bar, the 'Old Man' of 460
Squadron, was lost on this, his 47th mission.
Other Shore Old Boys were luckier. DA Procter l71
was a gunner in Squadron Leader Kingsford-Smith's
aircraft in 463 and 467 Squadrons. Returning from
Dusseldorf, his plane was attacked by no fewer than
four night fighters, one of which was damaged. 172
Procter completed one tour and went on to another.
NA Lambell ' ?3 flew with 103 Squadron, RAF, from
the beginning of October 1943 rill March 1944,

162. Alfred Kenneth Parker, 4394, 1928. Killed 16/4/43. 163 Brinley Pierce jay, 5000, 1932-1938. Killed 17/4/43. 164. See note above.
165. Andrew Henry Fotheringham, 4833, 1931-1935. Killed 2/10/43. 166. Alan Grant Harris, 4841, 1931-1935. Killed 03/11/1943.
167. See note above. 168. Gordon Robert Balcombe, 5453, 1934-1938. Killed 15/2/44. 169. Gordon Bruce Hoddle, 5712, 1936-1938.
Killed 25/2/44. 170. Air war Against Germany and Italy, op cit,660-662; Strike and Return, op cit,137. 171. Darrell Albert Procter, 5200,
1933-1937. 172. Air war Against Germany and Ittlly, op cit, 604. 173. Neil Allason Lambell DFC 5356, 1934-1939. 174. See note
above. 175. See note above. 176. Air Power Over Europe, op cit,316-17. 177. William Evan Richards, 5400, 1934-1941. 178. Ronald
Roger Flegg, 5699, 1936-1937. 179. john Robert Umphelby jamieson, 5722, 1936-1942. 180. john Richings Treloar, 5426, 1934-1940.
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plane struggled to England on only two engines
1944 he was shot down in February 1945 on a
before finally clipping trees on an estate in Norfolk.
mission to the Ruhr,
The aircraft, fully loaded with bombs, exploded,
On a mission on 24th February 1945 four of10
killing all, except the mid-upper gunner, who was
aircraft from 462 were shot down. Four ofour
thrown clear. A mission to the Ruhr Valley on the night
aircrew survived I had a panel ofmy parachute
of 3 February 1945 resulted in the deaths of two
burnt out and after landing walked into a Prison
Shore Old Boys in the same crew, IR Osborne and
Farm where local police found me. I ended up in a
JGT Killen. Another Old Boy, Chris Jarrett, had a
service hospital with 1200 German wounded and 34
narrow escape only the previous night, again
Allied POWS. About 10 survived we were rescued by
attacking the Ruhr. Progressing towards the target all
a Canadian Rescue Unit.
four engines ceased. The pilot gave the order to bailGerman defence became more aggressive as the
out and as bombwar approached its
inevitable end. KM
aimer Jarrett was the
first to go. Jarrett
Anderson DFC, a
was
the
only
Halifax pilot of 158
survivor. American
Squadron,
RAF,
Military
Police
was returning from
found him with
a successful raid to
local villagers, and
the oil target of
accused him of
Kamen
when
being a spy, but he
attacked by night
was
eventually
fighters over his
returned
to
own
airfield.
Intruder raids were
Waddington. 181
Carter enjoyed a
very trying on
more
hospitable
The grave ofJan Osborne (5387), northern France. This photograph was taken
returning aircrew.
welcome from the in 1945 by Major Magnus Goldring (4700), who was attached to a British
The call "Bandits,
Americans,
Having lost 2
engines, one on the
way and another
over the target we
were just anxious to
get away. we landed
at fuvincourt, an ex
German aerodrome
just south ofRheims.
Astounding sight, for
the American
advance had left the
place littered with

armoured unit in the last months ofthe European war. Ian Osborne's final
resting place is the British war Cemetery, Mierlo, Netherlands.

bandits" blared over
the radio as all
aircraft and runway
lights
were
switched off. The
Allied aircraft had
to circle amongst
each
other
in
complete darkness
until the enemy
was dealt with.
Despite his DFC
Anderson
was
dubbed
"Land

wrecked German
John Killen (5537) and Jan Osborne (5387), members ofthe crew ofLancaster
Away Andy" by his
planes. The
'Q; 100 (Special Duties) Squadron RAE, killed on the night of10th February
ground crew after
Americans gave us a
1945, whilst on an operation to the Ruhr Valley.
five
successive
meal ofsteak and vegetables, fruit salad and ice
emergency landings, the result of "a new aircraft
cream. we hadn't seen anything like it since we left
which was plagued with hydraulic and engine
home.
problems." However, not every incident was the
Other Old Boys ended the war as prisoners. John
fault of questionable machinery,
Boyce was a Flight Lieutenant wireless operator in a
While coming in to land at night in heavy snow
Halifax of 462 Squadron. After surviving 1943 and
and sleet after bombing Hanau I attempted to
181. "Pain ofa lone survivor," Bulletin, 25 April 1995, 42-43.
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runway upon landing.
The remains ofKeith Anderson's (5094) Halifax aircraft after skidding offthe

overshoot at zero feet and the starboard outer engine
cut dead. Having to throttle back on the port outer to
gain initial control the end result was that we
ploughed into a field at 150 mph and came to a stop
about 100 yards from the village pub ofNorth
Frodingham. It was a real case of 'Time gentlemen,
please!'
Unfort unately accidents were as responsible for
aircrew deaths as Germa n guns. Once again
Mallin son tells the tale. His wireless operator,
'Grand ad' had been substit uted into anothe r crew
for one mission,
The kite was "0" Oboe and it was destined for
Dortmund, but it didn't get there. In fact it did~'t·get

about to leave the dispersal. Grandad, who had to
trudge back in the dark bumping his parachute and
Smith and wesson, was later to express his satisfaction
ofthat young bloke's zeal.
Arthur Stribley was part way throug h his tour
when the war ended. Having survived two crashes
during his time in DC3s in Australia and a tour in
Europe he writes,

Luck plays a big part in all our lives - no matter
how carefully we plan. Whilst with 460 Squadron at
Binbrook UK, our crew twice went on leave and on
our return our aircraft had been shot down with
another crew. On 13th March 1945 while about to
bomb Erin Benzol Plant near Hesse we received AA
damage to the plane's elevators. we managed to limp
home - much to the credit ofour pilot and crew

much further than the end ofthe runway, where it
slammed into the boundary fence and blew up.
The explosion nearly knocked the beer out ofour
hands in the Mess over a mile away. A 'phone call
told us that "0" Oboe had blown and all aboard had
perished. About an hour later when Jock was
proposing yet another toast to our old mate, an
apparition which looked very similar to old Grandad
came barging through the door, peered around in the
tobacco smoke, and then we heard it yell, "If myoId
mother could see you pack ofbastards getting pissed to
the eyeballs at my expense... "
we knew then that it was in fact the oldfellow
himself. While insisting that we keep shouting for him
until he caught up, and jabbering from a bad bout of
the shakes, he related that the regular WIOp from "0"
Oboe had got a medical clearance at the last moment,
and had kicked Willie out ofhis possie as the kite was

cooperation.
His last operati on was the droppi ng of food to
Rotterdam, cut off from liberating troops.
Throug hout the war Bombe r Comm and
perform ed an ancillary, though very import ant and
successful, and equally dangerous, role. Nickna med
'gardening' by the crews, individual aircraft would
make lone flights along the enemy coasts laying seamines. Between 1939 and 1945 Bombe r Comm and
had laid 47 278 mines in 18431 sorties, sinking 759
ships (721 977 tons) for the loss of 468 aircraft.
David Williams 1H1 was killed on a "gardening"
1H
mission. Francis Monck ton ' wrote to his father on
the 24th August 1942,

... an ME 110 attacked them from the sea. The
fire from the fighter hit David in the mid upper

Francis Edward Monckton, 4749, 1930-1937. Killed 3/911942.
182. David Alexander Williams, 5063, 1932-1939. Killed 30/4/1942. 183.
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turret and also the rear gunner - killing them both ...
David and the rear gunner went down with the
plane, fighting to the last - it certainly was rotten
luck, but we should allfeel very proud ofhim.

Squadron, RAAF. He wrote,
When J joined up (1941) J was AIRMAN and

when J returned in 1945 was still an AIRMAN! As
did all who joined at the same time. very few ground
staffwere killedfrom whatever place they operated
from so when J returnedfrom active J was promoted
to CORPORAL!! But ofcourse rank did not mean a
thing.

Francis, of 12 Squadron RAP, was killed some
days after writing rhat letter, on a raid to Karlsruhe.
Shore was more heavily represented amongst
aircrew, but it must be s t res sed t hat
wit h 0 u t the sup p 0 r t 0 f dedicated
ground Staff the bombers would never have flown.
Cohen stated,

Much has been argued concerning the
effectiveness of Bomber Command's activities
during the Second World War regarding the
Ground crew production
of
they cannot be
German
war
praised too much
material and the
for the exemplary
undermining of
contribution they
enemy
morale.
made, They were
Whilst the stated
ordinary hard
aim of weakening
working guys who
German morale
worked through
was not achieved
snow, temperatures,
there can be little
and conditions of
doubt that with
which you would
every sortie across
have no idea to
the channel the
keep these aircraft
hopes and spirit
serviceable, they
of the British
Were absolute
people rose. The
heroes. There were
crews of Bomber
a lot ofthem,
Command carried
armourers,
with them more
Loading a 'cookie' (4000 pound bomb) into a Bomber Command aircraft.
mechanics, flight
than weapons of
destruction, but also that offensive spirit without
mecs, all sorts ofpeople. They were really brilliant
people, something like 14 to every crew. They probably
which a war cannot be won. B Brudenell-Woods '85, a
had one set ofmechanics to each crew, or one set of
POW from the Mrica campaigns, was in Stalag 344
radio technicians to each plane, while the armoury
in the east of Germany. For him and his imprisoned
people probably were spread between planes.
colleagues, the bomber offensive was tangible proof
his time as a prisoner would one dayend '86 •
GG Hyles 184 was one of the ground crew of 458

184. Geoffrey Graham Hyles, 4348, 1928-1934. 185. Basil Brudenell- Woods, 4442, 1928-1931. 186. Brudenell- Woods, B., Four Packs
to Freedom, Kangaroo Press, Roseville, 1998, 38.
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The
6th Division
hE
'!'
C
bI)ore
.J::
.
at
front,
lift.
. lead by the 2/1 st Field R'
eglmen,t marc
es up
£lza beth Jtreet
embarkmgfor
overseas. Douglas Rickard (4936) is

One ofour first duties was to man a lookout and
observation post at the end ofLong Reef, and about
four ofus were transported there where we pitched a
small tent and had our instructions to keep a
constant watchout for anything unusual. Needless to
say, none ofus were really sure what it was we were
supposed to be watching for, but at least we flIt we
must be important and did keep a continual lookout
to sea and along the coast.
On the 15th September 1939 Menzies
announced that an infantry division, the 6th, of
20 000 men would be raised, under the command of
Lieutenant General Sir Thomas Blarney. The British
government had anticipated Australia's decision and
already despatched troopships to the antipodes for
the collection of Australian and New Zealand
troops. Menz~es took umbrage at what he felt was a
"perceptible disposition to treat Australia as a
colony."4 Even in 1939 the intentions of the

Preparation for Battle
Prime Minister Robert Gordon Menzies might
have found his duty to inform the Australian public
of the declaration of war on Germany a melancholy
one, but even before a call-up of the Militia was set
in motion volunteers were lining up outside barracks
and recruiting offices. The first action of the
Government was two days later when the public was
told that up to 10 000 militiamen would be called up
for 16 days to guard important sites. Sergeant JE
Linton l of the Sydney University Regiment was
called up even before war was declared to guard the
Caltex Oil Refinery at Glebe. He was on guard duty
the night of the declaration of war~ as was GA "Peter"
Lloyd2 with the 7th Field Regiment at Willoughby.
Lieutenant NB Trebeck3 of the 17th Battalion, North
Sydney Regiment, was called into camp at Brookvale
Oval following the government's announcement,

1. John Eddis Linton, 5549, 1935-1937. 2. George Alfred (Peter) Lloyd, 5169, 1933-1938. 3. Nonnan Bntce Trebeck, 4606, 1929-1933.
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offlowers was laid in Martin Place by the public to
honour his memory; his death touched a cord in the
hearts ofthe public.
Bringing the men together for initial training and
Assemblingfor Overseas Service
preparation for going overseas was slow. Medical
Nevertheless the 6th Division was raised,
examinations did not starr until mid October and
beginning the story of the 2nd AlE Volunteers were
the arrival of men for the 16th Brigade at Ingleburn
drawn from throughout the country and in the
did not start until 3rd November. However by early
United Kingdom. Three NSW battalions were'
November 5000 men had arrived and training
formed: the 2/1, 2/2 and 2/3 Infantry Battalions.
began. By Christmas the 16th Brigade had
The prefix "2" was used to differentiate between AlF
rea c h e d a n acceptable s tan dar d 0 f
and Militia units.
platoon training,
Competition to
but the efficiency
enlist was fierce,
of officers was the
made the more so
chief weakness.
by the unwillingness
In these early
of militia units to
days of war the
forgo their trained
public was not all
officers. Indeed,
committed to the
only the most
Allied
cause.
determined and
Some
civilians
carefree were able
were reputed to
to surmount the
have called men
official barriers of
in the AlF; "five
age limits and
bob a day killers".
a long list of The 'Queens: HMT Queen Mary (rear) and HMT Queen Elizabeth (front), pass
However, after the
r e s e r v e d offSydney Heads, April 1941. John .~nsry (5790) reca~ls, "The liner Queen Maty 29th November
(in wartime grey) seemed a regular vmtor, always anchormg m the centre ofthe
occupations. Harbour
announcement
outfrom Mosman Bay. One event that is very clear in my mind occurred
Another
barrier in Upper IVA during 1941, being next to an eastern window on the thirdfloor I
that the 2nd AlF
was the Medical had an excellent view. One morning I saw the Queen Mary up-anchor and
was gomg overseas
disappear around Bradlrys Head, leaving the harbour muddied in the process.
test. How strictly it Shortly after, before the mud had settled, the Queen Eljzabeth appeared around
(to the Middle
was
enforced Bradleys Head and anchored in the sam~ spot. I don't know wh.ether I learned
East for training
depended on many much that morning, but the whole exerCISe was accompltshed wlthm the space oftwo and then on to the
40 minute school periods." Courtesy AWM:
circumstances.
United Kingdom)
One Old Boy when he presented himself had
public attitudes changed. By the 4th January 1940
doubts given he had a club foot. At the
when the 16th Brigade marched through the city
examination the doctor looked at the Old boy and
prior to embarking for overseas they were greeted
said, "You play for University?" The answer was in
with cheering crowds lining the route. In the
the affirmative. They then discussed rugby and the
afternoon a cricket match was played between the
last season, and the MO said, "You must be fit, I'll
1st AlF and 2nd AlE Though the 1st AlF team won
test your eyes." Needless to say he passed the test
by three wickets it is note worthy that Old Boy
and was able to join the AlE
Lieutenant BH "Jika" Travers? scored 67 runs.
In early October a sad event occurred that made
The Great Liners to war
news across the nation. The first soldier was killed
Embarkation began on 9th January 1940 and the
on active service, a Militiaman. He was a Shore Old
Bot. The "Daily Telegraph" printed the following
16th Brigade sailed to the Middle East on the
Ortranto, Orcades, Orftrd and Strathnaver. These
on 6th October 1939,
Capt Benjamin aged 30 was killed by being
ships met up with six others from New Zealand, east
electrocuted at Rutherford Camp. He is legally the
of Sydney and, escorted by the cruisers HMAS
first Australian casualty on active service. A carpet
Canberra and HMAS Australia, sailed south round

Japanese were a cause for concern and Menzies wrote
to London that "we are prepared to agree, however,
we do so under protest."5

~. Macdougal~ AK, Anzacs Australians at ~r, Sydney, 1991, Reed Books, 137. 5. Ibid, 137. 6. Laurence Raymond Benjamin, 2894,
920-1924. 7. Basil Holmes Travers, 4428, 1928-1937.
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via Bombay, arriving at Suez on the 12th February.
Travelling on a large passenger liner was an
experience few had previously had and one that is a
feature of several Old Boy's memories of the war.
The first convoys were unique in that the
requisitioned ships had not yet been converted to
troop carriers and those on board enjoyed the prewar luxury. Most of the officers were in single and
two berth cabins with a large crew catering to their
needs. Private Norman Stokes8 of the 2/33 Infantry
Battalion wrote to
the Torch Bearer
of his voyage to
England in 1940,
have an
incredibly large
dining room, with
an enormous
mural at one end
showing the ship's
route.
get
regular picture
entertainment.
Swimming is

go ashore with all the cables and mail to the
GPO. His hopes of taking the opportunity to
sight see were not to be,
On leaving Australia, we had been given wrong
rates for both letters and cables, and so, having talked
with the Bombay Post Master General, he brought
about 30 boys to sit round his large office and lick
stamps and place them on the mass ofletters. While
this was going on, I went through the cables and
crossed out any apparently unnecessary words so that
we could save sufficiently on the cables to subsidise the
additional postage
on the letters.
By early 1941
three more AIF
divisions
were
raised, 7th, 8th
and
9th,9
an
ext r a 0 r din a r y
effort
with
a
population of 7
mill ion. The
E m p ire
Air
Training Scheme
agreement
of
to

we

we

available in one of Dick Sautelle (4940), stooped, attends to his tent on Hill 95, Palestine, after a rain
December 1939
the liner's pools.
squall has passed through in 1941. Note the straw palliasses as beds.
had resulted in an
Deck-tennis courts, spacious decks, air-conditioning
equally impressive growth rate for the Air Force.
adjustable to varying temperatures, double speedfans,
However it was the Navy that first went into action.
private bathrooms - in normal times it would be a
HMAS Sydney gave an excellent account of herself
socialists dream!
against the Italian battleship Bartolomeo Colleoni
Lieutenant NB Trebeck, who embarked wit~ the
near Cape Spada in the Mediterranean soon after
2/17th Battalion in October 1940, gives an fficer's
Italy entered the war on the 10th June 1940.
perspective of the Queen Mary,
With the introduction of Italy into the war the
Life aboard was rather a mixture, many ofthe
role of the AlF changed. It was now necessary to
troops had very crowded sleeping quarters with little
keep the troops in North Africa where they could
air and ventilation under strict blackout conditions,
defend the Suez Canal. Blarney had become GOC of
while their eating arrangements were somewhat
the 2nd AlF with the raising of the new divisions
disorderly. The officer's cabins were crowded, but very
and command of the 6th Division passed to Major
comfortable, and we still had the cocktail bar
General IG Mackaio, former member of the science
operating. Most ofthe daytime was spent in some
staff at Shore School from 1905 to 1910.
form ofphysical exercises to keep fit, while night-time
Quite a number of Old Boys were in the 16th
required lookout and guard duties on a roster system.
Brigade to leave in January 1940. Old Boys were
The voyage went to Bombay where for two
well represented in the four infantry battalions and
days the ship stayed at anchor seven miles off
associated Divisional units. Some were Rowland
shore making life very unpleasant for all as it was
Bourke ll , WH Travers J2, 2/1 Inf Battalion; Captain
JG Hendry l3 and Lieutenant BH Travers 2/2 Inf
so hot and humid with strict black out at night.
Postal Officer Trebeck took the welcome chance
Battalion; Staff Sergeant MJ Powell 14 2/3 Inf
8. Norman Clement Stokes, 4776, 1930-1935. 9. The final groupings were: 6th Div: 16, 17 and 19 Brigades; 7th Div 18. 21 and 25
Brigades; 8 Div 22,23 and 27 Brigades; 9 Div 20,24 and 26 Brigades. 10.lven George Mackay, Master at Shore Scho04 1905-1910,
later Headmaster ofCranbrook School.ll. Rowland Hugh Bourke, 4115, 1927-1931. Died ofillness New Guinea, 9/10/42. 12. William
Holmes Travers, 4429, 1928-1934. 13. James Gordon Hendry, Master at Shore School 1939. AccidentalIJ killed 29/9/45.
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-Battalion; The three brothers Sergeant WLGF
Ormiston!\, Lieutenant YWJ Ormiston!(' and Major
GWA Ormiston!? 2/4 Inf Battalion; as well as
Captain (later Sir) LF Dods!8 Medical Officer
1AGH and Captain CH Selby!9 Medical Officer 2/1
Field Ambulance.

The Phoney war
The year 1940 for the AIF was a period of
training and consolidation in camps in Palestine as
units and men arrived in various convoys from
Australia. Captain LF Dods was working as a
Medical Officer setting up 1 AGH at Gaza. It was
here he turned 40 years of age in March 1940 and
his wife sent him a telegram, which was a great hit in
the camp, 'Life begins at 40. Don't you dare'.2o
Others were involved in training and also attending
schools and courses. Typical is Lieut DR Rickard2 ! of
the 2/1 Field Regiment. He was sent to the Middle
East Weapons Training School at Bir Salim in
Palestine for training in small arms. In July 1940 he
was attached for training for a month with the 31 st
Indian Field Regiment at Mena just west of Cairo.
Training was intensifYing far beyond what the
men had experienced back in Australia. Jika Travers
notes his unit regularly undertook four day exercises
of a 14 mile march, digging positions for 12 hours
and then a return night march. He notes in his
memoirs the joy of watching the miners within his
company dig trenches, describing it as, "craftsmen at
work". Trebeck commented,
At the end ofFebruary (1941), our march to

Bathurst (ofJuly 1940) faded into a very poor event
when the 2/17 Infantry Battalion did a five day and
night exercise during which we travelled more distance
as well as numerous tactical exercises on the way.
All was not training however. Training was only
in the early morning given the heat of an Egyptian
summer and leave gave many an opportunity to
explore an exotic part of the world. Not long after
his arrival Doug Rickard was part of a Regimental
trip to Jerusalem. The officers headed straight for
the King David Hotel and occupied the bar. They
booked a room and took turns in having a hot
bath! One of the duties of an officer was censoring
troop's mail. Many men visited the Holy places
and wrote home. He states,

Their letters to families and girl friends were full

Middle East Theatre
oflengthy descriptions. Ofcourse those who
followed other pursuits borrowed letters from their
cobbers and copied them. Going through this
diatribe for endless days and nights I was put off
seeing these sights forever!
Later, in Egypt, Rickard, in company with other
officers, drove into Cairo and went to the Gezira
Sporting Club,

One passed the afternoon sun baking and drinking
long, coolJohn Collins, cooling offfrom time to time
in the pool. TOwards dusk we would shower and
change into night rig, no doubt carrying an aroma of
chlorine! One evening we were invited to the C-inGm, General Wavell's place for cocktails. U7e were
received by the General. It was quite a large party. I
was reminded ofAdmiral Drake playing bowls as the
Spanish Armada approached.
Of this time Guy Harriott 22 , Officer Without
Rank and War Correspondent, wrote to the Torch
Bearer, December 1940,

A pleasing feature ofa job not always easy has been
the number ofOld Boys I have met in the AIF over
here and their ready good fellowship. I have been
hailed by them in all sorts ofplaces - officer's messes,
men's canteens, and Tel Aviv night-clubs. I think the
school has representatives in pretty well every branch
ofthe Army, and, ofcourse, in the RAN, which has
already made a name for itselfthrough the exploits of
the Sydney and the Hobart.
I met Lieut Freddy Taylor, Head Prefect in 1929.
Two ofthe senior medicine men at the Australian
General Hospital here are Old Boys - Major Neil
Francis and Major Lorimer Dods ... Major RH
Russell, ofthe Field Ambulance, has been trying to
organise an Old Boys' Dinner ... A man who is
doing a difficult and thankless job with tact which
has won him a host offriends is DAPM Captain
Godfrey Hawker. .. Three ofmy shipmates on the
first convoy coming over were Ron Willmont and Bill
Travers, lieutenants, and RH Bourke with a
corporal's stripes up. Jika Travers is over here, of
course, too, and the brothers have made a name for
themselves in AIF sporting circles. Lieut Les Caiman
was a little difficult to recognise at first, as he has
camouflaged himselfwith a moustache ofreally
formidable proportions. .. Up to date, hard training
has been the order ofthe day for all ranks - nothing
spectacular, but plenty ofsolid work - and the troops

14. Maurice james Powell, 4399. 1928-1930. 15. William Lionel Goldsby Faulkner Ormiston, 2192, 1915-1918. 16. Young William
john Ormiston. 3665. 1924-1925. 17. Geroge William Andrew Ormiston, 4025, 1926-1929. 18. LOrimer Fenton Dods, 1956, 1914-17.
19. Clive (7om) Herbert Selby. 2860, 1919-1924. 20. Manchester, R, Beloved Physlculn, Mamckvdle 1989, 48. 21. Douglas Randolph
Rickard, 4936. 1931-1933. 22. Guy Edward Harriott, 4338, 1928-1931.
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are as fit and tough as men can be. They are all as
keen as mustard to get into the "real thing': When
that will be, Heaven - and the Olympians at Middle
East Headquarters - alone know.
Harriott's reference to the Travers brother's
sporting fame concerned a match between the AIF
and Les Marsouins, the champion team of the French
army in the Levant, April 1940. The match was
played at Beirut with the AIF team winning. The
captain of the team was Lieutenant BH Travers
S/8th, 2/2 Battalion; in the back row Lieutenant
WH Travers 211 Battalion and the lock Captain EE
"Weary" Dunlop23 Base HQ. Bill Travers in a letter
to his family in Australia wrote,
The French all talk too much on the field... On one
occasion our first try came. Featherstonehaugh had
made a fine dash down the wing and was just stopped
on the line by the fUll back. A breach for hands in the
ruck by the fUll back gave us a free kick on their line.
But wait - they are all arguing like hell about
something. It appears our winger put his foot out
about the 25 yard line and the French line umpire
had not put his flag up. The whole team stops and
curses the line umpire, one ofthem p,icks up the ball
and kicks it as hard as he can at the poor fellow
scoring a bull's eye in his tummy. In the mean time
]ika picks up the ball and drops a short kick and
scores a try. When the Marsouins realise what has
happened they are dumbfounded; but a try it was and

as the referee told me after "cout juste':
From time to time the war crept in and on 16th
May 1940 Jika Travers was preparing to oversee a
battalion exercise when he was summoned co see
Colonel George Vasey who told him he was to take
his platoon and go to El Arish in Egypt, set up a
secutity post and guard a bridge across the wadi.
This was the first Operational Instruction issued by
the AIF and it came into his possession.
1940 was a year of much needed training and
consolidation for the units of the AIF in the Middle
East. Amongst the garrison training, field exercises,
sight-seeing excursions and sporting events an esprit
de corps was being established that would before
long be tested and found unwanting in battle. But of
this time Jika Travers wrote,
It was a war ofa kind different from what the
colonials' ... had been led to believe would occur but then this was the days ofthe phoney war!

The Desert Campaign 1941
Bardia
The second AIF went into battle for the first
time on the 3rd January 1941 when ordered co
take the port of Bardia. On the opening day, the
field engineers. led the assault. Sapper RA Lloyd 24
was amongst them,
There was a fortified line consisting ofan anti-

23. Sir Edward Dunlop, later POW ofthe Japanese in South East Asia. 24. Raymond Arthur Lloyd, 5170, 1933-1934.
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Gun positions ofthe 2/1 st Field Regiment RAA ready for the AlP's first battle at Bardia. Courtesy AWi\1

tank trench, very thick barbed wire and anti-tank
land mines. Our job was to remove all those obstacles
before the infantry could go into the area. we
achieved all this in the darkness an hour before the
main assault. we had to pull aside the anti-tank
weapons so the troops could advance; but before we
got to that stage we had to delouse the land mines so
that the lads would not get their legs blown off
The infantrymen near Posts 45 and 47 heard rhe
explosions destroying the barbed wire as they moved
towards the ditch. WH Travers' platoon gave
suppOrting fire as two platoons charged through the
wire and past the ditch. Lieutenant Travers gives a
graphic description of this first taste of battle for the
citizen soldiers of the AlF,
The march to the wire was exciting. First ofall
deathly silence, the only noise being the swish offiet
through the tufts ofsaltbush. .. we moved on thus fOr
about halfand hour when suddenly the barrage
opened. First one gun flashed and the shell screamed
over usto land about halfa mile in front. Then
millions ofshells screamed over us and the sky became
red with flashes and streaks.
It was at this moment that our fielings, pent up
over the past twelve months, were released. we were no
longer silent but shouted with joy to one another
encouraging words, threats and insults at the "dago
bastards': and exhortations to our guns... Suddenly a

shell landed among one ofthe platoons and seven of
our boys were wiped out in one blow.
Things were so warm that the next one might have
landed at my fiet. '/tny minute now, any second, " I
said to myself, and ifI had never prayed before I was
praying now, swiftly, silently, subconsciously repeating
the Lord's Prayer over and over again. }£t; wonderftl
to relate, I still kept on with my job counting paces,
checking distances, fOrmation and direction. The
result oftwelve months oftraining I suppose.
The action was successful and a number of
prisoners were taken.
Later that morning the commander of the 2/2
Battalion became alarmed at a gap that had
appeared between two of his companies. He ordered
Captain JG Hendry's company to fill it, where it
soon came under fire and began sustaining
casualties. Under fire from 8 field guns the
company was down to only 20 fit men. Hendry led
the survivors in a charge of the guns, supported by
Bren light machine guns, taking them.
The next day a famous action took place in which
Captain NA Vickerfs achieved a remarkable result.
Gavin Long describes the action thus,
Captain Vickery, who hadjoined the 212nd
Battalion at midday to direct the guns ofthe 211st
Field Regiment, was reconnoitring on the southern
edge ofthe battalion's area in a Bren carrier a little

25. Norman Alfred Vickery, 4610, 1929-1934.
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later when he saw an Italian battery which was being
The military push started at Bardia continued to
Tobruk and Benghazi, but beyond Cyrenaica there
shelled by his own artillery. He drove his carrier
would be no further move westwards to Tripoli.
towards them andfired on them from the rear,
whereupon they surrendered. To his surprise he
Tobruk
discovered about 1,000 troops waiting to surrender. 26
Australian and British troops moved to the
The action came to be known as "Vickery's Bluff"
outskirts of Tobruk by the 8th January and the
and he was awarded the Military Cross, the first to a
assault was set down for the 21st January. RA Lloyd
member of the 2nd AlF in the war. It was at Bardia
notes that Tobruk was well entrenched with
that the phenomenon of the en mass surrendering
passageways built into the hills. Once again his 2/1st
of Italian soldiers was introduced to the AlE
Field Company moved up to the perimeter three
Hendry's company, again, was responsible for some
days before the
thousands
of
attack to delouse
prisoners captured
anti-tank mines
nearer the town
and barbed wire.
itself on the final
The infantry at
day of the battle.
the back covered
At 1330 hours
them and British
on the 5th January
tanks laid down
the fighting was
fire to keep the
over. It was in
Italians at bay.
Mackays words, 'a
Unluckily
for
highly satisfactory
Lloyd his right
military
arm was badly
achievement.' The
injured soon after
cost was 130 killed
Tobruk. He was
and 326 wounded.
evacuated
to
It was a triumph A Bren Gun Camer,
. szmdar
.. to the type used by Norman Vickery (4610) in his
Alexandria
and
fior the 2nd AlE In famous 'Bluff'.
returned
to
Australia there was joy, a feeling that a step had been
Australia on the Manundra arriving in Sydney on his
taken towards eventual victory, whilst in the Shore
20th birthday.
community it was tinged with sadness. There
After two days of bombing by the Wellington and
occurred at Bardia the death of the first Old. Boy
Blenheim
bombers from 200 Squadron, 6 Squadron
soldier in action. Lieut Leslie Calman27 , NX89, of
and 3 Squadron (RAAF) the assault on Tobruk
the 2/3rd Battalion was killed on the 3rd ofJanuary.
began at 0540 hours. Various units of the 16th,
The men of 'C' Company erected an oak tablet in
17th, and 19th Brigades attacked and by the end of
Wadi Garridia and inscribed on it,
the day opposition was almost over. Lieutenant WH
Hail andfarewell to you who fought and died,
Travers was at the front when the army attack on
Not laughingly adventurous nor pale with
Tobruk began. Traver's platoon went through the
idiot hatred
wire perimeter after the 2/3rd Battalion had made
Farewell high heartedfriend, for God is dead
the break in and moved forward some miles. They
Ifsuch as you can die andfare not well!
were to be relieved by the 2/7th Battalion but they
- John Ie Gay Brereton
did not come and shelling began so they moved back
While the action was taking place at Bardia it was
to the point of entry and outside the wire fence. In
clear that Germany was about to intervene in Greece
all they covered 22 miles of walking but only
to aid Italy. Churchill felt it was necessary to come to
expended 65 rounds of ammunition! As Travers puts
the aid of Greece, its last free ally in Europe. The
it, "You do not have to fight in every battle when
plan to drive the Italians out of Libya was now given
you take part in it." The next morning it was not
lower priority with the decision to withdraw units
quite so remote as Travers describes,
from the desert to be sent to Greece. This was a
The whole ofthe defence system was surrounded by
political directive, not favoured by General Wavell.
26. Long, G., To Benghazi, AWM, 1952, 193. 27. Leslie Donald CaIman, 3929, 1926-1932.
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tank traps ofvarious shapes and sizes ... Even as we
scrambled through the ditch the wire cutting party
had returned and were already engaged busily with
picks and shovels filling the ditch. The company
became a little disorganised as we scrambled up the
other side andpushed on, but we were steadied by a
reassuring voice asking, "What Company is that?"
"'C' Company," 1 replied, peering through the smoke
to find Colonel Eather standing near the wire.
"There's the gap, Bill" he said, indicating the place
with his walking stick. "Good Luck. " 1Vt' stumbled on.
1 made fOr what appeared to be a gap, but what was
really the wire and suddenly, before 1 knew where 1
was, head over heels 1 went into the blasted stuff The
humour ofthe situation burst upon me and 1 roared
with laughter. Here 1 was upside down in the wire,
shells going offall round and the boys all grinning at
me like apes. It was too funny fOr words.

that hadjoined us that afternoon. 1 was very cross
about that. These realities rarely find their way into
battalion and official histories because the heroic gets
more emphasis than the bad things. 31
Benghazi
After this the 17th and 19th Brigades moved round
the coast towards Benghazi occupying Derna airfield
and the town of Giovanni Berta by early February.
While the AIF was doing this a British armoured
column crossed the desert to the south and met the
Italians at Beda Fomm, where a tank battle ensued,
resulting in 112 tanks and 20 000 Italians captured.
The Australians reached Benghazi on the 6th February.
The AIF was encamped at Benina just outside of
Benghazi. At dusk civic and military officials arrived
to make an informal surrender. EV Heywood in Six
Years of Battle describes the scene of sartorially
elegant Italians beside battle-stained Australian
officers. Heywood writes of the surrender ceremony,

The next morning RA Rickard went forward to
direct artillery fire but his radio was not functioning
so he moved to the edge of the escarpment and
looked down on Tobruk, watching parties of
infantry capturing buildings around the harbour. He
felt a sense of unreality and said it was like, "Gazing
as in the 'gods' of the theatre at the actions 1,000 feet
below." The Italians surrendered that day and by
now Over 100 000 Italians had been killed or
captured out of a quarter of a million. The cost of
taking Tobruk was 49 killed and 306 wounded.
. CH
However there were other costs. CaptaIn

With a possible 'kill' waiting somewhere south of
Benghazi, the Brigade Commander ('Red Robbie')
and his senior officers had more pressing business on
their minds... The notables ofthe city must have
wondered, just at the cursory manner in which
surrender was accepted - second, the placing ofa mere
battalion, the 2/11, in charge ofthe city, andfinally
the sudden departure ofthe victorious commander
without fiasting or gloating.
Major General Mackay later arrived to take over
the city. At this stage over 150 000 Italian soldiers
had been captured. Rickard writes,

"Tom" Selby"" and Captain LF Armati 2'! both RMOs
during this early desert campaign comment on these
extra costs. The sight of dead comrades was
unsettling. Nothing in civilian life prepares a man to
see a friend with his skull halved and brains on the
ground. Selby was very upset himself when a friend
died in his care. Selby wrote,

One ofthe indelible mental pictures ofthe
campaign was oflong files ofhundreds and, indeed,
thousands ofprisoners trudging to POW cages
guarded by only a casual Australian soldier with rifle
slung every fOur hundred yards.
In retrospect one may look back and agree with
Alan Morehead, "It was a complete victory. "32
Coming as it did shortly after the success of the
Battle of Britain it lifted morale in Britain and the
Empire countries. The Axis powers were not
invincible. This was the high point in the campaign
as from here events began to turn.
The 6th Division was to be withdrawn for
Greece, being replaced by the 9th. In the mean time
Hitler had despatched Rommel and the Afrika Korps
to drive the British and Commonwealth troops back
to Cairo and take the Suez Canal.

Some bastard ofa sniper had got him coming up
the gorge... He hadjust died in the ambulance and 1
confiss 1 was so tired 1 had a bit ofa weep in the dark
part ofthe dugout. w
Armati wrote a report after Tobruk critical of the
reinforcements sent up as earlier he had sent some
OUt of the line 'because of their physical or
psychological unsuitability for action'. Further on in
the report he wrote,

1 was terribly upset that some ofthem had not been
given time to learn even how to survive. Several ofthe
wounded and dead 1 came across were reinfOrcements

.
. A rmatl,. q
'651
30
28. Clive Herbert Selby, 2860, 1919-1924. 29. Leo fnmcls
. , 19';")
J" - 19'21
J.
. Barter, 0'P cit,72
. 31. Barter, op cit, 7.
32. Morehead, A, African Trilogy.
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The Benghazi Harriers

TObruk. Amongst the men were three generals, a
colonel, and quite a jew officers, in what became
known as the 'Benghazi handicap~ 36
'0' Company of 2/17 Battalion, including
Trebeck, almost suffered the same fate. The
company was ordered to leave the escarpment near
El Rejima at midday on the 4th April. Amidst the
confusion Trebeck saw in the light of burning stores
the silhouette of two German tanks only a short
distance from him. He made his way back to
Company HQ to tell them, but they did not accept
it, believing the tanks to be British.
The road on that 5th April was empty as they
drove towards Derna. The men in the 2/17 th
Infantry Battalion soon caught up with the
withdrawing forces. Trebeck's group drove through
the night in some confusion as trucks were getting
bogged in the sand and others stopping for meals.
At dawn near Derna they passed the 2/15th
Battalion having breakfast, but decided to press on.
Shortly afterwards the 2/15th headquarters were
captured as well as many of the other ranks. The
rest of that day was very difficult. '0' Company
was given the task of clearing stones and rocks, by
hand, to make a road down the escarpment to
Gazala. Trebeck notes that men were grumbling
about the task and withdrawing without fighting.
That night 20th Brigade started to move to
Tobruk, but the road was jammed and it was hard
to keep the platoons together. They arrived early on
the 10th April. He said,
started moving to the perimeter and took up
positions in the original Italian posts that offered
really good definsive positions.
were now cut offin
TObruk, so it was defind or perish. v
The defence of Tobruk was going to be bitterly
contested because Morshead had told his men,
There'll be no Dunkirk here. If we have to get out,
we shall fight our way out... there is to be no
surrender and no retreat.

Now began the see-saw campaign agalOst
Rommel. With the demands placed on General
Wavell that he be ready to send troops to Greece, he
decided on a strategy of "minimum possible force"
in the Western Desert.
Early in March 1941 the untried and effectively
untrained 9th Division, under General Morshead,
began moving West towards the frontline. Initially
Wavell had hoped to use the 6th Division, but
Blamey, who had been made commander of the
Anzac Force embarking for Greece, insisted on
retaining them. Both generals felt the 9th would
have some months to be brought up to battle
readiness. They were wrong.
Rommel's offensive opened in late March pushing
Allied forces back. They retreated from Benghazi,
falling back to Mekili near Derna (where LC
Caldwe1l33 was killed), then Gazala and finally into
Tobruk on the lIth April where they were
surrounded by the German Army. So began the siege
ofTobruk, which was to last over eight months. The
battle-hardened 6th Division referred to the 9th
during this retreat as "the Benghazi Harriers".
Private B Brudenell-Woods 34 was in the 2/13
Battalion on the 4th April 1941 on an escarpment
near Benina airfield with a group given the task of
holding the pass near El Rejima and the road that
ran from there to Tobruk. He writes,
I venture to say that the delaying action fOught
that afternoon was among the most important in the
whole North African campaign. In enabled
.
thousands ofBritish and Australian troops, with
their stores and armour, to withdraw by the coast
road to Tobruk; they might otherwise have been cut
offby Rommel's fOrces, who were taking the shorter
route across the desert. 35
Brudenell-Woods was in HQ Company near the
British Artillery. Towards evening the gun was
destroyed and shortly afterwards the Germans
overran the position and he was captured. So began
a long period 'in the bag' as a POW. He was at
Tripoli for nine months then sent to various camps
in Germany, before escaping. His description
illustrates the scale of the British defeat,
were a sad and bedraggled lot'that first week.
Hundreds ofpOWs came in from the desert battles of
El Agheila, Beda Fomm, El Rejima and Mekili; others
were stragglers caught up in Rommel's swift push to

we

we

The Seige of Tobruk
Rommel began his attack on the perimeter of
Tobruk on Good Friday, 12th April and it was the
2/17th Battalion, including at least 10 Old Boys,
that took the brunt of action. German machine
gunners and tanks breached the lines and they
advanced under severe artillery shelling. Trebeck
recalls that the effectiveness of the artillery was due
to an English officer who had established his

we

33. Lloyd Charles Caldwell, 4668, 1930-1933. Killed 6/3/1941. 34. Basil Bruderzell- Woods, 4442, 1928-1931. 35. Bruderzell- Woods, B.
Four Packs to Freedom, 1988, 11. 36. Ibid, 13. 37. Wilmot, C. Tobruk, 1945, 87-
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observation post in a derelict truck. The Germans
realised the situation and tried desperately to blown
it up with its occupant. When Trebeck went to the
truck after a lull in firing expecting to find a dead
man, out got the officer from the 1st Royal Horse
Artillery and said, 'The bastards made it pretty hot,
didn't they!' Trebeck writes,
He proved a wonderful character, and next day
he moved his observation post back a couple of
hundred yards to a trig point, a cairn ofrocks
marking the local high point ofground, and stood
on top ofthis directing
the fire ofhis guns,
regardless ofthe enemy
fire directed in his area.
On Saturday morning
the Germans attacked
with 40 tanks in the
area manned by 16 and
18 Platoons of 'D'
Company in what has
become known as "The
Easter Battle". Coolly
the Australians allowed
the tanks to pass over
their trenches, but
fought
with
the
following infantry. 25
pounder guns engaged
the armour at point
blank tange in the rear
areas of the defenders'
lines, knocking out
nearly half of them and
forcing the remainder

about one mile wide and this became known as the
Salient. The 2/24th Battalion was defending this
area prior to the attack. In early May, Morshead sent
the entire 18th Brigade to retake it but they were
unable. Conditions on the perimeter of the Tobruk
defences were difficult. Trebeck notes
Most ofthe time we had air raids and Stuka
attacks, night patrolling continued, lack ofwater and
constant, and, as time went on, more and more were
affected by desert sores, dysentery andyellow jaundice.
Air raids on the water installation seriously curtailed
available water, andfor
much ofthe time we
had halfa bottle per
man per day. As a
matter ofpersonal pride,
1 determined that,
should 1 ever be
captured during a night
patrol 1 would at least
be shaven. 1 was able to
clean my teeth, shave
and wash in a tobacco
tin full ofwater.
Lieutenant
EJ
Wood 39 was In the
Army Service Corps of
the 9th Division when
the
siege
began.
General
Morshead
turned Service Corps
troops into infantry and
Wood was allotted to
the 2/15 Battalion. He
spent
five
weeks
t fl
The grave o/Sergeant Mervyn Cobbe Crombie, killed whilst undergoing
continuous
occupation
o ee. It was the first operational training with 70 OTU in Egypt, 12 June 1941.
defeat of a major
of the Tobruk Salient
Getman attack. The Germans suffered the loss of 17
unscathed, though many of his Platoon were killed
tanks, 150 killed and 250 taken prisoner. Allied
or wounded, including the Platoon Commander. He
losses were 26 killed, 64 wounded. One of those
recalls that many of the survivors were ill from
killed was Corporal John Edmondson who received
various desert ailments and the stress of so long at
the front line.
the Victoria Cross for his actions, the first VC to a
member of the Australian Armed Forces in the
Private S Prell 40 was one of the older men to serve
Second World War. The following day, 14th April,
in the desert. Certainly his age was overlooked by
38
Captain GR Kierath of the 20th Anti-Tank
the recruiting officer as he was beyond the age limits
Regiment was killed.
determined in 1939 for entry into the AlE He was a
On the 30th April, Rommel launched his next
member of the 2/8th Field Regiment at Tobruk. His
major offensive towards Hill 209, which dominated
son noted that he was proud to be one of the "Rats
all the surrounding area. He took a bridgehead
of Tobruk". Private Prell went on to serve at El
38. Gregory Robert Kierath, 3996, 1926-1931. Killed 14/4/1941. 39. ErnestJohn WOod, 4275, 1927-1931. 40. Stanley Prell, 2619.
1918-1922.
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Private RS Cooper41 was in the 2/17 Battalion and
fought in the various actions of his group. He
received a neck wound that became badly infected in
June. As a result he had to be taken our by ship to
Alexandria and was hospitalised for five months. He
returned to Australia in 1942 and was sent to New
Guinea, where on 22nd September 1943 he was
killed in action. 42
Lieutenant JK Thompson 43 was sent to Tobruk in
June 1941 as reinforcement for the 2/17th Battalion.
He found patrolling beyond the perimeter line to his
liking. It was dangerous work and he had to
negotiate minefields on many occasions. He found
that one of the things that helped him deal with the
minefields was that though the Germans were very
good soldiers they set the mines in an area all in the
same way. Once one had determined what firing
mechanism was being used it was a matter of moving
carefully, but one could delouse the mines and cross
the field to make the observations required. His
work was recognised, a land mark was named after
him at Tobruk, "Thompson's Post".
Lieutenant JR Burrell44 2/13 Battalion showed
great courage at Tobruk. During an advance on the

right sector of the Salient on 23rd June he was in
charge of a covering party with the task of removing
mines and booby traps and taping tracks through
these to the new positions to be occupied. Despite
being wounded in the arm by a mortar bomb he
returned to the Australian lines to gather
reinforcements. Guiding the new men to the
beleaguered patrol he was wounded again, this time
in the leg. Nevertheless he remained with his party
until the work was completed, the casualties
removed, and his party had withdrawn back to their
own lines. For these extraordinarily brave actions he
was awarded the Military Cross.
The 'Rats of Tobruk' were supported by the
North African Air Force, the air crew of which often
made the same supreme sacrifice as did the troops on
the ground. Late June 1941 was a disastrous time for
250 Squadron, flying fighter-bombers. Three Old
Boys were lost from that squadron within two
weeks: Pilot Officer James Kent4S was lost over
Tobruk, Sergeant David Gale 46 and Pilot Officer
Donald Munt0 47 were listed as killed over Libya.
In October 1941 a series of actions took place
around a 2/17th Battalion outpost named 'Plonk'.
The battalion was holding the post against

'-

Lt Col JW Crawford ED (J 562), sitting, observes from Post 32 the activity ofone ofhis patrols on the Tobmk perimeter. Crawford was the
commanding officer ofthe 2/17th Battalion and was awarded a DSO for his leadership. In 1942 he was recalled to Australia and given
command of11 Brigade with the temporary rank ofBrigadier. However in March the airCl'aft he was travelling in crashed with the loss of
all on board. Courtesy AWM
41. Roy Selwyn Cooper, 4678, 1930-1935.42. SI!/! pages)(XX)( 43. john Kenneth Thompson, 4058, 1926-1930.44. john Raymond
Burrell, 4666, 1930-1934. 45. james Frederick StanforfKent, 4535, 1929. Killed 30/6/41. 46. David james Ross Gale, 4507. 19291934. Killed 26/6/41.47. Donald Alexander Ronald Munro, 5189. 1933-1936. Killed 18/6/41.
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increasing German pressure when his commander,
west of Plonk. This new post would not be
48
Col Crawford ordered him to withdrew. Morshead
registered with enemy artillery. The new post was to
be called "Cooma". Lieutenant Reid was to lead an
disagreed, arguing it was wrong to give any ground
assault force of two platoons to retake Plonk. He
without a fight. On the 10th October Morshead
issued orders to Colonel Crawford to hold Plonk.
was to be assisted by tanks making a slow
Two sections of infantry and one section of Antibombardment of the post before he moved to
Tank were to be sent to achieve this objective. By
complete his assignment. This operation did not go
as intended. The tanks were slow in coming up but
early evening the men arrived at Plonk but the
by lam he was within 300 yards of his objective. In
enemy began very heavy shelling of the post.
his report of the action he wrote,
After 9pm the telephone line was cut and Colonel
The tanks moved slowly east and defensive fire
Crawford issued orders for Lieutenant GT Reid49 to
move to Plonk with
redoubled. My party
all the available men
waited and machinein his platoon, his
guns from forward
task was to protect the
elements ofenemy
anti-tank guns at the
ceased and by the light
pOSt. As the enemy
ofa flare I saw one of
attack
grew
the
our tanks on or very
situation became very
close to PLank. More
confused. At 11 pm
ofour tanks were
Crawford
ordered
firing across our front
Reid forward
to
periodically and
on
the
report
prevented me from
position. Reid set off
going forward.
with 15 men. Closer
After
a
brief
to the post he took
interval of silence the
enemy began firing
two men with him.
His report on return
guns in a wide semito his lines was,
circle from west to
south to east in the
There were 11 large
tanks andfive carriers
largest bombardment
or troop carriers. These
seen
on
the
latter were small
perimeter. Reid was
vehicles. The tanks
stuck in no-man's
were splayed. Parties
land
with
his
were digging on a
company, but a clever
frOnt ofapproximately
ruse distracted the
Sailors and diggers aboard HMAS Nizam, one ofthe :'\crap Iron Flotilla:
300 to 400 yards. we
enemy gunners and
en rOIJte to Tobmk, August 1941.
heard voices speaking
allowed
him
to
Italian (can identify definitely). At least 30 to 40
escape. Firing a Very Light into the air he gave the
impression that the objective, namely Plonk, had
men Were digging spread over the area right on the
tzne ofPlonk... Sounds oftank movements to the
been reached. The German gunners concentrated
flanks and rear were audible. 50
their fire on Plonk and Reid and his men
disappeared behind their lines.
Lieutenant Reid's actions were not only brave, but
the risks to his safety were considerable.
Another fighting patrol ended tragically for
Lieutenant MC 'Monty' Wood 51 of the 2/13th
General Morshead determined that he would
rerake the pOSt. On the night of the 11 th and 12th
Battalion. His platoon was caught on a rise by a
October the 2/17 th Battalion began its task of
German outpost. Deciding to take the post Monty
re tak'109 Plonk and setting up a new post southWood established covering fire from two Bren guns

~~. john Wilson

Crawford DSO ED, 1562, 1910-!918. Accidentally kiLLed 7/3/42.49. George Thyne Reid, 3051, 1920-1926 KiLLed
/9/43. 50. Maughan, B, op cit, 390. 51. Montelth Cowper Wood, 5066, 1932-1935. KzLLed 17/8/1941.
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However a grenade attack from the German position
silenced the Brens and trapped the assault party in
the open. Wood was wounded and left in the
withdrawal. A subsequent search failed to find his
body and it was established he had been killed.
From July, General Blamey had been arguing that
the 9th Division should be relieved. He said that
they had been fighting continuously since March
and that their health was declining as well as their
effectiveness as a fighting unit. Blamey also wanted
to consolidate all AIF troops into an Australian
Corps. In August the 18th Brigade was brought out
by the Navy. The 2/13th Battalion was on a convoy
which, had to turn back to Tobruk on the 25th
October 1941 and endured the full period until the
siege was lifted in December. In this last period of
the siege the 2/13th distinguished itself by taking
Sidi Rezegh from the 15th Panzer Division.
Captain Trebeck tells of his admiration for the
Navy ships that came to Tobruk from Alexandria to
bring troops and supplies and take out the sick and
wounded from various brigades of the AIF during
August. He wrote,
Waiting in the dark at quayside in pitch blackness,
we knew we were expecting a destroyer to moor
alongside and constantly searched the dark harbour
without sign ofany vessel at all. All ofa sudden, from
nowhere, this destroyer loomed up not more than 50
yards from us - it will forever be a mystery how these
navy vessels managed to enter harbour in pitch
darkness and make their mooring berth without' a
visible light to guide them.
George Odgers in, Army Australia, when considering
the role of the AlF at Tobruk in 1941, wrote,
The magnificent defence ofTobruk in which the
Australian Army covered itself with glory is now an
epic ofAustralia's military heritage. The cost was
heavy. Australian casualities ofthe 9th Division
and attached forces between 1 March and 15
December 1941 totalled 832 killed, 2111 wounded
and 941 prisoners. 52
Naval vessels had to endure 'bomb alley', the
stretch from Mersa Matruh to Torbruk. HMAS
voyager and HMAS Waterhen were the first two
ships to make the ferry trip from Alexandria to
Tobruk, on the 5th May 1941. Captain DC Perrett'\
an Army Medical Officer attached to 5 AGH at
Gaza was aboard voyager to assist in treating the
wounded on this trip and also when the ship was

sent to evacuate troops from Greece and Crete.
voyager was damaged on her return from Tobruk on
the 12th July. The ship was ordered to return to
Australia. The diarist of HMAS Stuart has written an
account of the routine of these trips,
The following fits any or all ofthe runs. Morning
offirst day, sailedfrom Alexandria for Tobruk with
troops, ammunition and stores. Air attacks at so and
so and so during the day. Arrived Tobruk in the dark
unloaded and took on so many wounded, 200 troops,
and ammunition empties, and proceeded to Mersa
Matruh. Air mid at Matruh. Next day embarked
ammunition and stores and sailed for Tobruk. Air
attacks. Arrived Tobruk, unloaded, and embarked
wounded, troops and ammunition empties. Tobruk
continuously raided throughout stay. (At times also
shelled at random by enemy.) Air attacks on passage.
Arrived Alexandria. And then, 36 hours l{uer, the
same thing allover again.
HMAS Waterhen after rescuing those on the
stricken HMS Auckl{lnd on the 24th June was
herself attacked by a dive-bomber on the 29th June
and sank next day near Sollum. Waterhen was the
first RAN ship lost in the war. HMAS Parramatta
was torpedoed near Tobruk on the 18th November
and went down with a large loss of life, with only
24 out of 151 sailots surviving. The "ferry service"
servicing Tobruk claimed many ships, including
five warships and 21 smaller vessels. Members of
the AIF at Tobruk owe a great deal to the Scrap
Iron Flotilla. In all, the Navy ships made 139 runs
to Tobruk in nine months.
Greece 1941
In late 1940 Churchill recognised the danger in
the eastern Mediterranean if Germany intervened to
support Italy. He hoped to see Yugoslavia and
Bulgaria remain neutral, win Turkish support for the
Allied cause and come to the aid of Greece if she
were attacked by the Germans. Britain had early
given a commitment to Greece in the same vein as
that given to Poland. In late 1940 it had not been
asked to assist Greece after Italy attacked it. The
Italians were doing poorly.
In mid February Churchill talked with his
commanders pointing out the need to help Greece
but he also considered strategic factors fl.lr Britain.
He wrote in Second World WIll; Vol III,
In the event ofits proving impossible to reach {my
good {lgreement with the Greeks and work out a

52. Odgers, G: Army Australia, 1988, 138. 53. Douglas Graham Perrett, 2618, /918-/92/.
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practical military plan, then we must try to save as
much from the wreck as possible. we must at all costs
keep Crete and take any Greek islands, which are of
use as air bases. 54

He was very keen to take Rhodes, which would
enable Britain to aid Greece if necessary as well as
possibly draw Yugoslavia and Turkey into the
Allied fold. What Churchill did not know was
that Hitler had decided to commit up to 20
divisions in the Balkans and an attack to start on
Greece in March 1941.
An offer of
YUGOSLAVIA
assistance
was
J
made on the 23rd
February
by
Britain, which the
Greek leaders
reluctantly
accepted.
The
British forces were
to be under
General Maitland
Wilson. Of course
before AIF and
NZ troops could
be used Britain
had to consult the
Dominion leaders.
When
Menzies
saw Churchill in
Greece and Crete areas ofoperation
London
in
February he was told "the real foundation was the
overwhelming moral and political repercussions of
abandoning Greece", a statement which was
different to the official one sent from the
Dominion's Office. It had talked about the need to
~et up a frOnt in the Balkans. Blarney found himself
III an ambiguous position, as an officer under Wavell
but, also the leader of a national force and its chief
adviser to the home government. On the 5th March
he wrote to Menzies,
The plan is, ofcourse, what I feared: piecemeal
dispatch to Europe. I am not criticising the higher
policy that has required it, but regret that it must take
this dangerous form. However, we will give a very
good account ofourselves. 55
As a result, though the AlF was committed to the
venture a plan for withdrawal should be prepared if
this proved necessary. The joint planning staff in

Cairo drew up a detailed plan for evacuation if it
became necessary. In their view given that the
Germans had 20 Divisions and that the Greek and
Allied forces were considerably less, prudence
dictated the need to be ready for troop withdrawals.
In a despatch from Athens dated 8th April 1941,
typed just before the Germans attacked, Kenneth
Slessor56, Official Australian Correspondent from
1940 to 1944 wrote a series of despatches back to
Australia. Just before the Germans attacked Greece
he wrote the following,
The type of
country in which
the Australians
will fight, if
called upon to
resist the German
invasion of Greece,
is particularly
filVourable to the
defenders and
correspondingly
difficult for the
attacking force.
Huge mountains,
a few roads or
bridges, and
riverbeds dried to
craters are more
formidable than
any artificial
anti-tank defence and form a natural rampart,
with the odds heavily against the invading troops.
An Australian brigadier with whom I discussed the
matter gazed at the bald hills and stony crags ofthe
surrounding landscape with a satisfied grin.
"They're in for a bad time in this kind ofcountry, "
he remarked. 51
Sadly this optimistic view was off the mark, it was
the defenders who had the bad time. His diaries,
more than the official despatches record the AlF
campaign, where an inadequate number of troops
were pitted against a huge number of Germans,
better equipped and most importantly supported
with air cover, vastly greater than the Allies could
put into the air.
On the 6th April the German Army began its
invasion of Greece. It came in two prongs, through
Macedonia and Thrace, finding the gaps in the

~;. Churchill, WSL, Second World War, VollI!, 59. 55. LOllg, G, op cit, 19. 56. Kenneth Adolph Siessor, 2144, 1915-1918.
. Siessor, K, The War Despatches ofKenneth Siessor, 1987, 143.
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forces in Thrace, on a line now known as the
Vermion-Vevi Line or the Metaxas Line. The Greek
army was mostly stationed in Albania defending
against the Italians. The Australians and New
Zealanders were south of the Vermion-Vevi line.
Only the 16th Brigade was in place with two
battalions of the 19th moving north into position.
At this stage the Germans also had about 800
aircraft compared to the force under Air ViceMarshall D'Albiac, which had 80 serviceable planes.
Greece's second city fell on the 9th April in the face
of such overwhelming numbers.
Overall British and Allied forces had 23
squadrons in the eastern Mediterranean. Earlier the
80th and 112th Squadrons had had some success
over the Italian Air force on the Greco-Albanian
front shooting down 35 enemy aircraft on the 27th
February. But by the time the Germans moved in
April it became a different matter. The small number
of planes was of little help to the ground troops.
Indeed, on the 24th April, the RAF units in Greece
were withdrawn to Crete.
What the ground troops had to bear is graphically
described by Colonel Rogers in a summary he wrote
and was sent as a despatch by Kenneth Slessor from
Cairo on the 25th May 1941.
The Nazi air-blitz was rather staggering at
first.. .A typical day's experience was to have breakfist
with a posse ofthirty or forty machines flying at six
thousand feet and dropping bombs wherever the dawn
reconnaissance plane suggested worthwhile targets.
Next, we received continual visits from planes flying
in pairs rather low - more bombs and probably some
machine-gunning. TOwards evening came the piece-deresistance - dive bombing attacks. Thirty or forty
planes would provide a most spectacular display,
dropping their bombs as they dived almost vertically to
about one thousand feet and then opening up with
machine-guns and explosive bullets. 'R
Lieutenant General Mackay in a letter to friends
in Australia written on the 30th April 1941 while
sailing from Crete to Alexandria wrote,
l'Ou will know already from the cables that we have
been withdrawing from position to position and
finally on to the beaches for evacuation. At Easter we
held a position not fir from ]ugoslav {sic} border but
we never had enough troops to hold out against big
forces and so when the pressure became too great we
were compelled to withdraw to other positions. ''J

In a despatch from Cairo dated 30th May 1941,
Kenneth Slessor wrote this about his fellow Old Boy
and colleague,
Guy Harriott... was mentioned in despatches from
Greek general headquarters. Harriott, who wanted to
get copy back from the line, took a message back to the
artillery after three Greek runners had been killed in
endeavours to deliver it. As a result ofthis the artillery
went into action and held up the Italian attack.
Harriott, who is now in the Middle East again, has
been recommendedfor decoration by Greek
headquarters for "personal courage under fire. "(,11
A new line of defence, the Olympus-Aliakmon
was set up to try to hold Central Greece. The 19th
Brigade plus the 2/4th and 2/8th Battalions were
spread across a front of 10 miles. They were ordered
to stop the enemy advance until the evening of the
12th April. The huge number of Germans meant
that though the Allied and Greek forces fought
valiantly they could not stop the German advance
and were finding it hard to even slow them down to
allow an ordered retreat to the south.
To delay the Germans it was decided to blow
up the bridge at Servia crossing the Aliakmon.
Slessor in a despatch from Cairo of the 29th April
relates what happened.
A curious and unfortunate result followed the
blowing up ofthe main bridge in front ofthe town of
Servia across the Aliakmon River. When the explosion
occurred, the bridge by a thousand-to-one chance was
lifted in the air andfell back on its supports again.
The Germans crossed it a few hours later.
On the same day the last troops to be shipped to
Greece left Alexandria. Captain Rickard and the 1st
Battery of 2/1 Field Regiment embarked on SS
Pennland. As they sailed out of the harbour, sailors
from nearby destroyers shouted to the troops "you'll
be sorry". Again on the 14th April, General
Maitland Wilson ordered that troops move south
another 100 miles to the Thermopylae line near the
Gulf of Corinth. Effectively all of Greece north of
the Peloponnese was being abandoned to the
Germans. Blamey was given the task of organising
the withdrawal.
General Papagos told General Wilson on the 16th
April that the British forces should leave Greece.
Wavell went to Athens on the 19th April, and with
Churchill's concurrence, agreed that his troops
would be withdrawn to save Greece any further
devastation. The fact that this was going to happen

58. ibid, 173. 59. Travers, RH, private memoirs. 110. 60. ibid. 179. 61. ibid. 153.
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a tough fight along the riverbank. This had lasted all
day and they had inflicted so much punishment on
the Germans, particularly with mortars and light
machine-guns, that the troops talked ofthe
engagement as the "Battle ofBlood Valley'~ 62
The reputation of Australian troops was not
always the highest as far as British officers were
concerned. Their capacity to drink and to speak
plainly to others was well known from 1914-18 let
alone from 1939 onwards. Kenneth Slessor notes
that when the troops were moving south, passing
through Larisa, the Australian canteen abandoned
1500 cases of beer and convoys passing were invited
to take what they wanted."l
Captain Rickard who arrived in Greece on 13th
April indicates his Regiment was under stress from
the beginning. They had to disembark 20 miles
south of Athens' port because an ammunition ship
had blown up and done much damage to the
wharves. Men were brought ashore in a Heet of
yachts and driven to their camp at Glyphaida. On
15th Rickard and his group took the train north
towards to Larisa, in cattle trucks - forty men to a
carriage. Many trains carrying refugees and hospital
trains had right of way on the single track. At one
point the engine driver and other crew abandoned
the train and troops of the Regiment. Corporal
Taylor and five other members of the regiment, all
Victorian railway workers in civilian life, took over
the controls and got the train to its destination! They
were then ordered south again. Corporal Taylor
again drove the train south to Tekele station where
the Intelligence Officer and Adjutant got hold of
donkeys and went in search of their equipment.
The orders given to the 2/1 st Regiment was
that it should form part of 'Lee Force,' which was
to fight a rear guard action until other formations
got through the Servia pass near Mount Olympus
and then to rejoin the rest of the Regiment near
Brallos Pass far to the south. Rickard draws a
picture of the chaotic scene as men and vehicles
moved southwards,

was not communicated to the men for a number of
days. Captain Rickard of 2/1 st Field Regiment noted
that he heard that they were to be evacuated more
towards Anzac Day 1941. Of course he and the
troops knew they were withdrawing, but it was not
known whether a stand was to be made in southern
Greece before an attempt to leave Greece and retreat
to Crete or back to North Africa.
The movement south would take place as rapidly
as possible. Along the wayan important battle took
place on the 18th April at the Pinios Gorge. The
2/2nd and 2/3rd Battalions of the 16th Brigade and
a New Zealand battalion made a stand against a
large force of Germans. Many 16th Brigade troops
were killed, wounded or captured that day.
While the Gorge was being defended, a neverending line of vehicles was able to negotiate the
Larisa bottleneck as they moved south towards
Lamia. Kenneth Slessor in a despatch from Cairo
dated 3rd May 1941 told the story of the defence
of Pinios Gorge.
The brigade major ofthis fOrce told a stirring story
ofaction. .. which cost the Germans heavily in men
and materials. Two Australian battalions had been
sent to cover the New Zealand Artillery in a position
over the river. Five columns ofGermans tried to cross
the stream - wading, swimming and using pontoons.
Australian carriers were sent down and the troops
killed the Germans in the water. The enemy next
tried to cross the river lower down and suc;eeded in
getting across. Australian battalions held the enemy
advance to two hours befOre moving to the support
line and digging in to defy tanks.
In a later article dated 24th May 1941 he added
to the above after an interview with Captain ]G
Hendry. He quoted Hendry,
My platoon on the western flank engtlged parties of
the enemy who had crossed the river by prry, but we
Were hopelessly out-numbered. By 1130 hours we had
Germans on three sides ofus. I ammged for the
battalion carrier platoon first to cletln up the Huns
along the river and then to protect my left flank. As
they came along the river they were fiercely engaged by
enemy mortars, so they placed their carriers in a sap
P~sition, dismounted, and took up positions along the
rzverbank. By the end oftwo hours they hfld cleared
up the riverbank fOr a distance offive hundred yards
and had caused heavy casualties with their light
machine-guns. In the mean time I was advised that
the other three companies ofmy battfliion were having

It Wtts a tortuous night drive over roads risky enough
in good conditions and in fit/I daylight, but cratered
and with smouldering vehicles it was a nightmare. One
clear mental picture I retain was ofdriving through
Lamia. The whole town was t1blaze. I decided (when
we got to the top ofthe Brallos area) to look fOr the
Regiment in tlaylight, so we ran about halfa mile off
the road imd dossed down in a paddock.

62. Slessor, op cit, 171-2.63. Slessor, op cit, 154.
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Trucks traverse the Brallos Pass, Greece, 1941. Courtesy A WM:

When the bulk of the forces had moved south the
problem of defending Greece south of the
Thermopylae line had to be faced. Generals Mackay
and Freyburg discussed this on the 20th April. They
had not yet been told that Wavell had agreed to
withdraw Allied troops as quickly as possible.
Mackay is quoted as saying afterwards,
I did not dream ofevacuation, I thought that we'd
hang on for about a fortnight and be beaten by
weight ofnumbers. 64
Plans were drawn up to defend the pass. The job
passed to the 19th Brigade. Brigadier Vasey issued
his famous order to the 19th Brigade, "Here we
bloody well are and here we bloody well stay,"
translated into the order issued by his Brigade Major,
"The 19th Brigade will hold its present defensive
position come what may."65
Private DG Brodie66 , 2/1 Battalion, was at Brallos
also on the 19th April 1941, but he was killed that
day, hit by a bullet from a German aircraft strafing
his position. He had been wounded in January 1941
in the Cyrenaica campaign and only had just been
released after three months in the AGH at Gaza
when sent to Greece.
Major E Mander-Jones 67 Headquarters 1st
Australian Corps, showed the same characteristics in
Greece for which he was to be rewarded later. 68 As
Intelligence Officer he was concerned to leave no
information for the following Germans and followed
retteating troops with his Field Security Sections to

ensure this. During the evacuation he was appointed
OC 'D' Beach collecting area. He ensured that each
group of men knew the route they should take to the
evacuation point designated for them.
On the night of 25th April, the 19th Brigade
having held the pass and allowed new defensive
positions to be establish and many to move across
the Corinth Canal, were evacuated at Megara ro a
waiting group of ships, two being the Waterhen
and the Vendetta.
Any equipment not needed in the withdrawal was
to be destroyed. 'B' Trobp of the 2/1 Field Regiment
was ordered to form part of the rear guard to allow
as many personnel as possible to escape. Guy
Harriott spoke with Captain Rickard about this
action and published his account in the Herald 19th
May 1941. It said in part,
They took up a position, appropriately enough,
just above the spot where Leonidas and his gallant
ftllows made their last stand. About midday a large
force ofthe enemy, with several batteries of
mountain guns, was observed making its way along
the mountain paths on the left flank. Our guns held
their fire, and then according to one ofthe gunners,
"blasted the enemy offthe map. " One mountain
battery made a gallant effort to engage the
Australians, but was literally blown to pieces. The
Germans suffered terrible losses. It had been expected
that they wou(d hold up the enemy for a couple of
hours at the most. Instead ofthat, they hung on all

64. Long. op cit, 143.65. Ibid, 143.66. Douglas Gordon Brodie, 2226, 1916-1918. Killed 1914141. 67. Evan Mander-Jones MC,
2367, 1916-1920. 68. Evan Mander-Jones was awarded the MC in Java.
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the afternoon. They were engaged but they stuck to
their guns, and every time the enemy tried to bring
troops through the pass the Australians, firing over
open sights, blew away the head ofthe column and
forced the rest to retreat. Hour after hour... the
unequal battle went on, until the gunners were so
tired that they could hardly serve their pieces. Each
gun fired 300 rounds - a total of 1800 - rounds
and none was wasted. The Australians made the
Germans pay a bloody price for Thermopylae. It was
an epic artillery action, which deserves an honoured
place in the history of "the Guns. "
Major RH Russell 6Y a RMO who was
Commanding Officer of the 2/1st Field Ambulance
Was with the battalions as they retreated. He
distinguished himself with his care of the wounded
while under fire and arranging the evacuation of
wounded soldiers. He himself got away from Greece
to Crete and returned to Australia in 1942 serving
up to his death in 1945 in an air accident flying back
once more to Australia. He was on the same
aeroplane that General Vasey was on when he was
killed. For his work for the wounded and seeing to
their evacuation from Greece and Crete he was
awarded the OSO.
The main body of withdrawing troops had on the
night of the 23rd come close to Athens, the next
night they crossed into the Peloponnese and on the
25th April arrived near Kalamata where they were to
be evacuated by the Navy. Rickard writes about his
evacuation from Kalamata. On the night of the 26th
April they gathered at the water's edge. He wrote,

A destroyer loomed alongside in the dark. The
sailors called out "Come on boys, Jump!" and held out
their hands to heave us aboard. Just after I jumped,
the cry changed to "That's all this trip boys" and I
had the sinking feeling that there may be no more
trips. The decks were packed. It turned out that the
ship was HMS Hero.
Navy officers were concerned staying any longer
would endanger the convoy, needing to move away
from land before daylight. The intention was to
return on the 27th and take the remainder. The
destroyer was packed and the men were ferried out
t~ the SS Dilwarra where they were given tea and
biscuits. They were allotted cabins. Rickard noted
~hat after days of exhausting fighting he went
Instantly to sleep. He goes on the write,

we (the RMO and Rickard) awakened next

morning to the familiar sound ofbeing dive-bombed
by Stukas. At dinner a number ofus who were friends
grouped at a round table. we were served an excellent
meal and had been given specially printed menus
headed by the ship's name and the date, just as if we
were passengers on a peacetime voyage!
Taking a broader view of the evacuation from
Kalamata, Rickard was lucky to get away. Between
18 000 and 20 000 personnel assembled on the 26th
to leave Greece. Those from the Second AIF were
there from the 16th and 17th Brigades and Corps
troops. Men in the Headquarters of the 17th
Brigade, some of the 2/1 Field Regiment and
transport detachments were left, 340 Australians in
all. There were 8000 others from various forces were
still at Kalamata.
On the night of the 28th April it was hoped to get
all those left away and they were put into four
groups in order of priority for evacuation: wounded
and stretcher-bearers, Pemberton Force, Harlock
Force (The Australians were included in this
grouping) and Lister Force. That afternoon the
Germans arrived on the beach and furious fighting
occurred with a New Zealand battalion charging the
enemy with fixed bayonets near the quay where the
ships would come in later. Hero come into the
harbour and signalled the Perth and her Captain, P
Bowyer-Smith, that the beach was suitable for the
evacuation to take place. This message was delayed
in transmission and Bowyer-Smith seeing tracer fire
and an explosion decided to retire his force and they
left at high speed at 9.30 pm. It was not till after 10
pm that he learned of Hero's message but he decided
to continue sailing south. Hero, joined by Kandahar,
Kimberley and Kingston remained at Kalamata until
3 am having taken on board some of the wounded
and 300 others.
On a lighter note officers in 'w' Force when back
in Egypt complained that the only documents
brought out of Greece and not burned in the retreat
from Greece had been their mess bills!?O Some were
taken prisoner, such as Corporal B Millard?1 (2/4 Bn)
and Lieutenant Ronald Willmott 72 (2/1 Bn), and
others had arduous trips escaping from Greece. One
escape is of interest as it was undertaken by an Old
Boy. Captain PJ WoodhilP was one of the men left
on the shore at Kalamata on the night of the 28th
April. Gavin Long mentions this escape. Brigadier
Allen decided to leave Woodhill and another staff

69. Robert Heathcote Russell DSO, 2295, 1916-1918. Killed 5/3/45. 70. Beevoy, op cit, 45. 71. Bruce Millard, 5377, 1934-1935. Died
15/5/1944. 72. Ronald Willmott, 3355, 1922-1928. 73. Phillip James Woodhill, 3524, 1923-1924. Accidentally killed 26/11/41.
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Rightly had the move come offall would have been
well, but apparently there was no plan in the event
ofa Jug collapse. This is where the plan was
unsound. Had we been less ambitious we should no
doubt have had more success. 79

officer, Captain Vial to collect men and embark
them the next night. Unfortunately more men than
Allen thought were left. He thought only some
drivers were on shore but in fact the men of the 17th
Brigade Headquarters were waiting to go on board
but they were left. 74 The senior officer on shore told
the men he would surrender but those who wanted
to try to escape were free to make the attempt.
Captains Vial and Woodhill decided with some
other men to do this. A few days later the destroyers
Hotspur and Havock picked up Woodhill and the
Australians with him south of Kalamata. Thankfully
for these and other men Admiral Cunningham had
instructed the Navy to attempt to evacuate troops
who might be stranded along the coast south of
Kalamata. Captain Woodhill's exploit was published
in an article by John Hetherington, Herald Special
Representative with the AlP'
In a material sense, the losses sustained in Greece
by British and Commonwealth forces were large;
about 58 000 troops were sent to Greece. Besides the
terrible loss of 2000 killed and 14 000 who were
captuted, the equipment lost included 104 tanks,
400 AA guns, 192 field guns, 163 anti-tank guns,
1812 machine guns, 8000 transpo rt vehicles and
209 aircraft. 76
An appraisal of the Greek campaign is
warranted. The Greek Chief of the Army, General
Papagos, wrote,

Long puts it clearly with the benefit of time to
consider the matter,

The Anzac Corps carried out a series ofsuccessfitl
rearguard actions - in each position the clash did not
come until after plans fOr the next withdrawal had
been made; each a rearguard action in the strictest
sense ofthe word. Perhaps the most important
military lesson ofthe campaign was its demonstration
ofthe extent to which, in such rugged country,
artillery, with reliable inftntry ahead. could halt and
confuse a pursuer, and. after retirement, engineers,
cratering the roads could delay fOr days the advance of
a fOrce tied to a multitude ofladen vehicles. In
retrospect, the fighting withdrawal ofmore than 300
miles, generally along a single road, with the loss of
but one fighting unit, seems an outstanding military
achievement.

Crete 1941

General Sarafis felt Greece failed to fulfil her
obligations to Britain whereas Britain came to
Greece as she had promised to assist against Italian
and German aggression. He wrote,

Within 4 weeks from the evacuation of Greece
the Germans attacked Crete. Not all members of
Anzac Corps were sent to Crete, many went directly
to Egypt. Those members of the Second AIF sent to
Crete, 6500 in all, became part of Creforce under
General Freyberg GOC NZ Force. The senior
Australian officer was Brigadier Vasey. The total
number of troops available to Freyberg was 42 460.
The British were well aware of German interest
in Crete. Taking it would place great pressure on
Britain and Commonwealth countries. Gavin
Long wrote,
It was desirable fOr them to rob their enemy of

Our British allies were left to continue the fight
alone and exposed; and thus at Thermopylae where
Leonidas and his 300 Spartans fill, a singular thing
came to pass - the Greeks were absent while the
British fOught. 18

potential air bases only 700 miles from the Rumanian
oilfields, and by so doing gain fOr themselves bases
which lay only 250 miles from North Africa, and
from which, as from Rhodes and the Dodecanese, they
could harass British shipping. HI

Lieutenant BH Travers wrote the following in his
diary,

Freyberg arrived in Crete on the 30th April 1941
on HMS Ajax. There have been many debates on the
capabilities of General Freyberg. He won the VC in
World War I and between the wars lived in Britain,
taking up his NZ appointment in 1939. Critics have

we Greeks, regardless ofthe effictiveness ofthe
British aid, owe a debt ofgratitude to the British
Empire, whose sons came to Greece to fight and get
killed in our aid. 77

HI)

There is also no doubt that this move was
strategically unsound - as it proved to be later - fOr
it was based on the cooperation ofYugoslavia.

74. Long, op cit, 113. 75. The article is published in Section 3 o/this book. 76. Beevor, op cit, 54. 77. Long, op cit, 190. 78. 1bid, 192.
79. Tmvers, op cit, 108. 80. The actual disposition o/troop.. when the (;erlntlllS began their inlJf1SirJll Wf1S: Sud'i Bay area, 16th and 11th
AliStralian Infantry Brigade Composite BattrtliollS; ("wgioupolis arm, HQ 19th Inf!mtry Brigi/(!r-, 2111nfimtry Battalion and 218 1nfimtry
Battalion; Retimo area, 2/1 Infantry Battalion and 2/1 1 Infimtrv Baualion; Heraklion area, 214 Inflmtry Battalion. Brigadier Vast)' was
at GeOl;gioupolis. 81. 1-IlIIg, GreerI', Crete and Svria, op cit, 191.
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said he was courageous but also obstinate and a
muddled thinker. Antony Beevor quips, "Freyberg
provides yet another example of how storybook
heroes seldom rna keg 0 0 d generals."82 The
General had only three weeks to prepare his plans,
but he made a number of blunders, which were to be
costly to Creforce.
Freyberg was privy to messages being intercepted.
by British Intelligence using ULTRA intelligence.
From the summaries sent to him he assumed that
the Germans were sending between 30 000 to
35 000 troops, of
which
12000
were to be a
parachute landing
contingent, and
ten thousand sent
by sea. The actual
message sent to
Freyberg said,
Fourthly.
Arrival ofthe
seaborne
COntingent
consisting ofantiaircraft batteries as
well as ofmore
troops and
supplies.

disaster for the defence of Crete occurred on the
19th May when 29 out of 35 fighter aircraft
stationed on Crete were destroyed. The remaining
six were ordered to fly to Egypt.
German bombers arrived over Crete at 0530
hours on the 20th May 1941 attacking the
aerodromes at Maleme and Heraklion. For the
defenders the surprise came at 0700 hours when the
first of 493 transport planes started arriving from
Greece over the three aerodromes and the Ayia
Valley. The airborne invasion, "Operation Mercury"
had
begun.
Parachute troops
started to descend
and many of these
troops were killed
or
wounded
before
they
landed. Captain
WH
Travers
commented
on
rhis, in an article
in The Bulletin
9th June 1981.
As soon as the
first German left

German Mountain Troops waiting in Greece to board their transports for the
invasion ofCrete, May 1941. Captured photograph. Courtesy AWll1.

Thus the idea that he faced a seaborne invasion,
and believed this to be a greater threat than those
Coming by aircraft, dominated his thinking.
Previously, Brigadier Tilbury had drawn up a plan to
d.eal with airborne troops assaulting the three
aIrfields and the Ayia Valley, south west of Canea.
However Freyberg modified it to face a seaborne
assault. The Outcome was that his troops were at
points on the north coast, the important area of
Maleme was under defended and it was three days
after the invasion that Freyberg attempted to rectify
the situation - three days too late. The Germans
Controlled the airport and were able to land
reinforcements. 83
Hitler's bombers pounded Malta on 14th May to
deceive the British as to the real target. The messages
already decoded meant that Wavell was aware of the
real target. The next day Hitler ordered that
bombing start on Crete prior to the invasion, set for
20th May. Installations and ships in the harbour at
Suda Bay were attacked during this period. A
82. Beevor, op cit, 84. 83. Ibid, 91-2.
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the plane, firing
broke out ftom the

whole battalion (211st) simultaneously. The surprise
could not have been more effictive. About 60
Germans jumpedfrom, the first planes into a cone of
fire from small arms, rifles, Erens, anti-tank guns,
and revolvers. The Germans complained later that it
was unfair ofus to shoot at men who were defenceless:
but what did they expect us to do?

The lack of air cover meant that only seven of the
transport planes were shot down that day. The Navy
had better luck, intercepting a force of troops being
transported by ships. The ships were picked up by
radar when they were 18 miles north of Canea. A
number of these ships were sunk and only two small
caiques reached Crete. Given the savage defence by
troops and Cretan civilians the first day for the
Germans was a disaster. Those on the ground aimed
their rifles at the feet of the descending paratroopers
to allow for the rapid descent. 1865 Germans died
that day and with those mortally wounded the
number who died would be in excess of 2000.
Though members of Creforce fought bravely the
Germans were able to capture Maleme aerodrome

Section 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - leave Crete in a Sunderland Flying Boat. Freyberg
delayed sending a cable to Wavell that day, for he
had to tell the General that the island could not be
held. He cabled the following message,
I regret to have to report that in my opinion the
limit ofendurance hIlS been reached by the troops
under my command here in Suda Bay. No matter
what decision is taken by the Commanders-in-chief
from a military point ofview our position here is
hopeless. A small ill-equipped and immobile force such
lIS ours cannot stand up against concentrated bombing
that we have been
faced with during
the last seven
".
days.. .the
difficulties of
extricating this
force in.fU1I are
now insuperable.
Provided a
decision is reached
at once a certain
proportion ofthe
force might be
embarked 85
Troops other
separating the 4th The German invasion of Crete as captured on camera by a member ofthe 2/3rd AA
than
those at
and 5th Brigades Battery. The airborne invasion proved costly to the Germans and they never
had been cut. At a undertook another. Nevertheless, the island was lost.
Retimo
and
conference that night it was decided to move back
Heraklion were being forced over the mountains
about 3 kilometres. Long states,
towards the south coast.
In effect this decision made about 10pm on the
External appearances have always been deceptive.
22nd, was an acceptance that Crete had been fast.
On the 27th May near Pirgos, a group ofAustralians
Thenceforward the enemy could use the airfields
and New Zealanders met the German 141st
without hindrance. B4
Mountain Regiment on what was called the '42nd
On 25th May near Canea, the fighting was
Street' Line just before Noon. The Anzac troops
intense and Allied soldiers, especially the New
charged and scattered most of the I Battalion killing
Zealanders, who attempted to hold their position
over 120 Germans. The troops were heading sourh,
by making 25 bayonet charges. Maoris did a
where it would be possible for them to be evacuated.
"harka" war cry before the 18th and 23rd Battalions
The trip south to Sphakia for those forced to
led by Colonel Kippenberger and Lieutenant
undertake it was gruelling. Men were at the limit of
Colonel Gray began their heroic charges. They
their endurance and those that took part in it said it
was a march they would never forget.
drove the Germans out of the town, but
Kippenberger ordered the men to retreat, as he did
The British Navy began the evacuation that night
not want them killed. The Germans started
and in five nights managed to rescue 17000 persons.
mortaring the village. This Battle of Galatas was one
Ships were committed for five nights to evacuate as
of the 'bright spots' in the campaign, lifting spirits
many as possible. In the evacuation 1828 Naval
at time when all was loss and retreat.
personnel and evacuees were killed and 183
On the same day as this extraordinary feat of
wounded. 9 ships were sunk (cruisers Gloucester, Fiji
arms, the situation was clearly deteriorating. It was
and Calcutta; destroyers Juno, Greyhound, Kelly,
decided that the King of Greece and his party should
KIIShmir, Imperial and Hereward) and 17 damaged
during the night of the 20th May. Brigadier Vasey
did his best to re-take Maleme on the 21st May, but
failed. Supplies of ammunition were running short.
The Germans now had a landing zone to bring in
reinforcements and equipment. This action sealed
the fate of Crete, though it took until the end of the
month for the campaign to draw to a close.
The next two days saw heavy fighting, bur
Freyburg's ability to supply his forces was set back
badly on the 22nd and 23rd May when German air
attacks saw a number of important ships sunk.
Gavin Long
maintains that
•
22nd May 1941
was the vital day
In
the defence
of Crete. Near
Maleme it had
•
been proposed to
send in the 5th
Brigade at Galatas
bur Puttick decided
not to go ahead
when he was told
that the coast road

•

84. Long, op cit, 238-9. 85. Baldwin, HW, Battles Lost and Won, Smithmark NY, 1966, 95.
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(capital ships: Warspite, Barham, Valiant and
Formidable; cruisers: Ajax, Naiad, Perth, Orion, Dido
and Carlisle; and destroyers: Kelvin, Nubian, Napier,
Ilex, Havoc, Kingston and Nizam. 86 ) Lieutenant RT
Richardson RANH? was serving on HMS Barham,
which was badly damaged by two Stukas dropping
bombs, causing underwater damage.
The courage of the Navy crews was remarkable..
The decision to take off the troops from Heraklion
is an example worthy of recording. On the 28th May
the cruisers Ajax, Orion and Dido and destroyers
Decoy, Hereward, Hotspur, Imperial, Jackal and
Kimberley left North Africa to arrive in darkness at
Heraklion. To do so they had to pass through the
narrow Kaso Strait in the late afternoon, enabling
the Luftwaffi to attack the ships mercilessly. Ajax was
damaged and had to return to port. The ships
arrived at their destination prior to midnight and
took on board 4000 men setting out at 3 am at top
speed. Unfortunately the steering gear of Imperial
failed and all the crew and evacuees had to be taken
off and the decision taken to sink her. The ships
were 90 minutes behind schedule entering Kaso
Strait as dawn was breaking. Hereward was badly
damaged and left, all those on board becoming
POWs. Decoy, Orion and Dido were damaged. They
moved forward but at reduced speed. Later that day
the Orion was hit again with a large bomb
penetrating her bridge going through to the stoker's
mess. It was crowded and the result was many
deaths. After this terrible mauling one may have
thought that there would have been second thoughts
about continuing evacuation by sea. However, the
next night it continued and over 6000 were saved
from Sphakia. Only the Perth was damaged, thanks
to the RAP being able to provide some air cover.
While part of this evacuation was taking place the
men at Retimo under Lieutenant Colonel Campbell
Were fighting against increasing enemy strength. At
R'
etlmo there were among others the remnants of the
2/1 Infantry Battalion and the 2/11 Infantry
Battalion. One of the men in this group was Captain
WH Travers. Travers caused the Germans a deal of
trouble during the defence of Retimo. In the Official
History it mentions that on the 20th May though
the German troops held most of a vital hill they
needed to move down the western slopes to take
more ground. Long wrote the following,
'" it was dtlngerous jor them [the Germans} to
advance out ofthe vineytlrds and down the western

slopes because they were under observedfire from
Captain Traver's company on the spur west ofthe
Wadi Bardia. 88
Two days later near the olive oil factory on the
Heraklion road there was a party of German troops
which needed to be removed. Captain Travers wrote
about this episode,
During a truce to bring in wounded and bury the
dead, an envoy from the German commander came to
see Colonel Campbell and askedfOr the unconditional
surrender ofthe Australians. The CO sent this
bumptious officer back with the message that he
intended shelling the olive oilfictory as soon as the
truce ended
. .. On May 29, in the late afternoon, we had
reports that 300 German motor cyclists had arrived at
Retimo, and that Germans were coming along the
road from Heraklion. The reports came from Greek
sources and were exaggerated, but were enough fOr
many Greek soldiers to desert during the night. Our
orders had been to hold the airfield, but we had had
no fUrther communication about fUture actions, nor
had we been told officially that the island was to be
evacuated
were prepared to withdraw to the sea,
but never received an answeringflash from patrols
signals sent from the beach.
At 0630 on May 30, the CO was ficed with the
decision to hold out until nightfallfor a possible
evacuation, or capitulate. The decision was not an
easy one. The Germans had surrounded our
positions and could have cut us from sea with their
were
tanks, as we had no anti-tank defince.
already reduced to half rations, and ammunition
was almost exhausted. To have held out longer
would have meant needless loss ofAustralian lives.
Then came reports that medium tanks and light
artillery were moving in on us.
The CO saw that fUrther resistance would be
hopeless, and after carefUL consideration decided to
surrender. He made a white flag from his towel and
marched out himselfacross the landing ground to the
leading German tank.
At stand-down that morning the normal daily
routine had begun - washing, shaving, breakfist,
reports and inspections. Michael Kennedy and I were
just siting down to a plate ofporridge when a runner
from Battalion HQ came in, somewhat hurried "The
CO's just gone down the road to throw in the towel, "
he said. "His orders are to cease fire and stand ky fOr
fUrther orders. " I turned to Kennedy, '~nyway," I said,

we

we

86. Beevor, op cit, 346. 87. Ronald Hevor Richardson, 5911, 1937-1939. 88. Long, op cit, 259.
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of George Connor''',
At an Officer's Training School, which I attended
in 1941, General WavelI, who was then Commander
in Chiefofthe Middle East, gave us a talk on
Generals and Generalship. He started with Alexander
and then Napoleon and what made them great, what
were their qualities, and he came down to today and
he said "you may wonder what is going on now': At
this stage Greece had fallen. Crete had not, but the
Germans were attacking. He had said you may
wonder what is happening now, well we cannot hold
Crete, we don't have the Air Force and it willfall. He
also saidyou may wonder, "What Greece was all
about? \Vt> know the German mindfairly well and he
is a very orderly person, Germany was about to attack
Russia one month ago, and we came in on his right
flank, so he didn't go. He had to clean up the right
flank, so it was cleaned up and now he has come back
to clean up Crete. Within one month from today
Germany will open an attack on Russia. \Vt> have told
Russia, but they will not believe us". I took a bet on
that when I got back to the unit and I won. It was
28 days until the attack on Russia. He said that if the
Germans don't get to the Urals beftre winter on the
first push we have won the battle ofGreece.
The immediate cost to Australia was 274 killed,
507 wounded and 3102 soldiers taken prisoner.
The Battle for Crete came at a time when the
situation was very difficult for the Allies. For
Churchill the fall of Crete was a terrible blow as he
was so personally committed to it. Peter Coats,
General Wavell's ADC recorded General Freyberg's
sadness in Cairo after his evacuation. He wrote,
As I write, General Freyberg is in my office, sitting
opposite me. A crushed Goliath, and almost in tears.""

''I'm going to finish the porridge. "
I explained the position to my men. Some ofthem
wanted to make a break ftr the hills. It was an
awkward decision - lead the men into the hills, or
remain alongside the CO and support his surrender. I
chose the latter, but gave the men permission to go off
if they wished to. Not one went.
Captain Travers became a prisoner of the
Germans and remained so for 4 years. Two other
Old Boys were also at Retimo: Private IA FarrH~ and
Sergeant KK Terrey''''. Farr was a dispatch rider. He
became a POW in Poland for two years and was then
put to work on a farm at Konigshopen till he was
liberated. Mr and Mrs Farr visited Germany in 1966
and called at the farm, where, "he was treated like a
long lost son by the farm family." They stayed several
days as guests of the family. Sergeant Tettey (2/1 Bn)
was wounded and captured at Retimo, also
becoming a POw.
A number of other Old Boys were more fortunate
to be evacuated to North Africa. Two Medical
Officers, Major CH "Tom" Selby and Major RH
Russell were there with the 2/1 Field Ambulance. A
third Medical Officer, Captain RH Perrett, was on
board a ship and cared for wounded and sick men
being evacuated. Two of the Ormiston brothers in
the 2/4 Infantry Battalion were on Crete, namely
Major GWA Ormiston')' and Sergeant WLG
Ormiston'H. Colonel E Mander-Jones was there
doing intelligence work and trying to ensure that the
Germans did not obtain secret material, he would
have had little time to destroy equipment. GHnner
HL Sutton'!' of the 2/2 Field Regiment ~as
evacuated. One of the most significant Old Boys to
serve on Crete was Lieutenant Colonel TJ
Dunbabin'!4 who though not on the island at this
time he made a number of covert visits to aid the
resistance movements between 1941 and 1944. For
his exploits he was awarded the Distinguished
Service Order and the Greek decoration, the Royal
Order of Phoenix with Swords.
The end of the evacuation is not a happy story as
it has been suggested by some that leadership was
lacking. Perhaps a telling point is that there was no
officer above the rank of Lieutenant Colonel
captured on Crete, a higher proportion of officers
than men got away in the evacuation.
In all the debate about the rights and wrongs of

Syria
The decision to invade Syria was taken in May
1941. It was a controversial one and against the
wishes of the Commander-in-Chief, General Wavell.
The War Office and Churchill felt a pre-emptive
move was necessary, to deny the Germans access to
the oil fields of the Middle East, and to secure the
Eastern flank of the Suez Canal. Syria was controlled
by Vichy French forces and therefore sympathetic to
the Axis. Wavell accordingly drew up the plans for
an invasion, but registered his concerns, coming so
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-----close on the Greece and Crete disasters as it did.
Churchill interpreted his caution as fear and
replaced him with General Auchinleck, moving
Wavell to the position of Viceroy of India.
The attack began before dawn on the 8th June
1941, moving northwards into Syria from Palestine
in 3 prongs. Over half the force was AIF, mainly the
7th Division with some 6th Division elements, the
remainder being made of British, Free French and
Indian troops. 3 Squadron RAAF and the RAN
vessels of the Scrap Iron Flotilla gave support. The
force was under the command of the Australian
Major General JD Lavarack. It must be noted that
the planners did not consult the Australian
Government as to its wishes to be involved or
request the use of its troops.')?
Lieutenant DG Garland'!H was a member of the
2/25th Battalion. He had only recently arrived on a
large convoy from Australia in May. He describes the
first day his unit went into battle,
. " in our first really serious action my platoon of
42 men was reduced to fOur and I, as one ofthe fOur,
was blown up by a mortar and lay unconscious fOr
two days on the side ofa mountain.
He had a period in hospital and returned to
setvice as part of the occupation troops. Less
fortunate was Captain JR Stringer'!'!, also of the
2/25th Battalion. He was killed in action on
22nd June.
On the same convoy as Garland was Lieutenant
GB ConnorlOO (2/33 Inf Bn, A Coy 9th Pn), known
as "Punchy" amongst his unit. On the night of the
attack Connor and his Platoon were selected to
move forward at 2320 hours on the 7th June to
"silence" a number of enemy posts and capture a
bridge on the Banias-Merdjayoun road. It did not go
entirely as planned,
I remember I misread the map in that I did not
look at the contours, I thought they were roughly 50
feet but they were actually 100 meters and there were
gullies we had to go through so we got there late. we
had a bit ofa scrap with the troops there, but the
bridge was not mined as they thought.
Connor tried to cross the bridge with a section
but a pack of dogs gave them away and they found
bullets flying round them from a machine gun. He
fired a burst from his sub machine gun into the hut
at the end of the bridge. Having then retired he
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thought he would have his men fix bayonets and
charge the hut. At this time 18 Platoon arrived and
it was decided that they would take the bridge as
Connor and his four men were exhausted.
Kenneth Slessor sent a despatch back to Australia
from Jerusalem the next day, the 9th June,
The central Australian fOrce, which, it was fully
expected, would encounter the sti/fist resistance in
Syria, has not made the headway that was expected of
it and is still confronted by the French fOrtified
positions around Merdjayoun. 101
Connor got some rest for the remainder of the 8th
June but new orders were issued by Lieutenant
Colonel Monaghan on the 9th June. The company
commander ordered him to attack and take Fort
Khiam. This fortress was built in 1925 on high
ground to give a good view of the surrounding
country. It was well built and could house up to 200
troops, and over time houses had been built round it
creating a village. It was necessary to take it to open
the way to the next major fort, Merdjayoun.
The taking of the fort became something of a
Shore operation. Whilst 12 Battery of the 2/6th
Field Regiment (which included the likes of
Gunners RM Hope 102 , GA Lloyd lO3, ER "Pat"
Trebeck104 and LD Tilburyl05) laid down a barrage
over the fort, Connor lead a small group of four men
towards the fort. Connor crawled into the fort for a
reconnoitre.
I dropped into the fOrt, pushed open the door ofa
barrack near where I'd landed and there it was full of
French. They slammed the door in my fice and I took
offaround the Fort, andfired through all the
windows as I went.
After capturing a prisoner, losing him running
out of ammunition Connor made his way to where
his men were waiting. The four (one was wounded),
in Connors words,
took a couple ofprisoners and eventually dug a hole
in the wall so we could get in and out.
On the strength of Connor's foray an attack was
planned for the following morning. Gunner Peter
Lloyd established a Forward Observation Post in a
wadi near the fort. Despite some French shelling
(including a mortar round which tore Lloyd's
webbing) the Fort was found to be undefended.
Another Old Boy, Private NC Stokes lO6 was
serving with the 2/33rd near Fort Khiam when he
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The Taking of Fort Khiam
George Connor recalls the action fOr which he
bayonet and a rifle about to shoot at me, so I flew
was awarded the Soviet Order ofthe Patriotic Wzr,
at him and hit him over the head with the gun, and
covered him with an empty gun. He was standing
1st Class:
I will always remember this, my Company with his hands up and I did not know what to do,
Commander came up and gave me the orders, here I am in a fort with a prisoner, and he had his
"your next job is attack, and take, Fort Khiam." I hands up and what could I do?
I thought I would change the magazine. So I got
said, "where in the bloody hell is it?" To which he
replied, "climb that hill and you will see it". So we it out of my pocket, still looking at him, and,
climbed the hill and then on the top of the hill, I holding it with my hand, I flicked the catch and
could see a building like a fort you would find in the empty magazine fell out and I went to put the
full one in but it
the desert: turrets
would not go in as
on each corner,
I had it in upside
walls about 12
down!
Of course
feet
high,
I
the Frenchman
suppose, stone a
saw
that and he
couple of feet
dived out the
thick.
window
and took
So I had to
off - for which I
attack and take it.
was very grateful.
We, myself and
Anyway, I was in
four others, went
one corner of the
up and fired into
Fort there on my
one of the slots in
own
and the Fort
one of the corners
was full of French
to keep them
George
Connor
(4482)
with
the
men
a/9th
Platoon,
/I'
Company,
2/33
soldiers, and my
and
I
quiet,
Battalion who joined him in the assault on Fort Khiam. From left to right:
Sergeant who had
crawled up myself Cpl RC Campbell, Sgt AM Sweatapple, Lieut Connor and Pte ff Wltyte.
been with me
and
cut
the Courtesy AWM.
when I got over
barbed wire. I
had some wire cutters with me, and then we the wall, came up on the outside of a firing hole walked our way along the edge of the fort: We he said "Do you want some help?" I said, "Yes, I
came to where the barbed wire had been attached do". So he said "OK we will come in".
So he and the three others went up to where I
to the wall all the way up to the top so you could
not go past and walk up to the next corner. I had got over the wall, but by this time the French
climbed up to this wire and put my head over and were aware of what was happening. As they
things seemed quiet inside. I said to one of the jumped over the wall a machine gun opened up on
chaps, "give me your submachine gun will you, them. One got hit in the shoulder and he fell back,
and I'll hop in and see what is up".
the other three came in and they took off to where
I dropped into the fort, pushed open the door of I was and it was like a relay race. The chap on the
a barrack near where I'd landed and there it was machine gun must have been firing at them, as
full of French. They slammed the door in my face they were running. The bullets were hitting behind
and I took off around the Fort, and fired through them all the time. One of them had his rifle like a
all the windows as I went. At the next barracks I baton in a relay race. In front of the doorway in
threw a grenade into the far en.d, came back and this corner there was about a 5 feet sandbag wall
eventually got into the one we had cleared out first. and he cleared that without touching it! Anyway
When I had gone into the second barracks my we stayed in there, took a couple of prisoners and
magazine had run out - it was a 20 round little eventually dug a -hole in the wall so we could get in
magazine. I had one in my hip pocket, but when I and out. Next morning we were going to attack the
walked in, there was a French soldier with a fIXed whole post, but the French had left.
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was shot in the left buttock and after initial
camped near Tripoli. The second was Lieutenant ER
treatment was sent back to hospital at Gaza where
Morgan l09 • This was his first major action. He wrote
that he found it strange to be fighting,
he had three months of treatment and
convalescence. The 2/33rd Infantry Battalion was
against the very people we had enlisted to save ie,
under pressure at this time. The Vichy French
the French; but having surrendered to Germany they
Artillery in this early phase of the campaign was
were required to resist strongly (and they did) an
heavy. The unit was hit up to fout times a day with
Allied invasion.
concentrations of 200 to 300 rounds. The need to
In this central sector there were a number of Old
move forward and the damage from the shelling
Boys serving in the 2/6th Field Regiment.
made it a time of strain for the men.
Lieutenant WA Collins" o was required to
transport 25 pounder artillery guns from Mersa
Merdjayoun became the centre of a duel between
Matruh to Syria
the Vichy French
~fu~~~
~
II
~
the command of
conclusion
of
B rig a die r
the fighting to
Berryman. On the
transport them
15th June the
back to Egypt.
French
using
Lance Sergeant
artillery drove the
RF
Creaghe lJ I
Allied troops out of
fought in Syria
Merdjayoun and
with the 2/6th
backwards along
and became part
the whole central
of the occupation
front.
Berryman
force stationed at
ordered a CounterFortress Tripoli to
attack for the 17th
ensure that if the
Germans tried to
June but it was A 25 pounder gun ofthe 2/6th Field Regiment RAA in action during the Syrian
unsuccessful. The campaign. Courte.sy AWM.
enter Syria they
2/2nd Pioneers suffered 27 killed. French tanks sallied
forth from the town and also captured 38 survivors.
A'
gaIn on the 19th June a futther attack was called for
and artillery used, particularly that of the 2/5th Field
Regiment. For his gallantry on the 19th and later at
Damour, Lieutenant Arthur Roden Cutler was
awarded the Victoria Cross. 107 He received a leg
Wound on the 6th July while acting as an artillery
observation officer for the 2/16th which was so bad,
the leg had to be amputated. Pressute was maintained
on the five battalions of French and when a patrol of
the 2/2nd Pioneers entered Merdjayoun on the 24th
June they found the town deserted.
Two Old Boys served in the same Regiment as
Lieutenant Cutler. The first was Acting Captain
DRVWo o d 108 • Before rejoining his Regiment he had
been sent to join the 6th Division in the Western
Desert and in March 1941 attended a Cadet
Training Unit of the British Army near Cairo. He
t~en returned to 2/5 Field Regiment in Syria as a
LIeutenant in the 10th Field Battery, 'C' Troop,

would be repulsed. Bombardier DWE Franks I 12 took
part in the fighting as a member of the 11 th Battery
and as a member of the occupying force in Syria
until he and others were summoned back to the
South West Pacific to defend Australia after the
Japanese entered the war. He recalled that one of the
things that helped him cope was a small poem he
learned in the Desert which remained with him
though Syria and his life as a source of strength. It is
as follows,
Stay with me, God
The night is dark
The night is cold
My little spark ofcourage dies
The night is long
Be with me God and make me strang.
1 love a game
1 love a fight
1 hate the dark
1 love the light
1 love my child

~6. Norman Clement Stokes, 4776, 1930-1935. 107. Sir Roden Cutler, VC, NX 12378. Former Governor ofNSW: 108. David Roy
/r non W'oot£ 4796, 1930-1934. 109. Ernest Rex Morgan, 4375, 1928-1930. 110. William Arthur Collins, 5669, 1936 Ill. Richard
ztzroy Creaghe, 5310, 1934-1935. 112. Donald Wallis Elden Franks, 4698, 1930-1932.
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not know that this was the first move in the French
counter-attack, which had started at 1500 hours.
They were now fighting to save their position and
their lives. It was the beginning of another unique
experience for Connor. He was en route to rejoin his
compa ny and approached a position they had
captured some days earlier,
When we were about 100 yards away a machine
Nieuw Amsterdam. He writes,
gun opened up on the truck! we quickly got out on
we had been issued with 25 pounders, and were
the narrow little road which ran along the side ofthe
still cleaning them ofthe maker's grease, as we fired
hill and got into the drain. I was on the lower part,
our first rounds. I had the distinction ofsettingfire to
and we tried to work our
the camouflage net with
way down the drain to an
the first roundfired. I also
anti-ta nk trap. we
had the distinction of
thought if we got into
being shelled by a French
that we might be able to
Foreign Legion 75mm gun,
find what went on. When
while bathing nude, in a
we got a little way down,
stream adjacent to our gun
there was a big stone in
position.
the drain, which I could
After that action, I
not shift. So I said to the
contracted malaria, about
Tommy driver, you poke
which we knew nothing,
you head up and have a
and for which we were
peep, and tell me what's
taking no precautions.
up, and if there is nothing
After a suitable spell in the
happening I'll get up and
7th AGH, in Palestine, I
move this thing': So he
rejoined the regiment in
poked his head up and
Aleppo, where we were
called out to me "take a
expected to guard the
look Sir". I poked my
Turkish border.
head up andforty yards
Gunne r JWD St Clair
away were six Senegalese
114 was also in this Field
Tilbury
Lloyd
and
(5310)
soldiers with fixed
Creaghe
(4993), Dick
Regiment. During the Bob Hope
(5425) ofthe 2/6th Field Regiment.
bayonets and an NCO
fighting he started as a
the driver had nothing.
and
with them. I had a pistol
gunner but later became a despatch rider. He also
So I said, "it looks like we are prisoners': to which he
became part of the occupy ing force and was
replied "will my wift still get my allowance Sir?" I
stationed at Aleppo until the journey back to
said "now remember name, rank and number is all
Australia was commenced in February 1942. ,
we have to give them ':
The counter attack on the 15th June by the
we put our hands up as we were not going to
Ftench had unfortu nate consequences for
fight these fixed bayonets, and over it came in my
Lieutenant GB Connor. He was at the village of
mind, and this is where Shore comes into it, I was
Ibeles Saki and at 1600 hours he saw a patrol of
thinkin g I have to speak French now, and Madam
French troops approaching. He ordered the platoons
Mackey who had taught us French. So I am starting
to hold fire but prematurely a member of 8th
to try and think ofFrench and nothing could come
Platoon fired and the enemy tr?OPS got above
into my head.
Connor's 9th Platoon and pinned 'them down. He
The NCO came up and he ripped all my
worked his way along the right flank so that he could
equipment offand took my wallet and everything,
see the enemy scout doing the damage and shot him
except my identity disk. This made me bloody
dead. The firing alerted the enemy to the position of
annoyed. Then he said to me in English (while I am
A Compa ny and they were heavily shelled. They did

I love my wift
I am no coward
I love lift.
l13
Temporary Captain NF King (2/9th Field Regt)
was also in the central area. In March 1941 he sailed
on the Queen Elizabeth in a convoy consisting of the
Queen Mary, lie de France, Mauritania, and the

Clair, 5413, 1934-1935
113. Norman Francis King, 5003, 1932-1933. 114. john Wilton Douglas St
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Beirut. General Allen ordered the 7th Division
rroops to attack on the 5th July. Using artillery and
charging two villages with fixed bayonets the
Australians were able to win their objectives.
Medical services were available in Syria and at
least one Old Boy was a Medical Officer there
during the fighting. Captain HRT Hodgkinson lIs
(2/2nd Field Arnb) treated the injured and sick. At
the end of the fighting he became RMO for the
2/4th Infantry Battalion until returning to Australia
in February 1942.
Nowhere did the French
capitulate as easily as expected.
Even where Free French and
Vichy French units faced each
other the fighting was at its
hardest. However by 21st June
Damascas
was
captured.
Lieutenant LR DadsweW /6
(2/3rd Inf Bn) was injured near
Damascus, a mortar burst
damaging his eye, and he was
hospitalised. Six months as an
Official War Artist at Heliopolis
was followed by his discharge in
1943 on account of his wounds
and he returned to East Sydney
Technical College. Some of his
still some prisoners, three
Gunner Herbie Marshall (5370) poses with a
works are on exhibition at the
Australians, the rest were all
spoon ollleave ill Tel Aviv in 1941.
Australian War Memorial.
British Officers, and NCO's, and some Indian
The RAF and RAAF gave some air cover for
Commissioned Officers, they arrested the top Vichy
troops during the fighting. Kenneth Slessor in a
General and all his top staff, who were going to be
despatch dated 29th June 1941 refers to the role
repatriated. They told them they were prisoners until
played by No 3 Squadron RAAF. He noted that in
were back. It did not take the Vichy French long to
the three days before writing the article ten enemy
put us on a ship so I came back to Beirut, and
planes had been shot down and four destroyed on
rejoined the Unit. I was probably one ofthe first
the ground. The RAAF planes also hit an
Bruzs
"h prisoners ofthe French since the Napoleonic
ammunition dump, petrol supplies and a railway
wars.
truck. Slessor wrote,
... The Australian squadron is full ofpraise for
Lieutenant Connor was sent by ship back to
Beirut, arriving on the 15th August, rejoining his
their new TOmahawk machines. 'l'l.re they any good!"
unit on the 17th August.
said one pilot. ''They're too hot for the other side. "117
On the same date as the attack at Merdjayoun,
The Allied forces pressed the Vichy French, and
15th June 1941, the French also attacked at Jezzine.
by 9th July units of the AIF were only five miles
from Beirut. In the east Major General WJ Slim had
The troops held the French but the 2/14th Infantry
Battal'Ion was ordered to Jezzine from the coast and
taken the town of Palmyra and by 9th the troops
a bitter period of fighting rook place over the next
were moving towards the Horns-Damascus Road,
few days. By the end of June the AIF controlled the
which would divide the Protectorate making it
heights above Damour, the last obstacle to taking
difficult for General Dentz to maintain control. As a
still thinking I must speak in French) "What is your
name" so I told him. He then said "what's your
regiment" - and I am looking at him blankly and
thinking how do I tell him in French that under
international law, that I am not supposed to give him
such information, so I am just looking at him. Then
he said to me in English "What is the matter, aren't
you English?" so I said, "No Pm an Australian'~ With
that he walked offquite satisfied - I don't know what
he thought Australian's spoke. Anyway I was captured
Then I went on a trip from there to Beirut,
Northern Syria, flown to Greece
and to Athens, where the
Germans were in command.
There were Swatstika planes
everywhere and then we went up
to Salonika, where we were kept
on a ship for a while. Then we
went on a train trip right up
through Yugoslavia, Southern
Austria, South- \\:lest Germany
and into France and down to
Toulon in France. Under the
terms ofthe Syrian armistice they
had to release all prisoners but
because we were in France they
had not released us. When the
authorities found out there were

~~~~2~enry Richard Taylor HodgkillSon,
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In the Palestinian and Syrian areas after mid July
the troops spent a great deal of time training, and
9th July.
the administration was trying to re-build the
Slessor sent a despatch dated 13th July on the
Divisions. On the other hand in the Western Desert
meeting of both sides to determine the armistice
Allied forces were being heavily pressed by Rommel
terms,
and the siege of Tobruk was the dominant aspect of
... One felt a keen sense oftragedy that men like
war during the period from July to the lifting of the
these should have been antagonists. I spoke to a
attack in December 1941.
South Australian captain... whose job it had been to
Lieutenant BH Travers mentions in his memoirs
meet the Vichy delegation in front oftheir lines and
that this was a period of boredom and heavy
escort it to the conference. "They were flying a white
drinking
among officers and men. Winter was
flag from the front oftheir car when they
setting in at this time
approached, " he
and the battalion
said. .. "After a while
found it very cold.
I asked them to furl
Travers wrote that
their white flag and
men started to sleep
then they flew the
with all their clothes
French flag and the
on as
well as
general's pennant.
anything else they
Coming through the
could get to cover
Australian lines lots
them. He points out
ofour boys stood to
that men in the
attention and saluted
Division began to
while the general's
feel isolated and
car went past. Believe
talked about "deep
me, I got a shock! It's
thinkers" who had
a thing they wouldn't
decided not to offer
have done unless they
their services to the
had plenty ofrespect
Frank
Archer
(5642),
top
right,
enjoying
leave
in
jerusalem,
Christmas
1941.
for their opponents'~18
AlE The statistics for
net enlistment in all
There were two
services 1939-1945 indicate that some men did not
important prOViSIOns of the Acre Agreef\1ent.
join
up for overseas service. In November 1941, just
Firstly that all POWs were to be returned. The
prior to the Japanese entry into the war the
second issue concerned the choice that Vichy
enlistments
were as follows
French soldiers could make to remain loyal to their
RAN: 22 775 AMF: 288 100 RAAF: 67784
present leadership or join the Free French under
Total: 368 659
General de Gaulle. Both these sections proved
A year later in 1942 the figures were
troublesome. It should also be noted that few
RAN: 22 775 AMF: 525 678 RAAF: 107643
troops under General Dentz chose to join the Free
French preferring to be repatriated back to France
Total: 656 096 119
Jeffrey Grey in his book comments as follows,
to their families and homes. There were 37,500
In 1940 there were approximately 600 000 men
Vichy French Troops but only 5,668 joined the
aged between twenty and twenty-nine, so one in six of
Free French.
those comidered to be ofmilitary age hadjoined up or
There followed a period of occupying the
registered an intention to do so. 120
Protectorate, maintaining law and order and being
Men also felt that those young men at home were
prepared for any German invasion... When Germany
moving in on their sweethearts and wives, referring
invaded the USSR on the 22nd June 1941 a German
to them as "Roger the Lodger!" The problem of
invasion of Syria coming through Turkey had to be
rebuilding the Divisions was acute. Travers mentions
considered. A number of Old Boys were part of this
that in August a farewell parade was held for General
occupying force.
118. Ibid, 235-6 119. Australian Year Book, No 37, 1946-1947, Government Printer, Canberra. 120. Grey, j. A Military History of
Australia, CUP, 1990, 150
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Mackay who was returning to Australia. At the
laid in a good stock ofgrog for the Mess. So we had no
parade there were 247 officers and 4,017 other ranks
choice but to remove the problem over Christmas/New
whereas if the Division had been up to strength it
}'ear, which was exceptionally wet outside too: half
would have had 660 officers and 13 732 other ranks.
Wellingtons and oilskins.
Christmas that year was remarkable for two
With winter coming General Blamey wanted skireasons. Firstly it snowed - a new experience for
troops to patrol the Taurus Mountains. Further, he
most of the Australians; and secondly the Christmas
felt it could be a useful recreation for troops. A hotel
near Bcharre, above 6,500 feet was taken over for
meal was veritable feast. At the 2/2nd Battalion
camp they had turkey soup, turkey and beef,
use. The first class was to have 70 officers and men
vegetables, various desserts, even money in the plum
in it to train them to occupy observation posts above
duff There was also liquid refreshment and to top it
the snow line. In further courses 200 men from each
off it snowed!
of the 6th, 7th and 9th
Major AH Dreverman l21
Divisions. Two Old Boys were
(2/80 LAD 6th Div RAE)
sen t to the ski school in
served in Syria from July 1941
Gunner
GM
Lebanon.
to January 1942. His job was
Thorp l22, 2/1 Field Regiment,
servicing and maintaining
and
Bombardier
TB
123
artillery and other equipment.
Wallace ,
2/1
Survey
He was stationed at Beirut,
Regiment were part of the
Rayak aerodrome and Baalbek
group sent to the course.
during his time In the
However, the Japanese attack
Protectorate.
in the Pacific area saw this
plan abandoned.
Sergeant JE Limon, 2/9th
Field Regiment was part of
After arriving at Aleppo
the Occupying force spending
from
Baalbek,
Sergeant
the bulk of their time at
Linton's Regiment was given
Aleppo. On the way he visited
the task of guarding the
Baalbek. He wrote,
airfield in case there was an
invasion by German forces,
we bivouacked a mile
Outside the complex ofIemples,
Among our ranks, we had a
whose construction was
talented professional artist,
commenced in the second
Hal Quinlan, well known for
century AD and went on for
his work in the Australian
Bevan Wallace (4431) and Charles Parsom (4563)
most ofthe following 150 years.
WOmen's Weekly. He decided to
at the AlF Ski School in Lebanon, 1941.
Here in the area the Romans
brighten up the bare white
called Heliopolitas, or city ofLight, remain the ruins
walls ofthe mens' mess between its windows. Just
oftemples dedicated to Jupiter, Bacchus and venus.
before Christmas, he obtained a box ofcoloured chalks
locally, and set to work to draw a beautiful girl
we were allowed to spend time looking at these
remains. '" I left Baalbek thankful I had been able to
between each window, drawings which even the Padre
see one ofthe marvels ofthe Romans over whose
approved
exploits I had laboured in my studies ofAncient
Quinlan was then detailed to brighten up the
History at Shore.
officers' mess in a similar way. Hal laid down a
condition that he would have no duties and that the
Major DR Rickard had a less exalted experience,
TOwards the end of 1941 we sent an advance party
mural would be covered with a blanket until
to Baalbek in Syria, for the Regiment's transfer there
Christmas Day. On an end wall he drew a mural
as a part ofGeneral 'Jumbo" Wilson's army. ... just
about six feet high by eightfeet wide.
before Christmas, we received word that we were to be
On Christmas Day, there was the unveiling with
recalled to Australia for the Pacific ~r. In
much fun and gusto. There on the wall was an
anticipation ofbeing snowbound in Baalbek, we had
excellent portrait ofthe second in command, reclining

~~1. Arthur Henry Dreverman,

4146, 1927-1934. 122. Graham Marriott Thorp, 5603, 1935-1936 123. Thomas Bevan Wallace,

31, 1928-1930.
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back on silken cushions, being fed wine, grapes and
cover to convoys on the Mediterranean, suppling
delicacies by a bevy ofbeautifUl women in diaphanous
Middle East Command in Egypt and Palestine and
harem costumes. It was titled, ';4 Silver Fox's Nest. "
at the same time time preventing the re-supply of
The Major, affectionately called the "Old Silver Fox':
Rommel' Afrika Korps. A further task was to protect
because ofhis 'pepper and salt hair' took it in good
ground forces from attack by German and Italian
part, the Padre wanted it scrubbed off, some wanted
bombers and fighters. Three Old Boys lost their lives
flying from Malta, another ten over North Africa.
Hal charged with insubordination. The CO, said it
Wing Commander OHD Blomfield l26 was posted
was to be left there.
to Malta in July 1941 remaining there for a year. He
The occupation period was marred by two deaths
was to be Chief Signals Officer RAP HQ Malta on
from illness. Major PJ Woodhill died from food
poison, and ]R Carei24 (l Aust Troops and Amm
the staff of Air-Vice Marshall Hugh Pugh Lloyd. He
recalls
his
Coy) died of
malaria
on
treacherous
Christmas Eve,
Journey,
I found myself
from which he
to be DC Troops
had been suffering
on an Irish
for some time.
Channel Ferry
The total cost
HMT Leinster
of lives to the AlF
converted to being
of the Syrian
an overloaded
Campaign
was
troop ship. On
1,505, two-thirds
leaving Gibraltar,
of
the
total
by misadventure
casualties of the Above: A Bristol Blenheim aircraft being serviced at a RAP station in Iraq. The
RAP
maintained
bases
across
the
Middle
East,
forming
an
air
link
to
India
and
the
(or good luck!) we
campaign. The
Eastern theatres. Below: Malcolm O'Reilly (4024) flew with 244 Squadron RAP in
ran aground in
final word belongs Iraq.
thick fog near
to a Vichy French
Colonel,
Algerias in Spain and
narrowly escaped internment.
Until I saw your infantry
Some
ofus continued by flying
crossing the Damour River and
boat from Gibraltar. Nearly
fighting in the mountains, I
believed the Foreign Legion were
all the remaining ships were
the toughest troops in the world. /25
torpedoed before reaching
Valetta.
Malta and the North Mrica
Blenheim bombers and
Air Force
Swordfish torpedo aircraft
flew out of airfields at Luca,
Malta
Takali and Hal Far and Royal
In the period from 1941 up to
Navy Submarines from Grand
the defeat of Rommel and his
Harbour at Valetta attacked
Korps in North Africa in 1943,
enemy convoys crossing the
the island of Malta was of the
Mediterranean to North
greatest importance for the
Africa. This drew German
success of Allied plans to retain
retaliation, and Malta became
control of the Middle East.
the scene of many aerial battles. DR Wilson 127,
Australians played a part in the defence of Malta as
officer on a Royal Navy submarine, recalls the
part of the RAAF and as members of various RAP
submarines would submerge at their docks during
Squadrons. Other Australians also served in the
the day to avoid damage from air raids. As Chief
North Africa Air Force. Their task was to give air
Signals Officer, Blomfield's duties were fighter
124.]ohn R.zndal Carey, 2350, 1916-1924. Died 24/12/41. 125. Odgers, op cit, 134. 126. Owen Hugh DImon Blomfield, 4303,19281929. 127. Donald Rupert Wilson DSC, 441, 1928-1933
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COntrol, direction finding, WIT aircraft links, the
radar
chain
and
inter-command.
He wrote,
Fighter defence depended on aircraft (Hurricanes
and Spitfires) beingflown in sporadically from
aircraft carriers, themselves at great risk from U-boats.
British air bases were found in three sectors of
the Mediterranean: Gibraltar in the west, Malta in
the central area and Egypt and Palestine in the east.
The need to remove the capacity of Malta to
interfere in the passage of ships and aircraft was
evident to the enemy. Equally the need to maintain
supplies and hamper the enemy was obvious. The
need for Britain to hold Malta at all costs was a
policy which fell to the RAF to implement with the
suppOrt of the Royal Navy.
Until the end of July 1941 over 70% of all
Italian shipping attempting to cross to Africa had
been sunk. In the next few months to the end of
October more than 220 000 tons of shipping was
sunk by the RAF and Royal Navy. The success
rate made an enemy attack inevitable. Admiral
Raeder urged Hitler to neutralise the situation.
As a result the German leader ordered the use of
V-boats in the Mediterranean to place a blockade
around the island.
Field Marshall Kesselring was given the task and
he began his attack on 22nd December 1941. In
December the Germans sent 240 sorties but in
January 1942 the number rose to 500. The offensive
Was having the desired effect for in January two large
Convoys gOt through from Italy with supplies for
Rommel. Kesselring began a new offensive on the
21st January, which was earlier than expected.
Rommel gambled on Allied lack of preparedness as
well as further convoys getting through to Tripoli.
Continuous and heavy bombing of the island meant
that squadrons had to be relocated to North Africa
making the island more vulnerable.
February 1942 only saw an increase in the
number of enemy sorties. The situation of the
defenders was so desperate that the arrival of 15
Spitfires on 7th March 1942 saved the island. By the
end of the month 31 had arrived.
On the 23rd March 1942 the number of raids
reached 218, but the situation was alleviated by the
arrival of a convoy of three ships. Tragically the ships
sunk at their moorings before the bulk of the cargo
Was unloa,ded. In April Flying Officer EN
Somerville'28 disappeared during aerial combat and

Valetta Harbour, Malta. The island in the centre is the
submarine base. Submerged submarines can be made out at the
end ofthe piers.

was presumed to be killed. On the 16th April 1942
King George VI awarded Malta and its people the
George Cross to honour their steadfast courage. As
it transpired the real problem on Malta was the
dwindling supplies of food and materiel on the
island. Supplies would tun out in two months.
From mid May Malta was able to revert to a role
it had had prior to the beginning of the heavy air
attacks because Hider directed his offensive towards
Cyrenacia. More Spitfires were able to be based on
the island and its planes were able to start to attack
German convoys taking supplies to Rommel in
Tripoli. This brought to an end the easy passage of

128. Eric NeviLle SomerviLle, 4592, 1929-1931. Killed 15/4/1942.
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attack. Nevertheless, Malta was still in a desperate
situation and needed urgent supplies of food and
equipment and petrol.
A decision was made that what ever the risk
Britain must get supplies to the island. For three
days a great battle took place using both ships and
planes. Two convoys escorted by the Royal Navy
were to try to get through, one coming from the
west, from Britain through the Straits of Gibraltar
and the other from Alexandria from the east. The
convoy from the west had six merchant vessels while
the convoy from the east had 11 supply ships. On
the 14th June the 11 ships from the east set sail
towards Malta having to pass through Bomb Alley
between Crete and Cyrenaica. The ships were
heavily attacked by planes flying out of Crete and
the danger became acute when it was learned an
Italian fleet of two battleships and four cruisers had
been sighted. Even before the fear of having to face
such an enemy fleet the GAF had sunk four of the
11 cargo vessels.
As a result at 0145 hours on the 15th June the
convoy turned back. Though it was decided after to
turn again towards Malta some six hours later when
news of the successful air attack on the Italian
Cruiser Trento was received. Lieutenant Wilson
watched the action through the periscope of his
submarine, chagrined at the RAF stealing his
thunder. However, this did not divert the enemy
ships and so once again the transports turned
eastwards to return to Alexandria. The c0nvoy
designated Operation VIGOROUS was a failure in
spite of the courage of the airmen and sailors seeking
to assist the defenders on Malta. HMAS Nestor,
which had been badly damaged by bombs, had to be
scuttled. Hope of relief now depended on Operation
HARPOON, the vessels coming from the west.
The six ships were escorted by a battleship and
two aircraft carriers. The air attacks from the Italian
Air Force started on the 14th June with the planes
flying out of Sardinia. One cargo ship was lost and
HMS Liverpool was damaged and had to be towed
back towards Gibraltar. In one sense this was luck
for the convoy as the Italians concentrated on
attacking the damaged Royal Navy ship. The convoy
had further to fear as an Italian fleet set out from
Sardinia consisting of two cruisers and four
destroyers. On the 15th June the ships were only 15

miles apart. Both Navies engaged and did damage to
each other while the cargo ships continued. A
number of Ju-87s attacked the five ships and sank
one. An air detachment was sent to attack the Italian
ships and they turned north towards Sicily.
Flying from Gibraltar Squadron Leader Tait l2'J
flying in a Sunderland of 202 Squadron took part in
trying to get these two convoys through.
The naval threat was gone but not from the
German Air Force. Attacks were made and in the
early hours of 16th June two merchant men berthed
in Grand Harbour. The terrible cost is succinctly
given by Richards and Saunders,

The cost offighting these two vessels through to
Malta was the loss, in the twin operations, ofa
cruiser, five destroyers, two minesweepers, six
merchant ships and over twenty aircraft beside
damage to another thirteen vessels. .. The price paid
by our Navy and Air Force was high; but it was not
too high for what it bought - the survival ofMalta. /30
Squadron Leader CA Crombie U \ was posted to
Malta in mid 1942. He was an extraordinary man
who was decorated twice for his bravery. Prior to his
tour of duty in Malta he served in Britain and North
Africa. He was described by his commanding officer
in Britain in the following terms,

Chico Crombie was the salt ofthe earth, very loyal,
very proud ofhis country and proud ofthe job the job
he had to do. m
In July 1942 Winston Churchill was touring the
battlefields and reviewed 89 Squadron to which
Crombie was then attached. Churchill spoke to
Crombie asking him what he did. Crombie
answered that he was a pilot. The story continued,

Churchill observed he was not wearing pilot's wings
over the left shirt pocket. The PM asked why and to
the greatest amusement ofthe assembled airmen,
joined by Churchill and the CO, Crombie replied,
"everyone around here knows I can fly. "/3l
When he arrived in Malta in October 1942 he
had flown 776 hours. In a short time he had again
shown his courage and skill. On a flight to Syracuse
harbour in Sicily he shot down a three-engined sea
plane, and on the night of 7th November 1942 he
downed a He III near Castelvetrano. Ten days later
over the same spot he despatched two Ju52s, and on
a later occasion he shot down a Ju 88 near Catania.
Perhaps the best story about this remarkable man
relates to a letter he sent to his wife. The air raid

129. Brian Sharland Tait DFC, 5047, 1932-1934. 130. Richards, D and Saunders, HSG, The Fight Avails, London, HSMO, 1954,
208. 131. Charles Arbuthnot Crombie DSO DFC, 4319, 1928-1931. Accidentally killed 26/8/45. 132. McAulay, L. Against All Odds,
RAAF Pilots in the Battle fir Malta 1942, 172. 133. Ibid, 139.
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alatm went while he was writing but he did not stop,
I believe the Huns are coming after this drome our AA guns just started Two ofour chaps are up. I
arr: having a spell today. I wrecked my plane last
nzght. Taking offin the air raid I ran into a bomb
hole. No one hurt but we had to leave the plane in
the hole all sort ofbroken up and walk back to
dispersal with bombs and things all over the place.
Awful noise.

North Africa
The RAAF was represented in North Mrica
during the period when the AIF was there. At
various times squadrons Nos 3, 112, 250, 450 and
451 as well as 200 Air Intelligence Liaison Section
served in the Middle East.

Here comes the Hun now. A screen ofMe109s.
Our Spits are with them, but nothing much has
happenedyet. Here are all the bombers now. Eight
junkers 88, as far as I can see, in close fOrmation
about 1500 fiet, 109s all around them. Think there
Were 40 or 50 109s, perhaps more, there seems to be
plan.es everywhere. The 8& ares still in fOrmation and
are Just starting to open up and dive on the drome
~ow. One has been hit, a Spit got him and one engine
IS on fire. Two ofthe crew have bailed out. Christ,
here are the bombs also. I think they will miss.
They did, fill on the other end ofthe drome. The
88 that was hit has just hit the ground and blown up
about a mile from here. Three ofthe crew are coming
down in parachutes. No sign ofthe other one. Still
Pla.nes everywhere. A fighter coming down now. .
Spmning like hell, a Spit. The bombers have split up
now and are coming back to attack singly. Another
fighter has been hit and blown up in the air. Another
bomber coming down burning like hell. He's blown
up. Will finish this later.

In the period up to the end of the second battle of
El Alamein, Squadrons of No 239 Wing assisted in
supporting the ground forces fighting Rommel.
During the first battle of El Alamein in early July
1942 this Wing sent out 339 sorties and made up
12.5% of the fighter effort and 50% of the fighterbomber operations. Australian air crew also served in
transport units and No 1 Air Ambulance Unit.
One Old Boy flying in North Africa was
Squadron Leader AD Ferguson J3) CO of 450
Squadron, known as the "Desert Harassers".
Ferguson was written about in a despatch from
Kenneth Slessor from the Western Desert dated
21 st July 1942,
Pilots ofthe squadron reckon that the morale ofthe
German airmen has suffired a sharp decline since the
8th Army pulled up Rommel with a jerk in front of
EI Alamein. Only if in overwhelming numbers or in a
position to pounce unawares, they say, will the Nazi
pilots seek a fight.
"Our fighter-bombers are beauties, " said the

Sorry there is nothing really interesting to write
about, but I'm afraid we live an awfully groovie
Sort oflife. This would be an awful dump if there
were not work.

commander ofthe 'desert harassers' Squadron-Leader
Alan Ferguson, who comes from Cooma (NSWj, as
he sat in the operations tent ofan advanced landing
ground waiting fOr the signalfOr the squadron's

In early January 1943 Crombie was amongst
those from 89 Squadron sent to India. He was
awarded th e DFC Cror h is wor k in Malta and
North Africa.

second sortie ofthe day over enemy positions. The
first had been at daybreak. "They are great strafing
machines, " he added
The Torch Bearer of December 1942 noted,

Squadron Leader RSO Marshall!31 was
~ationed at Luqa in later 1942 and then again in
S arch 1943. He flew in a Beaufort Mk II of 39
quadran in early March 1943. His aircraft was
part of force sent to intercept enemy shipping
n~far Cape Son Vito. Attacking the target was
I ficult , as a h eavy sma k e screen had been laId
. to
hrotect the enemy. The Beaufort did not return,
OWever a crew member was picked up in the sea
~ar Go zo . He could not remember anything so
t at the end of the aircraft and crew is not known.

In a recent account ofan RAAF Fighter Squadron
in the Middle East, whose number ofvictims is
nearing the hundred mark, mention was made ofits
last score being a Messerschmidt, shot down by
Squadron-Leader Alan D Ferguson, ofCooma, who
was stroke ofthe Eight in 1937. Squadron-Leader
R
b
i transrfierred to England,
erguson was
su sequentty
and his place as Commander ofthe Squadron was
taken by another Old Boy, Squadron-Leader john
136
Williams , RAP The latter has unfOrtunately since
been notified as missing.
Forced to crash land in enemy territory, Williams

d

134

.

The RAAF presumed Marshall was killed in
action on the 3rd March 1943.

Joh~ :;hardAShampson Orelar Marshall DFC, 4870, 1931-1934. Killed 3/3/43. 135. Alan Douglas Ferguson, 4971 1932-1933 136
Win

s ley WtllJams DFC, 5086, 1932-1936. Killed 22/3/44.
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The cost borne by the men of the Air Force in
Malta and North Africa was not in vain. Rommel
Stalag in Germany, eventually coming to reside at
.Stalag Luft III, where he was joined by another
clearly saw his position declining and his supplies
dwindling to nothing. Kesselring was instructed to
member of 450 Squadron, Flight Lieutenant RV
137
make a further attempt to knock Malta out of the
Kierath • In March of 1944 a mass escape from
war and from the 10th October 1942 very heavy
this camp of 76 prisoners, including Williams and
Kierath, occurred. "The Great Escape", as it came
raids were made with over 200 aircraft attacking the
island each day. It did not work and from the 18th
to be called, resulted in the execution of fifty
escapees, apparently at Hitler's own request.
October the Germans withdrew using Ju-88s from
Williams and Kierath were among the fifty.
battle. Under supplied and under-gunned Rommel
Williams' DFC was awarded for, "courage,
was forced into a decisive battle where the only
factor in his favour
determination
and devotion to
was the initiative.
duty."
However even this
Another Shore
was wrested from
Old Boy and
him by a new
British commander,
member of The
Desert Harassers,
General
Montgomery.
Pilot
Officer
138
GCW O'Niel
£1 Alamein and
made something
Victory
in the
of a specialty of
Desert
forced landings
behind
enemy
The 9th Division
lines. He was one
under
General
of a select group of An air raid over Alexandria. Egypt in January 1942. A large number ofDld Boys
Morshead had been
served with Army anti-aircraft units. In the Middle East these included the 2/1 st
airmen
to
be and 2/4th Anti-Aircraft Regiments.
III
assembling
awarded the Army
Palestine since their
decoration of the Military Medal for twice returning
withdrawal from Tobruk in October 1941. There
from behind enemy lines, bringing with him
they were part of the 9th British Army, but
information of some value. On another occasion he
developments in North Africa caused their sudden
ditched into the sea and swam the two miles tu the
return to Egypt in June 1942 to reinforce the 8th
shore.
Army. Rommel had been retreating during
The battle for air supremacy over North Africa
December 1941 and for most of January 1942,
was going the Allies' way, but at great cost. In July
retiring into Tripolitania. There, on the strength of
1942 Flight Sergeant RH KeUy l39 (24 Squadron,
a recently arrived convoy (thanks to a synchronised
SAAF) was killed and in the following month two
air attack on Malta), he launched a surprise counter
members of 459 Squadron went missing within days
offensive. By the end of February Rommel's troops
of each other: WN Smith l40 and JD Cadell l41 •
had advanced 500 miles. Both sides could feel the
However it was now the Germans who were
decisive battle for Egypt was in the offing.
placed on the defensive and the Allied Air Force
In June Rommel advanced again and the British
which could take the offensive. Rommel was 1200
withdrew to an established line at El Alamein, only
miles from Italian supply bases and he was 300
90 kilometres from Alexandria, arriving there on
miles ahead of his nearest supply porr in
30th June. Rommel believed his chance for victory
Cyrenaica. Enemy supply lines became a priority
was now at hand. At the beginning of]uly he opened
of the Air Force. Flight Lieutenant JW Upward 142
his offensive. His first assaults were on 1st and 3rd
was shot down in his Kittyhawk fighter-bomber
July. These wer~ thrown back. The 2/43 Battalion
whilst attacking transport aircraft at a German
launched an attack on the Germans on 7th July east
airfield in Libya.
137. Reginald Victor Kierath, 4537, 1929-1933. Killed 22/3/44. 138. George Connor Watson D'Niei DFC MM, 4560, 1929-1931.
139. Robert Henry Kelly. 5161, 1933-/935. Killed 3//7/42. 140. William Norris Smith. 5041. 1932-/933. Presumed killed 13/8/42.
141. John Donald Cadell, 4815, 1931-1933. Presumed killed 18/8/42. 142. John William Upward, 4430, 1928-1931. Killed 17/11/42.
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of the Ruweisat Ridge destroying five guns and
causing many casualties. On the 9th July the 26th
Brigade took high ground where the enemy was
stationed, destroying the German radio interception
unit. Rommel understood his situation was
becoming desperate with his supplies dwindling and
the difficulty of convoys getting through from
Europe.
At Tel el Eisa the 26th Brigade consisting of the
2/23 Battalion, 2/24 Battalion and 2/48 Battalion
began an action on the 16th July, which they finally
secured on 22nd July.
On this same day a
British attack at
Ruweisat Ridge could
not
dislodge
the defenders. The
Germans were dug in
along the Miteirya
Ridge, which was
south of Tel el
Eisa and Auchinleck
ordered a British
Brigade and the 2/28
Battalion to attack this
flUGfl'M
HAmlET,
position on 26th July.

Most of August was a time when Rommel was
regrouping his unirs and preparing for further
action. He was suffering the problem of shortage of
supplies as the RAP had now re-established itself in
Malta and was having success against the Germans
in North Africa. Montgomery was also undertaking
two strategies: immediate plans to hold Rommel
where he was; and the longer term one of building
up his men and materiel to commence an action to
drive the Germans back to Tripolitania. It would be
parr of a giant African pincer movement, designed to
with
coincide
Operation TORCH
in Algeria, America's
entry into the land
war against Germany.
Captain
JK
Thompson '43
who
had served with
distinction at Tobruk
also took part in the
campaign leading up
to and in the Battle of
El Alamein itself Not
long after General
Montgomery rook
over the 8th Army he
What started out as RAAF squadrom remained in the Mediterranean theatre long after the AlP
a promising acrion had returned to the Pacific. Numbers 3, 450, 454 and 458 squAdrom
invited Thompson to
b
remained to serve in the Italian campaign until the end ofthe European war.
ecame a disaster.
visit him and explain
his patrolling methods. Thompson wrote that the
The bartalion was surrounded by Germans and a
precision with which the Germans fought made
rescue mission by British tanks failed when the
patrolling safer. They followed a pattern with their
Germans knocked 22 of them out. The CO was
firing into no man's land and when this was
forced to surrender. The battalion losr 65 men
recognised movement was based on the time when
killed or wounded and 489 were missing. By the
they were quiescent. Montgomery became interested
end of July the 9th Division had suffered 2552
in Thompson's observations, and he recalls,
casualties. These operations in July by AIF
I was chosen out ofthe 9th Division to go up to
infantry bartalions were marked by bitterly
critical comments about British staff work and
Montgomery's camp and lecture on patrolling to
British armour. July was a season of attacks and
the English 8th Army. I met General Montgomery
and had a sandwich with him out in the desert. I
cOunter-attacks. Both sides fought themselves ro
exhaustion.
told Montgomery that if I had two three-day
classes I could teach them what I knew about
Churchill came out to North Africa in early
patrolling. He agreed to this.
August, unhappy with the losses and failure to rurn
Rommel's last attempt ro drive through to the
Rommel's progress into retreat. He removed
Auchinleck, replacing him with General Alexander
Nile began on the 30th August 1942 with the Battle
of Alam el Halfa at the southern end of the EI
as Commander in Chief Middle East. Lieutenant
General Bernard Montgomery was given command
Alamein line. Montgomery had anticipated such an
action and strengthened this section. Both sides
o~ the 8th Army. Montgomery's first order was, "We
will fight the enemy where we now stand; there will
committed many tanks and aircraft and over 50
be no withdrawal and no surrender."
tanks and 100 aircraft were lost in total.
143.]ohn Kenneth Thompson, 4058,1926-1930.
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Even before Montgomery had been appointed to
command the Eighth Army, Churchill,
passionately desiring the victory, which had
eluded him for so long, had been pressing for an
offensive that would annihilate Axis power in
North Africa. But Montgomery would not be
hustled into premature action. liS
When the attack came it was at the moment of
Montgomery's choosing, right down to the phase of
the moon. There was a 50 kilometre front with vast
numbers of mines in front of the Axis positions; the
mine field was nearly one mile deep. The full moon
allowed the infantry to go ahead of the armoured
units to clear paths through the mines for the tanks
to follow. In the first night the infantry was to push
forward seven kilometres. The Eighth Army was
divided into three units, the 30th Corps led by
Lieutenant General Leese, the 13th Corps led by
Lieutenant General Horrocks and the 10th Corps
led by Lieutenant General Lumsden, over 200 000
men in all. The Australian 9th Division was part of
30th Corps. Against this Rommel could pit 12
divisions, only four of which were German, the rest
being Italian, and these seriously under-strength.
Montgomery's plan was as follows,
This plan was to attack the enemy simultaneously
on both flanks. The main attack would be made by
30 Corps (Leese) in the north and here I planned to
punch two corridors through the enemy deftnces and
minefields. 10 Corps (Lumsden) would then pass
through these corridors and would position itselfon
important ground astride the enemy supply routes;
Rommel's armour would have to attack it, and would
I hoped, be destroyed in the process. 1i(,
El Alamein was a great victory for the Allies but
as is often the case it did not go as planned. Over
estimation of what infantry could achieve in the
time limits set, the courage and determination of
the Axis forces and the skills of the "Desert Fox"
meant that the "hammer blow" did not take place
and new operations had to be devised. Between
25th October and 2nd November the 9th Division
took the brunt of Rommel's attacks. British armour
was supposed to deal with the enemy but it fell to
infantry, particularly Australian infantry to contain
Rommel for nine days while Montgomery prepared
operation SUPERCHARGE which did not occur
until 2nd November.
General Morshead briefed his senior officers on

Montgomery could withstand these losses but
Rommel could not. General von Mellenthin wrote,
The battle ofAlam el Haifa was the turning point
in the desert war. It was Rommel's last chance for
victory and he lost. /44
Immediately the attack came at Alam el HaIfa, a
diversionary attack was mounted in the north near
Tel el Eisa. It was called Operation "Bulimba". The
2/15 Battalion was given the task of cutting the
supply route of the Axis from the coast southwards
to Rommel's force at Alam el HaIfa. Fighting was
fierce and a scene from it has been immortalised by
Ivor Hele in his painting, Operation BULlMBA: the
attack by the 2/15th Battalion near Tel el Eisa, Egypt,
September 1942.
The aim was to establish a bridgehead in the
enemy's line, as it gave observation over the desert.
The 2/15 Battalion was chosen to set up the site, and
a force built around a squadron of the 40th Royal
Tanks was to conduct the raids. The operation began
at 0535 hours on the 1st September. The 2/13 Field
Company cleared a gap in the minefield. After bitter
fighting ground was gained, but few tanks came
through for various reasons and at 0900 hours
Colonel Grace decided that the position gained by
his men could not be held without armoured
support and ordered the raiding force to retire. 140
Germans were taken prisoner and over 150 had been
killed. More important were the lessons learned,
which included the fact that Australian troops were
able to drive the Germans from their exteilsive
fortifications, but that a single battalion was unable
to consolidate a narrow penetration.
Rommel was under great pressute now, the power
to initiate was in Allied hands with the Germans left
to react. This gave Montgomery the chance to build
up his forces and equipment for final battle to drive
Rommel and the Axis forces from Africa.
The Battle of El Alamein began at 9:40pm on
23rd October 1942. When it began, Montgomery
had almost twice as many men, tanks, guns and
aircraft than the Axis forces. His force included 300
Sherman tanks originally sent to counter the
German
equipment
advantage.
General
Montgomery had showed strength and courage in
his dealings with the British Prime Minister who
kept urging Alexander and Montgomery to begin a
great battle as he was under political pressure to
deliver a victory. Events in North Africa, the
Mediterranean and Asia had been a catalogue of

144. Odgers, op cit, 141. 145. Odgers, op cit, 143. 146. Maughan, op cit, 643.
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the 10th October 1942 and in part said,
It will be a decisive battle. .. Success will mean the
end ofthis running backward andforward between
here and Benghazi. '" we must regard ourselves as
having been born for this battle. If7
Morshead was worried about his men after being
told by Leese that he wished to advance zero hour
for the troops to move from lOpm to 9.30pm He
opposed this and put his reasons in writing saying
that he wanted his men to be in a proper state of
mind and given that they would have been out in
no-man's land from the night before the battle was
to begin and have had a difficult day waiting. He felt
his officers needed the extra time to prepare the
men. The Australian commander had his way; the
infantry did not advance until 10pm Before the
advance a great artillery bombardment commenced.
Lieutenant DG Garland, 2/15 Battalion found this
first night very difficult. He was deafened by gun
blast and wounded in three places by artillery fire.
He had to be sent back to a field station and then to
a hospital to be treated for his wounds.
The 20th and 26th Brigades were part of the
initial attack. The 2/24th and 2/48th Battalions as
well as the 2/ 15th and 2/17th Battalions reached
their objectives but the 2/13th Battalion found
the mineflelds strongly defended and suffered
many casualties, Lance Corporal RE Needham'!'H
being killed. Staff Sergeant M] Powell,1J') who had
been transferred to the 9th Division in 1941, was
badly wounded in the arm. Evacuated to the
AGH at Bucelle near Alexandria, his arm had
to be amputated. BP Dawson'''' (2/2 MG Bn)
spent 9 months in hospital due to his wounds
that first day.

that only six months earlier General Morshead had
resisted moves to shift his Division from Syria on
the grounds that his men were not properly trained
or ready for battle. The axiom, "as you train, so you
fight" was in his mind. A remarkable
transformation had taken place under the
leadership of Morshead, such that Montgomery in a
time of crisis placed the fate of the battle on the
shoulders of the Australians relying on them to hold
while he prepared other operations for his armoured
divisions. During this time Norman He,5, of the
2/17th Battalion lost his life, and AH Urquhart/ 51.,
was severely wounded, as a result of which he lost a
kidney and was convalesced home.
The position known as Trig 29 became a focus for
both sides. On the 26th October the 2/24 and 2/48
Battalion captured this point. The 20th Brigade was
ordered to relieve the 2/48 Battalion after this was
achieved. Fighting was very heavy and there were
many casualties. In one company its number of 63
was reduced to 14 men. Rommel saw the danger of
the bulge in his line and determined to regain the
position "at all costs". He wrote,
Attacks were now launched on Hill 28 by elements
ofthe 15th Armoured Division, the Littorio and a
Bersaglieri Battalion, supported by the concentrated
fire ofall the local artillery and AA Unfortunately the
attack gained ground very slowly. The British (9th
Division) resisted desperately. Rivers ofblood were
poured out over miserable strips ofland. J52
On 28th October 1942 Montgomery again
ordered the 9th Division to attack the German
positions in the northern sector. He hoped
Rommel would pull men away from other sectors
in the south to contain the area under attack. Lt
Col CK Magno'" was CO of the 2/15 Infantry
Battalion. He led his Battalion with distinction and
was at Tel el Eisa on the night the Battle of El
Alamein commenced. On that first evening the
2/15 took both its immediate and final objective
with small loss of life. On the 28th October his
men were near Trig 29 and he was ordered to move
northwards from this. His men were heavily shelled
and he was mortally wounded at this time. Magno
was buried at the War Cemetery set up after the
fighting was over. The same night saw the passing
of Lieutenant RL Garrett'" of the 2/2nd Machine
Gun Battalion.

The first result of battle showed that the plan
expected too much of the infantry. The northern
corridor to allow the 1st Armoured Division
through could not be cleared in the time set. It was
nOt till nearly 24 hours later that the initial
objectives were gained. This allowed Rommel to
rebuild his defensive line.
Montgomery ordered the 9th Division to mount
an attack towards the sea in combination with the
artillery. This was to place pressure on the Axis
Static defences and hopefully allow the Eighth Army
to attack elsewhere. As it turned out the main brunt
of fighting was to fall to the 9th Division. Given

~~~.
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the north. It had become at this date the focal point
of the battle. Montgomery changed his plans after
an ULTRA intercept was passed to him showing that
the Germans were concentrated in the north in
greater numbers than he had anticipated. He
decided to make his break-out between the
German and Italian armies towards the centre of
the El Alamein line, codenamed Operation
SUPERCHARGE. New Zealand troops would open
the corridor for the 1st Armoured Division. The
date was fixed for the evening of 31 st October, but
did not occur until 2nd November.
Before this happened the Australians sent in four
battalions of infantry on the night of 30th October.
They had great success and secured a position astride
the coast road cutting off Axis troops to the east of
that point. Rommel's reply was to send in the 90th
Light Division and the 21st Panzer Division to break
the Australian hold on the salient into the German
lines. Fighting was terrible but the 9th Division was
able to hold its position on the road. Lieutenant RA
Hannaford 155 of the 2/17th Battalion was lost in the
attack. In this second phase of the battle the division
bore the main burden of the attack. 25 attacks
against Trig 29 were repulsed,

November to defy his leader and ordered his men to
retire to Fuka fearing he would be encircled.
It was clear a great victory had been won. Even at
this early stage, the role of the 9th Division was
recognised with Montgomery and Leese visiting
Morshead at Division HQ. Later tributes arrived
from the Governor-General, President Roosevelt,
and General Blamey.
Montgomery noted "Morshead's men had been
magnificent and the part they played was beyond all
praise." Leese, commander of 30th Corps wrote to
Morshead,

Now that we have a pause in the fighting I would
like to write a line to congratulate you on the
magnificent fighting which your division had carried
out, and to thank you personally flr your great cooperation and soundjudgment during the battle.
I would be gratefUL ifyou would explain to the
men the immense part they have played in the battle.
. " It was obvious that the enemy meant to resist any
advance along the coastal route and we now know
they concentrated the whole ofthe Panzer Corps
against you in the northern end. 157
The price paid by men of the AIF was high: 620
killed, 1,944 wounded and 130 captured. This was
about 20% of the total 8th Army losses of 13,500
killed, wounded and missing.
Now that the first batrle had been won, the
continuing question about the role of the AIF once
again came to the fore. Vigorous debate between
Prime Ministers Curtin and Churchill had
accompanied the release of the 6th and 7th
Divisions and it appeared as if the British would be
as unwilling to let go of the 9th. During November
and early December correspondence between
Churchill, Roosevelt and Curtin took place. General
Sturdee, Military Attache in Washington DC, told
Curtin that the US Joint Chiefs of Staff opposed the
AIF's return on military grounds. Curtin's letter
dated 8th December 1942 concluded the discussion.
He wrote to Roosevelt,

The biggest contribution to the division's success in
defending the ground captured by it was made by the
artillery ofits own field regiments. " Innumerable
infantry counter-attacks were broken up by artillery
fire beftre they could be pressed. ISO
'
On 31st October the 2/24th and 2/48th
Battalions advanced two kilometres. The 2/48 was
down to 41 survivors from an original compliment
of 686 officers and other ranks. Morshead ordered in
the 26th Brigade to take over from the 24th. Furious
fighting continued on the 1st November with the
Brigadier of the 26th Brigade being killed when his
HQ was shelled. Next morning, 2nd November, the
men heard a furious artillery barrage begin to the
south. Operation "Supercharge" had begun. The
New Zealanders drove a wedge into the enemy line
from the bridgehead taken by the 9th Division.
Fighting was harder than expected, Rommel was
going to withdraw but Hitler sent a wireless message
ordering Rommel and his men to fight on "to
victory or death". The failure to withdraw as
intended weakened his defence. On the 4th
November General von Thoma surrendered his
Afrika Korps. Rommel was forced on the 5th

I wish you to know that we shall cooperate in the plan
thatyou have outlined, which as we see it, does not
envisage the utilisation ofthe 9th Division flr any fUrther
operation in the Middle East or adjacent areas. we look
flrward, thereflre, to the fUlfilment ofthe understanding
that the 9th Division shall (sic) be returned to Australia
as early as possible in the New Year. i'"
The farewell to the 9th Division took place on
22nd December 1942 when a unit parade was held

155. Robert Albert Hannaftrd. 4519, 1929-1932. 156. Maughan, op cit, 157. Ibid, 745.
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and reviewed by General Alexander. He gave a
speech, saying in part,

... these great days we are living in are a time for
deeds, rather than words, but when great deeds have
been done there is no harm in speaking ofthem. And
great deeds have been done. 15Y
Interestingly, after the Salute to Fallen Comrades,
the lowering of the flag and the Last Post was
sounded, followed by Reveille, the Australian flag
was raised and Advance Australia Fair played. The
AIF was making a sratement about its allegiance.

Embarkation for the return to Australia started on
24th January 1943 and continued until the end of
the month. The convoy departed on 10th February
1943 with a final message sent from the
Commander in Chief British Eastern Fleet,

Rommel will be relieved but the Japs will have the
jim-jams. In case I don't sight you again, au revoir
until we meet in Tokyo. Jr.o

158. Ibid. 750. 159. Ibid, 752. 160. Ibid, 754.

South East Asia Theatre
The Indian Ocean
The Indian Ocean was an important conduit for
Allied war material and one through which many
hundreds of Shore Old Boys travelled. Throughout
the war the ocean was the line of communication,
and therefore supplies, between Britain and Asia,
the Middle East and Australia. Whilst never
becoming the battlefield that the Atlantic was, the
Indian Ocean still remained a hunting ground of
German and Japanese submarines and surface
raiders. The most famous of which being the
German raider Kormoran, which clashed with
HMAS Sydney and sunk her in mysterious
circumstances. Shore Old Boys served on merchant
ships and in the crews of the naval vessels and
aircraft that protected Allied shipping.
SP Cains l was a midshipman and GSH
Ch amp ion 2 a sub-Lieutenant posted to the armed
cruiser· HMS Kanimbla. The Kanimbla spent her
first operational months intercepting foreign
merchantmen in the South China Sea and touring
French colonies in order to persuade the residents to
remain loyal to the Allied cause. Then, in May 1940
she crossed to take up an escorting station in the
Indian Ocean.
German raiders, disguised as merchant shipping,
Were a particular menace of the Indian Ocean. J
Creagh J was a crewmember of the French liner
COmmissaire Ramel when it was sunk by the German
raider Atlantis on 20th September 1940 and its crew
taken prisoners of war. His story of internment in
Italian Somaliland and eventual rescue by the British
Army Was published in 1942, entitled (with his

education in mind?) Sea Prison and Shore Hell.'
Numerous RN and RAN vessels went in pursuit of
the raider, including the cruiser HMAS Canberra,
whose surgeon was DA Warden 5 •
After a refit in Bombay the Kanimbla lead a force
in an attack on enemy shipping in the Iranian port
of Bandur Shapur with the aim of helping to topple
the pro-German government. A clever night
operation of small boarding parties, the Allied force
captured 7 enemy ships. GSH Champion was
recommended for good service during the operation.
The captured vessels were salvaged and continued
in war service under new masters, a common
practice. JL Edmends" was a Deck Officer on the
MV Reynella, a captured Italian freighter, which,
during Edmends' time, carried supplies for the
Burma front to India and Ceylon.
Throughout 1941 merchant raiders remained a
threat, but a success was scored by HMAS Canberra
in March when she surprised a raider and its supply
vessel and caused the scuttling of both.
Earlier that year the corvette HMAS Lismore was
commissioned under Lieut-Commander SH
Crawford7 , formerly of the Hobart. She joined the
British Red Sea Fleet where she took part in the
operations against Italian Somaliland which resulted
eventually in Creagh's release. For his part in
evacuating British Somaliland Crawford was
Mentioned in Despatches.

mzr With Japan
As the last months of 1941 progressed the relative
security of the Far East ebbed away under the
increasing threat of war with Japan. From Persia the

~. Sidney Petherbridge Cains. 5114. 1933-37. 2. Geoffrey Stanley Champion, 4958, 1932-34. 3. John Creagh, 4682, 1930-34.
6' Anderson. R., Sea Prison and Shore Hell. Angus and Robertson. Sydney, 1942. 5. Douglas Arthur Warden. 3013, 1920-1924.
. John Laurence Edmends. 5995, 1938-41.7. Stanley Hamill Crawford MEE RD, 2743. 1919-21.
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a 12 pounder gun which could not fire in the after
sector. During a visit to port we purchased a Bofors
40 mm gun from the army for a case ofgin worth
30/- (3 dollars in today's money). we mounted the
Bofors on the deck aft in place ofone ofthe machine
guns. This saved the ship from dive-bombing attacks
on many occasions.
Their ordeal was not over, as Barton relates,
we left Batavia at midnight on 27th February
with a convoy and HMAS Yarra. Before dawn a
tanker in the convoy, the Warsidrdir ran aground and
we were instructed to try and tow her off Our efforts
were unsuccessful
and at dawn two
japanese float
planes bombed us
a number of
times. we finally
had to abandon
the tanker and
proceed through
Sunda Straits to
catch up with the
rest ofthe convoy
'Madame Fiji: the boftrs light antiIn the following
aircraft gun ofwho's crew Herbie Marshall (5370) was a member. 'Madame Fiji' is
eight hours we
was in Singapore as sited on the troopship City of Hankow, transporting elements ofthe 7th Division
a civilian, having from the Middle East.
were repeatedly
attacked by dive-bombers, some ofwhich were
demobilised from the Navy in January 1941. He was
advising the British Army on the design of radar
Hurricanes - our own planes - no doubt captured by
installations for coastal defence,
the japs in Singapore or Sumatra. we survived
without sustaining any damage because ofthe great
I was in Singapore when the japanese entered the.
war. Australian security services became alarmed rhat
ship-handling skill and courage ofthe Captain,
an Australian citizen in civilian clothes with a full
Lieutenant GA Keith and our AA gunners. One jap
knowledge ofthe British and Australian radar systems
dive-bomber was shot down by the bofors.
was in a war zone and they did not know where.
At about 7pm, as we were catching up with the
They telephoned my wife. I understand the
convoy and Yarra, a tanker ahead ofus was torpedoed.
conversation was as follows:
I actually saw this happen from my position on the
"Madam, couldyou tell me where your husband is?"
bridge. we obtained a firm submarine contact within
minutes and proceeded to carry out an attack, with
"How would I know?" she replied. '1 don't know
what he does".
depth charges. As Anti-Submarine Control Officer I
BR Barton 'O was the anti-submarine officer of
conned the ship for the attack. we dropped 5 depth
another Australian ship stationed in Singapore,
charges and there were 7 explosions, two ofwhich
HMAS Wollongong. He recalls,
were heavier than the others. The Naval Board
advised that after their analysis, we had scored a
we were the last Australian war ship to leave
Singapore on 6th February 1942 and'by this time the
probable 'kiLr we then stood by the tanker until it
causeway linking Singapore island with the Malay
was able to get under weigh again. By this time the
mainland had already been blown up. Our only antirest ofthe convoy were miles away and we were
aircraft armament at this stage, consisted of three .303
instructed to proceed independently to Fremantle. The
Vickers machine guns, ofWorld mtr one vintage, and
Yarra and the rest ofthe convoy were caught by a jap

Kanimbla returned to Penang, Malaya in December
1941. War was in the air and most of the civilian
population had left. Within days Japan had attacked
Pearl Harbour and invaded Malaya. Kanimbla set
course for Singapore, her crew at Battle Stations,
arriving in time to dip her ensign in salute to the
battleships Prince of mtles and Repluse. Within 24
hours those ships were sunk and British ascendancy
over the Indian Ocean lost.
The cruiser HMAS Hobart was also in Singapore,
with ]S Ellis 8 on board as lieutenant, taking
on civilians to evacuate to Colombo, Ceylon (now
Sri Lanka). She
had been stationed
In
the Indian
Ocean since 1940
during which time
she escorted a
captured Italian
submarine from
Aden to near the
Gulf of Suez via
the Red Sea. Ellis'
former shipmate,
TB
Alexander9 , Aden Harbour, 1942. In the ftreground is

8. John Stevenson Ellis, 4082, 1926-33; Killed in Action 21/7/43.9. Thomas Bruce Alexander, 3908, 1926-31. 10. Bernard Robert
Barton, 5100, 1933-38.
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cruiser squadron and all sunk. we got to Fremantle
Engineer Officer in the British Merchant Navy and
several days later without incident and thanked our
killed when the MY Tulagi, was struck by a torpedo
lucky stars that the tanker had been torpedoed. lOu
in August 1944. Two months previous FH Ifould l4
win some - you lose some.
went missing, presumed dead, due to a torpedo
Some days before the Yttrra convoy was destroyed
attack during his return from service with the Royal
the cruisers HMAS Perth (ND McWilliam ll ) and
Navy. LD Tilburyl5 survived a torpedo attack in late
USS Houston had chanced upon an enemy invasion
1943 as he journeyed to India to take up a post with
the Department of External Affairs.
fleet escorted by four cruisers and seven destroyers.
After a forty minute engagement, during which
Old Boys in both the Navy and the Air Force
maintained anti-submarine patrols along the
Perth used all her ammunition and resorted to firing
shipping
lanes
blanks, a series of torpedoes forced the captain to
order
'abandon
of the Indian
ship'. The survivors
Ocean.
GV
were taken into
Wolstenholme l6
captivity, probably
arrived
at
including
Cuttack, India in
Lieutenant
July 1943 flying
McWilliam, who
a B24 Liberator
died in March,
bomber
from
though his service
North America.
record makes no
His
squadron
mention
of
was a Coastal
captivity.
Command
squadron, trained
As a result of
the fall of Allied
in the Bahamas
SS Tulagi, on which JR Moffit (4371) served and was killed.
possessions
in
for anti-submarine
and convoy protection roles. The Liberator was the
South East Asia Australian ports were being
l2
most potent of the anti-submarine aircraft, with its
inundated by escaping vessels. RG Harris was
long range and heavy payload. Aden, on the
seconded from his civilian occupation, shipping
entrance to the Red Sea, was an important Coastal
clerk with The Adelaide Steamship Company, to act
Command base. SP Horley'? arrived at 8 Squadron,
as Assistant Purser on the Australian Hospital Ship
RAP, based at Aden, in December 1943 after
HMAS Manunda on a voyage to the Middle East. At
ferrying his Wellington aircraft from the United
the end of February 1942 he was granted a direct
Kingdom. Whilst there his duties rook him into the
entry commission in the RAN.
Arabian Peninsular on famine relief flights. KB
I was immediately sent to Fremantle to join the
Hutcherson l8 flew anti-submarine patrols in a
NCS office there, as the port ofFremantle was being
Beaufort with 14 Squadron RAAF from Broome to
swamped with shippingfrom Singapore andJava. It
Leuwin, Western Australia.
Was an indicator ofthe period that I was despatched
The RAN retained a presence in the ocean under
without any preliminary naval training whatsoever,
the auspices of the British Eastern Fleet. The
which was normally performed at Flinders Naval
Base.
destroyers, Napier (NG Alexander l9), Nizam (GS
Goodman 20 , SSL More 21 ), Nepal and Norman (BT
NCS (Naval Control Service) was the control by
Kint2, BA Williams23 ), Quiberon and Quickmatch,
naval authorities of the reporting, routing and
were members, with 16 corvettes that were used for
COnvoying of all Merchant Shipping in wartime.
escort duty.
Enemy submarines were not as active in the
Indian Ocean as they were in the Atlantic, but they
took a deadly toll nonetheless. JR Moffitt l3 was an
~. Neville David McWilliam, 4202, 1927-1928. Died March 1942. 12. Robert Geoffrey Harris, 5629, 1935-1937. 13. John Robert

l;ffi 4371,1928-31. KiliedAugust 1944. 14. Frank Henry Ifould, 4352, 1928-30. Killed 29/6/44. 15. Lloyd David Tilbury, 5425,
4-36 16. George Verney Wolstenholme, 5618, 1935-1940. 17. Stewart Percy Horely, 4849, 1931-39. 18. Kenneth Bruce Hutcherson,
5/
Mo 50, 1933-34.19. Norman Graham Alexander, 4805,1931-38. 20. Geoffrey Samuel Goodman, 6009, 1938-1941. 21. Stephen Stuart
tt,

ore, 3896, 1925-1929.22. Bruce lidfield King, 5723, 1936-1940. 23. Barry Ashky Williams, 5944, 1937-1940.
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The AIF in Malaya and Singapore
The first elements of the Australian 8th Division
arrived in Singapore Harbou r on 18 February 1941.
Over the following year two brigades arrived and
moved north to the Malayan state ofJohore.
It was a time of training and the building of unit
2
identity. AY Ellerman 4, a lieutenant of the 2/19th
battalion, was able to spend a month with the
regular British Army regiment the 2nd Argyll and

-------

The British strategy of withdrawal allowed the
advance to gain momen tum. By the time the AIF
made contact with the enemy a month of Allied
defeats lay behind them and the notion of British
superiority was already crushed.
Malaya High Comm and was hamstr ung by a
belief that the Japanese would launch further
amphibious landings in the south and that any
movement of sufficient forces to the north would
leave Singapore undefended and open to seaborne
invasion. This fear was a function of the Japanese
control of the seas
that had been
demon strated so
oS:<!,:
"'0;,,,
and
powerfully
Bt. L8ngkap
bewilderingly with
the sinking of the
battles hips HMS

Suth erlan d
High lande rs,
""
of
veterans
He
Dunkir k.
found the Argylls
as "very fi t and
but
seasoned",
'.
'. //
own
his
that
Prince of Wales
Yang Pen ". luang
',~ongklbol
training held him
yo,Hlta",
and HMS Repulse.
. .
-......
The
stead.
in good
By a series of
Australian 22nd
misun dersto od
s
Brigade
and 27th
signals and bad
were stationed on
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coast
the east
caught
were
fighter
around Jemaluang
withou t
felt
a
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by
cover
Japanese AlP Area ofOperations in Malaya and Singapore Island
of
the
squadr on
make
might
Japanese aircraft and sunk within an hour of each
amphibious landings.
other.
When the attack came, an invasion that had been
In the wake of that disaster British thinkin g
expected for over a year, the Japanese landed in Fo;ce
became very defensive. Hopes of defending Malaya
each
la,
peninsu
the
of
north
far
at 3 points in the
vanished in the fear of losing Singapore. Her
provid ing ports and airfields. From there the
strategic importance was considered as second only
twoa
in
ards
southw
Japanese began to move
to the British Isles. "The only vital point is
pronged advance, following the main roads down
Singapore Fortress and its essential hinterland,"
25
strung
were
forces
British
the side of the peninsula.
Churchill wrote to the Australian Prime Minist er •
along the main, western road, the Australian
The enemy was to be delayed by a series of delaying
landing
the
from
miles
of
ds
Division some hundre
actions along the main trunk road, whilst the
areas, in the state of Johore. At Kota Bharu airfield ,
stronge st British units waited for a seabor ne
RAP
few
the
areas,
very near one of the landing
invasion of Singapore.
Air
e
Japanes
the
by
ed
destroy
were
there
aircraft
The Australians, under General Gordon Bennett
Indian
8th
The
ned.
Force and the airfield abando
were posted astride the main road in the vicinity of
Brigade, withou t the air suppor t of the airfield that
the Muar River, where they were preparing to meet
it was their task to protect, did not·hol d the town.
the enemy. Bennett was unimpressed with the
ted
suppor
troops,
d
mounte
bicycle
e
Japanes
The
defensive spirit of the campaign and hoped to instil
by light and medium tanks, made excellent time on
in the AIF an offensive attitude. He intended to do
they
roads
the
to
sticking
By
roads.
built
the British
more than just check the Japanese; he wanted a
the
caught
that
maintained an overwhelming speed
decisive victory. He recognised that Japanese tactics
ts.
momen
vital
many
at
ared
unprep
ers
defend
relied on causing panic amongst their opponent's
Thrust, Australian War Memorial, Canberra, 1957. 210.
24. Austin Yeats Ellerman, 4495, 1929-1929.25. Wigmore, L., The Japanese
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rear areas and he ordered the Australians to prepare
McDouga1l 49 , CC Pike 50 , RA Sands 51 ) were
26
flexible, independent defensive tactics •
positioned.
The initial contact between the AIF and the
Bennett chose to make his stand at the crossings
of the trunk road over the Muar and Segamat Rivers
Japanese came as a complete surprise to the latter.
and around the concentration of the coast roads
Cunningly, the bridges leading to Gemas had been
left intact to give the impression of hurried retreat,
about the town of Muar. He also gave the orders, in
keeping with his offensive beliefs, to ready an
and the forward Japanese scouts were left
ambush at a place where the road crossed the River
unhindered. Late in the afternoon on 14th January
a tightly packed body of about 300 Japanese cycled
Gemencheh, ahead of the main westforce positions.
down the road, quite at ease. The bridge was blown
At this point there was a small bridge, preceded by
60 yards of low scrub, and then a narrow cutting
at the moment of most devastating effect and the
through which the
infantry went to
road ran. At this
work with grenades
cutting the AlP's first
and light arms.
enCOunter with the
The Australians
Japanese would occur.
pulled
back
to
Battalion HQ. Once
The task was given to
'B' Company of the
again, the speed with
2/30th
Battalion,
which the Japanese
with 25 pounder guns
rebuilt the bridge
in suppOrt, belonging
over
Gemencheh
to 'C' Troop of the
surprised
the
2/15th Field Regiment
defenders. Within six
(RR Braddon27 , JD
hours tanks were
28
9
Bu1l , OM CarmenCZ ,
supporting the attack
EF Chapman 3o, JHC
on
the
2/30th
31
Fitzhatdinge ,
AJ
Bat t a l ion
Godden 32, DJ Magee33,
he a d qua r t e r s .
3
PJ Minnett 4, HJ
However a stout
or
Mo e35, PH Playfair',
defence was put up.
Rc Scandrett37 , JM
Firing over open
38
39
SCOtt , WR Sheaffe
sights, the gunners of
HK Smith 40 ,
RT
the
2/15
Field
41
2
Tindal , TC Walker4 ).
Regiment,
with
mortar
suppOrt,
The guns of'C' Troop
Were layed a couple of japanese troops advance in the vicinity ofGemas. The AlF were told to
checked the tanks,
miles down road at expect half-trained comcripts, but insteadfaced the crack Imperial Guards
hitting four. After a
two-day resistance
the 2/30th Battalion Regiment, veterans ofjapan's war with China. CourtesyAWM.
Headquarters, where a road block had been set in
place and the remaining companies of the 2/30th
Battalion (WL Bel143 , NBG Byrne44, HS Clayton45 ,
JH Cooper46, DG Garland47 , BMP Hickson 48 , EE

the Australians withdrew in the face of mounting
Japanese force and air attacks, sometime during
which Gunner RA Sands lost his life. The effect of
the ambush and roadblock was a fillip to the morale

~6. Bennett's tactics were very similar to those deveLoped and used successftLLy by GeneraL SLim on the Burma .front. 27. RussLL Reading

Eraddon ,5107, 1933-1937. 28. john Douglas BuLL, 4309, 1928-1933. 29. David MaxweLL Carment EM, 4670, 1930-1934.30.
3 award Frank Chapman, 4959, 1932-1933. Died 29/3/45, cause not recorded. 31. james Henchman Fitzhardinge, 5131,1933-1934.
AudLey john Godden, 4511, 1929-1930. 33. DonaLdjames Magee, 5367, 1934-1938. Died ofiLLness 22/11/43.
P~ Pe:er john Minnett, 5184, 1933-1936. Died ofiLLness july 1945. 35. Hugh john Moore, 5748, 1936-1938. 36. Peter Hardy
Sh ryfazr, 4633, 1929-37. 37. Richard Clive Scandrett, 5212, 1933-36. 38. john MitcheLL Scott, 4037, 1926-1930. 39. walter Robimon
D~affi, 4043, 1926-1932.40. Hilton Keith Smith, 4245, 1927-34. Died 25/2/43.41. Richard Travers Tindal, 5233, 1933-1938.
B zed 10/11/43.42. Theo CarLton Le Maistre waLker, 4065, 1926-1930.43. waLter Lind BeLL, 5820, 1937. 44. Neal Broughton Gray
Jrne,2666, 1918-1924.45. HedLey StanLey Clayton, 4818,1931-35.46. james Herbert Cooper, 3935,1926-1932.47. Dennis
aham Garland, 5508, 1935-1937. 48. Brian Murray Hickson, 3456, 1923-1924. Died ofiLLness 7/11/43.49. Eldred Ernest
1;DougaLL, 4926, 1931-1932. 50. Cedric Cathcart Pike, 3669, 1924-1925. Died ofiLLness 29/11/43. 51. Richard Arthur Sands, 4939,
:32. KilLed 1511142.
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Section 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - of the whole Allied force, including the civilian
been 'B' Echelon.
population of Singapore. The first AIF action had
'B' Echelon, Australian supply units, had been
been a success.
surprised by a Japanese column, which overwhelmed
Bennett hoped to repeat the performance of the
Lieur JA Varley's platoon. For his leadership in
2/30th further down the road at Batu Anam where
extricating survivors from the ambush Lieut Varley
the 27th Brigade was situated. To the west, at Muar,
was awarded the Military Cross.
Taking what supplies they could, the small
Bennett had placed the 45th Indian Brigade, with
column moved on, until some fallen logs halted its
65 Battery of 2/15th Field Regiment, where he did
progress. From behind it a Japanese machine gun
not expect the brunt of the Japanese advance.
engaged the Australians. Immediately mortars and
Unfortunately in this respect he was wrong, for the
the remaining 25 pounder were brought to bear on
wide river proved no obstacle to the crack Imperial
the position and it
Guards
Regiment.
was taken with a
Bennert sent
the
2/29th (J Allerton 52,
bayonet
charge.
AY Ellerman 53 ) and
However, the Japanese
had
made
an
2/19th Battalions (NF
amphibious landing
Douglas54, FL Harris 55 ,
DCC
Hinder 56
south of the Indian
Brigade and broke
Medical Officer, RW
58
57
through on the coast.
Keegan , EJ Kent ,
They now held the
GW Millard59 , JA
inland town of Parit
Varley60) to reinforce
Sulong, astride the
the Indians. They
escape route, trapping
established themselves
the Allied column at a
about the town of
bridge. An air attack
Bakri, down road from
scored a direct hit on
Muar and site of the
the headquarters of
headquarters of the
The site ofthe Gemencheh ambush, photographed in September 1945.
45th Indian Brigade.
the 45th Brigade,
Austin Ellerman (4495) accompanied a group ofMilitary and WItr
killing
the
The small Australian
Graves personnel on a tour ofthe battlefields after victory in 1945.
commanding
staff.
force soon found Courtesy AWh1.
themselves surrounded
Lieutenant Colonel
CGW Anderson of the 2/19th Battalion assumed
and were forced to retreat down the road to Parit
command of the surviving force and attempted to
Sulong, fighting a rearguard action the whole way.
Russell Braddon, in his book The Naked Island,
force the roadblock at the bridge.
Lieutenant AY Ellerman of the 2/29 Battalion was
indicates the speed at which the Japanese encircled
on the opposite side of the roadblock. He had
their opponents,
An hour later we cleared the crest ofa hill which
become separated from his unit after laying an
ambush and blowing the bridge at Gemas and had
sloped steadily downwards - and there, halfway
rejoined 27th Brigade Headquarters by a jungle
down, was the explanation ofour lack ofsupplies for
march and river-rafting. On 19th January Ellerman
the last two days. 'B' Echelon, the source ofall our
received a signal from his battalion to the effect that
food and ammunition, lay there stark, dead, shattered
his platoon should rejoin them at the first
The group had been caught unawares and wiped out.
Cooks were dead at the ashes oftheir fires.
opportunity. They set off immediately towards
Anderson's beleaguered force. At this point news of
Accompanying infantry lay scattered all around, their
skins blackening in the sun: trucks - even as they had
the roadblock had not reached headquarters. He was
stopped by some ·British soldiers who informed him
attempted to escape with their ammunition - had
a Japanese roadblock was ten miles down road and
been shot up. In silence we crawledpast what had
52. James Allerton, 3707, 1924-1925. 53. Austin Yeats Ellerman, 4495, 1929. 54. Neville Ford Dr/ug/as, 5685, 1936 55. Frederick
Lavecourt Harris, 4339, 1928-1930. 56. David Clive Hinder, 3976, 1926-1928. 57. Richard WItmon Keegan, 3141, 1921-1925.
Killed 11/2/42. 58. Eric Jeffries Kent, 4534, 1929-1933. Died as POw, date not recorded. 59. Geoffrey William Millard, 5181, 19331935. Missingpresumed killed. 60. John Ashton varley MC, 5638,1935-1937.
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that the 2/19th, 2/29th Battalions and the 45th
one was brought in at the point ofa bayonet. It was
Indian Brigade were cut off The soldiers were
general knowledge that the Japanese were using natives
members of the 6th Norfolks, which had
to try and pin point positions. Shortly afterwards
responsibility for the Parit Sulong bridge that the
about 80 ofthe enemy were observedforming up on
Japanese were now occupying. They had relieved
the edge ofthe rubber, ready for an attack.
Varley's 2/19 Battalion platoon, but had left it,
I sent a runner, up to the Norfolk positions on the
believing themselves cut off. 61 Ellerman writes,
higher ground, askingfor mortar fire to be brought
At 1300 hours arrived at forward company
down on the enemy. The runner was not seen again
headquarters of6th Norfolk Bn. Found that 6th
for several days, but what transpired is that when he
Norfolk plan to defend crossroads was to use a
got up to the Norfolk positions, they had withdrawn
standing patrol ofthree men and, on approach ofany
without any warning, leaving their weapons behind
enemy, to use
in newly dug slit
mortar fire. I
trenches. The only
offered to take over
person there was
defence of
the artillery OP
crossroads with my
officer who was
platoon and using
about to leave and
mortar fire
go back to his guns.
forward ofthis
The runner
area.
explained the
This plan was
request and with
the help ofthe
agreed on. Padre
MacNeIl his
artillery officer,
batmen and one
about 10 mortar
driver returned to
bombs were fired
at the enemy
battalion
positions.
headquarters of
The Parit Sulong Bridge in September 1945, the site ofthe road-bock that trapped a
From this
6th Norfolks. The
Je'£ence
o,+'the
withdrawing Australian and Indian force. CourtesyAWM".
UI:J<
'J
position it cou ld be
crossroads was vital to keeping the road open to the
forward positions of2129th and 2119th Battalions.
Transport ofthree utility trucks was concealed in the
vicinity ofthe crossroads.
At 1300 hours three bren carriers ofthe 6th
Norfolks arrived to assist 9th Platoon in defensive
position with Lieutenant Evans in command Bren
guns were dismountedfrom carriers and disposed
around the crossroads, also one anti tank rifle.
At about 1400 hours isolatedfiring broke out on
the left of9th Platoon position and the three bren
crews were fired on as they came to join us. Shortly a
general attack developed at what seemed to be the
centre of6th Norfolk position. 9th Platoon was able
to engage some ofthe enemy on the left flank and the
bren guns ofthe Norfolks accountedfor some
casualties. 1400 hours we received a visit from several
enemy planes which carried out light bombing and
s~me machine gunning. The firing continuedfor some
time but then died down.
At about 1600 hours two natives approached and

seen that the enemy numbered more like 150. The
runner then left to try and contact the company
commander ofthe 6th Norfolks, putting the mortar
out ofaction before leaving. Meanwhile the enemy
had made a determined attack on the crossroads
position and at about 1645 hours pushed a machine
gun section up the road
Our two forward sections returned their fire and
claimed to inflict some casualties and putting their
machine gun out ofaction. At about 1730 hours the
enemy startedputting down mortar fire on our
positions, one was killed and two wounded
As the position was rapidly becoming serious with
my platoon strength reduced to 20 men, little reserve
ammunition and no reserve food, I decided to
withdraw to the higher ground andjoin the Norfolks.
Accordingly, the three trucks were made ready and
under the charge ofSergeant Lillie made a dash up
the defile towards }lmg Peng, coming under heavy
enemy fire. They were accompanied by the Norfolk
Carriers. Despite receiving 16 bullet holes in one

61. The japanese Thrust, op cit, 236
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truck and the other with the radiator shot away, all
trucks reached "B" Echelon safely.
After two nights in the jungle Ellerman brough t
his platoon into 27 Brigade lines and joined the
withdrawal to Singapore Island.
In the meanti me the trapped Australians under
Anderson had had to repel several bayonet charges
and an attack by tanks. Braddo n tells how the
Australian's had organis ed themselves into a
defensive box, when a Japanese tank approached the
line after dark. The tank comma nder sat only 40
yards from Braddon's position defiantly asking to be
shot. The Australians unders tood a single flash
would give their positions away. Braddo n wrote in

The Naked Island,
A voice whispering behind me suddenly removed my
petrified gaze from the fateful tank.
"Braddon': it said. 'go with Moore, take hand
grenades and get the tank out ofthe way':
Seldom had I heard a sillier suggestion. The officer
who issued this order so airy-fairily had been at school
with Moore and myself To both ofus, however, he
seemed to be grossly over-rating the significance ofthis
fact. Going to school was not, we both felt, at all
adequate or reasonable grounds for ordering a grenade
attack on a tank. ~ were in the Army though, and
there, it appeared, what was reasonable no longer
applied. Perspiring with terror, we accepted three
hand grenades each, with great ill-grace, and began to
shorten the forty feet between us and the tank by .
wriggling forward on our quivering bellies, writh;ng
in the flickering shadows cast by rubber trees.
Braddon and Moore may have cursed their luck
to be school contemporaries of Peter Playfair, the
officer, but fortune fell their way as they approached
the tank. Out of the darkness an Australian voice
called, "Clear line; down in front". A lone gunner
was calmly sighting down the barrel towards the
tank. Suddenly a flash leapt from the gun and the
tank exploded as the shell hit it. The gunner then
reloaded, re-aimed and destroyed anothe r tank. By
this stage his crew had recovered their wits enough
to join him and together they did away with a third
tank. Braddo n and Moore sprang from their prone
positions and ran back to their line. A mate asked
them as they collapsed to safety,

"That was jack Menzies that fired gun, wasn't it?"
he asked. Moore and I both said "res': ~ felt an
overwhelming affection for jack Menzies, even if he

------------

hadn't been at school with us.
The futility of Anderson's parries against the
entrenc hed Japanese lead him on 22nd January to
order the abando nment of all heavy equipm ent and
to withdra w east throug h the jungle. The wound ed
had to be left to the Japanese. Two Old Boys were
compa ny comma nders of the 2/19th: Captai n FL
Harris and Captain RW Keegan. Harris led the
advance party, organising tea and water at Chinese
shops and houses along the way and ambulances
once inside Allied lines. Keegan assumed comma nd
of the main group of 300 men upon hearing the
(false) news of Anderson's death,!,2

The Battle ofMuar was one ofthe epics ofthe
Malayan campaign [wrote General Percival]. Our
little force by dogged resistance had held up a division
ofthe japanese Imperial Guards attacking with all the
advantages ofair and tank support fOr nearly a week,
and in doing so had saved the Segamat fOrce
[~stforceJ from encirclement and probable
annihilation.
499 men muster ed at Brigade Headq uarters on
23rd January. HK Smith was in a party of six men
of the 2/15th Field Regim ent who joined the
withdra wal, but arrived too late and were caught
behind Japanese lines. They roamed the countr y
for three weeks withou t maps, relying on the aid of
local Chines e before being revealed to a Japanese
patrol by Malays.
The day Anderson sent his men into the jungle,
Adrian Curlewis'" wrote to his family from AIF
Headquarters,

In my umpteenth home in the last few days I find a
typewriter. I can't possibly describe the day or yesterday
or the day beftre - they are a jumble ofsweat, no sleep,
short rations, movement, wild drives by night that no
nightmare could envisage, bombings, machine-gunning
from the air, telephoning, message writing, orders to go
out and do a job at a moment's notice.
(,f

He added in regard to the trapped Australians,

Someone ought to get a VC fOr the show they have
put up.
Anderson himself, with the resounding approval
of those who served under him, was awarded the
Victoria Cross.
On the east coast, the Australian 22nd Brigade was
awaiting an invasion from the sea. Finally a landing
occurred, opposed by the much depleted Air Force,
reduced nearly to annihilation (GEG Seagoe"" a

1913-19. 64. OfLaue and Ul'tlr. Philippa Poole, Landsdoume
62. The Japanese Thrust, op cit, 248. 63. Adrian Herbert Curlewis. 1822.
Press, Sydney, 100. 65. Geoffrey Ernest Goldfinch Seagoe, 4585, 1929-35.
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Buffalo pilot of 453 Squadron, RAAF, lost two planes
in defence of Singapore, having to bailout twice).
Brigadier Varley, father of JA Varley, planned an
ambush near Jemalaang. The 2/ 18th Battalion (WG
Barnes('!>, RDE Bedford"7, RD Cohen 68 , IW
DohertY"!, JK Finley7", BA Munro"l, JE Perkin72 , JG
Richardson 7 " RG Row?" IN Stedman?\' JM
Vernon 7G ) lay in wait with the guns of the 2/1 Oth
Field Regiment (AB Boazman77 , HT Boazman78 ,
TEB Hoare 79 , J Jameson 8 ", RE Leveyl, GH Orr82 ,
FCS Roches" ME Underwood"" GT Underwood8 ))
in support. Though the ambush could not be pressed
home due to a general order to withdraw onto
Singapore Island, the attack cost the landing forces
dearly, adding to an already arduous journey and
requiring the Japanese regiment to be reinforced.
The withdrawal proceeded without incident,
the various battalions crossing the causeway from
the mainland to the island. The Australian
brigades took up positions in the west of the
island. On 8th February the Japanese crossed the
Strait of Johore attacking the Australian 22nd
Brigade positions. It was soon clear the brunt of
the Japanese attack had been launched against the
depleted Australian brigades.
Churchill had ordered, "the city of Singapore
mUst be converted into a citadel and defended to the
death. No surrender can be contemplated Hh ". The
AIF, however, had no need of Prime Ministerial
exhortations. Their resolve to give a good account of
themSelves remained intact. RC Scandrett 8 ?, a
Lieutenant in the 2/15th Field Regiment, was
recommended for a Military Cross for refusing to
leave his position despite a severe bout of malaria.
Eventually he collapsed from fatigue and was
admitted to hospital, only to walk our and rejoin his
Unit during the final Japanese push. He was
Mentioned in Despatches.
The Allied forces regrouped after the initial
landings and formed a defensive line running northsouth across the island, taking advantage of natural
Water obstacles. Depleted units were merged into 'X'
Battalion, Captain Keegan leading one company. At
3am On the morning of 11 th February the Japanese

18th Division launched an attack on 'X' Battalion.
With a speed that surprised the sentries the Japanese
were within battalion lines and fighting at close
quarters before the alarm could be raised. Keegan
was wounded and had to be left as the company
escaped the rain of grenades and small arms fire. He
was never seen agam.
Defeats continued, but the troops prepared
themselves for a protracted resistance, fighting from
street to street. Ellerman continues his account from
the day after the assault on the island,
About midday 1 was sent fOr by Lieutenant Colonel
Pond and asked to go back near the next crossroads
and make a reconnaissance ofa new position where
the Battalion could withdraw to.
1 had two men with me and when they were
crossing a ftirly bare hilly fiature, we were attacked
and machine-gunned by a Jap aircraft. 1jumped into
a rubber trench and dislocated my right knee - the
line ofbullets.from the machine gun passed within
inches ofmy position. My knee soon become very
swollen and it was not possible to walk. 1 returned to
the crossroads where Major Hare, who had been
wounded in the ankle, was waiting fOr an ambulance.
1 was transported to the nearest AGH but, as they
were having great difficulty in coping with the battle
casualties, 1 asked a nursing sister If she could bind
my knee up so that 1 could walk. This was done and 1
returned to "B" Echelon.
10/2/42. 2/29th Battalion and remnants of2nd
Argylls and Marines were fOrced to withdraw in the
direction ofBukit Timah village by the Japanese
tanks. Lieutenant Arthur Butt and several other
members were missing after an engagement near the
water pipe line.
11/2/42. Lieutenant T Oldfield and other 2/29th
Bn members killed near the cane ftctory. 1 was able to
scrounge fOod including a whole bag ofnew potatoes
.from houses at Bukit Timah. Occupants had only
been given 20 minutes in which to vacate their homes
the previous evening. Potatoes very good fOr the
Battalion stew.
From 11/2/42 to morning of 15/2/42 we gradually
withdrew until we were in our final AlFperimeter

~6. William George Barnes, 5099, 1933-1938. 67. Rupert David Bedftrd. 4301, 1928-1937. Died 1/6/45. 68. Roy David Cohen,
Ar:5 , 1930-1933. Killed 9/2/42. 69. Jan William Doherty, 3435, 1923-1925. 70. Jack Kendal Finley, 3952, 1926-1929. 71. Bruce
G xander Munro, 4319, 1928-1932. Killed 15/2/42.72. James Ernest Perkm, 4565, 1929-1937. DIed oldlness 23/8/43.73. John
N.0rdon Richardson, 4221, 1921-1931. Died whilst POW, date not recorded. 74. Reginald Gordon Row, 4288, 1921-1931.75. James
3 oble Stedman, 5591, 1935-1940. Drowned 12/9/44. 76. fohn Murray Vernon, 3815, 1925-1927. 77. Adam Balcombe Boaznum,
j, 246, 1922-1927. 78. Hodgson Thomas Boazman, 2013, 1915-1921.79. Thomm Edward Hoare, 3451, 1923-1925.80. John
3~meson, 2433, 1916-1922. 81. Robert Edwin Levey, 4188, 1921-1931. Died whilst POW, date not recorded. 82. George Heaton Orr,
U 51,1923-1928.83. Frederick Charles Roche, 2140,1915-1916. 84. Maurice Edmund Underwood, 4189,1930.85. Geoffrey Thomas
nderwood, 4253. 1921-1930. 86. Churchill, The Second World W0r, Vol IV, 45. 87. Richard Clive SCfmdrett, 5212, 1933-36.
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car, a driver and a tommy gun by this time. 1 was
sent for by Lieutenant Colonel Pond on the morning
of15th and asked would 1 go into Singapore and try
and get three or four Vickers Machine Guns to replace
those we had lost at Muar. 1 set offwith my driver
andfound that the machine guns were still installed
in the armoured cars parked on the waterfront. The
cars themselves had become riddled with bullet holes
from the Japanese armour piercing bullets.
we soon found out where to locate some ofthe
officers in charge ofthe armoured cars and were told
that we could have the spare Vickers Guns. They even
sent an artificer sergeant with me who was ofgreat
assistance in dismantling the guns.
At about 1830 hours 1 arrived back at Lieutenant
Colonel Pond's headquarters with three guns, feeling
quite pleased with myself. 1 was thankedfor my efforts
and then told that unfortunately we were to become
guests ofthe Japanese. This was the most devastating
news as we were anticipating fighting on for several
weeks, particularly, as we now had our own AIF
perimeter. we were all completely downcast.
This disappointment at capitulation led to at least
a few Old Boys to attempt a daring escape.
Lieutenant JD BullsS of the 2/15th Field Regiment
and about sixty others commandeered a small ship

called the Hong Tat, whilst JH FitzhatdingeS'" a
sergeant of the same regiment, sailed on a similar
craft, the Hung Tata. OM Carment90 helped procure
and victual the Hong Tat. Both boats ancltheir
disparate crews were apprehended in the Sunda
Straits, however, and were taken to Banka Island.
Here the escapees witnessed the murder of a
similarly ill-fated boatload of Australian nurses.
At AIF Headquarters the most infamous escape
of the campaign was being put into effect. General
Bennett, believing his experience of Japanese
tactics to be of vital importance for future
operations, had made plans with his staff to flee
the island. Captain Curlewis had been made aware
of the plan a day or two earlier and had expressed
some doubts on the "ethics of this show". 91 On the
day of the escape his decision was against it and he
stayed to face incarceration.
The majority of Australian soldiers, after fighting
rear-guard actions night and day for over a month,

were too exhausted to do anything other than
ponder their uncertain future in the hands of the
Japanese.

Prisoners of the Japanese
The Surrender

After nearly ten weeks of bitter and courageous
fighting and sustaining heavy casualties, the two
brigades of the Australian 8th Division in Malaya
finally succumbed to the overwhelming power of the
Japanese on 15th February 1942.
About 15 000 men of the 22nd and 27th Brigades
became prisoners in Malaya. About 6700 men of the
23rd Brigade, spread over various islands to the
north of Australia, were also captured (I137 in
Timor, 791 in Ambon and 1045 in New Britain and
Manus Island). Approximately 21 000 men
becoming prisoners of the Japanese.
This section is concerned with the fate of those
Shore Old Boys, serving in that Division's various
units, who were among those captured.
On 17th February 1942, the AIF prisoners in
Malaya were concentrated into the British - built
Salarang Barracks located in the North Eastern
corner of Singapore Island, a locality called Changi,
a name that was destined to echo down the decades
as a symbol of their loss and courage.
The Japanese attitude to those who surrendered
was one of contempt, as their ingrained ethos looked
on surrender as unthinkably shameful,
They took the view that it was dishonourable to be
taken prisoner and that therefore, prisoners of war
had no rights or status and were slaves ofthe
Emperor for life. we (The AIF) must be punished for
fighting against Japan and made to correct our anti
Japanese ideas ... The Japanese did not consider
human life ofany value when viewed in the light
that the railway must be pushed on regardless ofthe
cost . .. discipline was enforced by brutality . ..
bashings and other forms ofpunishment for minor
offinces were common. ')2
The Japanese High Command regarded this large
volume of prisoners as a vast source of cheap slave
labour, to be used without compunction or
compassion to further their major objectives.
WR Sheaffe 9J wrote an account of his
imprisonment for the parents of his friend Peter

88. See note above. 89. James Henchman Fitzhardinge, 5131, 1933-34.90. David Maxwell Carment, 4670, 1930-34.
91. Evidence before a Court ofIn9uiry into Gordon Bennett's escape conducted in October 1945; cited in Legg, H From Gallipoli to
Smgapore, The Gordon Bennett Story, Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 1965,281. 92. Extract from "Report on Conditions, Life and Work
in Burma and Siam 1942-1945" Brig CA McEachern 93. Walter Robertson Sheajfe, 4043, 1926-1932.
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Minnett 9 4, with whom he spent most of his
imprisonment. He wrote of the surrender:
On the night ofthe 15th Feb. 1942 at
approximately 22-30 hours (J0.30pm) word came
through that the 2/15 Field Regiment was to cease fire
and to proceed to Tanglin area which was about one
mile from our position. All the Australian Artillery
mUstered here and early on the morning ofthe 16th
inst. A few Japs arrived and we were given orders to
stack allfire arms, ammunitions etc., in diffirent
piles. we were allowed to keep our packs, kit bags and
all personal belongings, in fact everything that was
not war equipment. we were there (Tanglin) all day
and the Japs did not trouble us at all.
Then on the afternoon ofthe 17th we received
orders that we were to march out to Changi camp
where there were very big barracks and sufficient
accommodation fOr the entire troops. It is well
situated on the north eastern point ofSingapore
Island and a very healthy area. we started on the
16-mile march during the afternoon ofthe 17th
carrying all the possible personal gear we could, all
carrying as many cigarettes and tobacco as we could
put in our packs. we reached Changi shortly after
midnight and were all very tired after the march
carrying so much gear. All slept that night on one of
the many fOotball grounds.
The fOllowing morning we were allotted to our
quarters and during the next week we only had
two meals per day and this coming ftom what
little We were able to carry with us and what we
could pack on one small truck; we were only
allowed one truck per regiment.
By COntrast with these gunners' experiences, AY
Ellerman'», an officer, expresses clearly the feelings of
disbelief and shame felt by those who, anticipating
tnore fierce fighting, had instead to face up to
sUdden general capitulation:
This was the most devastating news, as we were
anticipating fighting on fOr several weeks, particularly,
as We now had our own AIFperimeter. we were all
completely downcast. The cease-fire took place shortly
afterwards, but despite this, one ofour 2/29th
Battalion chaps was wounded later on that evening by
a stray mortar bomb!
16/2/42. The next morning we saw our first sight
o/Japanese troops close up - we had to place all our
arms in a pile and get ready to march to Changi. I
Was very loath to part company with my .32 Colt
R.evolver and compass, but these were too dangerous to

keep. In view ofmy knee injury, I was allowed a
position on one ofthe trucks carting other wounded
men and medical supplies, so I did not have to suffer
the tiring and humiliating march out to the Gordon
Barracks near Changi (about 10 miles).
So we commenced our lift as prisoners ofwar ofthe
Japanese, but it took several months before we got used
to the isolation, the lack ofsustainingfOod, the
cramped and uncomfOrtable quarters and the
hopelessness ofour situation.
Captivity

Within a short time about 15 000 Australians
(opinions vary between 14972 and 15384) were
jammed into the confines of these barracks. By the
end of May about 8000 men were employed on
various tasks outside the prison camp, some on
Singapore Island some in Johore.
Sheaffe resumes his account about a week after
the imprisonment when some administration had
been organised:
After things were organised, we were given three
meals per day ofrice with a little stew which really
was a thin vegetable soup. we were not doing any
work fOr the Japs,· the little we did was to better our
own living quarters and erecting kitchens, latrines etc.
Generally speaking conditions were fair apart from the
fOod being light.
During August or early September we were allowed
to send our first card home; it was a small one and all
we could state was that we were safe and welL
About the end ofSeptember when the Bukit Timah
Shrine was nearly finished and there was not enough
work fOr all the men, most ofus used to go in trucks
from our camp to the McRichie Reservoir, the main
reservoir fOr the water fOr Singapore, where another
shrine was being built. The work here was quite easy
and generally speaking the treatment was quite good
and the hours were quite reasonable. V?0uld start at
Bam and then one hour fOr lunch, halfan hour
during the afternoon and cease work at 5pm then go
back per truck to Bukit Timah Camp.
we used to have a concert every fOrtnight. we had
quite a good stage and lighting screen etc., which was
all put up by our lads and we all looked fOrward to
the evening's entertainment. Boxing tournaments
were also organised in our camp and later on the Japs
allowed us to have inter-camp tournaments,
providing trucks to bring competitors from the other
camps on the island, were available. Also, frog races

94 . Peter john Mirmett, 5184, 1933-1936. Died OJ.r·11
I ness j U'Y
I 1945•95. At'
us n I Yeats Ellerman, 4495, 1929.
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out the odds. The frogs were put in large ring about
fifteen feet in diameter, generally in a tin and the
race started from the time the tin was lifted freeing
all frogs and the first one to cross the line was the
winner. They had small colours tied on their backs.
Many owners were disqualified before play for tieing
small pins on them which would stick in them if they
just sat there so they simply had to hop. Many a time
Peter and I have wandered down to the races with a
few cents to invest on the ftvourite, but could not say
that we always came back any the richer, but could
always spend an amusing halfan hour after tea at
night, before going into the hut to either read or play
cards. Peter was very keen on both; many a time
playing till lights out at 10.30pm. we also had a
small canteen where we could buy bananas,
pineapples, biscuits, coffee, soft drinks, tobacco and
cigarettes, razor blades and at times a little tinned
fruit, but the latter was very expensive.
Calm Before Calamity

Sheaffe continues,
Life at Changi was free and easy and apart from
always being a little hungry all were quite content
and the time passed quickly and all would have
been quite satisfied to stay there for the duration of
our pow life.
also knew the news there, as there was quite a
few wireless sets in the camp and we were told thf(
official BBC news many times during the week. As to
where the sets were hidden - it was only known by
very few. Every evening there would be a check parade
and apart from this would seldom see a Jap. All the
work we did was camp work such as sending out
working parties to go out and cut and cart in wood
for the kitchens. This was always rubber trees which is
not a very good burning wood. The rations here were
less than we were receiving while working in
Singapore, a working camp always has a higher scale
than just a rest camp - which we were classed as.
Green vegetables were very scarce, would be issued
with perhaps about 50 lbs. for 300 men and a small
amount ofsoy beans and white bait and after a few
months pellagra was very common, also slight beriberi. The canteen only had a small supply ofgoods,
fruit being very expensive - cigarettes, tobacco and
peanuts were not scarce. we were all eating as many
peanuts (not roasted) as we could affird to buy.
Our Christmas day meals were very poor -

we

practically plain rice, and the same for New Year, but
the Japs went to the trouble to bring out from
Singapore thousands ofbottles ofwine and issued one
to every seven men - would much rather have had an
extra issue ofwhite bait or soy bean.
There was an educational centre which included
a very good library, consisting oftext books on
practically every subject, and also a very wide range
ofall types of novels. There were also classes where
you could learn languages such as French, Malay
and Japanese, also bookkeeping, business principles,
accountancy and art. Peter (Minnett) used to
attend the Japanese classes - that was when he was
not playing cricket which was two or three times a
week. He played in the combined artillery team
picked from the 2/10, 2/15 and 4th Anti Tank
Regiments, the 2/15 had four players and Peter was
also the sports representative for the regiment in
cricket and I think football, although he only played
one game ofthe latter.
Initially the AIF commanders were most
concerned about the restlessness of their idle
soldiers. Captain Adrian Curlewis% was instructed
by Divisional HQ that he was to be Assistant
Director of Education. He organised a 'university'
that would occupy the men's time with an eye to
their employment at the end of hostilities. He
wrote to his family,
By the end ofMarch [1942}, instructors had been
found and every group was in full swing. .. Personally,
as 'Dean' ofthe Faculty ofLaw, I instituted lectures
on Contracts, Crimes, Evidence, Torts, for 44 law
students and 120 others. My own subject was
Evidence with odd lectures in Contracts and Torts.
Perhaps Sir John Peden and Judge Curlewis could
have improved on them, but they served their purpose
and someday the degree of 'Changi University' will
stand high. For my own education I took Malay from
Mavor and mechanical engineering. 97
Working Parties

Sheaffe relates further,
During the latter part ofMarch '42, some small
working parties were sent into River Valley Road
camp near Singapore and on the 4th April about
276 of the 2/15th Regt (including Peter and I)
went to Bukit Timah Camp in trucks, which is on
the main road from Singapore to Jahore. Firstly we
had to level the top ofthe hill and eventually after
many months took approximately 2-ft. off the top.

96. Adrian Herbert Curlewis, 1822, 1913-1919. 97. Poole. R OfLove and War, Collins, 1982, /28.
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By this time our camp had increased to about 600.
Food was ever so much better than at Changi - we
Were being issued with beefand mutton which
came from the cold storage in Singapore three times
per week and worked out at 31/2 ozs per man per
day. Green vegetables were quite plentiful and the
condition and health ofthe boys was good, very few
Were in hospital and during our stay many of us
put on weight. After being there several months,
Peter and I developed small ulcers on our legs and
both ofus were in camp fir about 6 weeks but not
in hospital, just wandered about the camp sleeping
and reading at our own leisure.
were not
allowed to go back to work till the ulcers had
completely healed.

we

Ellerman relates his experiences during these first
few months. Being an officer he seems to have been
better placed to "pull the tail" of his captors,
After about three months I went on a working
party ofseveral hundred, including many 2/29th
Battalion troops and officers to Thompson Road
Camp in Singapore. Here we were put to work
b"Ul'!d'zng access roads, bridges etc to the japanese
Tureito" or shrine to their war dead. The sight
they had selected was on part ofthe Singapore Golf
Club, and many ofour keen golfers were greatly
d'lsmayed when we had to tear up the lovely
fairways and greens.

we were quartered in European-style houses which
normally held two people in Caldecott Hill Estate
near the Singapore radio station. Our houses held
about 50 troops, including some quartered in the
~arage and servant's quarters. The work was a bit ofa
Joke at first as the japanese troops did not want to
Work any more than we did.
They soon got to know that we had one man
appointed as a 'cockatoo' who would give warning
~hen their officer was coming to make an
lnSll .
rectlon, and that meanwhile the rest ofus would
have 40 winks in the adjoining scrub. This soon
~hanged when the 'first line' troops were replaced by
second line' troops.
In the first change over, our guards departed and
no relieving troops arrived. This meant no fiod, so we
Soon got hungry and started to drift into Singapore to
obtain something to eat. Our friendly Chinese set up
stalls to give us fiod and drink. This went on fir two
days and the third day our new captors arrived and
rounded up the last ofthe strays with a machine gun.

One ofour constant pranks was to steal petrol by
milking the japanese trucks, filling our water bottles
and dixies at the end ofthe day and selling the petrol
to the Chinese that evening fir $4 per gallon. There
were so few japanese guards and so many busy hands
and eyes ofthe POWs that it was impossible fir them
to police the trucks.
Soon we were moved to working on the shrine at
Bukit Timah. In the firefront was a tall pole, set in a
wooden base. Some ofour engineers erected it and
made sure that there was a good culture ofwhite ants
placed at the bottom ofthe pole. (After the W'ttr ended
the same engineers are supposed to have removed the
pole with some explosive.) In the background was a
wooden cross, which the japs consented to have erected
in honour ofthe Allies' war dead. The
commemoration ceremony was held in September
1942, and we were graciously given a holiday.
Ellerman's group was moved to the wharves, where
they worked loading and unloading Japanese ships,
Working on the wharves, we had numerous
opportunities to pinch fiodstuffi and tobacco. Nestles
House was full ofNestles milk, and British TObacco
House was likewise full oftobacco.
had to be very
careful because each party had to pass through the
guard-house at the camp and be searched each day.
This did not prevent the troops slitting down Ardath
cigarettes with a razor blade and mixing the contents
with their own "native" tobacco, which usually
escaped detection.

we

The Burma-Thailand Railway North To South
~' Force

On May 14th, 1942, the first of the labour
parties, drawn mainly from the AIF 22nd Brigade,
numbering 3000 men, with Brig AL Varlet8 in
command, was transported by sea to Victoria Point
in Burma. Curlewis recorded in his diary their
departure with unsuspecting irony,
14 May - Party departed accompanied by cheers
andftrewells. I think the majority believe they are
going home. 99
Organised into battalions, the prisoners were
initially employed in airfield construction. On
completion in September the three battalions were
concentrated and diverted to a priority project,
construction of a rail link from Thanbyuzayat in
Burma to Bampong in Thailand. This 'J\ Force

~u8. kBrig AL Varley would lose his lift on 14 September 1944 when the ship,

transporting him to join other senior officers in Formosa, was

n .99. OfLove and War, op cit, 130.
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the initial base, as men's health deteriorated, their
captors being absolut ely disinte rested in their
welfare, only in pushin g the line forward.
By this time, men weakened by lack of food,
heavy work and dysentry, began to die, 24 by the
end of January 1943. The daily target for each man.
was set initially at 0.6m' (21 cubic feet) but by the
6 plus 10000 Malays).
l
end of March this was raised to 2m (70 cubic feet).
The purpose of the line was to obviate the
At this point 2000 coolies were added to the
perilous sea voyages required to supply the Japanese
workin g parties which meant about 10 000
army in Burma, voyages becomi ng increasingly
prisoners were then slaving to complete in time.
hazardous through allied submarine attacks. Once
By the end of
completed, there would
April the line was
BURMA- THAILAN D RAILWAY
be a line from Saigon
, SOUTH-NORTH
, :THAILAND ,NORTH-S OUTH
laid to the 45
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, 1. THANBYUZAYAT I A. BAMPONG
A
Rangoo n.
to
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i D. TAMARKAN
4. BEKE TAUNG
ground prepara tion
E. CHUNGKAI
5. KILO 55
set for the end of
I F. WAMPO
, 6. KILO 60
well ahead.
, G. TARSAU
, 7. MEILOE
1943,
Decem ber
: H. TONCHAN STH
, 8. KILO 100
The conditi on of
TAMPIE
I.
9. KILO 108
giving 14 months for
J. KONYU
I 10. KILO 116
'"
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,K. HINTOK
" 11. KILO 131
'";.,'
the task.
12. KILO 140 NIELE: L. KINSAYOK
'.7 ,
bad
very
from
, M. BRANCALI
13. KILO 145
',:
The route was to
N.TAKANU N
" 14. KILO 150
• ,1,
worse
to even
" O. KRIAN KRAI
line
a
follow
' P. KONKOITA
pPOINT \
, r,~, ''t~EETINGI
Q. TAIMONTA
imposs ible physical
R. NIEKE
previously surveyed by
Bayaf
'oM
'" '0'
deman ds, a bare
but
Bengal
British,
the
minim um of food,
"~r
abando ned because
ulcers,
-.~.
tropica l
was
countr y
the
dysentery, malaria
B!'NGKOK
regarde d as almost
consta nt
and
and
impene trable
bashing s by the
riddled with endemic
the
on
guards
diseases. It followed
pretext
slightest
roughly the route of
reduce
to
combin ing
the Menam Kwa Noi
them to little more
River. The task of the
walkin g
than
two groups 3 and 5
skeletons.
was to cut a swath
By the end of May, the completed line had been
through the thick jungle, felling large trees, making
extended a further 15 kilometres while preparatory
embankments, excavating cuttings and levelling in
work had reached the 105 kilometre point. The men
preparation for the rails to be laid.
were being driven to work 19 hours a day. There
To supervise the work the Japanese had allocated
were 1900 Australians and 2500 Dutch prisoners
12000 technical staff and soldiers. As the work
working between the KI05 and KI08 marks.
comme nced in November, 200 Koreans arrived to
By June, the prisoners were in a deplora ble
assume guard duties in each of the camps. They
state, half had no boots, hardly any had a shirt and
were soon to become even more hated than the
many reduce d to wearin g a breech -clout, the
Japanese for their dispassionate, amoral and often
Japane se pushin g them at a frenzie d pace,
calculated brutality.
regardless of the effect on them.
During the period between November 1942 and
September saw them being worked on 24 hour
Octobe r 1943 while the line was being constructed,
shifts, regardless of being riddled with ulcers, beri22 camps were set up, each to be occupied then
beri and other ailments, yet by mid-October, they
abando ned in turn as the line was driven forward
were being forced to work continuously for 33 hours
throug h the thick jungle. Condit ions became
withou t rest, laying the rails. This was the final
progressively worse the further the camps were from

was designa ted Group 3 of the rail project. Their
task was to build a rail line over a distance of 263
miles (421 kilometres) in conjun ction with a
Dutch Group, designa ted 5 (and includi ng Jan
Pronk 1oo), workin g south and 4 other groups
workin g north from Bompa ng, (groups 1, 2, 4 and
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frenetic burst for on 16 October the northern and
southern parties met and the two lines were joined.

The Burma-Thailand Railway South To North
At the same time as 3 and 5 Project Groups were
hacking and digging their way south, plans were
under way for work to start constructing the line
northwards from Bampong in Thailand.
The first contingent of prisoners for this southern
end of the railway was raised in Java. Comprising
900 Australians under the command of Lt Col EE
Dunlop, MBE, affectionately dubbed 'Weary'.

The Dunlop Group
The Menam Kwa Noi River, along which the
SOUthern section was to be constructed, was
navigable as far as Konyu (and beyond in the wet
season) where the Dunlop group was disembarked
on 23rd January 1943, to join the Dutch and British
prisoners already working on the first 56 kilometres
from Bampon to Tamarkan. This section was easy
compared with terrain further north, being flat and
cleared. Beyond, a succession of hill sputS and
tributary streams would involve prisoners in
excavating cuttings and bridging.
In March the Dunlop battalions were moved to
Hintok camp where conditions were deplorable.
?ver a period, the leadership of Dunlop and the
lngenuity of the men gradually converted it into the
healthiest camp on the line, even to having running
Water piped in through bamboo pipes.

'D' Force
At Changi, the selection and organising of further
Work forces proceeded.
'B' Force, 1496 strong, had been raised and
shipped to Borneo in July 1942. In November, 'C'
Force, which included 563 Australians, had been
despatched to Japan.
. The next contingent for the railway was selected
In March 1943 comprising 4000 men.
WR Sheaffe resumes his account:

On the 16th March, 650 prisoners (some from all
units) known as 7' Battalion of'D' Force ('D' Force
consisted ofabout 4,000), left Changi with all
personal gear per truck fOr Singapore Railway Station
and the train pulled out at 4.20pm. It was a special
train and we travelled 25 to a van and our kit as
well. The vans were ordinary steel goods vans and the
only ventilation came in through the 5ft doors on

either side. It was not possible fOr more than halfto be
lying down at once and the heat was terrific. Some
days we would have three meals and on others two
and they may be any time from midnight to midday.
At some stations we would stop fOr several hours and
possibly be able to get a wash under the hose where
they fill the engine. Occasionally we could get bananas
from the natives but the guards were very strict. It was
a hell ofa trip. ... we at last reached our destination
as far as that train concerned us and were glad that
that hell ofa trip was over. After travelling nearly 4
days. Here we rested till midday and the heat was
terrific. Bampong was the start ofthe Thailand
Burma line and also a branch line went to Bangkok
which is about 50 miles away in an easterly direction.
Early in the afternoon we left Bampong in open
trucks and the train went very slowly, about 15 miles
per hour, along the new line fOr 45 miles which then
did not go quite as far as Kanburp o1 • we had to walk
fOur miles to the town carrying all gear and reached
there shortly after dark. This short train trip ofabout
5 hours was the worst ofthe whole trip. we had no
shelter from the sun and there must have been at least
25 ofthe lads who could not stand the terrific heat
after the long train trip and simply fainted, the few
that had a little water left in their bottles gave it to
them, but in some cases we could not even give them
water to drink, we held shirt or ground sheets over
them fOr shade. After a slow and tiring 4 mile march
we at last reached our temporary camp at Kanburi
where 's' Battalion (also of'D' Force) was. They
arrived the day beftre. A rich pork stew, thick with
vegetables was ready fOr us, also the natives were all
round the fence and the guards did not mind us
buying from them.
The Thais had all sorts oftropicalfruits, the main
one being bananas, but paw paws, mangoes,
pineapples were plentiful, also the women had big
baskets ofboiled eggs at 5 cents each so you could
imagine the feast we had and the combination ofthe
lot proved to be too rich fOr many, but they recovered
by the morning.
When one considers the pitiful plight of those
prisoners working on the Burma end of the line,
their lack of food and constant bashings, the initial
experience of the '0' Force (designated Group 2)
seems almost unreal by comparison, but this was a
mere period of tranquillity before the tempest.

101. The correct name o/this place was Kanchanburi. The contraction to Kanburi seemed to be used often in the records.
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While Sheaffe and his group were relaxing at
Bampong, another group, 'F' Force, was being
assembled at Changi.
DY Ellerman recorded in his diary:
In April 1943 'F' Force was fOrmed, comprising
3AOO British and 3,600 Australians. we were told by
the japanese that fOod was running short in Singapore
and Malaya, and that we would be going to
Thailand to a 'holiday camp' where fOod was much
more plentiful. They said the work would only be
light, and to take our 'light sick' or convalescent men
with us, and also our band instruments.
Nothing could be fUrther ftom the truth. When
we arrived at Bampong (20 miles west ofBangkok)
we fOund that we had to march fOr another 180
miles, through jungle tracks, carrying everything we
owned, including our medical supplies. What a
confidence trick this was!
20/4/43 my party was taken in a japanese
transport to Singapore railway station, where we were
loaded - about 30 men to a truck - in steel rice
trucks. Five days later we arrived in Bampong. There
was insufficient room fOr each man to lie down or
even sit down, so we had to do this in turn. No
proper fOod, no drinking water, and no toilet
ftcilities. we were all exhausted when we arrived,
doubly so when we found our so called 'camp' had no
proper shelters, latrines or drinking water.
25/4/43 (Anzac Day) This was supposed to be a
rest day, and we were given limited access to ou,.
trunks, which had been brought up ftom Singapore.
Many had been looted and, as it was obvious that we
could not carry anything but the minimum ofspare
clothing, we commenced to sell it to the Thais, who
were very keen buyers, but if they bought a pair of
trousers, they expected the owner to step out ofthem
there and then! At 2200 hours we fell in for a check
count (Tenko) and at 2300 hours left fOr the north
via a bitumen road, carrying all our gear.
26/4/43 Arrived at Tamuan camp, everyone very
fttigued and with blisteredfeet having covered 26kms.
Sold more ofour clothing and gear - I disposed ofmy
canvas valise, retaining only the kapok mattress. we
were allowed to have a swim in the Me Klaung River
- feet and shoulders very painful
At 2200 hours we left fOr Kanburi - 25km away.
we were able to pay fOr our gear to be carried on yak
carts - some ofthe Thai drivers were not very helpful,
as they threw some ofour gear offthe carts to their
mates waiting in the jungle.

27/4/43 Arrived at next camp at 0900 hours, feet
still very sore. No huts or shelters in this camp, so we
dossed down under scrubby trees, just like drovers'
dogs! Food was very poor, and the Thais wanted to sell
us drinking water for 10 cents per bucket. I sold the
balance ofmy spare clothing.
28/4/43 Our RAP [Regimental Aid Post} provided
fOotbaths in an endeavour to help our sore feet. we
had to walk 11/2 miles to a camp hospital, where we
were given the 'glass rod' treatment (test to see if we
were carriers ofcholera). Returned to camp at 1430
hours. Left again at 2030 hours carrying our gear. I
was too exhausted to persevere with my diary.
The next stop after Kanburi was lamarkan, then
Chungkai, Wampo, Tarsau, Hintok, Kenu jungle
camp, Rintin, Hindato, Takanan. Tamerau, Konkoita
and Nieke. Here we had a briefrest and in common
with many other POWs I had started to shed my toe
nails - my.friend DrJohn Jaylor removedfive ofthem
- without anaesthetic!
The next and, thankfully, the last stretch was 6km
onto Shimo Sonkurai. On arrival there, we were
shattered to find that the camp buildings were almost
non-existent: no roofi on the huts, no proper cookhouse
and no proper latrines.
From Bampong to Shimo Sonkurai is 290kms,
which we covered in 21 days, including our short stay
at Nieke. It would have needed the full time efforts of
every man for at least 10 days to get the camp in
order, but the Japanese engineers demanded that every
fit man go out to work on the railway. we were
supplied with a few canvas tarpaulins fOr shelter until
the attap roofing could be completed, but these were
completely inadequate, particularly as the monsoon
had arrived and the rain came down. This was to be
the order ofthings for the next 3 1/2 months, as it
either rained all day or all night or both. we could
only estimate that 100 inches would have ftllen
during the monsoon period.
... we soon experienced the first wave ofcholera,
together with malaria and cerebral malaria, tropical
ulcers and dysentery. The exhausted troops became easy
prey to this barrage ofdiseases, and we soon had 1200
men in hospital out ofa total of2000. The doctors
workedftantically, aided by their RAP staffand
untrained orderlies.
During the first wave ofcholera 113 men had died
and many more were seriously sick. Later we fOund
out that the Sonkurai camp of1650 British had lost
nearly 700 oftheir number and Kami Sonkurai camp
a little fimher north had lost 450 out of780.
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Meanwhile, 'D' Force prisoners were facing the
other would strike with the hammer which weighed 8
grim reality of being a slave of the Japanese Emperor,
pounds. we would strike fir from 200 to 300 blows
as their captors regarded them. Reaching Tarsau,
then change. Atfirst all had to put down one hole ofa
roughly 100 kilometres from Bampong, the group
metre (39.37 inches) and another ofa halfmetre,
Was broken up into working parties and spaced
(which although hard work would normally finish by
along the roure of the line. Sheaffe describes how the
3pm, which was much earlier than the rock rollers,
work began to sap the men's strength,
but after a few weeks it was increased to two, two
were on shift work and started at 6pm and
metre holes per day which means we could not finish
seldom finished our job before 2 or 3am and often
before 5 or 6pm and was very heavy work swinging a
later. The soil was carried on stretchers up to the top
hammer all day.
ofthe embankment and carrying it up the side ofthe
Sickness had been taking its toll, but the arrival
embankment was
of
a
cholera
very hard work.
epidemic, already
Many a ton Peter
devastating camps
and I carried. After
to the north, was a
a week many of
new and far more
our boys got
serious
horror.
dysentery, also some
Sheaffe continues,
malaria, as
The laps were
mosquitoes were
hard with the sick,
very bad. The last
many with
night we worked
malaria and
on the
dysentery being
embankment we
made to go to
started at 6pm and
work. Have often
Above: Hell Fire Pass cutting, the largest on the railway: over 500 feet long and 80
stopped at 11.30am feet high. Below: An operation at Tamulln POW camp, Thailand.
seen sick men
only having a short
being helped down
while offfir two
to work by their
meals and they were
mates and because
ofplain rice. This
they were too
Was the finish of
weak to walk that part ofthe line.
were badly bashed
Our officers did
by the laps with a
not have to work
bamboo or stick
and were allowed
till they were
12 men fir camp
senseless.
d .
utzes such as cooks,
Fortunately this
Wood Cutters, .
never happened to
medical orderlies
Peter or me but
and hygiene.
we often worked
On 22nd April
when we had
'T' Battalion moved to the Konyu camp sites,
slight malaria. Captain Parker often had no say as to
who went to work. There may be 70 sick in camp
leaving some sick behind. The men began work on
and the laps would say there must not be more than
~he biggest cutting of the line, soon to be known as
Hell Fire Pass'
30 in camp. This over-work, also the very poor rations
we were receivingfir months (only dried vegetables)
.our Battali:n had a strip ofone mile to do, all of
s
plus malaria was more than the human body could
thz Was round the side ofa mountain which meant
stand and we were starting to lose a lot ofmen and
~~ere was a lot oflevelling to do also blasting and a
all were at least 2 stone down in weight.
zg Cutting ofnearly 300 yds. to be made. Peter and I
... All camps were having a very tough time, men
Were On the rock drilling which was done by hand,
dying every day and no treatment fir dysentery, not
one Would hold the drill against the rock while the

we
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The true purge peak was at its worst, treatment was
them. Beri-beri was very common but had not
terrible, floggings and bashings at work were hourly
caused any deaths. There was quite a lot ofquinine
occurrences, many being bashed senseless by bamboos
but nothing to put on tropical ulcers which many of
then kicked most mercilessly while on the ground and
the lads had. ... These 4 months while we were at
often left lying there in the sun till they were able to
Kanyu No. 3 camp I consider were the worst and by
get up themselves, very seldom were we allowed to help
far the most trying ofall. The climate was against
them to their feet after such punishment.
us, there was mud and slush over the tops ofour
Ellerman describes the duries and tasks assigned
boots for months and it never seemed to cease
to officers,
At the start ofthe railway working parties, the
raining. Many boys getting trench feet owing to the
mud and a lot by this time had no boots at all,
officers used to go out with the men to work and try
going to work in
andpersuade the
bare feet. Towards
Japanese to cut
down the work
the end ofJune
load, stop bashings
the dreaded
and generally
cholera which
supervise the tasks
they get every
given to us.
year in the jungle
After a week or
was reportedfrom
so, the Japanese
camps up the
engineers could see
river. All
that the officers
precautions were
were only in the
taken. we could
way and issued
only wash in
orders that there
boiled water also
Beri-beri cases in amongst POWs working on the Thai-Burma railway.
would be no more
the faps gave us
officers on the work party, so we remained in camp,
cholera injections. I do not think they were effective.
digging latrines, gathering wood and water, burying
Our camp did not lose many with it. Colonel Oakes
those who died etc. When the sick grew to huge
camp lost a lot, also It-Col Dunlop's camp which
numbers, the doctors were grossly overworked, so
was 10 miles further up the river. All that died fr.om
several
other officers and I took over the
cholera were burned on big fires.
administration in the sick wards, provided wood,
... I went up to one camp for a day to get some
water and assisted with sick and work parades.
jack hammer drills and there were 6 bodies on
By April 1944, the Japanese were becoming
stretchers - chaps who had died 2 days prior to this
desperate, determined to complete the rail link at all
and the Japs would not allow the camp commander
costs. With so many prisoners becoming incapable
let men bury the dead How long it was before they
of moving from their bamboo benches,
were buried I do not know, but at this stage every
euphemistically called 'sick beds' with cholera
available man that could walk to work must go. "The
spreading, they decided to throw another force of
Thailand Burma line must go through" - loss oflife
ptisoners into the central section either side of
meant nothing to them. It was a common sight at our
Tampie. So in April, 'H' Force was raised in
camp to see a body lying under the shade ofa tree
Singapore comprising 3720 men, of whom 600
with only a rice sack over it till it could be buried at
were Australians.
our camp or carried down 3 miles to Kanyu No. 1
Russel Braddon 'o2 , in his famous book The Naked
where there was a big cemetery.
Island recounts how he joined 'H' Force:
Sheaffe gives words to the hellish blur that was the
The Thailand parties, the Nips said, were to go to
existence of those working on the railway,
comfortable camps with plenty ofrations. They
It would not be right to say how trying life was at
pointed out that Thailand - unlike Malaya, which
Kanyu [camp] No.3 what with cholera, you did not
imports halfthe rice it eats - was selfsupporting. They
know where you would be 24 hours ahead. It was not
urged that sick men be included in the party lists so
a life it was merely an existence andjust one at that.
102. RlIJseil Reading Braddon, 5107, 1933-1937.
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that they might convalesce. They suggested sweetly that
ofJune).
hand instruments, even a piano, might help to while
Braddon expresses the feeling of hopelessness that
pervaded prisoners who could see no future ahead:
away the leisure hours ofthose who were transplanted
Once again time ceased to have any significance for
Thus, midst a welter ofcontradictory reports,
almost a year no man knew what day ofthe week nor
bribery, corruption, faked sickness and genuine
what week ofthe month nor even what month ofthe
attempts to transfer hospital cases to better conditions,
the first party - known as 'F' Force - left Changi. It
year it was. It was just 1943 and the Railway. If one
were to survive it was essential not to acknowledge the
left with a large proportion ofmen who came direct
horror that lay all around, still more not to perceive
from their beds in hospital, plus the piano, plus all
Sorts ofparaphernalia suitable for a convalescent camp
the effect it had upon oneself It was not wise ever to
under a civilisedfoe.
look in a mirror, life accordingly evolved into a blur
A short time
ofcontinuous
later a second party
work, people
with Ierai as its
dying, guards
znterpreter, Hugh '03
bellowing, heavy
was put on its list,
loads to be
though still a bed
carried, fever
case in the hospital.
which came in
L after much heart
tides ofheat and
searching (for 1felt
cold on alternate
that all was not
days, dysentery
well with this
and hunger. All
Thailand venture),
these became
decided that I
normal. Upon
shouldgo with
them
occasionally,
Above: The Wampo Viaduct, one ofthe parts ofthe Thai-Burma Railway that Walter
him. 1 therefore
Sheaffi (4043) and Peter Minnett (5184) worked on. Below: POWs lay lines on the
an event
Thai-Burma Railway
severed all the
superimposed
strings which were
itselfwith
beingpulled so
sufficient violence
industriously on
to be
my behalfand, on
remembered 105
the eve of 'H'
By mid July
Force's departure,
the line was
asked my name be
within sight of
added to its
completion, with
numbers.
some relaxation
1080 Australians
as sections were
in 'F' Force had
finished.
died by the end of
Sheaffe
May 1943 out of3662, and in addition, 2036 of the
describes this period, when Peter Minnett and
British prisoners had also died, mainly from
himself had been evacuated down river to a
dysentery and cholera.
convalescent depot at Tarsau Camp,
Into the pest-hole called Tarsau, 'H' Force was
In the convalescent depot no one did any work
Sent h .
, aVlOg marched 90 miles. It was later reported
unless they volunteered and then it was working inside
tha
. t "every man was limping badly ... the men were
the camp and was very easy the pay was 20 cents per
10 the last stages of exhaustion, limping, staggering
day and some worked so as to be able to buy fruit or
and swaying like drunken men."I04 By the end of
smokes at the canteen. Peter and 1 did nothingfor the
August, after four months' work, 106 Australians
first few weeks, we both had a little money and the
Were dead, (72 died of cholera in 9 days at the end
food was quite good so decided we would take it easy
103 H. h 1 h
Th 'N. ug JO n Moore, 5748,1936-1938.104. Sweeting, Aj, The Japanese Thrust, AWM, Canberra, 1957, 582.105. Braddon, RR,
e aked Island, Penguin Books, 189.
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this infamous railway.
Those who died

The Thai-Burma railway soon became the target ofAllied
bombing, in an attempt to cease the flow ofsupplies to the Burma
Front. Courtesy AWM.

for a while and we did. Both became members ofthe
library and spent most ofour time reading, swimming
in the river and sleeping and Peter and I both put on
weight and were fteling very well we used to get
minor attacks ofmalaria about every fortnight which
would generally last from 2 to 3 days, we could always
get quinine. After a ftw weeks our money was getting
low as we had been spending rather lavishly buying
eggs which were plentiful - also fruit. There were 3
really good canteens - one in the hospital - one in the
lines and one run by the Thais. we decided to
volunteer for work in the hospital area, which
consisted ofdigging latrines and workedfor ]1/2 to 2
hours per day. The pay being 25 cents per day. Also we
thought a little exercise would do us good.
.
When the north and south lines finally met on
16th October 1943 just north ofNieke, the pathetic
remnants of the prisoners were gradually withdrawn
to convalescent depots and hence back to Singapore.
Between 15th September 1942, when the line was
started, and 16th October 1943 when it was
completed, 2815 Australians, 6318 British,
2490 Dutch and 589 of unknown nationality
gave their lives to complete 421 kilometres (263
miles) of track. (These numbers exclude the
huge losses of natives.)
Now, after only half a century later, the rail
ends at Nam Tok (then called Tarsau) only 60
odd miles from Bampong. The resr of the line
to the north, over which 61 000 prisoners of
war and an estimated 270 000 forced labourers
from Thailand, Burma and Malaya, slaved to
move 4 million cubic metres of earth, 3 million
cubic metres of rock and to erect 14 kilometre
of bridgework, has reverted to the jungle.

School. Surname
RegNo
5820 Bell
4928 Clark
3540 Hart
2592 Heggaron
3994 Kelynack
5367 Magee
3669 Pike
3178 RobertS
4245
mith
5233 Tindal
3063 White

Other Names
Walter Lind
John Byron Marcus
Frederick Hamilron
Vaudan DuffY
John Eric
Donald James
edric Cuthbert
Charles D'Arcy
Hilron Keith
Richard Travers
Robert Rhodes

Force Date of
death
15/12/43
F
5/11/43
F
21/11/43
F
7/3/42
A
18/6/43
A
A
22/11/43
29/11/43
F
3/7/43
D
25/2/43
A
10/11/43
A
14/2/44
A

Those who survived until completion
3707
2037
5107
1822
5685
4495
5505
4339
3384
3456
3976
3457
2761
5008
5184
5748
3551
4288
5212
4043
4253
4789
5638
3194

Allerton
James
Boazman Hodgson Thomas
D
Braddon
Russell Reading
H
Curlewis
Adrian Herbert
F
Neville Ford
Douglas
A
Ellerman Austin Yeats
F
Gabriel
Edmund Gordon VinvcentA
Harris
Frederick Lavecourt
D
Herbert
John Ferguson
F
Hickson
Brian Murray Prior
H
Hinder
David Clive Critchley
0
Hoare
Thomas Edward Bryan H
Hordern
John Macquarie
A
ckisack George Hill
Minnetr
Peter John
D
Moore
Hugh John
H
rr
George Hearon
A
Row
Reginald Gordon
0
Scandrett Richard Clive
H
Sheaffe
Walter Robertson
D
Underwood Geoffrey Thomas
D
Underwood Mauri e Edmund
F
Varley
John Ashron
A
Vowell
Henry Reid
A

A hospital hilI, ThallbyllZllym, Burma. CourwyAWM.
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Brutality In Borneo
'B' Force, comprising 143 officers, 1349 other
ranks plus two civilians, was desparched from
Singapore on 7th July 1942. OM Carment l06 was an
officer with 'B' Force. He relates first impressions of
Sandakan camp, after a 10 day journey in the hold
of a ship,

On arrival at the camp we were paraded beftre
Lieut (later Capt) Hoshy'ima, who, through an
interpreter, told us that he was the Camp
Commandant and that we had been brought to this
place to work, and that we would, if necessary, work
until we died.
"}Ou are prisoners ofthe Japanese andJapan will
be victorious, even if it takes 100 years, You are here
to build an airstrip, " He har{lngued.
The building of the airstrip was
by hand,

to

be entirely

In the climate it was tough work. The soil was
largely a white, sandy clay. and on sunny days the
reflected glare was terribly hard on the eyes. The
reflected heat was terrific. There was also a gardening
party establishedfor light duty men and a number of
the officers. The airfield working parties were
organised into groups of50 with one officer to each
group, and, as there were over two hundred officers,
there Was a considerctble surplus. An officer's working
party ofjunior officers was calledfor and it worked
alongside the men at the tlirfield.
Initially the work on the airfield was supervised
by a Japanese Army engineering unit. They were
reasonable to deal with, but they were soon replaced
by a "basher gang" of very tough Japanese NCOs
supplemented by Formostln conscripts. In the
Japanese army hierarchy, the only people considered
to be inftrior to the Formos{lns were the POWs, and
they certainly let us know where we stood! They
instituted a brutal "speedo" ofthe work and
bashings became frequent.
In that environment of random violence, disease
and isolation news of the outside world was obtained
at great risk from an illegal radio receiver
constructed by 8th Division signallers. Nevertheless,
Carment recalls,

It Was always difficult to mtu"nttlin onej' morale
when /aced by an indefinite period ofimprisonment.
we allftlt that it would h'lIJe been so much etlsier if
We had known. like cOfllJicted erimiwt/s, the length of
OUr sentence. In the back (~lmy mind there W{/s (tlW{/Ys
106, Da/Jid Maxwt,/1 Gmt//'II(, .i(,70, I ')jO-1 ,)j4,
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the question ofwhy the Japanese bothered to keep us
at all, and when they would decide to get rid ofus. It
was a lift not offlar necessarily, but one ofcontinual
tensIOn.
As if to underline that sense of infinite
imprisonment the POWs were made to sign a 'nonescape' declaration. They did so only with the
understanding that a document signed under duress
was not valid.
In January 1943 Carment was suddenly struck
very ill,

I managed to get through the day, thinking that I
had drunk bad water, as I had an acute stomach
pain. On getting back to camp I went to see the duty
doctor who immediately diagnosed an appendicitis
attack. I became increasingly ill during the night, and
the next morning the doctors decided that ifthey did
not operate there was a danger that I might die from
peritonitis. Dr Frank Mills (subsequently a very
prominent surgeon, and still a dear friend), had by
some means acquired some spinal anaesthetic, and he
and Dr Errol Maffey operated and removed my
appendix, which was found to be gangrenous. I was
conscious throughout the operation, which was
conducted beftre an interested audience. It was not a
very pleasant experience, but I was very grateful to be
rid ofthe acute pain. I had a flw days in the camp
hospital - just a hut set aside for the purpose, serviced
by the dedicated orderlies from 2/J 0 Field Ambulance
- and was sent back to my own hut fOr light duties
only. I was just so gratefUl to not have to immediately
return to the toil on the airfield. I thought that I was
a very lucky man, and I still think so.
A further draft of 835 British and 2 Australian
prisoners, captured in Java, was sent to Borneo from
Singapore. Ten died during the voyage. This group
arrived at Jesselton (now Kota Kinabalu) on 19th
October 1942 and were put to work on airfield
construction. By April 1943, 51 men had died,
mainly from malaria. The camp was abandoned and
the surviving 776 prisoners were transferred to
Sandakan where they were housed in primitive
barracks near the airstrip.
On 28th March 1943, a second contingent, 'E'
Force, comprising 500 Australians (20 officers and
480 other ranks) left Singapore for Borneo,
accompanied by 500 British prisoners. After a
dreadful voyage they reached Kuching in Sarawak,
where all the British, as well as senior Australian
officers and some other ranks, were transferred to
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April the remainder of 'E' Force arrived at Sandakan
Harbour where they were disembarked on Berhala
Island at the harbour entrance, to be accommodated
in the old quarantine station.
In early June, just before this force was to be
moved to the mainland, eight prisoners, with the
help of local people, escaped in two native dugout canoes. One, containing five men, reached
Tawi Tawi Island to the east to join Filipino
guerillas, while the other, with three aboard, was
found by an American submarine and the men
returned to Australia.
A few hours after the escape, the remaining
prisoners were moved to their new camp about a
kilometre from the 'B' Force compound, known to
the locals as the 8 Mile Camp. To ensure strict
segregation the Japanese shaved the heads of all the
'E' Force men. Worse was to follow for in July 1943
the Japanese learned of an intelligence network
through a civilian and the dreaded Kempei-Tai, the
military secret police, arrived at the camps.
Carment continues,

This I remember as being a time ofextreme ftar
and tension. One never knew who the Kempei- Tai
would pick up next. Some days they would pick up
several men, others none.
On the evening of 15th October 1943, the
investigations at Sandakan having been completed,
guards surrounded the officers' huts and we were
ordered to pack our gear and we were immediat'ely
transferred to the harbour, where we embarked on a
small coastal steamer. 6 officers were ordered by the
japanese to remain behind - the POW Adjutant,
Capt George Cook, Capt Heaslop, Lieut Good. the
Messing Officer, and Captains Picone, jeffries, and
Oakeshott107, all medical officers. The 2 Protestant
Chaplains were also ordered to remain, but the
japanese refused the requests ofthe 2 Roman Catholic
Chaplains to remain also. As a result all those Roman
Catholics who subsequently died did so without the
comftrt ofabsolution. As many japanese are Roman
Catholics, the japanese well knew the meaning ofthis.
It was a deliberate act. The only 2 dental officers were
also ordered to pack but were not permitted to go to
the hospital hut to pick up their instruments.
So as to deprive the prisoners of leadership all
their officers were transferred to Kuching except 8
Australian and 10 British ones.
In the Sandakan camps rations were cut and from

then on the prisoners there were subjected to
increasing brutality.
Numbers were further depleted in June 1944
when 100 prisoners were transferred from the British
compound to Labuan Island to provide labour for an
airfield. Shortly afterwards, they were joined by a
further 200 from Kuching. None survived.
In October that year, the Japanese High
Command issued a directive to all camp
commandants that measures were to be taken to
prevent prisoners from falling into Allied hands.
By the end of 1944, 143 prisoners at Sandakan
had died. However, in January 1945, following
Allied bombing raids, the airstrip became unusable,
making the prisoners redundant. As a result, the rice
ration was cut out completely, forcing the prisoners
to subsist on any small amounts they may have
hoarded. The death rate began to rise dramatically.
At the end of January, Hoshijima gave orders for
455 of the 'fittest' prisoners to be marched to Ranau,
156 miles to the west of the Sandakan camps. They
set off in batches of about 50, one day apart, each
group accompanied by an equal number of Japanese
soldiers retreating to Jesselton.
Aware that should the Allies control the air and
sea, and that an overland escape route might become
necessary, the Japanese had ordered local tribesmen
to survey a track across
the mountainous
uninhabited interior to link a path from the east to
an established native one in the west. Believing it
would be used only by enemy troops, the locals had
devised the most difficult way possible. By the time
the first march reached Ranau a quarter of them had
either succumbed to illness, and starvation or had
been killed as they fell behind.
By 29 May 1945, when Hoshijima's successor,
Captain Takakura was ordered to evacuate the
remaining prisoners to Ranau, conditions at the
Sandakan camp had deteriorated to such an extent
that there were only 824 prisoners still alive. As only
536 were deemed fit enough to undertake the
march, the remaining 288 men were left out in the
open to fend for themselves. The Japanese then set
fire to the main compound.
Weakened by months on starvation rations, the
sick and dying had no chance of completing the
journey to Ranau. Those who could not go on were
shot or bayonetted. A number tried to escape into
the jungle, but only two, Owen Campbell and Dick
Braithwaite who were found and sheltered by

107. John Bernard Oakeshott. 2191, 1915-1919. Kif/,-d 27/8/45.
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villagers, survived, Of the 536 who set out only 183
reached Ranau to find six men from the first march
still alive. In mid-June, 75 men who could still walk
were sent on a third march, but all died or were
murdered before they had reached the 42 mile peg.
During July, four Australians, Keith Botterill, Bill
Moxham, Nelson Short and Bill Sticpewich,'
escaped. Sheltered by villagers, they remained
hidden until August when they were rescued by
Australian Commandos.
By the beginning of Augusr, only 33 prisoners
were alive at Ranau Camp, the rest having died of
starvation and disease. None of these men survived.
On 1st August 17, who were very ill, were murdered
that day. The remainder, five officers (including Dr
Oakeshott), were shot dead on 27th August, twelve
days after the war had ended.
There were still 48 men alive at Sandakan on 13th
July. As 23 of them looked as if they might survive
the war, they were taken to a spot near the airstrip
and shot by firing squad. By dawn on 15th August,
only one prisoner, an Australian, was still alive. At
7am he was dragged from beneath his shelter by the
guards and beheaded. Five hours later Emperor
Hirohito announced that Japan had surrendered.
Of the 2434 prisoners of war held at Sandakan
only six survived _ a death rate of 99.75%. Of the
165 Australian officers sent with 'B' and 'E' Forces,
all but 13 survived. Eight died with their men on the
march or at Ranau.
General Suga committed suicide in custody, The
Japanese senior officers responsible for the appalling
death toll were brought to trial. General Baka,
Captains Hoshijima, Takakuwa, Yamamoto and
Watanabe Were all hanged.
, The following Shore Old Boys lost their lives
either at the camps at Sandakan, during the two
~eath marches or on arrival at Ranau.
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Kuching, on the west side of Borneo. Here they
joined an established camp of British and Dutch
POWS, as well as civilian internees, including
women and children. Carment noted the emaciated
appearance of the British prisoners, who were
working on an airfield similar to the one at
Sanadakan. Ironically the officers transported from
Sandakan found their lot very much easier 111
Kuching,
we were extremely fOrtunate to be sent to
Kuching because we were not sent on working
parties. 1 understand that because ofthe Sandakan
incidents we were considered to be a risk. As a result
we were never allowed out ofour compound except
under guard to carry firewood fOr our kitchen fires,
or in extreme emergency to go to hospital. W'e spent
the morning on camp duties or working in the
garden, which was essential, as the rations were very
slim and we grew an important part ofthe green
vegetables we ate. Apart ftom a small area between
the huts, every inch ofthe ground was cultivated
we had a cup oftea at midday and a meal ofrice
and vegetables in the evening, W'e often got small
bananas and green papaya in the rations, but
seldom any meat or other protein. About once a
month we got a ration ofpeanuts, which we
considered a great treat.
To pass the time the officers instituted programs
similar to those they left at Changi. Lectures were
held, a library formed and plays and concerts
regularly performed, amongst other amusements.
However, as Carment recalls,
Despite these diversions, time passed very slowly,
and as the years passed, chances ofever being released
seemed increasingly remote. There was a secret radio
in the camp, and sometimes we got some news. we
heard ofthe Italian Surrender and ofthe end ofthe
war in Europe, but the war in the Pacific dragged on.
Strangely, we were allowed to celebrate Christmas
and were given additional rations. Our cooks saved
the more tasty rations such as peanuts and sugar, and
on that day we had 3 good meals and really gorged
ourselves. Atfirst we thought that we would be home
by the next year, but the third Christmas was pretty
subdued. J fOund birthdays particularly trying as my
youth was disappearing and 1 hadfOur birthdays as a
prisoner - my 24th, 25th, 26th and 21th. The last
was the worst, as the war was supposed to have ended
16 days earlier.
The following Shore Old Boys were imprisoned
at the officers' camp at Kuching and survived:
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Surname

Other Names

4670
4818
5508
4053

Carment
Clayton
Garland
Speirs

David Maxwell
Hedley Stanley
Dennis Graham
Robert Bradley

Prisoners in Japan
The Japanese decided to preclude any chance of
the mass of prisoners, held in Singapore and in Java,
rebelling by removing its senior commanders. So in
August 1942, 47 senior officers (including 13
Australians) with the ranks of Colonel and above
were assembled together with 363 engineers and
technicians to make 400. On 16th August the party
sailed, reaching Takao in Formosa safely where they
were disembarked. An accompanying ship, the
Fukai Maru, with 1000 prisoners aboard was sent on
to work in Seoul, Korea.
The following November, 'C' Force was raised at
Changi. It comprised 200 Australians, 1000 Dutch
and 300 British. Travelling on the Kamakura Maru,
they reached Nagasaki on 8th December, where they
were split into smaller parties to be sent to Naoetsu
and Kobe on Honshu. Included in this Force were
several Old Boys, WR Locke/oR, WH Bathgate/(J", and
JK Finleyllo. Locke eventually finished up in
Shenyang China and Bathgate at Sendai on the east
coast of Honshu.
Two further groups, designated 'G' and T, left
Singapore on 26th April and 16th May, 'G' Force
reaching Moji on 21 st May aboard the Kyokko
Maru, 'G' Force included 200 Australians, who
were sent to Taisho Sub-Camp. James Allerton lll
was a member.
T Force also reached Moji when its 250
Australians were sent to work at Kobe. IW
Dohertyl12 was with this Force.
The experience of the 'Hell Ships', as the
prisoners named the sea transports that carried them
across the Japanese 'Co-Prosperity Sphere', was yet
another inhuman indignity to be suffered. Carment
wrote of his journey to Sandakan in Borneo,
On embarking on the Ubi Maru we went down
ladders into the holds. I was in the fOrward hold, in
which there was scarcely room fOr a man even as
small as myselfto lie full length. (1 am only 5 flet 1).
The only ventilation was from the hatch abolie, which
was usually closed, and, as we were practically on the
Equator, the heat, augmented by the steel deck)', was

extremely severe. The only sanitation was in the fOrm
oftwo latrines over the ship's sides, and as a result
there was, fOr 24 hours a day, a constant stream of
men up and down the ladders to relieve themselves.
The fOod consisted ofa daily ration ofrice, which
had been treated with lime to get rid ofweevils, and
was very difficult to eat, even in those circumstances.
There was also weak tea to drink. It was remarkable
that there were no deaths during the voyage.
On completion of the Burma-Thailand Railway,
2250 of the fittest men (including 1000 Australians)
were selected for Japan and placed under the
command of Captain Newton. This Force left
Singapore in early July 1944, reaching Moji In
September. Some were sent to Shikoku Island to
work in the copper mine there.
Among these were PJ Minnett and his good mate

WR Sheaffe who resumes his narrative:
All were down the holds and were very crowded
indeed, conditions were frightful and the heat below
was terrific. were only allowed on deck to go to the
latrines or fOr a salt water shower which we did not
get every day, sometimes went a week without one.
There were about 1200 on board. ... Captain Parker
and HindeI'I U were our medical officers.
On the 3rd july our convoy of 11 boats left
Singapore and sailed to Miri in Borneo on the west
coast, arriving there on the 8th and left on the 10th
in a convoy of 15 boats and 3 escort. On the 16th we
came in past the Corregidor, which is the entrance to
Manila Bay where one escort dropped several depth
charges. Our convoy stayed in Manila till the 8th
August. we were neller allowed offthe boat. After 24
hours s'liling from Manilll the second boat behind us
was torpedoed and sunk in a flw minutes, spotter jap
planes dropped bombs but do not think they got the
sub. After this the conlloy pulled into II mudl harbour
fOr 2 days, lealling on the 12th with 14 boats with
also 4 escort and ran into {I typhoon. Believe we lost
5 boats, one with POWs driven ashore with the loss
ofa flw lives. On the 15th our boats reached
Formosa, the rest ofthe conlloy arrived {I jew days
late!; then on the 16th sailed to Keelung which is on
the northern part of Fo I'm OSII, here we st{~yed till the
21th when we sailed jor Okin{llUII (md arrilled there
on the 30th. One the 1st September we stliled with
18 bo{ltJ Imd pulled into tl SJlltlll h{lrbour be/icl/I't/ to
be the southern ptlrt ofKyushili Is/and Oil the 3rd

108. Walter Reginald Locke, 2261, 1916. 109. Willimn Hemy BIlf!Jgil{l', .'741. 1')25-1')31 110. Jilck Kt'I/(ltt/1 FiliiI')!, 3')52, 1')2(,-1')1').
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leaving on the 4th and arrived at Moji on the 7th
September after a trip of 67 days. During this trip
the fiod was the worst we had hadfir any long
period, a jew vegetables were brought aboard at
Manila and Formosa but only lasted a jew days,
mostly our meals consisted ofrice with desert spoonful
ofa rotten fish paste, the latter being most revolting.
All lost between 1 to 2 stone in weight and had 6
deaths during the voyage.
GT Underwood "l was also a member of Sheaffe's
contingent to Japan.
In September 1944, Brig Varley, having survived
the hardships of 'A' Force, was made commander of
yet another contingent of 2300 prisoners to go to
Japan. This Force comprised 649 Australians and
1599 British. It was divided between two ships, the
Rokyo Maru (with Varley, 649 Australians and 599
British aboard) and the Kachidori Maru (carrying
1000 British), the convoy leaving on 6th September.
The Rokyo Maru was torpedoed on the 12th by a
US submarine. 520 prisoners were picked up by
escorting Japanese warships, and over the next five
days a fUrther 141, including 80 Australians, were
rescued by the submarine and ultimately made their
way home. Among those lost at sea were Brig Varley
andJN Stedman ll '. AA Clive l \{' survived the torpedo
attack and was plucked from the sea, after 4 days on
a raft, by the submarine that sunk his ship. The
historian H Nelson calculates that twenty percent of
all Australians who died as prisoners of war of the
Japanese died at sea. l l l
A final force of 600 Australian prisoners left
Singapore on 26th December 1944, reaching Moji
safely on 15th January 1945.
WR Locke l' " was sent to Formosa (Taiwan), where
his camp was bombed by American aircraft, thence
to Moji and finally to Mukden in Manchuria. His
brother, J Locke]"', perished in Sandakan Camp.
There is no record in which Force JE Perkin 120 was
drafted to Japan, only that he died in Tokyo on 23rd
August 1943 from beri-beri and malaria.
Walter Sheaffe continues his account for
~i.nnett's parents, describing their new camp on
hlkoku Island,

the winter. These hot baths during the cold months of
December till the middle ofFebruary during which
time it was snowing, I think helped to keep many of
us alive. There was a small hospital which would
accommodate ten patients but there was practically no
medical treatment. All were issued with 4 Jap
blankets, a white singlet, shirt, long underpants and
Jap army tunic and trousers, also a small hard pillow
made out ofrice straw.
WOrk started down the mine on the 20th
September. The mine was 4 miles up a valley and we
went in open ore trucks whether it was snowing or
raining and it snowed most ofthe time from the
middle ofDecember till the middle ofFebruary. were
issued with Jap rain capes which were oflittle good,
also a great coat which was very thin and the cold
winds which blow across northern Manchuria and
Mongolia went straight through them. On reaching the
mine head all except about 50 who worked in
workshops boarded a small train and then went along
a tunnelfir 4,800 metres going into the side ofthe
mountain and got offthen at No. 14 level where there
were workshops and offices where all reported and were
told on what levels we would be working. This level
was 2,500 jeet below the top ofthe mountain. Peter
worked on a different levels from me fir most ofthe
time and was mainly using a jack hammer or drifter
the latter being a big type ofjack hammer which is
attached to column which reaches from the floor to the
ceiling and the drifter (jack hammer) is attached to an
arm which is at right angles to the column.
As the months went by Peter's recurrent illness
forced him into hospital,
Often I would take some in to Peter, but plain
maize is not very appetising at any time, least ofall
when notjeeling 100%. He sometimes used to have a
little in preference to rice. For a while they were able to
get eggs fir him but only 3 or 4 a day and only fir a
jew weeks. He was also having bully beefwhich had
been saved out ofthe red cross parcels and kept in the
RAP. Rice at this stage was rather unappetising and his
beri-beri was slowly getting worse. I used to go over
and see him every evening after I came in from work.
By this time early in July, I realised that he only had a

The Yamane camp was quite a good one, being
~e~ situated and laid out, the huts were good, electric
;g t when there was not a blackout. two big cement
aths about 14ft square /lnd hild hot baths all during

slight chance ofrecovery. I had seen so much ofit in
Thailand Often used to speak to Captain Hinder
about Peter and knew that he was very worried about
his condition and was doing all that was humanly

~~I;i}oGe0il!'ry n~oml/S Underwood.
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supplies at his disposal Peter must have realised that
he only had a slight chance ofrecovering but did not
think the end was so near. He never mentioned this to
me and never once gave up hope, just not caring what
happened as many ofthe boys did.
I saw him on the evening ofthe 10th july as I
always did after I came back fiom work. He did not
appear to be any worse than he had been during the
past few days and we were talking about air raids and
planes which had been flying over our camp the night
before and although it was an effort for him to talk
for long, he was quite cheerfUL I went out to work
early on the 11th and when I came back to camp in
the afternoon was told that Peter had died quite
suddenly at about 11 0' clock that morning. Even
though I was partly preparedfor it, it was a terrific
shock to me. we were the very best ofmates always
and his death has been a very real blow to me. Peter
was always so cheerfUl andjolly no matter how things
were. This did a lot to help us keep our chins up too.
He was tremendously popular, making many fiiends
wherever he went.
Early that afternoon Lt Withycombe held a service
in the dining hall and after check parade that night,
when all the boys were back in camp, spoke very
nicely to us all about Peter. This was followed by one
minute's silence.
On the 3rd September, ie after VP Day, Lt
Withycombe, one other Australian and myselfwent to
the cemetery to bring back the ashes ofthe two
Australians and 30 Dutchmen to camp. The urns
were in small wooden boxes each with name and
number. They were placed in a room with a guard of
honour and the Last Post was then sounded.
On leaving Niihama the ashes were taken with us
to Manila to be buried eventually, I understand, in
British Territory.

stethoscope to the concrete wall, and a 'reader' on the
inside read out the news. we did not trust some ofour
inmates, mainly the Dutch, so in the latter stages no
news was written down. Some people become expert
'repeaterS:
The war news become progressively better as we
heard ofthe Allied victories in the nearby islands and
the Coral Sea. When a great wave ofB29s came over
and bombed the naval docks area, we cheered while
the japs dived into their fox holes. Unfortunately, a
stray bomb killed a few ofthe POWs.
." we began to hope that soon we would be
released. Eventually the great day carne. we heard on
our news that the japanese Emperor had ordered his
forces to surrender and that hostilities were to cease. I
was given the job ofmeeting the working parties when
they came in during the late afternoon, about 1000
in all and telling them that the war was over. They
were tired and grubby and all they wanted to do was
have a shower and get ready for the evening meal.
One voice fiom the ranks said, "What the hell is he
stopping us here for?" When I made the
announcement, there were a few cheers, but mostly
they couldn't believe it and one voice said "He is
talking through his effing hat':
Gradually we came to realise that we were fiee
once more, especially next morning when we found
that all the jap guards had disappeared. One ofour
greatest thrills was to be able to walk past the guard
house, now unoccupied, and be able to walk up and
down the main road!

Peter Minnett's ashes were handed to the
Australian War Graves commission and now rest in
the Labuan War Cemetery in Borneo.

I had the honour ofbeing the AlP Platoon
Commander. 5'0 that we could appear at our best we
borrowed clothingfiom all our mates. we had not
forgotten how to march and having gi/len 'eyes left' to
Admiral Mountbatten. he shook hands with me and
complimented us on our guard.
Soon we were making plrlnsfor our return to
Australia and wondering when a ship would be riMe
to take us. Meanwhile. we began putting on weight
and regaining our fitness.

The Tribulation Ends
Ellerman, having been spared much of the
physical brutality metered out to other ranks,
describes the way his war ended:

Each evening when we were living in the hutted
camp outside the walls ofthe gaol, we received a
bulletin ofthe latest 'newS: This came at a regular
time each evening. One ofour number placed a

Relief parties began arriving at Changi. Wing
Commander TS McKay l21 was one of the first
through the gates where he was reunited with PL
Head l22 •
Admiral
Mountbatten,
Supreme
Commander of the SEAC theatre, arrived with his
wife within days and the prisoners provided a guard
of honour. Ellerman relates,

To Ellerman's disappointment he was asked to
accompany a Military History and War Graves

121. Thomas Sidney McKay. 3900. 1925-1928. 122. Phillip Lyburn Hflld /'vi BF, 3621. 192·/·1926.
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Commission party in a tour of the Malayan
campaign battle sites, so whilst the remainder of the
released prisoners were boarding hospital and
passenger ships for home, he set off in a jeep to the
Scenes of three and a half years ago. Nevertheless he
had struck a deal to be flown home so that he might
arrive concurrently with the other inmates. He flew
via Morotai to Gove in the Northern territory,
were delighted to be on Australian soil again and
gave the gum trees nearby a hug or patted the ground
Carment's war came to an end in the camp at
Kuching. It was an odd moment, when both the
humanity and brutality of his captors was
exemplified.

we

As 1945 progressed air raids increased On 13th
August (I think) everyone in the whole camp, except
those in hospital, were assembled in front ofthe
Japanese HQ. Colonel Suga, the Camp
Commandant, addressed us in English and told us
that the Americans had dropped an atom bomb on a
Japanese city called Hiroshima, and that his family
lived in Hiroshima, and all had been killed It was a
ch'lt
1 zng moment.
returned to our compounds in a
state oftension and uncertainty. Two days later, on
15th August, allied aircraft flew over the camp
dr
. 1
0ppmg leaflets. The Japanese got most ofthem but
one or two reached the prisoners and the news that
the War was over spread like wildfire.

we

On the Japanese side everything continued
normally, except that the guards were fiercer and
bash'zngs were more frequent.
became aware that
the Japanese were discussing what to do with us, and
we later heard that the plan had been fOr us to be
marched inland as had been done at Sandaktln,
althou h ,/'
.
. J'
g OJ course we at the tIme knew nothmg OJ
these proposals. Two officers in our group died during
thatp ato.
. d I was also very ill with a bad relapse OJ,I'

we

malaria' s
'
.
Ometlmes
unconscIOUS,
an d a goo dfr'len d
Frank Gaven used to help me out to the obligatory
morning roll call. It was a very bad time, and one of
extreme tension.
.
f t b egan appeanng
.
d Allied
.
alrcra
over h ea d ,

rapping food and medical supplies. Finally, on the
8th Sep
b
.
.
c['
f1
tern er two Australian Army medICal orncers
Sew in and took charge of the hospital.
ubsequently the prisoners learnt of the fate of the
men they Ief't at ,an
S' d a kan. Carment
'
wrote,
Th we were stunned and deeply shocked by this news.
IS terrible eVent was a dls~ace
.
T
to both th e Japanese
and the A '
'
b
ustmllall armies - the Austmlian Army
ecause its leaaers
J
knew that the detlth march es were

------

in progress and took no action. This was terrible news
and something that it is impossible fOr those who
survived by being moved to Kuching to ever fOrget. I
still marvel at the good fOrtune ofour group escaping
the same terrible fate by only a few days.
Two days later a full Australian force arrived,
On 10th September a small Australian Army fOrce
from 9 Division arrived It comprised 2/4 Pioneer
Battalion, a battery from 2/8 Field Regiment, and a
Commando Squadron. .. The Australian soldiers
looked so large and healthy to us. They wore jungle
green unifOrm which we had not previously seen as we
all wore khaki when we became prisoners. They were
appalled by the state ofthe camp, the terrible
condition ofthe British troops, and the large number
offresh graves. That afternoon I hitched a ride into
the town on a jeep (the first I had ever seen) and
visited one ofthe corvettes - HMAS Kapunda. It was
wonderfUl to see and talk to some fresh faces.
Nearly 3000 kilometres away in Japan, the end of
Sheaffe's war was quite different,
On the morning ofthe 15th August (just 4 years
to the day since our arrival in Singapore) all parties
went to work as usual at lam but our party was
told to get changed at 2. 15pm and return to camp.
Our jap Bancho (overseer) seemed rather worried, so
did all the others.
had no idea what the reason
was. On arriving back in camp fOund all other
parties in and rumours galore. Some were told the
war was over others that we were moving camp.
However that night there was not a black out and
no air raid alarms, so we knew something big was
on. The fOllowing morning no one went to work, but
we were given no reason.
His diary entry of 18th August 1945 recorded,
After hearing that hostilities had ceased on the
naturally expected to see some ofour
15th inst.
allies befOre this date and all were getting rather
bored ofloafing round the camp. Everyone was
predicting big things to happen such as Red Cross
parcels, mail or even better still the Yanks to walk in
the gates on certain days.
After lunch a plane was heard and was obviously a
Yank, the first we had seen since the war ended and it
flew round at a great height then flew off About an
hour later 2 big 4-engined planes flying low appeared
andflew round till they located our camp, B 19's we
think they were. One came directly over the low hill
behind our camp heading straight fOr us, and what a
magnificent sight I will never fOrget it, it appeared to
be just clearing the hill top andflew over us at about

we

we
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admiration andjoy to know that they were Yanks and
they knew where we were. After circling round it flew
low over our compound and could see the bomb rack
open, then, petrol drums, boxes ofmedical equipment,
with yellow parachute attached and bundles of
clothing came hurtling down others swinging on the
end ofthe parachute, what a sight, one never to be
forgotten by hungry and ill-nourished POW's. Many
falling 50 or 60 yds.from us.
The lads waved, shouted, whistled and did
everything but jump up and touch them. To us who
have been practically out oftouch with civilization for
3 1/2 years it was more like a Speed Gordon or
something. Some drums broke loose .from the p.shute
and came hurtling down and the contents such as
tinned peaches (in lIb tins) apricots or.fruit salad
were splattered over an area ofup 20 yds, waste
admittedly but there was ample ofit and it was a
great sight to see it. There were drums ofcocoa some
which broke open, about 20% was unusable many
were damaged but quite fit for consumption. Some
drums dropped on huts, one went through the guard
hut roof, many landed outside the compound but as
the fence was smashed down by drums and packages
the lads took French leave and went in search ofthem.
Some floated down on the hills halfa mile away
others down the town our lads were walking along the
streets just as if they owned the entire island which is
incidently Shikoko. Several houses were smashed (takes
very little to smash alap house), electric light wires
were severed and one water main burst by a falling
drum. The attendants ofthe camp were positively
spell bound with amazement.
The prisoners recovered from Japan embarked on
Allied ships for the voyage south, via Manilla. Here
Jan Pronk recalls receiving money, clothes and
papers from the Red Cross. Plonk, having enlisted in
the Dutch East Indies Army, found himself at
Balikpapan, where the local civil authorities were
unable to help him. He hitched a lift on an RAAF
aircraft to Brisbane and found his own way to his
family in Sydney.
In Manchuria, where Walter Locke was
imprisoned, the end of the war was also marked by
food drops from American aircraft. However his
liberators were Russians, the Russian Army had only
weeks earlier launched an invasion of occupied
Manchuria. The prisoners cheered and cheered as a
Russian officer spoke to them, entirely in Russian,
123. Guy Harris Pulling, 1246, 1901-1913 124.
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about the end of the war. The message was clear even
if the words were not. From Mukden, Manchuria,
Locke returned via train to Port Arthur, scene of the
famous 'Pearl Harbour' opening to the 1905 RussoJapanese war, then by US hospital ship to Okinawa,
aircraft to Manilla and finally the aircraft carrier
HMS Formidable to Sydney.
Sheaffe concludes his account of his
imprisonment with the words,

After a very pretty trip through the islands we
stopped at Manus to collect mailfor the crew. Then
continued on our way south, first sighting Australia at
6am, two hours before sailing through the heads on
the 15th October. Our feelings were very mixed, for
naturalry our thoughts were also ofour mates who
were not so fortunate as we to be returning to our
home land.

The Defence of India and the Reconquest of
Burma
The Japanese 33rd and 55th Divisions invaded
Burma on 20th January 1942 from the newly
occupied country of Siam (Thailand). They found a
few poorly organised British and Empire units and
no coordinated defence. Japanese interest lay in the
Burma Road, which ran from Rangoon to Wanting
in the Chinese province of Yunnan. The road was
the only artery for the supply of American LendLease material to the armies of Chiang Kai-Shek,
who was considered an important ally against Japan.
At the outbreak of the war British eyes were on
the countries to the north-west of India, where
German influence was felt. At the beginning of 1940
GH Pulling!2' was a Major with the 2/6 Ghurkha
Rifles in the North West Frontier Province and
Wing Commander OHD Blomfield!2. was
Squadron Leader of 20 Squadron RAF supporting
an Army Expedition Force building a road through
hostile tribal territory in Waziristan. However he was
posted to the Directorate of Signals, London, by
June 1940. Fears of German intentions to sweep
through Mesopotamia were never great, and India
remained merely a port of call for most Shore Old
Boy servicemen. However the long running SinoJapanese war, fuelled on American aid via the Burma
Road, drew one Old Boy into one of the unique
postings of the war.
During the long wait of the AIr in Malaya a
group of about forty personnel were selected for a
secret mission in China, known as British Mission

Hugh J)unon B/o/llji"kl. DO'>. 1').!H-.!')
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204. Major FN Braund l " commanded one of the
AIF groups. Their journey into China, begun on
25th January 1942, took them over the infamous
Burma Road. In a letter to his father, published in
the Sydney Morning Herald of 30th May 1942,
Braund describes some of the dangers of the road,
The Burma Road truck drivers are a pretty tough
bunch. Many fights occur and trucks are pushed over
the edge to make way fOr one travelling in the other
direction. Once I fOund myselflooking into the mouth
ofa revolver.
Later we were
Ledo
travelling in
heaVily infisted
ASSAM
bandit Country,
INDIA
which kept the
BENGAL
Indaw.
picquets - armed
C~lcutta

with Col. O'Donell US Army Air Corps and three
other American officers andflew across the Himalayas
and back! The first time in the world that this has
ever been done. 16000 fiet, up the Indus Valley to
Gilgit and then climbed to 27000 fiet to cross the
great Karakoram Range. Passed quite close to the
lovely Nanga Parbat just under 27400 fiet and saw
Katlu (Goodwin-Austen) second highest point in south
fir to the east - over the "Roofofthe World" and back.
. .. The most historic and memorable flight I have
ever made.
In time more
war materiel came
to be carried over
'the Hump' than
ever climbed over

but the route was
always considered
BURMA
dangerous by the
pilots
of the
transport aircraft,
of which one was
S de Kantzow 128 •
En route to
Australia from the
Middle East the
6th
Australian
Division was held
over in Ceylon in
expectation of a
Japanese invasion.
'iJ
The division was
in fact the final
concession of Curtin to Churchill's demands that
Australia playa direct role in the defence of Burma
and India. Churchill had insisted that the 7th
Division join the British forces in Rangoon.
However, acting on his Chief of Staff's advice Prime
Minister Curtin had been adamant that they return
to Australia. In time Rangoon and Burma fell exactly
as Curtin had feared they would and whilst
Australian's sighed with relief that another division
had not been taken into captivity, Churchill blamed
the fall of Burma on Curtin's obstinacy. 12" The
Japanese invasion of Ceylon never eventuated (They
had gained their goals: the rice and oil producing
regions of Burma and the Burma Road cut) and after
a 3 month stay the 6th Division continued to

with TOmmy-guns Monywa.
,,/" ..
on their toes at~andalay
night. One evening
some soldiers passed
bearing a pole ftom
which Swung the
head ofa bandit
chieffistooned with
fire-crackers. As the
CL '
mnese New Year
is the settling time
fOr Outstanding
debts, those who
are unable to do so,
as a rule take a
~ifle and go bush
In small parties to
acquire'money.

the Burma Road,

Shwebo

Akya

Yenangyaung
.-

~o

~

88y of 88ng8/

Burma Frollt

The Australians trained the Nationalist Army in
demolition and explosives until the mission was
abandoned in the face of Chinese reluctance, poor
morale amongst the Australians and the advancing
Japanese. After an escape by river junk from Japanese
OCcupied territory, the Australians were flown back
to India l '". By this time the Burma Road had been
CUt and the men were flown over 'the Hump', the air
rou~e traversing the Himalaya Mountains.
ER Manning l " was the RAF officer commanding
~urma Station, appointed just previous to the
fl~p~nese invasion. He was a passenger in the first
19 t OVer 'the Hump' and wrote of it afterwards,
Left the ground /in Ihh(IUJllrj 0530 in (1 Libert/tor
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INDO-CHINA
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Section 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FW Taverner l3l was working as an architect in
Australia.
Old Boys were represented in the Army in India
London when war broke out. Knocked back from
'30
nevertheless. Lieutenant Colonel SP Bellmaine of
the Air Force he joined the British Army, where
the Royal Army Medical Corps (British) was part of
he swears it was his cricketing skills that earned
a force sent to reinforce Burma,
him his commission. After training under the
original 'Colonel Blimp' he was posted to 82nd
... on 2nd February 1942, I received orders posting
me to Asia. ... whilst we were at sea, Burma fell, so
Anti-Tank Regiment,
we went to India instead. Our convoy consisted of
The regiment moved to Liverpool and boarded the
seventeen big ships filled with troops. U7e had a huge
Empress of Asia, which was joining a convoy headed
for the Middle East. [In Durban} our longedfor leave
escort force - one battleship, two aircraft carriers, six
cruisers, andfourteen smaller ships - destroyers and
was cut short when for some unknown reason our
frigates - these
regiment
small ships, at the
transferred to the
front ofthe convoy,
Empress of Japan
formed a protective
and the 81st Anti
screen. The three
Ttmk Regiment to
capital ships were
the Empress of
surrounded by
Asia... Our part of
troopships, so in a
the convoy went to
sense we were
Bombay while the
escorting them.
Empress of Asia
The Atlantic seas
went to Singapore,
were very rough.
where she arrived
The troopship SS Orcades at anchor in Colombo Harbour, Ceylon, February 1942.
U7e did not see the
with the Japanese
She
is
about
to
depart
to
transport
the
Australian
7th
Division
to
the
Dutch
colonies
slightest sign of
and the 81st were
ofJava and Sumatra. However the Australian ChiefofStaff Gen Sturdee, wil/
enemy activity....
taken prisoner.
shortly recommend to Prime Minister Curtin the re-routing ofthe ship to Australia.
Dick
Downes
(1459),
ofthe
2/1
Anti-Aircraft
Regiment,
recalls
walking
down
the
The huge naval
Shore
was
Orcades' gangplank at the Sumatran port ofOosthaven to be ordered back on board
escort progressively
more
heavily
by his former school master Capt Evan Manda-Jones (2367). Mander-Jones was
part ofan Australian Advanced Party and was instrumental in organising the
dwindled, and
represented in the
after 59 days at sea evacuation ofhundreds ofrefugees from Sumatra and the destruction ofthe port, for
Air Force. CEW
which he was awarded an OBE. A bofors gun and crew ofthe 2/1 Anti-Aircraft Regt
we reached
Bellingham 132 was
can be seen between the two cmnes on the Orcades' bow. Photograph courtesy AWM:
Bombay.
working in India
The first thing I saw was a body floating in the
when the war with Japan began. He became one of
water! Some Indian soldiers came on board on guard
the two chaplains of 224 Group RAP. T Bellm was
duty - the first time I had ever seen a Sepoy! U7e did
an Observer in a Blenheim bomber of 113
not go ashore in Bombay-we were transferred to the
Squadron RAP during the early period when
Johan de Witt, a Dutch ship, along with a large
Japanese aircraft enjoyed ascendancy in the air. On
number ofother officers and men.
a bombing mission over Burma in September 1942
U7e spent 14 days on the Johan de Witt tied up at
his aircraft failed to rerurn and he was presumed
killed.
the wharfat Karachi, living in luxury, playing bridge,
until orders came that we were to entrain to north
Allied air power took a step forward in January
west India. U7e four travelled together. The heat was
1943, however. Calcutta was suffering bombing
terrible for people like us, just outfrom the UK
raids, which were the cause of great panic within the
Bellmaine, with time on his qands, engaged a
colony. CA Crombie l34 was a Beauflghter pilot of
teacher in Urdu, the language of the Indian Army.
176 Squadron, which was rushed to Calcutta in
Before long, to his surprise, he had been appointed
January 1943 upon request from the civil authorities
Lieutenant Colonel in charge of an Indian Field
for a nightflghter squadron. Three Beauflghters were
Ambulance containing Hindus, Sikhs and Punjabi
posted and proved ro be spectacularly successful in
Muslims.
dealing with the e1J.emy intruders. His first sortie
130. Stanley Percy Bel/maine, 3583, 1924-26. 131. hlix William Taverner, 4095, 1926-1932. 132. Char~s Eric William Bt:llingham,
2348, 1916-22. 133. Thomas Bell, 5281, 1934-1937. Killed 9/9/42. 134. Charles Arbuthnot Crombie DPC DSO, 4319, 1928-31.
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involved a lone action against four enemy aircraft
be surmounted and has consistently set a fine example
Over Calcutta. Crombie shot down two bombers and
ofdevotion to duty.
possibly a third even as his aircraft was on fire and
The squadron's second mission proved a
without one of its engines! Eventually he was forced
frustration, as 227 Squadron's history relates,
to bail out, describing his first experience of
Early next morning they set course for He-Ho and
parachuting to his wife, in a letter, as, "Very nice,
as they descended into Burma for the first time they
quiet and cooL.. but I landed in the most Godwere struck by the colour ofthe Burmese foliage - the
awful swamp."
red and orange tints ofthe flowering trees which, in
He walked back to Calcutta and was awarded the
due course, we learnt to identifY as the flame trees of
DSO for his actions.
the forest and the golden mohurs.
Crombie's was not the first Beaufighter squadron
On reaching He-Ho aerodrome two ofthe
to arrive in South
Beaufighters went in
East Asia. That
to attack ground
honour, indeed the
targets and Swift
honour of landing
attacked a Japanese
the
very
first
Mitsubishi Ki-21
Beaufighter in the
(lype 97) bomber
theatre rests with RA
which was preparing
"s now"
Swift l35 •
to land As with the
Swift was a pilot
first operation a few
with 272 Squadron
days earlier there
of the Desert Air
were armament
Force when posted
problems and on this
to India. He made
occasion not a single
the historic, and Above: Chaplain Charles Bellingham (2348) conducts a service at an airfi eld
ounfired!
0'
arduous,
journey on the BurmlJ Front. He constructed the carillon fom spent shell cases. Below:
Swift adds,
1 considered
with
his
d og, "Snow" Swift (4425) with "Smitty'~
Tickton,
a
portable
tipping his tail plane with my
gramophone
and
ballet
wing-tip - but decided it was
records, according to 272
too dangerous, considering the
Squadron's history. 136 Swift
long flight home over the
landed in Karachi on 5th
mountains. It was subsequently
November 1942.
discovered that the American
Once
operational
the
ammunition with which we
squadron undertook strafing
had loaded our guns was
and bombing attacks on targets
slightly over-size and jammed
behind the Japanese lines, as
our guns. This was a major
SWift's DFC citation indicates,
problem and we did not fly
Flight Lieutenant Swift has
flown a large number of
operational sorties. While
serVing in the Middle East he
has taken part in low level
a~acks on road and enemy
azrfiefds, attacked enemy troop
Car'
.
rytng azrcraft and escorted
~alta convoys. In operations in Burma this officer has
estroyed and damaged oil tanks, enemy transport
and airfields. He can always be relied upon to
complete his allotted tasks, whatever the difficulties to
135,

operationally for another six
weeks.

When at last all the
technical hurdles were dealt
with, Swift's squadron built a
reputation as the trainbusters'. News of one of his
actions made it all the way to
the Torch Bearer, August 1943,
News has come ofyet another exploit ofFlightLieutenant RA (Snow) Swift in his beaufighter over
Burma. Swooping from low cloud, he raked two

Robert Alan Swift DFC, 4425, 1928-35. 136. Innes, Dj, Beaufighters Over Burma, Blandford Press, Poole Dorset, 1985.
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When we were stationed at Agartala, in the state of
Poupara, flying in to Burma to reach our targets
parade broke up in wild disorder.
Airborne transport became a defining feature of
meant crossing mountains which exceeded 9000 feet
and often through the heaviest ofcumulus nimbus
the Burma campaign. Not only had the Hump over
cloudfull ofthe most frightening turbulence, rain and
the mountains to China replaced the Burma Road,
lightning, which could ca~se you to fall out in a spin
but as the Army began to move forward the
upside down with the Irrawaddy River just below.
impenetrable nature of the terrain meant air supply
HO Thomas 14 ! was a pilot with 215 Squadron,
of Army units was often the only feasible option. KJ
Hanson!3? arrived in July 1942 to join 352
RAP, flying Dakota transport planes. His son writes,
Squadron, RAE The squadron was based at Calcurta
I understand that for most ofhis adult life dad
used to dream about aircraftflying into the storm
and Trichinopoly. After a stint with Headquarters
173 Wing, RAP,
clouds ofSouth
East Asia. My
he rejoined 353
mother told me
Squadron.
A
month later, in
that on the night
he diedfrom a
September 1943,
SG
Cavill 138
heart attack, she
thought he was
joined the same
having yet
squadron on his
first operational
another
nightmare - a
posting.
nightmare about
Warrant
a colleague's plane
Officer
CL
flying into a
Edwards l39
storm cloud,
completed
his
never to be seen
Canadian EATS
courses
In
"Snow" Swift's (4425) Beaufighter strafes a Japanese train on a railway somewhere in
again.
central Burma, July 1944. In contrast to the British, the Japanese relied on rail and

February 1942. sea transport, both ofwhich were very vulnerable to Allied air attack. Courtesy AWM.
AGL Webb!42
Within a m o n t h .
was a pilot of 34
he had completed his operational training' in
Squadron, RAP, a tactical support squadron that
flew an amazing variety of aircraft in close support of
England and was posted to India with 40 Squadron
RAP. Very soon afterwards he was re-posted to
the XIV Army as it went on the offensive in 1944,
number 215 Squadron RAP flying Wellingtons.
Thunderbolts were builtfor high level pursuit in
Edwards' aircraft was shot-down on a bombing raid
Europe but were given to us for low level bombing.
over the Burmese town of Meiktila on 17 May 1943
They had a nasty habit ofblowing up in the air and the crew posted "missing.
which took some ofour pilots. American engineers
TA Walker '40 , an air-gunner in a Wellington
came out to inspect and believed that some ofthe fuel
bomber squadron, No 36, RAP was posted to India
tanks could not take the 100 degree plus temperature in December 1942. His squadron remained in the
day and night.
East until August 1943 before returning to the
The theatre had its virtues, however. Swift wrote,
we lived in thatched bamboo huts with our own
Mediterranean theatre.
As the RAP build-up continued, supplemented
personal bearer, who was dressed in white robes with
by the US Army Air Force, the Japanese Air Force
an RAP sash and the squadron crest on his turban
dwindled. Eventually the Eastern Air Command, as
and who looked after our personal needs, even
the Allied air forces were known, came to enjoy
standing behind our chairs and personally waiting on
ownership of the skies. However, flying in the
us at dinner in ,the mess.
theatre was always dangerous, not the least because
Taverner's experience of an Indian Army barracks
of the turbulent weather. Swift recalls,
concurs,
Flying in Burma was vastly different to the desert.
The morning started when a cup of 'chat laced
137. Kenneth John Hanson, 4281, 1927-34. 138. Stewart Geoffrey Cavill, 5976, 1938-39. 139. Christopher Lynton Edwards, 4692,
1930-35. Killed 17/5/43. 140. Thomas Allnut Walker, 4432, 1928-33. 141. Henry Greste Thomas, 5422, 1934-37. 142. Arthur
Gordon Langham Webb, 5433, 1934.
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even those in danger of being surrounded, unless
ordered in person by the general commanding. In
support a massive air-supply organisation was
established with which to victual the surrounded
units. He believed that if the defending units could
endure and deny their stores to the Japanese, their
A New Command and a New way
attack would eventually exhaust itself.
Neither side took the offensive in 1943, though
Slim's tactics were pur to the test in February
the Allies did launch two preliminary attacks that
1944. In response to the large raid of the previous
year the Japanese launched their major offensive in
had significant consequences. The first, an insertion
of a large British force behind Japanese lines in the
the north against Imphal, the principal staging post
of the northern
north, caught the
Japanese off guard
Allied armies. In the
and
had
the
south at Arakan a
unexpected result of
slightly
earlier
Spurring them to reoffensive would act
assume the offensive.
as a diversion. Just
previously a small
The second was on
the south coast, at
gain had been made
Akyab, where the
by the 7th Indian
dogged resistance of
Division
in
the Japanese became
preparation for an
clear.
Allied offensive in
In 1943 General
Arakan. All the
William
Slim \43,
a d min i s t rat i v e
were
who was involved A Wellington bomber. Many long hours were spent patr~lling sea-lanes over the sections
.h
lindian, Mediterranean and Atlantic Quam by the Wellmgton crews ofCoastal
all
WIt
neither Command. COl~rtesy AWM.
located in a sm ,
operation, was given
unusually flat, area
called the 'Admin Box'. In the ensuing Japanese
command of the XIV Army under the new South
East Asia Command (SEAC) , under Lord Louis
attack this 'box' was cut off and Slim's emergency
Mountbatten. IG Esplin '44 was transferred to
supply organisation swung into action. Bellmaine's
Headquarters SEAC in November 1943 to take up a
Field Ambulance was in 'the box'. He recalls,
POSt as a Strategic Air Planner in Ceylon. The
At Divisional HQ there were administrative
disparate nature of the theatre is underlined by Felix
services personnel, Field Ambulances, mechanics,
Tavener's comment,
clerks, and all the people who exist to keep a Division
While serving in India an Engineer Officer in our
working, with one company ofBritish Infantry. All
7th Indian Division was posted on a course to
these troops, (except the medicals) had been trained in
Bangalore where he met David Spring 45 (in the South
the use ofsmall arms. With us (nabbed as they were
East Asia Air Force) and told him there was an
passing through!} were a troop ofMedium Artillery
Australian by the name ofTavener in his division.
andfour light tanks.
By 7th February, we, in the ':Admin Box" as it
David said, "If his Christian name is Felix, I was at
school with him'~ At this stage we were 2000 odd
came to be called, were completely surrounded by the
miles apart!
laps. The siege ofthe ':Admin Box" was to last
General Slim recognised that the Japanese success
seventeen days. The terrain ofthe besieged area
lay in their strategy of outflanking the Allied units
comisted ofa flat grassy plain, about the size ofthree
and attacking their supply lines. The Allied units
or four cricket grounds, surrounded by steep hillocks
~sually withdrew in a panic. Japanese units travelled
(rather an unusual geographic formation) with
light, relying on capturing enemy stores. Slim
streamlets and gullies at their bases. There was one
ordered that no Allied unit was ever to withdraw,
dirt road leading in from the west (coastal) side and
with rum was brought to your bed by a native bearer
who then shavedyou in bed before you fronted for PT
(Physical Training). A constant supply offreshly
washed and ironed clothing and a club and squash
court made for a pleasant stay.

143. Field Marshall ir William Slim GCB GCMG GCVO GBE DSO MC, in his capacity as Governor General ofAustr~lia, opened the
~r Memorial Hall ill 1953. 144. Ian George Esplin O~E C~ BEC DFC, 3603, 1924-32. 145. DavldAlfred Hugh Sprmg, 3869,
'25-1933. 67, 5, 3 TAP CommumcatlOns squadrons m IndIa and Burma.
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occupied the high ground and controlled these points
ofentry and exit.
we had control ofthe air. The Dakotas flew in to
drop us supplies but we could not evacuate casualties.
Occasionally, perhaps two or three times in the
seventeen days, a japanese plane wouldfly over at
12000 feet and drop small antipersonnel bombs, but
these were largely ineffective. we had a Field
Ambulance laid out but the japs ignored our Red
Cross flag, and lobbed a few mortar shells in to our
area. we lost one young British Medical Officer, hit,
in the back ofthe neck, as he crouched in a slit trench.
The japanese desisted, presumably to save
ammunition. we shifted our activities into narrow
gullies so, militarily speaking, the japanese did not
achieve much. There was sniper fire from the raised
ground outside the perimeter, so that care was needed.
Everyday there were a few wounded to attend to-but
it was not a heavy casualty rate.
Tavener's unit was one of the field units defending
'The Box'. He relates

My troop was defending an AA gun position on the
spur ofa hill overlooking the one track coming into
the box and known as the ''East Gate':
we had an early fright, when a whole company of
Ghurkhas came running through our position with
the japanese in pursuit. However the Ghurkhas dug
in alongside us and we were briefly in the front line,
but not, as 'TOkyo Rose' claimed, annihilated.
From then on the scrap went on for three wet'ks
with the japanese attacking our positions every night
and by day we got the help ofthe west Yorks, King's
Own Scottish Borderers and the Ghurkhas.
The Admin Box itselfwas under constant shellfire
and attack and the ammunition dump set on fire,
while the problem ofdrinking water from the creek
had to be solved by burying japanese and mules in
bulldozed trenches.
A shortage ofammunition andfood was getting
crucial when air drops started with a stream of
DC3s saving the day. Included in the drops were
large glass jars ofNavy issue rum, which were by far
the most popular.
After about two weeks I had managed to get a
bucket ofwater from the Chaung (creek) which
separated our ridge from the one occupied by the
japanese. I was well soapedfor my first wash when
the two Hurricanes known as the Maungdow Twins
came in to attack the japanese with 20 mm cannon,

but hit our ridge instead, leaving me nicely soaped in
the slit trench and an upturned bucket.
Gradually the tide turned and what remained of
them started pulling out. At this stage the Ngakedauk
Pass was opened by the relieving 5th Indian Division
and it was claimed that for the first time the British
and Indian Army had beaten the japanese in what
was known as the "battle ofthe Admin Box':
The DC3s were protected at all times by a
squadron of Spitfires, 136 Squadron, RAF, in which
WL Cousens l46 was a pilot. The squadron had been
supplied with Spitfires under great secrecy and their
first interceptions of Japanese bombers near
Chittagong were a devastating surprise to the enemy,
earning a special message of congratulations from
Churchill. During the Arakan battle pilots patrolled
for sometimes up to seven hours a day.
The opening of the major Japanese offensive in
the north against Imphal was a repeat of the Arakan
action, but on a far grander scale. Indeed it was one
of the largest Japanese actions of the war and was to
become one of their great defeats. In March three
Japanese divisions invaded India in the Imphal area
and succeeded in isolating thousands of Allied
troops from their supply bases. However, far from
capitulating, as had been the practice earlier in the
war, these troops held fast and another air supply
organisation swung into action. Cousens' 136
Squadron was posted to the Imphal plain and
remained there throughout the battle, the men
quartered underground and performing guard duty
between sorties. The position was tenuous, however,
given the Japanese superiority of numbers.
In April the 7th Indian Division, of which
Bellmaine and Tavener were members, was flown to
join the relieving forces (after the siege of 'the box',
Bellmaine had come down with malaria, ending his
time with operational units. He took up a post in a
British Military Hospital in Northern India).
Eventually, as was the case in Arakan, the Japanese
logistic support structure was unable to meet the
needs of its army. Fighting on empty stomachs and
with little ammunition the Japanese offensive
crumbled against Allied resolve not to surrender
their own stores.
At the close of the campaigns during the
monsoon of mid 1944 the Japanese Army was spent
as an offensive force. The campaigns had been won
and lost in the rear, depending upon each
belligerent's ability to supply his troops, and it is in

146. William Light Cousens, 5984, 1938-1939.
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that light that the strategic significance of POW
into the Arakan yet again to gain the airfields,
labour in Thailand and Burma can be understood.
supported by the naval guns of the Eastern Fleet,
Where the Allies invested in air, the Japanese pur
including HMA Ships Napier, Nepal and Norman.
their faith in rail.
When the campaign was launched in February
The decisive battles of the defence of India had
1945 it was Tavener's 7th Division that crossed the
been fought, and won. Yet the Japanese had not
Irrawaddy and secured the bridgehead that allowed
given up any significant portion of Burma and the
the 17th Division to capture Meiktila and entrap the
Japanese Army was still fighting in China, in the
Japanese Army,
Pacific and was firmly entrenched, with infamous
My unit with a small detachment ofan East
tenacity, in Burma. SEAC strategists were not to
African Brigade, Engineers and a 25 pounder battery
know that the war would be won within a year. The
advanced down virtually unknown tracks through
reconquest of Burma
Gangaw Valley,
was to be only one
known for its scrub
step on a long path to
typhus tick, which
the conquest of the
meant we had to
Japanese isles. With
wear puttees and
that long-term goal in
sleeves rolled down mind
the
rea most unpleasant
establishment of land
outfit in the post
communication with
monsoon humidity.
China once again
The Japanese were
became a priority.
taken by surprise and
China was a possible
the opposition was
base for air operations
only light until we
against Japan and her
reached the banks of
forces in the Pacific.
the Irrawaddy River
Initial proposals for
near Pakokku, where
the reconquest of
they fought fiercely
Burma
included
before withdrawing.
amphibious landings
While the main
near
Rangoon.
body ofthe Army was
However the demands
heavily engaged at
of other theatres
Mandalay fightingfor
proscribed
the
the only bridge over
A Dakota transport aircraft drops mpplies to forward units ofthe British
necessary
landing XIVth Army. The Allies' capacity to supply their army by air was a decisive
the Irrawaddy, our
e .
qUlpment. Instead factor in the victory on the Burma Front. Courtesy AW7If
division crossed the
Sl'1m resolved
to
river with small boats
destroy the Japanese Army in the North with a single
and outboard motors landing at Nyaungu, which
decisive blow, rather than fight a protracted, bloody
fortunately was only held by the INA (Indian National
Army), who only put up minor opposition. These were
C~Paign against a withdrawing army. His plan was a
tactical m
'
.
J
.
Indian troops who had defected to the Japanese.
asterplece, reversIng apanese tacDes upon
themselves. He planned to hold the bulk of the
we rapidly established ourselves in the nearby
J~panese 15th and 33rd Armies in the North with a
township ofPagan, which was the ancient capital of
significant attack upon Mandalay with the British
Burma, with an amazing number oftemples.
The close tactical support provided by the Air
~rd Corps, where there was a bridge across the river.
Ri eanwhile his 4th Corps would cross the Irrawaddy
Force to the XIV Army was increasing in
J Ver to the South and cut the escape route of the
sophistication. Arthur Webb was with the 2nd TAP
~panese at Meiktila. This would involve the longest
in England when he was posted to 34 Squadron
CiVer
RAF in March 1944. He flew Hurricanes,
. cr'
OSslllg 0 f the war and could only be achieve d
With
I
'
.
Thunderbolts and Typhoons.
ffi .comp ete surprISe. In preparation for the
o enslve the British 15th Corps had begun advancing
I was transferredfrom 245 to 34, an English
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Burma, when that army broke out from the Imphal
squadron, which was just about to leave the border of
Valley advancing down the Irrawaddy River toward
India for Burma. What a difference to flying the
British Channel! British Army engineers cleared some
Rangoon. During the siege ofMeiktila I recall
ofthe less dense areas ofthe Burmese jungle in
landing on the airstrip where the Ghurkhas were
making 'instant' airfields, ofa kind...
squatting on their haunches with their Kukris waiting
for the japanese to come out from their foxholes to
Sorties oftwelve was our general pattern but some
ofour duties known as 'cab rank' included circling in
fight, which they never did. Within 4 hours the
pairs above the advancing army and upsetting pockets
japanese had retreated and we were able to take off;
ofjaps entrenched in mountain peaks. Two five
but a few weeks later they recaptured the airstrip.
hundredpounders [bombs] were most effective,
From 31 Sqn we were posted to 215 Squadron,
thrown into tunnels on seven second delay.
RAE a Liberator Bomber Squadron, which we
Pilots who had
converted to a
completed their
Dakota Squadron.
tours were
With that I flew
sometimes seconded
34 operational
to the army to take
sorties. One of
which was near
up positions on
Akyab, where the
advantageous
peaks, and radio
japanese had
instructions to the
completely
'cab rank'pilots.
surrounded a
British ground
There was no rush
ofvolunteers for
force. we were
that one!
ordered to do a
The distances
supply drop over
from the airfields
the japanese
Troops
ofthe
British
XlVth
Army
cross
the
Irrawaddy
River,
south
ofMandalay
were becoming
positions in the
The bridge was blown up in 1942 by retreating British troops. Felix Taverner
longer and it was
jungle
in order to
(4095) was involved in the initial crossing ofthe river, which was the widest
opposed crossing ofany river in the war. Courtesy AWM.
necessary to carry
make it appear
overload tanks - to
that a relief
be dropped when emptied, on Hurricanes and later on
column was arriving. The ruse worked although our
Thunderbolts. My longest sortie was 3 hours 15
aircraft was hit by groundfire as we were flying at
minutes - somewhat uncomfortable. The squadron
250 feet. On another occasion, when carrying a load
was pleased to receive a letter from the Air Vice
ofpetrol one ofour engines was on fire which we
couldn't put out with the automatic extinguishers. So
Marshal commending the RAP Group in Burma. In
commending 34 Squadron and a squadron in another
we did not get through without incident.
area - 113, we were told that each ofthese squadrons
The Battle for Central Burma was reaching
resolution by mid-March, and Slim's objective of
averaged over 500 sorties a month during the last
three months ofhostilities. Our own squadron clocked
annihilating the Japanese Army in a decisive stroke
up 681 sorties in October 1944.
was a success. The way to Rangoon in the south lay
The capture of Meiktila very soon turned into the
open. Without a pause he sent his 4th Corps down
siege of Meiktila, and once again the besieged relied
the Sittang Valley against the Japanese 28th Army.
heavily on air supply. HO Thomas!47, a wireless
Starving and disease ridden, the Japanese were
operator, was posted to 31 Squadron, RAP from 271
continually overrun and the progress of the leading
Squadron in Europe.
elements of 4th Corps hampered only by natural
... we were then posted to the South East Asian
obstacles. At the begining of May two Indian
theatre as an experienced aircrew to be the nucleus of
Brigades made' unopposed landings near Rangoon,
the force to recapture Singapore. we joined 31 Sqn
and on May 3rd 1945 Rangoon wa liberated,
RAP at Hathazari near Chittagong andflew a
having been deserted by its former occupants. The
further 48 operations supplying the 14th Army in
Battle for Burma was over.
147. Henry Oreste Thomas, 5422, 1934-1937.
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The Japanese war

The Forgotten Brigade: the garrisons of
Rabaul, Ambon and Timor
Of the three brigades that originally comprised
the 8th Division only two, the 22nd and 27th went
~o Malaya. The 23rd Brigade was spread across the
Islands to the north of Australia, piecemeal fashion,
to be swallowed by the Japanese advances of early
1942. Their fate is tragic in that these small units
never stood a chance (and should never have been
?Iaced) against the full weight of the Japanese
Invasio
. n, an d yet t h ere was not genera I
capn uIatlon.
.
Groups of Australians evaded the
Japanese, some to escape thousands of miles to
Aust~alia and some to join together and build a
guenlla force well behind enemy lines.
Lark Force: Imprisonment and Escape from Rabaul

The Story of the Rabaul garrison is a gallant
in Australian military history. When the
deCISion was made to garrison Rabaul, then the
of N ew G'
capital
h
umea, no one could h ave kn own

cha?~er

t at the Japanese had decided to make that port

their base of opetations in the south west Pacific
area. The various Navy, Army and Air Force units
that were vested with the defence of New Britain
were in every encounter with the enemy massively
outnumbered and technically outclassed, yet
resilient and defiant.
Lieutenants DM Selby! and PW Fisher were with
a Militia anti-aircraft battery training at North Head
when Selby received an order,
saying we were required to send a force ofseventy
odd men and two guns for the defence ofRabauL. At
the age of35 I was considered, at that time, too old
to join the AlF so I asked the CO ifI could go with
that force and he agreed and appointed me OC ofthe
unit. Peter Fisher, also an Old Boy ofShore, was
appointed my 2ilc.
Their unit was part of 'Lark Force', which consisted
of the 2/22nd Infantry Battalion (DF Gilfillan3); the
17th Anti-Tank Battery
Sne1l4) and the 2/1st
Independent Company (WT Cracknell5, MT More1l6).
In addition was the local New Guinea Volunteer
Rifles, of which John Morell? was a member.

aT

1. DavidM.
Jut
19
ayer Selby, 2861, 1919-1923. 2. Peter Wzllace Fisher, 4502, 1929-1934. 3. Douglas Fraser Gilfillan, 3278, 1922. Killed
6.~. /2. 4. Jaek Tolson Snell, 2066, 1914-1915, KilledJuly 1942.5. Walter Thomas Cracknel~ 3938, 1926-1930. KiiledJuly 1942.
Ie ael Throsby Morell, 5187, 1933-1937. 7. John Francis Morell, 5186, 1933-1936. Killed July 1942.
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Section 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - John Morell, an employee of Burns Philp in the
confirmed that very afternoon with the arrival of a
colony, had enlisted in the AlF at the ourbreak of
Japanese reconnaissance plane. Another returned at
war and had seen service in the Middle East, where
Christmas. Both were too high for anti-aircraft
he was wounded. Being discharged medically unfit
guns. Then on 4th January 1942 a third
he returned to his family in Rabaul. Another
reconnaissance aircraft appeared followed by
resident of the colony was HG "Tiki" Doyle S, a
sixteen bombers. Immediately Fisher ordered the
firing of the first shots in defence of Australian
planter. He had been turned down by the AlF on
medical grounds. Vincent Bath9 was on rhe island
terrirory. The Japanese bombs fell harmlessly to
as a mIssIOnary.
the side of the aerodrome.
Accompanying Lark Force was No. 24
Another raid followed that night and then
(Wirraway) Squadron RAAF, in which BH
another on 6th January. 24 Squadron was caught
lO
Anderson was a pilot
unawares, bur four
Wirraways were able to
and C Griffin II a staff
officer.
lift off and one, piloted
In rotal the Army
by Bruce Anderson,
garrison would not
closed on a flying-boat
to engage in the first
have exceeded 1400
men. Upon arrival the
fighter air combat of
2/1st
Independent
the theatre l4 • However
Company was posted
the aircraft was not
to New Ireland (where
up to the task and
EHF Mitchell 12 and
despite
firing
all
l3
AF Kyle were Naval
his ammunition no
Coastwatchers) thus
damage was done ro
reducing the numbers
the Japanese plane.
further.
Selby's shooting was
Ammunition was
more
successful,
Lieutenants PmI' Fisher (4502), left, and David Selby (2861), right,
so
short
Selby's outside their hut at Malaguna Camp, Rabaul. They were 2ilc and OC,
damaging one aircraft,
achieved by manual
application to fire one respectively, ofRabaul's only anti-aircraft unit. Couru.\)' AWM.
or two shots by way of demonstration ro his tro,ops
was refused. Initially the AlF men of the 2 /22nd
regarded the teenagers of Selby's unit as 'Choccos',
bur once the firing started distinctions were
forgorren. Selby wrote,
I could not have askedfor a keener set ofmen than
those that made up my unit ofseventy odd men, most
ofthem very young, many still in their teens. One day,
to my surprise, a senior officer from Moresby visited
our unit to callfor volunteers for the AIF I gave the
order for any man so willing to take one pace forward.
Like a well drilled unit every man stepped a pace
forward, but eventually, they fought and died as
militiamen.
Peter Fisher wrote in mid 1942, "The news of
the bombing of Pearl Harbour on 8th December
1941 was as 'startling' to us as it was to the whole
world". Yet by the end of that day the Barrery had
deployed into a pre-planned position. Fears were

estimation of range and speed, it being roo dark for
the use of the unit's basic instruments. This provided
a point of ironic reflection for Selby:
I was sent to do an officer's course at North Head.
At one ofthe lectures, an officer worked out an
enormously complicated equation for determining the
correct settings for elevation, fuse and deflection when
engaging enemy aircraft. At the end ofthe lecture he
said 'any questions?" I asked him why it was necessary
to know all that when a predictor had all the
answers? As I was no mathematician, the enemy
would be safely home before I was ready to fire a shot.
His answer was singularly prophetic. "YtJU might have
to go into action without a predictor, " he said.
Following raids were made ourside of the barrery's
range. Then on the morning of 20th January the
enemy arracked en mass. 24 Squadron was
scrambled to meet a flight of Zero fighters. This
would be the first encounter of the Zero with the

8. Harry Granville Doyle, 3108,1921-1923. Killedjuly 1942.9. Vincent George Bath, 553,1901-1908. Killedjuly 1942.10. Bnta
HoraaAnderson, 4648, 1930-1933. Killed22/3142. 11. CuthbertGl'iffin, 1966, 1914-1916. Killed 23/7145.
12. Eric Henry Fitzroy Mitchell, 4553, 1929-193/. Killed july 1942. 13. Alan Fairlie Kyle D C, 1720. 1912-19J4. Missing june 1942.
presumed killed Sept 1942. 14. Gillison D, Royal AltStralian Air Force 1939-1942, AWM. Canberra. 196?, 318.
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Australian fighters. The result displayed the
Wirraway's inadequacy and prompted the comment
by Doc Evatt that their deployment was, "murder criminal folly." Perhaps to Anderson's good fortune
his aircraft stalled just after take-off, crashing and
injuring him, but forestalling a worse possibility.
Fisher recalled ,

It seemed almost unreal that such a thing as a
dogfight, about which I had so often read, should now
be taking place befOre my eyes. The horror ofthe scene
Was made the more real when two minutes later the first
Wirraway went spiralling into the sea, smoke andflame
pouringfrom its engine and breaking up as it fell.
The action lasted ten minutes. Of the eight
Wirraways of 24 Squadron, two were serviceable
following the raid.
There followed wave after wave of enemy
bombers and fighter strafing attacks. Selby's "two
semi-obsolete 2". semi-automatic AA guns" the only
defence. Under Fisher's command the battery
engaged the bombers whilst defending itself against
concerted fighter attacks.
FollOWing raids avoided the battery completely
and destroyed the coastal guns that protected the
harbour. In the afternoon of 22nd January Fisher
ordered the destruction of the battery's guns and the
unit headed inland to join a company of the 2/22nd.
The Japanese landing occurred early the next
m .
Ornlllg. It was one of the largest of the war,
overwhelming the 1400 Australians.
Due to the tireless concern of its commanding
o.fficer all 24 Squadron members were evacuated,
either by the surviving Hudson aircraft, or by
Catalina flying-boats at a pre-arranged rendezvous.
'
. .
In the m
eantlme
a to ken resIstance
was put up by
the land forces. Selby wrote,

After the Japs landed there we joined a company
defending a road junction a short distance inland.
F~llowing a short interval ofshooting, the order was
~lve7' "Each man will fend fOr himself" and so ended
he Battle ofRabaul' ifit can be so adled.

B !~e story of the following trek through the New
tItalll jungle, the discipline of the soldiers, and their
eVentual rescue by small boat, is a feat unsurpassed in
AUstralian ml'1'Itary h'Istory. Marc h"mg m I1eavy ram
.
along n '
k
.
atlve trac s over steep and muddy terram the
Were
C
• hOd
. "ClOr two
men
d
orten
Wit
out faa . At one pomt,
I ays We ate no more than a ration biscuit and half a
emon - as WeII as an occaslona
.
IpIece
'
a fO taro. " F'IS I1er,
tyhPical of all the escapees, trekked over 300 miles in
' fever.
t e heat a fO a ma Ianal
0

Few Australians managed to escape and those rhat
did were scattered in small groups, most making for
the plantation at Tol. Fisher's and Selby's group
approached the plantation where they could expect
to find abandoned stock. However the Japanese had
anticipated their movements,

Early one morning, within a few miles ofToI, we
halted to see to our amazement five Japanese
pinnaces making toward the Plantation. we went
fOrward a couple ofmiles to warn Colonel Scanlan,
whom we fOund by the Pailkup River, but befOre we
had even finished speaking the first shells from the
two-pounder guns mounted on the Pinnaces were
heard screaming over Tol. During the morning we
heard many shots and reconciled ourselves to the fict
that the Japanese would by now have killed most of
the pigs and cattle alleged to be on the Plantation.
Two days later we were to learn to our unbelievable
astonishment that it was not pigs and cattle that had
been shot during this brief visit.
Over the next few days five wounded men made
contact with Fisher's party, left for dead by the
Japanese who had massacred over 120 POWs at the
plantation. Attached to the door of the homestead
was a notice suggesting the remaining Australians
give themselves up.
In spite of the notice, or perhaps because of it,
Fisher and his party pressed on, eventually arriving
at the mission of an Australian Catholic missionary,
Father Harris, at Palmalmal. Here it was decided a
base would be established, including an aid post
under the Medical Officer Major Palmer, and that a
native root, kow-kow, would be sowed. Selby is
reported as saying, "No one so much as Major
Palmer and Father Harris ever helped restore my
faith in human nature."
On the morning of 5th April 1942, after a
hazardous open-sea voyage in a 28 foot launch
through two tropical storms, Alan Timperley, skipper,
and two Australian soldiers landed at Palmalmal.
It is hard to say who was the most surprised [wrote

Timperley in his report}. I shall never fOrget the
expression Lt Fisher 5fice held when we acquainted
him with the fict that we had crossed to New Britain
fi-orn Papua. I journeyed with Lt Fisher to Wunung
and where I fOund thirty more men. The personnel
were in a ftightfUl condition: fOr the most part they
were very wet,k and required medical attention.
Expecting the boat to contain Japanese soldiers,
Fisher was observing the landing party from the
cover of some kunai grass,
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I could see that the soldiers were not faps. I thought
interned with the non-native pop u I a t ion 0 f
at first that perhaps they were just another party
administration officials, missionaries (including
coming down the coast. I went towards them and to
Vincent Bath) and others. The civilians were joined
my everlasting astonishment discovered they had come
by captured military personnel, including Gilfillan of
from Moresby...
the infantry battalion and Snell of the anti-tank
Upon word to Moresby, via Timperley's
battery. The 2/1st Independent Company on New
wireless the Laurabarda skippered by Ivan Champion,
was similarly overwhelmed, making prisoners
Ireland
a vessel of 100 tons - "about the size of a ferry bus on
the Lane Cove River" - set sail from Moresby with a
of Cracknell, and EHF Mitchell the
Coastwatcher. They were brought to Rabaul. The
medical officer and sup p lie s. The Laurabarda
fate of Alan Kyle, another Coastwatcher on New
arrived at Palmalmal on 9th April. Meanwhile word
Ireland, is unclear.
had been passed to the
He was presumed
scattered Australians
executed in September
that a ship was on the
1942. Michael Morell,
way. On 12th April
with
the
211st
1942 she set sail for
on New Ireland,
Moresbywith 150 men
somehow escaped to
aboard. Selby wrote,
return to Australia.
Even the elements
Sometime about
combined to assist our
get-away. A strong
22nd June 1942
these men were some
wind and hard driving
of the 1050 POWs
rain came down just as
and internees who
we pulled out between
embarked upon the
the islands. .. Up on
Above: David Selby (2861), on the far left, standing before HMAS
Laurabada with others survivors ofLark Force, April 1942. Courtesy
vessel SS Montevideo
the bridge, with very
AWM. Below: The Laurabada stands o./fthe wharfat Palmalmal
Maru bound for
little covering, we were
Plantation, April 1942, just prior to departing with 156 survivors ofLark
Hainan Island III
drenched through Force, including two DId Boys. Courtesy AWM'.
the South China
drenched, but never so
Sea. Somewhere off
happy in the whole of
Luzon,
III
the
our lives.
Philippines, the ship
It was a sorry
looking crowd who were
was
intercepted
by
an
American
greeted by General
submarine, which,
Morris on our arrival.
unaware of its cargo,
weak from hunger,
torpedoed it. There
shaking with malaria
were no survivors.
welimpedonouruke~
News of the disaster
infected legs. A war
did not become
correspondent asked me
what had kept us going
to
apparent
Australian authorities and the families of the missing
through so much hardship and horror. I had kept in my
hip pocket a colouredphotograph ofmy wife and, at
until October 1945. At which time the Minister for
that time, my only daughter. After I had swum rivers
External Territories notified the House of the
and slept in the rain the photo was reduced to a
incident, stating,
coloured smear. "Meet my wife and daughter" I said 15
Those servicemen and civilians who have lost their
The story was not over for those left behind. John
lives in such a iragic manner have undoubtedly given
Morell and Tiki Doyle had sent their wives to the
their lives in defence ofAustralia just as surely as those
who died face to face with the enemy. 16
safety of Australia, whilst they remained to man a
15. Both Selby and Fisher wrote accounts oftheir escape. Selby's was published as the book Hell and High ~ter. Fisher's, from which this
account has drawn heavily, was lodged with the Australian ~r Memorial in 1998. 16. tatement by the Minister for External Territories
in the House ofRepresentatives on Friday, 5th October, 1945.
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Gull Force: Ambon

On 5th December, it was decided to reinforce
Ambon. 'Gull Force', comprised of the 2/21 st
Infantry Battalion was dumped on Ambon about
550 miles north of Darwin, when the Japanese were
already moving south, only to find the island
virtually indefensible with such a pitifully few
troops.
On 30th January 1942, the Japanese invaded in
force soon overcoming the 2/21 st, which was devoid
of sufficient manpower to defend 386 square miles
of difficult terrain. Finally 791 surrendered. 263
were shipped away to Hainan leaving 528. Of these
405 died from illness and starvation, including JL
Rawling l?
Sparrow Force: Resistance on Timor

The 2/40th Battalion (HM Warren l8 ) was
composed almost exclusively ofTasmanians where it
Was raised. It, with the 2/2nd Independent
COmpany (JA Rosel'!), formed 'Sparrow Force',
which occupied Dili in Portuguese Timor on 15th
December 1941. The Japanese invaded, using
paratroopers, on 20th February 1942. Again
overwhelming enemy numbers rendered real
resistance to Japanese occupation impossible, but
the Independent Company, which had been
stationed away from the site of the landing, was
spared the brunt of the blow. This was borne by the
2/40th, most of whom were taken prisoner. 1137
Australians were taken prisoner after the surrender.
Warren was not one of these, however, and he
managed to locate and join the Independent
Company, which had taken to the hills to wage a
guerilla war against the invaders. Independent
COmpanies were an innovation of the early years of
the war, when German victories in Europe had
forced the British Army to consider less
Con
.
ventlonal means of taking the fight to the enemy.
Th'
.
IS lead to the establishment of Commando Units.
In Australia
they
became
"Independent
Companies", trained to fight independently of the
Usual structures of military support.
IT'
n Imor the 2/2nd, relying on the support of the
local pop u IatlOn
' an d .incorporatIng
. t h e 20 0 survivors
.

~~ Sparrow force,

initiated a reconnaissance system,
aId ambushes and mounted raids against the
Japanese until 1943. It was not until twO months
.
.h
after the Japanese '
InVaSIOn,
t h at ra d'10 contact wIt

Australia was made and the military hierarchy knew
of their existence. Their presence meant the Japanese
garrison could never relax, and it helped foment in
the invaders' minds the fear of a counter-invasion. To
the extent that an entire Japanese division was posted
to the island to reinforce it. Later, the Japanese
garrison was effectively marooned on Timor, unable
ro break the Allied blockade of the island.
In September 1942 the 2/4th Independent
Company (GJ Martin 1o , WL Staples11 ) was landed
on Timor to reinforce the 2/2nd. The two units
continued their guerilla operations, establishing
observation posts and radioing to Australia valuable
information on enemy movements. Staples recalls an
odd liaison with some residents,
I was sent on patrol to investigate Japanese
bombing ofa nearby convent. we arrivedfinding the
nuns had vacated the convent. It was occupied by a
gaggle ofgeese. we had been suffering a food shortage
for some time. Each patrol member grabbed a goose
which when eaten was appreciated. In 1973 members
ofour Company returned to Timor on a sentimental
journey. we re-visited the convent mentioned above
and I was relating this story to the nun in charge and
she then gave me absolution for my crime.
In October NB Trebeck22 was sent to Timor to
report on the viabiliry of future operations there. He
carried with him bags of silver coins, necessary to
win over the local people, who were suffering
Japanese reprisals for their help to the Australians.
Lugging the heavy bags of currency over the steep
terrain of Timor was hard work! After some days
discussion in the headquarters Trebeck made a tour
of the various positions held by the Australians,
.. , we went forward to a point overlooking
Turiscai and Moabisee valley. The trip back was in
pouring rain and got absolutely soaked to the skin,
and the news on arriving back was that one ofthe
observation posts had been occupied by the Japs.
In fact the Japanese had begun a campaign to
rid the island of the Australians, and this, coupled
with the increasing hostility of the hard-pressed
natives, convinced those back in Australia to recall
the two companies.
By the end ofJanuary 1943 all the Australians had
been evacuated, to fight elsewhere; but the Japanese
sent against them remained until after the cessation
of hostilities in 1945.

~~. john Loudon Rawling, 4224, 1927-1928. Died whilst POW, date unknown. 18. HOl'l1ce Maxwell u:'tmerl, 3351, 1922-1923.
22' John Albert Rose, 5769, 1936-1937. 20. Gordoll./ohn Martin, 4550, 1929-1930. 21. u:'ttlter Leeson Staples, 5779, 1936-1937.
. Norman Bruce Trebeck, 4604, 1929-1933.
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1942 - The Papuan Campaign:
Milne Bay, Kokoda, Buna-Gona

my mother's house. I was not to see them for more
than two long years.
The troopship to Moresby was a nightmare, a
converted cargo ship, rows ofhammocks in the hold,
no amenities, we were rarefy allowed on deck, the
toilets out the stern were crude and no help to the
seasick troops. The laps controlled the air and it was
about the time ofthe Coral Sea Battle. we survived
andjoined our units in Moresby in reasonable order.
That same month the Army Medical
Coordinator in Sydney arrived at Sydney Hospital
and called for three volunteers to meet the desperate
need for Medical Officers in New Guinea. PH
Greenwe1l 42, a recent graduate and Resident Medical
Officer to the hospital, enlisted and was in New
Guinea by mid-August.
Back in Australia, experienced AlF officers were
being hurriedly inserted into militia units in an
attempt to balance the inexperience of others. BH
Travers43 was appointed to the headquarters staff of
3 Division. As a veteran officer his diary's entry
regarding the untested CMF officers is pertinent,
One thing that struck me was the youth ofthe

The arrival of the 7th Division at Adelaide ill
February 1942 was not before time. Australian and
Dutch garrisons were falling across the South West
Pacific and the fate of the Philippines was very
much in doubt. Australia began preparing for
invasion. In April General Douglas MacArthur
unexpectedly arrived in North Queensland after a
patrol/torpedo boat and bomber dash from the
Philippines. He assumed command of American
forces in Australia and, at the invitation of the
Australian Government, the supreme command of
the theatre. His directive was to prevent landings in
South West New Guinea and Australia.
In that same month the 3rd Battery of the 2/1
Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment arrived in Port
Moresby. This particular unit was commanded by an
Old Boy, PWA Kels0 23 and contained 17 others,
WN Barnes24, RV Bourke25, CD Cadwallader26, DA
Garretf7, GB Hicks 28 , BM Irving2', GM Irving3°, SI
Lambert31 , EL Merrett32 , RS Miller33, RH Morris34 ,
SI Larnberr3', RB Sautelle36,
(J
• Hollandla
HH Shrimpton 37, DM
ADMIRALTY ISLANDS
38
3
Thomas , DE Woods 9,
and GE Wanseto. The
w
Battery was despatched
z
Bismarck Sea
to guard the 7 Mile
: :)
CJ
Aerodrome and remained
NEW GUINEA ~
.
c
3=
in Port Moresby until the
w
end of November 1942.
Z
41
LWF Rawson
was a
J:
o
corporal in a militia
IPAPUA
Gasmata
::)
machine gun company,
C
later to
become 7
Machine Gun Battalion,
Solomon Sea
AlE In May 1942 his unit
was given embarkation
ra
leave,
Thursday Is.
I had one week's final
C>
leave with my loving wife
and children who had
Coral Sea
followed to Sydney, and
Pllpau dnd New Guinea Battlefields
were staying downstairs in

«

-

23. Patrick William Kelso, 3292, 1922-1925.24. Walter Norman Barnes, 4943, 1931-1938. 25. Roger Vincent Bourke, 5286, 19341937. 26. Colin Daniel Cadwallader, 2907, 1920-1925.27. DavidAllan Garrett, 5139,1933-193628. Geoffrey Broughton Hicks,
3973, 1926-1931.29. Bruce MlIXwell Irving, 4282, 1927-1934.30. Gordon MlIXwell Irving, 3804,1925-1929.31. Sydney Ivanhoe
Lambert, 3544, 1923-1925. 32. Eric Leslie Merrett, 3159, 1921-1924. 33. Robert Saul Miller, 3475, 1923-1927. 34. Richard
HolywellMorris, 4210, 1927-1931. 35. Sydney Ivanhoe Lambert, 3544, /923-1925.36. RichardBentleySautelle, 4940, 1931-1935.
37. Herbert Henderson Shrimpton, 5037, 1932-1935.38. Donald Mortimer Thomas, 3057, 1920-192639. Donald Eberle Woodr,
3360, 1922-1923.40. Geoffrey Edward Wansl?)\ 5057, 1932-1934.41. Leo Warwick Felix Rawson, 3854, 1924-1927. 42. Peter
Howard Greenwell, 4983, 1932-1935.43. Basil Holmes Travers, 4428, 1928-1937.
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officers. They all seem extremely young. They appear to
lack something and I don't quite know what it is at
present. I wonder if it is their lack ofconfidence
though they appear to have plenty ofit. Whenever I
talk to militia officers I get a feeling ofsuperconfidence; I do not think I am getting stuck up but
in comparison with my knowledge they appear to
know so little that it surprises me... I think their
standard oftraining corresponds with ours at JuNs
[Palestine} in June 1940."
By the end of the following spring the CMF had
proved themselves worthy comrades of the AlE

The Battles ofthe Coral Sea and Midway.
The Port Moresby garrison did not have long to
wait before the Japanese offensive turned towards
them. The bulk of the returned AIF units divisions
were still in Australia when twin invasion forces (one
for POrt Moresby, one for Tulagi, off Guadalcanal in
the Solomon Islands) steamed from Rabaul at the
beginning of May 1942. Tulagi was occupied
without opposition by the carrier strike force, which
then rushed north west to accompany the transports
as they approached Moresby,
Rear-Admiral Fletcher's American Task Force 17,
comprising two carrier groups, Yorktown and
Lexington, rushed to intercept the carriers, whilst a
cruiser group, Task Force 17.3, comprising the RAN
vessels Australia (RT Richardson1s was Rate Officer
of an 8" gun crew) and Hobart OS Ellis"') and the
USS Chicago, under Admiral Grace RN, sped to
block the Jomard Passage, through which the
invasion fleet would pass. At the same time four
Queensland based B17 Fortress bombers flew via
POrt Moresby to attack the fleet, without success.
Success was had by RJ Moran 17 , a 49th Battalion
~ilitia (at that time) soldier guarding the Kila Kila
aIrstrip near Port Moresby:

One afternoon when US aircraft were returning
/rom bombing operations, during the Coral Sea
Battle, a lone Jap Zero fighter ftllowed a US plane, at
low level, to the landing strip area. This enabled us to
fire Some shots 'in anger:
To our amazement the Zero crashed into a hill some
distance away ftom us. When the Zero was inspected it
was found that a .303 bullet had severed the petrol
line and caused the demise ofthe Zero and its pilot.
On the day the Philippines fell, 7th May, Fletcher
opened the Battle of the Coral Sea despatching a
force of 93 aircraft. Sighting the carrier Shoho the

group attacked and sunk her with multiple bomb
and torpedo hits. In the meantime Grace's group
came under attack from the aircraft of the Japanese
carriers. Expertly avoiding all bombs and torpedoes
the anti-aircraft fire of the ships was sufficient to
ward off the attack. The following day the first over
the horizon naval battle in history continued with
the opposing carrier forces launching concurrent
attacks in bleak, squally weather. The Americans,
many of who failed to find their targets, had not the
luck of the previous day, bur rendered the carrier
Shokaku in-operational, three bombs piercing her
deck. The more skilled Japanese pilots, enjoying
brilliant sunshine and visibility, pressed home an
attack on both the carriers. The Lexington received
multiple torpedoes and the Yorktown a destructive
single bomb, killing 66 men.
The returning Japanese pilots reported both
carriers burning and low in the water. They were
confident of a victory, two carriers to their one.
However the invasion of Port Moresby was
postponed till July, which was a strategic victory for
the Allies; and perhaps as importantly the lessons
learned from Americas first experience in the new
form of naval warfare were to be used in the
following battle.
All minds were now trained to the question of
what would Japan do next? Admiral Yamamoto had
devised a complicated plan designed to lure the
remaining American Pacific Fleet from her base at
Pearl Harbour, and into a trap. Unfortunately for
Yamamoto, United States code-breakers had broken
the Japanese Naval cypher and were able to interpret
his intentions. When the battle came in June the
American carriers steamed for the island of Midway,
where Yamamoto's carriers and transports were
preparing to launch an invasion, rather than chase
the bait, a ruse against the Kurile Islands far to the
north.
Luck played into the American's hands, bur there
is also no questioning the resolve of the American
pilots who flew what amounted to suicide missions
against the more powerful Japanese carriers. For
their bravery, however, they were awarded with a
victory so decisive the balance of naval power in the
Pacific changed overnight. In one engagement the
Imperial Japanese Navy lost four carriers, and the
US Navy could now claim parity.
Not surprisingly this had significant flow-on

44.
/ .J ma/luscrlpt,
.
'1 45 . Rolid
'/i'elJor
19 Traver'~" BI-I unpu bl'lmea
p I q.
m
" Rich(lrdson ' ."')911 , 1937-1939.46. .John Stevenson Ellis, 4082,
26-1933. Killed 20/7/4.3.47. Ronald.Jolm Moran, 3476, 1')23-1926.
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Navy staggered in the shock of such a massive defeat
the Imperial Army took the initiative and launched
a land campaign that would pit Australia's militia
and the veteran AlF 6th and 7th Divisions against
the enemy in the most inhospitable terrain on earth.
A month and a half after the Midway defeat
elements of the Japanese South Seas Force landed at
Buna and Gona, and began their trek across the
Owen Stanley Range, on a foot ttack that ran
through a village named Kokoda.
Landings at Buna
and Gona and the
Advance on Port
Moresby.

that were soon to earn their place in the legend of
'The Track'. Vernon was the only Medical Officer
present on the 29th July when the airfield was lost
amidst a heavy action, which cost the battalion their
commanding officer. The 80 surviving Australians
withdrew to meet two other 39 Battalion companies
down the track. Counter attacks to regain Kokoda
succeeded temporarily, but the most the decimated
battalion could achieve was a fighting withdrawal.
With the loss of the airfield the only means of supply
was by manhandling over the 10000 foot range. The
Japanese base at
Buna supported a
force of 13500
troops, including
artillery.
Their
determination to
take Moresby was
firm. Writing to
the Torch Bearer
some weeks later
the inexhaustible
Vernon stated,
Since then have
lived out in the
Owen Stanley

A
Japanese
landing that close
to Moresby had
been anticipated
by
MacArthur,
however Japanese
strategy was a
week ahead and
the landings were
virtually
unopposed.
Kokoda village and airfield, July 1942. The airfield lay 1200 fiet above sea level in
Range, and am
Nevertheless
a the Owen Stanley Range and was only approachable by foot. Courtesy AWM.
still there, and
company of the
think it was never intended to be inhabited by
militia 39th Battalion and some Papuan Infantrymen
human beings.
were on the track charged with the protection of the
The official hisrorian records Washington's
airstrip at Kokoda, which lay 1200 feet above sea
interest in the Japanese advance, questioning
level and was inapproachable by land apart from the
MacArthur as to how he intended to halt it. He
rarely used Kokoda Track. Australian and American
replied that the 7th Division would begin to move to
commanders dismissed the possibility of a Japanese
New Guinea in a few days. Why the inexperienced
advance on Moresby, and concluded the Buna14th Brigade was sent initially and not the veteran
Gona landings were to establish a beachhead for a
brigade is unclear. Possibly MacArthur's insistence
forward airfield.
that Moresby was not the destination of the BunaIt was the veterans of the Malaya campaign, the
Gona force caused him to under garrison the land
41st Infantry Regiment, that led the Japanese
approaches to the city. Indeed, the Australians
advance towards Kokoda and the airstrip. On the
fighting the Papuan campaign had to labour under
edge of the Kokoda airstrip they met the 39th
an American High Command that knew nothing of
Battalion, and a desperate defence of the airstrip was
the reality of conditions on the track, and insisted
made. Captain GH Vernon 48 was a, Medical Officer
the Japanese force to be a small one.
with ANGAU, The Australian New Guinea
Exhausted and worn thin by constant fighting in
Administration Unit, a unit that, amongst other
torrential rain, .the 39th Battalion was joined by the
things, was responsible for liaisons with New Guinea
2/14th, 2/16th Battalions (HRT Hodgkinson 49
natives and the providing of the porters and carriers
Medical Officer, RJ White*) and the 53rd Militia
48. Geoffrey Hampden Vernon MC, 220, 1892-1898. Capt Vernon won a MC amongst the trenches ofthe First World Wlr and was
Mentioned in Despatches twice. Re-enListing in Papua for the Second World Wlr at the age of60, he W(/S the oldest serving Old Boy He
died ofinjuries at Samurai, New Guinea, on 16 May 1946. 49. Henry Richard Hodgkimon, 4715a, 1930-1933. *RexJames White,
2546, 1917 - 1922.
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Battalion QA Crowso , WA JacksonS!) when on 26th
August, the Japanese launched a concerted push.
High in the thick jungle above Port Moresby, a
battle raged for three weeks, the impenetrability of
the terrain masking the reality of the situation from
both sides. Withdrawing as they fought, the
Australians found it impossible to prepare positions
before facing yet another Japanese attack on their
flanks. The disintegration of the 53rd Battalion
confirmed prejudices against the militia in the
minds of the AIF, whilst they labelled the 39th,
"h
t ose bloody heroes".·
The
Japanese
Were displaying their
consummate
jungle
abilities, but at a cost to
themselves, and that
greater
than
the
Australian's realised.
The original seven day
timetable
for
the
of
Port
Conquest
Moresby had been
proved untenable. It
Was not to be a second
Malaya.
In
Moresby,

(DL Watsons5, NC Stokes 56 , RP MackS?, RA Hyles S8 ,
GB ConnorS9 ) had laid ambushes. Norman Stokes
recalled his feelings as they waited the inevitable
attack,
I imagined my living hours would be terminated
at the latest, a few hours after dawn. I said so to my
mate on the Bren. He agreed, so we had the last feast
as in the condemned man's cell - a few chips ofbiscuit
in a neat tin ofmarmalade. Home, comfort, the girl it was a laugh to think ofseeing them again!
When the moment arrived his fears dissolved in
the adrenalin of the
fight,
The company poured
its fire into the jungle
hillside like an
infimtryman's idea of
pattern bombing. I heard
the short snap ofrifles, the
deeper-throated chatter of
the TOmmies, the sharp
bursts ofthe Brens - and
the thump ofmortars
landing up the ridge.
Some had to kneel to fire
over the heads oftheir
mates.
1 fired three mags
from the Bren in quick
The first years ofthe war were marked by shortages ofequipment.
time up the track. " It

preparations
were
b'
elllg made to counter
a Japanese airborne
at k
Corporal Roderick Maclean (5558) whilst training with the 2/1 8th
tac . PV Murphys2 Battalion 1941, Bathurst.
was all instantaneous,
Was seconded from
sudden, surprisingfO
55/53 Battalion to the composite 6 Division Carrier
The Australians slipped away without a casualty.
Group, a mobile armoured reserve. Meanwhile, in
However the Japanese were at last within sight of
the Owen Stanleys, a stand was made at Eora Creek
the sea and could see Moresby's searchlights and hear
aeroplanes' engines warm up; they were exhausted,
on the 1st September and another Japanese attack
repulsed. The Japanese continued to out-flank and
suffering (as were the Australians) from an extensive
and awkward line of supply, but elated to be so near
surround the Australians, forcing withdrawal. By
7th September 1942, the attacking force numbered
their goal. They rested at Ioribaiwa to prepare for the
5000, plus engineers, against a few hundred
final push on Moresby and await reinforcements.
Milne Ba1J
AUstralians. The following day another attack sent
the. AUstr al'lans down the track. At last the 25th ' "
brtgade joined the defence. The 2/31st (BRJordans3
In the meantime, a timely victory had been won
over the Japanese at Milne Bay. The second prong of
and M R d S4
y er ) and 2/25th Battalions met the
the Imperial Army's advance on Moresby was to
remnants of the 21st Brigade (just over 300 men)
and
secure the airfield at Milne Bay to provide
c
cOunter-attacked at Ioribaiwa. The attack
talter d d h
permanent air cover on the sea route,
e an t e Australian force fell back to Imita
Ri.dge h
Milne Bay was a tropical paradise, coconut
, were the newly arrived 2/33rd Battalion

;~~~c; Arlam Crow, 4139: 19~7-1929.

51. William ArnoldJackson, 5153, 1933-1938. Killed 16/2/45.52. Pete: Vincent Murphy,
4261, /33-1940. 53. BenJamm RhysJordan, 5159,1933-1938. 54. M~elL Ryder, 4583,1929-1931. 55 Dav/~ Lmdsay Wrtson,
58 R' 927-1932. 56. Norman Clement Stokes, 4776. 1930-1935. 57. Richard Pym Mack, 1482, 1910-1913. Died 31/12/42.
Gr' IchardAdolphus Hyles, 4350, 1928-1930. 59. George Boyd Connor, 4482, 1929-1938.60. Stokes, NC, "Ambush'; Khaki and
~M; Canberra, 1943, 190.
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plantations, coral beaches with a picturesque thatched
invincibility - a fact that wasn't lost on Allies in other
village and a mission. For us it was a tropical hell. 61
theatresY It was heartening news, as at that moment
Intelligence reports had provided ample warning
the defence along the Kokoda Track was crumbling.
of Japanese intentions to capture the airstrip at
The Kittyhawks were rushed to Moresby to repeat
Milne Bay and, in contrast to his Kokoda
their success. For the next few months these pilots
reservations, MacArthur reinforced the garrison
would scramble against-]apanese bomber raids.
generously with the 18th Brigade, a battery of the
Guadalcanal
2/5th Field Regiment and two Australian Kittyhawk
Elsewhere the Allies snatched the initiative,
squadrons, Numbers 75 (P Booth-Jones62) and 76
knocking the Japanese off-guard and puting an end
(KM Bannister63, DR Baker64, BR Moody65).
to their offensive plans. The Japanese were preparing
On 26th August, a force of Japanese that had
an airfield which
landed the previous
would re-establish
night attacked the
Japanese
con trol
Australian's outer
over the Coral Sea
line of defence.
and cut the line of
Nightly attacks and
comm un ication
counter-attacks
between Australia
brought
the
and the United
Japanese to the very
The
States.
edge of the airstrip
Americans
were
within four days.
spurred into action
The previous day
and
the first marine
the invaders' two
landing of the
light tanks had been
Pacific War was
knocked out by an
launched as the
Australian patrol.
A 75 Squadron Kittyhawk ttIXis through the mud of Gurney Airstrip, Milne Bay,
41st
Japanese
The
following September 1942. Numbers 75 and 76 Squadron helped inflict the first defeat of
.
.
Infantry Regiment
mornmg a screammg aJapanese landing in the war. Courtesy AWM:
was pushing the
wave attempted to
Australian 39th Battalion along the Kokoda Track.
capture the strip, bur was halted by the 2;1 ~ 2th
The marine occupation of a beachhead was
Battalion (CW Macoun66 ). On 3rd Septem er the
unopposed, bur, as a storm broke over the island
2/9th Battalion joined the 2/12th and began to push
that night, the supporting carriers withdrew leaving
the Japanese back to their landing base, harried by
the transports defended by a mere cruiser squadron,
the fighters of 75 and 76 Squadrons. It was an
including HMAS Canberra, (DA Warden 68 Surgeon,
auspicious beginning of operational service for the
William Farquhar69). That night, the Imperial Navy
Kittyhawk squadrons. The Kittyhawks had dealt a
attacked, sinking the Canberra with 24 devastating
significant blow by strafing the barges found on the
hits before she could return fire. Sub-Lieutenant
beach the night after the landing. This had the
Richardson, in the Australia guarding the
unexpected result of reducing the number of
beachhead, saw the action as a series of explosions
reinforcements the Japanese were able to land and
over the horizon, in the midst of which Warden
isolating the force.
earned a Mention in Despatches for, "skill,
By 6th September the Japanese had realised they
resolution and coolness".
had grossly underestimated the strength of the
The ensuing battle was the greatest defeat in US
garrison, and, after a spirited rear guard action, were
naval history and set the character of the bloody
evacuated by destroyer that night. For the first time
campaign that would be fought over Guadalcanal. It
since Pearl Harbour, Allied troops had repulsed a
became a vortex of attrition, both on land and at sea.
Japanese landing, dismissing the myth of Japanese
Each night the Japanese Navy would reinforce their
61. LWF Rawson. 62. Peter Booth-Jones DFC, 5157. 1933-1936 63. Keith MtlXwell Bannister, 5470, 1935-1937. 64. Denis Russell
Baker DFC, 5277. 1934-1936 65. Beresford Rawson Moody, 4206, 1927-1929. 66. Colin William Macoun, 3826, 1925-1928.
67. Burma Theatre's Field Marshall Sir William Slim's comment is often quoted, "Some of liS may forget that ofall the Allies it was the
Australian soldiers who first broke the spell ofthe invincibility ofthe Japanese Army. .. 68. Douglm Arthur Warden, 3013, 1920-1924.
69. William Gordon Farquhar, 5692, 1936-1939.
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garrison by means of destroyers and barges known as
Advance along the Kokoda Track
the 'Tokyo Express'. During the day the US Navy
These were the strategic themes that conceived
would re-assert control of the sea. Slowly the
the legend of the Kokoda Track. Few Australian's are
Imperial Navy's presence in the South Pacific was
unfamiliar with descriptions of the Track. Soldiers
worn down and her inability ro maintain the
wound over towering ridges and into deep ravines,
extensive supply lines of her empire exposed. By the
through mud and pouring rain, with the fevers of
end of the campaign the Imperial Navy had lost two
various tropical diseases. The troops left Moresby by
battleships, three cruisers, twelve destroyers and
truck and wound up the mountain ro Newton's
sixteen transports, as well as 23000 soldiers.
Dump. KD Stedman70 was a driver with the 2/102
This unexpected struggle diverted Japanese
General Transport Company. He recalls the steep
strategists from the struggle for Papua that had only
drive ro the beginning of the track. His three ton
JUSt begun. Japanese
Ford was loaded with
headquaners at Rabaul
about eight rons of
on
31st
decided
supplies
as
it
August that Guadalcanal
negotiated the hairpin
would have priority.
bends, often reversing
Therefore, when the
up slopes where there
Australian 7th Division
was no room to turn.
launched a counterThe journey, begun in
attack on Japanese
the afternoon, would
positions at Ioribaiwa
end around midnight
On 26th September
once the last truck was
they found only an
up.
abandoned
From this point
stronghold. Much to
everything, ftom food
his chagrin General
to medical equipment
Horii
had
been
to mortar sheils had to
ordered by Rabaul to
be carried by the
Withdraw, and the
troops and native
Japanese
were
carriers. The trek ro
struggling back over Looking towards Ioribaiwa, on the Kokoda track, September 1942. The
the front was as
the precipitous ridges photograph gives aTI idea ofthe terrain along the track. Courtesy AWM.
strenuous
and
to Buna.
dangerous as the battle itself PH Greenwell had been
By this time the Australian Army had mas ed in
attached as a Medical Officer ro Charforce, the name
fo tce in POrt Moresby and each day brought more
given to the remnants of the 21st Brigade that set off
and more reinforcements (dressed in new jungle
in chase of the withdrawing Japanese,
greens, the colours of which ran in the rain) up the
It was my fortune to follow up the march ofthe
'Golden Staircase' to Imita Ridge. The 7th Division
troops (usually in single file) together with the 2ilc of
wa.s about to be joined by the 6th and the victory in
the Charforce, Major Sublet, who had been brigade
Milne Bay allowed for further bolstering of Porr
major to the 21st Brigade during the strenuous
Moresby's garrison. However a static defence was far
encounter with the major force ofJapanese.
from Australian plans. Rather the troops were
Major Sublet and I followed each day's march, and
ordered to defend Moresby by offensive action down
it can be appreciated that throughout a whole day's
the track with the aim of recapturing the airstrip at
march the line became strung out and it was our lot to
~okoda. It was not known that the Japanese
arrive at the camp site several hours after the first troops
Intended a new offensive in November, once the
had arrived Major Sublet was there to apply any
Guadalcanal situation had stabilised, but there was
disciplinary measures to those who fell back and I was
no q ueStlon
.
.
amongst Australian an d Amencan
there to express an opinion as to whether they should be
headquarters that the Japanese must be forced from
able to physically continue or not. It is pleasing to say
the Papuan peninsula.
that we did not have to make the decision very often.
70. Keith David Stedman, 5780, 1936-1940.
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Section 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - As the 7th Division followed the withdrawing
Japanese the 16th Brigade of the 6th Division began
their ascent.
Evidence of the Japanese defeat, and their soldiers'
hunger, littered the track. Norman Stokes captured a
poignant moment, whilst passing through Efogi,
After the retreat
a file ofsoldiers
retraced the track
in a bees' hum
till they joined a circle oftrenches
in a clearing
manned
by skeletons in jungle greens
waiting
for the battle;
unfinished letters rotted in the grass:
each man in his silence
checked his time.
Nevertheless when the 3rd Militia Battalion (SW
George t , ES Sweetland72 , minus Lieutenant WA
Woodger7 3 , who had been wounded some days
before during a surprise attack) encountered the
Japanese rearguard on 8th October there was no easy
victory. A two-day battle ensued, resulting in 183
Australian casualties before the enemy slipped away.
The Japanese had retreated to Templeton's Crossing,
just beyond the dry Myola lakes, which was a vital
air supply drop-zone and brigade headquarters. It
was here that Stokes was wounded in the cheSt. and

spent six weeks waiting till he was strong enough to
be carried to Port Moresby.
At Myola Lakes the 16th Brigade met the tired
25th. On 20th October the 2/2 Battalion of the
16th Brigade (WS Ward74, JB Harkness 75, CFW
Baylis 76) opened the assault on the Templeton's
Crossing positions. Captain Baylis led his company
on the left flank, maintaining the composure of his
group in the face of dense machine gun fire, as
noted by the citation for his Military Cross, "under
most strenuous conditions Capt Baylis' organising
ability and marked leadership was apparent and his
courageous bearing was an inspiration to all under
his command".
Capturing the positions the 2/2 advanced to Eora
Creek where they found the Japanese were defended
by mortars, mountain guns and machine guns. After
five days of fighting, during which Lieutenant JB
McCloy's77 platoon distinguished themselves by
capturing the bridgehead across the creek and
holding it against fierce opposition, the 2/3rd
Battalion carried the position with a charge from the
high ground. The way to Kokoda lay open and the
25th Brigade entered on 2nd November, the vital
airstrip having been abandoned by the Japanese in
what had become a desperate retreat. Nevertheless a
stand was made at Oivi, and General Vasey ordered
the entire 25th Brigade to proceed along a subsidiary
track and cut off the retreating Japanese at Gorari.
Here a final action was held on 10th and 11 th of
November between Japanese shocked to
discover themselves trapped, and
Australians pleased to inflict upon the
Japanese the i row n encirclement
tactics.
The 2/33rd, 2/31st and 2/1st QB
McCloy, RE PowelF8 , JGM Marsh 79 ,
NB Holt80 , TE Eames 81 ) Battalions
attacked the Japanese astride the main
track from the south, following a
surprise attack made by Lieutenant
McCloy's platoon earlier in the day. His
attack on heavily defended positions
cost his group dearly, 11 casualties of
16 men. According to his Military
Cross citation, "The success of the Bn
The footbridge across the powerful Kumusi River that Donald Kraeffi (5163) helped
build, as a member ofthe 215th Field Company RAE. The bridge is suspended on a
at~ack which followed was largely due
single strand ofmanilla rope. Courtesy AWA1.
to the information gained by Lieut

71. Sidney Wallace George, 5140, 1933-1934. 72. Edward Stjohn Sweetland, 5419, 1934-1939. 73. William Austen W1Jodger, 4073,
1926-1929.74. WalterSeccombe Ward 3519,1923-1926 75. Jack Burns Harkness, 3282,1922-192676. Clive Frederick Baylis MC,
3918, 1926-1928. 77. James Browning McCloy MC, 4932, 1931. 78. &ginald Ermond Powell, 4400, 1928-1930. 79. John Grant
Marsh, 4549, 1929-1935.80. Nigel Bruno Holt, 4991, 1932-1933. 81. Thomas Edward Eames, 3208.1921-1923.
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McCloy." Typically the Japanese resisted stoutly,
Yet for all the hardship of the campaign, worse lay
charging the Australians several times but with
ahead for the exhausted Australians. By midlittle effect other than of heavy losses to themselves.
November the Imperial General Staff had given up
Guadalcanal as lost and begun reinforcing the
By the night of 11 th the Japanese defence had fled
into the jungle. The 16th Brigade battalions at Oivi
Japanese bases at Buna and Gona. An additional
trekked into the Japanese positions to find them
2000 troops dug in with the garrison of 5000 at the
empty. The Australians marched on, led by the 2/33
two ports. By the time the Japanese were forced from
Battalion, until the sttong torrent of the Kumusi
their bunkers the American Army Air Force General
River stopped them. Here the final blow had been
George C Kenny had reported to his superiors
dealt to the enemy. Attempting to ride the river
dejectedly, "there are hundreds of Buna's ahead of
to the coast, the Japanese commander, General
us ... [the cost in] time, effort, blood and money...
Horii,
had
may
run
to
drowned along
proportions
with many of his
beyond
all
defeated
force,
conception."
Immediately the
Buna-Gona
engineers of the
Perturbed by
2/5th
Field
the slow advance
Company
(DF
over
the OwenKraefft 82 ) started
Stanleys,
constructing
MacArthur had
means to cross the
the 32nd American
80m wide river.
Division airlifted
I om
. 'ally, a salvaged
to
the
north
Japanese folding
Papuan coast just
boat Was rigged to
ro the south of the
a cable, and, by
Japanese at Buna.
means of pulleys, Camalties amongst the Kunai grass at Cona. Kunai grass was afeature of
campaigning in New Guinea. Courtesy AWJ\1.
Initial American
could ferry about
optimism soon dissolved III the humidity of the
eight men at a time. This became swamped and
swampy coast. Difficult terrain and supply
useless before long, but a flying-fox had been
confusion meant the Americans were only ready to
established, and in time two cable suspension bridges
advance on Buna just as the Australians were
enabled the entire 25th Brigade to cross within three
crossing the Kumusi River. A three-pronged
days, by 15th November. Whilst the 25th and 16th
offensive was decided upon: the 32nd Division
Brigades crossed the Kumusi, marking the end of the
against Buna, the 25th Brigade against Gona, and
K~koda campaign, Kraefft and George Connor
the 16th Brigade on Sanananda, which lay between
enjoyed a reunion, meeting as Connor returned to a
Gona and Buna.
dressing station with a bullet wound.
The Americans' first experience of combat in
After four months of endless marching and
New Guinea proved disastrous. The US Army
CO~Stant sniping, punctuated by vicious small scale
official History states that, "after two weeks of
aCtion ' .
s III Impenetrable jungle the Australians had lost
continuous fighting they had failed to score even
625
. kill ed and 1055 wounded in battle. The official
h
one noteworthy success." The problem lay in the
thIStory'
estimates th at for every battle casualty twO or
combination of green troops arriving at battle on
ree were evacuated with disease of some kind.
half rations after an arduous trek through hostile
~ainst this the Japanese had lost close to 10000,
terrain, expecting the enemy to be "easy-pickings".
lllc1udin
.
, 0f
"
g th'
elr commander, and their
reputation
Instead
they discovered fortifications that defied
Illvlllc'bT
,I I Ity. Connor laconically comments,
even well aimed artillery fire. The Japanese had
h ··.It Was just tough going. YtJu really only think of
constructed expertly camouflaged bunkers of logs
t. efunny things that happened, but up there it was
and dirt that seemed to "spout fire", To the north
really hard going.
82 D
. ona/d Frederick Kraeffi, 5163, 1933-1940.
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Padre Alan Begbie (3410) pushes in a cross at the head ofthe
grave ofa 55/53rd Battalion soldier in a small cemetery near
Gona, December 1942. The coast battles ofGona, Buna and
Sanananda proved to be more costry than, andfought on as
inhospitable terrain as, the Owen Stanley campaign. Courtesy
AWM.

behind the action. I was receiving casualties from the
2/25th Battalion but also was in liaison with
adjoining RMO's. I had given two ofmy Thomas'
splints to an adjoining Battalion for lower limb
injuries. In one company attack with which I was
associatedfound me without a Thomas'splint to treat
one ofmy own men. However, my orderlies came to
my assistance and split down a soft wood growing
everywhere in that area, namely Pandanas Palm,
which when formed into a piece oftimber like a
paling ofa fence, gave reasonable immobilisation to
an injured limb.
Malaria, dysentery and scrub typhus combined
with tree-top snipers to make the Australians'
position untenable. The Japanese were well
protected in thick bunkers situated on the dry land,
whilst the Australians lived in the surrounding
swamps. Greenwell notes that when the brigade was
withdrawn after the battle the three battalions were
the combined size of one full strength battalion, a
loss of two-thrids.
At the end of November, the militia 30th Brigade
arrived, and the indomitable 39th Battalion (which
had been the first to battle the Japanese in August)
launched an attack with the AlF battalions finally
carrying the defences and capturing Gona on 8th
December. Six days later the 2/14th and 39th
surprised and destroyed a group of Japanese
reinforcements making their way down the coast
from Lae.
In the meantime, the defences along the track to
Sanananda, where Lieutenant McCloy of the 2/1st

the Australian Brigades, tired after months on the
Kokoda Track, were making equally slow progress,
but if anything, their already long ordeal had given
them the experience that the Americans lacked.
The reality of jungle warfare against the Japanese
was a grim slog without any of the trappings that
bedecked the images of war drawn from
the
newspaper accounts of the vast battles
Northern Hemisphere.
The Australian attacks against Gona 'and
Sanananda opened about 7th
November 1942. They soon
bogged down and found the
interlocking Japanese bunker
system impenetrable. At
Gona, two successive attacks
by the 25th Brigade and the
newly arrived 21 st were
unable to dislodge the
defenders. Peter Greenwell
had remained a 25th Brigade
Regimental Medical Officer
(RMO) since the Track. He
indicates
the
versatility
required during the New
Guinea campaigns,
The RAP [Regimental Aid
A 1st Mountain Gun Battery howitzer in action. The guns were designed to be disassembled and
Post} was situated not more
carted by harm, but the difficult terrain in Papua meant that they had to be carried by carrier
labour.
than a few hundredyards

of
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Battalion again distinguished himself by standing
The 211 st acted as artillery for every brigade attack,
astride the track and shooting dead a sniper, were
according ro the citation awarding the Distinguished
proving equally impassable. The 16th Brigade's
Service Order to the Commanding Officer of the
initial attacks had stalled, as had the US battalions'.
regiment, Major AG Hanson. One of his officers,
The 30th Brigade minus 39 Battalion (which was
Captain FME Sutton, was wounded very seriously
deployed at Gona) with the 2/7th Cavalry Regiment
with a gun shot wound to his chest in early February,
(C C app 83, ALY Fox8\ JB Haydon85, JHH Massie86 ,
ending his operational career. Other Old Boys
87
88
89
DMR Page , CW Scholefield , GJ Scott , RG
served with the 2/6th Field Regiment at Buna (WA
Woo ds 90) launched an attack on 19th December, but
Collins lO\ RF Creaghe l05 , KL Cunningham106, RL
were held at a roadblock. Here the attackers waited
Ellis l07, DWE Franks 108 , RM Hope lO9 , JR Iredale l'o ,
until the action at Buna had reached a conclusion.
GA Lloyd II I, GE Mason l12 , PL McCaghern l13 ,
AUstralian
LD Tilb ury l14,
firepower
was
CE Tilb ury llS,
Increasing with the
EP Trebeck 116 ,
suppOrt of four
AT Witts I 17)
artillery units. The
Other support
1st Mountain
was available from
Gun
Battery
the growing Air
OR Buckne1l91
Force
under
RR
Capel9<
General Kenney.
HB Hodgson93,
By the opening of
rr
Lyne 94
the
Buna-Gona
GAL Mace95) was'
campaign
seven
a
.
unique
unit
RAAF squadrons
especially raised for
were operating in
or out of New
the mountainous
New
Guinea
Guinea. 6 Squadron
Cam p a i g n .
(RH Savage ll8 , RG
o rig ina 1 1 y Ft/Lt james Alley (3399) leans agaillSt his tent during the Buna-Gona campaign, Withy' 19), flying
Hudsons, and 100
considered as a when he was adjutant of 4 (Wirraway) Squadron RAAF. Pilots ofthe squadron
illOunted unit it was
fOund the horses

won five decorations for bravery and Alley was awarded the MBE. However the
most prized trophy was the shooting down ofajapanese Zero fighter by a
Wirrawayaircraft, the single occurrence ofthe war.

:ery Soon wilted in the humidity. Eventually its 3.2
Inch guns were transported by native carrier. One
~f the guns at the coast had traversed the Owen
~anleys. More powerful support was provided by
~ e arrival in December of the 2/1st Field Regiment
FC Davis 96 , AG Hanson97, JR Harvey98, HV
]ohnstone99 , SKP Lytde lOO FME Sutton 101 PW
Swift ,02 , GM Wh'Itehouse l03 )' firing 25 pounder
. ' guns.

~/iolin

Squadron (DFR
Shediffe l20 ), flying

Beauforrs, both flew bombing and reconnaissance
missions across the South West Pacific from Milne
Bay. 4 Squadron
Alley l2l, RS Boydell l22 ) flew
Wirraways in close support of the Army across the
Owen Stanleys and around Buna. Alley was
Adjutant of the squadron and received an MBE for
his work during the campaign. The squadron
d
. h teart!
h
'11 ery UnIts,
. actmg
. as
wor kevery
c1ose1y Wit

aT

Capp,5662, 1936-1937. 84. Arthur Lambert Fox, 3609, 1924-1926. 85. john Bloomfield Fox, 3609, 1935-1936. 86. john

1;1~_~m Massie, 5174, 1933-1938. Killed 18/8/43. 87. Douglas Maund Page, 4393,1928-1930.88. Cyms William Scholefield, 2693,

1922/20. 89. Gavin jones Scott, 3697, 1924-1927. 90. Richard Geoffrey Woodr, 5067, 1932-1933.91. john Robert Bucknell, 3367,
1925-/28. 92 . Richard Roy Capel, 6142, 1939-1940. 93. Henry Bruce Hodgson, 3629, 1924-1928. 94. Terence limon Lyne, 3822,
DSQ- 928. 95. George Albert Mace, 4865, 1931-1932. 96. Frank Crawford Davis. 3264. 1922-1925. 97. Arthur George Hanson
Kenn~~617, 1924-1928. 98. john Reginald Harvey, 4521,1929.99. Hunter Vernon johnstone, 5154, 1933-~936. 100. Samuel
103 G Lyttle, 5172, 1933-1936. 101. Frank Myles Edwin Sutton, 4423, 1928-1931. 102. Peter watson Swift, 4057, 1926-1930.
1934_1;le Milne Whitehouse, 4921, 1931-1932. 104. William Arthur CollillS, 5669, 1936. 105. Richard Fitzroy Creaghe, 5310,
Wallace 5. 106. Kenneth Livingstone Cunningham, 3942, 1926-1927. 107. Robert LeIghton ElliS, 2748,1919-1922. 108. Donald
11 1. Ge;lden Franks, 4698, 1930-1932. 109. Robert Marsden Hope, 4993, 1932-1936. 110. john Rus:~lllredal£, 4929, 1931-1934.
1924_ rge Alfred Lloyd, 5169, 1933-1938. 112. George Eric Mason ED, 3154, 1921-1923. 113. Phllltp Laurence McCaghern, 3723,
5262, %27. 114. Lloyd David Tilbury, 5425, 1934-1936. 115. Clive Edw.in Tilbury, 5424, 1934-1935. 116. Eric Prosper Trebeck,
Geoffi ~-1937. 117. Albert Theodore Witts, 2321, 1916-1919. 118. RIchard Hudron Savage, 5404,1934-1937. 119. Richard
1923. ~ uhy: 2827, 1919-1920. 120. Doughs Frank Remington Shetliffe, 4048, 1926-1934.121. james Trevor Alley MBE, 3399,
22. RIchard turgiss Boydell, 5963, 1938-1939.
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headquarters at Rabaul ordered the
defenders to withdraw, but it was
not till 22nd Januar y that
Sanana nda was safely in Allied
hands. The Australians were
appalled at the Japanese soldier's
refusal to surrender. The campaign
for the norther n Papuan ports had
cost 1500 Australian lives as against
about 3000 Japanese, yet at last the
threat of invasion of the Australian
mainland was over. The enemy had
been pushed from Papua and
occupied territory liberated. It was a
victory, and in a type of warfare the
Japanese
ofa
victim
the
grass,
Kunai
the
men of Australia's forces had been
A General Grant tank lies abandoned amongst
n.
plantatio
ofBuna
battle
the
3 inch gun during
unprepared for. In the words of
Margaret Barter, historian of the 2/2nd Battalion,
Forwar d Observers and directi ng fire. It was
2/2 troops, veterans and novices alike, left Australia
dangerous work, and Boydell recalls that aircraft
in September 1942 considering themselves fit and
were regularly hit by ground fire. He was forced to
feeling confident ofat least an equalfight with the
land in a jungle clearing and had to walk out.
enemy. Some eleven weeks later the unimagined
For all the air and artillery support, the Japanese
decided
realities ofwaging war in jungle conditions against a
were still impervious to Allied attacks. It was
determined enemy without adequate supplies,
that tanks would prove the only means of destroying
of
appropriate medicalprovisions and suitable transport
the bunker system. In mid-December a squadron
for the evacuation ofthe wounded and sick had taken
the 2/6th Armoured Regiment arrived by barge. The
their toll. /25
village of Buna was found to be deserted as the
a
in
s
position
Japanese had withdrawn to fortified
nearby plantation. On 18th December 18 Brigade
attacked, supported by 'C' Squadron of the 2/6th.
It was the first use of tanks in New Guinea and it
proved costly to both sides. Three of the six tanks .
were lost. Some days later, anothe r attack proved
even more costly, four tanks falling victim to a
123
Japanese 3 inch gun. 'B' Squadron (IT Spencer ,
PB SerisierI2~) replaced the lost tanks, and anothe r
attack was put with the 2/12th , 2/10th and two
American battalions. By this time, close infantrybeen
had
tactics
cooper ation
armou red
implemented. The men crept forward as the tank's
turret guns sprayed the treetops. After three days of
fighting, Japanese resistance finally ended, but to the
bitter end there was no surrender. Allied troops took
six Japanese prisoners.
The tanks then moved on to Sanananda where
the 18th Brigade was held at a substantial roadblock.
On 12th January, whilst the US 32nd Division
moved up the coast from Buna, the Australians
attacked. The following day the Japanese

A 2/1 Oth Battalion soldier, wounded at Buna, is led by a Papuan
to a Field Hospital at Dobodura.

1938. 125. Barter, M, Far Above Battle, Allen and Unwin,
123. Ian Tempest Spencer, 4054. 1926 124. Patrick Bayliss Serisier, 6073,
~M~1~~2~.
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Coastal Defence
The history of Ausrralian coastal defence
reached its climax during the Second World War,
when its guns fired in anger for the first time and
were manned for the last. Coastal batteries were
not designed to repel invasion, but to prevent'
harassment by raiders, surface, submerged or, in
the Second World War, airborne. Today their
physical remains are still visible at the ten loci of
coastal defence: Newcastle-Sydney-Kembla area,
Melbourne, Adelaide, Hobart, Albany, PerthFremantle, Darwin, Brisbane, Townsville and Port
Moresby.
The midget submarine attack on Sydney
Harbour was the quintessential coastal battery
engagement: a small enemy force conducting a hit
and run raid. Unfortunately for this, their first
and last encounter with an enemy, Sydney's
coastal guns remained silent. With the Harbour
full of naval vessels there was no room for coastal
battery fire. Eddis Linton l was staying in his old
bed, on leave after returning from the Syrian
campaign in the Middle East,

About 1am one morning I heard a series of
explosions, very close by, which brought me diving
out ofbedfrom ingrained habit. There was the
sound ofmachine gun fire, pom-poms oflight guns,
and deep window rattling ofsomething larger.
Going into the street, it was easy to see something
big was happening, as the USS Chicago, which
had been anchored near Fort Denison, was
obviously firing at something.
JEF Down 2 was 2nd Lieut on board the patrol
boat 700meree that night, stationed off Farm
Cove. R] Ellis3 was on a ferry at the time of the
attack and OC Lewis i was instructing at the
School of Radiophysics, South Head,
On the memorable night of30th May 1942
when Japanese midget submarines launched their
attack on harbour shipping, all members ofthe
officer's mess were awakened by air raid sirens and
the scream ofshells passing low overhead 70 calm
the people I opened the bar. When morning came
we found that a block offlats not far away had
been badly damaged by one ofthe shells.

North Head, Sydney, january 1944. A cOMtal defence gun guards the entrance to the Harbour. Courtesy AWM.

~'John Eddis Linton, 5549,1935-1937 2. jack Ernest Down, 3107, 1921-1924. 3. RiclJ(/1djames Ellis,
. Owen Calder Lewis, 5547, 1935-1936

4083, 1926-1935.

JQA SaundersS, an RAN Lieutenant, had
Newcastle was the posting of CR Sinclair 13 ,
joined his new posting that day, HMAS Kuttabul, who had badgered the Army until he was released
which was sunk that night whilst moored at from his exempt occupation as a farmer. Dividing
his time between the farm and the battery, Sinclair
Garden Island.
Owen Lewis had been trained in radar m would drive the vast distance from his property ro
England during 1940, serving with an anti- Newcastle to 'do his bit'. Whilst the actual guns
aircraft unit in Richmond Park. He was the senior were manned by soldiers the plotting and
instructor in Radiophysics at South Head. Bruce predicting work was done by women of the
Alexander 6 had been demobilised from the Women's Auxiliary, using slide rules. Sinclair
RAN in 1941 specifically to work on the design helped design a metre long slide rule for his
and construction of Shore Defence Radar battery that apparently reduced crucial predicting
equipment. His designs
time
from
sixteen
were installed on Rottnest
seconds to eight.
Island off Fremantle
through
Mid-way
7
ED
Thane
1942 the arrival of
(where
commanded an antiAmerican
155mm
howitzers allowed for the
aircraft battery), Newcastle
and the Sydney area, as
raising of fresh coastal
well as in Singapore and
artillery batteries. These
Hong Kong.
were
the
'Letter
Old Boys served with
Batteries', denominated
all the component units
by a letter instead of a
of the coastal defence
number. The first, 'P:
system, mostly within 5
Battery, was formed on
Heavy Brigade in New
18th July 1942 under
Major TY Butterworth 14.
South Wales (including
DAAIlworth8,]F Hilbert9,
Originally destined for
Ken Hutcherson (5150) was a navigator in a 6 Squadron
lo
HT Read
and JM Beaufort.
Townsville defences the
RothwelP ' ). They were to
altered strategic balance
be found in the heavy artillery batteries, the radar sent the unit to Milne Bay. Unfortunately lethargy
plotting rooms, the searchlight companies and the delayed the posting,
~ languished in Townsville in early September
Engineering Fortress workshops that maintained
them, the signal sections, the anti-aircraft bam:ries 1942 awaiting movement to Milne Bay all the
and the headquarters units. Many were instructors time pleading and enquiring when we would get
and many more began their military career away... I cannot understand why we were not sent
defending our sea approaches before transferring to Milne bay earlier as without being egotistical the
to other units.
two 155mm guns could have blasted the japanese
'2
]C Church recalls an evening in Newcastle,
landingforces out ofthe water as they would have
been within easy range ofour guns. 15
A japanese Sub is shelling the BHP works. A
searchlight has the sub flooded with light. The sub
In time batteries were formed up to the letter
responded by firing shells, one behind the
'U', employing many Old Boys (including JL
searchlight and the other in front. The boys were
Hurst 16 and F] Ludowici l7 ). The 'Letter Batteries'
not pushing their luck and offgoes the search light.
served in the major Queensland pons, Rottnest
The guns at Fort Wallace had the sub in open sight,
Island and Fremantle in Western Australia, and
while the officer was phoning Sydney for permission
the Allied base areas in New Guinea (Moresby,
to fire!
Milne Bay, Buna, Lae, Madang).
5. Jolm Quenton A Saunders, 5259, 1933-1937. 6. Thomas Bruer Alex(lIJder, 3908, 1926-1931.7. Edgar Dallcer Thane,
3006.1920-1923.8. David Alderson Allworth, 3400,1923-1926. 9. John Frederick Hilbert, 4175,1927-1934.10. Howard
Thomas Read, 5031, 1932-1933. 11. John Maitalld Rothwell, 5915, 1937-1938. 12. John Campbell Church, 4672, 19301935. 13. Colin Russell Sinclair, 4049, 1926-1932. 14. Thomas Youllg Butterworth, 4126, 1927-1930. 15. TY Butterwortb
cited in Kidd, R and Neal R, The 'Letter' Batteries, the history ofthe 'letter' batteries ill World War I/, self-published RE Neal
Castlecrag, 1998, 136-7. 16. John Lloyd Hurst, 5875,1937-1939. 17. FmllcisJohll Ludowici, 4283. 1927-1938.
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Wau - Salamaua Campaign
In May 1942 the 2/5th Australian Independent
Company flew inco Wau aerodrome, in the west of
Papua, many miles from the centre of the Allied
forces and near to the newly established Japanese
bases of Lae and Salamaua. Together with a
Company of New Guinea Rifles this group of men
became 'Kanga Force', with the mission of
repOrting on Japanese movements and
conducting raids. Three Old Boys were members of
this force, Lieutenants WL Ridleyl, JC Leitch 2 and
Smith3,
all
of the 2/5th
Private JO
Independent Company.
In the very early morning of 29th June the

~ommandos crept into Salamaua town, breaking
l~to parties targeting pre-arranged buildings.
Lleutenant Leitch's section was assigned a house
being used as a barracks. Sometime after 3 o'clock,
as the sound of gunfire signalled to the raiders ro
attack, one of Leitch's men hurled a 'sticky-bomb'
through the window. The explosion knocked him

4

off the verandah onto the grass. As Japanese fled they
were gunned down by the ambushers. The same was
repeated at houses throughout the town, with
hundreds of Japanese killed, but by sunrise the
Australians were gone, beginning the gruelling
march back to Wau.
The raid was followed immediately by another at
Heath's Plantation, hundred's of kilometres away in
the Markham Valley. These raids were a devastating
blow to the Japanese, coming as they did far behind
their lines and with no warning whatsoever.
Uncertain as to whether the raids marked the
beginning of an offensive on their flank, the
Japanese began to push inland from Salamaua and
occupied the village of Mubo, a former Australian
observation post.
The Australians began to feel the added pressure
and before the end of the year another independent
company, the 2/7th, had joined Kanga Force.
However, before then a platoon size patrol had
departed from Wau and gone missing. JO Smith was

1• lV,·
.
. h, 5004,19'''2
WIlllflm
f.:yndford Ridley. 4228,1927-1928. 2. John Cockburn Lettc
J - 1938. Killed 11/1/43. 3. John Ogilvie Smith,
5774, 1936-1940.
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small Japanese force one night and been cut off from
the route to base. A six week ordeal followed during
which 15 of the men, including Smith, trekked to
the coast, sailed east on native craft, walked inland
again and finally made contact with other
Australians, a secret wireless unit that gave early
warning of Japanese air raids on Port Moresby. This
unit directed the 2/5th men to an airstrip three days
walk away. On their return their families were sent a
telegram notifYing them that their son's "missing in
action" status had been reviewed and he was now
listed "back with unit".
In January Kanga Force organised another large
raid, this time on the Japanese positions at Mubo.
Again the force was split into sections, Ridley and
Leitch's were to take Observation Hill. At the given
signal Ridley charged forward. A Japanese soldier
emerged from a trench before him,

Firingfrom the hip as I ran forward, I sprayed a
burst ofheavy. 45 calibre slugs from my TOmmy gun's
50 round drum magazine, into the jap's body. I was
amazed to see a pattern ofwhat looked like pinkish-red
rosettes appear across the jap's midriff. .. He raised his
arms in a final gesture ofdespair andfell forward dead
The hill was taken, and as the section engaged
with the remaining snipers, some wounded lay in the
long grass near Leitch. Manoeuvring to reach one of
them Leitch was shot by a sniper through the chest.
Ridley crawled through the long grass to find him,
but could only confirm he was dead. Unfort:.mately
the body had to be left when the group withdrew and
the Australians returned to Wau.
Determined to rid themselves of this menace, and
able to spare reinforcements with the fall of
Sanananda and Buna, the Japanese launched a 2000
man force over a rarely used jungle path towards
Wau, the Australian headquarters. Blarney had kept
the 17th Brigade in Port Moresby for just such a
contingency and in mid-January 1943 Kanga Force
came under 17 Brigade, the first elements of which
were flown into the unique Wau airfield, whose
runway was higher at one end than the other. LWF
Rawson's' machine gun unit in Port Moresby was
ordered to be ready to board a DC3 as soon as the
weather cleared.
The 2/6th Battalion (RJ Holliday-Smith') were
the first to Wau, arriving on 19th January, just in
time to take up positions with the Independent

Companies to defend Wau and the airfields against
the Japanese attacks. Over the following days 60
aircraft flew in the entire Brigade, very often under
enemy fire. Troops emerged from the planes straight
into action, with some evacuated wounded on the
plane they had arrived on. Alec McCorquodale(' was
a 19 year old reinforcement officer with the veteran
217th Battalion (with OL Edwards?),

Finally away in a DC3, my first ever flight in an
aeroplane. It was very cold sitting on metal seats
whilst the plane circled and circled to gain maximum
height to fly through a gap in the mountain range
before landing at wtlu.
Rawson's 7 Machine Gun Battalion arrived two
days later.

What a hairy flight, 4 old DC3 troop planes, quite
empty, no seats, 48 men and all their gear, and guns
and ammo loose on the floor. just before we entered
the pass in the Owen Stanleys our pilot saw silver
specks in the sky, japs, our planes did not go high
enough to be silver specks. we circled the valley in
thick mist for ages, wing tips almost touching the trees
or rocks. Then emerged into bright sun to land on
Wau drome. Planes landed uphill and took off
downhill on a tiny steep field
Two guns from the 2/1st Field Regiment proved a
decisive factor in the Australian defence, breaking a
Japanese charge with murderous effect at point
blank range. Air superiority was essential to
maintaining the Australian brigade. The silver specks
Rawson could see high above were infact US
Lightnings, new aircraft and part of the three layered
covering flights that protected the transports.
However this did not stop Japanese air attacks,
Rawson recalls raids where on a daily basis, like the
rain. McCorquodale had a narrow escape,

A mate and myselfdid get a hell ofa shock one
Sunday morning as we were walking in the cemetery
at the foot ofthe airstrip. An aircraft came low over
us and we waved to the pilot who started machine
gunning us - we went down in an unused grave in
one second flat, and looked up at a grinning
japanese pilot in a reconnaissance Zero with a big
red sun on the fuselage. The reason for a failure to
recognise him earlier was due to our having become
used to Wirraways flying low over us on their recce
ofjapanese positions.
The Wirraways belonged to Number 4 Squadron
RAAF (JT Alley', RS Boydel1") which did

4. Leo Warwick Rawson, 3854, 1924-1927. 5. RodericJohn Holliday-Smith, 5218, 1933-1938.6. Alec McCorquodale, 1937-1939.
7. Owen Lloyd Edwards, 5127, 1933-1937. 8. James Trevor Alley MBE 3399, 1923.9. Richard Sturgiss Boydell, 5963, 1938-1939.
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reconnaissance and forward observation work for
the soldiers. 30 BeaufIghter Squadron also
supported the troops, at one point scattering a group
ofJapanese as they mustered for an attack.
After 17 days the Japanese realised their objective
was lost. The decision to take the little known track
had Cost them the time necessary for Blamey to fly .
the 17th Brigade to Wau. However, the end of the
attack on Wau was only the beginning of an eight
month campaign pushing the Japanese past Mubo to
Salamaua.

The Battle ofthe Ridges.
In the words of Alec McCorquodale,
Wtzu to Salamaua on the shortest track is 60km,
although kilometres are only ofacademic interest the only measurement is track hours. It took us
eight months.'

An official brochure described the terrain as,
"rain, mud, rottenness, stench, gloom, and above all,
the feeling of being shut in by everlasting jungle and
ever ascending mountains."
Once again the campaign posed tremendous
1 ..
0glStlc problems, and the advance would be entirely
dependent on air transportation. Rawson recalls,

The food was all dropped from the air and we were
almost starved, mainly dehydrated stuff I became so
thin my canvas webbing wore holes in me.
Starved as Rawson might have felt he was in fact on
the receiving end of an innovation in modern warfare,
developed by desperate Australian transport and
supply companies struggling with impossible lines of
communication. Air supply was pioneered during the
Kokoda campaign and honed during the WauSalamaua campaign under the command of Major
OS Esplin 10 of the Army Service Corps. At one stage,
1 Air Maintenance Company supplied two brigades
entirely by air, through the airstrip at Wau and by
parachute further down the track. It was not unusual
for 100 aircraft (mostly C-47 Dakota aircraft) to be
loaded daily, often making multiple trips a day. In the
face of hostile terrain and climate, the air supply
operation, the first of its kind in history, maintained
the Australians until the close of the campaign.
At the beginning of March, Allied air power
played an even more decisive role in the Battle of
Wau and the following campaign for Salamaua. A
convoy of sixteen ships, eight transports with 6000
troops and eight destroyers, left Rabaul on 28th
February. On 3rd March RAAF Bostons attacked

,.

,

M' D
at4Jor onald Esplin (3439) supplied two brigades entirely by air during the Wau-Sa/amaua campaign. Dakota transport aircraft unload
an advanced airfield. June 1943. Courtesy A WM.

10. Donald . 'mc",ir Esplin MBE, 3439, 1923-1928.
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Section 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Lae airfield to discourage Japanese fighters whilst a
combined Australian and American force pounced
on the convoy. Initial attacks silenced ship antiaircraft fire, including a sea-level attack by the same
Beaufighters active at Wau. This allowed the
American B25 Mitchell bombers to use their
innovative technique of skipping bombs off the
water into the hulls of the ships. The result was
devastating, none of the transports surviving and
half the destroyers sunk. It ended Japanese hopes of
reinforcing New Guinea and indicated that the
Japanese force on the island was effectively isolated.
The retreating Japanese had fortified positions
around Mubo and awaited the Australians, who were
conducting aggressive patrols. At this time there was
a change of command and Kanga Force was finally
disbanded. The militia 15th Brigade (though the
majority had since volunteered for the AIF) under
General Hammer arrived during April 1943, with
BH Travers!! as the Brigade Major. The 17th and
15th Brigades and the Independent companies were
put under 3 Australian Division commanded by
General Savige. The 15th Brigade was to capture
Bobdubi Ridge, thus cutting the Japanese supply
line from Mubo to Salamaua, and the 17th Brigade
were to take Observation Hill and Lababia Ridge. A
landing by US troops at Nassau Bay would complete
the encirclement of the enemy.!2
As the change over was being implemented the
2/7th was preparing to undertake an attack 'on a
feature named 'The Pimple'. Repeated attack:; were
unable to dislodge the typically resilient Japanese. 'A'
Company of the 217th Battalion was surrounded for
a time and McCorquodale found himself the target
of a Japanese officer. He was brought down by a
burst of sub-machine gun fire, but remained in front
of McCorquodale's trench for two days. Mter the
battle, two of his platoon were awarded the Military
Medal and Mentioned in Despatches. Rawson's
machine guns, of which he was in charge due to an
absence of officers, were positioned ready to meet
the expected counter attack. To his frustration
(because they could see the Japanese on the ridge)
they were forbidden to fire so that their existence
might be kept hidden from the enemy.
However, the expected Japanese counter-attack
never came and after nine weeks at the front Rawson's
unit was relieved and they trekked back to Wau. What
was a two day journey down, was a week's up-hill

march. He found Wau a transformed place,

Back at Witu we were in clover, fOotball matches,
swimming races until the Japs bombed the big
swimming pool, a lovely climate and lots offresh paw
paw, choko, sweet potatoes growing wild, the
American ground staffand airmen had evacuated
and left us large quantities oflovely fOod
Bruce Lang!3 had joined the 2/6th Battalion at
Mubo,

... after a fOur-day climb across rain-covered
mountains, we arrived in front ofthe main Japanese
positions at the village ofMubo. J took turns, with my
platoon, holding the villages above Mubo, at Witipali,
Guadagasal and Mat Mat. To the east lay the high
feature ofLababia, and directly in front a long, high
ridge called Observation Hill... At Mat Mat J used to
sit in the evening looking fOr activity on Observation
Hill. There was none, but a white cockatoo used to sit
in a large tree on top ofthe ridge every night. No one
can get that close to a cockatoo in the wild, so J
obtained permission to do a reconnaissance, with one
other man. we did it, the most frightening twenty
fOur hours both ofus have ever spent...
The fruits of Lang's reconnaissance was to lead the
battalion in occupation of the feature. He did so,
finding abandoned ambush positions. Then,

a burst offire killed my fOrward scout, another
knocked my hat offas J swung around a clump of
bamboo and a third one almost took the head offone of
my machine gunners as he fired back down the track.
It occurred to him after the war, whilst reading
the official history of the campaign, that this was the
same hill on which John Leitch had died the
previous January.
On Bobdubi Ridge the 15th Brigade had been in
action for some months. McCorquodale's company
had also been involved, at one point becoming
encircled and having to repel over 20 attacks,

... the screaming and yelling ofthe Japanese as they
attacked at night was offputting, but also a warning
they were on their way.
It was here that Brigade Major Travers was leafing
through some captured enemy documents when he
noticed the figures 2/3 and 58/59,

Slowly it dawned on us that this was a translation
ofone ofour orders. Fortunately we had at the
headquarters a linquist who could translate: we fOund
that this was the initial order dated 29th June giving
the whole plan fOr the attack on Bobdubi Ridge - no

11. Basil Holmes Travers OBE. 4428, 1928-1937. 12. Dept ofInfOrmation brochure. Salamaua Siege. 1944. 13. Alexander Bruce Lang,
5544, 1935-1940.
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wonder we had such a struggle, the Jap knew what we
were going to do befOre we did it. It is still nerve
wracking to see one's name on an enemy document,
even decades later.
The 2/3rd Independent Company had captured a
vital rise named Ambush Knoll. Increasing Japanese .
pressure made it was obvious to the Independent
Company CO and to Travers that without
reinforcement the feature would be lost. At this
moment Lang's company arrived after an arduous
trek from Observation Hill. Bruce Lang wrote,
For. .. two weeks we fOught almost daily until
finally, when I was down to aboutfifteen men, from
my original thirty two ofthree weeks ago, we were
ordered to move to the left whilst another company took
overfrom us. After an exhausting march, or climb, we
arrived somewhere on Bobdubi Ridge. we sank down,
knowing at last we would not have to fight any more.
Unfortunately, their rest was short-lived. Travers
turned to the recently arrived company for help. He
wrote of the situation later,
Captain Price [Lang's CO] was faced with a
dilemma: he had a written order not to attack
anywhere without instruction from his battalion CO;
y~t the area fOr which he was already responsible was
ltable to fall into the hands ofthe enemy if he did not
take some action.
Travers convinced Price that he must attack in
order to ease the pressure on the 2/3rd, arguing that
the knoll would be far more costly to re-take once
l~st to the Japanese, and, being a crucial part of the
nd
.
ge, it must be retaken. For fairness the platoon
commanders drew straws. Lang drew the shortest,
thereby winning the role of point,
The difficulty was now in trying to turn the men's
mind's from a feeling ofsafety and security to a return
to the fear ofbeing hit once more. I can well
remember going from man to man...
W·It hout any reconnaissance the platoon set off,
guided by men of the 2/3rd.
'" We walked right into [the Japanese] as they sat
around having lunch. All hell broke loose, we were
;bout twenty yards apart, pouring out machine gun
re but unable to use grenades because ofthe bamboo
. get hzt,
. then I k new t he
fistands. I saw M'tCk Cummms
ellows on my right had also been hit, and I was left

with three men. Then I felt as though I had been
struck by some giant electric hammer.
Vividly I saw blue sky, my family and I were on
the beaches ofSydney. It was amazing how clear
everything was. And then I felt a tremendous surge of
pain and I was back in the mountains once more.
Lang was seriously wounded and he had to be
carried out, a journey of six days by native carriers,
Every now and then I wouldfind myselflying on
the stretcher on the ground, and looking up into the
faces, with their hair coated in mud, ofthese
marvellous fellows. When they saw I was conscious they
would suddenly appear with large leaves containing
water, and very gently pour it into my mouth.
In August the 29th Brigade relieved the 15th of
the area south of the Francisco River whilst the 15th
concentrated in the north. For his efforts as Brigade
Major of 15 Brigade, Travers was awarded an OBE.
The citation made special mention of his ability to
overcome the long line of communication.
With the US landing at Nassau Bay the Japanese
forces were now encircled in their base of Salamaua.
26 guns were trained on the town, including those
of the 2/6th Field Regiment (RF Creaghe l4 , OWE
Franks'" TT Halstead'G, GA Lloyd'7, EGF Smith'8,
EP Trebeck '9 , ATH Witts 2o , CE Tilb ury21, JR
Iredale 22), which had landed with the US infantry.
On 4th September the air and sea-borne assault
on Lae began and the Japanese forces occupying
Salamaua were ordered to withdraw to join Lae's
defence. The town of Salamaua was occupied on the
11 th September 1943. Travers wrote,
With due ceremony the Australian flag was raised
in Salamaua on 11 September 1943 by Padre V
Sherwin, who was fOrmerly Vicar ofSalamaua. The
flag, which he had kept, hadflown on the
Administration Building befOre the Japanese attacks.
2/1 Battalion and members of 15 Brigade and the
Royal Papuan Constabulary paraded and a church
service was held to mark the official end ofthe
campaign.

~;2:i~hard Fitzroy Creaghe, 5310, 1934-1935. 15. Donald Wallace Franks, 4698, 1930-1932. 16. Thomas Turner Halstead, 3616,
5262- 930. 17. George Alfted "Peter" Lloyd, 5169, 1933-1938. 18. Edwin Grafton Smith, 5211, 1933-1934. 19. Eric Prosper Trebeck,
Ired ,1933-1931. 20. Albert Theodore Witts, 2321, 1916-1919.21. Clive Edwin Tilbury, 5424, 1934-1935. 22. john Russel
a e, 4929, 1931-1934.
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Defence of Darwin
On 19th February 1942 at 9.58 am the war was
unmistakably brought home to Australians.
Darwin was bombed by a Japanese naval strike
force of 135 fighters, dive-bombers and bombers.
Mistaking the perfect flying pattern of the raid for
an arriving American squadron many residents
stood and watched their approach. Reality soon
dawned as the bombs began exploding in the
harbour.
It was the same Imperial Naval Strike Force that
had devastated Pearl Harbour and Darwin's
defences were overwhelmed. The only defending
fighters, a small group of American Kittyhawks,
were shot down before they gained combat height.
Eight ships In the harbour were sunk,
Government offices in the town badly damaged,
the hospital strafed and the airfield bombed. At
10.40 the "all-clear" siren sounded over burning
ships and a shocked town. The RAAF official
account indicates that salvage work began
immediately in an orderly fashion. However an
hour later the sirens wailed again.

Two enemy bomber formations approached
from opposing directions and laid a perfect
pattern of bombs over the airfield. In twenty
minutes local appreciation of the situation
changed dramatically. This could be none other
than a pre-invasion bombardment. 243
servicemen and civilians had lost their lives. An
order for RAAF personnel to move south and
inland was mis-interpreted as a declaration of
"every-man-for-himself": "the situation was soon
out of hand"'.
IH Wythes 2 had arrived for general duties at the
Berrimah Hospital on 14th February.
On the morning of19th February, I went on
sick parade with an aching tooth. The dentist was
at Bagot, and I was put in charge ofa group going
to Bagot. ~ boarded the Ambulance and set off As
we turned on to the main North South Road we
saw a number offormations ofplanes high up and
thought we had a lot fighter planes arriving. A little
ftrther on we saw a convoy ofAmericans stopping
andfalling out oftheir trucks andjeeps and

452 Squadron 'at readiness; Strauss Strip, south ofDarwin, 1943. Frederick Young (5439) is third from right.
1. Gillison, D, Royal Australian Air Force 1939-1942, AWM, Canberra, 1962, 429-430. 2. Ian Hamilton Wythes, 5069,
1932-1933.

making into the scrub. Also saw the shell bursts
amongst the aerialftrmations. Our ambulance
stopped and we also fell out and made ftr shelter.
On the left-hand side ofthe road was the Railway
and on the right the \.%ter Pipeline. I climbed
under the pipe line and got near a big log. A few
minutes later a japanese fighter at tree top height
flew past me. He was so close I could see his goggles.
All I hoped was that he could not see me. There was
an anti-Aircraft battery on the corner ofBerrimah
Road and the Main Road.
That was 2 Heavy Anti-Aircraft Battery, a
Militia unit raised in Georges Heights and
commanded by NC Sutherland l . Elsewhere in the
town the 14th Heavy Anti-Aircraft had engaged
the attacking aircraft. Together these units
provided Darwin with sixteen 3.7 inch and two 3
inch guns and, with the shipboard guns, Darwin's
entire air defence. DG Robertson" Lieutenant,
was in the command post of 14 Heavy when the
alarm sounded. After a series of false alarms he
went to his telescope through which he recognised
the enemy aircraft. "This is no drill! This is fair
dinkum!" he reputedly shouted to his men. The
Officer on Duty, DH VoseS, "commanded the first
anti-aircraft gunners to go into action on the
Australian mainland."6 Under his command were
Gunners JM Cooksey? and WL HubY. In action
during both raids the steadfastness of these units
belies the popular conception that all Australian
servicemen fled in panic.
Between raids Wythes returned to the hospital.
After the raid the ambulance was still intact on
the road. I had come across a 2/4th Pioneer boy
who did not seem to know where he should go or
do, so I took him back to the hospital. I had a red
cross arm band andflagged a passing truck and
took as many ofour ambulance group back to the
hospital. Here we ftund the japanese had strafed
the hospital and killed one patient. They had all
been put under the beds and covered with
mattresses.
The raids proved a turning point in Wythes'
War service. Following the second raid he was
pressed into the operating theatre.
. we worked non-stop in the theatre until well
Into the next day. No one told me to not go back to

the theatre. I kept going to the theatre. After a day
or two I said to the Sister in charge I had no idea
ofthe instruments or much about sterilisation. She
gave me a quick run down ofuses and instruments
and sterilisation. From then on I was a theatre
orderly.
It had been the largest raid since the bombing
of Pearl Harbour. Darwin was the most important
front-line port in the theatre and adequate
defences were soon en route to the town. Just
returned from the Middle East, having very nearly
'gone into the bag' as POWs at Java, the 2/1st
Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment was deployed to
Darwin where they experienced about 50 airraids. Raised on the North Shore of Sydney this
unit contained close to 50 Shore old boys and was
commanded by ARM Gibson9, Lieutenant
Colonel. Many others served in other anti-aircraft
units such as the 15 Heavy Battery, as well as
searchlight and coastal defence units.
These were complemented by field units, part
of Northern Territory Force. The 19th Brigade
was rushed from Adelaide, where it had
disembarked from the Middle East, to the north.
It was discovered that no suitable military maps of
the Top End existed. NB TrebecklO , an intelligence
officer with 19th Brigade, was detailed to
reconnoitre and add military detail to existing
maps. Using trucks, aircraft and a Navy lugger,
Trebeck surveyed regions that had barely existed
in the minds of most Australians before this time,
including a trip up the Adelaide river of near to
100 miles.
The threat of invasion passed with the battles of
the Coral Sea, Milne Bay and Kokoda, but
Darwin had by then become the primary staging
post of the South West Pacific. A survey of Shore
Old Boy postings to the town reveals numerous
and varied workshop and service units, wireless,
headquarters and port operations units that
indicate the town's significance as a service base.
Despite its importance Darwin was an isolated
settlement. CW Rossi! recalls that even in
October 1943 it took his unit a week to reach
Darwin, many of the men travelling in cattle
trucks. EJ Merewether's12 account of the journey
details the many forms of transport that carried

~9~igel Cameron Sutherland, 5045, 1932-1934.4. David Graham. Robertson, 5401, 19~4-1938. 5. Dudley Homer Vose, 4256,
M. 7~1931. 6. Homer, D, The Gunners, a history ofAustralian arttllery, Allen and Unwin, Sydney, 1995,303.7. James
1;rrzso n Cooksey, 5306. 1934-1937. 8. William Laurence Huby, 5346, 1934-1936. 9. Alexander Roy M Gibson, 2674, 19185 '21. 10. Norman Bruce Trebeck. 4604, 1929-1933. 11. Colin Walter Ross, 4900, 1931-1934. 12. EdwardJohn Merewether,
566, 1935-1941.

the troops north. Railway Via Melbourne and
Adelaide to Leigh Creek, where the 'Ghan' was
boarded ("four-wheel trucks with flimsy roofs,
and jaunty old passenger carriages with central
corridors and end-platforms.") to the Alice. Then
three-ton trucks to Larrimah, to embark upon yet
another train.
LA Pockley13 was second in command of 2/1
Armoured Brigade Coy, Army Service Corps, a
veteran of many Northern territory convoys,
I took an advance party to Alice Springs to
operate convoys between Alice Springs and
Larrimah [the next railhead}. The rest ofthe
Company followed and we operated successfully
there for some months, including making an
extension ofthe road to Mataranka, by driving a
convoy on a compass course. The present road has a
bend in it where we had to deviate around a
swampy spot!
The operating conditions were extremely difficult
at the out-set. Convoys were to operate with an
interval of200 yards between vehicles because of
intense dust problems. In effect this often became
400 yards or more. The roads were extremely
corrugated due to vehicles ofthe same type with
similar loadings pounding dust into corrugations up
to 9 inches high. The result was in a convoy of200
vehicles it was not unusual to have 200 tyres blown
out and nearly as many spring main leaves broken!
A few hundred miles further north the mad was
straddled by airfields for a hundred miles into
Darwin. The US Air Force and RAAF had
established themselves there and from these fields
convoy patrols and strikes against shipping and
bases were conducted. Hudsons, B25 Mitchells
and B24 Liberators dominated the skies.
Merewether wrote,
The roar ofthe rowdy Mitchells and Hudsons on
the clear early-morning air was a familiar sound to
those in army camps perched on the rocky ridges
running along and beside the Highway.
In May 1943 the Japanese resumed concerted
raids on Darwin, whose aircraft were having an
effect on their shipping. In early 1943 the veteran
Australian Spitfire squadrons had returned from
England to create 1 Fighter Wing. Over the
ensuing months 1 Fighter Wing destroyed 56

enemy aircraft against the loss of 37 aircraft and
21 pilots. From Strauss and Livingstone strips 452
Squadron RAAF (RL Manning l 4, FJ Young l5 ) and
457 Squadron RAAF (JCL Henning l6 , WA
Keeling l7 , BN Read l8 , PH Watson!'») and 54
Squadron RAF (DRS Begbie20 Chaplain) fought
their own 'Battle of Darwin' against the Zero.
They were joined in the fight by the radar stations
that dotted the Australian coast and off-shore
islands in highly secret locations. Fighter Sector
Headquarters organised and directed the response
to Japanese raids. LH Watson 2l was a radar
mechanic and CE Woodman 22 an air controller of
105 Fighter Sector HQ, operating in the Darwin
area.
FJ Young gives an example of radar and fighter
cooperation. A radar station at Point Charles,
commanded by AEM Geddes21 , was regularly
noting an intruding aircraft along the sea supply
routes. Two Spitfires, one piloted by Young, were
despatched to a mission airstrip at Milingimbi
Island, about 700 kilometres from Darwin. All
supplies and support services had to be airlifted,
including mechanics and wireless staff
we were "scrambled" on 10th August and right
on cue saw a japanese float plane (a 'Pete') stooging
along the shipping lanes. we shot him down in
flames when, after the first attack, he turned down
sun and headed north back towards his base. we
received no return fire from his rear gunner after
the first attack, but my aircraft was covered in
black oil when I flew through his slipstream on the
second attack. Vision on landing was pretty poor!
The battle over the skies of Darwin
crescendoed in July 1943, after which the Japanese
switched to night bombing. A September raid by
21 Zeros marked the end of the Japanese air
offensive. By the end of 1943 Darwin could no
longer be considered a frontline area, a fact
commented upon in December's Torch Bearer,
News comes that FILt PH wntson DFC in his
Spitfire, continues to play havoc with the now few
japanese planes that venture over Darwin. His
latest success was the destruction ofone offive
japanese fighters shot down while attempting to
escort a lone reconnaissance bomber.

13. Leonard Antil Pockley, 4030, 1926-1933. 14. Reginald Lance Manning, 1520, 1910-1916. 15. Frederick john Young,
5439, 1934. 16. john Cedric Lester Henning, 5339, 1934. 17. Warwick Alexander Keeling, 4357. 1928-1932. 18. Bruce
Norman Read, 5203, 1933-1939. 19. Philip Herbert Watson DFC, 4919, 1931-1932.20. Domlld Ridley Smirnoff, 3916,
1926-1928.21. Leopold Harvey (Biii) mttson, 4262, 1927-1930.22. Colin Errol Woodman, 3907. 1925-1933.23. Alan
Edward Mervyn Geddes, 5329, 1934-1936.

South West Pacific Theatre

Huon Peninsula
Campaigns, late 1943
In order to secure his
left flank for operations
against New Britain - the
main Japanese base in the
South
West
Pacific,
MacArthur
ordered
Blamey to capture the
pOrts
of
Lae
and
Finschhafen, in the Huon
Peninsula of New Guinea.
At last the Allies were
initiating campaigns in
pursuit of their own
objectives, rather than in
reaction to an aggressive
enemy.
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The plan called f(H the 9th Division to land to the
nOrth of Lae, on the Huon Peninsula, whilst the 7th
Would be airlifted to a disused airfield in the
Markham Valley at Nadzab, thus cutting off both
escape routes to the Japanese base at Madang. The
503rd
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the Nadzab airfield in preparation. A'isisting the
Americans were the engineers of the 2/6th
Australian Field Company and the 2/2nd Pioneer
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In preparation for the
campaign, US forces had landed at Nassau Bay.
Combining with the 3rd Division, which was
making its way from Wau, the two forces hemmed
the defending Japanese into their Salamaua base.
Blamey's intention was for the Salamaua operations
to draw enemy reinforcements from Lae, the main
Japanese base and port on the east side of New
G'
.
Ull1ea. ThIS would ease the capture of Lae - a bold
and ambitious plan involving the refreshed 7th
D" .
~V~slOn, veterans of jungle warfare, and the 9th
?IVlsio n , recently returned from conspicuous service
In the Battle of EI Alamein in North Africa. Blarney
constructed a combined air and amphibious assault
that would isolate the Lae garrison from Japanese
bases fUrther west, preventing reinforcement and
escape alike.
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detached to the 2/6th from his own unit (2/5th Field
Company) for bomb disposal duties, was with them,
and
at
Nadzab
on
4th
September
to witness the first airborne assault of the Pacific
War. FE Ross 2 was with the Americans, part
of a troop of the 2/4th Field Regiment that had
volunteered to undertake the drop. With two
dismantled 25 pounder guns they were to
provide artillery support for the parachutists. The
Iand i n g was unopposed and immediately the
task of preparing the airfield for the arrival of the
division began.
On the same day the 9th Division landed above
Lae, led by Brigadier Victor Windeyer's 20th
Brigade. Lieutenant RG Mail" described the early
morning scene to the readers of the Torch Bearer,
we were standing offthe landing beach with the
assault and various landing craft lined up in their
waves; first the initial assault craft, then larger craft
still, then the ships containing the bulk ofour
infimtry, then larger craft still, carrying our guns,
ammunition, stores and supplies in their capacious
holds and bristling with AA guns on top deck. we
all knew the balloon was due to go up at 0550
hours, when the Navy were to bombard the
coastline, and the Air Force bomb and strafe the
Lae area. well, at 0550 hours sharp the jim began
and all hell broke loose - for ten minutes the Navy
mined death and destruction shoreward, then the
initial wave went in unopposed.
First ashore were the 2/13th Battalion at Yellow
Ross, 480/, /')30·/935. Killed /4/7/45.3. Robert Glly Mair, 500'),
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Section 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (WL Staples21 ) both suffered direct hits on their
Beach and the 2/15th and 2/17th Battalions4 (RS
7
CooperS, AR Coventry", KJ Gibb , BW GillS, DB
craft, the latter losing a massive 41 casualties.
l2
9
'O
'l
The 2/4th Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment (CR
Harding , JW Hedges , GR Morgan , GT Reid ,
GFO Throsby13, HVB Walcott 14 ) on 'Red' Beach.
Adamson 22 , VE Beecraft23, K Brudenell-Woods 2\
They found the beaches undefended and within
CEO Mackinnon 25 , PB Sautelle26, BFA Yeates 27) was
landed within hours of the first wave. The unit had
minutes successive waves of landing craft began
disgorging engineering, artillery, anti aircraft and
already suffered a torpedo attack whilst journeying
from Milne Bay and a gun of 10 Battery, crewed by
other specialty units, including a force of American
landing units with heavy equipment designed to
Yeates, was credited with the shooting down of one
make the sand and bogs of the landing area
of the attacking aircraft. Major Beecraft had gone
traversable for the vehicles that followed. The 9th
ashore in an earlier wave to scour suitable positions
Division, in the
for the unit's
first
Australian
guns. He was
amphibious
never seen agam
and
after SJX
operation of the
months of being
war, was enjoying
the wide array of
posted 'missing'
was
officially
specialist
equipment
the
listed as killed in
Americans had to
action as the result
offer. Everything
of
Japanese
from massive bowbombing. Yeates
remembers him as
opening landing
a "good commander
craft (capable of
carrying over 400
and well liked and
men, . thirty-five
respected." The
.
.
.
vehicles and eighty
umt was III actlon
tons of supplies) to
for the remainder
Lieut Francis Ross (480 1) receives a final check ofhis equil!ment before making his
chainsaws to tackle first parachute jump, the paratroop assault on Nadzab. Courtesy AWM.
of the day and
into the night,
the jungle that
grew thickly within five metres of the water: By
resisting enemy fighter sweeps over the beach and
landing craft.
10.30am, 7800 troops were ashore.
Whilst the support units continued to pour into
The advance of the troops was slowed only by the
the beachhead the infantry brigades moved towards
thick bush, with no enemy opposition to speak of.
What activity there was, was in the form of air
the target of Lae, one about seven miles inland and
attacks, which occurred during the afternoon when
the other on the coast. The 2/6th Field Regiment
Japanese torpedo and dive bombers attacked the
(RF Creaghe28 , OWE Franks29 , TT Halstead3o , JR
destroyers and landing craft. The 2/2nd Machine
Iredale31 , GA Lloyd32 , EGF Smith33 , CE Tilbury3\
Gun Battalion (HJ Chinnery15, P Gardiner '6 , EKH
EP Trebeck35, ATH Wirrs 36) disembarked the day
George l7 , PB Green l8 , JDC Kenyon l9 , WA
af~er the landing, in the midst of a heavy air attack,
as 'Peter' Lloyd recalls. In the meantime the
Matheson 2o) and the 2/4 Independent Company
4. The 2/17th Battalion derived.from the 17th Battalion, the North Sydney Battalion. 5. Roy Selwyn Cooper, 4678, 1930-1935. Died of
Wounds 22/9/43. 6. Arthur Richard Coventry, 5487, 1935-1936. 7. Kenneth John Gibb, 3363, 1922-1926. 8. Brian waring Gil~ 5093,
1932-1934. 9. David Bruce Harding, 4707, 1930-1935. Killed 10/10/43. 10. John Williams Hedges, 3794, 1925-1929. 11. Gordon
Reginald Morgan, 5023, 1932-1933. 12. George Thyne Reid, 3051, 1920-1926. Killed 14/9/43. 13. George Frederick Throsby, 3191,
1921. 14. Harold Victor walcott, 4064, 1926-1929. 15. HerbertJohn Chinnery, 4449,1928-1930. 16. Peter Gardiner, 5506. 1935.
17. Eric Keith George, 4977, 1932-1936. 18. Philip Brangwyn Green, 4704, 1930-1935. 19. John Douglas Kenyon, 4536. 1929-1930.
20. William Alfred Matheson, 5371, 1934.21. Walter Leeson Staples, 5779, 1936-1937. 22. Charles Ross Adamson, 4804, 1931-1935.
23. Victor Edward Beecraft, 4808, 1931-1934. Killed 4/9/43.24. Kenneth Brudenell-Woods, 4662, 1930-1933. 25. Charles Earl
Mackinnon, 5556. 1935-1938.26. Phillip Bentley Sautelle, 4236. 1927-1930. 27. Broughton F~ederick Yeates, 4643, 1929-1935. 28.
Richard Fitzroy Creaghe, 5310, 1934-1935.29. Donald wallace Franks, 4698, 1930-1932. 30. Thomas TiJrner Halstead, 3616. 19241930. 31. John Russell Jredale, 4929, 1931-1934. 32. George Alfred (Peter) Lloyd, 5169, 1933-1938. 33. Edwin Grafton Smith, 5217,
1933-1934.34. Clive Edwin Tilbury, 5424, 1934-1935. 35. Eric Prosper Trebeck, 5262, 1933-1937. 36. Albert Theodore Witts, 2321,
1916-1919.
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engineers and pioneers had made the Nadzab strip
serviceable for the 7th Division. However poor
weather prevented the transports from flying into
Nadzab, and as the 7th Division troops waited in
their trucks by the Jackson aerodrome at Port
Moresby, disaster struck.
A fully laden American B24 Liberator bomber
failed to gain height as it lifted from the runway,
hitting a tree and crashing into the men of the 2/33
Infantry Battalion, veterans of the Kokoda Track and
Go na campaigns. Fifteen were killed instantly, 44
died of wounds and 92 were injured, including DL
Watson 17 • There was no time for mourning the
largest single loss of life of Australian soldiers in the
War. The remainder of the battalion was flown to
T'l'
Sl I Tsili for ferrying to Nadzab as planned. The
2/25th Battalion OW Burns'", 0 Hilbertl '!, TB
Walton1<') led the division into Nadzab and the
march down the Markham Valley towards Lae. The
depleted 2/33rd flew in the next morning (GB
Connor", RA Hyles')) on 8th September and the
2/31st (BRJordan l \ JAM MacDiarmid!ll) arrived by
the next day.
Progress down the valley was opposed by only
small pockets ofJapanese until a series of plantations
had to be passed where they had prepared
fortifications. At Whittaker's Plantation a Victoria
Cross was won by Private Kelliher on 13th
S.eptember for rescuing his officer under fire and
simultaneously wiping out a Japanese machine gun
POSt. The following day more serious opposition was
met at Edward's Plantation. The 2/33rd engaged the
enemy from the front while the 2/31st hacked
through the thick jungle on the left flank. Casualties
wer
, e h'Ig h , fifteen killed and 57 wounded, the latter
.
,
hInclud'
,lOg Sergeant MacDiarmid,
who was
ospltalised for a year.
The 9th D'IV1SIon
, . were aIso encountenng
" senous
oPposition trying to cross the flooding Busu River.
~he 2/28th Battalion fought their way across the
fiver
',
4
S
at Its mouth on 8th September. On 1 th
eptember the 2/17 th was ferried across and
Captain
Rel'd's '0' C ompany was 111
' t h e 'POll1t
. ,
..
PositIOn astn'de t h e track. A patrol encountere d t h e
enemy and Captain Reid organised a flanking
'
' h 'IS company recor ded'111 t h e
attack. A
111
pnvate
2117 B
atta I'Ion History,

man who undoubtably was ficing a machine gun post
some 25 to 30 yards ahead, motioned us to get down,
He then brought Lofty Beness closer to him and
pointed ahead, said something to Lofty who opened
fire with his Owen gun. The response from the enemy
was rapid withering fire power which cut down Capt
Reid before he was able to do anything else, He died
instantly."
A letter to the Headmaster, LC Robson, received
in 1944, had this to say of the incident,

The patrol was pinned to the ground by heavy
machine-gun fire and unable to advance or retire.
George then took it on himselfto go flrward firing his
revolver, throwing grenades to try and silence the
machine-gun post to allow his patrol to retire, The
patrol was able to retire without casualty, but George
gave his lift to allow them to do it. It was the action
ofa brave man whose only thought was flr his men.
Despite setbacks such as these, by dusk the
following day, 15th September, the 9th Division was
on the outskirts of Lae with the 7th Division only
five miles up the valley. The following day the
forward infantry tentatively approached the
township. The two divisions converged and as the
2/6th Field Regiment shelled the town the 2/33rd
Battalion entered, eventually meeting the 9th
Division's 2/32nd Battalion within Lae itself. Yeates'
anti-aircraft battery arrived by landing craft,

There were very few ofour troops there. The
Japanese had disappeared except flr a few strays, The
next morning a company of 7 Div Infintry arrived by
flot along the road near our gun site, They were
surprised to find us there before them.
The Japanese garrison had, infact, begun to
escape whilst the 9th Division was held up trying to
cross the swollen BuSll. Initial intelligence estimates
had over estimated the number of Japanese
defending Salamaua and Lae, the real number was
about 11000. That 9000 of these escaped was a
disappointment to the Australians, but the loss of all
their equipment and of the vital Lae port and
airfields was a victory worthy of the two Australian
divisions' heritage. The short campaign for Lae had
cost the lives of three Shore Old Boys: Captain Reid
and Corporal Cooper, who died of wounds on 22nd
September, of the 2/17th Battalion; and Major
Beecraft of the 214 AA Regt.

Capt Reid halted us with finger to lip: this brave

~~~~:Vid Lindsay Watson,

426/, /921-/932. 38, Jolm Williams Burns, 4311, 1928-1936. 39." Oscar Hilbert, 3915, 1926-1930. 40.
Hyles 1'!BrOfldhum Walton MM, 5056, /932-/935. Killed 6/1/45. 41. c;eor,ge Boyd Connor, 4482,.1929-1938. 42. Richard Adolphus
Histo~ "/:50, /928-/930. 43. Benjamill RkY' Jordtlll, 5/59, 193:3-/938. 44. Jolm Arch:bald MacDummd, 5365; /934-/938. 45. A
Y if the 2//1 AlIstl,dian /nf;mlry B,m,zlion, /940-/945, 2111 BattallOlI History Committee, Balgowlah, 1990, 218.
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A LC:T (Landing Craft-,Tank) and a LCI (Landing Craft- Infantry) unload equipment onto a beach near Lae, 1943, American
engmeermg troops are laymg metal strips for the passage ofvehicles. Courtesy AWM

Finschhafen
The occupation of Finschhafen, a Japane~e base
on the eastern point of the Huon peninsula, had
been expected, but not planned by the Australians
before the Lae operation. The Australians were in
favour of a prompt action, believing it best to take
Finschhafen before reinforcements reached it from
Madang, further along the coast. However they were
not to know that Japanese troops had been ordered
there already, and that Japanese strength, about
5000 men, was well above the Australian's estimate
of 1500.
Windeyer's brigade was again chosen as the
primary landing force and the 2/17th and 2/13th
were to lead the assault on Scarlet Beach, closely
followed by the 2/15th Battalion. Requests for
another brigade were refused by MacArthut, whose
staff estimated the enemy strength to be only 350.
So at dawn on 22nd September 1943, only weeks
after their first amphibious operation, 20 Brigade
sped toward the coast just to the north of
Finschhafen. However, Japanese machine guns

engaged the assault craft and the precision of the Lae
landings was replaced by a confused assault that
landed most of the force on the wrong beaches.
Undeterred, the men of the 20th Brigade having
been trained for just such an eventuality, the
battalions established a beachhead by forming
composite units before reforming themselves into
correct formation.
The main Japanese force was, infact, inland at
prepared positions. General Adachi's plan was to
launch a strong counter attack splitting the
beachhead. The Japanese forces were mustering
around the peak of Satdeberg, a 1000m feature that
dominated the countryside. It was obvious this
would have to be taken before the area could be
considered liberated. The Japanese defended
aggressively, encircling the 2/48th Battalion at one
point, but withholding a counter attack. The 24th
Battalion, advancing up the coast from Lae found
prepared positions around the town of Finschhafen
abandoned. On 2nd October the town was entered
with no opposition, after bombing by 24 Squadron,
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OP Johnson 46, BW Wiesener47). Official War
Correspondent Kenneth Slessor48 sent a despatch
from there,
No Australian j/4g was hoisted over Finschhafen
when it was captured because nobody had an Australian
flag. The troops had to carry everything on their backs,
and baggage was reduced to a minimum .. .
I talked with an Australian commander who had
led his men over some ofthe most ferocious country in
which the AIF has fought. He was shaving for the first
time in a week and grunting with satisfaction at every
stroke ofthe razor.
.
"My unit scored
/our firsts, "he
said. '7t met its

RAAF

given the extra brigade he desired. Slessor wrote of
the conditions at Finschhafen,
The troops carried their gear, hacked steps up the
ridges, fought their way over swift streams, sweated
and hauled guns up grey-black rock cliffi, smooth and
precipitous. Above them the laps had heavy machine
guns but they could not depress them enough. For
several days food supplies ran short. Men picked up
broken biscuits out ofthe mud, ate them.
For the wounded it was a nightmare. Sometimes
they lay where they were for two days before they
could be carried
out. By ropes they
were lowered
down cliffs. It

~~

~~~

landing, it
organised its first
mountain supplyline, it/aced its
first opposed river
crossing, and it
mounted its first
daylight attack. ' 19
The battle now
focused around
the
peak
of

days to carry a
wounded man
five miles. 62
The operation
now became a
9th
Division
operation
and
H e a d qua r t e r s
arrived on 11 th
October.
Soon
after papers were

S I

David Garrett (5139) scans the sky for enemy aircraft, whifst the gun crew,

att eberg.
including Dick Sautelle (4940), loads the Bofors anti-aircraft gun. Langemak Bay,
found on the
The beachhead Finschhafen, December 1943.
body
of
a
Japanese officer outlining the expected Japanese
Continued to fill with Australian reinforcements and
fresh units. The 2/3 Anti-Aircraft Battery (WN
counter-attack. On 16th the Japanese attack
51
52
53
WR Ellis
AI Fidler
opened against the 2/17th Battalion, a unit that
LBarnes5o, 5RV Bourke '
)
' SI
amberr 4, RB Sautelle 55, DE Wo 0 d s 56, J S
had already had to defend its position
5
ra
59
58
G ham 7, GM Irving , EL Merrett ,
many times.
Continuous counter-attacks
Rs MillerGO) was posted to defence of the town,
supported by a mountain gun firing at close range
whilst on Scarlet Beach the bombing continued.
had cost the life of Private David Harding on 10th
W'h'
. It In four days after the landing Sapper RK
October. On his body was found a letter he had
Fl11ley61 of the 2/3 Field Company, RAE, was killed
written to his father. His father subsequently wrote
due to an enemy air attack. Yeates of the 2/4th was
to the school chaplain, Rev Backhouse* that the
Positioned near a troop of artillery and recalls fearing
letter found on his death,
~he susceptibility of their position to enemy infantry
clearly indicates both his solemn understanding
l11fUtration.
that his life, however dear to him, was shortly to be
By the first few days of October General
forfeited, and also his reasons for accepting without
l-Ieadquarrers came to realise their initial
fear, without complaint, the impending will ofGod
assessments were inaccurate and Windeyer was
Before leaving for New Guinea, Harding, a

~~~~ames Phillip Johnson, 3030, 1920-1924.47. Brian Wallis Wiesener, 5943, 1937-1942.48. Kenneth Adolph Slessor, 2144, 1915-

1938' 49. Semmle~ C, The War Despatches ofKenneth Slessor,. UQP, St L~cla, 1987, 384.50. Walter Norman Barnes, 4943, 19311934 51. Roger VIncent Bourke, 5286, 1934-1937. 52. Wlllzam Rex ElliS, 5128, 1933-1934. 53. Arthur Iredale Fidler, 4696, 19303360. 54 . Sydney Ivanhoe Lambert, 3544, 1923-1925. 55. Richard Bentley Sautelle, 4940, 1931-1935. 56. Donald Erbele WOods,
Ai ' 1922-1923. 57. John Sedgwick Graham, 5862, 1937-1938. 58. Gordon Maxwell Irving, 3804, 1925-1929. 59. Eric Leslie
o/e;J,ett, 3159, 1921-1924. 60. Robert Saul Miller, 3475, 1923-1927. 61. Ross Kendall Finley, 4798, 1930-1937. 62. War Despatches
th et neth Slessor, op cit, 458. This article drew the ire ofBrigadier Windeyer, who labelled it inaccurate. This developed into a controversy
at ed eventually to Slessor's resignation as Official War Correspondent. .. Rev Na' BT Backhouse, School Chaplain 1928-1952.
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Section 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - veteran of the Middle East campaigns, had, in his
was in the lead tank when it ran over an unexploded
father's words,
25 pounder shell. The explosion ripped apart the
a presentiment that he had not felt during any
tracks of the tank and the crew was trapped inside by
battles in the Middle East, but he said that, though life
heavy Japanese fire. A contemporary newspaper
was valuable to him, the lives ofhis other good mates
report made light of their situation, but it was a
in this battalion were equally valuable to them, and
near-run thing when a' Japanese grenade exploded
his job was stick by them and not transfer to a school.
on the front of the vehicle driving the machine gun
A week later the attack continued in earnest, and
inwards and wounding an occupant. Accompanying
the 26th Brigade in Lae was ordered into the
infantry defended the tank until it was dragged out.
beachhead. During the struggle the 2/17th became
Nevertheless the tanks were a success, for the
cut off at the township of Jivevaneng (the closest
Japanese were unprepared against armour. It became
Australian position
apparent that the
to
Satdeberg),
Japanese
were
suffering supply
Lieutenant
KJ
Gibb
becoming
shortages,
ineffective
au
wounded.
supply drops onto
Supported by the
the ridge were
25 pounder guns of
witnessed.
the 2/12th Field
Regimen t (RG
Unknowingly the
63
2/32nd Battalion
Mair ,
J0 F
had cut the main
Wi rrus 64 )
the
2/17th maintained
Japanese line of
communication
composure
and
by occupying a
resisted Japanese
knoll astride their
attacks sometimes
supply
track.
to within 50 yards
Bitter
fighting
of their battalion A 2/1 7th Battalion sign erected in the Finscahhafen area, March 1944.
Courtesy AWM.
continued in the
headquarters. Early
on 17th October the Japanese launched.. an
thick scrub, GR Morgan of the 2/17th being
evacuated wounded at the beginning of November.
amphibious assault on Scarlet Beach by means of
All the time Australian firepower was increasing
barges. They were engaged by American Pan'olwhilst Japanese waned. The 2/6th Field Regiment
Torpedo boats en route and the Bofors light anti25 pounder artillery was moved from Lae at the
aircraft guns of the 2/4th Anti-Aircraft Regiment
beginning of November. Peter Lloyd was to win a
and infantry of the 2/28th Battalion. However, by
Mentioned in Despatches at Finschhafen.
19th October Japanese strength was spent, having
The Japanese counter-attacked again on 22nd
faltered against the Australians, who had refused to
November, this time from the north-west, isolating
panic. The following day the extra brigade arrived,
the 2/32nd Battalion in a 10 day siege. In the
accompanied by 'C' squadron of the 1st Tank
meantime the struggle for Satcleberg was reaching a
Battalion (later named 1st Armoured Regiment),
65
resolution. Using grader tracks the tanks had pressed
which inc Iud e d J L O'DonneIl •
as far as the steep country would allow. On 24th
It was clear to Australian commanders that early
November the 2/48th Battalion were less than a
reinforcement would have captured Satdeberg soon
kilometre from the summit. A patrol was sent under
after landing, but that now they were in for a
Sergeant Derrick to ascertain the possibility of a
prolonged fight. The tanks came into action closely
route of approach from the right flank. The slope
supported by infantry and engineers making use of
was such that the men could not climb unassisted
finely honed cooperation tactics. No more than four
and above them were Japanese machine guns.
tanks would proceed along the track to Sattleberg at
Despite orders from the battalion commander to
a time, raking the tops of trees for snipers and firing
withdraw, Derrick climbed ahead of his platoon and,
on pill-boxes as the infantry found them. O'Donnell
63.See note 3. 64.]ohn OlajWittus, 4623, 1929-1931. 65.]ohn Layman O'Donnell, 5193,1933-1937-
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valleys against Japanese attack and prepare airfields
for future operations. However, using indepe ndent
companies to fan ahead of his main force, he drove
the Australian advance with surprising speed.
The Japanese comma nder, Genera l Adachi,
intende d a counter-attack against the Australians in
the Finschhafen landings.
the Markh am Valley. Under his orders a road was
The fighting was not over however, there were
being built from the coastal village of Bogadjim over
more Japanese troops inland, but the beachhead was
the Finnisterre Ranges and down into the Ramu
secure from counter-attack. In the following month
Valley near Dumpu . It was to supply an advance
the Australians pushed further north and west to
along this valley and into the Markham, where the
capture the Wareo-Gusika area. By this time it was
and
Austra lian
----,
anothe r ......---- ---- --... ..,,- -=-- ---- :_......llI"r.......clear
Arne ric a n
Australian division
were
engineers
had successfully
a
establishing
made the transfer
at
major air base
from desert to
Nadzab. The road
warfare.
jungle
only
was
Gunne r Arnold
the
to
te
comple
Young 66 wrote of
Kankiryo Saddle
legend ary
the
the ranges.
In
Status these veteran
Advance Japanese
units already held
had
units
amongst
occupied a village
Australians as he
in the Markh am
relates his feelings
called
Valley,
upon joining the
, and were
Kaiapit
Field
2/12th
an
repam ng
of
In
Regim ent
A Matilda tank struggles through the thick vegetation in the Gusika area, north
there.
airstrip
Finschhafen, Ma.rch 1944. Courtesy AWM.
January 1944,
2/6th
The
There was a
an
make
to
Indepe ndent Compa ny was ordered
Wonderful spirit amongst those feLLows, many ofwhom
attack (50 miles behind enemy lines) and hold the
Were veterans ofTobr uk, EL Alamei n, and previous
village until reinforcements could be flown in. It was
~ghting in New Guinea. Though a very young and
a bold and daring plan, impossible had Vasey been
znexperienced soldier, they welcomed me in a most
aware of the force that lay behind the engineer units
generous manner. There was an air ofunreality about
at Kaiapit. However the surprise on 19th September
aLL ofthis but the truth finally registered I was taking
was complete, and the usual Japanese tenacity in
part in the war. I quietly took my place on one ofthe
defence disintegrated as enemy troops fled or made
guns, but inwardly I was excited and proud to be
desultory stands before the Australians. By 22nd
there.
September the first battalions began to arrive by
Ramu Valley
Dakota aircraft. Reinforcement was sped up when
Simultaneous with the Finschhafen operations
captured documents revealed that Kaiapit was a
l
Genera
of
nd
comma
the
the 7th Division, under
planne d staging point for a 3500 strong force
Vasey, pushed up the Markh am Valley, from Lae and
designed to retake Nadzab. By 25th September the
the
67
Valley,
Ramu
the
of
Nadzab, towards the head
2/16th (HRT Hodgkinson Medical Officer, GR
sequence of which ran diagonally across the Huon
Woodhouse68 ), 2/14th and 2/27th battalions
p .
70
New
g.
Madan
of
base
enillsula to the Japanese
Church 69 Medical Officer, CM Fisher , HH
Guinea Force was fully occupied by the Finschhafen
Shrimp ton 71 ) were at Kaiapit, with a battery of the
. s, and Vasey was ordered to secure the
op eratlon

using grenades, silenced enemy post after enemy
post. The following day the brigade prepared to
attack, but found Satdeberg abandoned. Derrick
was awarded the VC, and as he raised the Australian
flag on top of the feature he stamped the success of

aC

Gordon Ross Woodhouse, 5245, 19335803, 1936-1941. 67. Henry Richard Hodgkinson, 4715a, 1930-1933. 68.
1936-1939.71. Herbert Henderson Shrimpton
50~5. 69.]ohn Campbell Church, 4672. 1930-1935.70. Colin Murray Fisher, 5696,
J7, 1932-1935.

~~. Arnold Young,
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Nadzab airstrip, 20 September 1943. Transport aircraft line up along the ronway while aflight circles the airfield. Nadzab rapidly became the
principal Allied airbase ofthe Huon Peninsula and New Britain campaigns, and the base of 10 Operational Group RAAF Courtesy A WM:

2/4th Field Regiment 25 pounders. ANGAU
representatives arrived and began to recruit native
labour as carriets for the Australian units. Within
another week two more battalions had arrived) the
2/31st and 2/33rd. Immediately the 7th Division
began advancing up the Valley.
In the meantime the independent companies
were moving ahead and on the flanks of the
advance and finding deserted Japanese positions as
they did so. Here and there small groups of the
enemy were encountered and dealt with, often in
ambushes. The main force crossed into the Ramu
Valley without incident. Those Japanese met
displayed certain signs of a severe morale crisis,
even fleeing before the approaching Australians. It
transpited that the Japanese, on half rations, were
interpreting the wide-spread independent company
actions as the van of a very large force. The
Japanese in the Markham and"' Ramu Valleys
withdrew into the Finisterre Range, at the endpoint
of the Bogadjim Road, the Kankiryo Saddle. Thus
the activity of the Independent Companies (now
labelled Commando Squadrons) had tricked the
enemy into a hasty and costly withdraw!.
Five days later the 2/27th Battalion left the Ramu
Valley and began ascending the foothills of the

Finnisterre Range. Finding deserted positions as they
climbed the leading company established itself upon
some high ground. Over the next couple of days a
confused series of skirmishes occurred over
precipitous ridges, and it became apparent to the
Australians that they had inadvertently set
themselves in the very middle of the Japanese
position and were cut off from the division. A rescue
mission successfully forced a line of supply to the
2/27th without having to sacrifice their gain, but it
was clear the Japanese had established themselves on
a feature, Shaggy Ridge, that they meant to defend
with their characteristic obstinacy. Indeed, the
Japanese were buying time for their Finschhafen
comrades to escape along the coast to Madang.
It was not until late January that Shaggy Ridge
was in Australian hands; though the advance was not
pressed on orders from GOC New Guinea Force,
General Morshead, who did not want over-extended
supply lines at a time when the battle around
Finschhafen wa~ in doubt.
In the meantime the engineers of the 2/5th and
2/6th Field Companies were working to build
Dumpu into a serViceable base for air and land
operations against Madang: building airstrips, roads,
bridges and buildings. Once again Major DS
"
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gun fire broke up the rushing waves of Japanese and
Esplin72 (Army Service Corps) was ar the helm of an
casualties on both sides were heavy. Tom Walton was
air-supply operari on, as comma nder of 3 Air
awarded the Military Medal for his bravery in
Mainte nance Company. Throug hout the Ramu
arrending wound ed during the arrack and also for
advance the forward rroops were supplied by a
assistance rendered to a Vickers machine-gun crew.
combination of air supply, jeep and native carriers,
His citation, published in the Sydney Mornin g
and at no point did logistic issues hinder the
Herald in November 1944, read,
campaign. Observ ers were sent from Allied
With utter disregardfOr his personal safety, and
commands in other theatres, including one from
under intense enemy fire, he tended the wounded,
Burma, despatched by Esplin's brother, then Group
dressing their wounds with great medical skill When
Captain IG Esplin 73 in South East Asia Comm and.
the platoon was ordered to withdraw to afresh position
A single arrack alone would not carry Shaggy
after 41/2 hours
.
Ridge. Rather the
ofheavy Japanese
Australians had to
pressure, Walton
fight their way
remained behind
after
lt
along
to assist a man
gaining a small
who. .. was not
foothold. The ridge
~m~~
so ~~
~
himself.
quite
could
it
It was realised
adequately be held
by HQ that it
by one man with a
was necessary to
Bren gun. Captain
to
advanc e
George Conno r led
key
capture
his men early in the
points on the
againsr
struggle
ridge for the sake
Japanese positions
of defending the
4100 feet above
of the
gains
TJC
m Major
sea level at a Private Thomas Walton (5056) receiving the MilitaryinMedalfro
Courtesy
1943.
r
Novembe
Vally
Ramu
the
Valley.
O'Brien, July 1944, for an action in
Ramu
[;
eature known as AWM.
on
'T
Theref ore,
Pinnac le'.
he
Boxing Day 1943, the 2/16th Barralion, after a
Accom panied by the ubiqui tous 4 Squadr on
massive aerial and artillery bomba rdment , assaulted
Boomerangs, who directed his mortar fire and
and carried The Pimple, a highly fortified feature of
strafed the enemy, the 2/33rd Barralion compa ny
the ridge. With this last advance the 21st and 25th
moved along the ridge against a barrage ofJapan ese
Brigades were due to be relieved after continu ous
grenades thrown from above. The arrack faltered,
action since the September Lae campaign. John
and it was decided further attempts must require
Church climbed to the top of Shaggy Ridge,
artillery support.
Madang could be seen in the distance. Japanese
John Church , the 2/27th Battalion Medical
ships were entering from a blue sea. Deceptively
Officer, recalled the irregular firing of the 25
peacefUL and beautiful
POunders at night, saying, "It worried us nearly as
The relieving brigades, the 18thAIF and 15th Militia,
much as it did the Japs." By late Octobe r a toehold
arrived by 7th January 1944, flying directly to Dumpu.
Was held on the ridge, and throug hout November
By this time the Japanese hold on the Huon Peninsula
the division had to settle into a routine of patrols, its
was especially tenuous. On 1st January the American
aggressive instinct leashed by higher comma nd.
126th Regiment had landed at Saidor Virtually
To the satisfaction of 7th Division troops the
unopposed. They lay directly astride the path of the
~ffensive was resumed in the nexr month, but only
Japanese retreating from the Finschhafen campaign.
In response to an immin ent Japanese offensive. An
In the Finisterres, the new brigades were
attack by about 300 Japanese against a 2/25th
preparing to take the Kankiryo Saddle, the last
~attalion bivouac whilst on patrol nearly succeeded
feature of Shaggy Ridge and the gateway to the
In encircling the battalion. Only sustained machin e
OBE CB MA BEC DFC, 3603,1924-1932.
72. Donald Sinclair Esplin MBE, 3439,19 23-1928 .73. fan George Esplin
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Officer to the battalion and accompanied a patrol part
74
comprising of the 2/12th (RM Anderson ), 2/9th
of the way en route to rendezvous with the Americans.
and 2/10th Battalions (RM Allerton 75 , GH
TO Madang
Litchfield76 ) made the attack on the ridge, supported
Unfortunately, the Americans at Saidor had let
by the guns of the 2/4th Field Regiment. 10
the remnants of the fleeing Japanese through their
Operational Group RAAF had recently made its first
clutches. Since early January the 2/17th Battalion
operational flights from the Nadzab aerodrome and
had been leading the pursuit along the coast to Sio.
the Kittyhawks of 78 Squadron, RAAF, lead by
Japanese
resistance was strong at points, but the
Squadron Leader GF Walker77 , and the Vultee
majority of Japanese encountered by the Australians
Vengeance dive bombers of 24 Squadron opened
were the abandoned dead of a disintegrated army.
the attack. In the meantime the 15th Brigade
Disease was a
launched a diversionary
concern to the
attack. The opening
Australians as well.
moves were made on
20
Brigade's
20th January and the
casualties
for
last Japanese resistance
January 1944 were
dissolved
on
1st
16
killed
or
February. The end of
wounded
and
the campaign and the
nearly 1000 sick.
realisation
of
On 15th January
MacArthur's directive
the
2/17th
to secure his left flank
occupied Sio and a
for operations in New
few days later was
Britain were almost
relieved
by 4
achieved.
Battalion of the
The two brigades
5th
Division.
now came under the Left to right: Jika' Travers (4428), Generallven Mackay (Science master
1905-1910) and David Craig (4822).
On
24th
operational control of
January Madang was entered unopposed by the
11 Australian Division, which was establishing its
57/60th Battalion and the Huon Peninsula
headquarters in the region. BA Selbi8 was a Liaison
campaign closed. It had involved the largest number
Officer to the Americans with 11 Division HQ and
of Australian divisions in a single theatre of all time:
enjoyed the move to the Ramu Valley, which was,'
the 7th and 9th AlF and 3rd, 5th and 11 th militia,
vastly superior to the jungle and sago swamps
not to mention RAAF support.
around Buna and Dobodura. The nights were cool
Despite the volume of commitment of Australian
and the landscape open and covered with kunai grass.
forces, in December of 1943 Blarney issued a decree
The division now pressed fotward to the coastal
that,
village of Bogadjim. BH Travers 79 , Brigade Major of
The operational role ofthe Australian Military
15th Brigade wrote,
Forces engaged in forward operations in New Guinea
The move to Bogadjim was slow and tedious, but it
will be taken over by USA forces in accordance with
required carefUlplanning, sound organisation, and brave
plans now being prepared
forward patrolling. There were few large setpiece attacks,
The Australians had borne the brunt ofAllied effort
but there was a continual demandfor goodjungle tactics
in the South West Pacific during 194384 , but were now
which were based on the long days oftraining which had
to be withdrawn to Australia and garrison duty within
followed the experiences ofSalamaua '
New Guinea for much needed rest and recuperation.
SC Bradleyo, chaplain to the 58/59 Battalion (AB
They
left a secure foundation from which MacArthur
Ball81 , LW Middleton82), recalls Jika's daily order was
would launch his offensives to the north.
"maintain contact". Captain Middleton was Medical
74. Robert Macintosh Anderson, 5816, 1937-1940. 75. Robert Mervyn Allerton, 5641, 1936-1938. 76. Geoffrey Howard Litchfield,
4544, 1929-1931.77. Grant Forsyth Walker DFC AEA, 3878, 1924-1930. 78. Benn Atherton Selby, 4411, 1928-1932. 79. BlTSil
Holmes Travers OBE, 4428, 1928-1937. 80. Rt Rev Steven Carlton Bradley, 3248, 1922-1927.81. Alan Bradshaw Ball 4654 19301931. 82. Lucas William Middleton: 5019, 1932-1936 83. Ronald Robert Paxton, 1928-1933. Killed 2/5/44. 84. Som~ troo ;, such ITS
Peter Lloyd, had been In action continuously for 14 months.
'P
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From Central Bureau to Lonely Vigil
Intelligence activities in the South West Pacific
When John Smith's' lost patrol stumbled, after over the world, including a group of Classics
days of trudging across Papua, upon a group of scholars from Oxford and Cambridge. When
four Australians deep in the bush*, it was a . commissioned in 1944 he was interviewed by Evan
meeting of two arms of the intelligence Mander-Jones\ his form master in DIVA, then
apparatus. The commandos of the 2/5th Deputy Director ofMilitary Intelligence in the AlE
Independent Company patrolled deep within
He also found Stanley Winn\ who had been
enemy territory, gathering information, watching with 4 Special Wireless Section in Greece and
and
silently
Crete, and was
repOrting
their
now working at
discoveries to a
headquarters. CD
headquarters. The
Oglivi would no
four men of the
doubt have walked
Special Wireless
the same corridors
Unit intercepted
from time to time,
enemy
radio
yet his record
transmissions and
states his posting
relayed them to
was in Melbourne.
the intelligence
His military file is
headquarters In
vague, stating only
Moresby
and
that
he
was
Brisbane, where
seconded, as a
they were decoded
civilian, into the
and analysed. As Donald Robinson (5767) with New Guinea men, whilst posted to 1 Wireless Australian Radio
the War progressed Unit in New Guinea.
Securi ty Service in
so the forms and numbers of Allied intelligence
units proliferated, each specialising in a particular
function, but each having the common aim of
understanding the enemy and passing that
'intelligence' on to the front-line troops.
DWB Robinson!, the former Archbishop of
Sydney, was a student of Classics at Sydney
University when the war began,
I was one ofTrendall's small group ofGreek
students at Sydney University in 1940-1941.... He
asked me ifI would be interested in doing some
work in special activities... I didn't have a clue
what it was about. He arranged another interview
for me together with a fellow student ofmine ...
whatever it was that Trendall had up his sleeve I
said 'yes, I would be in it" ...
Robinson had joined a unit, Central Bureau,
Special Intelligence Personnel Group, located at
Brisbane University, that drew personnel from all

August 1942. His duties took him to the United
Kingdom in 1944, with a visit to the FBI in
Washington en route.
Ar Central Bureau Robinson received
intercepted signals from the Special Wireless
Sections in the north. Whilst crytographers
worked on the codes, he analysed Japanese Naval
and Air Force signals,
Even without decoding you could work out
whether the messages were from fighter planes or
transport planes or bombers, the number ofaircraft,
which way they were flying...
The value of signals intelligence in the war
could not be overemphasised. The advantage the
Allies gained on the field of battle from applying
their knowledge of the German and Japanese
encrypting machines 6 is illustrated amply in the
shooting down, and killing, of Admiral
Yamamoto, the Japanese Supreme Chief of the

., See pp153-4. 1. John Ogilvie Smith, 5774, 1936-1940. Smith was a member ofa patrol ofthe 215th Ind Coy that became
separatedfrom the main fOrce and spent six weeks officially missing until chancing upon a Special Wireless Unit. 2. Donald
William Bradlry Robimon, 5767, 1936 - 1939. 3. Evan Mander-Jones OBE ED, 2367, 1916-1920.4. Stanley Pearson Winn,
4214, 1927-1930. 5. Clive David Og/ivy, 3169, 1921 - 1926 6. US Naval Intelligence had broken the Japanese code before
the war, and the British had come by a German 'Enigma'machine through the Polish resistance.

Pacific theatre. Signals outlining his intention to
visit his troops in the Solomons were intercepted
by Wireless Sections in Townsville and Hawaii.
Having determined his route and timing, all that
remained was for three US P39 Lightnings to be
in the right spot at the right time.
After some time in Brisbane, Robinson was
posted to a signal interception unit in New
Guinea, 1 Wireless Unit RAAF, and which latter
moved to Biak. HM MacDiarmid7 and IG
HardingB were members of similar units (51
Wireless Section in Darwin, amongst others) and
DS Hansen 9 a member of 5 Wireless Unit
stationed in Luzon in the Philippines in 1945.
Robinson and his colleagues worked far from
the front lines, but there were others whose
intelligence tasks took them far behind enemy
lines. Much intelligence had to be gathered from
physical sources: captured enemy equipment,
papers and, of course, prisoners. CT Garnock 1o
was 2ifc of a Field Security Section, and spent
much time in American Patrol Torpedo (PT)
Boats. He searched for Japanese survivors of the
Coral Sea battle, patrolled the Papuan coast, and
even entered the harbour of Salamaua, a Japanese

base, under cover of darkness in order ro count the
number of enemy vessels.
RSW Neill I was a member of 33 Field Security
Section, which spent fifteen months over 1943
and 1944 patrolling the New Guinea coast from
Merauke to Kepi. They" lived off the land, and
supply drops, and sought the friendship of the
natives by gifts of tobacco,
Before leaving Merauke, arrangements had
been made for our mail and supplies to be
dropped to us and picked up by Vultee Vengeance
dive-bomber, these arrangements being confirmed
by Morse code when suitable sites had been
chosen. Mail was attached to and picked up from
a fixed rope line usually strung across a creek, the
aeroplane being equipped with a hook.
The mail collecting exercise serves to emphasise
solitary work of the unit. Disaster struck during
one patrol when the group's canoes capsized,
causing the loss of all equipment not attached to
their bodies, including the wireless. The patrol
struggled on, some with serious injuries, including
Neil, until a friendly Javanese doctor could offer
some help.
There were none more alone, however, than the

HMAS River Snake, commanded by John Gowing (4333), arriving at the SRD base in Darwin. Courtesy AWM.
7. Hugh Melrose MacDiarmid, 5730, 1936-1941. 8. Jan Grant Harding, 4984, 1932-1939.9. David Sinclair Hansen, 6319,
1940-1941. 10. Charles Tony Garnock, 5509, 1935 - 1937. 11. Robert Stewart Warren Neil, 4885, '.l931 - 1935.

men who sat atop mountains silently watching,
and reporting, the movement of enemy air and sea
traffic. These were the Coastwatchers. EHF
Mitchel1J 2 and AF Kyle l3 were Coastwatchers on
New Ireland until captured by the Japanese. BH
Evans l4 and PF Way!5 were with the New Guinea
Air Warning Wireless Company, which performed
a similar function to the Coastwatchers.
DG Garland l6 was active with a British Unit,
called Secret Intelligence Australia, in the Dutch
East Indies. During his service Garland was
deafened by gun blasts twice, wound ed in three
places, left unconscious on the side of a mounta in
for two days, reported "missing in action, believed
killed" and had a bounty on his head. However, he
also had the pleasure of witnessing an air attack on
five Japanese ships, including two destroyers - the
fruits of his labour.

activities he undertook, except to say that he was
rushed to New Britain by Patrol Torpedo Boat,
where we did what we had to do untiL the war
ended
The Australian official history of the New
Britain campaigns notes the results of AlB
operations in the Wide Bay area of New Britain
prior to the arrival of regular Army units. The
natives were friendly and the enemy tense.
AlB operatives were often inserted onto enemy
held islands by crafts disguised as native luggers.
JP Gowing24 was a Naval officer attached to the
SRD and in comma nd of HMAS River Snake and
latter HMAS Grass Snake. He was involved in
Operat ion SUNC HARL IE in April 1945,
inserting a reconnaissance party onto Roti, an

island off Timor.
Operatives were often inserted, or resupplied,
by air. 200 Flight was a RAAF unit raised in
Services Reconnaissance Depar tment
Februa ry 1945 to suppor t SRD operations.
the
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that
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(a very difficult task from their low dropping
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within occupied Europe. The SRD was to be the vessel was sighted, and Pockley, who had become
Pacific War's equivalent.
famous huntin g U-boats with Coastal Comm and
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The most famous of
in European waters, went in to attack. The other
Special Unit, commonly, though erroneously, Liberator returned to base, and when Pockley and
referred to as 'z Force'. 'z' Special Unit was based Litchfield's aircraft failed to return, they were
in Darwin, and drew on all three Services. Its officially listed as missing.
l8
operatives (which included BG Farr , JS HalP9, JA
The popula r concep tion of intelligence
RoseZ°, M Ryder I and GE Wansef2) were trained operations tends to focus on the 'z' Special Unit's
in a variety of military skills that allowed them to raid on Singapore Harbour, in the lugger Krait;
act independently far behind enemy lines. KL but the intelligence war was primarily waged, and
King23 joined the Allied Intelligence Bureau in ultimately won, by the steady analysis and quiet
1944. His was trained in commando work, radio watchfulness of thousands of service personnel,
and cyphers, mostly in the Broken Bay area of male and female, throughout the war.
nOrthern Sydney. He is circumspect about the
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1935-1940. 24. John Preston Gowing, 4333,
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1944 - Advances in the Pacific
After two years of continuous operations the
exhausted and disease ridden Australian Army
retired to the Atherton Tablelands to recuperate.
Their effortS had secured MacArthur's left flank for
operations against New Britain and in late
December 1943 US troops landed on Cape
Gloucester and during November Nimitz launched
the 'Battle of the Atolls' in the Gilbert Islands. The
program of island hopping was under way, designed
to isolate Japanese garrisons and let them wither
under siege of submarines and aircraft. In this period
it was the Royal Australian Navy and Royal
Australian Air Force that held the van of our war
effort in the Pacific War.

Securing the South
No Australians were under Nimitz' command in
the Central Pacific, but the American offensives
under MacArthur would always include some
Australian specialist troops and RAAF and RAN
support. AD Cranna l was a radar operator with 335
Radar Station and was sent some days before the
Cape Gloucester landings to the Arawe Island group
to cover the forthcoming operation,
At about 5pm the two radar barges ran up on a
beach at Pi/i/o Island and unloading ofthe
equipment commenced - about halfofthe gear was on

the beach when four Japanese aircraft came around
the corner ofthe island without any prior warning
and bombed our area in two runs, then proceeded to
strafe the landed equipment and the barges. Everyone
took cover in a wild rush and I recall wondering how
thick the steel was in the hulls ofthe barges and
whether it would stop the bullets that seemed to be
flying everywhere. ... Following this attack, air cover
was called in and a squadron ofKittyhawks patrolled
the area for four days, which allowed the radar to get
operational and the unit camp to be established.
Escort of the invasion convoy and pre-assault
bombardment fell to the Task Force 74 flotilla under
the flag of Rear-Admiral Crutchley VC DSC RN in
HMAS Australia (NG Alexander2, E Bryden-Brown 3,
RJ Ellis', RT Richardson 5) and including the cruiser
HMAS Shropshire aT Baker6, LG Lawrie), the
destroyers HMAS Warramunga (WE Keep 8) and
HMAS Arunta OW Alletton9 , BT King 'O), and US
Navy cruisers and destroyers. HMAS Hobart would
normally have accompanied the Task Force, but she
had been torpedoed in the Coral Sea whilst returning
from Guadalcanal, only days after Edwin BrydenBrown had joined her. Richard Ellis was aboard the
cruiser Australia when Hobart was torpedoed,
Although I didn't know it at the time, my brother
John, Lieut (E) JS Ellil l was among those killed. I
sensed it, however, from the manner ofsome ofmy

The destroyer HMAS Aruma at sea. Courtesy AWM.
1. ALister David Cranna, 5841, 1937-1942.2. Norman Graham ALexander, 4805,
1941.4. RichardJames ELLis, 4083, 1936-1935. 5. Ronald Trevor Richardson AM,
1934-1938. 7. LLoyd Garton Lawrie, 5452, 1934-1942. 8. WiLLiam Edward Keep,
1936-1941. 10. Bruce TuckfieLd King, 5723, 1936-1940. 11. John Stevenson ELLis,
painted portrait o/John ELLis hangs in the CLock Tower at Sydney University.

1931-1938.3. Edwin Bryden-Brown, 5826, 19375911, 1937-1939.6. James Thomas Baker, 5278,
6180, -1939-1941. 9. John WilLiam ALLerton, 5640,
4082, 1926-1933. KiLLed 20/7/43. A posthumously
'
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McKellar '6 , WH Wright '?) and 77 Squadron (WR
fellow officers. Norman Alexander was prevailed upon
Wilem an I?). On shore an Old Boy was
to break the news to me - a traumatic experience for
disting uishing himsel f in the most dangerous
both ofus. I was very gratefulfor his support.
fashion. An official press report stated,
At dawn, 26th Decem ber 1943, the Cape
RAAF squads were set the task ofdelousing land
Gloucester bomba rdment began, opened by Task
mines in the paths of us tanks and infantry. During
Force 74. There was much preparation for this
the action they were constantly sniped by Japanese tied
bombardment in the wake of the Central Pacific
in the tops ofpalms and trees. They came under
Command's invasion of the Gilbert Islands, where
accurate machine gun fire and were plastered at times
the bomba rdmen t was less than effective.
with mortar shells and grenades. When they were
Bombardment Liaison Officers from the Royal
12
caught in withering cross fire they continued their
Australian Artillery, including FM Archer , under
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the comma nd of DR
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Rickard 13 , and with NA
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to Buna. Over the
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of the sea-lanes, so sites
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for airstrips decided the
eSCOrts to the landing
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163rd
the
where
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about making the
tail end of the Huon
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landin g
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serviceable.
The Vitiaz Straits
Air ascendancy took
between New Guinea Ralph Taylor (3037) defUsing an unexploded bomb on Noemfoor
a large stride forward in
and New Britain were Island, November 1944. Courtesy A W7I1.
early February, when
now in Allied hands and
aircraft from 10 Operational Group RAAF escorted
the way lay open for operations to the north.
American Mitchell and Liberator bombers on a
MacArthur's original plan to arrack Rabaul was laid
surprise arrack on the Japanese airfields around
aside for the bolder one of bypassing the strong
Wewak in the north of New Guinea. The Kittyhawks
fOrtress of 100 000 Japanese. In February the
o
of 75 (BR Moody19) and 78 Squadrons (DR Bakd ,
Admiralty Islands were seized, straddling the sea
GF Walkeri) flew top cover. 78 Squadron had been
rOUte to Rabaul. Wiuramunga and Arunta
formed only some month s before under the
participated as part of the escorting craft and in turn
command of Walker and comprised the cream of
Were escorted by the Spitfires of 79 Squadron (LEB
33. 14. Norman Alfred Vickery MB£, MC,
~2. Frank Morris Archer, 5642, 1936-1937. 13. Douglas Randolph Rickard, 4936, 1931-19
Finschhaftn landings, when it was realised
and
Lae
D
1929-1934. 15. The Naval Bombardment Group was established after the

h , 4610,

s. The group grew out ofthe team ofmen gathered by DR
~ ~t a permanent unit was necessary to coordinate Navy/Army combined operation
5373, 1934-1935. 17. William Henry
Ean Bensen,
.;,kard in 1943 for the Huon Peninsula campaigns. See pp.192-193. 16. Leslie

Taylor, 3037, 1920. 19. Beresford Rawson
1929-1936. 17a. William Robert Wileman, 5795, 1936-19 41. 18. Ralph
M.1ght, 4625, 1927-19
3878, 1924-1930.
29. 20. Denis Russell Baker, 5277, 1934-1936. 21. Grant Forsyth Walker,
oody, 4206,
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Australia's fighter pilots. Walker recalls,
RAAF Beaufort bombers of 1 Squadron (LW
In absolute secrecy we were to escort about 20 odd
Davies25 ) and 2 Squadron (CBB Byrne26 , WG
B25 (light bombers) to destroy new Japanese fighters
Coward 27 , T Isbister28) participated in the initial
at the western end ofNew Guinea. The bombers used
bombardment whilst 78 Squadron flew cover.
'parafrags: i. e. bombs with parachutes attached and a
Baker, Flight Commander of'1\. Flight, recalled the
long rod in the nose to cause the explosion before
impressive sight of the invasion fleet, over 70
reaching the ground. After severalfeints almost all the
vessels. BG Wileman 28 " Radar Officer with 10 OG,
aircraft the Japs had put in the air were reftelling
landed at Aitape six days later.
when the actual attack took place.
Some 4000 miles to the west the Australian
60 Japanese fighters were destroyed on the ground
ships attached to the British Eastern Fleet, Napier,
and anorher 16 in aerial combat.
Nepal, Nizam (GS Goodman 29 , SSL More 30) and
IS
often
It
Quiberon (WG
overlooked that
Farqhuar l ), sailed
concurrent with
from Ceylon on
the
American
a
diversionary
offensive in the
attack in
the
Pacific, the British
Dutch
East
Army of Indian,
Indies, designed
Gurkha and African
to draw enemy
troops
under
attention
from
General Slim, and
New Guinea.
the
Chinese
Offshore the
divisions
under
Navy could only
wonder
at
General Stillwell,
condi tions on
were locked in one
land. Richardson,
of the greatest
aboard Australia,
struggles of the
recalled,
war. In February
There was an
three
Japanese
divisions launched
awfUL sameness
about the South
a wholehearted
HMAS Kanimbla, in camouflage, I1S a Landing Ship Infantry (LSI). Kanimbla
bid to invade India saw service early in the war as an armed merchantman, in the South China Sea,
W'est Pacific. Long
Indian
Ocean
and
Persian
Gulf
Courtesy
AWM.
and knock China
periods at sea,
heat, similar
out of the war. The
Battle of Imphal raged at close quarters for months
anchorages with stinking rotten vegetation - how the
until Slim's troops began to push the Japanese 15th
Army managed I have no idea!
Army back into Burma through the driving
Norm Alexander wrote,
monsoon. 22
I recall that when I was in HMAS Australia, we
On the north coast of New Guinea, the isolation
dined in the Wardroom at a large highly polished table
andfor the evening meal everyone had a finger bowl.
strategy continued and the Japanese garrison of
Wewak, about 200 000 strong, was by-passed by
On this particular evening I was sitting next to a war
American landings further west at Hollandia and
correspondent who hadjust come out ofthe Middle
East
and he turned around to me and said, "Norman,
Aitape in April. Task Force 74 again took part in the
escort and bombardment of the beaches with the
you know we never hadfinger bowls in the desert':
Life at sea was not all finger bowls. GD Davis32
Australian LSIs (Landing Ship - Infantry) HMA
23
24
Ships W'estralia 0QA. Saunders , NM Thomson ),
describes the difficulty of overcrowding aboard the
corvette HMAS Pirie,
Kanimbla and Manoora. W'estralia was flagship of
her Task Unit, destined for Hollandia Harbour.
There were two hammock hooks that had not been
22. See p.133. 23. John Quenton Saunders, 5259, 1933-1937. 24. Ninian Miller Thomson, 5933, 1937-1941.25. Louis Walter Davies,
5847, 1937-1940.26. Charles Brian Baptist Byrne, 2906, 1920-1923.27. William Gregson Coward, 4681, 1930-1935.28. Thomas
Isbister, 4531, 1929-1934. 28a. Brian George Wileman, 5616, 1935-1939.29. Geoffrey Samuel Goodman, 6009, 1938-1941.30.
Stephen Stuart More, 3896, 1925-1929.31. William Gordon Farqhuar, 5692, 1936-1939. 32. Geoffrey Davi.d Davis, 5989, 1938-1943.
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Kittyhawks 0/78 Squadron RAAF lined up on Cyclops airstrip, Hollandia, June 1944. Grant Walker (3878) raised and commanded the
squadron from August 1943 until early 1945. Courtesy AWM

taken up, so I pitched my hammock there and went to
sleep. After about halfan hour ofbeing asleep, I could
not bear the smell ofthe diesel fumes coming from the
galley ... After a short while I realised that no one
Wanted to sleep out there because every time the ship
pitched, spray would come up, and within about 3 or
4 hours ofbeing there I was lying in a canvas
~ammock which had a tide level in it ofabout 3
znches ofsea water.
The American advances continued ~d in May
the Islands ofWakde and Biak, off the north coast of
New Guinea, were invaded. Again the Task Force,
Squadron and Taylor's bomb disposal unit were
tnvolved. Baker recalls 78 Squadron meeting a
number of enemy fighters,
Over Biak we were successful shooting down a
number ofenemy aircraft. I pay tribute to the ground
staffwho kept us flying and especially to the
armament boys for the hard work in arming the
planes with belts ofammunition and bombs. I was
engaged in one other interception over japan Island,
to the south ofBiak. It centred on a lone jap "Toni"
Or Messerschmit 109 doing a recce ofthe area. It was
shot down over the sea.
Important work was undertaken immediately
foll .
OWing the capture of enemy harbours by the

:8

RAN Hydrographic teams surveying and charting
safe passages. HA Young33 was an Able Seaman
aboard HMAS Benalla and recalls warding off divebombing attacks whilst performing surveys around
Biak, whereas WJ Starkey34, a Hydrosurveyor
remembers surveying reefs was often jusr a matter of
marking the wrecks of American Liberty ships!
The amphibious advance continued and in July
Noemfoor was taken with the usual RAN and RAAF
accompaniment. By this time RF Boyce35 had joined
78 Squadron as a pilot. In October, after three
months with the squadron, he went missing over the
Dutch East Indies and his death was presumed
sometime later.
A survey of KE Goldring's36 postings with 80
Squadron, RAAF indicates the speed of the Allied
advance with which Japanese forces were surrounded
and cut off during 1944:
Nadzab, New Guinea
21 February 44
Cape Gloucester, New Britain
14 March 44
Tadji, New Guinea
29 April 44
Hollandia, Dutch New Guinea
12 May 44
Biak, Dutch New Guinea
1 july 44
Noemfoor, Dutch New Guinea
20 july44
Morotai, Netherlands East Indies 12 December 44
Morotai was to become a name familiar to all

~;3 Horace Anthony Young, 5949,1937-1942.34. William John Starkey, 5221,

1933-1937. 35. Richard Francis Boyce, 5654,1936-

9.36. Kenneth Ernest Goldring, 5513, 1935-1941.
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Australian invasion of Borneo, but for the time
being was established by the Americans as an air base
and home to the freshly nominated 1st Tactical Air
Force (l TAF). The RAAF in the South West Pacific
now numbered 163000 men and women spread
amongst squadrons, construction and works units,
radar stations, stores and training units. RC COX37
found himself retraining, so that his unit, 5 Airfield
Construction Squadron, might accompany US
troops in the early stages of landings to establish
airfields. At Hollandia and Noemfoor the squadron
layed steel matting strips for runways. Walker's 78
Squadron found the matting at Aitape a little patchy,
so I sent in those low in petrolfirst warning of
patches in the strip. The first and second landed turned
over - then most landed safily exceptfOr two more.
Radar stations accounted for a very large number
of RAAF servicemen; hundreds were spread across
the South West Pacific theatre. Their work could at
times be exciting, as AD Cranna recalled,
Coconut logs were used around the radar in an
effort to reduce the risks to the operators but shrapnel
from the dive bombing made numerous holes in the
heavy brown coloured canvas enclosure to the radar
which normally provided the dark (and very hot!)
conditions requiredfOr the operators to work. Tin hats
were mandatory - mine took the impact ofthree bits
ofshrapnelfrom one bomb, which rendered the hat
pretty useless and me very sore but thankfUlly aliv~.·
And R Blomfield'",
One day there was an excited cry from the op. on
duty, who announced that he was looking AT 20
AIRCRAFT! All within earshot ran to see what this
could be; then, when the target grew close, we stood
expectantly along the edge ofthe hill to see what
should come out ofthe clouds. Sure enough, aircraft
appearedfrom behind a bank ofcumulus, in
succession, and we all counted. They flew left to right
across our front and then swung round behind us. It
was only after No 20 hadproved to be the last that
we again saw No 1, much closer now. The pilot was
clearly visible, and so was the large red circle on the
side! The realisation that we were standing, out in the
open, gazing stupidly at Jap Zeros, struck us all
simultaneously. we disappeared. Near the edge ofthe
camp there was a wall ofdense vegetation, which I
would normally have gone around, but after this day
there was a hole in the middle ofit, the same shape as

me. I would not otherwise have believed that it was
possible, even given the right impetus, to penetrate it.
Fortunately fOr us the Japs had their fUll concentration
cratered on the American PT base.
But was mostly mundane, as WV Lightfoot")
relates,
My first posting was to No. 43 Radio Station
(subsequently renamed Radar Station) Portland
Roads, about 150 kilometres from the tip of Cape
York. .. At Portland Roads I shared a tent with
another telegraphist and two radar operators. The
latter tracked all aircraft movements from high on a
hilltop and phoned details to its telegs. we then
encoded the report and sent it through to Townsville.
This continued uneventfully fOr us, while the Coral
Sea battle raged not far away. The monotony was
broken every fiw months when a consignment of
Cascade beer would arrive from Tasmania and the
whole 36 ofus would go on a short-lived spree. After
the first occasion we named our tent "Happy Daze".
In the main we wiled away the days, months and
years playing cards, reading, fishing, gathering pawpaw and huge rock oysters and playing cricket.

The Battle of Leyte Gulf
The climax of the year's campaigning came III
October with the much heralded return to the
Philippines of General MacArthur. Task Force 74 was
attached to the US 7th Fleet and escorted the
enormous invasion train of 70 1 vessels, including the
Australian LSls westralia, Manoora and Kanibla, to
Leyte Gulf. HMAS 'lVtzrrego, with Starkey on board,
was one of the hydrographic survey teams that had
already marked lanes of approach and cleared the
harbour of mines. On 20th October the landing craft
dropped from their mother ships, including 1
Australian Landing Craft Detachment (IC Walton'iO),
and sped across the calm water to the beach under
the watchful eye of MacArthur. The landing
proceeded smoothly, the Japanese choosing to defend
in depth, rather than attempt to hold the beaches.
The following day, the Japanese Air Force
counter-attacked in the half-light of dawn. A divebomber made for the Australian cruisers Shropshire
and Australia (now joined by GS Lewisii). Suffering
badly under the combined anti-aircraft fire the
aircraft appeared to make a sudden and decisive turn
in direction and crashed squarely into the bridge of
the Australia, killing her captain and most of the
vital staff for whom the bridge was their battle

37. Robert Clarendon Cox, 1903, 1912-1918. 38. Robert BloJnfield. 5473,1935-1941.39. Willimn Verney (Pete}) LightJi)()t, 4362,
1928-1930.40. Ian Cantley Walton, 5055, 1932-1936.41. Geojji-ey Sewyn Lewis, 4360, 1928-1934.
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Station. It was a lucky escape for Bryden-Brown,
and this fleet was intercepted by two US submarines,
which ambushed it, sinking two cruisers and forcing
whose roll as Bridge Messenger would have put him
the retirement of a third. US carrier aircraft
right in the path of the plane if he had not already
been posted to an Officer Training School. To the
repeatedly attacked the flagship, the mighty 62 000
Witnesses of the incident, including Engineering
ton Musashi, the most powerful ship in the world.
19 torpedos and 17 bombs later the battleship was
Officer RJ Ellis, there was no doubt that the pilot
sent his aircraft on a suicide attack.
forced to retire, and eventually capsized. On the
strength of that victory the American Third Fleet
This first kamikaze attack announced that the
sailed to intercept the Japanese carriers far to the
same fanatical tenacity that was the mark of the
Japanese soldier would also claim tens of thousands
north of Leyte Gulf. The trap had sprung and the
of tons of Allied shipping and thousands of lives in
beachhead was left in the care of Admiral
the battles ahead. The
Oldendorf's
Pacific Ocean
effectiveness of the
bombardment fleet attack on Australia was
old battleships and
such that that single
crUIsers.
pilOt forced the removal
On the evening of
of the cruiser from the
24th
October
the
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
human
battle,
her
Japanese
Southern
command
structure
Force of six battleships
obliterated. However the
and ten heavy cruisers
of
introduction
sailed into the southern
kamikaze aircraft was a
end of the Suriago
mere forerunner of a
~ 0
\)
~
515anSemsrrJinoStr.
Strait. Three lines of
grander, more ingenious
Allied vessels were
~'" l>
~,SAMAR
fltl~ ~D
plan to trap the landing
awaiting them. The first
fleet and destroy the
line of patrol torpedo
be
LsytsGult
~()
PANA
0
Allied beachhead under
boats had little effect
the power of the most
and were swept aside by
o
0
USUri9SO
Powerful battleships yet
the powerful Japanese
Q
0
~~
built. Yet again the naval
armament.
Admiral
D
C)
forces of the Pacific were
Oldendorf then sent in
headed for a showdown,
his destroyers. Allerton
the Outcome of which
was aboard HMAS
would
determine
Arunta,
ZAMBOAN A
SUpremacy of the ocean.
It was now the
Admiral
Toyoda 0
destroyers turn and
conceived an ingenious 1..-_ _c>
...JJ.<O'-(]_~_ ___' Arunta gathered speed to
plan that would disperse The Philippine Islands
twentyjive knots, firing
Allied
air
power,
in rapid salvos armour
alloWing him to make use of his tremendous
piercing shells into the bridge ofthe battleship. My
broadsides. Three fleets converged on Leyte Gulf. To
action station was in the for'rd mounting ofthe ship,
the north a fleet of carriers, minus their aircraft, were
and consisted ofmanning twin 4.7" guns, and
the bait to lure the American Third Fleet carriers
following the markers on scales ofrange and
away from the beachhead they were protecting. Two
deflections receivedfrom the Gunnery Officer high up
Other fleets of battleships, cruisers and destroyers
in the positions behind the bridge. Calculations also
Steamed to trap the transports of the invasion fleet
came from the Transmitting Station deep in the
Within the Suriago Straits.
bowels ofthe ship. I also passed on firing orders to the
Unlike the Battle of Midway the Americans were
gun crew from the Bridge. In silent prayer I sought
entirely unaware of Japanese intentions and
direction and calm in this situation and my prayers
especially the fleet of battleships approaching from
were answered with a quiet confidence that was with
S·
mgapore. However luck was against the Japanese
me through the night.
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"All torpedoes gone" was a message passed to all
positions throughout the ship and as we turned away
at speed the ship was enveloped in a blue searchlight
which was quickly extinguished by some unknown
ship. we retired briefly until a call over the low
frequency radio, called the TBS, from a ship
disorientated in the heat ofthe battle. we returned to
the fray firing rapid salvoes at given targets until a
call came through from the Flagship. Each ship had a
call sign, ours being 'Happy Hour: ''Happy Hour this
is jumbo Five. Come out or you'll be blown out!"
For by this stage the mauled enemy force had
arrived at the third line of defence, rhe six old
bartleships and rhree heavy cruisers, including the
Shropshire. The surprise was complete and by
daylight the Japanese Southern Force was
obliterated. Allerton wrote,

By this time daylight was breaking; two battleships
were on fire and sinking, all cruisers and destroyers
had disappeared except fOr one whose after gun turret
was still firing as it settled in the water. The sea was
seen to be covered with bobbing heads, which refused
to be rescued by our ships.
Dawn, however, revealed another enemy force, of
four battleships, seven cruisers and eleven destroyers
bearing down on the beachhead from the north,
through the San Bernardino Strait, exactly where the
mighty weapons of Halsey's fleet would have been if
in the night they had not rushed after empty aircraft
carriers. Only six light escort carriers and' six
destroyers stood between the enemy and the
beachhead. Escort carriers were converted transports
adapted as carriers for anti-submarine defence. Their
armament had no answer to battleships. The
bombardment fleet, including Shropshire and
Arunta, was too far south and low on ammunition.
There was nothing to be done but for the puny
defending force to attack and try and buy time for
the transports. The aircraft took off, armed with
small torpedos, depth charges and anti-personnel
bombs. At the same time the destroyers raced
towards the Japanese firing torpedos.
Confused by the mass of attacking aircraft (even
though many of them were making dummy attacks
having run out of ammunition) the Japanese
commander, Admiral Kurita, believed he had come
up against the main US carrier force. His huge guns
were battering the destroyers into hulks, but the
large armour piercing shells went straight through
the thin sides of the escort carriers without

exploding. The destroyer's torpedos found some
targets and caused disarray amongst the attackers
and eventually Kurita called off the attack. Kurita
sensed his force was about to hit the wall of the
Third Fleet when in fact he was only minutes away
from a decisive victory over the Americans.
By the time the Third Fleet returned all that
remained of the Japanese fleet were sunken wrecks,
the Japanese had suffered a crushing defeat. Four
carriers, three battleships, six cruisers and twelve
destroyers sunk and the beachhead at Leyte Gulf
unscathed. The Australian members of Task Force
74 (minus Australia) were participants i!1 the last
naval battle in history fought as a series of broadsides
between opposing ships, a battle that despatched the
might of the Imperial Japanese Navy.

The Lingayen GulfLandings
The Leyte Gulf invasion force, with her full
Australian complement (HMAS Australia had
returned after repairs, joined by Ordinary Seaman
BS Robertson 42 ), made steam for Lingayen Gulf on
Luzon, the main island of the Philippines group, on
4th January 1945. MacArthur's dreams of liberating
the Philippines were coming to a head and he
pushed his forces on. However Japanese resistance
was only increasing. Severe air attacks dogged the
voyage north. At dusk on the 5th January 1945
HMAS Arunta spotted two enemy aircraft
approaching from the port bow. Allerton recalls

The sun was sinking in the west, all guns loaded
on alarm setting ready to fire, when the look-outs
reported two aircraft flying in low over the water.
'Blinking'flashes from the two aircraft could have
meant only one thing: they were attempting to strafe
the ship, ...
... the BofOrs [guns] were directed at the plane as it
headed our way. These were tearing offpieces ofthe
planes as they swung around the bow. The gun's crew
maintained they could see the beady-eyed pilot
wearing horn-rimmed glasses and the white Samurai
band around his head.
One ofthe planes turned sharply toward the port
waist and, riddled with shells, it crashed into the side
ofthe ship. There was a loud explosion, shrapnel
flying in all directions, much ofit penetrating the side
ofthe ship.
The attack disabled Arunta and wounded eight of
her crew. Allerton remembers the shipwright
suspended over the side plugging holes with timber.

42. Bruce Stewart Robertson, 6065, 1938-1943.
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by suicide aircraft, but had not withdrawn from the
A US destroyer stayed with Arunta until she could
bombardment.
get underway, and the descent of the night
On 9th January the transports steamed into
precluded further attacks. However,
Lingeyen Gulf Manoora, Kanimbla and Westralia
A wild, choppy night seemed to be in store for us;
and the 1st Australia Landing Craft Detachment
light rain was failing and we sought shelter from the
discharged the attacking troops, accompanied by
cold. During the middle watch, midnight to 4am,
members of the 1st Australian Naval Bombardment
/our ofus were woken and told to report to the
Group (FM Archer, WA Deane43 , PC Richardson 44 ).
Captain's day cabin. Two stretchers were occupied by
Advancing with the infantry, Bombardment Group
two canvas coveredforms awaiting burial.
members signalled requests to the ships, whose guns
carried them out to the quarterdeck, and by the
acted as field artillery. DS Hansen 45 was also present
light ofa torch the Captain committed them to the
deep.
stood around
with 5 Wireless Unit
in stunned silence.
RAAF, intercepting
enemy
wireless
Despite this tragedy,
transmIssIons.
Aruma
made
her
station at Lingayen
The
Americans
would be rooting out
Gulf the following day
and escorted HMAS
Japanese resistance on
Wtzrrego as she laid
Luzon until the end of
the war, but the Royal
buoys marking the
landing approaches to
Australian Navy's task
the beach. Starkey was
was over in this area of
with Gascoyne, also
the theatre, except for
Performing
escorting tasks to
hYdrographic duties
Lingayen Gulf and
under the cover of the
hydrographic surveys.
bombardment.
The invasion marked
Once again HMAS
the end of internment
Australia was marked
for JD MacMaster46 ,
OUt
for
kamikaze
imprisoned by the
John Barnes (3915), holding the map on right, with his crew of 2
attention.
Whilst (Hudson) Squadron MAP, March 1943. The squadron was based at
Japanese three years
Aruma was under Hughes, in the Northern Territory, and conducted bombing missions
and twO months earlier
and patrolled the northern waters. Barnes was killed in a flying
attack Australia took a accident the following month. Courtesy AWJ\1.
as a civilian; he was
direct hit, which killed
released by US forces
25. The next day, 6th
on 3rd February. In the
January, she was beside Shropshire in their
meantime however, the Australian 6th Division had
bombardment posltlons. The fleet suffered
relieved the Americans on the north coast of New
Continuous concerted kamikaze raids, Australian
Guinea, similarly the 5th Division on New Britain
ships becoming targets as often as American ones.
and the 3rd Division on Bougainville. Within six
Australia suffered another hit amidships, losing 14
months the remainder of the Army would be rekilled. However she continued to perform countercommitted to campaigns wholly Australian in
battery fire with Shropshire, silencing Japanese guns
composition, strategy and supply. The Army had reOn the shore. By the end of the three-day Lingayen
entered the fray.
operation, HMAS Australia had been hit five times

we

we
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Warwick Allworth Deane, 5492, 1935-1938.44. Peter Charles Richardson, 5583, 1935-1938.45. David Sinclair Hamen, 6319,
40-1941. 46. John Dunlop MacMaster, 4194, 1927-1933.
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The Other Foe - Malaria
Official Army records show that close on 80%
of Shore Old Boys posted to the northern islands
were hospitalised with malaria at least once. Not
that Shore boys were particularly predisposed to
mosquito borne infection. The high rate of
malaria infection within the Australian Army in
New Guinea was a source of grave concern to the
High Command. By 1943 40 000 Australian
troops were incapacitated with malaria and fever.
High Command took the immediate step of
banning the contraction of the disease. Malaria,
along with scrub typhus, was considered a selfinflicted wound and incurred disciplinary action.
Dr Francis Pockley' regularly treated 2000
patients at the 2/9th Australian General Hospital
in Port Moresby during 1942, most of whom were
victims of malaria, scrub typhus and dysentery.
Fortunately the Army administration also
initiated more positive designs against the disease.
The compulsory daily administration of the
prophylatic Atebrin became an unwelcome feature
of soldiering. EJ Selbi was temporarily battalion
commander of the 2/9th Battalion on Bougainville
in 1945. He describes a daily Atebrin parade,
In the morning every soldier had to go past an
officer, "1'eS, open your mouth." PLONK "Have
you swallowed?"
"les"

"Well lin not certain that you did, I'll havf

another look. "
.You wouldput your dirty filthy fingers in his
mouth and search around
The rumour was in circulation, spread by the
enemy, that Atebrin caused infertility. Selby
recalls,
After the war it became common for people to
say when hearing an ex-serviceman's wife was
pregnant, "What another Atebrin baby?"
Other side effects were for real. Returned
veterans from the north were recognisable by the
yellow tinge of their skin.
The threat of malaria was well known to the
Army medical authorities from the beginning of
hostilities, but the switch to the malarial intensive
areas north of Australia was too rapid to establish
necessary precautions and education. LWF
Rawson 3 recalls arriving at Milne Bay in June
1942, a place known to be thick with mosquitos,
With no anti-malarial pills, no mosquito oil and
dressed in short pants and short sleeved shirts - the
aerated type which the mossies could bite through. I
hadfilled my pack with tobacco, which when
traded with an RAAF ground crew bought a long
sleeved shirt; long pants and a mosquito net.
When his unit returned to Port Moresby more
than half were incapacitated with tropical diseases.
A small team of entomologists were attached to
the Army with the initial aim of controlling the
disease within the
north of Australia
and preventing an
epidemic there. In
particular Cairns,
where the disease
was already endemic,
was a cause for
concern. So too
were the large
numbers of both
service and civilian
refugees from the
northern islands in
1942. The large
congregations of
troops
In
the
Northern Territory
and Queensland
would provide a

Personnel ofa Malarial Control Unit looking for mosquito larvae. Suspected breeding grounds were
poisoned with DDT. Courtesy AWM.

perfect opportunity for the
spread of the disease.
One of the entomologists
Was Shore Old Boy DF
Waterhouse'.
In 1942, 1 was posted to
Cairns on special duties as
attached to Director of
Entomology LRQ to carry
out mosquito repellent trials
against the malaria
transmitting Anopheles
Moluccensis. So successful that
posted in September/October
1943 to the native village of
Lalapipi at the mouth ofthe
Lakekamu River (near the Fly
River) PNG. At that time this Captoin Douglns Waterhouse conducting anti-malnrial experimmts near the Fly River,
Was the area with the highest
Nt:W Guint:l1. Septt:mber 1943.
known incidence ofmalaria in PNG. ... As a
their services in the South West Pacific: JM
7
result ofthese tests, Dimethyl Phthal£lte _code name Banks , RU Bourke8 , PH Greenwell?, LW
1o
"Mary" - a colourless synthetic compound was
Middleton , and CH Selbytl.
chosen for the Aust Defince Forces' use in the Pacific
Whilst most Old Boys at some time were struck
Theatre. ... Tests were also done with mosquito
down with malaria, the only Old Boys recorded as
sprays incorporating pyrethins, an activator and
fatal victims of the disease were twO POWs of the
l2
DDT - based on earlier laboratory trials at CSIR,
Japanese, Charles Roberts and John Locken, and
Entomology, Canberra.
a third who contracted malaria in Sytia, JR
Waterhouse helped develop a range of anti- Carey1' (at that stage in the war military
malarial 'weapons',
undersranding of rhe disease was almost nil) .
l
. 1 worked on developing special high spreading
Jonathon Maclean \ passed away with scrub
ods for use on mosquito breeding grounds, on the
typhus in New Guinea in May 1944.
types ofcolour that might make camp butchers
By the close of hostilities malaria still remained
least attractive to disease-carrying houseflies, on
a vexing problem within the forces in the South
materials that serve as mosquito repellents and
West Pacific. Medical Officers were under
on potential replacements for pyrethins in
pressure to record nil cases of malaria within their
mosqUito and fly sprays.
units, it being considered a self-inflicted wound.
Malaria Control Units, such as 24 Malaria Dr CH "Tom" Selby, commander of 2/7 Field
Control Unit in New Guinea QH Elliot5, RH Ambulance at Aitape-Wewak with the 6th
Wallman(,) instituted the findings of Dr Division in 1945, reported to a unit historian that
W~terhouse's experiments, mostly involving the one of his doctors was prepared to mistreat a
POisoning of malarial breeding grounds with patient rather than evacuate him with malaria. 16
~DT. However the fight against infectious However the combination of education,
dIseases was fought primarily by regimental precautions and prophylactics had the required
medical officers. 60 Old Boys served as Medical effect and latter servicemen suffered far less than
Officers throughout the services in all theatres of the hapless early campaigners.
the War. Five were Mentioned in Despatches for

~9~;ncisJohn Pocklry. 3670,1924-1929.2. EsmondJacob Selby, 3678, 1924-1928.3. Leo Warwick F Rawson, 3854, 1924-

w,,,' 4. Douglos Fmu Waterho/lSe, 44430. 1928-1933. S.Jolm Henry Elliot, 5322, 1934-1942. 6. Robert Hallcomb
H::;~an, 4918. 1931-1935. 7. John Matthew Banks, 3912, 1926-1931. 8. Richard Wick Bourke, 4445. 1928-1935.9. Peur
1919 d Greenwell, 4983, 1932-1935. 10. Lucas William Middleton, 5019, 1932-1936 11. Clive (Tom) Herbert Selb) 2860
1926- 1924. M~D th~1!t: times. 12. Charles D'Arcy Roberts, 3178. 1921-1927. Died ofillness 3/7/43. 13. John Locke, 4090, '
M. ,,-1932. DIed ofdlness 20/3/45. 14. John Randal Carry, 2350,1916-1924. Died ofillnm 24/12/41. IS. Jonathon Phillip
ac eon. 5458. 1934-1940. Died ofillnm 18/5/44. 16. Bartt:l; M., For Above Battle. Allen and Unwin. Sydnry. 1994. 236
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Pushing the Offensive in Bougainville

By 1945 the roles had reversed: Australian troops
were relieving American forces after expensively
contested campaigns, moving into Bougainville in
the Solomon Islands, into New Britain and along the
north coast of New Guinea. As the Japanese
continued to resist stoutly, the troops began to
question the significance of their campaigns in world
strategy, given the inevitability of an Allied victory at
this stage, and morale began to wane. It was clear
from the dribble of supplies that these campaigns
were low in Allied priorities and the necessary cost in
lives was questioned by many, even in the Houses of
Parliament. However it was a different story with the
Borneo campaigns, launched in June 1945. A wealth
of equipment was available for the conquest of the
island, a wholly Australian operation.
When the first Australians began relieving
American forces it was the first large-scale
deployment of Australian soldiers since the 1943
Huon Peninsula campaigns. The Army had spent
most of 1944 on the Atherton Tablelands, training
and preparing for further offensives. The Australian
Army was highly trained, fresh and very large. Even
at this late stage some units were entering
operational service for the first time.
The island campaigns were under the auspices of
1 Australia Army based at Lae in New Guinea.
From here Lieut-General Sturdee contrpIled
operations in Bougainville, New Britain, and in
New Guinea. Personal Assistant to General Sturdee
was BJF Wright.!

BH Travers 2 was a Staff Officer grade II with
Headquarters II Australia Corps when the advance
party arrived at Torolcina in November 1944. On
arrival they found,
a huge American base which had everything it
seemed - even down to a large baseballfield, which
we used soon after for a cricket match.
The Australians were amazed to find an icecream
factory in the American base, and even more
surprised to discover that an unofficial truce existed
between the opposing forces on the island. General
Savige was not content with a strategy of
nonaggression, and made it clear to the 3rd Division
that the offensive would be resumed, beginning with
the taking of the Numa Trail, which cut the island in
half. Against the Australian 3rd Division
(approximately 7000 men) were 40 000 Japanese
troops. However the island's isolation had reduced
the garrison to a spectre of its nominal strength.
Supplies from Japan having ceased long ago, 20 000
of the Japanese were involved in producing food.
Another 12 000 were incapacitated with sickness,
leaving a fighting force of only 8000.
GC Gibb 3 was a member of 2 Advanced
Ordnance Depot situated at the main Allied base.
He recalls stories of wandering Japanese,
One report was ofone dressed in rank clothes,
hiding in the jungle and coming out each night to
join the mess queue for a fled. He lasted 3 days.
Another, similarly attired, would sneak in to the
open air movies and became so cocky that he asked
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a guy in English what was on. He had seen
the Australians, who began a number of long
'Gingaire Rogers: he said.
ranging patrols in preparation for an advance south
The Japanese garrison's increasingly desperate
along the coast. A protracted and undramatic
supply situation resulted in a flow of prisoners
conflict had begun, with continuous casualties to
straying into the base. More disturbing stories
snipers and booby-traps, but no large actions. One
originated from them. Gibb recalls one prisoner said,
patrol took the life of Lieutenant JS RyanS of 55/53
there were eighteen to twenty thousand]aps still on
Battalion QA Crow9, FG KemplO, AV Maxwell ll , PV
the Island. He also claimed that 7 suicide patrols of
Murphy12, FG Travis 13, GH Wearne l4 ). Ryan was
12 men each were in the area after certain objectives.
ambushed and his scout was shot. Going forward to
Whilst this information was regarded with a deal of
recover him, Ryan was mortally wounded.
scepticism, as a precaution it was ordered that rifles be
Even the climate claimed casualties. Bougainville
carried everywhere
'
was so damp that
fully loaded, and
skin diseases had
guards doubled.
to be combated
by special parades.
E] Selby4 was
temporarily
10
Selby recalls,
An order came
command of the
9th
Battalion,
through from HQ
and recalls his
that everybody in
unit's
security
the unit,
precautions,
including officers,
had a string
had to sunbake
oftins which we
bare for an hour a
used to put out in
day, so that was
/ront ofthe tents in
not too bad. Then
the bush because
the next order
th j,
Matilda tanks of9 Troop, 2/4th Armoured Regiment. move towards Slater's Knoll•
. e apanese came
Bougainville, supported by infantry. April 1945.
came through:
zn very quietly.
Officers would
Because it was dark one ofthem would hit the string
lecture their troops while the troops were lying in the
nude, on some subject like how the war was
and it would tinkle. At which point the Vickers guns
Went and later on we go and look for bodies, but we
progressing in the Philippines or something or other.
never found any because they would always carry them
Now you just imagine the fun that I had - standing up
in front of300 men, absolutely bare. Everybody naked.
away - they never left their dead.
The Australian offensive was direcred to the
A long range parrol by the 2/8th Independent
south, where rhe majority of the Japanese were.
Company Q Barnes l5 ) found few Japanese on whar
However, the feature of Pearl Ridge, on the Numa
would be the flank of an advance down the coast, so
Trail, had to be taken first. In scenes reminiscent of
the 25rh Battalion crossed the Puriata River in
March and began the slow advance down rhe Buin
New Guinea rhe Japanese were well dug in on a
narrow front. The 25rh Battalion (BW King5, BC
Road. The Japanese were met in strength at Slatters
~aring6) took the ridge supported by New Zealand
Knoll. Taking the knoll the 25th Battalion almost
dive-bombers and the artillery of the 4th Field
immediately had to repulse a counter-attack
7
supported by heavy artillery. They dug in, bur
Regiment (LR Morgan ). Instead of the expected 90
enemy it was discovered that the ridge was held by
became surrounded. A squadron of Matilda tanks
Some hundreds.
from the 2/4th Armoured Regiment (G Buchanan l6 ,
GC Dent l7 , EDB Green lS , JB Milne l9 , DR
The numbers of the enemy on the island had
been under-estimated. This was becoming clear to
Roughton 20) were rushed down the road, one at a
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Selby, 3678,1924-1928.5. Bruce Whiteley King, 5538, 1935-1940. Killed 19/3/45.6. Brian Creighton ~ring; 4611,
7. Leroy Robert Morgan, 5024, 1932-1936. Killed 8/6/45. 8. John Stedman Ryan, 4243. 1927-1929. Killed 8/2/45. 9. Lack
m Crow: 4139, 1927-1929. 10. Frederick Geoffrey Kemp. 6495. 1941-1942. 11. Alan Victor Maxwell, 5251. 1933-1940.
194Peter Vincent Murphy. 5255, 1933-1940. 13. Frederick George Travis, 4787. 1930-1932. 14. George Herbert U7t<arne. 6089, 193815. James Barnes. 5098. 1933-1936. 16. Geoffrey Buchanan, 3045, 1920-1924. 17. Graham Chadwick Dent, 5682. 1936508°· 18. Ene Douglas Brangwyn Green, 4703, 1930-1936. 19. James Bruce Milne. 5378,1934-1940.20. Dennis Rhodes Rroughton,

19/'

2. 1932-1940.
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arrive, Lieutenant BW King was killed. Some time
later KL King21 made the following connection,

When I was in Military hospital in Brisbane fOr a
week or so, a sergeant who had been wounded on
Bougainville in January 1945 [sic} was in the next
bed to me and described how his Lieutenant had been
shot dead a moment before he was shot and he
thought his name was Bruce King. He described him
so well that I think it was Bruce King who sat next to
me at Shore fOr severalyears.
Japanese
co un ter-attacks
were
tepulsed
right up to the
battalion perimeter
wire, but with the
arrival of the tanks
in early April the
siege was lifted.
The
advance
continued with
close cooperation
between the tanks
and the infantry,
but progress was
slow.
Graham
Dent,
Troop
Leader, wrote.

were on a suicide mission to put a magnetic explosive
onto a tank. When we reached the perimeter ofour
objective infantry company, I noticed the road had
been dug up over a small culvert. I felt a mine was
hidden there and called up the engineers with their
mine detectors. They swept the area twice and
declared it clean. I told the tank to move on, it did
and set offa 250lb aerial bomb. It blew the front of
the tank 15 feet in the air, killing the driver instantly
and breaking both legs ofeach ofthe other three
members ofthe crew. we buried the driver by the side
ofthe road. I'll
never fOrget that
day. It still haunts
me.

General Savige
wished to speed
the advance by
small
scale
amphibious
operations along
the
coast.
Hamstrung by a
chronic shortage of
equipment he was
never able
to
Graham Dent's (5682) Matilda tank where it struck a mine on the Buin Road,
achieve the pace he
Bougainville.
desired. One such
operation by the 31f51st Battalion (PCO James22) was
against a Japanese position in the Porton Plantation.
I am convinced we have guardian angels. On
Again Japanese strength was underestimated and the
fighting patrol with my troop along the Haiti track to
battalion had to be rescued by barge. The 2/26th
link up two lines ofadvance, we came across fOur Jap
Battalion, of which Major AC Ralston23 was 2ifc,
bodies on the track where they had blown themselves
up while setting "booby traps': I ran around the side
conducted a series of amphibious landings during
March. For Ralston's impeccable planning and "his
ofthe leading tank and in the process pulled the pins
untiring efforts, enthusiasm and drive", he was awarded
on fOur 75mm rounds set up as a ·booby trap in long
grass beside the track - not one exploded. All the tank
the MBE.
troops worked in co-operation with infantry and were
Transport along the muddy tracks was difficult.
RJ Kierath's24 unit, 12 Ordnance Vehicle Park, used
directed by troops on fOot guiding the tanks by walkie
armoured cars and dozers to pull trailers through the
talkie radio and by telephone hand pieces mounted on
the rear oftanks...
mire. Alternatively 12 Small Ships Company
Paterson 2,) moved supplies along the coast and 10
My saddest experience on the Buin Road took place
Local Air Supply Unit, RAAF (MFJ Wilson 26 )
on the last day we were to be in action. My troop had
been on the RoadfOr two months and this was our
dropped packages to isolated units and intelligence
operatives and transported personnel, as well as
last job.
had to clear 2km ofroad between two
infantry companies. On the way to our objective we
spraying against malaria, dropping propaganda
leaflets
cleared a couple ofsmall mines, and our
and
performing
photographic
accompanying infantry platoon killed two Japs who
reconnaissance.

a.

as

we

21. Keith Laurence King, 5539,1935-1940.22. Peter Charles James, 5530, 1935.23. Alexander Cullen Ralston MBE, 2795, 19191925.24. RaymondJack Kierath, 3295,1922-1927. 25. John Sydney Paterson, 5906, 1937-1941. 26. Mervyn Frederick Wilson, 6249,
1939-1941.
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The campaign in Bougainville ground on until
the cease-fire on 15th August, when four aircraft,
with the Japanese characters for "Japan has
surrendered" painted on their underside, flew over
Japanese positions dropping hundreds of thousands
of pamphlets. CC Old 27 was a member of the Allied
Translator and Interpreter Section detachment at
TOrokina. The campaign had cost 516 Australian
lives and about 8500 Japanese. 23 571 Japanese
surrendered to the Australians, the formal ceremony
occurring on 8th September 1945, when LieutGeneral Kanda of the 17th Japanese Army
surrendered to General Savige, GOC II Australia
Corps.
Containing the Japanese in New Britain

Much Australian activity had taken place on the
island for some time in the form of Allied
Intelligence Bureau (AlB) operations. KL King28 had
been in the Wide Bay area since September, where
the Allied operatives were successfully winning over
the sympathies of the local inhabitants, as well as
harassing the small Japanese presence in that area.
When, in late November 1944, the Australian 5th
Division began to relieve the American Force, the
AIB operatives were able to give a full briefing on
their opponents, including rheir lack of fighting
spirit.
The Japanese on New Britain might have lacked
spirit, but they didn't lack numbers. Allied estimates
PUt the number of Japanese on the island as 30 000 2".
For this reason General Sturdee ordered General
Ramsay, GOC 5th Division, to contain the Japanese
by active patrolling. Despite their restrictive orders
the division did advance the Allied line on the
island, moving east to establish an airfield at
Jacquinot Bay. In February a symbolic victory was
scored, the occupation of Tol plantation (where
Australian prisoners of war had been massacred in
1942). That same month 79 Wing RAAF, including
the bombers of 2 Squadron (HD Hannah\l}, KS
Hawthorne\}) arrived at the new Jacquinot Bay
airfield.
The division suffered from a shortage of
everything, in particular air support, but in spite of
shortages it launched an operation in March to cross
the Wul wut River to capture Japanese fortifications

on the other side. The 19th Battalion (DL Bailey'2)
lead the attack, supported by the 2/14th Field
Regiment (DA Cameron'" RH Keatinge'\ WL
Simpson 35). Opposition was strong and initially
checked the attack. However, with the added weight
of the 14/32nd Battalion, the Australians achieved
their objective. By the end of March the division was
firmly established across the entrance to the Gazelle
Peninsula, thereby trapping the Japanese within it.
From this moment on, the Australians, with the
1st New Guinea Battalion (LN Shaw1('), maintained
their line with patrols and ambushes. Casualties
when on patrol and due to disease continued, and
discontent naturally arose that losses should be
incutred for no apparent gain. Nevertheless
discipline was maintained and the Australians held
their positions until the surrender. Despite problems
of morale and the chronic lack of supply, coupled
with vastly superior numbers of the enemy, the 5th
Division kept casualties to only 74 killed.
Relieving the Americans in New Guinea

When the 6th Australian Division relieved the
American force in northern New Guinea the 6th had
not been in action since the bloody struggle for
Gona and Buna in early 1943. Much had changed in
the conduct of the war. Air Force Liaison Officers
accompanied the infantry to facilitate air-ground
cooperation, and air supply had become regular and
efficient; tracks became roads under the effort of the
Engineering Corps; the enemy was without external
support and living off the produce ofan inhospitable
land; specific jungle training in Queensland had
honed and spread the skills developed by these very
soldiers in the early campaigns. HH Jackson 1? took
with him the rules of jungle warfare:
1. Think positively about your position. Don't think
that because you can only see about a metre in
front ofyou, you won't see the enemy. lfJu have as
much camouflage as they do.
2. Be extremely quiet and move as silently as you can.
3. Never be unpreparedfor a fight, and always carry
your weapon wherever you go.
4. Learn as much about your enemy and their ways as
you can.
Unfortunately, as was the case in Bougainville and
New Britain, other campaigns held priority over

'~1'
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weight of logistic support that was such a feature of
the Allied effort in all theatres at this time.
Nevertheless, they enjoyed a marked superiority over
their opponent, who was without support at all, and
displaying signs of starvation and debasement.
Because of the scarcity of shipping, the division
arrived at Aitape gradually over October, November
and December 1944.
About 30 000 Japanese, the remnants of the 18th
Army, were in the Torricelli mountains and around
Wewak. The 6th Division was based about 100
miles west at Aitape. Its duties consisted of
preventing enemy movement westward, but that was
interpreted with sufficient width to initiate an
advance to cut the Japanese line of communications
into the mountains.
A small force was sent into the Torricelli Range to
patrol, whilst the 19th Brigade crossed the Danmap
River and began advancing towards the town of
Malin. The objective being to cut the Japanese line
between Malin and the mountain town of Malik.
The 2/4th Battalion crossed the river first, followed
by the 2/11 tho The 2/8th Battalion (BHR Fear3H ,
NG Hoddle 3'J Medical Officer) followed the river
directly to the town. The town was occupied and
secured without serious incident by the end of
January. However, 30 Australians had been killed in
the process.
At the end ofJanuary the Australians were headed
east in a two-pronged advance: 16th Brigade along
the coast and 17th Brigade into the Torricellis
Range. Thick jungle, fast flowing rivers and steep
mountains posed the usual supply problems. Native
carriers carried supplies and airfields featured as the
primary objective, to ease the resupply of the troops.
EBH Henning40 of the 2/8th Field Company, RAE
followed the advance of the 16th Brigade closely,
building a road as he did so,

Being "Field Engineers': the equipment available
was very limited, and time did not permit
construction of "Permanent Works". A road on ftirly
level ground was thereftre built through the groves of
coconut trees along the back ofthe beach. This so
called 'road' traversed sandy swampy ground, which,
in spite ofside drains, required timber 'corduroy' or
steel reinftrcing to be freshly laid down, in order to
prevent vehicles from being bogged. The bridges ofone

two or even three spans were built ofcoconut logs,
except in a ftw special cases where army bridge
equipment could be obtained. .. It was said that there
were 46 bridges in 42 miles ofroad.
Flooding played havoc with the work of the
engineers, the 2/1st Field Company (AG Hanson 11 )
relieving the 2/8th. The bridges were named by the
troops after places from their Middle Eastern
experience. Indeed the loss of veterans that had been
with these battalions, the original units of the 2nd
AlP, since the African campaigns was particularly
grievous to the men.
This campaign was the first test of a wave of new
officers. Three of these were JBM Trenerryi2 and RA
Varlet\' both of the 2/3rd Battalion (ES
Sweetland44 ) and Lieutenant Jackson of the 2/2.
Trenerry recalls,

As a young Platoon Commander - (J9 years old) I
did not ftel any emotion when going on my first
patrol - it was all a matter ofwell lets get going.
Youth certainly has its advantages in these situations.
Unfortunately youth held no protection for
others, Jackson was shot in the face when his patrol
was ambushed. A private dragged him clear of the
trap, narrowly missing becoming wounded himself.
It was an expensive introduction to warfare; Jackson
spent the next three years in hospital undergoing
reconstructive surgery. Even more tragically,
Lieutenant Robert Varley was killed on patrol only
days before his 21 st birthday.
In the mountains the 2/6th and 217th Battalions
(GH Butld" OL Edwards"', A McCorquodale i7 )
descended upon Maprik, securing a disused airstrip.
Henning had been continuing his road building
work by marking the route for a road from Aitape
into the ranges, a task with its own special
difficulties. The establishment of an airfield at the
battalions' forward line would greatly ease the
burden of supply. Henning was flown with a guide
near to the frontline,

The plane took offleaving me and the native, who
could not even understand "pigeon" English,
completely alone in this hostile jungle. we headed off
into the unknown, me with a fUll pack and arms, he
with nothing but a ftather stuck in his hair. After
slipping and sliding up and down mountain slopes all
day we arrived at the bottom ofa hill on top ofwhich
a section ofthe brigade had set up camp on the

38. Bernard Herbert Fear, 6157. 1939-1943.39. Neville George Hoddle, 5147, 1933-1937. 40. Edmund Biddulph Henning, 4712,
1930-1932.41. Arthur George Hanson DSO with bar, 3617, 1924-1928.42. john Bruce MurrilY Trenerry, 6240, 1939-1942.
43. Robert Ashton Varley, 6086, 1938-1939. 44. Edward St john Sweetland, 5419, /934-1939. 45. Gordon Herbert Butler, 5112,
1933-1934.46. Owen Lloyd Edwards, 5127, 1933-1937. 47. Alec McCorquodale, 5898, 1937-1939.
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previous day. The guide left me there and after a brief
rest I struggled up the hill and got inside the 'booby
trapped'perimeter just before it was closedfor the
night. At this place, named Maprik, there was a small
landing strip which could not be used because ofan
unexploded mortar bomb buried in the middle ofthe
runway. My first job was to dig this out.

attack.
As WM Little 48 relates, even battalion
headquarters weren't immune from danger,

we all took turns on night duty.

It was very dark
in the forest. Lights illuminated some bush ahead of
me and strings ofcans with pebbles in them were
layed out to rattle ifsomeone aproached. Something
whizzed past my head and landed a fiw yards behind
me. It didn't go off-we found out later that it was a
Japanese hand grenade. Their equipment wasn't very
reliable. If it had been it would have blown me apart.

Henning then set about, with the hand tools of
the 2/7th Pioneers and native muscle, to upgrade the
strip to manage DC-3 transport planes. This he
achieved by harnessing two enormous logs under
native labour to
Meanwhile, the
smooth
and
2/lst OR Alford49 ,
compact
the
JB
Haydon 5o ,
EK Isherwood 51 ,
runway, which was
built
complete
JC
Minty5!,
with drains. The
AG
Newman 53,
strip,
named
JB
McCloy54),
'Hayfield',
2/2nd,
2/3rd
teduced a six day
Infantry Battalions
trek into a single
and the 2/3rd
flight. Maprik was
Machine
Gun
taken by the end
Battalion
(SW
55
of April, and the
George ) advanced
AUstralians Pioneers with one ofHenning's compacters used in the construction ofHayfield,
toward
Wewak,
Torricelli
Mountains,
April
1945.
Courtesy
AWM.
established
a
suffering casualties to
strong defensive
a series of ambushes.
Preparations for the final advance to Wewak were
line whilst also patrolling aggressively.
thorough, and included a squadron of the 2/4th
Whilst in forward positions the men kept
Armoured Regiment (FS Bennett56) and the 44
rigorous routines that were physically exhausting.
Guarding two hours our of every six, or three in
twenty-five pounder guns of the 211st 0 Allerton 57 ,
every six if the enemy were particularly active.
SA Black58 , P Haythorpe59 , HV Johnston 60 , JW
Henning recalls,
Lipscomb61, SKP Lyrtle62 , RM Stewarr63, PW Swift64,
EOB Thomas65, GM Whitehouse66) and 2/2nd Field
Each man, in addition to his other equipment,
Regiments (RM Dey67 Medical Officer, HL Sutton68 ).
clothes etc carried halfa small waterproofid canvas
tent fly. This was clipped onto a similar canvas fly, the
On lOth May the assault on Wewak town was
launched. Little to no opposition was found in the
two so joined together were thrown over a ridge pole
and pegged out to form a roofjust big enough to
town by the 2/4th Battalion OH Findlater69 Medical
shelter two men. These tents were grouped among trees
Officer, JH Hyles7o , JS Lane l , WM Little, MJ
and inside a perimeter where fox holes placed at
Wilson n ), bur many Japanese were hidden in caves,
suitable distances apart provided defince posts for the
where they had some artillery pieces. Australian
sentries on duty. At dusk each evening and at dawn
engineers demolished the entrances to the caves after
every man in the camp 'stood to' around the perimeter.
calls for surrender were ignored. In fact the mass of
It Was at these times that the enemy was most likely to
the Japanese had fled inland, avoiding the Australian

~8. William Maxwell Little, 3647, 1924. 49. John Rathwell Alford, 4806, 1931-1934. 50. John Bloomfield Haydon, 5521, 1935-1936
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5}5- 1926 54. James Browmng McCloy, 4932, 1931. 55. SIdney Wallace George, 5140, 1933-1934. 56. Frederick Sefton Bennett,
1982,1934-1935. 57. John Allerton, 3708,1924-1929.58. Sydney Austin Black, 3206, 1921-1924. 59. Peter Haythorpe, 5870,193719'39.60. Hunter Vernon Johnston, 5154,1933-1936 61. John Ward Lipscomb, 5358,1934-1939.62. Samuel Keith Lyttle, 5172,
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Sautelle73) and 2/10th Commando Squadron (GJ
Martin 74 ) that landed east of Wewak to check any
flight down the coast.
The Australians pursued, and the campaign wore
on, with continuing casualties (including GJ
Martin). Deep in the Torrecellis the 2/7th Battalion
was returning to the front after a time of rest at
Aitape. They were flown to Hayfield airfield and set
off for their next objective. GH Butler writes,
Our objective was to capture Kairivu landing
strip. we moved in by a circuitous route, full pack for
three days to surprise the enemy. Our company's task
was to picket all the lateral routes to ensure safe
passage ofthe main force.
When we reached the airport we secured the high
ground and increased our patrol activity around the
perimeter. Patrolled through Kairivu village and
found the Japanese had moved out. A signal was
receivedfrom Brigade HQ advising the CO to restrict
our activities to a minimum in view ofnegotiations
for an armistice with Japan. we were advised on
August 15th 1945 an armistice had been agreed on
by the Japanese.
Butler was present at the sutrender ceremony held
on 11th September 1945, at which General Adachi
"and a small party carrying a white flag approached
our perimeter - he was carried by natives in a
stretcher like sedan chair.»
The surrender was taken by General RobertsC?n,
GOC 6th Division at Cape Worn, near Wewak. The
campaign had cost the lives of 450 Australians and
about 5000 Japanese.

InvadingJapan: Okinawa
Whilst the Australians were involved in the south
the American war machine had moved rapidly to the
very door of Japan. In February Iwo Jima and
Mindanao were invaded, in March the island of
Cebu liberated (HMAS -Hobart's first action since
the torpedo attack), and by late March another
invasion fleet was steaming towards the island of
Okinawa. From here the final thrust to the Japanese
homeland could be launched. If the Australians in
the southern islands were feeling the pinch of a lack
of supplies it was because every bullet, can of food
and spare tyre was being accumulated at points
around the theatre in preparation for the landing on
Okinawa - an operation that rivalled in size the
Normandy landings of the year before.
1200 transports would steam the 3rd Marine
Corps and XIVth Army Corps to Okinawa escorted
by 1500 warships. It was the largest escorting naval
force ever assembled and was to provide the most
comprehensive bombardment in the history of the
world. GD Davis75 was aboard HMAS Pirie when he
arrived at the beachhead some days after the landing.
Pirie (tecently joined by CK MacKenzie76 from the
United Kingdom, who was to assume command of
Pirie in June) was a component of an innovative
development in naval operations, the Fleet Train.
Previously, ships had to return to permanent bases to
refuel and rearm, but the vast distances of the Pacific
theatre precluded this and a fleet was raised to
supply the vessels at their battle-stations. The Fleet
Train included many more Australian ships,

The cruiser HMAS Hobart in December 1944. Courtesy AWM.
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including the corvettes Whyalla (GS Lewis 77 ) and
Toowoomba (E Bryden-Brown7"). Davis recalls,
When we arrived at Okinawa during daytime
hours, there was no sign ofthe fleet at this stage. The
fleet was just offihore Okinawa, gunning the guts out of
the place when we went to sleep that night. When 1 got
up to do my watch 1 could not believe it. Usually a
[radar} screen might show a halfa dozen ships
surrounding us. Suddenly the screen just filled wherever
we turned ... Needless to say, you could walk outside
andyou could not see a light anywhere. '"
Everything was blacked out, and when we got up
in the morning it was quite breathtaking, because
from horizon to horizon it was just full ofships,
and every imaginable size ofship. Ships ofour own
size, corvettes, destroyers that were going round like
speed boats weaving in and out ofthe fleet. ...
Then, ofcourse, there were aircraft carriers and
battleships, and wherever you looked there were just
masses ofships.
The primary force was the American Fifth Fleet,
but the British Pacific Fleet had lately joined the
Allied force in this theatre. Raised in November
1944 it included a number of Australian vessels
previously operational in the Indian Ocean. The
destroyers Quiberon (GS Goodman 7 '" BR LowickHO),
QUickmatch, Napier (NG AlexanderH ', ME Cadell"',
PG Coward"'), Nepal (GM HaW', WE Keep"'),
Nizam and Norman (BT King"', RT Richardson H-)
Were eScorts of the heavy carriers, battleships and
cruisers of the British Pacific Fleet during the
Okinawa landings. Shore Old Boys were also to be
fOund on the Royal Navy cruiser HMS
Cumberland (SSL More HX ), and the destroyer HMS
Whelp (BCB Nettleton"").
In retrospect the largest naval bombardment in
history might have been spared, for the Japanese
had decided not to defend the beaches, knowing
full well no troops could survive Allied naval
firepower. When the Army and Marines swept
ashore on April Fools Day 1945 they were
su rpnse
. d and partly confused to discover no
OPPosition. For two days, only very token
resistance was encountered and the bridgehead was
enlarged. However, the fleets at anchor off the
island Were suffering under the worst kamikaze

attacks seen thus far. The kamikaze was now
organised into dedicated units, whereas previously
the choice had been the pilot's. Specially designed
aircraft were constructed, escorted by Zeros.
Finally the Marines met the resistance they
expected - indeed, more than expected. A very
strong line of fortifications had been built deep in
the island, out of range of the Navy's guns, and here
the American advance became bogged down. The
fleets had to remain to lend air support, which, in
turn, meant continuing to suffer under the waves of
kamikaze. The American Navy lost an average of one
and a half ships a day.
Eventually, the ground forces gained the upper
hand over the enemy, and the American and British
fleets could move on, this time to the very shores of
Japan, where they took up bombarding positions.
Battleships and cruisers made night-time raids on
coastal industrial centres. Carrier aircraft
supplemented the raids of the American
Superfortresses, which were creating firestorms in
Japanese cities worse by far than the worst excesses of
the European theatre. The planning for the invasion
of the two southern Japanese islands progressed operations that would dwarf all that had been seen
thus far in a war of already gigantic proportions.
Casualties on Okinawa (12 500 Americans)
suggested a prolonged and bitter conflict.
Meanwhile the new American President, Harry S
Truman, was being made aware of a dreadful new
weapon available to him.

AIF Invasion ofBorneo
While the campaigns 111 New Guinea, New
Britain and Bougainville hemmed the Japanese in,
and the Americans moved north to Japan, the
Australian Army was preparing for yet another
offensive. Under General Morshead 1 Australia
Corps had been staging on Morotai Island in the
Halmheras Island group of the Dutch East Indies
(Indonesia). On Morotai it rained every afternoon
and the high water table meant the contents of the
latrines had to be burnt. Yet for all the discomfort it
became home to tens of thousands of Australians, as
common a destination as Port Moresby had been a
year or two earlier.

j~3 Geoffiry Selwyn rewis,
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Tarakan
At dawn on 1st May the 26th Brigade of the 9th
Division, with associated units, sat off Tarakan
Island in the north-eastern waters of Borneo. They
had orders from General MacArthur to seize and
hold the island, destroying enemy forces there and to
conserve the oil-producing and processing
installations. Airfields were to be made available
within days for the movement of 1st TAF RAAF. It
was the first step in the OBOE campaign to liberate
the island of Borneo.
There has been continued controversy as to the
reasons behind the Borneo campaigns. MacArthur
insisted on them, against the wishes of his higher
command, claiming it would cut Japan's supplies of
oil whilst providing for the Allies. Allied aircraft and
submarines were effectively strangling Japanese
supplies and the Allies weren't short of oil, so
MacArthur's reasons appear somewhat contrived. It
has been suggested that he was eager to occupy the
Australians, who were clamouring for greater
involvement in the war. Australia felt that she
deserved a place amongst the armies that would
finally defeat Japan.
The average soldier was unaware of the high-level
diplomacy that decided theit lot, and the operation
was tackled with the usual enthusiasm of previous
AIF campaigns. The Borneo operations did not
suffer from the morale problems of the island
mopping-up actions, probably due to their 'short
duration, but also because the level of supply
suggested this was a campaign at the frontier of
Allied strategy. Never before had Australian troops
gone into battle so fully supported. The number and
types of Army units had blossomed in extraordinary
directions. Old Boys could be found such disparate
units as Laundry to Landing Craft, Interpreter to
Infantry, and Pigeon to Wireless Units. Australian
soldiers could also rely on a supply of fresh blood
thanks to the work of PH Greenwell'!". Under his
command, the 1st Australian Blood Transfusion
Unit91 was established on Morotai, providing blood
to the hospitals and Casualty Clearing Stations. His
unit was Mentioned in Despatcht's for its work in
this campaign.
The Australians would also enjoy the support of a
highly developed state of co-operation between the
ground and air forces. Air Force Liaison Officers had

entered the ranks of the Army during the New
Guinea campaigns. Alan Hellicar'!l was drawn from
the artillery and posted to 1 Australian Air Liaison
Group where he became Officer Commanding 25
Squadron Air Liaison Section, working with RAAF
squadrons at Milne Bay and later USAAF
bombardment squadrons. After a time with the
British Fleet Air Arm in the Indian Ocean he came
to Morotai as a Support Air Observer. In so doing he
would have worked with Lieut-Colonel JW
London"" Officer Commanding Air Liaison
Officers for the OBOE operations. His OBE
citation, awarded at the close of hostilities, states,

His untiring devotion to duty, his well developed
qualities ofleadership and his exemplary personal
example have been largely responsible for the successfUL
and close co-operation existing between the Army and
Air Forces engaged.
When the landing craft approached the Borneo
beaches it was under the fire of an Australian and
American fleet and a heavy bomber bombardment
that left them in no doubt as to the support they
enjoyed. It was the largest the Australians had yet
experienced.
Naval bombardment had developed to a state of
high efficiency under the nomination 'Combined
Operations' (ie Army-Navy). At each of the Borneo
landing zones the 1st Naval Bombardment Group
was the point of contact between the naval guns and
the men on the shore. It is worth diverting to discuss
this group for by this stage it was not only playing a
crucial and significant role in amphibious operations
across the theatre, but was awash with Shore Old
Boys. The unit had developed from an ad hoc group
formed under DR Rickard"i to assist with Combined
Operations.
Rickard had been approached in late 1942 by a
Lt Col of the Royal Marines and was asked to
devise a course studying amphibious warfare. He
set about the task, drawing staff from various units
and instituting the courses, when he was told quite
suddenly that his group were to be used in the
Huon operations. Once Lae was captured he began
sending the seconded men back to their units, only
to be told that his conglomeration of experts was
to become a new unit of itself. Rickard became its
first Commanding Officer and NA Vickery'" his
2ife. By the Borneo operations, Rickard had been
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posted to London, but the number of Old Boys
Within its ranks had risen to six (FM Archer 96 , WA
Deane 97 , JR Harvey98, PC Richardson 99 , GM
Thorploo and NA Vickery.).
Rickard had been ordered to double the size of the
unit in preparation for the Borneo landings, and he
was also required to introduce the British Pacific
Fleet into the Pacific's methods of Combined
Operations. It was during this build-up that he
wrested Graham Thorp from his unit and
introduced him as a 'spotter'. Soon after Rickard was
sent to London, but Thorp was to repay his efforts
at Balikpapan with an action that earned Thorp a
Military Cross.
The bombardment of Tarakan began on 12th
April, when RAAF Liberators began sorties over the
island. On 26th April the 2/4th Commando
Squadron landed on an island in Tarakan Harbour
and the guns of the 2/7th Field Regiment (MH
ForsythlOI, PM Michelmore l(2 ) were brought ashore.
These provided the cover necessary so that the
2/13th Field Company could begin dismantling the
underwater obstacles on the target beaches.
On P-Day the troops sat off the beaches in the
LSIs HMAS Westralia (JQA Saunders lO3 was Boat
Officer for the landing) and HMAS Manoora,
screened by a force of Australian and American
cruisers, including HMAS Hobart, and destroyers,
including HMAS Wimamunga. CTD Dawborn JOl'
and WJ StarkeylO) were in the hydrographic survey
ship HMAS Lachlan, surveying and marking
approach channels into the landing zone. Saunders
recalls meeting Starkey as the landings went in.
Taking advantage of this unexpected reunion, they
chatted until the sound of a bullet hitting the
landing ramp sent them their separate ways!
Just before 8 o'clock in the morning, salvos of
tockets, ships' guns and bombs from aircraft began
Pounding the landing areas. The landing craft shot
forward from their mustering areas and the 2/23rd
and 2/48th Battalions ( RL Hordern 1(6 ) stormed the
beaches. It was Hordern's first taste of battle, at the
age of nineteen. Soon afterwards, the 2124th

Battalion (EG Scarvell 1(7) landed. Little opposition
was found on the beaches, most of the defenders
having moved inland to the hills to escape the
weight of fire. The infantry bridgehead was soon
exploited with the arrival of '0' company of the 2/2
Machine Gun Battalion (P Gardiner lo8 , JLA
Mitchell 1(9 ), the 53rd Composite Anti-Aircraft
Regiment llO (FG Arnoet, PW Broughton l12 , KD
MacAndrew l13 , ACS Parker ll 4, JHS Parker lI 5, AS
Simpson l16 ) and a squadron of tanks. The afternoon
of the first day the 21 15th Transport Platoon (CRE
Warren ll7 , K Thompson l'8 ) came ashore with forty
jeeps and trailers.
On the second day of the assault the infantry
encountered pill-boxes and bunkers. Tanks and
flame throwers were used to subdue them and on the
third day the airfield, the primary objective of the
operation, was attacked. The Australians found a
thoroughly prepared enemy, complete with oilflaming canals electrically lit and hidden depthcharges exploded by remote control. R Taylor "9 of
the 3rd Bomb Disposal Unit, RAAF, was awarded an
OBE for his action in clearing the airfield of mines
and depth-charges the night before the attack. His
citation states that more than 200 explosive charges
were found. It was taken, but then began a series of
hill actions against more bunkers. All available
weaponry was brought into play, including the tanks
and even the 3.7" guns of the 53rd Anti-Aircraft
Regiment, in an attempt to reduce casualties. BL
Geddes 'l '" was a Medical Officer with the 2/13 Field
Ambulance on Tarakan, before moving onto Labuan.
Refusing to capitulate at any point, the Japanese
maintained organised resistance until about the 24th
July. From that point small enemy bands and
stragglers were accounted for by patrolling. The
airstrip that was the goal of the brigade was found to
be so destroyed that it was not ready to support the
subsequent OBOE landings on the Borneo
mainland. Yet the Australians had payed dearly for
Tarakan: 225 killed, including the VC winner Tom
Derrick. The Japanese casualties were more
appalling: 1540 dead and 550 captured. Frederick
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ED. 4610, 1929-1934. 96. Frank Morris Archer, 5642, 1936-1937. 97. Warwick Allworth
M.an~, 54~2, 1935-1938. 98. John Reginald Harvey, 4521. 1929. 99. Peter Charles Richardson, 5583, 1935-1938. 100. Graham
1 arrJott Thorp MC 5603, 1935-1936. 101. Malcolm Hinton Forsyth. 5136. 1933-1939. 102. Peter Mackellar Michelmore, 6197,
/39-1943. 103. Jolm Quenton Saunders. 5259,1933-1937. 104. Charles Thomas Dawborn, 6150, 1939-1943. 105. WilliamJohn
~arkey, 5221,1933-1937. 106. Ross Lyburn Hordern, 5874,1937-1943.107. Edward Gordon Scarvell. 5213,1933-1935.108. Peter
.ardmer, 5506, 1935. 109. Julien Leonard Mitchell, 4877, 1931-1934. 110. A composite unit consisted ofboth heavy and light anti~~crafi guns and radar controlled heavy searchlights. Ill. Frederick George Arnott. 5644, 1936-1939. 112. Peter William Broughton,
Ii 56, 1936-1940. 113. Kenneth Dunmn Ma,Andrew, 5554. 1935-1937. 114. Alan Crespin Parker, 6208, 1939-1942. 115. John
1
Parker. ~2(}9, 1939-1942. 116. Allen StUtzrt Simpson, 2625. 1918-/925. 117. Charles Robert UJarren. 5940, 1937-1940.
8. Kenneth Thompson, 3872, 1925-1931. 119. Ralph Taylor. 3037, 1920. 119a. Bruce Lyne Geddes, 4508. 1929-1937.
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we received our final detailed briefing, studied aerial
photographs, and planned our action once we were
ashore. As we arrived offBrunei about 8:00 am, there
was quite a contingent ofnavy ships doing a prelanding bombardment, and the time arrived to
scramble over the side, down the nets and into the
landing craft. As soon as it was loaded, the landing
Brunei Bay and Labuan Island
craft circled until all were ready, andfinally we set
The small state of Brunei and the territory of
course fOr the beach.
British North Borneo formed the tip of the Borneo
A similar naval and air operation as had occurred
island and meet at Brunei Bay. MacArthur had
at Tarakan preceded rhe Army's assaulr. The landing
issued directives to
areas and known
secure the Bay
enemy strongholds
area, establish it as
were bombed by
a fleet base and to
RAAF Liberator
protect the oil and
and
Mitchell
rubber resources
bombers for some
therein. 10th June
days
before
1945 found the
landing.
Naval
20th and 24th
gunfire
was
Brigades of the 9th
programmed in a
Division poised to
new
fashion,
strike at Labuan
firing in a roving
Island, In the
barrage ahead of
entrance to the
the
infantry,
bay, and the area
instead of the
around
Brunei
immediate beach
'20
Members of '0' Company, 21I7th Battalion, scramble down nettingftom HMAS
town. IA Geddes
area for it was
recalled the voyage Kanimbla into a landing craft, during rehearsals for their LaiJuan landmg. Courtesy assumed
the
from Morotai,
AWM.
Japanese would
Our whole Squadron (about 120 men) was
not defend the shore, as had become their tactic.
embarked in one LCI (Landing Craft Infantry) fOr
Trebeck recalled,
our move from Morotai to Labuan. Conditions on
With the landing on Brunei being unopposed, our
board were extremely cramped, with only about 30
bridgehead objective was very quickly established, and
square feet ofdeck space. PT started at dawn and
then the Battalion started moving towards the town of
finished at dusk, exercising about fOur soldiers at a
Brunei in sweltering heat and humidity made worse
time. The voyage in a convoy ofabout 40 ships ofall
by about six-flot high grass on either side ofthe tracks
sizes, took several days, and, being interested in
and roads along which we moved. we had been issued
navigation, I spent some time on the bridge. TO my
with salt tablets to take against exhaustion in these
astonishment, I learnt that the Captain, a young 2nd
conditions, and most ofus consumed 20-30 salt tablets
Lieutenant USN, knew very little about navigation
on that first day. For the most part, we did not strike
and relied on fOllowing the ship ahead - we had a few
much opposition, it being mostly in isolated skirmishes,
anxious periods when several tropical storms and
but some casualties occurredfrom a couple ofambush
heavy rain reduced visibility to less than 100 yards!
positions and occasional mortar fire at night.
Major Norman Trebeck, Company Commander
Whilst the 2/17th was securing Brunei, the
of'D' Company 2/17th Battalion (JB Clarkson 121 ,
2/15th Battalion had moved up the Brunei River
AR Coventry122, JW Hedges 123 , GR Morgan I24, DA
and the 2/28th and 2/43rd Battalions and the
Williams '25 ) was in the force to land at Brunei,
2/12 Commando Squadron (IA Geddes) had
During the short voyage from Morotai to Brunei,
Arnott wrote,
Possibly my saddest day would have been 15th
August, 1945 - VP Day, a day ofgreat celebration
saddened as a member ofanother unit was killed by a
sniper only several hundred yards from my position tragically, two hours after peace had been declared.

120. Ian Aubrey Geddes, 4509, 1929-1938. 121. John Bowes Clarkson OBE, 5302. 1934-1938. 122. Arthur Richard Co~entry, 5487,
1935-1936 123. John Williams Hedges, 3794, 1925-1929. 124. Gordon Reginald Morgan, 5023, 1932-1933. 125. DaVid Ashley
Williams MBE ED, 5085, 1932-1939.
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The Kittyhawks ofNumbers 76 and 82 Squadrons on Labuan Island, June 1945. Courtesy AWl\{.

landed on Labuan island, seizing an airstrip
allowing 76 Squadron RAAF (P Booth-Jones '26 , DI
Baggett127, HJ Hoskins' 28 ) to land. On Labuan the
attackers met the characteristically impenetrable
defences of the Japanese as well as difficult
Swampy terrain. Geddes recalls,
The Japanese also made several suicide' raids on the
beach head area. On one occasion I was at an
ordnance dump to pick up stores (usually a very quiet
area) and was forced to take up a fire position behind
a large pile ofboots when aJapanese patrol infiltrated
On 16th June, the 2/28th, 2/32nd QG Hendry'29)
and 2/43rd Battalions with the 2/11 th Commando
Squadron landed on the north side of the Brunei
Bay and secured the area around Beaufort. The
2/17th, supported by a troop tanks (WJL Rhodes l30
Was with 1 Armd Regt), began moving down the
Coast toward the oil producing area of Seria. The
Japanese had ignited the oil wells, and, in the words
of Trebeck, "a colossal canopy of smoke hung over
the area". Seria sat as an ominous glow on the
shoreline during the night of the 19/20th June as the
2/13th Battalion (WT Waterhouse l31 , EJ Whirmill 132 ,
AF Woollardl33) steamed past on their way to
another landing further down the coast at Lurong.
The Battalion landed on the 20th withour
oPPosition, bur with the support of American

rockets and LVTs, tracked landing tanks bristling
with machine guns. The rowns of Miri and Bakaam
were secured and within six days the 2/13th and
2/17th Battalions had made physical contact.
Japanese resistance had been slight, withdrawing
into the hilly Dyak country, where Service
Reconnaissance Department (SRD) operatives had
stirred the natives against the enemy. The
Australians were not to follow the Japanese into this
territory, there being no military reason roo Instead it
was left to the SRD ro continue guerrilla operations
in league with the Dyak peoples and for British
Borneo Civil Affairs Unit personnel (RH Morris l34 ,
AP Pulver l35 ) ro begin reestablishing British civil
authoriry. However the loss of a key SRD
communication point on the Baram River system
meant that Trebeck's company was sent up river to
secure the town of Marudi.
In a gunboat with three landing craft, the
company (plus various attachments) embarked.
Trebeck was due to follow with the SRD
commander in a Catalina flying boat later, bur the
aircraft never arrived and he was forced to
commandeer a jeep in chase of his small force. The
force was more than enough to capture the former
government outpost of Marudi, the Japanese having
abandoned their position at the approach of

;;6. Peter Booth-Jones, 5157, 1933-1936 127. Duncan Ingram Baggett, 4296 1928-1934. 128. Hugh John Hoskins, 4850, 1931w,35. 129. James Gordon Hendry MC, Master. Killed 29/9/45. 130. William John Rhodes, 6064, 1938-1939. 131. William Tom
13~erhouse, 5633, 1935-1936 132. EdwardJohn Whithill, 4793, 1930-1931. 133. Alan Frank Woollard, 6097, 1938-1940.
. RIchard HolywellMorris, 4210, 1927-1931.135. Astley Paston Pulver, 2288,1916-1917.
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put ashore just before the town, was ambushed with
the loss of one corporal. Despite this sad turn of
events, the mood was lifted within the town itself
when Trebeck posted a proclamation investing him
as ''Acting Rajah of Sarawak",
The most impressive title of'Acting Rajah of
Sarawak'seemed to do quite a lot to restore locale
morale, and I had visits from several Dyak chiefi...

U7e also had to divide it all between landing craft

to ensure the loss ofany craft did not involve an
undue proportion ofany item. U7e planned this build
up for the first 28 days using 12 inch slide rules. U7e
did not go to bedfor over 48 hours, and when we
woke up after a sleep the ships were being loaded.
For his efforts Pockley was mentioned III
despatches, as the supply of the division during the
operation was faultless.
CM Fishd 37 was detached from his battalion
Balikpapan
to be Senior Liaison Officer to Headquarters
The final thrust of the
21st Brigade, where he
Australian occupation of
was
involved
with
Borneo was the taking of
operational planning,
the town of Balikpapan
Some 120 ships were
in the east of the island.
in the convoy from
The town was once an
Morotai, with most
important oil producing
troops in the former
and refining center with
passenger liners
port
well
equipped
Westralia, Manoora and
facilities. As originally
Kanimbla 138, and several
9th
conceived,
the
similar transports with
Division was to have
many troops also
undertaken this task, but
transported in landing
in April the job was given
Craft (Buffaloes). An
to the 7th, at that time
intriguing part ofthe
training on the Atherton
planning process was that
Tablelands
in
the Brigade's order of
Queensland. Given that
landing on the beach at
the date for the invasion A landing craft ofthe type that delivered the first waves ofthe 7th
Balikpapan
needed to be
was set at the beginning and 9th Divisions to the be4ches during the Borneo campaign.
determined, then all
Courtesy AW7I1.
of July this was
troops, equipment,
something of a logistical headache for the division.
artillery, tanks and ammunition needed to be loaded
LA Pockley l36 as Major, Supplies, Headquarters 7th
onto the allotted ships in the reverse order to its
Australian Division had to act with haste,
discharge at Balikpapan.
I was responsible for the planning and execution of
Against the wishes of the American admiral in
the logistic supply ofAmmunition, Petroleum supplies
charge of the US naval vessels, General Milford,
and Rations for assault landings and in particular the
GOC 7th Division, chose to land his force at the
Balikpapan operation. The latter was done at
well-prepared town beaches, rather than the more
Morotai by a small group ofmyself, a Captain
accessible beaches to the east, in the logic that a
ammunition, a warrant officer and a corporal clerk.
short sharp thrust at the enemy's heart would
The 'G'staffset levels ofreserves to be on the beach
accrue relatively fewer casualties than a protracted
each day for the ever increasingforce landed, after
approach through the jungle. In hindsight a wise,
allowing for each days usage. 'G' staffgave us the
if bold, decision.
number ofpersonnel to be ashore each'day and we
The bombardment of Balikpapan had begun
had logistic tables oftonnages required per lOOO troops
twenty days previous to F-Day (the 1st July),
for ammo, petrol and supplies. U7e then had to break
beginning with raids of RAAF and USAAF heavy
this down to the detqil ofthe last round and calibre of
bombers and continuing with the weight of a fleet of
ammunition (eg whether ball, tracer or armourescort carriers, five crl,.lisers, including Shropshire and
piercing and the various types ofpetroleum products.)
136. LeonardAntillPockley, 4030, 1926-1933.137. Colin Murray Fisher, 5696, 1936-1939. 138.]ohn Charles Finch, 6460, 19411944, hadjoined Kanimbla as a Stoker.
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Battalion with suppor t by the 2/4 Field Regiment
142
QH Lees 141 , PL McCaghern , FEH Ross143) and a
troop of tanks.
Armou red suppor t for the operation was provided
by the Matilda tanks of the 1st Armou red Regiment
(HH A'Beckett 14\ HB Browne '45 , PH Jordan 146).
Supple mentin g ordinar y Matilda tanks were 'Frogs'
- flame throwing tanks, and bulldozers. Frogs were
found to be efficient in dealing with pill-boxes, a
feature of this campaign as they were of every other.
KH Gall of the 2/2 Railway Constr uction Compa ny
RAE drove a
from
bulldoz er
the first day of the
landing.
2/9th
The
(RJ
Battali on
148
had
)
ph
Biddul
landed an hour
after the 2/10 th
and rurned left
upon landing to
move through and
clear the built up
area along the
coast to the left.
This they did with
the help of tanks,
Beach,
The devastation from the largest bombardment the AlF had witnessed. Yellow
and had reached
the day ofthe landing, 1 July 1945. Courtesy AWM.

Hobart, and fourteen destroyers and devastating
American rocket ships. As the shells screamed
overhead RAN minesweepers cleared the approaches
and US demoli tion teams cleared underw ater
obstructions. In all 3000 tons of bombs, 7361
rockets and 38052 shells landed on the enemy
fortifications, including the oil storage tanks, for it
was feared the Japanese might use these to direct
burning oil towards the Australians.
By dawn on 1st July the transports were standin g
offshore,
." the scene
was unbelievable
[wrote eM
Fisher}, as wave
after wave of
Liberator Bombers
pattern bombed
the area behind
the beach - naval
cruisers and
destroyers stood
offihore and
poured continuous
bombardment on
shore and then the
rocket ships ofthe
US Navy increased
their hammering

Balikpapan, on

ofthe shore. As Balikpapan had been a major oil
refinery, exploding oil tanks sent up huge clouds of
black smoke. One wondered ifany creature on shore
Could possibly survive.
Once again, and for the last time in this war,
Allied landing craft mustered for the dash to the
beaches. Despite a general westward drift that
139
landed the 2/12th Battalion (HS Young ) on the
wrong beach, the invaders found little opposition
~Ut much devastation. Blasted coconut palms hung
Imply above burnin g rubble and the ground was so
d'IStOrted that features on the maps had simply been
erased. The absence of Japanese on the beach
allowed the Australians to reinforce their beachhead
rapidly. However, as expected, Japanese resistance
~as to be met inland. Stiff opposi tion was found at
Parramatta Hill'140, but was taken by the 2/10

their objective of Signal Hill by nightfall.
On the right flank, the 2/27th Battalion (CM
'50
Fisher, JDC Kenyon 149, HCE Pickersgill ) began
the advance along the so-called Vasey Highway
before moving inland, encoun tering many Japanese
sheltering in tunnels. The 2/16th Battalion (GR
Woodhouse 151 ) headed inland from the beaches and
the 2/14th continu ed the move up the Vasey
Highway. Everywhere mines, pillboxes and entunnelled Japanese hampe red the advance. Four
Field Companies of Engineers, including the 2/4th
153
(10 Dunsm ore 152, JF Nivison ) and 2/5th Field
155
l5
Companies (OF Kraefft \ GJ Scott ), moved with
l56
the infantry. CA Cooper , a 7th Division Engineers
Sapper, was very badly wound ed during the
campaign. Tunnels were dealt with by sealing the
entrance with explosives and by the close of the

feature ofthe target area.
1934-1935. 140. To ease orientation the 7th Division staffhad named every
Ernest Ross, 4801, 1930Francis
143.
27
1924-19
3723,
m,
McCaghe
Laurence
Phillip
142.
J9~' Joh~ Howard Lees, 4861, 1931-1932.
34. 146. Philip Harcourt
1928-19
4306,
Browne,
Barry
HaroU
145.
j ~. DIed 15/7/45. 144. Haywood Hastings A'Beckett, 6418, 1941.
42. 149.John
1938-19
5957.
,
Biddulph
ames
RichardJ
148.
32.
1929-19
4638,
Gal~
~~ n,5001, 1932-1933. 147. Kevin Howell
5245, 1933-1935.
e,
Woodhous
Ross
Gordon
151.
42.
1;;g/as Keny~n, 4536, 1929-1930. 150. Herbert Coarser Pickersgil~ 6212, 1939-19
Kraeffi, 5163,
Frederick
DonaU
154.
42.
1938-19
6057.
Nivison,
an
Fenwicke
John
193/ DaVId Dunsmore, 5320,1934-1940. 153.
0.
1927-193
4133,
-1940. 155. Gavin Jones Scott, 3679, 1924-19 27 156. Clive Ashley Cooper,

~~9. Herbert Stewart Ytmng; 5440,
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two battalions met well-entrenched Japanese with
were accounted for by the engineers.
defence arranged in depth, sometimes with up to six
As night fell and the troops dug in, the 2/5th
machine guns situated for mutual support as well as
Commando Squadron (WL Ridley!57, JO Smith (58)
enemy artillery. John Church was Medical Officer to
the 2/31st,
moved through the 2/14th Battalion and began
ascending the line of hills to the Lady Schofield
In a tropical rainstorm at night the RAP settled
Track, when they were ambushed. The following
down protected by a platoon in front ofus. Suddenly
morning brought renewed Australian activity and
guns were firing all round us. I took protection
gains along the Vasey Highway, but the enemy
behind a fallen tree trunk. My revolver was in front
position around Lady Schofield continued to hinder
ofme the barrel shaking up and down. It dawned
on me I could not fire in case I hit a member ofthe
ptogress until eventually it was found abandoned by
platoon in front.
the 2/3rd Commando
I nearly had a
Squadron a day
heart attack as I
later.
felt a hand grab
At the beachhead
my ankle. My
units continued to
disembark,
reliefwas great on
including the 2/1st
finding it was
Anti-Aircraft
only a bush rat
also sheltering.
Regiment
(KAG Ball l59 ,
The next morning
l60
WN Barnes ,
it was fiund that
HC Bradhurst l6 1,
the protecting
J6
KW Broadbent 2,
platoon had . ..
H R
B U 11 163,
silently packed up
16
RB Downes 4,
and was now
W R
Ell i s 165,
behind us. The
PCL English 166, An example ofthe type ofdefences the Australian soldier faud throughout the
RAP had been the
AI
F i dIe r 167, theatre. A japanese machine gun bunker west ofManggar airfield, Balikpapan.
front line?
Courtesy A WM".
IG H arvey l68, GB
Fortunately fir
l7l
'
7
0
'
6
9
Hicks
PA Lumsdaine , BEH Marris , RR
the RAP and Australia the gap was closed.
Old Boys were well represented in the medical
Symes 172, FW Thomson 173 , JH Thurlow '7" F~
Venn-Brown 175). Enemy aircraft remained a danger
at this stage, B Parkes l76 of the 2/7th Survey Battery
(with KL Merrett 177) becoming wounded, though
Downes notes that with the US fleet still in support
there was nothing left to shoot down!
The remaining brigade, the 25th, landed on 2nd
July and were moved into the central front. They
were then ordered to advance inland, along the
Milford Highway. The 2/31st Battalion (JC
Church l7s Medical Officer, BR Jordan l79) took the
left and the 2/33rd (E DigbylSO) the right flank. The

services at Balikpapan. Behind Church's unit was
the 2/4th Field Ambulance, where Church would
visit DC Pope lS1 . In support of the 18th Brigade on
the west flank were the 2/2 Casualty Clearing
Station (CM Swirles lS2 ) and the 10th Field
Ambulance (SC Barrett 1S3 CO). On the right flank,
in support of 21 Brigade were the 2/6th Field
Ambulance (T Snowball lB4 ) and the 2/3rd Casualty
Clearing Station (WD Girvan 'S5 ). The 2/5th Field
Ambulance (RAG Holmes 1S6) established a Main
Dressing Station on the coast before accompanying

157. William Lyndford Ridley, 4228, 1927-1928. 158. john Ogilive Smith, 5774, 1936-1940. 159. Kenneth Alfred Ball, 4948, 19321933. 160. Walter Norman Barnes, 4943, 1931-1938. 161. Harry Crur Bradhurst, 4659, 1930-1936 162. Keuth William Broadbent,
3924, 1926 163. Harry Reginald Bull 5109, 1933-1935. 164. Richard Boshier Downes, 4459, 1928-1935. 165. William Rex Ellis,
5128, 1933-1934. 166. Phillip Charles English, 4969, 1932-1933. 167. Arthur Iredale Fid~er, 4696, 1930-1934. 168. Ian Gordon
Harvey, 4520, 1929-1936 169. Geoffrey Broughton Hicks, 3973, 1926-1931. 170. Philip Alan Lumsdaine, 5360, 1934-1936
171. Basil Edward Marris, 5012, 1932-1933. 172. Russell Robert Symes, 5420, 1934-1937. 173. Frederick William Thomson, 4602,
1929-1931. 174.jonathon Henry Thurlow, 5232,1933-1935.175. Felix William Venn-Brown, 5428,1934-1939.176. Barry Parkes,
5904,1937-1942. 177. Kenneth Leslie Merrett, 4876, 1931-1932. 178. john Campbell Church, 4672, 1930-1935. 179. Benjamin
Rhysjordan, 5159, 1933-1938. 180. Everard Digby, 5125, 1933-1938. 181. David Carington Pope, 4397, /928-1936 182. Colin
Moorcraft Swirles, 4780, 1930-1935. 183. Saywell Clifton Barrett, 4298, 1927-1933. 184. Trevor Snowball, 4419, 1928-1930.
185. wesley David Girvan, 5861, 1937-1940. 186. RolandAdrian Holmes, 4716, 1930-1935.
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from all available arms, includi ng the cruiser
Shropshire, the infantry slowly silenced each bunker,
gun site and tunnel on Waites Knoll, as the fortified
hill came to be called. Their commander was not
eager to sacrifice his men's lives at such a late stage of
the war, relying instead on a series of fighting patrols
over three days, picking off each gun one by one.
Whilst the battle over Waites Knoll raged, the
2/5th Field Regiment was also active in supporting
the 2/5th Comm ando Squadr on and 2/16th
Battalion struggling to capture a feature named
'Gate'. By the 9th July the
Wo od '92 ) began ranging the
division had secured its
fire of their batteries.
objectives, yet the central
Suddenly Japanese coastal
front on the Milfor d
defence guns (up to 120mm)
Highway was still very active.
arrillery, mortar and lighr fire
Casualties, including deaths,
swept the airfield. The
continued to mount under
forward representatives of the
sporadic Japanese artillery
2/5th were killed or mortally
and mortar fire and nightly
wound ed in the first few
enemy raids. Francis Ross of
moments. The fire was
the 2/4th Field Regim ent
concentrared on rhe control
was mortal ly wound ed in
tower, where Lieute nant
one such attack on the night
Thorp of rhe 1st Naval
of the 13/14th July when his
Bomba rdmen t Group had
Forward Observ ation Post
located his observation post.
was overrun.
Whilst the shells fell about
The 2/25th Battalion aW
often
and
tower,
the
Burns '9 3, 0 Hilber t '9 \ TB
exploding at his height for
Walton 195) , which led the
SOme were airburs t shells,
25th Brigade at this stage,
Thorp remained and directed
the
from
an,
were discovering a series of
The tower at Manggar airfield, Balikpap
the COunter fire of the top ofwhich Graham Thorp (5603) directed naval
easily defended ridges, which
destroyer USS Eaton at the counter battery fire during the battle over the airfield.
meant slow progress even
for this action.
Japanese batteries. In the He was awarded the Military Cross
Courtesy AWM
with the firepower of the
meantime, David Wood was
'96
newly arrived 2/6th Field Regiment (F Flowers ,
promoted to Captai n in the field and assumed
l98
OWE Franks 197, GR Little , CE Tilbury'99, EP
command of 10 Battery.
Trebeck200) and tanks. On 6th July Tom Walton was
The infantry were withdrawn from the airfield
killed. John Church had seen Tom earlier,
under Thorp's covering fire, but one success was
1 had a visit from cheery Tom Walton MM This
scored when, just as the ambush was being sprung, a
was two days before he was killed by shellfire when
patrol chance d upon the Japanese gun crew
attending to wounded.
emerging from their hide-our, killing them. The
The three battalions of the 25th Brigade shuffled
next day Thorp resumed his position atop the tower,
forward, suffering booby-traps and well-concealed
now minus one of its legs, and the artillery duel was
bunkers. On their left the 2/6th Comm ando
set to recommence, this time with the weight of the
Hewett20' ) was patrolling and laying
Squadron
2/5th's 25 pounders. Under overwhelming firepower

the 2/9th Battalion on operations on the other side
of Balikpapan Bay.
The 2/14th Battali on raced up the Vasey
Highway to secure the last objective on the right
flank, the Manggar airstrip, supported by the guns
of the naval taskforce. The battalion found the
Manggar airstrip undefended on the mornin g of 4th
July. The Australians quickly established themselves
there, and the Forward Observation Officers of the
Goswell' 87 , AB Mayne '88 ,
2/5th Field Regiment
1
ER Morgan l89 , AM Napier '90 , HG Wise '9 , DRV

aK

aL

32. 189. Ernest Rex Morgan, 4375, 1928~~7. John Kenneth Goswell, 4982, 1932-1938. 188. Alan Beverley Mayne, 4802, 1930-19
36 192. David Roy WOod, 4796,
1934-19
5437,
Wise,
George
1/°' 190. Andrew Maxwell Napier, 3321, 1922-1923. 191. Henry

3975, 1926-1930. 195. Thomas Broadhurst Walton
MiJ- 1934. 193. John Williams Burns, 4311, 1928-1936 194. Oscar Hilbert,
Donald Wallace Franks, 4698, 1930-1932.
197.
31.
198,505 6, 1932-1935. Killed 6/7/45. 196. Field Flowers, 4505, 1929-19
35. 200. Eric Prosper Trebeck, 5262, 19331934-19
5424,
Tilbury,
Edwin
Clive
199.
40.
19 . Graham Rodger Little, 5550, 1935-19
~7. 201. John Lloyd Hewett, 5524,1935-1940.
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The piecemeal discovery and destruction of the
enemy was duplicated in each brigade's sector, as was
the trickle of casualties. No doubt many men shared
ER Morgan's thought's,
After the Japanese surrendered at Balikpapan there
still seemed to me no end to this war. The Japs would
never give in if we got as close as Japan. After 6 years
in the Army... I despondently wondered if I would
ever get back to Australia.
Certainly the Australian commanders held
concerns over the lives of their men and were eager
not to endanger them when a conclusion was so
near. In mid July Milford and Morshead agreed to
halt the Australian advance and to maintain the line
as it stood. By the ceasefire the Australians had lost
229 men killed, the heaviest casualties being
sustained in the 25th Brigade's sector as they
advanced into the strength of the enemy's rearguard.

Surrender
The Australian staffs were preparing to Jom
Mountbatten's SEAC forces for the invasion of
Malaya when the Pacific War was brought to a halt
on 15th August 1945. After much internal
wrangling and indecision, the Japanese High
Command had been ordered by the Emperor to
accept the surrender demands of the Allies,
unconditional surrender including the submission of
the Emperor to the Supreme Allied Commander.
Reactions among Old Boys to the news ranged From
celebration to relief, but to all the existence of an
atomic bomb was a novelty. At first news of it came
slowly. GC Gibb 202 was on Bougainville,
On the 10th August news filtered through via the
grapevine that the war was about to come to an end.
Likewise Fisher203 at Balikpapan recalls,
... early in August news drifted through that the
atomic bomb had been dropped on Hiroshima.
GO Davis 204 was aboard HMAS Pirie, now
commanded by Acting Lieut Commander
MacKenzie 20S, off the Japanese coast,
Then suddenly on the notice board came a report
that we could not understand, an atomic bomb had
been dropped on Hiroshima. w-e had no idea ofwhat
an atomic bomb was, and we had never heard of
Hiroshima ... The next thing we knew the war had
ended. It was as sudden as that. w-e were just told on
the 15th August 1945 that the Japanese were

negotiating a surrender, and that hostilities had
ceased.
IA Geddes, on Labuan Island at the time,
recalled,
When we heard ofthe atomic bomb and the
Japanese surrender, there were wild celebrations.
Almost immediately, 'cottage' industries were
established in our Squadron. Enterprising soldiers
made Japanese flags and caught monkeys to sell to
eager American sailors.
Activities for the three arms of the Australian
services now involved restoring civil administrations,
rounding up and informing isolated pockets of
Japanese of the cease-fire and repatriating Allied
POWs, the latter being the "most important
immediate result" of the conclusion of hostilities,
according to the December, 1945 edition of the
Torch Bearer. TS McKai'"' of 1st TAF was placed in
charge of the air evacuation of seriously ill POWs
from the region. Taking the opportunity he marched
into Changi prison, where he met his friend PL
Head 207 • They celebrated their reunion with
smuggled bottles of gin. Other Old Boys noted the
trauma on seeing the condition of their comrades
who had suffered imprisonment. JD Moors 20H , an
interviewing Sergeant with 7 Australia Psychology
Unit, described his time debriefing returned POWs
as,
A particularly harrowing and unpleasant task. One
I shall never fOrget.
Stranger tasks awaited some Old Boys, including
IA Geddes and NB Trebeck, who were each
presented with baskets of rotting Japanese heads by
Dyak tribesmen in Borneo. The tribesmen had been
promised by British agents a stipend of five pounds
a head and were apparently disappointed to be told
they were no longer allowed to continue the
practice. As to settling the account, Geddes recalls,
"It was a very difficult and volatile situation so we
withdrew and passed the problem to the Brits.
Waiting for Points
Mostly the experience of the Australian
serviceman was one of performing mundane tasks
until enough points were accrued to satisfY for
discharge. Points were awarded on the basis oflength
of service, time spent overseas and time in an
operational unit. Those who had been in the
Services for five years had already begun to be

202. Geoffrey Charles Gibb, 6006, 1938-1939.203. Colin Murray Fisher, 5696, 1936-1939. 204. Geoffrey David Davis, 5989, 19381943. 205. MacKenzie James Wilson, 4273. 1927-1933. 206. Thomas Sidney McKay, 3900, 1925-1928. 207. Phillip Lyburn Head
MBE, 3621,1924-1926. 20S.James Denton Moors, 5749,1936-1939.
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South West Pacific Theatr e
discharged at the beginning of 1945 and they were
the first to be released on the cessation of
hostilities.209 Others continu ed to serve on the
islands or in Australia until well into 1946, some
even remaining until 1947, mostly performing
clerical, guard or depot duties until discharge.
An alternative was to join the British
Commonwealth Occupa tion Force and journey to
2IO
Others
Japan, as many Shore Old Boys did.
s
remain
the
and
searched for hastily-dug war graves
211
of the lost. AY Ellerman was asked to guide a
group of Militar y Histor y and War Graves
Comm ission personnel over the battlefields of
Malaya. EA Hil1 212 , whose grisly posting to a graves
unit had taken him over the battlefields of the South
West Pacific, was with Headquartets War Graves
Group in Morotai until February 1946.

war Crimes
Old Boys also joined the War Crimes Staffs, some
213
as witnesses others as advocates. EGV Gabriel led
War crimes investigators to his Thai camp, where a
COntraband 8mm film was hidden in a tin of rice.
The developed film provided much evidence leading
to the conviction of the camp guards. Philip Head

postponed his return to Australia to journey to Japan
to the International Military Tribunal as a witness of
atrocities against prisoners at Singapore. AV
MaxwelpI4 was president of the War Crimes Tribunal
215
in Rabaul (where JC Ferris was an interpreter),
becoming the youngest officer to sentence a Japanese
officer to death. Over 5000 Japanese were found
guilty of war crimes, receiving punish ments of
imprisonment, impriso nment with hard labour or
hanging. Over 900 were executed.
The more immed iate task of accepting the
surrender of Japanese commanders was undertaken
in September. VJ Day was set as 3rd September
1945, attende d by Genera l Blarney. On 6th
September, General Sturdee accepted the surrender
of the Japanese armies and Navy under the
comma nd of the Rabaul base, including those in
Bougainville and New Guinea, on HMS Glory
whilst steaming off Rabaul. Lieut-General Teshima
arrived at Morotai on 9th September, where he
surrendered his II Army to General Blamey at 11am.
Three days later Lieut-General Seishiro surrendered
to Admiral Mount tbatten at Singapore, with the 1st
216
Australian Parachure Battalion (GC Martin ) in
attendance.

to General Sturdee, GOC 1 Australia Army, aboard the
General Imamura, ChiefofJapanese Forces Rabaul Base, presenting his sword
(2547), Personal Assistant to General Sturdee, is fourth ftom
Wright
ahlrcrajt carrier HMS Glory, steaming offthe coast ofRabaul. Bertram
t e rzght.
ed the intention ofthe Old Boys' Union to be "of
The Torch Bearer, which was posted to servicemen ftee ofcharge, had announc
Services," in the May 1945 issue, and a committee to
the
ftom
discharge
their
on
openings
suitable
in
~Slstance in the placing ofOld Boys
211. Austin Yeats Ellerman, 4495, 1929.
ofJapan:
on
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The Occupation of Japan

we spent quite a few days steaming around
unaware ofwhat our orders were going to be. Then
one evening, about 1600 hours, the Ship's Bosun
went round and the Bosun's pipe was blowing
which was always done preceding any
announcement and the announcement which came
afterwards was that the ship's course was TOkyo Bay.
Vim can imagine what a cheer went up when the
whole ship reverberated to that.
GD Davis!, August 1945, HMAS Pirie
The cheers and thoughtful silences that followed
the announcement of the cessation of hostilities on
15th August were to some the beginning of a new
episode in their service. There remained the
scattered armies of Japan to account for, not to
mention the Allied prisoners under the Japanese
and the devastated civil authority across the region.
Primary among the tasks facing the Allied
commanders was the need to bring the reality of
their defeat home to the Japanese people, whose
land, though displaying the marks of enormous
destruction, was devoid of Allied soldiers.
On 28th August the leading elements of the
American Third Fleet entered Tokyo Bay, followed
the next day by the first Australian ships: Hobart
(FM Manning2, EL Susman3), Shropshire (LG
Lawrie4), Bataan (DB Anderson 5, RA Geddes", BT
King?) and Warramunga (BM Treloar). Pirie, upon
which GD Davis served, arrived on the morning of
31 st August. He wrote in a letter to his father,
we entered Sagami Bay [the entrance to TOkyo
Bay] about 0900 on the morning ofFriday 31st
August. All along the left foreshore were huge
white surrender flags. As we entered TOkyo Bay we
could see the battleships HMS Duke of York and
King George V and USS Missouri and Iowa.
They were lying offthe breakwater on the Sagami
Bay side, clearly visible through the mist which
covered the harbour.
By 2nd September, an enormous fleet had
amassed in Tokyo Bay with representatives of the
combatant nations. At 9.40am, the surrender was
signed by the Japanese Foreign Minister, Mr
Mamotu Shigemitsu, aboard USS Missouri.
General Sir Thomas Blarney represented Australia.
The ceremony was unobserved by the men on the
ships and the people on the shore, but the

meaning of the occasion could not be missed.
Davis wrote,
The Harbour was quite calm and I was sitting
down reading a book when about 10 am I looked
towards the horizon and I thought there was a plague
oflocusts nearby, but then I realised it was not nearby
- it was in the distance and there was no sound, only
these thousands ofspots appearing in the sky and it
dawned on us it was aircraft in the distance.
At every height, from sea level to 20 000 feet,
formations of every type of aircraft flew over the
bay producing an irrefutable display of Allied
strength. Davis reflected, "I am sure by that stage
they were very pleased that they surrendered."
Some days after the surrender ceremony
another event occurred that impressed itself more
upon the minds of Old Boys than the fly-over.
Bruce Treloar, aboard the Warramunga, recalled,
The day the ex-POWs left Japan on HMS
Speaker was the most moving thing that I've ever
seen. The boat went up and down amongst the
Allied vessels in the harbour allowing for all to
cheer them off They stood on the deck for three
hours. Anything with any kind ofband or orchestra
was playin~ them off
Davis concurs,
As HMS Speaker left the Bay it steamed through
all the ships that were in the bay and we all knew
that a few Aussies were on board. As it approached
us we could see these very fine rows ofnaval sailors
lined up in their Naval unifOrms and in those days
our summer unifOrms were khaki, but they had
already changed into their white unifOrms and they
looked very smart lined up there. By glorious
comparison there were all the POW's in a various
sort ofmotley collection ofgear.
As they got closer to us everyone on board started
to sing Waltzing Matilda and I've never heard
Waltzing Matilda sung so emotionally. Even
thinking ofit now I almost cry to think ofit. It was
quite shattering and there were men there, like most
ofus, who were reduced to tears.
The victory celebrations over, the task of
winning the peace began. The South West Pacific
Command was dissolved on the day of surrender,
2nd September, and a new force was raised. GC
Gibb') was an Ordnance Depot private on

1. Geoffrey David Davis, 5989, 1938-1943.2. Firth Mackellar Manning, 6040, 1938-1943. 3. Eric Leo Susman VRD, 1528, 1910-1913.
4. Lloyd Garton Lawrie, 5452, 1934-1942. 5. David Bruce Anderson, 5814, 1937-1942.6. Robert Alan Geddes, 6167, 1939-1941.
7. Bruce Tuckfield King, 5723, 1936-1940.8. Bruce Morison Treliiar, 5785, 1936-1939.9. Geoffrey Charles Gibb, 6006, 1938-1939.

Tokyo Bay, 3 September 1945. Coul·tesy AWM.
Recovered Allied POWS aboard HMS Speaker wave to the crew 0/ HMAS Pirie,

Bougainville when,
the hierarchy calledfor volunteers for the British
Commonwealth Occupation Force (BCOF) for the
Japanese mainland, the incentive being that home
leave would be granted before departure and before
other troops would be returning to Australia for
demobilisation and discharge. we all used to advise
one another "never stick your neck out and
volunteer for anything in the army, " howe1Jer on
this occasion, I threw discretion to the winds and
submitted my name, eventually being accepted
following an interview and medical examination.
BCOF was one of the forces under MacArthur
as Supreme Comm ander for the Allied Powers, or
SCAP. The acrony m stood for both the
commander and his headquarters and came to
represent what was generally sincerely regarded as
a benevolent force from a people expecting much
worse. Many Old Boys and one time masters were
members of BCOF serving in various units. The
66th (IA Geddes!O Adjutant, W Regan!!) and 67th
Infantr y Battalions (DW Felstead!2, JBM
Trenerryl3) were based at Kure, the Naval base,
close to the ruined city of Hiroshima, and the site
of HQ BCOF OCH Dean ' 1, ADJ Garrisson ' 5,
'7
G McCor quodal e l6 , ]G Monag han , AK
Roberts '8 , RB Walker I9 ). The battalions provided a
guard company for the Imperial Palace in Tokyo

once a month. Other Old Boys visited Japan as
participants in the War Crimes tribunals, such as
20
Lieutenant Colonel RRB Hickson •
Nearly every Old Boy rook the opport unity ro
explore the sites of the aromic blasts. W Boyd2\, of
3
22
HMAS Arunta OW Allerton , ED Spooner2 )
visited Hiroshima on his birthday. All were struck
by the scale of destruction evident - both at
Hiroshima and Nagasaki and elsewhere, where
American bombing had been hotrifically effective.
Bruce Treloar recalls,
Before I visitedJapan I thought it had been
spared much ofthe destruction ofthe war. I was
soon proved wrong. One ofthe strongest memories is

the smell ofdead bodies.
JCH Dean2• visited Hiroshima in April 1946 at
which time it was still being said that the city
would never be repopulated.
The American staff wished to officially end the
occupation in 1947, but pressure from other
combatant countries, notably AuStralia, meant that it
was not until 1952 that the occupation came to an
end. Basil CroftJ5 remained with Base Signals
Regiment in Japan until December 1952. By this
time the Old Boys that remained with the
Occupation Force had been joined by another multinational force and another group of Shore Old Boys
en route to a war on the Korean peninsula.
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Part II - Subsequent Conflicts
The Korean War.
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reductions. A total of 2 750 servicemen
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and women remained in Japan as part of
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the British Commonwealth Occupation
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Force (BCOF). On 31 March 1950, the
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Menzies Government decided to
COhungiu
withdraw the Australian component of
Yellow Sea
'.
Andong o
Taejon.. ·.....
the BCOE
Kunsan Taeg~\ Yongd
However, the process of repatriating
I
troops from Japan was brought to an
~.
Masan
abrupt halt by the commencement of
Pusan
hostilities in Korea. HMA Ships Bataan
and Shoalhaven were placed at the
disposal of the UN Security Council in
support of South Korea on 29th June
strength of the reinforced South Korean enclave
1950. 77 Squadron, RAAF, was committed to the
around Pusan exhausted the advance of the besieging
conflict on 30th June, flying its first combat
North Korean Army. Meanwhile, in a spectacular
mission on 2nd July. Among those with 77
amphibious counter-attack, MacArthur landed at
Squadron was AC Smith!' who had been serving
Inchon, near Seoul, well behind enemy lines. This
as a Linguist with BCOE He participated in
action broke the North Korean supply lines, and the
briefing and de-briefing aircrews on missions for
invasion by the north was soon transformed into a
the first four months of the war.
headlong retreat. By October UN forces had reached
The first army troops to be committed to the war
the 38th Parallel.
in Korea were the 3rd Battalion, Royal Australian
Despite warnings from China that it would not
Regiment (3 RAR). At the outbreak of hostilities,
tolerate incursions into North Korean territory, the
this unit was stationed at Hiro, near Kure, in
UN General Assembly authorised UN forces to
sourhern Japan. This batralion was to form part of
invade North Korea on 7th October 1950. A week
the 27th British Commonwealth Infantry Brigade,
later over 300 000 soldiers of the Peopleis Army
which was later incorporated into the 1st
crossed the Yalu River from China into North
Commonwealth Division.
Korea. On 27 October Chinese troops launched a
IG Harding2 was the first Old ,Boy to serve with
counter-offensive against the UN forces.
the Australian Army in Korea. The Torch-Bearer of
Less than a week later, on 25 November 1950, the
14th December 1950 records that it was "certain to
People's Army crushed the South Korean Army near
be of interest to Old Boys ... that Ian G. Harding is
Tokchon, and US forces were forced to withdraw. The
serving with the Australian Forces in Korea."
UN forces eventually halted the advance of the
The deployment of United Nations troops soon
Chinese army, and a 'static war' developed along the
reversed the military position in Korea. The growing

I

1. Allan Cordingley Smith, 6574. 1941-1943.2. Ian Grant Harding, 4984, 1932-1931-
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Subsequent Conflicts
Heavy enemy artillery fire on our positions for
protractedperiods resulted in many hours being spent
in repairing trenches, dugouts and wiring.
Geddes recalls a driving his jeep when a white
phosph orus shell landed directly in front of him.
Luckily military police were in the area and pulled
him out of danger. Serving with the Royal
Austra lian Corps of
sustained 94 casualties.
Militar y Police III
The citation praised the
Korea at this time was
its
for
battalion
Tom Parvin, later to
"extraordinary heroism
serve Shore Boys in a
outstan ding
and
differe nt
rather
performance against the
School
as
contex t,
armed enemy."4
Sergeant Major from
IA Geddes5, who was
1980 - 1996.
serving with the 1st
John Trener ry was
Royal Tank Regim ent
impressed by our own
were
which
(UK),
artillery, referring to
equipped with the new
magnif icent
"the
Centur ion tank, recalls
by our
given
t
suppor
that the front line
artillery to requests for
resembled First World
fire support". He came
War trench systems,
across an Americ an
Deep communication
artiller y officer who
trenches led to a network
was directing the fire of
ofunderground weapons
(240m m)
heavy
pits, machine-gun
artillery,
emplacements,
I asked him what he
observation posts and
was firing at and he
2 RAR lines, July 1953.
commandposts. Extensive Sandbagged trench on The Hook, inwithin
many
and
1950,
r
Novembe
began
war
ofthe
stage
static
The
pointed out the
barbed wire, mines and
observers commented on the resemblance to the western Front of
movement ofenemy
World ~r One. Courtesy AWM.
booby traps were laid in
troops across a small
/ront oftheir positions.
bridge many miles to the rear ofthe Chinese positions.
Military tactics in this static phase also echoed the
Looking through his very powerful binoculars I could
Great War. No-man's land berween the lines was a
see the bridge and enemy soldiers 20 - 30 yards apart
constant feature of the front. JBM Trenerry6, serving
crossing the bridge and the approaches to it. After
as a reinforcement platoon comma nder with 3 RAR,
firing a few rounds I heard him report over his
recalls a "very vigorous patrolling of no-man's land
wireless "5 KIA (Killed In Action), 10 wounded':
during the night". While darkness frustrated the
I asked how he could verifY these figures and his
accuracy of enemy snipers, many casualties were
reply was "Sir - these shells are very big and mighty
caused by artillery fire. During January 1953 HC
expensive - when I fire these guns I have to kill a
Anderson7 reported on the casualties sustained by 3
number ofenemy or else I cannot authorise their use':
RAR. in its capture of Hill 355. He noted that during
An innovative technology used in Korea was the
patrolling duties approximately three times as many
jet aircraft. 77 Squadr on, RAAF started the war
men were wound ed by mortar or grenade fragments
equipp ed with World War Two vintage P-51
during patrols as were hit by bullets. 8
Mustan gs, but soon upgrad ed to the British
Artillery bomba rdment s were frequent. John
Gloucester Meteor Mark 8 interceptor. Many of
Trenerry remarked that,

38th Parallel. This was to form the front line
throughout the rest of the war. Australian troops were
actively involved in the defence of South Korea
against the Chinese advance. 3 RAR, later briefly
3
comma nded by WG Hende rson , received the
American Presidential Unit Citation for its defence of
Kapyong in April 1951, during which the battalion'

shed Unit Citation-Kapyong, Korea, 23-24 April
George Henderson AO DSO OBE, 5338, 1934-1938. 4. Presidential Distingui
.5. Ian Aubrey Geddes, 4509, 19291,704-5
Vol.
1985),
(AWM;
1950-53
~r
19'51, extracted in O'Neill, R, Australia in the Korean
44. 8. O'Neill, op. cit., Vol. 11, 580.
1940-19
6260,
,
'38. 6. John Bruce Murray Trenerry, 6240, 1939-1942.7. Hugh Cairm Anderson
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these aircraft were based on the two aircraft carriers
medical evacuation".
which Australia sent to support the UN effort,
HMA Vengeance and Sydney. BA Williams 9 served
One important advance made in Korea was the
as Divisional Officer and Direction Officer on
introduction of helicopter medical evacuation. The
official history records that Norman Kater provided
both these vessels between 1952 and 1954. He was
valuable assistance during the war in the development
the only Shore Boy to see service with the RAN
of a system of air evacuation for army personnel. 14 Ian
during the Korean War.
lO
Geddes commented that such "helicopter casualty
JB Block served as an accountant with 391 (Base)
evacuation was of a high standard and a great morale
Squadron at Iwakuni, Japan, in support of the
Korean operations, and directly with 77 Squadron in
booster for those in the front lines."
Several of the Old Boys who saw service in Korea
Korea throughout 1953 and 1954. During this time
were
medical
he managed the
personnel. Aside
Britcom (British
Norman
from
Commonwealth)
Kater,
Hugh
Ancillary Radio
Anderson
was
at
Station
connected to 3
Iwakuni.
BStP
Croft"
RAR in 1953, and
served
at
the
had also been
Camp Dressing
based at Iwakuni
Station
with
as
Officer
BCOF in Tokyo.
Commanding the
While serving as
Britcom
Base
Medical Officer
Signals Regiment
with
the
1st
from
10
Reinforcement
September 1952
and Holding Unit
until
his
with BCOF in
retirement
on
Japan,
John
20th May 1953.
Trenerry
also
He had been Meteor jets of77 Squadron J?A)lF, July 1952. CourtesyAWM
volunteered for a
to
dispatched
stint as acting Regimental Medical Officer with 3
Korea on 13 September 1951 and had already seen
RAR from 20-27th December 1950.
service with the BCOF Signals Regiment and the
The static war was punctuated by frequent attacks
Australian Ancillary Unit.
and counter-attacks from both sides. These
The difficulties and unpleasantness of trench
engagements continued right up until the conclusion
warfare on the western front had been compounded
of an enduring cease-fire at Panmunjom on 27th July
by the wet, cold winters of Northern Europe. In
Korea, the weather was to create even more
1953. On the night of 24-25th July 1953 at the
Hook on the Samichon River the Chinese made
unbearable conditions.
heavy
attacks against 2 RAR. This engagement cost
Winter temperatures created appalling living
17 Australian dead and 31 wounded. Geddes recalls
conditions in the trenches, which had to be packed
rhat "in the morning we witnessed the awesome sight
with rice straw to reduce the impact of the cold. NM
of hundreds of enemy dead sprawled over several
Kater 12 wrote to the Torch Bearer in December 1950
hundred metres - from enemy lines to the fotward
that "The coldest temperarure to 1ate has been 18
pits of United Nations forces."
degrees below freezing point Fahrenheit, but we can
expect much colder weather soon". 13
Aftermath
The cold, wet weather and trench warfare resulted
At the end of the war Ian Geddes witnessed the
in many cases of trench foot, as in the Great War,
emotional repatriation of UN paws, including a
and frostbite. In Ian Geddes' unit there were "quite
large number of the ill fated Gloucester Regiment,
9. Barry Ashley Williams, 5944, 1937-1940. 10. James Bruce Block, 6601, 1942-1944. 11. Basil St Pierre Croft, 2839, 1921-1925. 12.
Norman Murchison Kater, 2768, 1919-1921. 13. The Torch Bearer, 8 May 1951, 63. 14. O'Neil4 R., op, cit., VtJI. 11,582.
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Subseq uent Confli cts
which had been capture d after a heroic but hopeless
stand early in the war. No Old Boys were among the
29 Australians to endure the privations of captivity
during the war.
1M Hudso n l ) and IH MacleanJ(, both gradua ted
from the Royal Military College, Duntro on, on 9th
December 1953. They were posted to 1 RAR and'
joined the British Comm onwea lth Korean Forces in
the first half of 1954, and served in Korea until April
1956 and July 1955 respectively.
Consequences ofthe

war.

339 Australian were killed and 1216 wound ed in
Korea. Despite their sacrifice, the United Nations'
had failed in its objective to unify all Korea under a
democratic government.
While only 12 Old Boys served in Korea, they made
a more significant contribution to the UN effort than
their numbers would suggest. They all carried officer

rank, and were all volunteers. 17 One Old Boy, William
Henderson, was acting battalion commander of 3
RAR for the first half of March 1953.
Two Old Boys were decorated for their service in
Korea. John Trenerry was mentio ned in despatches
in 1953, and William Hender son was made an
Officer of the Order of the British Empire in 1954.
O'Neil l comme nts that the perform ance of the
Australian soldiers in the Korean War "set the new,
post 1939-1 945 war era off to an excellent start".
Strategically, he comme nts that "they enhanc ed
Australia's reputat ion as an ally" .IX He also points out
that the war provided young officers with comba t
experience. Old Boys Ian Hudson , Ian Maclean,
William Hender son, John Trenerry, Barry Williams
and Ian Geddes were among those officers whose
military careers were enhanc ed as a result of their
service in the war.
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18. O'Neill. R., op. cit.. Vol. I, 289.
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Emergency and Confr ontati on in
Malaya & Borne o
POst-war Reconstruction in South-East Asia
CR Doyle!'! wrote from South-East Asia in 1952,
this part ofthe world has not recovered f'am
damage caused during the war. It would take a
generation to get back to the pleasant order and
atmosphere which prevailed in the "good old days".
For the colonial powers, and for the Old Boys
who had settled in the colonies, these good old days
Were never to return.
The breakdown in colonial rule precipitated by the
War had provided nationalist movements with an
OPPortunity to broaden their suppor t base and further
their cause. The British colonies of Malaya, Sarawak,
Brunei, Sabah and Singapore were an eye of calm in
the centre of this typhoo n of insurgency. Nevertheless
anti-colonialism existed here as else where.
The prestige gained by the Comm unist resistance
against the Japanese during the war, coupled with the
successes of Mao's Comm unists in mainland China,
meant that the group continu ed to enjoy a high
degree of suppor t within the Chinese population.
However, satisfied that the Comm unist threat was
manageable, the British centralised the nine Malay

states into the Protectorate of Malaya on 1 February
1948, giving most power to the Malay majority, but
awarding significant concessions to the Chines e and
Indian popula tions. However, just as Malaya n
reconst ruction seemed comple te, Malay- Chines e
terrorists shot to death three English managers at a
rubber plantat ion in Perak State on 16th June 1948.
The Malaya n Emergency
This precipitated a series of orchestrated attacks
by Malay-Chinese Comm unists on British planters,
tin miners and Chinese supporters of the Nation alist
Govern ment in China. Captur ed docum ents
suggested that the Comm unists planne d to declare
the creation of a Comm unist Republic of Malaya on
3rd August 1948. These plans were thwarte d by
decisive British action which forced the insurgents
into remote areas of the Malayan jungles by the
middle of 1949. However, the rebels were well
organised and equipp ed with hidden caches of
weapon s, and proved difficu lt to dislodg e
completely. The colonia l admini stratio n soon
realised, as the United States would discover in
Vietna m a decade or so later, that a guerilla
insurgency does not collapse under the weight of
overwhelming conventional military force.

Torch Bearer. 21 August 1952, 87.
19. Cyril Richard Willimmon Doyle. 2237. 1916-1918. quoted in The
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From Empire to Commonwealth

Briggs'26 joined 101 Field Battery, in Penang on 13th
October
1959. These units stayed in Malaya until
There is peace throughout the country, whilst
October 1961, being relieved by the re-deployment
insurgents are making terrible attacks in all countries
of 2 RAR in the country. Serving with 2 RAR this
surrounding. 20
time was IE Hutchison 27 . While the Malayan
So wrote one Old Boy from Thailand in 1951,
Government had declared the emergency over on
expressing the current fear of the instability of the
31st
July 1960, several hundred terrorists remained
peace following the Second World War. A fear
at large deep in the jungle near the Thai border.
echoed in the attitude of the Government, which
Over
the next three years Commonwealth troops
found formal expression in the "forward defence"
slowly forced the surrender of this remnant.
policy. Prime Minister Menzies summarised this
Ian Geddes had joined 2 RAR as a company
policy by commenting that,
commander from a post as GS02 (plans) HQ
if there is to be war for our existence it should be
Malaya Command in
carried on as far away
Kuala Lumpur. He
from our soil as
21
had applied for a
possible.
,,1
transfer from this
With the debacle
position upon finding
of the
loss
of
staff work "rather
Singapore only eight
academic".
His
years previous, the
company was initially
Government
located at Sungei
considered
the
Siput
In
central
preservation of British
Malaya, but was soon
authority in Malaya as
moved to Kroh on
vital to Australian
the Thai border as the
security.
CT
(Communist
The Australian
Major Jan Geddes plans an operation in Malaya.
Terrorists) began to
Involvement in the
retreat
into
the
Emergency.
remote jungles. The mission given to his company
The end of the war in Korea enabled Australia to
was to search for and destroy the elusive CT. Ian
make a commitment to the ground war in Malaya.
Geddes recalls,
In October 1955 2 RAR, in which DB Anstey22 was
On arrival at my company in 2 RAR, I barely
a platoon commander, arrived in Penang. With 2
had time to sit down in my command post (near
RAR arrived WG Henderson 23, posted to Far East
Sungei Siput) when we received a 'flash' signal that a
LHQ based in Singapore, and IA Geddes 24 with HQ
police patrol had been ambushed with about 10
Malaya Command, based in Kuala Lumpur. The
killed 5km from our base. Mounting our follow-up
battalion was joined with British battalions under
operation was a matter ofgreat urgency, but one
the command of 28 Commonwealth Brigade. It
rather hampered by the arrival ofnumerous senior
served in Malaya for two years during which it
officers, armoured cars and ambulances, etc, as well
sustained 14 fatalities. At the end of 2 RAR's tour in
as other officials. It was a big change from the peace
1957 Malaya gained its independence. On its return
at HQ Malaya command!
to Sydney the battalion received a ticker tape parade
Ian Hutchison recalls that the sparsely settled
watched by 100 000 people. At the same time as the
areas along the Thai border had been evacuated so as
battalion saw service, JG Monaghan 25 was connected
to make the movements of the CT more obvious.
to the Anti Aircraft Visitors and Observers Unit in
The standing orders in these jungle areas were to
Singapore and Malaya. Upon his return to Australia
'shoot on sound'. Long perilous patrols were
he was promoted to Major.
conducted by 'individual platoons. Ian Geddes
2 RAR was replaced in Malaya by 3 RAR. GS
recalls one danger encountered by the patrols,
20. Paul Heighway McMichael, 5017, 1932-1934, quoted in The Torch Bearer, 8 May 1951, 63. 21. Quoted in Odgers, G., Army
Australia (2nd ed. 1993, Department 0/ Defence, Canberra), 206 22. Donald Beresford Anstey. 6587, 1942-1949. 23. WiLLiam George
Henderson AO DSO OBE, 5338, 1934-1938. 24. Jan Aubrey Geddes, 4509, 1929-1937. 25. John Graham Monaghan, 6750, 19421944.26. George Stanley Briggs, 5806, 1936-1938. 27. fan Ewen Hutchison, 7932, 1950-1952.
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To help track down the CT we had tracker dogs
Bill Lowick (4864) my cousin Alan Geddes (6167),
(Labradors and Alsations) and Dyak tribesmen. After
Bill Henderson (5338) (then serving in a British HQ
in Singapore) and Paddy McIlroy (5176).
a few days in the jungle, the dogs were useless and the
tracking skills ofthe Dyaks were little better than our
More than 50 000 British and Commonwealth
own soldiers. Patrolling inside the rain forest required
troops had been involved in the Emergency between
high skills and strict discipline - talking was not
1948 and 1960, and the subsequent mopping-up
permitted, and whispered orders were used - only
operations, including five Shore Boys, all officers.
when essential. Hand signals were the alternative.
Over 12 000 people had been killed. In the years
(On one patrol a hand signal was passed back from
1950 - 1960 over 7000 Australian Army soldiers saw
the forward scout - 'enemy in sight: I crept forward
service in Malaya, with 36 sacrificing their lives. 28
to the scout's position and he pointed out the enemy Borneo
a large tiger!) Tracking and hiding our tracks
In early 1961, with
required high
~"""'-""'-------------~--11111111"""
British support, the
standards - and we
Crown
colonies of
became reasonably
Sarawak and Sabah
adept at both. Each
united with Malaya to
patrol had a 'back
form
the new state of
scratcher'to eliminate
Malaysia. No sooner
our tracks.
was
the emergency
Difficult climatic
over, however, than a
conditions In the
new
threat to the new
jungles made the
nation would emerge.
patrols particularly
Both
Indonesia
arduous. According
and the Philippines
to Ian Hutchison,
laid
claim to the
every soldier was Jan Hutchison (7932), centre, at the jungle training school in Malaya.
Borneo territories of
perpetually
wet,
Malaysia.
The
Whether
fro m
Indonesian President, Dr Sukarno, decried the new
perspiring under the hot sun, or from being
nation as no more than a neo-colonial fiction, and
drenched by the constant tropical rain. Ian Geddes
threatened to "crush" Malaysia. Despite attempts to
temembers that clouds usually descended at night,
remain on friendly terms with Indonesia, Australia
creating a cold, wet atmosphere.
found itself drawn deeper and deeper into the
. Of the many changes in military technology were
conflict as the Indonesian attacks intensified. 4
Introduced during the Emergency, the helicopter
RAR, which included National Servicemen, and a
Was one that would have a considerable impact upon
SAS detachment were despatched to the
Warfare. Ian Geddes recalls that these early
confrontation.
helicopters could only carry two soldiers, so that airJB Block29 served with the RAAF Base Squadron
lifting a companywas a lengthy process (a whole day
at Butterworth Base in Malaysia during 1963. The
on one occasion). Nevertheless, he notes,
Butterworth base was the central Australian staging
their use often saved us 2-3 days in deployment time.
point during the Confrontation with Indonesia, and
"R & R" leave during the Emergency was
remained the largest overseas Australian military
generally enjoyed at Penang, where the wives and
facility.
families of martied servicemen were stationed.
Throughout the confrontation the Australian
However, Ian Geddes' company was once stationed
Government committed two vessels of the RAN,
near ]ohore in southern Malaya, not far from the
HMA
Ships Vampire and Derwent, to the British
causeway to Singapore. He recalls that,
Commonwealth Far East Strategic Reserve. Between
this location gave our soldiers the chance to visit
1962 and 1965 ]S Merrillees30 served on HMAS
(legally and illegally) the highlights ofSingapore.
Vampire at sea on watchkeeping duties and
During one visit to the island, I attended a civic
operations.
For 18 months he was deployed on
function at which there were six Old Boys including
28. Source: AWM. 29. James Bruce Block, 6601, 1942-1944.30. John Stewart Merrillees, 7801, 1949-1956
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to HMAS Derwent, where he served as supply
officer, and saw active service during the latter part
of the confrontation.
MH Dowsett31 saw service on these ships as
Dental Officer. This position required him to work
on both ships using portable equipment, and
moving between them as operational requirements
dictated. Soon after arriving in Singapore he was
transferred to HMAS Derwent which was deployed
as the Tawau guardship in Borneo.
The Tawau guardship was charged to provide
back-up to the Tawau Assault Group, which had
been formed in response to an Indonesian assault on
a Malaysian infantry post at Kalabakan in December
1963. The assault group consisted of several coastal
minesweepers, patrol craft and motor launches. The
guardship would provide additional fire support
against Indonesian targets if necessary. He recalls
that,
While stationed at Tawau the guardship was called

on to exercise the naval gun-fire role periodically both
in order to counter Indonesian activities andfir its
general deterrent value. The remainder ofthe time
was spent patrolling to seaward due east ofthe border.
The Malayan and Borneo campaigns would be the
last British conflicts in which Australia would be
militarily committed. Indeed they marked the end of
a British presence in the area, and subsequently the
moment when Australia's reliance on America for
regional security became unqualified. By 1968, after
the successful conclusion of the Borneo campaign, the
British Labour Government announced that it would
withdraw from Singapore by 1971.
However,
the
united
actions
of the
Commonwealth powers in Malaya and Borneo
fostered the creation and growth of the neW
independent nation of Malaysia. It also provided
many Australian officers and other ranks with combat
experience in jungle warfare, skills which were to
prove invaluable in the conflict brewing across the
South China Sea, in Vietnam.

31. Michael Hutton Dowsett, 8335, 1953-1956

US interest in (and commitment to) South-East Asia
and the western Pacific. There are signs of us
The decision to send troops to South Vietnam in
impatiem:e with her allies... The danger ofthe US
1962 had its roots as far back as the fall of Singapore
withdrawing to isolationism should not be discounted.
in 1942. John Curtin, Prime Minister, turned to the
Australia was militarily involved in Vietnam from
United States for aid in protecting
1962 to 1972. Approximately
Australia from a Japanese
CHINA
46 600 military personnel served
invasion. With the exception of
NORTH
in Vietnam during this period.
VIETNAM
the Vietnam War, this policy of
Hanoi
Old Boys who served in Vietnam
keeping a 'great and powerful ally'
number 42. In this period 520 32
interested in affairs in South East
service men were killed and nearly
Asia and the South West Pacific
LAOS
2400 wounded. No Old Boy was
has been a bipartisan agreement.
killed while serving in Vietnam.
The cornerstone of our defence,
In November 1961 Washington
against Communist aggression
requested Australian military
was the need to keep the United
assistance on behalf of Ngo Dinh
States interested in this part of the
Diem's
South
Vietnam
world. There was always the fear
government. There followed three
that United States isolationism of
requests
from
the
Diem
the 1920s and 30s would reGovernment between January and
surface. Submission 626 sent to"
March 1962. In May 1962 it was
Cabinet on 4th June 1954 said,
announced that a team of 30
Indo-China [Vietnam, Laos
personnel would form the
and Cambodia] is the key to the
Australian Army Training Team,
defence ofSouth-East Asia... It has
called the "The Team", under
been Australian Policy to attract
Colonel FP Serong,

Vietnam

.

32. This includes 4 missing. 2398 were wounded. These figures were issued by the Research Centre ofthe Australian war Memorial in 1999.
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The Team arrived in South Vietnam in August
Opposition to the war increased steadily with the
1962, and was attached to the US 173 Airborne
introduction of National Service and the increase of
Brigade. 20 members of this group had either seen
Australia's commitment, from a battalion in 1965 to
service in Malaya during the Emergency or were
a Task Force of 6300 troops in December 1966. A
involved in the Confrontation with Indonesia. IE
number of organisations came into being to resist
the call up. The "Save our Sons" group was
Hutchison33 was one of those who came directly
from Malaysia. He was a member of the US Military'
prominent as well as a "Don't Register" movement.
In 1966 when President Johnson made a visit to
Assistance Advisory Group during 1963. The Team
grew steadily, and by the end of 1964 it was up to
Australia there was a lot of organised opposition.
200 men.
One group in Sydney tried to stop the passage of the
In 1963 there was a further request for a squadron
official car. The NSW Premier, Robert Askin is
of aircraft from the
reputed to have
RAM, but this was
told the driver to
as
"Run over the
declined
Menzies
was
bastards!"
about
The
Vietnam
Worried
evenrs
III
War was marked by
Indonesia. In late
the division of
1964 the decision
opinion amongst
Was made to rethe people on the
introduce national
home
front
our
service training for
regarding
twenty-year-olds.
troops fighting in
In the first year,
Vietnam. Political
4900 would be
rhetoric was strong
called up. By 1966
and must have
this had risen to
affected the morale
6900 per year.
of troops sent
They would be
overseas. In one
seleCted by ballot Members of5 Platoon, 'B' Company, 7 RAR wait to board a US Iroquois
sense it caused the

b

ased on birth
d ate s . Tho s e

helicopter after conducting a cordon and search ofthe village ofPhuoc Hai.
Private Peter Capp (8624) kneels at the bottom left. This image is etched onto the
Vietnam Memorial in Canberra. Courtesy AWM:

chosen would serve two years full time and three
years in the Army Reserve. The importance of
National Service is seen in the figures. Of the 41,388
Army personnel who served in Vietnam between
1962 and 1972, 19 383 were "nashos".
Negotiation with the US started in late 1964 for
the sending of troops to South Vietnam. On 29th
April 1965 Menzies made his announcement in the
House of Representatives that a battalion would be
sent to South Vietnam,
have decided - and this has been after close
consultation with the Government ofthe United
States - to provide an infantry battalion for service in
South Vietna~4
At the time the announcement was supported by
a little over 51 % of the population, with 11 %
undecided.

we

military to close
ranks. AJ Binnie35

was called up for National Service in July 1966 and
served in Vietnam in 1967-68 in the infantry with
11 Platoon, D Company, 7 RAR, based at Nui Dat
as a forward scout. He writes,
With the anti-war lobby raging at the time our
Battalion Commanding Officer made a decision to
give the whole Battalion shore leave in Sydney the
night before we were to sailfor South Vietnam. With
Kings Cross just a stone's throwaway from the ship, a
very lively night was had by all Ofthe 500 odd
soldiers on leave not one ofus missed HMAS Sydney
sailing to South Vietnam. The point being to the antiwar lobby that every man went ofhis own free will. A
point that should be noted by historians for future
reference.
Of the 42 Old Boys who served in Vietnam, 16
were National Servicemen. Nearly all of them did

33. Ian Ewen Hutchison, 7932, 1950-52. 34. Menzies, RG, Parliamentary Debates. 35. AlexanderJohn Binnie, 9249, 1959-62.
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their initial training of three months at Kapooka
7 RAR doing similar duties. Private WT Woods 39
(though one went to Puckapunyal and another to
was a National Serviceman in Vietnam from May
Singleton) Camp and then went to other camps to
1967 to June 1968. He was in 2 RAR, Infantry.
gain specialist training, such as North
Bombardier RW Alexander 40 arrived in
Head, Middle Head, Ingleburn, Scheyville,
Nui Oat in February 1968 leaving to return to
Singleton, Holsworthy, Shoalwater Bay and
Australia in September of that year. He was a
Canungra. Here they took courses in Intelligence,
National Serviceman. He took part in
Signals, Artillery, Construction and Officer Training.
a nUI?ber of engagements while part of the
Private PB Smith36 was in 8 Troop
12 Field Regiment, Artillery. He remembers most
17 Construction Squadron stationed at Vung
clearly the action at Fire Support Base Coral.
Tau and later Nui
Intelligence reports in
Dat. He was there
1968
early May
June
from
indicated an offensive
1966 to June 1967
aimed at influencing
doing road works,
peace talks would
cons truction
on
take place near Lai
.hospitals, kitchens,
Khe north east of
shower blocks and
Saigon. 1 ATF was to
canteens. Lieutenant
move to a position
Colonel
(then
that would cut the
Captain) CT Barnett37
infiltration route into
served at Vung Tau
Saigon.
Two
and Nui Dat from
battalions, 3 RAR
September 1966 to
and 1 RAR were sent
September 1967 as Above: Peter Smith (9198) is farewelled by his family, left to right, George
to
the area
to
part of 67 Ground Smith (J 792), Mary Smith, Peter Smith, Samuel Smith (J 0211), before
establish a base at
boarding HMAS Sydney for South Vietnam, June 1966. Sydney was dubbed
Liaison Section. He the 'Vung Tau Ferry' by the men and sailors who journeyed on her between
Coral. It was code
liaised between the Sydney and South Vietnam. Below: Peter above his foxhole at Nui Dat.
named
Operation
Task Force, RAAF,
"Toan Thang". What
US Army and US Air
made
this
move
Force. He was a pilot
different was that at
of fixed wing aircraft
Nui Oat the Task
and helicopters and
Force was operating
later commanded 1
in its area of control
Aviation Regiment.
dealing with attacks
He described his
mounted by the
work, "Co-ordination
NVA,
but when
of support, policy and
troops were sent to
reporting,
briefing
Coral they were in an
and
debriefing,
NVA controlled area
providing
and subjected to
intelligence, visiting
fierce attacks to drive
them out. The Task Force moved 40kms to Coral on
other formations and representing the Task Force."
Private PC Capp 38 was in Souili Vietnam from
12th May and the enemy attacked at 1.45am the
next morning.
April 1967 to December 1967. He was a National
Serviceman 1 ARU, Infantry. He served at Nui Oat.
400 troops of the 141 North Vietnamese
Regiment attacked the base and over ran a 1 RAR
When he arrived he was attached to 5 RAR as a
mortar platoon position killing five and wounding
rifleman undertaking forward scouting. In May after
the 5 RAR had completed its tour he became part of
eight of the 18 members of the platoon. Fierce
36. Peter Barton Smith, 9198, 1958-62. 37. Charles Thomas Barnett, 8609, 1955-56. 38. Peter Colin Capp, 8624, 1955-62.
39. Walter Thomas WOodr, 9562, 1960-63.40. Ross Warwick Alexander, 8760, 1956-61.
"
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large number ofbunkers were
destroyed. 41

The operation went on for
26 days with Australian
Forces driving off both
regimental and battalion
attacks by the NVA and in
between
they
endured
bombardment by missiles
and
bombs.
Alexander
comments,
. Coral was a terrifying
experience initially and it has
been said that our casualties
could have been many
hundreds more - we were
lucky. I don't thing the first
rocket attack will ever leave
Zre Support Base CORAL, May 1968, the morning after the first attack. Purple smoke marks the
my
memory. It was not only
ndmg zone (LZ) ofthe helicopter from which this photograph was taken.
terrifying from the closeness
fighting went on all night but brave actions by the
and noise, we were not organised and were not
102 Field Battery forced the North Vietnamese to
preparedfor such a major attack such as we
retreat leaving 51 dead and wounded. On 16th May
experienced.

at 2.15am another fierce assault took place and three
companies of 3 RAR came under heavy fire. The
enemy was driven off after six hours of fighting in
which 'A:. Company's position was briefly captured.
Next day it was decided to establish 3 RAR at a new
site six kilometres away, named 'Balmoral'.
It was decided to call in Centurion tanks from the
main base at Nui Dat and these arrived on the 23rd
May. Back at Coral the NVA pur heavy pressure on 1
RAR from 22nd May with rocket and mortar
bombardments. 1 RAR replied in a similar manner.
More attacks with rockets and mortars again took
place on 26th and 28th May bur 1 RAR was able to
maintain its position and the enemy turned its
attention back to Balmoral. When the NVA attacked
at Balmoral it was fortunate that only hours before
tanks had arri~ed from Coral to support 3 RAR. Lex
McAulay describes what happened on 26th May,
After an accurate barrage ofrockets and mortars
launched at 3.45 a. m. on 26th May, the enemy
assaulted the section ofperimeter manned by D
Company of3 RAR and were thrown back by the
COmbined firepower ofthe infantry supported by two
tanks. When daylight arrived the enemy outside coral
found themselves under attack, as a troop of
Centurions moved out with supporting infantry to
blast at a bunker system found hidden in the jungle. A

He made one further comment when thinking
about the events of 31 years ago. 28 Australians died
in the 26 days of the defence of Coral and Balmoral,
but that figure would have been higher if it had not
been for the torrential rainfall during much of the
period. It made the life of the men miserable from
the damp but it ensured that the NVA could not
make a full assault on the Australian position. For
that he is eternally grateful.
Captain PZ Vincent42 , a National Serviceman,

Ross Alexandel' (8760) leaving BEARCAT Command Postfor
CORAL, May 1968.

41. Coulthard-Clark, C, The Encyclopaedia ofAustralia's Battles, Sydney. 1998,288. 42. Peter ZOltch Vincent, 9221, 1958-62.
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attached to 'J\. Special Coy
of the 3 Battalion to
maintain communications
between the Battalion and
Task Fotce Headquarters.
Gunner BS McRae48 was
part of 1 Field Regiment,
Artillery,
In
South
Vietnam from March
1969 to February 1970.
Private BJ Cumming49 was
in Vietnam from March to
November
1970.
A
National Serviceman he
was In 86 Transport
Platoon, 5 Company
RAASC, Service Corps.
He was a driver delivering
stores and moving troops.
Major EW Carr50 was in
the RAAMC and attached
to 1 Australian Field
Hospital during part of
1970. Private PB Clarke51

went to Vietnam in September 1967 returning
home in June 1968. On arrival he was attached to 1
ARU, and then became a Platoon Commander of
the 1 Australian Logistic Support Group at Vung
Tau for three months. In February he joined 7 RAR
at Nui Dat as Platoon Commander of a combat
platoon. Two months later he was given the same
role but in the 2 RAR. He stayed on with the Army
and became a helicopter pilot. Private JPC
Richards43 spent nine months in Vietnam from
January 1968. He was a National Serviceman in 1
ARU and 3 RAR, Infantry. Private WR Henderson 44
was in Vietnam for twelve months from December
1968. He was a National Serviceman in the RAR,
Infantry. Warrant Officer GSL Briggs45 served in
Vietnam for one year from late June 1968 at the
Headquarters of 1 Australian Logistical Support
Group.

spent twelve months in South Vietnam at Vung Tau
leaving in June 1971. He was a National Serviceman
5
in 2 RAR, Infantry. AG Marr 2, who became an
o~cer, was attached to the 102 Field Workshop in
Vletnam in 1968 from March to December.
53
Lieutenant Colonel JG Monaghan had two stints
of duty in South Vietnam. He was part of a Training
Team for a year from April 1964 to 1965 and had a
further tour of duty for four months from late
November 1970 to March 1971.
54
Gunner DJ McDowe1l joined 3 Recruit Training
Battalion at Singleton in January 1969 as a National
Serviceman. After training at the School of Artillery
at North Head and Canungra he was sent to Nui
Dat in Phuoc Tuy Province in September 1969. He
was part of the 1 ATF in the 101 Field Battery as
command post signaller then later he was attached
to 'w' Coy 6 RARlNZ Anzac Battalion as a forward

Private HK Munsie46 was a National Serviceman
in 1 Division Intelligence Unit at Nui Dat from
December 1968 to June 1969. Private TL Spring47
was in the 104 Signal Squadron as a National
Serviceman, but at one stage in 1968 he was

observer signaller. McDowell returned to Australia
in May 1970 at the end of his tour of duty. He has
written a full account of his two years as a National
Serviceman. His first sight of Vietnam while a
passenger in a' Qantas charter flight transporting

43: John Pendennis Christian Richards, 9359, 1959-63,44. William Russ Henderson, 9312, 195'1-60, 1963.45. Geor e Stant Lewis
Brzggs, 5806,1936-38.46. Henry Kenneth Munise, 9001, 1957-64.47. Thomas Larenham
9696. 1961-63 4f B
McRae, 9491, 1960-65.49. Bruce Seymour Cumming, 9758, 1962-67.50. Edwin William Carr, 5975, 1938-46.
Clarke, 9597, 1961-65. 52. Andrew George Marr, 8698, 1955-62. 53. John Graham Monauhan 6750 1942-44 54 D 'd ' h
"",
. . avt JO n
McDowell,9830, 1962-66.

Sprin~

~

51. Pet;;~ea~~:~t
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troops from Sydney to Saigon is interesting,

spooky feeling.

When we first reached the coast ofVietnam we
Were joined by an escort of2 US Air Force
Phantoms, one either side ofour aircraft and almost
touching the wings. Looking at the ground, far
below all we could see was jungle, occasionally pock
marked by the huge craters left by B52 bombing
raids. I began to feel nervous, the reality hadfinally
arrived, we were about to enter a war zone. No one
said a word there was complete silence.

His description of the journey back to Sydney and
the arrival is worth recording,

On departure morning everyone was ready at 0600
hours, anxious to depart the devastated country of
Vietnam. The Pipes and Drums Band of 6 RARlNZ
(ANZAC) Battalion came to pipe us off This was
quite a stirring moment and my thoughts turned to a
recently fallen comrade who would not be coming
home. When we left lim Son Nhut Air base after
delays a loud cheer went up. Leaving Vietnam to go
His first night on joining 101 Field Battery was
home was the greatest
memorable. He writes, .
feeling
and seeing the
That night I climbed
country disappear below
through the wire and
the wings made me feel
visited the Enlisted Men's
glad to be leaving. Prior to
bar ofHusky Chuck where
reaching the shores of
I had several beers. I
Australia we had drained
returned to our Battery
the entire supply ofall
lines and hit the hay. At
liquids.
about 0200 hours I was
The plane touched
awoken by an enormous
down at Sydney about
explosion, or so I thought
three hours late. we were
at first. Husky Chuck, the
shu./Jled out ofthe airport
American Battery of115
like a bunch ofrefUgees.
mm track mounted guns
There was no fanfare, or
Thomas Spring (9696), on patrol with Special Company 3 RAR,
(Nicknamed 'Long TOms')
had a fire mission and
1968.
parade, no de-briefing or
thanks for a job well done. Just simply make your
were firing straight over the top ofmy tent. I reckon
own way home. Those from interstate were instructed
the sound ofthe blast lifted me about 3 feet offmy
to make their own way home, and many had to wait
bed, Our guns made a decent noise but the Long TOms
at the airport to make connections. I was fortunate, I
Were unbelievable, the shock waves alone did a lot of
damage.
had my parents, brother and sister and girl friend to
meet me and take me home. Still there was an empty
McDowell describes the cordoning and search of
feeling and although I was very glad to be home I felt
a small village, Ap Ngai Giao, a VC stronghold,
lost. The lost feeling was to remain with me for
The operation was ofone day's duration. Before
several years after. Vietnam had changed my life
such an operation the Province chief Village chief
were all notified. This obviously gave the VC plenty of
forever.
Private A] Binnie, a National Serviceman, arrived
time to get out oftown. It started at 0600 hours. I
had the wireless to ensure that we had good
by air in Saigon from Australia, and his first sight
communications with the battery. The moment the
was of a vast American transit camp from which he
Village was surrounded about a dozen children came
was airlifted to the Australian base at Nui Oat. He
OUt to see what was going on. They were all about five
was a forward scout, and describes his life in
years old or younger. Later it became obvious that
Vietnam,
there Were no young women only a few very old
... we spent apprOXimately 80% ofour time in the
Women and several old men left in the village. The
bush patrolling and carrying up to 5 days ratiom of
search was fruitless. All that was found were a couple
food, water and ammunition. Living conditions were
ofcross-bows. There were many well worn tracks
unbelievably primitive.
leading to the village and I was convinced that they
Gunner GO Hyles 55 was in Vietnam from
had been watching our every move and would
February to August 1969. He was a National
probably return as soon as we left. It was a very
Serviceman in 1 Field Regiment, Artillery. He has
55. Graham David Hyles, 9132, 1958-63.
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expressed his feeling about his time in Vietnam in
trouble. Deduction: Baria, not Nui Dat will be hit
paintings and photographs. He mentions that he
tonight.
smoked heavily as this was good for calming the
In a further reference for the 19th December
nerves. He found his experiences surreal on
1968 Bullen relates a further incident, when a survey
occasion. One experience he describes is watching a
party was shelled with 105mm howitzers, not by the
war film starring John Wayne on an open-air screen.
enemy but by the ARVN. Apparently they felt like
He looked away and saw there was a real war going
some practice so they aimed their artillery at the top
on in the distance as the artillery was unloading
ofNui Thi Vai and fired even though they knew this
heads of ordnance on some Vet Congo He sums it up
was territory under Australian control. He
as an "Alice in Wonder Land situation", with
concludes,
ordinary Vietnamese people going about their lives
The ARVN reputation for irresponsibility with
as though nothing unusual
weapons tS indeed wellwas happening.
deserved.
Many Old Boys make
Bullen served in Vietnam
comments that morale and
in 1968-69 commanding 1
discipline was excellent in
Topo Svy Tp, the mapping
the Armed Forces. As time
unit within 1 ATE He was
passed, attitudes towards the
also Operations Officer in the
South Vietnamese Army
Command Post at Task Force
became
less
than
Headquarters, when the
complementary.
Mutphy
Commander was resting or
notes,
attending to other duties.
Many [soldiers} came to
Others who served in
regard the South Vietnamese
Vietnam from the Army held
armed forces with disdain
senior positions. Brigadier IA
and some mistrust, while
Geddes 58 had been selected to
their
respect
for
the
command 1 ATF in 1968
determination of the local
but a priority task arose and
NLF was considerable. One
he was directed to take up a
young soldier joked to his
post in Canberra. His old
commanding officer: "There
friend
and
class-mate
are only two lots of good
Brigadier WG Henderson 59
John Binnie (9249); forward scout of 11 Platoon 'D'
soldiers in Vietnam ... Us and Company 7 RAR. Belt ammunition for the platoon's
was given the command. He
machine gun is slung across his shoulder, and a sack of
the Viet Cong"56
was Commander of 1 ATE
In his diaries Lieutenant rice, taken from a dead VC, sits on his pack.
which was stationed in Phuc
57
Colonel JE Bullen also notes the unreliability of the
Tuy Province. He held this post from 27th May
local forces in South Vietnam. His diary entry for
1970 to 2nd March 1971. He was subsequently
awarded the DSO for his work while Commander.
the 12th December 1968 reads as follows,
Brigadier IA Geddes went to Vietnam in 1971.
An enemy uprising throughout all ofViet Nam is
He was Commanding Officer of the Aust Army
expected to-night. All the Battalions are out on
Assistance Group. By 1971 the military forces had
operations. we prepare for a lively night, mortar and
been reduced and he saw his role was more than
rocket attacks and minor ground assaults to probe for
putely commanding the Group. He felt he had to
defence weaknesses being possible. At dinner time in
'Fly the Flag' and visited US and Vietnamese Army
walks Maj Phuc the ARVN Liaison. Officer. He has a
units in many parts of the country. He logged
long standing reputation for being where the action
several hundred hours in light aircraft and
isn't. He is renowned for leaving Nui Dat whenever
helicopters. He found it interesting to compare
action is even a remote possibility. Meanwhile many
styles
and approaches to tasks by officers in the
ARVN interpreters arrive in the Sgt's Mess, they also
United States and··South Vietnamese Armies. His
are usually conspicuous by their absence at any hint of
56. Murphy, j, Harvest ofFear, 1993, 166 57. John Edward Bullen, 7579, 1948-53. 58. [an Aubrey Geddes, 4509, 1929-38.
59. William George Henderson AO DSO OBE, 5338, 1934-38.
,
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Subsequent Conflicts
Intelligence Officer, then was Platoon Commander
description of one visit is interesting,
in '1\. Coy. Towards the end of his tour he was
Some officers were very "gung ho: including a US
Assistant
Operations Officer and Senior Subaltern.
Colonel who flew me in his own helicopter to watch
Patrolling was the battalion's main task. During the
two B52 bomber strikes - bomb loads in excess of
time he was at Bien Hoa some 26 men were killed
16000 lbs}. In my opinion we were much too close
in action and 150 wounded, out of 700 men. Guild
for comfort and safety. He was killed some weeks later.
notes that there was constant contact with the Viet
The spectacle ofthese strikes, atfairly close range was
Cong and North Vietnamese Army. Talking about
impressive, so say the least, particularly as the shock
operations he said,
wave ofthe bombs shook the helicopter.
Operations were stressful and done under difficult
On another occasion Geddes was visiting Quang
conditions - very high humidity and at times in heavy
Tri in the north. The helicopter pilot gave him the
monsoonal rain.
choice of flying 'low' or
Great stress was placed on
'high'. He decided that 'low'
keeping the men healthy and
Was better and so they
on their survival. For the last
skimmed along the beaches
period of his stay in South
at about 100 feet. Returning
Vietnam, Guild was Assistant
that night they had to fly
Operations Officer controlling
'high' and it was necessary for
battalion operations, ensuring
a crew member to toss out
effective fire support, and
flares to nullify any SAMs
organising
air-lifts
by
(Surface to Air Missiles)
helicopter. It was not unusual
aimed at them. The Brigadier
for 50 helicopters to insert the
was given a Chinese tank as a
men into action within half an
gift of thanks from some
hour.
South Vietnamese Officers.
Lieutenant Colonel DB
The tank was sent to
Anstey62 served in South
AUstralia for evaluation.
Vietnam between November
President Nguyen Van Thieu
1968 and November 1969.
received him at the Palace at
He was with 9 RAR, Infantry,
the end of his tour of duty.
and was second in command
Major (Later Colonel) IH
of Operational Services. He
Maclean Go worked at HQ 1
ATF Wit
. h BU 11 en. H e was in Charlie Barnett (8609) was a pilot with 67 Ground
was based at Nui Dat. In 1970
Liaison Section in 1966 and 1967
the ARA, 2 RAR, Infantry.
he made two trips to South
Colonel Maclean had one
Vietnam as the Team Leader of
the Battle Analysis Team.
tour of duty in Vietnam in 1967-68 and made a
brief visit in 1971. In 1967-68 he was second in
Colonel ]M Maxwell G3 was appointed as Military
command of 2 RAR. He served as GSO 2
Attache (Army) to the embassy in Saigon from 1965(Operations) on HQ 1 ATF during the Battle at
66, during which time he witnessed the build up of
Coral, where 1 ATF held up the 9 NVA Division
Australian troops. He visited South Vietnam on two
from reaching Saigon during the 1968 TET
other occasions as Director of the Armoured Corps.
Offensive. In February 1971 he returned to South
Major EW Carr was a Medical Officer in the
Vietnam to review training requirements for
Reserve of Officers 1955-90. He did a tour of duty
personnel and units prior to their being posted from
as a Specialist Surgeon with 1 Aust Field Hospital
AUstralia to South Vietnam.
South Vietnam during 1970. Another Medical
Lieutenant 1M GuildG1 (later Lt Col) served in 1
Officer to serve in Vietnam was Major ]B
RAR for twelve months between May 1965 and
VonvillecM. He was attached to the 1 Aust Field
1~66 being stationed at Bien Hoa Airbase. During
Hospital. His letters to his family indicate the
hiS time there he started as the Battalion
constant and demanding nature of the work. In a

~o. Jan Hubert Maclean MBE,

6504, 1941-4761. Jan MacKenzie Guild MB£, School Development Officer 1993-1998. 62. Donald
eresfird Anstt)\ 6587, 1942-49. 63. John Maurice Maxwell OBE, 5894, 1937-39. 64. John Bennett Vonwiller, 7999, 1950-57
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Section 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - letter dated 6th August 1968 he wrote,
It has been the busiest 10 days flr the past couple of
months and there is a lot of enemy activity in the
province, so work will be continuous I guess. ...
Last Friday we had a sequel to the great manilla
earthquake.
started work at 7.30 with an influx
ofhalfa dozen battle casualties and had cleared these
away at about 11.30 when we got word offUrther
casualties in 15 minutes. However, about three
minutes later the word was passed that all staffand
patients were to be evacuated to high ground within
the next 10 minutes as a 20-30 flot tidal wave was
expected as an aftermath ofthe quake. The hospital is
20 fiet or less above sea level so there was some
consternation. One soldier with a broken fimur is
trussed up in traction and so he and his bed and his
traction were lifted bodily on to a truck and driven
away with a beach umbrella to keep the sun off
had to divert the expected casualties yet again.
turned the officer's mess, which is on high ground into
a temporary wardflr patients on stretchers and
walking patients sat outside. It was a sight to see,
everybody gazing out to sea looking flr a tidal wave,
which needless to say never arrived.
Vonwiller conrinued his involvemenr with the
CMF and was evenrually promoted to Colonel in
1984.
The Rev JH Wyndham('\ chose to offer his services
to the Army in Chaplaincy duties. Between April and
June 1969 he was attached to the 103 Artillery
Battery at Nui Dat as a Padre. After his service in
South Vietnam he left the Chaplaincy Corps to take a
post in a parish. He was appointed Curate in Charge
of the provisional district of Northmead at the
beginning of August 1969.
A number of Old Boys had contacts with Vietnam
as part of serving in the Navy. Rear Admiral CJ
Oxenbould66 who started training as Cadet
Midshipman at HMAS Creswell in 1962 had been to
Vietnam on a number of occasions during his career.
In 1966-67 he was a Midshipman on HMAS
Derwent, which had escort duty from Australia to
Vietnam. Between 1970 and 1972 when he was a
Lieutenanr on HMAS Duchess as Bridge Watch
Keeper and Navigator. He had brief stops in Vietnam
while waiting for ships to be unloaded and return to
Australia. In 1990-91 he was honoured by being
appoinred Commander of the Australian Task Group

we

we
we

_

627.4 as part of Operations DESERT STORM and
SHIELD with the rank of Commodore. In an address
given in February 1992 he made this observation,
(members ofthe Australian Task flrce in the
Gulf) may well have been the beneficiaries ofthe guilt
associated with the way the Vietnam Veterans were
treated. 67

we

Commodore PA Newcomb 6H served on HMAS
Sydney in 1965 as Paymaster, with the rank of
Lieutenanr. Less reverenr sailors referred to the ship as
the "Vung Tau Ferry". Sub Lieutenanr KV Taylor6" was
a member of the crew of HMAS Sydney in 1968,
making a number of voyages that year between
Australia and Vung Tau. HMAS Sydney was carrying
troops and equipment. Commodore MH Dowsetr7"
in May 1966 served aboard HMAS Vampire, which
was an escort to HMAS Sydney sailing between
Australia and Vung Tau. Captain JS Merrillees 71 made
a number of visits to South Vietnam while stationed
at SEATO Head Quarters in Thailand between 1969
and 1971. His function was as a Military Planning
Officer. ]RA Newcomb72 was in the RAN on board
HMAS Sydney. He made trips to Vietnam during the
period November 1968 to November 1969.
Chief Officer MS Wilkinson 73 served in the
Merchanr Navy and in 1971 made trips from
Singapore to Vung Tau and Saigon on the Motor
Tanker Cree. The ships for Saigon would assemble at
Vung Tau and then proceed at dawn up the Saigon
River in convoy. Accompanying them would be two
gunboats - one ahead and one astern - and any
number of helicopter gunships overhead. Wilkinson
wrote,
The right bank which was in the general direction
ofthe enemy had, by the end of 1971 been completely
defoliated by Agent Orange. Ships had been sunk in the
river by insurgents placing limpet mines. One such ship
was the ex-HMAS Bungaree; a merchant ship used as
the navy's mine layer during World mtr II Alongside in
Saigon, one could see artillery to the east in the
direction ofLong Thanh. Though I cannot remember if
we could hear them or not. Our visits were uneventful
ifyou overlook Vietnamese soldiers throwing antipersonnel grenades in the river every halfhour or so.
Regardless ofthe necessity to have to sand-bag the bridge
each visit, my problems were more associated with
getting this very difficult cargo ashore withoutfilling
the harbour with bitumen.

65. John Hebden Wyndham, 7548, 1947-52. 66. Christopher John Oxenbould, 9352, 1959-61.67. Oxenbould, Cj, 'Austmlia's Most
Recent Experience at War; Address, AM Club Melbourne, 14th February 1992. 68. Peter Alan Newcomb, 8304, 1952-58. 69. Kenneth
Victor Taylor, 8887, 1956-61. 70. Michael Hutton Dowsett AM, 8338, 1953-56. 71. John Stewart Merrillees, 7801, 1949-56. 72. John
Richard Archibald Newcomb, 9351, 1959-67. 73. Max Sheridan Wilkinson, 9048, 1957-62.
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Subseq uent Conflicts
The Air Force had a part to play in South Vietnam.
7i
Squadron Leader NJG Watling was posted to South
Vietnam from June 1967 for twelve months. He was
a member of 35 Sqn RAAF which flew Caribou C7A
aircraft. He states,
The highlight ofmy military flying career would
have to be my service in Vietnam. I flew 1200
flying hours in a 12 month period, using the
Caribou aircraft in the operational role for which
they had been designed and for which I had been
trained. It was a time oftremendous satisfaction,
occasionally saddened by tragic events.
Watling was awarded a DFC for his service 10
South Vietnam.
JB Block75 while serving in the RAAF at Singapore
in 1965-66 spent periods of time on duty in Vietnam
while at Headquarters Far East Air Force.
AM Whybrow7(' had a brief contact with Vietnam.
He was pilot of three Qantas 707 flights chartered to
the Depart ment of Defence to Vietnam.
The range of activities of Old Boys who served in
South Vietnam varied and each served as required.
Though their numbe r is small they held rank from
Private to Brigadier. Given the political situation at
home for much of the period many of them must
have felt that they were facing an enemy on two
fronts. In spite of that the record shows efficiency and
good planning at all levels of the military. The feelings
of the soldiers are exemplified by a comme nt made by
Private John Binnie. After his tour of duty he returned
On the Sydney in April 1968. He said that they felt
very strongly about what they were doing and about
how some members of the public felt about the war in
South Vietnam. He wrote,
left SVN on 8th April 1968 and arrived in
Sydney on 26th April. On purpose the authorities
delayed our arrival by one day, as they did not trust
our behaviour for ANZA C Day 1968, which, on
reflection, was a very smart move!
In the same vein Lieutenant Colonel Bullen tells a
b'Ittersweet story. Late in 1968 there was a lengthy
postal strike tying up mail. The APWU claimed that
the soldiers' mail would not be affected, however the
thai I was not getting though and soldiers' morale
lowered as a result. The men in '!\ Section 1 Topo Svy
T p, Nui Oat, OC Captain John Bullen, arranged to
have 4100 'Punch a Postie on RTA' leaflets printed.
The leaflets were well received by the forces in South
V-Ietnam and the poor morale became a joke.

we

The leaflet said,
SOLDIERS OF AUSTRALIA!
UNITE AGAIN ST PMG STRIKES!
PUNC H A POSTI E ON RTA
SOCK IT TO 'EM DIGGERS!
Questi ons were asked in Federal Parliam ent, the
Minist er of the Army ordered an investigation.
The Federal and State Secretaries of the APWU
called it a 'filthy attack' on their membe rs and the
Federal Secretary claime d the whole affair was a
plot by the Nation al Civic Counc il within the
DLP! In Vierna m the more the uproar the funnier
the soldiers though t it to be. The part played by
Bullen was not publicised, nor was his promo tion
to Major 14 days later. Bullen writes, 'To conclu de
the story of this storm in a teacup, no postma n
ever did get punche d.'
From a militar y view all that happen ed in South
Vierna m came to nought , for the Govern ment in
South Vietna m was lost. In 1975 the North
Vietna mese Forces took control of the South and
the capital Saigon fell. Histori ans will debate why
this happen ed given the great militar y power of
the United States. Brigadier Geddes felt one of the
grave mistak es was the failure to proper ly
implem ent the Strategic Hamle t policy.77 He felt
that one of the reasons the emergency in Malaya
was contain ed was the success of this policy in
contain ing the commu nists under Chin Pengo In
South Vietna m, its implem entatio n by the United
States was so bad that it aided the Comm unists.
Howev er it is clear that Shore Old Boys served
with distinc tion in South Vietna m betwee n 1962
and 1972. They have every right to feel proud of
their record of service. The wound s of a divided
society and its effects on those who served were
real during the period. A march of veterans was
held 20 years after the conclu sion of the war. It
went a long way towards expressing thanks to
those who served and was an attemp t at
reconciliation. What-e ver many in the commu nity
may have felt about the moralit y of involve ment in
the war, no-one should have held ill will against
those who served at the order of their political
leaders. The march allowed people to make that
distinc tion, and to praise those who served their
countr y in Vietna m.

Whybrow, 7852,
6909, 1943-49.75. James Bruce Block, 6601, 1942-44. 76. Antony Mills
and subject to propaganda
services
ent
governm
near
villages
protected
and
armed
in
relocated
be
to
b t:-5~. 77. ThIS meant peasants were
:Y e 50uth VIetnamese Government rather than propaganda from Hanoi.

~~4Nicholas James Gregory Watling DFC,
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UN Peace Keeping Activities in Somalia

In January 1991 Mohammed Siyad Barre, the
ruler of Somalia, fled in the face of extreme pressure
On 4th December 1990 the Prime Minister, Bob
from various factions, leaving the country to warring
Hawke, announced to Parliament that Australia
rebel groups. By August, up to one-third of all
would commit forces to the alliance that was building
Somalis were facing starvation, caused by drought
up against Iraq. On 2nd August 1990 Iraq had
and the internecine fighting. In December 1992 a
invaded Kuwait and brought the wrath of the United
UN peacekeeping force led by about 2000 United
Nations, led by the United States, down upon her.
States Marines was sent to restore order, while
Australia's commitment was primarily in the naval
international agencies attempted the difficult task of
sphere, providing two successive task forces to
resuming food distribution and other humanitarian
maintain
the
aid. It was the first
blockade of Iraq
time the United
and participate in
Nations had ever
support of the
intervened without
and
air
land
permission in the
offensives. Shore
affairs
of
an
was represented by
independent
the commander of
nation.
the second task
On
15th
force, Task Group
December 1992
627.4, Commodore
the
Australian
CJ Oxenbould78 ,
Government
who
assumed
approved
the
command
at
deployment of a
battalion group of
midday;
3rd Fit-It Mark Reynolds sweeps his Hercules aircraft over squadron colleagues
September 1990 resting on a beach in Oman, upon returning from an operation during
around
900
in the Gulf of Operation Desert Storm.
personnel
to
Oman. Soon after the Australian government decided
Somalia in Operation SOLACE, the UN-sanctioned
to participate directly in any conflict and on 4th
US-led multinational peacekeeping force.
December 1990 the task force was given perfTlis~ion
Captain PHB Babington 81 was asked to become
to enter the Persian Gulf and join the US Navy in
the adjutant of 1 RAR for their deployment to East
preparation for war.
Mrica with the UN. He was excited at joining his
The naval task force was not the limit of
old unit after a break of some years,
Australia's participation, RAAF Hercules aircraft and
However, it was quite another thing to know that I
Army medical and anti-aircraft teams were also
would join her to deploy her as the first battalion to
involved. Flight Lieutenant MW Reynolds 79 , a pilot
be deployed since the Vietnam ~r.
of a Hercules aircraft, was Shore's second
1 RAR was posted to at Baidoa Airfield in
representative. Mark was on transfer to the United
Mogadishu, the capital of Somalia, for four months,
States Air Force and serving with 40 Tactical Air
beginning on 19th January 1992 . From here they
Supply Unit. This unit supplied troops in the field
undertook patrols around the town and escorted
and was involved in paratroop assaults. Sadly Mark
food convoys into the interior.
was killed in a flying accident in the United States in
April 1992.
Squadron Leader RW Townsend80 was Staff
Officer for strike and fighter aircraft support and
planning for Gulf War operations at RAAF
Glenbrook, in the Blue Mountains.
The Gulf War 1991

78. Rear Adm Christopher John OxenbouldAO, 9352, 1959-1961. 79. Mark William Reynolds, 11289, 1970-1978. Accidently killed
28/4/92. 80. Richard William Townsend, 9875, 1962-1967. 81. Glen Patrick Hubert Barclay Babington',11880, 1974-1981.
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Section II
Service Records
listed
This section contains the war and war related service of Old Boys and Staff,
school
at
years
and
number
alphabetically. Name is fOllowed by school register
of
Service infOrmation is included to the best ~f the editors' knowledge at time
but
printing. In instances where it is known an Old Boy or member ofStaffserved,
with
details ofthe service cannot be established, he has been included in the volume
the notation, 'Service details unknown: Please notifY the School's Archives Centre
oferrors and omissions.
Death whilst on active service is indicated by a cross, t.
The symbo l. indicates a reminiscence is published in Section III.
FTS = Full Time Service.
Highest rank = Highest rank achieved in the Armed Services.
on the
Decorations awardedfOr war service are indicated below the 'Highest rank:
right ofthe record

on the critetia set out on the
A note on Service Medals: These were awarded to all servicemen based
they have been submitte d or
following page. They are included in individuals' service records where
not allow for certainty in the
gleaned from oificial records. Unfortu nately the available sources did
al names are neither exhausti ve
recordin g of campaig n medals. The medals listed under individu
nor defInitiv e and intereste d parties are asked to contact the services.

Section 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Summary of Conditions of Campaign Stars and Service Medals
Name ofAward

Clasp or Emblem WOrn

Summary ofConditions ofaward

(if awarded)
1939/45 Star

6 months operational service, or by entry into certain campaigns: Greece, Crete, Syria, Java,
Sumatra, Malaya, Timor, Burma, Assam, and NW Frontier.

Atlantic Star

Air Crew Europe; or
France and Germany

12 months operational service in specified areas at sea.
Cannot be earned in addition to the Air Crew Europe Star or the
France and Germany Star.

Air Crew Europe Star

Atlantic; or France
and Germany

4 months service in an operational unit, 60 days of which the unit
must have been engaged in operational flying.

Africa Star

8th Army; or 1st Army

Operational service west of the Suez Canal between 3/09/39 and
12/05/43.

Pacific Star

Burma

Operational service in the Pacific Theatre in specified areas
between 8/12/41 and 2/09/45.

Burma Star

Pacific

Operational service in the Burma campaign in specified areas.
Operational service in Sicily or Italy.

Italy Star
France and
Germany Star

Atlantic; or Air
Crew Europe

Defence Medal

6 months service in specified non-operational areas subjected to air attack or closely threatened. 12
months non-operational service overseas.

War Medal 1939/45

Mention in Despatches

Australia Service Medal 1939-1945

Operational service in France, Belgium, Holland or Germany
between 6/06/44 and 8/05/45.

Full-time duty for a total of not less than 28 days.
Full-time duty of not less than 30 days.

Korea Medal

Mention in Despatches

1 day or more on the posted strength of a unit in Korea between
1/07/50 and 27/07/53.

General Service Medal
Bomb and Mine
Clearance

Mention in Despatches

180 days bomb and mine clearance in the Solomon islands or
Papua New Guinea.

Malaya

Service in Federation of Malaya between 16/06/48 and 31/07160, or in Singapore between
16/06/48 and 31/07/59. .

Brunei

Service in operations in Brunei, North Borneo or Sarawak between 8/12/62 and 23/12/62.

General Service
Medal 1962
South Vietnam

Mention in Despatches

30 days in South Vietnam between 24/12/62 and 28/05/64.

Borneo

30 days service on land in Sabah, Sarawak or Brunei, or I
operational sortie by air, between 24/12/62 and 11/08/66

Malay Peninsula

30 days service on land; 30 days service afloat; 30 sorties by aircrew.
I day or more on the posted strength of a unit in Vietnam.

Vietnam Medal

Mention in Despatches

Vietnam Logistic
and Support Medal

Members of Aust Armed Forces who rendered service in support of operations in Vietnam.
May also be awarded to civilian war correspondents, entertainers, surgical aid teams, defence contractors, Qantas flight crew and members of the Merchant Navy who rendered service in Vietnam.

Vietnamese Campaign
Medal

Awarded by the Government of the Republic of Vietnam.
Service totalliI?g 181 days in Vietnam, unless cut short by battle casualty.

Efficiency Decoration
'ED'

Awarded to members of the Citizen Forces for 20 years commissioned service or, for those
who joined after 10/11/47, 12 years continuous efficient commissioned service prior to 14/02/75.

Efficiency Medal 'EM'

Awarded to members of the Citizen Forces for 12 years continuous efficient service.

Australian Service Medal Awarded to recognise service in prescribed peacekeeping or non-warlike operations.
The Australian Active
Service Medal

Awarded for prescribed warlike service overseas.

Drawn from a Central Army Records Office pamphlet:Summary of Conditions. etc. of Campaign Stars and Service Medals', I ')98, Melbourne.
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Service Records
A'BECK ETT

Hasting s Edwin
NX2664 6
Army
Duty after training : Driver

1234
FTS: 4/07/40 - 25/08/4 3

2/103 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
New Guinea
Returned to Australia and discharged in mid 1943.
A'BEC KETT

6418
Haywo od Hasting s
FTS: 25/07/4 2 - 2/08/46
NX9749 2
Army
on discharg e: Rifleman
Gunner;
Duty after training : Tank
Stat
Pacific
Star,
1939/45
Medals:
Service
Armd Corps Training Regt
Albury
Joined Armd Corp - training in Grant tanks.
1 Armd Regt, AAC
Caboolture, Queensland
Gunner in Matilda tank.
Lae area New Guinea.
Southport, Queensland
Training.
Balikpapan Borneo
2/14 Aust Inf Bn
Celebes

ABOU D

ADAM SON

1942 - 25/08/4 3
At school 1941 - 1941
Highes t rank: Private

Jul-42 - Jun-43

Jun-43 - Aug-43
Aug-43 - Jun-44
Jun-44 - Jun-45
Jun-45 - Oct-45
Oct-45 - Jan-46
At school 1939 - 1942
t rank: Warrant Officer
Highes
6/12/45
FTS: 22/05/4 3
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45 , Defence Medal

6110

Stephen
433834
Air Force
Duty after training : Pilot
51 Group (Pool) 16 EFTS
United Kingdom
RAF Training Units
East Church United Kingdom

ABRAH AM

At school 1907 - 1909 •
Highes t rank: Private
MC (WWl)

18/09/4 4 - 31/10/4 4

11/06/45 - 13/06/45

At school 1935 - 1935
5464
Chartle y George Foch
t rank: Gunner
Highes
1111145
0
FTS: 20105/4
NX1458 0
Army
Aircraft
Duty after training : Anti
Medal 1939145
Service Medals: Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, ASM, War
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
May-40 - May-41
Ingleburn
Training
June -41 - Jan-42
Palestine Middle East
15/02/42 - 21/02/42
Indies
East
Dutch
Java
Batavia
14/03/4 2 - 16/08/45
Adelaide, Darwin, Atherton
1945.
Aug
to
1944
n
Atherto
1943.
Aug
to
1942
April
McGill SA Mar 1942. Darwin

4804

Charles Ross
Army

NX1857 9

FTS: 29/05/40 - 31/01/45

1 AA Regt, RAA
Australia
Middle East
2/4 Lt AA Regt, RAA
New Guinea
Australia

At school 1931 - 1935
Highes t rank: Bombardier

29/05/40 - 28/06/41
28/07/41 - 29/01/43
4/08/43 - 29/05/44
29/05/4 4 - 31/01145

ADDIS ON

2345
John Robert GoUan
FTS: 26/05/40 - 3104/52
YX18080
Army
or
Instruct
Duty on discharg e: Regt

At school 1916 - 1923
Highes t rank: Captain

AIRD

3575
Noel John
2 - 9101146
14/04/4
FTS:
34
NX1701
Army
Duty after training : Intelligence
2 Field Censors hip Unit
Australia
1 Field Censors hip Unit
Morotai, Tarakan Borneo

At school 1924 - 1924
Highes t rank: Sergeant
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14/04/42 - 19/03/44
13/04/45 - 10/12/45
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John Murray
3743
Air Force
261669
FrS: 22/07/40 - 12/09/45
Duty after training: Medical Duties
SHQArnb
Australia
24 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
3 Recruit Centre
Austtalia
8 Elementary Flying Training School
Australia
HQ2 Training Group
Australia
HQ North East Area
Austtalia
Deputy PMO Hygiene
5 RAAF Hospital
Australia
Temporary CO

ALEXANDER

At school 1925 - 1930
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr

16/09/40 - 7/1 0/40
7110/40 - 20101/41
20101/41 - 12/01142
24/03/42 - 24/07/42
28/09/42 - 5111/42

5111142 - 12/07/43

25/01145 - 20106/45

Norman Graham
At school 1931 - 1938 •
4805
Navy
FrS: 9/02143 - 28/1 0/46
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Engineer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Burma Clasp, War Medal 1939/45
HMAS Flinders
Melbourne
Feb-43 - Mar-43
Engineer Sub-Lt, posted for navy orientation (disciplinary course).
HMAS Australia
At Sea, near Townsville
Mar-43 - Apr-43
Milne Bay, New Guinea
Apr-43 - May-43
Taskforce 74: 2 Australian and 2 US cruisers and 2 Australian and 6 US destroyers.
Cape Glouscester, New Britain; Aitape,
May-43 - Sep-44
Wewak New Guinea; Biak, Noemfoor.
Taskforce 74, pre-landing bombardments. Approx 3 to 4 weeks per operation.
returned to Sydney for refit.
HMAS Napier
Trincomalee, Bay of Bengal, Akyab, Burma coast
Nov-44 - May-45
Trincomalee fleet base for Bay.of Bengal operations, shore bombardments for Burma campaign.
Okinawa
May-45 - Jul-45
Escorted HMS Formidable (aircraft carrier) to join the British Pacific
fleet off Okinawa. AA, kamikaze and surface attack protection.
Brisbane, Queensland.
Nov-45 - May-46
Posted to Brisbane to fit latest radar to ships.

ALEXANDER

Robert George
3909
Army
5/410351
FrS:22/10/56-11111159
Duty after training: Field· Engineer; on discharge: Driver

At school 1926 - 1926
Highest rank: Sapper

ALEXANDER

8760
At school 1956 - 1961 •
Ross Warwick
Army
2783395
FrS: 28/09/66 - 27109/68
Highest rank: Bombardier
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Battery Surveyor
Service Medals: Vietnam Medal, Vietnamese Campaign Medal, Australian Active Service Medal
Army Training Units
Kapooka, North Head
Sep-66 - May-67
Recruit training. School of Artillery North Head, qualified Bty Surveyor
12 Field Regt, .,RAA
Holsworthy, NSW; Shoalwater Bay, Canungra Qld
]un-67 - ]an-68
102 Bty. Transferred to HQ Bty. Training for Vietnam departure
Nui Dat, Coral, Bearcat, Vung Tau, South Vietnam
Feb-68 - Sep-68
I ATF Base. Fire support Base, Operation SURFER. ATF Dperation ANDERSON. Australian
Logistic Support Group.
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ALEXANDER

Thomas Bruce
Navy
Duty after training: Engineer

3908
FTS: 5/07/40 - 1/07/43
Service Medals: War Medal

HMAS Hobart
Red Sea, Indian Ocean, Aden.
Patrol duty. Demobilised January 1941, Discharged July 1943.

ALEY

ALFORD

ALLAN

At school 1926 - 1931 •
Highest rank: Eng Sub Lieut

Oct-40 - 17/01/41

Clifford Tregea
3576
FTS: 29/05/40 - 23/01/46
Army
NX18705
HQ 7 Military District
Darwin
Clerical duties. Hospitalised twice during this period.
1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
Northern Territory
23/21 Aust Inf Bn
Ausrralia
District Accounts Office Qld
Queensland
2/8 Field Amb, AAMC
Morotai, British North Borneo.

At school 1924 - 1925
Highest rank: Sergeant

John Rothwell
Army
NX169588
54 Aust Inf Bn
Western Australia
2/1 Aust Inf Bn
New Guinea

4806
FTS: 24/11/41 - 17/01/46

At school 1931 - 1934
Highest rank: Private

Archibald Ian
Army
NX3533
2/1 Field Coy, RAE
Middle Easr
6 Div Intell Sec
Middle East
NT Force Sigs
Northern Territory
NSW L of C Area Sigs
New South Wales

4647
FTS: 23/10/39 - 4/01/46

14/07/40 - 17/12/40

28/06/41 - 31/01/42
15/03/42 - 1/12/42
1/12/42 - Aug-43
16/09/43 - 28/12/44
3/05/45 - 29/12/45

24/11/41-9/07/44
15/12/44 - 24/12/45
At school 1930 - 1931
Highest rank: Lieut
14/02/40 - 2/10/41
2/10/41 - Mar-42
16/06/42 - 27/12/42
27/12/42 - 4/01/46

ALLCOCK

Brian Grant
5270
At school 1934 - 1937
FTS: 18/01/43 - 4/07/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Air Force
267372
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, ASM
Duty after training: Dentist
RAAF Training
Jan-43 - Mar-43
Bradfield Park
Training
3 Wireless Air Gunners School
Maryborough Qld, Parkes, Evans Head
Mar-43 - JuI-44
7 Stores Depot
Toowoomba Qld, Northern NSW; Sandgate
Aug-44 - Jul-46

ALLCOCK

Bruce Harry
5271
At school 1934 - 1936
Air Force
64570
FTS: 12/05/42 - 23/10/45
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Dental Mechanic
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
2 RAAF Hospital
South West Pacific

ALLDRITT

4109
William Northey
Army
NX66123
FTS: 3/12/40 - 2/02/44
1 Aust Corps Amm Coy, AAOC
Middle Easr

6/03/43 - 2/08/44
At school 1927 - 1929
Highest rank: Sergeant
2/05/41 - 17/02/42
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ALLEN

4946
James Jeffrey
Air Force
411723
FTS: 25/05/41 - 15/06/45
Duty after training: Observer; duty at death: Navigator

At school 1932 - 1934
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
DFC

RAAF Training Units
25/05/41 - 18/09/41
Australia
2ITS,2ED
RCAF Training Units
9/10/41 - 1/05/42
Penfield Ridge, Halifax Canada
lAOS, 1BAGS, 2ANS, 1 'V' Depot
RAP Training Units
15/05/42 - 30/09/42
United Kingdom
3PRC, 9 (0) AFU, 270TU
466 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
23/03/43 - 20/09/43
United Kingdom
RAP Training Units (Instructor)
20109/43 - 10101145
United Kingdom
820 OTU, 81 OTU (93 Group), 270TU
96 Sqn, RAP Nightfighter (Mosquito)
LeconfieJd
10101/45 - 11/05/45
96 Sqn, RAP (Mosquito)
India
11105145 - 15/06/45
Killed in transport aircraft accident.
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation, 16/11/43
Pilot Officer Allen has completed many successful operatiom agaimt the enemy in which he has displayed a high degree ofskill,
fortitude and devotion to duty.
ALLEN

Philip Harrison
Army
NX119495

3068
FTS: 9/03/42 - 15/09/46

1 Base Sub Area, Legal Corps
Morotai, Manila, Balikpapan
ALLEN

Ralph Harrison
Army
NX22450

10105/45 - 2103146

3744
FTS: 29/05/40 - 6/11/45

1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
Darwin
2/1 Lt AA Bty, RAA
NSW, Queensland
ALLEN

William Jack Boyce
Army
NXl15021

ALLERTON

Jul-43 - Oct-44
5467
FTS: 5/11/41 - 26/08/46

At school 1935 - 1939
Highest rank: Gunner
30/10/42 - 26105/44

10/04/45 - 14/02/46

Brian Sherbrook
Army
NX24595
1 AABty, RAA
Ingleburn, NSW
Training.
2/1 Lt AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
2/2 AA Regt, RAA
Melbourne, Townsville
Oro Bay New Guinea
NSW; Qld, Sydney.

5639
FTS: 30105/41 - 19/03/46

James
Army

3707
FTS: 6/11141 - 31/07/46

TX8405

At school 1925 - 1926
Highest rank: Corporal
25/07/41 - 31101142
1104/42 - 2/07/43

111 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Milne Bay New Guinea
2/3 Comp AA Regt, RAA
Morotai
ALLERTON

At school 1921 - 1925
Highest rank: Captain

At school 1936 - 1938
Highest rank: Gunner
May-41 - Jun-41

Jul-41 - Mar-42
Jul-43 - Oct-43
Jul-43 - May-44
Jun-44 - Mar-46
At school 1924 - 1925
Highest rank: Corporal

2/29 Aust Inf Bn
Malaya
10/01/42 - 15/02/42
POW
Changi Singapore; Akenobe, Osaka Japan
15/02/42 - 30/08/45
'G' Force. Disembarked Sydney 13/10/45 ex HMS Formidable from Manila.
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ALLERTON

John William
5640
At school 1936 - 1941 •
Navy
FTS: 1943 - 1946
Highest rank: AlLt Seaman
Duty after training: Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, KG & Service Medal
& Imperial Service Medal, Philippine Liberation Medal, Dutch Service Medal
HMAS Cerberus
New Guinea
HMASArunta
Manus Island, Hollandia, Wakde, Bi~, Noemfoor Philippines
HMAS Morton
HMASArunta
Philipines, Borneo.
GPV956
Koepang Timor; Ambon
Escon of Japanese criminals for trial.

ALLERTON

JOHN
Army

NX15291

3708
FTS: 22/05/40 - 19/12/45

2/1 Medium Regt, RAA
New South Wales
1 Aust Corps Amm Park, MOC
New South Wales
Middle East
2/3 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
Australia
2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
New Guinea
Australia

ALLERTON

Robert Mervyn
Army
NX113345
11 Motor Regt
New South Wales
2/10 Aust Inf Bn
Australia
New Guinea
Townsville
16 APSC
Australia

ALLEY

10/09/43 - 28/01/44
1944 - 1944
28/01/44 - 1/03/44
1945 - 1945
1946 - 1946
At school 1924 - 1929
Highest rank: Lieut
22/05/40 - 7/11/40
7/11140 - 26/12/40
31/01141 - 11/06/41

11/06/41 - 16/02/42
17/03/42 - 23/05/44
23/05/44 - 4/01/45
11101145 - 2/12/45
2/12/45 - 19/12/45

5641
FTS: 31/12/41 - 5109/46

At school 1936 - 1938
Highest rank: Private
8/12/42 - 3/07/43
3/07/43 - 12/08/43
14/08/43 - 3105144
8/05/44 - 8/04/45
8/04/45 - 5/09/46

James Trevor
3399
At school 1923
Air Force
272120
FTS: 7/02/41 - 17/12/45
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Duty after training: Admin & Spc Duties Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star.
RAAF Training Units
Townsville, Rathmines, Lavenon
S of A, A & SD Course, Lavenon.
2 Service Flying Training School
Wagga
Adjutant.
3 Bombing and Gunnery School
East Sale
Adjutant.
4 Army Co-op Sqn, RAAF
Kingaroy
Adjutant.
Port Moresby, New Guinea
Awarded MBE.
41 Radar Wing HQ
John's Gully, Port Moresby
SAO.
3 RAAF Hospital
4MG
Toorak, Melbourne
SO Org.

MBE

7/02/41 - Mar-41

15/04/41 - Mar-42

2/03/42 - Oct-42

26/10/42 - Oct-43
1/11/42 - Apr-43

23/04/43 - Oct-43
15/10/43 - Nov-43
22/11143 - Aug-45
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Darwin
SO Org.

17/08/45 - 17/12/45

MBE Citation, 1943
... for efficient administration and for setting a high standard ofdevotion to duty under difficult circumstances.

ALLEY

John Clarence
4927
Army
NXI05675
FrS: 15/12/41 - 6/04/46
Duty after training: Group 2 Wireless Operaror

At school 1931 - 1934
fIighest rank: Corporal

1 Div Sigs
New South Wales
12 Div Sigs
Northern Territory
110 Telecommunications Switchboard Op Sec
Tanahmerah Bay, Hollandia, New Guinea
Morotai
ALLMAN

ALLMAN

ALLWORTH

ALVAREZ

t

ANDERSON

15/12/41 - 27/08/43
11/09/43 - 3/11/44
19/11/44 - 17/03/45
24/03/45 - 17/03/45

Gordon Reginald
1677
Air Force
FTS: 23/09/40 - 4/12/45
261816
Duty after training: Intelligence
RAAF Training Units
Australia
L of A, HQ Richmond, HQCA
450 Sqn, RAAF
Middle East
L/A RAAF Command
South West Pacific
RAAFHQ
SoU[h West Pacific

At school 1912 - 1916
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr

2510
Harry Douglas
FrS: 10/06/40 - 9/11/45
Army
NX31372
2/1 Survey Regt
Middle East
Armd Corps Ord Workshop, AAOC
Queensland, NSW
2 POW Reception Group
Darwin, Timor

At school 1917 - 1919
Highest rank: Sergeant

3400
David Alderson
Army
NX112785
FTS: 7/09/40 - 19/10/44
5 Heavy Bde, RAA Coastal Defences
North Head, Sydney
Appointed LieU[ 26/01/42.
RAA (Coast) Reinforcements
NSW
Placed on Retired List.

At school 1923 - 1926
Highest rank: Lieut

23/09/40 - Oct-41

23/12/41 - Sep-42
27/03/43 -7/09/45
7/09/45 - 4/12/45

9/04/41 - Mar-42
23/08/42 28/08/45 - 25/10/45

7/09/40 - 6/12/43

6/12/43 - 20/09/44

John Gilbert
5813
At school 1937 - 1940
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Air Force
422827
FrS: 26/05/42 - 6/07/45
Duty after training: Guard; on discharge: Pilot
RAAF Training Units
Richmond, Uranquinty, Bradfield Park, Nerrandra Australia
26/05/42 - 30/04/43
2RD, HQ Richmond, 5SFTS, 64 Reserve Sqn, 2ITS, 8EFTS, 2ED.
RCAF Training Units
Calgary Canada
17/05/43 - Mar-45
3SFTS,2FIS
RAAF Training Units
Australia
26/03/45 - 6/07/45
3PD,2PD
Bruce Horace
4648
Air Force
260770
FrS: 4/03/40 - 22/03/42
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
24 Sqn, RAAF (Wirraway)
Rabaul

At school 1930 - 1933 •
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

,

22/1 0/40 - 14/03/42
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First pilot to engage Japanese in air combat.
75 Sqd, RAAF (Kittyhawk)
Port Moresby, New Guinea.
Shot down by AA fire over Japanese aerodrome at Lae.
ANDER SON

ANDER SON

14/03/42 - 30/03/4 2

At school 1937 - 1942
5814
David Bruce
t rank: Able Seaman
Highes
3/04/46
4
FTS: 30/1114
S9834
Navy
1939/45.
Medal
Service
Star,
Pacific
Medals:
Service
Duty after training : Seaman
HMAS Cerberus
30/11144 - 30/04/45
Melbourne
Training.
HMASM adang
31105/45 - 24/11/45
New Guinea
HMAS Bataan
25/11/45 - 29/11145
South West Pacific
HMAS Penguin
30/11/45 - 14/03/46
Sydney
3/01146 to 14/03/46 113 AGH. Medical.
At school 1940 - 1944
6260
Hugh Cairns
Highest rank: Captain
FTS: 22/02/52 - 29/03/53
NX700351
Army
3RAR
Tokyo, Korea
Camp Dressing Station Tokyo.

ANDER SON

Ian William
Army

NX28224

22/02/52 - 29/03/53
4947
FTS: 11106/40 - 29/04/46

At school 1932 - 1937
Highes t rank: Signalman

2/1 Medium Regt, RAA (Signals)
Middle East
1 Aust Corps Sigs
New Guinea
ANDER SON

14/09/41-28/04/42
8/12/42-2/07/43

At school 1933 - 1939 •
5094
Keith McKen zie
t rank: F/O
Highes
6
FTS: 21/07/42 - 22/02/4
424079
Air Force
DFC
Duty after training : Pilot
Medal
Defence
Star,
y
German
and
France
Star,
Service Medals: 1939/45

RAAF Training Units
Jul-42 - Apr-43
Bradfield Park, Richmund, Temora Australia
Temora.
EFTS
and
ITS Bradfield
RCAF Training Units
May-43 - Oct-43
Weyburn Saskatchewan, Halifax Nova Scotia Canada
DepoL
41 SFTS Harvard. SFTS, 'Y'
RAF Training Units
Oct-43 - Nov-44
Oxfordshire, Gloucester, Yorks, United Kingdom
NCO school. 20 AFU. 21 OTU, 4 ATS.
158 Sqn, RAF Bomber Comma nd (Halifax)
Dec-44 - May-45
Lisset Yorks, United Kingdom
466 Sqn, RAAF Transport Comma nd
May-45 - Oct-45
Driffield Yorks, Bassingborn Cambridgeshire United Kingdom
Halifax and LiberatOr a/c.
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation, 1945
he has invariably displayed the utmostfortitude,
He has completed numerous operations agaimt the enemy, in the course ofwhich
Courage and devotion to duty.
At school 1937 - 1941
5815
Robert George Murray
ANDER SON
Highes t rank: Flight Sgt
5
18/10/4
FTS: 29/01144
444214
Air Force
1939/45
Medal
War
Medals:
Service
Duty after training : Bomb Aimer
RAAF Training
Bradfield park, Temora, Evans Head, Port Pirie (SA).
ITS, EFTS, AOS.
ANDER SON

29/01144 - Oct-45

At school 1937 - 1940
5816
Robert Mcinto sh
t rank: Corporal
Highes
FTS: 11/05/42 - 6/03/46
NX127822
Army
.
1939/45
Medal
War
ASM,
Star,
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific
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New Guinea
Contracted malaria.
ANDREW

20/08/43 - 10/05/44

Reginald Thomas
4079
Navy
FTS: 23/03/42 - 24/12/45
Duty after training: Patrol Boats; on dischatge: Commander

At school 1926 - 1928
Highest rank: Lieut

HMAS Rushcutter / Cerberus / Penquin
Sydney Melbourne Australia
HMAS Sea Mist
Sydney Australia
Midget Sub attack. Confirmed Lieut 14/09/42.
HMAS Lolita
HMAS Platypus
HMAS Kuranda
ANDREWS

Robert Holman

1804

Air Force
261913
FTS: 3/02/41- 10110/46
Duty after training: Administration

23/03/42 - 28/05/42
28/05/42 - 4/11142
4/11/42 - 2/05/44
2/05/44 - 21/08/44
21/08/44 - 27/01145
At school 1913 - 1915
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr

RAAF Station HQ
Parkes, Richmond
Pay and Accounting duties.
RAAF HQ 5 Maintenance Group
Accounting and Pay duties
RAAF HQ Eastern Area
ANGUS

3/02/41 - 13/07/42
13/07/42 - 23/01/46
23/01146 - 10/10/46

Arthur Leighton
4649
Army
NX166016
FTS: 12/02/43 - 26/06/46
Duty after training: Elect~ical & Mechanical Engineer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star 1939/45

At school 1930 - 1933
Highest rank: Lieut

3 Anti-Tank Regt, RAA
Australia
3 Aust Floating Dock
Milne Bay, New Guinea
ANGUS

StUatt Douglas
Air Force
402633
Duty after training: Pilot

25/05/43 - 28/08/43
26/12/45 - 24/01146
4650
At school 1930 - 1934
FTS: 18/09/40 - 24/01/47
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Italy Star, Defence Medal.

RAAF Training Units
Lindfield, Mascot, Wagga, Amberley Australia
Tiger Moth, Wirraway, Anson a/r;. at 2 ITS, 4 EFTS, 3 SFTS and ATS.
1 Air Observers School
Wigtown, Scotland
Staff Pilot flying Ansons.
5 Air Observers School
Jurby Isle of Mann United Kingdom
Commanded 'B' training flight of Bombers - Ansons.
RAP Training Units
Moreton-in-Marsh England United Kingdom
21 OTU / 311 FTU. Wellington 10
40 Sqn, RAP (Wellington)
Foggia Italy
S/Ldr Commander '1\ Flight.
77 Operational Training Unit (Wellington)
Qastina Palestif\e
Senior Admin Course
Amman, Heliopolis Middle East
4 Missing Reseatch and Enquiry Unit
Brussels Belgium, Holland
Australian Liaison Officer, inquiring into missing persons and atrocities.
ANKIN

Sep-40 - Jul-41

Oct-41 - Mar-43

Mar-43 - Jan-44

Jan-44 - Apr-44

May-44 - Feb-45

Feb-45 - May-45
May-45 - Sep-45
Dec-45 - Apr-46

Chatles Thomas Edwatd
5468
. At school 1935 - 1937
Air Force
132835
FTS: 6/04/43 - 4/02/46
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Trainee Technical; on dischatge: Instrument Repairer
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Service Medals: 1939/45 Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Australia
2STT,3STT, 10TU, 2ED, lRPP
33 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
ANSTE Y

6/04/43 - Apr-44

5/04/44 - Jun-45

At school 1942 - 1949
6587
Donald Beresford
t rank: Lt Col
Highes
0
18/02/8
FTS: 15/12/54
235068
Army
ese Campaign Medal
Vietnam
Medal,
l
Nationa
Medal,
Vietnam
),
Service Medals: GSM (Malaya
RMC Duntroo n
Jan-51 - Dec-54
Canberra
ARA.
into
Lt
sioned
commis
and
ed
Staff cadet. Graduat
2RAR

Jan-55 - Oct-55
Brisbane
service.
overseas
Platoon Comander, training for
Oct-55 - Oct-57
Malaya
t.
Adjutan
t
Assistan
Platoon commander. Operational service. Last six months
HQNth nComd
Sep-66 - Nov-67
Brisbane
Queensland based units
of
readiness
admin
and
nal
operatio
:
activities
HQ
tion
coordina
GS02
posted to South Vietnam.
9RAR

Adelaide
2i/c. Raising new battalion for service in South Vietnam.
Nui Dat, South Vietnam
2i/c. Operational service.
ArmyH Q
Canberra
Team Leader Battle Analysis Team (Lt Col) based in Canberra, but
with two erips to SVN each of about 3-4 months.
APPERLY

APPLE TON
ARCHE R

5252
FTS: 29/05/4 0 - 28/08/45

Selwyn George
VX18705
Army
1 Oed Field Park, AAOC
Middle Ease

ARMO UR

3888

Sidney Charles
Navy

Jan-70 - Dec-70

At school 1933 - 1934
Highes t rank: Lieue

At school 1925 - 1927

At school 1936 - 1937 •
5642
Frank Morris
Highes t rank: Staff Sergeant
FTS: 24/06/41 - 21/05/4 6
NX37170
Army
Sge
Duty after training : Art. Signaller; on discharge: Pay
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, General Service Medal, ASM

Leo Francis
Army

4651

Dec-41 - 1942
Mar-43 - 1945
At school 1930 - 1931

NX83

At school 1934 - 1934
5272
Ralph Alexand er
Highes t rank: Lieut
FTS: 20/06/40 - 28/11/45
NX26769
Army
Star, Pacific Sear, Defence
1939/45
Medals:
Duty after training : Platoon Commander Service
EM
,
1939/45
ASM
,
Medal 1939/45, War Medal 1939/45
2/20 Aust Inf Bn
Wallgroul, Ingleburn, Bathurse, NSW
Easeern Command Training School.
Porr Dickson Malaya
POW
Seremban, Mersing, ingapore Malaya

t

Nov-68 - Nov-69

1/02/41 - 28/01/43

2/9 Field Regt, RAA
Palestine, Egypt, Syria.
1 Naval Bombardment Group, RAA
Aieape New Guinea; Moroeai, Balikpapan Borneo.
No 3 Shore Fire Control Party.
ARMA TI

Nov-67 - Nov-68

ARMS TRONG Brian Andrew
423581
Air Force
Duty after training : Air

5273
FTS: 18/07/42 - 3110/43

20/06/40 - Feb-41
Feb-41 15/02/42 - Sep-45
At school 1934 - 1938
Highes t rank: Pilot Officer

rew
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Temora, Uranquinry Australia
2 ITS, 10 EFTS, 5 ATTS
85 Sqn, RAAF
Western Australia
Cause of death accidental.
ARMSTRONG

Geoffrey Albert Arthur
Air Force

ARMSTRONG

Geoffrey Wynter
Army
NX16091

18/07/42 - 7/04/43

1943 - 3/10/43
3401

At school 1923 - 1926

5072
FTS:13/05/40 - 20/11/42

2/6 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
Discharged on 20111/42 in order to join the RAN.
File Incomplete
ARMITAGE

Edward Garfield
Air Force
433368
Duty after training: Pilot

1940 - 13/03/42

5954

At school 1938 - 1940

FTS: 27/03/43 Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Temora, Narromine Australia
2ITS, 6ITS, lOEFTS, 2ED
RCAF Training Units
Ransford, Edmonton, North Battleford, Vancouver Canada
lED, 3 'M' Depot, 13SFTS, 3 Repair Depot
File Incomplete
ARNOLD

John Joseph
Army

NX83810

5643
FTS: 16/01/42 - 5/12/45

2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Morotai
ARNOT

Wilbur Douglas Nigel
Army
NX19322

Campbell Wtlliam Rodgers

27/03/43 - 17/01/44

13/01/44 - 4/12/44

At school 1936 - 1936
Highest rank: Bombardier
31/07/45 - 20/09/45

2889
FTS: 10/06/40

16/03/44

2/5 Field Coy, RAE
New South Wales
Middle East
Australia
New Guinea
Queensland
New Guinea
Australia
ARNOTT

At school 1932 - 1934
Highest rank: Sergeant

At school 1920 - 1922
Highest rank: L/Corporal
10/06/40 - 19/10/40
25/11/40 - 8/02/42
16/03/42 - 31/08/42
7/09/42 - 4/02/43
11/02/43 - 6/08/43
8/08/43 - 7/03/44
7/03/44 - 16/03/44

3239

At school 1922 - 1924

Army
ARNOTT

Edwin Chapman
Army, Aust/Brit NX 131859

5274
FTS: 11/02/42 - 13/06/45

At school 1934 - 1937
Highest rank: Captain

AIF
File Incomplete
Cameronians (Scotish Rifles)
India
ARNOTT

Frederick George
5644
At school 1936 - 1939 •
Army
NX131921
FTS: 25/08/41 - 4/04/46
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: AA & Radar Operator; on discharge: Detachment CO
Service Medals:"1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM, ASM 1945/75 (SW Pacific
Clasp), Netherlands Cross of Liberation.
51 AA Searchlight Coy, RAA
Sydney, NSW
Aug-41 - Nov-41
Training. Experimental radar for searchlights. Clarendon for NCO School
60 AA Searchlight Coy, RAA
Newcastle, NSW
67 AA Searchlight Bty, RAA
Pon Moresby, Milne Bay, Oro Bay
May-42 - Apr-44
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Service Records
LlSgt; Command S/L Radar Station Milne Bay. Contracted malaria and scrub typhus Oct 1943.
Hospitalised Brisbane.
53 Comp AA Regt, RAA
Morotai, Tarakan, Borneo
Apr-45 - Apr-46
Command S/L Radar Station.
ARNOTT

Ronald Bruce
3404
Army
V144388
. FTS: 10/12/41 - 14/10/42
Duty on discharge: Medical Orderly
56 Div Ord Workshop, AAOC
Geelong Australia
Discharged medically unfit.
3 Lt Field Amb, AAMC
Rowville, Victoria

ASHTON

At school 1923 - 1926
Highest rank: LlCorp

10/02/42 - 22/04/42

22/04/42 - 10/08/42

Basil York

5275
Army
NX113649
FTS: 14/03/41 - 2/11/45
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Driver
Service Medals: ASM 1939/45, Defence Medal

At school 1934 - 1935
Highest rank: Gunner

55 AA Regt
Mar-41 - Nov-45
Darwin
Training in NSW; Darwin 1942 to 1945. Attended Motor Transport course. Posted driver.
ASHTON

At school 1915 - 1920
n.obert Ralph
2182
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Air Force
261617
FTS: 12/08/40 - 28/09/44
Duty after training: Staff Officer
8 Elementary Flying Training School
Australia
16/09/40 Adjutant.
RAAF Training Units
Australia
18/08/41 - Sep-44
18/08/412 TG; 15/09/41; 4 EFTS as CG 1; 22/09/412 EFTS as CG 1; 17/04/42 CFS as CG 1;
23/04/42 2 ITS involved in administrative duties.

ASHTON-SHORTER Alan

2997

At school 1920 - 1924

3682

At school 1924 - 1927

1939

At school 1914 - 1917

Army
ASHTON-SHORTER Donald Ashton
Army
ASPLIN

Maurice
Army

ATKINSON

Eric Roland
Army
NX955
ASC 6 Div
Middle East
2/1 Coy, AASC
New Guinea
2/5 Supply Depot Coy, AASC
Australia

ATKINSON

4653
FTS: 30/11/39 - 9/10/45

At school 1930 - 1933
Highest rank: Lieut
25/09/41 - 7/08/42
29/10/42 - 22/04/43
19/06/43 - 9/1 0/45

5818
At school 1937 - 1939
William Harry
Air Force
72211
FTS: 3/11/42 - 20/05/43
Highest rank: ACI
Duty after training: Trainee Technical
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
Discharged - Medically unfit

ATTERIDGE

Arthur Thomas
4110
Army
NX97878
FTS: 17/08/42-7/11/45
52 AA Regt, RAA
New Guinea 15/09/43 - 20/02/45

At school 1927 - 1929
Highest rank: Gunner

AUSTIN

Gordon Llewellyn George
Army
NX139132
224 Lt AA Regt, RAA
NSW

At school 1933 - 1937
Highest rank: LlCorporal

5096
FTS: 4/12/41 - 15/09/45

5/06/42 - 14/08/43
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Section 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 553 Lt AA Bty, RAA
NSW
Field Security Section Units
Australia
AUSTIN

14/08/43 - 30110/44
5/01145 - 3/09/45

Lionel Maurice
5645
At school 1936 - 1940
Air Force
71235
FTS: 13110/42 - 29/01146
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Signaller; on discharge: Radar
Service Medals: ASM, Defence Medal, 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45

82 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
Mentioned in Despatches Borneo 1945.

MID

8/04/45 - ]ul-45

AYERS

Clinton Pelham
Army
Duty after training: Transport
7 Aust Division
New Guinea

3746
FTS: Oct-38 - Feb-46

At school 1925 - 1928
Highest rank: Captain

BABINGTON

Glen Patrick Hubert Barclay
11880
At school 1974 - 1981 •
Army
220819
FTS: 22/01182 - Still serving Highest rank: Captain
Service Medals: Long Service Medal 1977, Australian Active Service Medal Somalia 1993.
1 RAR

16/01193 - 16/05/93

Mogadishu
Adju~ant

BACKHOUSE

BADGERY

BAGGETT

Harold Blanchford
894
Army
N75428 FTS: 25/06/40 - 30/06/47
HQ 7 Military District
Darwin
NSW L of C Area Account Office
Sydney
Transfer to Interm Army.

to

At school 1904 - 1906
Interim Army Highest rank: L/Sergeant

Brian Lloyd
4295
FTS: 22/11140 - 30/03/45
Army
NX65880
Duty after training: Intelligence
HQ 8 Aust Division
Malaya
Intel section.
POW
Changi Singapore, Sandakan Borneo.
Cause of death unknown.
Duncan Ingram
Air Force
403628
Duty after training: Pilot

4296
FTS: 3/02/41 - 27/11145

RAAF Training Units
Australia
2ITS, 4EFTS, 2SFTS, CFS.
RAAF Training Units (Instructor)
Australia
2SFTS, 5SFTS, 40TU
21 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
76 Sqn, RAAF (Kittyhawk)
.
Morotai, Labuan'.

BAILEY

Donald Lester
Army
NX149881
Darwin Infantry Battalion
Darwin
19 Aust Inf Bn
New Guinea
New Britain

23/07/40 - 23/05/42
23/06/42 - 24/10/46
At school 1927 - 1933
Highest rank: Setgeant

16/05/41 - 15/02/42

15/02/42 - 30/03/45
At school 1928 - 1934
Highest rank: Flight LieU(

3/02/41 - 20/01/42

20/01142 - 5/11/43

5/11/43 - 23/07/44
6/12/44 - 16/09/45
5097
FTS: 22/11/40 - 2/11/45

At school 1933 - 1933 •
Highest rank: LieU(
]an-41 - 1943
]lln-43 Nov-44 -
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Service Records

BAKER

4297
At school 1928 - 1930
Clifford Norman
Highest rank: Captain
FTS: 11/03/41 - 28/04/45
Army
NX70854
2/3 Anti Tank Regt, RAA
3/05/41 - 28/01/43
Middle East
2/11141 to 16/11141 attended AlF ME Regimental Officers' School.
Wounded in action twice: 28/07/42 and 25/10/42.
2/3 Tank Attack Regt, RAA
9/08/43 - 8/05/44
New Guinea
29/06/43 detached to 2/48 lnf Bn. 25/08/43 detached to 20 Inf Bde.
14/09/43 to 28/10/43 detached to HQ RAA 9 Division.

BAKER

Denis Russell
5277
Air Force
411271
FTS: 28/04/41 - 26111/45
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: Fighter Pilot
Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star

At school 1934 - 1936 •
Highest rank: Flight Lieur
DFC

RAAF Training
28/04/41 - 12/02/42
Bradfield Park, Narromine, Wagga Wagga, Nhill.
2 ITS. 5 EFTS Tiger Moths. 2 SFTS. Commissioned P/O.
Flew Wirraways for 50 hrs 45 mins. 1 OTU Nhill.
76 Sqn RAAF (Kittyhawk)
12/02/42 - 20/07/42
Archerfield, Townsville
20/07/42 - 23/09/42
Port Moresby, Milne Bay, New Guinea
23/09/42 - 19/05/44
Mildura.
78 Sqn, RAAF (Kittyhawk)
19/05/44 - 17/01145
Hollandia, Biak New Guinea
Awarded DFC.
Instructor
Mildura
17/01/45 - Nov-45
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation, 1945
Flight-Lieutenant Baker is a leader ofoutstanding ability and has displayed exceptional courage and aggressiveness in his attacks
against the enemy. He is a most efficientflight commander who has led his flight, and at times the Squadron, with distinction. He
ha: personally been responsible for the destruction ofenemy water craft, equipment and imtallations over WCwak, Hollandia, Wadke,
Bzak and Halmahera areas.

BAKER

t

BALCOMBE

BALDRY

BALL

James Thomas
Navy
34074
HMAS Shropshire
South West Pacific
HMS Defiance
South West Pacific
British Pacific Fleer.

5278
FTS: 19/12/40 - 7/02/46

At school 1934 - 1938
Highest rank: LieU(
25/06/43 - 29/02/44
23/04/45

Gordon Robert
5453
At school 1934 - 1938
Highest rank: Flying Officer
FTS: 5/12/41 - 15/02/44
Air Force
420825
Duty after training: Pilot
RAAF Training Units
5/12/41 - Mar-43
Benalla, Uranquinry Australia
lITS, llEFTS, 5SFTS, 2ED, lED
RAP Training Units
18/04/43 - 25/01/44
United Kingdom
llPDRC, 3PRC, IIPDRC, 20 (P) Adv. Flying, 26 OTU, 1651 DU
100 Sqn, RAP Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
25/01144 - 15/02/44
Killed on his first trip as second pilot, over Berlin.
John Nelson
Air Force
421554
Duty after training: Pilot
RAP Station
Norton United Kingdom

5646
At school 1936 - 1939
FTS: 28/02/42 - 9/10/45
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45
21/12/44 - 19/01/45

Alan Bradshaw
4654
At school 1930 - 1931
Army
VX1l5588
FTS: 30/07/41 - 9/05/46
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Rifleman; on discharge: Platoon Commander
Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
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Section 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14 Aust Inf Bn
Mt M,artha Victoria, Western Australia, Queensland
Infantry rraining, appointed Sergeant.
OTe.
Bonegilla
58/59 Aust Inf Bn
New Guinea
Lieur 'B' Company.
Bougainville

BALL

_

Jul-41 -

1942 - Jan-43
Sep-43 1944 -

Kenneth Alfred George
4948
At school 1932 - 1933
Army
NX18602
FTS: 29/05/40 - 23/05/46
Highest rank: Lieut
Service Medals: ASM, Pacific Star, 1939145 Srar, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
Darwin
Borneo

BALMAIN

Donald Hope

4465

Air Force
403493
FTS: 1/02/41 - 20107/41
Service Medals: War Medal 1939145
RAAF Training Units
Mascot Australia
2ITS, 4EFTS, 3SFTS. Discharged from RAAF.
BANKS

John Matthew
3912
Army
NX201128
FTS: 20105/43 - 17/05/46
Duty after training: Medical Officer
2/5 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
New Guinea
6 Field Amb, AAMC
New Guinea
Medical Officer to 36 Inf Bn.
HQ 6 Aust Division
New Guinea
2/2 Field Amb, AAMC
New Guinea

At school 1929 - 1930
Highest rank: LAC

1102141 - 20107/41

At school 1926 - 1931
Highest rank: Caprain
MID
21/12/43 - 3/02/44
3/02/44 - 24/04/45

24/04/45 - 22/06/45
22/06/45 - 17/07/45

Mentioned in Despatches 21/02/46.

BANNISTER

Keith Maxwell
5470
Air Force
61665
FTS: 30/12/41 - 29/12/44
Duty after training: Ground Staff; on discharge: Armament
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939145, ASM

At school 1935 - 1937
Highest rank: Corporal

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Point Cook Australia
Dec-41 - 1942
76 Sqn, RAAF (Kittyhawk)
1942 - Jun-42
Townsville
Jul-42 - Feb-43
Milne Bay, New Guinea
Darwin, Melbourne, Bradfield Park, Nhill, Mildura
Feb-43 - Nov-44
Hospitalised in Melbourne. 7 months recovering ar Bradfield Park;
Nhill and Mildura for 12 months; Applied for discharge, granted Nov 1944.

BANYARD

At school 1929 - 1938
4466
James Ralph
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
FTS: Aug-41 - 5/03/46
Air Force
413333
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Aircrew Europe Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Lindfield, Narrandera Uranquinry, NSW
ITS, EFTS, SFTS.
RAP Training Units
Ternhill, Shropshire United Kingdom
5 AFU, 41 OTU Mustang P51 ale.
231 Sqn, RAP (Mustang)
Dunsfold, Redhill Surrey United Kingdom

Nov-41 - Jul-42

Mar-43 - Apr-43

Jul-43 - 1944
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Low level flying for strafing and photography, Channel patrols
2 Flying Instructor School
Feb-44 - Apr-44
Montrose, Scotland United Kingdom
7 Advanced Flying Unit
May-44 - Sep-44
Peterborough, Northamptonshire United Kingdom
Flying instructor
17 Service Flying Training School
Cranwell, Lincolnshire (Master II);
Willingore and Harlaxton, United Kingdom
Sep-44 - Jul-45
Flying instructor. Left England on HMS Victorious at Plymouth and arrived Sydney 10/01/46.
BARLOW

Nevil Roy
6115
At school 1939 - 1940
Army
NX140557
FTS: 110/02/42 - 5/08/46
Highest rank: Private
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM with SWP Clasp.
File Incomplete

BARNES

At school 1932 - 1933
Alan Robert
4949
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Air Force
14739
FTS: 29/04/40 - 1945
Duty after training: Clerk Stores; on discharge: Clerk Pay
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Defence Medal, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45
Air Force HQ
Australia

BARNES

2/04/42 - Feb-45

James
5098
At school 1933 - 1936
Army, Aust/Brit NX76555
FTS: 15/04/41 - 30/06/46
Highest rank: Major
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, 1939/45 Medal, ASM.
3 Armd Regt, AAC
Cowra, NSW
15/04/41 Militia Unir. Light Armoured Personnel Carriers. Transferred to AlF on 3/11/41.
2/33 Aust Inf Bn
Australia
4111/41 GueriJIa Warfare School
Wilsons Promontory, Victoria.
28/03/42 Instructor.
2/8 Ind Coy
30/09/42 Bougainville
2 Bn Suffolk Regt, Royal Inf
25/06/45 India
Transferred to the British Army.

t

BARNES

John Loughman
Air Force
404946

3915

3111/41

30/09/42

25/06/45
30/06/46

At school 1926 - 1929
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

2 Sqn, RAAF (Beaufort)
Hughes, Northern Territory.
Accidently killed, 20/04/43

BARNES

At school 1931 - 1938
Walter Norman
4943
Highest
rank: Gunner
FTS:
1/07/40
8/11/45
Army
NX55651
Duty after training: Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, ASM, War Medal 1939/45
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Ingleburn, Wallgrove, Camden area, Jervis Bay, Long Reef.
3 Bey. Embarked for Middle Easr on Queen Mary.
Camp Hill 60, Palestine; El Amirya, Aboukir Bay Egypr.
Port Moresby New Guinea
Cairns
Milne Bay, Lae, Finschhafen New Guinea.
Hospitalised 2/5 AGH in Port Moresby with malaria.
Atherton Tablelands
Mortai, Labuan, off BN Borneo.
Landing at Labuan 10/06/45.

BARNES

Jul-40 May-41 - Jan-42
Apr-42 Dec-42 1943 Jun-44 Jan-45 -

WilJiam George
5099
At school 1933 - 1938
Highest rank: Lieut
Army
NX52625
FTS: 4/07/40 - 1945
Duty after training: Infantryman Service Medals: Medals for service in Malaya
2/18 Aust Inf Bn
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Port Dickson, Mersing Malaya
POW
Changi Singapore

_
Jul-40 - 1940
Jan-41 - 1942
Feb-42 - 1945

BARNETT

Charles Thomas
8609
At school 1955 - 1956
Army
235199
FTS: 8/02/57 - 1/11187
Highest rank: LtCol
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: Administration
Service Medals: Vietnam Medals
16 Army Light Aircraft Sqn
Oct-62 - Aug-66
Amberley, Queensland; Port Moresby, New Guin,ea
Pilot and section commander. Commander Detachment 1 Avn Regt in New Guinea.
67 Ground Liaison Section
Vung Tau, South Vietnam
Aug-66 - Sep-67
Liaison Officer to RAAF, USAF and other nations' formations.

BARNETT

John Knight Ellery
Merchant Navy

BARR

Lindsay Lyle Speir
Air Fotce
277456
Duty after training: Admin

BARRELL

Neil McLeod
5647
Army
NX48477
FTS: 3/09/41 - 2/01146
Service Medals: 1939/45 Pacific Star

2488
2075
FTS: 1941 - 6/08/45

At school 1917 - 1920
At school 1915 - 1923
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
At school 1936 - 1937
Highest rank: Sergeant

AIF Armd Trg Regt
Sydney
New Guinea
2/6 Armd Regt, AAC
Australia
BARRELL

BARRETT

3/09/41 - 26/10/42
26/10/42 - 1105/43
1/05/43 - 2/01/46

Trevor John
5819
Army
NX194642
FTS: 15110/42 - 20104/46
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Pacific Star
LtAA, RAA
Sydney, Canunora, Selheim
37WC, NGFHQ
Lae New Guinea.
HQ2 Corps
Bougainville, Rabaul, New I3ritain.

At school 1937 - 1939
Highest rank: Private

Saywell Clifton
4298
Army
NX76265
FTS: 16/07/41 - 12/07/46
Duty after training: Medical Officer

At school 1927 - 1933
Highest rank: Major

Oct-42

Apr-46

2/1 Machine Gun Bn
25/09/41 Middle East
25/09/41 to Jan 42 various AAMC training units. 30101/42 appointed RMO 211 MG
New Guinea
11/05/43 2/9 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
New Guinea
14110/43 10 Field Amb, AAMC
10103/44 New Guinea
Company Commander.
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.
31105145 -

BARSBY

Charles Edward
Army
NX25364
6 Div Amm Sub Park
Middle East, Hill 69
Also served in 2 Amm Sub Park.
102 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
Middle East
New Guinea
24 Supply Depot Coy, AASC
New Guinea
5 Supply Depot Coy, AASC
New Guinea

2324
FTS: 6/06/40

12/03/42
Bn.
14110143

Mar-44
12/04/44
5/02/46

At school 1916 - 1918
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
3/05/41 -

13/01/42 - 12/03/42
12/12142 - Aug-43
25/08/43 - Nov-43
"

15/11/43 - Jan-44

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 238 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Service Records
182 Supply Depot PI, AASC
New Guinea
BARSBY

Donald Rudand
NX207440
Army
Duty after training: Q Store

6/01/44 6266
FTS: 19/06/45 - 7/03/47

At school 1940 - 1944
Highes t rank: Corporal

4655
FTS: 12/07/40 - 3/04/45

At school 1930 - 1939
Highes t rank: Captain

15 Aust Camp Hosp, AAMC
Cowra POW Camp, NSW
BARTLEY

t

BARTO N

BARTO N

David Thoma s
NX130572
Army
HQ 7 Aust Division
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.

26/04/45 - 25/01146

At school 1930 - 1938
4656
Andrew Basil
Highest rank: Sergeant
FTS: 6/01141 - 12/09/42
403304
Air Force
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 War Medal
from Bairnsdale,
Killed in aircraft accident 12 Sept 1942. Failed to rerum from seaward exercise
Victoria.
At school 1933 - 1938
5100
Bernard Robert
Highes t rank: Lieut
FTS: 17/02/41 - 14/06/45
Navy
CO
e:
discharg
on
Officer;
Control
Asdic
:
training
after
Duty
War Medal 1939/45, ASM
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Srar with Burma Clasp, Italy Srar,
Navy Training
Sydney, Flinders Naval Base
Training as an Anti-Sub (ASDIC) Officer at HMAS Rushcutter,
HMAS Cerberus, HMAS Moresby and HMAS Kybra.
HMAS Wollongong
Indian Ocean, Mediterranean, Persian Gulf.
Minesweeping and convoy anti-sub escott. ASDIC control officer.
HMAS Rushcutter
Sydney
HMAS Moreton
Brisbane
Base anti-sub maintenance.

17/02/41 - 25/08/41

28/08/41 - 3/02/44

13/05/44
23/05/44 - 14/03/45

HMAS] on]im

24/03/45 - 4/05/45
Mias Windi, Morotai.
er.
Rushcutt
HMAS
ed
Discharg
d.
comman
in
ance,
Base anti-sub mainten
At school 1924 - 1924
3580
BASSI NGTHW AIGHT E Norma n John
t rank: Lieut
Highes
4
30/12/4
FTS: 9/07/42
NXI092 16
Army
Torres Strait Pioneer Coy
Thursday Island
BATCH ELOR

William John AsWey
NX120814
Army
Duty after training: Driver

9/09/43 - 15/07/44
At school 1936 - 1939
5649
Highest rank: Driver
FTS: 1940 - 1945
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM

AAOC
Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Innisfall
Ferry all types of Army vehicles to Atherton Tablelands.
AAOC
Wewak, New Guinea; Morotai.
Hospitalised 2/5 AGH with malaria.
BATEMAN

Clarence Royce
N286412
Army
RAE
op,
Worksh
CE
5
NSW
11 CRE Workshop, RAE
NSW
2 Ord & Vehicle Park, AAOC
NSW

3748
2 - 11/12/45
25/06/4
FTS:

1941 - 1943

1943 - 1945
At school 1925 - 1928
Highes t rank: Private
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15/05/43 - 9/08/43
9/08/43 - 3/12/43
3/12/43 - 27/11145
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BATEMAN

Peter Daubeny
5648
At school 1936 - 1941
Air Force
424720
FTS: 9/10/42 - 21/11/44
Highest rank: Flight Sgr
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 France & Germany Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45
69 Sqn, RAF (Wellington)
Belgium

BATHGATE

John William Douglas
Army

9/06/44 - 21/11/44
3581

At school 1924 - 1924

Volunteer Defence Corps
BATHGATE

William Henry
3747
At school 1925 - 1931
Highest rank: Captain
Army
NX70319
FTS: Sep-40 - 1946
Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
Army Training
Australia
Army training
22 Aust Inf Bde
Sydney, Bathurst.
Queen Mary to Singapote 18/02/41.
Singapore, Port Dickson, Mersing Malaya
POW
Changi, Singapore
Sent to Japan with 'C' Force.
Kawasaki, Osaka, Zentsuzi, Sendai Japan
Repatriated per HMS Ruler arriving Sydney 29/09/45.

BAYLIS

Clive Frederick Woodend
Army
NX1800

3918
FrS: 23/10/39 - 31110145

Jan-40 - Sep-40

Oct-40 - 2/02/41

18/02/41 - 15/02/42
15/02/42 - 2/12/42
1943 - Sep-45
At school 1926 - 1928
Highest rank: Major MC, MID

2/2 Aust Inf Bn
13/02/40 - 10103/42
Middle East
Wounded in action on 3/01/41. Awarded MID
27/03/42 - 7107142
Ceylon
Kokoda Track,New Guinea
19/09/42 - 30101/43
Captain of 'C' Coy at Batele of Templeton's rossing. Awarded Me.
New Guinea
31/12/43 - 29/05/44
Citation for the Award ofMilitary Cross, June 1943 .
NX1800 Captain Clive Frederick Woodend Baylis is recommendedfor the award ofthe:Military Cross for conspicuous courage,
determination, tenacity and leadership during the actiorl at Templetons Crossing on 20 October 1942 in the campaign in the Owen
Stanley Range, New Guinea. Captain Baylis led his Coy down the spur with outstanding determination against strong enemy
opposition and his tenacity ofpurpose resulted in the successful occupation ofthe objective which he consolidated. After securing his
initial objective and clearing this spur Capt Baylis reorganised under heavy fire and led his Coy in support ofthe left Coy. This
involved a move to a flank under heavy MG fire over most difficult and dense country and by his bold action on this occasion Capt
Baylis enabled the impetus ofthe attack along this dominating spur to be maintained. Under most strenuous conditions Capt Baylis'
organising ability and marked leadership was apparent and his courageous bearing was an inspiration to all under his command.
Mentioned in Despatches July 1941.
BAYLIS

Keith Edward
Army
NX83294

3706
FrS: 13/01/42 - 19/11/45

At school 1924 - 1926
Highest rank: Private

11 Armd Car Regr
Australia

t

BEALE

Francis Bruce
4299
Air Force
402842
FrS: 11/11/40 - 28/05/43
Duty after training: Spitfire pilot; duty at death: Spitfire pilot

At school 1928 - 1934
Highest rank: Flying Officer

RAAF Training· Units
Narromine
2 ITS, 5 EFTS, 2 EO.
RCAF Training Units
Camp Borden, Halifax, Canada
152 Sqn, RAF
United Kingdom
457 Sqn RAAF, (Spitfire)
Darwin
Killed in air combat on 28/05/43. Body and aircraft never recovered.

11/ 11/40 - Mar-41

21/03/41 - 15/07/41
15/11/41 12/05/42 - 28/05/43
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BEALE

Herbert Eldon
4300
Air Force
403021
FrS: 7112/40 - 21101/43
Duty after training: Gunner; duty at death: WOP/Gunner
RAAF Training Units
Ballarat, Evans Head, Bradfield Park Australia
lITS, 1WAGS, 1BAGS, 2ED
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
3PRC, 2SS, 3 (C) OTU
612 Sqn, RAF Coastal Command (Wellington)
Iceland, Arlantic
179 Sqn, RAF Coastal Command (Wellington)
Gibraltar
Killed in Action 21/01/43.

t

BEALE

:•

Brian Dugan
Army

BEDFORD

~,..
I,

.

•.

i.~

'fJ'

; '..
t

~

MID

8/12/40 - 8/08/41

29/09/41 - 3/02/42

3/02/42 - 12/09/42
12/09/42 - 21101/43

At school 1914 - 1916
Rex Francis
1942
Highest rank: Major
Army
VX12397
FrS: 3/09/39 - 13/02/42
HQ 22 Aust lnf Bde
Malaya
16/05/41 - 13/02/42
Brigade Major. Wounded in action Singapore 11/02/42. Died of wounds 13f02/42.

BEDDIE

t

At school 1928 - 1937
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

BEECRAFT

5650

4301
Rupert David Ehrensvard
FrS: 1940 - 10f06f45
Army
NX59155
2f 18 Aust lnf Bn
Singapore Malaya
POW
Changi, Singapore; Sandakan, Borneo.
Died on Death March 10/06/45.

At school 1936 - 1937
At school 1928 - 1937
Highest rank: Sergeant
1941 - 15f02f42
1942 - 10/06f45

Victor Edward
4808
At school 1931 - 1934
Army
NX34795
FTS: 22/06/40 - 4/09/43
Highest rank: Major
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star with 8th Army Clasp, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War
Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
25f07/41 - 16/02/42
Disembarked Queen Mary 25/07/41. Various schools. Promoted to Captain 4/02/42.
2/4 Lt AA Regt, RAA
El Alamein, North Africa
16/02/42 - Feb-43
British 8th Army under General Montgomery at the Batrle of Alamein in October 1942.
Lae, New Guinea.
4f08/43 - 4/09f43
OC 10 Bry. Promoted Major on 29/07/43. Disembarked Westralia Milne Bay on 4/08/43.
Reponed missing in action after an air raid near Red Beach, during Lae landings.

BEESLEY

Guy
Merchant Navy

BEGBIE

Alan Edward Smirnoff
3410
At school 1923 - 1926
Army
NX166809
FTS: 18/06/40 - 5/03f46
Highest rank: Chaplain
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal, ASM
30 Aust lnf Bde
New Guinea
3/22 Aust lnf Bn
Australia
HQ 19 Aust lnf Bde
New Guinea
HQ 9 Aust Division
Morotai, Labuan British North Borneo.

6267

At school 1940 - 1942

29/09/42 - 7f02/43
7/05/43 - 30/08/43
10111143 - 28/02/44
16/04/45 - 10/12/45
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Donald Ridley Smirnoff
3916
At school 1926 - 1928
Air Force
Chaplain
FTS: 11/11/40 - 30/11/44
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Service Medals: Defence Medal 1939f45, ASM, War Medal 1939/45
1 Fighter Wing
Darwin, Melville Bay
54 Sqn, RAP (Spitfire)
Darwin, Australia
In Darwin during the bombing by Japanese planes.
457 Sqn, RAAF (Spitfire)
Darwin

BEGBIE

Stewart Campbell Smirnoff
Chaplain
Air Force

3411
FTS: 11/11/40 - 10/1 0/45

HQ Southern Area
Richmond Australia
22 Sqn, RAAF (Bostons)
Port Moresby New Guinea.
RAAF Station
Nowra
BEIRNE

Thomas Edward
Army
NX70905

BELL

BELL

BELL

3750
ITS: 15/04f40 - 19f07f46

At school 1925 - 1927
Highest rank: Captain
7/07/44 - 30f03f45
19f06f45 - 12f09/45

Donald Chisholm
Army
NXII0770
7 Field Regt, RAA
Australia

4112
ITS: 4f08/41 - 21/05/46

John Wilfred Farrant
Army
NXI08267

5442
ITS: 3f12/41 - 12/12/45

At school 1927 - 1933
Highest rank: Lieut
4f08f41 - 21/05f46

At school 1934 - 1940
Highest rank: Sapper
25/07/44 - 28/10/45

Thomas
5281
Air Force
402184
ITS: 24/06f40 - 9f09f42
Duty after training: Air Obsei-ver; duty at death: Air Observer

Walter Lind
Army
NX29925

At school 1923 - 1928
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

15/12/43 - 14/08/44

113 Sqn, RAF (Blenheim)
Egypt Middle East
India, Burma.
Missing, presumed killed as a result air operations, Akyab, Burma.

t

1943 - 1944

11/10/42 - 29/10/43

2/5 Survey Bty, Svy Corps
New Guinea

t

1942 - 1943

1/02/42 - 10/10/42

Intelligence Corps
Lae New Guinea.
Australia
BElT

1940 - 1942

5820
FTS: 11/06f40 - 15/12f43

At school 1934 - 1937
Highest rank: Flight Sgt

5/05f41 - 1942
1942 - 9/09/42

At school 1937 - 1937
Highest rank: L/Corporal

2/30 Aust Inf Bn
15/08/41 - 15f02f42
Singapore
POW
Singapore, Siam
15/02/42 - 15/12/43
Reported died ofberi-beri whilst a POW in Siam, Kanburi camp, on 15/12/43.
BELLINGHAM

Charles Eric William
Air Force
Chaplain
Duty after training: Chaplain

2348
At school 1916 - 1922
ITS: 1942 - 1946
Highest rank: Chaplain S/Ldr
Service Medals: Burma Star, 1939f45 Star
MID

224 Group, RAF
India, Burma.
Following Army advance through Burma.

1943 - 1945

Mentioned in Despatches
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BELLMAINE

Stanley Percy
3583
At school 1924 - 1926
Army, British 96278
FTS: 1/09/39 - 20/08/46
Highest rank: Lt Col
Duty after training: Medical Officet; on discharge: Fld Amb CO
Service Medals: 1939/45 Stat, Burma Star, Defence of Great Britain Medal
19 Field Regt, RA
France, Belgium, Dunkirk
England,Wales, Scotland
7th Indian Div, XIV British Army
India, Burma

t

1/09/39 - 1/06/40
1/06/40 - 2/02/42
1/02/42 - 15/08/45

At school 1920 - 1924
Laurence Raymond
2894
Highest rank: Captain
Army
FTS: - Oct-39
Duty on discharge: Signals Officer 18 Bn
Capt Benjamin, aged 30,. was killed in October 1939 by being electrocuted at Rutherford Camp. He was the first Australian
casualty on active service. The LR Benjamin Memorial Prize given at Speech Day is named in his honour.
BENJAMIN

BENNETT

Frederick Sefton
5282
Army
NX43360
FTS: 22/08/41 - 20/03/46
Duty on discharge: Wireless Operator TGII
2/4 Armd Regt, AAC
Madang, Wewak, New Guinea
'C'Troop

BENNETT

At school 1934 - 1935
Highest rank: Trooper

2/09/44 - 2/02/46

3242
Ronald Solomon
FTS: 18/08/41 - 21/03/46
Army
QX22828
6 DivAAMC .
Middle East
17 Field Arnb, AAMC
Northern Territory
101 Convalescent Depot, AAMC
Australia
Became 2 i/c of unit.

At school 1922 - 1926
Highest rank: Major
25/09/41 - 16/03/42
28/05/42 - 16/04/43
3/05/43 - 13/12/45

BERESFORD

Marcus Charles Tristram de la Poer
6121
At school 1939 - 1941
Air Force
432094
FTS: 5/12/42 - 25/01/46
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Duty after training: Wireless Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, France & Germany Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
Binbrook United Kingdom
6/11/44 - ]an-45
582 Sqn, RAP Bomber Command PFF (Lancaster)
Little Staushton, St Nedis United Kingdom
6/02/45 - 12/06/45

BERRY

Thomas Norman
Army

BERTIE

2556
Alan Balfour
Air Force
65099
FTS: 25/05/42 - 22/11145
Duty after training: Intelligence Officer
HQ North East Area
South West Pacific
11 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
7 Operational Training Unit
South West Pacific
HQI TAP
South West Pacific
11 Group RAAF HQ
South West Pacific

At school 1918 - 1924
Highest rank: Flight Lieur

Dugald Alston
3243
Army
NX67744
FTS: 22/01/41 - 7/03/46
Duty after training: Mechanic; on discharge: Group 1 Fitter
1 Aust Corps Arnm Coy

At school 1922-1925
Highest rank: Sergeant

BERTIE

3412

At school 1923 - 1926

20/08/42 - Aug-43
16/08/43 - ]un-44
17/07/44 - ]an-45
27/04/45 - Aug-45
10/08/45 - Nov-45
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Middle East
Served as motor mechanic after completing courses in the Middle East.
2/33 Coy, AASC
Queensland
2/33 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
Queensland
New Guinea
2/41 Tpt PI
Queensland
BEST

Percy Bland
Navy

44981

2720
FTS: 8/09/42 - 12/12/46

3/05/41 - 16/02/42

5/04/43 - Jul-43
5/07/43
21/08/43 - 24/09/44
27/01/45 - Nov-45

At school 1919 - 1924
Highest rank: Lieur

Melville

Darwin
Officer in charge - Darwin Chart Depot.
Hydrographic Branch
Australia

18/08/43 - 10106/44

17103/45 - 19/07/46

BETTS

Peter Selwyn
Service Details Unknown

4468

At school 1929 - 1933

BEVAN

David Curtiss

5821

At school 1937 - 1941
Highest rank: Able Seaman

Navy
57687
FTS: 4/01/43 - 15/03/46
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: ASDIC Operator
HMAS Stuart
South West Pacific
Destroyer. Naval Wing from 5/04/45 to 1/05145.
BEVAN

George Frederick
3751
Navy
59204
FTS: 21/07/41 - 16/05/46
Duty after training: Motor Launches
HMAS Rushcutter, Cerberus
Sydney, Melbourne
HMS Training Depots
United Kingdom
Collingwood, Victory 1, St Christopher.
HMS Watchful
United Kingdom
Coastal Forces
HMS Braganza
United Kingdom
Leading Seaman.
ML813
Queensland
Based Melville, Brisbane. Discharged Rushcutter 16/05/46.

BEVAN

Owen Barton
Army
NX93897

2033
FTS: 31/03/42 - 13/02/44

116 Gen Tpt Coy
Australia
BEVAN

15/02/45 - 14/03/46
At school 1925 - 1928
Highest rank: Leading Seaman

21/07/41 - 28/08/41
6109141 - 5/03/42

5/03/42 - 28/07/42

26/10/42 - 31/12/43

4/08/44 - 16/09/45

At school 1914 - 1918
Highest rank: Private
1/08/42 - 7/02/44

Richard H o w e U 4 8 1 O
Army/AirFce NX42117;445516 FTS: 6/08/41-26/07/45
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, ASM

At school 1931 - 1935

2/11 Armoured Car Regt
6108/41 - 17106/44
Cowra,NSW; Western Australia
Unit disbanded~
RAAF Training Units
18/06/44 - 26/07/45
Bradfield Park, Sydney, Barmera SA, West Sale Victoria
EATS discontinued; Transport Officer Central Station; grape picking Barmera. After being a clerk in
West Sale was discharged surplus to air crew requirements.

BEVAN

William Gwynne
Army
VX57869
2 Armd Bde Coy AASC
Australia

4098
FTS: 14/07/41 - 18/01/46

At school 1926 - 1929
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
17/09/41 - 17/08/4
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Supply & Tpt Directorate, 'Q' Branch,
Australia

BIDDULPH

Richard James
Army
NX202409
Duty after training: Rifleman

LH~

AASC

5957
At school 1938 - 1942
FTS: Sep-43 - Jul-46
Highest rank: Private
Service Medals: Pacific Star, ASM, 1939/45 Star

Army Training
St Ives, Warwick Qld, Canungra
2/9 Aust Inf Bn
Atherton Tablelands
Training. Embarked Cairns 15/06/45
Morotai; Balikpapan, Borneo
2/14 Aust InfBn
Celebes; Raballl, New Britian
31/51 Aust InfBn
Rabaul, New Britain.
POW Group
Cowra
Returned to Cowra and was discharged 8/01147.

BIDDULPH

Ross Edwards
Air Force
440052
Duty after training: Pilot

7109/42 - 18/01146

Sep-43 - Aug-44
6/11/44 - 1945
109/45 - Aug-45

Nov-45 - Jun-46
30101/46

Jul-46 - Jul-46

5956
At school 1938 - 1942
FTS: 8/12/42 - 27103/46
Highest rank: Pilot Officer
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Pacific Star

23 Sqn, RAAF
8/12/42 -27109/43
South West Pacific
RAAF Training Units
27109143 - 26/03/45
Bradfield Park, Narrandera, Maijala Australia
6ITS, 8EFTS, 6SFTS, GRS, IPD
33 Sqn, RAAF (C47)
26/03/45 - 13/03/46
Morotai, Halmaheras, Dutch East Indies
Supplies to 7 Div in Borneo via Zamboanga (Mindinao), Tarakan and Balikpapan.

BIDWELL

Bazil Anthony
Army
NX14570

5103
FTS: 20105/40 - 23/08/45

1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
NG L of C Area Accounts Office
New Guinea

t

BINNIE

~

1115
Army
NX12184
FTS: 10103/40 - 25/03/45
Duty after training: Liaison Officer

At school 1933 - 1934
Highest rank: Lieut
25/07/41 - 31101142
19/04/43 - 29/08/44

At school 1906 - 1907
Highest rank: Lt Col
MID, MC (WWl)

HQ 6 Aust Division
19/06/40 -14/11140
Australia
30/12/40 - 9/02/42
Middle East
Air Liaison Group
17/10/42 - 15/05/43
New Guinea
Allied Land Forces Headquarters
26104/43 - 31108144
Australia
RAAF Army Co-op
Australia
31/08/44 - 25/03/45
Army-Air Force Liaison Officer. Killed in air crash in New Guinea in 1945.
Mentioned in Despatches 23/12/44.
Buried in Lae Cemetery.

BINNIE

Alexander John
9249
At school 1959 - 1962
Army
2784842
FTS: 13/07/66 - 12/768
Highest rank: Private
Duty after training: Forward Scout
Service Medals: General Service Medal 1962 with clasp
Sv, Vietnam Medal, Australian Active Service Medal 1945/75.
3 InfTrg Bn
Singleton
Jul-66 - Dec-66
Recruit and infantry training for 6 months.
7RAR
Plickapunyal, Australia
Jan-67 - Apr-67
Training at Puckapunyal, Canungra Jungle Training Course and Battalion exercises near
Rockhampton.
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Nui Dat, South Vietnam
Apr-67 - Apr-68
Forward scout 11 Platoon, 'D' Coy for 12 months. Rerurned 26/04/68 and discharged 12/07/68.
BISHOP

Jesse Stewart
2558
Army, British 6803666
FTS: 26/04/39 - 7/11/40
OCT Wing 3
Edinburgh, Scotland
Horsed Cavalry Training Regiment, Redford Barracks
110 OCTU (Cavalry)
Weedon, United Kingdom
BEF
France

At school 1918 - 1924
Highest rank: Cadet Officer

William Alexander
2402
Army
NX137596
FTS: 1/10/41 - 11/10/43
Duty on discharge: Transport Officer
12 Motor Regt
NSW
12 Armd Car Regt
NSW

At school 1917 - 1918
Highest rank: Lieut

BLACK

Albert Norman
Army, New Zealand

At school 1923 - 1928

BLACK

6122
At school 1939 - 1944
Charles Theodore Anthony
Air Force
167476
FTS: 6/03/45 - 4/07/46
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Ground staff, clerical; on discharge: Ground staff, clerical
1 Medical Base Store
Albury, Australia

BLACK

3752
At school 1925 - 1931
Mitchell Norman
Air Force
403629
FTS: 3/02/41 - 17/09/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Observer; on discharge: Navigator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star,
Air Crew Europe Star, Air Crew Atlantic Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training Units
Australia
3/02/41 - 20/05/41
2ITS,2ED
RCAF Training Units
Toronto, Malton, Penn field Canada
17/06/41 - 9/12/41
1 'M' Depot, lAQS, 4BAGS, 2ANS, 1 'Y' Depot
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
19/12/41 - 18/12/42
3PRC
59 Sqn, RAF Coastal Command (Fortress)
Europe
18/12/42 - 17/09/43
RAF Training Units (Instructor)
United Kingdom
17/09/43 - 3/03/44
10TU, 1674 HCU, 6 (0) AFU, RAF Stn Talberry
512 Sqn, RAF Transport Command (Dakota)
Europe
3/03/44 - 17/04/44
RAAF Training Units (Instructor)
Australia
13/07/44 - 17/09/45
2PD, Air Arm & Gas School, 2PD, Gen Reconn School, 1PD, 2PD

BLACK

Reginald John
Army
NX128564
7 Field Regt, RAA
New South Wales
14 Field Regt, RAA
Townsville
Port Morseby New Guinea

2898
FTS: 2/05/41 - 6/09/44

Sydney Austin
Army
NX102025
HQ2 CavBde
Australia

3206
FTS: 15/11/41 - 12/02/45

BISHOP

BLACK

3413

3/09/1939 - 22/10/1939

5/12/1939 - 11/1940
1940

MBE
1/10/41 - 4/11/42
4/11/42 - 11/10/43

At school 1920 - 1922
Highest rank: Major
1/10/41 - 18/05/42
8/01/43 - Dec-43
17/12/43 - Sep-44
At school 1921 - 1924
Highest rank: Sergeant
3/03/42 - 13/11/42
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7 Motor Regt, AASC
Australia
3 Army Tank Bn, AAC
Australia
2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Australia; Aitape, Wewak New Guinea
Disembarked New Guinea 11101145.

BLACK

13/11142 - 9102/43
15/04/43 - 13/08/43
18/09/44 - 13110/45

3414
FTS: 26/12/41 - 15/02/46

Travers AJister Norman
Army
NX80177
2/7 Field Regt, RAA
New South Wales
18 Coy AASC
Australia
39 Ind Tpt Pin
Australia
Finschhafen, Madang New Guinea.
Townsville
Lae New Guinea.

BLACKWOOD

George McCredie
Navy

BLAKE

Gother Phillip
Army
NX202055
Duty after training: Gunner

2107142 - 10111/43

10111143 - 12112/43
12112/43 - 10/01/44
16/01144 - 29/11144
29/11144 - 2103/45
8/03/45 - 4/02/46

2400

Guy Phillip
Army
N109595
33 B Inverell
Inverell NSW
Assistant Area Officer
Area 3 B
Inverell NSW
Assistant Area Officer

At school 1917 - 1921

5822
At school 1937 - 1942
Highest rank: Gunner
FTS: 12/08/43 - 16/09/46
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939145, ASM

1 Anti-Tank Trg Regt, RAA
NSW L ofC Area.
2 Field Arty Trg Regt, RAA
NSW L ofC Area
2/3 Tank Attack Regt, RAA
Lae New Guinea.
Embarked on Duntroon at Townsville.
Morotai
Embarked Cairns for Morotai.
Borneo
2 Field Amb 2/5 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Labuan, Borneo

BLAKE

At school 1923 - 1925
Highest rank: Driver

19/08/43
20/02/44

30/06/44
15/05/45
5108/45
18/04/46

946
FTS: 7/07/41 - 25/05/44

At school 1905 - 1906
Highest rank: Lieut
22/07/41 - 25/05/44

28/09/43 - 25/05/44

BLANCHE

Thomas Edward
Service Details Unknown

BlAXLAND

Daryl Dudley
6124
Air Force
445798
FTS: 17112/43 - 8/08/45
Duty after training: Gunner AIF; on discharge: Pilot Nav BW
Service Medals: ASM, War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park Australia
2RD, 6 Stores Depot, 1ITS, 7AD, 2PD

At school 1939 - 1942
Highest rank: LAC

Peter Dudley
5472
Navy
FTS: 20111144 - 31103/8
Duty after training: Medical Officer
HMAS Vendetta
Darwin; Rabaul New Britain

At school 1935 - 1937
Highest rank: Lt Cmdr

BlAXLAND

3919

At school 1926 - 1929

4/08144 - 8/08/45

2/08/45 - 11112/46
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BLIGH-JONES

Russell Light
6125
At school 1939 - 1939
Army
NX84831
FTS: 20/01/42 - 26/10/45
Highest rank: Trooper
Duty after training: Driver Mechanic
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
2/6 Armd Regt, AAC
Tamworth, Singleton, Bald Hill, Narrabri
Trained in Armoured warfare, Bren Gun Carriers, Gen Stuart Tanks. M3.
Port Moresby New Guinea
Moora, WA; Narallan, Puckapunyal, NSW
Brian Campbell
Air Force
433853
Duty after training: Pilot

20/01/42
Dec-42
1943

5958
At school 1938 - 1941
Highest rank: Flying Officer
FTS: 20/05/43 - 15/08/45
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narromine, NSW.
ITS; 5 EFTS Tiger Moths.
RCAF Training Units
Dunnville, Ontario, Canada.
6 SFTS Harvards.
RAAF Training Units
Uranquinty, NSW
5 SFTS Wirraways.

May-43 - Jan-44

May-44 - Nov-44

Jun-45 - Jun-45

BLOCK

James Bruce
6601
At school 1942 - 1944
Air Force
24463
FTS: 1/08/51 - 24/11/73
Highest rank: Wing Cmdr
Duty after training: Accountant Officer Service Medals: British Korea, UN (Korea), British
General Service (Malay Peninsula Clasp), Vietnam Medal, Australian Active Service Medal 1945/75
(Korea, Malaysia, Vietnam Clasps), ASM 1945/75 (Korea, Thailand Clasps)
RAAF Training Units
Rathmines Australia
Aug-51 - 1952
"
OTS Training course at Rathmines
391 (B)Sqn, RAAF
Iwakuni, Korea
1953 - 1954
Duty in Korea with 77 Squadron. Also manager Britcom Auxiliary Radio Station Iwakuni.
Base Sqn
Butterworth Malaya
1963 - 1963
HQFEAF
Changi Singapore
1964 - 1965
Duty in Vietnam, Thailand, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Maldive Islands, Borneo and Singapore

BLOMFIELD

Arthur Bruce
Army
NX203829

5960
FTS: 10/06/44 - 4/03/46

At school 1938 - 1944
Highest rank: Private

2/4 Aust Iof Bn
New Guinea
Wounded in action 3 July 1945,
BLOMFIELD

20/06/45 - 9/08/45

5284
At school 1934 - 1937
David Cecil
Army/Air Fce NX54248;42344 FTS: 30/06/42 - 13/09/45
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Duty after training: W/AG
Service Medals: France and Germany Star
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Maryborough, Evans Head ..
2 SD, Sydney, guard duty Nhill. ITS. WAGS, AGS. Promoted Sergeant.
RAF Training Units
Dumfries, Market Marborough, Swinderby
Wireless training. Formed crew April 1944, Wellington a/c. Swinderby to
61 Sqn, RAF ~omber Command (Lancaster)
Skellingthorpe near Lincoln

BLOMFIELD

Owen Hugh Dunon
4303
Air Force
34210
FTS: 1939 - 26/04/48'
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: Signals Officer
Service Medals: India, UK, Malta, Africa, Pacific.

30/06/42

16/02/44 - Aug-44
fly Stirlings.
Sep-44 - 1945

At school 1928 - 1929
Highest rank: Wing Cmdr

MID

3 Sqn, RAAF
Richmond
1 FTS Point Cook, Pilor and in RAF General duties Branch as a Pilot

1933 - 1940
"
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Service Records
RAAF Signals
Australia
1940 - 1948
Armed service RAAF, then RAP, then RAP on loan to RAAF, then RAP working in Combined
Operations HQ. 8 years on Signals/Communications.
Mentioned in Despatches Malta 1943.

BLOMFIELD

At school 1935 - 1941
Robert
5473
Highest rank: T/Sergeant
Air Force
62229
FTS: 16/02/42 - 8/02/46
Duty after training: Radar Operamr
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
1 Radio Station
Feb-42 - Apr-42
Richmond, NSW
Initial training.
107 Radio Station
Apr-42 - Sep-42
Townsville, Cloncurry, Qld
American SCR268 modified as MAWD and located at Quamby near C1oncurry.
41 Radar Wing
Sep-42 - Aug-43
Tun, Milne Bay, Port Moresby New Guinea
303 RDFS LW/AW, monitoring shipping and aircraft.
25 Radar
Sandy Cape Qld, Tomaree Nelson Bay,
Collaroy Plateau, Richmond, Bankstown, Bargo.
Sep-43 - Apr-45
25 Radar Sandy Cape Sept 1943 to May 1944. 20 Radar Tomaree Nelson Bay May 1944 to JuI
1944. 54 Radar Collaroy Plareau JuI 1944 to Aug 1944. 354 Radar Richmond, Bankstown, Bargo
Aug 1944 to Apr 1945 Station formation, training and standby.
354 Radar Unit
Tarakan Borneo
May-45 - Oct-45

BLOMFIELD

6271
At school 1940 - 1942
Walter John
Army
NX208014
FTS: Aug-45 - Feb-47
Highest rank: Corporal
Duty after training: Rifleman; on discharge: Orderly Room clerk
4 Recruit Training Bn
Aug-45 - Nov-45
Cowra
Basic infantry training.
1 Roft Training Bn
Dec-45 - Jan-46
Canungra, Qld
Jungle warfare training.
55/53 Aust Inf Bn
Rabaul New Guinea
Jan-46
Brisbane to Rabaul on Duntroon. Guarding prison compounds containing Japanese POWs.
44 Port Loading Craft Coy
Apr-46
Rabaul New Guinea
Orderly Room clerk.
3 Water Transport Group, RAE
Jun-46
RabauJ, New Guinea
Orderly room. Promoted to Cpl.
HQ 8 Military District
Dec-46
Rabaul New Guinea
Awaited ship (Kanimbla) to return to Sydney in Feb 1947.

BLOODWORTH

6423
At school 1941 - 1941
Charles William Stewart
Highest rank: L/Sergeant
Army
FTS: Jan-43 - Aug-46
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Battery Command Post Assistant
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM, General Service Medal, 1945/75 ASM
Field Trg Regt, RAA
Hume Camp, Greta Camp
Feb-43 - Jun-43
7 Field Regt, RAA
Maitland and Largs Bay
Jun-43 - Nov-43
Further training.
Jungle Warfare Centre
Canungra Queensland
Dec-43 - Mar-44
2/12 Field Regt, RAA
Halmaheras, Morotai, Labuan, British North Borneo.
May-44 - Dec-45
Landing on Labuan Island, rounding up Japanese prisoners after wars end.
Leave and Transport Depot
Marrickville, NSW
Jan-46 - JuI-46
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BLOOMFIELD David rAnson
Air Force
402721

4951

At school 1932 - 1932

457 Sqn, RAAF (Spitfire)
United Kingdom
Killed over North Sea, 28/03/42
BLUNDELL

John Barry
3754
Army
NX12370
FTS: 25/08/37 - 14/12/45
Duty after training: Liaison Officer

At school 1925 - 1932
Highest rank: Major

17 Aust Inf Bn
25/08/37 - 1105/40
Australia
2/17 Aust InfBn
Australia
1105/40 - Oct-40
Middle East
25/11/40 - 24/03/42
Attached to HQ20 InfBde 12/08/41 to 11109141.
Australia
14/09/42 - 11/07/43
Seconded HQ 1 Aust Divas Senior Liaison Officer 31/07/42 to 11107143. Detached to 1 Ausr Div
Training School 30109/42 to 15/10/42.
1/45 Aust Inf Bn
Australia
11/07/43 - 15/06/44
Seconded and appointed to command 1 Infantry Training Bn 2103144 until 30109/44.
13/33 Aust Inf Bn
Australia
15/06/44
4 Aust InfBn
Lae, New Guinea
3106145 - 29/11/45
BLUNT

Earle Alexander Ritchie
5285
At school 1934 - 1939
Air Force
63411
FTS: 30103/42 - 22/01/46
Highest rank: Corporal
Duty after training: Trainee Radio Operator; on discharge: Radio Operator
37 Radar Station
South West Pacific
25/06/42 - 22/03/43
41 Radar Wrng
South Wesr Pacific
22/03/43 - 21/08/43
17 Radar Station
South West Pacific
28/10/43 - 11/08/44
165 Radar Station
South West Pacific
11/08/44 - 6/12/45

BLUNT

John Maurice
5073
FTS: 19/08/41 - 12/04/46
Air Force
60546
Duty after training: Air Gunner

At school 1932 - 1935
Highest rank: LAC 2

RAAF Training Units
19/08/41-0ct-42
Melbourne Australia
Training
41 Sqn, RAAF (Flying Boats)
Townsville
Nov-42 - 1946
Commandeered flying boats from Qantas, Catalinas and Durch Dorniers. Supplies and personnel
New Guinea. Returned with wounded and POWs.
BOARDMAN

Philip Ernest
5961
Air Force
443865
FTS: 18/12/43 - 28/]1/45
Duty after training: Wireless Operator/AiriE (Emergency gunner)
Service Medals: ASM, War Medal 1939/45

to

At school 1938 - 1941
Highest rank: Flighr Sgt

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Temora
Dec-43 6 ITS, 10 EFTS.
2 Personnel Depot
Sydney Wharfs
1944 Work on wharves.
RAAF Training Units
Jun-44 - Jun-45
Maryborough, Ballarat, West Sale
3 WAGS, 1 WAGS advanced radio and radar course, with gunl)ery. lAGS.
24 Sqn, RAAF (Liberator)
Leyte, Watsonia
Jun-45
Jungle training at Watsonia. War ended whilst on final leave.
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Service Records
BOAZMAN

3246
At school 1922 - 1927
Adam Balcombe
FTS: 1108/40 - 6/12/45
Highest rank: Gunner
Army
QX16542
2/10 Field Regt, RAA
18/02/41 - 15/02/42
Singapore, Malaya
POW
Changi, Singapore
15/02/42 - 5/09/45
Left Singapore on Manunda on 13/09/45. Disembarked Brisbane HMAS Manoora on 15/10/45.

BOAZMAN

Hodgson Thomas
Army
QX16541

2073
FTS: Aug 40 - Sep 45

At school 1915 - 1921
Highest rank: Gunner

Army Training
Australia
Training. Left for Malaya on Queen Mary.
2/10 Field Regt, RAA
Malaya
20 Bty.
POW
Changi, Singapore; Thailand, Burma.
'0' Force to work on the Burma Railway at Hintok River and Kanburi.

]ul-40 - Oct-40

2/02/41 - 15/02/42

15/02/45 - Aug-45

BOLE

Brian Ottoway
Service details unknown.

BOOTH-JONES

Peter
5157
At school 1933 - 1936
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Air Force
403345
FTS: 6/01141 - 31108/45
Duty after training: Pilot training; on discharge: Fighter Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Aircrew Europe Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM

5653

At school 1936 - 1937

DFC

RAAF Training Units

6/01/41 - 30/04/41
Bradfield Park, Narrandera Australia
ITS, 8 EFTS Tiger Moths.
RCAF Training Units
19/06/41- 23/08/41
Uplands Ottawa Canada
2 EFTS; SFTS Harwards. Receiving wings 1109/41.
58 Operational Training Unit
Ocr-41 - Nov-41
Grangemouth, Scotland United Kingdom
OTU conversion to Spitfires.
118 Sqn, RAF (Spitfire)
Oec-41 - Mar-42
Ibsley, United Kingdom
75 Sqn, RAAF (Kittyhawk)
]un-42 - ]ul-42
Kingaroy
Conversion to Kittyhawks.
]ul-42 - Sep-42
Milne Bay New Guinea
Sep-42 - Feb-43
Horn Island, Cairns, Australia
Feb-43 - Oec-43
Milne Bay, Goodenough Island New Guinea
2 Operational Training Unit
]an-44 - Nov-44
Mildura, Mount Martha
Instructing. Staff training college.
76 Sqn, RAAF (Kittyhawk)
Noemfoor, Mororai.
Oec-44 - May-45
CO.
May-45 - ]un-45
Sanga Sanga. Philipines
Air cover at Tarakan.
Labuan Borneo
]ul-45 - Aug-45
Distinguished FLying Cross Citation, 28/02/46
Sq~adron Leader Jones is in command ofNo. 76 Squadron and has completed three operational tours in fighter squadrons. He
ass~sted in the destruction in the air ofone enemy aircraft, is credited with the probable destruction ofanother and damage to a
thIrd. His outstanding leadership, courage and devotion to duty greatLy contributed to the high morale ofhis squadron.
BOOTLE

John Cadell
6126
At school 1939 - 1942
Air Force
445693
FTS: 15/07/44 - 19/08/46
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Air Crew; on discharge: Storeshand
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
NSW
16/07/44 - 19/08/46
6RD,2ITS
4 School of Technical Training
Adelaide, NSW
16/01145 - 4/05/45
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Sydney, NSW
BORROWMAN

10/10/45 - 7/08/46

George Yates
5652
Army
NX51664
FTS: 10/11141 - 12/06/46
Duty after training: Driver (tank); on discharge: Paratrooper
Service Medals: ASM, 1939/45 Star
2/7 Armd Regt, AAC
Greta, Tamworth, Newcastle, Melbourne, Moora, Mingenew WA.
Training: Bren Carriers, General Grants, Stuart light tank.
RAE Training
Kapooka
Trained in demolition and deep sea diving.
1 Parachute Bn
Richmond
Demoted to Corporal in transfer.
1 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Randwick, NSW
lOrd Park, AASC
Ryde, NSW
Handling and receiving war vehicles. Discharged on 12/06/46.

BOUGHTON

Cyril Gordon
Army

BOULTBEE

James Alan
Army
NXI7735
2/1 Ord Stores Coy, AAOC
Sydney
Embarked RMS Strathallan.
Middle East
2/4 Ord Stores Coy, AAOC
MiddJe East
2/3 Ord Stores Coy, AAOC
Middle East
HQ 9 Aust Division
Middle East
Milne Bay New Guinea
HQ24 InfBde
New Guinea
Brisbane

BOULTON

Allan Sydney
Army

BOURKE

Donald Owen Nicholson
Army
NX53635

1944 -

1945 -

1945 1946
At school 1929 - 1930

3709
FTS: 7/06/40 - 7/09/44

At school 1924 - 1928
Highest rank: Lieut
7/06/40 - 10/08/40
30/09/40 - 30/12/41
30/12/41 - 31/03/42
31/03/42 - 9/06/42
9/06/42 - 31/01/43
] 8/08/43 - 20/1 0/43
20/10/43 - 19/01/44
28/01/44 -7/09/44

4471
4114
FTS: 14/01/41 - 21101146

4445
Richard Ulick
Army
NX201411
FTS: 8/06/43 - 22/03/46
Duty after training: Medical Officer
102 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
New Guinea
7 Field Amb, AAMC
Port Moresby, Lae, New Guinea.
55/53 Aust Inf Bn
Bougainville.
101 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC

Nov-41 -

4470

11 Armd Car Regt
Sydney
Armd Corps Regt, AAC
Brisbane
3A Cypher Section
Brisbane
Morotai
Sydney
BOURKE

At school 1936 - 1939
Highest rank: Sergeant

At school 1929 - 1933
At school 1927- 1931
Highest rank: Lieut
5/12/41 - 21/02/44
22/02/44 - 14/04/45
14/04/45 - 28/04/45
28/04/45 - 3/01146
3/01/46 - 21/01/46
At school 1928 - 1935
Highest rank: Captain
MID

5/07/43 - 29/09/43
29/09/43 - 4/06/44
23/1 0/44 - 23/09/45
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Service Records
24/09/45 - 18/11/45

Rabaul, New Britain.
Mentioned In Despatches 17/04/4 7

BOURK E

t

BOURK E

At school 1934 - 1937
5286
Roger Vincen t
Highest rank: Sergeant
FTS: May-41 - ]an-46
NX20232
Army
Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star
Medals:
Service
Duty after training : Gunner; on discharge: Auditor
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
May-41 - ]un-41
Ingleburn
3 Bey. Bofors AA guns.
]un-41 - ]an-42
Palesrine, Syria
and Java.
Sumatra
for
Queen Mary to Middle East. Embarked per Orcades]an 1942
- 1944
Apr-42
Port Moresby, Lae, Finschhafen New Guinea.
1942.
April
in
Moresby
Port
for
i
Embarked per Macdhu
AASC Auditor
1945 - 1946
Lae New Guinea.
At school 1927 - 1931
4115
Rowlan d Hugh Argyle
Highest rank: Sergeant
FTS: 3/11/39 - 9/10/42
NX4176
Army
2/1 Aust Inf Bn
Egypt, Palestine, Greece, Middle Easr
Promored Sergeant 19/03/40.
Ceylon
New Guinea
Died of disease (acure pharyngitis) at 2/9 AGH on 9/10/42.

13/02/40 - 10/03/42
27/03/42 - 7/07/42
21/09/42 - 9/10/42

Buried war Cemetery, Bomana. Grave No 19, A 1-2.

BOWD EN

BOWE

t

BOWE LL

At school 1935 - 1938
5474
Bertram Hinds
Highest rank: Corporal
FTS: 27/08/41 - 3/06/46
NX43824
Army
Div
Finance
e:
discharg
on
Crew;
Gun
Bren
/
Driver
:
Duty after training
2 Aust InfBn
Apr-39 - Aug-41
Rutherford NSW
Signaller
2/11 Armd Car Regt
Aug-41 - Feb-42
Cowra, Grera, Tamworth
2/1 Armd Bde Coy, AASC
May-42 - ]ul-42
Alice Springs, NT
Transported rroops and supplies to Larimah, NT.
2/12/42 - Oct-44
Geraldton, WA
Oct-44 - ]an-45
Greta
2/167 Gen T pt Coy, AASC
21/01/45 - ]ul-45
Kensington
2/239 Supply Dep PI, AASC
20/08/45 - 23/11/45
Australia, Singapore
via Borneo. On
Cheshire
on
d
Singapore per Duntroo n as part of 2PW Reception Group. Returne
und.
Showgro
Sydney
return worked in District Finance Office,
At school 1939 - 1939
6127
Edward Townsh end
Highest rank: T/Warrant Officer
FTS: 18/07/42 - 26/07/45
422995
Air Force
Duty after training : Pilot

RAAF Training Units
18/07/42 - 25/05/43
Temora, Mallala, Bradfield Park Australia
RAP Training Units
7/07/43 - ]an-45
United Kingdom
RAP
(1511
)
7/09/43
3
31/08/4
Fight
Bat
(1521
(P)AFU
21
,
(P)AFU
11
5/02/44
FIght 26/10/43 - 28/10/4 3),26 OTU. Seriously injurred in air accident
RAAF Training Units
22/02/45 - 26/07/45
Australia
2ED Bradfield Park
At school 1935 - 1937
5475
Peter John
Highes t rank: Pilot Officer
FTS: 22/05/42 - 6/11/44
422394
Air Force
Pilot
death:
at
duty
Pilot;
:
training
after
Duty
RAAF Training Units
Temora, Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, 10 EFTS, 2ED
RCAF Training Units

~- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2

22/05/42 - 11/12/42
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Section 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Edmonton, Aylmen, Halifax
3M Depot, 14 SFTS, lY Depot
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
11 PDRC, 17 (P) AFU, 6 (P) AFU, 27 OTU, 51 Base
463 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
Missing 6/11/44
BOWEN-THOMAS Frank Tudor
Army
NX34678
Duty after training: Signals

4911
ITS: 11112/40 - 8/10/45

HQ 1 AA Bde Signals, RAA
Middle East
New Guinea Signals Corps
New Guinea
Western Australia Signals Corps
Western Australia
OC

7/01143 - 22/06/43

17/08/43 - 31/07/44

25/09/44 - 6/11144
At school 1931 - 1933
Highest rank: Major

3/05/41 - Mar-42
11111142 -

Mar~43

25/03/44 - Sep-45

BOWERN

Cedric William
6129
At school 1939 - 1940
Air Force
436181
ITS: 18/11/42 - 11/03/46
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Air Crew - Guard; on discharge: Radar Operacor
RAAF Training Units
Clontarf, Narrandera, Richmond
18/11142 - Oct-43
4 RD, 5FTS, 8EFTS, RDF School
338 Radar Station
South West Pacific
11/10/43 - 1/11/43
37 Radar Station
South West Pacific
2/11/43 - 25/02/45

BOWMAN

Arthur Rhodes Sydney
5476
At school 1935 - 1939
Air Force
420127
FrS: 11/10/41-12/02/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Pilot
DFC
Service Medals: Bomber Command Over Europe 1939/45, 1939/45 Star, Air Crew Europe Star &
Clasp, France & Germany Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units

Narromine, Bundaberg, Bradfield Park Australia
11/10/41 - 13/11/42
2ITS, 5EFTS, 8SFTS, 2ED'
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
29/12/42 - Nov-43
IIPDRC, 20 (P)AFU, RAF Battesmane, 1661 CU.
467 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
9/11/43 - 24/11143
463 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
25/11143 - 7/06/44
27 Operational Training Unit
Lichfield United Kingdom
8/06/44 - 22/06/45
Insrructor
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation
Flying Officer Bowman has been engaged on operations agaimt many ofthe most heavily defended targets in enemy territory. As
captain ofaircraft he has invariably displayed conspicuous gallantry andfearlessness.
During one ofhis missiom to Hanover his aircraft was damaged by anti-aircraftfire and one engine, both gun turrets and the
electrical system became unserviceable. In spite ofthese handicaps, by skilftlflying he managed to return safely to base.
This officer's courage and determination have been most outstanding.
BOXHALL

BOYCE

Robert Arthur6130
Air Force
446220
ITS: 24/03/45 - 25/09/45
Duty after training: Air Crew
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Toowoomba, Ascot Vale
2ITS, 7 Stores Depot, lES
John Raymond
Air Force
432692
Duty after training: WOP (S)

4811
FTS: 19/01/43 - 26/04/46

At school 1939 - 1943
Highest rank: AC2

24/03/45 - 25/09/45
At school 1931 - 1933 •
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
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Service Records
War Medal 1939/45
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star (France and Germany), Defence Medal,
RAAF Training Units
Jan-43 - Mar-43
Australia
Training
462 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Comma nd (Halifax)
Apr-43 - Feb-45
Friffield, Foulsham United Kingdom
dutiesspecial
Foulsham
1944.
Nov
to
1942
4 Group April
diversionary 100 Group Nov 1944 ~o Feb 1945.

t

BOYCE

POW
24/02/45 - Apr-45
Steenwick Holland
Unit.
Rescue
n
Canadia
by
ed
Recover
sed.
hospitali
and
arrested
down,
Shot
9 ACHU
Jun-45 - Dec-45
Gamston, United Kingdom
Training aircrew
Dec-45 - 1946
RAAF Training Units
Training aircrew on Tiger Moths.
At school 1936 - 1939
5654
Richard Francis
Highest rank: Flying Officer
FTS: 12/09/41 - 29/10/4 4
413520
Air Force
Pilot
death:
at
duty
Pilot;
:
Duty after training
78 Sqn, RAAF (Kittyhawk)
Dutch New Guinea.
Missing presumed killed, air operations, Dutch New Guinea.

BOYD

At school 1938 - 1941
5962
John Scott
Highes t rank: Flying Officer
FTS: 25/09/43 - 20/11/45
440176
Air Force
Pilot
e:
discharg
on
Pilot;
:
Duty after training
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
25/09/43 - 14/05/44
Bradfield Park, Temora.
6 ITS, 10 EFTS, Embarked for Canada.
RCAF Training Units
7/06/44 - May-45
Edmonton, Pearce Alberta, Saskatchewan, Calgary Canada
.
Australia
3 MD, 2 PIS, 13 SFTS, 7 Release Centre, Embarked for
RAAF Training Units
Ransford, Bradfield Park, Uranquniry
1 PD, 2 PD, 5 SFTS, Transfer Holding Pool, Discharged.

BOYD

BOYD ELL

17/07/44 - 29/10/44

27/05/45 - 20/11/45

At school 1935 - 1943 •
5477
Warren
Highest rank: Able Seaman
FTS: 23/12/43 - 29/07/4 6
S 9326
Navy
discharge: 1st Class
on
class;
3rd
r
Operato
Control
Radar
y
Duty after training : Gunner
Medal, War Medal ASM
Defence
Star,
Pacific
Japan,
Clasp
with
Star
1939/45
Medals:
Service
HMAS Cerberus
9/06/44 - 27/02/45
Melbourne
HMASA runta
27/02/45 - 29/07/4 6
Japan
At school 1933 - 1938 •
5106
Arnold Mervyn Brough ton
Highest rank: Lieur
FTS: Jun-41 - Jun-46
SV 84
Navy
going)
(Sea
Branch
e
Executiv
e:
discharg
on
Seaman;
:
training
after
Duty
Pacific Star, War Medal,
Clasp),
y
German
and
(France
Star
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Atlantic
.
1939/45
Defence Medal, ASM
HMAS Cerberus
Flinders
Training. In Transit via NZ and Canada 7/41 - 10/41.
HMS Collingwood, HMS Victory, HMS St Christopher
Portsmouth United Kingdom, Fort William Scotland
Training. Sea training coastal forces base, Scotland
ML5]7
North Sea United Kingdom
Operational patrol, anti E boat, AB rating
HMS King Alfred
Brighton
Officer training establishment. Sub Lt.
HMS Edinburgh Castle
Freetown Sierra Leone Atlantic

Jun-41 - Jul-41

Oct-41 - May-42

Jun-42 - Aug-42

Aug-42 - Feb-43

Feb-43 - Nov-43
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ML156
United Kingdom
Nov-43 - Aug-44
In command.
HMASE!um
Jacqunot Bay, New Britain.
Feb-45 - Dec-45
General patrol and survey work, HMAS Ellan was first ship into Rabaul Harbour after the Japanese
surrendered. Survey work preparatory to HMS Glory and escorts arriving.
HMAS Rushcutter
Sydney
Dec-45 - Jun-46

t

BOYDELL

Charles Broughton

5287

Air Force
444885
FTS: 10104/44 - 2/05/45
Duty after training: Pilot; duty on death: Pilot

At school 1934 - 1936
Highest rank: LAC

RAAF Training Units
Kingaroy, Temora, Sydney Australia
22/04/44 - 2105145
3ITS, lOEFTS, 1T4MO. Killed in aircraft accident whilst in a Stores and transport unit.
BOYDELL

5963
At school 1938 - 1939 •
Richard Sturgis
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Air Force
411278
FTS: 28/04/41 - 21106145
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: Specialist Armaments Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM 1939/45, Defence Medal
4 Army Co-op Sqn, RAAF
Canberra, Camden, Kingaroy Australia
Mar-42 - Oct-42
4 Army Co-op Sqn, RAAF (Wirraways)
Port Moresby, Buna, Wau New Guinea
Oct-42 - Jun-43
Artillery sponing and ranging, photography, close support and reconnaisance.
5 TaclRec Sqn, RAAF
Mareeba
Jun-43 - Aug-43
RAAF Training Units
Aug-43 - Jun-45
Bankstown, Nhill, Mallala SA, Bradfield Park. Australia

BRACEY

John Eric
5478
At school 1935 - 1938
Army
NX 138605
FTS: 25/02/42 - 18/03/46
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Coy Officer
Service Medals: 1939145 Srar,
Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM, Commemorative War Cross (Dutch)
RAA Training Unir
Lithgow
Mar-42 - Ocr-42
139 Heavy AA Bey, RAA
Merauke New Guinea
Ocr-42 - Aug-44
OCTU
Seymour, Victoria
Aug-44 - Oct-44
141 Heavy AA Bey, RAA
Richmond
Dec-44 - Feb-45
Forming a new composite AA Regt.
Torokina Bougainville
Feb-45 - Dec-45
118 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Rabaul, New Britain
Dec-45 - Mar-46

t

BRADDOCK

Barry Bryant
Air Force
435276

4472

At school 1929 - 1934
Highest rank: Flight Sgt

460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
Waddington England.
6 operations. Killed over Belgium on 20102/45
BRADDOCK

Douglas Kent
2559
At school 1918 - 1922
Air Force
MBE
FTS: 16112140 - 30105/45
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Duty after muning: Administration; on discharge: Administration
Overseas HQ London
United Kingdom

BRADDON

Russel Reading
Army
NX 8190
2115 Field Regt, RAA
Singapore
POW

1112/41 - 14104/45
5107
FTS: 7/05/41 - 24/01146

At school 1933 - 1937
Highest rank: Gunner
15/08/41 - 23/01/42
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Service Records
23/01142 - 5/09/45

Singapore
Recovered from Japanese at Changi POW Camp on 5/09/45.
BRADF IELD

John Edward de Marillac
Merchant Navy
Duty after training : Marine Engineer

4952

At school 1932 - 1938

SS Nellore
Indian Ocean, Australian waters
Torpedoed in Indian ocean.
BRADF IELD

,
~

..

....

~,l~.
of

BRADF ORD

BRADH URST

At school 1918 - 1924
2560
Stanley George
Highes t rank: Major
5
FTS: 1/07/41 - 13/02/4
NX70993
Army
Duty after training : Medical Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45ASM
2/12 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
7flOf41 - 9/01143
'Ceylon
Promoted ro Major on 1 September 1942.

At school 1926 - 1929
3922
Colin Moore
Highes t rank: Private
5
15/1114
Air Fee/Army 439865;NX204236 FTS: 14f08/44
rt
Transpo
Water
e:
discharg
on
Duty after training : Air Force;
12 Small Ships Coy, RAE
13f08f45 - 15f11145
Australia
transport duties.
Water
ic.
Mechan
rator
Refridge
1
Gp
Graded
RAAF.
in
LAC
as
Previous service
Discharged to an essential occupation.
·At school 1930 - 1936
4659
Harry Creer
Highest rank: Sergeant
FTS: 27/05/40 - 5f12f45
NX14909
Army
t.
specialis
Duty after training : Gunner; on discharge: Gunner Instrument
Medal, ASM 1939f45
War
1939/45
Medal,
Defence
Star,
Service Medals: 1939f45 Star, Pacific
Clasp.
with SW Pacific
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Sydney
Palestine
Darwin
NSW, QLD
Morotai
Balikpapan Borneo

BRADLEY

4116
Hought on Burton
2 - 5/01146
21/12/4
FTS:
67
NX1452
Army
Duty after training : Transport; on discharge: Transport

May-40 - Jun-41
Jun-41 - Mar-42
Mar-42 - Jun-43
Jun-43 - Jun-45
Jun-45 - Jul-45
Jul-45 - Nov-45
At school 1927 - 1933
Highes t rank: Lieut

Transport Corps
Australia
Medically unfit for overseas service.
BRADLEY

At school 1922 - 1927 •
3248
Stephen Carlton
t rank: Chaplain
Highes
FTS: 1940 - 18f02f45
NX145037
Army
Duty after training : Chaplain
1940 - Jun-42
Coastal Defence Corps
AIF
join
to
a
Australi
to
return
to
In South African Army. Released in June 1942
Army Training
Jul-42
Liverpool, Canungra
of Jungle Warfare.
School
ra
Canung
by
follwed
Regt,
Cav
Aust
21
then
Camp,
l
Liverpoo
2 Machine Gun Bn
1943 - 1943
Ramu Valley New Guinea.
58/59 Aust 10£ Bn
1943 - 1944
Bogadjim New Guinea
Depot
Com
112 Aust
1944 - 1945
Lae, New Guinea
malaria
ted
Contrac
Africa.
Discharged to return to South
1945 - Feb-45
Sydney
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BRAGG

Joseph Scholey
3584
Army
NXI2862;NX137035 FTS: 19/04/40 - 18/09/45
Duty after training: Battery Staff
'Q' Heavy Bty, RAA
Hammond Island, Torres Strait

At school 1924 - 1924
Highest rank: Corporal

BRAMMA

Keith George
Army
NX129029
24 Motor Regt
Australia
15 Motor Regt
Australia
5 Motor Regt
Australia

At school 1915 - 1916
Highest rank: Captain

2074
FTS: 1/10/41- 11/11/43

20/06/42
/

20/06/42 - 10/06/43
10/06/43 - 12/11/43

BRAUND

Fenton Norman
3755
At school 1925 - 1931
Army
NXI2551
FTS: 1106/40 - 18/08/44
Highest rank: Major
Duty on discharge: Demolition Expert
2/19 AustinE Bn
Singapore, Malaya
18/02/41 - 28/07/41
British Mission 204
Burma, China
28/07/41 - 25/11/42
Selected to join British Mission 204 (also known as 204 Tulip Force). In Jan 1942 promoted Major
and embarked Burma Road into China where he trained units of the Chinese Army in demolition
and explosives.
2/4 Aust InE Bn
Australia
11/12/42 - 18/08/44

BRAUND

George Marwood
4473
Army
NX39923
FTS: 28/07/41 - 9/01/46
Duty after training: Driver
11 Armd Car Regt
Cowra, Singleton
2/97 Light Aid Detachment, AEME
WA
10 Ord Stores Coy, AAOC
WA
2 Adv Ord Depot, AAOC
NSW

At school 1929 - 1934
Highest rank: Private

Thomas Leslie
Army
NX70932

At school 1922 - 1923
Highest rank: Lt Col

BRAY

3250
FTS: 7/01/41 - 28/11/45

2/11 Armd Car Regt
Australia
26 Motor Regt
Australia

BRAVE

BREDEN

BREMNER

18/08/41 - Oct-42
1/11142 - 25/06/43
14/01144 - 30/09/44

25/10/44 - 9/01146

9/12/41 - 19/11/44
17/11/44 - 28/11/45

Alfred Stanley Inglis
Air Force
6136
3 Sqn, RAAF
North Africa
RAF Station
Somalia
93 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific

2405
FTS: 13/11/39 - 29/11/45

Robert Octavius
Army
NX57026
12 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
Appointed Lieut on 28 Feb 42.

3756
FTS: 17/07/40 - 2/09/44

Seton Duff
Army
NX160011
AA Group HQ, RAA
Darwin

3078
FTS: 5/08/43 - 26/02/46

At school 1917 - 1922
Highest rank: Sergeant
3/06/40 - Mar-42
7/08/41 - 12/08/41
26/01/45 - 25/11/45
At school 1925 - 1926
Highest rank: Lieut
8/03/42 - 2/09/44
At school 1921 - 1926
Highest rank: Major
10/09/43 - 23/12/44
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BRIDG ES

BRIEN

BRIGD EN
.-~

)~

,-:;: ~

.~~
J

Fredrick Peter
NX58956
Army
2/14 Field Coy, RAE
Sydney
Middle East
2/9 Field Coy, RAE
Middle East
Australia
HQ 10 Aust AA Fortress Coy
Port Morseby New Guinea
Cairns

4119
FTS: 12/07/40 - 11/10/45

Clive Pierce
NX49753
Army
2/6 Armd Regt, AAC
Sydney
New Guinea
New South Wales

5655
FTS: 28/10/41 - 19/03/46

Frank Rodney
NX138489
Army
NSW L of C Area AASC
NSW
NG Force AASC
New Guinea
185 Signals
New Guinea, Australia

5454
FTS: 2/10/41 - 22/01/4 6

At school 1927 - 1933
Highes t rank: Lieut
14/11/40 - 3/02/41
17/03/41 - 25/01/42
25/01/42 - 17/03/42
25/03/42 - 26/11/44
26/11/44 - 28/08/45
28/08/45 - 11/10/45
At school 1936 - 1938
Highest rank: Sergeant
28/10/41 - 7/11/42
10/11/42 - 26/04/43
26/04/43 - 19/03/46
At school 1934 - 1938
Highes t rank: Lieut
6/10/42 - 27/09/43
27/09/43 - 1/05/44
1/05/44 - 18/12/45

At school 1934 - 1936
5288
Norma n Laurence
MID
Highes t rank: Captain
FTS: 29/05/41 - 22/10/45
NX70951
Army
9 DivAA SC
23/09/41 - 24/01/43
Middle East
43.
Served with 12 Coy AASC from 9 Jan 42 until 24 Jan
4/08/43 - 23/01/44
New Guinea
43.
Jul
5
on
AASC
Coy
Depot
Supply
2/6
PI
31
Appointed OC
14/10/44 - 22/05/45
New Guinea
6 Aug 45.
until
44
Sep
15
from
Army
Aust
1
Appointed Captain AASC (Accounts) HQ
Pacific.
W'est
South
the
in
field
Mentioned in Despatches 24/06/46, exceptional service in the
At school 1936 - 1938
5806
George Stanley Lewis
BRIGG S
Highes t rank: Warrant Officer 2
FTS: 13/06/41 - 18/02/74
NX57819
Army
BRIGD EN

12 Supply Per Coy, AASC
Australia
15 Coy AASC
Australia
26 Field Regt, RAA
Malaya

13/06/41 - 1942
1943-1 945
4/10/59 - 9/09/61

HQIAL SG

25/06/68 - 2/06/69

South Vietnam
BRITT AIN

3587
Alexander Henry
0 - 21/0246
23/01/4
FTS:
Navy
HMAS Rushcutter
Sydney
Joined RANVR as Sub Lieut the NSCO course.
HMAS Moresby
Australian waters
Watch keeper on anti-sub training ship.
HMAS Kybra
Australian waters
Was A/S 0 on anti-sub training ship
HMS WheatlalId
UK waters United Kingdom
Destroyer. Served as NSCO.

At school 1924 - 1924 •
Highes t rank: Lt Cmdr DSC

---------------259------

1939 - 1939

1940 - 1940

1940 - 1941

1942 - 1942

--------

Section 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Royal Navy Minesweepers
North Sea, North Atlantic, Artic convoys
Lyme Regis, Llandudno and Ardrossan First Lieut.
HMS Florizel
North Atlantic Ocean United Kingdom
CO, fleet minsweeper.
HMS Eastbourne
North Sea United Kingdom
CO, minesweeper. Demobilised Australia 1946 as Lieut Cmdr DSC.

1943 - 1943

1944 - 1944

1945 - 1945

DSC Citation 1101146
For Gallantry whilst serving in HMS Eastbourne.
BRITTEN

Henry George Jeffries
5635
At school 1935 - 1939
Highest rank: Sergeant
Army
FTS:01/02/42 - 03/07/46
Duty after training: Tank Commander
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
2 Armoured Cars
Orange, Greta, NSW
1942-1943
2AATB
Singleton, Caboolture, NSW
1943 - 1943
lAATB
Bribie Island, Puckapunyal
1943 - 1943
1 Armed Regt
Balikapan, Borneo
1944 - 1944

BRITTEN

William Thomas Jeffries
5074
Army/Airforce NX90687
FTS:22/05/42 - 22/01146
Duty after training: Machine Gunner; on discharge: Pilot
1 Machine Gun Regt
New South Wales
RAAF Training Units
Sydney, Narrowmine NSW
Pilot training. 2ITS, 5EFTS, 2PD
RCAF Training Units
Vancouver Canada
3 'M' Depot, 14SFTS, 3RD
38 Operational Base
Morotai; Balkpapan, Borneo

At school 1932 - 1933
Highest rank: Sergeant

Robert Reginald
Army
NX13336/j

At school 1933 - 1936
Highest rank: Lieut

BROAD

5108
FTS:1/10/41 - 10/05/46

2/14 Field Regt, RAA
Finschhafen, New Guinea.
BROADBENT

7/01/43 - 24/07/43

31/05/45 - 11/01/46

17/01/44 - 5/02/45

Brian Gordon
4953
At school 1932 - 1934 •
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Air Force
261571
FTS:19/08/40 - 15/11145
Duty after training: Dental Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence
Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM with SWP Clasp.
RAAF Bases
Laverton, Richmond, Darwin, Bradfield Park.
RAAFHQ
Port Moresby New Guinea
HQ2AP
Bankstown
HQPearce
Perth
RAAF Training Units
Sale, Melbourne
3 BAGS; 1 ED.
2 AC Wing; 3 ACS
Aitape, Morotai, Hollandia, Tarakan, Balikpapan, Labuan, Biak

BROADBENT

22/05/42 - 11112/42

Keith William
Army
NX18452
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Darwin

3924
FTS: 29/05/40 - 29/11/45'

Aug-40 - Nov-41
Nov-41 - Aug-42
Aug-42 - Oct-42
Oct-42 - Jun-43
Jun-43 - Jul-44

Jul-44 - Nov-45
At school 1926 - 1926
Highest rank: Sergeant
11107/40 - 18/12/40
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Service Records
25/07/41 17104/42 27/11143 31/05/45 -

Middle East
Darwin
New Guinea
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.

BRODI E

5965
Alan Spoffor th
- 1946
1943
FTS:
439690
Air Force
Duty after training : Navigator Bomber
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM

At school 1938 - 1942
Highes t rank: Warrant Officer

RAAF Training Units
Mt Gambier, Port Pirie
Anson (Avro) and Battle (Fairey) alc.
Coastal Comma nd
A1dergrove, UK
Anti-sub parrols, convoy escons.
206 Sqn, RAP Coastal Comma nd (Liberator)
Leuchars, UK
Anti-sub patrols, convoy escons.

t

BRODI E

BRODI E

BRODI E

BROINOWSKI

1943 - 1943

1944 -

1944 - 1945

2226
Dougla s Gordon
9 - 19/04/41
20/10/3
FTS:
NX2594
Army
2/1 Aust Inf Bn
Jerusalem, Beit Jurjan, Egypt
Wounded in action Jan 41.
Greece
Killed by enemy aircraft 19 Apr 41.

At school 1916 - 1918
Highes t rank: Private

4474
Kennet h Spoffor th
- 14/05/45
9/03/43
FTS:
NX147862
Army
Officer
Liaison
C
of
L
NSW
:
Duty after training
HQ Finschhafen Base Sub Area
Finschhafen New Guinea.
HQ Madang Base Sub Area
Madang New Guinea.
HQ 5 Base Sub Area
New Guinea
HQ3 Base Sub Area
Wewak New Guinea

At school 1929 - 1931
Highest rank: LieU(

Ronald Lindsay
NX8044
Army
2132 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East

1946
FTS: 2/02/40 - 20/12/44

2071
Gracian Harold
2 - 13112145
13/07/4
FTS:
58971
Air Force
Duty after training : Intelligence Officer

13/02/40 - Mar-41
24/03/4 1- 19/04/41

18/01144 - 11105/44
11105/44 - 8/09/44
8/09/44 - 11/1 0/44
13/05/45 - 19/09/45

At school 1914 - 1915
Highest rank: Warrant Officer 2
10103/41 - 24/01143

At school 1915 - 1919
Highes t rank: Flight Lieut

RAAFH Q
Brisbane Australia

BROINOWSKI

31/01/42
15/06/43
12/03/44
11/11/45

17108/42-12/11145

At school 1923 - 1928
3537
John Herber t
Highest rank: Captain
FTS: 1940 - 1944
NXI029 76
Army
(corps)
Duty after training : Intel (Regr); on discharge: Intel
Medal
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM, Defence Medal, War
2 Armd Regt, AAC
1940
Ashfield
HQ Victoria Barracks
1941
Sydney
Intelligence HQ as 10 II. Lieuc.
1 Corps HQ, Intel Corps
1943
Dobodura, Pon Moresby, New Guinea
Promored to Caprain.
Hospitalisation
1944
113 AGH, Concord.
typhus.
scrub
and
(bom)
malaria
y,
dystenrr
fever,
dengue
with
air
by
d
Returne
Discharged medically unfir.
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Geeorge Peter
Air Force
953167
Duty after training: Pilot

5966
FTS: 22/02/45 - 21/08/45

RAAF Training Units
Australia
2ITS
BROUGHTON

Cyril Gordon
Army

BROUGHTON

Peter William
Army
NX131885
110 Lt AA Regt, RAA
New South Wales
32 Lt AA Bty, RAA
New South Wales
551 LtAA Bty, RAA
Cairns
Borneo
53 Comp AA Regt, RAA
Tarakan Borneo.
Australia

At school 1938 - 1942
Highest rank: AC2

22/02/45 - 21/08/45
4470
5656
FTS: 4/12/41 - 28/06/46

At school 1929 - 1930
At school 1936 - 1940
Highest rank: Gunner
19/02/42 - 22/05/42
22/05/42 - 3/08144
12/04/45 - 20104/45
20104/45 - 1105145
1/05/45 - 6/12/45
14/12/45 - 28/06/46

BROUGHTON

Philip Lyle
Army

BROWN

Douglas Gyles
At school 1937 - 1939
5825
Army
NX111653
FTS: 29/12/41 - 3/10/46
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: Driver
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Medal, ASM, Defence Medal, War Medal
2/9 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Enlisted from 17 Inf Bn, CMF.
2/32 Aust Inf Bn

BROWN

Frederick William
Navy
S4143

6131

5657

At school 1939 - 1942

At school 1936 - 1937
Highest rank: Ordinary Seama~

Royal Navy
BROWN

George Edington Cawley'
2833
At school 1919 - 1922
Air Force
70519
FTS: 28/09/42 - 28/05/45
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Clerk Stores; on discharge: Clerk Accounts
11 Works Supply Unit, AASe
South West Pacific
15/01/43 - 14/06/43
9 Stores Depot
South West Pacific
15/06/43 - Oct-44
RAAF Station
Narromine Australia
9/03/45 - May-45

BROWN

At school 1941 - 1943
Peter Vernon
6575
FTS:
Highest
rank: Leading Seaman
1/07/44
1/11/47
Navy
PJXn0405
Duty after training: Seaman
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal, ASM
HMS Royal Arthur
Jul-44 - Aug-44
United Kingdom
Kitting up under 'V' entry scheme.
HMS Excalibur
Aug-44 - Sep-44
United Kingdom
Start of C/W (CommissionlWarrant) Training.
Oct-44 - Dec-44
HMS Raleigh
HMSDiomede
Off Firth of Forth
Dec-44 - Feb-45
Light Cruiser. CIW training practical boat work, seamanship and navigation.
HMS Belfast
Off River Tyne
Mar-45 - Apr-45
Cruiser.
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Service Records

BROW NE

BROW NE

Jul-45 - Aug-45
Suez, Colombo, Fremantle, Sydney
coast.
China
on
portS
of
n
liberatio
for
stores
Cross
Red
On passage to Sydney.
Aug-45 - Sep-45
Manus, Leyte Gulf, Kimn, Nth Formosa, Shanghai
of
flagship
Belfast
HMS
,
British Pacific Fleet in Kirun North Formosa
2nd Cruiser Squadron 11/09/45.
Hong Kong, Darwin, Sydney, Dunedin, Napier, Suva, Yokahama,
Oct-45 - May-46
Kure, Hong Kong
Dockyard,
o
Cockato
to
1945
as
Christm
Kong,
Hong
in
g
gatherin
Fleet
British Pacific
onal time
occupati
for
en-route
Sydney for refit. Courtesy visit to New Zealand and Fiji
in Japan. Returned to Hong Kong.
HMS Euryalus
May-46 - Feb-47
South Pacific, Asia, Mediterranean, Atlantic
(Nagasaki,
Japan
tion
Occupa
Manila.
and
Cruiser. Courtesy visits Auckland, Port Moresby
in Jan 47.
UK
for
sailing
to
prior
Kong
Hong
and
i
Shangha
visits
Yokohama, Kure). Farewell
17/02/47.
d
Dockyar
Passage to UK via Suez, Malta, Gibralta, arrived Sheerness and Chatham
HMS Vernon MFV 88
Apr-47 - Nov-47
Portsmouth, Newhaven, Eastbourne, Rye Dover
Dover.
to
coast
south
along
duties
n
protectio
Fishery
Motor Fishing Vessel.
At school 1922 - 1925
3366
Geoffrey Thoma s William
t rank: Corporal
Highes
5
ITS: 17/12/4 1- 28/1114
NX79232
Army
109 Gen T pt Coy, AASC
13/03/42 - 12/11/42
New South Wales
127 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
12/11/42 - 5/06/43
Queensland
3 BIPOP
20/06/43 - 5/12/44
New Guinea
55 BIPOD
7/07/45 - Nov-45
New Guinea
At school 1928 - 1934
4306
Harold Barry
Highest rank: Lieut
FTS: April 1939. AIF: 15/07/42 - 22/01146
NX119327
Army
Officer
rt
Transpo
Duty after training:
1939/45, ASM
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal
2 Armd Regr, AAC
Ashfield
Miliria unir.
Royal NSW Lancers
Joined AIF
1 Tank Bn, AAC
Milne Bay New Guinea
1 Armd Regr, AAC
Balikpapan Borneo

BROW NE

BROW NLOW

Henry Robert Barton
NX8034
Army
6 DivAm m Coy
Scotland
9 DivAm m Coy
Middle East
12 CoyAA SC
Middle East
2/1 Transport PI
New Guinea
2/119 Bde Workshops
New Guinea

Apt-39
15/07/42

1944
1945
4636

ITS: 2/02/40 - 7/09/45

At school 1929 - 1935
Highes t rank: Corporal
18/06/40 - 13101/41
9/03/41 - 13/01/42

13/01142 - 24/01143
7/11/44 - 24/02/4 5
24/02/45 - 17/07/45

At school 1914 - 1917
1947
Horace Barnes
Highes t rank: Sergeant
FTS: 18/07/40 - 19/01/43
NX58078
Army
ASM
Medal,
War
Medal,
Defence
Star,
Africa
Star,
1939145
Service Medals:
2/3 Anti-Tank Regr, RAA
1941 - 1943
Middle East
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BRUDENELL-WOODS Basil
4442
At school 1928 - 1931 •
Army
NX13848
FTS: Apr-40 - 1945 Highest rank: Private
Duty after training: Driver
MM
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, ASM, Defence Medal, War Medal.
2/13 Aust Inf Bn
North Africa
POW
Italy, Germany, Poland.
Escaped June 1944.

1940 - Apr-41
1941 - 1944

Military Medal Citation
Private Brudenell- W0od> was taken prisoner near Benghazi on 4 April 1941;' and eventually was sent to Chiavari (Camp 52), Italy.
Private Irvine was among groups being evacuatedfrom Crete on HMS Hereward when it was sunk on 29 May 1941. Rescued by
an Italian vessel, he was sent via Rhodes to Italy, and ultimately he joined Private Brudenell- W0od> at Chiavari (Camp 52). In
September 1943, both men were transferred by the Germans to Lamsdorf(Stalag VIII B). With the idea ofescape in mind, they
volunteeredfor work and were sent to the Arbeits-Kommando 768 at Kumau. Two other POWs also were determined to regain their
freedom, and a fortnight was spent on perfecting their plans. On 28 june 1944, they gained access to the Red Cross stores by
removing a panelfrom one door, securing a key to another and climbing over a third. Previously they had removed bricks from the
outer wall, merely leaving a thin layer ofplaster; breaking through this aperture they reached the outside ofthe camp.
For eight days they walked toward> Hungary before a farmer gave them civilian clothes and promised a guide to Yugoslavia. When
several weeks later the guide had not appeared, BRUDENELL-WOODS and Irvine left. After crossing the border into Slovakia,
they wandered about, avoiding recapture, and eventually were directed by partisans to Handlova. Their subsequent journey was
arranged and they were evacuated to Italy on 18 September 1944.
BRUDENELL-WOODS Kenneth

4662

At school 1930 - 1933 •

Army
NX18759
FTS: 29/05/40 - 30/04/45
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 star, Africa Star with 8th Army Clasp,
Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal, ASM
2/4 Lt AA Regt, RAA
Africa, New Guinea

1940 - 1945

BRYDEN-BROWN Edwin
5826
Navy
57628
FTS: 14/12/42 - 17/07/46
Duty after training: Seaman; on discharge: Exec Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM, Vicroty Medal

At school 1937 - 1941 •
Highest rank: Sub Lieut

HMAS Hobart
New Hebrides
1/07/43 - Nov-43
cruiser
HMAS Australia
New Britain, Solomons, New Guinea
Nov-43 - ]ul-44
Landings in New Britain and New Guinea.
HMAS Toowoomba
Manus, New Guinea, Hong Kong, Amoy, Swarow
Apr-45 - Jul-46
Corvette. Escort duties; cleared mines Hong Kong, and Chinese ports of Amoy and Swarow.
BUCHANAN
BUCHANAN

AC
Army

Master at school
Highest rank: Trooper

Colin Stafford
3928
Army
NX56184
FTS: 3/07/40 - 30/06/45
Service Medals: Africa Star with clasp, Pacific Star,
Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM

2/3 Anti-Tank Regt, RAA
Tobruk, North Africa
EI Alamein, North Africa. Unit name change.
2/3 Tank Attack Regt, RAA
Borneo
Labuan
Commendation EI Alamein june, Oct and Nov 1943.
BUCHANAN

Geoffrey Clissold
Army
NX42664
2/7 Armd Regt, AAC
NSW
2/4 Armd Regt, AAC
New Guinea
Bougainville

3045
FTS: 12/08/41 - 31/01/46

At school 1926 - 1931
Highest rank: Sergeant
Commendation

1942
1943
1944
1945
At school 1920 - 1924
Highest rank: L/Sergeant
9/10/41 - 15/08/44
2/09/44 - 18/05/45
21/05/45 - 15/01/46
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Service Records
BUCHANAN

BUCKHAM

t

William Bruce
Army
NX14064
Duty after training: Signaller
1 Aust Corps Sigs
Middle East
10 Wireless Sec (Heavy)
New Guinea
William Lindsay
Army
NX20139
2/13 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
1 Mountain Bty, RAA
New Guinea
. New Guinea

4813
FTS: 21/05/41 -7/12/45

At school 1931 - 1933
Highest rank: Signalman

23/09/41 - 30/01/42
2/01/45 - Nov-45
4814
FTS: 4/06/40 - 7/02/46

At school 1931 - 1933
Highest rank: Gunner
25/09/41 - 11/03/42
7/10/42 - 14/03/43
20/06/43 - 26/10/43

At school 1925 - 1928
Geoffrey Charles
3758
Highest rank: Pilot Officer
Air Force
421311
FTS: 31/01/42 - 6/08/44
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Aircrew Europe Star wirh France and Germany Clasp, Defence
Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units
31/01/42 - Apr-43
Narromine, Bundaberg, Bradfield Park, Ascot Vale Australia
2ITS, 5EFTS, 8SFTS, 2ED, lED
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
17/04/43 - 12/03/44
11 PDRC, 15 (P) AFU, RAP, HQ 51 Base
50 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command
United Kingdom
13/03/44 - 25/06/44
97 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command PFF (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
28/05/44 - 6108/44
Acting Frying Officer Bucknell was in the crew ofLancaster Aircraft ND840 which took offfrom Coningsby Airfield during the
morning of6 August 1944 to bomb a target at Bois de Cason, France. No other details ofthe flight are recorded.
Buried at Clichy Communal Cemetery, France - Plot 16, Row 14, Grave J 8.
BUCKNELL

BUCKNELL

John Robert
Army
Duty after training: Gunner

3367
FTS: 1941

At school 1922 - 1928

1940

24 Light Horse
1 Mountain Bty, RAA
New Guinea
BULL

Harry Reginald
Army
NX111430

Jul-42
5109
FTS: 27/07/42 - 21/01/46

AAArty
New Guinea
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Morotai, Borneo.
BULL

6/02/44 - 20/11/44
29/05/45 - 7/12/45

John Douglas
4309
1928 - 1933 •
Army
NX58482
FTS: 1940 - Sep-45
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Artillery Officer
Service Medals: Pacific medals
2/15 Field Regt, RAA
Holsworthy
Militia remount squadron (horses). Joined AlF and allotted
rransferred to 2/15 as officer.
Malaya
Singapore, Banka Island.
Escaped, but captured in the Sunda Srrait.
POW
Palembang Sumatra.

BULL

At school 1933 - 1935
Highest rank: Gunner

Samuel Hordern
Army
NX79506
Duty after training: Artillery

to

3253
FTS: 19/12/41 - 28/11/44

1939 - 1/01/41
2/3 Anti-Tank Regr. OTS and
May-41 Feb-42 -

Feb-42 - Sep-45
At school 1922 - 1925
Highest rank: Lieur
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Cowra, NSW
2/12 Field Regt, RAA
BULLEN

1942
1943

John Edward
7579
At school 1948 - 1953 •
Perm. Army 235151
FTS: Dec-55 - Aug-83
Highest rank: Lt Col
Service Medals: Australian Active Service Medal 1945/75 with Vietnam clasp, Vietnam Medal,
South Vietnamese Government Campaign Medal, National Medal with 10 'rear Clasp, Defence
Force Service Medal with 5 Year Clasp.
B Sect 1 Topo Svy Tp
Randwick, NSW
]ul-67 - ]an-68
OC unit of survey reinforcements for Vietnam War.
A Sect 1 Topo Survey Tp, Svy Corps
Nui Dat, South Vietnam
]an-68 - Feb-69
Officer commanding the mapping unit in 1 ATE Also Operations Officer in Command Post of HQ
lATE Promoted Major.

BULLOCK

Howard
Army
NX70580
Duty on discharge: Surgeon

458
FTS: 30/10/40 - 13/10/41

9 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Middle East
BULMER

t

BURGES

BURGESS

John Andrew
Army
NX207551
RTC Ace Office
Australia

1941 - 1941
6133
FTS: 5/07/45 - 27/11/46

At school 1939 - 1943
Highest rank: Private
5/07/45 - 27/11/46

Norman George Albert
6134
At school 1939 - 1942
Air Force
422109
FTS: 5/12/42 - 1/09/44
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Duty after training: Air Gunner; duty at death: Air Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 France & Germany Star, War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Parkes, Porr Pirie, Bradfield Park Australia
5/12/42 - Dec-43
2ITS, 2WAGS, 2BAGS, 2ED
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
11/12/43 - ]an-44
11 PDRC
18 Operational Training Ut;tit
United Kingdom
18/01/44 - Aug-44
11 Base
United Kingdom
4/08/44 - 1/09/44
John Martin
Army
NX161828
2/7 Armd Regt, AAC
Western Australia
13 Small Ships Coy, RAE
Bougainville; New Britain.

BURGESS

At school 1898 - 1901
Highest rank: Lt Col

John Vernon Player
Air Force
438592
Duty after training: Pilot
48 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
4 Army Co-op Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
RAAF Training Units
Benalla Australia
1 ITS, 11 EFTS, 2PD
RCAF Training Units
Canada
BAGS, 15 SFTS
RAAF Training Units
Australia
IPD, 11 EFTS, 6SFTS, 1PD

5659
FTS: 12/11/42 - 2/05/46

At school 1936 - 1941
Highest rank: Sergeant
30/08/43 - 9/07/44
25/12/44 - 9/04/46

6277
At school 1940 - 1942
FTS: 20/11/42 - 20/09/45
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
20/11/42 - Dec-42
25/12/42 - Nov-43
5/11/43 - ]ul-44

22/07/44 - May-455

27/05/45 - 20/09/45
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BURGESS

BURGGRAF

BURLING

At school 1935 - 1939
5479
William Frank
rank: LAC
Highest
15/02/46
ITS: 19/01/42
Army/Air Fee NX84534;445621
1939/45, ASM
Medal
War
Medals:
Service
'!\
ic
Mechan
Radar
WOp,
:
Duty after training
2/7 Armd Regt, AAC
Jan-42 Tamworth, Singleton
Jun-43 - Aug-43
WA
n,
Narrogia
Wireless School
Apr-44 - Jun-44
Puckapunyal
Tank wireless school
RAAF Training Units
JuI-44 Lindfield, Coorarnundra:, Melbourne Australia
c.
mechani
radar
staff,
ground
as
red
remuste
ed,
EATS terminat
Airborne Radar Mechanic School
May-45 - Sep-45
Maryborough, Queensland
Airborne Radar Mechanic Section
Sep-45 - Feb-46
Richmond, NSW
At school 1935 - 1938
5480
Paul
t rank: Trooper
Highes
6.
FTS: 4/11/41 - 19/06/4
NX50136
Army
2/6 Armd Regt, AAC
14/08/42 - 7111142
New South Wales
10/11142 - 20/12/42
New Guinea
24/12/42 - 11/04/43
Brisbane
13/04/43 - 28/04/43
New Guinea
1105143 - 19/06/46
Townsville
At school 1937 - 1939
5827
Wilfred James
t rank: Flight Sgt
Highes
5
FTS: 10/10/42 - 10110/4
424961
Air Force
Medal, ASM
Defence
1939/45
Medals:
Service
r
Operato
Duty after training : WAG Radar
RAAF Training
Narromine, Bradfield Park
EFTS Tiger Moths; 2 FTS, 2ES.
RCAF Training Units
Calgary, Mossbank, Lachine Canada
WS, 2 BAGS, 1 'Y' Depot
RAF Training Units
L1andurog Wales United Kingdom
Wellingtons Training AFTS
Operational Training Unit
Ein Shemer Middle East
Wellingtons. Returned to Australia July 45

BURNELL

10/10/42 - 30104/43

20/05/43 - 3/04/44

04/44 - 22/01/45

11/02/45 - 23/07/45

At school 1927 - 1933
4123
Everard Richard
Highes t rank: Flying Officer
ITS: 13/10/43 - 6/02/45
443582
Air Force
Duty after training : Bomb aimer; on discharge: Navigator 2
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, General Service Medal
2/3 Fed Sqn, RAE
Australia
RAAF Training Units
Evans Head Australia
Bombing training
12 Sqn, RAAF (Liberator)
Darwin, NT
Operations over Timor and Celebes.

BURNELL

Ian
NXl161 10
Army
5 Heavy Bde, RAA
Sydney
Moresby Area Workshop
Port Moresby New Guinea

5110
1 - 26/02/4 6
22/04/4
ITS:

Jun-41 - Nov-43
Nov-43 - 22/01145

22/03/45 - 21/10/45
At school 1933 - 1934
Highes t rank: Sergeant
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4310
At school 1928 - 1929 •
Army
NX3213
FTS: 24/10/39 - 5/09/45
Highest rank: Corporal
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM

BURNELL

2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
2/43 Light Aid Detachment, AEME
Middle East
New Guinea
New Guinea

13/02/40 - 28/06/41
29/06/41 - 12/03/42
10/11142 - 13/08/43
11/01/45 - 29/07/45

BURNS

At school 1928 - 1936
John Williams
4311
Highest rank: Lieut
Army
NX79552
FTS: 20112/41 - 31101146
Duty after training: Rifleman; on discharge: Infantry Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45
Army Training
20/12/41 - 1942
Australia
2/25 Aust Inf Bn
Ramu Valley New Guinea.
1942 - Dec-43
Wounded 13/12/1943. Contracted malaria and hepatitis. Returned to Australia to OCTU. Awarded
C in C Baton as Senior Graduate.
2/25 Aust Inf Bn.
1944 - 31/01/46
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.

BURRELL

Greville Heywood
4954
At school 1932 - 1933
Army
NX111033
FTS: Feb-40 - 7/12/45
Highest rank: Craftsman
Duty after training: Radar Technician
Service Medals: Pacific Star
Radio Physics School
Ingleburn
Syd Uni Regt
1940 - 1941
Attended Nautical School, but application to join RAN declined on account of eyesight.
9 Field Regt, RAA
1942 - 1943
Attended School of Artillery, Holsworthy, 1943.
1 Radio Maintenance Section, AEME (Radar)
New Guinea
1944
1 Radio Maintenance Section, AEME
Australia
1945
Unit recalled to Australia for rettaining. Posted to Sydney Area Workshops AEME.

BURRELL

John Raymond
Army
NX15678

~

f'

4666
FTS: 20105/40 - 17/10/45

At school 1930 - 1934
Highest rank: T/Major
MC, MII2..

.~
tt
..
·"·",,..;,,~·
;"; '~"

Aust InfBn
26/11/40 - 26/01/43
Middle East
Wounded in action on 23 Jun 4l.
.... ,,'
2/13 Aust Inf Bn
•
"l::
2108143 - Apr-44
New Guinea
11/05/45 - 25/09/45
Solomon islands
Action for which LieutenantJohn Burrell was awarded the Military Cross in the Middle East:
During the advance ofour line on the right sector ofthe Medauuar salient on 23124 June 41 Lt Burrell was in charge ofthe
covering party with the task ofremoving mines and booby traps and taping tracks through these to the new positions to be occupied,
and acting as a covering party for the troops taking up the new positions. The party was seen by the enemy and MG and mortar fire
brought down on them. One ofthe first mortar bombs causedfive casualties including Lieutenant Burrell who received a severe
wound in the right arm, also a slight one in the left eye. Leaving his Sgt temporarily in charge ofthe party, Lieutenant Burrell
undertook the hazardous journey alone through the mines and booby traps, to bring up additional men and stretcher bearers for the
casualties. He returned with these but-before the wounded could be moved Lieutenant Burrell was again wounded by a mortar
bomb in the leg, together with three other men. Although suffering intense pain he remained with the party until the work was
completed the casualties removed and his party withdrawn behind our lines. On the night of20121 Jun, Lieutenant Burrell carried
out a particularly hazardous reconnaissance patrol wellforward into the enemy positions and the information gained was of
considerable value when planning the move forward.
Mentioned In Despatches for distinguished services in the period February to July 1941.
t,

I.

•..•..

BURTON

John Nelham
Air Force

6431

At school 1941 - 1942
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BURTO N

BUSBY

Leonard Charles
60366
Navy
HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
HMAS Penguin
Sydney
Hugh
Army

NX100094

6136
FTS: 18/09/44 - 6/09/46

At school 1939 - 1940
Highes t rank: Eng Sub Lieut
1/10/44 - 1/07/45
7/05/45 - 15/07/46

5111
. FTS: 22/06/42 - 18/11/46

At school 1933 - 1935
Highes t rank: Captain
MC, MID

AAMC

Australia
2/5 Inf, BN - RMO
Milne Bay. Wau, Salamaua. New Guinea
.Cairns
Aitape New Guinea
Inter-Service Medical Wing AMF
Cairns

22/06/42 - 9/01/43
9/01/43 - 23/09/43
23/09/43 - 24/11/44
29/11/44 - 14/09/45
14/09/45 - 18/11/46

Military Cross Citation
Aust InfBn.
For devotion to duty and careful attention to sick and wounded as RMO 215
ut his service with the unit has with complete
Captain Busby has been attached to 215 Aust InfBn for two years and througho
health ofthe Bn and to the care ofthe sick and
ofthe
nce
maintena
the
to
ly
disregard for his own needs devoted himselfunreserved
wounded.
which time he adapted himselfto his work with the
He was RMO with the Bn throughout the Wau-Salamua campaign during
ofthe troops. Frequently, to gain this end, he exposed
utmost zeal and was tireless in his duties ofcaring for the physical welfare
himselfto enemy fire.
ns where it became engaged in operations against the
On the arrival in the AlTAPE area, the Bn moved into the Torricelli Mountai
During this time Capt Busby carried out his duties
lapanese. The Bn was in continual contact with the Japanese for three months.
fire from the enemy and by his courageous efforts
under
men
with the utmost energy. He frequently provided attention to wounded
earned himselfthe greatest admiration and
and
wounded
the
greatly
assist
to
able
and complete disregard for his own safety was
respect ofall officers and men ofthe battalion.
3.
Mentioned in Despatches, gallant and distinguished service 1104143 - 3010914
At school 1908 - 1914
1306
John
BUSBY
Army
At school 1925 - 1931
3760
Robert Francis
BUTCH ER
Highes t rank: Sapper
FTS: 29/12/41 - 2/01/46
N175633
Army
HQ2 Aust Corps
1/07/42 - 15/07/43
NSW
2 Army T ps Coy
20/07/43 - 20/02/44
Norrhern Territory
3 CA Workshop
20/02/44 - 12/10/44
Norrhern Territory
6 CRE, RAE

24/02/45 - 8/12/45

New Guinea
BUTLE R

Geoffrey Howard
443981
Air Force
Duty after training: Navigator

At school 1934 - 1941
5293
t rank: Flying Officer
Highes
5
10/09/4
FTS: 1/01144
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45

RAAF Training Units
Australia
2ITS, 2ED, lED
RCAF Training Units
Canada
RAAF Training Units
Australia
3PD,2PD

BUTLE R

1/01/44 - 28/04/44

22/05/44 - 15/02/45
15/02/45 - 7/09/45

At school 1933 - 1934 •
5112
Gordon Herber t
Highes t rank: Private
FTS: 13/05/41 - 4/03/46
NX10327
Army
Infantry
e:
discharg
on
Duty after training: Driver;
Defence Medal
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, War Medal 1939/45, Pacific tar, ASM,
AASC
Goulburn
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6 Div Supply Column, AASC
Damascus, Palesrine Middle East
Colombo Ceylon
Sydney, then Porr Moresby New Guinea
Sydney, Herberron Qld.
Supplying 16 Aust Inf Bde.
2/7 Aust Inf Bn
Torricellis Mts, Aitape, Maprik village, Kairivu, Wewak,
Lae New Guinea.
BUTLER

John Lachlan
Army
NX203586

5113
FTS: 13/05/44 - 23/04/47

AAMC
Borneo
BUTLER

Richard Bruce
Navy
S10130
Duty after training: RP3

Oct-41 - Mar-42
Apr-42 - ]ul-42
]ul-42 - Mar-43
Apr-43 - Nov-43

Nov-43 - ]an-46
At school 1933 - 1936
. Highest rank: Captain
8112145 - 5/01146

5969
FTS: 1945 - Nov-46

At school 1938 - 1941
Highest rank: Able Seaman

HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
1945
Initial training.
HMAS W¥ltson
1945
Sydney
Radar training.
HMAS Yandra
1945
Taking supplies ro Thursday Island and rowing a yacht which sank the first night off Newcastle.
HMAS Rockhampton
1945 - 1946
Australian coast, Newcastle ro St Vincent
20th Minesweeping Flotilla.
HMAS warrego
1946-1101146
Great Barrier Reef, Gladstone.
Survey.
BUTLER

Sylvester Edward
At school 1934 - 1938
5295
Highest rank: Flying Officer
FTS: 20106/42 - 6102146
Air Force
423219
Duty after training: Navigator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Srar, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
.
Cooramundra, Evans Head, Parkes, Barnsdale, East Sale Australia
2ITS, lAOS, 1BAGS, lA1'1S, GRS, NIOTU
73 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
15 Sqn, RAAF
1 Com Unit
South West Pacific

BUTLER

Victor Gordon
Army
NX12156

4477
FTS: 8/04/40 - 22/01146

H Q 22 Aust Inf Bde
Singapore, Malaya
POW
Singapore
Released from Changi camp on 4 September 1945.
BUTLER
BUTTENSHAW

WV
Army
Alan Arthur
5481
Army
NX121513
FTS: 24/02/41 - 14/12/45
Duty on discharge: Infanrry Instructor
21 Cay Regt
Australia
38 Aust InE Bn
Australia
Retired 2/11/44.

20106/42 - ]an-44

7/09/43 - 9110143
28101/44 - Nov 45
12/11145 - 6/02/46

At school 1929 - 1932
Highest rank: Captain
18/02/41 - 15/02/42
15/02/42 - 14/09/45

Master at school 1940 - 1948
Highest rank: Lieu r
At school 1935 - 1936
Highest rank: T/Capr

24/02/41 - 28/05/43
28/05/43 - 2111/44
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Australia
Returned for instructional duties.
23 InfTrg Bn
Australia
5 Recruit Trg Bn
Australia

15/03/45 - 18/07/45

18/07/45 6110/45 - 14112/45

At school 1930 - 1932
4667
Harold LacWan
t rank: Sergeant
Highes
5
. FTS: 31105/40 - 23110/4
NX19206
Army
Clerk
e:
discharg
on
rt;
Duty after training : Driver, Transpo
1939/45, ASM
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Defence Medal, War Medal
2/10 1 Gen T pt Coy, AASC
May-40 - Dec-40
Ingleburn, Greta, Dubbo
Training in general transpo rt, 3-ton trucks.
Feb-41 - Feb-43
Hill 69 Palestine; Chekke and Khalde Syria, Lebanon; North Africa.
- 1944
Apr-43
Grovely Qld
Army Discharge Section
1944 - Oct-45
Sydney
B).
Discharge processing (medical Grade
At school 1928 - 1930
4448
Stanley Ernest
BUTTE NSHAW
Highes t rank: Corporal
FTS: 17/11141-8/02/46
NX54654
Army
23 Bde Coy AASC
30112/41 - 31101143
Darwin
2/8 Coy AASC
11102/43 - 24/12/43
NSW
21240 Supply Depot PI, AASC
27/12/43 - 11104145
Australia
19/04/45 - 18/01/46
Borneo
North
Morotai, British
At school 1927 - 1930
4125
BUTTE RWOR TH Clifford Hall
Highes t rank: Captain
5
20/09/4
FTS: 1/10/41
NX111833
Army
45 Aust Inf Bn
111 0/41 - 29/08/42
Australia
103 AA Regt, RAA
29/08/42 - 19/07/43
Australia
53 Comp AA Regt, RAA
17/10/43 - 11102/44
New Guinea
At school 1927 - 1930 •
4126
BUTTE RWOR TH Thoma s Young
Highes t rank: Major
FTS: 7109/40 - 3/12/45
NXI009 93
Army
1939/45, ASM, EM 1st Clasp.
Medal
War
Medal,
Defence
Star,
Pacific
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star,
5 Heavy Bde, RAA Coastal Defences
13/01140 - 14/09/42
Sydney
'A: Heavy Bty, RAA
13/01/40 - 14/09/42
Milne Bay, Port Moresby New Guinea
CO 155mm coastal guns.
Moresby Coastal Defences, RAA
10103/44 - 3108145
Port Moresby
nd
Comma
in
Second
At school 1934 - 1939 •
5296
Allan Austin
BYRNE
Highes t rank: Flight Lieut
FTS: 25/04/42 - 5103146
418057
Air Force
Star.
Pacific
Star,
1939/45
Medals:
Service
Duty after training : Pilot
RAAF Training Units
25/04/42 - 16112143
Australia
2AOS
,
lWAGS
ISFTS,
,
lITS, lOEFTS
67 Sqn, RAAF
2/02/44 - 23/08/44
South West Pacific
200 Flight
10104/45 - 17/12/45
South West Pacific
201 Flight
17/12/45 - 18/01/46
South West Pacific

BUTTE NSHAW
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t

BYRNE

CADELL

t

CADELL

2906
Charles Brian Baptist
Air Force
57172
FTS: 8/06/42 - 24/10/45
Duty after training: Cypher work; on discharge: Signals
1 Air Observers School
Australia
52 Operational Base Unit
Australia
59 Operational Base Unit
Australia
2 Sqn, RAAF
Australia
Cypher
HQ Eastern Area
Australia
1 TAF Telecommunications Unit
Australia
Neal Broughton Gray
Army
NX441 0
2/30 Aust Inf Bn
Singapore
POW
Changi, Sandakan Borneo.
Died of iUness. 12 Jan 1945

2666
FTS: 7/05/41 - 12/01/45

James Laurence
Air Force

At school 1920 - 1923
Highest rank: Flying Officer

13/07/42 - 16/02/43
5/03/43 - 9/06/43
9/06/43 - 5/09/43
15/10/43 - 14/07/44

22/08/44 - 26/10/44
5/04/45 - 24/10/45
At school 1918 - 1924
Highest rank: Private
29/07/41 - 15/02/42
1942 - 12/01/45

6771

John Donald
4815
Air Force
402344
FTS: 19/08/40 - 18/08/42
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot

At school 1943 - 1944
At school 1931 - 1933
Highest rank: Flying Officer
19/08/40 - 4/11/40

EATS
Left for South Africa
RAAF Training
Durban, BuJawayo
459 Sqn, RAAF (Spitfire)
Missing, presumed killed, 18 Aug, 1942
CADELL

CADWALLADER

12/12/40 - 25/08/41
11/10/41 - 18/08/42

5970
Michael Everard
Navy
S6319
FTS: 23/02/42 - 31/05/46
HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
S Ship V61
South West Pacific
HMAS Vendetta
New Guin'e.a, Australia
HMAS Napier
Burma, Indian Ocean; Okinawa, Pacific.
British Pacific Fleet.
HMAS Penguin
Sydney

At school 1938 - 1940
Highest rank: Leading Seaman

Colin Daniel
Army
NX76259
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
New Guinea

At school 1920 - 1925

2907

23/02/42 - 9/07/42
9/07/42 - 17/12/42
17/12/42 - 15/09/44
15/09/44 - 27/06/45

27/06/45 - 31/05/46

1941
1942

CADWALLADER

At school 1919 - 1923
Robert Neil
2729
139843
FTS: 13/09/43 - 5/08/46
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Air Force
Duty after training: Ground Staff
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.

CAINS

5114
At school 1933 - 1937
Sidney Petherbridge
Navy
FTS: 12/09/39 - 22/11/45
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Gunnery Officer / Navigator; on discharge: Command
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CALDWELL

t

CALDWELL

Star with clasp
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, African Star, Italy Star, Pacific Star, Burma
HMS Kanimbla
Jan-40
Hong Kong, at Sea off Japan, Shanghai, Saigon, Singapore
with French.
liaise
to
Saigon
Visit
tmen.
Patrolling East Asian waters for enemy merchan
HMS Kanimbla
1940
Colombo, Durban, Mauritius, Mombassa, Bombay, Aden, Indian Ocean
r for Blokade of Vichy port
Chandu
HMS
Attached
Durban.
in
based
Ocean,
Indian
in
work
Convoy
s from Singapore.
of Djibuti. Raid of Bandur Shapur Harbour, Persian Gulf, Aug 1941. Evacuee
HMAS Wilcannia
15/08/42 - 31/12/4 2
South West Pacific
Minesweeper
HMAS Lismore
19/06/43
South West Pacific
Corvette
.HMAS Madang
14/02/45 - JuJ-45
Hollandia, New Guinea
Pilotage duties.
HMAS Gunbat·
4/09/45 - Nov-45
South West Pacific
In command.
At school 1921 - 1926
3085
Francis Rostrevor
Highes t rank: Captain
FTS: 1/05/41 - 16111/45
NX70983
Army
r
Enginee
e:
discharg
Duty on
2/3 Field Workshops
31107/41 - 4/02/42
Middle East
18 Bde Ord Workshops, AAOC
17/08/42 - 30/12/4 2
New Guinea
3 - 30/10/45
13/12/4
HQAM F
At school 1930 - 1933
4668
Lloyd Charles
Highes t rank: Private
FTS: 10/06/40 - 6/03/41
NX29872
Army
2/13 Aust Inf Bn
Derna Middle East
Killed in Action, 6 March 1941

26111/40 - 6/03/41

Buried Derna Cemetery.

2548

CALLAGHAN

Milton John Montag ue
Air Force

tCALL AHAN

4956
Peter Ross
- 26/04/44
5/12/42
FTS:
432114
Air Force
Gunner
death:
at
duty
Pilot;
:
Duty after training
RAAF Training Units
Australia
21TS, 8EFTS, lBAGS, 2ED, lED,
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Comma nd (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
Killed in action over Essen, 26 April 1944

tCAL MAN

Leslie Donald
NX89
Army

3929
FTS: 21110/39 - 3/01/41

At school 1917 - 1922
At school 1932 - 1937
Highest rank: Flying Officer

5/12/42 - 23/07/43

4/08/43 - 19/01/44
1944
At school 1926 - 1932
Highes t rank: Lieut
MID

2/3 Aust Inf Bn
16/01140 - 3/01/41
Bardia
1941
'C' Coy. Killed in action during attack on battalion HQ, 3 Jan
2
23/06/4
es
Mentioned in Despatch
At school 1921 - 1921
3086
Richard Harnet t
CAMB RIDGE
Highes t rank: Gunner
FTS: 31112/41 - 24/05/4 4
NX81290
Army
2/6 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
New Guinea
2/3 Comp AA Regt, RAA
Lae New Guinea.
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Claude Ewen
Army

NXII0380

1307
FTS: 10/03/41 - 27/02/45

At school 1908 - 1912
Highest rank: Brigadier
Me with Bar (1918), MID.

HQ 8 Aust Inf Bde
Australia, New Guinea
10/03/41 - 30108/44
HQ 2 Aust Inf Bde
10109/44 - 27102/45
Australia
Mentioned in Despatches 19/07/45, distinguished services in the South west Pacific, J/04144 - 30/09/44.
CAMERON

David Alexander
4816
At school 1931 - 1933
Army
NX58450
FTS: 22/07/40 - 3/01/46
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Gunnery Officer'
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
1 Field Trg Regt, RAA
NSW
9 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
2114 Field Regt, RAA
Finschhafen, Madang New Guinea; ]acquinot Bay New Britain.

CAMERON

Ewen
Army

NX24495

2409
FTS: 4/06/40 - 20/01/41

29/01/41 - 28/02/42
28/03/42 - 23/08/43
16/01/44 - 13/12/45
At school 1917 - 1918
Highest rank: Gunner

1 AA Regt
Sydney
Discharged as medically unfit for service not occasioned by his own default, 20101/41
CAMERON

George Ernest Agar
5971
At school 1938 - 1941
Highest rank: Craftsman
Army
NX201593
FTS: 23/06/43 -7111/46
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45,
8 Adv Workshop
NSW
12 Adv Workshop AEME
Bougainville, Rabaul

CAMERON

Ian Edward
Army

NX206223

1/08/44 - 14/11/44
14/11/44 - 17/04/46

6141
FTS: 17/03/45 - 17/12/46

At school 1939 - 1942
Private

H~ghest rank:

lARSD
Australia
CAMERON

5115

Keith James
Army

NX133714

FTS: 3/09/41 - 21/07/44

553 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Mareeba, Cairns Nth Queensland
CAMERON

Kenneth Albyn
Army
NX146812
Duty after training: Engineers

31/05/42 - ]an-44
1683
At school 1912 - 1916
FTS: 3/08/42 - 18/01/46
Highest rank: Captain
Service Medals: Defence Medal, 1939/45 Medal, ASM 1939/42:.

2/4 Base Workshop, AEME
Australia
Merauke, New Guinea
Townsville, Qld; Sydney, NSW
CAMERON

Murray McMaster
Army
NX116084
T Heavy BtY
NSW
File incomplete

At school 1933 - 1938
Highest rank: Sergeant

Sep-42 - ]ul-43
]ul-43 - Sep-44
Sep-44 - ]an-46
5482
FTS: 21/01/42 - 4/06/46

At school 1935 - 1940
Highest rank: Gunner
7/04/44 - 14/02/45

CAMERON-SMITH Alistair
3727
At school 1924 - 1930
Army
NX119328
FTS: 29/07/41 - 22/06/45
Highest rank: aptain
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM 1939/45, War Medal 1939/45
2 Army Tank Bn
Australia

2/08/43
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Service Records
Qld L of C Area
Queensland
HQ 16 Aust InfBn
Australia, New Guinea

CAMPBELL

CAMPBELL

CAMPBELL

CAMPBELL

CAMPBELL

CANN ON

16/12/43
11/11/44

At school 1938 - 1942
5973
Douglas Charles
Highes t rank: Flying Officer
FTS: 4/12/43 - 5/10/45
443761
Air Force
or
Navigat
:
Duty after training
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narrandera, Evans Head, Port Pirie,
Dec-43 - ]un-45
Melbourne Australia
Port Pirie and
Head;
Evans
training
r
Training at Bradfield Park, and Narrandera: navigato
training.
pilot
and
Melbourne; navigation
Stand By
]un-45 - Oct-45
Port Pirie
On stand-by but discharged in October 1945.
At school 1908 - 1914
1308
George Edward
Highes t rank: T/Capt
FTS: 2/1 0/39 - 1/06/42
N60233
Army
1 Light Artillery, RAA
Australia
17 Aust Inf Bn
Australia
11 Garrison Bn
Australia
Raymo nd Dugald
NX81619
Army
2/3 Pioneer Bn
Middle Easr
NSW; Queensland
Imelligence duties
ANGAU
New Guinea

3762
FTS: 2/01/42 - 19/01/45

Richard Douglas
NX146599
Army
Signals
Ai tape

3255
- 3/12/45
2/01/42
FTS:

Highes t rank: Sergeam
8/10/42 - 24/01/43
28/02/43 - 22/12/43

22/12/43 - 19/01/45
At school 1922 - 1924
Highes t rank: Sergeant
11/11/44 - 9/06/45

2512
Stuart Alexander Laird
- 23/04/46
1/11126
FTS:
260066
Air Force
Staff HQ
Admin
e:
discharg
on
Pilot;
:
training
after
Duty
9 Sqn, RAAF
Australia
Commanding Officer
24 Sqn, RAAF
Australia
Commanding Officer
42 Sqn, RAAF
76 W HQ

At school 1917 - 1921
Highes t rank: Group Captain

15/12/39 - ]un-40

17/06/40 - Oct-40
11/12/44 - 18/12/44
10/05/45 - /11145

At school 1941 - 1941
6434
Geoffrey George Burtham
Highes t rank: Warrant Officer
FTS: 25/02/43 - 9/01/46
433086
Air Force
r
Operato
Wireless
e:
discharg
on
V;
Crew
Air
:
Duty after training
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Italy Star, Atlamic Star, Defence Medal
RAAF Trainjng Units
Maryborough, Bradfield Park Australia
3ITS, 3WAGS, 1BAG, 2ED
RAF Training Units
Blackpool United Kingdom
11 PDR ,2 Radio School, 5PD
458 Sqn, RAAF (Wellington)
Middle East
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Henry Lawrence
Air Force
439432
Duty after training: Pilor

4478
At school 1929 - 1929
Highest rank: Flighr Sgt
FTS: 30106/43 - 14/08/45
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45

RAAF Training Units
Temora, Bradfield Park Ausrralia
2ITS, lOEFTS, 2ED
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Penfold, Vancouver Canada
3 'M' Depor, 36SFTS, 3RD

CAPEL

30106/43 - 15/02/44

2103144 -

Richard Roy
6142
At school 1939 - 1940 •
Army
N3140
FTS: 17/12/41 - 5/11/43
Highest rank: Gunner
Duty after training: Gun Layer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Srar, Pacific Srar, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
24 Light Horse
1 Mountain Bey, RAA
New Guinea

CAPP

101/45

Dec-41
]ul-42 - Nov-43

Colin
5662
Army
NX16269
FTS: 21/05/40 - 17/08/44
Service Medals: 1939145 Srar, Africa Scar, Pacific rar.

At school 1936 - 1937
Highest rank: Lieur

2/7 Cav Regt
North Africa
New Guinea

CAPP

Peter Colin
8624
At school 1955 - 1962
FTS: 2/02/66 - 1/02168
Highest rank: Privare
Army
2783189
Duty after training: Rifleman
Service Medals: Viernam Medal, Viernamese Campaign Medal, Australia Acrive Service Medal

RAS
Singleton, NSW
Recruir and corps rraining, infantry and jungle warfare.
Reinforcement Unit
Ingleburn, Canungra, Queensland

Feb-66 - ]ul-66

Aug-66

5 RAR

Nui Dar, Sourh Viernam
Apr-67 - May-67
Forward scour of an infanrry s,ecrion, radio signalman and rifleman duties.
7RAR

Nui Dar, Somh Viernam
CAPP

May-67 - Dec-67

Thomas Hunter
5974
At school 1938 - 1941
Highest rank: LAC
Air Force
70775
FTS: 30109/42 - 18/03/46
Duty after training: Trainee Technical; on discharge: Fabric Worker
Service Medals: 1939145 Pacific Srar, War Medal 1939/45
11 Repair and Salvage Unit
South Wesr Pacific

16/12/42 -

107145

CAPPER

Basil Edward George
Air Force

4957

At school 1932 - 1934

CAPPER

Richard Eyre
Air Force

2732

At school 1919 - 1921

CAREY

Desmond Randal
5116
At school 1933 - 1938
FTS: ]un-41 - Feb-46
Highest rank: Sergean r
Army
NX111506
Duty after training: Rifleman
Service Medals: 1939/45 Srar, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, WSM, ASM.
2/1 Aust Inf Bn
New Guinea, Queensland.
6rh Division.

t

CAREY

John Randal
Army
NX67511

]un-41 - Feb-46
2350
FTS: 22/01/41 - 24/12/41

At school 1916 - 1924
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Service Records
I Aust Corps Troops & Amm Coy,
Middle East 3/05/41 - 24/12/41
in Middle East. Died in
Enlisted and joined brother Pat Randal Carey's unit. Contracted malaria
attacks.
frequent
after
1941
Eve
as
Christm
on
Beirut, Lebanon
Buried in Grave B]5 British war Cemetery, Beirut.

CAREY

CARM ENT

3763
Pat Randal
FTS: 30/05/4 0 - 10/09/45
NX24472
Army
I Aust Corps TroopsAmm Coy .
Middle East
2/33 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
New Guinea

At school 1925 - 1932

3/05/41 - 17/02/42
21/08/43 - 24/09/44

At school 1930 - 1934 •
4670
David Maxwell
Highes t rank: Lieut
FTS: 13/05/40 - 27/11145
NX13770
Army
Duty after training : Sgt; on discharge: Lieut
EM.
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, General Service Medal, ASM,
7 Field Bde RAA
Willoughby, Maitland, Greta
Promoted through ranks to Lieut.
2/6 Field Regt, RAA
Ingleburn, Bathurst
Enlisted as Gunner, promoted to Sergeant. Sent to OTS.
2/15 Field Regt, RAA
Ingleburn, Holsworthy
Promoted to Lieut. Trained in Australia.
Singapore, Tampin, ]ohore, Malaya

1938 - Apr-40

Apr-40 - Nov-40

Nov-40 - ]ul-41
15/08/41 - 15/02/42

POW
Changi Prison, Singapore
Sandakan, Borneo.
Member of a working party named 'B' Force sent ro Sandakan.
Kuching, Borneo
Released by 9 Aust Div rerurned to Sydney 27/11145.

16/02/42 - 8/07/42
18/07/42 - 15/10/43
22/10/43 - 10/09/45

5975
Edwin William
- 1970
1955
FrS:
2207121
Army
t Surgeon
Speciali
e:
discharg
on
MO;
:
training
after
Duty
I Aust Field Hosp
South Vietnam

At school 1938 - 1946
Highes t rank: Major
Service Medals: Vietnam Medal

CARR

4099
Greaves Glen
FrS: 10/06/40 - 7102141
N74752
Army
RRD,E C
Australia
4 Machine Gun Bn (Light Horse) Australia

At school 1926 - 1934
Highes t rank: Sergeant

CARR

Richard Mark
Air Force
Duty after training : Pilot
200 Flight, RAAF (Liberator)
Flight assigned ro AlB

6283

At school 1940 - 1941
Highes t rank: Flight Sgt

CARSON

Denis Leofwin
Army, outh African

3422

At school 1923 - 1926

CARR

CARSON

1970

At school 1922 - 1925
3256
John Shane
Highes t rank: Lt Col
FrS: 12/12/39 - 3/1 1/45
NX332
Army
War Medal 1939/45, ASM
Medal,
Defence
Star,
Service Medals: 1939/45 Srar, Africa Star, Pacific
HQ 6 Aust Division (AAOC)
4/05/40 - 3/01141
United Kingdom
9/03/41 - 23/05/42
Middle East
HQ 2 Aust Corps
1/01143 - 1/03/43
Northern Territory
HQ 5 Aust Division
30/04/43 - 3/12/43
New Guinea
HQAM F
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Appointed Assistant Director Ordinance Services
CARTER

Dick
Army

QX32349

3423
FrS: 20/05/42 - 21/12/45

2/5 Armd Regt, AAC
NSW, Western AuStralia
Madang New Guinea.
NSW, Queensland
CARTER

5/08/45 - 12/10/45
At school 1923 - 1925
Highest rank: Sergeant
20/06/42 - 25/08/44
2/09/44 - 12/02/45
20/02/45 - 1/12/45

Ian Rowland
5664
At school 1936 - 1941 •
FrS: 9/10/42 - 27/09/45
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Air Force
424733
Duty after training: Pilot
DFC
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, France & Germany Star, ASM, War Medal 1939/45, Defence Medal

RAAF Training Units
Somers, Benalla, Deniliquin Australia
9/10/42 - 30/06/43
Training, Tiger Moths and Wirraways.
Hospitalisation
St Hughes, Oxford United Kingdom
12/09/43 - 21/03/44
Holding Units and Hospital.
RAF Training Units
Banff, Frazeburg, Errol, Hixon, Lindholme, Santoft,
Hemswell United Kingdom
22/03/44 - 8/11/44
Oxfords, Beam approach course, Wellingtons, conversion to Halifaxes and Lancaster.
576 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
Fiskerton, United Kingdom
8/11/44 - 28/05/45
31 operations over Europe. Rerum per MV Mauretania via Panama, Hawaii, Christchurch.
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation, 1945
Flying Officer Carter has completed numerous operations against the enemy in the course ofwhich he has invariably displayed the
utmost fortitude, courage and devotion to duty.
CATTS

Frederick Walker
Army

NX113769

3592
FrS: 30/07/41 - 1/11/44

3 Armd Regt, AAC
Australia
1 Army Tank Bn, AAC
Australia, Milne Bay New Guinea
Disembarked Milne Bay 26/08/43.
CAVILL

At school 1924 - 1925
Highest rank: Lieut
30/07/41 - 12/02/43
12/02/43 - 1/11/44

Stewart Geoffrey
5976
At school 1938 - 1939
Air Force
421568
FrS: 28/02/42 - 21/02/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Pilot
.
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Atlantic Star, France & Germany, and Burma Stars, ASM, War Medal
RAAF Training Units
Sydney, Temora AuStralia.
Feb-42 - ]un-42
Initial and Pilot training.
RCAF Training Units
Clares Holm (Alberta), Pe Island Greenwood, Nova Scotia Canada.
Aug-42 - Dec-42
OTU courses.
RAF Training Units
Nutt's Corner Northern Ireland, East Ringway, Leicester, United Kingdom.]an-43 - Aug-43
OTU Sub patrols over Atlantic. Parachute training and airborne operations.
353 Sqn, RAF Transport Command
Sep-43 - Dec-43
New Dehli India.
52 Sqn, RAF Transport Command
Dum Dum (Calcutta), Dinjan (Assam) India.
]an-44 - Oct-44
Transport duti~s Burma and China.
TACHQSEAC
Ceylon, Burma, Singapore, Indonesia.
Nov-44 - Sep-45
Personal pilot to Commander Allied Land Forces SEAC.

CHALMERS
CHAMPION

Master at School

CH
Army
Denys Alexander Hill
Navy
41924

Highest rank: L/Cotpotal
4312
FrS: 29/04/42 - 18/12/45

At school 1928 - 1930
Highest rank: Lt Cmdr
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Service Records
Duty after training:Radar
HMAS Rllshcutter
Sydney
Anti-Sub training.
HMAS ~rramunga
South West Pacific
appointed to Rushcurrer for Radar School.
London Depot
United Kingdom
Radar Liaison Officer.
Navy Office
Melbourne
CHAM PION

Geoffrey Stanley Hill
Navy

4958
FrS: 1/07/36 - 3/01/46

29/04/4 2 - 9/11142

24/11142 - 24/04/43 Re-

12/12/43 - 31/03/4 4

4/12/44 - Nov-45
At school 1932 - 1934
Highest rank: Commander
MID

HMS Kanimb la
29/09/39 - 28/06/42
Japan, Hong Kong, Indian Ocean, Persia, Dhurban, Singapore
raid (awarded MID).
Shapur
Bandur
Ocean,
Indian
parrols
,
Intercepring enemy merchant shipping
ML425
6/02/43 - 23/03/43
South Wesr Pacific

in the South west Pacific Area.
Mentioned in Despatches 4103147' Gallantry and distinguished services

CHAN CELLO R

CHAN NON

t

CHAPM AN

At school 1937 - 1941
5829
Russell Edwin
Highest rank: Flying Officer
FrS: 27/03/43 - 5/11145
433370
Air Force
Srar, Pacific Star
1939/45
Medals:
Service
Wireless
Duty after training:Navigator
RAAF Training Units
Mar-43
Bradfield Park, Ballarat, Mt Gambier Australia
wireless.
ITS, Nav,
38 Sqn, RAAF (DC-3)
Feb-44
Richmond
Guinea.
New
g
includin
and
to
up
coast
easr
General purpose transport on
RAAF Training Units
Sep-44
Mt Gambier, Williamstown Australia
Training refresher and OTU.
94 Sqn, RAAF (Mosquito)
May-45 - Nov-45
Castleraegh, Richmond
At school 1928 - 1932
4313
James Edward Grey
rank: Major
Highest
FTS: 5/10/41 - 22/02/4 6
NX120503
Army
1 Field Amb, AAMC
4/12/41 NSW
53 Comp AA Regt, RAA
25/08/43 - 10/11144
Australia; Buna New Guinea.
RMO
18 Field Amb, AAMC
10/11144 - 10/01146
Australia, Lae New Guinea.
RMO
At school 1932 - 1933 •
4959
Edward Frank
Highes t rank: Bombardier
FTS: 6/01/41 - 29/03/45
NX66710
Army
2/15 Field Regt, RAA
3/10/41 - 15/02/42
Malaya
POW
15/02/42 - 29/03/45
Changi Singapore, Sandakan Borneo.
Deceased whilst POW of malaria.

y Sand4kan.
Commemorated on Labuan Memori al Panel 3. Buried No.2 Cemetar

CHAPMAN

John William
VX43295
Army
Duty after training : Artillery

At school 1930 - 1931 •
4671
Highes t rank: Captain
FrS: 1107/40 - 12/10/45
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, ASM.

Army Training
Australia
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Middle East
5/02/41 - 16/03/42
Attached to 1 Aust Depot Bn.
New Guinea
31/08/43 - 9/05/44
Hospitalised with dysentry Feb and March 1944. Promoted Captain 6/04/44.
RAA (AA) seconded as SO Artillery III G Branch Adv. CHQ.
Aug-44 - Aug-44
Hospitalised with malaria
15/09/44 - 28/09/44
Pacific Islands Dutch East Indies
28/04/45 - 23/07/45
CHAPMAN

t

CHAPMAN

CHARGE

t

CHARLEY

Robert George
Army
NX49821
1 Armd Div Sigs
Australia
2/4 Field Sqn, RAE
Australia
New Guinea
95 Wireless Section
Morotai, Singapore.

5484
FTS: 28/10/41 - 16/07/46

3/12/41 - 14/12/42
15/12/42 - 26/09/43
29/09/43 - 1/11/44
13/05/45 - 24/02/46

Robert Herbert
At school 1935 - 1938
5483
Highest rank: Pilor Officer
Air Force
412481
FTS: 19/07/41 - 25/10/42
Dury after training: Air Observer; dury at death: Air Observer
RCAF Training Units
1/12/41 Canada
RAF Training Units
15/06/42 - 28/09/42
United Kingdom
3PRC, 27 OTU, 460 CF
460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command
29/09/42 - 25/1 0/42
United Kingdom
Killed by enemy bombing whilst in Torquay Hospital.
William Leith
Army
NX118704
30 Aust Inf Bn
New Guinea
Townsville; Lae New Guinea.
Wewak, New Guinea
New South Wales

4960
FTS: 1/10/41 - 8/01/46

John Ross
5830
At schoo11937 - 1941
Air Force
424912
FTS: 9/10/42 - 6/10/44
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Dury after training: Air Crew V; dury at death: Wireless Operator
Service Medals: Defence Medal, 1939/45 France & Germany Star

Philip Nivison
5977
Air Force
433837
FTS: 22/05/43 - 27/04/44
Dury after training: Air Crew V Service Medals: ASM
2 Initial Training School
Bradfield Park, NSW
Hospitalised. Discharged medically unfit for further service.

t

CHARLTON

At school 1932 - 1933
Highest rank: Captain
21/01144 -7/01145
2/03/45 - 12/03/45
7/06/45 - 13/12/45
18/12/45 - 8/01/46

RAAF Training Units
Parkes, Port Pirie, Bradfield Park, Ascot Vale Australia
2ITS, WAGS, 2BAGS, 2ED
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
.
llPDRC, 210TU, 41 Base
78 Sqn, RAF
Gelsenkirohen Germany
Missing, presumed dead
CHARLEY

At school 1935 - 1937
Highest rank: Trooper

Arthur Leslie
Army
NX31082

1812
FTS: 10/06/40 - 10/02/42

2/20 Aust Inf Bn
Singapore
Missing and presumed dead on 10 Feb 42 in Malaya.

9/10/42 - 4/08/43

11/09/43 - Jul-44

16/07/44 - 6/10/44
At school 1938 - 1942 •
Highest rank: AC2

May-43 - Apr-44
At schoo11913 - 1917
Highest rank: Sergeant
18/02/41 - 10/02/42
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Service Records
CHARL TON

Garry
433043
Air Force
Duty after training: Pilot
14 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Australia
8 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Australia
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Benalla
2RD, 2 ITS, 11 EFTS, 2ED
RCAF Training Units
Calgary Canada
SFTS
RAF Training Units
.United Kingdom

At school 1932 - 936
4961
Highes t rank: Flying Officer
FTS: 16/02/43 - 16/01/46
War Medal 1939/45, ASM
Medal,
Defence
Service Medals:
Oct-40 - Oct-42
Oct-42 - Feb-43
16/02/43 - Oct-43

27/10/43 - Apr-443

28/04/44

At school 1931 - 1934
4817
Murray
t rank: Sqn Ldr
Highes
5
FTS: 18/09/40 - 18/10/4
402638
Air Force
DFC
Clasp,
&
Star
Arlanric
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star,
Aircrew Europe Star, Defence Medal
RAAF Training Units
18/09/40 - 22/01/41
Australia
RCAF Training Units
16/02/41 - 20/12/41
Calgary, Sask, Charlottetown Canada
7RC, 4 SFTS, 31 GRS
59 Sqn, RAF Coastal Command (Fortress)
28/12/43 - 26/07/45
United Kingdom
Commanding Officer. Awarded DFC.
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation, 28/03/4 4
ping patrols. On two occasions, he has attacked
Flight Lieutenant Charlton has flown on numerous long-range sorties and anti-ship
raft fire. Flight Lieutenant Charlton has
anti-airc
ofheavy
face
the
in
made
was
attack
second
the
singly enemy submarines ofwhich
consistently set out a high standard ofairmanship and devotion to duty.
At school 1910 - 1914
1461
Percie Leonard
CHARL TON
Highesr rank: Captain
FTS: 18/05/42 - 10/12/45
NX118813
Army
Duty after training : Medical Officer
CHARL TON

110 AA Regt, RAA
Australia
3 Sea Amb Tpt, AAMC
South West Pacific
2 Sea Amb Transport
South West Pacific
CHETT LE

CHEW

19/12/42 - 16/07/44
1/08/45 - 16/11/45

At school 1918 - 1919
2568
Edward Noel Arunde l
Highes t rank: Lieut
FTS: 26/06/40 - 24/10/45
NX54816
Army
Officer
n
Educatio
Army
e:
discharg
on
Supply;
:
Duty after training
1 Aust Corps Amm Park, AAOC
25/12/40 - 16/03/42
Middle East
Bulk Issue Petrol and Oil Depot, NSW L of C Area
14/11/42 - 24/10/44
NSW
HQ 15 Aust Inf Bde
28/12/44 - 13/07/45
Torokina Bougainville
Education Officer.
At school 1939 - 1940
6143
James Milne
Highes t rank: ACI
FTS: 5/06/43 - 1/10/45
423976
Ait Force
Medals: War Medal 1939/45
Service
ian
Technic
e:
discharg
on
V;
Crew
Air
:
Duty after training
RAAF Training Units
Ultimo, Point Cook Australia
3SFTS, Signal School Pt Cook

CHIDG EY

18/05/42 - 18/12/42

3094
George Henry
- 17/07/43
5/05/42
FTS:
55290
Air Force
tration;
Adminis
:
training
after
Duty
32 Sqn, RAAF
outh West Pacific

21/11/43 - Sep-45
At school 1921 - 1924
Highes t rank: Flying Officer

17/08/42 - 17/07/43
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Herbert John
WX56992
2/2 Machine Gun Bn
Middle East
New Guinea
Morotai, Borneo, Labuan

Army

CHIPLIN

4449
FTS: 9/07/40 - 12/11/45

At school 1928 - 1930
Highest rank: Private
27/12/40 - 28/02/43
8108143 - 19/03/44
13/04/45 - 30/10145

2668
NX541
FTS: 20/10/39 - 3/01/46
Duty on discharge: Movement Control Officer
6 Div Cav
Middle East
2/1 Movement & Tpt Gp
Torokina, Guadalcanal, Bougainville

At school 1918 - 1922
Highest rank: Captain

CHOUNDING

John Graham
Merchant Navy

At school 1927 - 1929

CHURCH

At school 1930 - 1935 •
John Campbell
4672
Highest rank: Captain
Army
NX133393
FTS: 6/05/43 - 10/08/46
Duty after training: MO Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, AS~
72 Aust Camp Hospital, AAMC
Kapooke Loop NSW; Nelson Bay, Stockton, Tablelands QLD
15/01/43 - 6/07143
Infantry training camp; attached 2/6 Field Amb on NSW coast, then to Chemical Warfare
Physiology Course.
2/27 Aust Inf Bn
Jul-43 - Mar-44
Port Moresby, Ramu Valley New Guinea.
Per SS Duntroon.
102 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Tamworth, NSW
Mar-44 - May-44
2/31 Aust Inf Bn
Queensland
May-44 - Jul-45
MO 2/27 Aust Inf Bn, RMO 2/6 Field Amb, then appointed to 2/31 Bn 7th Division.
Morotai Island, Borneo
Jul-45 - Dec-45
Per Cape Mendourie to Balikpapan and into Borneo.
l!3 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Concord, NSW
Dec-45 - Jul-46

CLARK

Anthony Sutton "Peter" .
Army
NX56707

Jack

Army

CLARK

4130
MN3256

4673

CLARK

9110144 - 21/10/45

At school 1930 - 1936
Master at school
Highest rank: Sergeant

DH
Army

t

13/02/40 - 18/02/42

John Byron Marcus
Army
NX31398
2/15 Field Regt, RAA
New South Wales

4928
FTS: 5/06/40 - 5/11/43

At school 1931 - 1933
Highest rank: Sergeant
3/11140 - 25/11/40

2AA Bey, RAA

New South Wales
Singapore
POW
Singapore
Died of illness (beri-beri) whilst POW in Thailand.
Buried Kamchanburi

CLARK

~r

23/09/43 - 5/11/43

Cemetery Thailand, Plot 1 Row N

John Peter

5665
FTS: 27/04/44 - 21/11/46
Duty after training: Dental Mechanic;

A r m y " NX203623

CLARK

25/11/40 - 29/07/41
23/08/41 - 26/03/42

William Anthony Frederick

At school 1936 - 1943
Highest rank: Corporal

4481

At school 1929 - 1931

3931

At school 1926 Highest rank: Lieut

Army

CLARKE

Ivo John
Army

NX102494

FTS: 30107/41 - 13/07/45

9 Field Regt, RAA
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Service Records
New South Wales, Townsville Queensland.
Port Morseby, New Guinea
Townsville, Queensl and
Port Morseby, New Guinea
1 Field Regt, RAA
Victotia

CLARKE

30/07/4 1 - 11/08/4 2
11/08/4 2 - 15/06/4 3
5/07/43 - 20/09/4 3
20/09/4 3 - 30/06/4 4
30/06/4 4 - 13/07/4 5

At school 1930 - 1933 •
4674
John Mordau nt Lindsay
Highes t rank: Flight Lieut
FTS: 1/02.41 - 4/01/46
403500
Air Force
MID
Duty after training : General Duties Pilot
1939/45, ASM.
Medal
War
Medal,
Defence
Star,
Africa
Star,
Atlantic
Star,
1939/45
Service Medals:
RAAF Training Units
1/02/41 - 24/05/4 1
Bradfield Park, Narrom ine Australia
2ITS, 5EFTS. Tiger Moths.
RCAF Training Units
8/07/41 - 25/09/4 1
Ottawa.Uplands, Harvard
2SFTS.
sion.
commis
and
wings
Gained
s.
Harvard
on
training
Service Flying
RAP Training Units
12/11/41 - 26/05/4 2
Dishforth, Eng; Kinloss, Scot; Polebrook, Eng. United Kingdom
r a/c.
Liberato
Whitley,
Flight.
1653
OTU,
19
BATU,
1512
a/c.
Conversion to Liberator
1445 Flight
3/06/42 - 4/09/42
Lyneham, United Kingdom; Egypt
r II to Egypt.
Liberato
Ferrying
s.
countrie
occupied
in
agents
Crewing. Special duties, supplying
160 Sqn RAP (Liberator)
6/09/42 - 28/02/4 2
Aqir, Palestine, Shandur Egypt
delivery to Poland,
ms
agent/ar
mining,
Sea
Operatio ns to Crete, Benghazi, Tobruk, haly, Tunisia.
fleet.
daylight attack on Italian
178 Sqn RAP (Liberator)
28/02/4 3 - 4/05/43
Benghazi, North Africa; Cyrenaica, Libya
Sicily.
Bombin g ops to Italy, Tripoli, Tunisia,
RAP Coastal Comma nd
10/07/4 3 - 24/11/4 3
Bridgenorth, Lulsgate Bottom, Oxford United Kingdom
GRS, 3 frS.
1674 Heavy Convers ion Unit
25/11/4 3 - 17/03/4 4
Aldergrove, Norther n Ireland Unired Kingdom
Instruct or for Liberator III, Liberator V and Liberator VIII.
517 (Met) Sqn RAP Coastal Comma nd (Halifax)
17/03/44 - 11/07/4 4
Brawdy, Wales United Kingdom; Atlantic Ocean.
Weather reconnaissance.
518 Sqn RAP (Halifax V)
12/07/4 4 - 12/01/4 5
Tiree, Scotland. Unired Kingdom; Atlantic Ocean
Weather reconnaissance.
1 APS (Martin ent)
20/01/4 5 - 8/05/45
Aldergrove, Norther n Ireland. United Kingdom
4/11/45 .
Sydney
arrived
,
7/10/45
(sailed
e
Oc. Stirling Castle to Australia for discharg

Mentioned in Despatches 14/01/44.

ClARKE

At school 1934 - 1935
5301
t rank: Sergeant
Highes
FTS: 29/05/4 0 - 22/03/4 6
NX1858 0
Army
Bosun
e:
Duty after training : Gunner; on discharg
Srar, Africa Star.
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45 , ASM, 1939/45
Kennet h

2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
Army Training Units
Sydney, Greta
Instructing duties.
3 Floating Dock
NSW, Qld
ClARK E

25/07/4 1 - 2/04/42
Jul-42 - 1944

26/02/4 5 - 22/03/4 6

At school 1961 - 1965
9597
Peter Beaumo nt
Highes t rank: Ptivate'
FTS: 21/07/6 9 - 21/07/7 1
2792903
Army
Service Medal 1945/75 with
Active
an
Australi
Medals:
Service
n
Riflema
:
Duty after training
Medal
Clasps Vietnam, Vietnam Medal, Vietnamese Campaign
2RAR
Vung Tau South Vietnam
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Stuart Clifton Ross
Air Force/Army
Discharged from Army

CLARKSON

5832
N237047
to

RAAF.

At school 1934 - 1938
John Bowes
5302
Highest rank: Lieut
Army
WX144854
ITS: 1/10/41 - 25/03/46
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45
17 Aust Inf Bn
Australia
3 Movement Control Corps
Australia
2/17 Aust Inf Bn
Australia
Morotai, British North Borneo

CLAYTON

Clarence Edward
Army

1/10/41 - 12/08/42
11/03/44 - 10/08/44
20/1 1/44 - 6/05/45
16/05/45 - 9/12/45
3425
FTS: 1940 - 1945

E Comd ASC Tps
South West Pacific
1 Armed Bde Coy ASC
South West Pacific

CLAYTON

At school 1937 - 1939

At school 1923 - 1926
Highest rank: Lieut
1940
7/1941

Hedley Stanley
4818
At school 1931 - 1935
ITS: 3/02/41 - Jan-46
Highest rank: Lieut
Army
NX70690
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2/30 Aust Inf Bn
Feb-41 -Aug-41
Tamworth, Bathurst.
Training.
Changi Singapore
15/08/41 - 15/02/42
At Birdwood Camp then jungle warfare training. Battle of Gemas, wounded at Forr Rose estate.
Hospitalised. Surrender.
POW
Changi; Sandakan, Kuching Borneo
15/02/42 - 15/09/45
Sent on Ubi Maru 'B' Force to Sandakan. Officers shipped to Kuching.
Released 15/09/45. Arrived Sydney on Wanganella 13/10/45.

CLEAVER

Arthur John
Army
NX29464
6 Div Cay
Middle East
2/6 Cay Regt
Australia
Appointed Lieut 8/07/44.

CLERKE

4131
FTS: 8/06/40 - 30/11/44

CLERKE

30/09/40 - 28/04/42

1/05142 - 7107/44

Donald Hunter
5117
At school 1933 - 1934 •
Highest rank: Private
Army
NX27295
ITS: 19/06/40 - 12/03/42
Duty after training: Finance Section
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, A M 1939/45.
1 Corps Arnm Park
Haifa, Middle East
HQ AlF Base Area Units Finance Section
Gaza, Middle East
Returned to Australia as medically unfit for service.

t

At school 1927 - 1930
Highest rank: Lieut

31/01/41 - 24/03/41

24/03/41 - 5/11/41

Frederick John
5666
At school 1936 - 1937
Air Force
411483
ITS: 25/05/41 - 2/09143
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Pilot - Anti Submarine; duty at death: Pilot Anti-Submarine
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Temora. Australia
2 ITS; 10 EFTS; Canada per SS Monterey.
RCAF Training Units
Calgary, Halifx anada
3 SFTS Calgary; 1 Y Depot.
RAP Training Units
Bournemouth, Shawbury, Sillourh, Lyneham United Kingdom

25/05/41 - 12/11/41

4/12141 - 30104/42

10105/42 - 6/01/43
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Service Records
3 PRC; 11 AFU; 1 OTU Sillouth; 1444 MU Lyneham.
500 Sqn, RAF Coastal Command (Hudson)
Tafaroui North Africa
8/01/43 - Sep-43
Anti-Shipping Patrols, convoy escorts, Special Search. Sunk Sub 28/03/43 off Spanish Coast. Last
mission out of Malta, killed over Italy.
CLIFF

Geoffrey John
Navy
34263

3259
FTS: 6/01/41 - 29/01/46

HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
Special Duties
United Kingdom
Bomb disposal work.

At school 1922 - 1924
Highest rank: Lt Cmdr
OBE, GM and Bar,
Feb-41 - 19/03/41
25/04/41 - 9/10/44

Citations {released late in war}
One ofhis most hazardous assignments was in May, 1941, when an unexploded parachute mine was buried in a two-storey
bUilding at Bermondsey. To reach it, Lt-Comdr Cliffmade his way down and through the debris. Then a mine or a bomb
detonated, nearly burying him in wreckage. He realised that this explosion probably had started the clockwork fitse on the mine with
which he was dealing, but he extricated himselfftom the wreckage, worked on the mine, and rendered it safe.
At Leysdown, Isle ofSheppey, Lt-Comdr Cliffhad to deal with a mine buried in 24 feet ofclay The mine was even more dangerous
than usual, as it had been badly damaged in its fall.
OBE Citation
For gallantry and devotion to duty.
CLIFFORD-JONES Francis Moulton
Army

NX76539

1597
FTS: 24/10/41 - 11/08/43

2/1 Aust Hosp Ship, AAMC
Australia
CLINCH

At school 1911 - 1915
Highest rank: Captain
16/08/42 - 10/08/43

Geoffrey Eric
5834
At school 1937 - 1942
Navy
S9116
FTS: 6/10/43 - 8110/46
Highest rank: Telegraphist
Duty after training: Wireless Operator; on discharge: General Communications
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM 1939/45.
Naval Training
Nov-43 - JuJ-44
Flinders Naval Base HMAS Cerebrus
Initial training courses seamanship and wireless telegraphy.
HMAS Magnetic
Townsville Shore Base
Aug-44 - Sep-44
Based on radio station above Townsville, involved in sorties out of Townsville.
HMAS Merauke
Sep-44 - Apr-45
Shore area of Durch New Guinea Dutch East Indies
HMAS Australia
Apr-45 - JuJ-45
Australia, United Kingdom
General sea going duties.
HMS Suffolk
Aug-45 - Dec-45
Atlantic, Mediterranean, Indian Oceans
HMAS Sea Cloud
Dec-45 - Jul-46
Darwin, Timor Sea, Arafura Sea
Demobilised Penguin, Oct) 946.

CLINTON

David Lorimer
Air Force
443376
Duty after training: Pilot

5835
FTS: 23110/43 - 12111/45

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Temora, Bundaberg, Mt Gambier Australia
2 ITS, 10 EFTS, 8 SFTS, 2 AOS, 2 PD.
taff pilot Mt Gambier AOS South Australia.

At school 1937 - 1941
Highest rank: Flight Sgc

28110/43 - 12111/45
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Archer Anthony
Army

NX32668

4315
ITS: Jun-40 - Jun-45

At school 1928 - 1932 •
Highest rank: Corporal

2/18 Aust Inf Bn
Malaya, Singapore
1941 - 15/02/42
POW
Changi, Singapore; Burma Thailand Railway.
1942 - Sep-44
Japan Party'S'. Rescued when prison ship, en route to Japan, was torpedoed by US Sub Sea Lion.
Four days on a raft.

CLIVE

Charles Farquhar

3561

At school 1923 - 1927

3261

At school 1922 - 1925

Army
COCKLE

John Simon
Army

NX96082

FTS: 15/05/42 - 29/01146

1 Armd Corps Trg Unit, AAC
Australia
3 Landing Ships Detachment, RAE
South West Pacific
COHEN

Highest rank: Watrant Officer 2

2/06/42 - 19/08/43
19/08/43 - 19/09/45

Anthony Lawrence

At school 1936 - 1940 •
5667
Air Force
423225
ITS: 20106/42 - 26/09/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
DFC
Duty after training: Air Bomber
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Aircrew Star (Europe), Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Sandgate. Australia
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Dafoe, Winnipeg Canada
5 BAGS, 1 CHS flying Ansons, Bolingbrokses.
RAF Training Units
Penrhos, Litchfield, Lindholme United Kingdom
Ansons, Wellingcons, conversion to Lancasters.
460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
Bimbrook United Kingdom
25 Sorties including 8 to Berlin.
27 Operational Training Unit
Litchfield, Manby, Lindholme United Kingdom
27 OTU, ECAS, 1656 CU; Wellingtons and Lancasters. Instructor.
460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber C'ommand (Lancaster)
Bimbrook United Kingdo
In total 52 operational sorties.,

Jun-42 - Sep-42
Oct-42 - 19/02/43

May-43 - Sep-43

Sep-43 - May-44

Jun-44 - Dec-44

Dec-44 - May-45

Distinguished Flying Cross Citation, August 1944
Flying Officer Cohen has completed many successful operations against the enemy in which he has displayed high skill, fortitude and
devotion to duty.

t

COHEN

Geoffrey Landas
3932
At school 1926 - 1929
Air Force
402212
ITS: 24/06/40 - 3108141
Highest rank: Pilot Officer
Duty after training: Bomber Command
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45 and ASM 1939/45.
RAAF Training
Sydney, Bradfield Park, Narromine.
2 RC; 2 ITS; 5 EFTS; 2 ITS; 2 ED.
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, McDonald, Rivers, Halifax Canada
2 AOS; 3 B & GS; 1 ANS; 1 MD.
25 Operational Training Unit
Bournemouth; Finningley United Kingdom
3 PRC; 25 OTU.

24/06/40 - 27/11140

23/12/40 - 20106/41

30106/41 - 3108141

Pupil observer in the crew ofa Wellington aircraft NO 3177 which crashed 3 miles south west ofBawtry, Yorkshire on 3 August
1941. The accident was caused by loss ofcontrol due to sudden illumination by searchlight at short range. No further news
concerning the crew ofthe aircraft was received.
Burial Details: Finningley Churchyard Ext. Nottinghamshire Service Plot, Grave G3.

t

COHEN

Roy David
Army

NX34909

4675
FTS: 25/07/40 - 9102142

At school 1930 - 1933
Highest rank: Lieut
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Service Records
2/18 Aust Inf Bn
Malaya Singapore
Killed in action 9/02/42.
COLE

Brian Laurence

18/02/41 - 9102142
3766

At school 1925 - 1925

Army
COLEBROOK

John Edward
Navy, British

Master at school 1956 - 1993
FTS: 1945 - 1947

HMS Golden Hind
British Pacific Fleet
COLLETT

Peter Langwill
Air Force
424149
Duty after training: Pilot

5668
At school 1936 - 1940
FTS: 15/08/42 - 8101146
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Aircrew Europe, Defence Medal.

.RAAF Training Units
Narrandera, Uranquinty, Bradfield Park, Ascot Vale Australia
2 ITS, 8EFTS, 5SFTS, 2ED, lED
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
11 PDRC, 20 (P) AFU, 30 OTU, 71 Base
101 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command
Ludford, Maena; England.
Electronic warfare squadron - jamming German radio transmissions.
COLLINS

Rupert Henry Alexander
5304
Army
NX38403
FTS: 10107/41 - 13/02/46
Duty after training: Signaller; on discharge: Officer
Service Medals: ASM 1939145, War Medal 1939/45

10101144 - Dec-44

29/01/45 - 27/06/45

At school 1934 - 1935
·Highest rank: Lieut

Armd Diy Sigs
Seymour Vic,
1 Armd Diy Sigs,
Singleton, Gunnedah, Narrabri, Bonegi[la, Melville WA, Harvey WA
Commissioned
11 Diy Sigs
Mingwenew, Moora and Geraldton WA, Cairns and Brisbane Qld
COLLINS

5/08/42 - 26/11143

JuI-41 - Dec-41
1942 - 1943

1944 - 1946

WiJliam Arthur
5669
At school 1936 - 1936 •
Army
NX56525
FTS: 5/07/40 - 16/10/45
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Gun Layer; on discharge: Gunnery Officer
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2/6 Field Regt, RAA
Ingleburn
Jul-40 - Nov-40
7 Field Bde Militia at Willoughby from 1938-40. Trained on 18 pdr guns.
Gaza, Palestine, Mersa Matruh, Egypt, Syria
Nov-40 - Jan-42
Syrian campaign, equipped with 25 pdr guns.
Feb-42 - Sep-42
Casino, Caboolture
Sep-42 - Dec-43
Porr Moresby, Buna, Woodside, SA, Holsworthy
Campaigning in Porr Moresby and Buna. Attended OTS.
2/11 Field Regt, RAA
Jun-44 - Sep-44
Bougainville
Commissioned.

COMMINS

Frederick Scott
Army

VX12023

4318
FTS: 24/04/40 - 10112145

7 Aust Division AASC
Middle East
2/6 Coy AASC
New Guinea
Australia
Morotai, Balikpapan.
CONNELL

Allan David
Army

At school 1928 - 1929
Highest rank: Sergeant
26/11140 - 11/02/42
17/08/42 - 21/10143
24/10/43 - 29/05/45
8105145 - 29/08/45

5118

At school 1933 - 1935

NX16764

7 Diy Cay Regt
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Henry Robert Dundas
Army

NX32034

1122
ITS: 13/06/40 - 16/11/42

Pioneer Trg Bn
MiddJe East
HQGuard Bn
MiddJe East
CONNELL

James Joseph
Army
NX130080

3/05/41 - 18/12/41
13/01/42 - 18/09/42
4963
ITS: 16/12/41 - 17101/46

6 Armd Car Regt
NSW
4 Motor Regt
Western Australia
HQ3 Motor Bde
Western Australia
1 Base Ord Depot, AAOC
NSW
9 Works & Parks Coy
Morotai
CONNOR

At school 1906 - 1906
Highest rank: L1Corporal

At school 1932 - 1934
Highest rank: Corporal
16/12141-11/04/43
11/04/43 - 19/09/43
19/09/43 - 17/10/44
17/10/44 - 16/06/45
29/06/45 - 1/01/46

George Boyd
4482
At school 1929 - 1938 •
ITS: May-40 - 16/01.45
Highest rank: Captain
Army
NX34870
Duty after training: Training recruits; on discharge: Coy CO
Order of Patriotic War 1st Class
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, Aust Defence Medal, ASM
Syd Uni Regt
Sydney, Camden, Tamworth.
Mar-39 - Dec-40
MG PI. OTS, training new recruits to AlE
2/33 Aust Inf Bn
. Kilo 89 Palestine, Cairo Egypt, Mersa Matruh North Africa.
23/03/41 - 24/05/41
Cairo OTS; Palestine, Bn training; Mersa Matruh, defensive positions to counter German advance.
Fon Khiam, Fort Merdjayoun Syria
7106/41 - 16/06/41
Syria Campaign
POW
Beirout, Syria; Solonika, Greece; TouJon, France.
16/06/41 - 15/08/41
2/33 Aust Inf Bn
Tripoli, Syria; Khassa, Palestine
16/08/41 - 8102142
9/03/42 - 8/09/42
Woodside, South Australia; Caboolture, Queensland.
9/09/42 - 9/11/42
Pon Moresby, Owen Stanleys, Kokoda, New Guinea
Wounded. Hospitalised lOll 1/42 to 8/01/43.
Ravenshoe, Queensland.
9/01/43 - 15/07/43
16/07/43 - 1101144
Ramu Valley, New Guinea.
Atherton Tablelands, Queensland.
2/01/44 - 9/01/45

Soviet Order ofthe Patriotic ~r Jst Class Citation, J6/05/44
On the morning ofthe first day (the 8th June J941), A Company arrived at a position J 00 yards south ofFort Khiam and halted
for a recce. Lieutenant Connor went forward to the SE bastion ofthe fort, alone, and threw in hand grenades through the loophole.
He then scaled a drainpipe on the east side ofthe east wall and shot up the occupants with a TSMG. The occupants ran out another
door. He then went and dealt, in a similar manner, with a barrack room on the south wall. During these encounters, Lieutenant
Connor lost his respirator and steel helmet. He then proceeded to the SE bastion, where he took prisoner two French medical
orderlies, here he was joined by Sergeant Sweetapple, Corporal Campbell and Private ~yte. A French officer, armed with pistol and
grenades, approached, and was taken prisoner before he could use them. The French inside the fort, now brought small arms fire to
bear on the entrance to the redoubt and threw in grenades. The party started to pick a hole in the outer wall, and were assistedfrom
the outside by a party from the remainder ofthe company. Lieutenant Connor took the French officer out through the hole in the
wall and then other members ofthe company climbed in, and were not driven out ofthe fort for halfan hour.
Both on the morning ofthe 8th June andfor the reminder ofthe campaign, until his capture, Lieutenant Connor showed natural
leadership, devotion to duty and personal bravery.

CONOLLY

Brian RusseU
Army
NX191525

5305
ITS: 6/11/42 - 8/04/46

At school 1934 - 1939
Highest rank: Sergeant

Initially enlisted 24 June 1940, but was discharged medically unfit 3 September 1940.
24AMCU
6/04/44 - 6/01/45
New Guinea
ANGAU
Port Moresby New Guinea
23/07/45 - 1/04/46
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CONROY

Neville Randolph
Army
NX146532

2571
FTS: 17/07/41 - 21/01/45

Aust Army Intel Corps
NSW
29 Field Security Section
NSW
Qld L of C Area Sigs
Queensland
Adjutant.
New Guinea School of Sigs
New Guinea
OC of 'C' Coy.

At school 1918 - 1919
Highest rank: Lieut
17/07/41 - 24/08/42
24/08/42 - 22/09/42
3/10/42 - 6/06/44

23/05/44 - 24/10/44

COOK

Reginald
4484
At school 1929 - 1931
FTS: 2/01/40 - 28/11/45
Highest rank: Sergeant
Army
NX9575
2/2 Aust Inf Bn
Palestine, Egypt, Greece Middle East
13/02/40 - 27/06/41
Made POW in Greece.
POW
Germany Stalag 28
17/09/41 - 16/05/45
Recovered and transferred to AIF Transit Camp in UK. Detached on special duty to Paris June and
July 1945. Returned to Sydney 29110/45.

COOK

Reginald Hastings
Army

4821

At school 1931 - 1935

COOK

Samnel
Army

2738

At school 1919 - 1919

COOKE

John Montague Baden
5980
At school 1938 - 1944
Navy
5980
FTS: Jan-45 - 20/01/47
Highest rank: Sub Lieut
Duty after training: Seaman; on discharge: Navigator
Service Medals: Active Service at Sea, War Medal 1939/45, Pacific Star
HMAS Cerberus
Flinders Naval Depot
Jan-45 - Mar-45
New entry school.
HMAS Doomba
Mar-45 - May-45
Pacific and Flinders Naval Depot
Officer Training School, graduated a Midshipman.
HMAS Shropshire
London United Kingdom
May-45 - Aug-46
Posted to Shropshire before conveying Australian Contingent to London for Victory celebrations.
HMAS Murchison
Aug-46 - Jan-47
Pacific
Duties at sea prior to discharge.

COOKE-RUSSELL Thomas Sidney
3262
Air Force
4254
FTS: 3/04/39 - 5/11/47
Duty after training: Fitter; on discharge: Engineer
6 Sqn RAAF
Richmond
8 Sqn RAAF
Canberra
6 Sqn RAAF
Richmond
RAAF Staff
South West Pacific
Sch/Admin, 7AD, 5 HaSP, lAD, lAD, 3RPP
16 Air Observation Flight
South West Pacific
45 Sqn RAAF
South West Pacific
COOKSEY

James Morrison
Army
NX133890

5306
FTS: 30/10/40 - 22/02/46

At school 1922 - 1925
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

27/09/39-5/03/40
6/03/40 - 28/11/41
21/12/41 - 11/08/42
7/12/42 - 1945

20/05/46 - 6/07/47
7/07/47 - 5/10/47
At school 1934 - 1937
Highest rank: Sapper
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Darwin
8AABty, RAA
New South Wales
410 Heavy AA Troop, RAA
New South Wales
1 Field Expl Store, AAOC
Queensland

COOKSEY

Thomas Kenneth
Army
NX152738

13/02/40 - 19/08/42
10/10/42 - 8111/43
12111/43 - 31/08/44
17/10/44 - 22/11/45

3096
FTS: 25/03/42 - 17/11/42

1 Ord Stores Coy, AAOC
New South Wales
4 Aust Adv Ord Depot
New South Wales
New Guinea
8 Ord Depot, AAOC
New Guinea
Townsville
2 Adv Ord Depot
New South Wales

COOMBES

Denzil Richard
Army
NX8252

At school 1921 - 1925
Highest rank: Warrant Officer 2
25/03/42 - 17111142
17/11/42 - 18/12/42
24/12/42 - 21/02/44
21102144 - 3/10/44
29/07/44 - 3110/44
311 0/44 - 20111145

2353
FTS: 28110139 - 14/10/45

At school 1916 - 1918
Highest rank: Sergeant

6 DivAASC
14/02/40 - 29/04/41
Gaza, Egypt, Greece Middle East
Captured in Greece.
POW
Germany Stalag 18A
29/04/41 - 17/05/45
Captured in Greece. Recovered May 1945 and returned via UK. Disembarked Sydney 7/07/45.

COOPER

Bruce Leslie Gladstone
5981
At school 1938 - 1939 •
Highest rank: 2nd Officer
Merchant Navy
FTS: 7/02/40 - 12/09/46
Duty after training: Navigation and Deck Officer; on discharge: Second Mate
Service Medals: 1939-43 Star and Burma Clasp, Pacific Star, Atlantic Star, War Medal 1939/45
MY Macttmba
Australian Waters
MY Orungal
Australian and New Guinea waters; Indian Ocean
Grounded on Barwon Head;
MY Mackarra
Australian and New Guinea waters; Indian Ocean
MY Mungana
Australian and New Guinea waters; Indian Ocean
MY TtmJa
Australian and New Guinea waters; Indian Ocean
Sunk
MY Ormiston
Australian and New Guinea waters; Indian Ocean
Torpedoed 12/05/43 offCoff's Harbour.
MY Kildonan
Australian and New Guinea waters; Indian Ocean
MY City ofDunkirk
Pacific, North and South Atlantic and Indian Oceans,
Caribbean, Mediterranean and Red Seas.
British flagged ship.
MY Chippewa Park
Pacific, North and South Atlantic and Indian Oceans, Caribbean..
Canadian flagged ship
MY Chomedy
Pacific, North and South Atlantic and Indian Oceans,
Caribbean, Mediterranean and Red Seas.
Canadian flagged ship

7/02/40 - 9/04/40
9/04/40 - 22111/40

1112140 - 9/02/41
10102/42 - 19/10/42
20/10/42 - 13/04/43

14/04/43 - 17/05/43

Dec-43 -

May-44

May-44 -

]u1y-44

Ocy-44 -

]uly-45

]uly-45 -

Oct-46
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COOPER

Clive AsWey
Army
7 Aust Division (RAE)
Middle East, Tobruk, Syria
New Guinea, Kokoda Trail
Balikpapan, Borneo
Wounded.

COOPER

James Herbert
Army
NX12530
2/30 Aust Inf Bn
Malaya
POW
Changi Singapore

4133

At school 1927 - 1930
Highest rank: Sapper

3935
FTS: 1101141 - 8/11145

At school 1926 - 1932
Highest rank: Lieut

MID

15/08/41 - 15/02/42
15/02/42 - 4/09/45

Mentioned in Despatches 1/08/46.

t

COOPER

COOPER

Roy Selwyn
Army
NX54554
2/17 Aust InfBn
Middle East
New Guinea
Died of wounds on 22 Sep 43.

4678
FTS: 25/06/40 - 22/09/43

At school 1930 - 1935
Highest rank: Corporal
25/11/40 - 26/01/43
4/08/43 - 22/09/43

Truxton Leslie
5671
At school 1936 - 1937
Army
NX126782
FTS: 16/05/41 - 29/03/46
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: Technical Sgt
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM, War Medal 1939/45
41 Heavy Wireless,SignaIs Corps
Morotai
1945
Signals during landings.

MID

Mentioned in Despatches 6/03/47: Exceptional service in the field in the South west Pacific Area.

COOTE

Philip Dion
4485
At school 1929 - 1935
Highest rank: Sergeant
Army
NX86544
FrS: Jan 1942 - 1945
Duty after training: Transport; on discharge: ANGAU
Service Medals: Pacific Star, ASM, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45
1 Armd Bde ASC
Australia
ANGAU
New Guinea
Native labour section: building structures, roads, carrier lines etc

CORMACK

1942 - 1943
1943 - 1945

Donald Bruce
6148
At school 1939 - 1944
Navy
S10033
FTS: 1102/45 - 25/10/46
Highest rank: Able Seaman 1st Class
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM, 1945/75 with SWP Clasp. War Medal
HMAS Cerberus
Apr-45 - Jul-45
Flinders Naval Depot, Victoria
New entry school followed by OTS
HMAS Quadrant (Destroyer)
New Guinea, Guam, New Brittain, Rabaul, Moraw, Celebes Banda Islands, Samalaki, Kai, Ambon,
Darwin, Pt Moresby
Aug-45 - Jan-46
HMAS Quadrant (Destroyer)
Mar-46 - Aug-46
Darwin, Perth, Adelaide, Hobart.
HMAS Quadrant, HMAS Quickmatch
Jun-46 - Sep-46
Japan
At school 1934 - 1937 •
5307
James Archer
Highest rank: Sergeant
Air Force
402151
FrS: 24/06/40 - 3/07/41
Duty after training: Pilot; duty on death: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Aircrew Europe Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narromine
2 IT ,5 EFTS. Embarked Sydney 31/10/40.
RCAF Training Units
amp Borden, Rockliffe, Canada

24/06/40 - Oct-40

25/11/40 - Feb-41
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RAF Training Units
11103/41 - Apr-41
Bicester
Arrived UK 5/03/41. 13 OTU
139 Sqn, RAP
Horsham St Faith
14/05/41 - 3/07/41
Missing in action, presumed dead 3/07/41. Sergeant Cormack was in the crew ofBlenheim V 6452 which took offin a formation of
six aircraft to bomb a target in the Hazebrouck Area. The formation was unable to locate that pt:imary target, but a railway siding at
St Omer was bombed. The aircraft was seen to be hit by Anti-Aircraftfire; as a result it caughtfire and was seen to hit the ground.
CORMACK

At school 1935 - 1940
Owen Roy
5486
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Ait Force
422263
FTS: 25/04/42 - 3/05/45
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: Instructor
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45, Genetal Service Badge
RAAF Training Units

Benalla, Uranquinty, West Sale
2ITS, 11 EFTS, 5 SFTS, 3 BAGS, Air Gunnery School, 8 OTU
75 Service Flying Training School
Deniliquin
Instructor
1RD
Shepparton, Victoria

25/04/42 - 24/10/44

8/12/44 - 18/12/44

13/01/45 - 10/04/45

CORY

Norman Ernest
At school 1930 - 1934
4679
FTS: 17/11/42-25/03/46
Highest rank: LAC
73019
Air Force
Duty after training: 2E Fitter
RAAF Training Units
17/11/42 - 25/07/43
Geelong, Ascot Vale Australia
2RD, 7STT,1 Engineering Schoo!. Aircraft maintenance training.
Central Flying School
25/07/43 - 25/02/46
Tamworth, Parkes, Point Cook
2E Fitter
2 Aircraft Depot
25/02/46 - 18/03/46
Richmond

COTTEE

George Scott
Army
Duty after training: Dentist

4486
At school 1929 - 1934
Highest rank: Major

2/7 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
New Guinea
.
COULSON

Bruce Thomas
Air Force
413744
Duty after training: Pilot

3936
FTS: 13/09/41 - 19/12/45

RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
15 (P) AFU, 20 (P) AFU, 3 (P) AFU, 5PDC

COULSON

19/01144 - Nov-45

Calder Thomas
4487
At school 1929 - 1934
Army
NXI08555
FTS: 15/10/41- 28/11/45
Highest rank: Corporal
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
74 Dental Unit
South West Pacific

COULSON

At school 1926 - 1932
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

Harold William
5983
Air Force
413762
FTS: 13/09/41 -7/02/46
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: Instructor
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Defence Medal,Air Crew. Star
467 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
29 Operational Training Unit
United Kingdom

Oct-41
At school 1938 - 1940 •
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
DFC

23/09/43 - 24/05/44

24/05/44 - Feb-45
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Service Records
Distinguished Flying Cross, J5/08/44
Flying Officer Coulson has taken part in a number ofoperational sorties, some ofwhich have been agaimt the enemy's most
important and heavily defended targets in Germany. He has always displayed the utmost determination to complete his mission
whatever difficulties he had to overcome. Recently he was detailed to attack on a target over Brest. While on the outwardflight one
engine ofthe aircraftfailed, but Flying Officer Coulson flew on and successftlly bombed the target from a low level despite intense
anti-aircraftfire.
COULTON

Gordon Edward
5673
At school 1936 - 1939
Army
NX82873
ITS: ]an-42 - Oct-45
Highest rank: Bombardier
Service Medals: Usual service medals. Defence Medal, War Medal, ASM
1 Field Regt 3 Bty, RAA
Darwin

COURT

COUSENS

Robert John
5677
Air Force
432759
FTS: 30/01/43 - 4/12/45
Duty after training: Air Crew; on discharge: Navigator
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Ballarat, Mt Gambier, Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, 1WAGS, 2ADS, 2ED
ReAF Training Units
Canada
31 RAF, 1 'Y' Depot
USAF Training
Charlottetown, Greenwood, Moneron
8 AOS, 2HNS, 80TLL, 1 'Y' Depot

Arthur Richard
Army
NX21839

5487
FTS: 28/05/40 - 31110/45

2/17 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East
Milne Bay, Buna, Finschhafen New Guinea
Queensland
Morotai, Labuan Borneo

COVENTRY

30/01/43 - Mar-44

22/01/45 - Feb-45

17/02/45 - 4/12/45

5984
William Light
At school 1938 - 1939
FTS: 15/08/42 -11/01/46
Air Force
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
412911
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Mascot, Somers, Wagga, Uranquinty Australia
1 ITS; 4 EFTS; 2 SFTS; 5 SFT
RAF Training Units
Bournemouth, Ternhill, Tealing, Blackpool United Kingdom
5 AFU; 56 OTU
136 Sqn, RAF (Spitfire)
India, Burma
'Churchill's Own' squadron.
17 Sqn, RAF (Spitfire)
India, Burma

COVENTRY

At school 1936 - 1942
Highest rank: Warrant Officer

Thomas Francis
Army
NX20448
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
Australia Darwin
Buna, Finschhafen New Guinea.

4680
ITS: 16/06/41 - 10/08/45

15/08/41 -Aug-42

18/11/42 - May-43

25/10/43 - 14/12/44

14/12/44 - 1945
At school 1935 - 1936
Highest rank: Private
25/11/40 - 26/01/43
4/08/43 - 12/03/44
19/03/44 - 6/05/45
16/05/45 - 23/09/45

At school 1930 - 1930
Highest rank: Private
22111/41 - 31/01/42
17/04/42 - 14/06/43
27111/43 - 23/05/44
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Arthur Gregson
5308
21647
FTS: 5/02/41 - 22/02/46
Air Force
Duty after training: Office Orderly; on discharge: WOP/AG
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal
2 Aircraft Depot
Richmond Australia
44 Radar Station
South West Pacific
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS,2ED
RCAF Training Units
Winnepeg, Mossbank, Lachine Que Canada
1660 CU
United Kingdom
14 ACHU
United Kingdom

COWARD

Peter Gregson
5839
Navy
9945
FTS: 1/02/45 - 3/10/46
Service Medals: Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal, ASM
HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
HMAS Penguin
Sydney
HMASNapier
Tokyo Japan
HMAS Quality
Sydney

COWARD

Richard Gregson
Army
NX 202761
Service Medals: Pacific Star

At school 1934 - 1938
Highest rank: Warrant Officer

17/02/41 -Apr-42
29/08/42 - Mar-43
27/03/43 - Jul-43

25/07/43 - Jun-44
12/04/45 - 1/08/45
14/11/45 - 30/11/45
At school 1937 - 1942
Highest rank: Able Seaman

1945
1945
1945
1946
5840
FTS: 2/12/43 - 17/05/46

At school 1937 - 1941
Highest rank: Gunner

AIF Training Unit
Cowra, Greta, Canungra
Initial training, Infantry training.
2 Medium Regt, RAA
Atherton, Qld
2 Medium Regt, RAA
Balikpapan Borneo
COWARD

1943

1944
1945

William Gregson
4681
At school 1930 - 1935
Air Force
411005
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
FTS: 31/03/41 - 6/11/45
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45Pacific'Star, Star, ASM, Australia Service Medal.
RAAF Training Units
Nov-40 - Oct-41
Australia
Training
USAAF Douglas Aircraft
Nov-41 - Feb-43
Port Moresby, Milne Bay, Fall River, Popendatta New Guinea
Familiarisation of US pilots; VIP transpo~t; supply drops to isolated troops.
GRS, 1 OTU, 2 Sqn, RAAF
Bairsndale, Sale, Victoria; Hughes Airfield
Mar-43 - Feb-45
Darwin

COX

At school 1912 -1918 •
1903
Robert Clarendon
FTS: 19/07/43 - 2110/45
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Air Force ' 139830
Duty after training: Engineer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Melbourne Australia
School of Admin
62 Works Wing HQ
Goodenough Island
7 Mobile Works Sqn

19/07/43 - 23/09/43

25/09/43 - 12/11/43
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Goodenough Is, Nadzab, Aitape New Guinea.
5 Airfield Construction Sqn
Noemfoor
7 Airfield Construction Sqn
Bougainville

t

CRACKNELL

Walter Thomas
Army
NX32378

3938
FTS: 17/06/40 -1/07/42

12/11143 - 24/07/44
24/07/44 - 23/11/44
3/06/45 - Sep-45

At school 1926 - 1930
Highest rank: Corporal

2115 Field Regt, RAA
NSW
22/11140 - 20103/41
211lnd Coy
Rabaul
12/07/41 - Jan-42
POW
RabauJ
Jan-42 - 1/07/42
"Now reported became missing 1107142 and is for official purposes presumed to be dead." On board
Montevideo Maru ex Rabaul. Montevideo Maru sunk by US Sub Saratoga.

CRAIG

Alan Haslingden
4136
At school 1927 - 1929
Air Force
420639
FTS: 9/11141 - 2/03/45
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Duty after training: Air Crew V; on discharge: Wireless Operator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Defence Medal, War Medal
RAAF Training Units
Australia
2ITS, 2ED, 3WAGS, lBAGS, 2EO, lED
RAP Training Units
United Kingdom
IlPORC, 11 Radio School
3 (c) ATU
United Kingdom
RAP Lemarady
United Kingdom
461 Sqn, RAAF Coastal Command (Sunderland)
Pembroke Dock United Kingdom

CRAIG

David Parker
4822
Army
NXl16814
FTS: 26/01/42 - 19/03/44
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45

9/11141 - 16/03/43

17/03/43 - 24/05/43

25/05/43 - 1106/43
1106/43 - 9/06/43
10/06/43 - 21/09/43

At school 1931 - 1936
Highest rank: Captain

HQ Home Forces I 2 Aust Army
Mt Martha, Victoria; Parramatta, NSW
Dec-41 - Oec-42
ADC to Lt Gen Sir Iven Mackay GOC-in Home Forces, GOC 2nd Aust Army.
HQ New Guinea Force
Port Moresby, Milne Bay, Wau, Goodenough Island, Buna. New Guinea
Oec-42 - Jun-43
ADC to Lt Gen Mackay GOC New Guinea Force.
61 Aust Inf Bn
New Guinea
Aug-43 - ]an-44
2125 Aust 10£ Bn
Ramu Valley New Guinea.
6/10/43 - 28/10/43
CRAIG

CRAN

2916
Wtlliam Haslingden
FTS: 26/06/41 - 30106/44
Army
NX37391
215 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
Port Moresby New Guinea
Discharged to an essential occupation.

At school 1920 - 1922
Highest rank: Gunner

4964
FTS: 25/08/39 - 20/02/46

At school 1932 - 1933
Highest rank: Lieut

Robert Carver
Navy
24826
HMAS Penguin
South West Pacific

CRANE

John MacMurray
Army
NXl77671
8 Adv Workshops AEME
NSW

24/11/41 - 11/02/42
7110142 - 29/01/44

2/12140 - 30109/42

5455
FTS: 20101144 - 30101/46

At school 1934 - 1941
Highest rank: Lieut
18/06/45 - 24/01/46
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CRANNA

Alister David
5841
At school 1937 - 1942 •
Air Force
132993
FTS: 13/04/43 - 21102/46
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: RDF Operator; on discharge: Radar Operator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training Units
Tocumwal, Richmond
Apr-43 - Jul-43
Initial training followed by RDF School May-Jul 43.
220 Radar Station
ToIga, Atherton Tableland, Qld.
Aug-43 - Nov-43
Ground Control Interception Unit (GCl) and air warning covering Cape York area down to
Townsville.
335 Radar Station
Pileto Is; New Guinea; Arawe Group, New Britain.
Dec-43 - Jan-44
Cover the Cape Gloucester landings and Japanese aircraft movement (90 miles away).
304 Radar Station
Normanby Island
2/01/44 - Feb-44
Air warning to Milne Bay.
305 Radar Station
Kiriwina & Trobriand Islands
28/02/44 - 25/03/44
138 Radar Station
Dobodura
26/03/44 - 19/02/45
333 Radar Station
Wataluma, Goodenough Island.
20/02/45 - 15/05/45

CRAWFORD

John David
Army
NX82141
18 Coy, AASC
Fremantle
242 AS 0 PIn
Victoria
New Guinea

5675
FTS: 5/01142 - 19/03/45

John Wilson
Army
NX378
Highest rank: T/Brigadier

1562
At school 1910 - 1918
FTS: 15/12/39 ftom Retired List -7103/42
D50, ED, MID

tCRAWFORD

At school 1936 - 1938
Highest rank: Corporal
22/08/42 - 12112/43
12/12/43 - 14/01144
21101144 - 10/03/45

2/17 Aust Inf Bn
Tobruk Middle East
HQ 11 Aust InfBde
Australia
OC of York Force. Accide tly killed in an air crash.

25111/40 - 4/02/42
22/01/42 - 7103142

Distinguished Service Order, 1941
Lt Col Crawford has continuously commanded his Battalion 2/17 Aust InfBn, during the period March-July 1941. In the difficult
withdrawalfrom Mersa Brega to Tobruk, his handling ofhis command was an outstanding example ofleadership in numerous
difficult situations and resulted in the successful withdrawal ofhis Battalion. At 0400 hrs on 14 April his Battalion was attacked by
tanks and Infantry ofa German Panzer Division. 40 tanks and large numbers ofinfantry having passed through his front line, he
personally organised counter-attacks and his handling. ofthe situation had the result ofcompletely defeating the enemy, destroying
many tanks and practically wiping out a German machine gun Battalion, many prisoners being taken. He has constantly led his
Battalion in the defence ofTobruk, and under his direct supervision the men ofhis command have carried out the most vigorous
defence, combined with constant offensive patrolling activities with most successful results. His courage and coolness under most
difficult circumstances have been, at all times, an inspiration to his command.
Mentioned in Despatches 23/06/42

CRAWFORD

Robert Fraser
5842
At school 1937 - 1939
Highest rank: Sgt Pilot
Air Force
NX116162 I 440160
FTS: 30110141 - 1110/45
Duty after training: Gunner / Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, A5M 1939/45, Defence Medal
Army Training
Ingleburn
Oct-41 - Jan-42
Training
31 InfBde
Blakehurst, North Head
Jan-42 - Sep-43
Driver; Gunner in Coastal Artillery at North Head. Discharged. to RAAF
RAAF Training
Bradfield Park, Narrandera.
Sep-43 - May-44
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EFTS Tiger Moths.
RCAF Training Units
Canada
SFTS Course No 121 for pilots
RAAF Radio School
Uranquinty SA
General flying.

CRAW FORD

Stanley Hamill
1555
Navy

JuI-44 - Mar-45

May-45 - Oct-45
2743
FTS: 1106123 - 30/06/6 0

At school 1919 - 1921
Highes t rank: Captain
MID, RD 6/07/43, MBE (Military)

HMAS Hobart
1940 - 1941
Indian Ocean.
HMAS Lismore
25/01141 - Feb-43
Indian Ocean
ns.
operario
In command 25 January 1941; with Red Sea Force. MID Somalia
5/05/43 - Sep-44
HMS Kanimb la
1944.
June
during
d
comman
in
arily
British armed merchant cruiser. Tempor
HMAS Moreton (Base)
22/09/4 4 - Sep-45
Brisbane
MBE 1101145.
Awarded
nds.
Comma
dent
OIC South Brisbane Ship Repair Base & SO Indepen
HMS Kanimb la
South West Pacific, Japan.
In command.
Member o/the British Empire, 1/01/45.
Mentioned in Despatches 1941: Good services with the Somaliland Force.

CRAW FORD

William Bennet t
NX207039
Army
Park, AAOC
Craft
2 Ord Small
NSW

CRAWLEY

A K Harry
Army

CRAWSHAW

Edwin Fredrick Harry
NXI039 23
Army
ECAAS C
NSW
113 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
Australia

CREAG H

CREAG HE

6293
FTS: 14/05/45 - 21101147

6/09/45 - Jan-48

At school 1940 - 1943
Highes t rank: Private
4110/45 Master at school 1945 - 1947
Highes t rank: Captain

1693
FTS: 13/03/41 - 28/03/4 4

At school 1912 - 1915
Highes t rank: Captain
13/03/41 - 30/04/4 2
23/07/42 - 28/03/44

At school 1930 - 1934 •
4682
John
Highes t rank: Lieut
Merch Navy/Army NX87556 FTS: 5/02/42 - 25/10/45
MY Commissaire Ramel
Sep-40 Indian Ocean
1941 with occupation of
Torpedoed 20109/40 and taken POW by German raider Atlantis. Released
Somaliland.
2/2 Pioneer Bn
14/07/42 - 29/06/43
NSW
Appointed Lieut.
15 Water T pt Coy
3109143 - 15/01145
Northern Territory
11 Small Ships Coy, RAE
15/01/45 - 26110145
Australia
At school 1934 - 1935
5310
Richard Fitzroy
t rank: LlSergeant
5
Highes
30/1114
0
FTS: 24/05/4
NX21218
Army
Signals
NCO
e:
discharg
on
;
Signaller
:
Duty after training
Medal 1939/45, ASM
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Mrica Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal. War
2/6 Field Regr, RAA
Ingleburn, Barnurst, Sydney
2/6 Field Regr, RAA
Haifa, Deir Suneid Palestine, Mersa Matruh Egypt, Syria,
Jdaide Lebanon Middle East
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24/05/40 - Nov-40
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Section 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - HMT Orion to Haifa in Rear party. Training and equipping in Palestine; Garrison troops in Egypt.
Syrian campaign, Fortress Tripoli Troops.
Adelaide, Casino, Caboolture.
Feb-42 - Sep-42
Returned on USS Mt Vernon. Casino, preliminary training for jungle warfare. Caboolture, training
and equipping.
Port Moresby, Buna, Gona, Salamaua, Lau, Finschhafen New Guinea.
Sep-42 - Jan-44
Warwick, Toowoomba, Atherton Tablelands.
Mar-44 - Jun-45
Balikpapan Borneo.
Jun-45 - Aug-45
SS Manoora for Sydney, discharged 30/11/45 after 2,017 days servIce.
CREIGHTON

t

CROCKETT

CROFT

Ronald Clarence
4966
At school 1932 - 1938
Air Force
421575
FTS: 28/02/42 - 27105/46
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Duty after training: WOP;
Service Medals: 1939145 Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Maryborough, Evans Head, Bradfield Park, Parkes, Cootamundra,
28/02/42 - Sep-43
Mildura, East Sale
2ITS, 3WAGS, 2EO, lANS, lAOS, 2ANS, CFS, 10TU
13 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
17109/43 - Nov-43
100 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
30111/43 - Aug-44
James Grant
3230
At school 1921 - 1928
Air Force
403393
FTS: 6/01/41 - 5/09/42
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: Air Gunner; duty at death: Air Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Aircrew Europe, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Australia
6/01/41 - May-41
2ITS,2EO
RCAF Training Units
15/05/41 - Oct-41
Edmonton, Trenton, Mountain View, Halifax Canada
2 AOS, RCAF, 6 BAGS, 1YO
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
19/10/41 - May-42
3 PRC, 27 OTU
103 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command
United Kingdom
20105/42 - 5109142
Killed over Germany.
Basil St Pierie
Army
QX15097
Duty after training: Signals .

2839
At school 1919 - 1925
FTS: 11/07/40 - 17106/53 PMF
Highest rank: Lt Col

6 Div Cav
Middle East
Australia
Signals Officer
USA
Signals Officer
Base Signals Regt
Japan, Korea
Japan

22/11/41 - 18/02/42
29/07/42 - 26/05/45

4106145 - 15/03/46

11/09/51 - 24/12152
27102/53 - 20105/53

Cedrick Robert
3769
At school 1925 - 1929
Air Force
403648
OFC
FTS: 3/02/41 - 30108/43 Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Atlantic Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45
RAAF Trainil?-g Units
Mascot Australia
RAF Training Units
Squires Gate, Silloth, United Kingdom
Via Canada. 3 SofGR, 10TU
461 Sqn, RAAF Coastal Command (Sunderland)
Pembroke Dock United Kingdom
Reported missing air operations. Shot down by Ju-88 over Bay of Biscay.

3/02/41 - 23/09/41
13/11/41 - 22/09/42

22/09/42 - 30108/43
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CROMBIE

Charles Arbuthnot
4319
At school 1928 - 1931
Air Force
404099
FrS: 24/05/40 - 26/08/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Pilot j duty at death: Chief Flying Instructor
DSO, DFC

RAAF Training Units
Australia
27/05/40 - Oct-40
RCAF Training Units
Calgary Canada
26/10/40 - Feb-41
3 EFTS
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
6/02/41 - 6/05/41
1 RAF Training Depot, 54 OTU
25 Sqn, RAF (Beaufighter)
United Kingdom
6/05/41 - 12/07/41
89 Sqn, RAF (Beaufighter)
Middle East, Malta
12/07/41
Air Headquarters
Egypt
6/12/41 - 10/12/41
176 Sqn, RAF (Beaufighter)
Calcutta, India
12/01143 - 30/08/43
Awarded DFC
RAAF Training Units (Instructor)
Australia
27/09/43 - 5/02/45
lED, 3ED, 50TU. Killed in flying accident.
Distinguished Service Order Citation
As pilot and observer respectively Flying Officer Crombie and W'llrrant Officer Moss have flown together in many night flying
operations in the United Kingdom, the Middle East and in India. They have destroyed eight enemy aircraft and damaged another.
One night in January 1343, they destroyed two ofa formation offour Japanese aircraft before being compelled to abandon their own
aircraft which was set on fire during the engagement. Flying Officer Crombie and W'llrrant Officer Moss have displayed great
Courage, determination and devotion to duty.
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation
Flying Officer Crombie has consistently displayed a great standard ofcourage and keenness. He has participated in Intruder patrols
and made low level attacks on enemy bases. At all times this officer's fine fighting spirit and leadership have been ofa high order. He
has personally destroyed four enemy aircraft in air combat.
CROMBIE

David Alexander John
Army
NX70982

4823
FTS: 7/05/41 - 1112/45

2/1 Field Workshops
Middle East
2/58 Light Aid Detachment, AEME
New Guinea
Appointed OC on 25/08/43.
Ady Allied Land Forces Headquarters
New Guinea, Morotai
Appointed EME Captain Ady LHQ on 18 Aug 44.
3 POW Reception Group Workshop Sec
Manila, Philippines
Served as EME.

t

CROMBIE

Mervyn Cobbe
5488
Air Force
404172
FrS: 21106/40 - 12/06/41
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Mrica Star, War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Archerfield, Wagga, Arnberley Australia
70 Operational Training Unit
Australia
16/05/41
12/06/41

CROOK

Philip Pagent
Army
NX135501
21 Diy Cay Regt
Australia
2/11 Armd Car Regt
Australia

5676
FTS: 12/01142 - 6/07/44

At school 1931 - 1935
Highest rank: Captain Engineer
31107/41 - 29/01/43
3/08/43 - 2/12/43

30/01/45 - 29/08/45

29/08/45 - 25/10/45
At school 1935 - 1936
Highest rank: Sergeant

24/06/40 - May-41

At school 1936 - 1938
Highest rank: Lieut
5/04/42 - 7/08/43
9/09/43 - 24/06/44

---------------
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CROUDACE

James Douglas
Army
NX68077

At school 1926 - 1928
Highest rank: Private

3940
FTS: 15/10/41

1 Res Motor Tpt Coy, AASC
Palestine
Died of illness.
CROW

JackArlam
Army

NX194287

1941 - 15/10/41
4139
FTS: 14/05/41 - 22/02/46

At school 1927 - 1929
- Highest rank: Private

53 Aust Inf Bn
New Guinea
55/53 Aust Inf Bn
New Guinea
55/53 Aust InfBn
Bougainville
CROWLEY

27/12/41 - 20/10/42
4/02/43 - 5/03/43
6/12/44 - 18/01/46

At school 1933 - 1937 •
Arly Kelvin
5123
Highest rank: Captain
FTS: 2/06/41 - 11102/46
Army
NX115084
Duty after training: Engineer
Service Medals: ASM 1939/45, War Medal 1939/45, Defence Medal
School of Military Engineering
Jun-41 - Aug-41
Casula
Training
19 Field Coy, RAE
Largs NSW; Maitland, QLD, Darwin, Champagny Islands WA,
Baulkham Hills, Leichhardt NSW
Aug-41 - Feb-46
Construction of roads, bridges, gun emplacements, training camp for 6th Division.
Darwin, Champagny Island, NT
1943 - 1944
Rebuilding wharves in Darwin, bridges and road construction. Construction of LORAN station on
islands off the Kimberley coast. Injured during construction work on Champagny Island.
Hospitalisation
1944 - 1945
Darwin, Baulkham Hills
13 months.
RAE Stores Depot
1945 - 11/02/46
Leichhardt

CROWTHER

t

Geoffrey Earl
Army
Duty after training: Medical Officer
6 Bn, Queens Own Regt, 'BEF
France

CRUTTENDEN David Perry
Army
N218899

3941

4684
FTS: 18/02/42 - 25/06/44

At school 1926 - 1929

1940
At school 1930 - 1930

JAARD
New Guinea
lARD .
New Guinea
Killed in a railway accident Wynard Station 25/06/44.
CUDMORE

James Francis
Army
NX94242

2183
FTS: 13/02/41 - 12/08/42

1 Medium Regt, RAA
NSW; Qld
55 Comp AA Regt
Qld, Darwin, NT
CULLEN

Howard Clitford
Army
N102370

Grandison Charles
Army
NXI09641

3/03/44 - 31/03/44
At school 1915 - 1918
Highest rank: Bombadier
11/08/42 - Sep-43
24/09/43 - 16/03/45

804
FTS: 13/02/41-12/08/42

8 Garrison Bn
Australia
237 days service, 121 on active service. Discharged medically unfit.
CULLIS-HILL

11/09/43 - 17/12/43

4140
FTS: 1/10/41 - 3/12/45

At school 1903 - 1910
Highest rank: Private
13/02/41 - 12/08/42
At school 1927 - 1931
Highest rank: Captain

III Anti-Tank Regt, RAA
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NSW
106 Tank Attack Regt, RAA
NSW
2/2 Tank Attack Regt, RAA
NSW
Seconded to RAA School of Artillery as instructot.
CUMMING

Bruce Seymour
Army
2184716
Duty after training: Driver

7102/42 - 28/06/44
28/06/44 - 20102/45
20102/45 - 3112145

At school 1962 - 1967
9758
FTS: 1968 - 1970
Highest rank: Private
Service Medals: Vietnam Medal

Infantry Training
Singleton, Puckapunyal
Recruit Training and Corps training as a RAASC truck driver.
1968 - 1969
5 Coy 86 Tpt PI, RAASC
Vung Tau, South Vietnam
1969 - 1970
Drove trucks and Semi-trailers delivering stores and moving troops for 8 months.
Brisbane
Last months before discharge.
1970
CUMMINS

Robert Lincoln
6149
Air Force
71030
FTS: 9110/42 - 17102/47
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal
21 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
5 Aircraft Depot
South West Pacific

CUNINGHAME

John Hastings Fairlie
Army
N74955

7110/43 - Aug-44
16108/44 - Nov-44

1694
FTS: 27108/40 - 22/11145

Intel Corps
Australia
1 Field Censorship Coy, Intel Corps
New Guinea
CUNNINGHAM

David Alan
Army

NX42182

4489
FTS: 7108/41 - 22/03/46

216 Armd Regt, AAC
New Guinea

CUNNINGHAM

James Lee
Navy
S10423
Duty after training: Stoker

Kenneth Livingstone
Army
NX34667

At school 1912 - 1917
Highest rank: Captain
27108/40 - 8101144
8/01144 - 28/06/45

At school 1929 - 1933
Highest rank: Corporal
28/09/42 - 22/03/46

5844
FTS: 17105/45 - 14/03/47
Service Medals: ASM

HMAS Cerberus
Flinders Melbourne
Basic training
HMAS Penguin
Balmoral Sydney
HMAS Bunbury
Southern Ocean and SW Pacific
20th Minesweeping flotilla.
HMAS Platypus
Watson's Bay Sydney
HMAS Rushcutter
Sydney
CUNNINGHAM

At school 1939 - 1941
Highest rank: LAC

At school 1937 - 1943 •
Highest rank: Stoker 1st Class

17105/45 - 10/12/45

11/12/45 - 28/01/46
29/01/46 - 28/08/46

29/08/46 - 10103/47
11103147 - 14/03/47

3942
FTS: 7106/40 - 4112145

At school 1926 - 1927
Highest rank: Captain
MID

2/6 Field Regt RAA
Mediterranean
New Guinea
Awarded MID.
Mentioned in Despatches 4/02/44: Exceptional services in the field in New Guinea.

CUNNINGHAM

Robert Leonard
Army
NX 88423

3771
FTS: 13/02/42 - 4101146

7106/40
1942

At school 1925 - 1926 •
Highest rank: L1Corporal
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Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal, ASM

1 Armd Bde Coy, AASC
Northern Territory, Western Australia
2/167 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
NSW
Appointed LlCpl 31/03/45.
43 Landing Craft Coy, RAE
Aitape New Guinea
2/2 Field Regt, RAA
Wewak New Guinea, Australia
Discharged Sydney
CURLEWIS

Adrian Herbert
Army
NX70316

1822
FTS: 4/09/39 - 17/01/46

HQ 8 Aust Diyision
Singapore
POW
Changi; Singapore; Burma; Thailand
Imprisoned in Changi and worked on the Burma-Thailand railway.
CURLEWIS

Colin John
Army

1/07/45
8/12/45 - 4/01/46
At school 1913 - 1919
Highest ranle Captain
19/02/41 - 14/02/42
15/02/42 - 2/10/45

NX59884

24/05/42
2/08/43 - 27/04/44
1/08/44 - 15/09/44
5845
FTS: 22/07/40 - 3/12/45

8 Diy Sigs
Malaya, Singapore
POW
Malaya, Singapore

CUTHBERTSON

21101145

Nigel Unwin
3943
At school 1926 - 1929
Highest rank: Lieut
Army
NX127268
FTS: 9/11/41 - 26/10/44
Duty after training: Signaller
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45
16 Motor Regt, Signals
Australia
1 Comp Signals Sec
New Guinea
New Guinea

CUTCHER

17/05/42

At school 1937 - 1937
Highest rank: Signalman
18/02/41 - 16/02/42
16/02/42 - 30/09/45

Kenneth Neville
Army
NI05805 ,
7 Garrison Bn
Queensland

675
FTS: 17/12/41 - 3/05/43

CUTLER

Ross MacGregor
Navy
S9874
File Incomplete

6450
FTS: 30/11/44 - 11109/46

DABELLE

Frank Eyre
2206
FTS: 15/08/41 - 18/12/46
Navy
HMAS Maitland
Permanantly incapacitated due to war service

DADSWELL

Lyndon Raymond
At school 1924 - 1926
3598
Highest rank: 2nd Lieut
Army
NX13548
FTS: 29/04/41-Aug-42
bury after training: Infantry; on discharge: War Artist
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Mrica Star, 1939/45 Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM,
1945 Victory Medal, 1940-41 Greek Campaign Medal.

17/12/41 - 5/04/43

2/3 Aust Inf ~n
Syria, Bardia, Greece Middle East
War Artist
Heliopolis
His sculptures are on display in the War Memorial in Ca~berra.
DALEY

Sidney Herbert
Army
NX94794
1 Armd Div Sigs, AEME
Greta, NSW

At school 1902 Highest rank: Private

5987
FTS: 9/04/42 - 5/02/46 '

At school 1941 - 1944
Highest rank: Able Seaman
At school 1915 - 1918
Highest rank: Lieut (Eng)

1941 - 1942
1942-1943
At school 1938 - 1940
Highest rank: Captain
6/08/42 - 4/09/45
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2 Sqdn
8 Adv Workshop, AEME
NSW
NSW Location Area for Disposal
Northern Territory

t

DALLY

4/09/44 - 4/06/45
23/11/45 - 5/02/46

John Douglas
4968
Air Force
413356
FTS: 17/08/41 - 14/09/42
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Scar, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45

At school 1932 - 1938
Highest rank: Sergeant

36 Sqn, RAAF
New Guinea
Killed in aircraft accident .
DALRYMPLE

1942 - 14/09/42

5988
At school 1938 - 1943
David Hay
Air Force
440637
FTS: 28/01/44 - 7/08/45
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Aircrew II (P)
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Kingaroy, Narromine, Narrandera, MaHala, Toowoomba,
Benalla, Mackay Australia
3ITS, 5EFTS, 8EFTS, 6SFTS, 1 Stores Depot, 11 EFTS, 6AD, 3PD

t

DANIELL

Douglas Alan
Army
NX16172

4490
FTS: 21/05/40 -7/06/45

2/9 Commando Sqn
Aitape, New Guinea
Died of wounds on 7 Jun 45 at Aitape.
DANIELL

Edward Warwick
Army
NX16168

4686
FTS: 21/05/40 - 30/03/44

2/13 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
19 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
2/11 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
DAVIDSON

At school 1929 - 1933
Highest at death: Lieut
15/12/44 - 7/06/45
At school 1930 - 1934
Highest rank: Lieut
28/10/40 - 21/07/41
23/09/42 - 4/09/43
4/09/43 - 30/03/44

2492
At school 1917 - 1918
Peter Maurice
FTS: 23/04/41 - 5/11/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Air Force
262302
Duty after training: Dentist
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45, General Service Badge.
3 RAAF Hospital
Richmond
At Hospital then at HQ Richmond.
RAAF Operational Base
Townsville
RAAF Depots
Sydney, Brisbane
3 School of Technical Training; 3 Stores Depot.
RAAF Training Units
Uranquinty
5 SFTS, 5 Aircraft Depot, 2 PD.

DAVIES

29/01/44 - 7/08/45

24/03/41 - 1/05/42

1942 - 1944
1944 - 1944

1944 - 1945

Louis Walter
5847
At school 1937 - 1940
Air Force
424508
FTS: 12/09/42 - 5/02/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Navigator, bomb-aimer, air gunner; on discharge: Navigator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Cootamundra, Evans Head, Parkes Australia
12/09/42 - 17/07/43
Promoted to Pilot Officer.
RAAF Training Units
Bairnsdale/East Sale, Vic. Australia
18/06/43 - 25/12/43
Airspeed Oxford, Beaufort
1 Sqn, RAAF (Beaufort)
Menangle Park, Gould, Kingaroy
26/12/43 - 6/02/45
Strikes on Timor, store drops to Z Force, convoy patrols, reconnaissance patrols. 52 sorties
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Deniliquin
12/04/45 - 16/09/45
Promoted F/Lt. Navigator instructor (Oxford, Wirraway, Anson, Tiger Moths).
38 Sqn, RAAF (Dakota)
Archerfield
17/09/45 - 20/01/46
Dakota sorties to Halmaheras, Borneo, Timor, Biak, Ambon etc. 9 sorties.
DAVIES

Peter Wardlaw
Army

NX16465

5490
FTS: 22/05/40 - 8/05/41

At school 1935 - 1937

1 AA Regt
Sydney
Discharged being required for service with the RAN. File incomplete.
DAVIS

Charles William
Army

NX17720

3773
FTS: 27/05/40 - 26/10/45

At school 1925 - 1926
Highest rank: Sergeant

2/13 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
New Guinea
DAVIS

Frank Crawford
Army

NX1023

22/09/41 - 11103/42
27/11143 - 14/05/44
3264
FTS: 23/10/39 - 30/08/44

At school 1922 - 1925
Highest rank: A/Lieut

2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
2/1 Field Regt, RAA
New Guinea
DAVIS

Geoffrey David

22/05/40 - 8/05/41

10/01140 - 23/01/42
24/09/42 - 9/04/43
5989

At school 1938 - 1943 •

Navy
S9293
FTS: 31/03/44 - 20/09/46
Highest rank: Able Seaman
Duty after training: Radar Operator; on discharge: RP3
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star,
Pacific Star, 1939/45 Medal, ASM, General Service Medal (minesweeping), Philippines Liberation
Medal. Japanese Occupation Medal, Medal for service rendered in radiation contaminated areas.
HMAS Pirie
Seadler Harbour, Manus Island to Leyte, Phillipines.
British Pacific Fleet convoyed shipping between Manus and Leyre.
HMAS Pirie
Off Okinawa
Convoying the fleet train to Okinawa and Japan bombardment fleet.
HMAS Pirie
Tokyo Bay Japan
Occupation Force for surre~der.
HMAS Pirie
Hong Kong Harbour
Surrender of Hong Kong.
HMAS Townsville
HMAS Bataan
DAVIS

Lloyd Louis

4824

Dec-44 - Jan-45

May-45 - Aug-45

31/08/45 - 3/09/45

Sep-45
1946
1946

At school 1931 - 1934

Airforce
DAVIS

At school 1923 - 1923
Neville Winston
3432
Highest rank: Clerk
Air Force
134239
FTS: 25/05/43 - 6/11/45
Duty after training: Wireless Operator
Service Medals: Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45
4 Wireless Unit
South West Pacific
2 Wireless Unit
South West Pacific
RAAF Command HQ
South West Pacific

DAVIS

20/03/44 - Jan-45
14/01/45 - 1/11145
4491

Peter
Army

17/12/43 - Mar-44

NX58013

2/3 Field Workshops
Middle East
2/7 Ord Workshops, AAOC
New Guinea

FTS: 17/07/40 - 3/07/46

At school 1919 - 1931
Highest rank: T /Major
3/02/41 - 4/02/42
17/08/42 - 2/06/43
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DAVISON

Clifford Rowland
Army
NX25988

5312
FTS: 26/06/41 - 24/01/46

114 Lt AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
L of C Area Accounts Office
New Guinea
1 Aust Corps Accounts Office
Moratai
5 POW Reception Centre
Manilla
DAWBORN

25/09/41 - 31101142
11/05/43 - 16/02/44
9107145 - 28/08/45
16/10/45 - 15/01146

Charles Thomas Dean
At school 1939 - 1943
6150
Highest
rank: Able Seaman
Navy
4890
ITS: 28/09/44 - 22/10/46
Duty after training: Seaman
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Victory Medal, Philippine Star
HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
HMAS Lachlan
Mindanao, Mindoro
Parr of US 7th Fleet
HMAS Lachlan
Tarakan, Borneo, Brunei Bay
Parr of invasion fleet
HMAS Lachlan
Dutch West New Guinea, South West Pacific
Japanese Surrender. Ceremony on board
HMAS Lachlan.
HMAS TOrrens
Australia

DAWSON

At school 1934 - 1935
Highest rank: Sergeant

Bindford Percival
2573
Army
4890
FTS: 1940 - 1945
Duty after training: Infantry; on discharge: Legal Corps

2/10/44 - 6/03/45
Apr-45 - May-45

Jun-45 - Jul-45

Oct-45 - 28/05/46

18/05/46 - 13/09/46
At school 1918 - 1922
Highest rank: Major

2/2 Machine Gun Bn
El A1amein
Wounded first day of El AJamein Battle. 9 months in hospital.
Legal Corps
WeStern Australia
Courts martial.
DAWSON

Douglas James
Army

DAWSON

Gilbert Lacy
3102
At school 1921 - 1922
Air Force
1376437
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: Navigator/radar; duty at death: Navigatorlradar

4493

At school 1929 - 1932

604 Sqn, RAF (Beaufighter)
Middle Wallop, United Kingdom
Nightfighter NG-S accidently crashed at Oare Hill, Pewsey, Wiltshire, 22/07/41
DAWSON

Harold Rennick
Army
NX148839

4322
FTS: 26/01142 - 12/01146

28 Field Security Sect
Northern Territory
'Q' Field Security Sect
Morotai, Ambonia

At school 1928 - 1929
Highest rank: Sergeant

4108/43 - 25110/44
19/09/45 - 25/09/45

DAWSON

Peter Edgar Rowland
6741
ITS: 10101/44 - 25/03/46
Airforce
166020
Duty after training: Wireless Mechanic

At school 1942 - 1943
Highest rank: LAC

tDAY

Warren Meridith
5680
Air Force
434603
ITS: 3/05/43 - 17111/45
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot

At school 1936 - 1938
Highest rank: Flying Officer

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park Australia

3/05/43 - 4/11143
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Dunnville Canada
6SFTS
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
1ATT
RAAF Training Units
Australia
3PD, 2PD, 20TU, 3RP
82 Sqn, RAAF (Kittyhawk)
Morotai, Borneo.
Missing, presumed killed in air operations Borneo.
DE GREENLAW

Gartine Charles Alexander
Army
NX13617

5493
FTS: 4/12/41 - 4/03/46

19 Field Regt, RAA
Sydney
Much time in hospital, 113 AGH.
227 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Western Australia
Transferred to course at HMAS Leeuwin.
4 Psych Unit
Western Australia
2 Vocational Guidance Unit
NSW
DEKANTZOW

Herbert
Air Force
21724
Duty after training: Pilot

19/11/43 - 20/05/44

20/05/44 - 4/12/44

4/12/44 - 26/03/45

26/03/45 - 26/07/45
At school 1935 - 1936
Highest rank: Sergeant
10/03/42 - 20/11/42

21/11142 - 28/10/44

22/04/45 - 23/11145
3/12/45 - 4/03/46

3140
FTS: 10/02/41 - 1/02/45

RAAF Training Units
Camden, Mascot, Benalla, Tamworth, Pt Cook Australia
CFS Camden, 5EFTS, 4 EFTS, l1EFTS, CFS Tamworth, 1SFTS
RAAF Training Units (Instructor)
Australia
1SFTS,2PD

At school 1921 - 1922
Highest rank: Flying Officer

10/02/41 - 31/08/42

31/08/42 - 1102145

DEKANTZOW

Sydney
Air Force

4089

At school 1926 - 1928

DE GROEN

Eucon Benjamin
Air Force

3600

At school 1924 - 1924

DEAKINS

At school 1935 - 1936
Richard Frederick
5491
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Air Force
264324
FTS: 23/02/42 - 24/07/46
Duty after training: Dental Officer
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
RAAF Training Units
Western Australia Australia
1 Hospital, 2 Hospital, 3 STT, 5 ITS, 5 ED, 4 RD.
RAAF Station
Bradfield Park
84 Wing, RAAF
Bougainville, New Guinea
2 Personnel Depot
Sydney

DEAMER

Adrian Milford
Air Force .,440142
Duty after training: Pilot

5811
FTS: 20109/43 - 9/11/45

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Temora, Pt Cook, Mallala Australia
2ITS, lOEFTS, 1SFTS, 6SFTS, 2PD
DEAN

John Conrad Henry
5314
Army
2/1163
FTS: 5/11/41 - 30106/47
Duty after training: Rifleman; on discharge: Clerk

23/02/42 - 19106/44

19106/44 - 2/10144
8/11/44 - 3/01/45
25/03/46 - 24/07/46

At school 1936 - 1940
Highest rank: Flying Officer

20109/43 - 9/11/45

At school 1934 - 1938 •
Highest rank: Sergeant
MID
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United Nations Service
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM,
Medal
17 Aust Inf Bn
5/11/41 - 21112/42
Brisbane, Townsville Australia; Pon Moresby, Milne Bay New Guinea.
Combined Operations Services Comd
25/12/42 - 22/07/43
Porlock Harbour, Oro Bay New Guinea
HQ 1 Base Sub-Area
10108/43 - 10110/43
Semini, New Guinea
10110/43 - 10101144
Cabarlah, Sydney, Brisbane, Townsville Queensland
Nov till 8 Dec.
12
Sydney
Leave,
Nov.
11
to
Oct
10
Course at Carbarlah, near Toowoomba
4 - 13/09/44
17/0114
Buna, New Guinea
HQ 4 Base Sub Area
21109/44 - 30106/45
Empress Augusta Bay, Bougainville Island
HQ Military Forces
17/12/45 - 3101146
Melbourne, Victoria
Forces
tion
HQ British Commo nwealth Occupa
22102/46 - 10102/52
Kure Japan, Hong Kong.
Area.
Mentioned in Despatches 21/02/46: Distinguished services in South W0st Pacific
At school 1935 - 1938 •
5492
Warwic k Allwort h
DEANE
Highes t rank: LlCorporal
FTS: 23/06/41 - 8104146
NX37049
Army
1939/45, ASM, Philippines
Medal
War
Medal,
Defence
Star,
Pacific
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star,
Liberation Medal, Dutch Cross (Pacific Bar)
2/9 Field Regt, RAA
23/06/41 - Sep-41
Australia
Training in 59th Bey. Sailed for Middle East 3/09/41
Oct-41 - Mar-42
Middle East, Syrian campaign, Egypt.
31103/42 - Feb-43
and
Adelaide, Queensl
Training in Jungle Warfare.
7/03/43 - Mar-44
New Guinea
14/03/44 - Oct-44
a
Australi
1 Naval Bombar dment Group, RAA
Manus Island; Madang
Morotai; Subic Bay, Philippines; Balikpapan, Tarakan, Brunei Bay Borneo;
18/10/44 - 8104146
New Guinea; Japan
At school 1919 - 1921
2840
Clarenc e Cole
DEGEN HARD T
Highes t rank: Sqn Ldr
ITS: 29/04/40 - 28/05/46
260997
Air Force
Star, Defence Medal
Pacific
Medals:
Service
Duty after training : Administration
HQCA
Sourh West Pacific
2 Tactical Group
South West Pacific
2BPSO
South West Pacific
Comma nding Officer
HQ 2 Training Group
South West Pacific
HQ Norther n Comma nd
North Australia

27/05/40 - 2108141
2/08/41 - 10109/42
11/09/42 - 17/02/44

17/02/44 - 16/04/45
16/04/45 - 10104/46

DELBR IDGE

Edward Keith
Service Details Unknown

3774

At school 1925 - 1925

DENNI SS

Derek Wright
Air Force

5948

At school 1937 - 1938

DENT

At school 1936 - 1940 •
5682
Graham Chadwi ck
Highes t rank: Captain
ITS: 7111/41 - 31107/46
NX 70810
Army
Section
ent
Assessm
Leave
e:
discharg
on
Leader;
Duty after training : Troop
1939/45.
ASM
,
1939/45
Medal
War
Star,
Pacific
Star,
1939/45
Medals:
Service
55/53 Aust Inf Bn
Sep-40 - Nov-41
Ingleburn, Walgrove, Greta, Narellan
Training
2/7 Armd Regt, AAC
Nov-41 - Dec-41
Puckapunyal, Tamworth
Leader.
Troop
as
th
Tamwor
After training at AFV School Puckapunyal, joined 2/7 at
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-

2/1 Ind Lt Tank Sqn
Nare/lan
Dec-41 - Apr-42
1 Armd Bde
Singleton, Narrabri Plains, NSW
Apr-42 - Ocr-42
Reconnaissance squadron. Armoured cars.
2/4 Armd Regt, AAC
Murgon, Southport Qld.
Oct-42 - Aug-44
Combined with 2 Armd Bde Recce Sqn and 'D' Sqn of 2/11 Armoured Cars to form 2/4 Aust Armd
Regt Grant and Stuart tanks.
.
Madang New Guinea.
Aug-44 - Mar-45
'C' Sqn to Aitape. Matilda tanks.
Torokina Bougainville
Mar-45 - Aug-45
Joined 'B' Sqn. Promoted Captain. Matilda tanks.
RabauJ New Britain
Aug-45 - Dec-45
Commanded half Sqn to Rabaul. Matilda tanks and American M24s.
Eastern Comd Personnel Depot
Sydney Showground
]an-46 - Aug-46
Leave Assessment section Discharge Depot.
DENT

John Roger Thorburn
Army

DENT

Rupert Octavius
899
At school 1904 - 1907 •
FrS: 26/06/40 - 4/10/46
Highest rank: Captain
Army
N75430
Duty after training: Railway Transport Officer; on discharge: DAAG I & RS
HQ Eastern Command
NSW
26/06/40 - 5/10/46
Railway Transport Officer till 25/09/40, Camp Commandant,
A HQ 2MD till 5/1 0/46. Staff Captain.

DEY

David Lindsay
4687
At school 1930 - 1935 •
NX 114066
Army
FrS: 7/11/41 - 29/01/47
Highest rank: Captain
Duty after training: AAMC
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, ASM, War Medal, WWI Medal

5316

At school 1934 - 1938

AAMC
Cowra, Wagga Wagga
Training.
11 Field Amb, AAMC
B Corps Signals, RMO
113 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Concord, NSW
Medical Officer.
Facio Auxiliary and Plastic Surgery Unit until discharge in late 1946.
tDEY

Sep-42
Sep-43
Mar-44
Aug-44 - 1946

Philip Alexander
5317
At school 1934 - 1938 •
Air Force
402853
FrS: 11/11/40 - 16/03/45
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Aircrew Europe Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
RAAF Training Units
Australia
RCAF Training Units
Canada
456 Sqn, RAAF, (Beaufighter)
Valley, Anglesey Island, Irish Sea. United Kingdom
Shot down and rescued from sea.
10 Sqn, RAAF (Beaufon)
Tadji, Aitape New Guinea
Squadron Leader. Killed over Maprick during Aitape-Wewak campaign.

DEY

]ul-42

11111/40 - 22/04/41

14/05/41 - 20/08/41
1942 - Dec-43

22/08/44 - 16/03/45

Robert Middleton
4825
At school 1931 - 1936
Army
NX 147273
FrS: 25/01143 - 4/03/46
Highest rank: Captain
Duty after training: Medical Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Scar, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
102 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
South West Pacific
25/01/43 - ]ul-43
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2/1 Field Regt, RAA
South West Pacific
Regimental Medical Officer
2/2 Field Amb, AAMC
South West Pacific
2/2 Field Regt, AAMC
Aitape, Wewak New Guinea
Regimental Medical Officer
DIBBS

t

DIBBS

26/07/43 - Sep-43

20/09/43 - JuI-44
6/07/44 - Dec-45

Keith Edward
Army
N65564
District Records Office
Sydney

2575
FTS: 30/12/39 - 20/10/45

Richard Gordon
Army
NX60

3776
FTS: 20/1 0/39 - 15/12/39

30/12/39 - 3/10/45

2/2 Aust Inf Bn
Australia
Died of illness.
DICKINSON

George Arthur
Army
NXl14320

At school 1918 - 1919
Highest rank: Sergeant

At school 1925 - 1925
Highest rank: Captain
20/10/39 - 15/12/39

1632
FTS: 5/06/4l - 5/07/51

At school 1911 - 1911
Highest rank: Major

3104
FTS: 14/08/42 - 18/01146

At school 1921 - 1926
Highest rank: Lieut

1 War Crimes Sect
Australia
DICKSON

Richard Arthur
Army
NX1l5529
RAE 2 Div
Australia
8 Field Coy, RAE
Australia
New Guinea
Morotai, Balikpapan

DIETRICH

Alexander Keith
Army
NX132281

17102/42 - 14/08/42

14/08/42 - ]an-44
1/01/44 - 24/08/44
27/07/45 - 8101146
4143
FTS: 9/06/41 - 28/10/44

At school 1927 - 1927
Highest rank: Lieut

9 Field Regt, RAA
NSW
21111/41 - 29/05/44
Appointed Lieut lO/l0/42.
2/8 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
8/06/44 - 25/08/44
Classed medically unfit for service in hot, humid climate or dusty atmoshpere. Hospitalised with
sinusitus. Placed on Retired List.
DIETRICH

3947
Edwin Rex
Navy
Duty after training: Minewarfare; on discharge: Mine disposal

At school 1926 - 1926

HMAS Rttshctttters
Broken Bay, NSW
Maintenance of minefields protecting Hawkesbury River Bridge. Based at camps at Patonga and
Hungry Beach, administered as tenders of Rushcutter
Port Morseby, New Guinea
Mine disposal duties.
DIGBY

Everard
Army

NX67664

5125
FTS: 21/01141 -19/02/46

2/33 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East
Kokoda Track, Gona, New Guinea.
Lae, Markham & Ramu Valleys, New Guinea.
Balikpapan, Borneo.
DIGBY
DIGBY

Gerald
Army

NX67664

John Lloyd
Army

NXI39998

958
777
FTS: 1/01142 - 26/11/45

309

At school 1933 - 1938
Highest rank: L1Corporal
31107141 - 9/02/42
9/09/42 - 8/01/43
29/08/43 - 8102144
18/06/45 - Jan-46

At school 1905 - 1910
At school 1903 - 1910
Highest rank: Lt Col

Section 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Duty after training: Medical Officer
8 Field Amb, AAMC
Western Australia
15 Camp Hosp, AAMC
Australia
1 Aust Orthapaedic Hosp, AAMC
Australia
Oc. Placed on Retired List.
DlGHT

Ronald Hilton
Army
NX13852
2113 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
2/1 Medium Regt, RAA
Middle East

Service Medals: ED

4326
FrS: 22/05/40 - 27110145

29/05/42 - 7106143
18/08/43 - 31/08/44
31/08144 - 8111/45

At school 1928 - 1932
Highest rank: Gunner
7102/41 - 25/08/41
22/11/41 - 16/03/42

DlGHT

Walter Edward
4327
At school 1928 - 1931
Air Force
403689
FrS: 2/03/41 - 21/09/45
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge:Air GunnerlWireless Operator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star & Clasp, Aircrew Europe Star, Defence Medal
RAAF Training Units
Parkes, Evans Head, Bradfield Park Australia
2/03/41 - 13/11141
2ITS, 2WAGS, 1BAGS, 2ED
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
26/12/41 - 21/06/42
3PRC, ISS, 210TU
458 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Wellington)
United Kingdom
21/06/42 - 24/06/42
45 Sqn, RAF
Middle East
30106/42 - 26/02/43
RAF Station
Lichfield United Kingdom
17/03/43 - 31/08143
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
31/08/43 - 5/02/44
270TU, IIPDRC, HQ29
RAAF Training Units
Australia
5/02/44 - 21/09/45
2ED, 10TU, 2ED, 10TU, 2PD

DILLON

James Thomas
3265
Army
NX13874
FTS: 20105/40 - 22/02/44
Duty after training: Driver I Mechanic
7 Diy Cay Regt
Egypt, Middle East
2/7 Diy Cay Regt
New Guinea

DIXON

1/02141 - 3/02/42
12/10/42 - 6102143

Alec Vernon
1957
Air Force
38306
FrS: 31/03/41 - 14/12/45
Duty after training: Steward; on discharge:Fitter/Armourer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45
14 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific

DIXON

Alfred Edward
Army
NX27421

DIXON

At school 1914 - 1916
Highest rank: LAC

2103142 - 25/05/42

2841
FrS: 27/06/40 - 6111/42

20 Anti-Tank: Regt, RAA
Middle East
Discharged at own request on compassionate grounds.

t

At school 1922 - 1923
Highest rank: L1Corporal

James Edward Manners
3777
Air Force
404930
FTS: 6/01/41 - 27/12/41
Duty after training: Pilot j duty at death: Pilot
RAAF Training Units
Australia
2ITS, 4EFTS, 2SFTS.
RAF Training Units

At school 1919 - 1923
Highest rank: Corporal
31101/41 - 29/01/42

At school 1925 - 1925
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

6/01/41 - 22/08/41
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Wales
3PRC, 59 OTU.
Killed aircraft accident.
DIXON

Keith Menzies
Army
NX31499

7/09/41 - 27/12/41

3778
FTS: 11/06/40 - 15/01/46

At school 1925 - 1929
Highest rank: Lieut

2/1 Survey Regt, RAA
Middle East
2/1 Flash Spotting Bty, RAA
Australia
2 POW Contact & Enquiry Unit
Singapore
Seconded from 2/1 Flash Spotting Bty.
DIXON

Peter WiUiarn
Army
NX206061
Duty after training: Rifleman;

6453
FTS: 1945 - 1946

3/05/41 - 12/03/42
16/08/42 - 28/08/45
28/08/45 - 15/10/45
At school 1941 - 1942
Highest rank: Private

37InfBn
Bathurst, Cowra, Ingleburn
Training. War finished then clerical duties until discharge.
DIXON

Robert Kenelm Derwent
Army
NX70555

3105
FTS: 28/01144 - 17/12/45

Feb-45 - Dec-46
At school 1921 - 1921
Highest rank: Lt Col

2ECH MIE
Middle East
Mech Eng AAOC
Australia
2/1 Base Wotkshop AEME
Australia
2/7 Adv Workshop AEME
New Guinea
DOBBIE

31101141 - 30/01/42
30/04/42 - 26/04/44
27/04/44 - 1/09/44
1/09/44 - 26/10/45

4688
Thomas Geoffrey
At school 1930 - 1933
FTS: 19/08/40 - 23/11/45
Air Force
402325
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Atlantic Star and Clasp, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narromine, Sydney Australia
2RC, 2 ITS, 5 EFTS (Tiget Moths), 2 ED.
RCAF Training Units
Saskatoon, Prince Edward Island, Canada
4 SFTS (Cessnas), 31 GRS. Awarded Flying Badge. Granted Commission
RAF Training Units
Cranwell Coli, United Kingdom
3 OTU (Whitley)
612 Sqn, RAF Coastal Command (Whitley)
Wick Scotland, Atlantic
Convoy escort and U-boat patrols.
Reykjavik Iceland, Atlantic
Promoted Captain and flying as First Pilot from March 1942.
Wick Scotland, Atlantic
Convoy escort and U-boat patrol.
RAF Training Units
England
Rest period and further training.
53 Sqn, RAF Coastal Command (Liberator)
St Eval England
Promoted Sqn/Ldr. Convoy escort and U-boat parrols over Atlantic.
Reykjavik Iceland, Atlantic
Convoy escort and U-boat patrols over.
DOBSON

19/08/40 -12/l2/40

23/01/41 - 14/08/41
17/05/41.
18/10/41 - 12/12/41

Dec-41 - Jan-42
Jan-42 - Aug-42
Sep-42 - Nov-43

Dec-43 - Aug-44

Sep-44 - Sep-44
Sep-44 - Jun-45

5126
John Stafford Blackburn
At school 1933 - 1934
Air Force
411298
FTS: 28/04/41 - 16/05/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Atlantic Star and Clasp, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.

RAF Training
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Section 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Rhodesia
1 TU Hillside; 28 EFTS; 23 SFTS.
461 Sqn, RAAF Coastal Command (Sunderland)
Pembroke Dock United Kingdom
37 Sqn, RAAF
Essendon
Morotai
Darwin, Bradfield Park
DOCKER

Ernest Brougham
3948
Army
ITS: 1940 - 1945
Duty after training: Medical Officer
2/4 Pioneer Bn
Darwin, Northern Territory
In Darwin when first bombed.
Borneo

DODDS

Ian Hamilton
Army

DODDS

Leonard Arthur
Navy
826
Class

Jun-43 - Dec-44
Jan-45 - May-45.
Jun-45 - Aug-45
Aug-45 - Jun-46
At school 1926 - 1930
Highest rank: Captain

1940 - 1944
1944 - 1945
2087
1464
FTS: 14/08/42 - 17/12/47

HMAS Penguin
Sydney
DODS

Oct-41 - May-43

At school 1915 - 1919
At school 1910 - 1911
Highest rank: Constable 1st

4/08/42-17/12/47

Lorimer Fenton
1956
At school 1914 - 1917
ITS: 12/10/39 - 20103/45
Highest rank: Lt Col
Army
NX 35
Duty after training: Medical Officer; on discharge: CMO
Service Medals: Africa Star, Pacific Star, 1939145 Star, ASM, War Medal 1939/45
1 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Gaza Palestine Middle East
To Adelaide on the Westpoint.
5 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Adelaide, SA; Katherine, NT; Armidale, NSW
Bootless Bay, Port Moresby, New Guinea
OIC Studied vitamin B deficiency in troops.

DOHERTY

Alister Knox
Air Force

DOHERTY

Ian William
Army

3949

NX59179

3435
FTS: 22/07/40 - 26103/46

Jan-40 - Mar-42

Mar-42 - 1943
1943 - 1945
At school 1926 - 1928
At school 1923 - 1925
Highest rank: Staff Sergeant

2/18 Aust Inf Bn
18/02/41 - 15/02/42
Singapore, Malaya
POW
Malaya, Japan
16/02/42 - 5109145
Imprisoned at Osaka Camp in Japan. Released from the Japanese at Kobe on 5 Sep 45.

DOIG

Ross
Army

Master
ITS: 1942 - 1946

At school 1954 - 1989 •
Highest rank: Private

HQ 1 Aust Corps
Atherton, Morotai, Labaun
DOLDEN

4145
Reginald
ITS: 22/06/41 Air Force
412234
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/43 Star & Rosette
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
UK 3PRC, 21 OTU
40 Sqn, RAF (Wellington)
Mediterranean
203 Group
Mediterranean

At school 1927 - 1930
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
DFC

16/06/42 - 4103143

21/03/43 - 21/12143
23/12/43 - 3101/44
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Distinguished Flying Cross Citation
Flying Officer Dolden has completed numerous operations and has displayed outstanding determination in pressing home his attacks
and obtaining photographs. In June 1943, during an attack on the port ofOlbis, Sardinia, Flying Officer Dolden accomplished
excellent work while on another occasion some days later he bombed station buildings at Palermo with success. One night in July
1943 Flying Officer Dolden completed some hazardous work, the success ofwhich was vital to certain land operations. He has
displayed courage and tenacity ofthe highest order.
DOOLIN

Robert Charles Walter

5683

Air Force
412309
ITS: 22/06/41 - 18/07/45
Duty after training: Air Gunner; on discharge: Guard
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45
RCAF Training Units
Canada
1WAGS
DOUGLAS

At school 1936 - 1937
Highest rank: LAC

1/12/41 - Apr-43

5685
At school 1936 - 1936
Neville Ford
Army
NX52477
FTS: 3/07/40 - 29/11/45
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: 3" Morrarman; on discharge: Infanrry Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
2/19 Aust InfBn
Walgrove, Ingleburn, Bathurst, Narellan
Jul-40 - Feb-41
Training, specialised in 3inch Morrar. Bathurst for Infantry and Morrar training and NCO School at
Narellan
Singapore, Malaya
Feb-41 - 15/02/42
Queen Mary to Singapore. 16 weeks at OCTU. In action in Malaya and Singapore.
Received commission after the ]apanaese attack.
POW
Singapore, Thailand, Burma
Feb-42 - Nov-45
Thai railway.

DOWLING

Bruce Sheen
NXl12379
Army

607
ITS: 31/03/41 - 21/02/46

CRE, RAE
Australia
3 CRE Workshop, RAE
Norrhern Territory
NSW L of C Area RAE Workshop
NSW
3 CRE Workshop, RAE
Northern Territory
NSW L of C Area RAE Workshop
NSW
DOWLING

Mar-41 - 13/09/42
13/11/42 - 3/07/43
3/07/43 - 24/09/43
11/04/44 - 15/06/44

15/06/04 - 5/1 0/45

Keith Ian Balchin
5495
Air Force
62140
FTS: 6/02/42 - 22/10/45
Duty after training: Flight Mechanic; on discharge: Fitter II E
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, ASM
1PD
Australia
14 Aircraft Repair Depot
Australia
12 Aircraft Repair Depot
Australia

DOWLING

Keith Sheen Shadforth
Army
N103613

At school 1902 - 1904
Highest rank: Colonel
MCwwr
.

At school 1935 - 1938
Highest rank: LAC

18/05/44 - 13/06/44
17/06/44 - Aug-45

12/08/45 - 28/09/45
779
FTS: 19/01141 -

At school 1903 - 1905

3107
ITS: 3/04/42 - 7/02/46

At school 1921 - 1924
Highest rank: Lieut

File Incomplete
DOWN

Jack Ernest
Navy

41334

Naval Auxiliary Patrol
Sydney
Yachtsmen's Scheme.
HMAS Toomeree
Sydney, Australia.

1/09/40 - 1942

30/05/42 - 6/02/44

-----------------313 ----------------

Section 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - In command from 5/06/42. Patrol boat. Promoted Lieur 10/08/42.
HMAS Taiga
South West Pacific
HMAS Magnetic
Sourh West Pacific
DOWNES

28/02/44 - Oct-44
Feb-45

4459
At school 1928 - 1935 •
Richard Boshier
Highest rank: Bombardier
Army
NX14038
FTS: 21/05/40 - 5/12/45
Duty after training: Gun Layer; on discharge: Gun Bombardier
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, General Service Medal, Defence Medal, ASM, EM.

2/1 M Regt, RM
Parap (Darwin), Brisbane, Broadmeadow.
May-40 - 29/06/41
Training at Ingleburn, then took 4x3" 20 cwt guns to Darwin. Camp at KaJinga QLD, and
Broadrneadow NSW
Beirut, Tripoli, Ben ]itga, Hill 95. Middle East
29/06/41 - Feb-42
Embarked Queen Mary 29/06/41. Training. Return Orcades, stopping at Batavia, took refugees to
Colombo, thence to Adelaide.
RMF Drome Darwin, Batchelor, MacDonald Field, Northern Territory.Mar-42 - Oct-43
2 Bty, 'B' troop.
Milne Bay, Buna, Finschhafen New Guinea.
22/11/43 - Aug-44
Air defence of Finschhafen.
Atherton, Trinity Beach
Sep-44 - Apr-45
Borneo, Morotai, Halmaheras, Balikkpapan New Guinea
.
21/05/45 - 5/12/45
Embarked Townsville on Schwartenhonst for Morotai, Halmaheras, landed at Balikpapan 4/07/45.
Returned on HMS Implacable to Sydney.
DOWSETT

Michael Hutton
8338
At school 1953 - 1956 •
Highest rank: Commodore
Navy
2517
FTS: 1961 - 1996
Duty after training: Dental Officer; on discharge: Director General Naval Health Services
AM
Service Medals: Naval General Service Medal with Borneo Clasp, Vietnam Logistic & Support
Medal, ASM, Australian Active Service Medal with Clasps Borneo & West Malaysia.
HMAS Derwent
West Malaysia, Borneo
15/03/66 - 30104/66
Surveillance and patrols. Indonesian confrontation. 18/03/66-30104/66 served as the Tawau
guardship in Borneo.
HMAS Vampire
Vung Tau, South Vietnam
2/05/66 - 6/05/66
Escort HMAS Sydney.
HMAS Vampire
Tawau, Borneo
18/06/66 - 16/07/66
Tawau guardship. Indonesian confrontation.
HMAS Parramatta
19/08/66 - 8109166
Tawau, Borneo.
Tawau guardship. Indonesian confrontation.

DOYLE

Cyril Richard Williamson
Army

PP018

2237

ANGAU
Papua New Guinea
Papua New Guinea
Papua New Guinea

DOYLE

6/02/42 - 25/05/43
1107143 - 22/07/44
20109/44 - 16/02/46

Dudley James Robertson
1796
Air Force
263266
FTS: 18/10/41 - 1/1]/44
Duty after training: Operations Room Duties
HQ North Western Area
South West Pacific
HQ Eastern Area
South West Pacific
HQ 10 Operational Group
New Guinea

DOYLE

Frank Hamilton
Air Force
263547

At school 1916 - 1918

FTS: 6/02/40

At school 1912 - 1919
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

15/01/42 - 1/06/42
10106/42 - 12106142
24/11/43 - 17/07/44
2238
FTS: 2/12/41 - 21/01/46

At school 1916 - 1921
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
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Duty after training: Cypher

Service Medals: 1939/45 Srar, Pacific Star.

AOB
Cooktown
26 Operational Base
South West Pacific
nWingHQ
South West Pacific
44 Operational Base Unit
South West Pacific

t

DOYLE

Harry Granville
Civilian

24/04/42 - 9/08/42
30/10/42 - 23/04/43
8/11143 - 5/05/44
6/05/44 - 6/05/45
3108

At school 1921 - 1923 •

POW
New Britain
Civilian planter Rabaul. Applied to enlist in AlF 13/06/40, refused on medical grounds. Taken POW
and drowned on sinking of Montevideo Maru, 7/42.
DOYLE

Keith Ralph
Air Force
432771
Duty after training: Navigaror

5318
FTS: 30/01143 - 17/10/45

At school 1934 - 1942 •
Highest rank: Flying Officer

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Temora, Uranquimy, Cootamundra,
Evans Head. Australia'
Dec-42 - 1944
ITS, EFTS, SFTS (scrubbed), Navigation School.
RCAF Training Units
Prince Edward Sound Canada
1944 - 1945
General Reconnaissance School
RAAF Training Units
Sale Australia
1945
General Reconnaissance School, OTU (Beaufons). Unfinished owing to cessation of hostilities.
DREVERMAN

Arthur Henry
4146
At school 1927 - 1934 •
Army
NX70531
FTS: 14/12/40 - 5/08/46
Highest rank: Major
Duty after training: Elecr and Mech Engineer
Service Medals: Pacific Star, Defence Medal, 1939/45 Medal, ASM.
1 AA Bde Workshop, AAOC
14/12/40 - 5/02/41
Melbourne, Puckapunyal. Vicroria
Tactical exercise withom troops. Embarkation leave.
2/2 AA Regt Workshop, RAA
Porr Said Egypt, Khassa and Ramlah Palestine, Beirut Lebanon, Middle East 16/03/41 - 18/08/41
Mauretania from Melbourne to Bombay, then Westernland ro Port Said.
2/80 Light Aid Detachment, AEME
18/08/41 - 12/03/42
Hill 69, Rayak, Ras Baalbeck, Khassa, Suez. Middle East
Maintaining Engineer's equipment in Palestine and Syria.
27/03/42 - 11/07/42
Horana, Matugama Ceylon
5108/42 - 2/03/43
Seymour, Singleron, Atherton, Australia
101 Heavy AA Workshop, AEME
2/03/43 - 19/07/43
Burwood, Blakehurst, NSW
Maintaining AA equipment.
53 Comp AA Workshop
22/10/43 - 1/02/44
Buna New Guinea
Formed new unit July 1943, Maintained AA equipment.
103 Comp AA Workshop, AEME
Long Airfield, NT
3/05/44 - 2/12144
Acting commander whilst reconstructing 10 Adv Base Wshop 2/12/44-30/12/44.
55 Comp AA Workshop
30/12/44 - 24/07/45
Darwin
Maintainting AA equipment
2/137 Bde Workshop AEME
Strathpine, Southport
31/07/45 - 22/10/45
Reforming unit after disembarkation. Grease proofing equipment for srorage
2/7 Advanced Base Workshop
Wallangarra
23/10/45 - 5/08/46
CO.
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Jack Keith Chisholm
4630
At school 1929 - 1937
Air Force
403726
FTS: 3/03/41 - 8/01/46
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Wireless Airgunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Parkes, Mallala, SA. Australia
3/03/41
6 Sqn RAAF (Hudson)
Richmond, Horn Island, Porr Moresby, Milne Bay New Guinea
Oct-42 - Feb-43
3 Wireless Air Gunners School
Mar-43 - ]an-45
Maryborough
Instructing wireless.
24 Sqn, RAAF (Liberator)
Fenton, NT; Moratai
Feb-45 - May-45
2 Sqn, RAAF (Mitchell)
Hughes, NT; Balikpapan Borneo.
May-45 - Dec-45

DREWITT-SMITH Adrian Richard Ross
5925
At school 1937 - 1942
Highest rank: LAC
Air Force
444629
FTS: 12/03/44 - 3/08/45
Duty after training: Pilot in training
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units
Kingaroy, Temora, Wagga Wagga
Mar-44 - Dec-44
10 hours flying instruction in Tiger Moths. ITS, EFTS.
Elementary Flying Training School
Benalla 70 hours flying in Tiger Moths
]an-45 - Feb-45
Mar-45 - Apr-45
Barmera, South Australia
Sent to Barmera ro help pick 1945 season grapes.
RAAF
May-45 - 3/08/45
Wagga Wagga, NSW
Admin duties. Discharged Bradfield Park.
At school 1936 - 1940
DREWITT-SMITH Bruce Roseby
5773
Highest
rank: Gunner
Army
NX170327
FTS: 11/11/42 - 23/09/46
Duty after training: Battery Surveyor
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, ASM.
Training
Wodonga, Greta, Canungra, Cairns, Townsville.
2/9 Field Regt, RAA
Merauke New Guinea
Atherron Tablelands
DREWITT-SMITH Neville Charles
Army
NX124868
Duty after training: Coxswain

5409
FTS: 24/02/41 - 15/05/46

7 Field Regt, RAA
Sydney, Gin Gin WA, Walkaway WA
12 Small Ships Coy, RAE
Clifton Gardens, NSW; Vicroria Point, Toorbul Point, Qld
DRYHURST

Claude Russell
Air Force

DUVERNET

Barrie Stirling
Army
N85064

3110
5626
FTS: 18/12/41 - 4/10/46

14 Hvy AA Bty, RAA
Darwin
DUVERNET

Laurence Stirling
Army" NX108154
5 Supply Per Coy
Australia
120 Supply Depot Coy
Australia

1942 - 1943
1943 - 1944
1944 - Sep-46
At school 1934 - 1938
Highest rank: Corporal

1940 - 1944
1944 - 1945
At school 1921 - 1921
At school 1935 - 1936
Highest rank: Sergeant
14/08/42 - 13/01/43

3437
FTS: 25/08/42 - 20110/45

At school 1923 - 1928
Highest rank: Lieut
9/03/42 - 21/05/43
21/05/43 - 5/10/44
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DUFFETT

Phillip Andrew
6456
At school 1941 - 1944 •
Highest rank: Stoker 1st Class
Navy
S9976
FTS: 11101145 - 7/01/47
Duty after training: Working in Boiler Room; on discharge: Crane Driver
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45.
HMAS Cerberus
Flinders Naval College
New entry and stoker training.

]an-45 - ]ul-45

HMASMombah

Morotai
Sep-45 - Oct-45
HMAS Platypus and HMAS Mombah at Morotai. Coal bunker for non-oil burning ships. Crane
operator.
HMAS Gilolo and HMAS Melville
Morotai
Oct-45 - Apr-46
Shore bases at Morotai. Driver, storemen, POW escort.
HMAS Kuttabul
Ceylon, Singapore, Balikpapan, Sydney.
]un-46 - Dec-46
LST 3501, flagship ofLST squadron.
D UNBABIN

Thomas James
3111
At school 1921 - 1928 •
Army, British 5383901
FTS: 15/01140 - 18/02/46
Highest rank: Lt Col
Duty after training: Intel Offer
DSO, Officer of the Royal Order of Phoenix with Swords (Greece)
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Italy Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.
Oxford & Bucks Lt Inf, 168 OCTU
United Kingdom
20/12/39 - 13/06/40
Intelligence Corps
United Kingdom
14/06/40 - 14/06/40
Appointed to an Emergency Commission as 2nd Lieut on the General List and attached to
Intelligence Centre. 15/07/40 Intelligence Corps. 22/09/40 Intelligence Officer HQ V Corps.
14110/40 Attached to Dept of Military Intelligence, MI3, appointed Acting Captain. 5/06/41
Temporary Captain.
HQ Middle East Intelligence Corps
Egypt, Crete
15/04/42 - 15/02/43
Underground operator. Awarded the DSO in Oct 42.
HQ Middle East Intelligence Corps
Crete
Sep-43 - May-44
Operations with Communist and Nationalist resistance.
HQ Middle East InteUigence Corps
Crete
]ul-44 - Apr-45
Preparing for cessation of hostilities.
HQ Middle East Intelligence Corps
Egypt
Apr-45 - 18/02/46
Staff Officer I (Civil Affairs) (Fine Arts) Military HQ on )6/04/45. Discharged on 18/02/46.

Distinguished Service Order, 1942
Officer ofthe Royal Order ofPhoenix with Swords, 1948 (posthumous).

DUNCAN

Cedric Ewan
Army
NX36344
2/13 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East
'B' Coy

DUNNE

Langton Francis
Army
NX157637
ANGAU
New Guinea

DUNSMORE

2577

5319
FTS: 20/05/41 - 10/04/46

At school 1918 - 1919'

At school 1934 - 1938
Highest rank: Captain
4/08/43 - 15/04/46

Ian David
5320
At school 1934 - 1940
Army
NX138186
FTS: 01147 - 02/47
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Engineering Officer; on discharge: Adjutant
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Victory Medal, Defence Medal, Pacific Star.
Staff Cadet RMC
Canberra
Feb-41 - Dec-42
SMEFD
Australia
]an-43 - ]ul-43
Officer Training Course. Graduated Lieut.
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Lae, Ramu Valley New Guinea.
PlatOon commander.
Queensland
2/4 Field Coy, RAE
Balikpapan Borneo
PlatOon Commander.
Borneo
Adjutant
28 Field Coy, RAE Tokyo Force
Morotai
Eastern Command HQ
Sydney
Adjutant till discharged in January 1947
DUTTON

Robert Charles
Army
NX57305

4148
FTS: 12/07/40 - 19/11145

Aug-43 - 1944
1945
Mar-45 - Jul-45
Aug-45 - Oct-45

Oct-45 - Feb-46
Feb-46 - Jan-47
At school 1927 - 1927
Highest rank: Corporal

MID
20 Anti-Tank Regt, RAA
Middle East
HQ 20 Aust Inf Bde
Middle East
2/13 Aust Inf Bn
New Guinea
Morotai, British North Borneo
Detached to 2/3 Tank A Regt from 11/07/45-20/08/45.
Mentioned in Despatches 15/03/45: Exceptional services in the field in New Guinea.
DWYER

Daniel Horwood
NX70918

Army

24/11/40 - 6103141
6/03/41 - 26/01143
30/07/43 - 28/02/44
3105145 - 25/10/45

2923
At school 1920 - 1922
FTS: 12/08/40 - 13/12/45
Highest rank: Colonel
OBE, Cross of the Order of Oranje-Nassau (Netherlands)

ADC GOC AlF Gen Blamey
Middle East
Adv Allied Land Forces Headquarters
Australia
Seconded from 2/7 Armd Regt to be Camp Commandant Adv LHQ.
Personal Assistant to CIC Gen Blamey
SWP Area, USA, United Kingdom
Attended Imperial Conference in UK.
Military Assistant to CIC Gen Blamey
Manila Philippines, Morotai, Australia, New Guinea, Solomons.

27/11141 - 25/05/42
15/07/42 - 27/03/43

27/03/43 - 3/11/44

3/11/44 - 14/12/45
OBE Citation
As Military Assistant to the Commander-in-ChiefLt. Colonel Dwyer has rendered exceptional service and displayed devotion to duty
ofthe highest order. Over many months, under most exacting conditions, he has diligently executed the many highly secret and
confidential duties imposed on him by the Commander-in-Chief His work has displayed outstanding qualities ofdrive, energy,
confidence and loyalty.
DYASON

Wilton Henry
Army
NX176990

5321
FTS: 22/02/42 - 12/06/46

51 Searchlight Bty, RAA
Newcastle
Various Units
Morotai, British North Borneo; New Guinea; Rabaul.
Searchlight and infantry units.
EAMES

At school 1934 - 1936
Highest rank: Private
22/04/42 - 24/09/43
5106145 - 25105/46

At school 1921 - 1923
3208
Thomas Edward
FTS: 26/04/41 - 13/12/43
Highest rank: Private
Army
, NX21412
Duty after training: Rifleman
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
2/1 Aust Inf Bn
Palestine, Egypt Middle East
Ceylon
New Guinea
Hospitalisation 2/9 AGH with malaria 14/12/43
Sydney
Classified Medically unfit to carry out full duties.

23/09/41 - 16/03/42
27/03/42 - 7107142
21/09/42 - 1943
14/12/42 - 18/02/43
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EAST

William Clement Paul
5498
At school 1935 - 1942
Air Force
NX169715
FTS: 22/10/42 - 10/08/45
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Aircrew V; on discharge: Aircrew II - Pilot
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, ASM, General Service Badge.

RAAF Training
Brisbane, Bradfield Park, Temora, Western Junction.
30/01143 - 22/11/44
Joined Army, rose to rank of Sergeant then joined the Air Force. 3 RC 2 ITS
10 EFTS 7 EFTS
Depots
Ransford, Shepparton, Forrest Hill, Drayton, Btisbane.
23/11/44 - 10/08/45
RD; 5 AD; 7 Stores Depot; 3 PD.

EATON

Colin Douglas Wood
2090
At school 1915 - 1920
Army
NX32667
FTS: 18/06/40 - 21/05/44
Highest rank: Lieut
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM

-

~.'
~
~.'.
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EATON

...

.

1 Amm Park, AAOC
Grera, NSW
18/06/40 - 14/09/40
Acting Corporal. Embarked for Middle East on HMTS 4.
7 Diy Amm Sub Park
14/10/40Alexandria Egypt
Rank Corporal confirmed 18/11140. Embarked for Greece 4/41, returned 5/41.
7 Diy Amm Sub Park
Hill 69, Palestine. Middle Easr
May-41 - 13/01/42
Promoted Sergeant 5/09/41.
107 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
Middle East
13/01/42 - Feb-42
Northern Territory, Australia
9/09/42 - 19/05/44
Appointed Lieut on 9 Sep 42. Attended OTC in NT from 24 Jan to 10 Feb 43. Transferred from
AASC NT Force to AASC 2 Aust Army on 21 Dec 43.
John Andrew
5496
At school 1935 - 1940
Air Force
131610
FTS: 2/03/43 - 30/10/45
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Trainee Technician; on discharge: Fitter II A
2 Operational Training Unit
Mildura

EDGAR

Selwyn Kinmond
Army

NX3753

9/01/45 - 29/1 0/45
4691
FTS: 17/10/39 - 30/06/42

At school 1930 - 1931
Highest rank: Lieut

6 Diy Sigs
United Kingdom
9 Diy Sigs
Greece, Middle East
POW
Middle East
Repatriated Alexandria. Transferred to Reserve of Officers 30/03/42

EDMENDS

17/06/40 - 3/01/41
8/03/41 - 11/04/42

John Lawrence
5995
At school 1938 - 1941
Merchant Navy
FTS: 1943 - 1945
Highest rank: Officer Cadet
Duty after training: Deck Officer Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, War Medal, ASM.

55 Allara
Mar-43 - Jun-43
Australian coastal waters (Pacific)
Worked for Adelaide Steamship Co: general coastal trade.
MY Reynella
Jun-43 - Dec-43
Indian Ocean India
War supplies to India for the Burma campaign. Large cargo ship.
MY Merkur
Indian Ocean
Dec-43 - May-44
A cargo/passenger pre-war island trader, given the watime initialling FVSIS (Fleet Victualling and
Stores Issuing Ship) Merkur followed the South Pacific Task Force through the islands north of
Australia.
SS Marella
New Guinea waters and South Pacific New Guinea
Jun-44 - Aug-45
General supplies for New Guinea and the South Pacific
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Adrian Tollemarch
Army
N391450

1634
FTS: 21104/42 - 8/11145

2 Military District Accounts Office
New South Wales

t

EDWARDS

Christopher Lynton
4692
Air Force
404238
FTS: 19/07/40 - 17/05/43
Duty after training: Navigator; duty at death: Navigator

At school 1911 - 1916
Highest rank: Staff Sergeant

21/04/42 - 8111145
At school 1930 - 1935
Highest rank: Warranr Officer

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Macot, Wagga Australia
22/07/40 - Feb-41
2 ITS Bradfield Park; 4 EFTS Mascot; 2 SFTS Wagga.
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Dafoe, Rivers, Dabert. Canada
18/03/41 - Feb-42
2 AOS Edmonton; 5 BAGS Dafoe; 1 ANS Rivers Manitoba; 31 OTU Dabert; 3 PRC; 21 OTU.
21 Operational Training Unit
RAP Station Harwell United Kingdom
10/02/42 - Mar-42
215 Sqn RAF (Wellington)
Nmaza, AHQIndia, India
Mar-42 - 17/05/43
205 Group, 40 Sqn; 215 Sqn from 30/03/42 to date of death. Bombing missions, maritime
reconnaissance and emergency transport duties. Missing over Meiktila in Burma.
George Beith
5687
At school 1939 - 1941
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Air Force
424830
FTS: 9/10/42 - 29/06/44
Duty after training: Aircrew V; duty at death: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Air Crew Star, France and Germany Clasps, War Medal.
RAAF Training Units
Sydney, Somers, Temora, Poinr Cook, Bradfield Park, Brisbane. Australia
9/1 0/42 - 6/07/43
2 RC; 1 ITS; 10 EFTS; 1 SFTS; 2 PO; Embarked Brisbane.
RAF Training Units
Brighton, South Cerney, Desborough, Strdishall, Swinderby. United Kingdom
11/08/43 - 26/06/44
11 PO & RC; 3 (Pilot) AFS; 84 OTU; 31 Base; 51 Base.
467 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
Waddington, UK
27106/44 - 29/06/44
Shot down over Boffles, France on a raid to Bevoir, France.
Burial in Churchyard Cemetery Boffles, Department ofPay-de Calais, France: Grave 5, Plot 1, Row 1.

EDWARDS

Owen Lloyd
5127
At school 1933 - 1937
Army
NXI01652
FTS: Dec-40 - 22/03/45
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Machine Gunner; on discharge: Platoon Commander
Service Medals: 1939/4') Star, Pacific Star, ASM, War Medal.
Army Training Units
Inglebum, Liverpool
Dec-40 - Feb-42
12/40-2/41 Sydney UniversitY Regt- E [MG] Cox. 1941 Various machine gunner courses.
Instructor for PMG Dept. VDC detachments in MG handling - co-instructor RB Neil (4885).
12/41-2/42 1 Inf OTS (13 Course).
1 InfTrg Bde
Oubbo,"NSW
Feb-42 - Sep-42
Sergeant Instructor - In"fantry Training Bn and BDE School.
41 Aust Inf Bn
Rutherford, NSW
Sep-42 - Feb-43
Platoon Sergeanr and Platoon Oc. Embarked Canberra from Townsville for Port Moresby on 4/02/43.
2/7 Aust Inf Bn
Wau, Salamaua, New Guinea
Feb-43 - 4/10/43
Platoon Oc. AlAdjutant and OC in charge of rear details.
Amy Training Units
Oct-43 - 11/1 1/44
Wondella, Qld
OC MG Platoon HQ Coy - Machine Gunner School. Seconded: LO(3) 17 Inf Bde & Adm Officer
17 Bde School Herberton.
2/7 Aust Inf Bn
11111/44 - 22/03/45
Aitape, New Guinea
Torricelli Mountains. 22/03/45 Released to complete Law Course at Sydney Uni.

EDWARDS

Richard Morrison
Army
NX20920

3712
FTS: 23/05/40 - 4101146

At school 1924 - 1928
Highest rank: LlBombardier

1 AA Regt
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25/07/41 - 31101142
17/04/42 - 14/06/43

Middle East
Darwin, Norrhern Terrirory
2/1 Lt AA Bty (Airborne), RAA
Qld, NSW
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Morotai, Balikpapan
EILBECK

George Edward
Navy

EILBECK

Walter Blake
Air Force
52803
Duty afrer training: Equipmenr

17/08/43 - 25/10/44
29/05/45 - 30/10/45
3209
2325
FTS: 30103/42 - 6109145
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star

6 Mobile Works Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
76 Sqn, RAAF (Kittyhawk)
Sourh West Pacific
ELLERMAN

At school 1921 - 1922
At school 1916 - 1922
Highest rank: Flight Lieur

17/12/42 - 1107/43
3/07/43 - 13/01/44

4495
At school 1929 - 1929 •
Austin Yeats
Highest rank: Lieut
Army
VX50052
FTS: Jun-39 - 30101/46
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, 1939/45 War Medal, Pacific Star, ASM.
38 Aust Inf Bn
Mt Marrha, Balcombe, Geelong, Vicroria
Jun-39 - 6104/41
'C' Company, 38 Bn - rhe Bendigo Regimenr. Training camps and Schools. Applied for AlF in 1940.
2/29 Aust Inf Bn
Singapore, Segamat, Seremban, Johore. Malaya
7/04/41 - 15/02/42
Plaroon Commander '!\ Coy. Served wirh 2/29 Bn at Bukit Langkap, Kahang, K1uang, Gemas, Muar
Road, Singapore Island.
POW
Singapore Thailand
15/02/42 - 15/08/45
Taken POW - Robeers Barracks. Working parries - Thompson Road, River Valley Road.
Bam Pong, Shimo Sonkurai, Kami Sonkurai Camp, Pagoda Pass. 'F' Force, Apr-43
Military History Detachment
15/08/45 - Sep-45
Johore Malaya

ELLIOT

Alban Charles
1261
Army
NX70667
FTS: 3/06/40 - 10112/44
Duty after training: Legal Officer

At school 1908 - 1909
Highest rank: Major

Deputy Judge Advocate-General Staff
Middle East
31107/41 - Sep-42
HQAIF Base Area 5/08/41. Attached ro 1 Conval Depot 9/09/41 until 7/11141. Transferred from
General List ro Australian Army Legal Dept (AALD) 21102/42.
HQ NSW L of C Area
Australia
5/01/43 - 23/06/44
Appoinred Permanenr Presidenr of Courts Martial NSW L of C Area on 5/01/43.
HQ 4 Aust Division
24/06/44 - 25/11/44
Australia
Seconded as Permanenr Presidenr of Couers Martial.

t

ELLIOT

William Alexander
NavyRN

1515
FTS: Jun-41

At school 1910 - 1913
Highest rank: Lt Cmdr

2161

At school 1915 - 1915

Royal Navy
Killed in action.
ELLIOTT

Gerald Augustus
Army South African

MC

Sourh African Tank Corps
Abyssinian Campaign
ELLIOTT

John Henry
Army

NX176312

5322
FTS: 6105/43 - 9/04/46

24 Malarial Control Unit, AAMC
New Guinea
ELLIOTT

John Standish
Air Force
15154

At school 1934 - 1942
Highest rank: Corporal
4/04/44 - 20102/45

3268
FTS: 13/05/40 - 6102146

321

At school 1922 - 1926
Highest rank: Corporal

Section 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Duty after training: Trainee Technician; on discharge: Fitter
Service Medals: African Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.
205 Group
Middle East
454 Sqn, RAP
Middle East
11 Sqn, RAAF
Australia
ELLIOTT

14/04/42 - Aug-42
1/10/42 - Mar-43
26/08/45 - 6/02/46

Michael John
5851
At school 1937 - 1943
Highest rank: Private .
Army
NX204377
FTS: 9/0Q/44 - Feb-47
Duty after training: Rifleman/Tank Attack Gunner
Service Medals: ASM, 1939/45 with Japan Clasp. War Medal 1939/45.
13/33 Aust Inf Bn
Singleton, Canungra
Kure, Okayama, Hiroshima, Japan

ELLIOTT

Thomas Wotton
Army
QX6017

May-45 - Sep-45
1945 - 1946
4693
FTS: 13/10/39 - 15/09/45

At school 1930 - 1931
Highest rank: Lieut
MBEMID

2/12 Aust InfBn
United Kingdom
Tobruk Middle East
Captured at Tobruk.
POW
Italy
Swiss Internee
Switzerland
Escaped to Switzerland from Italian POW camp - Interned in Switzerland
Mentioned in Despatches 24/05/45: Gallant and distinguished services as a POW in Italy.

17106/40 - 15111/40
31/12/40 - 16/05/41

16/05/41 - Feb-43
21/02/43 - 1944
21/02/43-1944.

John Stevenson
4082
At school 1926 - 1933 •
Navy
FTS: 12/08/40 - 21107/43
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Engineer; duty at death: Engineer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Burma Star with Pacinc clasp, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
HMAS Rushcutter
Sydney
12/08/40 - 17/08/40
HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
18/08/40 - 10109/40
HMAS Hobart (cruiser)
Africa, Burma, South West Pacific
11108/41 - 20/07/43
Heavy air attacks Mediterranean; evacuating refugees Singapore; leave Sydney 1942; killed in sub
attack 20/07/43.
Richard James
4083
At school 1926 - 1935 •
Navy
FTS: 8/02/43 - 8/10/46
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Engineer; on discharge: Torpedo Engineer Officer (TEO)
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
HMAS Australia
At Sea, Matus, Espiritu Santo
Apr-43 - Nov-44
HMAS Kuttabul
Sydney
Nov-44 - Aug-45
RAN Torpedo Factory. Range officer; torpedo range Pittwater.
RAN Establishment
Darwin (Town Hall)
Aug-45 - Feb-46
HMAS Llewin
Fremantle .,
Mar-46 - Oct-46
Torpedo Engineer Officer. Closing down of torpedo depot. Discharged Rushcutter 10/46.
ELLIS

Robert Leighton
2748
Army
NX53096
FTS: 6107/40 - 6/04/45
Duty after training: Gunner / Gunlayer
2/6 Field Regt, RAA
Palestine, Middle East, Syrian Campaign
New Guinea

At school 1919 - 1922
Highest rank: Bombardier

3/05/41 - 8/02/42
17109/42 - 8112143
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ELLIS

Wuliam Rex

5128
At school 1933 - 1934
FTS: Aug-42 - 4/01146
Army
NX111911
Highest rank: Gunner
Duty after training: Gunner
Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Finschhafen New Guinea.
Sydney, Atherton Tablelands
Mororai, Balikpapan Borneo

ELMSLIE

Aug-42 - Sep-42
Sep-42 - 1943
1943 - 1944
1945 - Aug-45

Alan Trewyn
1830
Army
NX144992
FTS: 1/10/41 - 21102/46
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
117 ATG Coy
Darwin

ELVY

16108/44 - 3104145

Rex Filmer
6154
Army
NX205743
FTS: 5/02/45 - 8/04/46
Duty after training: Signaller; on discharge: Artillery Signaller
2 Field Trg Regt, RAA
Australia

ELWIN

Robert Winston Geoffrey
Navy
S5807

Norman Frederick
NX16066

Army

5688
FTS: 30107/41 - 30108/46

At school 1936 - 1937
Highest rank: Able Seaman
30107/41 - 18/10141
18/10/41 - 30106/43

15/05/44 - 11/07/44
11/07/44 - 2/07/45
2/07/45 - 30108/46

5088
FTS: 21/05/40 - 4/09/44

2/13 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East
Lae, Finschhafen

EMERY

At school 1939 - 1943
Highest rank: Gunner

5/02/45 - 8/04/46

HMAS Rushcutter
Sydney
HMAS Deloraine
Australia
Corvette
HMAS Penguin
Sydney
HMASHarmon
Australia
HMAS Penguin
Sydney
EMANUEL

At school 1913 - 1917
Highest rank: Captain

At school 1932 - 1934
Highest rank: Sergeant
26/11/40 - 26101/43
Jul-43 - Feb-44

6155
Neville Allen
FTS:
5/12/42
- 3/05/46
Air Force
432141
Duty after training: Pilot
RAAF Training Units .
Temora, Uranquinty, Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, 10 EFTS, 5 SFTS, 2ED.
RAP Training Units
United Kingdom
11 PDRC, (6) P AFU, 29 OTU, 51 Base.
467 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom

At school 1939 - 1942
Highest rank: Flying Officer

5/12/42 - 20/11143

21/11/43 - 17/12/44

9102145 - 21/09/45

ENGISCH

Phillip Charles
Army

EPPS

At school 1928 - 1935 •
4328
Reginald Glover Howie
Army
NX203583
FTS: Mar-43 - ]ul-46
Highest rank: Captain
Duty after training: Medical Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM with SW Pacific Clasp.
2/7 Field Amb, AAMC
Bacchus Marsh Victoria
Training.
2/6 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Australia

4969

At school 1932 - 1933

Mar-43 - Dec-44

1945 - ]ul-46
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William Glover Howie
3951
At school 1926 - 1933
Army
NX103430
FTS: 27/10/41 - 13/05/46
Highest rank: Captain
Duty after training: Medical Officer
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
102 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Tamworth
2/5 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Port Moresby, Bootless Bay, Morotai, Balikpapan
In charge of wards covering General and Tropical Medicine.

EPTON

1941 - 1942
1942 - 1946

Frank Austen
5689
At school 1936 - 1939
Army
NX106251
FTS: 19/12/41- 11/04/46
Highest rank: Private
Duty after training: Gunner and Predictor Operator; on discharge: Clerical duties
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
Heavy Anti-Aircraft, RAA
Georges Heights, Artarmon Gun Site
Dec-41 - Jul-42
Jointed A/A Militia, transfered to AIF in 7/1942.
32 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Port Moresby New Guinea
Sep-42 - Jun-44
Gun site on range above Kila Aerodrome. Temporary assignment Waigani Aerodrome.
Sydney and Dapro
Jun-44 - Nov-44
Transfered to clerical duties.
AAOC
Hume Camp Albury, Wodonga, Leichhardt and Liverpool, NSW
Nov-44 - Apr-46
At ordnance training unit and depot; clerical duties in Sydney at Ordnance Depots.

ESDAILE

Leonard Sydney

4694

Army
NX50760
FTS: 24/06/40 - 15/10/45
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star
lOrd Workshop Coy
Middle East
Detached ro 1 Sub Workshops (RAOe) from 14/07/41-19/10/41.
2/9 Field Regt, RAA
Attached at Aleppo, Syria
Ind Armd Regt Ord Workshop Sect
New Guinea
16 Ord Depot, AAOC
Bougainville, Torokina
1 Workshop Coy
Torokina
.

ESPLIN

Ian George
3603
Air Force RAF 86713
FTS: Sep-39 - Oct-65
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: Staff Officer
Service Medals: Air Crew Europe, War Medal 1939/45 .

At school 1930 - 1932
Highest rank: Staff Sergeant

3/05/41 - 30/01/42

1/02/42 - 9/11/42
10/11/42 - Dec-42
3/10/44 - 10/04/45
13/07/45 - 11/09/45
At school 1924 - 1932 •
Highest rank: Wing Cmdr
DFC,OBE

RAF Ground Staff
Uxbridge, Cambridge. United Kingdom
Sep-39 - May-40
Basic training, guard duties, fatigues. Cambridge: Ground training for U/T pilots.
Acldington United Kingdom
May-40 - Jun-40
Ground defence of Airfield against expected paratroop attack.
RAF Training Units
Cambridge, South Cerney, Cranwell. United Kingdom
Jun-40 - Dec-40
Basic training (Tiger Moths), Advanced training (twin engine Oxfords). Commissioned Pilot Officer
and wings 10/1940. Training as flying instructor.
RAF Training Units (Instructor)
Grantham, Cranwell. United Kingdom
Dec-40 - Oct-41
Flying instructor on Avro Ansons. Training new flying instructors on Oxfords and Avro tutors.
RAF Training Units
Oct-41 Cranfield United Kingdom
Night-fighter training on Blenheims.
29 Sqn, RAF (Beaufighter)
West Mailing United Kingdom
Jan-42 - Mar-43
Defending London and South East England. Beaufighters; Mk IV initially, then Mk VII. Promoted
F/L, then Sq/Ldr. OC '/I:. Flight. Destroyed 3 JU 88's at night. Awarded DFC.
HQSEAC
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New Delhi, Kandi, Ceylon India.
Strategic air planner on Lord Mountbatten's staff.
Air Ministry
London England
Staff Officer on Far-East Section of ACAS(P)'s policy staff.
Order ofthe British Empire 1945; Distinguished Flying Cross 1943.

Nov-43 - May-45

May-45 - 2/09/45

ESPLIN

Patrick Reid
2749
At school 1919 - 1926
Army
NX119488
FTS: 15/01/41 - 12/05/45
Highest rank: Captain
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2 Military District AAOC Workshops
NSW
26/06/41 - 2/07/43
130 Bde Workshop
Milne Bay New Guinea
25/08/43 - 25/11/43
EME Fortress Workshop
Lae New Guinea.
25111/43 - 29/09/44

ESPLIN

Donald Sinclair
Army
NX70160

3439
FTS: 1/08/40 - 3/06/45

At school 1923 - 1928
Highest rank: Major
MBE

1 Aust Corps Amen Park
Middle East
31101141 - 12/03/42
13/0111942 transferred co 101 Gen Tpt Coy and on 23/0111942 detached for duty co 2 Coy AASC.
2/2 Coy AASC
New Guinea
4112/42 - 4/07/43
1 Air Maintenance Coy AASC
Porr Moresby, New Guinea
4/07/43 - 26/09/43
CO. 4/07/1943 transferred to AASC NG Force from AASC 6 Aust Division. Supplied WauSalamaua campaign.
3 Air Maintenance Coy AASC
Nadzab, New Guinea
26/09/43 - 5/06/44
CO. Used many aircraft, mostly C47s.
Directorate of Military Training LHQ
Australia
311 0/44 - 23/04/45
Appointed DADST. 'G' Branch.
Citation for the MBE (Military Division) awarded to Captain (Temporary Major) Donald Sinclair Esplin, 1944: Major Esplin
commanded an Air Maintenance Company which operated the Nadzab air-head. By his boundless energy, intensely practical
knowledge and untiring devotion to duty he inspired his men to outstanding efforts ofcontinued endurance resulting in a constant
flow ofmaintenance stores ofall kinds to the t1·oops. The efficient operation ofthis unit was ofkey importance in the campaign.
EVANS

Brent Haviland
Army
NX76467

3114
FTS: 14/10/41 - 15110/45

2/7 Armd Depot
Australia
NG Air Warning Wireless Coy
New Guinea
HQ Adv LHQ Sigs
Leyte, Manila
2 Aust Corps Sigs
New Guinea
EVANS

EVANS

At school 1921 - 1922
Highest rank: Captain
16110/41 - 21107/47
15/03/44 - 19/07/44
1/01145 - Sep-45
1/12/47 - 22/01/44

Glyndwr David
Army
NX3489 1
2/13 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East
Aust Army Intel Corps
New Guinea
Morotai, Labuan

5324
FTS: 27/05/40 - 13/12/45

Harold Dudley
Air Force
36832
Duty after training: Equipment
9 Stores Depot
South West Pacific
HQ North Western Area
South West Pacific

3270
FTS: 22/05/41 - 17/12/45

At school 1934 - 1935
Highest rank: Major
19/10/40 - 25/02/43
21107/43 - 19/12/43
3/04/45 - 25/09/45
At school 1922 - 1925
Highest rank: Flight LieU(

25/11/42 - 21/06/43
29112/43 - Apr-44
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South West Pacific
EVANS

John Dudley
Army
NX55601
Duty at training: Legal Officer
7 Div Cay Regt
Middle East
HQ Moresby Base Sub Area
New Guinea
HQ 7 Aust Division
Australia
HQ 18 Aust 1nfBde
Australia
Morotai, Balikpapan

21/05/44 - 25/11/45
3732
FrS: 1/07/40 - 8/12/45

At school 1924 - 1929
Highest rank: Captain

1/02/41 - 5/02/42
7/11/43 - 16/05/44
19/05/44 - 3/07/44
3/07/44 - 27/05/45
13/06/45 - 11 /11/45

EVANS

Keith Baldwin
Army US

2926

At school 1920 - 1922

EVANS

Lloyd George
Army

4150

At school 1927 - 1933

Owen Richard
At school 1936 - 1937
5691
Highest rank: Corporal
FrS: 11/06/40-12/08/45
Army
NX35953
Duty after training: Driver
8 DivAASC
Singapore, Malaya
18/10/41 - 13/02/42
POW
Singapore, Sandakan
15/02/42 - 12/08/45
Transported to Sandakan late 1942. Second death march from Sandakan to Ranau on 29/05/1945.
Died 12/81945 - three days before the surrender of the Japanese Army. He was aged 24.
EVANS

EVANS

EWING

Phillip Ross
5853
Air Force
422541
FrS: 22/05/42 - 8/01/46
Duty after training: Pilot
RAAF Training Unirs
Temora, Uranquinty, Evans Head
2IYD, 10 EFTS, 5 SFTS, 1 BAGS, 1 AOS, 2 OTU.
86 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific

At school 1937 - 1941
Highest rank: Flying Officer

William Geoffrey
5998
Army
NX44578
FTS: 26/08/41 - 29/01/46
2/11 Armd Car Regt
Australia
HQ 9 Aust Division
Australia
Morotai, Borneo.
Major General Woottens' driver in the islands.

At school 1938 - 1938
Highest rank: Private

Colin Russell
Army
N60253

At school 1909 - 1913
Highest rank: Captain

1408
FrS: 23/01/42 - 30/01/44

2 Garrison Bn
NSW
7 Garrison Bn
NSW
Placed on Retired list.
EWING

Robert Maxwell
4152
Army
NX121135
FrS: 21/01/42-11/02/47
Duty after training: Signaller; on discharge: Legal work
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM.

22/05/42 - 1945

19/01/45 - 30/11/45

10/09/41 - 10/12/43
18/03/44 - 16/03/45
28/03/45 - 1/01/46

7/02/41 - 14/12/41
17/12/41 - 29/10/43
At school 1927 - 1927
Highest rank: Major

Army Legal Corps
Merauke New Guinea, Rabaul New Britain, Pacific Islands.
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FAIRCHILD

John Colin
5253
At school 1933 - 1939
FrS: 13/09/41 - 18/12/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Air Force
265667
Duty after training: Admin & Special Duties; on discharge: Admin & Special Duties - Radar
Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training Units
Sydney Uni, Melbourne Uni, Richmond. Australia
Sep-41 - Jul-42
Technical and Admin training.
6 Sqn RAAF (Hudson)
Richmond
Jul-42 - Aug-42
Installing Radar Equipment in Hudson Bombers.
32 Sqn, RAAF (Hudson)
Camden
Aug-42 - Dec-43
Sqn Radar Officer.
41 Radar Wing
Port Moresby, Madang New Guinea.
Dec-43 - May-45
Posting with 100 sqn, OIC supply of all Airborne Radar Equipment in New Guinea.
2FRBD
Rathmines NSW
May-45 - Jul-45
Maintenance and Repair Depot for the RAAF Flying Boats.
RAAFHQ
Melbourne
Jul-45-Dec-45
orc fOt the disttibution of all Airborne Radar equipment spares for the Australian War Zone.

FALK

Norman Ivan
4153
At school 1927 - 1931
FrS: 23/01/41 - 29/11145
Army
NX67761
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2110 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Australia
Embarked on HMT Queen Mary for Singapore 18/02/1941.
Singapore
POW
Changi, Singapore

23/01/41 - 18/02/41
27/03/41 - Jan-42
15/02/42 - 8/09/45

FAN

BG
Army

FARAM

Brian John
6102
At school 1938 - 1942
FrS: 4/01145 - 22/10/46
Highest rank: Able Seaman
Navy
S9938
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star (I 949), War Medal 1939/45, ASM,
ASM 1945/75 with Clasps PNG and Swp'

Master at school

HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
HMAS Kanimbla
Morotai, Borneo, South West Pacific.
Transporting reinforcements, refugees and POWs.

FAREY

Samuel Primrose
Air Force
Duty after training: Accountancy

3606

4/01/45 - 1/07/45

1/07/45 - 11/09/46
At school 1924 - 1929
Highest rank: LAC

RAAF Stations
Rosebury, St Kilda, Victoria
FARQUHAR

Morris Hawkins
6626
Merchant Navy
FrS: 1943 - 1946
Duty after training: Cadet; on discharge: 3rd Officer
Service medals: Pacific Star, Aftica Star, 1939/45 Star

Corirlda
Alexandra

At school 1942 - 1943
Highest rank: Flying Officer

1943 - 1944
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5692
At school 1936 - 1939
ITS: 10/39 - 05/46
Highest rank: Lieutenant
Mercham Navy
Duty after training: Watchkeeping Officer; on discharge: Navigator
Service medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star with Burma Clasp, Victory Medal
HMAS Cerberus
Victoria
04/42 - 04/42
Junior Reserve Officer's Course
HMAS Canberra
East Incies, Aust Coast, Coral Sea, Guadacanal
05/42 - 08/42
Convoy of 6th Div (in Aquitania) to Sunda Strait then Task Force 44; Savo Island battle
RAN Station 5
09/42 - 01/43
Moreton Bay
Combined OPS training
HMAS Q!Jiberon
Indian/Atlamic Oceans - Durban, Capetown, Congo River,
02/43 - 06/44
Kilindim, Aden, Bombay Colombo, Trinco off Sumatra
Convoy duties and with battle fleet on carrier raid on Sabang, Sumatra.
HMAS Kybra
Australian Coast
08/44....: 08/45
Anti-sub training with RN and USN subs, spent time as liaison officer
in HMS Voracious (RN sub) and USS 543 (US sub).

FARR

Albert Fordon
4828
At school 1931 - 1938
ITS: 20/04/43 - 9/01/47
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Air Force
133268
Duty after training: Radar Orperatorl Electrician; on discharge: Acct & Pay Duties
331 Radar Station
South West Pacific
9/07/43-6/09/43
37 Radar Station
1/11143-12/07/44
South West Pacific
33 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
3/10/44-27/12/44
RAAF Staff
11107/45-9101147
Brisbane Australia
57 SPSD Course, IES, 6AD, 3SD, EA (AFO Bris), RAAF Canteen SV, EAHQ (Duty AFO Bris),
EAHQ (D&R Sect), NEA (D&R Sect).

FARR

FARR

Brian George
Army
NX173374
2 Field Trg Regt, RAA
NSW
2/9 Field Regt, RAA
Western Australia
'z' Special Unit, SRD
Darwin, Borneo.

5499
ITS: 23/09/42 - 5112146

At school 1935 - 1940
Highest rank: Sergeant
2/1 0/42 - 16/12/43
4/01/44 - 7/01/44
4/01144 - 12/05/46

Ian Aubrey
4829
Army
NX13460
ITS: 27/04/40 - 28/07/45
Duty after training: Rifleman; on discharge: Dispatch Rider
Service Medals: Africa Star, 1939145 Star, ASM.

At school 1931 - 1934
Highest rank: Private

2/6 Aust Inf Bn
Apr-40 - Aug-40
Training
Bardia, Tobruk, Greece, Crete, Middle East
Sep-41 - 1942
Captured Crete.
POW
Poland, Konigshopen Germany
- JuI-45
Poland for rwo years, then billeted on farm at Konigshopen until liberated.

FARR

Russell Bruce
Army
NX71125
2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
Discharged due to illness.

4830
ITS: 26106/41 - 9103142

At school 1931 - 1936
Highest rank: Lieut
26106/41 - 9103142
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FARRAM

Warwick
5500
Army
NX14034
FTS: 21/05/40 - 15/04/45
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East, Australia, New Guinea

FARRELL

John William
Air Force
412419
Duty after training: Pilot

At school 1935 - 1937
Highest rank: Lieut

May-40 - Apr-45

4695
FTS: 26/09/42 - 23/11/45

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Maryborough, Tamworth, Uranquinty Australia
2ED, 2RD, 3WAGS, CFS, SFTS, 5SFTS.

At school 1930 - 1932
Highest rank: Flying Officer

26/09/42 - 23/11/45

FAUL

Reginald William Hudson
Army

1%0

At school 1914 - 1914

FEAR

Bernard Herbert Reginald
Army
NX203789

6157
FTS: 1106/44 - 6/05/46

At school 1939 - 1943
Highest rank: Private

13/33 Inf Trg Bn
Canungra
2/8 Aust Inf Bn
Wewak New Guinea
FEATHER

Robert Hartley
Army
NX133717
Duty after training: Gunner

10/02/45 -7/07/45
18/07/45 - 7/12/45
At school 1935 - 1940 •
5501
FTS: 4/12/41 - 12/02/46
Highest rank: Gun Sergeant
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, ASM

Light AA Regt.
Sydney, Mareeba, Cairns.
FELL

FELL

Dec-41 - 1102/46

John Dyneley
Army
NX104560
III Tank-Attack Regt, RAA
Australia

1517
FTS: 30/09/41 - 4/07/43

John Simpson
Army
NX145673

6158
FTS: 19/11141 - 23/04/46

4/03/42 - 11/06/43

2 Military District Accounts Office
New South Wales
HQIDiv
New South Wales
SIB Maritime Group
New South Wales
FELSTEAD

FENNELL

Donald William
Army
NX166443
12 Field Regt, RAA
New South Wales
2/3 Aust Inf Bn
New Guinea
4 Aust InfBn
New Guinea
67 Aust Inf Bn
Morotai, Kure Japan

6159
FTS: 21/04/42 - 20/02/47

James Frederick
Army
206521

6303
FTS: 3/04/45 - 24/01/47

1 Sigs Trg Bn
Australia

At school 1910 - 1914
Highest rank: Major

At school 1939 - 1939
Highest rank: Private
19/11/41 - 16102/43
16/02/43 - 11108144
11/08/44 - 14/04/46
At school 1939 - 1940
Highest rank: Private
25/04/42 - 7/08/44
18/07/45 - 4/11/45
4/11145 - 9/01/46
8/02/46 - 8/02/47
At school 1940 - 1944
Highest rank: Signalman
18/06/45 - 23/10/46
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Joseph Andrew
5855
At school 1937 - 1941
Air Force
432778
FTS: 30/01143 - 4/01146
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Duty after training: Air Gunner; on discharge: Wireless Operator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Italy Star, War Medal

FENWICK
~

.

I ....

-..
P...

~

.
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FERGUSON

1 ME Command ARC
Middle East
458 Sqn, RAAF (Wellington)
Gibraltar

Alan Douglas
4971
Air Force
394
FTS: 19/07/38 - 2/11145
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: OC
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Africa Star and Clasp

20/08/44 - Nov-44
9/06/45 - 16/06/45
At school 1932 - 1937 •
Highest rank: Wing Cmdr
DFC

RAAF Training
19/07/38 - 7/07/39
Australia
22 Sqn, RAAF
Australia
7/07/39 - 26/08/41
451 Sqn, RAAF
North Africa
9/09/41 - 15/04/42
CO Squadron.
450 Sqn, RAAF
North Africa
15/04/42 - 26/10/42
CO Squadron.
HQ RAP Middle East
Egypt
26/10/42 - 14/01143
8 Service Flying Training School
Australia
11110/43 - 24/04/44
Oc.
1 Service Flying Training School
24/04/44-17/11/44
Australia
Chief Instructor.
6 Service Flying Training School
Australia
17/11/44-0ct-45
Oc. Chief Instructor.
RAAF Station Maryborough
Maryborough, Queensland
22/10/45 Distinguished Flying Cross Citation
This officer has been in command ofhis squadron sinc/! May 1942, and his diligence, enthusiasm and devotion to duty have been a
materialfactor in the highly efficientfighting standard reached by the squadron. He has personally destroyed six enemy aircraft and
has led a large number ofbombing raids, always pressing home his attacks with relentless determination. He has led his squadron in
numerous raids and in June 1942, alone, flew over 70 operational hours.

FERGUSON

FERGUSON

D'Arcy Stuart
922
, FTS: 29/08/40 - 5/12/45
Army
S825
Intelligence Section 4MD
South Australia
Security Service Intelligence Corps
Victoria

At school 1904 - 1905
Highest rank: Lieut

Ian Arthur
4497
Air Force
258
FTS: 17/01/38 - 23/11/45
Duty after training: Navigation; on discharge: Staff Officer
1 Flying Training School
Australia '
2 Sqn, RAAI:
Australia
'
OC'!\ Flight.
8 Sqn, RAAF
Australia
'B' Flight.
6 Sqn, RAAF
Australia
8 Sqn, RAAF (Hudson)
Malaya

At school 1929 -1932
Highest rank: Wing Cmdr

29/08/40 - 1/07/42
1/07/42 - 5/12/45

17/01138 - 17/12/38
17/12/38 - 11/09/39

11109/39 - 1/06/40

16/01/40 - 1/07/40
1/07/40 - 2/12/41
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HQRAAFSA
Australia
10 Operational Training Unit
Australia
2 Fighter Sector HQ
Australia
6 Fighter Sector HQ
Australia
Temporary CO.
HQRAAFWA
Australia
HQ 10 Operational Group RAAF
Australia
Temporary CO T/ Staff Officer.
86 Wing RAAF
Australia
FERGUSON

18/12/41 - 26/02/42
26/02/42 - 28/12/42
28/12/42 - 2/02/43
2/02/43 - 18/10/43

18/10/43 - 16/08/44
16/08/44 - 26/02/45

26/02/45 - 1/11/45

Percy John
5693
At school 1936 - 1941
Air Force
133881
FTS: 11/05/43 - 1/04/46
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: W /TLEG
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training Units
Tocumwal, Point Cook, Bradfield Park Australia
Apr-43 - Nov-43
2 RD Tocumwal; Sig School Point Cook; 2 ED Bradfield Park

1 RPP
Nov-43 - Dec-43
Townsville
1 RPP attached to Torres Strait force under 5ch USAF.
33 Operational Base Unit
Dec-43 - Feb-45
Higginsfield QLD Qacky ]acky)
Attached to Torres Strait Force under 5ch USAF while in this area also attached to ASR.
90 Operational Base Unit
Feb-45 - Sep-45
Kingaroy
2 Stores Depot
Sydney
Sep-45 - Apr-46
FERRIS

John Chapman
5694
At school 1936 - 1942 •
Army
NX161931
FTS: 25/03/43 - 2/01/47
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: Loader/operator, signals; on discharge: Japanese interpreter
1 Army Tank Trg Bn, AAC
Puckapunyal, Victoria
Training as a Matilda Tank gun loader and as a wireless operator.
Jungle Warfare Centre
Canungra
Infantry training at Canungra ]ungle School.
24 Field Coy, RAE
Atherton Tablelands, Cairns
Engineers.
Japanese Language Training
Sydney, Melbourne
Intensive Language Training in ]apanese then training as an Interpreter.
Allied Translator & Interpreter Section
Lae New Guinea; Torokina, Fauro Island, Rabaul.
Interpreter and translator at War Crimes Tribunal.

FETHERSTONHAUGH Cuthbert Murchison

281

Mar-43 - Jul-43

]u1-43 - Sep-43

Sep-43 - Nov-44

Dec-44 - Sep-45

ep-45 - Feb-47

At school 1894 - 1896

Army
Coonamble, Volunteer Defence Corps
NSW
FEWTRELL

Douglas John
Army
NX34702
2/2 Ord Store Coy, AAOC
Middle East
10 Ord Amm Coy, AASC
Australia
15 Adv Amm Depot
Australia

4831
FTS: 31/05/41 - 21/07/45

At school 1931 - 1933
Highest rank: Lieut
31/07/41 - 17/06/42
26/06/43 - 6/11/43
6/11/43 -
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Ralph Douglas
Army
NXI06356

4972
ITS: 13/04/42 - 27/09/44

At school 1932 - 1938
Highest rank: Lieut

10 Workshop & Park Coy
New South Wales
4 Camouflage Trg Unit
Australia
6 Div Camouflage Trg Unit
Australia

3/05/43 - 1/05/44

26 Camouflage Unit
Australia

1/05/44 - 27/09/44

14/04/42 12/1 0/42 - 3/05/43

Oc.

FIDLER

Arthur Iredale
Army
NX14011

4696
ITS: 15/05/40 - 18/10/45

2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Northern Territory
Middle East
Northern Territory
New Guinea
Morotai Borneo
FIELD

Douglas Berry
Army
NX17489

29/06/40 - 29/12/40
15/07/41 - 31/01/42
17/04/42 - 7/05/43
5111/43 - 29/05/44
21/05/45 - 16/09/45
4329
ITS: 3/06/40 - 15/03/46

14 Field Regt RAA
Australia
102 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Australia
14 Field Regt, RAA
New Guinea
Allied Land Forces Headquarters
Australia
FINCH

Barry Clifford
Air Force
422158
Duty after training: Pilot

Charles Geoffrey
Army
NX73338

28/03/42 - 15/05/42
17/02/43 - 5/02/44
5/02/44 - 14/09/44
6160
ITS: 25/04/42 - 16/01/46

5129
ITS: 28/11/41 - 18/04/46

2/17 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Queensland
New Guinea
New Guinea
2/1 Lt AA Bty (Airborne), RAA
Morotai
3 POW Reception Group
Manila

t

FINCH

At school 1928 - 1932
Highest rank: Captain
27/02/42 - 28/03/42

RAAF Training Unit
Benalla,Mallala, Bradfield Park, Ascor Vale
RAF Training Unit
HQ Desert Air Force
Egypr
3 Sqn, RAAF (Mustang)
Italy
FINCH

At school 1930 - 1934
Highest rank: Lieut

Jack
4498
Air Force . 420553
ITS: 8/11/41 - 10/04/44
Duty after ~raining: Pilot; duty at death: Pilor

RAAF Training Units
Temora, Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, 10 EFTS 2 ED.
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Calgary, Halifax Canada
3 H Depot, 3 SFTS, 1 Depot.
RAF Training Units

At school 1939 - 1940
Highest rank: Flying Officer

25/04/42 - 16/04/43
28/05/43 - 15/11/43
3/12/43 - 15/12/44
15/12/44 - 16/01/46
At school 1933 - 1934
Highest rank: Gunner
1/02/42 - May-42
19/05/42 - 21/11/42
21/10/43 - 31/12/43
24/06/45 - 29/08/45
7110/45 - 24/10/45

At school 1929 - 1931
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

8/11/41 - Jul-42

17/07/42 - Feb-43
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United Kingdom
11 PDRC, 15 (P) AFU, 29 OTU, 1660 Con Unit.
57 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
Killed over Denmark.
FINCH

John Charles
Navy
26837
Service Medals: Pacific Star,

6460
FTS: 1944 - 1946
1~39/45 Star, ASM

HMAS Kanimbla
South West Pacific
Troop landing ship. Landing troops on Pacific Island.
FINCH

William
Army

N33184

5695
FTS: 3/07/42 - 24/03/43

General Details Depot
Sydney
Discharged medically unfit.

FINDLATER

James Hilton
Army
NX202351
Duty after training: MO

3/02/43 - Dec-43

22/12/43 - 10/04/44
At school 1941 - 1944
Highest rank: Stoker

1945 At school 1936 - 1937
Highest rank: Private
3/07/42 - 24/03/43

4832
At school 1931 - 1936
FrS: 1/011143 - 3/10146
Highest rank: Captain
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.

114 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Goulburn, NSW
2/7 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Lae New Guinea.
2/3 Field Regt, RAA
Wewak New Guinea
6Div,AAMC
Wewak, New Guinea
2/4 Aust Inf Bn
Wewak, New Guinea
30 Aust InE Bn
Wewak, New Guinea
113 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Sydney, NSW

FINLAY

George Gordon
Army
NX22423

4499
FrS: 29/05/40 - 14/11/45

2/1 AA Regt
Middle East
Port Moresby, New Guinea
3 Bty.
234 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Port Moresby New Guinea
114 Lt AA Regt, RAA
Lae, New Guinea; New Britain
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Morotai, British North Borneo
3 Bty.

FINLAY

Richard Vernon
Army
NXI2416

At school 1929 - 1935
Highest rank: LieU(
25/07/41 - 31/01/42
17/04/42 - 141l0/42

14/10/42 - 26/03/43
20108/43 - 21/02/45
22/04/45 - 22/10/45

4500
FrS: 1/05/40 - 25/05/46

1 AA Regt
Middle East
23/01/42 Seconded to 1 Lt AA Regt.
228 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Australia
Bty Commander.
121 Lt AA Regt, RAA
Australia
2/13 Comp AA Regt, RAA
Australia
2/4 Lt AA Regt, RAA
Australia

At school 1929 - 1930
Highest rank: Major
25/04/41 - 13103142

lOll 1/42 - 10/03/43

10/03/43 - 30108/43
4109143 - 23/11/44

231l 1/44 - 24/08/45
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Singapore, Java, Bangkok, Batavia
Conract Officer.
3 POW Contact & Enquiry Unit
Singapore, Java, Batavia
Conract Officer.

FINLEY

Jack Kendall
Army
NX40846

24/08/45 - 3/12/45

3/12/45 - 12/04/46
3952
FTS: 3/07/40 - 21/11/45

2/18 Aust InERn
Singapore
POW
Changi, Singapore; Japan
Inrerned Tokyo Camp.

t

FINLEY

Ross Kendall
Army
NX1I661

18/02/41 - 15/02/42
15/02/42 - 22/08/45
4798
ITS: 29/03/40 - 24/09/43

2/3 Field Coy RAE
Middle East
New Guinea
Killed in action as a result of enemy aircraft on 24/09/43.

FIRTH

John Dyson
Merchant Navy

FIRTH

Robert
Army/Navy

2/2 Docks Op Coy
Australia
New Guinea
Discharged 28/02/43
File Incomplete

FISHER

3953

NX93819

At school 1926 - 1929
Highest rank: Warrant Officer 2

3210
FTS: 27/03/42 -

At school 1930 - 1937
Highest rank: Private
30/12/40 - 24/01143
30/07/43 - 24/09/43
At school 1926 - 1928
At school 1921 - 1922
Highest rank: Corporal
8/08/42 - 5/09/42
9/09/42 - 13/12/42

to

service in RAN.

Colin Murray
5696
Army
NX127267
FTS: 29/05/40 - 25/02/46
Duty after training: NCO; on discharge: A/Staff Capt
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM.

At school 1936 - 1939 •
Highest rank: Captain

16 Light Horse (Machine Gun) Regt, Cay
Greta, NSW
2/10/41 -Apr-42
Initial training.
Gympie, Queensland
Nov-42 - Apr-43
Training. Promoted Lieut.
2/27 Aust 10£ Bn
Oct-43 - 10/03/44
Ramu Valley, Finisterre Ranges New Guinea.
Motor reinforcemenrs to 21 Bde. Command 13 Platoon, 'C' Coy; Patrolling.
Balikpapan Borneo
Jun-45 - 15/08/45
Poste~ Senior Liaison Officer, rank Captain, under Brigadier Sir Ivan Dougherty.
Makassar Celebes
Jan-46 - Jan-46

FISHER

Geogre Griffen
Army
NX130566

5697
FTS: 22/02/41 - 14/12/43

7 Field Regt, RAA
Australia

FISHER

At school 1936 - 1939
Highest rank: Captain
22/02/41 - 19/11/43

At school 1929 - 1936
John Wallace
4501
Highest rank: Sergeanr
Army
VX38827
FTS: 16/09/40 - 10/12/45
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Gun Sergeanr
Service Me~als: Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2AA Regt
Puckapunyal, Vic
Syria, Middle East
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Port Moresby, New Guinea
New Guinea
Morotai, Balikpapan, Borneo
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At school 1929 - 1934 •
4502
Peter Wallace
Highest rank: Captain
FrS: 28/02/41 - 4/10/44
NX145642
Army
nder
Comma
Battery
e:
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharg
Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939-45 Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2/22 Aust 1nf Bn
Aug-41 - Jun-42
Rabaul, New Britain
15 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Jun-42 - Oct-44
Sydney
At school 1932 - 1932
4975
FITZH ARDIN GE Arthur Noel Berkeley
Highest rank: Surg Lieut
FTS: 17/03/43 - 5/06/47
50824
Navy
Officer
Medical
:
Duty after training

FISHER

HMAS Swan
Australia
HMS Patroller
HMAS Swan
Australia
HMAS Austral ia
South West Pacific
HMS Drake
South West Pacific

21/06/43 - 6/12/43
26/12/43 - 17/02/44
15/03/44 - Jan-45
May-45 - 7/08/45
Aug-45 - 29/09/45

At school 1933 - 1934
5131
FITZH ARDIN GE James Henchm an Clubbe
Highest rank: Sergeant
FrS: 4/03/41 - 3/01146
NX 68775
Army
r
Observe
Duty after training: Forward
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
5 Heavy Bde, RAA Coastal Defences
3/09/39 - 9/03/40
North Head, Sydney
to AlE
transfer
on
d
cancelle
Rank
.
1939/40
Coast Gunner. North Head Gunnery School
2/15 Field Regr, RAA
4/03/41 Holsworthy
May-41 Nesoon; Tampin, Singapore. Malaya
River.
Muar
of
Battle
Action in Battle of Gemas, and
POW
Feb-42 - 1945
Sumatra, Palembang Malaya
3.5 years as POW.
At school 1921 - 1928
3116
FITZH ARDIN GE Richard
Highest rank: Lieut
FTS: 17/05/43 - 11106/46
NX170156
Army
1 Port Maintenance Coy
6/05/44 -2/09/4 4
Australia
5/09/44 - 29/06/45
Thursday Island, Merauke New Guinea
3/11 /45 - 1/06/46
Jacquinot Bay Rabaul
At school 1933 - 1937
5132
John Crouch
FITZH ERBER T
Service Details Unknown
At school 1933 - 1934
5133
George Jones
FITZPA TRICK
Highest rank: Lieut
FrS: 1110/41 - 10/10/44
NX125300
Army
35 Aust Inf Bn
1/10/41 - 14/01/44
Australia
21/01/44 - 22/04/44
New Guinea
At school 1933 - 1936
5134
Alfred Charles Ronald
FLASH MAN
Highest rank: Flying Officer
FrS: 15/08/41 - 14/06/43
413079
Air Force
or
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Navigat
460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
25/05/43 - 14/06/43
United Kingdom
sen.
Killed in Action on raid to Oberhau
At school 1924 - 1930
3607
James Derwen t
FLASH MAN
Highest rank: Colonel
FTS: 1941 Air Force, US 6198
Commendation Ribbon, MID
Army
US
Duty after training: Radio Signals

t

USAAF Signals
Mediterranean Theatre
es.
Despatch
in
Mentioned
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FLECKNOE

Arthur Maxwell
Navy
S/V349
HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
HMAS Rushcutter
Sydney

3714
FTS: 7/05/43 - 1102/46

At school 1924 - 1928
Highest rank: Able Seaman
7/05/43 - 8/05/43
8/05/43 - 1/02/46

At school 1926 - 1930
John Edwin
3954
Air Force
402920
FTS: 11111140 - 16/06/43
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Duty after training: Gunner; duty at death: WOP/Air Gunner
Service Medals: Africa Star & Clasp, 1939/45 War Medal, Defence Medal
52 Sqn, RAF
Middle East
458 Sqn, RAAF (Wellington)
Middle East
Missing presumed killed.

FLECKNOE

Kenneth Joynson
Air Force
411765
Duty after training: Pilot

21112/42 - Mar-43
5/03/43 - 16/06/43
5135
FTS: 25/05/41 - 7/01146

At school 1933 - 1937
Highest rank: Flying Officer

RAAF Training Unit
Bradfield Park, Narrandera. Point Cook, Tamworth, Temora, Uranquinty
84 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
FLEGG

FLESSELLES

30/06/45 - 30/11/45

5699
At school 1936 - 1937 •
Ronald Roger
Air Force
N170997
FTS: 29/10/43 - 27/02/46
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Duty after training: Signals / Bomb Aimer
Service Medals: Defence Medal 1939/45.

35 Aust Inf Bn
Sydney, NSW; Western Australia.
RAAF Training Units
Sydney Australia
RCAF Training Units
Kethbridge, Winnipeg Canada
Operational Training Unit
Wigsley, Lincoln, United Kingdom
Bomber Command. Bomb Aimer in Ansons, Wellingtons and Lancasters.

t

25/05/41 - 30/12/44

3442

Ernest Bruce
Air Force/RAF

Oct-43 - Jan-44
Jan-44 - May-44
Jun-44 - Aug-44
Aug-44 - Nov-45

At school 1923 - 1926
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

Listed as missingfrom United Kingdom. Mid 1940
FLORANCE

James Louis
6463
At school 1941 - 1941
Air Force
74771
FTS: 8/01143 - 2/04/46
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Fitter/Rigger; on discharge: Carpenter Rigger
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45.
2AP
South West Pacific
2 Stores Depot
South West Pacific
7 Operational Training Unit
South West Pacific

FLOWERS

Field
Army

QX50555

17/05/44 - Feb-45
15/02/45 - 14/03/45
14/03/45 - Feb-46
4505
FTS: 21112/42 - 12/11/45

Artillery Training Units
Australia
"
2/6 Field Regt, RAA
Queensland
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.

t

FLOWERS

Thomas French
Army
QX17897
2/1 Anti-Tank Regt, RAA
Middle East

At school 1929 - 1931
Highest rank: L/Bombardier
21/12/42 - 12/11145
13/09/44 - 9/06/45
18/06/45 - 1/11/45

4506
FTS: 20/01141 - 1/04/45

At school 1929 - 1931
Highest rank: Gunner
25/09/41 - 13/03/42
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Ceylon
Milne Bay New Guinea
Aitape New Guinea
Killed in action.
Buried W'ewak war Cemetery: J B.15.
FORBES

10/04/42 - 12/07/42
19/10/42 - 29/10/43
14/02/45 - 1/04/45

5856
At school 1937 - 1941
Robert Malcolm
Air Force
134756
FTS: 8/06/43 - 13/03/46
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Flight Rigger
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal
1939/45, ASM, ASM1945/75 with PNG Clasp.

RAAF Training Units
Tocumwal, Laverton, Melbourne Australia
]un-43 - Feb-44
Unpacking aircraft parts in Laverton; SIT Melbourne. Air Frame training in Melbourne.
73 Sqn, RAAF
Nowra
Mar-44 - Aug-44
SAC
Canberra
Aug-44 - May-45
Avro Ansons, Airspeed Oxfords, Wirraways, Boomerangs, Austers. With Army and Dutch B25 Sqn.
2 Personnel Depot
May-45 - ]un-45
St Ives, Sydney
Tropical and jungle training. By rail to Cairns for flight to NG in a Glen Martin Mariner.
111 ASRF
Madang New Guinea.
]ul-45 - Feb-46
Catalinas and SR motor boats. Discharged Bradfield Park Mar 1946.

FORD

Ronald
Army

NX45282

3786
FTS: 21/06/40 - 8/01/46

2/9 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East, Syrian Campaign
Contracted malaria
Ausualia
Thursday Island, Merauke, New Guinea

FORD

Thordis Russell
Army
N279957
Duty after training: Radar

2928
FTS: 4/09/41 - 15/10/45

2 Adv Ord Depot, AAOC
Darwin

FORREST

Robert Ronald
Army
NX8202

At school 1925 - 1926
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
3/05/41 - 11/03/42
31/03/42 - 5/03/44
7/03/44 - 6/11/44
At school 1920 - 1923
Highest rank: Corporal

25/07/42 - 13/11/43
3444
FTS: 8/11/39 - 6/09/45

6 Div Engs
Middle East
124 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
New South Wales

At school 1923 - 1924
Highest rank: Driver
24/01/40 - 5/01/43
14/07/44 - 22/08/45

FORSYTH

Alan Arthur
Army
NX180372

6001
FTS: 11/02/45 - 1946

At school 1938 - 1943
Highest rank: Private

FORSYTH

John William Hinton
Army
NX103510

3211
FTS: 30/09/41 - 19/07/44

At school 1921 - 1928
Highest rank: Major

12 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
7 Field Regt, RAA
Australia

FORSYTH

Malcolm Hinton
Army
NX103504
7 Field Bde
Australia
12 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
2/7 Field Regt, RAA
Morotai, Borneo.

22/10/41 - 3/06/43
23/07/43 - 19/07/44
5136
FTS: 5/07/39 - 18/12/45

At school 1933 - 1939
Highest rank: Captain
28/11/40 - 22/12/41
22/12/41 - 12/09/44
18/02/45 - 12/12/45
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Ronald Edward Kendal
Army
NX126968
Duty after training: Signals
1 Motor Div Sigs
Australia
5 Air Support Centre
Australia
19 L of C Area Signals
Lae, New Guinea.
Aitape New Guinea.

2583
FrS: 1/03/42-21/11/45

At school 1918 - 1918
Highest rank: Lieut

10/10/42 - 28/11/42
17105/438/12143 - 22/04/44
21/10144 - 17106/45

FORSYTHE

5137
At school 1933 - 1935
Alec
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Air Force
403805
FrS: 3/03/41 - 12/07/45
Duty after training: Aircrew V; on discharge: WOPIAir Gunnery
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Atlanric Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training Units
Sydney, LindfieJd, Bradfield Park
3/03/41 - 20105/41
2RC, 2ITS, 2ED
RCAF Training Units
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Dafoe, Saskatchewan, Halifax Canada
13/06/41 - 8101142
3 Wireless School, 5 BAGS, 1 'Y' Depot
RAP Training Units
20101/42 - 18/08/42
Uxbridge, Cranwell, Prestwick, Stranraer United Kingdom
3 PRC, 1 Signal School, 3 Radio School, 4 (Coastal) OTU.
461 Sqn, RAAF Coastal Command (Sunderland)
18/08/42-1/02/44
Mounr Barren, Hamworthy, Pembroke Dock United Kingdom
RAP Training Unirs
1/02/44 - 2/12/44
A1ness, Padgate United Kingdom
4 OTU, 11 PDRe.
RAAF Training Units
Brisbane, Bradfield Park, Concord Australia
16102/45 - 12/07/45
3PD, 2PD, 3 RAAF Hospital, 2PD.

FORSYTHE

Colin
5503
At school 1935 - 1939 •
ArmylAir Fce NX127060 1435565
FrS: Jan-41 - Jan-46 Highest rank: Pilot Officer
Duty after training: Aircrew; on discharge: Navigator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, France and Germany Star, Defence Medal, ASM.
Infantry Training Bn
Greta, Gresford, Stockton, Gympie, Goomeri.
Jan-41 - Jun-43
Training; Chemical Warfaie School Cabarlah; Jungle Warfare School Canungra
RAAF Training
Bradfield Park
Jun-43 - Oct-43
ITS
RCAF Training Units
Edmonron Canada
Nov-43 - Apr-44
Navigation Course
RAP Training Units
RAP Stations Stanford in the Vale, Moreton on the Marsh,
May-44 - Nov-44
Marston Moor, UK, 21 OTU 1658.
51 Sqn RAP, Bomber Command (Halifax)
United Kingdom
Dec-44 - Apr-45
466 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
May-45 - Sep-45
United Kingdom

t

FOTHERINGHAM Andrew Henry
4833
Air Force
402737
FrS: 14/10/40 - Apr-44
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot

At school 1931 - 1935
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

RAAF
Narromine
RCAF
Camp Borden, Picton, Halifax
10 Sqn, RAAF
UK
35 Sqn, RAP Bomber Command PFF (Halifax)
UK
Killed air accidenr, south west Penree Voeles, Denbighshire Wales.

14/10/40 - 21/03141
21/04/41 - 24/10141
4/11/41 - 15/09/43
15/09/43 - 2110143
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FOWLER

Edward Frank
3274
At school 1922 - 1924
Air Force
49787
FrS: 17/01/42 - 4/06/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Trainee Officer; on discharge: Radar Filter Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.
RAAF Training Unit
Australia
4 Fighter Sector HQ
Australia
3 Fighter Sector HQ
Australia
2 Fighter Sector HQ
Australia
Mobile Fighter Sector HQ
Australia
108 Fighter Control Unit
Australia
Air Defence HQ
Brisbane
Sydney

t

FOWLER

FOWLER

Enoch Keith
Army
NX59500
Malaya
Killed in action.

John Owen
Army

FOX

25/03/42 - 19/09/42
19/09/42 - 15/02/43
15/02/43 - 27/09/43
20/10/43 - 6/04/44
29/09/44 - 21/01/45
21/01/45 - 14/02/45
14/02/45 - 4/06/45
3273
FTS: 18/07/40 - 23/01/42

1941 - 23/01142
5326

NX16142

3609
FrS: 21/05/40 - 10/09/44

7 Div Cay Regt
Middle East
2/7 Cay Regt
New Guinea
1 Armd Corps Trg Regt, AAC
Australia
Adjutant.

FRANCIS

FRANCIS

Henry Richard
Army
NX59822
HQ 8 Aust Division
Malaya Singapore
POW
Changi Singapore
Returned to Australia by air.

At school 1934 - 1935
At school 1924 - 1926
Highest rank: Captain
13/09/41 - 4/02/42
7/10/42 - 4/04/43
5/02/44 - 19/07/44

3446
FTS: 19/07/40 - 3/11/45

Neil Whinney
2094
Army
NX218
FrS: 13/10/3 - 8/06/44
Duty after training: Medical Officer
Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Gaza, Palestine Middle East
14 ASH, 126 ASH, 2/14AGH
Australia

FRANKS

At school 1922 - 1924
Highest rank: L/Bombardier

NX25525

Arthur Lambert Young
Army

17/01/42 - 25/03/42

At school 1923 - 1928
Highest rank: Sergeant
29/04/41 - 15/02/42
15/02/42 - 14/09/45
At school 1915 - 1919
Highest rank: Lt Col

13/02/40 - 10/04/41
2/08/42 - 8/06/44

Donald Wallace Elden
4698
At school 1930 - 1932 •
Army
NX23284
FrS: 1/06/40 - 1/09/45
Highest rank: Bombardier
Duty after training: Gun Layer Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence
Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
2/6 Field Regt, RAA
Ingleburn, Bathurst
Jun-40 - 14/11/40
Training; Embarkation on HMT Orion
Haifa, Deir Suneid, Mersa Matruh, Ee Ramaicar Syria, Tripoli,
Jdeide, Qastina Middle East, Syrian Campaign.
17/12/40 - 9/02/42
Adelaide, Casino NSW, Caboolture
Mar-42 - 6/09/42
SS Mt vernon for Sumatra; diverted to Colombo; disembarked Adelaide 11/05/42.
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Embarked Stephen Girard for Brisbane. In action Buna, Nassau Bay,
Salamaua (US 162 Regt) and Finschhafen.
Brisbane, Warwick, Klemton near Toowoomba, Atherton Tablelands.
Leave and Training. Embarked on USS Howell Lykes for Morotai.
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.
FRASER

John Fenwick
Army

833

Sep-42 - 17/01/44

3/02/44 - 11/06/45
Jun-45 - Aug-45

At schoo11903 - 1905

2/2 AA Regt, RAA
FRASER

Keith Aird
Army

NX12168

811
FTS: 8/04/40 - 9/07/43

At school 1903 - 1910
Highest rank: Lt Col
OBEMID

HQ Railway Const & Maint Group
18/07/40 - 3101/41
United Kingdom
CO.
8/03/41 - 29/01/43
Middle East
CO.
Order ofthe British Empire Citation
Lt. Col. Fraser has commanded Australian Railway Construction and Maintenance Group since its inception. The Group has been
employed constantly since its arrival in the Middle East on constructional work in many theatres ofoperations. Col. Fraser has been
faced with difficult problems, in many instances controlling work ofhis Group in widely separated locations. By his technical ability,
combined with outstanding leadership, he organised the necessary investigations, preparations and construction, and carried the
works through to a highly successful conclusion.
During the period under review his unit has been specially employed on the Halfa- Tripoli railway project. Col Fraser was almost
solely responsible for the survey, layout and supervision ofconstruction. His expert knowledge, initiative, resource and drive have
succeeded in overcoming the inherent difficulties ofthe task. His handling ofequipment problems, and oflabour (native and
civilian in addition to his own unit) has been so capably performed that he has succeeded in bringing his section ofthe work almost
to a stage ofcompletion in a remarkably short period. He is an officer ofoutstanding merit, who has carried out his duties at all
times with exceptional ability, and whose quiet confidence impresses all members ofhis own and other units.
Mentioned in Despatches 5109142

t

FRASER

At school 1934 - 1936
Peter Aird
5327
Air Force
413756
FTS: 13/09/41 - 30/07/43
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Air Crew Europe Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units
Narromine, Bradfield Park Australia
13/09/41 - 24/04/42
2ITS,2ED.
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Dauphin, Penfield Ridge, Halifax Canada
15/05/42 - 27/10/42
3 'M' Depot, 10SFTS, 340TU, 1 'Y' Depot.
RAP Training Units
Sth Bournemouth United Kingdom
5/11/42 - Jun-43
1 (P) AFU, 240TU, 1658CU.
78 Sqn,RAF
22/06/43 - 29/07/43
United Kingdom
Killed in aerial combat.

FREEBURN

At school 1935 - 1943
Peter
5504
Highest rank: LAC
Air Force
161323
FTS: 25/02/44 - 27105/46
Duty after training: Fitter Moror Boat Crew
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45.
25/02/44 - 27105/46
Rathmines, Ultimo, Bradfield Park Australia
2ED, 4STT, RAAF Sm Rathmines, 3STT, 2PD, lRPp, 430BU, 7T&MS

FREEMAN

Derek John
6003
Air Force
1 422483
FTS: 22/05/42 - 20/12/45
Duty after training: Air Gunner
RAAF Training Unit
Parkes, Port Pirie, Bradfield Park, Ascot Vale
RAP Training unit
United Kingdom
630 Sqn, RAP Bomber Command
United Kingdom

At school 1938 - 1939
Highest rank: Flying Officer

22/05/42 - 6103/43
17/04/43 - 9/01144
9/01/44 - 16110/44
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54 Base, RAF
United Kingdom
57 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
53 Base, RAF
United Kingdom

FREEMAN

Walter Alfred Harcourt
Army
NXI81122
Duty after training: Instructor

6310
FTS: 23/07/45 - 13/01/47

16/10/44 - 6/05/45
6/05/45 - 1/06/45
1/06/45 - 20/12/45
At school 1940 - 1944
Highest rank: Corporal

Army Training Units
Cowra, Canungra
Jul-45 - Jan-46
Basic training, Canungra for jungle warfare training, NCO training course.
3 Rnft Bn
Feb-46 - Jan-47
Greta, Singleton, NSW
Training BCOF Infanrry troops for Japan. Discharged in Sydney 1947.

FREETH

Gordon
Air Force
415864
Duty after training: Pilot

3788
At school 1925 - 1927 •
FTS: 1/03/42 - 12109/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, ASM.

RAAF Training Units
Perth, Clontarf (WA), Cunderdin (WA), Geraldton (WA). Australia
5 ITS, 9 EFTS (Tiger Moths), 4 SFTS (Anson).
RAAF Training Units
Cressy (Vic), Bairnsdale (Vic) Australia
GRS; Staff Pilot Anson ale.
1 Operational Training Unit
East Sale, Victoria
Operational Training Unit, (Beaufort).
6 Sqn RAAF (Beaufort)
Goodenough Island New Guinea
Bombing strikes, anti-sub patrols, supply dropping.

FREWIN

Feb-41 - 21/01/43

6/02143 - 27103/44

8/04/44 - Jun-44

26/07/44 - 2/06/45

Robert Wemyss
6004
At school 1938 - 1938 •
Navy
FTS: 20/02/42 - 13/03/46
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Gunnery and Navigation; on discharge: 1st Lieutenant
Service Medals: ASM, 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star,
HMAS Cerberus
Flinders Naval Base
20/02/42 - 6/10/42
Training as an OD then Officer's training course.
HMAS Assault
Nelson Bay NSW
9/10/42 - 12/03/43
Assault training in Landing Craft and Beach Master.
HMAS Moreton
Brisbane (near Bribie Is)
12/03/43 - 1/06143
RAN Station 5. Advanced assault training.
HMAS Westralia
Off Sydney
1/06/43 - 15106/43
Assault training from a Carrier.
HMASKoopa
Milne Bay and NG Coast New Guinea
19/09/43 - 16/01/44
Gunnery Officer on Fairmile tender and relieving officer on Fairmiles.
Fairmile Motor Launches
New Guinea and surrounding waters
16/01/44 - Dec-44
ML 806, HMAS Goulburn, Geelong, Fadie, Tolga. Anti-sub patrols, convoys, transport, escort duties.
HMAS Cerberus
Flinders Naval Base
15/01/45 - 20/04/45
After leave, Advanced Gunnery training
HMAS Cairns
Hong Kong and China
20/04/45 - 13/03/46
Minesweeper, sweeping the enrrances to harbours along China's coast, 21st Minesweeping Flotilla.

FRITH

R

Master at School

Navy
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George Laurence Dunmore
Army
NX80244

2420
FTS: 27/12/41 - 28/11/44

2/7 Armd Regt, AAC
New South Wales
1 Movement Control Group
Australia
FULLER

Peter Harvey
NXl04041
Army

14/01/42 - 15/06/42
15/06/42 - 28/11144
6162
FTS: 14/05/45 - 23/12/46

5 Base Ord Depot, AAOC
NSW
GABRIEL

At school 1917 - 1919
Highest rank: Lieut

·At school 1939 - 1945
Highest rank: Corporal
5110/45 - 23/12/46

Edmond Gordon Vincent
At school 1935 - 1937 •
5505
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
FTS: 8/01140 - 30/01/46
Air Force
260638
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training Units
Jan-40 - Apr-40
Mascot, Richmond Australia
23 Sqn, RAAF (Avro Anson)
Queensland Australia
May-40 - Jun-40
22 Sqn, RAAF (Hawker Demon)
May-40 Australia
12 (GP) Sqn, RAAF (Avro Anson)
27/05/40 - 1106/40
Darwin Australia
13 (GR) Sqn, RAAF (Hudson)
Darwin Australia
1/06/40 - 7/10/40
Hudson conversion course, navigation Reece and parachute course, Squadron Parachute Officer.
6 Sqn RAAF (Hudson)
6/12/40 - Jan-42
Richmond Australia
1 Sqn RAAF (Hudson)
3/01/42 -Mar-42
Butterworth Singapore, Sumatra, Java
Operations, Singapore, withdrawal to Sumatra then Java, taken POW.
POW
Mar-42 - Aug-45
Changi, Burma, Thailand
2i/c Don Muang airfield Bangkok, for evacuation of ex-POWs.

tGADEN

GADEN

Charles Burton
4460
Air Force
289
.
FTS: 13/12/37 - 13/12/40
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
22 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
3 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
3 Sqn, RAAF (Gladiator)
North Africa
Killed in air combat with Italian Savoia aircraft near Solum.

At school 1928 - 1929
Highest rank: Flying Officer

Geoffrey Charles
British Army

At school 1910 - 1910
Highest rank: Major

1469

13/12/37 1939 1940 - 13/12/40

Became a Major in the British Army. Invalided out in October 1943. Joined his children in Australia.
t

GALE

4507
At school 1929 - 1934
David James Ross
Air Force
402114
FTS: 27/05/40 - 26/06/41
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.

250 Sqn, RAf (Tomahawk)
North Africa
4/05/41 - 26/06/41
Killed in air combat.
Sgt Gale was the pilot ofone often Tomahawk aircraft that, on 26June 1941, took offto escort bombers over Gazala. On the
return, the formation was attacked near Tobruk by a smallformation ofME109's which did not press home the attack and the
formation remained intact. Arriving over the area Bardia-Capusso a large dogfight was observed. During the dogfight the aircraft
became separated andfive crashes were observed and one pilot coming down by parachute. The search for survivors was abandoned
and Sgt Gale is officially presumed to have lost his life on 26 June 1941.
.
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GALL

Gerard Hindley
1586
Army
NX146396
FTS: 24/03/42 - 17105/46
Duty after training: Medical Officer; on discharge: Radiologist

At school 1911 - 1915
Highest rank: Captain

114 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Australia
2/5 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
New Guinea
Australia
103 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Australia
Hospitalised with pulmonary infection. Discharged medically unfit.
GALL

Kevin Howell
Army
NX48816
Service Medals: Pacific Star

4638
FTS: 7/10/41 - 4/01/46

2/7 Armd Regt, AAC
Australia
2/2 Railway Constr Coy RAE
Australia
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo
Operated a bulldozer at the landing at Balikpapan.
GARDEN

Eric Gardiner
Army
NX203794
Duty after training: Rifleman

6164
FTS: 1/06/44 - 26109/46
Service Medals: Pacific Star

23/03/42 - 4109143
15/09/43 - 9105144
9/05/44 - 19/10/45
19/10/45 - 14/12/45

At school 1929 - 1932
Highest rank: Sapper

22/07/42 - 29/08/44
21/11/44 - 26/05/45
5106145 - 7/12145
At school 1939 - 1941
Highest rank: Private

Army Training Units
Cowra, Canungra
3/06/44 - Jun-45
19 InfTraining Bn; 15/08/44 3 Aust lnf Spec. 15/05/45 Jungle training ar Canungra. 15/06/45
Embarked Sea Ray ex Brisbane for Morotai with 13/33 Aust lnf Bn.
64 Aust Inf Bn
Morotai, Ambon, Rabaul
24/06/45 - 30106/46
24/06/45 - 21/09/45 Reinforcements at Morotai. 21109/45 - 18/01146 Guarding POWs ar Ambon.
23/01/46 - 30106/46 Guarding POWs at Rabaul.
GARDINER

John Turton
4699
At school 1930 - 1933
Air Force
437642
FTS: 04/06/40 - 07101146
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Guard; on discharge: Equipment Assistant
Service Medals: Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War MedalI939/45.
2/1 AA Regr, RAA
Middle East
Left to join RAAF.
6 Stores Depot
Dubbo Australia

GARDINER

Peter
Army

NX15827

4/06/40 - 21104/43

17/11/44 - Mar-45
5506
FTS: 20105/40 - 15/11145

2/2 Machine Gun Bn
Middle East
Finschhafen New Guinea.
Contracted malaria.
Morotai, Tarakan Borneo
GARDNER

Douglas Harold
Army

GARLAND

Barrington Charles
Army
NX180006
21 Works Coy
NSW
19 Works Coy
NSW

GARLAND

At school 1935 - 1935
Highest rank: Captain
27/12/40 - 27/02/43
14/08/43 - 4/03144
3/04/45 - 22/10/45

5507
6311
FTS: 6/11/44 - 14/01/47

At school 1935 - 1936
At school 1940 - 1943
Highest rank: Private
14/11/45 - 20/07/46
20/07/46 - 13/11146

David Graham
5138
At school 1933 - 1937 •
Army
QXI7735
FTS: 15/08/40 - Sep-45
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Sgr Infantry; on discharge: Intelligence Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 tar, Mrica Star (8th Army lasp), Pacific Star, Defence Medal, ASM,
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2/25 Aust lnf Bn
15/08/40 - 1941
Syria
Injured by mortar in Syrian Campaign.
2/15 Aust Inf Bn
El AJamein North Africa
1941 - 1942
In charge of 2 tank attack guns. Deafened and wounded. Officer school.
Jungle Warfare School
Canungra, Queensland
1942 Instructor. Asked to volunteer for special operations.
'M' Special Unit
Australia
1942 - Sep-45
Seconded from Dutch New Guinea. 2/9 Battalion; seconded to Secret Intelligence Australia.
GARLAND

Dennis Graham
Army

NX33563

5508
ITS: 24/06/40 - 5103146

2/30 Aust lnf Bn
Malaya, from 17 Bn, CMF
POW
Changi Singapore, Sandakan, Kuching Borneo.
Returned to Sydney 13/10/45

At school 1935 - 1937
Highest rank: Lieut

29/08/41 - 15/02/42
15/02/42 - 12/09/45

GARNETT

Godfrey Wentworth
Navy

GARNOCK

5509
At school 1935 - 1937 •
Charles Tony
ITS: 17/12/38 - 17/10/43
Highest rank: Warrant Officer 2
Army
NXI08448
Duty after training: Machine Gun Section Leader; on discharge: Intel Field Securiry Sec (2i/c)
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.

5859

lCav Div HQ
Wauchope, Ingleburn, NSW
Intelligence Corps, 1 Army Corps
Sellheim, Qld
2 Army
Port Moresby,New Guinea
41 US Div (Seconded)
Dobodura New Guinea
11 Div HQ
Dobodura, New Guinea.
Discharged on compassionate grounds.
GARNOCK

Wuliam Graham
Army
NX166623

Oct-41 - ]ul-42
]ul-42 - Mar-43
Mar-43 - ]ul-43
]ul-43 - Aug-43
Aug-43 - Oct-43

6313
ITS: 29/04/42 - 25/02/46

6 ADS Coy
Australia
T Field Security Section
Australia, New Guinea
'K' Field Security Section
Torres Straits
GARRETT

Anthony Thomas
Army

GARRETT

David Allan
Army

NX18966
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
New Guine~
3 Bry.

t

GARRETT

Robin Lithcote
Army

NX52543

At school 1937 - 1939

At school 1940 - 1940
Highest rank: L1Corporai

24/05/42 - 23/03/43
23/03/43 - 21/03/45
15/05/45 - 30/10145
6165

5139
ITS: 25/05/40 - 1/09/45

At school 1939 - 1942
At school 1933 - 1936
Highest rank: Bombardier

28/07/41 - 1/09/45
5/08/42 - 3/12142
4976
ITS: 24/06/40 - 28/10142

2/2 Machine Gun Bn
Wallgrove
Middle East
Killed in action at EI AJamien 28/10/42.

At school 1932 - 1932
Highest rank: Lieut

24/06/40 - 18/07/40
27112140 - 28/10/42
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GARRISSON

Arthur Dean John
4159
At school 1927 - 1931
FTS: ]an-37 - ]un-70
Highest rank: Air Commodore
Perm.Air Fee 148/0350
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: Staff Officer
OBE (Military Division)
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, General Service Medal
(Malaya Clasp), ASM Oapan Clasp), Australian Active Service Medal (Malaya Clasp)
RAF Station
Mauby Lines United Kingdom
RAAF Station
Point Cook, Victoria
HQ Southern Area
Melbourne
HQ North Eastern Area
Townsville
9 Operational Group
Porr Moresby, Milne Bay, Goodenough Island
Air Armanent School
Nhill, Victoria
HQ British Commonwealth Occupation Forces
Japan
Senior Officer ilc Administration, British Commonwealth Air Force.
1 Sqn, RAAF
Tengah, Malaya
2 Sqn, RAAF
Amberly, Queensland
Air Attache
Australian Embassy, Washington
Tactical Air H~ RMAF
Malaya
Tactical Air HQ, Royal Malaysian Air Force. Retired 1970.

GEDDES

Alan Edward Mervyn
Air Force
63091
Duty after training: Radar

5329
FTS: 23/03/42 - 9105146

School of Administration
Radar Post
Point Charles
OIC
42 Sqn, RAAF
GEDDES

Bruce Lyne
4508
Army
NX203249
FTS: 5/04/44 - 3/01/47
Duty after training: Medical Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939-45

2/13 Field Amb, AAMC
Queensland
Morotai, Labuan British North Borneo.
2/12 Field Amb, AAMC
Labuan, British North Borneo.
GEDDES

Nov-39 - Apr-40
Apr-40 - 1940
1940 - 1942
1942 1942 - 1943
1944 - 1945
1946 - 1948

1952 - 1953
1953 - 1953
1960 - 1963
1967 - 1969

At school 1934 - 1936
Highest rank: Flying Officer
23/03/42 - 27107/43
1943 - 1945
3/07145 - 29/03/46
At school 1929 - 1937 •
Highest rank: Captain

19/08/44 - 12/04/45
21/04145 - 5/11/45
16/12/45 - 24/02/46

At school 1929 - 1938 •
Ian Aubrey
4509
Highest rank: Brigadier
Perm. Army 2/283
FTS: 1939 - 1976
Duty after training: Troop Leader; on discharge: Commander
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM, Korea Medal, United Nations
Medal, British General Service Medal (Malaya Clasp), Aust General Service Medal (1st & 2nd
Class), Vietnam Medal, EIIR Coronation Medal, National Medal (2 Clasps), EM, Vietnamese
Campaign Medal, Foreign Awards: South Vietnam (2), US (1), Taiwan (1).
Sydney University Regt
Sydney
Rifleman and Gunner.
RMC Duntroon
Canberra
Officer Cadet.
13 Armd Regt, AAC
Puckapunyal, Vic, Murgon, Qld.
Tank Troop Leader and Adjutant.

]an-39 - ]an-40

Feb-40 - ]un-42

Aug-42 - ]un-43
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Canungra, Queensland
Instructor.
2/9 Armd Regt, AAC
Wandecla, Qld
Troop Leader.
2/12 Commando Sqn
Ravenshoe, Queensland, Morotai, Labuan, Sarawak.
Section Officer and Intelligence Officer.
66 Aust Inf Bn
Hiro, Kure, Japan
Adjutant.
1 Royal Tank Regt
38th Parallel, Korea.
Deputy Squadron Commander.
HQ Malaya Comd
Kuala Lumpur
GSO 2 (Plans).
2RAR
Sungei, Siput, Kroh
Coy Commander.
Aust Army Assistance Group V
Saigon, South Vietnam
Commander.
Robert Alan

GEDDES

Navy

6167
S8304

ITS: 10/05/43 - 8/04/46

HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne

Aug-43 - Jan-44

Feb-44 - Jun-44

Jun-44 - Dec-45

Mar-46 - Dec-46

Feb-53 - Nov-53

Oct-55 - Dec-55

Dec-55 - Nov-57

Dec-71 - Nov-72
At school 1939 - 1941
Highest rank: Able Seaman
10/05/43 - 4/12/43

HMASArarat
4/12/43 - 22/06/44

Australia, New Guinea.
Corvette
HMAS Kybra
Australia
Tender to HMAS Rushcutter.

22/06/44 - 25/05/45

HMASBataan
25/05/45 - Mar-46

Philippines, Japan.
Destroyer; Discharged Rushcutter 8/04/46.
William Butler

GEDDES

4836

Army
NX107823
FTS: 3/12/41 - Jun-46
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Clerk
Syd Uni Regt
Sydney
1 Field Regt, RAA
Largs NSW
Anti-Aircraft Unit, RAA
Rose Bay
Anti-Aircraft Radar at Rose Bay.
474 Heavy AA Troop, RAA
Milne Bay New Guinea
Radar.
District Finance Office
Sydney
GEEVES
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At school 1931 - 1933
Highest rank: Private

Dec-41 - Feb-42
1942-1942
1942 - Dec-42

Oct-43 - Jul-44

Jul-44 - Jun-46

At school 1936 - 1942 •
Richard Banks
5701
Highest rank: Gunner
Army
NXI72552
ITS: 31/03/43 - 1/01/45
Duty after training: Gun Number; on discharge: Gunnet
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, SW Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM, ED.
2 Field Trg Regt, RAA
Mar-43 - Jan-44
Albury, Greta, Canungra
Trained as a Field Gunner on 18 pounders. Jungle Warfare Training.
2/14 Field Regt, RAA
Huon Peninsula, New Guinea
Jan-44 - Aug-44
Joined 2/14 at Soong River - Finschhafen. Capture of Madang.
Medical casualty at Finschhafen. Evacuated on the 2/1st HMAS Manuntla.
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Hospitalisation
Goulburn AGH
In patient prior to discharge as unfit for tropical service.
GEORGE

Eric Keith Harley
Army
NX57546

4977
FTS: 15/07/40 - 20/10/45

Ocr-44 - Dec-44
At school 1932 - 1936
Highest rank: Private

2/2 Machine Gun Bn
Ingleburn
Middle East
New Guinea
Morotai, Borneo
GEORGE

Sidney Wallace
Army
NX113260

16/07/40 - 27/12/40
27/12/40 - 27/02/43
9/08/43 - 4/03/44
12/04/44 - 11108/45
5140
FTS: 5/01142 - 6/06/46

At school 1933 - 1934
Highest rank: Private

3 Aust InfBn
New Guinea
6 Div Carrier Group
New Guinea
2/3 Machine Gun Bn
Australia
Aitape New Guinea

tGIBB

5/01/42 - 3/07/43
3/07/43 - 7/09/43
18/11143 - 4/12/44
10/12/44 - 23/06/45

Clifford Marshall
3959
At school 1926 - 1930
Air Force
402593
FTS: 16/09/40 - 28/1 0/40
Highest rank: LAC
Duey after training: Air Crew; duey at death: Air Crew
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Ballarat
1 Wireless Air Gunners School. Died of illness.

GIBB

16/09/40 - 28/10/40

Geoffrey Charles
6006
At school 1938 - 1939 •
Army
NX140298
FTS: 2/01/42 - 24/04/47
Highest rank: Private
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM, 1946-53 BCOF Medal, ASM
with Clasp Japan.
2 Advanced Ordnance Depot, AAOC
Liverpool, NSW
Jan-42 - May-42
Initial Infantry Training.
Bathurst, NSW; Broadmeadows Victoria; Grovely, Queensland.
May-42 - Ocr-44
Bougainville, Solomon Islands
Oct-44 - Nov-45
254 Supply Depot PI, AASC
Morotai, Netherlands East Indies
Nov-45 - Feb-46
Training, Supervising Japanese POWs working in transit sheds.
Feb-46 - Apr-47
Kure (ex Naval Base) Japan
Supplies, supervising Japanese labourers, escorting railway trucks. Discharged Sydney.

GIBB

Kenneth John
Army
NX14839

3363
FTS: 15/05/40 - 19/07/44

At school 1922 - 1926
Highest rank: Lieut

2/17 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East
New Guinea
Wounded in action 18/10/43, evacuated ro 2/9 AGH 2/1 Hosp Ship.
GIBB

Max Woolridge Sawyer
5702
At school 1936 - 1940
Air Force
422267
FTS: 25/04/42 - 26/02/46
Highest rank: LAC
Duey after training: Trainee Wireless Mechanic; on discharge: Moror Boat Crew
RAAF Training Units
Narromine, Bundaburg, Shepparton, Rathmines Australia
2ITS, 5EFTS, 8SFTS,ISFT, lRD.
52 Operational Base Unit
South West Pacific

GIBLIN

25/11140 - 27/01/43
30/07/43 - 5/01144

Norman Walter
6007
Air Force
70344
FTS: 22/09/42 - 6/12/45
Duey after training: Guard; on discharge: Planr Operator
2 Operational Training Unit
Mildura
23 Operational Base

25/04/42 - May-44

15/07/44 - Jan-45
At school 1938 - 1942 •
Highest rank: LAC

Aug-42 - Nov-42
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Ait Field Construction Squadron.
GIBSON

23/12/42 - Nov-44

Alexander Roy Morris
2674
Army
NX381
FTS: 18/03/40 - 23/11/45
Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, Defence Medal.

At school 1918 - 1921
Highest rank: Lt Col

1 AA Regt, RAA
Sydney
CO.
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East; Darwin.
CO. Embatked Middle East 15/03/42.
South Qld AA Group
Btisbane
CO
Freemantle AA Group
Western Australia
CO
HQ 8 AA Group (mixed), RAA
Western Australia
HQ Darwin Fixed Defences SORAI
Darwin
GIBSON

Maurice Edward
Army

GIBSON

Roger Barraclough
Army
NX70678

26/04/40 -Jun-41

28/06/41 - Aug-43

2/08/43 - 29/01/44

29/01/44 - 15/05/44

15/05/44 - 31/03/45
31/03/45 - 10110/45
1964

3450
FTS: 23/01/41 - 3/11/45

At school 1914 - 1915
At school 1923 - 1926 •
Highest rank: Major

lOrd Field Workshop Coy, AAOC
Sydney
Syria, El Alamein Egypt
Arrached to 9th Div Cav Regt. Light tepairs to equipment during battle.
Allied Land Forces Headquarters
Melbourne Ausrralia, New Guinea
6 weeks in New Guinea reporting on equipment.
EME NT L of C Area Workshop
Adelaide River, Darwin Northern Territory

t

GILES

3960
Clifford Argo
Air Force
402334' .
FTS: 19/08/40 - 8/03/43
Duty after training: Ob<erver; duty at death: Observer

27/01/41 - 9/04/41
9/04/41 - 1943

1943 - 25/02/44

18/03/44 - 20/10/45

At school 1926 - 1930
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
DFC

RAAF Training Units
Australia·
19/08/40 - 28/12/40
2ED
RCAF Training Units
23/01/41 - 30/06/41
Canada
2AOS, 1 'M' Depot
RAF Training Units
29/07/41 - 8/01/42
United Kingdom
61 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command (Manchester)
8/01/42 - 8/03/43
United Kingdom
Killed air combat over Germany.
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation 19/03/43
Flight-Lieutenant Giles has displayed great skill as navigator throughout many sorties. By his great confidence and excellent
example, he has raised and maintained squadron navigation to a high level. Recently, as captain and navigator, he successfiJlly led
two new crews on raids on Munich and Essen. He also participated in a raid on Berlin in January 1943. Flight-Lieutenant Giles'
courageous leadership has been beyondpraise.
,
Buried Durnbach war Cemetry Germany, Grave 8DC.
GILET

Henri Gerard Mathieu
5703
At school 1936 - 1939
Air Force
65597
ITS: 3/06/42 - 18/01/46
Highest rank: T/Corp
Duty after training: Wireless Mechanic
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star
RAAF Training Units
Australia
2RD, 1 Radar School, 20 ROF
53 Radar Station

3/06/42 - 18/05/43
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South West Pacific
42 Radar Wing
112 Mobile Fighter Control Unit
318 Radar Stationn
RAAF Training Units
Australia
2PD, 2SD, 2PD

GILET

GILET

t

GILFILLAN

GILL

Maurice Jean
0411
Army
NT L ofC Area
Northern Territory
Leave and Transport Depot
New South Wales
Staff

18/05/43 - 1/05/44
1105/44 - 15/07/44
15/07/44 - 10/05/45
10/05/45 - 24/09/45
24/09/45 - 18/01/46

5511
FTS: 10/03/42 - 15/01/46

At school 1935 - 1936
Highest rank: Sergeant
10/03/42 - 11105/43
29/06/43 - 15/01/46

Paul Adolphe
4332
At school 1928 - 1932
Air Force
65586
FTS: 3/06/42 - 30111145
Highest rank: T/Corp
Duty after training: Trainee Wireless Mechanic; on discharge: Radar Mechanic / Gunner
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Australia
3/06/42 - 8/03/43
20 Radar Station
8/03/43 - 5/04/43
South West Pacific
6 Sqn lRMU, RAAF
South West Pacific
5/04/43 - 29/11145
Douglas Fraser
3278
At school 1922 - 1922
FTS: 22/07/40 - 1/07/42
Army
NX57187
Highest r~: Gunner
2/22 Aust Inf Bn
Rabaul
30/09/41 - 25/01/42
Missing - POW 25/01/42.
POW
Rabaul
25/01/42 - 1/07/42
Taken POW and drowned after sinking of Montevideo Maru by US Sub Saratoga.
Brian Waring
5093
At school 1932 - 1934
Army
NX24467
FTS: 30/05/40 - 27/04/45
Highest rank: Private
Duty after training: Rifleman; on discharge: Signaller
Service Medals: Africa Star and
Bar. Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, 1939/45 King's Medal, 1939/45 Defence Medal, 1939/45 ASM
2/17 Aust Inf Bn
Ingleburn, Bathurst
Training.
Palestine; Egypt; Tobruk Libya; Syria, EI A1amein
Embarked per Queen Mary. Tobruk seige. Battle of EI A1amein.
Atherton Tablelands, Cairns
Milne Bay, Lae, Finschhafen, ]iveneneng, Huon Peninsula New Guinea.
Seaborne landings at Lae and Finschhafen.
Queensland

GILLES

30/05/40 20/10/40 - 1943
Apr-43 - Aug-43
Sep-43 Dec-43 -

At school 1919 - 1923
Stuart Hamilton
2754
Highest rank: LAC
Air Force
132457
FTS: 30/03/43 -17/10/45
Duty after training: Clerk Stores; on discharge: Clerk Accounts
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45
2 Stores Depot
South West Pacific
1 Medical Air Evacuation Transport Unit
South West Pacific

2/05/43 - Mar-44

3/03/44 - ]ul-45

GIRVAN

Henry Hugh
Army

GIRVAN

Norman Stanford
5512
FTS: 29/12/41 - 9/11/45
Army
NX170954
17 Field Coy RAE
NSW
Thursday Island, North Queensland

5254

At school 1933 - 1935
At school 1935 - 1937
Highest rank: Sapper
29112/41 - 24110/42
26110/42 - 3112/43
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Queensland
24 Field Coy RAE
Queensland
GIRVAN

GLEN

10/11/44 - 30/10/45

Wesley David
5861
FrS: 3/02/42 - 27/06/46
Army
NX144807
3 Amb Train, AAMC
NSW
2/11 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Buna New Guinea
57 Dental Unit
Australia
2/3 Casualty Clearing Station, AAMC
Morotai, Balikpapan

At school 1937 - 1940
Highest rank: Private

3704
Ian Jardine
Army British
FTS: 1939 - 1942
Duty after training: Intelligence Officer

At school 1924 - 1926
Highest rank: Lieut

18/03/42 - 19/04/43
30/07/43 - 19/09/44
19/09/44 - 26/06/45
26/06/45 - 17/01/46

Gordon Highlanders
Invalided from Army following an accident causing severe head injuries.
GLOOR

Alan Vincent
Air Force
421266
Duty after training: Pilot

4980
FrS: 31/01/42 - 18/01/46

RAAF Training Units
Temora, Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, lOEFTS, 2ED
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Charlottetown, Halifax Canada
3 'M' Depot, 7SFTS, 31 GRS, 1 'Y' Depot
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
4 (C) OTU, 6 (P) AFU

1939 - 1942

At school 1932 - 1935
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

31/01/42 - 19/08/42

2/09/42 - 9/05/43

23/01/45 - 1945

GLOVER

At school 1934 - 1936
Ellis
5330
FrS: 1941 - 1946
Highest rank: Gunner
Army
NX101064
Duty after training: LAC; on discharge: Topographical Draughtsman
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
RAAF Training Units
Australia
1940 - 1941
Air Force Number 412242
56 AA Bty, RAA
1941 Wollongong
AA Group HQ, RAA
Darwin, NT
1942 - 1944

GODDARD

Brian Strickland
Army
NX69363
2/2 Ord Stores Coy, AAOC
Middle East
Mototai

3562
FTS: 10/03/41 - 31/10/45

Audley John
Army
NX70469

4511
FrS: 18/11/40 - 28/12/45

GODDEN

At school 1923 - 1927
Highest rank: Private
28/06/41 - 24/03/42
1/02/45 - 15/06/45
At school 1929 - 1930
Highest rank: LieU(

2/15 Field Regt, RAA
16/08/41 - 15/02/42
Malaya
POW
Changi Singapore
15/02/42 - 5/09/45
Returned per 2/2 Hospital Ship Wanganella, disembarking Sydney 13/10/45.
GODDEN

Cedric Frederick
Air Force
264 955
Duty after training: Admin
School of Administration
Australia
1 Stores Depot

At school 1923 - 1923
3451
FTS: 30/03/42 - 6/06/46
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Service Medals: Pacific Star, General Service Medals, 1939/45 Star.
30/03/42 - 11/05/42
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Melbourne Victoria
Adjutant
74WingHQ
South West Pacific
Senior Stores Officer
15 Aircraft Repair Depot
South West Pacific
Sen ior Stores Officer
GODWIN

John Willis
Air Force
432550
Duty after training: Pilot

GOLDFINCH

John Howard
Air Force
402655
Duty after training: Pilot

15/09/42 - 28/02/44

9/06/44 - 3/12/44

30/05/45 - 20/09/45

4981
At school 1932 - 1941
ITS: 2/01/43 - 9/01/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieur
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star
5 Heavy Bde, RAA Coastal Defences
]an-42 - Mar-42
Sydney, NSW
RAAF Training Units
Narrandera, Deniliquin Australia
2/01/43 - 14/07/44
8EFTS, 7SFTS, 5SFTS, CFS: 31 Elem. Fly. lnse. Crse.
9 Elementary Flying School
Australia
14/07/44 - 16/12/44
Instructor
RAAF Training Units
Australia
16/12/44 - 29/06/45
8 OTU, 3RPP.
457 Sqn, RAAF (Spitfire)
South West Pacific
29/06/45 - 16/07/45
452 Sqn, RAAF (Spitfire)
South West Pacific
16/07/45 - ]an-46
3962
At school 1926 - 1930
ITS: 18/09/40 - 11/05/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieur
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star

RAF Training Units
South Africa/Rhodesia
HQ Middle East
India
RAF Station Bastleigh
India

GOLDMAN

David Stanley
Army
N217502
RAE Training
Wagga

GOLDRING

3/01/41 - 11/06/41
13/06/41 - 14/06/41
14/06/41 -17111/44
4512
ITS: 11/11/42 -22/03/46

At school 1929 - 1931
Highest rank: Sergeant
7/03/44 - 4/03/46

Kenneth Ernest
5513
At school 1935 - 1941
Air Force
424906
ITS: 9/10/42 - 27/09/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Pilot
U.S. Presidential Citation
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45, Netherlands War
Commemorative Cross
RAAF Training Units

Bradfield Park, Narromine, Uranquinty, Mildura, Australia
9/10/42 - 16/09/43
2 ITS; 5 EFTS Tiger Moths 10/12/42; 5 SFTS Wirraways 14/02/43; 2 FOTU Wirraways,
Kirryhawks, 12/07/43.
80 Sqn, RAAF (Kittyhawk)
17/09/43 - 19/02/44
Townsville Ausrralia
21/02/44 - 1945
Sourh West Pacific
Nadzab New Guinea 21/02/44; Cape Gloucesrer New Britain 14/03/44;
Tadji New Guinea 29/04/44; Hollandia Durch New Guinea 12/05/44;
Biak Durch New Guinea 1/07/44; Noemfoor Dutch New Guinea 20/07/44;
Morotai Netherlands East Indies 12/12/44.
1 Aircraft Depot
Laverton, Victoria
2/04/45 - 19/07/45
Test and Ferry Squadron No 1 Aircraft Depot.
2 Operational Training Unit
Mildura
20/07/45 - 24/09/45
Instructor, fighrers.
.
Presidential Citation, 1944, for action when attached to 78 Fighter wing, First 'Tactical Air Force, 5th US Air Force.
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Magnus George
4700
At school 1930 - 1936
Army
NX123447
FTS: 12/01/42 - 4101146
Highest rank: Major
Service Medals: 1934-45 Star, Pacific Star, French & German Star, Defence Medal, 1939/45 Medal,
ASM 1939/45.
HQPAOW
Australia
Mil College of Science
UK and France

GOLDSTON-MORRIS John Robert
Air Force
431222
Duty after training: Pilot

13/01/42 - 30104/42
15/02/44 - 17101/45
4513
At school 1929 - 1932
FTS: 6/07/43 - 24/04/46
Highest rank: Pilot Officer
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Pacific Star

RAAF Training Units
Australia
2ITS, 8EFTS, 5SFTS, 80TU, 20TU, lRP
80 Sqn, RAAF (Kittyhawk)
South West Pacific
RAAF Training Units
Australia
3RPP, 3 Hosp, 2PD
GONLAY
GOODALL

6/12/44 - 29/08/45
29/08/45 - 24/04/46
Master at school

Jack
Army
Edward Albert
Army

6/07/43 - 6/12144

N270955

1659
FTS: 23/05/41 - 9108144

HQ Eastern Command
NSW
Discharged medically unfit.
GOODALL

Neville P.hillip
Army
NX165136

23/05/41 - 9108144
3715
FTS: 9/08/40 - 16/02/45

11 Supply Pers Coy, AASC
Darwin
11 Supply Depot Coy, AASC
Darwin
10 Supply Depot Coy, AASC
Darwin
'
156 Supply Depot PI, "USC
NSW
OC of unit.
GOODMAN

At school 1911 - 1917
Highest rank: Private

At school 1924 - 1925
Highest rank: Captain

6/01/42 - 7105/43
7105/43 - 3/08/44
8/08/44 - 30101/45
14/02/45 - 23/05/45

Geoffrey Samuel
6009
At school 1938 - 1941 •
Navy
S6902
FTS: Dec-41 - Feb-46
Highest rank: Leading Seaman
Duty after training: Seaman; on discharge: Gunnet 2nd Class (Radar)
Service Medals: ASM, Pacific Star, Burma Star, Victory Medal.
HMAS Nepal (Destroyer)
Cairo, Aden.
Mar-42 - Mar-42
HMAS Nizam (Destroyer)
Durban, Cape Town, Seychelles, Mauritius. Indian Ocean and South Atlantic
Mar-42 - Jun-42
Convoy and anti-sub patrols around the Cape of Good Hope.
Columbo, Aden, Indian Ocean
Jul-42 - Jan-44
Dutch Eastern Fleet, convoy duties based in Columbo ranging the Indian Ocean: Diego Garcia,
Mobassa, Seychelles, Mauritius, Zanzibar.
Cochin, Columbo, Madras, Bombay, Uzagapatan, Trincom!J,lee Indian Ocean
1944 7th Destroyer Flotilla: Napier, Nizam, Nepal, Quiberon, Quickmatch.
Escorting British Eastern Fleet.
HMAS Quiberon
Celebes, New Britain, New Guinea.
.
1944 - Feb-45
Ferrying POWs (Aust and Japanese) quelling disturbances and pockets of resistance.
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GOODMAN

William Richard
6168
At school 1939 - 1943
Navy
S9880
FTS: 30/11/44 - 6/11/46
Highest rank: Able Seaman
Duty after training: Seaman Helmsman; on discharge: Gunner AA
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal, ASM
HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
Training.
.
HMAS Australia
Devonport, United Kingdom
Ship repairs, undertook AA gunnery course at HMS Drake.
HMAS Warnambool
Pacific Islands and Australian coast.
Corvette, 20 Minesweeping Flotilla.

GORTON

John Grey
Air Force
400793
Duty after training: Pilot

3613
FTS: 8/11/40 - 1943

RAAF Training Units
Essendon, Ascot Vale Ausrralia
1ITS, 3EFTS, 2SFTS, lED
RAP Training Units
United Kingdom
610TU, HQUK
77 Sqn, RAAF (Kittyhawk)
Darwin, Milne Bay, New Guinea
Wounded in action at Palembang, Sumatra 15/02/42
GOSLING

Cedric Milne
2587
Air Force
57240
FTS: 8/06/42 - 17/04/46
Duty after training: Cypher; on discharge: Provost Marshall
Service Medals: Defence Medal
5 TaclRec Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
31 Sqn, RAAF
Sourh West Pacific
RAAFHQ
South West Pacific
Asst Provost Marshall
HQ Ser Police
New South Wales
Dept Provost Marshall

GOSLING

Edward Dight
Army
N85258

John Dight
Army

NX137304

May-45 - Jun-46

Jun-46 - Nov-46
At school 1924 - 1926
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

8111/40 - 1/07/41

10/09/41 - 7/03/42

7/03/42 - 17/03/43
At school 1918 - 1922
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

14/07/42 - 30/09/42
30/09/42 - 22/12/42
14/08/43 - 13/08/44

13/08/44 - 31/03/46
4162
FTS: 12/05/41 - 14/07/45

Sydney Fixed Defences
Sydney
Kembla AA Group
Port Kembla
15 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
New South Wales
GOSLING

Nov-44 - Apr-45

At school 1927 - 1933
Highest rank: Captain
12/05/41 - 30/04/42
30/04/42 - 15/05/44
8/09/44 - 25/02/45

4163
FTS: 25/08/41 - 26/08/45

At school 1927 - 1932
Highest rank: Lieut

1 AABde, RAA
Sydney
25/08/41 - 27/09/43
25 Hvy AA Bry, 20 Hvy AA Bry, 1 Hvy AA Bry, 8 Hvy AA Bry, 9 AA Bry.
474 Heavy AA Tp
26/08/43 - 16/12/44
Milne Bay New Guinea
474 Heavy AA Tp
Emirau, Treasuary Island, Torokina Bougainville, Northern Queensland. 18/12/44 - 26/08/45
GOSWELL

Bruce Henry
Air Force
440143
Duty after training: Pilot

5704
FTS: 20/09/43 - 24/09/45

At school 1936 - 1940
Highest rank: Flying Officer

RAAF Training Units
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2ITS, lOEFTS, 2PD
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Pearce Canada
3 'M' Depot, 2FTS, BSFTS
RAAF Training Units
Australia
1PD, 2PD, 5EFTS, 2PD
GOSWELL

John Kenneth
Army
NX42077

20/09/43 - 14/05/44

7106144 - 27/05/45

27/05/45 - 24/09/45
4982
FTS: 6/08/41 - 22/03/46

2/5 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East, Syrian Campaign
New Guinea
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.
GOUDIE

Bruce Charles
Army
NX126967
1 Cay Diy Sigs
NSW
3 Armd Diy, AASC
Australia
1 Sigs Trg Bn
Australia
Instructor

At school 1932 - 1938
Highest rank.: Gunner
21/11/41 - 29/03/42
28/09/42 - 6102144
21/06/45 - 5/01/46

4942
FTS: 1/10/41 - 8/02/46

At school 1931 - 1932
Highest rank.: Lieut
1/10/41 - 14/10/42
15/10/42 - 27109/43

30/09/43 - 18/05/45
At school 1920 - 1924

GOURLAY

John Garnet
Army

GOWING

At school 1928 - 1930 •
John Preston
4333
Highest rank: Lieut
FTS: 5/08/42 - 8/03/46
Navy
44959
Duty after training: Intelligence
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM

2931

HMASZanana
New Guinea
11/01/43 - 2/06/44
Skipper of small ship, Naval Auxilliary Patrol.
HMAS River Snake
New Guinea, Borneo
16/10/44 - 24/11/45
Transferred to RANVR 1/11/44. In Command. SRD Operations with Z Force.
Appointed Acting Lieut 4/97/45.
HMAS Grass Snake
South West Pacific
24/11/45 - 8/02/46
GOWLLAND

George Richard
Navy
23218
Duty after training: Wtiter

5142
FTS: 31/05/39 - 4106146

HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
HMAS Penguin
Sydney
File Incomplete
Other ships include Warramanga, Ladava and Canon bury.
4514

At school 1933 - 1934
Highest rank.: Petty Officer

31/05/39 - 1/11/39
2/04/41 - 23/05/43

At school 1929 - 1933

GRACE

St. John Starkey
Army

GRAHAM

At school 1936 - 1940
Donald Arthur Leslie
5705
Highest rank.: Flight Lieut
Air Force . 63344
FTS: 27/03/42 - 8101146
Duty after r'raining: A and SO; on discharge: A and SO (Radar)
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star
RAAF Training
Sydney, Richmond
27/03/42 - 11/01/43
3 STT Radio training school at Sydney University and Richmond Radar training.
14 Sqn, RAAF (Beaufort)
11/01/43 - 4/10/44
Pearce, WA
Installing and maintaining ASV Radar.
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4 Radar Installation & Maintenance Unit
New Guinea, Morotai, Noemfoor Is, Tarakan, Labuan, Borneo
6/10/44 - 3/01/46
Installing and maintaining IFF radat equipment in fighter aircraft, small ships and land installations.
Tarakan landings.

GRAHAM

John Sedgwick
Army
NX112285

5862
FTS: 1110/41 - 8/04/46

17 Aust Inf Bn
New South Wales
2/3 Comp AA Regt, RAA
New Guinea
2/3 Lt AA Regt, RAA
Morotai, North Borneo
2/3 Tank Attack Regt, RAA
North Borneo
GRANT

1110141 - 8/12/43
26/12/43 - 26/05/44
22/04/45 - 20/11145
20/11145 - 21/01/46

John Miles
Army

4334
NX29783

FTS: 24/07/40 - 13102146

2/15 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
8 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
HQ 1 Aust Army
Australia
2/7 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
Lae New Guinea.

GRAY

Roy Duffy
Army

At school 1928 - 1928
Highest rank: Major

21/04/41 - 15/07/41
13/09/42 - 1111/43
1/11/43 - ]an-44

6/01/44 - 30109/44
30109/44 - 10/02/45
4631

NX8681

At school 1937 - 1938
Highest rank: Gunner

FTS: 3/11/39 - 20/10/45

At school 1929 - 1931
Highest rank: Lieur

6 Div Reece
Middle East
2/10 Armd Regt, AAC
Australia
Commissioned Lieut.
2/1 Amphibious Armd Sqn, AAC
Australia

t

GREEN

3/11/39 - 28/04/42
8/06/42 - 18/03/45

30104/45 - 20/10/45

Bruce Drysdale
5864
At school 1937 - 1939
Ait Fotce
61686
FTS: 30/12/41 - 26/03/45
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Trainee Group V; duty at death: Flight Rigger
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

lES
28/02/42 - May-42

Ascot Vale
11 Elementary Flying Training School
Benalla
1 Aircraft Depot
LavertO n
13 Aircraft Repair Depot
Charters Towers, Queensland
Accidently killed.
GREEN

7/05/42 - Sep-42
12/09/42 - Dec-42
25/01143 - Mar-45

Eric Douglas Brangwyn
4703
Army
NX70738
FTS: 12/05/41 - 8/02/46
Service Medals: Pacific Star, General Service Medal, ASM
2/1 Ind Lt Tank Sqn
Australia
2/4 Armd Regt, AAC
Australia
Madang, Finschhafen, New Guinea; Bougainville.
Quarter Master

GREEN

At school 1930 - 1936
Highest rank: Captain

18/12/41 - 15/11/42
15/11142 - 25/08/44
2/09/44 - 18/12/45

Keith Drysdale
4839
At school 1931 - 1933
Air Force
15981
FTS: 1107/40 - 15/11/45
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: Nursing Orderly; on discharge: Medical Orderly
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

---------------
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Laverton Australia
2 Recovery Centre
South West Pacific
2 Air Amb Unit
South West Pacific
327 Radar Station
South West Pacific

GREEN

Philip Brangwyn

30/12/40 - May-41
14/05/41 - May-42
19/01/43 - May-43
21/06/43 - Feb-45
4704

At school 1930 - 1935 •

Army
NX34784
FTS: 15/06/40 - 17/11145
Highest rank: Major
Duty after training: Infantry; on discharge: Dentist
MID
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Aftica Star and 8th Army Clasp, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War
Medal 1939/45.

2/2 Machine Gun Bn
Ingleburn
Per Aquitania with 7th Division to Middle East.
Palestine, Syria, Egypt, EI Alamein, Middle East
Atherton Tablelands
Returned per Queen Mary. Training.
Lae, Finschhafen, New Guinea.
113 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Baulkam Hills, NSW
Reposted as dentist.
2/5 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Halmaheras, Morotai
Mentioned in Despatches 15/03/45: Exceptional services in the field in New Guinea.

GREEN

Richard Trevor

5444

]un-40 - Dec-40
27/12/40 - 27/02/43
Mar-43 - Sep-43
9/08/43 - 2/08/44
1944 - 1945

17/03/45 -7/11/45
At school 1934 -1935

Air Force
35934
FTS: 10104/41 - 19/11/45
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: Wireless Operator
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
7 Service Flying Training School
Deniliquin

GREEN

26102/42 - Nov-45

Ross Drysdale
5514
At school 1935 - 1937
Army
NX118683
FTS: 1/10/40 - 25/06/46
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Artillery Officer
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45, ASM 1945/75.
7 Field Regt, RAA
New South Wales
14 Field Regt, RAA
New Guinea
USASOS
South West Pacific
Air Courier

GREENBERG

David Reuben
Army
NX205642
Service Medals: ASM 1939145.

1/ 10/41 - 1108/43

14112/43 - 5102144
2/10/44 - 30/12/45
6010
FTS: 22/01/45 - 3103/47

At school 1938 - 1943
Highest rank: Private

5332
FTS: 23/09/43 - 17/09/46

At school 1934 - 1940
Highest rank: Private

Port Operating Coy
South West Pacific

GREENBERG

Tony Samuel
Army

NX175326

657 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Australia
228 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Australia "
12 Small Ships Coy, RAE
New Guinea

GREENWELL

Lloyd Pritchard

20/11143 - 17/12/43
15/01/44 - 26103/45
13/12/45 - 19/07/46
4164

Army
NX150229
FTS: 4/12/41 - 26/1 0/45
Duty after training: Anti-aircraft gunner
Sydney University Regiment
Sydney

At school 1927 - 1935
Highest rank: Corporal

4/12/41 - 23/02/42
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224 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Queensland
553 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Queensland

GREENWELL

Mark Pritchard
Army
NX116623

5/06/42 - 14/08/43
4/08/43 - 19/08/44
4840
ITS: 22/09/40 - 17/12/45

7 Field Regt, RAA
NSW
3 Water T pt Op Coy
Queensland
Water Tpt Trg Centre
Queensland
43 Landing Craft Coy, RAE
Queensland

GREENWELL

At school 1931 - 1936
Highest rank: Lieut
2/10/41 - 12/10/43
12/10/43 -22/04/44
3/08/44 - 24/01/45
24/01/45 - 17/12/45

Peter Howard
4983
Army
NX77340
ITS: 25/05/42 - 10/07/46
Duty after training: Medical Officer

At school 1932 - 1935 •
Highest rank: T/Major
MID

Charforce, 7th Div
Kokoda Track New Guinea
1942 2/4 Field Amb, AAMC
Koitaki, Uberi Medical Post, New Guinea
19/08/42 2/25 Aust Inf Bn
Gorari New Guinea
1942 9 Aust Gen Hasp, AAMC
Port Moresby, New Guinea
17/12/42Evacuated by Sunderland flying boat. Hospitalisation at Warwick Queensland with malaria.
Camp Hospital
Brisbane
2/03/43 Medical Officer.
Blood Transfusion Unit
Sydney, Brisbane
1943 Raised and commanded unir.
1 Aust Transfusion Unit, AAMC
Morotai
1945 OC
113 Aust Gen Hasp, AAMC
Concord, NSW
1945 Mentioned in Despatches for 1 Australia Blood Transfusion Unit.

GREENWOOD

Ronald Edwin
Air Force
424176
Duty after training: Pilot

5333
ITS: 15/08/42 - 29/10/45

RAAF Training Units
Temora, Bradfield Park, Ascot Vale Australia
2ITS, 10EFTS,2ED, lED
RCAF Training Units
Manitoba Canada
17SFTS, 15SFTS
HQ 45 Group
200 Sqn, RAF (Liberator)
India

GREGORY

Edward William
Army
WX112720

3025
FTS: 1/11/40 - 25/08/44

35 Aust Inf Bn
Australia
HQ 8 Aust Inf Bn
Western Australia
Became Brigade Major
New Guinea

GREVILLE

Alexander John
Army
NX70699

At school 1934 - 1937
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

15/08/42 - 6/03/43

22/03/43 - 17/05/44
17/05/44 - 30/09/44
24/05/45 - 2/09/45
At school 1920 - 1922
Highest rank: Major
1/11/40 - 17/06/41
1/11/40 - 16/01/44
16/01/44 - 27/03/44

2934
ITS: 4/12/41 - 30/09/45

At school 1920 - 1923
Highest rank: Major
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GRIFFIN

10/05/45 - 24/02/46

Cuthbert
1966
Air Force
262191
ITS: 27/01/41 - 23/07/45
Duty after training: Adminisrration
Duty at death: Administration
11 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
24 Sqn, RAAF (Wirraways)
Rabaul
23 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
14 Operational Base Unit
Lowood Queensland
Accidently killed

GRIFFIN

Noel Sealy
Air Force

19/03/41-Aug-41
10/01/42 - Feb-42
15/06/42 - Nov-42
23/11/42 - Jul-45

1709
257625

At school 1914 - 1916
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr

FTS: 1/07/41 - 11112145

At school 1912 - 1914
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

MID
Overseas HQ London
United Kingdom
Mentioned in Despatches 14/05/45.

GRIFFITH

Sturt de B
Air Force RAF AFC

GRIFFITHS

Arthur Atherton
ArmylAirFce QX163

2423

5443
ITS: 21110/39 - 2/09/42

HQ 18 Aust lnf Bde
Middle East
2/9 Aust lnf Bn
Middle East
Wounded, discharged medically unfit.

At school 1917 - 1923
Highest rank: Wing Cmdr

At school 1934 - 1935
Highest rank: Private
31112/40 - 20/01/41
20/01/41 - 18/02/42

GRIFFITHS

Edward Henry
Air Force

GRIFFITHS

Robert James
5515
At school 1935 - 1939
Air Force
413606
ITS: 12/09/41 - 11102146
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star
RAAF Training Units .
Australia
5/09/41 - 1105143
1SFT, GRS, 10TU, 10TUTrans
2 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
20105/43 - 30112143
RAAF Training Units
Australia
12/01144 - 11/02/46
2ED, 10TU (Flying Instructor), 1CU, 1PD

GUILD

Ian MacKenzie
Staff at school 1993 - 1998 •
Army
216196
ITS: 18/0l/65 - 17/0l/85
Highest rank: Lt Col
MBE
Duty after training: Infantryman Service Medals: Active Service Medal South Vietnam

1125

At school 1906 - 1907

1 RAR

Bien Hoa Airbase, South Vietnam
GUNTON

Geoffrey Ian
Air Force
403583
Duty after training: Pilot
RAAF Training Units

May-65 - May-66
5143
At school 1930 - 1938 •
ITS: 3/02/41 - 31/10/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Service Medals: Air Crew Europe Star
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Narromine, Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, 5EFTS, 2ED
RCAF Training Units
Macleod, Halifax Canada
7SFTS, 1 'Y' Depot
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
3PC,2SFTS
455 Sqn RAAF, Coastal Command (Harnpdens)
United Kingdom. Shot down, North Sea 11/12/42
POW
Stalag Luft III Ost Sagan, Silesia, Germany

3/02/41 - 13/06/41

3/07/41 - 6110/41

6/10/41 - 22/04/42

22/04/42 - 11/12/42
11/12/42 - 1945

GUNTON

Peter Elliott
5445
At school 1934 - 1940 •
Air Force
64740
FTS: 12/05/42 - 30/01/46
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Trainee Wireless Operator; on discharge: Telegraphist
Service Medals: Pacinc Star, War Medal 1939/45
325 Radar Station
28/05/43 - Feb-45
Mascot, Archer Field; Corunna Downs, Marble Bar WA
Ait warning radar.
325 Radar Unit
Morotai, Labuan Island, Lutong, Miri, North Borneo
May-45 - Oct-45
Landing at Labuan Island. Accompanied 2/13 Bn in subsidiary landing at Sarawak.

GUTHRIE

Tom
Air Force
165445
Duty after training: Cook
81 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
381 (B) Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific

GUY

R
Army

HAGGER

Marcus George
A210%8
Air Force
2MRU
Jervis Bay
11 Sqn, RAAF
Korea

HAGUE

2517
At school 1917 - 1920
ITS: 22/08/44 - 26/06/46
Highest rank: LAC
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, Pacific Star
30110/45 - Jan-46
7/01/46 - Jun-46
Master at school
Highest rank: Lieut
5144
ITS: 8/03/52

21/06/54 - Aug-55

At school 1940 - 1941
Douglas Gray
6317
Highest rank: LAC
Air Force
422044
ITS: 24/04/42 - 29/04/46
Duty after training: Com Tech; on discharge: Driver
Service Medals: Pacific Star, Defence Medal, Campaign Medal, 1939/45 Medal
7 Repair and Salvage Unit
Pelt Field, Darwin
87 PR Sqn, RAAF
Pel I Field, Darwin
9 TMO, RAAF
Labuan Borneo.

HALL

At school 1933 - 1936
Highest rank: Flight Sgt

Arthur Rowan
Army
N280286

11/08/43 - 17/08/44
8/11/44 - 28/02/45
1/08/45 - 1/03/46
3615
ITS: 27/09/41 - 12/01/46

At school 1924 - 1931
Highest rank: Staff Sergeant

District Finance Office
NSW

HALL

5517
Grevor Morrison
ITS:
17110/42
- 25/02/46
Navy
S7457
HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
HMASNepal
Indian Ocean, South West Pacific.
HMAS Penguin
ydney

At school 1935 - 1937
Highest rank: Able Seaman
17/10/42 - 13/09/44
13/09/44 - 20/11/45
20/11/45 - 25/02/46
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John Stanley
Army
YX148190

5334
FTS: 5/01/42 - 27/09/46

106 Anti-Tank Regt, RAA
Australia
New Guinea
'Z' Special Unit, SRD
Australia

HALL

HALL

Murray Sidney
Army
NX23547
1 Aust Corps Sigs
Australia
Middle East
Port Morseby
Bougainville
Torokina

28/01/42 - 14/09/43
11/10/43 13/12/44 - 26/11/45
5447
FTS: 31/05/40 - 8/10/45

Brice Bridgeman
Army
NX22589

4705
FTS: 5/06/40 - 31/10/45

Thomas Turner
Army
NX79766

9/03/42 - 16/04/42
16/04/42 - 8/06/42
8/06/42 - 24/08/42

24/08/42 - 30/10/42

1/11142 - 15/06/43

15/06/43 - 17/10/43
9112/43 - 12/05/44

12/05/44 - 29/03/45
29/03/45 - 17/10/45
At school 1930 - 1931
Highest rank: Staff Sergeant
26/12/40 - 27/02/43
Mar-43 - May-45
12/06/45 - 16/09/45

3616
FTS: 11/11/41 - 21/10/44

2/6 Field Regt, RAA
Finschhafen New Guinea.
Hospitalised with malaria.
HAMILTON

26/12/40
28/02/42
21/05/44
23/06/45
28/08/45

Victor Temple
1543
At school 1910 - 1913
Air Force
49794
FTS: 17/01/42 - 23/11/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Observer Corps Liaison; on discharge: Barracks duties
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star.

2/6 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Middle East
Australia
Morotai, British North Borneo.

HALSTEAD

At school 1934 - 1936
Highest rank: Corporal
31/05/40 24/12/40 14/10/43 28/12/44 23/06/45 -

1 Fighter Sector Headquarters
NSW
Station Headquarters Bankstown
NSW
2 Aircraft Park
Ausrralia
Liaison with USAAF
2 Fighter Sector Headquarters
Australia
OC Liaison
9 Mobile Fighter Sector Headquarters
Queensland
14 Fighter Sector
Australia
RAAF Station Richmond
Richmond, NSW
Barrack duties
RSAAF Command HQ
Australia
BMU
Australia

HALLS

At school 1934
Highest rank: Gunner

At school 1924 - 1930
Highest rank: LieU(
22/01/43 - 17/01/44

At school 1937 - 1942 •
Hugh Mon,tgomerie
5866
FTS: 25/02/43 - 23/01/46
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Air Force
433101
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: France and Germany Star, 1939/45 Medal, Defence Medal.
RAAF Training Units
Temora, Point Cook, Bradfield Park Australia
3ITS, IOEFTS, ISFTS, 2ED
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom

25/02/43 - 12/12/43

26/01/44 - Oct-44
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1IPDRC, 15 (P) AFU, 107 (T) OTU
271 Sqn, RAP (C47 & Gliders)
Down Arnpney, UK; Brussels, Antwerp, Belgium; Germany; Denmark.
28/10/44 - 1945
Group awarded Supreme Commander's citation during the German winter offensive.
HAMILTON

Roben Saunderson
Air Force
445674
Duty after training: Pilot

6638
At schoo11942 - 1943
FTS: 15/07/44 - 13/07/45
Highest rank: LAC
Service Medals: War Medal 1945

48 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
25 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
RAAF Training Units
Sandgate, Kingaroy, pringbank, Renmark Australia
GRU Sandgate, 3ITS, 5AD, 4PD, 2PD
HAMMOND

2/07/43 - 27103/44
27103.144 - 16/07/44
16/07/44 - 13/07/45

At schoo11927 - 1933 •
Anthony Hood
4292
Air Force
412246
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
FTS: 22/06/41 -2/10/45
DFC
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, France and Germany Star, Defence Medal, PFF Badge.

105 Sqn, RAP Bomber Command PFF (Mosquito)
Bourne, United Kingdom
8/09/44 - 4/06/45
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation, 4/12/45
Flight Lieutenant Hammond has completed numerous operations against the enemy, in the course ofwhich he has invariably
displayed the utmostfortitude, courage and devotion to duty.
HAMMOND

John Mark
Army

NX13896

3718
FTS: 8/05/40 - 16/11/45

2/13 Aust Inf Bn
Australia
Middle East
HQAIR-DJAG
Middle East

HANNAFORD

Geoffrey St Clair
Army
NX118714

13/05/40 - 19/10140
19/10/40 - 7/02/41

10/02/41 - 15/03/42
4517
FTS: 18/12/41 - 15/08/44

8 Heavy AA Regt, RAA
NSW

HANNAFORD

At school 1924 - 1925
Highest rank: Major

At school 1929 - 1933
Highest rank: Sergeant
18/12/41 - 21/06/44

James Goodman
4518
At school 1929 - 1933
Air Force
412135
FTS: 22/06/41 - 9/11/45
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: Instructor
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units (Instructor)

22/06/41 - 9/1 1145

Parkes, Temora, Bairnsdale, Sale.

t

HANNAFORD

Robert Albert
Army
NX20774

4519
FTS: 22/05/40 - 30/1 0/42

2/17 Aust Inf Bn
Tobruk, EI A1amein, Middle East
Killed in action EI A1amein 30/10/42.
Buried £1 Alamein Box Cemetery Grave No 17 Plot 4 Row D
HANNAH

Brian Richard
4632
Air Force
123143
FTS: 29/12/42 - 15/11/45
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
4CF
South West Pacific
3CRD
South West Pacific

At schoo11929 - 1932
Highest rank: Lieut
25/1 1/40 - 30/10/42

At school 1929 - 1932
Highest rank: LAC

8/08/43 - Feb-44
10/02/44 - May-45
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David Hugh
4336
At school 1928 - 1930
Air Force
404551
FTS: 11/10/40 - 25/01/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
DFC
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star & Clasp, Pacific Star, Iraly Star, Defence Medal Ribbon
RCAF Training Units
Ontario Canada
2SFTS
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
420TU, 15ACT, 170TU
55 Sqn, RAF
Mediterranean
2 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific

16/03/41 - Sep-41

14/09/41 - Jun-42

1/06/42 - Mar-44
27/04/45 - 12/05/45

(nCO
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation
An excellent leader professing high courage and devotion to duty, Flight Lieutenant Hannah has led his flight most efficiently.
On one occasion his aircraft was very badly damaged by anti-aircraftfire. On reaching friendly territory he gave orders for the crew
to bale out. Owing to extensive damage to the aircraft, he was unable to communicate with the observer, and Flight Lieutenant
Hannah consequently remained with his comrade and made a successfUlforced landing.
HANSEN

David Sinclair
6319
At school 1940 - 1941
Highest rank: LAC
Air Force
138237
FTS: 12/11/43 - 20104/46
Duty after training: Telegraphist; on discharge: Special Telegraphist
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, 1939/45 Star, ASM 1945/75 SW Pacific.
5 Wireless Unit
Luzon, Philippines
Operator reading Japanese signals for code room.

Jan-45 - Oct-45

Arthur George
3617
At school 1924 - 1928 •
Highest rank: Lt Col
Army
NX144
FTS: 26/10/39 -7112/45
DSO with Bar, MID
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star,
Defence Medal, 1939-49 War Medal, ASM, Greek Medal
7 Field Bde RAA
Willoughby
Jan-30 - Sep-39
Pre War training in 18 Pdr Field Guns (Horse Drawn).
2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Holsworthy
Oct-39 - Jan-40
Preparing for embarkation for Middle East.
Middle East
1940 - 1942
Appointed Major in July 1941
New Guinea
.
1943 - 1944
CO. Awarded 050.
2/4 Field Regt, RAA
Aitape, Wewak New Guinea
1945 - 1945
Promoted to Lt Col March 1945, CO. Awarded Bar to DSO.
Distinguished Service Order Citation, 23/12143
Despite the large area to be covered and the supply ofguns in this area Major Hanson succeeded in providing maximum supportfor
attacks at Gona as well as along the Sanananda track. He was continually in the forward areas and acted as artillery adviser for
every Brigade attack.
Bar to Distinguished Service Order, 1945
Lt. Colonel Hanson took over administrative command ofthe 214th Australian Field Regiment whilst it was in action in the
Dagua area and capably supported the 16th and later 19th Australian Infantry Brigades. His skilful planning and able handling
ofthe Regiment resulted in maximum support to two forward Battalions of19th Australian Infantry Brigade during the drive
south to Mt Tazaki and Mt Shiborangu. Lt. Colonel Hanson's devotion to duty was an example to all.
Mentioned in Despatches 23/06/42
HANSON

t

HANSON

Kenneth John
4281
At school 1927 - 1934
Air Fotce
403585
FTS: 3/02/41 - 27107/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939145 Star,
Butma Stat and Pacific Clasp, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
RAAF Training
Bradfield Park, Narromine.
2 ITS; 5 EFTS; Embarked for Canada June 1941.
RCAF Training Units

3/02/41 - 13/06/41
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Vancouver, MacLeod Alberta, Charlottetown Prince Edward Island,
Canada
3/07/41 - 13/12/41
7 SFTS; 31 GRS.
RAF Training Units
Grantham, Silloth United Kingdom
26/12/41 - 2/03/42
12 AFU (Pilot); 1 OTU (C).
500 Sqn, RAF
Stornoway United Kingdom
13/05/42 - 24/06/42
353 Sqn, RAF
Calcutta, Trichinopoly. India
19/07/42 - 8/07/44
Attached HQ 173 Wing June 1943.
7 Operational Training Unit
Melbourne, Ransford, Bradfield Park, Tocumwal.
26/07/44 - 31/12/44
1 Po; 2 PO; 7 OTD.
23 Sqn, RAAF
54 Mile NT, Fenton NT, Long NT Darwin.
3/01/45 -17/06/45
21 Sqn Fenton NT March to May; Embarked Darwin for Morotai.
21 Sqn, RAAF
Morotai
1/03/45 - 15/07/45
Posted Balikpapan on 16/07/45. Killed Celebes 27/07/45.
FlLt Hanson was in the crew ofLiberator A 12-92 (as Captain) which crashed (after being hit by AAfire) at position OI.IBN
124.51E during low level photography ofthe vicinity ofTomohon Village, North East Celebes. The aircraft was located in a
position apprOXimately two miles bearing 150 degrees Tomohon Village and appeared to have hit the ground at a very shallow angle
on a downward slope and then crossed a small depression and up another small rise. There were no signs ofsurvivors (Three crew
survived the crash but were killed by the Japanese).
Burial Details: Macassar \.%r Cemetery Celebes Gr AB 9-16. Re-buried 6/12/61 Ambon \.%r Cemetery Gr 2B C3.
HARBUTT

HARDIE

2519

At school 1917 - 1922
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

Warwick Leigh
Air Force
267641
Duty after training: Pilot

FTS: 1941 - 9/05/46

John Beresford
Air Force
424178
Duty after training: Pilot

5518
At school 1935 - 1941 •
FTS: 15/08/42 - 21/11/52
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, haly Star, Defence Medal

RAAF Training
Bradfield Park, Narromine, Uranquinry.
15/08/42 - 23/05/43
2 ITS; 5 EFTS; 6 SFTS.
USAF Training
7/06/43 - 3/07/43
Camp Miles Standish
RAF Training Units
Brighton, Kidlington, Weston on Green, Blackpool United Kingdom
8/07/43 - 19/02/44
20 AFU; 20 AFU; 5 PDC.
70 Operational Training Unit
Jerusalem, Cairo, Shandur, Kabritt, Al Maza, Middle East
8/03/44 - 30/09/44
1 ARC Jerusalem; 5 ARC Cairo; 70 OTU Shandur and Kabritt; 22 PTC Al Maza.
13 Sqn, RAF
Marcianise, Pianello, Falconara, Forli, Aviano haly
16111/44 - 28/05/45
601 Sqn, RAF (Meteors)
Hendon, North Weald United Kingdom
19/08/47 - 21/11/52

t

HARDING

David Bruce
Army
NX2450

4707
FTS: 9110/39 - 10/10/43

2/1 Field Works.
Tobruk, El Alamein, Middle East
2/17 Aust InfBn
Finschhafen, New Guinea.
Killed in action, Sattleburg on 10/10/43.
Buried in Finschhafin \.%r Cemetery. Grave 13, Row D, Plot G.
HARDING

10/01/40 - 28/02/43
3/07/43 - 10/10/43

4984

Ian Grant
Army

NX68659

1 Aust Corps Sigs
Middle East
2/1 Machine Gun Bn
Middle East

At school 1930 - 1935 •
Highest rank: Private

FTS: 12/12/40 - 16110/45

At school 1932 - 1939
Highest rank: L/Corporal
9/04/41 - 28/06/41
28/06/41 - 29110/42
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Cental Bureau lnt Corps
Brisbane; Northern Terrirory
Det ro 3 Spec Int Pers Sec, 1 Spec Int Pers Gp and 51 Wireless Section.

HARDWICK

Malcolm Roger
Air Force
433383
Duty after training: Pilot

Donald Frederick
Army
N237000

3965
ITS: 23/03/42 - 14/02/46

7 Heavy Bde, RAA
North Head
Militia Unit - Heavy coast artillery
LHQAASC School
2 Ord Small Craft Park, AAOC

HARDY

Gordon Phillip
Army
PX190

Richard John
Army
NX135935

Dec-40 - Nov-43

Nov-43 - 1944
1944 - ]an-44

1944 - ]ul-45 .
At school 1926 - 1931
Highest rank: Warrant Officer 2

Apr-43 - ]un-43
Nov-44 - Feb-46
5335
ITS: 13/02/42 - 30/01/46

At school 1934 - 1940
Highest rank: Private
13/02/42 - 9/12/42
4/08/43 - 10/12/44
31/01/45 - 30/01/46

1837
ITS: 5/03/42 - 15/12/45

HQ2Div
Australia
HQANGAU
Port Moresby New Guinea
Contracted malaria
HQ 1 Aust Corps
Morotai
2 Aust Adv 2nd Echelon.
HARKNESS

15/05/44 - Oct-45

Mar-42 - Nov-44

ANGAU
New Guinea
New Guinea
New Guinea

HARDY

27/03/43 - May-44

Colin Lachlan
4168
At school 1927 - 1931 •
Highest rank: Bombardier
Army
NX51681; RAAF 443721 FTS: 19/07/40 - ]ul-45
Duty after training: Bombardier; on discharge: Navigator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
2/1 Survey Regt, Svy Corps
Australia, Middle East.
Flash Spotting Bry of 2/ 1 Survey Regiment. Transferred ro RAAF
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park Australia
RCAF Training Units
Winnipeg
Navigation school at Winnipeg.
RAAF Transport Sqn
Port Pirie, South Australia

HARDY

15/04/44 - 26/09/45

5145
At school 1933 - 1942
ITS: 27/03/43 - 1/08/46
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narrandera, Uranquinry Australia
2ITS, 8EFTS, 5SFTS, 2ED
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
5 (P) PDRC, 14 ACHU

HARDY

29/10/42 - 7/11/43

Frank Robert
Army
Duty after training: Coastal Defence

At school 1913 - 1917
Highest rank: T/Major
3/09/42 - 20/1 0/43
3/09/42 - 20/10/45

26/05/45 - 30111/45
3971

At school 1926 - 1933

Sydney Coastal Defences
South Head Sydney
Discharged medically unfit, deafness
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HARKNESS

HARLE

HARRICKS

HARRICKS

3282
Jack Burns
Army
NX12284
FTS: 1/04/40 - 5/06/46
16 Inf Rnft Bn
Australia, Middle East
Disembarked Middle East Aug 1940.
2/2 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East
Ceylon
New Guinea
1 Water Tpt Depot, AASC
Australia
11 Small Ships Coy, RAE
South West Pacific

At school 1922 - 1926
Highest rank: Captain
6/05/40 - 1/02/41

1/02/41 - 10/03/42
27/03/42 - 2/07/42
12/09/42 - 19/12/42
8/02/43 - 12/08/45
12/08/45 - 4/02/46

Charles Sefton
Army
NXI095
2/1 Field Coy, RAE
Middle East
2/3 Aust Inf Bn
Greece, Middle East
Contracted malaria
30 Aust Iof Bn
Ausrralia
Finschhafen New Guinea.
MGOBnAEME
Tarakan, Borneo.

3967
At school 1926 - 1931
FTS: 23/1 0/39 - Transferred to PMF
Highest rank: Major

Hugh Dudley Armstrong
Army
NX12809
2/6 Cav Regt
Middle East
Australia
Water Tpt Trg Centre
Queensland

3026
FTS: 19/04/40 - 1/09/45

John Smythe
Army
NX50670

4708
FTS: 24/06/40 - 13/10/45

14/02/40 - 26/02/40
26/02/40 - 31/01/42

14/06/42 - 13/03/44
23/03/44 - 28/08/44
31/05/45 - 24/06/45
At school 1920 - 1923
Highest rank: Warrant Officer 2
30/09/40 - 17/03/42
25/04/42 - 28/09/43
28/09/43 - 24/08/45
At school 1930 - 1934
Highest rank: Lieut

2/1 Survey Regt
HARRICKS

Reginald Hugh
3454
At school 1923 - 1925
FTS: 20/08/40 - 18/01/46
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Air Force
Duty after training: Ground Staff
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star.
RAAF Training Units

1940 - 1942

Richmond, Evans Head, NSW.
1 BAGS; Clerk.
62 WorksWmg
Nadzab, New Guinea.
Attached to US Airforce, building air strips.
Westernport, Tasmania.
HARRIOTT

t

HARRIS

Guy Edward Warre
Army
War Correspondent
North Africa, Greece, Syria

1943 - 1944
1944 - 1946
4338

Alan Grant
4841
Air Force
413862
ITS: 13/09/41 - 3/11/43
Duty after training: Air Crew V; duty at death: Navigator
466 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
Cause of death accidental, over North Sea.

At school 1928 - 1931 •
Highest rank: Officer Without Rank

At school 1931 - 1935
Highest rank: Pilot Officer
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Frederick Lavecourt

4339

At school 1928 - 1930 •

Army
NX34662
ITS: 13/07/40 - 29/11/45
Highest rank: Captain
Service Medals: ASM 1939/45, War Medal 1939/45, Defence Medal, 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star.

2/19 Aust InfBn
1940 - 4/02/41
Singapore Malaya
2/02/41 - 15/02/42
Promoted Captain in Malaya in Aug 1941. Hospitalised at time of surrender.
POW
Changi, Thailand, Burma
15/02/42 - 12/10/45
March 1943 D Force to Thai-Burma railway.
HARRIS

Keith Charles Fleming
Army

NX77304

3970
ITS: 11/04/42 - 9/04/46

At school 1926 - 1929
Highest rank: Lt Col

MID
HQl Armd Div
Australia
HQ 2 Aust Division
Australia
H Q 9 Aust Division
Australia
Morotai, Borneo.
Mentioned in Despatches 6/03/47: Exceptional service in the field in the South west Pacific.
HARRIS

Robert Geoffrey

5629

11/04/42 - 21/10/43
21/10/43 - 6106/44
10107/44 - 8104145
16/04/45 - 18/08/45
At school 1935 - 1937 •
Highest rank: Lieut

Navy
ITS: Mar-42 - 17/04/46
Duty after training: Naval Control Service Officer
Service Medals: 1939-43 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, War Service Medal, ASM

HMAS Leeuwin (Fremantle Port Division)
Fremanrle
5/03/42 - 11/02/4
Naval Control Service as an Acting Sub Lieut. Controlled the reporting, routeing and convoying of
all shipping coming under Naval control.
HMAS Ladava
Milne Bay Area
26102/44 Secretary to NCSO and Port Director Milne Bay.
HMASMadang
Madang, New Guinea.
Secretary ro NCSO New Guinea.
HMAS Whang Pu (NOIC NG HQ Ship)
New Guinea, South Wes~ Pacific Area
5103145 HMAS Balmoral
Sydney
Mar-45 HMAS Leeuwin
Fremanrle
Aug-45 - 1946
HARRIS

Wi1liarn Robertson

6478

At school 1941 - 1943

68

At school 1890 - 1896

Navy
HARRISON

Eric Fairweather
Permanent Army
Staff Corps

HARRISON

John Mosman
Army
N171118

5710
FTS: 29/12/41 - 21/07/42

52 Field Park Coy
NSW
HARRISON

Thomas Cullen
'. NX205956
Army

29/12/41 - 21/07/42
6171
ITS: 19102/45 - 1/08/47

HQ War Graves Group
MiddJe East, United Kingdom

HART

Francis Vivian Houlton
Army
QX6213
2/1 Motor Amb Coy
Middle East

At school 1936 - 1938
Highest rank: Sapper

At school 1939 - 1942
Highest rank: L/Corporal
12/12/45 - 19/06/47

2165
FTS: 27/05/40 - 28/12143

At school 1915 - 1915
Highest rank: Captain

27/12/40 - 16/03/42
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tHART

Frederick Hamilton
Army
QX4940

3540
FrS: 4/03/40 - 21111/43

8 Div Sigs
Malaya
POW
Changi
Died of cholera 'F' Force.

HART

Keith Wheeler
Army
NX136808

18/02/41 - 15/02/42
15/02/42 - 21/11/43
2022
FTS: 12/06/42 - 16/11/45

RAE Fortress Sydney
NSW
4 AA Fortress Coy, RAE
Australia
OC of unit
9 AA Fortress Coy
Darwin
OC of unit

HARVEY

At school 1923 - 1926
Highest rank: Signalman

At school 1914 - 1918
Highest rank: Captain
12/06/42 - 10/05/43
24/09/43 - 25/01/44

25/01/44 - 30/10/44

At school 1934 - 1941 •
Allan Grant
5336
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Air Force
428698
FTS: 10110/42 - 19/02/46
Duty after training: Witeless Op, Ait Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, 1939/45 War Medal, ASM.
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Maryborough, Evans Head, Parkes, Mt Gambier,
Charters Towers
Oct-42 - Feb-44
ITS, WS, AGS, StaffWop/Nav School, StaffWop/AOS.
65 Heavy Bombardment Sqn USAAF (Liberator)
Dobadura, Nadzab New Guinea
Feb-44 - Apr-44
Strikes against New Ireland, Wewak and Admiralty Islands (in support of sea borne landing).
7 Operational Training Unit
Tocumwal
May-44 - Jan-45
Wirelss Instructor for crews converting to Liberators
1 Personnel Depot
Melbourne, Somers, Ballarat Victoria
Feb-45 - Jul-45
Awaiting posting. Attended Aviation Medical (Altitude) course and Radar Course.
25 Sqn, RAAF (Liberator)
Jul-45 - Jan-46
Cunderdin WA
Transport from Perth to Darwin - Morotai - Balikpapan, Labuan etc. Crew: Pilot, Navigator and
Radio Op.

HARVEY

Arthur Bartlett
Army

NX82039

3028
FTS: 3/01/42 - 9/11/45

1 Field Regt, RAA
NSW
Northern Territory

HARVEY

27/02/42 - 11/06/43
22/06/43 - 4/06/45

Ian Gordon
4520
At school 1929 - 1936
Highest rank: Gunner
Army
NX14025
FTS: 21/05/40 - 22/01/46
Duty after training: GP3 Gunlayer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, ASM 1939/45, War Medal 1939/45.
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Ingleburn
Darwin
Palestine, Syria.
Darwin
Buna, Finschhafen New Guinea
Atherton and Trinity Beach, Queensland.
Morotai, Halmaheras, Balikpapan Borneo.

HARVEY

At school 1920 - 1922
Highest rank: Gunner

John Reginald
Army
NX58592
2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
New Guinea

4521
FrS: 10/07/40 - 9/11/45

21/05/40 - 30/06/40
Jul-40 - 29/12/40
Jul-41 - Jan-42
Mar-42 - Jun-43
Nov-43 - Jun-44
Feb-44 - Apr-45
May-45 - Jan-46
At school 1929 - 1929
Highest rank: Sergeant
28/09/41 - 7/08/42
16/09/42 - 31/05/43
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Australia
Morotai, Tarakan Borneo

HARVEY

Robert Alistair

6/10/44 - 12/04/45
21/04/45 - 8110/45
4522

At school 1929 - 1933 •

Air Force
35175
FTS: 27102/41 - 13/11145
Highest rank: Corporal
Duty after training: Instrument repairer; on discharge: Instrument maker
2 Operational Training Unit
Mildura
Instrument repairer and maker.

HAWKER

Geoffrey Carew
Army
VX16

2/10/42 - Nov-45

1145
ITS: 13/10/39 - 5104144

HQ 6 Aust Division
Greece, Crete, North Africa.
Depury Provost MarshalJ AlF Base Area 2.
LHQ Provost Corps
Australia

HAWTHORNE

Kenneth Samuel

At school 1906 - 1909
Highest rank: Major

17105/40 - 31101142

13/10/42 - 15/01/44
4340

At school 1928 - 1934
Highest rank: Flying Officer

Air Force
412436
ITS: 19/07/41 - 11101146
Duey after training: Pilot; on discharge: Navigator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star 1939/45, Defence Medal 1939/45, War Medal 1939/45,
ASM 1939/45, Netherlands War Cross 1940-45 (For service in Dutch Borneo)

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narrandera, Point Cook, Cootamundra, Ctessy, Bairnsdale
20107/41 - 6105144
ITS, 8 EFTS Tiger Moths. 1 SFTS Airspeed Oxfords. 1 AOS Avro Ansons . 1 GRS Navigation
Insrructor. Awaiting transfer Gorrie 55 OBU.
I Sqn, RAAF (Hudson)
7105/44 - 10/01/45
Gould, Northern Territory.
Strikes against Timor Island and surrounding sea.
24 Sqn, RAAF (Liberator)
11/01/45 - 18/02/45
Fenton Northern Territory.
Operations officer. Briefing and debriefing air crews.
2 Sqn, RAAF (MitcheU)
Hughes, NT; ]acquinot Bay, New Britain; Balikpapan, Borneo
19/02/45 - 2111 1/45
Reconnaissance and attacking shipping along coast of Timor and supplying Army. Hospitalised with
collapsed lung May to Aug, 2/8 AGH. Repatriating POWs from Singapore. Operations Officer.
11 Sqn, RAAF (Catalina)
22111145 - 11102/46
Rathmines, NSW
Navigator.

t

HAXBY

William Nicholson
Army
N389204

1300
ITS: 29/01/42 - 1/11142

At school 1908 - 1910
Highest rank: L1Corporal

Ernest Bruce

4986
FTS: 21110/39 -7101146

At school 1932 - 1932
Highest rank: Captain

Died ofpneumonia.

HAYDOCK

Army

NX4131

1 Aust Corps
Middle East
Feb 1941 - July 1941.
HQ 1 Aust Army
Lae, New Guinea
New Guinea

HAYDON

9/01/40 - 14/03/42

30109/44 - 1/03145
3/04/45 - 20/12/45

John Bloomfield
5521
At school 1935 - 1936 •
Highest rank: Lieur
Army
NX16272
FTS: 21/05/40 - 13/10/45
Duty after training: Driver; on discharge: Platoon Leader
MID
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2/7 Cav Regt
]un-40 - Dec-40
Cowra
Feb-41 - Dec-41
Dimra, Palestine; Helwan, Egypt; Nicosia, Cyprus; Aleppo, Syria
Training. Defensive positions on Cyprus. Manning SyrianlTurkish border.
South Australia; Caboolrure, Queensland.
'
Mar-42 - Nov-42
Pon Moresby, Sanananda New Guinea
Nov-42 - ]an-43
Training at Pon Moresby, in action Sanananda. Hospitalised Herbenon with malaria, Feb to April
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1943.
OCTU
Australia
OCTU No 4 interrupted by malaria. Complered No 5.
Jungle Warfare Centre
Canungra
Jungle warfare rraining of recruirs. Leave without pay from Feb.
2/1 Aust Inf Bn
Wondecla
Training
Aitape, Wewak. New Guinea

May-43 - Aug-43

Sep-43 - May-44

Jun-44 - Nov-44
Dec-44 - Aug-45

Mentioned in Despatches 21/02/46: Distinguished services in the South W'est Pacific area.

HAYNES

Clifton William

4925

At school 19?1 - 1933 •

Army
NX 119940
FTS: 23/10/41 - 18/12/45
Highest rank: Staff Sergeant
Duty after training: Rifleman, education officer; on discharge: Intelligence
Service Medals: Pacific Star, Campaign Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45
5 Aust InfBn
Puckapunyal, Greta
2 Div
2/9 Aust Gen Hasp, AAMC
Collie, Geraldton, Morotai, Borneo.

HAYTER

25f08f42 - 18/12/45
4084

Frederick Clive
Air FcefArmy NX13101

23/10/41 - 22f08f42

FTS: 24/04f40 - 29/08/43

2/2 Field Regt, RAA
Palestine, Egypt, Greece, Crete
2/1 Amm Sub-Park
Middle East
2/101 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
Middle East
Discharge to RAAF.

HAYTHORPE

Peter
Army
NX145453
Duty after training: Signaller

At school 1926 - 1929
Highest rank: Private
3/09/40 - 24/06/41
24/06/41 - 13/01/42
13/01/42 - 26fOI/43

5870
At school 1937 - 1939
FTS: 23/02/42 - 27/08/46
Highest rank: Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star

7 Field Regt, RAA
Feb-42 - Jan-45
Various places in NSW, Qld and WA
2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Jan-45 - Feb-46
Aitape, Wewak New Guinea
Observation post signaller.
Sydney
Feb-46 - Jul-46
On dissolution of unit transferred to Water Transport Barges until discharge.

HEAD

3621

Phillip Lyburn

FTS: 1/07/40 - 1947
Army
NX34763
Duty after training: Headquarters
HQ 8 Aust Division
Singapore Malaya
Legal Staff Officer
POW
Singapore
2 War Crimes Section
Tokyo, Japan
Witness at trial of major Japanese war crimes in Tokyo.

At school 1924 - 1926
Highest rank: Major
MBE
1/07/40 - 15/02/42

15/02/42 - Aug-45
1945 - 1946

Member ofthe British Empire, Military Division Citation
Major Head was a staffofficer to AlS POW in Malaya from July 1942 to September 1945 in addition to his duties as legal officer.
He displayed courage when dealing with the Japanese and earned the respect ofall POWS in Singapore.

HEANE

Ralph
Army

QX33206

3125
FTS: 11/08/42 - 12/01146

Various Training Units
Australia
2/51 Light Aid Detachment, AEME
Australia
Morotai Balikpapan.

At school 1921 - 1924
Highest rank: Corporal

11/08f42 - 12/01/46
9/01/45 - 2/06f45
8/06/45 - 19/12/45
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Geoffrey Allen
5711
At school 1936 - 1938
FrS: 19/07/41 - 5/09/43
Highest rank: Flight Sgr
Air Force
412440
Duty after training: Air Crew V; duty at death: Navigator
MID
Service Medals: 1939/45 Srar, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45, Citation.
100 Sqn, RAAF
New Guinea
Killed in air operations Gasmata New Ireland 5 Sept 1943.

Aug-43 - 5/09/43

Mentioned in Despatches 16/03/44: Distinguished services in North ~stern area.

t

HEATH

James
Air Force

t

HEATH

Laurence David
6014
At school 1938 - 1940
Air Force
423305
FTS: 20/06/42 - 30/08/44
Highest rank: Pilot Officer
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, France and Germany Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM

4171

RAAF Training Units
Narramine, Uranquinry, Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, 5EFTS, 5SFTS, 2ED
RAP Training Units
United Kingdom
3AFU, 180TU, 11 Base.

At school 1927 - 1929

20/06/42 - 5/05/43

7/07/43 - 30/08/44

Presumed dead as a result air operations over Germany 30 August 1944.

HEATH

Wallace Peter
Nary
58833
Duty after training: Signalman

6172
At school 1939 - 1941 •
FrS: 1/07/43 - 28/06/44
Highest rank: Ordinary Seaman
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
HMAS Cairns
South West Pacific
ML811
South West Pacific
Fairmile
HMAS Kuranda
Australia
Discharged on compassionate grounds.

1/07/43 - 2/12/43
3/12/43 - 6/04/44

7/04/44 - 7/05/44

8/05/44 - 28/06/44
At school 1920 - 1924

HEATH

William Rodier
Army

HEDGES

John Williams
3794
At school 1925 - 1929 •
Army
NX15996
FrS: 21/05/40 - 21/11/45
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: Rifleman Infantry
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Mrica Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, ASM 1939/45

3049

2/17 Aust InfBn
Ingleburn, Bathurst
- Aug-40
Training
ep-40 - Dec-42
Palestine; Mersa Marruh, El Brega, Tobruk, El AJamein
Training at Kilo 89 Palestine; seige ofTobruk; training at Hill 69 Palestine; Batrle of EI AJamein.
Huon Peninsula, New Guinea
May-43 - 1944
Atherton Tablelands, Queensland
1944 - 1945
]un-45 - Oct-45
Morotai, Brunei Bay Borneo
Vaudan Dufty
2592
FrS: 5/03/41 - 27/1 0/43
Army
NX68823
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM 1939/45.
2/3 Motor Transport
Singapore Malaya
POW
Burma
Died 27/10/43 of dysentry contracted on ship to Burma.

At school 1918 - 1922
Highest rank: L/ orporal

10/04/41 -7/03/42
7/03/42 - 27/10/43
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HELDER

Noel Steward
Army

NX24674

2593
FTS: 30105/40 - 6102143

2/6 Cay Regt
Middle East
Discharged medically unfit.

HELLICAR

At school 1918 - 1921
Highest rank: Private
30108/40 - 30103/42

Alan
4711
At school 1930 - 1936 •
Army
313593 and NX 70811
FTS: Oct-38 - 10109/45
Highest rank: Caprain
Service Medals: ASM, War Medal 1939/45, Pacific Star, Burma Star, 1939/45 Star
115 Heavy Bty, RAA
Sydney, NSW
1938 - Feb-41
Gunner at North Head and South Head forts. Attended Coastal
Artillery OTC and.graduated Lieut.
2/6 Armd Regt, AAC
20102/41 - 25/12/41
Greta
Troop Leader 216 Armoured Regiment
2/1 lnd Lt Tank Sqn
.
Singleton
25/02/41 - Apr-43
Renamed 2/1 Aust Armd Bde Reece Sqn and subsequently 'B' Sqn, 2/4 Armoured Regt.
1 Air Liaison Group
Milne Bay, Port Moresby, Nadzab, New Guinea
Apr-43 - Nov-44
OC 25 qn Air Liaison Section, attached ro 6 and 75 Sqns RAAF Milne Bay. Then 71
Bombardment Sqn, 38 Bombardment Group 5 USAAF Port Noresby and then to Nadzab.
Fleet Air Arm, Royal Navy
Colombo, Trincomalee Ceylon
Dec-44 - Feb-45
Instructor in ArmylAir Co-op in SEAC. Served on HMS Victorious for raids on Sumatran oil fields.
82 Wing (RAAF)
Morotai
May-45 - Sep-45
Air Observer for AIF landings in Borneo.

HELLICAR

John Ames
Army

N23991

4173
FTS: 1110/41 -6111/45

116 RMT Coy
New South Wales
118 Gen T pt Coy, AASC
Australia
131 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
Australia
New Guinea
9 Field Amb, AAMC
New Guinea

HELSHAM

Michael Maniford
5871
Air Force
411780
FTS: 25/05/41 - 1/02/46
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Srar and Pacific medals.

At school 1927 - 1928
Highest rank: Lieut
1110/41 - 2/03/42
3/03/42 - 6110142
26101/43 - 3109143
6/09/43 - 6/11/45
1/12143 - 19107/44
At school 1937 - 1939 •
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
DFC

1 Operational Training Unit
Sale, Victoria
Instructor, Hudson ale.
RAAF Training Units
.
May-41 - 1943
Bradfield Park, Temora, Point Cook, Cressy, Bairnsdale Australia
ITS, EFTS (Tiger Moths), SFTS (Oxfords), NTS(lnstructor), OTU (Hudsons).
2 GRIB Sqn, RAAF (Hudson)
Hughes Field, Darwin
1943 Bombing and reconnaissance
2 Sqn, RAAF (Mitchell)
Hughes Field, Darwin
1945 Bombing and reconnaissance.
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation, 1943
On the night of 11 October Flying Officer Helsham participated in a bombi~g raid on Langgoer and while on his bombing run
Over the target his aircraft was hit by anti-aircraftfire. With the controls shot away, one petrol tank damaged and leaking, the
wireless destroyed and the aircraft out ofcontrol it appeared that the crew would have to bale out over enemy territory. However he
regained partial contr04 and with expert airmanship managed to fly the aircraft back over 400 miles ofsea and crash land it at the
base without injury to the crew.
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James Robert
3972
Air Force
412810
FTS: 20/07/41 - 1/04/46
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
DSO,DFC.
Duty after training: pilot
460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
21/04/43 - Oct-43
United Kingdom
27 Operational Training Unit
24/10/43 - Oct-44
United Kingdom
460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
16110/44 - May-45
United Kingdom
Tours: 29 + 17 (cut short by VE day).
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation
Throughout a large number ofoperational sorties, Squadron-Leader ]R Henderson has displayed outstanding courage and devotion
to duty. He has attacked some ofthe most heavily defended targets in Germany, and in the face ofthe enemy his coolness and
exceptionalfearlessness have been worthy ofthe highest praise. On several occasions he has led both base and group formations in
daylight operations over Germany, when his ability, skill and gallantry have inspired confidence in all.
HENDERSON

t

HENDERSON

John Standish
4987
Air Force
411323
FTS: 23/04/41 - 22/03/43
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS,2ED
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Halifax Canada
2AOS, 5BAGS, lANS, 1 'Y' Depot
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
3PRC, 3 S of G2, 60TU
461 Sqn, RAAF Coastal Command (Sunderland)
Pembroke Dock United Kingdom
502 Sqn, RAF Coastal Command (Whitley)
United Kingdom
Killed in action, air combat, over the Bay of Biscay.

HENDERSON

t

HENDERSON

At school 1932 - 1939 •
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

28/04/41 - Aug-41

30/08/41 - Apr-42

21/04/42 - Jul-42

13/07/42 - 14/07/42
15/07/42 - 22/03/43

William George
5338
At school 1934 - 1938 •
Perm. Army
3210
FTS: 3/02/40 - 18/03/76
Highest rank: Major General
DSO, OBE, National Order of Vietnam Fifth Class with the Gallantry Cross with Palm.
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45, Korea Medal,
United Nations Service Medal (Korea), General Service Medal with clasp Malaya, Vietnam Medal,
Vietnamese Campaign Medal, Infantry Combat Badge
RMC Duntroon
Canberra
3/02/40 - 18/06/41
2 Tank Bn, AAC
Australia
21/11/42 - 31/12/43
19 Aust InE Bde
New Guinea; New Britain.
24/03/44 - 15/06/45
HQ 6 Aust InE Bde
New Guinea
5/09/45 - 16/11/45
3RAR
Korea
25/01/53 - 23/01/54
Temporarily OC of Unit. Awarded DSO.
GHQ Malaya Comd
Singapore, Malaya
12/09/55 - 29/10/57
Military Attache to Australian Embassy, USA, and High Commission, Canada
Washington; Canada
8/10/66 - 17/01/69
1 Aust Task Force
Phuoc Tuy Province South Vietnam
27/05/70 - 2/03/71
Commander of Task Force. Awarded OBE.
William Gordon
4524
Air Force
413766
FTS: 13/09/41 - 31/03/43
Duty after training: Air Crew V (P); duty at death: Navigator
RAAF Training Units
.
Australia
RCAF Training Units

At school 1929 - 1934
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

13/09/41 - 21/03/42
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Apr-42 - 18/04/42

Canada
RAF Training Units
Scotland
Killed in an aircraft accident.
HENDERSON

William Russ
Army
1733455
Duty after training: Infantry

May-42 - 31/03/43
9312
At school 1959 - 1963
FTS: 10/12/68 - 3/12169
Highest rank: 2nd Lieut
Service Medals: Vietnam Medal, Vietnamese Campaign Medal.

4RAR
Nui Dat, South Vietnam
]an-69 - Sep-69
Graduated Officer Training School, Scheille, National Service Officer Training Unit.
HQ 1 ATF Defence and Employment Platoon
Nui Dat, South Vietnam
Sep-69 - 3/12/69
Brigadier Wier's 'private platoon' of about 40 men. Ambushes, with support
of APCs, on specific intelligence gathering tasks.

t

HENDRY

James Gordon
Army
NX256

Master at school 1939 •
FTS: 14/12/39 - 29/09/45
Highest rank: Lt Col
MC

2/2 Aust Inf Bn
Bardia Cyrencia, Greece, Middle East
13/02/40 - 1942
43 Aust Inf Bn
Northern Territory, Queensland, Canberra.
18/07/42 - 4108144
Attended Air Coop School, Canberra and RAAF War Staff School Mt Martha.
2/32 Aust Inf Bn
Morotai; Brunei.
1945 - 30107/45
2/28 Aust Inf Bn
Brunei, British North Borneo.
1945 - 29/09/45
CO of unit. Accidently killed.
Military Cross Citation
On 3 January 1941 at Bardia, during the action two of 'D' Coy pl Comds. were killed and the third wounded. The conduct ofthe
Coy Comd (Capt. Hendry) throughout the battle was deserving ofthe highest commendation and showed qualities ofpersonal
bravery and inspiring leadership.
At one stage ofthe battle No. 17 Pl. (whose commander had been wounded) was crossing the main road, Bardia-Capuzzo, but
came under point-blank fire from four Field Guns and some mahine guns.
Capt. Hendry collected the men on the ~st ofthe road, and placed the three Brens near a culvert to give supportingfire. He then
collected the men about a hundred yards up the road from the Brens and personally led a bayonet charge with his own rifle and
bayonet and drove the Italians from the guns. There were no supporting tanks at that time.
Buried Labuan \%r Cemetery, Plot B, Row D, Grave 16.

HENNING

Edmund BidduJph Hungerford
4712
At school 1930 - 1932 •
Army
NX170902
FTS: 7105/43 - 22/02/46
Highest rank: Lieut
MID
Duty after training: Sapper; on discharge: Sapper Officer
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Pacific Star, 1939/45 Campaign Medal, 1939/45 ASM.
Army Training
Kapooka, Casula, Brisbane
Training
2/8 Field Coy, RAE 6 Div
Athercon Tableland Qld
Aitape, Wewak New Guinea
Assistance co the Field Engineering Coys with 6 Division.
4 Field Coy, RAE
Rabaul New Guinea
General duties. Discharged in Sydney Feb 1946.

May-43 - Dec-43

Mar-44 - Apt-44
Apr-44 - Nov-45

Nov-45 - Feb-46

Mentioned in Despatches 6/03/47: Exceptional service in the field in the South ~st Pacific area.

HENNING

John Cedric Lester
5339
At school 1934 - 1934
Air Force
411494
FTS: 24/05/41 - 21/09/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Spitfire Pilot; on discharge: Navy Test-Pilot
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Air Crew Europe Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, ASM,
War Medal 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narromine. Australia
Initial training and elementary flying.
RCAF Training Units
Camp Borden, Ontario. Canada

24/05/41 - 12/09/41

17/12141 - 27102/42
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RAF Training Units
Bournemouth United Kingdom
Feb-42 - Sep-42
Various Advanced Flying Schools and Operarional Training Unit on Spitfires.
131 Sqn, RAF (Spitfire)
17/09/42Thomey Island, Westhampnet, Castletown, Exeter, United Kingdom
Low level patrols and high level escort of bombers. Training in deck landings on HMS Argus.
457 Sqn, RAAF (Spitfire)
Livingston, NT.
2/11/43Hospitalisation
Katherine, Greenslopes, Concord, Perth.
5/02/44 8 Operational Training Unit
Narromine
18/07/44Flying instructor on Wirraways.
RNAS
Bankstown
21/11/44Trained as test pilot, seconded to RNAS. Flew Corsairs, Seafires, Firefly, Reliant and Hellcats until
discharge.
HENNING

Robert Wansborough
6321
Air Force
433595
FTS: 24/04/43 - 5/02/46
Duty after training: Pilot WAG; on discharge: WAG
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star.

At school 1940 - 1941
Highest rank: Flying Officer

RAAF Training Units
Uranquinty, Bradfield Park, Maryborough, Ballarat, West Sale
2ITS, lOEFT, 5SFTS, 2ED, 3WAGS, 1WAGS, AGS
5th American Air Force (Liberator)
Nadzab New Guinea
Liberator strikes on Rabaul, Kairiru Island, Muscho Island, Wewak area.
25 Sqn, RAAF (Liberator)
Cunderdin, WA
Lancelin Island; Malang, Soerabaja, Semerany - Java.
HENRY

Francis Tress
Air Force
421273
Duty after training: Observer

]an-45 - Feb-45

Mar-45 - ]ul-45

5522
At school 1935 - 1940
FTS: 31/01/42 - 9/04/43
Highest rank: LAC
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

RAAF Training Units
Cootamundra, West Sale, Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, lAOS, 3BAGS, 2ED
HERBERT

24/04/43 - Nov-44

31101142 - 9/04/43

Arthur James
4713
At school 1930 - 1931
Army
134584
FTS: 1939 - 1946
Highest rank: Major
Duty after training: RE Field Survey
CBE, MID
Service Medals: Africa Star (lsr Army Clasp), Italy Star, Service Medal (MID Clasp), Defence Medal,
European Star.

516 Field Survey Coy
Portsmouth, Salisbury. United Kingdom
Training then AA and coast defence.
Gibraltar
Spanish Defence Survey.
Algeria, Tunisia North Africa
2i/c 516 Survey and Map distribution.
HQ 5th US Army
Salerno, Naples Italy
5th Army Map and Distribution Centre.
HQ 8th British Army
Bari, Padua:·Italy
Survey, map and distribution.
518 Field Survey Coy
Padua Italy
OC 518 Fd Survey Co, survey map production.
19 Field Survey Coy, Svy Corps
Vienna, Austria
OC 19th Field Survey Coy, Survey Corps.
Companion ofthe British Empire
Mentioned in Despatches 1946

Dec-39 - Dec-41
]an-42 - Jul-42
Sep-42 - May-43

May-43 - ]an-44

]an-44 - ]un-45

Jun-45 - Aug-45

Aug-45 - Aug-46
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HERBERT

John Ferguson
Army Malaya Volunteer Defence Force

3384
At school 1922 - 1925
FTS: Late 1941 - 1945

Malaya Volunteer Forces
Malaya
POW
Changi Singapore, Burma Siam Railway

HERBORN

John Franklyn Burnell
6322
At school 1940 - 1942
Navy
S9185
FTS: 4/11/43 - 1946
Highest rank: Able Seaman
Duty after training: Anti-Submarine Warfare
Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, ASM, War Medal 1939/45.

HERON

John Maxwell
Army

HESS

Anthony Laurie
Army
NX137814

3626
5340
FTS: 15/03/40 - 6/03/42

Darwin Fixed Defences Heavy Arty
Darwin
Sydney Fixed Defences Heavy Arty
Sydney
Paga Battery
Paga Port Moresby New Guinea
16 Infantry Trg Bn
NSW

HEWETT

HEWLETT

HICKS

HICKSON

8/06/40 - 26/06/42
10/11/42 - 4/09/43
29/10/43 - 7/11144
15/02/45 - 27/07/45
At school 1935 - 1940
Highest rank: Lieut

4988
FTS: 31105/40 - 31/0l/45

At school 1932 - 1934
Highest rank: Gunner

Charles Stephen
Army
NX23246

Gerald Richard
Army
NX17093
2/13 Field Regt, RAA
Darwin
Middle East
2/1 Medium Regt, RAA
Middle EasT
2/13 Comp AA Regtl RAA
Ausrralia
2/1 Medium Regtl RAA
Ausrralia

12/02/42 - 18/01144
25/01144 - 12/07/44

27/05/45 - 23/08/45

28/06/41 - 27/02/43

1108/43 - 29/05/44
4799
FTS: 24/05/40 - 7112145

At school 1930 - 1936
Highest rank: Sergeant
1/04/41 - 1108141
1/09/41 - 16/11/41
16/11/41 - 16/05/42
30/08/43 - 23/11/44

23/11/44 - 20/09/45

Geoffrey Broughton
3973
At school 1926 - 1931
Highest rank: Gunner
Army
NX16572
FTS: 27105/40 - 20/07/45
Service Medals: Medals for serving in Middle EasT, PNG, Borneo, ASM
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
MIddle East
New Guinea
Morotai,Balikpapan Borneo.

t

At school 1934 - 1935
Highest rank: Private

5524
John Lloyd
FTS: 12/02/42 - 14/06/46
Army
NX123706
30 Aust Inf Bn
Australia
Finschhafen New Guinea.
Contracted malaria.
2/6 Commando Sqn
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.
Wounded in action at Balikpapan.

2/1 AA Regtl RAA
Middle EasT
1 Bty.
New Guinea

HEWSON

At school 1924 - 1925

1941 - Jan-42
1942 - 1944
JuI-45 - 1945

Brian Murray Prior
3456
At school 1923 - 1924
Army
NX41262
Highest rank: Corporal
FTS: 6/09/40 - 7/11143
Service Medals: 1939/45 rar with 1st Clasp, Pacinc Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
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Malaya, Singapore.
POW
Singapore, Thai-Burma Railway.
Died from illness.
HICKSON

Robert Rowan Barton
Army
NX25579

29/07/41 - 15/02/42
15/02/42 - 7/11/43
2249
FTS: 11/06/40 - 1/07/47

2/4 Pioneer Bn
NSW; Darwin
HQ NT Force AALC
Darwin
HQRAE Trg Centre
Australia .
5 Base Sub Area
Lae New Guinea; Rabaul
2 War Crimes Section
Kure Japan

At school 1916 - 1921
Highest rank: Lt Col
12/02/41 - 14/12/42
16107/43 - 24/07/44
24/07/44 - 12/07/45

18/08/45 - 6/03146
27/06/46 - 5104/47

HIGGINS

Richard Alexander Irving
Air Force

HIGGS

Arthur Beresford
5075
At school 1932 - 1934
Army
NX95535
FTS: 24/04/42 - 27/06/45
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: Artillery; on discharge: Pay Sgt Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, ASM

HIGGS

Harvey Lloyd
Army
QX36006
Duty after training: Intelligence

6015

3974
FTS: 22/09/41 - 2/11/45

11 Field Regt, RAA
Queensland
17 Field Regt, RAA
Queensland
HQ 5 Aust Division
. New Guinea
1 Air Liaison Group
New Guinea
GSa III with HQ 11 Div & 44 Sqn
Bougainville New Guinea
HIGGS

At school 1938 - 1942

At school 1926 - 1930
Highest rank: Captain

16109/40 - 21103142
21103/42 - 23/12/42
12/01143 - 22/02/44

10/05/44 - 19/08/44
18/05/45 - 27/10/45

Rodney Francis
5526
At school 1935 - 1941
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Air Force
432178
ITS: 5/12/42 - 18112/45
Duty after training: WAG; on discharge: Signaller
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, France and Germany Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM

RAAF Training Units
5/12/42 - Oct-43
Bradfield, Maryborough, Evans Head, Parkes. Australia
2ITS, 3WAGS, 1BAGS, lANS, 2EW
lANS
15/09/43 Parkes, NSW
Staff wireless operator.
RAF Training Units
Stranraer, Scotland United Kingdom
2/05/44 - 12/02/45
2 Radio School, 4 AFU, 29 OTU, 1661 Conversion Unit (to 4 engine), 5 Lancaster Flight School.
50 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command
18/02/45 - 31/05/45
Skellingthorpe, Lincolnshire United Kingdom
HIGINBOTHAM

,

Alan Howard
Army
NXI05390

4342
FTS: 1110/41 - 1/02/46

1 Cay Diy Sigs
New South Wales
1 Motor Diy Sigs
New South Wales
3 Armd Div Sigs
New South Wales
10 Pigeon Sect
Torokina, Bougainville New Guinea

At school 1928 - 1935
Highest rank: Lieut
1110/41 30104/42 - 15/11/42
15/11142 - 22/10/44
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HILBERT

John Frederick
Army
NI05000

4175
FTS: 28/02/41 - 3/06/46

54 Anti Aircraft Searchlight Coy, RAA
Australia
5 Heavy Bde, RAA Coastal Defences
North Head
Details Depot
Darwin
4 Aust InfBn
Queensland
1 Returned Stores Depot, MOC
Australia
HILBERT

Oscar
Army

NX91670

12/03/41 25/03/41 13/02/43 21/12/43 26/02/44 -

3975
FTS: 9/03/42 - 29/11/45

2/25 Aust Inf Bn
Port Moresby, Owen Stanleys New Guinea
Lae, New Guinea
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.
HILL

Edmund Adrian Du Rieu
NX]9650]
Army
Service Medals: EM

Charles McLean
Air Force

HILLYAR

Kenneth Norwood Mends
Army
NX117619

1241
FTS: 25/02/41 - 14/02/46

At school 1907 - 1909
Highest rank: Major
MM with Bar (WWl)
25/02/41 - 28/08/43
28/08/43 - 21/02/44

6/03/44 - 17/06/44

17/06/44 - 6/06/45

2/08/45 - 24/02/46
2950
3284
FTS: 19/05/41 - 20/11/45

18 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
16 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
HINDER

At school 1926 - 1930
Highest rank: L/Corporal
28/11/42 - 19/01/43
22/07/43 - ]2/02/44
15/06/45 - 11/11/45

8 Garrison Bn
SydneyNSW
7 GR&E Unit
Australia
Officer commanding
16 Grave Unit
Australia, Merauke, Horn Island
Officer commanding
18 Grave Unit
New Guinea, Bougainville
Officer commanding
HQ War Graves Group
Mororai, Ambon.
HILLYAR

At school 1927 - 1934
Highest rank: Corporal

At school 1920 - 1920
At school 1922 - 1925
Highest rank: Major
28/04/42 5/10/44 -

David Clive Critchley
3976
At school 1926 - 1928 •
Army
NX76302
FTS: 5/11/40 - 14/12/45
Highest rank: Captain
Duty after training: Medical Officer
Service Medals: ASM, War Medal 1939/45, Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star
2/9 Field Amb, AAMC
Malaya
2/19 Aust Inf Bn
Malaya, Singapore
Became MO to 2119 Bn during last days of fighting.
POW
Singapore
MO with worlcing parties.
Burma - Thailand railway
MO in 'U' Bn. Member of 'D' Force.
At sea; Yaminii, Niihama Japan
Voyage to Japan. With worlcing parties in Japan.

1941 - 15/02/42
Feb-42 -

15/02/42 - Mar-43
1/03/43 - 1/06/44
Jul-44 - Sep-45
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Hubert Ernest Warren
1969
FTS: 19/02/42 - 19/12/44
Army
NX36577
Duty after training: Truck driver

At school 1914 - 1916
Highest rank: Driver

AASC
Darwin
HIPSLEY

John William
4176
At school 1927 - 1935
Army
VX51872
FTS: 1/04/41 - 13/09/45
Highest rank: Caprain
Duty after training: Infantry
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star 8th Army Clasp, Pacific
Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
Melb Uni Regr
Melbourne
Nov-39 - Mar-41
2/23 Aust Inf Bn
Apr-41 - Sep-41
El Alamein Middle East
Sep-41 - Feb-43
Training
-Aug-43
New Guinea
Aug-43 - Mar-44
2/38 Aust Inf Bn
Mar-44 - Nov-44
29/46 Aust lof Bn
]acquinot Bay, New Britain
Nov-44 - Apr-45
Townsville, Qld; Sydney, NSW
-Aug-45

HIRST

Clifton James
Army
NX162550

4845
FTS: 19/01/42 - 12/12/45

15 Aust Iof Bde Tpt Coy
NSW
14 Coy, AASC
NS~ Darwin.
Darwin from 3/03/43.
108 Convalescent Depot, AAMC
NSW
HISLOP

Robert Buchan Sydeserff
Army
NX108957

At school 1931 - 1936
Highest rank: Driver

19/01/42 16/09/42 - 10111144

27/11/44 - 12/12/45
3797
FTS: 30/06/40 - 22/11/46

At school 1925 - 1930
Highest rank: Major

MID
13 Workshop Coy, AEME
New Guinea
11 Workshop & Park Coy, AEME
Australia
Mentioned in Despatches 21/02/46: Distinguished services in the South west Pacific area.
HITTMANN

Bruce Park
Army

NX116624

4800
FTS: 1/10/41 - 5/06/45

7 Field Regr, RAA
Australia
2/4 Field Regr, RAA
Australia
HITTMANN

Keith Charles Martin
Army
NX110669
7 Field Regr, RAA
Australia
WA LofCArea
Western Australia
7 Field Regr, RAA
Australia
18 Trg Bde
Australia
2/7 Field Regr, RAA
Australia
2/12 Field Regr, RAA
Australia
Morotai, Borneo

28/04/45 - 2/08145
2/08/45 - 22/11/46
At school 1930 - 1933
Highest rank: Captain

28/03/45 4930
FTS: 4/03/39 - 9/01/46

At school 1931 - 1937

27/09/41 21/09/43 29/10/43-17/11/43
24/11/43 20/02/44 -

29/11144 3105/45 - 31/05/45
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HIXSON

HOARE

Francis D'Arcy
Army
NX133661
14 Machine Gun Bn
Goulburn NSW
5 Transporter Coy
NSW
2/2 HQ Guard Bn
Australia

2166
FTS: 2/04/41 - 10/1]/43

Thomas Edward Bryan
Army
QX4166

3457
FTS: 20/10/39 - 16111/45

At school 1915 - 1921
Highest rank: LieU(
1110/41 - 25/05/42

25/05/42 - 17/12/42
11/01/43 - 21110/43
At school 1923 - 1925
Highest rank: Lieut

1 Anti-Tank Regt, RAA
Liverpool
2/10 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
POW
Singapore
'H' Force Thailand.
HOBBES

-

18/03/40 13/07/40 15/02/42 - 2/09/45

Geoffrey Goldie
3977
Air Force
6065
FTS: 6/11/39 - 11/10/45
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45

At school 1926 - 1926
Highest rank: Warrant Officer

RAAF Training Units
6/1]/39 - 11/ 10/4 5
Australia
PTC Armoured, 2AD, SHQ, AFHQ, RAAF Command Allied Airforce, 2PD
HOBSON

Jack Robert Harold
Army
NX89534
Duty after training: Gunner

3798
At school 1924 - 1927
FTS: 20/02/42 - 28/03/44
Highest rank: Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM

2/5 Field Regt, RAA
Sanananda, Lae New Guinea.
Northern Territory
Compassionate discharge.
HOCKEN

Frank Gordon
2596
Army
NX127355
FTS: 1/09/40 - 8/06/44
Duty after training: Ordnance Corps

24/11142 28111/43 - 28/03/44

At school 1918 - 1921
Highest rank: Captain

CMF
Australia
255 Light Aid Detachment, AEME
Australia
Seconded to AIF in July 1942
109 Bde Gp Workshop, AEME
Australia
255 Light Aid Detachment, AEME
Australia
Appointed Captain and then discharged.

1/09/40 - 21/07/42

23/06/41 - 21107/42

21/07/42 - 1/02/44
1/02/44 - 8/06/44

Gordon Bruce
5712
At school 1936 - 1938
413156
FTS: 16108/41 - 25/02/44
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Air Force
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Air Crew Europe
Star, ASM 1939/45, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units
Sydney, Bradfield Park, Narrandera, Australia
2RC, 2ITS, 5EFTS, 2PD
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Manitoba, Halifax Canada
3 'M' Depot, 10SFTS, I 'Y'Depot
RAF Training Units
Bournemouth, Babdown Farm, Blyron, Lindeholm United Kingdom
PRC, 15AFU, 1662CU
166 Sqn, RAF
Elsham Woods United Kingdom
550 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)

16/08/41 - 24/04/42

15/05/42 - 23/10/42

9111142 - 22/09/43

22/09/43 - 2511]/43
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Killed during a night bombing raid over Augsburg, Germany, aged 22.
HODDLE

Neville George
Army
NX203555
Duty after training: AAMC

5147
FTS: 7/05/43 - 21/04/47

3/14 Field Amb, AAMC
Australia
1 Field Sqn, RAE
Aitape, New Guinea
2/8 Aust rnf Bn
Aitape, New Guinea
2/7 Field Amb, AAMC
Buna, New Guinea
Accidently wounded, gunshot wound.
2/11 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Australia
Regimental duties. Various hospitalisations.
HODGKINSON

25/11/43 - 25/02/44

At school 1933 - 1937
Highest rank: Captain

28/08/44 - 5/11/44
27111/44 - 2/02/45

2/02/45 - 30/03/45
30/03/45 - 27/04/45

21/09/45 - 17/04/46

Henry Richard Taylor
4715a
At school 1930 - 1933
Army
NX70680
FTS: 20/03/40 - 5/06/44
Highest rank: Captain
Duty after training: Medical Offlcer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence
Medal 1939/45, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45 ..
AAMC
Wallgrove
1940 - Jan-41
CMF Captain AAMC. Cavalry Field Ambulance.
Army Training
Sydney, Tamworth
22/01/41 - 27/06/41
Enlisted in AlF as MO. Camp at Sydney Showground and then Tamworth Showground.
AAMC
Gaza, Syria. Middle East
27/06/41 - 19/02/42
Queen Elizabeth to ME. AAMC Training Depot Gaza. 2/6 Reinft. 2/11 Field Amb Palestine. 2/2
FieldAmb Syria unit Feb 42. RMO 2/4 InfBn Embarked HMT RaJula 19/02/42.
AAMC
Mar-42 - 1942
Puckapunyal, NW NSW Qld.
2/9 Armoured Regt Puckapunyal Vic, North West NSW and Qld.
2/16 Aust rnf Bn
]un-42 - Dec-43
Port Moresby, Lae, Dumpu, Markham Valley New Guinea.
113 Aust Gen Hosp, ~C
Concord, NSW
Dec-43 - 26/07/44
Evacuated on HS Manundra to Australia. Served at 113 Aust Gen Hosp.
At school 1924 - 1928

HODGSON

Henry Bruce
Army
NX104743
24 Light Horse
1 MOUJltain Bty, RAA
New Guinea

HODGSON

At school 1929 - 1934
4526
Oswald John
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
FTS: 11/11/40 - 29110/45
Air Force
402957
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Air Crew Europe Star, Burma Star, Defence Medal

3629

RAAF Training Units
Narromine Australia
2ITS, 5 EFTS, 2ED
RCAF Training Units
Ontario, Halifax Canada
1 SFTS Camp Borden, 1 M Depot (RCAF 30)
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
3 PCR, 52 OTU
79 Sqn, RAAF (Spitfire)
United Kingdom
HQ Calcutta
India

11111140 - Apr-41

21/04/41-Aug-41

16/08/41 - Oct-41

7/10/41 - Jun-43
23/06/43 - Nov-43
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RAAF Training Units (Instructor)
Australia
CFS, 2 A.Park, CRS, 8EFTS, lOEFTS, RAAF Staff Sch.
HOELSCHER

John Richard
5713
Air Force
432803
FTS: 30101/43 - 5/02/46
Duty after training: Air Gunner
RAAF Training Units
Parkes Australia
2ITS, 2 WAGS, AGS
179 Sqn RAF Coastal Command (Wellington)
United Kingdom

HOLE

Francis George
Army
NX173656
Duty after training: RAE

16/02/44 - 3109145
At school 1936 - 1941
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

30101/43 - Jan-44

21/03/45 - May 45

3630
At school 1924 - 1929
FTS: 10107/43 - 3111/45
Highest rank: Lieut
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star

RAE
Kapooka, NSW; Woodside, SA, Sydney.
Jul-43 Training and awaiting posting, including OCTU and School of Military Engineering.
8 T ps Coy, RAE
Lae New Guinea.
Oct-44 Hospitalisation
Sydney
Feb-45 Hospital and off-duty.
23 Mech Equipment Park, RAE
May-45 - Nov-45
Sydney, NSW
HOLLAND

Ian LacWan
Army

NX71745

3734
FTS: 10/03/41 - 13110145

104 Gen T pt Coy, AASC
Middle East
Port Moresby New Guinea
Brisbane, Cairns Queensland
Attended schools and attached to 43 and 54 DCRE Works.
Aitape New Guinea
HOLLIDAY

Eric Stanley
Merchant Navy
Duty after training: Engineer

At school 1924 - 1925
Highest rank: Sergeant
3/05/41 - 31/01/42
20107/43 - 15/08/43
15/08/43 - 14/1 0/44
21/10144 - 27105/45

5264
At school 1933 - 1935 •
Highest rank: N2nd Engineer
FTS: 26/02/41 - 18112142
Service Medals: Pacific Star and Associated Medals

MY MoaMoa
At Sea off Australian East Coast
1/02/41 - 1112/42
3rd Engineer and acting 2nd Engineer in charge of watch, ships engines and electrical equipment.
Conveying explosives, equipment, cargo Sydney to Cairns; survey team to Lord Howe

t

HOLLIDAY

Lloyd Henry
5265
Air Force
411786
FTS: 25/05/41 -7103/42
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot

At school 1933 - 1934 •
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

RAAF Training Units
Temora, Wagga
5/05/41 - 13/02/42
2ITS, 10 EFTS, 2 SFTS, OTU. After initial training on Tiger Moths and Wirraways he was
transferred to a Sqn.
75 Sqd, RAAF (Kittyhawk)
Bankstown, Kempsey
14/02/42 - 7103142
At Kempsey the flight ran into a severe storm and Lloyd's plane developed engine trouble - he
crashed and was killed.
HOLLIDAY-SMITH Roderic John
5218
Army
NX54942
FTS: 18/11/41 - 13/03/46
Duty after training: Infantry; on discharge: Adjutant
Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, ASM, War Medal
2/6 Aust Inf Bn
Bathurst, Dubbo NSW; Atherton Tablelands, Queensland.
32 InfTrng Bn at Bathurst and Dubbo.
2/6 Bn, 3 New Guinea Iof Bn

At school 1933 - 1938
Highest rank: Captain

18/11/41-11/11/42
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'!\ Coy. Adjutant 3 NG Inf Bn.

HOLME

John Leicester Bakewell
3978
Army
NX475
FTS: 1/03/29 - 2/07/46
Duty after training: Medical Officer
2/7 Cav Regt
MiddJe East
Ttanshipped to Orcades at Ceylon.
2/15 Lt Field Amb, AAMC
Australia
2/8 Field Amb, AAMC
Milne Bay New Guinea
103 Lt Field Amb, AAMC
Australia
Appointed to Command.
2/14 Lt Field Amb, AAMC
Australia
Appointed to Command.
2 Field Amb, AAMC
Jacquinot Bay New Britain
Appointed to Command

HOLMES

Leonard Broughton
Navy
283 / NAP 480
Service Medals: ASM

12/11/42 - 13/03/46
At school 1926 - 1932
Highest rank: Lt Col

28/12/40 - 4/02/42

9/07/42 - 3/06/43
26/07/43 - 7/02/44
19/07/44 - 12/08/44

12/08/44 - 28/05/45

7/06/45 - 22/10/45
4178
FTS: 23/10/41 - 21/12/44

Naval Auxiliary Patrol
Australia

At school 1927 - 1930
Highest rank: Mate

23/10/41 - 21/12/44

HOLMES

Roland Adrian Glennie
4716
At school 1930 - 1935
Army
NX77339
FTS: Sep-41 - Apr-46
Highest rank: Captain
Duty after training: Medical Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star
113 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Cowra, Concord
May-42 - Aug-42
General Army and military training at Cowra then seven weeks as MO at 113 AGH at Concord.
2/5 Field Amb, AAMC
Milne Bay New Guinea
Aug-42 - Oct-42
MO 'B'Coy.
2/12 Aust Inf Bn
.
Goodenough Island New Guinea
Oct-42 - Dec-42
RMO
2/5 Field Amb, AAMC
Buna, Sanananda New Guinea
Dec-42 - Feb-43
MO 'B' Coy.
Ravenshoe Qld
Mar-43 - Aug-43
Port Moresby, Ramu Valley New Guinea.
Jul-43 - May-44
From Feb to April 1944 at 7th Div HQ as Acting DADMS 7 Div.
Strathpine, Kairi
Jul-44 - May-45
MO 7 Div Convalescent Camp, MO HQ Coy.
Morotai
May-45 - Jun-45
Balikpapan Borneo.
Jul-45 - Aug-45
2/7 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Lae, New Guinea
Aug-45 - Sep-45
Demobilisacion Centre
Sydney
Oct-45 - Apr-46
Medical Officer.

HOLMES

Thomas At:~ur Glennie
2760
Army
NX153894
FTS: 16/10/42 - 11/02/46
Duty after training: Medical Officer
11 Casualty Clearing Station, AAMC
New Guinea
2/5 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
New Guinea
Morotai
Inter-Services Medical Wing Demob Centre
Australia

At school 1919 - 1924
Highest rank: Captain

26/07/43 - 3/09/43
3/09/43 - 10/05/44
17/03/45 - 4/09/45
26/09/45 - 12/02/46
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HOLMES

aCOURT Peter
Air Force
444241
Duty after training: Pilot

6324
At school 1940 - 1943
FTS: 3/03/42 - 13/08/45
Highest rank: LAC
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

48 Sqn, RAAF
Sourh West Pacific
3/03/42 - 29/01/44
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narrandera, Mallala, Tocumwal, Springbank, Beralla, Brisbane Australia
6ITS, 8EFTS, 2PD, 6SFTS, 7AD, 11EFTS, 3 Srores Depor, 2PD
29/01/44 - 13/08/45
HOLT

HOPE

Nigel Bruno
Army
NX1869
2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
New Guinea

4991
FTS: 5/11/39 - 8/01/46

Charles Brian
Army
NX28042

4344
ITS: 3/06/40 - 15/08/45

9/01/40 - 23/05/42
22/11/42 - 24/01/43

2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
Returned member of 2/2 Lt AA Regt
2/2 Heavy AA Regt, RAA
Port Moresby New Guinea
Moresby AA Group
Port Moresby New Guinea
HOPE

Jeffrey Denbigh
Army
NX3314

3/06/42 21/06/43 - 5/07/44

4992
FTS: 27/10/39 - 13/08/45

At school 1932 - 1935
Highest rank: Corporal
1% 1/40 - 17/03/42
27110/43 - 3/05/44

Robert Marsden
4993
At school 1932 - 1936 •
Army
FTS: 29/05/40 - 4/08/44
Highest rank: Bombardier
Duty after training: Signaller
Service Medals: Africa Star, Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, ASM,
Defence Medal, 1939/45 General Service Medal
2/6 Field Regt, RAA
Ingleburn, Barhurst
Deir Suneid, Palestine
Mersa Marruh, North Africa
Defensive activities
Lebanon Syria
Syrian campaign, occupation of Lebanon.
Woodside, SA; Casino, NSW; Caboolture, Queensland.
Port Moresby, Gona, Sanananda, New Guinea
Sanananda campaign. Hospitalised July 1943.
Hospitalisation
Port Moresby, New Guinea; Sydney
Hospital and convalescing after scrub typhus, unci I discharge.

HOPKINS

William John Hollis
Army

HORDERN

Hunter Stewart
NXII9692
Army

4343
5714
FTS: Jan-42 - Dec-45

160 Gen Tpt Coy, RACT
Norrh Queensland
HORDERN

At school 1928 - 1931
Highest rank: Sraff Sergeant
25/07/41- 17/02/42

2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
HQSignals
Merauke, Dutch new Guinea
HOPE

At school 1932 - 1933
Highest rank: Lieut

John Macquarie
Army
NX70270
HQ 22 Aust Inf Bde
Malaya Singapore
POW
Singapore, Burma
'It Force ro Burma.

May-40 - Nov-40
Nov-40 - Apr-41
Apr-41 - Jun-41
Jun-41 - Mar-42
Mar-42 - Aug-42
Aug-42 - Aug-43

Aug-43 - Aug-44
At school 1928 - 1932
At school 1936 - 1940
Highest rank: Sergeant
Jan-42 -

2761
FTS: 22/08/40 - 11/01/46

At school 1919 - 1923
Highest rank: Captain
19/02/41 - 15/02/42
15/02/42 - Sep-45
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John Norman Carr
Navy
S7633

6017
FTS: 14/12/42 - 26/02/46

At schoo11938 - 1941
Highest rank: Stores Assistant

HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
HMASMerkur
Australia
HMAS Shropshire
South Wesr Pacific
HMAS Penguin
Sydney

HORDERN

14/12/42 - 18/06/43
18/06/43 - 4/04/45
4/04/45 - 31/05/45
31/05/45 - 26/02/46

Ross Lyburn
At schoo11937 - 1943
5874
Highest rank: Private
Army
NX203788
FTS: 1/06/44 - 13/07/46
Duty after training: Rifleman
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
Infantry Training Bn
Cowra
]un-44 - Aug-44
POW breakout. 1104 Japanese escaped, 231 prisoners and 4 Australian soldiers were killed.
Infantry Training Bn
Bathurst
]ul-44 Mortar Gun training.
Jungle Warfare School
Sep-44 - Nov-44
Canungra
2/48 Aust Inf Bn
Dec-44 - 1945
Australia; Morotai.

tHORE

Kenneth Vernon
5456
Air Force
412533
FTS: 19/07/41 - 29/11/43
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilor

At schoo11934 - 1936
Highest rank: Flying Officer

RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
2 BAGS, 2ED, 7AGS, 4 (c) OTU
461 Sqn, RAAF Coastal Command (Sunderland)
Pembroke Dock, United Kingdom
Missing whilsr on anti-sub parrol over Bay of Biscay, presumed dead.

tHORE

Peter
5457
Air Force
434172,
FTS: 30/10/42 - 9/02/45
Duty after training: Guard; duty at death: Air Gunner
RAAF Training Units
Kingatoy, Wesr Sale, Bradfield Park Australia
3 Recruit Depot, 3ITS, 3WAGS, 2ED
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
I1PORC
10 Sqn, RAAF Coastal Command (Sunderland)
Mount Barren, England
Drowned in air operarions Plymourh Sound.

HORLEY

19/08/42 - Oct-43

6/10/43 - 29/11/43

At school 1934 - 1938
Highest rank: Flight Sgt

30/10/42 - 27/01/44

12/03/44 - 11/04/44

22/04/44 - 9/02/45

Stewart Percy
4849
At schoo11931 - 1938
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Air Force
421219
FTS: 31/01/42 - 21/08/45
Duty after training: Navigator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Defence Medal, 1939-1945 War Medal, ASM
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park
Dec-41 - May-42
2 ITS.
"
RCAF Training Units
Chatham, New Brunswick; Fingal, Ontario; Summerside,
Prince Edward Island. Canada
19/09/42 - 24/04/43
10 AOS, navigarion training; 4 B&G. Awarded wings '5/03/43. 1 GRS.
6 Operational Training Unit
Sillorh, Cumbria. United Kingdom
28/09/43 - 19/10/43
Conversion to Wellington a/c. Flighrs over North Atlantic including convoy escorts.
303 Ferry Training Unit
Tal Benny, Wales to Cairo UK and Egypt
19/11/43 - 2/12/43
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Collecting Wellington a/c, flight testing and delivety from UK to Cairo Egypt via North Africa.
Ferry Command
Cairo to Aden Egypt
18/12/43 - 30/12/43
Delivered Wellington a/c from Cairo to Aden via Wadi Halfa. Delivered aircraft to 8 Sqn RAE
8 Sqn, RAF, (Wellington), Coastal Command.
Aden Indian Ocean
30/12/43 - 7/11/44
Convoy escort Indian Ocean and Persian Gulf; anti-sub patrols; air sea rescue; mission to Shibam in
South Yeman for famine relief.
22PTC
Almaza Egypt
15/11/44 - 23/12/44
Air traffic control Almaza airport. Sailed from Suez to UK on Strathaird.
39 PTC
Brighton, Chatham Yorkshire. United Kingdom
4/01/45 - 1/05/45
Instructing navigation.

HOSKINS

Hugh John
Air Force
411326
Duty after training: Pilot

4850
At school 1931 - 1935
ITS: 28/04/41 - 3/12/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star

RAAF Training Units
Temora, Wagga, Richmond, Camden, Australia
2ITS, lOEFTS, 2SFTS, 5HQ, CFS, lOEFTS, 5SFTS, 20TU, 3RP
76 Sqn, RAAF (Kittyhawk)
South West Pacific

HOSKINS

28/04/41 - 3/06/45

3/06/45 - 2/12/45

At school 1930 - 1931
John Geoffrey
4717
Air Force
261718
ITS: 14/08/40 - 18/06/46
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
DFC,AFC.
Duty after training: Flying Instructor; on discharge: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training Units (Instructor)
19/08/40Mascot, Camden, Bairnsdale Australia
4 EFTS, Mascot; Central Flying School, Camden; 1 OTU, Bairnsdale. Trained RAAF pilots before
the war as part ofNSW Aero Club.
6 Sqn RAAF (Beaufort)
Milne Bay, Goodenough Is. New Guinea
15/10/43 RAAF Training Units (Instructor)
7(09(44 Deniliquin, Point Cook. Australia

Distinguished Flying Cross Citation, 1945
Since being posted to No 6 CRIB Squadron on the 15 October, 1943, Squadron Leader Hoskins has served as aflight commander.
While flying in active operations against the enemy, he has displayed outstanding leadership and set a magnificent example to all
members ofthe squadron. He has participated on 20 strikes, 2 ofwhich were night strikes against Rabaul Harbour and Lakunai
Airstrip and the remainder were daylight strikes against targets in New Britain. On many ofthese strikes, Squadron Leader Hoskins
led the squadron and, on occasions, led the entire wing. During these daylight strikes, he frequently flew over the target at tree level
after the bombing to carry out strafing attacks and observe enemy dispositions. Squadron Leader Hoskins is an expert and
Courageous pilot whose example has done much to build up the offensive spirit ofthe squadron.

HOSKINS

Kenneth Charles
Asmy
261718
Duty after training: Engineer

HOSKINS

Richard Malcolm
4086
At school 1926 - 1928
Asmy
NX142908
FTS: 7/09/40 - 16/06/45
Highest rank: Captain
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Gunner Officer/Prine Mech.
Sydney Fixed Defences
North Head Sydney
US Army Small Ships Div.
Oro Bay, Finschhafen New Guinea.
Small Tankers Fleer.

HOUSTON

4179

At school 1927 - 1932

1/12/40 - 18/09/44
Oct-44 - 16/06/45

Peter Nairn
6019
At school 1938 - 1942
Air Force
163920
ITS: 1/06/42 - 29/10(45
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Telegraphist; on discharge: Wireless Operator
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
48 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
23 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific

1/06/42 - 25/12/42
25/12/42 - 3/06/44
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Point Cook, Canberra Australia
2RD, Signals School, RAAF Stn Canberra, 2PD
HOWIE

Eric Clark
4851
AirFce/Army 445600 NX120344 ITS: 1/10/41 - 31107/45
Duty after training: Navigator

3/06/44 - 29/10/45
At school 1931 - 1938
Highest rank: LAC

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Cootarnundra, Tocumwal Ausrralia
2PD, 2RD, 2ITS, 70TU, 2PD
HUBY

HUDSON

William Laurence
Army
NXI04509
14 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Darwin
15 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Darwin
1 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Sydney NSW

5346
ITS: 30/10/40 - 25/02/46

Alan D'Eresby
Army
NXI03512

3459
FTS: 22/07/42 - 7/09/44

13/07/44 - 31/07/45
At school 1934 - 1936
Highest rank: Lieut
13/12/40 - 19/08/42

31112/42 - 9/04/43
9/04/43 - 25/02/46
At school 1923 - 1927
Highest rank: Lieut

12 Field Regt, RAA
NSW; Western Australia.

19/01/42 - 9/06/44

HUDSON

Carlyle Penrose
2952
At school 1920 - 1926
Air Force
261240
ITS: 18/03/40 - 11/05/45
Highest rank: Wing Cmdr
Duty after training: Medical Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45

HUDSON

Charles Burgoyne
4528
At school 1929 - 1934
Air Force
263255
ITS: 8/10/41 - 15/03/46
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Duty after training: Medical Officer;
Service Medals: Pacific Star
1 RAAF Hospital
South West Pacific
HQ 2 Training Group
South West Pacific
HQ 1 Training Group
South West Pacific
IFPRU
South West Pacific
HQ North East Area
South West Pacific
3 RAAF Hospital
South West Pacific

HUDSON

George Keith
Army

1/12/41 - 22/12/41
8/08/42 - 8/01/43
7/06/43 - 22/09/43
22/09/43 - 3/05/44

6/05/44 - 4/09/44
30/11145 -15/03/46
4181

At school 1927 - 1934
Highest rank: Bombardier

LtAA,RAA
BHP Works Newcastle
Predictor operator.
Heavy Anti-Aircraft, RAA
Rathmines, Wangi
Ring sight operator.
Radio Physics School
South Head, sydney
Training as a fire conrrol instructor for AA radar units
Heavy Anti-Aircraft, RAA
Newcastle, Milne Bay New Guinea
Radar operator and instructor. Hospitalised with malaria
Madang New Guinea.
.
Advance parry to install AA equipment. Hospitalised with dengue fever.
Emirau Island, Bismarck Archipelago
In charge of Radar Fire Conrrol Operations.
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HUDSON

Harold Rodney
Air Force
412144
Duty after training: Observer

4182
ITS: 22/06/41 - 3/12/45

RAF Station
Crosby on Eden United Kingdom
ROADURAF
United Kingdom
RAF Portreath
United Kingdom
HUDSON

Ian Morton
Army

2/148027

At school 1927 - 1932
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

11/10/44 - 7/03/45
7/03/45 - 8/03/45
8/03/45 7471
At school 1947 - 1949
ITS: 9/12/53 Grad RMC - 30/09/74
Highest rank: Major

1 RAR

Pusan Korea
1 RHU
Japan

21/03/54 1/04/54 - 7/06/54

1 RAR

Korea
British Commonwealth Amenities Unit
Miyajima Japan.
OC with rank of Captain.
HUDSON

Kenneth Morgan
Air Force
413123
Duty after training: Pilot

4529
ITS: 16/08/41 - 23/02/45

RAAF Training Units
Australia
2RC, lOEFTS, 7SFTS, lAOS, RAAF Bradfield Park, 2PD
HUDSON

Kingsley Edric Fenton Dixon
1970
Navy
32/183
ITS: 1/11/40 - 20/l0/44
Duty after training: Medical Officer
HMAS Penguin
Sydney
HMAS Moresby
Ausrralia

HUDSON

Norman Oswald
Air Force
432186
Duty after training: Air Crew

Geoffrey Keith
Air Force
420885
Duty after training: Pilot

John Zeigler
Army
NX70229

At school 1929 - 1935
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Commendation for Gallantry
16/08/41 - 23/02/45
At school 1914 -1917
Highest rank: Lt Cmdr

25/l1/40 - 3/05/42
4345
At school 1928 - 1933
ITS: 5/12/42 - 27/04/43
Highest rank: AC2
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
5/12/42 - 27/04/43
5528
ITS: 6/12/41 - 5/12/45

RAAF Training Units
Temora, Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, lOEFTS, 2ED
RCAF Training Units
Claresholm, Halifax Canada
2 'Y' Depot, 15SFTS, 1 'Y' Depot
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
1IPDRC, 12 (P) AFU, 540TU, 2ARC, IBPD
600 Sqn, RAF Nightfighter (Beaufighter)
Europe
HUIE

27/12/54 - 7/12/55

1/11/40 - 24/l1/40

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park Australia
HUG

7/06/54 -

1365
ITS: 31/03/41 - 12/02/46

AAMC Middle East
Middle East
HQ 1 Aust Army
Horn Island, North Queensland, Merauke, Dutch New Guinea
Appointed DADMS HQ 1 Aust Army and promoted Major.

At school 1935 - 1936
Highest rank: Flying Officer

6/12/41 - 6/10/42

24/10/42 - 11/03/43

4/04/43 - 12/11/44

12/11/44 - 21/03/45
At school 1909 - 1914
Highest rank: Major
25/09/41 - 18/02/42
30/06/42 - 29/01/44
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Finschhafen New Guinea.
RSLofAAMC
Australia
Relinquished appointment as DADMS and placed on Retired List.
103 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Sydney, Australia

HULL

Allen Richard Callaney
Army
N29122

1935
FTS: 16/03/40 - 2/03/44

3 Armd Regt, AAC
Australia
FAA Workshops, AAOC
Ausrralia
3AustMTTD
Australia

HULTON

Everard Herbert Blethyn
Army

NX34928

15/05/44 - 3/03/45

3/03/45 - 22/01/46
At school 1913 - 1914
Highest rank: Lieut
2/07/41 - 8/08/42
24/09/42 6/08/43 - 2/03/44

3981
FTS: 1941 - 13/12/45

Army Headquarters
Melbourne
Infantry and Staff Duties, seconded from 18 Bartalion.

HULTON

29/01144 - 11/05/44

Henry Robert Blethyn

3800

At school 1926 - 1928
Highest rank: Captain
1941 - 13/12/45
At school 1925 - 1927

Army
NXI92695
FTS: Jun-41 - Feb-47
Highest rank: Captain
Duty after training: Ord Amn Officer; on discharge: Insp Ord Officer
Service Medals: Pacific Star, GS Medal, ASM, EM
AAOC
Liverpool, Albury
Jun-41 - Oct-41
Ammunition training
2 Base Amm Depot, AAOC
Myambat, Australia
Oct-41 - Sep-42
Ordnance Officer Ammunition.
6 Adv Depot, AAOC
Marrangaroo, Australia
Sep-42 - Mar-43
Ordnance Officer Ammunition.
2 Military District, AAOC
Liverpool
Apr-43 - Jun-43
Instructor, AE School .
8 Adv Depot, AAOC
Pon Moresby, New Guinea
Jun-43 - Jan-44
Ordnance Officer Ammunition. IOO School Jan to Mar 1944, Broadmeadows.
MGOBch,LHQ
Brisbane
Apr-44 - Apr-45
IOO
Royal Military College of Science
United 'Kingdom
Apr-45 - Dec-45
Advanced Class (War)
Aust Army Staff
United Kingdom
Dec-45 - Sep-46
Ammunition investigations.
Army Headquarters
Oct-46 - Feb-47
Melbourne
DADAS (Armament)

tHUM

Gerald Desmond
3632
Air Force,
403989
FTS: 31/03/41 - 28110/42
Duty after training: Air Crew V; duty at death: Air Observer
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park Australia
RCAF Training Units
Mossbank, Ruers, Halifax Canada
2AGS, 2BAGS, lANS, 1 'Y' Depot
RAP Training Units
United Kingdom
2EB,10TU

At school 1924 - 1928
Highest rank: Flying Officer

31/03/41 - 13/06/41
4/07/41 -Apr-42

28/04/42 - Jul-42
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6 Sqn RAAF
New Guinea area
Killed in aerial combat.
HUM

Julian David
Air Force
432187
Duty after training: Pilar

28/09/42 - Oct-42
5148
At school 1933 - 1941
FTS: 5/12/42 - 11/01/46
Highest rank: Pilar Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star

RAAF Training Units
Temora, Uranquinty, Tamworth, Western Junction, Maryborough, Narrandera, Mildura Australia
5/12/42 - 17/02/45
2ITS, lOEFTS, 5SFTS, 6FS, 7EFTS, 3WAGS, 8EFTS, 20TU, 1RPP
75 Sqn, RAAF (Kittyhawk)
17/02/45-12/11/45
South West Pacific
HUME

Frederick William
6104
At school 1938 - 1942
127351
FTS: 24/09/43 - 4/02/48
Highest rank: LAC
Air Force
Duty after training: Trainee Technician; on discharge: Radar Mechanic
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
25/09/43 - 6/03/46
Australia
2RD, 3STT, 4STT, 1STT, Radar School, 10TU
37 Sqn, RAAF
6/03/46 - 30/04/46
South West Pacific
Radar Station
30/04/46 - 1/08/47
Darwin

HUMPHRY

Ernest Vere
Army
QX1753
2/2 Machine Gun Bn
Middle East
Army Canteen Service
New Guinea

HUNGERFORD

5149
FTS: 20/05/40 - 30/03/44

30/01/41 - 25/01143
28/07/43 -

Harold Spencer
4346
Air Force
61562
FTS; 9/12/41 - 14/11/45
Duty after training: Flight Rigger; on discharge: Fitter II A
Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, War Medal 1939/45
61 Operational Base Unit
Australia

HUNT

HUNTER

At school 1928 - 1929
Highest rank: LAC

12/09/44 - Nov-45

Peter Thompson
5715
At school 1936 - 1940 •
Army
NX81126
FTS: 30/12/41 - 20/05/46
Highest rank: Gunner
Duty after training: Gun Layer; on discharge: Gp 3 Gun Layer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
RAA Training Unit
Cowra
1 Field Regt, RAA
Sydney, Newcastle, NSW; Darwin, NT
2/11 Field Regt, RAA
Lae, New Guinea.
Bougainville
Sydney

HUNT

At school 1933 - 1934
Highest rank: Private

Jan-42 - Mar-42
Apr-42 - Aug-44
Aug-44 - Nov-44
Nov-44 - Jan-46
Feb-46 - Jun-46

William Lester
5716
Air Force
432621
FTS: 2/01143 - 21/12/45
Duty after training: Air Gunner; on discharge: WO
20 Advanced Flying Unit
United Kingdom
5 Aircrew Reception Centre
Egypt
RAF Station
Shallya Egypt

At school 1936 - 1942
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star.

Geoffrey Fairbank
Navy
41784
HMAS Cerberus

At school 1938 - 1941
Highest rank: Sub Lieut

6021
FTS: 4/05/42 - 14/03/46

23/06/44 - 2/09/44
25/11/44 - Jan-45

24/02/45 - Jun-45
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HMAS Kanimbla
South West Pacific
HMAS Shropshire
South West Pacific
HUNTER

18/12/42 - 1/03/43
1/03/43 - 9/10/43
9/1 0/43 - 24/07/44

Robert James
Army

3982
NX527 11

FrS: 5/07/40 - 27/08/43

2/3 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Middle East
HURST

Brian Lloyd

6326

Infantry Training Bn
Cowra, Bathurst, Canungra, Queensland
Training Jungle Warfare Centre
HQRabaul
Rabaul New Britain
Guard duty ofJapanese prisoners
Transit Depot
Marrickville
Staff at transit depot prior to discharge
John Lloyd
5875
Army
NXI10254
FrS: 7/01/42 - 8/07/46
Duty after training: Artillery; on discharge: Store Clerk
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
5 Heavy Bde, RAA Coastal Defences
Sydney coastal area
Coastal Hvy artillery - training and manning
'H' Heavy Bty, RAA
Cairns, Qld
Coastal Hvy Artillery located at False Cape.
Milne Bay, New Guinea
Coastal Hvy Artillery. Contracted dengue fever and malaria.
AAOC
Sydney
Medical Classification AQ, Stores clerk
HUTCHERSON

Highest rank: Bombardier
28/06/41 - 21/11/42

Army
FrS: 1944 - 1946
Duty after training: Rifleman; on discharge: Transit Staff

HURST

At school 1926 - 1928

At school 1940 - 1942
Highest rank: Corporal

1944 - 1945

1945 -

1946 At school 1937 - 1939
Highest rank: Sergeant

Jan-42 - Jan-43

Jan-43 - Jun-44
Jun-44 - Dec-44

Jan-45 - Jul-46

Kenneth Bruce
5150
At school 1933 - 1934 •
Air Force
421732
FTS: 28/03/42 - 12/12/45
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Naviga~or, Bomb Aimer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Pacific Star, 1939/45 ASM, 1939/45 Aust Service Medal
RAAF Training
Cootamundra, West Sale, Nhill, East Sale, Bairnsdale.
1/12/42 - 12/06/44
AOS; 3 BAGS. 2 ANS Ansons. 1 OTU Beaufo rts. 7 GRN Ansons. 1 OTU Beauforts.
14 Sqn, RAAF (Beaufon)
Pearce, WA
6/07/44 - 26/12/44
Anti-sub patrols from Cape Leeuwin to Broome in WA, mostly at night.
6 Sqn, RAAF (Beaufon)
Dobadura, New Guinea.
26/02/45 - 19/06/45
Low level bomb and strafe Japanese troops, Rabaul, New Britain.
7 Sqn, RAAF (Beaufon)
Tadji, New Guinea
20/07/45 - 23/09/45
Low level bomb and strafe Japanese troops in New Guinea, Sepik River area.

t

At school 1931 - 1934
HUTCHINSON Francis Ebsworth
4853
Air Force
411327
FrS: 28/04/41 - 4/01/43
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Duty after training: Air Crew V; duty at death: Air Observer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Air Crew Europe Badge; Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45
460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
Killed over Holland

28/08/42 - 4/01/43
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HUTCHINSON

HUTCHISON

Gordon Septimus Sherwood
Army
N297126
HQNSW
Sydney
General Details Depot
Sydney

1844
ITS: 25/09/42 - 19/07/43

At school 1913 - 1916
Highest rank: Lieut
5/10/42 3/06/43 - 19/07/43

Ian Ewen
7932
At school 1950 - 1952 •
Highest rank: NMajot
Army
3/35133
ITS: 7-Feb-57 - 25-]un-68
Duty after training: Infantry officer
Service Medals: Australian Active Service Medal with Vietnam Clasp; Vietnam Campaign Medal;
ASM 1945/75 with Thai Malay Clasp; Vietnam Medal; Infantry Combat Badge
RMC Duntroon
Canberra
Feb-57 - Dec-60
Staff Cadet
2RAR

Australia; Malaya
Rifle platoon Commander. Thai-Malay Border operations;
]ungle Warfare School, Lota Tinggi, Malaya,
US Military Assistance Advisory Group
Delta Region, South Vietnam
Additional operational experience.
HQ 1 Division
Moore Park Barracks, Sydney, NSW
GS03 Trg / GS02 Trg. Shadow posted to HQ 1 ATF, Sprinkler Force.
HQ 1 Aust Task Force
Nui Dat, Phuoc Tuy Province, South Vietnam
GS03 Ops and Plans (Brigade Major Learner).
Directorate of Military Operations and Plans, AHQ
Canberra
GS03 Ops and Plans / GSO 2 Ops and Plans. Retired medically unfit for
right ear and partially deaf in left ear).
HUTCHISON

HUTTON

HUXTABLE

William Alexander
Army
NX25076
2/2 Machine Gun Bn
Middle East
New Guinea
Australia
Morotai, Borneo
8 Comd Air Liason Sect
Borneo
Japan
Emplaned]apan 19 June 1949.

4347
ITS: 29111/39 - 30/06/47

Cameron Charles Holt
Army
QX32737
2/5 Armd Regt, AAC
Singleton, NSW
Western Australia
Qld L of C Area
Queensland

2599
FTS: 17/07/41 - 5/01144

]ul-63 - Aug-63

]an-65 -May-66

May-66 - Mar-67

Mar-67 - ]un-68
further service (Deaf in

At school 1928 - 1931
Highest rank: Sergeant

15/11/43 - 7/02/44
7/02/45 21/04/45 - 10110/45
3/11/45 - 21/02/46
21102/46 - 13/04/49

At school 1918 - 1919
Highest rank: Private
24/06/42 18/02/43 3/01/44 -

Charles Reginald Ralston
658
Army
QX22801
FTS: 14/08/41 - 4/10/46
Duty after training: Medical Officer

Richard Derby Gordon
Air Force

27/11/63 - 23/12/61.

20/01141 - 25/01/43

13 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Malaya
POW
Malaya

HYDE

Dec-60 - Dec-63

At school 1902 -1908
Highest rank: Captain
MC & Bar (WWl)
14/08/41 15/02/42 - 16/09/45

4183

At school 1927 - 1929
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HYLES

4721
Douglas Graham
Army
NX73509
FTS: 2/12/41 - 15/07/44
2/11 Armd Car Regt
NSW, Western Australia
Discharged to return to essential occupation.

2/12/41 - 15/07/44

Geoffrey Graham
4348
At school 1928 - 1934
Air Force
34503
FTS: 23/10/40 - 7/09/45
Highest rank: ACI
Duty after training: Ground Staff; on discharge: Instrument Maker
Service Medals: Mrica Star, 1939/45 Star, Italy Star, France & Germany Star, Defence Medal, War
Medal 1939/45
.
458 Sqn, RAAF
Williamstown Australia
57 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
247 Wing
Egypt
21 PTC
Egypt
BRD
Bombay

HYLES

At school 1930 - 1932
Highest rank: Corporal

Graham David
Army
4719498
Duty after training: Artillery

11/07/41 - Nov-41
6/10/41 - Mar-42

12/12/42 - 14/11/44
14/11/44 - 23/11/44
5/12/44 - 29/12/44

9132
At school 1958 - 1963
Highest rank: Gunner
FTS: 5/10/67 - 4/10/69
Service Medals: Vietnam Medal, Vietnamese Campaign Medal

Army Training Units
Puckapunyal, Kapooka
5/10/67 - Apr-68
Recruit training at Puckapunyal followed by three months artillery training at North Head.
Army Training Units
Enoggera, Qld
1968 105 Field Bty, RAA
Nui Dat
1969 - 4/10/69
Gun number 105 Howitzer No 6 (Foxtrot) gun. Bty had six guns. Served in Vietnam for 205 days.

HYLES

HYLES

John Herbert
4349
Army
NX34899
FTS: 1/07/40 - 13/11/45
Infantry Training Bn
Australia
ME Weapon Trg School
Palestine
Reinforcement Weapon Trg School
Middle East
2/4 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East
Greece
NT Force
Darwin
2/4 Aust Inf Bn
New Guinea

At school 1928 - 1930 •
Highest rank: Private

Richard Adolphus
Army
NX22702
Duty after training: Sapper

At school 1928 - 1930
Highest rank: Lieut

HQRAE 7 Aust Div
Middle East
2/33 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East
Ramu Valley, New Guinea.
Australia
Discharged to industry (grazier).
IBBOTT

4350
FTS: 30/05/40 - 18/09/44

18/08/40 - 13/09/40

27/12/40 5/02/41 25/04/41 3/05/41 - 13/06/41
29/04/43 - 10/08/43
3/01/45-

24/11/40 - 16/11/41
16/11/41 - 8/02/42
29/11/43 - 8/02/44
10/02/44 - 18/09/44

Henry Alfred
6022
At school 1938 - 1939
Air Force
70907
FTS: 6/10/42 - 7/08/45
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Trainee Technical; on discharge: Elect Mechanic
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45
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55 Operational Base Unit
Australia
55 Signals Unit
Australia
5RIMU
Australia
!BBOTT

11102/44 - 15/02/44
15/02/44 - Aug-44
22/08/44 - ]uJ-45

Philip Reginald John
5448
Army
NX52299
ITS: 2/07/40 - 20/12/45
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: GPO Assistant
Service Medals: Pacific Star, Defence Medal, ASM

At school 1934 - 1935
Highest rank: Sergeant

Training unit
Sydney
2/13 Field Regt, RAA
Darwin
18 pounders
Palestine Middle East
2/1 Medium Regt, RAA
Palestine Middle East
155 mm howitzer (Schneider - American)
Queensland
Attended Bry Staff school at Moorebank April/May.
2/13 Camp AA Regt, RAA
Buna New Guinea
3.7 AA gun and Bofors. Hospital with malaria.
Atherton Tablelands
Left troops in Buna to return to Sydney to attend a AA school.
2/1 Medium Regt, RAA
Atherton Tablelands, Brisbane.

t

IFE

Norman Reginald
Army
NX22425

4996
ITS: 27/05/40 - 25/10/42

]ul-40 - ]an-41
Mar-41 - Aug-41
Sep-41 - Oct-41
Oct-41 - Mar-42
]ul-42 - ]ul-43

Nov-43 - May-44
May-44 - Nov-44

Nov-44 - Dec-45
At school 1932 - 1935
Highest rank: Corporal

2/17 Aust Inf Bn
EI Alamein, North Africa
Killed in action.
Buried El Alamein War cemetry Plot 10 Row c13.

t

IFOULD

25/11/40 - 25110/42

Elton Murray
4351
Air Force
403744
ITS: 3/03/41 - 18/09/44
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star

At school 1928 - 1928
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Silver Star (USA)

RAAF Training Units
Wagga Australia
2ITS, 4EFTS, 2SFTS, 2ED
45 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
5 Tac/Rec Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
2A/CP
Bankstown, NSW
Killed in an aircraft accident.
Awarded the Silver Star by the President ofthe United States ofAmerica on 28 December 1942.

t

IFOULD

Frank Henry
Navy
PM/V39

4352
ITS: 16/04/41 - 29/06/44

3/03/41 - Dec-41

20/12/41 - ]un-43
30/06/43 - Dec-43
27/01/44 - 18/09/44

At school 1928 - 1930
Highest rank: A/Lieut

RAN Training
Australia
16/04/41 - 3/06/41
HMAS Lomdale, HMAS Cerberus, HMAS Rushcutter.
RN Training Depots
United Kingdom
31/07/41 - 30/06/43
Collingwood, Victory St Christopher, Dolphin, King Alfred, Astraea, Leonidas
ML 1016
United Kingdom
12/04/44 - 22/06/44
In Command. Killed when torpedoed en route to Australia in transport ship on Indian Ocean.
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Peter Leslie Thomas
5348
At school 1934 - 1940 •
Air Force
422957
FTS: 15/06/42 - 24/12/45
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Atlantic Medal, France and
Germany Medal, British and Australian Defence Medals, RFD
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narrandera, Uranquinry Australia
]un-42 - Aug-43
2RD; RAAF Parkes aircrew guard. 2ITS; 8EFTS Tiger Moths.. 5SFTS Wirraways.
llPDRC
Brighton, United Kingdom
Sep-43 - Occ-43
To UK via USA, across Atlantic on RMS Aquitania to Gourock and Brighton.
RAP Training Units
Wiltshire, Kidlingcon Oxfordshire, Squires Gate Lanes,
East Fortune East Lothian UK
Dec-43 - Oct-44
29EFTS Tiger Moths. 29EFTS, Oxford alc, detached 152.1 BAT flight. 20AFU Squires Gate,
Qualified navigator, Ansons. 1320TU East Fortune, conversion onto Beaufort and Beaufighter VI.
455 Sqn RAAF, Coastal Command (Beaufighter)
Langham Norfolk, Dallachy Banff; Sumburgh, Shetland Islands, UK
Oct-44 - May-45
Anti-shipping role with 489 Sqn RNZAF as Anzac Strike Wing in the North Sea. Return to Australia
by SS Stirling Castle. Demobilised Bradfield Park.

ILBERY

t

INGLIS

Thomas Ernest
3462
At school 1923 - 1928
ITS: 22/12/41 - 4/09/45
Highest rank: Sergeant
Army
NX79874
2/17 Lt AA Bty, RAA
21/05/42 - 28/12/43
Port Moresby, Buna New Guinea
Unit part of Hatforce.
Australia
31/12/43 - 24/07/44
Transferred through various Anti-Aircraft units to General Details depot prior to discharge in
November 1945.
Robert Ernest
3564
Ait Force
21442
FTS: 8/07/40 - 2/12/43
Duty after training: Clerk General; duty at death: Air Gunner

At school 1923 - 1926
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
158 Sqn, RAP Bomber Command
United Kingdom
Missing presumed killed in air operations from UK 2/12/43.
INGLIS-MOORE

20/10/43 - 2/12/43
Master at school 1931

T
Army
2/9 Field Regt
Seconded to form Aust. Army Education Service

IREDALE

John Russell
Army
NX13791

4929
FTS: 13/11/40

At school 1931 - 1934
Highest rank: Lieur

2/6 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
New Guinea
IRVINE

14/11/40 - 10/03/42
6/09/42 - 21/01/44

Robert Brian
5151
At school 1933 - 1939
Air Force
424266
FTS: 15/08/42 - 26/02/46
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Observerj on discharge: Navigator
DFC
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, France and Germany Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Sydney, Bradfield Park, Cootamundra, Sale, Nhill, Brisbane. Australia
2 ITS; 1 AOSj
3j 2 ANS; Embarked Brisbane for Canada.
,
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Summerside, Halifax Canada
3 'M' Depot; 1 GRS; 1 'V' Depot. To UK on the Queen Mary.
RAP Training Units
.
Brighton, Lichfield, Lindholme United Kingdom
11 PDRC; 27 OTUj 11 Base.
101 Sqn, RAP Bomber Command
Ludford Magna, Gamston United Kingdom
101 Sqna; RAF Station. Returned to Australia October 1945.

15/08/42 - 15/06/43

3/07/43 - 7/10/43

16/10/43 - 28/08/44

29/08/44 - 23/09/45
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Distinguished Flying Cross Citation, 1941
Pilot Officer Irvine completed numerous operations against the enemy in the course ofwhich he has invariably displayed the utmost
fortitude, courage and devotion to duty. On the occasion ofthe the citation, halfthe wing ofthe Lancaster, the crew ofwhich he was
a member, was shot away as they were approaching the target. However, they managed to complete the run and bombs were
dropped on the target. By skilfUl navigation and care the plane was brought safely home.

IRVING

Bruce Maxwell
Army

NX23317

4282
FTS: 31105/40 - 4/01144

2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
New Guinea
3 Bty.
221 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Australia
654 Lt'AA Bty, RAA
Australia

IRVING

David Maxwell
Air Force
424038
Duty after training: Pilot

At school 1927 - 1934
Highest rank: Sergeant
25/07/41 - 6/02/42
14/04/42 - 19/11/42

21/04/43 24/05/43 - 4/01/44
6023
FTS: 21/07/42 - 11/02/46

At school 1938 - 1940 •
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

RAAF Training Units
Temora, Uranquinty Australia
]un-41 - Dec-42
Learning to fly Tiger Moths at Temora. Service training in Wirraways at Uranquinty.
RAF Training Units
Biteswell, Bruntingthorpe United Kingdom
]an-43 - Oct-44
Converting to twin engines on Oxfords; Converting to four engined a/c. Trained on Oxfords,
Wellingtons and Sterlings.
44 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command
Spilsby United Kingdom
Nov-44 - May-45
463 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
12/11/44 - 1945

IRVING

Gordon Maxwell
Army
NX23318

3804
FTS: 31105/40 - 7/09/45

1 Lt AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
2/3 Lt AA Bty, RAA
New Guinea
New Guinea

ISBISTER

28/06/41 - 7109/45
8/04/42 - 2/03/43
8/05/43 - 6/02/44

James
4184
At school 1927 - 1932
Air Force
261691
FTS: 22/07/40 - 11102/46
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Duty after training: Medical Duties
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star.
RAAF Training Units
Australia
6EFTS
12 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
3 RAAF Hospital
South West Pacific

ISBISTER

At school 1925 - 1929
Highest rank: Bombardier

Thomas

22/08/40 - Oct-41

18/05/42 - Sep-42
28/07/43 - ]ul-44
4531

At school 1929 - 1934

ArmylAir Fee NX20852/426946 FTS: 22/05/40 - 12/11/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Navigator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star.

2/6 Field Regt, RAA
Ingleburn
RAAF Training Units
Cootamundra, Evans Head, Sale, Parkes
3 ITS, lAOS, 1 BAGS, lANS, GRS, 1 OTU,
2 Sqn, RAAF (Beaufort)
Hughes, Northern Territory.
1 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific

22/05/40 - 31110/40
15/08/42-

5/11/43 - 22/07/44
13/03/45 - 25/1 0/45
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Ernest Kenneth
NX111538
Duty after training: Rifleman

Army

5529
At school 1935 - 1937
FTS: 11/07/42 - 21/06/46
Highest rank: Private
Service Medals: .1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM

17 Aust Inf Bn
Narellan, Wallgrove, French's Forest, NSW
AIF
French's Forest, NSW; Ascot, Qld.
Donnadabu New Guinea
2/1 Aust Inf Bn
Atherton Tablelands, Herberton, Ravenshoe,-Herberton.
Aitape, Wewak New Guinea

t

ISLES

James Love
Air Force

4997
424866

Oct-41 - Jul-42
Jul-42 - Nov-42
Dec-42 - Jan-43
Jan-43 - Dec-44
Dec-44 - Aug-45
At school 1932 - 1940
Highest rank: Flight Sgt

467 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
Waddington United Kingdom
Killed over Germany, 16/03/45
IYES

At school 1934 - 1936
John
5349
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Army/AirFce NX24492/435312 FTS: 30/05/40 -17/01/46
Duty after training: Amn Coy; on discharge; Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
2/1 Ammunition Coy
Ingleburn, Dubbo, Bathurst
Sailed on Queen Elizabeth on 9/04/41.
Port Tewfik, El Kantara, Biet Jirja, Syria, Hill 69. Middle East
Fairney near Ipswich Queensland.
Returned on Strathallen., Training for jungle warfare.
Transferred to RAAF.
RAAF Training
Training to be a pilot.
RAAF
United Kingdom
Pilot in UK then back to Australia for discharge.

JACKSON

David Donald

5720

Air Force
69377
FTS: 26/08/42 - 16/04/46
Duty after training: Wireless Mech; on discharge: Telegraphist
Service Medals: 1939/4'5 .Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45
84 Wing Headquarter.
Australia
JACKSON

Henry Hugh

30/05/40 - 9/04/41
May-41 - 16/02/42
Apr-42 - Apr-43

May-43 - 1944
1944 - 17/01/46
At school 1936 - 1939
Highest rank: LAC

5110/44 - 12/10/44
5152

At school 1933 - 1938 •

Army
NX42404
FTS: 31107/41 - 24/01147
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Tank Driver; on discharge: Platoon Commander
1 Acmd Bde HQ Sqn, AASC
Cowra, NSW
Jul-41 - Dec-41
Army training.
2/1 Ind Lt Tank Sqn
1942 Narellan
Training
1 Acmd Bde Recce Sqn, AASC
NSW, Queensland.
1943 - 1943
Tanks to Queensland.
2/4 Acmd Regt, AAC
1944 - Nov-44
Queensland
Training ,
2/2 Aust Inf Bn
Wewak New Guinea
Dec-44 - Mar-45
Wounded in action. Aitape Hospital, then to 113 Aust Gen Hosp at Concord, until discharged.

t

JACKSON

Wdliam Arnold
Army
53 Aust Inf Bn
Port Moresby

NX191536

5153
FTS: 18/06/41 - 16/02/.45

At school 1933 - 1938
Highest rank: L1Corporai
3/01142 - 26/10/42
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36 Aust Inf Bn
Port Moresby, New Guinea
Queensland, NSW
Hospitalised with Malaria
Buna, Nadzab New Guinea
Lae New Guinea; Watu Point New Britain.
Accidently killed. Buried Cape Deschamps.

26/1 0/42 - 2/03/43
5/03/43 - 3/12/43
7/]2/43 - 5/09/44
10/]0/44 - ]6/02/45

JAMES

Howard
Army

JAMES

Peter Charles Oshorne
5530
At school 1935 - 1935
Highest rank: Captain
Army
NXI01882
FTS: 1/]0/4] - 23/05/46
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM 1939/45, War Medal 1939/45.

5721

At school 1936 - 1937

2/103 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
Australia
4/07/40 - 1940
Training.
1 Aust InfBn
NSW
12/02/42 - 27/08/42
6 Machine Gun Bn
NSW
27/08/42 - 31/07/43
Finschhafen, New Guinea
2/08/43 - 12/03/44
31/51 Aust InfBn
Nauru Island; Ocean Island; Bougainville, Rabaut; New Britain
20/12/44 - 12/05/46
Commander of Garrison, Nauru Island, 1946. Member of Court war trials, Rabaul, ] 946.
JAMESON

John
Army

QXI7710

2433
FTS: 8/08/40 - 21/01146

2/10 Field Regt, RAA
Malaya
POW
Changi, Singapore

t

JAMIESON

At school 1916
Highest rank: Gunner
2/02/41 - 15/02/42
15/02/42 - 30/11/45

At school 1936 - 1942
John Rohert Umphelhy
5722
Air Force
4244]7
FTS: 12/09/42 - 12/09/44
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Navigator; duty at death: Navigator Bomber
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, France and Germany Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
1939/45
RAAF Training Units

12/09/42 - 28/05/43
Bradfield Park, Cootamundra, Sale, Nhill Australia
2 ITS, 1 AOS, 3 BAGS, 2 ANS.
6 (Observer) Advanced Flying Unit
Staverton United Kingdom
21/03/4431 Operational Base, RAP
Stradishall United Kingdom
7/07/44622 Sqn, RAP (Bomber Command)
30/08/44 - 12/09/44
Mildenhall United Kingdom
Reported missing as a result of air operations, target Frankfurt. Death presumed 12 Sept 1944.
Burial details: Sesseheim Churchyard, Northern Alsace, France, Grave 8.
JAMISON

Ian
Army

NX73097

4998
FTS: ]6/04/41 - 16/03/45

7 Armd Regt, AAC
NSW
9/10 Ind Coy
NSW
1 Com Trg Regt
NSW
2/9 Armd Regt, AAC
Queensland
JAMISON

James Hardie
Navy
S7390
HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
HMAS Penguin

At school 1932 - 1933
Highest rank: Trooper
8/12/41 - 19/07/42

19/07/42 - 10/10/42
10/10/42 - 24/05/43

24/05/43 - 25/09/44
3985
FTS: 4/10/42 - 11109/43

At school 1926 - 1931
Highest rank: Ordinary Seaman
4/10/42 - 5/07/43
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5/07/43 - 18/08/43
19/08/43 - 27/08/43

Sydney
HMAS Lonsdale

HMASNizam
Discharged on 11/09/43 to join the Treasury Department.
JANES

Arthur Fitzgerald
1972
Army
NX238
FTS: 23/12/39 - 8/ II /45
Duty after training: Medical Officer
2/6 Cay Regt
Middle East
Attached as Medical Officer
2/16 Lt Field Amb, AAMC
Australia
CO of unit.
106 Lt Field Amb, AAMC
Queensland, Port Moresby
CO of unit.

JANES

9/01/40 - 10/01/42

8/02/42 - 11/03/43

11/03/43 - 1/11/45

Samuel Reginald
2255
Navy
31331
FTS: 24/07/40 - 31/03/47
Duty after training: Cypher; on discharge: Intelligence
HMAS Basilisk, HMAS Lomd4le
Port Moresby New Guinea; Morotai.

JARRETT

At school 1914 - 1919
Highest rank: Lt Col

At school 1916 - 1921
Highest rank: Lt Cmdr

24/07/40 - 15/07/46

John Christie
5351
At school 1934 - 1936 •
Air Force
433551
FTS: 20/04/43 - 13/09/45
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Duty after training: Bomb Aimer
Service Medals: France and Germany Star, 1939/45 Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
RAAF Training Units
16/04/43 - 19/08/43
Evans Head, Bradfield Park, Melbourne Australia
RCAF Training Units
15/09/43 - 10/03/44
Edmonton, Lethbridge, Lachine Canada
Anson, Bolinbrokes alc.
RAF Training Units
8/04/44 - 27/11/44
Brighton, Padgate, West Freugh, Litchfield, Wigsley, Syerston UK
Beam approach and navigation school (Ansons), 27 OTU (Wellingtons), 1654 Conversion Unit
(Stirlings), No 5 Lancaster Finishing School.
467 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
WaddingtOn United KIngdom
27/11/44 - 23/02/45
11 operations. Crashed on Karlsruhe raid due to mechanical failure. Sole survivor.
RAF Ground Staff
Feb-45 United Kingdom
Worked as ground crew until end of war.

tJAY

Brinley Pearce
5000
Air Force
403745
FTS: 3/03/41 - 17/04/43
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot

At school 1932 - 1938 •
Highest rank: Flying Officer

RAAF Training Units
Narromine, Bradfield Park Australia
3/03/41 - 17/07/41
2ITS, 5EFTS, 2ED
RCAF Training Units
16/08/41 - 20/11/41
Halifax Canada
8SFTS, 1 'Y' Depot
RAF Training Units
Nov-41 - 14/04/43
United Kingdom
140TU, 1658 CU
158 Sqn"RAF Bomber Command (Halifax)
Lissett, United Kingdom
14/04/43 - 17/04/43
Crashed near Saarbruecken 17/04/43, after bombing Skoda Armaments FactOry at Pilsen. 2 crew
killed and 5 taken POW
Buried Rheinberg war Cemetery, Plot 9, Row E, Grave 3.
JAY

James Alfred
Army
NX160012

5352
FTS: 20/02/41 - 4/12/45

HQ 52 Diy Ady Ord Workshops, AAOC
Greta

At school 1934 - 1934
Highest rank: Captain
24/05/41 -
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2/2 Field Workshop
Australia
54 Anti Aircraft Searchlight Workshop, RAA
Darwin, Northern Territory
Promoted Captain.
Darwin Fort Workshop
Northern Territory
2 Floating Dock, AEME
Darwin, Northern Territory.·

JEFFREY

Peter Garth

3806

Air Force
60452
ITS: 19/08/41 - 15/03/45
Duty after training: Radio Mechanic; on discharge: Radar

RAAF Training Units
Australia
School of Admin
19 Radar Station
South West Pacific
333 Radar Station
South West Pacific
41 Radar Wing HQ
South West Pacific
303 Radar Station
South West Pacific
49 Radar Station
South West Pacific
207 Radar Station
South West Pacific

JEREMY

Richmond
Army

NX34901

15/01/42 - 5106142
22/09/42 -

19/11/43 15/05/45 - 4112/45
At school 1925 - 1929
Highest rank: Flying Officer

19/08/41 - 1103143

1103143 - 15108/43
15/08/43 - 25/02/44
4104144 - 23/04/44
23/04/44 - 8109144
14/10/44 - 12112144
12/12/44 - 21/01/45
1846
ITS: 1107/40 - 20111/41

At school 1913 - 1917
Highest rank: Major

6 Aust Cen Hosp, AAMC
Greece, Middle East
Greece 6 April 1941 - May 1941. Discharged medically unfit.
JESSEN

Mogens Hervard

2849

At school 1919 - 1921

Air Force

t

JOHNS

Russell Archie
5353
At school 1934 - 1937
Air Force
402710
ITS: 12/10/40 - 30107/42
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: Rear gunner; duty at death: Rear gunner
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Air Crew Europe, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45

RAAF Training Units
Lamington, Bradfield Park Australia
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
3PRC,270TU
460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Wellington)
United Kingdom
Killed on raid to Saarbruck by German night fighter.
JOHNSON

Frederick William George
Army

NX30929

4532
ITS: 7/06/40 - 12/09/45

2/11 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
2/9 Field Regt, RAA
Syria - aleppo
Australia, Helidon, Caloundra
Thursday Is.; Merauke, Dutch New Guinea.
LHQSchool
Brisbane, Merauke NG, Sydney.
Merauke
JOHNSON

James Phillip
3030
Air Force
59055
ITS: 13/07/42 - 4110145
Duty after training: Admin; on discharge: Intelligence

14110/40 - 8/08/41
29/09/41 - 11106142

11/06/42 - 30107/42
At school 1929 - 1933
Highest rank: Sergeant

13/05/41 - 18/10/41
18/10/41 - 4103142
10104/42 - 15/02/43
9103143 - 1105144
1105/44 - 12109/45
12/09/44 - 18/10/44.
At school 1920 - 1924
Highest rank: Flight LieU[
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RAAF Training Units
Australia
School of Admin, 3STT, 1RP
9 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
24 Sqn, RAAF (Vultee Vengeance)
New Guinea
JOHNSON

13/07/42 - 23/04/43

23/04/43 - 7/05/43
18/10/43 - 17/03/44

6178
Keith
Air Force
439590
FTS: 3/03/42 - 9/07/45
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: Staff Pilot
25 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
RAAF Training Units
Kingaroy, Narromine, Bundaberg, Bradfield Park, Shepparton
3 ITS; 5 EFTS Tiger Moths.; 8 SFTS Ansons.
Air Crew HQ
Alban Park Vic
Aircrew to posting section
6 Service Flying Training School
Malalla SA
Refresher course Ansons. Staff pilot

JOHNSON

At school 1939 - 1942
Highest rank: Warranr Officer

3/03/42 - 14/07/43
- ]ul-44

Aug-44 - ]an-45

Jan-45 - Aug-45

2765
Lance Murray
At school 1919 - 1923 •
Army
NX125287
FTS: 1/10/41- 11/02/46
Highest rank: Caprain
Duty after training: Infantry; on discharge: Infantry Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
Army Training
Australia
Feb-39 - Oct-41
35 Aust 10£ Bn
Wallgrove, Fremantle WA
Oct-41 - ]an-44
MG Carrier course. Capt Dec 1941. Sent to Fremantle on Manoura in July 1942. 3 Aust Junior
Tactical Course. Embarked on Andrew D White. Arrived Finschhafen25/01/44.
Huon Pe.ninsula, Ramu Valley, Alexishafen, Rempi Area New Guinea.
Jan-44 - Aug-44
Returned to Brisbane Sep and Oct
Lae, Madang, Hansa Bay New Guinea.
1/11/44 - May-45
Campaigning. Returned to Australia after malaria attack.
Cairns, Sydney Atlantic
May-45 - 11/02/46
Sent to Hospital then into Legal Officer HQ.

JOHNSTON

David Vernon
Army
NX55495
2/5 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East, Syrian Campaign
New Guinea
New Guinea

JOHNSTON

At school 1928 - 1929
Highest rank: Gunner
9/04/41 - 29/03/42
28/09/42 - 27/12/42
11/11/43 - 6/02/44

Hunter Vernon
At school 1933 - 1936
5154
Highest rank: Lieut
FTS: 30/06/41 - 27/03/46
Army
NX27086
Duty after training: Artillery
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, 1939/45 Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
Army Training
Australia
2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
Colombo,Ceylon
New Guinea

JOHNSTON

4354
FTS: 18/07/40 - 24/10/45

]un-41 - Oct-41
Oct-41 -Apr-42
Apr-42 - Aug-42
Oct-42 - Mar-46

At school 1930 - 1932
4724
Lorimer Vernon
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
FTS: 11/11/40 - 8110/45
Air Force
402865
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: Africa Star, Air Crew Europe, Pacific Star, Italy Star, Defence Medal
RAAF Training Units
Narrandera Australia
2ITS, 8EFTS, 2ED

11/11/40 - 22/04/41
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RCAF Training Units
Macleod, Halifax Canada
7SFTS, 1 'y' Depot
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
3PAC,250TU
44 Sqn, (Rhodesian) Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
458 Sqn, RAAF (Wellington)
Middle East
203 Group
Middle East
RAAF Training Units
Australia
2PD, 30TU, 2RP
42 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
JOHNSTON

Norman
5155
FTS: 4/06/40 - 22/03/43
Army
NX27294
20 InfTrg Bn
Walgrove
1 Aust Corps Amm Park, AAOC
Middle East
HQ AIF Base Area Units Finance Section
Middle East
AAMC Trg Wing
Middle East
Discharged 22/03/43 for transfer to RAAF.

14/05/41 - 20/08/41

15/09/41 - 23/04/42

23/04/42 - 6/05/42
27/08/42 - 2/10/43
2/10/43 - 22/06/44
22/06/44 - 18/03/45

18/03/45 - 3/09/45
At school 1933 - 1933
Highest rank: Private
28/08/40 - 21111140
26/12/40 - 22/03/41
22/03/41 - 13/05/41
13/05/41 - 8/02/42

JONES

Alfred Cornwell
Army
2/13 Aust Inf Bn
2/8 Ind Coy

JONES

Brian Bligh
Air Force

JONES

David Parry Corbett
Service Details Unknown

JONES

John Dallas
5877
At school 1937 - 1939
412548
FTS: 19/07/41 - 18/01/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Air Force
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star
RAAF Training Units (Instructor)
Australia
14/09/42 - 22/07/45
5EFTS, 3WAGS, CFS, 5SFTS, 20TU, 3RP
80 Sqn, RAAF (Kittyhawk)
South West Pacific
22/07/45 - 18/01146

t

JONES

JONES

2387

At school 1916 - 1919

Master at school
3809

At school 1925 - 1925

John Rider
3808
Air Force
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
RAF Bomber Command
United Kingdom
Killed in action Gelsenkirchen, Germany, 19/07/44

At school 1925 - 1925
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

Kenneth William
5354
Army
NX14029
FTS: 15/05/40 - 10/05/46
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Darwin
Arrived in Middle East 25 July 1941 and joined training unit.
2/4 Lt AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
ANGAU
New Guinea

At school 1934 - 1935
Highest rank: Lieut
14/07/40 - 18/12/40

16/01142 - 29/01143
15/07/43 - 18/11145
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JONES

Llywelyn King
3988
FTS: 27/06/40 - 13/11/45
Army
NX55055
2/9 Field Regt, RAA
Holsworthy
Middle East, Syrian Campaign
2/8 Field Regt, RAA
Austtalia, ttansferred upon gaining commission
Morotai, Labuan North Borneo.

At schoolI926 - 1930
Highest rank: Lieut

Owen Allen
Army

At school 1922 - 1923
Highest rank: Captain

NX146700

3290
FTS: 1lfO/41 - 19/10/44

2 Armd Regt, AAC
NSW
15 Motor Regt
NSW
2/2 Army Tank Bn, AAC
Greta, NSW
Badly injured in accident.
Allied Land Forces Headquarters
Australia
'J\ Branch, Personnel Service

JONES

Robert Dallas
Ait Force
433113
Duty after training: Pilot

9/09/40 - 23/12/40
31/03/41 - 31/01/43
11/03/43 - 15/05/45
15/05/45 - 4/10/45

1/10/41 26/12/41 16/08/42 -5/05/43

22/08/44 - 19/10/44
5878
FTS: 25/02/43 - 25/06/45

RAAF Training Schools
Temota, Uranquinty, Bradfield Park Australia
3ITS, lOEFTS, 5SFTS, 2ED
RAP Training Units
United Kingdom
11 PORC, 5 (P) AFU, 4 Radio School

At school 1937 - 1942
Highest rank: Warrant Officer

25/02/43 - 27/01144

12/03/44 - 25/06/45
At school 1933 - 1938

JONES

William Booth
Air Force/Army

JONES

William Dallas
6026
At school 1938 - 1943
Air Force
446038
FTS: 19/12/44 - 23/08/45
Highest rank: AC2
Duty after training: Aircrew V (PNBW) Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

5158

RAAF Training Units
Cootamundra Ausrralil:
Oec-44 Recruit Training
1 Initial Training School
Bradfield
Jan-45 - May-45
Aircrew V (PNBW).
Ammunition Depot
Marangaroo NSW
May-45 - Aug-45
Stores assistant until discharge, being surplus to present personnel requirements.

JORDAN

Benjamin Rhys
Army
NX111632

5159
FTS: 15/12/41 - 1/07/46

17 Aust Inf Bn
NSW, Qld
2/31 Aust InE Bn
Gona, New Guinea.
Queensland
Lae, Markham and Ramu Valleys, New Guinea.
Queenslanel
Various hospitalisations for malaria.
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.
Military History Section
NSW

JORDAN

Brian Kenwin
Army

6328

At school 1933 - 1938
Highest rank: Private
15/12/41 -7/12/42
7/12/42 - 10/03/43
10/03/43 - 23/07/43
26/07/43 - 31/01/44
31/01/44 - 9/06/45
18/06/45 - 25/01/46
9/03/46 - 1/07/46
At school 1940 - 1941
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JORDAN

Philip Harcourt
5001
At school 1932 - 1933
Army
NX101444
FTS: 1941 - 1945
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Squadron Leader
Service Medals: Pacific Star 1939/45, ASM, War Medal 1939/45
1 Armd Regt, AAC
Australia, New Guinea, Borneo.
Matilda tanks.

JUDD

Aug-42 - 1945

At school 1940 - 1943
Keith James
6329
Highest rank: LAC 2
Air Force
444244
FTS: 29/01/44 - 13/07/45
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45, General Service Medal.
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narrandera
Jan-44 - Dec-44
Aircrew training (pilot). 123 hours categorised for single engine fighter training at SFTS - Tiger
Moths.
RAAF Wagga Wagga
Wagga
Jan-45 - Feb-45
Guard Duty
Remark, South Australia
Mar-45 - Apr-45
Grape picking
RAAFHQ
Melbourne
May-45 - Jul-45
Office duties - aircraft records. Discharged Bradfield Park July 1945.

JULIAN

Brian Harold
Air Force
420622
Duty after training: Pilot

4857
At school 1931 - 1932
FTS: 8/11141 - 4/01146
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star
DFC

RAAF Training Units
Narromine, Bradfield Park, Sandgate Australia
8111/41 - 23/06/42
2ITS, 5EFTS, 2ED, 3ED
RCAF Training Units
Canada
23/06/42 - 18/05/43
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
18/05/43 - 10/09/43
llOTU, 1665 Comm Unit
149 Sqn, RAF
10/09/43 - 11106/44
United Kingdom
108 Operational Training Unit
22/01/45 - 2/05/45
United Kingdom
1314 Flight
5/05/45 - 18/09/45
United Kingdom
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation, 15/08/44
Ar pilot and captain ofaircraft Flight Lieutenant julian has undertaken a large number ofoperational sorties against enemy
territory achieving much success. On one occasion, while engaged in mine laying offthe coast ofFrance, his aircraft was subjected to
heavy anti-aircraftfire but, in the face ofthis, Flight Lieutenant julian was not deterred from making a second bombing run in
order to secure position. As pilot andflight commander, this officer has rendered invaluable services to the efficiency ofthe squadron.

tKANE

Bryan Desmond Uprichard
Army British

3903

At school 1925 - 1932
Highest rank: Lieut

3721

At school 1924 - 1927

Royal Horse Artillery
Egypt
Died of illness in Egypt 7/03/42.

tKANE

Denis Dermot
Air Force RAF

240 Sqn, RAF (Saro London Seaplane)
United Kingdom
Reported missing over Germany during a reconnaissance flight, 3111/39

KANE

Richard Rutledge
Army
NX22918
2/2 Machine Gun Bn
Middle East
Discharged medically unfit.

3720
FTS: 30/05/40 - 7/08/42

At school 1924 - 1925
Highest rank: Private
30/01/41 - May-42
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Darvall Edward
Army
NX3154
Duty after training: Artilley

3641
At school 1924 - 1928
FTS: 23/10/39 - 21/01/44
Highest rank: Captain
Service Medals.: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, ASM.

2/1 Field Regt, RAA
13/02/40 - 23/09/40
Qastina Palestine
Joined unit 6/11/39.
2/2 Field Regt, RAA
Palestine, Greece, Crete
23/09/40 - 10/03/42
Campaigned in the Desert and was commissioned in the field.
Ceylon
24/03/42 - 7/07/42
Australia
7/08/42 - 22/06/44
Assessed Medically fit ro carry out certain duties which require only restricted medical fitness.
KATER

Norman Murchison
2768
Air Force
35776
FTS: 31/03/41 - 4/04/50
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: Medical Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star.
RAAF Training Units
Camden Australia
CFS Camden, Med Trng Unit, RAAF Sen Laverron, 20TU, lRP.
75 Sqn / 77 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
RAAF Station Darwin
Darwin
3 RAAF Hospital
Australia
HQ Eastern Area
Australia
3 RAAF Hospital
Australia
7 Sqn, RAAF
Korea
Wing Commander.

t

KEARNEY

Neville
Air Force

3533

403055
24 Sqn, RAP
United Kingdom
Accidently killed 17/07/42

KEATINGE

Richard Harte
Army
NX138181
Duty after training: Artillery

Jack Trevor
Army

N294062

5160
FTS: 30/06/42 - 4/09/42

2 Field Trg Regt, RAA
NSW .

t

KEEGAN

Richard Wanson
Army
NX35027

31/03/41 - 10/02/45

10/02/45 - 27/09/46
27/09/46 - 5/03/47
2/02/48 - 20/06/49
20/06/49 - 23/06/49
22/06/49 - 19/01/50

At school 1923 - 1925
Highest rank: Flying Officer

5533
At school 1935 - 1940
FTS: 15/12/42 - 4/04/46
Highest rank: Lieut
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Service Medal, ASM.

RMC Duntroon
Canberra
2/14 Field Regt, RAA
Port Moresby, Kokoda Track, Finschhafen New Guinea
Jacquinot Bay, Wide Bay, New Britain
AAMC
Sydney, Singleton
KEEGAN

At school 1919 - 1921
Highest rank: A/Wing Cmdr
MC

Jan-41 Aug-42 - 1944
Nov-44 - 1945
1945 At school 1933 - 1933
Highest rank: Gunner
30/06/42 - 4/09/42

3141
FTS: 27/03/40 - 11/02/42

At school 1921 - 1925
Highest rank: Major

MID
2/19 Aust Inf Bn
Malaya
Killed in acrion 11 February 1942.

18/02/41 - 11/02/42
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Mentioned in Despatches 1942: Showed outstanding leadership in the command ofhis 'B' Company, and notwithstanding the
severe casualties he maintained the same degree ofpersonal courage and continued high morale throughout the very difficult
conditions.

KEELING

Warwick Alexander
4357
At school 1928 - 1932
Air Force
34504
FTS: 23110/40 - 31/01/46
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Instrument Repairer; on discharge: Admin and Special duties
III Sqn, RAP (Spitfire)
North Weald, United Kingdom
Oct-41 - Dec-41
The defence of London.
457 Sqn, RAAF (Spitfire)
Andreas, United Kingdom
Dec-41 - May-42
Defence of shipping and Liverpool.
Red Hill, Surrey, United Kingdom
May-42 - Oct-42
Defence of London.
Livingstone, Darwin
Jan-43 - Oct-44
12 Aircraft Repair Depot
Darwin Strip, Northern Territory
Feb-45 - Jul-45
Repairs and testing of Liberators operating from Fenton NT.

KEENE

Charles John
Army
4377
2/1 Armowed Division
Darwin, North West Australia

KEENE

Colin Bodley
Army

KEEP

6180
William Edward
FTS: 1103/43 - 2/04/46
Navy
S8092
HMAS CerbenJS
Melbourne
HMAS Warramunga
South West Pacific
HMASNepal
Indian Ocean, South West Pacific
HMAS Penguin
Sydney
Discharged Rushcuner 2 April t946.

At school 1939 - 1941
Highest rank: Able Seaman

William HesseU
3811
Army
N57276
FTS: 24/12/41 - 28/05/42
Duty after training: Medical Officer

At school 1925 - 1928
Highest rank: Captain

t

KELLETT

3990
FTS: 1940 - 1945

3291

5 Field Amb, AAMC
Bathurst, NSW

t

KELLY

KELSO

KELSO

At school 1926 - 1930

At school 1922 - 1924

1103/43 - 18/09/43
18/09/43 - 28/07/44
21108/44 -30/1 0/45

30/10/45 - 27/03/46

24/12/41 - 28/05/42

Robert Henry
5161
Air Force
406108
24 Sqn, SAAF
Middle East
Killed in action during air combat on 31 July 1942.
James
Army
NX130556
7 Field Regt, RAA
Wallgrove
2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Norrhern Territory
2/13 Field Regt, RAA
Northern Territory

2850
FTS: 1110/41 - 3/12/45

Patrick William Alister
Army
NX391
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
109 Lt AA Regt, RAA

3292
FTS: 8/05/40 - 26/09/45

At school 1933 - 1935
Highest rank: Flight Sgt

At school 1919 - 1921
Highest rank: Lt Col
1110/41 7/12/43 5/08/45 - 3112/45
At school 1922 - 1925
Highest rank: Lt Col
25/04/41 - 1101/42
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54 Lt AA Regt, RAA
Northern Territory
Adv Allied Land Forces Headquarters
Brisbane Queensland
Appointed Brigadier 31 August 1953
KELYNACK

t

KELYNACK

KEMMIS

tKEMP

17/04/45 - 28/08/45
At school 1909 - 1916
Highest rank: Major

John Eric
3994
FTS: 12/07/40 - 18/06/43
Army
NX58886
HQ 8 Aust Division
Malaya, Singapore
POW
Changi Singapore
Died POW of dysentery 18 July 1943.

At school 1926 - 1930
Highest rank: Lieut

Colin de Camois
3991
NXll7253
FTS: 1/10/41 - 13/08/44
Army
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45.
2 Armd Regt, AAC
NSW
Unit changed name to 2 Aust Army Tank Bn, 14 August 1943.

At school 1926 - 1930
Highest rank: Lieut

Alexander Arthur
Navy
S4169

At school 1932 - 1937
Highest rank: Able Seaman

5090
FTS: 17/06/40 - 19/12/41

Frederick Geoffrey
Army
QX58052

6495
FTS: 24/11/43 - 11/06/47

55/53 Aust InfBn
Bougainville
Rabaul
KEMP

2/08/43 - 17/04/45

Gareth Owen
1413
Army
NXI05755
FTS: 8/04/42 - 14/05/44
Duty after training: Legal Officer
5 NSW L of C Area
NSW
HQ Tas L ofC Area
Tasmania

HMAS Penguin
Sydney
HMS Osprey
HMS Neptune
Mediterranean
Believed killed when N.eptune lost on 19/12/41.
KEMP

26/12/42 - 2/08/43

8/04/42 - 14/06/43
14/06/43 - 27/04/44

16/05/41 - 15/02/42
15/02/42 - 18/06/43

1/10/42 - 10/08/44

17/06/40 - 28/10/40
29/10/40 - 10/01/41
11/01/41 - 19/12/41
At school 1941 - 1942
Highest rank: Corporal
6/12/44 - 5/03/45
14/05/45 - 1/06/46

Haddon Reginald
3293
Army
FTS: 1939 - 1945
Duty after training: Oral Surgeon

At school 1922 - 1924
Highest rank: Captain

113 Aust Gen Hosp
Concord
KENT

David Harold
6334
At school 1940 - 1943
Air Force
166768
FTS: 19/12/44 - 1/07/46
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Equipment Assistant Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Australia
2RD,4STT,IES.
2 Stores Depot
Australia

tKENT

Eric Jefferies
Army
NX72857
2/19 Aust Inf Bn
Malaya
POW

. 20/12/44 - 19/03/45

19/03/45 - 25/06/46
4534
FTS: 16/04/41 - 24/04/45

At school 1929 - 1933
Highest rank: Signalman
17/09/41 - 15/02/42
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Singapore, Sandakan, Borneo
Died whilst POW at Sandakan.

tKENT

15/02/42 - 24/04/45

James Frederick Stanford
4535
Air Force
402124
FTS: 27/05/40 - 30/06/41
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
RAAF Training Units
Richmond, Bradfield Park, Mascot, Wagga AuStralia
2RD, 2ITS, 4EFTS, 2SFTS, 2ED
RAF
Middle East
250 Sqn, RAF
Middle East
Missing believed killed over Tobruk 30/06/41.

KENYON

John Douglas Claude Hume
Army
NX15994

4536
FTS: 5/06/40 - 3/12/45

2/2 Machine Gun Bn
Middle East
New Guinea
2/27 Aust lnf Bn
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo

KERR

Colin Douglas
Air Force
132448
Service Medals: Pacific Star

Graham Lennox
Army
NX85041

2962
FTS: 29/03/43 - 7111/45

4858
FTS: 21/01/42 - 22/10/42

10/05/41 - 30/06/41
At school 1929 - 1930
Highest rank: Lieut

At school 1920 - 1922
Highest rank: Flying Officer

29/03/43 - 14/02/45

14/02/45 - 24/1 0/45
At school 1931 - 1938
Highest rank: Private
25/03/42 - 22/10/42

Russell Whiston
5162
At school 1933 - 1937
Air Force
422199
FTS: 25/04/42 - 6/12/45
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: Navigator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, France & Germany Star, Defence Medal
RAAF Training Units
Narromine, Bradfield Park AuStralia
2ITS, 5EFTS, 2ED
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Halifax Canada
3 'M' Depot, 12SFTS, 2 'M' Depot, 7AOS, 1 'Y' Depot
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
llPDRC, 210TU, 41 Base
10 Sqn, RAAF Coastal Command (Sunderland)
Mount Batten, England
640 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command (Halifax)
Leconfield United Kingdom
35 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command PFF (Halifax)
Graveley United Kingdom

KERR

3/02/41 - 2/05/41

2/06/45 - 19/11145

9 Motor Amb Convoy
Dubbo

KERR

27/05/40 - 3/02/41

27/12/40 - 27102/43
9/08143 - 28/12/43

RAAF Training Units
Australia
School of Admin, lRD, 2ED, RAAF Staff School, 3ED
49 Operational Base Unit
South West Pacific

KERR

At school 1929 - 1929
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

25/04/42 - 11112143

7101/43 - 12/09/43

20/09/43 - 15/06/44

15/06/44 - 28/01145
29/01/45 - 5/02/45
6/02/45 - 22/06/45

William Harold
6030
At school 1938 - 1943
Air Force
445428
FTS: 17106/44 - 2/08/45
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Air cadet; on discharge: Navigator/WOP
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, ASM, General Service Medal
48 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
Air Training Corps Cadet.
23 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific

6/11/42 - ]an-44

24/01144 - ]un-44
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Section 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Air Training Corps Cadet.
RAAF Training Units
Sydney, Bradfield Park Australia
2 RC, 6 ITS, 2 ITS, 3 OTU, 2 AOS.
6 Stores Depot
Dubbo
Discharged, At Own Request - Surplus
KERRIDGE

17/06/44 - 20/05/45

to

21/05/45 - 1/08/45
Present Personnel Requirements, 2/08/45.

Alan Douglas
5535
Air Force
131184
FTS: 16/02/43 - 1/03146
Duty after training: Trainee Technical; on 4ischarge: Armourer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star
13 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
42 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific

KERRIDGE

19/08/43 - May-44

11/11/44 - Aug-45

Noel Walter
Army
N175710
Duty after training: Driver

5536
FTS: 2/01/42 - 14111/45

132 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
New South Wales, Queensland
KESSELL

John Scott
Army
NX70914
Service Medals: EM

3812
FTS: 3/04/41 - 27/03/46

KIERATH

At school 1925 - 1930
Highest rank: Captain

24/11141- 28/02/43

20/10/43 - 14/04/44
28/08/44 - 17/03/46

Hector Melrose
2652
At school 1918 - 1920
Army South African
FTS: 1939 - 23/02/46
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Engineer
MID
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Italy Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45 wirh Oak
Leaf, Africa Service Medal.
North Africa, Bardia ana Tobruk; Italy.

Mentioned in Despatches

t

At school 1935 - 1939
Highest rank: Private

21/07/42 - 31/10/45

Field Trg Regt, RAA
Middle East
2/34 Aust 10£ Bn
New Guinea
2/3 Tank Attack Regt, RAA
New Guinea
KIDD

At school 1935 - 1939
Highest rank: Flight Sgt

.

Gregory Robert
Army
NX12509
20 Anti-Tank Regt, RAA
Tobruk Middle East
Killed in action at Tobruk.

3996
FTS: 1/07/40 - 14/04/41

At school 1926 - 1931
Highest rank: Captain

MID

24/11140 - 14/04/41

Mentioned in Despatches 30/12/41
Buried Tobruk war Cemetry Grave 115

KIERATH

KIERATH

Laurance Henry
Army
NX48043
2/2 Ord Stores Coy, AAOC
Middle East
6 Ord Stores Coy, AAOC
Australia

1848
FTS: 23/09/41 - 2/07145

Raymonq, Jack
3295
Army
NX 136365
FTS: 1107/40 - 2/04/46
Duty after training: Ordnance Vehicle Park
6 Motor Regt, AAOC
Australia
HQ 1 Base Ord Depot, AAOC
Australia
12 Ordnance Vehicle Park, AAOC
Bougainville, Solomon Islands.
Transport and supply.

At school 1913 - 1915
Highest rank: Corporal
1/11/41 - 24/03/42
4/11/42 - 2/09/44

At school 1922 - 1927 •
Highest rank: Captain

1/07/40 - 8/07/43
8/07/43 - 3/07/44
30109/44 - 28/02/46
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t

KIERATH

Reginald Victor
4537
Air Force·
402364
ITS: 19/08/40 - 22/03/44
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot

RAF Training Units
Middle East
450 Sqn, RAAF
Middle East
Shot down and taken POW
POW
Stalag Lufr III, Germany
Participant in The Great Escape and executed as one ofThe Fifry.
Mentioned in Despatches
t

KILLEN

John Gordon Treatt
5537
Air Force
421913
FTS: 24/04/42 - 3102145
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Navigator/Bomber

At school 1929 - 1933
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
MID

13/09/42 - 1/04143
1/04/43 -

1943 - 22/03/44

At school 1935 - 1937
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

RAAF Training Units

Benalla, Cootamundra, West Sale, Parkes, Bradfield Park Australia
lITS, 1IEFTS, 1AUS, 3BAGS, lANS, 2ED
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Summerside, Halifax Canada
3 'M' Depot, 1GRS, 1 'Y' Depot
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
11PDRC, 270TU, 11 Base
100 Sqn RAF Bomber Command
Watham, United Kingdom
Lancaster 'Y'. Shot down over Bomop in Ruhr Valley on 3/02/45.
KING

Bruce Tuckfield
5723
ITS: 30/11/42 - 18/04/46
Navy
S7664
Duty after training: AA Gunner
HMAS Cerberus
Flinders Naval Base
HMASArunta
HMAS Cerberus 1 HMAS Penguin
Melbourne, Sydney
Gunnery course at Cerberus.
HMASNorman
Indian and Pacific Oceans
HMAS Bataan
Near Okinawa
HMAS Rushcutter
Sydney

tKING

Bruce Whiteley
Army
NX112256

24/04/42 - 15/06/43

3107143 - 7/10143

16110/43 - 14/09/44

14/09/44 - 3102145
At school 1936 - 1940
Highest rank: Able Seaman

Nov-42 - ]un-43
]uJ-43 - ]an-44
]an-44 - Apr-44

Apr-44 - Oct-45
Dec-45 - Mar-46
Mar-46 -Apr-46

5538
ITS: 2/01/42 - 19/03/45

At school 1935 - 1940
Highest rank: Lieut

MID
17 Aust Inf Bn
NSW
2/01/42 - 22/03/43
Attended 1 Officer's Training School and qualified as Platoon Commander.
SA L of C Area OCTU
South Australia
22/03/43 - 6109143
Instructor.
17 Aust Inf Bn
NSW
6/09/43 - 10/11143
Appointed Lieut.
25 Aust InE Bn
Queensland; Madang New Guinea.
21/05/44 - 15/11/44
Bougainville
15111/44 - 19/03/45
Killed in action.
Mentioned in Despatches 21/02/46: Distinguished service in South W't>st Pacific
Buried Torokina ~r Cemetry Grave 6, Row C, Plot D.
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Section 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Edward William
Air Force
439656
Duty after training: Pilot

At school 1941 - 1942
6496
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
ITS: 15/07/43 - Mar-46
Service Medals: 1939145 Star

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Kingaroy, Narromine, Bundaberg
ITS, EFTS, SFTS. Canada course cancelled.
Training Unit
Bairnsdale
Beauforts. Crash landed at Lakes Entrance owing to fog.
33 Sqn, RAAF Transport
Lae New Guinea.

KING

George Henry Chrichton Russell
Navy
ML826

5879

FTS: 16103/43 - 28/03/46

]ul-43 - 26108/44

1944 - 1945

]un-45 - Dec-45
At school 1937 - 1941
Highest rank: Able Seaman

HMAS]on]im
KING

Henry Russell

2769

At school 1919 - 1924

Army
KING

James Cyril
5002
Air Force
412558
ITS: 19/07/41 - 15/05/46
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: Pilot Instructor
RAF Training Units
Rhodesia
RAF Training Units
South Africa
431 Sqn, RCAF Bomber Command
United Kingdom
21 Operational Training Unit
United Kingdom
Disembarked Australia 26102/46.

At school 1932 - 1932
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
DFC

2111/41 - 6101/42
6101/42-14111/42
1943 - 28/08/44

28/08/44 - 1945

Distinguished Flying Cross Citation
During a tour ofoperational duty Flying Officer King has attacked many well defended targets in Germany. During one ofthe
sorties to Berlin, one ofthe engines in the aircraft was disabled by anti-aircraft fire. In spite ofheavy anti-aircraft fire and damage
to the aircraft, this officer displayed outstanding courage and determination by completing the mission successfully and returning
safely to base with the aircraft and crew. His operational keenness and skill have been commendable at all times.
KING

Keith Laurence
5539
At school 1935 - 1940 •
Army
ITS: 19/04/42 - Sept-46
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: Infantry, Artillery ; on discharge: IntelligencelGuerilla Warfare
Training, Anti-Aircraft
Cowra, Albury, Sydney
Exercises around Ku-ring-gai National Park.
Infantry (AA Bty)
Port Moresby, Owen Stanleys New Guinea
Served as infantry on Kokoda Trail.
Services Reconnaissance Department, Allied Intelligence Bureau
NSW, Queensland
Volunteered for commando duties. Training.
Wide Bay, New Britain.
Hospitalisation
Concord hospital
Recovering from injuries and disease.

KING

Apr-42 - Oct-42

Oct-42 - Feb-44

Mar-44 - Aug-44
Sep-44 - Sep-45
Sep-45 - Sep-46

At school 1932 - 1933 •
Norman Francis
5003
Highest rank: T/Capt
Army
NX40617
ITS: 27/06/40 - 8110/45
Duty after training: Gun Sgt; on discharge: Instructor
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM

2/9 Field Regt, RAA
]un-40 - Apr-41
Tamworth, Holsworthy, NSW
Trained as Gun Sergeant.
Hill 95 Palestine; Amariya Egypt; Merdjayoun, Khiam Syria; Palestine
May-41 - Mar-42
Middle East per Queen Elizabeth. Defence of Egypt. WWl 18 pdr 1 4.5 Howitzer. Syrian campaign
25 pdrs. Hospitalised malaria Aug 1941. Per USS Westpoint Australia. Commissioned Mar 1942,
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Apr-42 - Mar-44
Mar-44 - Oct-44

Helidon, Caloundra
Merauke, Dutch New Guinea
Garrison Duties.
School of Artillery, RAA
Holsworthy
KING

Dec-44 - Oct-45

Rohert Joshua
5540
Air Force
429074
ITS: 22/10/42 - 20102/46
Duty after training: General Hand; on discharge: Air Bomber
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939145.
RAAF Training Units
Waterloo, Bradfield Park, Ascot Vale
1 BAGS, 2 SD, 2ITS.
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Brandon, Dafoe, Manitoba, HaliFax Canada
3 MD; 2 AOS; 12 SFTS; 5 BAGS; I CNS.
RAF Training Units
Bournemouth United Kingdom
11 PDRC; 1661 CU.
436 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command
United Kingdom
232 Group. Discharged Melbourne 20102/46

KING

KING-SALTER Edward Julian Cowan
Army British
BEF Rifle Brigade
France
Reporred missing May J 940.

KIRBY

KIRKBY

KIRKBY

Eric David
Army
NX15048
1 AA Regt, RAA
NSW
4 Lt AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
Australia
Discharged at own request.

2024

2602
FTS: 29/05/40 - 30/10/43

25/06/43 - 10107/44

19/07/44 - 30108/45

30108/45 - Dec-45

24/04/43 - 27/01/44

12/03/44 - 20106/45

At school 1914 - 1917
Highest rank: Lt Col

At school 1918 - 1918
Highest rank: L1Bombardier
20105/40 - 16/01142
16/01/42 - 27/02/43
27/02/43 - 30110143

Clement Everard
5541
ITS: 17/05/43 - 3110146
Army
NX173780
Duty after training: Electrical 1 Mechanical Engineer
2/4 Tank Workshop
NSW
NT L of C Area Workshop
Adelaide River, Darwin
8 Adv Workshop AEME
NSW

At school 1935 - 1935
Highest rank: Lieut

EK

Master at school
Highest rank: L1Bombardier

Army
KITCHEN

22/10/42 - 3106143

5724
At school 1936 - 1940
Roger Turner
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
FTS: 24/04/43 - 22/01/46
Air Force
433599
Duty after training: Air Gunner Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Atlantic Star, War Medal 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units
Evans Head Australia
2ITS, 3WAGS, 1BAGS, 2ED
10 Sqn, RAAF Coastal Command (Sunderland)
Mount Batten, United Kingdom
lIPDRC, RAF Beccles

t

At school 1935 - 1937
Highest rank: Warrant Officer

John Mackay
Army
NX55724
2/3 Anti-Tank Regt, RAA
Middle East
2/3 Tank Attack Regt, RAA
Australia (unit name change)

3643
ITS: 15/06/40 - 14/08/44

26/08/43 - 6110/43
8/11/43 - 2/05/45
15/12/45 - 3110/46

At school 1924 - 1925
Highest rank: Gunner
18/12/40 - 8103143
29/04/43 - 9108144
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KOPSCH

Adrian Edward
Army
VX10 1869
Staff Appointments
Ausrralia
HQ Kembla Fixed Defences
NSW
HQ Sydney Fixed Defences
NSW

1478
ITS: 3/09/39 - 5/05/47

Alvin Conrad
Air Force
50964
Duty after training: Admin

3142
At school 1921 - 1926
ITS: 21/02/42 - 15/07/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Pacific Star.

1919 - 16/05/42
16/05/42 - 12/01/45
12/01/45 - 20/12/45

RAAF Training Units
Australia
School of Admin, lED, 4ITS
7 Fighter Sector HQ
South West Pacific
2 Fighter Sector HQ
9 Operational Group
1RPP
3 RAAF Hospital
108 Fighter Sector HQ
112 Fighter Control Unit

KRAEFFT

21/02/42 - 15/12/42

15/12/42 - 10103/43
10103/43 - 8104143
19/04/43 - 16/09/43
16/09/43 - 25/09/43
25/09/43 - 19/01/44
19/01/44 - 13111/44
13111/44-

Donald Frederic

5163

Army
NX115818
ITS: 4/12/41 -7/06/46
Duty after training: Sapper; on discharge: Platoon Commander
Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939145 Star, General Service Medal.
9 Field Coy RAE
Sydney, Casula
Training.
215 Field Coy, RAE
Port Moresby, Kokoda, Buna, Gona, New Guinea
Engineering suppOrt along Kokoda Track. Bridging Kumusi River.
Ravenshoe, Atherton Tablelands, Queensland
Leave, training, hospitalisation with malaria, schools.
Pt Moresby, Tsili Tsili, Lae, Ramu Valley, New Guinea
Engineering supporr of·7th Div.
Keiri, Atherron Tablelands, Casula Queensland
Leave, training, hospitalisation with malaria, schools.
Cairns, Milne Bay, Moratai, Balikpapan, Banjermasin
Engineering supporr of7 Div landings. Releasing POWs.
Gordon William
Army British 926690
Duty after training: Gunner

4727
FTS: 1939 - 22/02/44

326 Coast Bty, Royal Artillery
Suffolk, East Anglia United Kingdom
74 Medium Regt, Royal Artillery
Montecasino Italy
Killed at Montecasino in Feb 1944.

tKYLE

Alan Fairlie
1720
Navy
46593
ITS: 2/04/42 - 1/09142
Duty after training: Intelligence; duty at death: Intelligence
Coast Watcher
New Ireland
POW
New Ireland
Presumed executed 1/09/42.

At school 1910 - 1915
Highest rank: Lt Col

At school 1933 - 1940 •
Highest rank: Lieut

4/12/41 - Jul-42

6/09/42 - 11102/43
11/02/43 - 5108143
5/08/43 - 10103/44
10103/44 - 30/10/44
23/05/45 - 7106146

At school 1930 - 1933
Highest rank: LieU(

1940 - 1943
1943 - 22/02/44

At school 1912 - 1914
Highest rank: LieU(

DSC
1942 1942 -
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LAMBELL

Neil AIlason
5356
At school 1934 - 1939
Air Force
413717
FTS: 12/09/41 -21/02/45
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Navigator; on discharge: Observer
DFC
Service Medals: 1939-45 Star, Aircrew Europe Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM

RAAF Training Units
12/09/41 - 24/07/42
Somers, Mount Gambier, Sale, Parkes, Bradfield Park Australia
2 RC, 1 ITS, 2 AOS Mount Gambier, 3 BAGS, 1 ANS Parkes, 2 ED.
RAF Training Units
Bournemouth, Lichfield, Blyton, Lindholme, United Kingdom
24/08/42 - 1/10/43
3 PRC, 27 OTU, 1662 CU, RAF Srarion Lindholme, RAF Station Blyton
103 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command
Elsham Wolds, United Kingdom
1/10/43 - 2/03/44
576 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
Elsham Wolds United Kingdom
3/03/44 - 29/04/4429
Operations, 195 hours. 12 sorries to Berlin.
27 Operational Training Unit
Lichfield, Padgate Unired Kingdom
30/04/44 - 25/07/44
27 OTU at Lichfield, 11 PDRC Padgate.
2 Personnel Depot
Bradfield Park
11/10/44 - 21/02/45
Left RAAF At own request to resume civilian employment.
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation
As Air Bomber Pilot Officer, Pilot Officer Lambell has completed many operational sorties over enemy territory.
He has participated in attacks on some ofthe enemy's most heavily defended targets including eleven (sic) sorties against Berlin, and
he has invariably performed his allotted tasks with consistent skill and courage, often in the face ofstrong enemy opposition.
On one occasion during an attack on Berlin he was hit in the face by a piece ofshrapnel whilst making his bombing run, but,
undeterred, he released his bombs at the correct time and it was not until his aircraft landed at base that other members ofthe crew
realised he had been injured.
LAMBERT

3544
At school 1923 -1925
Sydney Ivanhoe
Army
NX19405
FTS: 26/05/41 - 18/12/45
Highest rank: Bombardier
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Bombadier
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, ASM, War Medal 1939/45
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Ingleburn
3 Bry Initial ttaining then sailed on Queen Mary to the Middle East.
2/1 Ind Lt Tank Sqn
Palestine, Syria Middle Easr
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Adelaide, Sydney
Porr Moresby, Milne Bay, Finschhafen New Guinea.
Campaigned in New Guinea with a return to Australia in between.
Unit disbanded. Posted to Government. Concrols until discharged.

LANCE

Graham Charles
Air Force
433164
Duty after training: Pilot

May-41 - Jun-41

Jul-41 - Feb-42
Mar-42 - Apr-42
Apr-42 - 1945
1945 - Dec-45

6032
At school 1938 -1941 •
FTS: 25/02/43 - 21/02/46
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Defence Medal, ASM

RAAF Training Unirs
Kingaroy, Queensland; Temora, Uranquinry NSW
25/02/43 - 12/12/43
Embarked for USA Willard A. Holbrook. Embarked for UK Isle de France.
RAF Training Units
Hednesford, Whitely Bay, Shellingford, Moreton-in-Marsh,
Rufforth, United Kingdom
27/01/44 - 5/05/45
11 PDRC; 23 AHU; NCO School; 3 EFTS; 15 PAFU; 1 BAS:
21 OTU, 4 Group ATS; 1663 HCU.
466 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Halifax)
Driffield, Yorkshire. United Kingdom
7/05/45 -8/09/45
4 Group Bomber Command.
10 Sqn, RAAF Transport Command (Liberator)
Bassingbourne, Hens, United Kingdom
8/09/45 - 25/10/45
Returned to Sydney per 55 Orion and 55 Athlone Castle.

LAND

Edwin Henry
Army
NX94225

5164
FTS: 1/04/42 - 17/12/45

At school 1933 - 1934
Highest rank: Corporal

1 Armd Bde Coy, AASC
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2/6 Armd Regt, AAC
New Guinea
Queensland, Claremont WA, NSW

LANE

Alan Ingram
4859
Air Force
266930
ITS: 17/05/43 - 12/09/46
Duty after training: Medical Officer
RAAF Station
Lavenon
HQITG
South West Pacific
1 R Pool Staff
3 RAAF Hospital
2MRU

16/06/42 - 8/09/42
3/11/42 - 15/05/43
15/05/43 - 3/09/45
At school 1931 - 1936
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr

17/05/43 -7/06/43
11/10/43 27/03/44 20/08/45 14/09/45 -

27/03/44
20/08/45
14/09/45
18/12/45

LANE

John Sutherland
3813
At school 1925 - 1930
Army
NX11899
FTS: 11104/40 - 22/10/45
Highest rank: Sergeant
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
2/4 Aust Inf Bn
17/01/41 - 19/02/42
Palestine, Egypt, Greece, Crete.
Arrived Palestine 11110/40.
28/03/42 - 28/1 0/44
South Australia, Nonhern Territory, Queensland.
Aitape, New Guinea
1111/44-15/09/45
Wounded in action 30/6/45.

LANG

Adam Gordon
4541
Army
NX123777
ITS: 21/06/39 - 9110/45
Duty after training: Battery Commander; on discharge: HQ

At school 1929 - 1934
Highest rank: Captain

Lae New Guinea, Pacific Islands

LANG

Alexander Bruce
5544
At school 1935 - 1940 •
ITS: Sep-41 - May-44
Highest rank: Lieut
Army
NX89646
Duty after training: Platoon Commander Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM 1939/45
Army Training
Australia
2/6 Aust Inf Bn
Salamaua, New Guinea
Lieut 'B' Coy. Wounded at Ambush Knoll 23/7/43
Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Discharged after treatment.

LANGBY

1942 - Jul-43
Jul-43 -May-44

4729
At school 1930 - 1933
Noel George
Air Force
132918
FTS: 13/04/43 - 14/12/45
Highest rank: Corporal
Duty after training: Clerk; on discharge: Wireless Recorder
Service Medals: 1939145 Star,
Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM, Philippine Liberation Medal, Dutch New Guinea Medal.
RAAF Command HQ
South West Pacific
5 Wireless Unit
6 Wireless Unit
RAAF Command HQ

LANGLEY

Sep-41 - 1941

Brian H~esworth
Navy
26411
Duty after training: Paymaster

JuJ-44
13/07/44 - Jan-45
5/01/45 - Feb-45
5/02/45 - Nov-45
3297
ITS: 3/09/39 - 17104/43

HMAS Penguin, HMAS Cerberus
South West Pacific
HMAS Maitland
South West Pacific

At school 1922 - 1925
Highest rank: Lieut

3/09/39 - 1108/40
1/08/40 - 17/04/43
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LARKE

3814
Reginald John
FTS: 23/01/42 - 21/11/44
Army
NX85389
1 Field Regt, RAA
Queensland 27/02/42 - 22/11/44

LAURENCE

Graham Lister
Air Force
422585
Duty after training: Pilot

5361
At school 1934 - 1939
FTS: 22/05/42 - 24/04/46
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM

RAAF Training Units
Narromine, Bundaberg Australia
Flying training, single and multi-engined.
RAAF Training Units (Instructor)
Australia
RAAF Training Units
Australia
Training.
31 Sqn, RAAF (Beaufighter)
Morotai, Sauza Sauza; Celebes, Borneo, Ambon
Over 20 operations, against shipping, airfields, road convoys.

LAURENCE

Paul Raymond Lister
NXII0846
Army
Duty after training: Legal Corps

Lloyd Garton
Navy
S7421
Duty on discharge: Seaman

5452
FTS: 14/12/42 - 29/03/46

HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
HMAS Shropshire
South West Pacific

LEFEVRE

8/01/42 - 24/11/42

4/12/42 - 26/0l/43

28/01143 - 22/09/43
29/11/43 - 7/04/44

7/04/44 - 29/11/44
29/11/44 - 28/05/45
At school 1934 - 1942
Highest rank: Able Seaman

At school 1930 - 1933
Highest rank: Lieut

28/01/43 - 20/03/45
4860
FTS: 25/10/39 - 25/06/41

Frederick Osborne
5165
Army
NX99878
FTS: 12/02/43 - 21/06/46
Duty after training: Artillery; on discharge: Field Security
2 Field Trg Regt, RAA
NSW
Field Security Section

6/02/45 - 29/10/45

11/02/41 -28/01143

2/33 Aust Inf Bn
Scotland
Returned to Australia medically unfit.

LEATE

Jun-44 - Aug-44

5/05/43 - 25/01/46

John Fonon
4730
Army
NX31846
FTS: 13/06/40 - 20/03/45
Duty after training: Hitings Officer

Brooks Osborne
Army
NX6301

Mar-43 - Jun-44

14/12/42 - 11104/43

2/4 Pioneer Bn
Darwin
HQ NSW L of C Area
New South Wales

LEATE

Sep-42 - Mar-43

3998
At school 1926 - 1931
Highest rank: Captain
FTS: l/ 1l/41 - 2l/03/46
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM 1939/45

HQl Div
NSW
Seconded from 17 Inf Bn
HQ Milne Force
Milne Bay New Guinea
Attached as clerk to the legal officer.
HQIl Div
Porr Moresby New Guinea
Australia
Appointed Lieut AALC and posted as Liaison Officer to I1Div.
HQ 6 Aust Inf Bde
Australia
Moresby, Lae New Guinea; ]acquinot Bay New Britain.

LAWRIE

At school 1925 - 1929
Highest rank: Lieut

At school 1931 - 1934
Highest rank: Corporal
27/06/40 - 7/11140
At school 1933 - 1935
Highest rank: Corporal

19/02/43 - 4/1 0/43
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Section 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Queensland; Lae New Guinea; Torokina Bougainville;
Rabaul New Britain.
29/05/44 - 18/10/45
'V' Section. Torokina: 6110/44 - 28/4/45; Bougainville: 21/7/45 - 10/45; Rabaul: Oct 45.
29 Field Security Section
Queensland
20110/45 - 21/06/46

t

LEDINGHAM

LEE

Ross
Army

3722

At school 1924 - 1926

NX51287

Ronald Alfred
Army
NX10774
Duty after training: Gunner

5166
FTS: 19/05/41 - 21/11/45

At school 1933
Highest rank: Lieut

Field Training Regt, RAA
Cowra
Re-inforcement RAA School of Artillery Officer's course.
20 Field Regt, RAA
Newcastle
Defensive positions covering Newcastle beaches. Commissioned Lieur.
1 Heavy AA Regt, RAA
Holdsworrhy, NSW
Seconded to 15 Field Regr.
15 Field Regt, RAA
Perth, Western Australia
Attached to Division Commanded by Lt Gen Bennett.
13 Field Regt, RAA
Toowoomba, Atherton Tablelands
Regt guns and equipment embarked for Bougainville.
LEES

May-42 - Jan-43

]an-43 - Mar-43

Apr-43 - Sep-43

May-44 - Nov-45

John Howard
4861
At school 1931 - 1932
Highest rank: Gunner
Army
NX97075
FTS: 3/07/42 - 18/06/46
Duty after training: Machine Gun
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM, Defence Medal
2/4 Field Regt, RAA
Greta
New Guinea
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.

15/11/43 - 25/02/44
8/06/45 - 17/01/46

John Cockburn
5004
Army
NX76247
FTS: 11/01/43
2/5 Ind. Coy
Wau, Mubo New Guine'\
Killed on Observation Hill, during raid on Mubo 11/1/43.
LEMAIRE

May-41 - May-42

Lionel Henry
Army
VX12475

At school 1932 - 1938
Highest rank: Lieut
May-42 - 11/01/43

495
At school 1899 -1904
PTS: 16/02/40 - 15/08/46
Highest rank: Brigadier
MID, Medaille d'honneur en vermed avec glaives (WW1L

HQAIF
Middle East
Allied Land Forces Headquarters
Australia
Adv Allied Land Forces Headquarters
South West Pacific
.

30/09/40 - 15/08/46
9/07/42 - 12/05/45
12/05/45 - 20/06/45

Mentioned in Despatches 1941

LEMANN

Charles Haden
Navy

LEMON

David Gerald
Army
NX140515
Sydney Fixed Defences
North Head Sydney, Australia
'H' Heavy Bty, RAA
Milne Bay New Guinea

6340
5726
FTS: 14/01/42 - 12/03/45

At school 1940 - 1943
At school 1936 - 1941
Highest rank: Gunner
14/01/42 - 16110/42
16/03/43 - 29/07/44
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LEONARD

Henry Alexander
Army
QX36206

3361
FTS: 15/10/41 - 18/01/45

At school 1922 - 1926
Highest rank: Major
MID

HQRAE
Ausrralia
5 Aust Division
Australia
16 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
New Guinea
OC
Mentioned in Despatches 31/3/44: Gallantry and distinguished services in New Guinea.

t

LESLIE

Alan James
4543
Air Force
402242
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot

30/09/42 - 25/12/42
2/01/43 - 27/04/43
1/05/44 - 14/07/44

At school 1929 - 1931
Highest rank: Flight Sgt

15 Operational Training Unit
United Kingdom.
12/07/42
Crashed on taking off in a Wellington Bomber on a non operational flight from an aerodrome in the
UK Midlands and was accidently killed. He had completed one tour of operational duty.
LESLIE

Michael Fitzmaurice
6183
At school 1939 - 1944
Navy
S 9884
FTS: 30/11/44 - 15/01/47
Highest rank: Telegtaphist
Duty on discharge: Telegraphy
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, General Service
Medal, General Service Medal with Bomb & Mine Clearing Clasp 1945-56.

HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
HMAS Cowra
Australia
Corvette, 21 Minesweeping Flotilla.
LEVEY

AthaIstane George
Army
NXI07681

3815
FTS: 1/10/41 - 4/12/45

1 DivSigs
Newcastle
Milne Force Sigs
Milne Bay New Guinea
Adjutant
11 Div Sigs
Australia
New Guinea
Adjutant
2 Sig Trg Bn
Australia
2i/c.
HQ 'B' Aust Corps Sigs
Bougainville.

t

LEVEY

Robert Edwin
Army
NX47023

30/11/44 - 3/09/45
4/09/45 - 5/01/47
At school 1925 - 1929
Highest rank: Major
1/10/41 - 1/08/42
21/08/42 - 7/12/42

9/05/43 - 17/05/44
9/07/43 - 5/05/44

14/06/44 - 29/03/45

14/07/45 - 22/10/45
4188
FTS: 22/07/40 - 14/06/45

At school 1927 - 1931
Highest rank: Private

2/10 Field Amb, AAMC
17/08/41- 15/02/42
Malaya
POW
Changi Singapore, Sandakan Borneo.
15/02/42
Embarked 'B' Force to Sandakan 8/7/42. Deceased 14/06/45 whilst POw, during second death march
LEWARNE

Ronald Nicholas
Army
'NX91184
2/3 Pioneer Bn
NSW
30 Employment Coy
New Guinea
Qld L of C Area Records Office
Queensland
16 Infantry Trg Bn
NW

2441
FTS: 4/03/42 - 15/11/45

At school 1917 - 1920
Highest rank: Corporal
8/04/42 - 8/09/42
21/09/42 - 10/06/43
6/11/43 - 2/07/44
21/07/44 - 15/11/45
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LEWIS

Lesley Herbert
1437
Army
WX32475
FTS: 13/03/40 - 8/06/46
HQ Western Command
Western Australia
Movement Control, seconded from 3 Field Regt, RAA.
4 Movement Control Group
New Guinea, Morotai

At school 1909 - 1913
Highest rank: Lr Col

Geoffrey Selwyn
Navy
B4492
Duty on discharge: Telegraphy

At school 1928 - 1934
Highest rank: Telegraphist

4360
FTS: 2/10/40 - 20/05/46

13/03/40 - 12/10/44

12/10/44 - 30/07/45

HMAS Rushcutter
Sydney
HMAS Kybra
Australia
HMAS Moreton
Australia
HMAS John Oxley
South West Pacific
Depot ship HMAS Moreton. Leave and short postings 13/4/44 - 6/8/44.
HMAS Whyalla
South West Pacific
Corvette
HMAS Bendigo
Australia
HMAS Moreton
Australia
LEWIS

Owen Calder
5547
Army
VX140817
ITS: 1/03/42 - 5/03/46
Duty after training: Senior Instructor; on discharge: OIC
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM

2/10/40 - 24/07/41
25/07/41 - 31/12/42
1/01/43 - 31/03/43
1/04/43 - 13/04/44

6/08/44 - 19/09/45

29/09/45 - 19/02/46
20/02/46 - 20/05/46

At school 1935 - 1936 •
Highest rank: Captain

Heavy AA Regt, RAA
Nov-40 - Nov-4t
Richmond Surrey England
Radar Officer attached to Regiment on Richmond Park gunsite.
Elect & Mech Eng Course
Nov-4t - Feb-42
Military CoUege of Science Bury Lanes England
School of Radiophysics .
South Head Sydney
May-42 - Aug-43
Senior Instructor, later 2i/c, courses for officers and NCOs from Heavy AA,
Coast Artillery and Searchlight Units on radar and associated equipment.
Advanced Course Fire Control Instruments
Military College of Science, Bury Lanes England
Oct-43 - Feb-44
School of Artillery
Randwick
Sep-44 - Apr-45
Responsible for the first courses on the Bell Electronic Predictors for Heavy AA Units.
Army Inspection Lahoratory
Melbourne
Apr-45 - Mar-46
Oc, responsible for testing radio and electronic equipment for use under tropical conditions.
LIFE-SMITH

Errol Thomas
6184
Air Force
433114
ITS: 25/02/43 - 13/03/46
Duty after training: Trainee Technical; on discharge: Electrician
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45 , Italy Star.
454 Sqn, RAAF (Baltimores)
Italy

LIGHTFOOT

At school 1939 - 1940
Highest rank: LAC

5/03/45 - 12/08/45

John Edward
4361
At school 1928 - 1932
ITS: 20/07/40 - 30/12/44
Highest rank: Captain
Army
NX59719
Duty after training: Tank Commander; on discharge: Quartermaster
2/6 Armd Regt, AAC
Australia New Guinea

23/02/42 - 30/12/44
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LIGHTFOOT

William Verney
4362
At schoo11928 - 1930 •
FrS: 22/04/42 - 15110/45
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Air Force
64181
Duty after training: Radio Operator; on discharge: Administrative Branch
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
1 Wireless Air Gunners School
Ballarat, Victoria
Apr-42 - 1942
Training to be a Radio Operator - later renamed Telegraphist.
43 RADAR Station, RAAF
Portland Roads, Queensland
1942 Telagraphist encoding messages from radio operators and transmitting to Townsville.
OCTU
Melbourne, Victoria
Apr-44
RAAF Training Units
Point Cook, Victoria
1944
Cypher course.
Northern Command
Madang, New Guinea.
1944 - 1945
General cypher-room duties.
1 Army Visitors Mess, RAAF
Lae, New Guinea.
1945
Cypher-room duties Lae airport.

LILLYMAN

James Warden
4001
At school 1926 - 1927
Air Force
130571
FrS: 2/02/43 - 14/01/46
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Radar Operator
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45
RAAF Training
Sydney, Shepparton, Richmond.
2/02/43 - 21/04/43
2 RC; 1 RD; Radar School Richmond.
320 Radar Station
Mascot
22/04/43 - 6/06/44
42 RadarWmg
Townsville
7/06/44 - 29/08/44
26 Radar Station
Cape Cleveland
30/08/44 - 6/03/45
2 Stores Depot
26/03/45 - 31/05/45
Waterloo
HQ North Western Area
Darwin
2/06/45 - 30/12/45
Air Defence HQ Darwin; HQ North Western Area; 2 Reserve Personnel Pool Winnellie.
2 Personnel Depot
Bradfield Park, Ransford
7/01/46 - 14/01/46

LINCOLN

Harry Emerson
Army
NX59984
2/101 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
Middle East
New Guinea

3817
FrS: 22/07/40 - 16/01/45

At school 1925 - 1929
Highest rank: Sergeant
31/01/41 - 26/01/43
20/07/43 - 6/06/44

LINCOLN

Thomas Samuel
Air Force/Army

LIND

Peter Frank
5727
Air Force
131321
FrS: 23/02/43 - 8111/45
Duty after training: Armourer; on discharge: Fitter Armourer
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

3645

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Hamilton Victoria
Failed aircrew test due to eyesight, applied to be an armourer.
Chemical Warfare Unit
Picton, Lithgow, West of Townsville, Innisfail,
Proserpine, Nhill, Richmond
Chemical weapons training and maintenance.
Fitter Armourer's course; arming Mosquito a/c Richmond.

At school 1924 - 1926
At school 1936 - 1942 •
Highest rank: LAC

Feb-43 - Jun-43

Jul-43 - Nov-45
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James Russell
3819
Air Force
421739
FTS: 28/03/42 - 11/01/46
Duty after training: Observer; on discharge: Navigator/Bomber
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Ascot Vale Ausrralia
2ITS, 2ED, lED
RCAF Training Units
Edmonron, Jarvis, Halifax, Summerside Canada
3 'M' Depot, 1BAGS. 10AOG, 1GRS, 1 'Y' Depot
RAF Training Units
Bournemourh Unired Kingdom
11PDRC
10 Sqn, RAAF Coastal Command (Sunderland)
Mounr Batten, England
18 Group
United Kingdom
RAF Beeches
United Kingdom

LINTON

At school 1925 - 1930
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

MID
28/03/42 - 29/07/42

6/08/42 - 17/04/43

1/08/43 - 28/11/45

1/08/43 - 1/09/44
1/09/44 - 22/06/45
22/06/45 - 28/11/45

John Eddis
5549
At school 1935 - 1937
Army
NX59852
FTS: 20/07/40 - 29/01/45
Highest rank: Sergeanr
Duty after training: Gun Position Officer's Assistant; on discharge: Army Education Sergeant
Service Medals: Mrica Star, War Medal,1939/45 Star, ASM, Defence Medal

•

2/9 Field Regt, RAA
Sydney, Marrickville, Glenfield, Holsworrhy Showground.
3/09/39 - 2/05/41
Called up for full-time service in SUR prior ro ourbreak of war ro guard vulnerable poinrs.
Transferred ro AIF July 1940. 18 pdrs and 4.5 howitzers. Assigned ro gun crew in 'C'
troop 17th bry. Sailed on Queen Elizabeth 09/0441 for Middle East
5/05/41 - 25/05/41
Amariya Egypt
Equipped wirh 25 pdr guns.
2/9 Field Regt, RAA
26/06/41 - 7/02/42
Lebanon, Baalbek, Aleppo, Khassa and Suez
Syrian campaign. Embarked Suez per USS Westpoint.
Adelaide, Angasron, Arakoon Qld, Mooloolaba,
Caboolture, Helidon, Cape York: Garrison-dury June 1944
12/03/42 - 12/06/44
Seconded ro Army Education Service.
12/01/44 - 29/01/45
Army Education Service
Bermagen Mareeba, Queensland
13/06/44 - 29/01/45
Sgt Lecturer. Enrerraining and educating isolated troops.
Released ro complete Economics Degree, Universiry of Sydney

LINTON

John Frederick
Army
NX106921

3144
FTS: 2/10/40 - 29/11/45

Eastern Command Trg School (Motor Tpt Wing)
Narellan NSW
130 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
NSW
HQ 4 Base Sub Area
New Guinea
HQ Lae Base Sub Area
Lae, Finschhafen New Guinea.
88 Tpt PI
Jacquinot Bay, New Britain.

LIPSCOMB

John Ward
Army

NX157332

5358
FTS: 12/03/42 - 23/01/46

7 Field Regt, RAA
NSW; WA
Attended OCTU and appoinred Lieut 13/11/43.
2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Austtalia
New Guinea

LITCHFIELD

Ainslie Roland
AirFcelArmy 35512

3298
FTS: 20103141 -

At school 1921 - 1925
Highest rank: Captain
18/08/41

20/08/42 - 2108/43
23/08/43 - 21/11143
21/11/43 - 27/04/45
27/04/45 - 30/11/45
At school 1934 - 1939
Highest rank: Lieur

12/04/42 - 5106143

23/05/44 - 4/01/45
11/01/45 - 25/07/45
At school 1922 - 1925
Highest rank: LAC
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Duty after training: Wireless Operator

Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

3 School of Technical Training
Parkes, Ultimo Australia
HQ Parkes, 3STT, SFHQ. Discharged from RAAF 16/4/42 to AMF
Eric Mileham
5880
Air Force
439370
FTS: 19/06/43 - 25/03/45
Duty after training: Air Gunner; duty at death: Air Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45.

20/03/41 - Apr-42

At school 1937 - 1942 •
Highest rank: Sergeant

RAAF Training Units
Temora, Mallala, Springbank, Bradfield Park Evans Head,
19/06/43 - 23/02/45
West Sale, Tocumwal
2ITS, IOEFTS, 6SFTS, 4ED, 2ITS, lAOS, 2PD, AGS, IPD, 70TU
200 Flight, RAAF
Leyburn, Queensland
23/02/45 - 25/03/45
Special unit established to supply 'Z' Force units. Missing in air operations in the South West Pacific,
presumed dead 25/3/45.

LITCHFIELD

Geoffrey Howard
Army
NX123472

4544
FTS: 15/12/41 - 22/11/44

At school 1929 - 1931
Highest rank: Lieut

7 Motor Regt
Sydney NSW
II Motor Regt
Australia
2/10 Aust InfBn
New Guinea
LITCHFIELD

Hayden James
Army
NX127674

15/12/41 -7112/42
7/12/42 - 9/08/43
12/08/43 - 10/08/44
3646
FTS: 1/10/41 - 27/10/44

At school 1924 - 1926
Highest rank: Captain
1/10/41 - 26/09/42
26/09/42 - 31/12/43

2 Armd Regt, AAC
5 Tank Transport Coy
126 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
New Guinea
LITCHFIELD

Ian Antony
Air Force
412459
Duty after training: Pilot

31/12/43 -7/10/44
4365
At school 1928 - 1928
FTS: 19/07/41 - 11/09/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
DFC
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, War Medal 1939/45

RAAF Training Units
Australia
8SFTS, 2ED, lED
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
11 (P) AFU, 2 Flying Instructor School, 3 (P) AFU
459 Sqn, RAAF (Hudson)
Malta Middle East
627 Sqn, RAF (Mosquito)
United Kingdom
142 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command
United Kingdom
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation
Flight Lieutenant Litchfield has completed numerous operations against the enemy in the course ofwhich
the utmost fortitude, courage and devotion to duty.

LITCHFIELD

19/07/41 - Dec-42

16/12/42 - 3/11/43

3/11/43 - 16/10/44
16/10/44 - 11/11/44
11/11/44 - 27/05/45

he has invariably displayed

Ian Mileham
5881
At school 1937 - 1944
Navy
S9885
FTS: 30/11/44 - 11/09/46
Highest rank: Able Seaman
Duty after training: Seaman 4.7 Gun Crew; on discharge: AA Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM and ASM 1945175 Clasp
'japan'
HMAS Cerberus / HMAS Penguin
Western Port, Vic & Balmoral, Sydney
Nov-44 - May-45
Initial training and additional training. Awaiting posting.
HMASBataan
Philippines, japan
May-45 - jan-46
US 7th Fleet preparing for support of proposed Allied invasion of japanese mainland. 4.7 gun crew.
Tokyo for japanese surrender, occupation force and to rescue Australian POWs.
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Western Port, Victoria.
RAN Gunnery school for training as M gunner.
HMAS Bataan
At Sea off Australia, ftom Townsville to Adelaide, including Tasmania.
Bofors gun crew captain. DemobiJised Rushcutter Sept 1946.

LITCHFIELD

Stanley Haydon
Army
NXI44999

2443
FTS: 1/10/41 -

7 Motor Regt
Goulburn
5 Motor Regt
File Incomplete

LITTLE

Jan-46 - Apr-46

Apr-46 - Sep-46

At school 1917 - 1919
Highest rank: Major
1/10/41
8/12/42

Eric Arthur
5168
At school 1933 - 1936 •
Air Force
413128
FTS: 16/08/41 - 24/09/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Dury after rraining: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Aircrew Over Europe Star with France
& Germany Clasp, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM, French Medal Battle of Normandy.
RMF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narrandera, Deniliquin. Australia
16/08/41 - 24/08/42
8 EFTS, 7SFTS.
RAF Training Units
Bournmouth, Ternhill, Scotland United Kingdom
23/03/43 - 13/07/43
Westernland to UK. OTU on Hurricanes.
174 Sqn RAF (Typhoon)
Lydd, New Romney, Westharnpnett, Homsley South United Kingdom
13/07/43 - 20/06/44
Operational flying.
Vitliers Le Sec, Le Fresne Camille, St Andre, Beauvais, Vitry France
20/06/44 - 17/09/44
8 rockets and four 20mm cannons against targets including trains and barges in Holland.
Antwerp, Belgium; Volkel, Holland.
17/09/44 - 25/1 0/44
Finished tour 22 Oct-44. Returned via New York (where spent 6 weeks) per Queen Elizabeth.
Operational Training Unit
Australia
16/02/45 - 24/09/45
Instructor.

LITTLE

Graham Rodger
5550
At school 1935 - 1940
Army
NX135775
FTS: 31/10/41 - 28/11/45
Highest rank: Gunner
Dury after training: ~ignaller; on discharge: Artillery Signalman
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM 1939/45, ASM 1945/75, Defence Medal.
12 Lt Horse, CMF
Armidale, Coffs Harbour, NSW
Jan-42 - Oct-42
12 Motor Regt
Kempsey, NSW
Nov-42 - Mar-43
Transfered to AlF in November 1942.
12 Armd Car Regt
Kingaroy, Wondai, Murgon, Qld
Apr-43 - Feb-44
3rd Armoured Division disbanded in 1943, sent to Australian Artillery Training Centre.
RAA Training Regt
Greta, BonegilJa, Canungra
Mar-44 - Oct-44
Artillery and signals training.
2/6 Field Regt, RAA
Townsville, Atherton Tablelands, Kairi
Oct-44 - Jun-45
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.
Jun-45 - Nov-45

LITTLE

Harold Norman
Army

LITTLE

NX958

Robert Morrice
Army
NX12268
HQRAE 7 Aust Div
Middle East

2605
FTS: 5/05/40 - 9/10/42

At school 1918 - 1923
Highest rank: Sergeant

4366
FTS: 1/05/40 - 16/11/45

At school 1928 - 1931
Highest rank: Major

•

24/11/40 - 16/11/42
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HQ2 Aust Corps
New Guinea
New Guinea
HQ 1 Aust Corps
Morotai Balikpapan
LITTLE

LITTLER

William Maxwell
Army
NX70056
2/4 Aust Jnf Bn
Middle East
HQ NT Force (Rear)
Northern Territory
2/4 Aust Jnf Bn
Wewak, New Guinea

31/03/43 - 15/04/43
10/11/43 - 10/05/44
23/03/45 - 25/10/45
3647
ITS: 27/03/41 - 21/12/45

At school 1924 - 1924 •
Highest rank: Private
21/11/41 - 28/03/42
1/06/42 - 28/05/43
28/10/44 - 26/10/45

Burnett Guy
Army
Duey after training: Property Valuer

1724

At school 1912 - 1913
Highest rank: Major
MC(WWI)

HQLofCArea
Australia
Valuing property damage caused by Army manoeuvres
LLOYD

George Alfred "Peter"
Army
NXI9212

5169
ITS: 31105/40 - Feb-45

At school 1933 - 1938
Highest rank: L/Sergeanr
MID

7 Field Bde, RAA
Willoughby
2/6 Field Regt, RAA
Deir Suneid Palestine, Mersa Matruh Egypt, Western Desert
New Guinea
14 monrhs in action.
Mentioned in Despatches 15/3/45: Exceptional services in the field in New Guinea.
LLOYD

Raymond Arthur
Army
NXII01
Duey after training: Sapper

Sep-39 - Dec-40
18/12/40 - 12/02/42
17/09/42 - 31/01/44

5170
At school 1933 - 1934 •
FTS: 28/10/39 - 28/11/41
Highest rank: Sapper
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star

2/1 Field Coy, RAE
Oct-39 -]an-40
Ingleburn
Qastina, Helwon, Komel Hanaash, Sollum, Bardia,
Feb-40 - Mar-41
Tobruk, El Qanrara Middle East
Wounded 5/2/41. British Hospital Ship Aba from Tobruk to Alexandria, Aust Hospital ship
Manunda to Sydney on 12 April 1941 (20th birthday). Admitted to 113 AGH after leave.
LLOYD

William Kenneth
Army

LOANE

Kenneth Lawrence
Army
NX202786
Duey after training: Chaplain

3820
4931
ITS: 13/12/43 - 29/03/46

Chaplain NT Forces
Darwin
Chaplain 1 Aust Corps
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.

t

LOANE

Owen Lawrence
5728
Air Force
402514
ITS: 16/09/40 - 9/09/42
Duey after training: PilOt; duey at death: Pilot

At school 1925 - 1927
At school 1931 - 1933
Highest rank: Lieut

15/04/44 - 17/09/44
20/05/45 - 29/01/46
At school 1939 - 1938
Highest rank: Flying Officer

RAF Training Units

Rhodesia
113 Sqn RAF
India
Killed in air battle 9/9/42.

3/01/41 - 18/06/41
18/06/41 - 9/09/42
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2262
At school 1916 - 1920
Aubrey William
Army
NXI09228
FTS: 20/10/41 - 15/07/44
Highest rank: Lieut
Service Medals: 1939/45 Stat, Pacific Stat, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45
21 Cav Regt
New Guinea
3rd Aust Division Carrier Company

John
Army

NX2899

·4090
ITS: 26/04/41 - 20/03/45

3/09/43 - 31/03/44

At school 1926 - 1932
Highest rank: Corporal

27 Bde Coy, AASC
Sydney, Bathurst, Freemande.
HQ 8 Aust Division (AASC)
Singapore. Malaya
Appointed Acting Corporal 2/12/41
1 Coy,AASC
Singapore, Malaya
POW
Singapore Malaya; Sandakan, Borneo.
Eventually transferred to Sandakan where he died of malaria on 20/3/45.
LOCKE

Walter Reginald
2261
ITS: 17/05/39
Army
NX35033
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Victory Medal, ASM
8 Division
Australia
Appointed Captain.
HQ 8 Aust Division (AASC)
Malaya
POW
Changi Singapore; Taiwan; Japan; Mukden, Manchuria.

LODER

Bruce West
Air Force
119618
Duty after training: Accountant

2263
ITS: 12110/42 - 2/05/46

RAAF Training Units,
Australia
School of Admin
HQ Southern Area
Tocumwal
RAAF Station
Tocumwal

LONDON

James William
NX85.
Army

Apr-41
15/08/41

1941
16/02/42 - 20/03/45

At school 1916 - 1916
Highest tank: Major

May-40

19/08/41 - 15/02/42
15/02/42 - 10/09/45
At school 1916 - 1918
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

12/10/42 -7/12/42

7112/42 - 19/02/43
19/02/43 - 15/04/46
4734
FTS: 2/11139 - 1945

At school 1930 - 1930
Highest rank: Lt Col

OBE, MID
6 Div Sigs
United Kingdom
17/06/40 - 24/03/41
2/3 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
6/05/41 - 2/04/42
Adv Allied Land Forces Headquarters
Australia, New Guinea
22/09/42 - 10/09/43
GSO II Intel (Air) 'G' Branch
1 Air Li~son Corps
Australia, New Guinea
10/09/43 - 17/12/43
2 i/c - Sent to USA for air co-operations schools.
Australia, New Guinea
23/1 0/44 - 30/11/45
In command. Awarded OBE.
OBE Citation - 30/11/45
Lieutenant-Colonel]W London has used his wide, previous, operational experience in effectively developing and employing an
excellent Group ofAir Liaison Officers for the OBOE operatiom. His untiring devotion to duty, his well developed qualities of
leadership and his exemplary personal example have been largely responsible for the successful and close co-operation existing between
the Army and Air Forces engaged. Although the results he has achieved are, by nature, umpectacular, his contribution to the overall
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success ofthe operations has been considerable and are such as to be worthy ofrecognition.
Mentioned in Despatches: Gallant and distinguished services in the South west Pacific area.
LONG

Robert Mudie
5882
At school 1937 - 1941
FrS: 4110/44 - 3/06/47
Highest rank: AC1
Air Force
165994
Duty after training: Trainee Technician; on discharge: Plant Operator
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45.
Wireless Training Unit
Lana
5ACS
South West Pacific

LOVE

26/02/45 - Jul-45
13/11/45 - Apr-47

Jack Milton Wallace
2444
At school 1917 - 1922
Air Force
49818
FrS: 7/01/42 - 20/02/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Trainee Officer; on discharge: Adjutant
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Italy Star, Defence Medal, Pacific Star.
20 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
Asst Adjutant
11 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
Adjutant
12 Sigs Unit
South West Pacific
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
llPDRC
467 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
451 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
Mediterranean, Italy

LOVE

Robert Denison
Army
VX42068

4639
FTS: 18/07/40 - 22/02/46

11 Small Ships Coy, RAE
New South Wales

LOVEDAY

Geoffrey Charles
Army
NX167832

25/02/42 - 16/04/42

16/04/42 - 15/09/42

7112/42 - 15/04/43
20109/44 - 18/06/45

18/06/45 - 1112145
1/12145 - 3/01146

At school 1929 - 1932
Highest rank: Lieut
28/05/45 - 18/01/46

2025
FrS: 20102/41 - 10/01146

At school 1914 -1917
Highest rank: Lt Col
MID

Eastern Command Ord Workshop, AEME
Sydney
In command
HQ 1 Aust Corps
Lae, New Guinea.
Assistant Director Mechanical Engineering.
2/4 Base Workshop, AEME
NSW
Mentioned in Despatches 21/2/46: Distinguished services in the South west Pacific area.

t

LOVEJOY

12/09/44 - 3/08145

25/07/45 - 10/01/46

Douglas John
5359
At school 1934 - 1938
Air Force
403752
FrS: 3/03/41 - 6/07/42
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: Observer; duty at death: Pilot Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Amberley, Laverton, Nhill Australia
2ITS, 5EFTS, 3SFTS, GRS, 10TU
7 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
32 Sqn, RAAF (Beaufort)
Australia
Accidently killed Byron Bay.

LOVELL

17/10/41

Guy Tasman
Army
NX132123

5551
FTS: 4/12/41 - 30/11145

3/03/41 - 2/03/42

2/03/42 - 21/07/42
21107142 - 12/09/42

At school 1935 - 1937
Highest rank: Sergeant

SOME Fortress
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Section 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sydney, Middle Head
57 DCRE (workshop)
New Guinea, Morotai, Borneo
LOVELL

Nigel Tasman
Army
NX139581
Duty after training: Sapper

23/02/42
2/06/45 - 19/11/45
4368
At school 1928 - 1933
FTS: 8/08/40 - 16/02/44
Highest rank: Lieut
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, ASM

•

52 AA Searchlight Coy, RAA
23/09/40 - 1/12/40
Scheyville, Richmond
90cm searchlight. NCO school, Scheyville. Promoted L/Sgt, in charge
of searchlight unit (8 men); coy deployed in defence of Richmond aerodrome.

aTC
Middle Head, NSW
1942
Joined AlE Attended an Officers' Training Course.
62 AA Searchlight Coy, RAA
Willoughby, NSW
26111/42 - Apr-43
Lieut 2/12/42 over a section of searchlights. 22/2/43 to 20/3/43 LHQ Gas School
(No 19 Course) at Bonegilla and became Gas Officer for 62 AASL Coy.
AA Dps Room Sydney, AA SearchLights, RAA
1/05/43 - Dec-43
Sydney
SCO III AA Ops Room, Sydney. Operations Room under Gardens on
east side of Macquarie St in an unused railway tunnel. 8 hour shifts.
LOWE

Robert Norman
Air Force
412257
Duty after training: Pilot

4735
FTS: 22/06/41 - 27/05/46

RAAF Training Units
Australia
2RC, 10EFTS, 5SFTS, 56 OTU
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
19 OTU, 3 TEU, 84 GSU
164 Sqn, RAF
United Kingdom

LOWE

At school 1930 - 1935
Highest rank: Flying Officer

22/06/41 - 24/08/42

18/11/42 - 13/07/45

10/02/45 - 4/05/46

WJ

Master at school 1930 - 1935

Army
Duty on discharge: Private
RAAF Training Units'
Australia

LOWICK

LUCAS

4864
Baldwyn Robert
FTS: 26/01/42 - 27/09/46
Navy
HMAS Yandra
South West Pacific
ML804
South West Pacific
HMAS Wilcannia .
South West Pacific
Promoted Lieut 26/7/44.
HMAS Quiberon
South West Pacific
HMAS Bunbury
South West Pacific
Corvette, 24th Minesweeping Flotilla. 1st Lieut duties.
Joined Malayan RNVR and appointed Lieut-Com 28/5/56.

At school 1931 - 1936
Highest rank: Lieut

John Robert
Army
NXI06269

At school 1937 - 1941
Highest rank: Corporal

56 Searchlight Bty, RAA
Australia
84 Mobile Searchlight Bty, RAA
Buna, Finschhafen, New Guinea.
41 Landing Craft Coy, RAE
Cairns Queensland

5883
FTS: 23/12/41 - 16/07/46

3/08/42 - 25/01/43
15/07/43 - 30/09/43
22/04/44 - 19110/44

2/01/45 - 9/12/45
27/03/46 - 2/09/46

15/04/43 - 23/08/43
22/11/43 - 23/05/44
28/09/44 - 2/05/45
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But, Aitape New Guinea; Labuan Borneo.
Transferred to 42 Port Landing Craft coy 22/12/45.
LUCAS

Thomas Sheilds
Army
NX14431
2/4 Field Coy, RAE
Middle East
Wounded in action. Shrapnel
13 Base Ord Depot, AAOC
Australia & New Guinea
41 Water Tpt Coy
Qld & New Guinea
Morotai Labuan

LUDOWICI

5729
FTS: 13/12/39 - 20/12/45

At school 1936 - 1937
Highest rank: Captain
18/12/40 - 31/05/42

to

Francis John
Army
NX142906
Duty after training: Radar

legs from Italian grenade 11/8/41.
11/03/43 - 20/09/43
20/09/43 - 14/08/45
25/08/45 - 22/10/45
4283
FTS: 3/09/39 - 4/09/45

5 Heavy Bde, RAA Coastal Defences
New South Wales
32 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Milne Bay Pt Moresby New Guinea
'C' Heavy Bty
Port Moresby
LUKER

20/05/45 - 17/01/46

At school 1927 -1938
Highest rank: Lieut

7/09/40 - 6/09/42
17/09/42 - 15/10/43
15/1 0/43 - 10/04/44

Richard John Morris
5884
At school 1937 - 1941
ITS: 29/12/42 - 1/02/46
Highest rank: Sergeant
Air Force
74478
Duty after training: Wireless Mechanic; on discharge: Radar Mechanic A
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star

RAAF Units
Australia
29/12/42 - 31/01/46
lRD, ISTT, RDF School, 2ED, lRPp, 15ARD, 10 R&SU, 2PD, lAD, 2PD
LUMSDAINE

Philip Allan
5360
At school 1934 - 1936
Army
NX18758
FTS: 20/05/40 - 4/12/45
Highest rank: Gunner
Duty after training: Gunlayer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM,
Efficiency Medal.
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
Darwin
2/1 Lt AA Bty (Airborne), RAA
NSW, Qld
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
NSW, Qld
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo

LUXTON

Chetwyn Goodyer
Army
NX124772
Duty after training: Clerk

25/07/41 - 2/02/42
22/09/42 - 14/06/43
17/07/43 - 25/10/44
25/10/44 - 22/05/45
12/06/45 - 24/11/45
3371
ITS: 10/03/42 - 16/11/45

1 Supply Per Coy, AASC
NSW

At school 1922 - 1924 •
Highest rank: Private

21/05/42

9 DID
Thursday Island
41 Supply Depot, AASC
Thursday Island, Cairns
Disembarked from Thursday Is. 24/8/43.
HQ 1 Aust Corps
Cairns
17 Supply Depot, AASC
Lae New Guinea; Townsville Australia.
Disembarked Townsville 4/9/45.
LYELL

Arthur Richard
Army
NXI03414

5362
FTS: 1/12/41 - 29/07/46

26/08/42 - 7/05/43
7/05/43 - 1/05/44

1/05/44
31/08/45 - 16/11/45
At school 1934 - 1937
Highest rank: Corporal
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Section 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 21 Diy Cay Regt
NSW
5 Diy Carrier Coy
New Guinea
2/1 Guard Regt
Finschhafen New Guinea.
11 Aust Inf Bn
]acquinot Bay New Britain.
Infantry Trg Bn
Queensland, NSW
37 AlTB; 16 AlTB; 4 ARTB.

LYELL

John Sutherland
Navy
Duty after training: Dentist

1/12/41 - 19/07/43
11/09/43 - 6/08/44
6/08/44 - 12111/44
7/01/45 - 31/03/45
17/08/45 - 17/07/46
5363
At school 1934 - 1939
ITS: Noy-43 - Sep-46
Highest rank: Surg Lieut (D)
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, 1939/45 Pacific Star

HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
HMAS Kuranda
Australia
HMAS Magnetic
Australia, Thursday Island
HMASMadang
South West Pacific
HMAS Westralia
South West Pacific
HMAS Penguin
Sydney
HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
Discharged Rushcutter 28/9/46.

LYNCH

2/11/43 - 23/05/44
24/05/44 - 9/01/45
31/01/45 - 24/06/45
25/06/45 - 7/12/45
8/12/45 - Feb-46
Feb-46 - 26/05/46
21/05/46 - 15/09/46

Gordon Henry
6676
Air Force
132062
ITS: 16/03/43 - 3/04/46
Duty after training: Flight Mechanic

At school 1942 - 1942
Highest rank: LAC

RAAF Training Units
Tocumal, NSW; Geelong, Melbourne; Uranquinty, NSW
Initial training, fitters course, flight mechanic course, Aircraft engine
maintenance at air training school (Uranquinty) - Wirraways.
RAAF Training Units' .
Tocumal Australia
Aircraft engine mainten~ce air training school - Liberator bombers.
102 Sqn, RAAF
Cecil Plains, Queensland
Aircraft engine maintenance - Liberator Bombers.

LYNDON

William Morris
Army
NX205546
Duty after training: Dentist

6185
ITS: 21/03/45 -7/05/47

Army Dental Corps
NSW
59 Dental Unit, 57 Dental Unit, 61 Dental Unit, 55 Dental Unit.

LYNE

Cecil Buist
Army/Air Fce NX 1248660

5552
ITS: 217/03/41 -

7 Field Regt, RAA
NSW; WA.
Discharged for service with RAAF.
File Incomplete

LYNE

James Mansell
Army
NX31409
2/9 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
Aleppo Syria

Mar-43

]un-44

15/06/45 - Mar-46

At school 1939 - 1940
Highest rank: Captain

21/03/45 - 7/05/47
At school 1935 - 1938
Highest rank: Bombardier
17/03/41 - 16/11/43

4190
FTS: 224/06/41 - 6/11/45

At school 1927 -1928
Highest rank: Corporal
22/11/41
13/02/42 - 11/03/42
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1 Army School of Sigs
Australia
1 Sigs Trg Bn
Australia

2/04/43
7/01/44 - 14/07/45

LYNE

Max Trevor
3469
At school 1923 - 1924
Air Force
263155
FrS: 23/07/41 - 27/06/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Traffic Control
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star with Clasp, Italy Star, Defence Medal
17 SOR, 250 Wmg
Middle East
13/10/41 - 16/12/42
212 Group
Middle East
16/12/42 - 14/03/43
17 SOR
Middle East
14/03/43 - 10/09/43
148 Sqn, RAF
Italy
1/11/43 - 6/06/44
325 Wing, RAF
Italy
13/06/44 - 9/11/44
22 PTC
Middle East
23/11/44 - 28/03/45
Returned co Australia 28/3/45

LYNE

Terence Turton
Army

3822

At school 1925 - 1928

5553
FrS: 5/11/41 - 9/05/46

At school 1935 -1937
Highest rank: Corporal

24 Light Horse
1 Mountain Bty, RAA
New Guinea

LYNTON

LYTTLE

John Stewart
Army
VX140242
54 Field Park
New South Wales
HQS/C
Australia
HQ 1 Aust Corps
New Guinea
HQNG Force Provost Coy
New Guinea
50/50 Army Show
Infantry Trg Bn
Australia
Aust Broadcasting Cont Unit
New South Wales

John Purves
4191
Army
NX135197
FTS: 7/09/39 - 4/02/46
Duty after training: Medical Officer
7 Aust Light Hospital, AAMC
NSW
2 Light Field Hospital
NSW
10 Field Amb, AAMC
New Guinea
Arrived New Guinea 21/8/43.
HQ 9 Aust Division
Queensland
DADMS
2/11 Field Amb, AAMC
Morotai, Tarakan.
Commanding Officer.

5/11/41 - Feb-42
3/02/42 - Aug-42
28/08/42 - Jan-43
27/01/43 -Jul-43
1/07/43 -Jan 44
22/09/44 - Nov 44
11/11/44 - 9/05/46
At school 1927 - 1932
Highest rank: Major

7/09/39 - 30/04/42
30/04/42
7/10/43 - 29/05/44

28/07/44 - 9/03/45

7/04/45 - 24/09/45
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Samuel Kenneth Purves
5172
At school 1933 - 1936 •
Army
NX38546
FTS: 17/06/41 -7/11145
Highest rank: Gunner
Duty after training: Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Training
Suez Middle East
Kokoda Trail New Guinea
Wounded and bouts of malaria, several times hospitalised.
Atherton Tablelands, Queensland
Training
Wewak New Guinea

MACANDREW

MACBETH

MACDIARMID

1943-1945
1945 - Nov-45
At school 1935 - 1937
Highest rank: Staff Sergeant

Robert Duncan
Air Force
263254
Duty after training: Medical Officer

At school 1930 - 1934
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr

4736

Bryan St Clair
3303
Air Force
54969
FTS: 4/05/42 - 4/1 0/45
Duty after training: Trainee Officer; on discharge: Cypher
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star
School of Administration
Australia
Operational Base
Coffs Harbour
12 Sigs Unit
South West Pacific
1 Wireless Unit
South West Pacific
MoresbyWT
New Guinea
53 Operational Base Unit
South West Pacific
Finlay Melrose
Air Force
446184
Duty after training: Recorder

Hugh Melrose
Army
NXl18463
Special Wireless Group
Victoria
51 Wireless Section

4/03/43
2/07/43 - 5/04/45
20104/45 - 14/06/45
20108/45 - 1112145
1112145 - 10112/45
13/12/45 - 9/08/46

MID
Feb-43
At school 1922 - 1926
Highest rank: Flying Officer

4/05/42 - 9/06/42
9/06/42 - 10104/43

11104/43 - 13/05/43
13/05/43 - 30101144
30101144 - 9106/44
5/12/44 - 3/07/45

5731
At school 1936 - 1943 •
Highest rank: AC1
FTS: 24/02/45 - 18/04/46
Service Medals: 1939145 Medal
OBE

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, RAAF HQ, 2SD, 2PD
MACDIARMID

1941 - 1942
1942-1943

Kenneth Duncan
5554
Army
NX169078
FTS: 24/02/43 - 19/09/46
Sydney Fixed Defences Heavy Arty
North Head, NSW
Newcasde Fixed Defences Heavy Arty
NSW
801 AA /CA Bty, RAA
Port Moresby
53 Comp AA Regt, RAA
Morotai, Tarakan, Borneo.
2/3 Pioneer Bn
Tarakan
Details Depot
Morotai, Rabaul.

455 Sqn, RAF Coastal Command
Leuchars Scotland
Mentioned in Despatches 1/1/45.
MACDERMOTT

Jul-41 - 1941

24/02/45 - 18/04/46

5730 .
FTS: 29/05/42 - 19/02/46

At school 1936 - 1941
Highest rank: Corporal
5106142 - 23/12/42
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Darwin
Wireless Special Group
Queensland
Morotai

23/12/42 - 11/07/44

11107/44 - 9/08/45
20/08/45 - 4/01/46

MACDIARMID

John Archibald Nelrose
5365
At school 1934 - 1938
Army
NXI04203
ITS: Dec-40 - 13/09/44
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: Light Horseman; on discharge: Infantryman
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Pacific Star, 1939/45 Medal, ASM
7 Light Horse, CMF
Canberra
Dec-40 - Dec-41
Map Reading course Randwick. Bren Gun Carrier course, NCO School, Studley Park.
3 Armd Div
Victoria, NSW Queensland
Dec-42 - Jun-43
Tank Wireless School and Armoured Fighting Vehicle School Puckapunyal.
2/31 Aust Inf Bn
Nadzab, Edward Plantation New Guinea
Jun-43 - Sep-43
Wounded in action at Edward Plantation.
Hospitalisation
Concord
Sep-43 - Sep-44

MACDOUGALL

Alan Aylwin
Army
VX36689

4192
ITS: 9/07/40 - 10/11145

2/22 WTrgBn
Bendigo
4 Pioneer Coy
Australia
Army Employment Service
Australia
Works Coy
Australia
MACDOUGALL

MACE

At school 1927 - 1928
Highest rank: Lieut

22/07/40 - Apr-42
16/04/42 - Dec-42

5/12/42 - Apr-44
18/04/44 - 10/11145

Ian Andrew
Air Force
51181
Duty after training: Fitter
RAAF Training Units
Australia
School of Admin, RS
Air Headquarters
South West Pacific
7 Fighter Sector HQ
South West Pacific
12 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
105 Fighter Sector HQ
South West Pacific
107 Fighter Sector HQ
South West Pacific

2119
ITS: 23/02/42 - 27/02/45

George Albert
Army
NXI04749
Service Medals: Medals

4865
FTS: 1939 - 1945

At school 1915 - 1917
Highest rank: Flight Lieur

23/02/42 - 17104/42

29/04/42 - 6/05142
6/05/42 - 29/04/43
6/05/43 - 6/06/43
6/06/43 - 13/01/44

14/02/44
At school 1931 - 1932
Highest rank: Sergeant

24 Light Horse
Australia
1 Mountain Bty, RAA
New Guinea
MACK

Augustus Henry Littleton
3304
Air Force
260978
ITS: 27103/40
Duty after training: Admin Duties; on discharge: Architect
Air Headquarters
South West Pacific
Designing RAAF stations.
Overseas HQ London
United Kingdom

At school 1922 - 1928
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr

27/03/40 - 15/09/41

1112/41 - 13/05/43
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Brian Richard Norman
4545
At school 1929 - 1933
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Air Force
21233
FTS: 10/06/40 - 5/12/45
Dury after training: Fitter II A; on discharge: Flight Engineer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Mrica Star with clasp, Atlantic Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.
451 Sqn, RAAF
Egypt
10 Sqn, RAAF
Mount Batten, United Kingdom

5/05/41 - 11/01/44
Feb-.44 - Sep-45

tMACK

1482
At school 1910 - 1913
Richard Pym
FTS: 23/07/40 - 31/12/42
Highest rank: Private
Army
NX53643
2/33 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East
23/03/41 - 9/02/42
Kokoda Track New Guinea.
9/09/42 - 10/11142
Severely wounded in action. Died of wounds 31/12/42. Cremated Brisbane Hospital 1/1/43.

MACKAY

Iven John
Army
NX34743
2/18 Aust lnf Bn
Malaya
POW
Changi Singapore

MACKAY

5006

At school 1932 - 1932
Highest rank: Lieut
1941 - 15/02/42
1942 - 1/09/45

Robert Charles
4193
At school 1927 - 1930
Air Force
402527
FTS: 28/02/42 - 11/02/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Dury after training: Pilot; dury at death: Pilot Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
DFC, MID
75 Operational Training Unit
Middle East
12/06/42 - 14/07/43
Air Headquarters
Malta
12/06/43 - 27/06/44
455 Sqn RAAF, Coastal Command (Beaufighter)
United Kingdom
1/07/44 - 25/11/45
Re-appt to permanent Commission in RAAF 6/3/47. Killed in aircraft accident 9/11/48.

MACKAY

Robert Wadie Gordon
Air Force

MACKELLAR

Geoffrey Neil
Army

. MACKENZIE

NXI15~72

Alastair Lyall
Army
2/1 Aust InfBn

4006

At school 1926 - 1932

2970
FTS: 8/09/42 - 8/01/44

At school 1920 - 1925
Highest rank: Lieut

3649

At school 1924 - 1928

Colin Kenneth
3650
FTS: 10102/41 - 4106146
Navy
35007
HMAS Leeuwin
South West Pacific
HMS King Alfred
United Kingdom
ML 1057
St Christopher United Kingdom
HMS Tana
United Kingdom
HMS Sobkra
United Kingdom
HMS Pirie
Pacific, Japan
In command from 23/6/45. Acting Lieut Com 9/11/45.

At school 1924 - 1926
Highest rank: Lt Cmdr

MACKENZIE

Douglas Cameron
Air Force
211189
Dury after training: Medical

6186

At school 1939 - 1942

MACKENZIE

James Stratton
Army

2606

At school 1918 - 1921

MACKENZIE

24/02/41 - 15/03/41
29/05/41 - 9108/41
22/09/41 - 31112142
6101/43 - 31103/43
1/04/43 - 19/12/44

17/03/45 - 5104146
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MACKINNON

Charles Earl

5556
At school 1935 - 1938
NXI0312
FTS: 13/05/41 - 1/07/44
Highest rank: Gunner
Duty after training: Driver
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Africa Star with 8th Army Clasp

Army

Army Training Unit
Cowra, Warwick Farm.
Trained as gun rractor driver.
2/4 Lt AA Regt, RAA
EI Alamein Middle Easr
Cairns
Milne Bay, Finschhafen New Guinea.
Landings ar Red Beach, Lae and Finschhafen.
Brisbane
Discharged to manage the family esrare ar Trangie.
MACKINNON

26/05/41 - 12111/41

2/02/42 -27/02/43
27/03/43 - Aug-43
8/08/43 - Mar-44
23/03/44 - 28/06/44

Daniel Frederick
5557
At school 1935 - 1941
Air Force
444559
FTS: 11103/44 - 2/08/45
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Air Crew rraining; on discharge: Wireless Operator/Air Gunner
RAAF Training

Bradfield Park, Ballarar, Adelaide
32 course 2 ITS Mar to Sep 44; WAG Sep 44 to Mar 45;
Teleprinting course Mar 45 to Aug 45.
MACKINNON

Johnson
Navy

S46193

6189
FTS: 6/10/42 - 27/03/47

Mar-44 - Aug-45

At school 1939 - 1941
Highest rank: LieU{

HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
File incomplere
MACKISACK

George Hill

5008
At school 1932 - 1937
NX53306
FTS: May-40 - Aug-46
Highest rank: LieU{
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM Medal, Defence Medal, Coronarion Medal

Army

2/15 Field Regt, RAA
Holsworthy, Cooma
School of Arrillery.
4ATKRegt
Pukapunyal
POW
Singapore, Hintok, Sire Road, Changi. Malaya
MACLACHLAN

Andrew Howard
Army
N5687
DRO Eastern Command
Sydney
Intel Corps
Sydney
Security Service
Melbourne
NSWL ofCARU
Sydney

MACLEAN

1727
FTS: 6/07/40 - 6/01/45

1940 - Jan-41

May-41
15/02/42 -30/09/45
At schoo11912 - 1919
Highest rank: Corporal
10/07/40 - Apr-41
10/04/41 - Feb-43
1/02/43 - Feb-44
5/02/44 - 6/01/45

Ian Hubert

6504
At schoo11941 - 1947
235060
FTS: 11102/50 - 8/03/72
Highest rank: Colonel
Duty after training: PI Comd 2 RAR; on discharge: Comd II Task Force (1969)
MBE
Service Medals: UN Service Medal (Korea), General Service Medal with Clasp Malaya, Vietnam
Medal, Vietnamese Campaign Medal, US Meritorious Unir Commendarion, Australian Acrive
Service Medal 1945/75 wirh Clasp Malaya, Australian Acrive Service Medal 1945175 with Clasp
Korea, Infantry Combar Badge.

Army

1 RAR
Korea
4/06/54 - 19/04/56
Inf PI Comd, A/Tank PI Comd.
British Army
Grik, Kroh Malaya
3/07/59 - 8/09/60
Loyals Regr ar Grik, Parrol Officer; Easr Anglican Regr ar Kroh, Parrol Officer.
2RAR
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10/10/67 - 24/09/68
2i/c; HQ 1 ATE General Staff Officer and Operations (GSO 20PS).
HQ 1 Aust Task Force
Nui Oat, South Vietnam
10/02/71 - 25/02/71
Reviewing training requirements for personnel and units in preparation for service in Vietnam.
Member ofthe British Empire, 14/1 0/68
Lt Col IH Maclean graduatedfrom the Royal Military College in December, 1953, and has served in staffand regimental
appointments both in Australia and overseas. He arrived in South Vietnam in October, 1967 and was appointed Second in
Command of2nd Battalion The RoyalAustralian Regiment. He was reappointed General StaffOfficer Grade 2 (Operations) at
Headquarters 1st Australian Task Force in March, 1968.
As General StaffOfficer Grade 2 (Operatiom) he was respomible for the continuous coordination ofthe operations ofall the fighting
units ofthe task force, and the coordination ofthe staffwork ofall members ofthe headquarters in support ofoperatiom.
By his outstanding professional ability and his continuous and untiring supervision and management ofthe headquarters staffi
Major Maclean ensured that at all times the fighting units were under complete supervision and were receiving the maximum of
support and assistance in the performance oftheir tasks. Because ofMajor Maclean's ability and complete devotion to duty at all
times the maximum effectiveness was obtainedfrom all units with the minimum ofcasualties. Major Maclean's devotion to duty and
his professional competence reflect great credit on himselfand the Australian Army. Major Maclean has been promoted Lieutenant
Colonel on his return to Australia.

t

MACLEAN

Jonathan Phillip
Army
NX150419

5458
FTS: Dec-41 - 18/05/44

At school 1934 - 1940
Highest rank: Private

9 Coy, AASC
NSW
21/12/41 - 14/07/42
New Guinea
24/07/42 - 4/07/43
158 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
New Guinea
4/07/43 - 7/05/44
Admitted 2/11 Australian General Hospital with scrub typhus. Died 18 May 1944.
Buried Grave PD15, Soputa ~r Cemetery.

MACLEAN

Robert Brooke Stewart
Army
NXl13938

5732
ITS: 1/10/41 - 6/06/46

At school 1936 - 1937
Highest rank: Captain

7 Field Regt, RAA
New Guinea
MACLEAN

28/03/45 - 2/09/45

5558
At school 1935 - 1936
Roderick Stewart
Army
NX59159
ITS: 13/07/40 - 17/12/45
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Admin. Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2/18 Aust InfBn
Wallgrove, Ingleburr.
Basic training.
22 Anti-Tank Coy, RAA
Ingleburn, Bathurst, Randwick, Narellan.
Sep-Nov 1940 Platoon Sgt Training. May-Jun 1941 Map Reading &
Field Sketching School. Jul-Aug 1941 Junior Leaders Course.
18 Anti-Tank Bty, RAA
Thursday Island
Tp Sgt, Mar-Apr 1942
Camp hospital with dengue fever.
22 Anti-Tank Coy, RAA
New Guinea
Contracted malaria
Helidon Qld, Ingleburn NSW: Seymour Vic
Nov 43 -Mar 44 Bty Sgt Major training. Mar-Aug 44 Pre-OCTU
course. Aug-Sep 44 Officers' Course.
Brisbane Watercraft Workshop, AEME
Queensland
1 Adv Watercraft Workshop
Australia

MACLEOD

Colin Sherwin
Army, British
228 AA Bty, RA
Firth of Forth, Scotland
In command

3651

Jul-40 - Sep-40

Sep-40 - Aug-41

21/09/41 - 24/07/42

29/10/42 - 21/10/43
Nov-43 - Sep-44

28/12/44 - 18/05/45
18/05/45 - 28/11/45

At school 1924 - 1924

Sep-39 - Dec-39

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 3 4 -----~---------
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HQ 7 AA Division, Royal Artillery
Newcasde-upon-Tyne, United Kingdom
General Staff Officer
File incomplete
MACLEOD

Gordon
Army, British

Dec-39

3652

MID

67 Coy, RASC
Abbassia, Egypt, Palestine'
Mentioned in Despatches for distinguished service in Palestine.
MACMASTER

John Dunlop
Civilian

At school 1924 - 1925

1939
4194

At schoo11927 - 1933

POW
Philippines
Dec-41 - 23/02/45
Interned by Japanese Army for three years and two months; released by US forces.
MACNEIL

Arthur Hugh Sutherland
Air Force
432834
Duty after training: Pilot

6036
At school 1938 - 1942
FTS: 30/01/43 - 1/10/45
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, 1939/45 Scar.

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Temora, Uranquinty Australia
30/01143 - 1/11/43
10 EFTS (Tiger Moth DH 82), 5 SFTS (Wirraway).
2 Operational Training Unit
Dec-43 - Feb-44
Mildura
Spitfire Vc.
452 Sqn, RAAF (Spitfire)
Mar-44 - Dec-44
Darwin
Patrols, Darwin area. Spitfire Mk VIII.
Morotai Island, Halmahera Islands.
Dec-44 - Jan-45
Night patrols on Morotai, day patrols on Halmahera. Shot down 7 January at Morotai, compound
fractured skull. Hospitalised at Concord till June 1945.
8 Operational Training Unit
Parkes
Jul-45 - Sep-45
Instructor.
MACOUN

MACOURT

Colin William
3826
FrS: 27/08/40 - 11/08/44
Army
NX111482
17 Aust Inf Bn
NSW
2/12 Aust Inf Bn
New Guinea
Evacuated with malaria. Reclassified (medically) 02.
Qld L of C Area Records Office
Queensland Australia
Hospitalised until 28/4/44. Classified as unfit for accive service.

At school 1925 - 1928
Highest rank: Private

Raymond William
Army
NX205445

At school 1937 - 1941
Highest rank: Private

258 Supply Depot, AASC
Japan
MACPHERSON

5887
FrS: 3/01/45 - 15/08/47

24/03/42 - 4/11/42
6/12/42 - 10/03/43

23/11143 - 30111/43

12/03/46 - 13/08/47

Edward Barrie
5888
At school 1937 - 1942
Army
YX201268
FTS: 27/05/43 - 31/10/46
Highest rank: Craftsman
Duty after training: Radar Technician
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
LHQ EME School
Ingleburn, Melbourne
2/06/43 - 3/08/44
Training in radar techniques and maintenance and electronic radar predictors.
8 Adv Workshop
Ingleburn, Liverpool, Bathurst Australia
May-44
12 Adv Workshop AEME
12112/44 - 23/05/45
Bougainville Solomon Is, New Guinea
Operational workshops attached to 18 Bde and 5 Div.
Ordnance Stores, AAOC
Redbark Australia
27/09/45 - 14/02/46
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MACPHILLAMY

13/03/46 - 25/10/46

Charles Henry
5173
Army
NX32182
ITS: 14/06/40 - 06 /11/45
Duty after training: Artillery; on discharge: Pathologist

At school 1933 -1936
Highest rank: Captain

2/1 Survey
Sydney, Greta, Cowra
Training and embarkation for Middle East.
2/1 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Gaza, Palestine
Promoted Sergeant 13 ]aunary 1942.
2/11 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Toowoomba, Queensland
Lieut, Pathology Assistant.
Buna, Madang, Finschhafen, New Guinea.
Acting Pathologist. Commissioned Captain.
113 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Concord, NSW
Pathologist (One of four non-medical Pathologists in Australian Army).
MACPHILLAMY

Neil Mowbray
Navy
S10236
Service Medals: Defence Medal

6037
FTS: Feb-45 - Dec-46

10/06/40 - 9/04/41

25/11/41 - 19/09/42

19/09/42 - 1/05/43
15/02/43 - Sep-44

Sep-44 - 7/11/45

At school 1938 - 1944
Highest rank: Able Seaman

HMAS Bungaree
South West Pacific
HMAS Poyang
South West Pacific
HMAS Cerhents
Melbourne
HMAS Penguin
Sydney
HMAS Maitland
Australia
MADELL

David Thomas MiJJs
6190
At school 1939 - 1940
Air Force
423472
FTS: 30/06/42 - 10/09/45
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Duty after training: Guard; on discharge: Air Gunner
Service Medals: 193Q/45 Star, France & Germany Star, Defence Medal.
RAAF Training Units .
Uranquinty Australia
30/06/42 - 17/09/42
2RD,5SFTS
65 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
17/09/42 - 1/10/42
RAAF Training Units
1/10/42 - 11/08/43
Uranquinry, Bradfield Park, Parkes, Pt Pirie Australia
5SFTS, 2TFS, 2WAGS, 2BAGS, 2ED
United Kingdom
16/10/43 - 25/07/44
11PDRC,6 (0) AFU, 30 OTU, 11 Base
576 Sqn, RAP Bomber Command
United Kingdom
25/07/44 - 19/03/45

Donald James
5367
ITS: 25/06/41 - 22/11/43
Army
NX37330
2/15 Field Regt, RAA
Malaya
POW,
Changi Singapore, Burma/Siam Railway
Died of beri-beri & dysentry.
Thanbyuzayat \%r Cemetery, Burma, Plot AJ5, Row ClJ.
tMAGEE

t

MAGNO

Charles Keith
Army
NX12306
2/17 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East

3827
FTS: 17/12/39 - 30/10/42

At school 1934 - 1938
Highest rank: Gunner
15/08/41 - 15/02/42
15/02/42 - 22/11/43

At school 1925 - 1928
Highest rank: Lt Col
25/11/40 - 9/09/42
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2/15 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East
Wounded in action. Died of wounds.

9/09/42 - 30/10/42

Buried El Alamein.

MAIR

Robert Guy
Army

NX76182

5009
ITS: 17/07/41 - 28/07/44

2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
2/12 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
Lae New Guinea
MAJOR

Geoffrey Morris
NXl12042
Army

24/11141
27/10/42 - 29/01143
3/08/43 - 17/02/44
3832
FTS: 1/10/41 - 1104/46

4 Anti-Tank Regt, RAA
NSW
114 Tank Arrack Regt, RAA
Australia
8 Employment Coy
Australia
5 Works Coy
Australia
Bougainville, Torokina

MALLINSON

At school 1932 - 1937
Highest rank: LieU[

At school 1925 - 1925
Highest rank: Lieut
23/12/41 - 30/04/42
30/04/42 - 20/10/44
20/10/44 - 27/03/45

27/03/45 - 21/07/45
21/07/45 - 21/01/46

Arthur Randolph

6191
ITS: 7/03/42 - 3/09/45
Navy
S6425
Duty after training: Gunnery and Torpedo rating
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, ASM

At school 1939 - 1940 •
Highest rank: Able Seaman

HMAS Cerberus
Crib Point, Victoria
Mar-42
HMAS Magnetic
Townsville
Jul-42
Base staff, various duties, delivering sailing orders for convoys,
secondment HMAS Katoomba escorting convoys to New Guinea.
HMAS Rushcutter
Sydney
Feb-43 - Sep-45
Base staff. Secoildmenr HMAS Kybra training for anti-sub detection (ASDIC).
MALLINSON

6505
James Alan
Air Force
432528
FTS: 2/01143 - 24/09/45
Duty after training: Air Gunner Service Medals: 1939145 Star,
Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM, Normandy Campaign Medal,

At school 1941 - 1942 •
Highest rank: Flying Officer
France and Germany Star, Defence
Bomber Command Medal.

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narrandera, Evans Head, NSW Australia
2/01143 - 11111143
Initial training. Elementary pilot training. Air gunner training (graduated Sergeant air gunner).
RAP Training Units
Brighton, Silverstone, Methwold, Shepherds Grove,
Feltwell UK.
9/01/44 - 6/08/44
Operational training, physical training, alc recognition, etc. Conversion
to four-engines (Lancasters), aircraft familiarisation, cross country flights etc.
15 Sqn, RAP Bomber Command
17/07/44 - 6/08144
Mildenhall, United Kingdom
RAP Training Units
Wrarring Common, FeltweU United Kingdom
7/08/44 - 20/10/44
Re-training for replacement pilot: Conversion training; HCU (Short Stirlings); 3 LFS
186 Sqn, RAP Bomber Command
Tuddenham, Stradishall United Kingdom
21/10/44 - 23/06/45
Operational flying. Rerurn to Australia per Stirling Castle via Panama Canal and Wellington.

MALLOCH

James Ronald Smyth
Army
NX121482

3471
ITS: 23/03/42 - 4/11/43

lOrd Stores Coy, AAOC
Australia
Porr Moresby New Guinea
Discharged to an essential occupation.

At school 1923 - 1926
Highest rank: Sergeant
23/03/42 - 30/11/42
3/12/42 - 19110/43
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Geoffrey Wynn
Army
NX72840

2607
ITS: 15/08/41 - 28/02/44

1 Armd Trg Regt, AAC
Ausrralia
2/6 Armd Regt, AAC
Australia
New Guinea
MANDER-JONES

Burnett
2447
Army
NX382
ITS: 1/05/40
Duty after training: Commanding Officer
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Darwin
Middle East
HQAAComp
North Queensland
2/13 Comp AA Regt, RAA
Australia

At school 1918 - 1922
Highest rank: Corporal
23/08/41 - 27/08/41
27/08/41 - 20/09/42
28/09/42 - 20/04/43
At school 1917 - 1922
Highest rank: Lt Col

29/06/40 - 12/12/40
25/07/41 - 31/01/42
] 7/1 ]/42 - 30/06/43
2/08/43 - 24/11/44

MANDER-JONES Evan
2367
At school 1916 - 1920 •
Army
NX458
FTS: 13/02/39 - 30/07/46
Highest rank: Colonel
Duty after training: Intelligence Officer; on discharge: General Staff
OBE
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM, Greek Star
8 Aust Inf Bde
Sydney
13/02/39
HQ General Staff, Intelligence Corps
Australia
13/11/39
HQ 1 Aust Corps
2110/40 - 1941
Libya, Greece, Crete, Syria, Lebanon
Promoted Major Intelligence. Evacuated HMT Lesbos from Marathon.
Java, Sumatra
Jan-42 - Feb-42
Duntroon Staff Course
Canberra
]942
H Q 1 Aust Corps
Lae, Salamaua, Buna New Guinea.
1943 - 1944
Promoted to Lt Col.
School of Military Intelligence
]944
Southport, Brisbane'
Chief Instructor, later Oeputy Director Milirary Intelligence as well as
CA Advanced Land Forces, Brisbane. Promoted Colonel.
Bougainville, Morotai '
1945
Discharged in July 1946..
Officer ofthe Most Excellent Order ofthe British Empire (Military Division) Citation:
As one ofthe advance party of1st Australian Corps from the Middle East, Lieutenant-Colonel Mander-Jones' service in Java and
Sumatra in January and February 1942 was distinguished by the highest devotion to duty.
When he and another Australian officer were left behind at Palembang, Sumatra, immediately before the Japanese invasion, he
assisted the Dutch commander in the organisation ofits defence and in the evacuation ofDutch civilians and ofrefugees from
Malaya. The two Australians helped bring hundreds ofwomen and children refugees from Palembang to Oosthaven (southern
Sumatra), and then across the Sunda Straits to Merak. They spared no effort to have them fed and housed during the arduous
journey.
Lieutenant-Colonel Mander-Jones returned to Sumatra after the Japanese landing at Palembang and helped destroy the port of
Oosthaven.
On both occasions, first at Palembang and then at Oosthaven, Lieutenant-Colonel Mander-Jones worked tirelessly, without regard to
personal safety, comfort, or fatigue, this maintaining the high standard he set on all occasions in the Middle East.
MANDER-JONES Geoffrey
2766
Army, B~itish
FTS: 1934 - 1954
Duty after training: Infantry; on discharge: Regimental Duties
York & Lancaster Regt
UK, India
Lt and Capt (Adj) in the UK and India
Worcestershire Regt
Burma
Maj (2ic), then Lt Col (CO)

At school 1919 - 1924
Highest rank: Lt Col
Service Medals: Burma Star
1934 - 1945

1945 - 1945
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MANN

Graham Scholefield
Navy
Service Medals: VRD

4868
FTS: 21/11139 - 5/04/46

At school 1931 - 1933
Highest rank: Lt Cmdr
DSC

Royal Navy Training
United Kingdom
21102/40 - 8/07/40
HMS Cormorant (MU21)
United Kingdom
10/09/40 - 31/12/41
HMSfonquil
United Kingdom
1101142 - 8/12/42
HMS Osprey
11/01/43 - 27/07/43
Plymouth, United Kingdom
Anti-sub course.
HMSCaroline Anti-Submarine School
25/07/43 - 5/04/44
United Kingdom
Instructor
HMS Hesperus
United Kingdom
5/04/44 - 24/01/45
Awarded Watchkeeping Certiflcate.
HMS Loch Shin
United Kingdom
24/01145 - 25/06/45
Awarded DSC.
Distinguished Service Cross Citation
For outstanding skill courage and coolness in action whilst serving in HMS Loch Shin in the destruction ofthree U-boats and
inflicting severe damage on a fourth whilst escorting convoys to andfrom North Russia in February and April 1945.

MANNING

Edye Rolleston
575
FTS: 1/09/39 - 1945
Air Fee, RAP 01200
Duty after training: Deputy AOA

At school 1901 - 1902
Highest rank: Air Cmdre
CSE, MC (WWI)

Air Headquarters Far East
Singapore, Ceylon
1/01/39 - Feb-41
Deputy AOA Singapore. Feb - April 1940 in command of establishing seaplane bases in Ceylon
RAFBurma
18/02/41 - 28/04/42
Rangoon
RAP India
2105142 - 24/12/42
Calcutta
RAP West Kirby
01143 - 1945
United Kingdum
OC of transfer station

MANNING

Firth Mackellar
6040
At school 1938 - 1943
Highest rank: Able Seaman
Navy
S10353
FTS: 18/04/45 - 19/12/46
Duty after training: Seaman
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
1939/45, ASM 1945-74, Occupation Japan Medal
Naval Training
Australia
Naval training
HMAS Hobart (cruiser)
Pacific area and Japan
Two trips to Japan as part of occupation forces.

MANNING

Lance Bruce
5891
Air Force
139368
FTS: 18/01144 - 6/02/46
Duty after training: Ground Staff; on discharge: Flight Rigger
RAAF Training Units
Australia
lOEFTS, 50TU

MANNING

Reginald Lance
1520
Air Force
262160
FTS: 10/03/41 - 12/07/44
Duty after training: Admin; on discharge: Adjutant
RAAF Training Units
Australia
School of Admin, 2WAGS
HQ Southern Area

18/04/45 - Dec-45

Dec-45 - 19/12/46
At school 1937 - 1941
Highest rank: LAC

5/10/44 - Jan-46

At school 1910 - 1916
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

10/03/41 - 21/04/41
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452 Sqn, RAAF (Spitfire)
Darwin
School of Administration
Australia
Adjutant, Admin Inst Sect

21/04/41 - 20/03/42
22/04/43 - 2/08/43
2/08/43 - 12/07/44

MARCHANT

DA
Air Force
139368
Duty after training: Staff Chaplain

MARCHANT

William Sydney
5892
At school 1937 - 1943
Air Force
444423
FTS: 12/02/44 - 12/07/45
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narrandera, Springbank Australia
12/02/44 - Feb-45
2ITS, 8EFTS, 2PD, 5 Aircraft Depot, 4PD
RAAFHQ
South West Pacific
8/04/45 - ]ul-45

MARGERISON

FRANK
5010
At school 1932 - 1933
Army
NX99602
FTS: 28/10/42 - 27/05/46
Highest rank: Sergeant
16 InfTrg Bn
Cowra NSW
5/11/42 - 2/03/43
HQ6 Trg Bde
Cowra NSW
2/03/43 - 2/11/44
Classified as medically fit to carry out cerrain duties which require only restricted medical fitness.
NSW Accounts Office
2/11/44 - 27/05/46

MARKS

John Hedley
4284
Army
NX12520
FTS: 7/05/41 - 6/11/44
2/6 Armd Regt, AAC
NSW
HQ2Il Armd Div
NSW,WA
Seconded from 2/6 Armd Regt
Adv Allied Land Fotces Headquarters
Queensland
DADOS
HQ 5 Aust Division
New Guinea; Queensland
ADOS
'

At school 1927 - 1933
Highest rank: Lt Col

Geoffrey Frederick
6407
Air Force
433121
FTS: 25/02/43 - 22/03/46
Duty after training: Pilot
RAAF Training Units
Narromine, Uranquinty, Bradfield Park Australia
3ITS, 5EFTS, 5SFTS, 2ED
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
11PDRC, 3 (P) AFU, 270TU
75 Base
United Kingdom
460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
9ACHU, IIPDRC
RAAF Training Units
Australia

At school 1940 - 1942
Highest rank: Flying Officer

MARQUIS

MARR

Master

At school
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr

6/10/41
20/06/42

4/10/43

1/11/43 - 9/08/44

25/02/43 - 27/01/44

12/03/43 - 9/02/45

9/02/45 - 9/04/45
9/04/45 - 8/1 0/45
8/10/45 - 30111/45

3/01/46 - 22/03/46

Andrew George
8698
At school 1955 - 1962
Army
2785911
FTS: ]an-67 - Dec-68
Highest rank: 2nd Lieut
Duty after training: RAEME Officer
Service Medals: 2 Vietnam Service medals
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1 Recruit Training Bn
Kapooka, NSW
Recruit training. Officer training at Scheyville OTU from Feb.
RAEME Training School
Bandiana,NSW
Sydney Area Workshop
Mascot, NSW
Officer in charge of repair platoon.
102 Field Workshop, RAE
Vung Tau, South Viemam
Officer in charge of repair platoons.

MARR

Colin Charles
Army

NX70379

3473
ITS: 9/10/40 - 9/11/45

6 Division AASC
Greece
HQ 6 Aust Div lnt Sec
Middle East
32 US Division
New Guinea
Liaison Officer
HQ Intel Corps
Western Australia; Queensland

MARR

George Ewan
Air Force
15052
Duty after training: Firrer 2E;

Jan-67

JuI-67
Aug-67

Feb-68 - Dec-68
At school 1923 - 1926
Highest rank: Major
15/03/41 - 13/09/41
13/09/41 - 18/02/42
29/12/42 - 25/01143

13/02/43 - 9/11/45
At school 1932 - 1937 •
5011
FTS: 6/05/40 - 16/11/45
Highest rank: Sergeant
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, ASM, General Service Medal

RAAF Training
Richmond, Ascot Vale
6/05/40 - 21/09/40
Initial rraining Richmond. Trained as fitter 2E at Ascot Vale
2 Aircraft Depor
Richmond
21/09/40 - 18/09/42
Repairing engines and assembling new aircraft.
6 Operational Training Unit
Nowra
18/09/42 - 11/04/44
Maintaining Beaufons for torpedo dropping rraining
5 OperationaJ Training Unit
11/04/44 - 20/07/44
Tocumwal
Maintaining Beauforts
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Temora, Irhica Australia
20/07/44 - 21/05/45
ITS Initial aircrew training. 10EFTS Tigermoths. 3 Stores - repairing trucks while wairing to
continue EF course. lOEFTS - elementary training on Tiger Moths rill all flying rraining was
suspended.
2 Aircraft Depot
Richmond
21/05/45 - 16/11/45
Returned to Sgr Firrer as Engine Inspector 2 PD Bradfield park; discharged.

Gordon Wuliam Henry
Army
NX202933
NSW L of C Area EME School
Sydney
2 ECH HQAEME
New Britain

MARRIS

4737
ITS: 14/01/44 - 1/02/46

At school 1930 - 1935
Highest rank: Lieur
19/01/44 - 2/06/44
15/02/45 - 29/01/46

5012
At school 1932 - 1933
Basil Edward Homer
ITS: 4/06/41 - 4/01/46
Highest rank: Gunner
Army
NX25673
Duty after training: Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Srar, Pacific Srar, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM

•

AlF Training Unit
Sydney and Ingleburn
4/06/41 - 27106/41
Training
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Palesrine, Middle Easr
24/07/41- 14/11/41
Queen Mary to Suez. Converted from Heavy to Light AA (40 mm Bofors Guns).
Embarked on HMT Orcades for Sumatra and Java but diverted to Australia.
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Darwin Area, NT, Townsville
Mororai and Balikpapan Borneo

MARSH

John Grant Milbourne
4549
FTS: 1941 Army
NX70756
Duty after training: Infanrryman
17 Aust Inf Bn
Sydney, NSW
2/1 Aust Inf Bn
Middle Easr, Syria.
New Guinea
File Incomplete.

MARSHALL

1938 - 1939
1940 - 1942
1942

Barry Russell
5559
At school 1935 - 1941
Air Force
66067
FTS: 10/06/42 - 20/06/45
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Trainee Wireless Operator; on discharge: Telegraphist
Service Medals: 1939/45 Srar, Pacific Srar, War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Pr Cook, Ballarar Ausrralia
SS Pt Cook, 1 WAGS, 1 RPP
90 Signals Unit
Ausrralia & New Guinea
Kerwina Wireless Telegraphy Station
New Guinea
46 Operational Base Unit
Sourh West Pacific
40 Operational Base Unit
South West Pacific

MARSHALL

John Rupert Orlebar
Army
NX86881

4197
FTS: 31/01/42 - 24/03/44

2/5 Field Coy, RAE
New Guinea
Discharged 24/3/44 on compassionare grounds.

MARSHALL

At school 1929 - 1935
Highest rank: Lieut

Joseph Hamilton
Army
NX20486
Duty after training: Gunner

10/06/42 - ]an-43

30/01143 - 5/12/43
5/12/43 - 15/06/44
15/06/44 - 9/03/45
9/03/45 - 15/06/45
At school 1927 -1930
Highest rank: Gunner
18/12/42 - 29/01/44

5370
At school 1934 - 1938 •
FTS: 26/05/41 - 29/07/43
Highesr rank: Group III Spec Gnr
Service Medals: Africa Srar, Defence Medal, 1939/45 Srar

2/1 AA Regt, RAA \
May-41
Ingleburn
Queen Mary to Middle East.
]ul-41
Palesrine
2/3 Lt AA Regt, RAA
Palestine, Egypt
Sep-41 - Feb-42
Graded group II InStrumen~ Number. Embarked 55 City ofHankow, ships' AA Defence.
Western Australia
]ul-42 - ]ul-43
Graded Group 3 Gunlayer.
New South Wales
]ul-43
Discharged Medically unfir.

MARSHALL

Reginald Grattan
3829
At school 1925 - 1929
Navy
50067
FTS: 24/02/43 - 27/09/46
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Paymaster Sub Lieut; on discharge: Inrelligence
HMAS Lonsdale
South West Pacific
HMAS Basilisk
Porr M9resby New Guinea
HMAS Ladava
Finschhafen New Guinea
HMAS Kuttabul
Sydney
Censorship Liaison Officer.
HMAS Moreton
Australia
Censorship Liaison Officer.
HMAS Magnetic

6/03/43 - Apr-43
Apr-43 - Nov-43
Nov-43 - 13/11143
Nov-43 - 22/06/44

23/06/44 - 25/10/44
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Australia
26/10/44 - 15/01/45
Censorship Liaison Officer.
HMS Golden Hind
South West Pacific
16/01/45 - 5/01/46
Liaison with Royal Navy. British Pacific Fleet Operational Intelligence Centre.
HMAS Kuttabul
Sydney
6/01146 - 15/09/46
Intelligence. Discharged Lonsdale 27/9/46.
HMAS Tarangau
North Eastern Area
24/10/51 - 29/08/52
Remobilised as Deputy Supervising Intelligence Officer Nth Estn Area. Discharged Penguin
22/12/52.

t

MARSHALL

Richard Sampson Orlebar
4870
1931 - 1934
Air Force
402244
FTS: 22/07/40 - 3/03/43
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
DFC
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star and Clasp, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM

RAAF Training Units
22/07/40 - Oct-40
Bradfield Park, Mascot
2 ITS, 4 EFTS
RCAF Training Units
21111140 - May-41
Calgary, Charlottetown, Halifax, Canada
3 SFTS, 31 Gen. Rec. School, 1 Manning Depot
RAF Training Units
Uxbridge, Cranwell, Abbotsuich, United Kingdom
29/06/41 - Sep-41
30TU
86 Sqn, RAF
Thomey Island, UK
20/10/41
47 Sqn, RAF (Beaufort)
29/01142 - 1943
Almaza, Malta
36 Sqn, RAF (Beaufort)
Almaza, Malta
1943 - 3/03/43
Missing presumed killed 3/3/43.
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation
This officer has taken part in several successfUl raids on enemy shipping. In June 1942, he participated in an attack on an Italian
navalforce. Although his aircraft was severely damaged by anti-aircraft fire, he flew it back to base. In September 1942, he
participated in an attack on a convoy offour merchant vesseLs, heavily escorted by eleven destroyers andfighter aircraft. In spite of
this formidable opposition, Pilot Officer Mar.rhaii released his torpedo from close range. His aircraft was damaged by fire from enemy
fighters, but he evaded them and flew safely to base. Throughout, he has displayed great skill and courage.
In crew ofBeaufort Mk II DD899 of36 Squadron, Luqa Malta. This aircraft was despatched on an enemy shipping strike
consisting of2MVs accompanied by 3 SRGs in the vicinity ofCape Son Vito. The target was located but not attacked owing to a
very heavy smoke screen having been laid. Light M was experienced by other aircraft operating against the target. The aircraftjailed
to return to base. One member ofthe crew was picked up approximately 1 mile NE ofGozo. He does not remember anything
regarding the incident as he was apparently knocked unconscious and did not recover until submerged in the sea. Squadron Leader
Marshall was presumed dead on 3 March 1943.
MARTEN

John Chisholm
Army

MARTIN

Gordon Charles
Army
NXI01557

3306
5560
FTS: 1/10/41 - 2/05/46

18 Aust Inf Bn
NSW
1 Parachute Bn
Queensland
Morotai, Singapore.

t

MARTIN

4550
Gordon John
FTS: 4/11141 - 25/06/45
Army
VX64564
2/4 Ind Coy
Darwin
Timor
Australia
Various intelligence and commando training schools.
2/10 Commando Sqn
Aitape New Guinea
Killed in Action.

1922 - 1926
At school 1935 - 1937
Highest rank: Lieut
27/05/41 - 29/11143
29/11/43 - 26/08/45
26/08/45 - 10/01/46
At school 1929 - 1930
Highest rank: Lieut
12/03/42 - 22/09/42
Sep-42 - 9/01143
5/02/43 - 24/01/44

21/10/44 - 25/06/45
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MARTIN

Hector William
Army

NX519

2683
ITS: 23/10/39 - 30/12/43

At school 1918 - 1919
Highest rank: Trooper

2/6 Cay Regt
Middle East

14/02/40 - 12/03/42

MARTIN

Jack WLlfred
Navy

MARTIN

Robert William
6192
Air Force
161160
ITS: 18/02/44 - 6/06/46
Duty after training: Radar Operator
Service Medals: Defence Medal, ASM, War Medal 1939/45

1937

At school 1913 - 1916
At school 1939 - 1943
Highest rank: LAC

17 Radar Station
South West Pacific
28 Radar Station
South West Pacific
Air Defence HQ
Townsville
Duty 211 RS
55 Radar Station
South West Pacific

MARTIN

Ronald
Army

MARTIN

Stephen Wallace
Air Force
251695
Duty after training: Pilot

12/05/44 - Jul-44
15/09/44 - Feb-45
14/05/45 - Oct-45

23/1 0/45 - Jun-46
5734
4009
ITS: 29/07/40 - 9/10/45

At school 1936 - 1938
At school 1926 - 1931
Highesr rank: Sqn Ldr

RAAF Training Units (Instructor)
Australia
3EFTS, 9EFTS, CFS, 3SFTS, lSFTS, 8SFTS, RAAF Staff School, GRS

MARTIN

29/07/40 - 9/10/45

Stodhart McArthur
6193
At school 1939 - 1942
Air Force
433120
ITS: 25/02/43 - 25/02/46
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Burma Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
RAAF Training Units
Kingaroy, Narromine, Uranquinty, Bradfield Park. Australia
28/02/43 - 27/01/44
3 ITS, 5EFTS (Tiger'l\.1oths), 5 SFTS (Wirraways), 2 ED
RAF Training Units
Brighton, Whitley Bay, Padgate, Cambridge, Babdown Farm,
Woking, Morecambe. UK
14/03/44 - 19/02/45
Voyage on New Amsterdam to UK Commando course 24/4 - 18/5. Conversion to twin engined
Oxfords.
RAF Training Units
Mauripur, Chaklala, Risalpur, Gujrat, Calcutta, Com ilia, India
24/02/45 - 6/06/45
Conversion to Dakotas.
62 Sqn, RAF (Dakotas)
Akyab Island India
6/06/45 - 19/08/45
19/08/45 - 9/10/45
Rangoon Burma
Rerurn per Athe/one Castle.

MASON

George Eric
Army
NX421
Service Medals: ED
2/6 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
Middle East
New Guinea
New Guinea Force
New Guinea
Allied Land Forces Headquarters
Australia

3154

ITS: 13/05/40 - 29/01146

At school 1921 - 1923
Highest rank: Captain

4/07/40 - 14/11140
27/12/40 - 18/03/42
29/11142 - Mar-43
19/03/43 - Jan-44
18/01/44 - 29/01/46
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MASSIE

John Holtham Hamon
Army
NX42188

5174
FTS: 7/08/41 - 18/08/43

11 Armoured Car Regt
NSW
2/7 Cay Regt
NSW
Seconded to Intelligence Corps
New Guinea
New Guinea Force Air Liaison Gp
New Guinea
Killed on mission over Wewak. Location unknown.
MATHESON

William Alfred
Army
NX20200

5371
FTS: 4/06/40 - 4/09/44

2/2 Machine Gun Bn
Middle East
Wounded in action 29110/42.
Milne Bay, Lae New Guinea
Qld
Discharged medically infic.
MATHIESON

CJ
Air Force

MATTES

Harold James
Army
NX1l7494

Anthony William
Air Force
439897
Duty after training: Pilot

22/08/41
23/06/42 - 3110/42
7110/42 - 1/01/43
1/01/43 - 18/08/43
At school 1934 - 1934
Highest rank: Corporal
30/01/41 - 25/01/43
11/08/43 - 21/03/44
23/03/44 - 4/09/44

Master
3831
FTS: 21/05/42 - 13/04/45

1 Medium Trg Bty, RAA
Cowra NSW
7 Div Laundry & Decontamination Unit
NSW
3 Mobile Laundry and Field Decon Unit
Port Moresby New Guinea
4 Static Laundry
Queensland
Assessed unfit for service outside Australia and discharged.
MATTHEWS

At school 1933 - 1938
Highest rank: Captain

At school 1939
Highest rank: Flying Officer
At school 1925 - 1927
Highest rank: Private
26/05/42 - 1/10/42
1/10/42 - 2/08/43
4/08/43 - 25/06/44
28/09/44 - 17/02/45

6348
At school 1940 - 1942 •
FTS: 15/03/43 - 3/10/45
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

RAAF Training Units

Bradfield Park, Temora, Uranquinry Australia
Jan-43 - Nov-44
Tiger Moths (10 EFTS) and Wirraways (5 SFTS).
Awarded Wings. 2 High Altitude Course.
Wireless Air Gunners School
Nov-44
West Sale
Flying Fairy Battles towing drogues for trainee air gunners.
RAAF Training Units
1945 - 26/08/45
Deniliquin, Parkes NSW.
Advanced Flying.
Graduated 26/5/45. 8 OTU: Flying Wirraways, Spitfires Mk V, and Spitfires Mk VIII.
MATTHEWS

Edmund Palmer
4198
Air Force
437352
ITS: 2/01/43 - 20/04/44
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: Recorder
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

At school 1927 - 1930
Highest rank: LAC

RAAF Units (Instructor)

Parafield, Adelaide, Mitcham, Springbank Australia
4ITS, 1EFTS, 4STT, 2 Fighter Sector, 4ED, GYAOC, 4ED
MAWBY

Bonnam Palmer
4871
Air Force
413782
FTS: 13/09/41 - 10/10/45
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: Pilot Instructor

2/01/43 - 20/04/44
At school 1931 - 1936
Highest rank: Flying Officer

RAAF Training Units
Australia
13/09/41 - 10110/45
2ITS, 2RC, 10EFTS , 1SFTS, CFS, 8EFTS, 7SFTS, GRS, Aircrew School, 10TU, 2PD
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Alan Victor

5251
FTS: 1941 - 1946

Army

At school 1933 - 1940
Highest rank: Major

55153 Aust Inf Bn
WA, Cape York; Bougainville; Rabaul.
President War Crimes Tribunal in Rabaul
MAXWELL

Franklyn Alan
Army
NX26518

5175
FTS: 29/05/40 - 31/10/45

1941
1941 - 1945
At school 1933 - 1936
Highest rank: Privare

2/10 Field Arnb, AAMC

22/06/40 - 27/12/40

Liverpool
9 Div Supply Column, AASC
Middle Easr
2 Pioneer Coy
Queensland
111 Gen T pt Coy, AASC
Ausrralia
MAXWELL

27112140 - 21101143
20102/43 - 7110/44
7/10/44 - 12/09/45

John Maurice
5894
At school 1937 - 1939
Highest rank: Colonel
Permanent Army
FTS: 20102/40
Service Medals: 1939145 Africa Star, Italy Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM, Viemam Medal
2 Armd Regt, AAC
NSW
5 Royal Tank Regt, RAC
Africa, Italy
Joined Brirish Armoured Regiment for invasion of Italy.
2/8 Armd Regt, AAC
Australia
41 Landing Craft Coy, RAE
Pacific Campaign, Borneo.
Military Attache, Australian Embassy
Saigon, South Vietnam
Visited twice more in his capacity as Director of the Armoured Corps.

tMAY

John Leonard
5561
Air Force
412993
FTS: 15108/41 - 4112/43
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star

RAAF Training Units
Australia
2RC, lED
RAP Training Units
Rhodesia
456 Sqn, RAAF (Beaufighter)
United Kingdom
Missing presumed killed over Germany.

MAY

OBE

Dec-42
25102/43

14/04/44
1108144
1965 - 1966

At school 1935 - 1939
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

15/08/41 - 2111141

6/01/42 - Oct-42
4/09/43 - 4/12/43

Richard Walter
5735
At school 1936 - 1941
Highest rank: LAC
Air Force
64750
FTS: 12/05/42 - 7101146
Duty after training: Trainee Wireless Op/Gunner; on discharge: Telegraphist
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45

RAAF Training Units
Pt Cook, Bradfield Park Australia
1WAGS,2ED,lRPP
1 Wireless Unit
Australia
3 Wireless Unit
Australia
5 Wireless Unit
Australia

MAYNE

•

Alan Beverly
Army

NX20711

215 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East

12/05/42 - 15/03/43

15103/43 - 30/12/43
7101144 - 8/08/44
8/08/44 - 2/01146
4802
FTS: 22/05/40 - 28/11145

At school 1930 - 1932
Highest rank: Sergeant
26/11140 - 11/02/42
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New Guinea
Morotai Balikpapan

MAYNE

19/08/42 - 29/01/44
8/06/45

Stephen Leigh
6043
Army/Air Fee NX167700/445514 FTS: 1/05/42 - 1945
Duty after training: Infanrry; on discharge: General Duties

At school 1938 - 1941
Highest rank: Lieut

20 Aust Inf Bn
Balgownie, Rutherford
May-42 - 1944
Promoted ro Corporal, Sergeant and then Lieut. Attended the LHQ Small Arms School.
Canungra Jungle Training School
Jan-44 - 1944
Reinforcement Officer. Resigned commission ro transfer to air crew rraining in the RAAF in 1944.
RAAF Training
Bradfield Park, Richmond
1944 - 1945
ITS; Categorised for Pilot Training but EATS ended 1945. Richmond for General Duties duting
1945 and discharged ro study Medicine.

MCCAGHERN

Phillip Laurence
Army
NX13778

3723
FTS: 8/05/40 - 8/12/45

2/6 Field Regt, RAA
Sydney
Middle East
Australia
New Guinea
2/4 Field Regt, RAA
Balikpapan, Borneo.

MCCARTHY

James David
Army
NXl77061

8/05/40 - 14/11/40
15/12/40 - 16/02/42
22/03/42 - 6/09/42
17/09/42 - 8/05/43
4/06/45
4740
FTS: 21/03/41 - 14/12/45

1 AABde, RAA
Australia
2AABty, RAA
Australia
57 Comp AA Regt, RAA
Australia
141 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Darwin, Northern Territory
554 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Toroina

MCCAUSLAND

At school 1930 - 1939
Highest rank: Lieut
21/03/41 - 21/11/41
21/11/41 - 22/04/43
9/12/43 - 22/12/44
22/12/44 - 7/04/45
15/03/45 - 23/11/45

Victor Lyne
3233
At school 1921 - 1925
Air Force
59096
FTS: 13/07/42 - 30/01/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Trainee Officer; on discharge: Chemical Warfare Clerk
Service Medals: Pacific Star

RAAF Training Units
Ausrralia
1 School of Admin, 2ED, 1 Res Pool, 12 RSU
43 Sqn, RAAF
Australia
1 Central Reserve, RAAF
Townsville, Qld; New Guinea
Responsibility for war chemicals. New Guinea for a short period.
MCCLOY

At school 1924 - 1927
Highest rank: Lieur

James Browning
Army
NX2642
2/1 Aust InfBn
Palestine
Ceylon
Disembarked Melbourne 7/8/24.
Kokoda Track, New Guinea
Finschhafen, Aitape New Guinea.
Adjutant

4932
FTS: 3/11/39 - 18/07/45

13/07/42 - 12/08/43

12/08/43 - 9/09/43
9/09/43 - 13/08/45
At school 1931 - 1931
Highest rank: Lieut Me. MID
13/02/40 - 10/3/1942
27/03/42 - 7/07/42
21/09/42 - 30/12/42
15/12/44 - 29/05/45

Military Cross Citation
Before dawn on 23 October 42, 'C' Coy attacked across the two bridges at Eora Creek and forced the bridgehead. 13 Platoon was
forward and led by Lieut McCloy was largely responsible for clearing the laps from this position. Among others, the Coy Commander
was killed and, in the dark the Coy became dispersed, but Lieut McCloy held his Pl. together and continued the advance. Fierce
opposition was continually encountered and 13 laps were killed (later buried) but Lieut McCloy reorganised the remainder ofthe
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On 10 November at Gorari, 13 Platoon commenced patrolling and contacted thelaps whose position was strongly defended, but
Lieut McCloy with great determination immediately attacked. The Platoon exploited surprise, fought its way forward for some
distance before heavy losses and increasing enemy opposition forced them to withdraw, after inflicting heavy casualties. A DCM and
MM have been awarded to Section Commanders for bravery in this action, and it is undoubtedly due to the splendid example and
leadership displayed by Lieut McCloy that so much was done by such a smallforce, which in this action suffered 11 casualties out of
a strength of 16. The success ofthe Battalion attack which followed was largely due to the information gained by Lieut McCloy.
On 20 November 13 Platoon was again forward Platoon advancing towards Sanananda·when contact was made on the edge ofa
Kunai patch, and we suffered several casualties. Lieut McCloy worked his Platoon forward by fire and movement, and pushed the
forward lap elementfrom the Kunai back to their prepared positions. A lap stood up beside the track, and owing to the tall Kunai
grass he was not seen by our leading section, and he killed one and wounded one, but Lieut McCloy from a distance ofover 100 yds
stood on the track andfiring three shots from the shoulder, killed the lap. During this he was under fire ofalap Mortar and MMG.
Throughout the campaign, and particularly in the above actions, Lieut McCloy showed outstanding qualities ofleadership, courage
and determination.
Mentioned in Despatches 23/12/43: Gallant and distinguished services in the South west Pacific area.
MCCLOY

William Malcolm
Army
NX90842

4200
FTS: 3/03142 - 21103/46

1 Armd Bde Coy, AASC
NSW,NT, WA
2/1 Aust Inf Bn
Queensland
Jungle Warfare Centre
Canungra, Queensland
2 InfTrg Bn
Queensland
Seconded from 2/30 Inf Bn for jungle warfare training.

MCCOMB

John Adrian
Army
NX442

1987
FTS: 30105/40 - 13110145

HQ 8 Aust Division (RAE)
Sydney
Darwin
HQ Vic L of C Area (RAE)
Melbourne
HQ 1 Aust Docks, RAE
Australia
RAE Group
Lae, Finschhafen New ~uinea.
Allied Land Forces eadquarters
Australia
'Q' Branch
MCCORMICK

John Arthur
2778
Air Force
262200
FTS: 27101141 - 5/12/45
Duty after training: Cypher; on discharge: Transport
RAAF Staff Appointments
Australia
S of A, SHQ, 2ED, lED, HQNWA
2 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
1 RlS Unit
Australia
2 Aircraft Depot
Australia
HQ Northern Command
Northern Australia

MCCORQUODALE Alec
5898
Army
NX79948
FTS: 23/12/41 .,.. 5104146
Duty after training: Infantry; on discharge: Infantry Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal, ASM
5 InfTrg Bn
Dubbo
ECTS at Cowra 4/1942 - 5/1942.

At school 1927 - 1930
Highest rank: Lieut
5/03/42
28/06/43 - 26/11144
14/01/45 - Jan-46
12/01146 - 22/03/46
At school 1914 - 1916
Highest rank: Cotonel
1/08/40 - Jun-41
1106/41 - Jul-42
5/07/42 - Feb-43
15/02/43 - Mar-4§
1103/45 - 16103/45
19/09/45 - 13/10145
At school 1919 - 1922
Highest rank: qn Ldr

27101141 - 14/07/42

14/07/42 - 13/08/42
13/08/42 - 20104/43
11111143 - 25110/44
25/02/45 - 20111145
At school 1937 - 1939
Highest rank: Lieut

•

Jan-42 - Apr-42
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Officer Training School
Bonegilla Victoria.
Jul-42 - Oct-42
Appointed Lieut 13/11142.
2/7 InfBn
Wau, Salamaua New Guinea
Feb-43 - Oct-43
Wondecla Atherton Tablelands, Seymour Victoria, Cowra NSW
Nov-43 - Dec-44
Instructors course Seymour Jun - Jul 1944. Training recruits Cowra
Jul - Sep 1944. At Cowra when Japanese POWs broke out of prison.
Dec-44 - Dec-45
Aitape, Torricelli Mts, Wewak New Guinea
Wewak for surrender of Japanese forces in New Guinea.
17InfBde
Puckapunyal, Victoria
Jan-45 - Feb-46
Returned in the aircraft carrier HMS Impeccable. Return of equipment and records of 17 Brigade.
MCCORQUODALE Geoffrey
Army
NX165569
Duty after training: Sapper

6349
FTS: 20/04/44 - 14/01/47

At school 1940 - 1942
Highest rank: Sapper

RAE
New Britain
British Commonwealth Occupation Forces
Japan
Visited Hiroshima.
MCCREADIE

1945
1945

Gordon Kethel
7959
At school 1950 - 1955
Army
NX165569
FTS: 1955 - Nov-1976
Highest rank: Lieut Colonel
Duty after training: Electrical & Mechanical Engineer; on discharge: Commanding Officer
1 Field Rege, RAA
Vung Tau, Nui Dat, South Vietnam
Operations and working with villages improving communal facilities.

MCCULLOCH

Joseph Samuel
Air Force

MCCUTCHEON

Warner
Army

NX200054

4017

At school 1926 - 1928

4741
FTS: 2/03/43 - 6/10/43

At school 1930 - 1931
Highest rank: Gunner

2 Field Trg Rege, RAA
Australia
MCDONALD

Charles Mylne
Army
NX120402

9/03/43 - 6/1 0/43
3155
FTS: 20/04/42 -27/01146

2 Field Censorship Unit
NSW
1 Field Censorship Unit
Thursday Island
NSW, Queensland.
Morotai

t

MCDONALD

MCDONALD

Claude Joseph
Army
Geoffrey William
Army
NX21004

30/09/43 - Mar-44
6/03/44 - Jul-45
8/08/45 -7/12/45
4743
4005
FTS: 17/04/39

Malcolm Douglas
4285
Army
NX13853
FTS: 22/05/40 - 16/10/45
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Gunnery Officer
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
2/1 Medium Rege, RAA
Ingleburn, Cowra, Darwin.
Middle East
Queensland

At school 1921 - 1926
Highest rank: Lieut
28/04/42 - 14/08/43

2/1 Medium Rege, RAA
Ingleburn
Transferred to RAAF 29/8/40. File incomplete.
MCDONALD

24/04/66 - 7/05/67

At school 1930
At school 1926 - 1929
Highest rank: Gunner
27/03/40 - 29/08/40
At school 1927 - 1932
Highest rank: Captain

May-40 - Sep-41
Sep-41 - May-42
May-42 - Oct-45
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Reginald Arthur

1568

Air Force
117377
FTS: 17/08/42 - 6/06/44
Duty after training: Trainee Officer; on discharge: Admin
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
RAAF Training Units
Australia
1 School of Admin, APM School, 2ED, 3ED, 550B, 1RSU
2 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
79WHG
South West Pacific
MCDONNELL

MCDOUGALL

2448

Aeneas John Lindsay
Australian Red Cross
Eldred Ernest
Army

NX38682

4926
ITS: 14/07/41- 11/12/45

2/30 Aust Inf Bn
Malaya
POW
Changi Singapore, Thailand, Burma.
MCDOWELL

At school 1910 - 1913
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

17/08/42 - 3/03/43

3/03/43 - 14/06/43
20111/43 - 17/01/44
At school 1917 - 1919

At school 1931 - 1932
Highest rank: Sergeant
15/08/41 - 15/02/42
J5/02/42 - 5/09/45

David John
At school 1962 - 1966
9830
Highest rank: Gunner
Army
2J84375
ITS: 29/0J/69 - 28/0J/7J
Duty after training: Signaller
Service Medals: 1945/75 ASM, Vietnam Campaign Medal, Vietnam Medal

•

3 Recruit Training Bn
Singleton
Jan-69
Recruit training
School of Artillery
North Head
Mar-69
Corp training as signaller (ECN 361)
8/12 Medium Regt, RAA
Holsworrhy
May-69
Holding unit for overseas service.
Jungle Warfare Centre
Canungra
]un-69 - ]ul-69
Battle efficiency course.
Eastern Comd Perso~nel Depot
Watsons Bay
Aug-69
Pre-embarkation.
1 Field Regt, RAA
Nui Oat, Phuoc Tuy Province, South Vietnam
16109/69 - 10105/70
101 Field Bty (M2A2 Guns) command post signaller,
and 'w' Coy 6 RARlNZ ANZAC Bn, as forward observer signaller.
1 Field Regt, RAA
Enoggera, Qld
Jun-70 - Jan-71
Re-building unit and awaiting discharge having completed 2 years National Service.
MCDOWELL

Harold Barry
5738
At school 1936 - 1943
Air Force
J39279
ITS: 14/0J/44 - 15/05/46
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Radio Telephony Operator; on discharge: Radar
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
RAAF Training Units
Sydney, Tocumwal, Cootamundra, Preston Australia
112 Mobile Fighter Control Unit
Ballarat Australia
39 Operational Base Unit
Torokina, Bougainville, Solomon Islands

14/0J/44 - 2J/04/44
21/04144 - 13/05/44
5/01/45 - 9/03/46
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MCDOWELL

Keith David
Army
NX5%33
Duty after training: Driver

5372
FrS: 18/07/40 - 15/02/45

Army Training Units
Dubbo
19 ITB, 8 ITB
6 Div Ammunition Sub Park, No 2 Amm Sub Pk
Middle East
2/102 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
Middle East
New Guinea
NSW, Qld
Promoted Corporal.
MCDOWELL

Wtlfred Ernest
Army
NX831 04

5739
FrS: 9/01142 - 20/07/44

11 Armoured Car Regt
New South Wales
2/7 Armd Regt, AAC
Western Australia
Discharged for service with RAAF. File incomplete.
MCDOWELL

Wilfred Phillip
Army
NX80950

5740
FrS: 30/12/41 - 5/01144

1 Armd Bde Coy, AASC
Sydney
Northern Territory
2/1 Tank Tpt Coy
Western Australia, Sydney New South Wales
MCEWEN

Kenneth Bruce
Army
NX1l3492

5741
FrS: 27/10/41 - 25/01/45

11 0 Lt AA Regt, RAA
NSW
54 Comp AA Regt, RAA
Northern Territory

MCGREGOR

Robert Alexander
Navy
S10039
Duty after training: Seaman

At school 1934 - 1936 •
Highest rank: Corporal

18/07/40 -Apr-41

May-41 - ]an-42
13/01142
7/10/42 - 9/04/44
9/04/44 - ]ul-44
At school 1936 - 1939
Highest rank: Trooper
27/01/42

27/02/42
At school 1936 - 1938
Highest rank: Private
1101/42 - Aug-42
17/08/42 - May-43
25/05/43 - 1101144

At school 1936 - 1937
Highest rank: Lieut
23/02/42 - 16/07/43
31110/43 - 13/01145

6204
At school 1939 - 1944
FTS: 1/2/45 - 13/12/46
Highest rank: Able Seaman
Service Medals: Naval General Service (minesweeping) Medal

HMAS Etlan
]un-45 - Feb-46
]acquinot Bay New Britain
Pilot ship. Barge escort. Occupation of Rabaul September 1945.
ML 1328
Simpson Harbour, New Britain, New Ireland, Buna Passage,
Kieta, Buin Bougainville.
Mar-46 - Dec-46
Minesweeping (MS 20). Shallow water sweeping, sweeping passages into uncharted minefields
(HMAS Swan).
MCILROY

James Massett
Army
N86228
HQ 1 CavDiv
Darwin
Pay Office NT Forces
Darwin
District Accounts Office
New Guinea
1 Army Depot Cash Office
Australia

MCINTOSH

5176
FrS: 15/01/41 - 25/03/46

At school 1933 - 1934
Highest rank: Corporal
24/11141 -7/07/42
7/07/42 - 27/09/43
20/10/43 - 24/06/44
14/09/44 - 31101146

2271
At school 1916 - 1921
Noel Desmond
FrS: 30103/42 - 13/03/46
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Air Force
52867
Service Medals: Pacific Medals
Duty after training: Legal Officer
1 School of Administration
Australia

30103/42 - 4/05/42
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South West Pacific
Northern Command
Kreeprank South West Pacific
5MGHQ
South West Pacific

MCKAY

MCKAY

.

1940 - 1941
1941 - 1942
1943 - 1944
1944 - 1948

ATSD Course
Melbourne
Apr-40
Commissioned with rank of Flight Officer.
Central Area HQ, RAAF
Sydney
May-40
Assitant to Staff Officer Organisation (SOO). Promoted to Flight Lieut.
Central Flying School
Camden
Jul-41
No 12 Elementary Flying Instructors course. Transferred to
General Duties Branch with rank of Flight Officer. (Held civil flying licence.)
4 Elementary Flying Training School
Mascot
Sep-41
Flying Instructor duties.
HQ2 Training Group
Sydney, Wagga
,
Jan-42 - Jun-43
Trained officers in organisation staff duties. SOO, Acting Senior Admin Officer for 9 months.
5 Maintenance Group
Sydney
Jun-43
Staff Officer Organisation.
RAAFHQ
Melbourne
Aug-43
Staff of GiC Winnake: commissioning, officers' promotion to rank of GiC and all officers' discharges
and releases from Service. Promoted acting W/Cdr.
HQ 1 Tactical Air Force
Halmahera Morotai, New Guinea
Jul-45
SOO. Acting Senior admininstration offices after Japanese surrender.
Labuan Borneo
Jul-45 - Oct-45
Promoted to substantive rank ofW/Cdr.

_.
'.

3/09/45 - 4/03/46

Thomas Sidney
3900
At school 1925 - 1928 •
FrS: 29/04/40 - 29/11/45
Highest rank: Wing Cmdr
Air Force
261011
Duty after training: Staff Officer and Flying Instructor; on discharge: Acting SASO 1st TAF
Service Medals: Pacific Star

MCKAYSMITH

,

7/06/44 - 13/08/45

Iven George
Master At School 1905 - 1910
Army
NX363
FrS: 1939 - 1944
Highest rank: Lt General
Duty after training: GOC 6 Division; on discharge: High Commissioner
KBE, CMG, DSO
GOC 6 Aust Division
Australia, Middle East
GOC Home Forces
Australia
GOC New Guinea Force
New Guinea
Australian High Commissioner for India
India

,

4/05/42 - 5/06/44

;,

.

,

)

'- -

Stanley Victor Fortune
4903
At school 1931 - 1934
Air Force
67927
FrS: 22/07/42 - 14/11/45
Highest rank: Corporal
Duty after training: Radar Operator; on discharge: Radar
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, 1939/45 ASM, Dutch Star (Borneo).
RAAF'Training Units
Sydney, Shepparton, Richmond, Ascot Vale Australia
2RC, lRD, 1 Radio School,IED.
33 Radar Station, 38 Radar Station
Bathurst Island NT
44 Radar Station
Cooktown
17 Radar Station
Moruya, NSW

22/07/42 - 18/10/42

28/10/42 - 18/03/43
20/03/43 - Dec-43
8/03/44 - Jun-44
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54 Radar station
Collaroy
166 Radar Station
Richmond, Pitt Town, Casclereagh, Sandgate, Brisbane
Morotai, Labuan Borneo
163 Radar Station
Labuan Borneo

MCKELLAR

Leslie Ean Benson
Air Force
403681
Duty after training: Pilot

George Douglas
Army
NX134323

29/08/41 - Jan-43
20/01/42 - Apr-43
14/04/43 - May-43
12/05/43 - Dec-44
12/02/45 - Mar-45
5015
FTS: 10/10/41 -1/04/46

21101142 - 17/08/42
17108/42 - 2111142
2/11142 - 24/09/43
1104/44 - 23110/44

23110/44 - 10/11/44
13111144 - 19/10/45
29110145 - 27/12/45

John Gillies
5177
Army
NX58577
FrS: 11107/40 - 15/08/44
Duty after training: Nursing OrderIey; on discharge: Artillery

John Capel
Army
Duty after training: Driver

John Leslie
Army

NX87968

At school 1933 - 1937
Highest rank: Gunner

31101141 - Jun-42
4/06/42 - Aug-42
4/08/42 - 27/02/43
30/07/43 - 21102/44

5178
FrS: 17/12/41 - May 1944

1 Aust Division
4 Armd Brigade

MCMASTER

At school 1932 - 1934
Highest rank: Captain
1110/41 - 21/01/42

2/6 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Middle East
Field Trg Regt, RAA
Middle East
2/8 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
New Guinea

MCMASTER

15/08/45 - 11/11145

3/02/41 - Aug-41

35 Aust Inf Bn
NSW
Coy Sergeant Major.
53 Aust Inf Bn
NSW
49 Aust Inf Bn
New Guinea
2/7 Machine Gun Bn
New Guinea
HQ 7 Aust Inf Bde
Australia
Seconded from 25 Inf Bn.
Madang New Guinea.
Bougainville
HQ 23 Aust Inf Bde
Bougainville
Seconded from 27 Inf Bn.

MCLEISH

24/07/44 - 2/05/45
16/05/45 - 14/08/45

At school 1934 - 1935
5373
Highest rank: Flying Officer
FTS: 3/02/41 - 19/06/45
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star

RAAF Training Units
Australia
RCAF Training Units
Canada
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
2 Operational Training Unit
Mildura Ausrralia
79 Sqn, RAAF (Spitfire)
Trobriands, Admiralty Islands.
8 Operational Training Unit
Australia

MCKEW

24/06/44 - 24/07/44

At school 1933 - 1934
Highest rank: Private

3/1943

5564
FrS: 9/07/42 - 21/03/45

At school 1935 - 1938
Highest rank: Private
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John Bruce
6045
Air Force
444252
FTS: 29/01/44 - 13/11/45
Duty after training: Aircrew Wireless Operaror
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park Australia
6ITS,2PD
3 'M' Depot, 3WS, 9BAGS

MCNAB

29/01/44 - May-44

Paul Nicholson Murdoch
5563
At school 1935 - 1938 •
Highest rank: Flight Lieur
Air Force
420983
FTS: 6/12/41 - 7103/46
Duty after training: Pilot Service Medals: 1939-43 Srar, Arlantic Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal.
RAAF Training Units
Narrandera, Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, 8 EFTS, 2ED
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Moneron Canada
lED, 3 M Depot, 8 SFTS
200 Sqn, RAF
United Kingdom
7 Operational Training Unit
South West Pacific
12 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific

MCNALLY

Max David
Air Force
404985
Duty after training: Pilot

Stanley Francis
Army
QX23034

3216
FTS: 30/08/41 - 1103145

2/5 Armd Regt, AAC
Queensland
Western Australia
General Details Depot
Queensland

MCNEILL

Kenneth William
6046
Air Force
444030
FTS: 14/05/42 - 12/06/46
Duty after training: Air Crew V; on discharge: Clerk Accounts
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
27 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
23 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
RAAF Training Units
Maryborough Australia
2ITS,3WAGS
Signal School
Point Cook

6/12/41 - JuI-42

17107/42 - Jan-43

14/10/43 - Feb-44
10/07/44 - Oct-44
31/01/45 - Feb-45

At school 1926 - 1928
4091
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
FTS: 5/01/41 - 16/01/46
Service Medals: 1939145 Stat, Africa Star with Rosette

RAAF Training Units
Tamworth, Sandgate, Bradfield Park
3ITS, 3SFTS, 3ED, 2ED
454 Sqn, RAAF
Mediterranean
127 Sqn, RAF
Mediterranean
RAF Station
Shandur
RAF Station
Gianaclis
12 Sqn, RAF
Mediterranean
MCNALLY

At school 1938 - 1942
Highest rank: Flight Sgt

5/01/41 - Dec-41

19/11/42
27108/43 - 10109143
17101/44 - Feb-44
28/02/44 - Jun-44

31/01/45 - Jan-46
At school 1921 - 1922
Highest rank: Trooper
3/09/41 - 23/09/43
23/09/43 - 31/03/44
31/03/44 - 1/03/45

At school 1938 - 1941
Highest rank: LAC

14/05/42 - Sep-42
12/09/42 - Jan-44
1/01/44 - Aug-44

31/10/44 - Nov-44
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4 Communications Unit
South West Pacific
MCNULTY

28/04/45 - Apr-46

Ian Murray
5899
Air Force
429076
FrS: 23/10/42 - 13/02/46
Duty after training: Pilot
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narromine, Bundaberg Australia
1 BAGS, 2FTS, 5EFTS,.8SFTS, 2ED
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
21 (P) AFU, 21 OTU,2AHU, 16 Group 29 EFTS, 1654 CU.

At school 1937 - 1941
Highest rank: Flying Officer

MCPHIE

Neil Armstrong
Army, British

At school 1914 - 1917
Highest rank: Lieut

MCRAE

Bruce Stuart
Army
2792164
Duty after training: Gunner
1 Field Regt, RAA
Nui Dat, South Vietnam

9491
At school 1960 - 1965
FrS: 23/04/69 - 22/04/71
Highest rank: Gunner
Service Medals: Vietnam Medal, ASM 1945/75 with Vietnam clasp.

George Malcolm Prescott
Army
WX36751

1484
FrS: 1940 - 1943

MCRAE

2045

22/10/42 - Mar-44

21/07/44 - Apr-45

1969 - 1970
At school 1910 - 1914
Highest rank: Major

7 Army Troops Coy, RAE
Western Australia
9/1941 - 1/1942
2i/c.
Allied Land Forces Headquarters RAE
Melbourne
12/1942 - 7/11/1944
Reponsible for inspecting, purchasing, installing and maintaining elecrric light, water supply and
refrigerating plants in base camps throughout Ausrralia.

t

MCWILLIAM

Neville David
Navy

4202

At school 1927 - 1928
Highest rank: Lieut

HMAS Perth
South East Asia
Probably taken POW after Sunda Strait action and died as a prisoner, 1/3/42.

MEARES

Osborne Devenish
Army
N390755

1891
FrS: 18/03/42 - 14/07/43

NSW L of C Area Records Office
Discharged at own request.

At school 1913 - 1914
Highest rank: Sergeant
30/07/42 - 2/02/43

MELVILLE

Hugh James
Air Force

MENZIES

Bruce Lambton
5180
Navy
StU 20
FrS: 14/09/40 - 25/101946
Duty after training: Ord Seaman; on discharge: Surg Lt

3158

At school 1921 - 1922
At school 1933 - 1934 •
Highest rank: Sub Lieut

HMS Collingwood
Fareham near Portsmouth England
Oct-40 - 1941
Training Depot.
HMS lIortigen
North Sea
Jan-41 - May-41
Convoy duties - North Sea, Thames Estuary (Siveerness) to Rosythe Scotland.
HMS King Alfred
Hove England
May-41 - Sep-41
OTS. Recalled to complete Medical course at Sydney University. Demobilised Feb 1942.
University
Sydney
Sep-41
Ggazetted Surg/Lt 1944 at completion of Medical course but not called up.

t

MENZIES

Ian Lambton
3836
Air Force
744
FrS: 5/02/40 - 18/04/41
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Flying Instructor

At school 1925 - 1929
Highest rank: Flying Officer

22 Sqn, RAAF
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24 Sqn, RAAF (Wirraways)
Rabaul; Ravenswood Queensland.
Killed in an aircraft accident in Queensland.
MERCER

Wtlliam John
Army
N15311
Anti Aircraft Searchlight, RAA
Australia
76 AA Searchlight, RAA
Australia
52 Searchlight Bty, RAA
Sydney
HQ 16 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Queensland
1 Base Disposal Depot, AAOC
Queensland

4874
FrS: 6/10/41 - 27/02/46

6/05/40 - Jul-40
2/09/40 - 18/04/41
At school 1931 - 1935
Highest rank: Corporal
6/11/41 - 12/01/42
12/01/42 - 26/08/43
26/08/43 - 6/09/44
6/09/44 - 6/11/44
6/11144 - 27/02/46

MEREWETHER

Edward John
5566
At school 1935 - 1941 •
Army
NX19152
FTS: 30/12/41 - 5/02/46
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: OPA, Gun Sergeant; on discharge: Section/ Troop Leader
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
1 Field Regt, RAA
Newcastle, Largs, Greta, Raymond Terrace, NSW; Darwin, NT
1/02/42
Appointed Lance Bombardier 25/5/42. Appointed Spec.
GpII OPA 2/7/42. Acting bombardier 27/8/42.
School of Artillery
Holsworthy
27/09/42
Qualified at No 23 course for potential officers.
Small Arms School
Thornleigh, NSW
10/01/43
1 Field Regt, RAA
Darwin, NT
5/06/43
Appointed NLieutenant 2 July 1943.
2/11 Field Regt, RAA
Darwin
21/08/43
5 Field Regt, RAA
Darwin
12/1114348
Hospitalisation
Adelaide River 107 PGH, Katherine 101 AGH,
Lady Wakehurst Home
10/05/44 - Jan-45
Broken Scaphoid (wrist):
2/9 Field Regt, RAA
Athenon Tablelands, Wongabed, Wondecla, Rocky Creek
17/01/45

MERRETT

Eric Leslie
Army
NX18021
3 Bty, 2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Ingleburn
Middle East
Pon Morseby
Finschhafen New Guinea.
Australia

MERRETT

3159
FrS: 4/06/40 - 11/12/44

At school 1921 - 1924
Highest rank: Lieut
4/06/40 - 28/06/41
26/06/41 - 16/01/42
14/04/42 - 19/11/42
21/11/42 - 3/06/43
4/03/44 - 11/12/44

Kenneth Leslie
4876
At school 1931 - 1932
FrS: 20/1 0/41 - 4/02/46
Highest rank: Sergeant
Army
NXI10080
Duty aner training: Artillery Survey
Service Medals: Pacific Star
1 Survey Regt, Svy Corps
Australia
2/7 Survey Bty, RAA
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.

20/10/41 - 13/11/44
27/05/45 - 31/12/45
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MERRETT

Ronald Oswald
Army
NX34002

2855
FTS: 13/07/40 -13/12/45

2/20 Aust Inf Bn
Malaya
POW
Singapore
Reported POW 11/10/43

At school 1919 - 1923
Highest rank: Major
2/02/41 - 24/1 0/45
15/02/42 - 24/10/45

MERRETT

William Keith
5374
At school 1934 - 1938 •
Air Force
420231
FTS: 12/10/41 - 23/04/46
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Aircrew; on discharge: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, France and Germany Star, French Normandy Medal
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield, Narromine, Uranquinty Australia
12/10/41 - 26/09/42
Dominion Monarch to UK via Panama Canal. 90 pilots rostered on as gun crews.
RAP Training Units
Bournemouth, Worcester, Tern Hill, Calveley, Annan,
Longtown, Bruntingthorpe United Kingdom
28/12/42 - 23/07/43
Training on Tiger Morhs, Miles Masters and operational training on Hurricanes and Tomahawks.
Hospitalisation
Rauceby, Hoylake United Kingdom
23/07/43 - 1/02/44
Test flying Tomahawk which caught fire. Bailed out. Suffered spinal injury.
RAP Training Units
Stanmore, Annan, Honiley United Kingdom
28/02/44 - 2106144
Reassessed for full flying duties. Converted to Typhoons lAo
164 Sqn, RAP (Typhoon)
Thomey Island, France
2/06/44 - 19/07/44
20 operations. In command of a flight.
B.7, Rucque Ville, B.23., B.35, Merville France
19/07/44 - 29/10/44
24 operational flights over Calaise and Caen, and breakout areas where Germans were retreating.
B.67., Vrsel, B.77 Gilzerijen, A.84 Chieveres Belgium, Holland
29/10/44 - 3103145
37 operations over Dunkirk and Flushing areas. Shot-down. Attacks into Germany, Rhine areas and
Holland, Battle of the Bulge in Ardennes, Rhine crossings. Hit by flak, bailed out suffering broken
arm.

MERRILLEES

John Stewart
Navy
Duty after training: Supply

7801
FTS: 1957 - 1987

At school 1949 - 1956
Highest rank: Captain

HMAS Vampire
1962 - 1965
South East Asian waters
Watchkeeping and operations.
HMAS Derwent
1965 - 1968
South East Asian waters
Supply Officer and Operations watchkeeper. 1 year deployment
including active service during confrontation wirh Indonesia.
SEATO Headquarters
1969 - 1971
Thailand
Staff, Military Planning Office.
Retired from Navy after four years as Director, Royal Australian Naval Staff College, Sydney.

METCALFE

Francis Harold
Army
NX173127
2 InfTrg Bn
Canungra
1 Adv 2 Ech HQ
Ai tape
26 Aust Inf Bn
Rabaul
5 InfTrg Bn
Australia

MEWTON

5744
FTS: 20107/43 - 18/11/46

At school 1936 - 1940
Highest rank: Private
13/11/42 - 22/01/44
7112144 -7/10/45
29/03/46 - 6106/46
19/06/46 - 18/11/46

Ernest Frederick John
5018
At school 1932 - 1934
Air Force
51837
FTS: 9/03/42 - 4/12145
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: W/L Maintenance Mechanic
Service Medals: Defence Medal, ASM
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Melbourne
Initial training (IRe) and wireless mechanic training course (ISTT).
5 Aircraft Depot
Wagga Wagga
Wireless maintenance - Beauforrs, Spitfires.
22 Signals, RAAF
Townsville
North Eastern Area HQ Signals.
22 Operational Base Unit
Bowen Qld
Flying Boat Repair and Maintenance, and cypher machine maintenance.
RAAFHQ
Melbourne
Air Force HQ Signals maintenance. Discharged Melbourne Dec 1945.

Mar-42 - Sep-42

Sep-42 - 1/11142

Dec-42 - Apr-43

Apr-43 - Oct-45

Oct-45

MEYERS

Geoff
Army

Master at school
Highest rank: Major

MEYERS

Morris Henry
5375
ITS: 27104/39 - 13/11/45
Air Force
300415
Duty after training: Wireless Operator; on discharge: Signals

At school 1934 - 1934
Highest rank: Wing Cmdr
OBE, MID

11 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
12 Sigs Unit
South West Pacific
HQ Southern Area
South West Pacific
AFHQ (D Sigs - 53)
South West Pacific
HQ North East Area
Townsville, Queensland
HQ 10 Operational Group
Moresby, Nadzab New Guinea
Chief Signals Officer 100G (later renamed lTAP)
Mentioned in Despatches 11/5/45: Distinguished service in Number 10 Operational Group.
MEYNINK

8/04143 - Oct-43
28110/43 - Nov-43
22/11/43 - Oct-44

Peter Mackellar
Army
QX58123

15/11/44 - Nov-45
6197
FTS: 14/01144 - 25/10/45

Ian Forbes
Air Force
444823
Duty after training: Air Gunner

At school 1939 - 1943
Highest rank: Gunner

25/04/45 - 15/10/45
5895
At school 1937 - 1942
ITS: 25/03/44 - 27107/45
Highest rank: Sergeant
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Temora Australia
2ITS, 2 Aircraft Depot, lOEFTS, 2PD, 2ITS, AGS
MIDDLETON

20102/43 - Mar-43

18/02/42 - Aug-43

217 Field Regt, RAA
Borneo
MICHOLSON

29/12/42 - Feb-43

John Livingston
5567
At school 1935 - 1938
Air Force
2157:3
FTS: 30101/41 - 13/12/45
Highest rank: Corporal
Duty after training: Wireless Operator; on discharge: Wireless OperatorlMechanic
Service Medals: Defence Medal, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
24 Sqn, RAAF (Vultee Vengeance)
Bankstown, NSW
23 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific

MICHELMORE

12/04/41 - ]un-41

25/03/44 - 21107145

Allan Robert
5745
At school 1936 - 1941
ITS: 7107/42 - 7107/46
Highest rank: Lieut
Army
NX167824
Duty after training: Ole Army Small Boat
'.
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
20 Aust Inf Bn
Bathurst, Rutherford
OCTU
Woodside, SA

]ul-42 - ]an-44
]an-44 - May-44
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11 Small Ships Coy, RAE
New Guinea, New Britain, Brunei, Sarawak, Sabah.
AY 2084 (200 tonne vessel). Running supplies and ammunition off
Australian coast. With Perer Shaw (5459).
Small Ships Coy, RAE
Australia
Dumping ammunition off Australian coast.
MIDDLETON

Cecil Stein
Army

NX166259

3160
FTS: 6/08/43 - 3/12/43

12 Armd Car Regt
South West Pacific
MIDDLETON

]ul-44 - Feb-46

Feb-46 - ]ul-46

At school 1921 - 1926
Highest rank: Lieut
6/08/43 - 3/12/43

Lucas William
5019
Army
NX201329
FTS: 6/06/43 - 9/05/46
Duty after training: Medical Officer
Service Medals: Pacific Star 1939/45, ASM 1939/45
AAMC Training
Derby Victoria
At Gas Warfare School after initial training.
58/59 Aust Inf Bn
Ramu Valley, Madang New Guinea.

At school 1932 - 1936 •
Highest rank: Captain
MID

Aug-43

Dec-43 - Oct-44

RMO.
Bougainville
Mentioned in Despatches 19/7/45: Distinguished services in the South west Pacific area.
MILES

MILLARD

4370

Christopher John Ward
Army
RMC Duntroon
File Incomplete
Bruce
Army

NX5949

5377
FTS: 3/11139 - 15/05/44

Jan-45 - Aug-45
At school 1928 - 1930

At school 1934 - 1935
Highest rank: Corporal

2/4 Aust Inf Bn
10/01140 - ]un-41
Middle East
POW
Germany
Jun-42 - 27/10/43
POW No 1455 Stalag XVIIIA, captured in Greece. Repatriated from Barcelona.
Discharged medically unfit.

t

MILLARD

Geoffrey William
Army
NX56101

5181
FTS: 4/07/40 - 12/09/44

2/19 Aust InfBn
Malaya
POW
Singapore. Thailand
POW missing presumed dead, on or after 12/9/44.
MILLER

Eric Duncan
Army
N74597

684
FTS: 13/06/40 - 21110/44

11 Garrison Bn
Australia
31 Garrison Bn
Australia
MILLER

At school 1933 - 1935
Highest rank: Corporal
18/02/41 - 15/02/42
15/02/42
At school 1902 - 1907
Highest rank: Captain
13/06/40 - 10/4/42
10/04/42 - 3/07/44

Lionel Robert
4456
At school 1928 - 1930
Army
NX126170
FTS: 9/06/41 - 30/11/43
Highest rank: Corporal
Duty after training: Supply Office Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, ASM
14 Machine Gun Bn
Glenfield, NSW
3 Army Tank Bde, MC
Singleton
Discharged to occupation of Dairy Farmer.

]un-41
1942 - 30/11143
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Robert Samuel
Army
NX19388

3475
ITS: 31/03/40 - 3/09/45

2/9 LtAA Bty
Australia
Middle East
2/3 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Australia
New Guinea
16 InfTrg Bn
Australia
MILLER

Vyvyan

At school 1923 - 1927
Highest rank: Sergeant
1/06/40 - 28/06/41
28/06/41 - 5/08/42
5/08/42 - 3/08/43
3/08/43 - 7/03/44
7/03/44 - 3/09/45

2530

At school 1917 - 1920

Merchant Navy
MILLETT

Edwin Fraser
Army
NX124927

5182
ITS: 27/07/42 - 7/02/46

7 Field Regt, RAA
Darwin
New Guinea
MILLS

MILLS

At school 1933 - 1936
Highest rank: Lieut
May-44 - Sep-44
23/09/44 - 18/10/45

Charles Dudley
Army
NX94768
ANGAU
New Guinea

3737
ITS: 9/04/42 - 21/02/46

Edward Lewis
Navy
S10316
Duty after training: Seaman

6352
FTS: 31/05/45 - 24/12/46

At school 1924 - 1926
Highest rank: Warrant Officet 2
14/10/42 - 10/02/46

H~S C7erberus
Flinders
Initial training.

At school 1940 - 1944
Highest rank: Able Seaman

31/05/45 - Oct-45

H~SPenguin

Balmoral
Further training.
H~S WIlrrego
At sea offTasmania & North Queensland
Sloop. Surveying.
H~S Platypus, HMAS Rushcutter
Watson's Bay
.
Awaiting discharge. Demobilised in December 1946.
MILLS

MILLYARD

Nov-45 - Mar-46

Mar-46 - Aug-46

Aug-46 - Dec-46

Richard John Crawford
Army
2/13 Aust Inf Bn
Queensland, Morotai, Borneo.

6199
ITS: 1944 - 1946

Graham
Air Force

3566
ITS: 27/04/41 - 22/05/46

At school 1923 - 1926

3837
FTS: 1942 - 1945

At school 1925 - 1927
Highest rank: Flieut Lieut

133367

At school 1939 - 1943
Highest rank: Corporal
1944 - 1946

MILLYARD

Ronald Charles
Air Force

MILNE

James Bruce
5378
At school 1934 - 1940
Army
NX80889
FTS: 30/12/41 - 19/09/46
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: Tank Crew; on discharge: Army Psychology Interviewer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star
2/11 kmoured Car Regt
Tamworth, Singleron
Dec-41 - Oct-42
Training in reconnaissance in armoured cars.
2/4 Armd Regt, AAC
Murgon Qld
Jan-43 - 1944
Jungle training for tanks.
Madang, Buin Road Bougainville, New Guinea.
1944 - 1945
Tank training under jungle condirons. then operations against the Japanese on Buin Road.
Directorate of Army Psychology
Sydney
1946 - 1946
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MILNE

John Harvey
Army
NX130577
7 Field Regt, RAA
NSW, Western Australia
13 Field Regt, RAA
Australia

5020
FTS: 15/06/41 - 14/01/46

At school 1932 - 1935
Highest rank: Lieut
20/10/41 - 10/12/43
4/03/44 - 23/10/45

MINNETT

John Alma Morton
Army

5183

At school 1933 - 1935

MINNETT

Jack Kingsley
Army

1855

At school 1913 - 1917

t

MINNETT

Peter John
Army

NX14014

5184
FTS: 6/05/40 - Jul-45

1 AA Regt, RAA
Ingleburn
2/15 Field Regt, RAA
Singapore, Johore
POW
Changi Singapore, Thailand, Burma, Japan
'D' Force
Died of illness, Japan, July 1945
MINTER

Bruce
Army

NX102978

988
FTS: 14/11140 - 18/04/44

14 Field Bde, CMF
Australia
12 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
CO

At school 1933 - 1936 •
Highest rank: Bombardier
22/05/40 - 10/01142
24/01/42 - 15/02/42
16/03/43 - Jul-45

At school 1905 - 1907
Highestrank: LtCol
MC (1918)
14/11/40 - 5/09/41
5/09/41 - 18/04/44

MINTON-TAYLOR Geoffrey
2886
At school 1919 - 1924 •
Army
TX6003
FTS: 18/11/40 - 11/12/45
Highest rank: Captain
Service Medals: Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, 1939/45 Star, ASM 1945/75
with Clasp Swp'
2/14 Field Regt, RAA
Darwin
30 Garrison Bn
Australia, New Guinea
Liaison Officer with RAAF and USAFlA.
106 Supply Depot, AASC
Torres Straits, Queensland
MINTY

Julian Charles
Army
NX111004

At school 5021
FTS: 25/09/41 - 25/06/46

HQ 9 Aust Inf Bde
Australia
17 Aust Inf Bn
Australia
2/1 Aust InfBn
Aitape, Wewak New Guinea
Contracted malaria.

t

MITCHELL

Eric Henry
4553
Navy
FTS: 01/07/1942
Duty on discharge: Special Duties
Coastwatcher
New Britain
Engaged Special Duties.
POW
New Britain
Drowned when Montevideo Maru sunk by US Sub Saratoga.

18/07/41 - 20/02/42
26/04/42 - 10/01144

10/01144 - 12/12/45
At school 1932 - 1935
Highest rank: Sergeant
25/09/41 - 26/08/42
26/08/42 - 1/08/43
15/12/44 - 17/07/45
At school 1929 - 1931
Highest rank: Sub Lieut

1942

1942-1/07/42
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Geoffrey Scott
5569
At school 1935 - 1942
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Air Force
432843
ITS: 30/01/43 - 21/02/46
Duty after training: Air Crew V; on discharge: Wireless Operaror
Service Medals: Defence Medal, France & Germany Star, War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Evans Head, Parkes, Shepparron, Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, 3WAGS, 1BAGS, 1ANS, 1RD, 2ED
RAP Training Units
United Kingdom
I1PDRC,3 (0) AFU
460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom

MITCHELL

Harold
Army

NX93234

2273
FTS: 23/03/42 - 14/12/44

General Details Depot
Sydney
102 AI
Sydney
2/3 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
New Guinea
113 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Townsville
MITCHELL

30/01/43 - ]an-44

12/03/44 - Feb-45

8/04/45 - 9/1 0/45
At school 1916 - 1918
Highest rank: Private
23/03/42 - 10/04/42
10/04/42 - 23/08/42
24/08/42 - 12/04/44
26/04/44 - 2110/44

Julien Leonard Albert
4877
At school 1931 - 1934
Army
NX32719
ITS: 18/06/40 - 22/12/45
Highest rank: Captain
Duty after training: Machine Gunner; on discharge: Machine Gun Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Srar 8th Army Clasp, Pacific Srar, Defence Medal, ED.
2/2 Machine Gun Bn
Australia
Training on Vickers Machine Gun. Commissioned Lieut.
Mersa Marruh Egypt
Commanded C3 at Mersa Marruh.
Small Arms School
Bonegilla, NSW
Instrucror. Promoted Captain.
2/2 Machine Gun Bn
Brunei, North Born<:o, Tarakan, Labuan

]un-40 - 1940
1941 - Feb-42

Feb-42 - 1945

1945 - 1945

William Douglas
At school 1934 - 1940 •
5379
Air Force
422968.
Highest rank: Pilot Officer
FTS: 15/06/42 - 8/03/45
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Atlantic Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
RAAF Training Units
Parkes, Cootamundra, Bradfield Park, Temora, Uranquinry Australia
15/06/42 - Aug-43
5HQ, lAOS, 73 Reserve Sqn, 2ITS, lOEFTS, 5SFTS, 2ED
RAP Training Units
United Kingdom
27/08/43 - Oct-44
11PDRC, 20 (P) AFU, 3SFGR, 1320TU
455 Sqn RAAF, Coastal Command (Beaufighter)
Dallachy, Scotland
18/1 0/44 - 8/03/45
Missing and presumed killed.
MOCATTA

Ben Osborne
Army
N389189
Duty after training: Intelligence

Easter~ Command Intel Section
Sydney
2 Field Censorship Unit
Sydney
10 Field Censorship Unit
Sydney
OC of unit.
HQ NSW L of C Area
NSW

1735
FTS: 29/01/42 - 16/11/45

At school 1912 - 1916
Highest rank: Captain

6/03/42 - 1/05/42
1/05/42 - 15/02/43
15/02/43 - 27/09/43

27/09/43 - 16/11/45
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MOCATTA

Hugh Lawrence Osborne
Navy

MOCATTA

Hugh Osborne
1734
Air Force
272198
FTS: 27/01141 - 26/11145
Duty after training: Administration

6052

24 Sqn, RAAF (Vultee Vengeance)
Bankstown, NSW
102 Fighter Sector HQ
South West Pacific
Air Defence HQ
Sydney

25/06/43 - Jan-45
21/01/45 - Oct-45

James Gillespie Sydney
4013
Army
FTS: 1939 - 1945
Duty on discharge: Allied HQ Staff
2/17 Aust Inf Bn
North Africa, Palestine Middle East
Attended Staff College, in Haifa.
New Guinea
Allied HQ
Brisbane
Order ofthe British Empire Citation
For distinguished service in the South- \Vest Pacific Area from 1 April to 15 August 1945.
MOFFITT

MOLLOY

At school 1912 - 1914
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

27/05/43 - Jun-43

MOFFATT

t

At school 1938 - 1941

At school 1926 - 1926
Highest rank: Colonel
OBE

1944 - 1945

John Robert
4371
Merchant Navy
Duty on discharge: Marine Engineer Officer
MY Tulagi
Torpedoed and drowned in Indian Ocean, August 1944.

At school 1928 - 1931

William Brian
3161
Army
FTS: 1941 - 1946
Duty after training: Legal Officer

At school 1921 - 1926
Highest rank: Lt Col

•

ANGAU
1941 - 1943
New Guinea
New Guinea Force, Legal Staff Officer. Resident Magistrate Central District, Papua. First District
Officer Central District, Papua. Deputy Director Plantation Services, ANGAU.
Allied Land Forces Headquarters
Melbourne
Seconded to War Damage Commission.
MONAGHAN

John Graham
Army
QP25007

6750
FTS: 24/02/45 - 1101175

RMC Duntroon
Canberra
British Commonwealth Occupation Forces
Kure Japan
Aust Army Visitors & Observers Unit
Malaya
Aust Army Trg Team
South Vietnam
South Vietnam

t

MONCKTON

At school 1942 - 1944
Highest rank: Lt Col
24/02/45 - 1101175
18/03/48 - 1110/48
3/09156 - 2/05/57
7/04/64 - 4/04/65
26/11/70 - 22/03/71

Francis Edward
4749
At school 1930 - 1937
Air Force
403197
FTS: 11/12/40 - 3/09/42
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Duty after training: Air Crew V; on discharge: Wireless OperatorlAir Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Aircrew Europe Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park NSW
11112/40 - 23/01/41
2ITS,2ED.
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16/02/41 - 20108/41
Manitoba, Winnipeg, Halifax Canada.
3 Wireless School, 3BAGS, 14 Depot. Fairey Battle a/c.
RAP Training Units
8/09/41 - Aug-42
Cranwell United Kingdom.
Qualified December 1941. Referesher course at Cranwell in Ansons, 3PRC, ISS, 250TU,
Wellingtons.
12 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Wellington)
21/08/42 - 3/09/42
United Kingdom
First raid Dussekldorf, second to Kassel and Saarbrucken. Killed on third raid to Karlsruhe.
Buried in Marissel Cemetery, Beauvais, France.
MONCRIEFF

Alexander Peden
Army
NX85191

2782
FTS: 22/01/42 - 3108145

2/1 Machine Gun Bn
Port Morseby New Guinea
MONK

At school 1919 - 1923
Highest rank: Private
20102/44 - 3108145

Ian Maxim
4750
Army
NX1l4068
FTS: 20107/42 - 31/12/46
Duty after training: RMO; on discharge: Surgeon

At school 1930 -1933
Highest rank: TIMajor

15 AA Bty, RAA
NSW
20104/42 - 15/12/42
108 Casualty Clearing Station, AAMC
15/12/42 - 13/06/44
Ausrralia
Attachments to HQ 2 Div, 110 AGH, Combined Operations Training Centre, 3 Corps AOTC.
118 Aust Gen Hasp, AAMC
Australia
13/06144 - 15/12/44
113 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
15/12/44 - 27/11/45
Concord, Sydney
115 Aust Gen Hasp, AAMC
22/03/46 - 25/07146
Heidelburgh, Victoria
Surgeon
113 Aust Gen Hasp, AAMC
Concord, Sydney
25/07146 - 24/12/46
MONTGOMERY

Ian Wtlson
Army
NX103750
Duty after training: Veterinarian

3840
FTS: 1/10/41 - 6108/46

2 Vet Hospital
NSW
HQNT Force
Darwin
1 Mobile Vet Survey Unit
New Guinea, Rabaul, Borneo
MOODIE

Boyce Ramsay
Army
N75110

21/12/42 - 20107143
21/07143 - Oct-44
5110/45 - 1/06146

4373
FTS: 16/08/40 - 2103145

School of Artillery
New South Wales
HQ Kembla AA Group
New South Wales
2 i/c.
12 AA Corps, RAA
New South Wales
2 i/c.
MOODY

At school 1925 - 1926
Highest rank: Major

Beresford Rawson
4206
Air Force
A747
FTS: Dec-39 - 1945
Duty after training: Instructor; on discharge: Chief Instructor

At school 1928 - 1930
Highest rank: Major
8/12/40 - 13/11/43
13111/43 - 5/05/44

5/05/44 - 1/12144

At school 1927 - 1929
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr

RAAF Training Units
Australia
Dec-39 - Dec-41
Entolled in RAAF training scheme before the establishment of Empire Air Training Scheme.
RAAF Training Units (Instructor)
Wagga, Ausrralia
Dec-41 - 1942
3EATS course, 2SFTS, on Wirraways.
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76Sqn,RAAF(KJttyhaw~

Milne Bay, New Guinea.
75 Sqn, RAAF (KJttyhawk)
Cape Gloucester, New Britain; Aitape, NG; Hollandia,
Dutch New Guinea; Biak.
RAAF Training Units (Instructor)
Uranquinty Australia
Chief Instructor.

MOODY

Graham Rawson
4207
Air Force
420349
FTS: 11/10/41 - 19112/45
Duty after training: Air Crew V; on discharge: Flight Instructor
RAAF Training Units
Narrandera, Point Cook
Lieut in Army. 2ITS, 8EFTS, lSFTS, CFS
8 Elementary Flying Training School
Australia
Staff pilot.
5 Service Flying Training School
Ausrralia
Flying instructor.

MOODY

Ronald Rawson
Army
NX34650

4208
FTS: 4/06/40 - 22/06/46

2 Aust Corps, AASC
Australia
7 Aust Division (AASC)
Australia
2/142 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
Nonhern Terrirory, NSW Ausrralia
Mororai, Labuan, Brirish Norch Borneo
Disembarked Labuan 12110/45.
2/167 Gen T pt Coy, AASC
Ausrralia

MOORE

Clement Francis
Army
NX76308

Aug-42 - 1943

Jan-43 - 1944
1945 - 1945
At school 1927 - 1936
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

11110/41 - 1943

29/03/43 - 19/06/44

17111144 - 9/11145
At school 1927 - 1933
Highest rank: Major
4/06/40 - 28/08/42
28/08/42 - 23/02/43
12/10/43 - Aug-45
3/08/45 - 15/01146

14/03/46 - 22/06/46

4374
FTS: 26/01/41 - 27/08/46

At school 1928 - 1935
Highest rank: Captain

5747
FTS: 27/08/40 - 28/02/46

At school 1936 - 1939
Highest rank: Lieur

13/33 Aust Inf Bn
Australia

MOORE

David Charles
Navy
S4483

HMAS Rusheutter
27/08/40 - 9112140
Sydney
HMS Gloxinia
10112140 - 14/01/42
United Kingdom
Depot ships Nile and St Angelo.
HMS King Alfred
Kingdom
15/01/42 - 9108142
Officer rraining, promoted Midshipman. Promored Sub Lieut 7 July 1942.
HMS Mosquito
United Kingdom
5110/42 - 30112/43
MLlOl7 11 January 1943; MLl159 6 April 1943; ML357 5 May 1943.
ML822
Australia
3/04/44 - 12/08/44
Returned to Australia 5 June 1944, ML school HMAS Rushcutter. 1st Lieut duties.
ML803
Australia
12/08/44 - 16/02/45
1st Lieut. Promoted Lieut 1 November 1944.
ML815
Australia
25/02/45 - 16/10/45
1sr Lieur.

MOORE

Geoffrey George
Army
NX106229

3313
FTS: 12111141 - 7/09/44

At school 1922 - 1926
Highest rank: Sergeant
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Darwin

MOORE

t

MOORE

3/03/43 - 14/05/44

Hugh John
Army
NX37056
2/15 Field Regt, RAA
Malaya, Singapore
65 Bty. Battle of Muar.
POW
Singapore, Burma/Siam railway.
Sydney Frederick
Army
NX59851

5748

At school 1936 - 1938
Highest rank: Gunner
1941 - 15/02/42

15/02/42 - 1945
2653
FrS: 19/07/40 - 15/02/42

At school 1918 - 1921
Highest rank: Private

ASC Tpt
Singapore
Missing Malaya - presumed dead.

MOORS

Harold David
6050
Air Force
71196
FTS: 13/10/42 - 5/06/46
Duty after training: Fitter 2E; on discharge: Flight Engineer
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

23/08/41 - 15/02/42
At school 1938 - 1941 •
Highest rank: Flight Sgt

5 Elementary Flying Training School
Narromine Australia
5 EFTS, 8 OTU, 70TU.
8 Operational Training Unit
South West Pacific
7 Operational Training Unit
South West Pacific
99 Sqn, RAAF (Liberator)
Tocumwal Australia

MOORS

James Denton
5749
Army
NX133721
FrS: 28/08/40 - 6/02/46
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Psych Interviewing
Service Medals: Defence Medal, ASM

10/06/43 - Jun-44

25/06/44 - Oct-44
26/03/45 - Jul-45
4/02/46 - May-46
At school 1936 - 1939
Highest rank: Sergeant

Syd Uni Regt
Sydney
Infantry; promoted Corporal.
110 Lt AA Bty, RAA .
Promoted Sergeant.
654 Group, RAAF
Darwin
Detached fat special duties as instructor.
533 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Darwin
Infantry Feb to July 1945.
1 Psych Unit
Liverpool and Cowra, NSW; Brisbane, Qld
Testing recruits for AlE Interviewed repatriated queensland 8 Div POWs.

MOPPETT

1/12/40 - 20/02/42
29/05/42

18/05/43

14/08/43 - 1945

20/07/45 - 6/02/46

Thomas White
4015
At school 1926 - 1928 •
Air Force
403944
FTS: 31/03/41 - 10/04/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Air Observer; on discharge: Navigator
DFC with Bar.
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Airctew Europe Star and Clasp, Defence Medal, Pathfinder Force Badge.
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park
1941 - 1941
2 ITS Bradfield Park.
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Lethbridge Alberta; Rivers Manitoba Canada
Nov-41 - May-42
2 AOS, 8 B&G Fairey School, 1 Air Nav School. .
RAP Training Units
Dumfries Scotland; Litchfield, Scampton, Waddington,
.
Jul-42 - Jan-43
Winthotpe UK.
10 (O)AFU: Ansons, 27 OTU: Wellingtons. 1661 HCU: Manchesters and Lancasters. Conversion
Lancasters.
467 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)

to
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Bottesford, United Kingdom
Jan-43 - Jul-43
156 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command
PFF (Lancaster) Warboys, United Kingdom
Jul-43 - Dec-43
17 Operational Training Unit
Silverstone, Warboys United Kingdom
Jan-44 - Nov-44
Wellingtons. Deputy Navigator Officer and Instructor.
Dec 1944 1655 CU / MTU conversion to Mosquitos.
Pathfinder Training Unit
Warboys, United Kingdom
Feb-45 - Mar-45
Oxfords and Mosquitos. Pathfinder training. Navigator.
105 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command PFF (Mosquito)
Bourne, United Kingdom
Mar-45 - Jun-45
Navigator. Return to Australia July 1945 and discharged 1946.
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation 1943
Flying Officer Moppet has taken part in many successfUl bombing raids on enemy territory, including a number against targets in
the Ruhr area. An exceptional navigator, his skill, courage and devotion to duty have proved him to be an outstanding member ofa
gallant crew. On one occasion his excellent directions resulted in the rescue ofa crew ofan aircraft forced down in the sea.
This officer has a fine spirit which has inspired confidence in the crew and contributed in a large measure to the success achieved.
Bar to Distinguished Flying Cross
.
Since being aw~rded the Distinguished Flying Cross Flight-Lieutenant Moppet has taken part in further operational sorties against
some ofthe enemy's major targets. At all times his reliability and coolness have been outstanding while his navigational skill has
played no small part in the many successes achieved by his crew.
.

MORAN

Ronald John
3476
At school 1923 - 1926 •
Army
Q42037
FTS: 5/02/41 - 27/12/42
Highest rank: Corporal
Duty after training: Infantry; on discharge: Observer, Bomber Command
DFC
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, France and Germany Star, Defence Medal, War Medal
1939/45, ASM.

49 Aust Inf Bn
Australia
9/02/41 - 24/02/41
Porr Moresby, New Guinea
24/03/41 - 28/06/42
Seconded to Papuan Infantry Battalion. Patrol Officer (PIB), Quartermaster (Pt Moresby), Section
leader and platoon Commander (Kila Kila Aerodrome).
1/2 Aust Gen Hasp, AAMC
Brisbane
17/07/42 - 27/12/42
Transfer to RAAF.
RAAF Training Units
28/12/42 - 3/06/43
Bradfield Palk, Ascot Vale

2 ITS.
RCAF Training Units
25/06/43 - 26/12/43
Edmonton, Lachine
2 Air Observer School.
RAF Training Units
Mona, Finningley
11101/44 - 6/06/44
8 AFU, 18 OTU. First operational flight in Wellington with 18 OTU.
550 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
North Killingholme
13/08/44 - Apr-45
Returned to Australia via San Francisco, arriving 23 May 1946.
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation
Flying Officer MORAN has completed numerous operations against the enemy in the course ofwhich he has invariably displayed the
utmostfortitude, courage and devotion to duty.

MORE

Stephen Stuart Light
S5945
Navy
Duty after training: Radar
HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
HMS Collingwood
United Kingdom
HMS Rockingham
HMS Victory
Portsmouth United Kingdom
HMS Nestor
HMASNizam
Indian Ocean

3896
FTS: 11/09/40 - 17/12/45

At school 1925 - 1929
Highest rank: Leading Seaman

11/09/40 - 28/10/40

29/10/40 - 22/01141
23/01141 - 19/09/41
20/09/41-19/11/41
20/11/41 - 16/06/42
17/06/42-11/06/44
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HMS Cumberland
Pacific
Royal Navy cruiser. Discharged Rushcutter.
MORELL

James Kenneth
Army
NXI77721
Duty after training: Signals

5750
FTS: 1101/43 - 4/02/46

12/06/44 - 2110/45
At school 1936 - 1941
Highest rank: Signalman

Army Training Units
Bonegilla Vic, Middle Head, Balcombe Vic, Strathpine Qld.
Jan-43 - Apr-45
Basic and signals training at Bonegilla. Further signals training Middle Head.
9 Div Signals
Apr-45 - Dec-45
Morotai
Communication with 9th Division in Borneo.

t

MORELL

John Francis
NGX466
Army

5186
FTS: 12/02/40 - 9109141

At school 1933 - 1936 •
Highest rank: Bombardier

Depot Bn
Middle East
29112/40 - 27/03/41
Wounded and discharged unfit. Returned to Rabaul, joined local militia.
New Guinea Volunteer Defence Corps
Rabaul, New Britain
1941 - ]an-42
POW
Rabaul, New Britain
Jan-42 - Jul-42
Taken POW and drowned after sinking of Montevideo Maru by US Sub Saratoga.
MORELL

Michael Throsby
Army
NX20288

5187
FTS: 4/06/40 - 15/01144

2/1 Ind Coy
Rabaul New Britain, New Ireland
Guerilla Warfare School
Victoria
MORGAN

At school 1933 - 1937
Highest rank: Sergeant
17107/41 - 1942
9/07/42 - 1112142

Ernest Rex
4375
Army
NX14670
FTS: 20/05/40 - 5/12/45
Duty after training: GPOA; on discharge: GPO
Service Medals: 1939/45 Stat, Africa Stat, Pacific Star.

At school 1928 - 1930
Highest rank: Lieut

•

2/5 Field Regt, RAA
Ingleburn, Bathurst,'sea voyage to Palestine via India
20/05/40 - 19/1 0/40
Palestine, Western Desert Middle East
Nov-40 - ]un-41
Lebanon Syria - Syrian Campaign
]un-41 - Feb-42
Milne Bay New Guinea
Aug-42 - 1943
OTC at Holsworthy in May. Injured arm. 5 months Concord Hospital during 1943.
Port Moresby New Guinea
Aug-43 - 1944
Warwick, Atherton
Mar-44 - ]un-45
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.
]un-45 - ]ul-45
MORGAN

George Morton
Army
NX17%13

4879
FTS: 8/08/41 - 11/12/45

2/17 Aust Inf Bn
Ingleburn
AAArty
Australia
HQ 32 AA Bty, RAA
Nadzab
Madang New Guinea.

MORGAN

Gordon Reginald
Army
NX23053

At school 1931 - 1934
Highest rank: Gunner
16/12/41 - 18/05/42
15/10/42 - 18110/44
12/11/44 - 18/12/44
18/12/44 - 22/10145

5023
FTS: 30/05/40 - 26/10/45

2/17 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East
Milne Bay, POrt Moresby, Finschhafen New Guinea
Wounded in Action 311 1/43.
Morotai, Labuan British North Borneo

At school 1932 - 1933
Highest rank: Sergeant
25111140 - 26/01143
14/08/43 - 21103/44
16105/45 - 28/09/45
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MORGAN

Harold Arthur Macleod
Army
NXI03964

4376
FTS: 16/07/42 - 26/11/45

1 DivAASC
NSW
HQ 2 Aust Army
Australia
Appointed DADST
34 Supply Depot Coy, AASC
Queensland, Thursday Island.
OC of Unit.
MORGAN

1/10/41 -7/09/43
7/09/43 - 13/02/45

2/03/45 - 8/11/45

John Broadfoot
5570
At school 1935 - 1940
Air Force
421498
FTS: 1/02/42 - 7/09/43
Highest rank: LAC
Service Medals: ASM 1939/45, 1939/45 Star, War Medal 1939/45
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Chatham Canada
Air crew trainee, Observer.
3 RAAF Hospital
Concord NSW
Declared medically unfit and discharged.

MORGAN

John Laidley
6513
Air Force
445677
FTS: 10/12/42 - 26/07/45
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park
Initial training; Classified Surplus to air Crew.
Surplus to Air Crew
Australia
Various man power tasks such as picking fruit until discharge.

MORGAN

At school 1928 - 1931
Highest rank: Major

29/07/42 - 28/10/42

22/03/43 - 29/07/43
At school 1941 - 1942 •
Highest rank: LAC

]ul-44 - Oct-44

Nov-44 - Aug-45

Leonard Richmond
4209
At school 1927 - 1929
Air Force
420234
ITS: 11/10/41 - 18/01/46
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Duty after training: Ait Ctew V; on discharge: Wireless Operator/Air Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Aircrew Europe Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.
RAAF Training
11/10/41 - Oct-42
Australia
Trained as WOP Air Gunner and Navigator
2ITS, 3WAGS, 1BAGS, 2ED, 2AOS.
23 Sqn, RAAF
10/03/43 - May-43
Sourh West Pacific
37 Sqn RAAF
1/09/43 - Nov-43
South West Pacific
RAP Training Units
United Kingdom
12/12/43 - May-45
IIPDRC, 3 S ofGR, 9 (C) CTU, 132 OTU, 9 (P) AFU, 190TU, 75 Base.
189 Sqn, RAP
7/05/45 - ]un-45

t

MORGAN

Leroy Robert
Army
NXI16613

5024
FTS: 16/12/40 - 8/06/45

Sydney University Regt
Sydney
21 Field Regt, RAA
NSW
4 Field Regt, RAA
Lae New Guinea.
Torokina Bougainville
Killed in action.
Buried Grave 8, Row B, PLot G, AustraLian war Cemetery, Torokina.

t

MORGAN

Richard Holt
Air Force
420901
Duty after training: Pilot

At school 1932 - 1936
Highest rank: Lieut
4/12/41 - 23/02/42
11/03/42 - 19/02/44
13/02/44 - 1/11/44
5/11/44 - 8/06/45

3314
At school 1922 - 1928
FTS: 6/12/41 - 6/05/44
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star

RAAF Training Units
Narrandera, Bradfield Park Australia

6/12/41 - ]ul-42
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RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Calgary Canada
lED, 3 M Depot, 8SFTS.
111 Operational Training Unit
South East Asia
160 Sqn, RAF
Ceylon
Presumed killed in aircraft accident.

17/07/42 - Apr-43

29/05/43 - ]ul-43
27/12/43 - 6/05/44

Rowland Bonner
3162
Air Force
65188
FTS: 26/05/42 - 22/10/46
Duty aftet training: Administration
RAAF Training Units
Temora Australia
lOEFTS, 2ED, lED.
Overseas HQ London
United Kingdom
RAAF HoI Sec 33PDC
United Kingdom

At school 1921 - 1926
Highest rank: Flying Officer

MORISON

James McNaughton
Service Details Unknown

3033

At school 1920 - 1921

MORRIS

David Lyall
Army

6053
FTS: 5/03/45 - 3/04/46

At school 1938 - 1944
Highest rank: LlCorporal

MORGAN

NX206085

37 InfTrg Bn
Australia
MORRIS

28/05/42 - Feb-43

23/03/44 - May-46
8/05/46 - Sep-46

14/03/45 - 5/10/45

Neil Stewart
5751
At school 1936 - 1940
433290
FTS: 2/03/43 - 21/09/45
Air Force
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Gen Duties Pilot
Service Medals: General Service Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units
Mar-43 - ]an-44
Bradfield Park, Narrandera, Deniliquin, NSW
1 ITS; 8 EFTS; 7 SFTS
1 Air Gunnery School
Sale, Victoria
]an-44 - Sep-45
Staff pilot - Fairey Ba~tle & Wirraways. Drogue towing, camera gun target flying, testing and
ferrying, general duties.

MORRIS

Richard HolyweU
Army
NX13683

4210
FTS: 13/05/40 - 15/07/46

Training
Ingleburn, Warwick Farm
Illitial training. Attended Field Artillery Course, Eastern Cmd.
3 Bty 2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Syria, Palestine, Middle East
New Guinea
5 AAOps Room
New Guinea
British Borneo Civil Affairs Unit
Morotai
MORRIS

William Leighton
4880
Air Force
267522
FTS: 17/06/45 - 29/11/46
Duty after training: Medical Duties
MTU
South West Pacific
2 Personnel Depot
South West Pacific
3 RAAF Hospital
South West Pacific

MORRIS-BRIAN

Gerald Terence
Army

At school 1927 - 1931
Highest rank: Captain
20/05/40 - May-40

25/07/41 - 31/01142
14/04/42 - 27/03/43
8/05/43 - 13/07/44
27/08/45 - 4/07/46
At school 1931 - 1937
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

17/06/45 - ]ul-45
23/07/45 - Apr-46
20/04/46 - 28/11/46
3315

At school 1922 - 1923
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MORRISON

Donald Barry
Army
NX76344

4881
FTS: 4/02/42 - 2/07/45

2/11 Armd Car Regt
Western Australia
HQ2Div
NSW
GSa III (ops).
Adv Allied Land Forces Headquarters
Hollandia, Aitape, New Guinea.
GSa III. Attended course in India 15/6/45
MORT

Arthur Edward
Army
Q141114

14/03/42 - 28/09/44
30/09/43 - 15/12/44

15/12/44 - 6/03/45
to

2/7/45.

1980
FTS: 14/04/42 - 4/07/43

HQ Qld L of C Area
Queensland
MORT

John Noel
Army

NX53607

Geoffrey Frederick
Army
NX71899

2878
FTS: 23/07/40 - 17/02/44

Eric George
Army

NX67464

At school 1919 - 1920
Highest rank: Lieut
10/03/42 - 15/11/42
15/11/42 - 26/08/43
18/08/43 - 13/12/43
18/08/43 - 17/02/44

3905
FTS: 31/03/41 - 25/04/42

11 Armd Car Regt
Western Australia
21/03/42 Discharged medically unfit.
MOSMAN

At school 1914 - 1915
Highest rank: Lieut
20/08/42 - 4/07/43

1 Armd Div, AASC
Australia
3 Armd Div AASC
Australia
2/2 Tank Tpt Coy
New Guinea
165 Gun Tpt Coy
New Guinea
MOSES

At school 1931 - 1935
Highest rank: Captain

At school 1925 - ] 929
Highest rank: A/Sergeant
10/08/41 - 25/04/42

3316
FTS: 20/01/41 - 11/01/46

1922 - 1923
Highest rank: Sergeant

21 Cypher Section Signals
Palestine, Jerusalem, Syria, Beirut Lebanon.
Port Moresby, Dobodura New Guinea.
Morotai

MOXHAM

John Gavin
Air Force

MOXHAM

Morvan Ewing
Navy
S 9952

4882
6201
FTS: 1/02/45 - 23/10/46

HMAS Cerebus
Melbourne
HMASNormay
HMAS QlIeenboroligh
HMAS Platypus
Sydney
HMAS Westralia
Discharged Rushcutter.

MOXHAM

Ross Moorcroft
Air Force

MUIR

Jack Lincoln St. Clair
Army
NX51967
2/9 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East, Syrian Campaign
2 Field Trg Regt, RAA
Australia
2/5 Field Regt, RAA
Australia

At school 1931 - 1934
At school 1939 - 1942
Highest rank: Stores Assistant
1/02/45
13/06/45 - 28/10/45
29/1 0/45 - 11/07/46
31/07/46 - 29/08/46
30/08/46 - 13/10/46

5188

At school 1933 - 1939

3319
FTS: 2/07/40 - 3/11/45

At school 1922 - 1928
Highest rank: Lieut
03/05/41 - 11/03/42
19/11/43 - 31/05/44
31/05/44 - 15/10/45
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David Charles
5752
Air Force
68538
FTS: 5/08/42 - 12/02/46
Duty after training: Air Crew; on discharge: Armourer Fitter
7Aircraft Depot
Tocumwal
2 Wireless School
Calgary Canada
29 Operational Training Unit
United Kingdom

MUNDELL

At school 1936 - 1939
Highest rank: Flying Officer

2/01/43 - Jun-43
14/09/43 - Apr-44

17/1 0/44 - Jan-46

William Middlecort
5571
At school 1935 - 1935
Army
NX19126
FTS: 30105/40 - 1102/46 Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: NA gunner Duty on discharge: Infanrry Sgt
Service Medals: Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.

BEM

2/1 AA Regt, RAA
May-40
Ingleburn, NSW
Palestine, Egypt, Libya Middle East
1941
Sumatra, Java
Feb-42
233 AA Bty, RAA
Darwin, Millingimbi
1942
3 New Guinea Inf Bn
Nadzab New Guinea
1944 - 1945
Training New Guinea infantry.
British Empire Medal citation:
For rescuing a trapped American officer from a burning Liberator, showing admirable coolness and exceptional courage.

t

MUNRO

. tMUNRO

Bruce Alexander
Army
NX40583
2/18 Aust Inf Bn
Malaya, Singapore
Missing, presumed killed.

4379
FTS: 27106/40 - 15/02/42

At school 1928 - 1932
Highest rank: Corporal
18/02/41 - 15/02/42

Donald Alexander Ronald
5189
402130
FTS: 27/05/40 - 18/06/41
Air Force
Duty after training: Air Crew; duty at death: Pilot

At school 1933 - 1936
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

RAAF Training Units

Richmond, Bradfield Park Mascot, Wagga Australia
250 Sqn, RAP
'
North Africa
Killed in air combat, Libya.
MUNRO

Frank
Army

NX70161

4380
FTS: 16108/40 - 10/10145

1 Aust Corps, AASC
Port Moresby, New Guinea
MUNRO

Wallace Forbes
Army
NX115402

10104/41 - 18/06/41

At school 1928 - 1930
Highest rank: Major
6/11142 - 27106/44

4883
FTS: 1110141 - 9/10/45

24 Light Horse
New South Wales
Northern Aust Observation Unit
Australia
MUNSIE

27105/40 - Mar-41

Henry Kenneth
9001
Army
2787505
FTS: 12/07167 - 11107169
Duty,after training: Operator Intelligence
Service Medals: Vietnam Medal, Vietnamese Campaign Medal.
1 Recruit Training Bn
Kapooka (NSW)
National Service intake March 1967. Basic training.
Army Intelligence Centre
Middle Head, Sydney
Army Intelligence Centre
Woodside, SA

At school 1931 - 1937
Highest rank: Lieur
1/10/41 - 15/07/42
15/07/42 - 6112144

At school 1957 - 1964
Highest rank: Corporal

Jul-67 - Sep-67

Sep-67 - Feb-68
Feb-68 - Dec-68

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 7 2 - - - - - -"- ' - - - - - - - - - -
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Det 1 Div Intelligence Sqn
Nui Dat, South Vietnam
MURDOCH

Dec-68 - JuI-69

Henry Alexander
2979
At school 1922 - 1926
Air Force
50933
ITS: 21102/42 - 20/10/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Administration; on discharge: Navigation & Plotting
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, 1939/45 Pacific Star.
HQ Southern Area
South West Pacific
8 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
32 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific

30/03/42 - Apr-43
26/04/43 - Nov-44
11112/44 - Jan-45

MURPHY

BP
Air Force

MURPHY

Peter Vincent
5255
At school 1933 - 1940 •
Highest rank: Captain
Army
NX133481
FTS: 11111140 - 22/07/46
Duty after training: Platoon Commander; on discharge: Adjutant
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, General Service Medal, War Medal 1939/45

Master at School

55/53 Aust Inf Bn.
Wallgrove, Ingleburn, Bathurst, Port Stephens
Nov-40 - May-42
Appointed Lieut Dec 1940. Platoon Commander. Briefly LO III on HQ 14 Bde.
Port Moresby New Guinea
May-42 - Sep-43
Taroona to Port Moresby. Enlist AIF Sept. Garrison duties, patrolling.
6 Div Carrier Group
POrt Moresby, New Guinea
Dec-42 - Sep-43
Carrier platoon commander. Group formed in preparation of airborne invasion.
55/53 Aust Inf Bn
Sep-43 - Dec-44
Townsville, Atherton, Strathpine, Sydney.
Gartison Duty, training, schools, courses and 3 months hospitalisarion in 113 AGH Concord.
Torokina Bougainville
Dec-44 - May-45
USS Sea Snipe for Torokina. Promoted Captain March.
Rabaul
Sep-45 - Jun-45
OC 'B' Coy. Guard duties over surrendered Japanese forces. Appointed Adjutant 1112/45.
MURRAY-JONES

John Daryl

5382

Navy
.
Duty after training: Technical Officer
Fleet Air Arm, Royal Navy
England
Entered as a Technical Officer from aircraft firm de Havillands.
MURRELL

Clarence Edward
Air Force
61518
Duty after training: Pilot

3659
ITS: 8/12/41 - 17/04/45

At school 1934 -1939
Highest rank: A/Sub Lieut

1944 - 1945
At school 1924 - 1928
Highest rank: Flying Officer

RAAF Training Units
9/12/41 - 6/12/43
Parkes, Essendon, East Sale, Lowood Australia
2WAGS, lCommunication Flight, 2WAGS, 10TU, RAAF Stn Lowood.
Survey Flight, RAAF
6/12/43 - Apr-45
South West Pacific
MUSTON

Arthur Tony
NX70468
Army

4016
ITS: 26/11140 - 15/11/44

At school 1926 - 1931
Highest rank: Major
MID

9 Div Petrol Coy, AASC
Middle East
HQ 9 Aust Division (AASC)
Middle East
HQ 2 Aust Corps
New Guinea
Mentioned in Despatches J942.
MYERS

WiUiam Keith
Army
NX34900

1102/41 - 22112/41
22/12/41 - 24/01/43
11/1 0/43 - 12/04/44

3317
ITS: 27/01139 - 08/01146

At school 1922 - 1926
Highest rank: Major
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2/5 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Middle East
2/1 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
New Guinea
NAPIER

Andrew Maxwell
Army

NX53518

24/11/40 - 18/03/42
2109143 - 27/06/44
3321
FTS: 8/07/40 - 16/01/46

215 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
New Guinea
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo
NASH

Eccles Norman
Army

WX41315

Frank
Army

NX24167

4018
FTS: 7109/43 - 1/01/45

Robert Edward
Army
NX18603

5384
FTS: 29/05/40 - 13/12145

Thomas Clive
Army

NX81832

Harry Bingham Thomas

At school 1934 - 1938
Highest rank: LieU(

26/06/44 - 25/08/45
15/08/45 - 14112145
5079
FTS: 29/05/40 - 24110142

At school 1932 - 1938
Highest rank: L1Corporal
26111/40 - 24110/42

3738
FTS: 2/01/42 -7/12/45

3 Tpt Coy
New Guinea
New Guinea
HQ RAE 1 Army Tps
New Guinea
15 CRE Workshop, RAE
Australia
NEIL

Highest rank: Captain

25/07/41 - 15/03/42

2/3 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East
Killed in action 24 October 1942.
NEELY

At school 1926 - 1930

3/12/44 - 1/01/45

2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
102 AA Regt, RAA
New South Wales
2/4 AA Regt, RAA
Australia
tNEEDHAM

Highest rank: Sergeant

19110140 - 16/01/42
28/09/42 - 16/01/45
2106/45 - 4111145

17 Field Amb, AAMC
BougainvjJJe New Guinea
NATHAN

At school 1922 - 1923

At school 1924 - 1926
Highest rank: LieU(

19/01/43 - 24/05/43
11/11/43 - 26/02/44
26/02/44 - 19/05/44
31/10/44 - 26/09/45
4934

Army
NXII7252
FTS: 1110/41 - 9/03/45
Duty after training: Driver; on discharge: Troop Commander

At school 1931 - 1936
Highest rank: Lieut

2 Armd Car Regt
Ashfield, NSW, Australia.
Jun-39 - 9/03/45
Unit renamed 2 Army Tank Bn. Armoured Cars, Bren Carriers, Matilda Tanks, General Grant Tanks.
Attended courses on gunnery, wireless, driving and tactics.
NEIL

Hugh Maxwell Paton
At school 1931 - 1937
4935
Air Force
402668
FTS: 18/09/40 - 3104146
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
DFC
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Burma Star, War Medal 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units
Ausmllia
2 ITS, 2 ED.
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
26 EFTS, 21 SFTS.
45 Sqn, RAF (Blenheims)
Western Desert, North Africa.
India

18/09/40 - 10/12/40

8101/41 - 13/06/41

29/12/41 - 1943
1/01/44 - 1945

Distinguished Flying Cross Citation, August 1945
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Now on his second tour ofoperatirmaL duty, FLight Lieutenant NEIL has served in both the MiddLe and Far East theatres ofwar
operations and throughout the retreat from Burma. He has compLeted many successfuL attacks against enemy airfields and bridges
and has inflicted considerabLe damage on the enemy's Locomotives, roLLing stock, mechanicaL transport and river craft. FLight
Lieutenant NEIL has consistently displayed a high order ofcourage and enthusiasm.
NEIL

John Roxburgh Bingham
Army
NX112056

4754
FTS: 5/09/42 -20111145

2/1 Mobile Gas Lab
New Guinea

NEIL

25/03/44 - 5109144

Roben Stewart Warren
Army
NX67079
Duty after training: Intelligence

4885
FrS: 1941 - 1945

2/103 Regt
North Africa and Syria
33 Section Field Security
Metauke Dutch New Guinea New Guinea
New Britain
Morotai
Ambon, Guam Philippines

NEILL

4019
FrS: 4/06/40 - 15111143

Dudley Andrew
Army
NX28047

2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Ingleburn and Liverpool
Training: heavy AA guns, AA duty at Broadmeadows,
Newcastle, Training: Light AA guns (Bofors) at Ingleburn.
Middle East
Darwin then Sydney
Nov 1943 recalled to essential occupation and discharged.

NELSON

Thomas Peter Wright
Army
NX206517

6356
FTS: 3/04/45 -20112/46

HQ Southern Command
Australia
NELSON

Thomas Yeates
989
Army
NX31
FrS: 13/10/39 - 27/04/44
Duty after training: Medical Officer

2/6 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Middle East
With 9th Division.
Mentioned in Despatches 26/8/43.

NETTHEIM

At school 1931 - 1935
Highest rank: Sergeant

•

1941 - 1943
]an-43 - 1944
1944 - 1944
1944 - 1944
1944 - 1945
At school 1926 - 1928
Highest rank: Gunner
]un-40 - May-41

May-41 - May-42
]un-42-15/11143
At school 1940 - 1944
Highest rank: Corporal
13106146 - 24/10/46

At school 1905 - 1912
Highest rank: Lt Col
MID
9/02/40 - 12/03/43

Arthur Noel Felix
4381
At school 1928 - 1935
FrS: 26106/40 - 15/03/46
Army
NX51408
Highest rank: Staff Sergeant
Duty after training: Surveyor; on discharge: Quartermaster
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
Artillery Survey Corps, Svy Corps
Cowra, NSW
2/1 Survey Regt, Svy Corps
Hill 95 Palestine
Beirut, Syria
Atherton, Queensland
Fremantle, Western Australia
Sydney, NSW
Quartermaster Sergeant.

NETTHEIM

At school 1930 - 1934
Highest rank: Lieut

Nov-40 - Apr-41
Apr-41 - Sep-41
Sep-41 - Mar-42
Mar-42 - ]un-43
]un-43 - Aug-45
Aug-45 - Mar-46

4020
At school 1926 - 1929
Ronald Felix
36827
FrS: 22/05/41 - 7103146
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Air Force
Duty after training: Clerk General; on discharge: Clerk General (SOA)
Richmond Hospital
Bowen, Queensland
Townsville, Queensland
Sydney
RAAF Canteen Services. (Sergeant.)

May-41 - May-42
24/05/42 - Oct-42
Oct-42 - Oct-43
Oct-45 - Mar-46
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Burdett Cecil Brierly
Navy
Duty after training: Engineer

6055
At school 1938 - 1940
FTS: 18/09/44 - 16/09/46
Highest rank: Sub Lieut
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star.

•

HMAS Cerberus
Sep-44 - Dec-44
Crib Point Victoria
Joined Navy as Engineer, Naval training.
HMS Whelp
Jan-45 - Apr-45
At sea Okinawa, Philippines
Royal Navy destroyer, British Pacific Fleet: anti-sub and kamakaze screen.
HMS Illustrious
Apr-45 - May-45
At sea Leyte to Melbourne
Royal Navy carrier. Engineer.
HMS Whelp
Pacific, Japan, Hong Kong.
May-45 - 1/12/45
WiUiamstown: May 1945-June 1945. Repairs. Guam: July 1945-August 1945. Tokyo: August 1945September 1945. Hong Kong: September 1945-December 1945. Landing party and guard duty.
HMAS Platypus
Balmoral Sydney
Jan-46 - Sep-46
Engineer - discharged September 1946.
NEWCOMB

John Richard Archibald
9351
Permanent Navy
Service Medals: Long Service and Good Conduct Medal 1983
HMAS Sydney
outh Vietnam
3 trips ferrying stores and personnel.

NEWCOMB

Percy Terence
Army

NX1p6285

Jan-65 - Nov-65
5026
FTS: 28/03/40 - 5/11/44

1 AA Bde, RAA
Sydney
52 AA Regt
Merauke New Guinea
Australia
NEWLANDS

Leonard Albert
NX101683
Army

Albert George
Army
NX119758

21/07/43 - 8/04/44
8/04/44 - 5/11/44
4213
FTS: 21/04/41 - 18/03/46

Gordan Hine
Army
NX15587
2/17 Aust InfBn
Middle East
1 Base Ord Depot, AAOC
NSW
2 Ord Port Detachment
NSW

At school 1927 - 1932
Highest rank: Corporal
21/04/41 - 4/04/44
4/04/44 - 08/03/46

3844
FTS: 17/09/42 - 8/01/46

2/1 Aust Inf Bn
Aitape New Guinea.
NEWMAN

At school 1932 - 1935
Highest rank: Lieut
20/10/41 - 30/07/43

2/17 Aust Inf Bn
NSW
Australian Docks Service Trg Coy
NSW; Darwin NT
NEWMAN

Nov-68 - Nov-69

8304
At school 1952 - 1958 •
Peter Alan
Perm. Navy
1936
FTS: Jan-1959 - Nov-1988 Highest rank: Commander
Duty after training: General List Supply Officer; on discharge: Senior Staff Officer
Service Medals: Australian Active Service Medal 1945/75, ASM 1945/75, Vietnam Logistics and
Support Medal.
HMAS Sydney
Australia / Vietnam
Paymaster (Lieut).

NEWELL

At school 1959 - 1967

At school 1925 - 1926
Highest rank: Private
16/05/45 - 10/12/45

2654
FTS: 19/05/40 - 25/02/46

At school 1918 - 1919
Highest rank: ergeant
25/11/40 - 26/01/43
21/02/44 - 22/12/44
23/12/44 - 1/02/46
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NEWMAN

Jeffrey Ludlow
Army

3662

At school 1924 - 1927

NEWMAN

John Lyal
Army

2456

At school 1917 - 1919

NEWMAN

Norman Ludlow
Air Force

3845

At school 1925 - 1930

NEWMARCH

John Heathcote
Army

VX57647

748
ITS: 22/07/40 - 19/09/45

At school 1903 - 1910
Highest rank: Lt Col

Army Headquarters
Melbourne
26/06/41 - 16/08/41
Central Provost Office. Appointed Captain and Lt Col. Discharged from AlE
2CD
.
Singapore Malaya
4/07/41 - 8/08/41
Travelled to Singapore via Calcutta by plane.
Army Headquarters, CMF
Melbourne, Victoria
17108/41
Temp tank ofLt Col. Director of a service at AHQ.
Allied Land Forces Headquarters, AlF
Melbourne
Aug-42 - Sep-43
Transferred to AlE Fractured ankle in Townsville and hospitalised at 115 AGH, 17 July 1943.
2 Adv Ord Depot, AAOC
26/09/43 - Sep-45
South West Pacific
Appointed CO on 4 October 1943.
HQ2 Aust Corps
Torokina, Guadalcanal.
30104/45 - 27/09/45
Hospitalised with tropical dermatitus, 2/1 AGH, 23/6/45. Declared 'B2', unfit for service in hot
humid climate. Transferred to Reserve of Officers with rank of Honourary Colonel.
John Kendell
5574
Air Force
420985
ITS: 6/12/41 - 3l/07/44
Duty·after training: Air Crew V; on discharge: Pilot
RAAF Training Units
Temora, Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, lOEFTS, 2ED
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Ontario, Halifax Canada
3 M Depot, 14SFTS, IGRS, 1 'Y'Depot
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
IIPDRC, 15 (P) AFU
244 Sqn, RAF
Southern Arabia
Killed accidently on non-operational flight.
NEWTON

At school 1935 - 1939
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star

6/12/41 - 19/08/42

2109142 - May-43

Jun-43 - Dec-43

5/03/44 - 31/07/44

3897
At school 1925 - 1930
Geoffrey Loftus
Army
NX55393
ITS: 2/07/40 - 7102/45
Highest rank: A1Captain
Duty after training: Officer Cadet; on discharge: Instructor LHQJunior Staff School
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
8 InfTrg Bn
NSW
13/03/42 - Jun-42
Appointed Lieut 26/3/42
HQ 3 Aust Division
12/06/42 - Mar-43
Australia
Appointed DAAG
Port Moresby, New Guinea
20103/43 - 14/10143
Embarked Townsville on Duntroon. During this time attached to HQ York Force.
24 Aust Iof Bn
Townsville
3/12/43 - 9/12/43
Duties relinquished DAAG appointment.
HQ 5 Aust Division
Townsville, QLd
9/12/43 - Apr-44
Legal Officer.
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Australia
Instructor. Discharged.

NEWTON

27/04/44 - 20/02/45
At school 1923 - 1928
Highest rank: Captain

Russel Jack Miller
3567
FTS: 22/09/42 - 9/12/44
Army
NX166204
Duty after training: Legal Officer
HQ3 L ofC Sub Area
NSW
11 Aust Inf Bde
Queensland, Merauke New Guinea

NICHOLLS

8/05/43 - 7/12/43
7/12/43 - 4110/44

Denis Kevin
Navy, Canadian

5087

At school 1932 - 1934

4023

At school 1926 - 1929

Attached for service to Royal Navy.

NICHOLSON

Donald Andre
Service Details Unknown

NIELD

Bruce
Navy

47797

5191
FTS: 11/12/42-15/03/46

At school 1933 - 1936
Highest rank: Lieur

HMAS Magnetic
South West Pacific

24/12/42 - 10/05/43

HMAS Basilisk
South West Pacific
HMAS TOrrens
South West Pacific
HMAS Moreton
South West Pacific
HMAS Lonsdale
South West Pacific

NISBET

10/05/43
22/05/44 - 11101145
11101145 - 29/06/45
4/08/45 - 8/03/46

Philip Wentworth
5385
At school 1934 - 1937
Air Force
37879
FTS: 10/07/41 - 20/05/46
Highest rank: Corporal
Duty after training: Wireless Operator/Mechanic
Service Medals: Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45
12 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
53 Operational Base Unit
South West Pacific
3 RAAF Hospital Nov 1943 - Jan 1944.
RAAF Signals School
Point Cook, Victoria
RAAF Station Nowra
Nowra, NSW
BTU Nowra
40 Operational Base Unit
South West Pacific

NIVEN

20106/42 - Mar-43
28/03/43 - Sep-43

29/01144 - 26104/44
26/04/44 - 22/01145

5/06145 - Dec-45

Dermot Lang
2879
Air Force
1885
FTS: 1/07/35 - 25/12/41
Duty after training: Trained Nurse; on discharge: Labourer
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

At school 1919 - 1920
Highest rank: Corporal

RAAFHQ
Richmond

NMSON

John Fenwicke
Army
NX161945
Duty on discharge: Sapper

21106/37 - 1941
6057
At school 1938 - 1942
FTS: Feb-43 - Mar-46
Highest rank: Sapper
Service Medals: 1939/45 ASM, Pacific Star

2 Army Tank Trg Bn, AAC
Puckapunyal, Canungra
Wireless Operator, gunner, Matilda Tanks. Jungle training at Canungra.
2/4 Field Coy, RAE
Petrie, Ipswich
Training, bridge building, mine detection, explosives course.
\.

Feb-43 - May-44

Jun-44 - Dec-44
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Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo
2/4 Armd Regt, AAC
Rabaul New Guinea
Disposal of Enemy tanks. POW Guard duty.
NOAKES

Uoyd Dixon
Army
NX32710

4457
ITS: 18/06/40 - 4/01/46

2/10 Field Amb, AAMC
Malaya
POW
Changi Singapore, Thailand
NOBLE

Charles Davidson
Army
NX118140

5756
ITS: ]an-1942 - Aug-1946

At school 1936 - 1940
Highest rank: Sergeant
1943 - 1945
1945 - 1946

John Ewens
5575
At school 1935 - 1936 •
Army
NX147474
ITS: Dec-42 - Apr-46
Highest rank: Captain
Duty after training: Dental Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, 1939/45 War Medal, ASM, ED.
Dec-42 - 1943
1943 - May-44
May-44 - ]ul-44
Jul-44 - Sep-44
Ocr-44 - Oct-45
Oct-45 - Apr-46

Mark
4756
At school 1930 - 1931
Air Force
403529
ITS: 1102/41 - 5/04/45
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Duty after training: Air Crew V; on discharge: Wireless Operaror
Service Medals: Africa Star with clasp, 1939/45 Star, War Medal 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units
Australia
2ITS,2ED.
RCAF Training Units
Winnipeg, MacDonald, Halifax Canada
3 Wireless School, 3BAGS, 1 'Y' Depot.
RAP Training Units
United Kingdom
3PRC, ISS.
267 Sqn, RAP
Mediterranean
458 Sqn, RAAF (Wellington)
Mediterranean
38 Sqn, RAP (Wellington)
Mediterranean
Embarked Egypr 26/2/44, disembarked Port Pirie 915144.

NORDEN

At school 1928 - 1931
Highest rank: L/Sergeant

15/02/42 - Sep-45

RAADC
Dubbo
Maitland
At Tank Work Shops in Maitland.
Woodside SA
OCTU No 1 Special Course.
Madang New Guinea.
With an Infantry Battalion in Madang.
Jacquinot Bay, Tol, Rabaul New Britain
AA Unit in ]acquinor Bay. 2/14 Field Regr at Tol and Rabaul.
Sydney
Order ofthe British Empire, Military Division, 1972.

NOBLE

Dec-45 - Mar-46

7/08/41 - 15/02/42

ASC
Atherton Tablelands
Borneo
NOBLE

1945 - 1945

Selwyn Buchanan
Army
NX33687
9 Diy Supply Column, AASC
Middle East
11 Coy, AASC
Middle East
12 Coy, AASC
Middle East
2/6 Supply Depot, AASC

4557
ITS: 13/06/40 - 28/08/45

1102141 - 21103/41

19/04/41 - Noy-41

23/11/41 - Dec-41

22/08/42 - Noy-42

4111/42 - ]un-43
15/06/43 - Sep-43

At school 1929 - 1931
Highest rank: Warrant Officer 2
3/02/41 - 13/01142

13/01142 - 5110/42
6110/42 - 24101/43
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2/29 Supply Depot, AASC
Australia
NORTH

11/09/43 - 2/03/44
28/08/44 - 9/04/45

Lindsay Shepherd
3481
At school 1923 - 1928
Ait Force
72073
FTS: 31/10/42 - 18/12/45
Highest rank: Corporal
Duty after training: Clerk General; on discharge: Cypher Assistant
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45.
20 Signals Unit
Somh West Pacific
83 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
99 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific

NORTHCOTT

1/02/43 - Jan-44
8/02/45 - 7/03/45
24/05/45 - 1/08/45

John Cameron George
6358
At school 1940 - 1941
Air Force
432556
FTS: 2/01/43 - 17/04/46
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Duty after training: Air Gunner; on discharge: Wireless Operator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, France & Germany Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units
Parkes, Pt Pirie, Bradfield Park Australia
2/01/43 - 4/11/43
RAP Training Units
United Kingdom
10/12/43 - 1/03/45
IIPDRC, 2 Radio School, RAF West Freugh, 260TU, 31 Base, 73 Base.
218 Sqn, RAP
Europe
1/03/45 - 18/06/45
RAP Depot Units
United Kingdom
18/06/45 - 21/02/46
9ACHU, 11PDRC.

tNORTON

Leslle John
5900
At school 1937 - 1941
AirFce/Navy 432248
FTS: 5/12/42 - 16/06/45 Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
RAAF Training Units
Temora, Uranquinry Australia
2 ITS, 10 EFTS, 5 SFTS.
55 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
4 Army Co-op Sq~,.RAAF
South West Pacific
80 Sqn, RAAF
Somh West Pacific
Fleet Air Arm, RAN
Schofield Australia
Killed in air crash in Schofield.

NOSS

5/12/42 - Sep-43

15/10/43 - Nov-43
13/05/44 - Jul-44
17/07/44 - Feb-45
16/06/45

Thomas Frere

4214

At school 1927 - 1931

Army
NUGENT

William Lowe
Navy
H3022
Duty after training: Gunner

5901
FTS: 10/04/45 - 11/03/47

HMAS Cerberus
Flinders Naval Base
Basic training

At school 1937 - 1940
Highest rank: Able Seaman

10/04/45 - 1945

HMASBarwon
DarWin, Pacific, New Guinea, Timor, Philippines.
Minesweeping
NUTMAN

Wuliam John
Army
NX23078

1492
FTS: 30/05/40 - 16/08/43

1 Aust Corps Amm Sub Park, AAOC
Palestine Middle East
21101 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
Middle East

1945 - 1947
At school 1910 - 1911
Highest rank: Sergeant
31/01/41 - 18/01/42
10/01/42 - 26/01/43
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O'DONNELL

John Layman
5193
At schoo11933 - 1937 •
Highest rank: Lieut
Army
NX101469
FTS: 22110/40 - 4/06/45
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
1 Army Tank Bn, AAC
NSW, Qld
Jul-42
Training in NSW and Qld. Promoted to Lieut in October 1942.
Milne Bay, Langemak Bay, Satcleburg, New Guinea
Aug-43 - May-44
Battle of Sattleburg, Marilda Tanks. Placed on retired list with asthma problems.

O'DONNELL

William Jackson
162300
Air Force
Duty after training: Armourer

5757
FTS: 1944 - 1946

At schoo11936 - 1941
Highest rank: LAC

2880
FTS: 19/06/40 - 2108144

At school 1919 - 1922
Highest rank: Lieut

32 Sqn RAAF (Beaufort)
Lowood, Queensland
92 Sqn RAAF (Beaufighter)
Kingaroy, Queensland

O'KANE

Gordon
Army

NX32878

21 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
21/22 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
19 InfTrg Bn
Australia
Instructor.

O'NEIL

28/02/42 - 13/07/43
13/07/43 - 18/03/44
18/03/44 - 3108144

4560
FTS: 7/01/41

George Connor Watson
403475
Air Force
Duty after training: Pilot
RCAF Training Units
Canada
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
450 Sqn, RAAF
Middle East
File Incomplete

At school 1929 - 1931
Highest rank: Pilor Officer
MM,DFC
20/05/41 - 15/09/41

29/09/41 - 18/12/41
27/05/42

MiLitary MedaL Citation
On the 25th July, 1942, Pilot-Officer (then Sergeant) O'Neil effected a forced Landing on Nammon due to engine faiLure, and was
successfiti in making his way back to the British Line. After a Low leveL attack on the enemy near Churgia on 13th January, 1943,
he was compeLled to Land many miles behind the enemy Lines. Despite machine gun fire, he penetrated the enemy Lines and reached
our forces three days Later. He displayed great courage and resource in evading capture, and made a usefuL report for the miLitary
authorities.

O'NEIL

John William Watson
Army
VX334821

4217
FTS: 20106/40 - 8111/44

At school 1927 - 1929
Highest rank: Private

2/23 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East 4/05/41 - 14/04/42

O'REILLY

ALwyn Cresswell
Army
NX120211

3664
FTS: 30/06/41 - 4102146

At school 1924 - 1928
Highest rank: TILt Col

Allied Land Forces Headquarters
30106/41 - 4102146
Australia

O'REILLY

Malcolm Vickery
4024
At school 1926 - 1931
FTS: 11111/40 - 5110144
Air Force
403004
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star & Clasp, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
RAAF Training Units
Mascot, Amberley Australia
11111140 - Jul-41
2ITS, 4EFTS, 2SFTS, 3SFTS
244 Sqn, RAF
Iraq, South East Asia
25/09/42 - Feb-43
RAFHQ
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Survey Flight, RAAF
South West Pacific
t

OAKESHOTT

14/02/43 - Apr-43
31101144 - Feb-44

John Bernard
2191
At school 1915 - 1919
ITS: 1940 - 1108/45
Highest rank: Captain
Army
NX76223
Duty after training: Medical Officer; duty at death: Medical Officer

10 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
1941 - 5/02/42
Malaya
POW
Changi.
15/02/42 - 28/03/43
Volunteered to accompany 'E' Force, sent by Japanese to Sandakan, Borneo. Sent on secondforced march 165 miles to Ranau. Was
one ofthe last five survivors. Was executed there on 01/08145. Buried in Labuan war Cemetary.
OATLEY

Peter Barlee Kaeppel
4216
At school 1927 - 1930 •
ITS: 5/01/42 - 2/10/44
Highest rank: Gunner
Army
NX82052
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2/17 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Port Moresby, Milne Bay, Hospital Qld, Goodenough Island
Mar-42
Buna, Gona
1943
1944 - 2110/44
New Guinea, Qld, NSW
Discharged as medically unfit for further service due to wounds and sickness.
Frederick Alexander
Army
NX193488

5386
ITS: 21/05/42 - 11102/46

39 Works Coy
Queensland
Jacquinot Bay, New Britain
OGILVY

At school 1934 - 1940
Highest rank: Private
8/03/44 - 29111144
16/12/44 - 24/01146

Clive David
3169
At school 1921 - 1926
Highest rank: Major
Army
NX178436
ITS: 6/08/42 - 13/11/45
Duty after training: Intelligence; on discharge: Radio Intelligence
Security Service Intelligence Corps
Australia
14/08/42 - 19/07/44
Seconded from Special List whilst employed in a civil capacity.
Radio Security Service UK
United Kingdom, Washington USA
22/07/44 - 4111144
To London via Washington and New York. Worked with FBI in Washington. Liaison with Radio
Security Service UK. Returned via USA and Milne Bay, New Guinea.

OLD

Cedric Cresswell
Army
NXI92920
Duty after training: Intelligence

3550
FTS: 13/04/42 - 12/02/46

Allied Land Forces Headquarters
Melbourne
Allied Translator & Interpreter Section
New Guinea
Bougainville Solomon Islands, Morotai
OLD

2533
Greensill Selby
Army
NX32878
FTS: 2/07/40 - 25/02/46
Duty after training: Infantry; on discharge: Clerk
22 Anti-Tank Coy, RAA
Bathurst, NSW
HQ NSW L of C Area
NSW .
1 Aust Book Depot
NSW

tOLDHAM

At school ·1923 - 1928
Highest rank: Captain

20/05/42 - 19/10/42
22/10/42 - 18/05/43
27/10/44 - 10/03/46
At school 1917 - 1923
Highest rank: Sergeant

10/09/40 - 6/07/41
7/07/42 - 29/06/45
29/06/45 - 15/02/46

At school 1928 - 1935
Edward Murray
4385'
Highest rank: Sergeant
Air Force
402749
FTS: 14/10/40 - 30/03/42
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Aircrew Europe Star, War Medal 1939/45,
RAAF Training Units
Lindfield, Narromine, Bradfield Park Australia

14110/40 - 22/02/41
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Lindfield, Narromine, Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, 5EFTS, 2ED.
RCAF Training Units
Ontario, Halifax Canada
ISFTS, 1 'Y' Depot.
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
3PRO, 610TU.
131 Sqn, RAF
United Kingdom
30/3/42 presumed dead by Air Ministry after missing from air operations
unknown.
OLDHAM

Jack Maxwell
4386
Army
NX34762
FTS: 25/10/40 - 14/06/46
Duty after training: Medical Officer

20/11/41 - Mar-42
on 27/3/42. Place

7108142 - 7101/43
9/08/43 - 15/03/44
26/05/44 - 15/06/46

John Edward Collins
5256
At school 1933 - 1936
Army
NX122984
FTS: 18/12/41 - 16/04/46
Highest rank: Corporal
Duty after training: Anti Aircraft; on discharge: Nursing Orderly

Lawrence Neild
5576
Air Force
412281
FTS: 22/06/418/04/43
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45

22/05/42 - 13106143
29/08/43 - 6108144
18/12/44 - 8/06/45

At school 1935 - 1935
Highest rank: Sergeant

20 Sqn, RAAF
Cairns
Missing believed killed air operations against the enemy 8 Aptil 1943.
ORMISTON

13/09/41 - Nov-41

3/02/41 - 23/03/42

233 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Ausrralia
551 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Lae, Port Moresby New Guinea.
2/11 Field Amb, AAMC
Australia, Morotai, Tarakan Borneo
Nursing Orderly. Wounded in action 6 May 1945.

toppy

20/03/41 - 27/08/41

At school 1928 - 1930
Highest rank: Major

2/6 Field Amb, AAMC
Middle East
Various attachments.
Port Moresby New Guinea
Contracted malaria.
Port Moresby New Guinea
102 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Tamworth, NSW

OLDHAM

14/10/40 - 22/02/41

23/12/42 - 8104143

4025
At school 1926 - 1929
George William Andrew
Army
NX5480
FTS: Nov-39 - 1945
Highest rank: Lt Col
Duty after training: Infantryman; on discharge: Staff Officer
OBE
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, 1939/45 War Medal, ASM, ED.
2/4 Aust Inf Bn
North Africa, Bardia, Tobruk, Greece, Crete, Cairo
1939 - 1943
Hospitalised for part of this time. Escaped from Crete back to Egypt. OCTU Cairo.
Staff School
Canberra
1942 - 1942
HQ 9 Aust Division
New Guinea, Morotai, British North Borneo, Labuan Island.
1943-1945

Order ofthe British Empire, Military Division, 1951.
ORMISTON

William Lionel Golsby Faulker

2192
FTS: Jan-40 - 1944

At school 1915 - 1918
Highest rank: Sergeant

Army
NX9695
Duty after training: Driver
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.

2/4 Aust Inf Bn
North Africa, Bardia, Tobruk
Greece, Crete
Returned to Australia in May 1942
Northern Australia

Jan-40 - 1941
1941 - May-42
1942 - 1944
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Young William John
3665
At school 1924 - 1925
Army
NX5479
FTS: 3/11/39 - 9/03/44
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Infantry
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence
Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45, Greek Service Medal 1940-41
Army Training
Australia
Nov-39 - Jan-40
2/4 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East
Feb-40 - Apr-42
Returned on Hospital Ship Felix Russel. May have
served in New Guinea. Discharged March 1944.

ORR

George Heaton
Army
QX9434
2/10 Field Regt, RAA
Enoggera, Redbank Queensland
Singapore
POW
Singapore to Siam/Thailand
'l\. Force.

OSBORNE

OSBORNE

OSBORNE

3551
ITS: 18/06/40 - 18/01/46

At school 1923 - 1928
Highest rank: Gunner
21/06/40 - 2/02/41
18/02/41 - 15/02/42
15/02/42 - 20/08/45

David Ronald
5194
ITS: 1/07/41 - 9/06/45
Army
NX128571
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Troop Commander
14 Field Regt, RAA
South West Pacific
54 Bty.
2/9 Armd Regt, AAC
South West Pacific
'C'Sqn.

At school 1933 - 1940
Highest rank: Lieut

Frank Austin
Army
NX14033
1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
101 AA Regt, RAA
Morotai

At school 1929 - 1932
Highest rank: Captain

4562
FTS; 15/05/40 - 7/12/45

Sep-41 - Feb-43

Mar-43 - Sep-45

1/09/41 - 15/03/42
1/07/45 - 20/12/45

Frederick Mears
3846
At school 1925 - 1926
Navy
ITS: 27/09/39 - 3/10/46
Highest rank: Lt Cmdr
Duty after training: Anti-Sub Control Officer; on discharge: CO
DSC with Bar
Service medals: 1939/45 Star, Atlantic Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM, VRD

HMAS Rushcutter
Sydney
Sep-39 - 1939
Joined RANVR as Sub Lieut. HMAS Rushcutter (NSCO course) 1939, one of Original 66.
HMS StLoman
North Sea United Kingdom
1940 - 1940
NS Trawler as A/SCO in North Sea and Norway 1940. Awarded DSC.
HMS Gentian
North Atlantic United Kingdom
1940 - 1943
Corvette served as First Lieut the CO North Atlantic.
Western Approaches Tactical Unit
Liverpool United Kingdom
1943 - 1943
Instructor at Unit.
HMS Vanquisher
North Atlantic, Gibraltar, Channel United Kingdom
1943 - 1945
CO o( Destroyer. Awarded Bar to DSC.
HMS Peacock
Mediterranean
1945 - 1945
CO; sloop. Demobilised Rushcutter, Sydney 1946
HMAS Rushcutter
Sydney
1946 - 1946
Demobilised 1946. Commander 1955; retired RANVR 1967; CMG 1969
Distinguished Service Cross Citation, 16 August 1940, For bravery and devotion to"duty in certain HM Trawlers employed on the
coast ofNorway.
Bar to Distinguished Service Cross, 11 September 1945.For distinguished service in HMS Vanquisher in the probable destruction of
a U-boat on 10 April 1945 in the Atlantic.
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Ian Ronald
5387
Air Force
424538
FTS: 12/09/42 - 3/02/45
Duty after training: Navigator; duty at death: Navigator

At school 1934 - 1941 •
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

RAAF Training Units
12/09/42 - Jul-43
Cootamundra, West Sale, Nhill, Summerside
lAOS Cootamundra; 3 BAGS West Sale; 2 Air Nav School Nhill; 1 GRS Summerside.
RCAF Training Units
3/07/43 - Oct-43
Edmonton, Summerside', Halifax Canada
3MD, 1GRS, 1 'Y' Depot.
RAF Training Units
17/10/43 - Sep 44
United Kingdom
11 PDRC, 270TU.11 Base
100 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
Waltham Grimsby, UK
14/09/44 - 3/02/45
20 operations over Europe in Lancaster 'Y'. Shot down and killed over Bomop in Ruhr Valley
3/2/1945.
OSBORNE

John William
Army, British VX31394; 31012
Duty after training: Medical Officer

2881

29 British Gen Hosp, RAMC
Middle East
108 British Gen Hosp, RAMC
Belgium, Europe
One of first doctors into the concentration camps.

OTTON

OTTON

Alan Keith
Army
NX19800
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East

5902
FTS: 6/06/40 - 16/08/44

Henry Graeme
Army
NX122106

4218
FTS: 1/10141 - 3/04/46

William Francis
Army
NX1511259
1 Survey Regt, Svy Corps
NSW
2/5 Survey Regt
NSW, Queensland
Fall River New Guinea
Jacquinot Bay New Britain

OBE

1944 - 1945
At school 1937 - 1938
Highest rank: Gunner
28/06/41 - 1942

30 Aust Inf Bn
Australia
New Guinea
ANGAU
Rabaul New Guinea

OTTON

At school 1919 - 1921
Highest rank: Lt Col

At school 1927 - 1928
Highest rank.: Sergeant
1/10/41
14/01144 - 7101/45
7/01145 - 24/03/46

4391
FTS: 1/10/41 -7/11/45

At school 1928 - 1931
Highest rank: Bombardier
1/10/41 - 15/08/42
15/08/42 - 2/05143
4/05/43 - 19/09/44
18/12/44 - 22/07/45

OWEN

Kenneth Mervyn
3568
At school 1923 - 1925
Air Force
72129
FTS: 2/11/42 - 20/03/46
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Trainee Technical Armourer;
Commendation for Gallantry.
on discharge: Fitter Armourer
Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, War Medal 1939/45.
Air Headquarters
Nowra
22/02/43 - Jul-43
6 Operational Training Unit
13/07/43 - Oct-43
Jervis Bay
2 Aircraft Depot
Australia
21/12/43 - Jun-44
74 WingHQ
South West Pacific
15/07/44 - 5/09/44
21 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
12/09/44 - Dec-45
Commendation for Gallantry: On the 8th September, 1943, when attempting to land, a Beaufort aircraft crashed into trees and
caught fire. LAC Owen, who was a member ofthe crew, was unhurt, and on freeing himselffrom the wreckage found that the rear
gunner was unconscious and was trapped in the rear turret. Regardless ofthe fact that the petrol tanks might explode at any moment,
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the aircraft, to .free the rear gunner and carry him to safety. LAC Owen displayed outstanding courage and complete disregard for his
own safety in staying to assist in the rescue ofthe rear gunner.
OXENBOULD

Christopher John
9352
At school 1959 - 1961 •
02052
FTS: 30/01/62 - Still serving Highest rank: Rear Admiral
Perm Navy
AO 1991, Order of King Fahd Bin Abdul Aziz 3rd Class 1991, US Bronze Medal Star 1991,
Australian Meritorious Unit Ciration 1991.
Duty after training: Principal Warfare Officer Navigation; on discharge: Still serving
Service Medals: Aust Active Service Medal 1945/75 (Vietnam), Vietnam Logistics Support Medal,
Australian Active Service Medal 1975 (Kuwait), ASM 1945/75 (FESR), ASM 1975 (Kuwait),
Defence Force Services Medal (4 Bars), National Medal.

HMAS Anzac, HMAS Derwent
Australia, SE Asia, Vietnam.
]ul-66 - ]un-67
Midshipman's training. Vietnam Escort Duty HMAS Derwent in 1967.
HMAS Duchess
Australia, SE Asia, Vietnam - Vung Tau.
Dec-70 - ]ul-72
Bridge WatchkeeperlNavigator sub-specialist course.
HMAS Brisbane
Arabian Gulf War
Ocr-90 - Apr-91
Commander of Aust Task Group 627.4 (HMA Ships Brisbane, Sydney, Success, Westralia and
Clearance Diving Team 3). Operations Desert Shield and Storm. Commodore.
Became Deputy ChiefofNavy, in 1997
OXENBOULD

John Frederick

2281

At school 1916 - 1917

Air Force
PACKER

Douglas Frank
Army
NX70659

2981
FTS: 1/02/41 - 10/07/45

AFV
New Guinea
43 Landing Craft Coy, RAE
Aitape, New Guinea

PACKER

Jack Watson
Navy
32341

21/09/44 - 27110/44
27110/44 - 6/06/45
4219
FTS: 14/09/40 - 7/12/45

RN Training
United Kingdom .
Collingwood, Victory, King Alfred, St Christopher.
HMS Benbow (MTB334)
United Kingdom
11 th ML Flotilla.
HMS Saker
United Kingdom
Appointed Lieut
HMS Minos (ML120)
United Kingdom
HMAS Penguin
Sydney
PAGE

Cyril Maund
Navy RNVR 32342

At school 1920 - 1922
Highest rank: Lieut

5388
FTS: 14/9/40 - 18/01/46

At school 1927 - 1931
Highest rank: Lieut
14/09/40 - 25/01/42

23/01/41 - 2/09/41

1/12/42 - 25/05/43

12/09/43 - 31/03/44
31/08/45 - 4/12/45
At school 1934 - 1934
Highest rank: Lieur

Motor Gun Boats
North Sea
PAGE

Douglas Maund Ritchie
4393
Army ,
NX25327
FTS: 20/06/40 - Aug-45
Duty after training: Trooper; on discharge: Field Censorship
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, Africa Star, Pacific Star
2/7 Cav Regt
Ingleburn, Cowra
Bren Gun Carrier
Palestine, Egypt, Syria, Cyprus Middle East
Reconnaissance unit.
Port Moresby, Owen Stanley Ranges, Sanananda, New Guinea

At school 1928 - 1930
Highest rank: LlCorporal

1940
1940 - 1942
Dec-42 - ]an-43
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Brisbane Field Security Unit
Brisbane
Malaria for 2 years (1943-1944), various military hospitals.
PAGE

Frank Ainslie
Army
NX161805

4758
FTS: 1/10/41 -14/11145

Feb-43 At school 1930 - 1933
Highest rank: Major

London United Kingdom,
Washingron USA
19/02/42 - 11101143
Course on Fire Control Instrumenrs. Military College of Science. Returned via Washington.
Allied Land Forces Headquarters
13/12/43 - 24/04/45
Australia
Appoinred EME Dir of Mech Eng MGO Branch LHQ
HQll Div
8/06/45 - 14/11145
Australia
PAGE

Ivan Alistair
4759
Army British 135861
FTS: 16/12/39 - 30/01/46
Duty after training: Medical Officer

At school 1930 - 1931
Highest rank: Major

2/8 Middlesex Regiment
London Docks, Unired Kingdom
Belfasr, Northern Ireland
Casualty Clearing Station, AAMC
Kilreagh, Northern Ireland
Surgeon
Iceland
HQRAMC
Warford, London. United Kingdom
Passed FRCS June 1943.
Casualty Clearing Station
Yorkshire United Kingdom
Posted to Armoured Division.
Casualty Clearing Station
Normandy to Arnhem
Bengal, Bangkok, India
Awairing release of POW camps in Burma. War ended in Bangkok.
PAIN

Dec-39
Dec-40
May-41
Sep-41
Dec-41

Sep-43

10/06/44
1945

Ernest Maynard
4026
At school 1926 - 1931 •
Air Fce, Brit 40640
FTS: 12/11/37 - 22/08/46Highest rank: Sqn Ldr .
Duty after training: Pilor; on discharge: Pilor / Sraff Officer
DFC, MID
Service Medals: Aclanric Srar, Africa Srar, 1939/45 Star, War Medal 1939/45, Victory Medal.

RAP Training Units
Prestwick, Uxbridge, Tern Hill, Worthy Down, Thorney Is, Calshot
209 GR Sqn, RAP (Strauraers)
Fllisstowe, Invergordon, North Sea
Second pilor. Parrols over North Sea.
209 Sqn RAP Coastal Command (Strauraer)
Oban, Falmouth, Pembroke Dock, Strauraer, Lough Erne
209 Sqn, 202 Sqn RAP Coastal Command (Catalinas)
Alexandria, Gibralrar
No 4 Coastal Com~and Operational Training Base
Invergordon
US Naval Air Station
Pensacola, Florida
7/07/42 - Ocr-43
517 (Met) Sqn RAP Coastal Command (Halifax)
Uxbridge, Firce Island, Hebrides, Brawdy, South Wales
Air HQ RAP India
New Delhi
Distinguished Flying Cross, 1941
...a tower ofstrength to his crew, and his efficiency and cheerfulness have set an example to all.
Mentioned in Despatches
PAINE

John Lansdell
Army
QX63728
Duty after training: Rifleman .

6615
FTS: 9/04/45 - 18/03/47

17/01/38 - 16/06/39
17/06/39 - Sep-39

6110/39 - May-41
24/05/41 - Jul-41
13/08/41 - Jul-42

18/10/43 - Jul-45
14/07/45 - Jan-46

At school 1942 - 1944
Highest rank: Privare
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Kure Japan
Occupation forces in Japan.

13/04/46 - 15/02/47

PAINE

Mervyn
Army
NXl12623
'G' Heavy Bty
Milne Bay, New Guinea

4760
FTS: 7/09/40 - 29/11/44

At school 1930 - 1932
Highest rank: Lieut

PALMER

Douglas Walter
Army
NX18679
2/3 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
New Guinea

5389
FTS: 28/05/40 - 30/10/45

At school 1934 - 1935
Highest rank: Lieut
1/02/44 - 14/05/44

PARKER

Alan Crespin Shelley
6208
At school 1939 - 1942
Highest rank: Private
Army
NX203395
FTS: 23/02/44 - 28/11/46
2 Field Regt, RAA
21/01/45 - 5/05/45
NSW
53 Comp AA Regt, RAA
7/05/45 - 24/04/46
Morotai, Tarakan Borneo.
Transferred to various supply units from 10/12/45 until discharge.

t

Alfred Kenneth
4394
At school 1928 - 1928
Air Force
412265
FTS: 22/06/41 - 16/04/43
Highest rank: Pilot Officer
Duty after training: Wireless Operator; duty at death: Wireless Operator

PARKER

RCAP Training Units
Canada
460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
Killed in action during raid to Skoda works at Pilsen. 20 operations.

7/10/41 - May-42
Jan-43 - 16/04/43

PARKER

John Henry Shelley
6209
At school 1939 - 1942
Army
NX203396
FTS: 23/03/44 - 26/09/46
Highest rank: Gunner
Duty after training: Gunner
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, 1939/45 Star,
ASM 1939/45, ASM 1945/75 with SW Pacific PNG Clasp
Army Training
Sydney, Canungra, Townsville
Mar-44 - May-45
53 Comp AA Regt, RAA
Morotai, Tarakan, Borneo.
May-45 - Dec-45
2/3 Pioneer Bn
.
Tarakan
Dec-45 - Dec-45
1 Base Sub Area DD '
Morotai
Dec-45 - Mar-46
Returned to Morotai on HMAS Kanimbla.
7 Port Detachment, RAE
R;tbaul New Guinea
Mar-46 - Jun-46
School of Artillery
NSW
.
Jun-46v

PARKES

5904
Barry
FTS: 31/03/43 - 21/10/46
Army
NXl72551
2/7 Survey Bty, Svy Corps
Australia
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.
Wounded in action as a result of enemy aircraft 5/7/45.

PARKES

At school 1937 - 1942
Highest rank: Gunner
24/04/44 - 27/05/45
13/06/45 - 22/02/46

At school 1937 - 1939
David, Barrie
5905
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Air Force
423868
FTS: 18/07/42 - 5/02/46
Duty after training: Wireless Operator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, France & Germany Star, Defence Medal, ASM
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS,2ED
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Calgary, Lethbridge, Patricia Bay Canada
3 'M' Depot, 2 Wireless School, 8BAGS, 320TU

18/07/42 - Oct-42

21/10/42 - Dec-43
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RAP Training Units
United Kingdom
11 PDRC, RAF West Freugh, 180TU, 18 Base
300 Sqn, Polish Bomber Command (Wellington)
United Kingdom
626 Sqn, RAP
United Kingdom
30 operations over Ger~any and France.
1050TCI
United Kingdom
Training for Transport Command.
PARKINSON

PARSONS

John Charles
Army
NX114914
2/6 AA Bty, RAA
New Guinea
Labuan, Borneo.

6060
FTS: 3/09/42 - 2/01/47

Charles Riviere
Army
NX12444

4563
FTS: 1/07/40 - 22/10/45

PARVIN

PATERSON

PATON

Alan Corrie
Army
NX161370
District Aces Office NT
Northern Territory

7/03/45 - Nov-45
At school 1938 - 1940
Highest rank: Gunner

At school 1929 - 1932
Highest rank: Major

25/]0/40 - 14/11/40
18/12/40 - 10/03/42
24/03/42 - 4/08/42
4/08/42 - 2I10 II43
24/01/43 - 5/04/44
12/04/44 - 31/05/44
31/05/44 - 26/09/44
5390
FTS: 5/11/41 - 28/06/46

At school 1934 - 1938
Highest rank: Sergeant
2/0Il42 - 18/03/45

5906
FTS: 24/03/42 - 16/07/46

School Sgt Mj 1980 - 1994
1968
At school 1937 - 1941
Highest rank: Corporal
28/10/42 - 9112/43
4/12/44 - 7/08/45
4/09/45 - 26/11/45

Robert Wylie
4886
At school 1931 - 1934
Air Force
34894
FTS: 13/11/40 - 14/11/45
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Duty after training: Trainee Wireless Operator
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Ballarat Australia
1WAGS

PAXTON

05/09/44 - 5/09/44
Mar-45

1/07/40 - 25110/40

Thomas
Army
Provost Corps Korea; Provost Marshall, Vietnam.
John Sydney
Army
NX13116
20 Aust Inf Bn
Australia
12 Small Ships Coy, RAE
Australia
Torokina

26/08/44 - Sep-44

1111/42 - 3/05/44
10/04/45 - 24/02/46

8 DivSigs
New South Wales
6 Div Sigs
New South Wales
Middle East
Ceylon
Melbourne
New Guinea
Townsville
Aust Corps of Sigs
New Guinea
PARSONSON

2/12/43 - Aug-44

30/10/41 - 13/11/45

At school 1936 - 1942
Ernest Nevin
5758
Air Force
432564
FTS: 2/01143 - 4/12/45
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, France and Germany Star, Defence
Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Sydney, Lindfield, Narrandera, Point Cook, Bradfield Park Australia
2/01/43 - 12/12/43
2 RC, 2 ITS, 8 EFTS, 1 SFTS, 2 ED
RAP Training Units
Brighton, Kidlingron, Leicester East. United Kingdom
26/01/44 - 28110/44
PD & RC, 20 (Pilot) AFS, 107 OTU
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PAXTON

28110/44 - 3/07/45

Ronald Robert
4396
At school 1928 - 1933
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Air Fotce
402133
FTS: 27/05/40 - 2/05/44
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: PHot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45

RAAF Training Units
27/05/40 - 19/01/41
Sydney, Richmond, Bradfield Park, Mascot, Point Cook.
2 RC, 2 RD, 2 ITS, 4 EFTS, 1 SFTS
22 Sqn, RAAF
20/01/41 - 23/02/41
Richmond
RAAF Training Units
11108/43
Camden, Wagga, Utanquinty, Bairnsdale, Canberra, Townsville
CFS, 2 SFTS, 5 SFTS, 1 OTU, School of Army Co-operation, 1 RPP
5 Tac/Rec Sqn, RAAF
12/08/43 - 30/01144
Mareeba
4 Army Co-op Sqn, RAAF
Nadzab, New Guinea; New Britain.
9/02/44 - 2/05/44
Flight Lieut Paxton was in the crew ofBoomerang A46-116, last seen by escortflying north west at 500 feet over Marukinum 4
degrees 24 minutes south 145 degrees 38 minutes east at 1022 hours. Probable cause - engine ftilure.
Memorial Details: Lae Missing Memorial
PAYNE

At school 1926 - 1929
Adrian Turner
4027
Highest rank: Captain
Army
NX76208
FTS: 22/07/41 - 26/02/46
Duty after training: Supply Officer; on discharge: Staff Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45, ASM 1945/75.
1 Armd Div, AASC
Puckapunyal, Victoria
1941 - Jan-42
Raising AASC unit for 1 Australian Armoured Division. Training new enlistments.
2/1 Armd Bde Coy, AASC
Jan-42 - Jun-42
Greta
Training new enlistments
HQ2Armd Bde
Jun-42 - Oct-42
Puckapunyal
Captain. Bde ASC Officer
2/1 Armd Bde Coy, AASC
Oct-42 - Mar-43
West Australia
AAFV School
Mar-43
Puckapunyal
Student
H~ 1 Armd Div, AASC
Oct-43 - Apr-44
Western Australia
Appointed Supply Captain (A).
Allied Land Forces Headquarters
Melbourne, Brisbane
Apr-44 - Dec-44
Appointed Staff Captain (Q) LH Q LH Q AASC School appointed Staff Captain (Q) Lae Base Sub Area.
HQ 1 Base Sub-Area
Jan-45 - Oct-45
Lae, New Guinea
Staff Appointment.
HQ 1 Aust Corps
Oct-45 - Jan-46
Lae, New Guinea

PAYNE

John Ernest
Air Force
0324052
Duty after training: Surgeon

7975
FTS: 1982 - Still serving
Service Medals: ASM

Combined Health Element, Logistical Support Troop
Loloho, Bougainville
Operation BELL lSI, Bougainville Peacekeeping Monitoring Force.
PAYNE

Ronald Trewin
Air Force
400632
Duty after training: Pilot
RAAF Training Units
Essendon, Wagga, Amberley

At school 1950 - 1959
Highest rank: Group Captain

09/02/99 - 12/0311999

At school 1930 - 1930
4762'
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
FTS: 18109/40 - 17/11/44
Service Medals: 1939145 Star
18109/40 - Jul-41
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lITS, 3EFTS, 2SFTS, 3SFTS, GRS
13 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
RAAF Training Units (Instructor)
Australia
lED, 10TU, CFS, lAD, lSFTS
PAYNE

William Walter
Army
NX124856

4395
FTS: 29/01142 - 21/12/42

7 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
HQ Finschhafen Base Sub Area
Finschhafen New Guinea
HQ 10 Base Ord Depot, AAOC
New Guinea
PEARCE

26106/44 - 31/05/45

At school 1933 - 1939
Jack Kingston
5195
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Air Force
433740
FTS: 8/05/43 - 18/05/46
Duty after training: Aircrew Vi on discharge: Pilot
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45

Richard Albert
Army
NX117254

4888
FTS: 1/07/40 - 10104/42

Gerald Charles
Army
NX2689

Edwin Thomas
Army
NX105936
Service Medals: ED

1993
FTS: 10/01/40 - 2109142

1082
FTS: 21/09/39 - 17/11/43

At school 1931 - 1936
Highest rank: Lieut

At school 1914 - 1919
Highest rank: Corporal

At schoo11906 - 1909
Highest rank: Colonel

21/03/42 - 17/11143

Ian Stewart
3395
Army
NX25867
FTS: 13/06/40 - 24/12/43
Service Medals: Africa Star, Pacific Star, ASM

Norman Eveleigh
Army
N103627
7 Garrison Bn
Australia

16/01/45 - 18/05/46

21/09/39 - 15103/42

2/9 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
Sailed on Queen Elizabeth and returned on Westpoint.
Training in Australia
2/8 Field Regt, RAA
New Guinea

PENFOLD

8102144 - 13/12/44

13/02/40 - May-42

HQ Eastern Command
NSW.
3 L of C Sub Area
NSW
OC of unit
PENFOLD

8105143 - 17101/44

1/07/40 - 10/04/42

2/1 Aust Inf Bn
Greece, Crete Middle East
Discharged medically unfit.

PENFOLD

At school 1928 - 1930
Highest rank: Corporal

24/02/42 - 26106/44

2 Armd Regt, AAC
Australia
PEMBERTON

15/05/42 - 17/11144

29/01/42 - 1101144

RAAF Training
Sydney, Lindfield, Bradfield Park, Narrandera, Ransford
2 RC, 2 ITS, 6 ITS, 8 EFTS, 2 ED, 1 ED
RCAF Training Units
Calgary Alberta, Vancouver Canada
3 SFTS, 3 RD
RAAF Training Units (Instructor)
Brisbane, Bradfield Park. Benalla, Deniliquin, Australia
3 PD, 2PD, 11 EFTS, AFRU, 2 PD
PEDLINGHAM

30109/41 - Mar-42

1444
FTS: 14/12/41 - 21110/43

At schoo11922 - 1926
Highest rank: Gun Sergeant

Apr-41 - 1942
1942-1942
1942 - Dec-43
At school 1909 - 1912
Highest rank: Captain
14/12/41 - 21110143
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Laurence Edward
Air Force
413929
Duty after training: Pilot

At school 1934 - 1938
5391
FTS: 13/09/41 - 18/10/45
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Service Medals: Defence Medal, ASM.
MID

RAAF Training Units
13/09/41 - 24/04/42
Bradfield Park, Narromine
2PD, AFARW, Alcrew School, lITS, 5 EFTS 2PD
RCAF Training Units
Dauphin Manitoba, Pennfield Ridge Canada
9/05142 - 2/03/43
10 SFTS (Cessna), 34 OTU (Ventura). Queen Elizabeth from New York.
RAF Training Units
Turweston, Biscesrer Unired Kingdom
17/03/43 - 24/08/43
13 OTU B25 Mitchells.
226 Sqn, 2 TAF RAF (Mitchells)
Swanton Moresley, Hartford Bridge United Kingdom
27/08/43 - 9/06/44
2 TAF Communications Sqn,RAF
France, Belgium
10106/44 - 8102145
Flying Austers.
Mentioned in Despatches 1/1/45.
PENNEFATHER

Geoffrey Martin
2982
Air Force
300161
ITS: 18110/34 - 16/10/45
Duty after training: Administration
1 School of Technical Training
South West Pacific
5 Embarkation Depot
South West Pacific
76 Operational Base Unit
South West Pacific
1ES
South West Pacific
CO No 1 Wing

. t

PERKIN

James Ernest
Army

NX25095

23/06/41 - Oct-41
18/10/41 - May-43
7/05/43 - Nov-43
8/01145 - Mar-45
4565
ITS: 10106/40 - 23/08/43

2/18 Aust InfBn
Malaya
POW
Changi Singapore, rrokyo Japan
Deceased whilst POW of beri-beri and malaria.
PERKINS

Gavin Owen
Army

NX110760

5196
ITS: 5/11141 - 20105/46

7 Field Regr, RAA
NSW, Western Australia
Water Tpt (Small Craft) Trg Centre & Base Store
NSW, Queensland
Appointed to staff of centre 22/3145.
12 Small Ships Coy, RAE
Queensland
PERKINS

Wrenford Owen
5908
Navy
S7752
ITS: 24/12/42 - 20/11/44
Duty after training: Sub Detector
Hl\1AS Cerberus
Western Port Bay Vic
Initial training as a seaman and in gunnery
HMAS Rushcutter
Rushcutters Bay
Sub detector training. Discharged on 20/11/44

PERKS

Leslie William
Navy

At school 1920 - 1923
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr

2792
FTS: 09/39 - 1945

At school 1929 - 1937
Highest rank: Private
17/02/41 - 15/02/42
15/02/42 - 23/08/43
At school 1933 - 1939
Highest rank: Corporal
19/12/41 - 31110143
9/11143 - 29111/45

29/11145 - 21/02/46
At school 1937 - 1940
Highest rank: Able Seaman

18/01/43 - 30104/43

30104/43 - 25/09/44
At school 1919 - 1922
Highest rank: Able Seaman

HMAS Westralia
New Guinea
First amphibious landing in Milne Bay.
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PERKS

Warwick Sydney
Army
NX60073

2791
ITS: 29/07/40 - 26/05/41

At school 1919 - 1923
Highest rank: Sergeant

2/1 Aust Hasp Ship, AAMC
Australia

PERRETT

29/07/40 - 26/05/41

2618
At school 1918 - 1921
Douglas Graham
Highest rank: Major
ITS: 8/07140 - 13/10/43
Army
NX 34937
Duty on discharge: AAMC
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Africa Star, 1939/45 Defence Medal, ASM 1939/45, Tobruk Siege
1941 Cross, Greek Republic Commemmorative Medal of Campaign 1940-41.
1 Aust Gen Hasp, AAMC
19/10/40 - 17103/41
Egypt, Syria, Palestine
Sailed on Queen Mary
2/5 Aust Gen Hasp, AAMC
25/03/41 - Feb-42
Greece, Crete, North Africa
Tobruk Ferry Service on HMAS voyager. Contracted dermatitis, discharged medically unfit.

PERRY

Eric Harry
Army

NX162272

5392
ITS: 24/03/41 - 24/06/46

At school 1934 - 1938
Highest rank: Corporal

63 Searchlight Coy, RAA
Darwin
43 Landing Craft Coy, RAE
New Guinea

18/08/42 - Feb-43
4/05/45 - 21105/45

PERRY

Richard Thomas
Air Force

PERRY

6061
At school 1938 - 1942
Roger Kent Simpson
ITS:
12/02/43
30105/46
Highest rank: Able Seaman
S7992
Navy
Duty after training: Seaman
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM

3569

At school 1923 - 1924

15/03/43 - 19/07/43
20107/43 - 1/11/43

HMAS Cerberus
HMAS RushctJtter
ML 431 (Fairmile)
Ladava
Rushcutter
Madang New Guinea.
Tarangau, Rabaul New Britain.
PETHERICK

Edward Bruce
Army
NX68292

2/11143 - 12/10/44
13/10/44 - 2105145
3/05/45 - 6/02/46
7102/46 - 21/04/46

4566
FTS: 13/06/40 - 21/09/45

1929 - 1930
Highest rank: Lieut

Infantry Training Bn
Australia
2/31 Aust InfBn
Australia
PETRIE

14/02/41 - 4105144
9/09144 - 21/09/45

Bruce Hescott
5909
1937 - 1943
Army
NXl77711
FTS: Jan-44 - Oct-46
Highest rank: Private
Duty after training: Deck Hand Gunner Duty on discharge: General Barge Crew
Service Medals: Pacific Star, and cwo War Medals
Training units
Cowra, Wagga, Toorbul Point.
Recruit training, RAE training; training in signals, gunnery,
seamanship on 66 foot landing barge.
43 Landing Craft Coy, RAE
Toorbul Point
Aitape, Wewak New Guinea
Supplying stranded infantry, unloading ships.
44 Port Loading Craft Coy
Rabaul New Britain
Unloading ships. Hospitalised with malaria in Brisbane July/August.
12 Small Ships Coy, RAE
Colmsly, Queensland

Jan-44 - Jan-45

Jan-45 - Apr-45
Apr-45

Feb-46 - Aug-46

Aug-46
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James Charles
5393
At school 1934 - 1939 •
Army
NX91496
FTS: 4/12/41 - 12/03/45
Highest rank.: Lieut
Duty after training: Machine Gunner
Duty on discharge: Troop Commander
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
Sydney University Regt
Ingleburn
Dec-41 - Jan-42
Machine Gun Company
Merauke Task Force
Middle Head, Merauke, Dutch New Guinea. New Guinea
Jan-42 - Mar-45
John Mortimer Kingsmill
Army

3388
FTS: 1938 - 18/05/42

At school 1922 - 1923

Armoured Corps
Gen MacArthur's staff
Allied Land Forces Headquarters
Melbourne
18/05/42 - 1942
Was on General MacArthur's staff when killed in a civilian train accident, 18/5/42.
PHILLIPS

Ralph Oswald
PX101
Army

3327
FTS: 29/01/42 - 19/12/44

8 Military District Survey Unit
Port Moresby New Guinea
Enlisted in Port Moresby.
1 Camouflage Unit
Queensland
PICKBURN

PICKERSGILL

9/03/42 - 30/01/43

12/08/43 - Nov-44

Robert James
5577
Army
NX87050
FTS: 2/02/42 - 19/01/45
2/6 Armd Regt, AAC
Fall River, Port Moresby New Guinea
Queensland
Western Australia

At school 1935 - 1941
Highest rank: Private

Herbert Coarser
Army
NX201438

At school 1939 - 1942
Highest rank.: Private

6212
FTS: 10/06/43 - 30/10/46

2/27 Aust Inf Bn
Queensland
Morotai, Balikpapan
Wounded in action; gunshot wound to right leg 1/7/45
31/57 Aust InfBll.
Rabaul, Ambon
PIERCE

Raymond Hope
Merchant Navy
Duty after training: Officer

4567
FTS: 1940 - 1945

Union Steamship Company
USA, Canada, UK, Atlantic; Russia, Arctic Circle
Atlantic Arctic Co·nvoys. D Day landing.
PIERCE

At school 1922 - 1925
Highest rank: Sergeant

Ronald Edward Geoffrey

10/11/42 - 20/04/43
26/04/43 - 28/03/44
2/04/44 - 10/11/44

25/07/44 - 2/06/45
8/06/45 - 1/07/45

14/01/46 - 9/06/46
At school 1929 - 1930
Highest rank: 1st Mate

1940 - 1945

4568

Army
New Guinea Volunteer Defence Corps

tPIKE

Cedric Cathcart
Army
NX48427

3669
FTS: 30/09/41 - 29/11/43

8 DivAAOC
Malaya
2/30 Aust Inf Bn
Singapore
POW
Changi Singapore, Burma
'F' Force. Died of beri-beri on Burma railway.
The Cedric Pike Stand at Chatswood Oval is dedicated to his memory.

At school 1924 - 1925
Highest rank: Private
26/01/42 - 2/02/42
2/02/42 - 15/02/42
15/02/42 - 29/11/43
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Donald Gordon
Army
NX44726

5394
FrS: 12/09/41 - 17/08/42

11 Armd Car Regt
NSW
PILCHER

15/09/41 - 17/08/42

2857
James Elie Hamilton
FrS:
30/09/40
- 15/10/45
Army
NXl14872
Service Medals: ED
Duty after training: Staff Officer
HQ 1 Aust Army
Australia, New Guinea, Horn Island
GSO II (Ops) 'G' Branch
HQNG Force
New Guinea
GSO II (SD)
HQ 2 Aust Corps
New Guinea, Bougainville, Australia
GSO II (Ops)

PITT

Bryan Gordon

3174
Army
VX18317
FrS: 28/05/40 - 7/09/45
Duty after training: Arrillery; on discharge: Intelligence
2/2 Medium Regt, RAA
Melbourne
2/12 Field Regt, RAA
Middle Easr
Sydney
GSO III 1/4/44

PITT

James Matcham
Army
VX18084

6/04/42 - 7/08/44

7/08/44 - 2/10/44

2110/44 - 10/04/45
At school 1921 - 1925
Highest rank: Captain

17/12/40 - 29/01/43
28/02/43 - 7/09/45
3851
FrS: May-40 - Sep-45

At school 1924 - 1926
Highest rank: Caprain
May-40 - Nov-40
Dec-40 - ]an-43
Mar-43 - ]ul-43
]ul-43 - Aug-44
Aug-44 - Sep-45

Yorke Edward
1863
Army
NX359
FTS: 14/03/40 - 21/12/44
Duty after training: Medical Officer
6 DivAAMC
Middle East
2/5 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
New Guinea

PLACKETT

At school 1919 - 1924
Highest rank: Lt Col·

28/05/40 - 17/11/40

2/12 Field Regt.
Puckapunyal
Palestine
General Details Depot
Caulfield Victoria
Arty Trg Regt.
Greta NSW
1 Field Regt, RAA
Darwin, Atherton
PITTAR

At school 1934 - 1934
Highest rank: Corporal

At school 1913 - 1913
Highest rank: Major

3111/40 - 31/01/42
24/12/42 - 29/11/43

Frank
5395
At school 1934 - 1938
Air Force
20640
FTS: 9/01/41 - 26/06/46
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: Dental Mechanic
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
Various Units - Dental Mechanic
Richmond, Amberley, Bradfield Park, West Sale,
Ascot Vale, Flemington, Laverton
9/01/41 - Apr-44
3 Hospital, 3SFTS, 2ITS, HQ Bradfield Park, 3BAGS, lED, 1 CD, lED, 2STT, IRD

PLATT

Robert Maxwell
Army
NXl12039
HQ2Div
Sydney
Appointed Special Group III
4 Anti-Tank Regt, RAA
NSW
Appointed Lieut.
104 Anti-Tank Regt, RAA

3218
FrS: 14/10/40 - 3/06/46

At school 1921 - 1926
Highest rank: Lieut
14/10/40 - 26/09/41

26/09/41 - 30/04/42
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25 Heavy AA Regt, RAA
Australia
12 Small Ships Coy, RAE
Australia
PLAYFAIR

Lyon Jack Beresford
Army

30/04/42 - 19/05/44
19/05/44 - 2/04/45
3/10/45 - 28/05/46
2287

At school 1916 - 1920

Enlisted, but soon discharged to rejoin family business, Thomas Playfair Pty Ltd' as the meat and livestock buyer. An 'Essential
Service: They held numerous contracts to supply both the Australian and Alliedforces.
PLAYFAIR

Edmund John Hardy
6062
Army
NX20631 0
FTS: Feb-45 - Dec-45
Duty after training: Gun layer; on discharge: Army clerk
1 Recruit Training Bn
Cowra, NSW
1 Field Trg Regt, RAA
Black Hill, NSW
Army Records Office
Broadway, Sydney
Sent ro Grace Bros Broadway, the Army Records Office,

At school 1938 - 1944
Highest rank: Private
Service Medals: Defence Medal
Feb-45
May-45

to

Oct-45 - Dec-45
help discharge troops.

PLAYFAIR

Peter Hardy
4633
At school 1929 - 1937
Army
NX22505
FTS: 29/05/40 - 21111145
Highest rank: Lieut
2/15 Field Regt, RAA
Gemas Malaya, Singapore.
15/08/41 - 15/02/42
POW
Changi, Singapore; Bampong Thailand
15/02/42 - 1/09/45
'H' Force, railway construction camps along the River Kwai-Noi: Himok, Ayerhitam and
Kanchanburi. Changi for VP day; Repatriated Sept 1945.

PLAYFAIR

Thomas Alfred Jack
Army
N48823

821
FTS: 29/07/40 - 4/05/42

At school 1903 - 1906
Highest rank: Brigadier
DSO, OBE, MID

21 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
29/07/40 - 15/08/40
CO.
2 Div RAA
Australia
.
15/08/40 - 5/05/42
Appointed to form CRA 2nd Division Artillery; 15/2/1941 promoted Brigadier. At the request of the
Federal Minister of Commerce he was seconded from the Army on 5th May 1942, transfered to the
reserve of officers and appointed to the Australian Meat Board.
POCKLEY

Francis John Antill
3670
Army
NX103433
FTS: 30/01142 - 25/02/44
Duty after training: Medical Officer
102 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
NSW
2/9 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Port Moresby New Guinea
Disharged medically unfit for service 30/11/43
Harold Graham
Air Force
260608
Duty after training: Pilot

4220
FTS: 8/01/40 - 25/03/45

At school 1924 - 1929
Highest rank: Major

12/02/42 - 14/08/42

23/08/42 - 30/11/43
At school 1927 - 1927
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
DFC with Bar.

RAF Squadrons
United. Kingdom
11/03/40 - 12/08/40
22 Sqn' 11/3/40 - May 1940; 3 Sqn May -Jun 1940; 4 Sqn Jun - Aug 1940.
10 Sqn, RAAF Coastal Command (Sunderland)
1/03/41 - Dec-42
Mount Batten, England
41 Sqn, RAAF
29/05/44 - T/CO.
Queensland
200 Liberator Special Duties Flight, RAAF
23/02/45 - 25/03/45
Leyburn, Qld
Missing presumed killed.
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Distinguished Flying Cross Citation: This officer has completed a large number ofoperational sorties agaimt enemy shipping, both' by
day and by night, and has inflicted damage on both naval and merchant ships. His skill, tenacity and coolness under fire has set an
inspiring example.
Bar to the Distinguished Flying Cross: This officer is an outstanding pilot and captain. Within the last six months he has destroyed
two and damaged three U-boats, destroyed one R-boat and damaged a 6,000 ton merchant vessel. His successes have been achieved
as a result ofsheer hard work, combined with great skill and determination.

POCKLEY

Leonard Antill

4030

At schooll92G - 1933 •

Army
NX77307
FrS: 10110/39 - 12111/45
Highest rank: Major
Duty after training: Vet Officer; on discharge: Major Supplies 7th Div
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45.

MID

Hunter River Remount Depot and Veterinary Hospital
Upper Hunter
1939
OC responsible for procuring and breaking 3000 horses aged 3 to 7 years for use as army remounts.
Assist with operation of Holsworthy Veterinary Hospital.
2/1 Armd Bde Coy, RAASC
Alice Springs, Larrimah, NT; Minginew, WA
1942
Petrol Officer and 2 i/c training.
HQ 7 Aust Division (AASC)
Arherron Tablelands
Nov-44
Major, supplies.
Morotai, assault on Balikpapan
1945
OC supplies Balikpapan landing, MID Banjermasin and Celebes Islands occupations.
Mentioned in Despatches 6/3/47: Exceptional service in the South west Pacific area.

t

PODMORE

Charles Robert
Air Force

4570

402538

At school 1929 - 1930
Highest rank: Sergeant

12 Sqn, RAP
United Kingdom
Killed over Germany, 28/08/42
POPE

David Carington

3

4397

At school 1928 - 1936 •

Highest rank: Captain
Army
NX20\561
FTS: 19/05/44 - 14/08/46
Duty after training: Medical Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM,
Induction Course
Darely, Victoria
Training.
2/4 Field Amb, AAMC
Perrie, Kairi, Queensland
Acting OC HQ Coy.
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo
Providing Medical care for 25th Bde 7Div.
103 Convalescent Depot, AAMC
Ausrralia

POPE

Warwick Ewing
Army

NX36578

May-44 - Jun-44

Jun-44 - Mar-45
Apr-45 - Feb-46

Apr-46 - Aug-46

1497
FTS: 22/07/40 - 9/07/42

2/30 Aust Inf Bn
NSW
2 Comp Coy AASC
Darwin
Discharged medically unfit.

POST

Eric James Elliott Ward

At school 1910 - 1915
Highest rank: Private
23/07/40 - 24/01/41
27/04/41 - 7/05/42

4221

At school 1927 - 1931

Air Force
68346
FTS: 29/07/42 - 21/01/46
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Wire Mechanic Duty on discharge: RAF Mech
Service Medals: Pacific Star
207 RAP Station
South West Pacific
44 Radar Wing
South West Pacific
134 Radar Station
South West Pacific
167 Radar Station
South West Pacific

2/05/43 - Mar-44
29/04/44 - Jul-44
19/09/44 - Dec-44
Jan-46
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Horace Randolph
Army
N74816

1193
ITS: 8/06/40

At school 1907 - 1909

Henry Charles Richard
Navy British

5761
ITS: 1940 - 1941

At school 1936 - 1938 •
Highest rank: Midshipman

HMS Registran
Irish Sea
Killed in action, air attack.

1940 - 1941

Buried at Bude, Cornwall.

POWELL

POWELL

POWELL

4399
At school 1928 - 1930
Maurice James
ITS: 3/11139 - 17/04/43
Highest rank: Staff Sergeant
Army
NX5388
Service Medals: Africa Star, 1939/45 Star, Defence Medal, ASM, War Medal 1939/45,
Commemorative Medal of the Campaign of 1940-41 (Greek Medal).
Army Training
Nov-39 - Jan-40
Training then sailed on Drcades to Middle East.
2/3 Aust lof Bn
.
Julis Camp Palestine; Helwan Camp Cairo,
Amariya Alexandria, Egypt.
Jan-40 - Dec-40
Greece, Palestine, Syria.
1941 - 1942
Greek campaign then back to Palesrine, Lebanon and posted to 9 Div.
Bardia, Tobruk and Derna North Africa.
Jan-41 - 1941
El Alamein, Bucelle North Africa.
1942 - Sep-42
Wounded El Alamein; AGH at Bucelle; right arm amputated.
1943 - 1943
Returned to Australia on Hospital Ship Wanganella and discharged.
Reginald Ermond

4400

At school 1928 - 1930
Highest rank: Lieut

Army
NX11081
2/1 Aust lnf Bn
Middle East
New Guinea

ITS: 11/03/40 - 26/06/44

Richard Walker
Air Force
Duty after training: Navigator

4222
At school 1927 - 1929
ITS: 30/06/43 - 11102/46
Highest ranIc ACZ Warrant Officer
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939

3/08/40 - 13/09/42
21/09/42 - 11/01/43

RAAF Training Units
Temora, Bradfield Park, Evans Head Australia
30/06/43 - 29/07/44
2ITS, lOEFTS, 2ED, 2ITS, lAOS, 2PD.
RAF Training Units.
Litchfield, United Kingdom
3/09/44 - Jan-46
llPDRC, 1 (0) AFU, 270TU, 210TU,9ACHU. Flying Wellingtons on training and operational
flights over the North Sea and Europe.
PRATTEN

1785
Frederick Graham
At school 1912 - 1916 •
Army
NX113737
FTS: 16/06/42 - 9/03/44
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Amenities Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
2/5 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Armidale
Amenities Officer.
New Guinea

PREECE

16/06/42 - 1942
1942 - 9/03/44

Arthur Lloyd

4892
At school 1931 - 1932 •
Air Force
424458
FTS: 12/09/42 - 8/05/46
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Duty after training: Navigator/Bomb aimer Duty on discharge: Navigator B
Se~ce Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM.

118RMT
Narellan, Toowoomba
RAAF Training Units
.
Bradfield Park, Cootamundra, Evans Head, Parkes,
Bairnsdale, East Sale
ITS, AOS, BAGS, Astro-Navigation School, GRS, O'"!"U.
73 Sqn, RAAF (Avro-Anson)
Camden, NSW
Anti-sub patrols

2/03/42 - 10/01143

Jan-43 - Jul-43

Aug-43 - Sep-43
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71 Sqn, RAAF (Avro-Anson)
Lowood, Queensland
Dec-43 - ]un-44
Anti-sub patrols covering Naval convoys.
1 Sqn, RAAF (Beaufort)
Gould Strip, Northern Territory
Sep-44 - ]an-45
Shipping reconnaissance and strikes on Timor Islands.
Supply drop to commando unit on Timor.
7 Sqn, RAAF (Beaufort)
Tadje, Aitape, New Guinea
Feb-45 - ]ul-45
Strikes and low-level reconnaissance for Army.
Air Controller operations 6 Div landing at Wewak (pilot awarded DFC for these operations).
38 Sqn, RAAF (C47 Dakota)
Morotai, Archerfield
Aug-45 - May-46
Courier transport in particular repatriating Army personnel and POWs.

PRELL

At school 1916 -1920
Harold Fairbaio
2370
Highest rank: Lieut
Army
N42917
FTS: 23/12/41 - 29/11/42
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
2/3 Aust lof Bn
Australia
Port Moresby, New Guinea
Australia
Discharged to return to property.

23/12/41- 17/05/42
25/05/42 - Aug-42
24/08/42 - 29/11/42

Stanley
2619
Army
TX4083
FTS: 16/10/40 - 10/08/44
Duty after training: Artillery; on discharge: RAE

At school 1918 - 1922
Highest rank: L/Corporal

Army Training
6/08/40 - Dec-40
Australia
2/8 Field Regt, RAA
Tobruk, El Alamein
]an-41 - 1943
Served in the Middle East 862 days, Badly injured in an armoured vehicle by a land mine.
Hospitalisation
1943 - 1944
Hospital ship ro Australia
PRESCOTT

Charles Walker
5028
At school 1932 - 1933
Navy
FTS: 24/09/41 - 16/01/46 Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Anti Submarine Officer; on discharge: 2 i/c
Service Medals: Pacific Star and Burma Star, Atlantic Star and Invasion Bar, 1939/45 Star.
HMAS Mildura
East Coast Australia, Sydney, Noumea, New Hebrides
May-42 - Aug-43
Anti-sub coastal convoys. Trips to New Caledonia.
HMS Havelock
Liverpool, St Johns Newfoundland, Iceland Atlantic
Sep-43 - Nov-43
Anti-sub Convoy.
HMS Bayard
Belfast, Italy, North Africa Atlantic
Nov-43 - ]an-44
Convoying trOOps to southern Italy.
HMS Loring
Belfast, North Cape, Normandy, Atlantic
]an-44 - Dec-44 .
Atlantic convoys, anti-sub patrols from Plymouth. Hospitalised Belfast with hernia.
HMS Black Swan
Liverpool, Malta, Colombo, Darwin, Hong Kong Atlantic
Dec-44 - Sep-45
Atlantic convoys and training in bombardments at Malta. VE Day in Colombo.
HMAS Castlemaine
Hong Kong, Sydney
Oct-45 - 16/01/46
Mine sweeping in Hong Kong. Discharged.

PRIEST

Melliar Roy
Air Force
416363
Duty after training: Pilot
RAAF Training Units
Ascot Vale Australia
lITS, lED.
RAP Training

5578
FTS: 24/05/41 - 7/11/45

At school 1935 - 1936
Highest rank: Flying Officer
DFC
24/05/41 - Nov-41
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10/11/41 - Sep-43
ITW; 28EFTS, 23SFTS, 61 Air School, 21PTC, 22PTC.
458 Sqn, RAAF (Wellington)
Mediterranean
30/12/43 - Nov-44
216 Sqn, RAP Coastal Command
Mediterranean
13/01/45 - Nov-45
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation, 2311/45: Before becoming captain ofaircraft, PIO Priest completed a large number of
operations as second pilot, and since then has completed a full tour ofduty as a captain. His work has been consistently ofhigh
standard, and he has attacked enemy shipping, oil installations and harbours, often in the face ofconsiderable opposition. In
September, 1944, he made a daring attack on a convoy ofenemy ships offMarine di Ravenna, one ofwhich was set on fire and
burnt out completely. This officer's determination and skill have always been most praiseworthy.

PRIMROSE

Charles Herman Burton
Air Force, RAP

4286a

At school 1927 - 1929
Highest rank: Squadron Leader

APC

PRINGLE

Jack A1exander

5762
FTS: 25/09/42 - 23/09/46
Army
NX145533
Duty after training: Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM.

Army Training
Newcastle
Training; Search Light unit.
154 AA Bty, RAA
Kensington, NSW
Bofors Light AA guns.
Merauke, New Guinea
Campaigning.

PRIOR

Laurence Martin
Army

NX137021

Sep-42 - Dec-42

Oec-42 - 29/06/43
Jul-43 - Jun-45
4573
FTS: 4/03/42 - 5/01/46

20 Field Regt, RAA
NSW
21 Field Regt, RAA .
Queensland
2 Field Regt, RAA ,
Scaramouche, POrt Moresby New Guinea
Bougainville

PROCTER

At school 1936 - 1941
Highest rank: Bombardier
Duty on discharge: Bombardier

At school 1929 - 1930
Highest rank: Lieut
4/03/42 - 18/01/43
8/04/43 - 29/08/43
15/11/43 - 5/08/44
22/09/44 - 12/12/45

Darrell A1bert
5200
At school 1933 - 1937 •
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Air Force
421853 OFC
FTS: 28/03/42 - 08/11/45
Duty after training: Air Crew Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Air Crew Europe Star and Clasp, Africa Star with Clasp, Italy Star.

RAAF Training Units
Temora, Uranquinty, Evans Head Australia
28/03/42 - Jan-43
2ITS, lOEFTS, 5SFTS, 1BAGS.
RAP Training Units
22/06/43 - Oct-43
United Kingdom
270TU, 1660 CU.
467 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
2/10/43 - Nov-43
Wing'Cmdr Rollo Kingford-Smith's crew. Briefly posted to Archangel in Russia for unsuccessful
mission to bomb Tirpitz.
463 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
25/11/43 - May-45
United Kingdom.
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation, 26/10/45
Flying Officer Procter has completed numerous operations against the enemy, in the course ofwhich he has invariably displayed the
utmostfortitude, courage and devotion to duty.
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tPRONK

Hendrik Willem
Air Force
RAP
Duty after training: Pilot

4764

At school 1930 - 1935 •

RAP Training Units

United Kingdom
Accidently killed, 2/11/41
PRONK

Jan
Army, Dutch Indies 160519
Duty after training: Artillery

4765
FTS: 1941 - 1945

At school 1930 - 1936
Highest rank: Sergeant

IDiv Field Artil1ery, Dutch East Indian Army
East Java, Dutch East Indies

1941 - 03/1942

POW
East Java; Changi, Singapore, Bangpong, Thailand, Mojo, Jaihati, Japan
Burma railway. Worked on River Kwai Bridge.
Transferred to Japan and worked coal mines.
Manila; Balikpapan, Borneo
Rescuing US Army troops were Japanese born. Repatriated via Manilla
per US carrier Lingeyen Gulf, and then to Borneo.
PROTT

Howard Chilvers
6693
. Air Force
446252
FTS: 24/03/45 - 15/07/46
Duty after training: Air crew training; on discharge: Clerk
Service Medals: War Medal 1939145, ASM, Defence Medal.

Robert Delmont
4575
Army
NX70378
FTS: 4/02/41 - 17105/46
Duty after training: Medical Officer

0911945 - 1945

At school 1942 - 1942
Highest rank: LAC

2 Initial Training School
Bradfield Park, NSW.
Air crew training discontinued on cessation of war in Europe.
RAAF Training Units
Adelaide, South Australia;Laverton, Victoria
4 School of Technical Training.
RAAFHQ
Melbourne, Victoria.
Demobilisation duties, discharges etc.
2 Personnel Depot
Bradfield Park, NSW
Demobitisation duties, discharges etc. Discharged Bradfield Park 15/7/46.
PUFLETT

03/1942 - 0311945

Mar-45 - Aug-45

Sep-45 - Nov-45

Nov-45 - Mar-46

Mar-46 - Jul-46

At school 1929 - 1932 •
Highest rank: Captain

10 Aust Gen Hasp, AAMC
1941 - 1941
Victoria Barracks, Sydney, NSW
Four months at the School of Tropical Medicine. Embarked on the Queen Mary.
10 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Malacca, Palaubukom, Woodlands, Malaya
18/02/41 - 15/02/42

POW
15/02/42 - 18/09/45

Changi Singapore
tPUGH

Nigel Donald Russell
Air Force
410281
Duty after training: Pilot

5201
FTS: 5112/41 - May-44

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Deniliquin Australia
2ITS, lEFTS, 7SFTS, lED, lBAGS, 20TU
83 Sqn, RAAF
Northern Australia
Missing, presumed killed air operations.
PULLING

Guy Harris
Army, Indian

At school 1933 - 1936
Highest rank: Flying Officer

5/12/41- Jan-43

14/06/43 - May-44

1246

At school 1907 - 1913
Highest rank: Captain

994

At school 1905 - 1913
Highest rank: Lt Col
MC (WWI)

2/6 Ghurka Rifles
India. O.
PULLING

Hugh Douglas
Army
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Cowra, NSW OC.
Carina Military Camp
Carina, NSW Camp Commandant
PULVER

Astley Paston
Army
NXI08031

1945

2288
FTS: 4/11/41 - 22/05/46

57 AA Searchlight Coy, RAA
Australia
68 AA Searchlight Coy, RAA
Australia
OC.
71 Mobile Searchlight Coy, RAA
Horn Island
OC.
62 AA Searchlight Coy, RAA
Australia
OC.
British Borneo Civil Affairs Unit
Morotai, Labuan British Borneo
PURNELL

John Sydney
Army
NX24181

4/11141 - 1/09/43
1/09/43 - 22/01/44

26/01/44 - 12/04/45

12/04/45 - Jul-45

29/07/45 - 22/11145

5202
FTS: 29/05/40 - 2110146

1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
33 Port Operation Coy
New Guinea
PURVES

Geoffrey Gordon
Army
NX169629
2 AdvOrd Coy
NSW
2 Ord Stores Coy, AAOC
NSW
17 Adv Ord Depot
Morotai, Labuan North Borneo

At school 1916 - 1917
Highest rank: Major

At school 1933 - 1936
Highest rank: Lieut
28/06/41 - 15/05/42
10103/45 - 15/09/46

4893
FTS: 25/10/42 - 25/01/46

At school 1931 - 1934
Highest rank: Private
11/01/43 - 30/09/43
30/09/43 - 3110144
16/04/45 - 8/12/45

QUINNELL

Arthur Hambly
3725
At school 1924 - 1928
Air Force
424547
FTS: 12/09/42 - 20/11146
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: Signals; on discharge: Morse Code Instructor
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units'
12/09/42 - 13/04/44
Parkes, Port Pirie, Bradfield Park, Laverton Australia
2ITS, 2WAGS, 2BAGS, 2ED. Morse code Instructor at Parkes.

QUINNELL

Keith Howard
Army, New Zealand

4031

At school 1926 - 1929

New Zealand Division
North Africa
RAE

Beresford Gibson
422990
Air Force
Duty after training: Pilot

4287
At school 1927 - 1930
FTS: 18/07/42 - 2105145
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

RAAF Training Units
Ternora, MaHala, Tamworth, Point Cook, Ransford,
Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS,·.lOEFTS, 6SFTS, CFS, 10EFTS, 4PD, 1PD, 2PD
RAE

18/07/42 - 210514

At school 1931 - 1936
John MorelJ
4894
Highest rank: Captain
Army
NX204018
FTS: 10108/44 - 19/12146
Duty after training: Medical Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM, War Medal 1939/45.
113 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Concord, NSW
2/1 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC

Aug-44 - Nov-44
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Bougainville, New Guinea
118 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
New Guinea, New Britain
113 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Concord, NSW

RALPH

RALsTON

Nov-44 - Dec-45
Dec-45 - Aug-46
Aug-46 - Dec-46

3175
Charles John Jeffreys
FTS:
25/06/40
- 10/10/44
Army
NX19938
1 Aust Corps Amm Coy, AAOC
Middle East
2/34 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
Port Moresby, Lae New Guinea.

At school 1921 - 1923
Highest rank: Lieut

Alexander Cullen
Army
QX6219

At school 1919 - 1924
Highest rank: Major

2795
FTS: 1105/40 - 19109/45

3/05/41 - 17103/42
20107/43 - 12/04/44

MBE
2/15 Aust InfBn
1/07/40 - 30109/40
Darwin
26/12/40 - 7108142
Middle East
2/26 Aust Inf Bn
8/05/43 - 18/09/43
New Guinea
18/09/43 - 18/12/43
Horn Island, Jacky Jacky
2104144 - 6/08/44
New Guinea
5/02/45 - 2/10/45
Bougainville
2i/c.
Member ofOrder ofthe British Empire Citation 1110144 - 25/3/45:
F~r outstanding devotion to duty during the period 1110/44 and 25/3/45. Major Ralston as 2i/c of26 Aust InfBn (AlF) has
dIsplayed outstanding organising ability. In operations on the North west Coast ofBougainville he was responsible for the beachhead
at Puto. Due to his efficient control and effective co-ordination oftransport, the flow ofsupplies to the Battalion was excellent.
Major Ralston organised the details pertaining to watercraftfor an amphibious operation on Saposa Island on 5/3/45 and the success
ofthe landing was assured by the manner in which he handled it. Again another landing was successfully made in Soraken
Peninsula on 11/3145; due largely to his capacity for detailing the tasks and the loading, the troops effecting the landing, although
Out ofcontact with the unit for three days, were well 5IIpplied and were preparedfor any emergency. Subsequently a further night
landing was made on 20/3145. Due to heavy weather a number ofbarges were broached. Major Ralston quickly organised salvage
parties and due to his untiring efforts, enthusiasm and drive, succeeded in getting the barges off, otherwise the operation would have
failed. Prior to his unit moving to Bougainville, Major Ralston was OC Tanahmerah Garrison Dutch New Guinea for ten months.
Despite the wretched conditions, his unremitting drive, zeal and resourcefulness quickly established a very high morale in the troops
under his command. In face ofmany obstacles in climate and terrain, he successfully constructed an air strip which was required for
the defence ofthe area. His leadership and bearing had a remarkable influence on this isolated garrison.

RALSTON

John Malbon
1739
Air Force
266196
FTS: 8/06/42 - 8/03/45
Duty after training: Trainee Officer; on discharge: Intelligence
RAAF Training Units
Australia
School of Admin
HQ North West Area
Australia
RAAF Comd (AAIC)
Australia

At school 1912 - 1917
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

8/06/42 - Feb-44

1/02/44 - Oct-44

16/11144 - 3/03/45

John Loudon
4224
At school 1927 - 1928
Army
YX38802
FTS: 11109/40 Highest rank: Private
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
2/21 Aust Inf Bn
Victoria & Darwin
Laha Amboina, Ambon
POW
Laha Amboina, Ambon
Presumed deceased whilst Prisoner of War. Date unknown.

11/09/40 - 13/12/41
17/12/41 - 2/02/42
2/02/42
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Leo Warwick Felix
3854
At school 1924 - 1927 •
NX 90211
FTS: 24/02/42 - 4/09/45
Highest rank: Sergeant
Army
Duty after training: Machine Gunner
Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, ASM 1939/45, War Medal 1939/45.
Infantry Training Bn
Dubbo
Feb-42 - May-42
7 Machine Gun Bn
24/05/42 - 16/12/43
Port Moresby, Milne Bay, Kokoda Trail, IIola, Wau, New Guinea
Atherton Tableland, Brisbane, Victoria Barracks, Randwick
1943 - 18/08/45
Classed B: not fit for front line duty a~d in various posts in Australia. POW unit.

READ

At school 1933 - 1939 •
Bruce Norman
5203
Highest rank: Pilot Officer
Air Force
20550
FTS: 16/12/40 - 16/08/45
Duty after training: Armourer; on discharge: pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
Armanent School
Richmond, Point Cook, Williamtown
Dec-40 - Jul-41
Recruit training; 10 course at Armanent School. ED after volunteering for RAP infiltration scheme.
74 Sqn, RAP (Spitfire)
Oct-41 - Dec-41
LLanbedr, Wales. United Kingdom
Awatea to Vancouver, troop train to Halifax, SS Pasteur to Scotland.
457 Sqn, RAAF (Spitfire)
Dec-41 - Dec-42
Andreas, Isle of Man, UK; Redhill, Surrey, UK
Tour of operations. Returned to Australia to form 1 Fighter Wing.
Livingston Strip, Darwin.
Jan-43 - Aug-43
The wing fought several air battles in which 56 enemy aircraft were destroyed, 12 probs and 38
damaged. Losses: 37 aircraft, 21 pilots, 1 ground crew. Promoted Corporal.
RAAF Training Units
Victor Harbour, Parafield SA; Bradfield Park Australia
Oct-43 - May-44
Remustered with several other 457 ground staff to aircrew; 4 ITS; 1 EFTS on Tiger Moths; 2 ED.
RCAF Training Units
Claresholm, Alberta. Canada
Jul-44 - Mar-45
15 SFT Ansons MkII. Graduated 28/3/45 and granted a commission. 2 PD.
Bradfield Park
Jun-45 - Aug-45
Participated in experiments Air Medicine Unit looking at effects of high altitudes on night vision.

READ

Howard Thomas Edmund
Army

N~43354

5031
FTS: 10/06/40 - 27/10/45

At school 1932 - 1933
Highest rank: Sergeant

5 Heavy Bde, RAA Coastal Defences
NSW
HQ 1 Armd Bde Coy, AASC
NSW

READ

John Cecil Thomas
5396
Army, RAAF NX 96596, 443570
FTS: Oct 1941 - 7/11/43
Duty after training: Driver; on discharge: Fighter Pilot

7/09/40 - 21/08/41
22/08/41 - 12110/45
At school 1934 - 1940
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Service Medals: Pacific Star.

2 Armd Regt, AAC
Ashfield, Cowra, Orange, Puckapunyal, Maitland
HQ2/1 Armd Bde Coy, AASC
Singleton, Narrandera, Gunnedah, Mingenew WA
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narrandra, Uranquinty, Mildura Australia
77 Sqn, RAAF (Kittyhawk)
Moratai, Labuan

READ

Oct-41 - 5/06/42
6/06/42 - 7/11/43
8111/43
1944 - 7/03/46

3220
At school 1921 - 1928
John' Evans
Navy
FTS: 23/06/41 - 30/08/46
Highest rank: Lt Cmdr
Duty after training: Executive
Service Medals: Mrica Star, Atlantic Star with France-Germany Clasp, Italy Star.
RAN Yachtmaster's Certificate
Entered as a Sub-Lieutenant, having originally volunteered in 1939.
HMS~~
,
Mediterranean, Atlantic, North Sea
D-Day France

•

1941

1941 - 1944
Jun-44
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Bombardment
HMAS Westralia
Pacific Islands, Japan
1945 - 30/08/46
XO, 2i/c. Collecting troops, stores etc scattered around Pacific. Delivery of 900 troops to Japan.

READ

2136
FTS: 11/02/42 - 10/05/45

John Henry Clarence
Navy
Royal Navy
Singapore
Patrol and minesweeping duties.
HMAS Rushcutter
Australia
HMAS Melville
Australia

READ

1939 - Jul-42

30/07/42 - Feb-43
24/07/44 - Mar-45

At school 1927 - 1932
Peter William
4225
Army
NX79904
ITS: Mar-41 - Dec-45
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Capt of vessels; on discharge: Lieut
Service Medals: ASM, Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, 1939/45 Medal.
11 Armoured Car Regt
Tamworth, Singleton, NSW
Armoured cars.
11 Small Ships Coy, RAE
Milne Bay, Buna, Port Moresby, Salamaua, Lae,
Finschhafen New Guinea

READ

At school 1915 - 1918
Highest rank: Lt Cmdr

Tom Clarence
Army
NXI00904

2797
ITS: 23/01/40 - 1108/45

HQ NSW L of C Area AASC
NSW
Appointed DADS.
40 Supply Depot Coy, AASC
New Guinea
OC of unit.
5 Base Sub Depot
New Guinea
HQ Lae Base Sub Area
Lae New Guinea.
Appointed DADS.

Mar-41 - JuI-41

JuI-41 - Dec-45
At school 1919 - 1922
Highest rank: Major
Jun-42 - 29/03/44

29/03/44 - 20/06/44

20/06/44 -12/1 0/44
12/10/44 - 1/05/45

READ

TEH
Army

READ

William Thomas
5032
At school 1932 - 1935
Air Force
402998
ITS: 11111/40 - 29103/46
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: Aerodrome Control
Service Medals: Africa Star with Rosette, Pacific Star, 1939145 Star.

Master at school
Highest rank: Sergeant

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narrandera Australia
2ITS, 8EITS, 2ED.
RCAF Training Units
Uplands, Halifax Canada
2SFTS, 1 'Y' Depot.
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
3PRC.
71 Operational Training Unit
Middle East
1 METS
Middle East
RAAF
New Guinea
Air Control Officer.

READING

Geoffrey Colin
Air Force
272021

2137
ITS: 16112/40 - 12112/45

11111/40 - 13/06/41

3/07/41 - 9/12/41

19/12/41 - 14/02/42

26/06/42 - 24/08/42
7109142

1942
At school 1915 - 1919
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
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RAAF Training Units
Australia
School of Admin, 4EFTS.
SHQParkes
Parkes
8 Service Flying Training School
Australia
READING

Norman Carey
Army
NX55486

16/12/40 - 16/06/41

16/06/41 - 30/07/41
19/11/42 - 8/01/45
2462
FTS: 16/07/40 - 11/05/43

2/9 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
REANEY

Justin Warwick de Lisle
Army
NX145026
Duty after training: Signals

9/04/41 - 31/03/42
5033
FTS: 1/12/41 - 12/03/46

2 Aust Corps Sigs
Queensland
Port Moresby, Lae New Guinea; Bougainville; Queensland; Rabaul.

t

REANEY

Philip Thomas
Army
VX80009

At school 1917 - 1922
Highest rank: Bombardier

5580
FTS: 27/11/41 - 8/10/42

2/6 Ind Coy
Papua New Guinea
Killed in Papua.

At school 1932 - 1936
Highest rank: Corporal

11/07/42 - 16/6/743
20/06/43 - 17/01/46
At school 1935 - 1940
Highest rank: Private
1942 - 8/10/42

REEVE

Frederick Aidan
Air Force RAF 267664

REGAN

William
At school 1942 -1943
6695
Highest rank: Corporal
Army
NX206000
FTS: 19/02/45 - 10/03/47
Duty after training: Rifleman
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, ASM, ASM 1945/75 with Japan Clasp
2ARTB (Inf)
Australia
Feb-45
Basic Infantry training and Intelligence School.
66 Aust WBn
Kure/Hiroshima, Nagasaki Japan
Feb-46 - Feb-47
Patrols, intelligence, demobilising Japanese units and localising ordnance.

REID

Andrew Thyne
Army
NX343

3489

2292
FTS: 4/01/40 - 4/07/43

2/1 Field Workshop
United Kingdom
Middle East

t

REID

George Thyne
Army
NX13893

At school 1923 - 1924
Highest rank: Flying Officer

At school 1916 - 1919
Highest rank: Lt Col
18/06/40 - 16/11/40
31/12/40 - 9/08/42

3051
FTS: 13/05/40 -14/09/43

2/17 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East
Appointed Lieut.
Lae New Guinea.
Killed in Action Lae.

At school 1920 - 1926 •
Highest rank: Captain
25/11/40 - 27/01/43
11/08/43 - 14/09/43

Buried Lae, Grave 3, Plot A, Row D.
REID

Ian Bruce
Army"

NX20772

5397
FTS: 19/10/40 - 24/06/41

2/17 Aust InfBn
Middle East
Wounded in action in Egypt 16/4/1941.
REMINGTON

PhiUip Sydney
Army
N318978
2 Docks Control Detachment
NSW

2138
FTS: 1/04/42 -7/01/46

At school 1934 - 1935
Highest rank: Corporal
19/10/40 - 24/06/41
At school 1915 - 1919
Highest rank: Lieut
22/06/42 - 30/04/43
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Appointed Lieut 28/9/42.
1 Movement Control Group
NSW; Queensland, New Guinea
30/04/43 - 22/01/46
New Guinea from 12/6/43-3/10/44. Attachments to 8 and 9 Movement Control.
REYNOLDS

REYNOLDS

Arthur Perkins
Army
NXlOI055
1 Supply Per Coy, AASC
Australia
2 Aust Corps AASC
Australia

3490
FrS: 23/01142 - 25/07/43

Donald Seton
Army
NX38591

5398
FrS: 14/07/41 - 5/04/43

23/01/42 - 24/08/42
15/04/43 - 25/07/43

341nd Coy
Northern Territory, New Caledonia
REYNOLDS

Ford
Air Fee/Army NX33106
Duty on discharge: T/Capt

At school 1923 - 1925
Highest rank: Lieut

4033
FTS: 20/04/40 - 10/11144

At school 1934 - 1934
Highest rank: L/Setgeant
5/04/43
At school 1926 - 1926
Highest rank: T/Capt

•

RAAF Training Units
Jan-40 - 1940
Discharged to AlE
Army Training Units
Puckapunyal
20/06/40 - Jun-41
Potential Officer School, 1 Armoured School, appointed RSM 1 Armoured Tng Regt.
2/11 Armd Car Regt
Greta, Tamworth, Singleton, Gunnedah
Jul-41 - Nov-42
Formed unit, training, field exercises.
Mingenew, WA, Ingleburn
Nov-42 - 10/11144
Reconnaissance.
REYNOLDS

6219
Uoyd Seton
FrS: 4/03/41 - 12/10/41
Army
N 105232
23 Reserve Motor Transport Coy
Darwin
27/03/41 - 12110/41

REYNOLDS

Mark William
11289
At school 1970 - 1978 •
Air Force
231259
FrS: 03/83 - 28/04/92
Highest rank: Flight LieU(
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Aircraft Commander, evaluator pilot.
40 Tactical Airlift Sqn, USAF
Saudi Arabia, Oman

At school 1939 - 1939
Highest rank: Private

1990 - 1991

Citation to Accompany the Award ofthe Australian Active Service Medal With Clasp Kuwait:
Flight Lieutenant Reynolds joined the Royal Australian Air Force in March 1983 as a cadet. He was commissioned with the rank of
Flying Officer in June 1984 and he graduated from No 2 Flying Training School as a Pilot in July 1984. His first flying Tour was
with the No 37 Squadron flying C130 aircraft. In April 1987, he was posted to Canberra as the Aide-De-Camp to the GovenorGeneral and promoted to Flight Lieutenant. He completed another tour flying C130H aircraft at No 36 Squadron between May
1988 and May 1990. In May 1990 Flight Lieutenant Reynolds was posted to the United States Air Force 40th 'Tactical Airlift
Squadron, Pope Air Force Base for exchange duties. Whilst at this post, he was awarded the Australian Active Service Medal with
Clasp Kuwait for participation in an operational sortie in the Gulf region with the United States Air Force. Flight Lieutenant
Reynolds served as a C130 Aircraft Commander during Operation DESERT STORM in the Kuwait Theater ofoperatiom from 17
January 1991 to 8 March 1991. During this development, he flew ten combat support missiom in support ofXVIJJ Airborne Corps
operations along the Saudi/Iraqi border. His superior level ofknowledge was extremely valuable in training aircrews and
aeromedical evacuation units in combat airland operatiom. Flight Lieutenant Reynolds is a superb pilot and a valued member ofthe
40th 'Tactical Airlift Squadron and the 317th 'Tactical Airlift Wing at Pope Air Force Base.
Fl!ght Lieutenant Mark Reynolds was killed on the 28th April 1992 in an aircrash whilst training in North Carolina. Mark was
stIll with 40 TA Sqn, when his aircraft crashed into Blewett Falls Lake, 100kms west ofPope Air Force Base.
RHODES

Kenneth Wethersole
2194
Air Force
71753
FrS: 27/10/42 - 26/02/46
Duty after training: Clerk General; on discharge: Clerk
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45.

At school 1915 - 1919
Highest rank: LAC

5 Cypher Section
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South West Pacific
12 Sigs Unit
South West Pacific
38 Operational Base Unit
South West Pacific
RHODES

RICE

8/01/44 - May-44
23/10/44 - Oct-45

6064
William John Leicester
ITS: 1/10/41 - 14/03/47
Army
NX114580
1 Army Tank Bn, AAC
Australia
1 Tank Trg Bn, AAC
Australia
1 Armd Regt, AAC
New Guinea
New Guinea; Morotai, Brunei British North Borneo.
20 Field Amb, AAMC
KureJapan

At school 1938 - 1939
Highest rank: L/Bombardier

Herbert Edwin .
NX14770

At school 1933 - 1935

5266

1/10/41 - 17/07/43
24/07/43 - 6/12/43
10/12/43 - 9/05/44
27/05/45 - 27/02/46
5/03/46 - 28/02/47

Army

RICE

Horace Walter
At school 1922 - 1928
3330
Highest rank: Warranr Officer 2
Army
NX14770
ITS: 13/05/40 - 22/11/43
2/13 Aust Inf Bn
Palestine Middle East
26/11/40 - 26/01/43
Attended Ski School from 27/1/42-17/2/42. Discharged 22/11/43 as medically unfit.

RICHARDS

Clifford Solomon
Air Force
402397

t

At school 1929 - 1935
4577
Douglas John
Highest rank: Flying Officer
FTS: 3/02/41 - 30/05/42
Air Force
403624
Duty after training: Air Observer
RAAF Training Units
3/02/41 - 22/04/41
Australia
2ITS,2ED.
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Mossbank Canada
14/05/41 - 17/09/41
2AOS, 2BAGS, V\NS.
31 Operational Training Unit
United Kingdom
27/10/41 - 30/05/42
Missing over Friesian Islands off Holland, believed killed 30/5/42.

RICHARDS

RICHARDS

5081

Geoffrey Evans
5910
At school 1937 - 1944
Air Force
446253
ITS: 24/03/45 - 1/08/45
Highest rank: AC2
Duty after training: Air Crew and ITS; on discharge: Stores Personnel
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park Australia
Initial training stopped due to surplus personnel Part of 65 ITS.
7 Stores Depot
Dubbo
Invoice clerk RAAF stores till discharged.

RICHARDS

At school 1932 - 1933

John Christian Pendennis
9359
Army
2786778
ITS: 19/04/67 - 18/04/69
Service Medals: Vietnam Medal, Vietnamese Campaign Medal.

Mar-45 - Jun-45

Jun-45 - Jul-45
At school 1959 - 1963
Highest rank: Private

3RAR
South Vietnam
RICHARDS

John Pendennis
Army
NX47619
2/4 Field Regt, RAA
Palestine
2/5 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East

27/02/68 - 20/11/68
5399
ITS: 2/09/40 - 29/12/42

At school 1934 - 1934
Highest rank: Gunner

2/09/40 - 29/12/42
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RICHARDS

RICHARDS

t

Richard Linnel
Army
NX129087
17 Aust Inf Bn
NSW
9 Docks Op Coy
Northern Territory, Thursday Is.
7 Port Operation Coy, RAE
NSW

3176
ITS: 10/07/41 - 22/02/46

At school 1921 - 1923
Highest rank: Corporal
1/10/41 - 3/04/44
28/04/44 - 26/11/45
26/11/45 - 14/02/46

At school 1934 - 1941
William Evans
5400
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Air Force
424940
ITS: Oct-42 - 26/09/45
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: Instructor
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, France-Germany Star.
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield, Temora, Deniliquin Australia
Oct-42 - May-43
2 ITS; 10 EFTS Tiger Moths.;7 SFTS Wirraways, Wings awarded May 1943.
RAF Training Units
Nov-43 - Aug-44
Dallachy, Wing, Shepherds Grove, Felrwell, United Kingdom
UK via Panama, convoy of 62 ships across the Atlantic. 14 AFU Airspeed Oxfords 130 flying hours;
26 OTU Wellingrons; 1657 HCU Sterlings; 3 LFS.
622 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command
Aug-44 - Dec-44
Mildenhall Suffolk United Kingdom
31 operations over Europe, tour finished 23/12/44.
84 Operational Training Unit
Desborough United Kingdom
Jan-45 - Feb-45
Instructor.
92 GIF
Feb-45 - Feb-45
Silverstones United Kingdom
Instructors course on Wellingrons.
84 Operational Training Unit
Mar-45 - Apr-45
Desborough United Kingdom
Instructor
3 Flying Instructors School, RAF (Oxford)
Apr-45 - May-45
Lulsgate Bottom United Kingdom
Instructors course on Oxfords.

RICHARDSON John Gordon
Army
NX28116

4227
ITS: 20/04/39 - 23/05/45

2/18 Aust Inf Bn
Malaya
POW
Changi Singapore, Sandakan Borneo.
Died whilst POW at Sandakan. No known grave.

At school 1927 - 1931
Highest rank: Corporal
1/03/41 - 15/02/42
15/02/42 - 23/05/45

RICHARDSON

Kenneth Edward
Navy
Duty after training: Radar
HMAS Manoora
HMAS Swan
HMAS Platypus

4401
ITS: 22/06/42- 29/03/46

At school 1928 -1932
Highest rank: Lieut

RICHARDSON

Lawford John
Army
NX76209

3221
ITS: 22/07/41 - 27/09/44

At school 1921 - 1926
Highest rank: Captain

1 Armd Div, AASC
Australia
129 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
New Guinea
133 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
New Guinea
Finschhafen New Guinea
RICHARDSON

Peter Charles
Army
NP9849

20/09/41 - 1/01/42
29/03/44 - Aug-44
3/08/44 - 28/08/44
Aug-44 - 27/09/44
5583
ITS: 25/02/39 - 10/12/69

At school 1935 - 1938
Highest rank: Lt Col

RMC Duntroon
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18/06/410fficer Cadet.
HQ 7 Military District
Darwin
11 Field Regt, RAA
Ausrralia
2/14 Field Regt, RAA
Darwin
HQ 5 Aust Division (RAA)
Madang, Lae, Finschhafen New Guinea; Bougainville.
1 Naval Bombardment Group, RAA
Morotai, Subic Bay Philippines; Brunei Bay,
Balikpapan, Labuan Borneo,
Transferred to School of Artillery and then to Larkhill School of Artillery,

RICHARDSON

25/02/39 -

2/09/41 - 19/09/42
19/09/42 - 6/03/43
6/03/43 - 17/01144
24/02/44 - 15/05/45

7/05/45 - 29/08/45
UK 13/5/46.

Ronald Trevor
5911
At schoo11937 - 1939 •
Navy
976
FTS: Mar-39 - Feb-78
Highest rank: Captain
Duty after training: Ex Officer; on discharge: First Lt
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Atlantic Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Burma Star, Defence Medal.
RN College
Dartmouth England
Apr-39 - Dec-39
Training. Promoted midshipman and returned to Australia.
HMAS Australia
South Pacific, Indian Ocean, Atlantic, West Africa
Feb-40 - Nov-40
Convoy escorts, including AIF troopships. 1st Cruiser Squadron hunting German fishing fleet and
pocket battleships. Dakar expedition, sinking L'Audacieux.
HMASNizam
Arlantic, Mediterranean
Dec-40 - Apr-41
Destroyer. Commissioned Niz.am from New. Acceptance trials on Clyde; Scapa Flow. Two AtlantiC
convoys. Sailed for Mediterranean via Cape of Good Hope.
HMS Barham
Alexandtia, off Ctete, to Durban
May-41 - Jul-41
Battleship. Battle of Ctete: hit by two bombs from Stukas. Sailed for Durban for docking. Left for
Sub Lieut's courses.
RN Training Schools
Portsmouth England
JuJ-41 - Dec-41
Sub Lieuts courses. On completion promoted Sub Lieur and appointed to HMAS Australia. Passage
to Australia in Shaw Saville ship via Panama Canal. War with Japan begun.
HMAS Australia
Sydney, Coral Sea, Solomons, New Guinea, New Britain, Admiralties.
Feh-42 - Aug-44
Taskforce 74. Barr e of Coral Sea. Bombardment support for US landings at Arawe, Cape Gloucesro r,
Hollandia, Wakde.
HMASNorman
Ceylon, Burma, Indian Ocean; Sydney, Admiralty Islands,
Okinawa, Japan.
Aug-44 - Aug-45
Destroyer. 1st Lieut, 2i/c. British Eastern Fleet. Bombardments Akyab and Ramree Island. Mar 1945
joined British Pacific Fleet in Pacific. Occupation of Japan. Left Norman Nov 1945 for gunnery
course in England.

RICKARD

Douglas Randolph
Army
NX145
Duty after training: Gunner

4936
FTS: 1940 - 16/05/46

At school 1931 - 1933 •
Highest rank: Major

2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Bardia, Tobruk, Derna, Benina, Regina, Mersa Brega
1940 - Mar-41
Alexandria, Greece
Apr-41 - 27/04/41
Palestine, Ceylon
May-41 - Jul-42
Training in Palestine. Three months in Ceylon until relieved by British troops.
1 Heavy Regt, RAA
Australia
Oct-42 - Jan-43
2 i/c.
Flinders Naval Depot
Australia
Jan-43 - Aug-43
ChiefInstructor on Naval Bombardment at Army courses.
1 Naval Bombardment Group, RAA
Lae, New Guinea, Australia
Aug-43 - 1944
Senior Bombardment Liaison Officer
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HQ British Pacific Fleet
Sydney, South West Pacific.
Attached British Pacific Fleet to write Bombardment Procedute
Instructions for BPF. Voyage to Manus.
Combined Operations HQ
United Kingdom
3/45 UK via USA and Canada. Co-authored publication on
Naval Bombatdment. VE Day in London.
RIDLEY

4228
Wtlliam Lyndford
Army
NX57733
FTS: 27/08/40 - 11/12/45
Duty after training: Commando Squadron

Dec-44 - Feb-45

Mar-45

At school 1927 - 1928 •
Highest rank: Captain
MID

1 Survey Regt, Svy Corps
NSW
27/08/40 - 1/12/41
2/5Ind Coy
Foster at Wilson's Promontory, Townsville.
Jan-42 - 13/04/42
Commando training.
Porr Moresby, Wau, Lae, Salamaua, Bulolo, Watut Valley,
17/04/42 - 14/05/43
Mubo New Guinea
Kanga Force. Wau-Salamaua campaign.
2/5 Commando Sqn
Atherron Tablelands
May-43 - May-45
Balikpapan Borneo
Jul-45 - Nov-45
Sailed from Cairns and took parr in the invasion of Borneo with the American Fleet.
Mentioned in Despatches: Exceptional services in the field in New Guinea 1/4/43-30/9/43.

RILEY

RITCHIE

4403
John Birkenhead
FTS: 3/11/39 - 10/02/43
Army/Air Force
NX 5953
2/4 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East
Wounded in action 27/1/41. 10/2/43 transferred to RAAF.

10/08/44 - Sep-45

Calvin Leonard
5766
At school 1936 - 1940
Air Force
67238
FTS: 14/07/42 - 5/07/45
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Stores Hand; on discharge: Equipment Assistant
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45.
16 Stores Unit
South West Pacific
6 Stores Depot
South West Pacific

ROBERTS

Adrian Kenneth
Army
NX70773
Service Medals: ED

20/04/43 - Jun-44
2/10/44 - Mar-45
1666
FTS: 31/05/40 - 8/09/48

2/11 Armd Car Regt
New Guinea
British Commonwealth Occupation Force
Japan
ROBERTS

Camden Kendall Hutchinson
Army
N236203
AASC
Darwin

ROBERTS

10/01/40 - 21/03/42

David
5764
At schoo11936 - 1942
Air Force
163676
FTS: 25/04/44 - 1/10/45
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Trainee Equipment; on discharge: Clerk Accounts
Service Medals:War Medal 1939/45.
Air Headquarters
South West Pacific

ROBB

At school 1928 - 1933
Highest rank: Sergeant

6221
FTS: 4/01/42 - 12/06/44

At school 1911 -1916
Highest rank: Major

29/01/41 - 9/02/45
29/03/46 - 29/08/48
At school 1939 - 1940
Highest rank: Corporal
15/04/43 - 13/07/43

Charles Kenneth Thackeray
3675
At school 1924 - 1925
FTS: 22/06/41 - 1/04/46
Air Force
412322
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Observer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Atlantic Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal.
RCAF Training Units
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RAAF Training Units
Australia
1PD,2PD
37 Sqn, RAAF
South Wesr Pacific

4/11/41 - 16/06/45
16/06/45 - 22/08/45

22/08/45 - 21/03/46

ROBERTS

Clarence Richard
4581
At school 1929 - 1930
FTS: 6/11/43 - 27/08/45
Air Force
Highest rank: Flying Officer
443563
Duty after training: Pilot
RAAF Training Units
Australia
27/01/41 - 20/04/42
School of Admin, 1 Arm School, lATS.
7 Sqn, RAAF
20/04/42 - 29/06/43
South West Pacific
RAAF Training Units
Australia
29/06/43 - 27/08/45
Arm School, 2AD, 2ED, 2PD, 3AOS, Aircrew School, 6SFTS, AFRU, CRS, 2PD.

t

D'Arcy Charles
3178
Army
NX59083
FTS: 26/08/40 - 3/07/43
8 Div Sigs
Malaya
Wounded in action - bomb wound 26/1/42.
POW
Changi Singapore
Died at Kamusonkrai of cerebral malaria - 'F' Force.

At school 1921 - 1927
Highest rank: Signalman

Dudley Oscar
Army
NX93893
2/11 Armd Car Regt
NSW
New Guinea

At school 1915 - 1918
Highest rank: Sergeant

ROBERTS

19/02/41 - 15/02/42

15/02/42 - 3/07/43

Buried Thauby Cemetery
ROBERTS

ROBERTSON

ROBERTSON

2139
FTS: 30/03/42 - 18/09/45

10/04/42 - 22/10/42
7/08/43 - 26/08/43

Bruce Stewart
6065
Navy
S9363
FTS: 16/06/44 - 24/07/46
HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
HMAS Australia
South West Pacifi...
HMS Suffolk
Sourh Wesr Pacific
Royal Navy cruiser, British Pacific Fleet.
HMAS Maitland
Australia

At school 1938 - 1943
Highest rank: Able Seaman

David Graham
Army
NX138899
14 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Darwin
141 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Rabaul

At school 1934 - 1938
Highest rank: Lieut

5401
FTS: 19/06/42 - 21/02/46

16/06/44-17/11/44
17/11/44 - 1/08/45
1/08/45 - 7/10/45

27/02/46 - 15/07/46

8/12/40 - 19/08/42
18/04/45 - 13/01/46

ROBERTSON

Ian Bruce
4898
At school 1931 - 1932
Air Force
72816
FTS: 17/11/42 - 20/03/45
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Clerk General Duty on discharge: Clerk Medical Assistant
Servite Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45.
4 Fighter Sector HQ
South West Pacific
18/01/43 - Oct-43
21 Medical Clearing Station
South West Pacific
8/11/43 - May-44

ROBERTSON

James Struan
4582
Air Force
1611
FTS: 12/08/40 - 13/06/42
Duty after training: Medical Officer

At school 1929 - 1933
Highest rank: Flight LieU[
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Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units
Laverton, Melbourne, Narrandera. Australia
At Station HQ, then to 1 Recruit Centre and then 8 EFTS.
3 RAAF Hospital
Richmond
Station HQ
Port Moresby New Guinea
2 Training Group
Sydney
2 Personnel Depot
Bradfield
Discharged as permanently medically unfit.
ROBERTSON

Rodney Walter
Army
NX15052

5034
FTS: 15/05/40 - 2411 0/45

2/17 Aust InfBn
Ingleburn
Middle East
Australia
41/2 Aust lnf Bn
Australia
ROBERTSON

12/08/40 - 18/09/40

19/09/40 - 9110/41
22/01/42 - Mar-42
24/03/42 - 13/04/42
14/04/42 - 13/06/42
At school 1932 - 1934
Highest rank: Lieut
15/05/40 - 19110/40
25/11140 - 2104/42
3/05/42 - 9/12/43
9112143 - 24110/45

5402
At school 1934 - 1942
Stman BirreU
FTS: 30101/43 - 16/02/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Air Force
432976
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Imperial Service Medal 1939/45, ASM, ASMI945-1975.
RAAF Training Units
31101143 - Apr-45
Various Australia
Learning to fly Boomerangs, Wirraways and Vulture Vengeance.
5 TaclRec Sqn, RAAF
Tadji New Guinea
May-45 - Ocr-45
Torokina New Guinea
Oct-45 - Jan-46
Tacrical Reconnaissance, Artillery spotting, counter Artillery operations. Low level bombing and
strafing.
Jan-46 - 16102/46
Sydney
Return to Australia and demobilised.

t

ROBINSON

David Allenby
Air Force
402808
Duty after training: Pilot

4899
At school 1931- 1937
FTS: 14/10/40 - 30/05/41
Highest rank: LAC
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939145.

RAAF Training Units
Narromine, NSW
No 7 Course. 2ITS, 5EFTS, 2ED.
RCAF Training Units
Barrie, Ontario, Canada.
1SFTS. Killed in a flying accident.
Buried at Barrie Cemetery.
ROBINSON

14110/40 - 21/03/41

21104/41 - 30105/41

David Murray
6066
At school 1938 - 1940
Air Force
422707
FTS: 23/05/42 - 9108145
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Air Gunner
DFC
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Air Crew Europe Star with France and Germany Clasp, Defence
Medal, Victory Medal, ASM.
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narrandera, Uranquinry, Sale NSW
May-42 - Oct-42
ITS at Bradfield Park, EFTS at Narrandera and Uranquinry learning to fly. Gunnery School at Sale
qualified as a Sgt Air Gunner.
RAF Training Units
Lichfield, Win thorpe United Kingdom.
Jun-43 - Sep-43
OTU and Conversion Unit.
467 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
Coningsby United Kingdom
Oct-43 - Mar-44
Flew with RAAF Sqns 467 and 463. Went on first trip of new Squadron, 463, and flew with it till
March when posted to Pathfinder Force.
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United Kingdom
Mar-44 - Aug-44
In 8 and 5 Group. Shot down over France and was classified as an evader. Joined the Marquis forces
and rejoined the invasion forces and was repatriated to the UK.
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation, 18/8/44
This Pilot Officer is a Rear Gunner ofoutstanding efficiency. His skill, calm courage and determination in hazardous circumstances
are worthy ofthe highest praise. On one occasion, his aircraft was detailed to attack a heavily defended target in the Ruhr. Shortly
after crossing the enemy coast the aircraft was attacked simultaneously by two enemy fighters. The mid upper turret was rendered .
unserviceable, and the task ofdefending the aircraft fell on Pilot Officer Robinson. By his cool co-operation with his captain and hiS
accurate fire, both enemy aircraft were severely damaged and driven off A few minutes later and thereafter until the target was
reached, the aircraft was repeatedly attacked by other fighters, but throughout this ordeal, Pilot Officer Robinson continued to give
invaluable assistance to his captain and it was largely due to his skill and efficiency that the aircraft and crew were savedfrom
destruction.

ROBINSON

Donald William Bradley
5767
At school 1936 - 1939 •
Army
NX135879
FTS: 4/12/41 - 14/08/45
Highest rank: Lieut
Duey after training: Signaller (Art); on discharge: Intelligence Officer
Service Medals: ASM Service Medal, 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Victory Medal.
Syd Uni Regt
Ingleburn, NSW
Dec-41 - Feb42
Compulsory training.
20 Field Regt, RAA
Speers Point (NSW)
Feb-42 - Nov-42
Joined AlF during 1942.
1 Heavy Regt, RAA
Holsworthy, NSW
Nov-42 - Dec-42
Unit awaiting deployment in coastal defence.
Special Intelligence Personnel Group, Intel Corps
Brisbane, Queensland
Jan-43 - Aug-45
1 Wireless Unit, RAAF
Port Moresby, Nadzab, Biak
Nov-43 - Aug-44
Signal interception unit. Attended OCTU Seymour Victoria. Promoted Lieut Nov 44.
3 Wireless Unit, RAAF
Northern Territory
Apr-45 - Aug-45

ROBINSON

Henry Montague
5913
At school 1937 - 1940
Navy
S8365
FTS: 2/04/43 - Mar-46
Highest rank: Able Seaman
Duey after training: Anti Submarine Detection
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
HMAS Cerberus' .
Western Port Vic
Apr-43 - Jul-43
New entry school. Initial Training.
HMAS Lithgow
Brisbane, Gladstone, Townsville, Milne Bay, Cairns, Port Moresby
Jul-43 - Mar-44
Training exercises with subs from USS Fulton. Convoy duties Brisbane to Gladstone, Townsville
to Milne Bay and Cairns to Port Moresby. Escorting troop and supply ships to New Guinea.
HMAS Rushcutter
Mar-44 - May-44
Sydney
Anti-sub detection training.
HMAS John Hardy
Torres Strait
May-44 - Feb-45
Assiting HMS Challenger surveying Torres Strait for RN as an alternative route to SE Asia.
HMAS Rushcutter
Feb-45 - May-45
Sydney
Refresher course in A/S detection.
HMAS Maryborough
Adelaide, Seadler Harbour, Hong Kong, Amoy, Swatow.
May-45 - Mar-46
British Fleet Train escort, minesweeping approaches to Hong Kong, Swatow, Amoy and Formosa
Strait. 21 st Flotilla.

ROBINSON

John Caswell
Army
NX16167
2/13 Field Regt, RAA
Northern Territory
Middle East
2 Field Censorship Coy

4641
FTS: 21/08/40 - 9/02/45

At school 1929 - 1935
Highest rank: Warrant Officer ~
22/04/41 - 21/07/41
25/09/41 - 11/03/42
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11/11/42 - 9/03/43

Australia
10 Field Censorship Unit
Australia
1 Field Censorship Unit
Northern Territory
ROBINSON

10/03/43 - 4/09/43
4/09/43 - 14/09/44

Kenneth Douglas
5208
Air Force
437609
FTS: 27/03/43 - 30/05/46
Duty after training: Air ~rew V; on discharge: Clerk General
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star.
RAAF Training Units
Mount Gambier, Springbank, Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, 2AOS, 3AOS, 2ED
9 Operational Group
South West Pacific

ROBINSON

Raymond George Rokeby
4094
Army
NX206220
ITS: 5/04/45 -17/03/47
Duty after training: Medical Officer
Camp Hospital, Greta
Greta
MO duties
2/5 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Fauro Island, Bougainville; Rabaul
2 Field Amb.
War Crimes Unit
New Guinea
Expert witness
115 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Heidelberg, Victoria

ROCHE

ROOD

ROGERS

RORKE

At school 1926 - 1935
Highest rank: Captain

•

1946 - Jul-46

Jul-46 - 1946
2140
FTS: 22/06/40 - 18/12/45

Frank Tremayne
Army
NX77811
11 CRE Workshop, RAE
Finschhafen New Guinea.
6 Workshop & Parks Coy, RAE
Australia

3857
FTS: 10/12/41 - 10/01/46

Alan Robert

5584
ITS: 1/02/42 - 21/01/46

Edward Arthur
Army
NX20500 1
2 POW Reception Group
Singapore

14/03/44 - Jul-45

Jun-45 - 1946

At school 1915 - 1916
Highest rank: Bombardier
18/02/41 - 15/02/42
15/02/42 - 5/09/45
At school 1925 - 1926
Highest rank: Captain
19/10/44
10/01/43 - 5/01/44

101 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command
United Kingdom
582 Sqn, RAP Bomber Command PFF
United Kingdom
RAP Transport Command
Accra, West Africa
ROGERS

27/03/43 - Mar-44

May-45 - Jun-45

Frederick Charles
Army
QX9721
2/10 Field Regt, RAA
Malaya
POW
Changi Singapore
Repatriated from Changi.

Air Force
421395
Duty after training: Navigator

At school 1933 - 1934
Highest rank: Sergeant

6362
ITS: 9/11/44 - 25/04/48

At school 1935 - 1939 •
Highest rank: Flying Officer

10/05/44 - 25/06/44
25/06/44 - 12/12/44
12112144 - 28/11/45

At school 1940 - 1942

27/08/45 - 19/12/45

John Henry
At school 1933 - 1934
5209
Army
NX133266
Highest rank: Lieut
ITS: 1939 - 19/01/45
Duty after training: Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
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Willoughby
May-39 - Nov-39
School of Artillery Holsworthy, Nov 1939.
School of Artillery
Holsworthy
Nov-39 - Jan-41
Graduated then instructor till approx Jan 1941. Commissioned May 1940.
Darwin Force
Darwin
Mar-41 - Oct-41
Commando course Mt Lofty SA .
2/14 Field Regt, RAA
Darwin
Oct-41 - Oct-42
Gun Position Officer, Command Post Officer (25 Pdrs).
Jan-44
Finschhafen, Lae, Madang New Guinea.
Hospitalisation
Enoggera Camp Hospital, Kenmore (Goulburn)
1945
Hospitalised for malaria and dermititus. Discharged 19/1145.
ROSE

John Albert
Army

NX65630

5769
FTS: 18/09/40 - 24/10/45

At school 1936 - 1937
Highest rank: Captain

MID
212 Ind Coy
Australia
Timor
Missing in Action February to June 1942.
2 Sig Trg Bn
Australia
Became Oc.
'Z' Special Unir, SRD
Mentioned in Despatches 23/12/43: Gallant and distinguished services in the South \Vest Pacific area.
ROSEBY

John Gregory
Army
NX147703

5586
FTS: 7/07/41 - 2/07/46

2 Armd Regt, AAC
Australia
2 Army Tank Bn, AAC
Australia
New Guinea
ROSS

11/07/41-8/12/41
12/12/41 - 16/12/42

30107/43 - 16/02/45
3103/45 - 28/08/45

At school 1935 - 1939
Highest rank: LfCorporal
15/12/41
20/02/43 - 7/08/43
10/08/43 - 27105/44

Colin Walter
4900
At school 1931 - 1934 •
Army
NX144731
FTS: Dec 1941 - 24/05/45 Highest rank: Sergeant
Service Medals: War Medal 1939145, ASM.
1 AABty, RAA
Georges Heights, NS~
Dec-41 - May-42
3.7 AA guns.
18 AA Bty, RAA
Newcastle, NSW
May-42 - Sep-43
Promoted Sergeant. School of Artillery Oct 1942. Transferred to AlE School of Artillery - instructor
from Jan 1943. Aircraft recognition School; School of Hygiene; instructor to new recruits of AA Btys
in Newcastle from Mar-Sep 1943.
19 AA Bty, RAA
Darwin, Northern Territory
Oct-43 - Jan-45
Discharged medically unfir May 1945.

t

ROSS

Francis Ernest
4801
Army
NX138182
FTS: 15/12/42 - 14/07/45
Duty after training: Artillery Officer

2/4 .Field Regt, RAA
New Guinea
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.
Wounded Balikpapan 13/7/45. Died from wounds 14/7/45.
Buried Balikpapan war Cemetery: Plot C, Row A, 15.

t

ROSS

Harold
Army

VX80009

3181
FTS: 8/10/42

At school 1930 - 1935
Highest rank: LieU(

30/07/43 - 4/03144
2/06/45 - 15/07/45

At school 1921 - 1921
Highest rank: Private

2/6 Ind Coy
New Guinea. Died 08/10/42.
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ROSS

Herbert Kenneth
4232
At school 1927 - 1932
Air Force
63053
FTS: 19/03/42 - 26/04/46
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Instrument Repairer; on discharge: Instrument Maker
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training Units
Patkes, Ultimo, Tamworth Australia
3STT, ISTT, CFS, School of Admin.
RAAFHQDWB
Townsville, Queensland; New Guinea.
5 Maintenance Group HQ
Townsville, Queensland, New Guinea.

ROSS

Rowan Chisholm
Army
NX112294

872
FTS: 23/05/41 - 3/11/44

14 Machine Gun Bn
Australia
3 Labour Coy
Australia
ROTHWELL

19/03/42 - 29/03/43

29/03/43 - 25/1 0/45
25/10/45 - 1/04/46
At school 1904 - 1906
Highest rank: Major
23/05/41 - 21/04/42
21/04/42 - 2111144

John Maitland
5915
At school 1937 - 1938 •
ITS: 26/05/42 - 4/04/46
Air Force
422886
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
5 Heavy Bde, RAA Coastal Defences
May-42 - Nov-42
North Head
Basic recruit training followed by guard duty.
RAAF Training Units
Nov-42 - Oct-43
Bradfield Park, Narrandera, Uranquinty, Ascot Vale, Mildura Australia
ITS, EFTS, SFTS, High altitude course at Melbourne University, OTU fighters.
82 Sqn RAAF (Kittyhawk)
Oct-43 - Aug-44
Bankstown, Ross River, Townsville
Air defence Sydney: 2-3 aircraft on 5 minute standby. Ross River from May 1944.
Noemfoor Island, Morotai Island Dutch East Indies.
Sep-44 - Jun-45
Bombing and strafing Japanese positions in West New Guinea and the Halmaheras; Convoy patrols;
Sub patrols; Searches for missing aircraft and pilots.
]un-45 - ]uJ-45
Labuan Island Borneo.
Bombing and strafing, Army support missions.
2 Operational Training Unit
Oct-45 - Mar-46
Mildura
Instructor.

ROTHWELL

Kenneth James Harvey
Air Force
411189
Duty after training: Pilot

4766
At school 1930 - 1933
ITS: 26/04/41 - 28/02/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Service medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star.

20 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
11 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
42 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
43 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
ROUGHTON

Dennis Rhodes
Army
NX70809
2/4 Armd Regt, AAC
New Guinea
Rabaul, Bougainville

ROW

David Oxley
Air Force
131789
Duty after training: Fitter
86 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific

28/01/44 - 21/06/44
28/01/44 - 4/04/45
1945 - 1946
1945 - 1946
5082
ITS: 7111/41 - 24/06/46

At school 1932 - 1940
Highest rank: Lieut
25/08/44 - 29/11/44
11/03/45 - 16/06/46

5916
At school 1937 - 1941
ITS: 9/03/43 - 15/05/46
Highest rank: LAC
Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, War Medal 1939/45.
8/02/44 - Mar-44
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Madang New Guinea.

21/01/45 - Aug-45

ROW

Reginald Gordon
4288
At school 1927 - 1931 •
ITS: 21/06/40 - 25/01/46
Highest rank: Sergeant
Army
NX26757
Service Medals: 1939/45 Srar, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, Defence Medal, ASM.
2/18 Aust lnf Bn
Malaya
18/02/41 - 15/02/42
Wounded in action 9/2/42. Battle of Jemaluang and Battle' of Singapore island.
POW
Changi, Singapore
15/02/42 - 14/03/43
Thailand - Railway
14/03/43 - 31/08/45
'D' Force.

ROWE

Alan Cameron Godolphin
Navy
HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
Training.

3494
ITS: 23/03/42 - 22/02/46

At school 1923 - 1927
Highest rank: Lieut
6/04/42 - 3/05/42

HMASHuon
South West Pacific
4/05/42 - 31/12/43
Promoted Lieut·(Provisional) on 27/7/42. CO of the Egeria from 8/7/42 and commanded the Tasma
from 27/7/42.
HMAS Kiara ML429
South West Pacific
6/03/44 - Oct-44
CO.
ML804
Morotai
Dec-44 - Dec-44
Based at HMAS Melville, Morotai.
HMAS Torrens
30/08/45 - 9/09/45
29111/45 - 22/01/46
HMAS Bungaree
ROWE

ROWE

James Duncan
Army
NX71869
8 Div Employment Platoon
Sydney
Malaya
POW
Changi, Singapore.

5035
ITS: 25/03/41 - 11/01/46

Rodney Godolphin
Air Force
411190
Duty after training: Pilot

4767
At school 1930 - 1934
FTS: 26/04/41 - 2/10/44
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, ASM, General Service Med~

27/03/41 - 6/08/41
23/08/41 - 16102/42
16102/42 - 22/11/45

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narromine, Amberley, Laverton
2 ITS, 5 EFTS, 3 SFTS, GR Sch Lavmon.
1 Operational Training Unit
West Sale
32 Sqn, RAAF (Hudson)
Camden
Also served in a Transport unit.
RAAF Training Units Instructor
Parkes, Maryborough Australia .
ROWE

At school 1932 - 1933
Highest rank: Corporal

Trevor Laing Godolphin
5770
Army/Air Fce ITS: 28/08/40 - 12/07/45
Duty after training: AA Gunner; on discharge: Trainee Navigator
Syd Oni Regt
Ingleburn
Joined Militia unit
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Chatters Towers, Townsville.
Transferred to AIF on gun sites at Chatters Towers and Townsville.
Townsville.
Entered Gun Ops (AA) Room at Fighter Sector, RAAF.
Resigned Army commission and joined RAAF for aircrew training.

26/04/41 - 27/04/42

27/04/42 - 22/09/42
22/09/42 - 1/02/43

26/04/43 - 2/10/44
At school 1936 - 1939
Highest rank: Lieur

Aug-40 - Jan-42

Jan-42
May-42

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 518 - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - -
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RAAF Training Units
Australia
ROY

Gilbert Palmer
Navy
SIP 101

6/07/44 - 12/07/45
2800
FTS: 30/10/42 - 25/10/44

At school 1919 - 1926
Highest rank: Able Seaman
30/10/42 - 14/01143

HMAS Penguin
HMAS TopsyA
Sydney, Townesville Australian East Coast.
15/01/43 - 1944
Converted fishing boat: At sea from 8/9/43. Discharged medically unfit 25110/44.
ROYLE

ROYLE

tRUDD

RUDD

RUPp

Charles Paul
Army
NX180454
NSW Echelon & Record
Sydney
HQAMF
Sydney

6224
FTS: 18/04/45 - 6/11/46

David John
Army
NX206708
5 Base Ord Depot, AAOC
New South Wales
8 Base Ord Depot, AAOC
New South Wales

6885
FTS: 16/04/45 - 17/12/46

Brian Richard
Army
NX23335
2/2 Machine Gun Bn
Palestine
Killed in car accident.

5588
FTS: 31105/40 - 11105/41

At school 1939 - 1944
Highest rank: Private
12/09/45 - 22/03/46
2/04/46
At school 1943 - 1944
Highest rank: Private
30/04/46 - 1/05/46
1105/46 - 9/12/46
At school 1935 - 1935
Highest rank: Lieut
3/05/41 - 12/05/41

4768
Keith Frederick
FTS: 29/12/41 - 19/11145
Army
NX80594
2/11 Armd Car Regt
NSW
2/4 Armd Regt, AAC
Queensland
Madang, Finschhafen New Guinea.
Contracted malaria.
38 InfTrg Bn
Australia

At school 1930 - 1930
Highest rank: Corporal

Arthur R

Master 1938 - 1956 •
Highest rank: Lieutenant

Army

NX31573

29/12/41 - 4/11142
4/11/42 - 25108/44
2109144 - 26fI2/44

20104145 - 10/10/45

At school 1916 - 1918 •
Robert Heathcote
2295
Highest rank: Colonel
Army
NX168
FTS: 2/11/39 - 5/03/45
Duty after training: AAMC; on discharge: RMO
050, MID
2/1 Field Amb, AAMC
Greece, Crete Middle East
9101140 - 25/03/42
CO of2/1 Field Ambulance. Awarded 050.
2/3 Div, AASC
New Guinea, Townsville
Apr-44 - 5/03/45
Frequent trips to New Guinea from Apr 1944 until his death in an air crash off Cairns on 5/3/45.
Distinguished Service Order, 1941
Throughout the campaign in Greece and Crete It CoL Russell was in charge oforganising evacuations ofcasuaLties from forward
areas. His work was ofan exceedingly high order and his courage under enemy fire was an exampLe and inspiration to all with
whom he came in contact. In order that casuaLties could be speedily evacuated he showed complete disregardfor his personaL safety,
particularly was this so in the Domokos area on 18 Apr 1941. Mentioned in Despatches 4/1 1/41 and 23/6/42.
RUSSELL

Robert John Humphreys
Army

3859

RUWALD

Alan
4405
Air Force
402171
FTS: 24/06/40 - 6/03/45
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: Wireless Operator

At school 1919 -1919
At school 1928 - 1930
Highest rank: Flying Officer

RCAF
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16/03/41 - 23/01/42

RAF

United Kingdom
BHQ Calcutta
Calcutta India
1 Personnel Depot
Austtalia

tRYAN

John Steadrnam
Army
NX87293

10/02/42 - Jan-43
26/01/43 - Jun-44
4/06/44 - 22/06/44
4234
FTS: 3/02/42 - 8/02/45

At school 1927 - 1929
Highest rank: Lieut
MID

55 Aust Inf Bn
Port Moresby New Guinea
55/53 Aust Inf Bn
Thursday Island, Australia
Torokina Bougainville
Died of wounds sustained in action.
Mentioned in Despatches 21/2/46, Distinguished service in the South \Vest Pacific.
Buried Torokina war Cemetery: Grave CB2.
RYDER

25/05/42 - 3/12/42
22/07/43
6/12/44 - 8/02/45

Maxwell
Army
QX16711
2/31 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East
New Guinea
'Z' Special Unit, SRD
Australia

4583
FTS: 18/02/41 - 02/01/45

SACLIER

Ian Reginald
Army
Duty after training: Supply
2/16 Sup Dep PI, AASC

3182
FTS: 27/07/40 - 17/04/46

At school 1921 - 1922
Highest rank: Captain

SADDINGTON

James Vernon
Army
NP84768

875
FTS: 27/08/48 - 10/04/51

At school 1904 - 1906
Highest rank: Corporal

SADDINGTON

Oswald Howard
Army
NX47976
2/9 Field Amb, AAMC
Singapore
.
POW
Malaya

4034
FTS: 22/09/41 - 18/12/45

At school 1926 - 1931
Highest rank: L/Corporal

SAGAR

SALMON

9/04/41 - 10/03/42
1/09/42 - 13/12/42
18/05/44 - Jan-45

26/01/42 - 16/02/42
16/02/42 - 10/10/45

Wtlliam Jack
3495
Army
NX79816
FTS: 22/12/41 - 15/12/45
Duty after training: Chief Pay Master
AlF Chief Paymaster Office
Merauke, Torres St Islands
Morotai

At school 1923 - 1926
Highest rank: Warrant Officer

Benjamin Melville
Army
NX119531

At school 1920 - 1925
Highest rank: Captain

3053
FTS: 12/08/42 - 18/01/44

HQ 1 CavDiv
NSW
Cipher Officer, Signal Corps.
HQ 5 Aust Division (Legal Corps)
New Guinea
,
SALMON

At school 1929 - 1931
Highest rank: Staff Sergeant

Phillip Graham

1942 - 1945
15/03/45 - 20/11/45

16/01/1941 - 15/05/43

28/10/43 -7/12/43
3496

At school 1923 - 1926

Army
SALTHOUSE

William Leslie
Air Force
432576
Duty after training: Pilot

5917
FTS: 3/01/43 - 11/09/45

At school 1937 - 1940
Highest rank: Flying Officer
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RAAF Training
Temora, Pt Cook, Barnsdale, Evans Head
2ITS, lOEFTS, ISFTS,GRD, lOAS, 10TU.

SAMUELS

Barrie York
5403
At school 1934 - 1937
Air Force
420064
FTS: 10110/41 - 4/02/46
Highest rank: T/Warrant Officer
Duty after training: Air Crew Duty; on discharge: Air Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units
Parkes, Pt Pirie, Bradfieid Park, Ascot Vale Australia
IITS, 2WAGS, 2BAGS, 2ED, lED.
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
I1PDRC, lOOTU, 1663 Cony Unit.
102 Sqn, RAF
United Kingdom
158 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command
Unired Kingdom
POW
Germany
POW in Camp Stalag 1VB.

SANDERSON

2/01/43 - 14/01/45

George Geoffrey
Navy
S9228
Duty after training: Radar

11110/41 - Mar-43

17/03/43 - Sep-43

28/09/43 - Ocr-43
27/10/43 - Nov-43
Nov-43 - 1945

6070
At school 1938 - 1941
FTS: 30/12/43 - 25/07/46
Highest rank: Able Seaman
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star

HMAS Rushcutter
Apr-44 - ]uJ-44
Sydney
Radar training.
HMAS Yandra
Jul-44 - Aug-44
Off Sydney
Radar training.
Sep-44 - May-45
HMAS Bowen
Minesweeping off Northern Australia; then Melbourne for refit in December ]945; then convoying
duties in the Halmaheras.
HMAS watson
Sydney
May-45 - Aug-46
Refresher Radar course then assisting in winding down the depot (stores Dept).

t

SANDS

Alan George
Air Force

402578

4584
FTS: ]6/09/40 - 30111141

RCAF Training
Canada
455 Sqn RAAF, Bomber Command (Hampden)
United Kingdom
Missing, presumed killed air operations.

SANDS

Donald Frederick
A210688
Air Force
Duty after training: Pilot

5771
FTS: 28/08/43 - 27/06/51

RAAF Training Units
South West Pacific
3 T /R Sqn, RAAF
Korea

SANDS

John Robert
Army
NX105360

At school 1929 - 1933
Highest rank: Pilot Officer
23/01141 - 30/06/41
29/07/41 - 30111141
At school 1936 - 1940
Highest rank: Flight Sgt

28/08/43 - 1/11145
Nov-45 - 27/06/51
4938
FTS: 22/06/42 - 28/06/46

AAMC
New Guinea
Netherland East Indies

At school 1931 - 1935
Highest rank: Captain
16/06/43 - 3/05/44
21/05/45 - 21112/45

SANDS

Kenneth Russell
Merchant Navy

SANDS

Neil Raymond
5211
At school 1933 - 1937
FTS: 19/07/40 - 6110/45
Highest rank: Corporal
Army
NX58362
Duty after training: Lineman
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa tar, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.

4769

At school 1930 - 1930
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Sydney RAS
Basic training.
3 Coy Signals 1 Aust Corps
Old Seymour, Queensland
2/11 Field Regt Sig Sec
Balcombe, Puckapunyal
Embarked on lIe de France for ME on Good Friday 1941.
Palestine, Syria, Lebanon Middle East
Adelaide, Esk, Woodford, Darwin.
Lae New Guinea; Bougainville.
In New Guinea till March 1945 then to Torokina in Bougainville.
Discharged Brisbane Sept 1945.

t

SANDS

Richard Arthur

4939
FTS: 16/05/41 - 15/01/42

]ul-40 - Sep-40

Sep-40 - Oct-40
Oct-40 - Apr-41
May-41 - Apr-42
]ul-42 - Sep-44
Oct-44 - May-45

At school 1932 - 1932
Highest rank: Gunner

Army
NX 55651
Duty after training: Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2/30 Aust lnf Bn
Sydney
Singapore
Killed in Action.
SANGSTER

16/06/41 - 29/07/41
15/08/41 - 15/01/42

Jefferson Sidney
At schoo11937 - 1938
5918
Highest rank: Second Mate
Merchant Navy/British
FTS: 10/05139 - 1950 1 51
Duty after training: Seaman
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, War Medal 1939/45, Atlantic Star, Pacific Star and Clasp.
Rhesus
London, UK
6/09/43 - 18/11/44
Apprenticed to Alfred Holt & Co in May 1939 and served with this company during the war.
Orestes
UK, Sydney
Charon
Sydney
SS Samarkand
Melbourne, Vancouver
Charon
Fremantle, Singapore

SANGSTER

John Guthrie
Army
NX171694
Duty after training: Artillery

24/02/45 - 8/06/45
13/07/45 - 22/08/45
23/08/45 - 5/10/45
20103/46 - 16/01/47
6071
FTS: 12/06/42 - 31/07146

]un-42 - 24/05/43

Militia
658 Lt AA Bty, RAA
NSW
2/4 Lt AA Regt, RAA
QLD
General Details Depot
Rabaul New Guinea
SAPSFORD

L
Army

SAPSFORD

Wilfred Geoffrey
Air Force
420065
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star.

May-43 - Nov-44
Nov-44 - May-45
May-45 - ]un-46
Master at school
Highest rank: Captain
4035
FTS: 10/10/41 - 21/08/45

RAAF Training
Mt Gambier, Evans Head, Parkes
2 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
18 Sqn, RAAF
2 Sqn, RAAF
73 Sqn, RAAF
SAUNDERS

Bryen Philip Auburn
Navy
S6002

At schoo11938 - 1940
Highest rank: Corporal

At school 1926 - 1929
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

11/10/41 - 22/11/42
23/11/42 29/04/43 14/06/43 20109/43 5589
FTS: 30/09/41 - 19/10/44

29/04/43
14/06/43
12/08/43
6111143

At school 1935 - 1940
Highest rank: Able eaman
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Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, ASM.
HMAS Cerberus
Flinders Naval Depot
Sep-41 - Mar-42
Initial training
HMAS Canberra
Garden Island, Coral Sea
Mar-42 - Jul-42
Task Force 74. This comprised HMAS's Canberra, Australia, Hobart
and USS's Chicago and Salt Lake City and destroyer escorrs.
HMAS Cerberus
Flinders Naval Depot
Jul-42 - Oct-42
Officers Training School.
HMAS Penguin
Sydney
Oct-42
Guard dury Naval Base headquarters.
HMAS Rockhampton
At Sea, Melbourne to Maryborough
Jan-43
Convoy dury.
HMAS Penguin
Sydney
Apr-43
Leading Seaman's course.
HMAS Cerberus
Flinders Naval Depot
Jun-43
Instrucror. Officers Training School from Aug - Nov 1943.
HMAS Townsville
Sydney, Milne Bay
Nov-43
Convoy dury.
HMAS Penguin
Sydney
Apr-44 - Oct-44
Canonbury and naval wing hospitals - injured left knee. Discharged medically unfit

SAUNDERS

5259
At school 1933 - 1937 •
John Quenton Auburn
FTS:
26/01/42
31/03/58
Highest rank: Lieut
Navy
6204
Service Medals: Pacific Star, ASM
Dury after training: Exec Branch
OTS I
Melbourne, Vicroria
HMAS Kuttabul
Sydney
HMAS Canberra
Range finder trainer in B turret.
Naval Commandos
Cairns, POft Stephens
HMAS Westralia
New Britain; Philippines; Morotai; Tarakan, Borneo.
Boat Officer for landings at Arawe in New Britain and Tarakan.
RAN Liaison Officer
Kuching, Borneo
Liaison Officer 6 months. Prisoners released and returned ro Australia.

SAUNDERS

Richard Frederick
Navy

SAUTELLE

George Christison
Army
NX106003

4406
3224
FTS: 22/01/42 - 25/02/45

I AA Bde, RAA
North Head, Georges Heights, Sydney
32 Heavy AA Bry, RAA
POft Moresby, New Guinea
Commissioned
23 Heavy AA Bry, RAA
Townsville, Queensland
436 Heavy AA Bry, RAA
POft Moresby, New Guinea
Plotting Officer static bry. Placed upon Reserve List 1/11/44

SAUTELLE

John Bernard
Army
NX12430

4036
FTS: 28/03/40 - 20/10/45

1942-1943
31/05/42
]un-42 - Aug-42

1943
1943 - 1945

Sep-45

At school 1928 - 1928
At school 1921 - 1925
Highest rank: Lieut
22/01/42 - 11/08/42
10/09/42 - 13/12/43

13/12/43 - 13/04/44
13/04/44 - 18/06/44
At school 1926 - 1927
Highest rank: Captain
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Middle East
Darwin
2/9 Commando Sqn
New Guinea

SAUTELLE

Phillip Bentley
4236
Army
NX12418
FTS: 1/05/40 - 20/12/44
Duty after training: Anti-Aircraft
211 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
12 Bty, 2/4 Lt AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
Lae, New Guinea
OC12Bty
Australia

SAUTELLE

At school 1927 - 1930
Highest rank: Major

25/07/41 - 4102142
4/02/42 - 29/01/43
3/08/43 - 10/04/44
10104/44 - 5110/44

13/05/40 - 28/06/4 t
25/07/4 t - 4102142
Apr-42 - Nov-42
Nov-42 - Aug-43
Aug-43 - Mar-44
Mar-44 - 22/12/44
22/12/44 - Aug-45

Richard Hudson
5404
At school 1934 - 1937
Air Force
60284
FTS: 29/07/41 - 2/10/45
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Duty after training: Radar Mechanic
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training Units
Richmond, Victoria
Training.
1 RADAR School; RAAF
Richmond, Victo"ia
Training.
6 Sqn RAAF (Hudson)
Richmond, Victoria
Installation of radar in aircraft.
Horn Island; Porr Moresby, Milne Bay, Goodenough Island,
New Guinea
Reconnaissance and Convoy.
5 Aircraft Depot'
Wagga Wagga
Repair and Maintenance of radar in aircraft.
Air Force HQ
Melbourne
Organising installation of radar in aircraft and rescue boats.

SAWKlNS

14/10/44 - 11/09145

4940
At school 1931 - 1935 •
Richard Bentley
ITS: 13/05/40 - 7108145
Highest rank: Lieut
Army
NX13676
Duty after training: Gun Sergeant Duty on discharge: Movement Control Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
3 Bty, 2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Ingleburn
Middle East
Arrived in Middle East - Served in Palestine and Africa.
Port Moresby New Guinea
Appointed Lieut 2/11/42.
Australia
Huon Peninsula New Guinea
Australia
1 Movement Control Group, RACT
Australia

SAVAGE

30105/40 - 30103/42
2106142 - 25/09/43

Jul-4t - Apr-42

Apr-42 - May-42

May-42 - Aug-42

Aug-42 - Dec-43

Feb-44 - Feb-45

Feb-45 - Oct-45

John Dansie
4407
At school 1928 - 1934
ITS: 10106/40 - 4101/45
Highest rank: Gunner
Army
NX19054
Duty after training: Gunner
Service Medals: ASM, 1939/45 Star, War Medal 1939/45, Africa Star.
2/13 Field Regt, RAA

Northern Territory
Middle East
2/13 Comp AA Regt, RAA
New Guinea

24/04/41 - 19/07/41
25/09/4 t - 11103142
27111/43 - 14/05/44
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SAWTELL

George William
2989
At school 1920 - 1924
Army
NX51662
FTS: 27/06/40 - 26/12/44
Highest rank: Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
20 Anti-Tank Regt, RAA
Middle East
2/6 Cav Regt
Middle East
Northern Territory

SAXTON

24/11/40 - 16/12/41
1/02/42 - 12/03/42 .
8/08/43 - 18/12/44

John Kimberlin
5919
At school 1937 - 1941
Air Force
166969
FTS: 2/01/45 - 4/09/45
Highest rank: ACI
Duty after training: Ground Staff
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45.

RAAF Training
Dubbo, Melbourne
Training. War ended and then discharged.

SCAMMELL

George Vance
Australian Red Cross Society

]an-45 - Oct-45

2466
FTS: 16/02/42 - 28/02/46

At schoo11917 - 1921
Highest rank: Red Cross Com.

HQ NSW L of C Area
New South Wales
Attached from Australian Red Cross Society

SCANDRETT

16/02/42 - 28/02/46

5212
At school 1933 - 1936
Richard Clive
FTS: 20/04/40 - 15/11/45
Highest rank: Lieut
Army
NX13773
Duty after training: Artillery
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, General Service Medal, EM, ASM.

MID

2/6 Field Regt, RAA
Ingleburn, Bathurst, Warwick Farm Australia
21/05/40 - 29/07/41
2/15 Field Regt, RAA
Aug-41 - 15/02/42
Malaya, Singapore
150 miles of rearguard action. Regt fired over 45,000 rounds.
POW
15/02/42 -Aug-45
Changi, Singapore; Burma railway, Hinrok River Camp Thailand
Left Changi in 1943 with 'H' Force.
Mentioned in Despatches 6/03/47: This officer whilst a GPO [Gun Position Officer} ofhis Tp in action near Tengah aerodrome on
Singapore Island on 4 Feb 1942, although suffiring acutely from an attack ofmalaria, and knowing how shorthanded his Bty was,
refused to report sick and continued at his post until he finally collapsed on 7 Feb 1942.
Whilst in Hospital on 11 Feb 1942, and being informed how critical the situation was, although still very sick he walked out of
Hospital and rejoined his Bty, and continued in action until capitulation was ordered on 15 Feb 1942. Throughout the Malayan
Operations and later during the POWperiod Lieut Scandrett always set a splendid example in courage and devotion to duty, and the
high morale ofthe men under his command was always much in evidence.

SCANDRETT

Robert Neil
5405
At schoo11934 - 1941
Army
NX176215
FTS: Feb-42 - 22/05/46
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Signaller on discharge: Advanced Staff Officer, HQ
Service Medals: AMF Borneo Campaign 9 Div Sigs
RMC Duntroon
Canberra
LHQ School of Sigs
4 InfTrg Bn
Canungra
2/9 Cav Regt Sigs
Borneo
HQ 1 Aust Corps
Morotai
Signals Officer in Chief's staff 2 Aust Adv 2nd Echelon. Discharged May

SCARFE

Earle Milton

6703

Feb-42 - Dec-43
1944 - 1944
1944 - 1944
Feb-45 - Aug-45
Sep-45 - 22/05/46
1946

At school 1942 - 1943

Army

SCARVELL

At schoo11933 - 1935
Edward Gordon
5213
Highest rank: Corporal
Army
NX125739
FTS: 1/10/41 - 19/12/45
Duty after training: Army Inrelligence
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
56 Aust Inf Bn
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Young
Joined Militia and trained in the Infantry.
2/24 Aust Inf Bn
New Guinea; Tarakan, Borneo.
Served in Borneo.

SCARVELL

John
Air Force

SCARVELL

Richard Edric
Air Force
412709
Duty after training: Pilot
RAAF Training Units
Australia
2RC, 5EFTS, 3SFTS. Posted
File Incomplete

SCHLUETER

Nov-41 - Dec-45
Master at school

5590
FTS: 20/07/41 - 11/04/44

20/07/41 - 16/05/42
to

11 OTU in United Kingdom.

Graham August
6072
Air Force
167557
FTS: 27/03/45 - 17/09/45
Duty after training: Trainee Wireless Op.
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units
Cootamundra, Adelaide, Point Cook Australia

t

SCHMIDT

John Alan
5920
Air Force
434671
FTS: About 1943 - Jan-45
Duty after training: Wireless Air Gunner
358 Sqn, RAF (Liberator)
India
Killed over Indochina, 22/01/45

SCHOFIELD

At school 1935 - 1940
Highest rank: Captain

At school 1938 - 1944 •
Highest rank: AC 1

28/03/45 - 17/09/45
At school 1937 - 1940
Highest rank: Flying Officer

22/01/45

Cyrus William
2693
FTS: 21/05/40 - 15/09/44
Army
QX5584
2/7 Cay Regt
Middle East
Joined Orcades ar Colombo for rerum to Australia.
New Guinea
Contracted malaria
7 Division Sigs
New Guinea
Discharged medically unfit.

At school 1918 - 1920
Highest rank: Staff Sergeant
1/02/41 - 4/02/42
7110/42 - 23/01/43

29/07/43 - 19/01/44

Master at school
Highest rank acieved: Pilot Officer

SCOTT

Boyd John
Air Force

SCOTT

At school 1924 - 1927
Gavin Jones
3679
Army
NX16316
ITS: 21/05/40 - 28/11/45
Highest rank: Sapper
Duty after training: TGI Surveyor
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM._
2/7 Cav Regt
Palestine, Egypt Middle East
Ishmilia Egypt
Canal defence.
Cyprus
Syria
Sanananda New Guinea
2/5 Field Coy, RAE
Lae, Nadzab, Dumpu near Shaggy Ridge. New Guinea.
Morotai
BaliklJapan Borneo

SCOTT

John Gordon
Army
NX59864

3334
FTS: 20/07/40 - 5/04/45

1940
1941
1941
1941
1943
1943 - 1944
1945
1945
At school 1922 - 1924
Highest rank: Gunner

2/7 Survey Bty, RAA
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SCOTT

John Linsley
4239
Army
UK20
ITS: 17/09/41 - 30/03/46
Duty after training: Medical Officer
2/5 Field Amb, AAMC
United Kingdom
Enlisted in UK
Middle East
2/9 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
New Guinea
105 Casualty Clearing' Station, AAMC
New Guinea
2AAMCCoy

At school 1927 - 1929
Highest rank: Major

1941 - Sep-41
3/01/42 - 7/04/42
21/08/42 - 8/03/43
29/11/44 - 29/12/45

John Mitchell
4037
At school 1926 - 1930
Army
NX26119
ITS: 28/05/40 - 28/02/45
Highest rank: Bombardier
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
2/15 Field Regt, RAA
24/11/40 - 15/02/42
Malaya
POW
Singapore, Sandakan Borneo.
15/02/42
Member of'B' Force, departing Singapore 8 July 1942. Died at Sandakan 28/02/45.
His name is listed on three memorials (Tamworth, Wellington and Narromine) as well as at the ~r Memorial Hall at SCECS

SCOTT

Thomas Mitchell
2990
Army
NX142878
ITS: 14/04/41 - 12/11/42
Duty after training: Driver on discharge: Instructor

At school 1920 - 1924
Highest rank: Lieut

6 Motor Regt
Cowra NSW
2/10/41 - 12/11/42
Joined 25 Bn Volunteer Defence Corp, retaining the rank of Lieut. Served with the VDC from the
13/02/43 to 15/09/45 (N468688).
SCOTT-DAISLEY

5313

Gordon
Army
NX135834
Duty after training: Demist

ITS: 12/l 0/42 - 9/08/46

83 Dental Unit
New Guinea

t

SCOUGALL

14/09/42 - Dec-42
6/12/42 - 26/09/43
9/11/43 - Jul-44

7/07/44 - 5/10/44

At school 1940 - 1941 •
Mervyn James Sanderson
6367
ITS: 18/06/43 - 25/11/46
Highest rank: Gunner
Army
NX201567
Duty after training: Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45
2/1 Tank Attack Regt, RAA
New Guinea

SEAGOE

29/01/44 - 14/04/45

Frank Stuart Burdett
5921
At school 1937 - 1940
Air Force
423485
FTS: 30/06/42 - 5/10/44
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Duty after training: Guard; duty at death: Wireless Operator
Service Medals: Defence Medal,
War Medal 1939/45, 1939/45 Star, Air Crew Star with France & Germany Clasps
32 Sqn, RAAF
Camden Australia
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Marybotough, Evans Head
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
IlPDRC, AN&BS, 3 (0) AFU
115 Sqn, RAF
United Kingdom
Shot down over Saarbrucken Germany

SEABORN

At school 1934 - 1935
Highest rank: Captain

Geoffrey Ernest Goldfinch
4585
Air Force
402883
ITS: 11/11/40 - 25/09/45
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: Aircraft Conttoller

4/01/45 - 26/05/46

At school 1929 - 1935 •
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
MBE
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RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Mascot, Archerfield
2 ITS, 4 EFTS, 2 EFTS.
453 Sqn, RAAF
Singapore
Fighter defence of Singapore and Malaya, wounded twice, and bailed
out over Singapore when downed by Zeros.
RAAF Training Units (Instructor)
Uranquinry, Mildura, New Lambton
5 SFTS, 2 OTU, 2 Fighter Sector HQ. Staff pilot duties, Ferrying aircraft,
operational instructor: Kitryhawks, Wirraways and Boomerangs.
9 Mobile Fighter Control Unit
Goodenough, Milne Bay, Los Negros New Guinea
Controllers course and aircraft controller. 109 Fighter Sector HQ
Goodenough Is and 114 Fighter Control Unit Los Negros Is.
Bradfield Park
Reforming Unit then demobilisation.
SEARLE

Gerald Keith
Army
NXI07478

4038
FTS: 12/02/42 - 20/12/43

11/11/40 - ]ul-41

15/08/41 - 5102142

Apr-42 - Aug-43

Oct-43 - ]an-45

Feb-45 - Sep-45

At school 1926 - 1928
Highest rank: Sergeant

103 Anti-Tank Regt, RAA
Ausrralia
288 AA Bty, RAA
Australia
SEARLE

At school 1935 - 1937
William Vaughan
5591
Army
NX151921
FTS: 1/07/41 - 1/07/47
Highest rank: Private
Service Medals: Long Service and Good Conduct Medal, 1939/45 Star, Pacific tar, War Medal
1939/45, ASM.
53 Aust Inf Bn
Ingleburn
93 High Speed Wireless Sect
New Guinea, Australia

. SEDDON

Noel George
Army
NX200504

27/10/41 - 25/11/42
16/11/43 - 24/09/45
6227
FTS: 9/04143 - 13/01/47

2/15 Aust Tpt Coy, AEME
Morotai, Tarakan
114 Gen Tpt Coy"AASC
New South Wales
SEDGEBEER

WIlliam Robert
Army

NX40't35

8/04/45 - 3/01/46
31/01/46 - 13/01/47
4039
At school 1926 - 1928
FTS: 29107/41 - 21/07144 to RAAF
Highest rank: Sergeant

2/11 Armd Car Regt
NSW, Western Australia
Transferred to RAAF. File incomplete.

SELBY

At school 1939 - 1941
Highest rank: Private

18/08/41 - 21/07144

Benn Atherton
4411
At school 1928 - 1932 •
Army
NX116815
FTS: 1/12/41 - 29/11/45
Highest rank: Major
MID
Duty after training: Lewis Gunner; on discharge: Staff Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM,
HQ Home Forces
Melbourne
]an-42
Captain in SUR. GIll (SO) then GIll (ops)
HQ 2 Aust Army
May-42 - Mar-43
Mt Martha, Victoria; Parramatta, NSW; Duntroon ACT.
GSO III (ops). Liaison Officers Course, Staff School - 3 War Course.
Directorate of Military Training
Melbourne
Mar-43 - ]ul-43
HQ 1 Base Sub-Area
Buna, Oro Bay, New Guinea
]ul-43 - Oct-43
GSO III. 2 week secondment to US Adv Base Oro Bay as Liaison officer.
HQ11 Div
Dobodura, Ramu Valley, New Guinea.
Oct-43 - Nov-44
GSO III, NG II, NDAAG, and LO II.
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HQll Div
Atherton Tablelands, Qld
Staff School
Cabarlah, Qld
Instructor in Grade 3 Wing.
Mentioned in Despatches 19/07/45: Distinguished services in the South west Pacific area.
SELBY

Nov-44 - Feb-45
Feb-45 - Nov-45

Clive (Tom) Herbert
2860
At school 1919 - 1924 •
Army
NX22
FTS: 24/10/39 - 27/11/45
Highest rank: Lt Col
Duty after training: M~dical Officet
MID
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal 1939/45, War Medal 1939/45
with MID clasp, ASM 1939/45, Efficiency Medal, Greek Government Medal.

2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Bardia, Tobruk, Greece, Crete, Middle East
Sep-39 - Feb-42
RMO. DADMS (Major) HQAIF Reinfotcement depot, Staff duties Training,
Lecturer at Officers Training School Latrum.
6Div
Ceylon
1942 - 1942
DADMS HQ 6 Aust Div (later Acting ADMS HQAIF Ceylon), DADMS Second Aust Army.
USASOS
1943 - 1944
Milne Bay New Guinea
DADMS HQ Combined Operational Service Command (USASOS).
DADMS Buna and Lae Sub areas. USA Malarial control officer Milne Bay.
2 AAMC Training Bn
Bacchus Marsh Victoria.
]an-44 - 1945
CO of the 2 AAMC Training Battalion.
2/7 Field Amb, AAMC
Aitape, Wewak New Guinea
1945 - 1945
CO of Field Ambulance unit in Aitape-Wewak campaign, rank Lt Col.
Returned to Sydney late 1945, discharged November 1945.
Mentioned in Despatches 23/06/42; 27/04/44: Exceptional services in the field in New Guinea; and 21/02/46: Distinguished
services in the South west Pacific area.
SELBY

2861
David Mayer
Army
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Legal Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Srar, War Medal 1939/45.
1 AA Regt, RAA
Rabaul
OC Rabaul Anti-Aircraft Bey.
Army Training Unit
Greta
New Guinea Admin Unit
New Guinea
Legal Officer.

SELBY

1941 - 1942

1942
1943-1945

Esmond Jacob
3678
At school 1924 - 1928
Army
NX1l9319
FTS: 15/07/42 - 28/09/45
Highest rank: T/Lt Col
Duty after training: Driver Armoured Cars; on discharge: Bn CO
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Srar, GSM 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
2 Armd Car Regt
NSW
9 Aust InfBn
Madang, New Guinea; Torokina Bougainville.
Temporarily in command of unie.

SERISIER

At school 1919 - 1923 •
Highest rank: Major

John Franklin
Army
NX48465
2/6 Armd Regt, AAC
Australia
Port Morseby New Guinea
Townsville
113 ACH, 117 ACH, 102 ACH
Australia

5772
FTS: 14/08/41 - 4/02/46

1/10/41 - 30/05/44
27/10/44 - 4/08/45
At school 1936 - 1937
Highest rank: Private
2/10/41 - 30/10/42
11/11/42 - 1/05/43
1/05/43 - 11/06/43
11/06/45 - 4/02/46
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Parick Bayliss
Army
NX 49303
Duty after training: Driver

6073
At school 1938 - 1938
ITS: 17/10/41 - Jul-46
Highest rank: Trooper
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal, ASM 1939/45

2/6 Armd Regt, AAC
Puckapunyal, Greta, Singleton, Tamworth, Narrabri, Edgeroi Station.
Sanananda, Popondetta, Buna etc New Guinea
Brisbane, Townsville

SEVIER

1941
1942 - Apr-43
May-43

John Nelson
4587
At school 1929 - 1934 •
Air Force
263442
FTS: 3/11/41 - 12/03/46
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Duty after training: Medical Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM 1939/45, War Medal.
RAAF Training Units
Woolloomooloo, Camden
Nov-41 - Jan-42
Medical exmination of recruits. Station Medical Officer Camden.
AOB
Noumea, Vila, Tulagi
Jan-42 - May-42
The 'milkrun' for Catalinas, Brisbane, Noumea, Vila, Tulgai, Townsville.
2 Training Group
Wagga, Evans Head
Jun-42 - Jul-42
HQjob at Wagga. EFTS Evans Head Station.
7 Sqn, RAAF (Beaufort)
Bairnsdale, Nowra, Townsville, Horn Island, Australia
Aug-42 - 1944
2 Personnel Depot
Bradfield Park and Concord
Feb-44 - Aug-45
General MO duties at 3 RAAF Hospital.
Medical Unit
Brisbane
Aug-45 - Nov-45
D/PMO Brisbane Medical Unit.
Medical Unit
Sydney Hospital
Dec-45 - Mar-46
Derached to attend Refresher course as Medical Registrar at Sydney Hospital.

SHAW

Clive Herbert
Air Force

SHAW

Crofton Vallack
Army
NXI11445

6704
4588
ITS: 18/12/40 - 5/03/43

17 Aust Inf Bn
New South Wales'

SHAW

Douglas Spicer
4412
Air Force
66154
ITS: 16/06/42 - 1/03/44
Duty after training: Instrument Maker

Harold George
Army
NX4924 1
Duty on discharge: Adujunt

At school 1929 - 1934
Highest rank: Private
18/12/40 - 5/03/43

28 Sqn, RAAF
Darwin
55 Operational Base Unit
South West Pacific
Transferred to Reserves 1/03/44. Discharged 30/1 0/46

SHAW

At school 1942 - 1943

At school 1928 - 1934
Highest rank: LAC

29/1 2/42 - Sep-43
25/09/43 - 28/09/43

4902

At school 1931 - 1936
Highest rank: Lieut Col
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War medal 1939/45, AS~

ITS: 15110/41 - 10/01146

4 New Guinea Infantry Bn
New Guinea

SHAW

Lindsay
5407
, Norman
Army
NX 148291
FTS: 26/06/41 - 4/02/46
Duty on discharge: Orderly Room Sgr

At school 1934 - 1939
Highest rank: Sergeant

Syd Uni Area Office
Sydney
Jun-41 - Nov-42
Processing exemption papers of University Students in reserved occupations.
227 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Gunnedah, Geraldton, Cairns
Nov-42 - Feb-45
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Orderly Room Duties.
1 New Guinea Inf Bn
Wide Bay, Rabaul New Britain
Orderly Room Setgeant.
SHAW

Feb-45 - Feb-46

5459
Peter Noel
Army
NX 144603
FrS: 12/01142 - 19/06/46
Duty after training: Infantry Officer; on discharge: Shipmaster
Service Medals: Pacific Star, Defence Medal, ASM

At school 1934 - 1941 •
Highest rank: Captain

45 Aust Inf Bn
Loftus, Bonegilla
Jan-42 - Apr-43
Under aged for AIF - joined Militia. Promoted L1Cp, then L1Sgt; Small Arms School. OCTU (SA)
commissioned Lieut 2/01/43.
20 Aust Inf Bn
Rutherford, Sugarloaf Mountain, Canungra
Apr-43 - May-44
Instructor. Gas Warfare School, Aircraft Recognition School, Weapon Training School. Conducted
courses in Jungle Warfare at Sugarloaf Mountain.
School of Military Engineering
Casula
May-44 - Aug-44
Ships' Officers course for Army Small Ships (Water Transport). Graduated Shipmaster, Foreign
Going (British Board of Trade).
11 Small Ships Coy, RAE
Philippines, Borneo, Celebes, Labuan, New Guinea
Sep-44 - Mar-46
1st Officer (Navigarion etc) then promoted Master AV2089 (Dorothy), Labuan Borneo.
12 Small Ships Coy, RAE
Brisbane, Qld
Mar-46 - Jun-46
Waiting for discharge, served as Master, 300 ton Vasse dumping war surplus equipment beyond 100
fathom line off Moreton Island.
SHAW

Robert Edward Yeatman
2991
Air Force
261791
FrS: 9/09/40 - 26/04/46
Duty after training: Accountant; on discharge: Paymaster

At school 1920 - 1922
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Service Medals: Pacific Star

2 Aircraft Depot
Australia
Central Flying School
Australia
HQ 5 Maintenance Group
South West Pacific
72 Wing HQ
South West Pacific
HQ North East Area
Australia
5 Aircraft Depot
Australia
SHAW

Thomas Reginald

9/09/40 - 1111/40
27/10/41 - 29/06/42
4/01143 - 6/04/43
27/04/43 - 20/07/43
20/07/43 - 7/05/45
2/07/45 - 8/04/46
2215

At school 1915 - 1916

Army
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45. ASM.
2/17 Aust InfBn
New Guinea
5 Platoon.

SHEAFFE

Walter Robertson
4043
At school 1926 - 1932 •
FrS: 21/05/41 - 4/12/45
Highest rank: Gunner
Army
NX5497
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2/15 Field Regt, RAA
Malaya
29/07/41 - 15/02/42
Operated 25 pounder guns and drove trucks for hauling the guns.
POW
Changi, Thailand, Japan
15/02/42 -12/09/45
15 months working on Thai-Burma Line, then 15 months working in Japanese copper mine.

SHEATHER

Colin Harley
2992
At school 1920 - 1923
Air Force
65466
FrS: 2/06/42 - 13111145
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Clerk General; on discharge: Cypher Duties
Signals School
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60 Operational Base Unit
South West Pacific
2PD
South West Pacific
SHEATHER

24/04/44 - 5/06/44
31/05/45 - 1/08/45
1/08/45 - 13/11/45

Douglas Bernard
4044
Air Force
Duty after training: Wireless - Air Gunner

At school 1926 - 1928
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

6 Sqn, RAAF (Hudson)
New Guinea
SHEEHAN

Henry Donald
5637
At school 1935 - 1939
Air Force
60902
FTS: 13/09/41 - 21101146
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Duty after training: Trainee Radio; on discharge: Radar Mechanic
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45.
101 Radar Station
South West Pacific
134 Radar Station
South West Pacific

SHELLEY-JONES

- 6/05/43

Kenneth Haughton
5922
At school 1937 - 1941
Air Force
130052
FTS: 15/01/43 - 8/11/45
Highest rank: A 1
Duty after training: Trainee Radar Operator; on discharge: Radar Mechanic 'A:.
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45.

13 Radar Station
South West Pacific
15 Radar Station
South West Pacific
326 Radar Station
South West Pacific
33 Radar Station
South West Pacific
SHELLSHEAR

Stuart Wtlton
Army
FTS: 1941 - 1945
Duty after training: Gunner

31/03/43 - Apr-43
13/04/43 - Jul-43
5/07/43 - Nov-44
7/11144 - Mar-45
5924

At school 1937 - 1940

2/5 Field Regt, RAA
Milne Bay, New Guinea; Balikpapan, Borneo
SHEPHERD

SHEPHERD

Douglas Fraser ' .
N'X531
Army
2/6 Cav Regt
Middle East
File Incomplete

3236
ITS: 22/10/39 - 10/02/46

John Clarence
Army
NX59158

4047
ITS: 13/07/40 - 9/04/46

At school 1921 - 1924
Highest rank: Sergeant
13/02/40-

2/9 Aust InE Bn·
Australia
Malaya
POW
Singapore

At school 1926 - 1929
Highest rank: Private
13/07/40 - 18/02/41
1/03/41 - 13/04/42
13/04/42 - 15/08/45

SHEPHERD

Robert Adrian Galbraith
Army
NX70561

SHEPHERD

Ronald William
4413
At school 1928 - 1931 •
Army
NX70561
FTS: 30/12/40 - 14/02/46
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Artillery; on discharge: Command Post Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939-1945, EM. _

3335

At school 1922 - 1924

7 Field Regt, RAA
Willoughby NSW
Jan-38 - Sep-39
Surveyor Gun Position Officer's Assistant. Bombardier. Promoted Lieut, accepted in AlF Training
Regt. Posted to a Militia Unit.
Officer Training Unit
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Palestine Middle East
Jan-40 - Mar-40
2/9 Field Regt, RAA
Aleppo Syria Middle East
Mar-40 - Mar-42
Joined 2/9 in Aleppo. Returned to Australia on the Duke ofAthens with the rear party.
Adelaide, Esk Queensland
Apr-42 - Dec-42
Merauke Dutch New Guinea. Dutch East Indies
1943 - 1944
Atherton Tablelands
1944 - 1946
SHERINGTON

William George
Army
NXI09071
Duty after training: Signals

3036
FTS: 26/12/41 - 25/01/44

At school 1920 - 1924
Highest rank: Captain

2 Div Signals
NSW, Western Australia
30/04/42 - 25/01/44
CO 5 Bde Signals section of 2 Aust Div Signal Section. Discharged to essential occupation.

SHERWOOD

Samuel Reg Davy
3185
Army
NX84302
FTS: 16/02/42 - 14/11/45
Duty after training: Wireless Mechanic
1 Armd Div Tps Workshop, AEME
Sydney, Western Australia
13 Adv Workshop
Morotai

SHETLIFFE

Douglas Frank Remington
Air Force
411198
Duty after training: Navigator

SHETLIFFE

SHIELS

4414
Russell Barton Remington
Air Force, RAP
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Pilot
Middle East
Killed in the Middle East early in the war.
Eric James
Army

NX73650

2/1 Anti-Tank Regt, RAA
New Guinea
New Guinea
SHILLING

David Alan Hardie
Air Force
445948
Duty after training: Air Crew
48 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
23 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
60 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific

3/03/42 - 4/12/44
29/06/45 - 3/09/45

4048
At school 1926 - 1934
FTS: 26/04/41 - 29/11145
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star.

RAAF Training
Australia
100 Sqn, RAAF (Beaufort)
Milne Bay, New Guinea
Patrols; bombs and torpedoes.
RAAF Training Units
Nhill, NSW
Instrucring Astra Navigation.
Ferry Flight
Honolulu, Australia
Five flights from Honolulu with Ventura aircraft.
53 Sqn, RAAF (Ventura)
Coastal patrol.
99 Sqn, RAAF (Liberator)
Combat in New Guinea. Brought POWs from Philippines.

t

At school 1921 - 1926
Highest rank: Craftsman

5214
FTS: 3/12/41 - 15/04/46

Apr-41 - May-42
Jun-42 - 1943

Jun-43 - Jul-43

Aug-43 - 1944

1944 - 1945
1945 - Nov-45
At school 1928 - 1930

1933 - 1938
Highest rank: Gunner
10/11/42 - 31/10/43
9/02/45 - 18/12/45

6706
At school 1942 - 1942
FTS: 14/08/42 - 14/12/45
Highest rank: AC2
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
14/08/42 - Dec-42
25/12/42 - Feb-43
27/04/43 - Jun-44
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SHIRLEY

4110/44 - Nov-44

Anthony David
4415
At school 1928 - 1935
Army
NX 123310
FTS: 11/05/42 - 12/09/46
Highest rank: Captain
Duty after training: Medical Officer
Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, ASM
AASC Training Depot
Goulburn
Jul-42 - Jan-43
RMO. Held daily sick patades, joined CO's daily round, ran a small camp hospital, took parr in field
exercises and held regular vaccination and VD (shorrarm) parades.
11 Field Amb, AAMC
Port Moresby, New Guinea
Mar-43 - Dec-43
Atherton Tablelands, Qld
Jan-44 - Jun-44
Madang, New Guinea
Jul-44 - Sep-44
Torokina, Bougainville
Sep-44 - Feb-45
Compassionate transfer to Sydney was granted in February 1945 upon his father's death.
AAMC
103 AGH, 11 AGH Sydney
Feb-45 - Sep-46

SHIRLEY

George Andrew
5592
Air Force
73631
FTS: 4/12/42 - 14/02/46
Duty after training: Trainee Technician; on discharge: Fitter

At school 1935 - 1941
Highest rank: LAC
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

1 Operational Training Unit
East Sale
99 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific

SHRIMPTON

12/06/43 - Aug-44
20/02/45 - Nov-45

Herbert Henderson
5037
At school 1932 - 1935
Army
NX 14584
FTS: 20/05/40 - 27/11145
Highest rank: Private
Duty after training: Gun Layer; on discharge: Bren Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Ingleburn, NSW
May-40 - Jun-4l
Joined from 1st AA Rgt Militia.
Palestine, Syria Middle East
Jun-4l - Mar-42
Training. Returned via Adelaide.
Porr Moresby (7 Mile Drome), New Guinea
Apr-42 - Oct-42
3rd Bty. Gun-layer on a Bofors.
234 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Port Moresby Nevy Guinea
Oct-42 - Sep-43
Ttansferred from 3rd Bty with 30 O/R to establish new Bty. Promoted Sergeant.
2/27 Aust Inf Bn
Markham, Ramu Valley, Shaggy Ridge, New Guinea.
Sep-43 - Mar-44
Handed in stripes on transfer and reverted to Private. Bren Gunner.
Atherton Tablelands, Queensland
Mar-44 - Jun-45
Balikpapan, Borneo
Jun-45 - Nov-45
Bren Gunner.

SHRIMPTON

Robert Henderson
3863
At school 1925 - 1927
Army
NX 111706
FTS: 29/01142-15/03/45
Highest rank: Staff Sergeant
Duty after training: Rifleman; on discharge: Staff Sergeant
Service Medals: Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45
17 Aust InfBn
2/17 Aust InfBn
Returned to run family business when father suffered a hearr attack.
28 Aust Inf Bn
Darwin
Staff Sergeant. Discharged to run family business upon death of father.

t

SIMPKINS

'.
WtlIiam Graham
Air Force
420502
Duty after training: Pilot

1939 - 1940
1940 - 1941

Jan-42 - Mar-45

6074
At school 1938 - 1941
Highest rank: Sergeant
FTS: 8/11141 - 6/01/43
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

RAAF Training Units
Mildura Australia
2ITS, 8EFTS, 5SFTS, 20TU.
Killed in aircraft accident near Mildura 6 January 1943.

8/11141-6/01/43
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SIMPSON

Allen Stuart
Army
NX10103

2625
FTS: 1/10/41 - 26/11/45

1 Medium Regt, RAA
Australia
Adjutant.
38 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Brisbane
OC of unit.
53 Comp AA Regt, RAA
Brisbane, Australia; Morotai, Tarakan Borneo.
SIMPSON

Colin Hamilton
2143
Air Force
251557
FTS: 1940-20/11145
Duty after training: Admin; on discharge: CO
9 Elementary Flying Training School
Australia
Commanding Officer.
10 Elementary Flying Training School
Australia
Commanding Officer.
Air Force HQ
Australia
Training staff
Overseas H Q Middle East
Middle East

SIMPSON

William Leslie
Army
VX947

3236a
FTS: 6/11139 - 12/05/45

2/14 Field Regt, RAA
Victoria, Northern TerritOry, NSW
Finschhafen, Port Moresby, Madang, Lae New Guinea;
Jacquinot Bay New Britain; Queensland.
Discharged to join British Army in India.
SINCLAIR

Roderick Russell
Army
VX62685

1872
FTS: 29/08/41 - 17/10144

Rodney Marshall
4771
Navy
FTS: 10/12/41 - 31/03/45
Duty after training: Cypher Duties
HMAS Penguin
Sydney
Undertook cypher duties in every posting.
HMAS Brisbane
HMAS Moreton
Brisbane
HMAS Ladava
Milne Bay
HMASMadang

SINCLAIR

6/12/43 - 22/08/44

22/08/44 - 27/11145
At school 1915 - 1916
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Service Medals: Africa Star
11/12/40 - 1105/41

1/05/41 - 10112/41

19/01/42 - 17/06/42

20/04/43 - 20/12/43

At school 1921 - 1926
Highest rank: Major
28/11140 - 2101144

2/01144 - 15/05/45

Aug-41 - Nov-43

AEMEEng
Finschhafen, Madang New Guinea.
SINCLAIR

28/10/41 - 6/12/43

4049
At school 1926 - 1932 •
Colin Russell
Highest rank: Captain
FTS: 14/08/41 - 29/1 t/43
Army
N85256
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
Duty after training: AA Defences
Newcastle Fixed Defences
Newcastle NSW
OC Anti-Aircraft Bty.

SINCLAIR

At school 1918 - 1923
Highest rank: Captain

Russell
Army

NX143438

1871
FTS: 28/07/45 - 31101/45

At school 1913 - 1921
Highest rank: Major
11105/44 - 18/08/44
At school 1930 - 1933
Highest rank: Lieut

2/01142 - 13/07/42
14/07/42 - 30/09/42
1110/42 - 31/12/42
16/09/44 - Oct-44
4/11/44 - Dec-44

At school 1913 - 1921
Highest rank: Captain

35 Aust Inf Bn
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135 Bde Workshop, AEME
Australia
110 Bde Workshop, AEME
Australia
10 Adv Workshop, AEME
Australia

SISLEY

13/08/41 - 5/12/43
5/12/43 - 24/03/44
24/03/44 6/11144 - 31101145

Alan Francis

5216

At school 1933 - 1934

Air Force

SI\ARRATT

Walter Weale
Army
N 334603
Duty after training: Artillery

3337
ITS: 1106/42 - 29/11144

Sydney Fixed Defences
Sydney
Spec group III, Rangetaker

SI.ADE

David William Hardy
Air Force, RAF (Fiji Badge)
Duty after training: Pilot

1/06/42 - 29/1 1/44

5408
At school 1934 - 1936
155773 FTS: 1941 - Oct-45 Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Italy Star, Defence Medal

RAP Training Units
Salisbury, Bullawder
Joined up in Fiji. Training in Rhodesia.
RAP Training Units
United Kingdom
93 Sqn, RAP
Vis Island, Mediterranean.
He returned to live in Fiji in May 1946.

SLATTER

At school 1922 - 1924
Highest rank: Gunner

1941 - 1941

1941
1942 - 1945

Eric Charles
3865
At school 1925 - 1928 •
Air Force
425552
ITS: 28/03/42 - 30/01146
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Duty after training: Air crew V; on discharge: Navigator (Bomber)
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Italy Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Brisbane, Sandgate, Cootamundra, Evans Head, Parkes,
Bradfield Park Australia
28/03/42 - 8/02/43
3 RC; 3 ITS; 1 AO;!; 1BGS; 1 ANS; 2 ED; Sailed for Canada.
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Summerside PEl, Halifax Canada
2/03/43 - 22/06/43
3 M; 1 GRS PEl; Y Depot. Embarked for UK on 22/06/43.
RAF Training Units '
Brighton, Morecombe United Kingdom
7/07/43 - 12/1 2/43
11 PO RC; 2 PDC Transferred to Cairo.
203 Group
Cairo, Heliopolis, Gianaclis, East Mediterranean Middle East
12/12/43 - 25/06/44
5 (ME) ARC; 203 Group RAF Station; AHQEast Med; 454 Sqn East Mediterranean.
454 Sqo, RAP
Naples, Falconara, Taranto Italy
5/04/44 - 7/06/45
3 Base PO; 454 Sqn Desert AF; 232 Wing Desert AF; 54 PTC
Overseas HQ Middle East
Cairo, Kasfareet Middle East
7/06/45 - 9/09/45
21 PTC; Embarked for Sydney 9/09/45; 2 PO 5/10/45 - 30/01/46.

SLESSOR

Kenneth Adolph

2144

At school 1915 - 1918

Army

War Correspondent
North Mrica, Greece
New Guinea

SMALL

1941 - 1942
1943 - 1943

Arthur Geoffrey
3341
At school 1922 - 1925
ITS: 1110/41 - 21/02/46
Highest rank: Sergeant
Army
NX 116859
Duty after training: Ordnance; 00 discharge: Ordnance (RAAOC)
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM 1939/45, 1939/45 Medal.
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lOrd Store Coy, AAOC
Liverpool
Buna, Lae, Port Moresby New Guinea.
Australia

SMALL

Norman Alfred
Air Force

5593
FTS: 1943 - 1945

1/10/41 30/07/43 - 26/07/45
5/08/45 - 13/02/46
At school 1935 - 1943

Joined RAAF in 1943 after older brother Lt John Ellis RAN (4082) was killed when HMAS Hobart
was torpedoed. He spent some time at Heidelberg Hospital and was pensioned out in 1945.

SMITH

Alan Frederick
Army

NX77245

1744
FTS: 9/12/41 - 27/11145

9 Field Amb, AAMC
Sydney
AAMC Rnft
Singapore
POW
Changi, Singapore
Repatriated Changi camp 4 September 1945.

SMITH

Arthur Henry
Army

NX41039

3684
FTS: 11/07/40 - 18/10/40

7 RR Bn,AASC
Tamworth
Discharged medically unfit for overseas service.

SMITH

9/12/40 - 1941
13/04/41 - 15/02/42
15/02/42 - 4/09/45

Allan Cordingley
6574
At school 1941 - 1943
Air Force
161355/02674 FTS: Feb-1944 - Feb-1980
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Duty after training: Radio Mechanic; on discharge: Linguist - Intell Officer
Service Medals: ASM, Korean Medals, Malaya Medals.
82 Wing (RAAF)
Japan
Japanese LinguisL Intelligence.
77 Sqn, RAAF
Briefing and debriefing aircrew in Korea.
3 Sqn, RAAF
Butterworth
Wing Intelligence Officer.

SMITH

At school 1912 - 1916
Highest rank: Captain

Bruce Cordingley
Army
NXl19254
Duty after training: Signaller

May-46 - May-50
Jun-50 - Oct-50

Oct-58 - Dec-60
At school 1924 - 1925
Highest rank: NCorporal
11107/40 - 14/10/40

6231
At school 1939 - 1941
FTS: May-42 - Jun-46
Service Medals: Defence Medal, ASM War Medal

RAA Training Units
May-42 - Jun-42
Tamworth
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Darwin
Jul-42 - Oct-45
2 Corps Signals. Attached to 2/1 AA Regiment then 222 Comp AA Regiment.
Army Records
Sydney
Oct-45 - Jun-46

SMITH

Bruce Henry
6075
At school 1938 - 1942
Air Force
160036
FTS: 19/06/45 -13/09/45
Highest rank: AC1
Duty after training: Trainee Technical
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units
Ransford Australia
2RD, 1ES, 1PD

SMITH

19/06/45 - 13/09/45

Donald Philip Smeed
5038
At school 1932 - 1934 •
FTS: 27/03/40 - 10/12/45
Air Force
400495
Highest rank: NSqn Ldr
Duty after training: Pilot
DFC, MID
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Air Crew Europe Star, Defence Medal 1939/45, ASM
RAAF Training Units

Bradfield Park, Amberley, Tamworth Australia
Initial training, learning to fly on Ansons and Tiger Moths.
21 Operational Training Unit
Moreton Inmarsh United Kingdom

Sep-40 - Jan-41

Aug-41 - Oct-41
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103 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command
Oct-41 - Jun-42
Elsham Woods United Kingdom
Wellington Ie.
24 Operational Training Unit
Jun-42 - Dec-43
Honeybourne United Kingdom
Whitley, Anson, Oxford a/c.
467 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
Waddington United Kingdom
Dec-43 - May-44
Shot down May 1944 and spent four months evading capture in north west France, till September 1944.
Hospitalisation
Concord Hospital, Jervis Bay, Bradfield Park
Oct-44 - Jun-45
Hospital recuperation, awaiting posting.
88 Operational Base Unit
Jul-45 - Dec-45
Bundaberg
Administration
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation, 15/06/44
Skill andfortitude in operations against the enemy.
Mentioned in Despatches 2/06/43.
SMITH

Edwin Grafton Fowler
At school 1933 - 1934
5217
ITS: May-40 - Feb-45
Highest rank: Sapper
Army
NX16159
Duty on discharge: Sapper
Service Medals: Mrica Star, Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, ASM, Defence Medal.
2/7 Cay Regt
Ingleburn, Cowra
Joined Cavalry unit and trained in armoured tank and Bren gun carriers.
Palestine, Egypt, Cyprus, Syria Middle East
Australia
Training
New Guinea
Australia
2/5 Field Regt, RAA
New Guinea
2/6 Field Regt, RAA
Atherton Tablelands, Queensland.

SMITH

May-40 - Dec-40
Feb-41 - Jan-42
Mar-42 - Sep-42
Sep-42 - Mar-43
Mar-43 - Sep-43
Sep-43 - Jul-44
Aug-44 - Feb-45

At school 1930 - 1933
Eric Standley
4772
Merchant Navy
Highest rank: 2nd Engineer
ITS: 3/09/39 - Sep-45
Duty after trainiQg: Engineer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, War Medal 1939/45, Pacific Star, ASM
Merchant Navy
Pacific Region

SMITH

Frank Hutton
3338
At school 1922 - 1923
Air Force
65701
ITS: 8/06/42 - 5/03/46
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Duty after training: Meteorological Assistant; on discharge: Wireless Mechanic
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45.
23 Operational Base Unit
South West Pacific
77WingHQ
South West Pacific
60 Operational Base Unit
South West Pacific

SMITH

Gordon Langley
Army
NX16166
2/l.AA Regt, RAA
Ingleburn
Middle East
233 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Northern Territory
3 Army Rehab Unit, AAMC
Australia

22/05/43 - Jun-44
20/06/44 - 14/04/45
15/04/45 - Jul-45

4244
ITS: 21/05/40 - 25/10/45

At school 1927 - 1927
Highest rank: Sergeant
21/05/40 - 28/06/41
25/07/41 - 31/01142
13/03/43 - Jul-45
30/07/45 - 25110/45
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t

SMITH

Hilton Keith
Army
NXI0801

4245
FTS: 18/04/41 - 25/02/43

At school 1927 - 1934 •
Highest rank: Gunner

2/15 Field Regt, RAA
Sydney
Singapore, Malaya
POW
Malaya, Japan
Died from pneumonia whilsr POW in No 2 Branch camp in Japan on 25

21/05/41 - 29/07/41
29/07/41 - 23/01/42
23/01/42 - 25/02/43
February 1943.

Buried at British Commonwealth war Cemetery, Japan, Plot B, Row A, Grave No.8.

SMITH

John Butler
4591
At school 1929 - 1931
Army
NX 79201
FTS: 17/12/41 - 1/06/45
Highest rank: Corporal
Duty after training: Armour (RAAC); on discharge: Ordnance (RAASC)
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
Army Training
Liverpool
1 Armd Div, AASC
WA
HQBase
Lae New Guinea

SMITH

John Ogilvie
NX54779
Army

17/12/41 - 1942
1942 - 1942
1943 - 1945
5774
FTS: 18/1l/41 - 21/12/45

2/5 lnd Coy
New Guinea
Missing in action 7 September 1942 to 23 September 1942.
1 Commando Trg Sqn
Australia
2/5 Commando Sqn
Morotai, Balikpapan.
Evacuated medically unfit.
SMITH

Kenneth Gregory
AitFotce
21580
Duty after training: Navigator

At school 1936 - 1940
Highest rank: Corporal
17/04/42 - 15/05/43

2/05/44 - 11/01/45
13/06/45 - 10/09/45

4773
At school 1930 - 1932
FTS: 31/01/41 - 10/12/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star.

RAAF Training Units
Feb-41 - Mar-42
Ultimo, Point Cook, Cootamundra, Evans Head Australia
Training as Wireless operator, Observer (Navigator), Airgunner and Bomb Aimer.
22 Sqn, 23 Sqn, 12 Sqn, Ferry Flight
Apr-42 - Sep-44
Richmond, Lowood QLD, Darwin, Cooktown Bankstown
Flying in Wirraways, occasionally in Hawker Demon biplane at 22 Sqn.
23 Sqn, RAAF (Wirraways)
Jun-42 Lowood, QLd
12 Sqn, RAAF (Wirraways / Vultee Vengeance)
1942 - Aug-43
Millimgimbi Island, Cooktown, Qld
Sea and coastal parrols.
Ferry Flight
Sep-43 - Sep-44
Bankstown
Special duty (Radar)
Oct-44 - Nov-45
Madang New Guinea.
SMITH

Owen Hamilton
NX129344
Army

3685
FTS: 23/01/42 - 30/10/45

20 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
231 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Australia
555 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Australia
New Guinea
1 Base Ord Depot, AAOC
Australia
2 Base Ord Depot, AAOC
Australia

At school 1924 - 1924
Highest rank: Sergeant
4/03/42 - 9/12/42
9/12/42 - 2/09/43
2/09/43 - 19/09/43
19/09/43 - 5/07/44
28/12/44 - 28/01/45
21/03/45 - 18/10/45
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Peter Barton

9198

At school 1958 - 1962
Army
2782542
FrS: 20/09/65 - 20/09/67
Highest rank: Sapper
Duty after training: Field Engineer
Service Medals: Vietnamese Star, Campaign Medal, Australian Active Service Medal
RA Training Unit
Kapooka, Liverpool
17 Construction Sqn
Vung Tau, Nui Dat, South Vietnam

20/09/65 - Mar-66
Jun-66 - Jun-67

SMITH

Ralph Edwin
Air Force

SMITH

Russell Wesley
Army
NX206316

t

William Norris
5041
At school 1932 - 1933
Air Force
402410
FTS: 19/08/40 - 13/08/42
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.

SMITH

2337
6233
FrS: 19/03/45 - 23/01/47

459 Sqn, RAAF (Spitfire)
Middle East
Missing, presumed killed air operations.
SMYTH-lONG

SNELL

Mar-42 - 13/08/42

Jack Tolson
Army

NX34004

4/11144 - Oct-45
2066
FTS: 3/07/40 - 1/07/42

2/22 Aust Inf Bn
Wallgrove
17 Anti-Tank Bty, RAA
Rabaul, New Guinea
POW
Rabaul
Drowned after sin\<.ing of Montevideo Maru by US Sub Saratoga.

SNOWBALL

At school 1939 - 1943
Highest rank: Private

Philip Stevenson
6076
At school 1938 - 1941
FrS: 12/01/43 - 29/03/46
Highest rank: LAC
Air Force
74956
Duty after training: Wireless Assistant; on discharge: Radar Mechanic
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45
22 Repair and Salvage Unit
South West Pacific

t

At school 1916 - 1920

At school 1914 - 1915
Highest rank: Bombardier
9/08/40 - 14/07/41
30109/41 - 25/01/42
25/01/42 - 1107142

Trevor
4419
At school 1928 - 1930
Army
QX 22838
FrS: 18/08/41 - 21/01147
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty on discharge: Shipping Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star.
1 Armd Regt, AAC
Greta, NSW
7 Aust Division
Ramu Valley New Guinea.
216 Field Amb, AAMC
Balikpapan Borneo.
Supply Res Depot
~~

27/01142 - 2111/42
31/10/43 - 12/02/44
27/05/45 - 31/12/45
m~-

Shipping Officer. Supplies to Occupation Forces in Japan.
SODEN

Lester Baker
6077
At school 1938 - 1940
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Air Force
63346
FTS: 27/03/42 - 18/02/46
Duty after training: Radar Duties
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM, War Medal 1939/45

MAP Training Units
Ultimo, Melbourne, Richmond NSW Australia
Feb-42 - May-43
Training in Radiophysics at Syd Uni and general training, Officer training, specialist Radar training.
41 Radar Wing
Port Moresby New Guinea
May-43 - May-45
OTC No 29 at Port Moresby and No 306 at BuJolo Radar Stations; 0 Radar Installation Party in
Admiralty Islands; OC 332 Radar.
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2 Aircraft Depot
Richmond NSW
OC Airborne Radar Maintenance Group.

t

SOMERVILLE

Eric Neville
4592
Air Force
402069
FrS: 29/04/40 - 15/04/42
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Observer
RAAF Training Units
Mascot, Evans Head, Parkes Australia
39 Sqn, RAF
Middle East
203 Sqn, RAF
Malta
Killed in action. Date of death presumed to be 15 April 1942.

SOUL

Harold Vernon
Army
N85829

4775
FrS: 22/12/41 - 2/08/44

1 AABde, RAA
Sydney
SOUTH

Colin Staunton
5410
Air Force
32806
FrS: 1940 - 1946
Duty after training: Radio Operator

Frederick Arkell
5042
Air Force
32102
FTS: 1/07/40 - 13/10/45
Duty after training: Trainee Technical; on discharge: Fitter
Service Medals: War Medal 1939145, Defence Medal
461 Sqn, RAAF Coastal Command (Sunderland)
Pembroke Dock United Kingdom

SPEIRS

SPENCER

29/04/40 - Jan-41
23/07/41 - 2/02/42
2/02/42 - 15/04/42
At school 1930 - 1933
Highest rank: Sergeant

Ronald Robert
6078
At school 1938 - 1942
Air Force
444065
FrS: 1/01/44 - 12/09/45
Highest rank: LAC
Duty on discharge: Trainee Navigator Wireless
Service Medals: War Medal 1939145, ASM

RAAF Training Units
Australia
1 OTU Mildura
US Loran Unit
South West Pacific
Navigational system using electronic signals.
23 Sqn, RAFF
South West Pacific
SPARGO

At school 1929 - 1931
Highest rank: Flying Officer

22/12/41 - 2/08/44

RAAF Training Units
Australia
Trainee pilot, then trainee Navigator and wireless operator.
SPAIN

Jun-45 - Feb-46

Jan-44 - Sep-45
At school 1934 - 1936
Highest rank: Sergeant

1943 At school 1932 - 1932
Highest rank: Flight Sgt

1103/45 - Jun-45

4053
Robert Edward Bradley
FrS: 27/06/40 - 29/11145
Army
NX34905
HQ 8 Aust Division (AASC)
Sydney
AAMC Attached Bde Coy, AASC 'E' Force
Singapore
2/18 Aust InfBn
Malaya
1 Coy, AASC 8 Div
Malaya
Reponed missing 16 February 1942.
POW
Kuching Borneo.

At school 1926 - 1931
Highest rank: Captain

4054
FrS: 21101142 - 16111/45

At school 1926 - 1926
Highest rank: Trooper

Ian Tempest
Army
NX85026
6 Armd Regr, AAe
NSW
2/6 Armd Regr, AAC
Buna, New Guinea

29/07/40 - 28/01/41
28101141 - 13111/41
13/11141 -7/12/41
7/12141 - 16/02/42

21103/43 - 12/09/45

20104/42 -

7/11/42 - 15/05/43
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Western Australia
SPENCER

15/05/43 - 16/02/45

Richard Osborn
5927
Air Force
135224
ITS: 23/06/43 - 8/11/45
Duty after training: Clerk; on discharge: Pilot

At school 1937 - 1942
Highest rank: Flying Officer

RAAF Training Units
Narromine Australia
23/06/43 - 8/11/45
2RD, Central Flying School, 2ITS, 5EITS, 8SFTS, 2PD, AlC School, 6SFTS, 1WAGS, 2PD
SPENCER

Terence Edward Thornton
5219
At school 1932 - 1933
Air Force
420408
ITS: 7/11/41 - 15/08/44
Highest rank: Corporal
Duty after training: Mechanic; on discharge: Radar Mechanic
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45

RAAF Training Units
Somers, Melbourne, Richmond. Australia
7/11/41 Air Crew V at Somers in 1 ITS, 1 STT at Melbourne, Trainee Wireless Mechanic and Wireless
Maintenance Mechanic, IRS at Richmond Radio Mechanic.
55 Radar Station
Northern Territory
6/01/43 - Mar-43
RDF mechanic G
46 Radar Station
19/03/43 - Jan-44
Cape Don Northern Territory.
55 Operational Base
30/01/44 - Feb-44
Northern Territory
18 Radar Station
Kiama, NSW
27/05/44 - Aug-44
SPOONER

At school 1934 - 1941
Berry Dubois
5411
Highest rank: Sub Lieut
Navy
FTS: 10/08/42-22/11/45
Duty after training: Watch keeping; on discharge: General duties
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, ASM, 1939/45 Medal, Atlantic Star, Pacific Star.
HMAS Assault
Port Stephens
Landing craft training and reserves.
HMAS COMe
Milne Bay, Madang New Guinea; Admiralty Islands.
Convoy and anti-sub patrol.
HMS Tees
English Channel, Gibraltar, Freetown, Atlantic.
Convoy and anti-sJb. patrol.

SPOONER

Eric Dubois
5775
Navy
S9459'
ITS: 30/06/44 - 29/07/46
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Srar.

Feb-43 - Jan-44

10/01/44 -

15/11/44 - 11/08/45
At school 1936 - 1943
Highest rank: Able Seaman

HMAS Cerberus
30/06/44 - 31112/44
HMAS Penguin
1101145 - 18/01/45
HMASArunta
Pacific, Japan.
19/01/45 - 18/04/46
At Yokohama and Tokyo as part of Allied Occupation force under General MacArrhur.
19/04/46 - 29/07/46
HMAS Rusheutter
SPOONER

John Harold Burnside
Army

5220

SPOONER

Stansfield Dubois
4906
At school 1931 - 1936
Air Force
430807
ITS: 30/07/43 - 30/01/46
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: General Hand
Service Medals: Pacific Star

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Uranquinty
No 6 ITS, No 5 SITS
14 R&S Unit
South West Pacific
SPREAT

David Ashworth
Army
NX121795

At school 1933 - 1936

31/07/43 - Nov-43

15/11/43 - Jul-45
5776
ITS: 1/10/41 - 6/06/46

At school 1936 - 1938
Highest rank: Corporal
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30 Aust Inf Bn
Western Australia, Victoria
Finschhafen New Guinea.
Hospitalised with re-current malaria.
New Guinea
SPRING

David Alfred Hugh
Air Force
402816
Duty after training: Pilot

3869
FTS: 14/10/40 - 26/07/45
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star

RAAF Training Units
Narromine Australia
2ITS, 5EFTS, 2ED
RCAF Training Units
Ontario, Halifax Canada
1SFTS Camp Bracken, 1 'M' Depot
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
456 Sqn, RAAF (Beaufighter)
United Kingdom
67 Sqn, RAF
India
5 Sqn, RAF
India
3 TAF Com Sqn, RAF
India
SPRING

Robert Harry
Army
NX73938

3868
FTS: 8/02/41 - 21/03/46

RAAF Training
Australia
No 412038 LAC, 1 WAGS.
2/110 Gen T pt Coy, AASC
Northern Territory, NSW
SPRING

1/10/41 - Jan-44
21/01/44 - 25/07/44
6/09/45 - 19/01/46
At school 1925 - 1933
Highest rank: Flying Officer

14110/40 - 21/03/41

21/04/41 - 16/07/41

16/08/41 - 28/10/41
28/10/41 - 27/11/42

14/09/43 - 5/01/44
5/01/44 - 16109/44
16/09/44 - 12/02/45

At school 1925 - 1930
Highest rank: L/Corporal
21/06/41 - 1/12141

16/03/42 - 21/03/46

Thomas Larenham
9696
At school 1961 - 1963 •
FTS: 1/02/67 - 31/01/69
Highest rank: Corporal
Army
2161594 & 2786182
Duty after training: Signalman; on discharge: Detachment Commander
Service Medals: Viemam Medal, Vietamese Campaign Medal, Australian Active Service Medal (1945/75)
1 Recruit Training Bn
Feb-67 - Apr-67
Kapooka, NSW
Basic training. Received top recruit award for 'C' Company.
School of Signals
Ingleburn
Apr-67 - Jun-67
Elementary operators course. 9th out of 67
104 Sig Sqn
Jun-67 - Sep-67
Ingleburn, NSW
Operator (radio) course at School of signals - qualified morse and voice on 5/09/67.
1 Sigs Regt
Balcombe, Victoria; and Ingleburn, NSW; Canungra Qld
Sep-67 - Dec-67
Training with Infanty Mt Royal Range then posted to Canungra for Jungle Training Course.
104 Sig Sqn
South Vietnam
Dec-67 - Dec-68
Attached for tour of duty to Sp Coy 3 Bn RAR. Maintaining communications berween Battalion and
Task Force HQ.
.

ST CLAIR

John James
Navy
S10246
Duty after training: Seaman

6068
At schoo11938 - 1944
FTS: 19/04/45 - 12/12/46
Highest rank: Able Seaman
Service Medals: War Medal 1939-45

HMAS Cerberus
Crib Point Victoria
Training in Seaman Branch at New Entry School.
HMAS Penguin
Mosman NSW
General Naval duties.
HMAS Murchison
Pacific Area and Japan

Apr-45 - Sep-45

Sep-45 - Feb-46

Feb-46 - Aug-46
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HMAS Penguin
Mosman NSW
Quartermaster, watchkeeper.
HMAS Rushcutter
Rushcutters Bay
ST CLAIR

Jul-46 - Dec-46

Dec-46

John Wilton Douglas
At school 1934 - 1935
5413
FTS: June 1940 - 9/0 I/46
Highest rank: Gunner
Army
NX37171
Duty after training: Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.

13 Aust Inf Bn
Rudderford, NSW
Training.
2/9 Field Regr, RAA
Training in Artillery.
Egypt, Palestine Middle East
Middle service. First as a gunner, then as a despatch rider.
Syrian Campaign
Torres Strait
Driver.
4 Marine Supply
New Britain
Coxswain on small craft along New Britain coast.
ST VINCENT WELCH Herbert Locksley
Army
ST VINCENT WELCH John Basil
Army
NX66010

582
4920
FTS: 3/07/40 - 2/06/44

2 Field Trg Regr, RAA
Sydney
8 InfTrg Bn
NSW
2/2 Pioneer Bn
NSW
Seconded to 2 ASTB as instructor.

t

ST VINCENT WELCH Standish Locksley
Air Force
402142
Duty after traini'lg: Pilot

Jun-40 - Jun-41

Jun-41 - Aug-41
Sep-41 - Sep-41
Oct-41 - Mar-42
1943 - 1944

1945 - 1945
At school 1901 - 1905
At school 1931- 1937
Highest rank: Lieut
29/01/41 13/11/41 11/04/42 - 8106144

4265
FTS: 27/05/40 - 2/07/41

RAAF Training Units
Richmond, Bradfield Park, Mascot
2 ITS, 4 EFTS.
RCAF Training Units
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
14 Sqn, RAF
England
Killed in a night bombing raid on Brest, France, 2 July 1941.

At school 1927 - 1935 •
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

27/05/40 - Sep-40

Oct-40 Apr-41 - 2/07/41

Buried at Ie Fautras Cemetery, Best Square, 40 Row 1, Grave No 7.

STAGG

Robert Hotchin
5594
At school 1935 - 1940
Army
NX169359
FTS: Sep-42 - Oct-46
Highest rank: Bombardier
Duty after training: Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM, South Pacific Cross (Dutch)_
2 Field Trg Regr, RAA
Sep-42 - Sep-43
Hume Camp NSW and Greta Camp
12 months in training regiment. Appointed a Bombardier instructor.
4 Aust InfBn
Can~ngra Qld
Oct-43 - Dec-43
Jungle warfare training school. Completed 2 courses: as trainer and instructor.
2/9 Field Regr, RAA
Helidon Qld
Feb-44 - Mar-44
Merauke Dutch NG Dutch East Indies
Mar-44 - Oct-44
Dec-44 - Sep-45
Atherton Tablelands Qld
District Finance Office
Showground, Moore Park
Oct-45 - Oct-46
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STANISTREET

John Woolcott
Air Force
444271
Duty after training: Pilot

5777
At school 1936 -1943
FTS: 3/03/42 - 9/07/45
Highest rank: LAC
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

48 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narrandera, Springbank Australia
6ITS, 8EFTS, 2PD, 7AD, 4PD

STANLEY

John Dunbar
Army
NX202205

5596
FTS: 2/09/43 - 17/12/46

3/03/42 - Jan-44
20/01144 - Feb-45
At school 1935 - 1939 •
Highest rank: Corporal

114 Gen T pt Coy, AASC
Morotai

STANTON

Keith Haberfie1d
Army

STAPLES

Bruce Henry
6235
At school 1939 - 1942
Air Force
137636
FTS: 6/1 0/42 - 29/05/46
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Trainee Technical
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45.

1505

25 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
2 Airfield Construction Sqn
South West Pacific

STAPLES

Walter Leeson
5779
Army
FTS: 1940 - 4/06/44
Duty after training: Rifleman; on discharge: Commando
Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star.
17 Aust InE Bn
Sydney, NSW.
Training.
2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Dubbo, NSW
Re-inforcement.
Commando Instruction School
Wilson's Promontory, Victoria.
Instructor to commando/independent companies.
2/4 Ind Coy
Portuguese Timor
Guerilla tactics against Japanese.
Atherton Tablelands, Queensland.
Lae New Guinea.
Wounded in action on Buru River. Discharged medically unfit.

STARKEY

At school 1910 - 1915

6/1 0/42 - Oct-43
26/09/44 - Dec-45
At school 1936 - 1937 •
Highest rank: Lieut

1938

1940

1941

Sep-42 - Jan-43
1943
1944

William John
5221
At school 1933 - 1937
Army / Navy
FTS: Feb-39 - Mar-46
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Hydro-Surveyor 4th class
Service Medals: Pacific Star, US Philippines Medal, Oost-Azie Zuid Pacific 1943-45 (Netherlands)

MID

HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
13/12/42 - Jun-43
Preliminary training and OTS. Commissioned 10/09/43.
HMAS Sheparton
North Coast NG, Louisade Archipelago New Guinea
1/09/43 - May-44
Hydrographic duties. Surveys extended from Morobe to Salamaua. Escorted US assault at Talasea
North New Britain. Leave, Brisbane Jan 1944. Hospitalised with malaria May to July.
HMAS mtrrego
Aitape Harbour, NG; Moratai Harbour, Halmahera
Aug-44 - Sep-44
Sloop. Promoted Lieut RANR. Surveyed Aitape and Morotai Harbours.
HMAS Gascoyne
Leyte Gulf, Lingayen Gulf, Philippines
13/10/44 - 12/01/45
Laid bouys marking assault lanes in days prior to invasion. AA support for assault on 9/01/45.
HMAS Lachlan
Zamboanga Harbour Philippines; Tarakan Borneo; Brunei
Mar-45 - 20/06/45
Surveyed harbours. Located wreck of Jap sub in Zamboanga Harbour. Piloted assault craft up Padas
River to Weston (Brunei) on 17/06/45.
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Moratai, Halmahera
15/08/45 - 8/02/46
Destroyed ammunitions, arrested war criminals, located crashed aircraft etc.

STEANES

Herbert Maxwell
Army
NX123571

2048
FTS: 1/10/41 - 14/03/46

Aust Bulk Petroleum - Depot
Australia
Lae, New Guinea.
Voyage only.
4 Bulk Petroleum Storage Coy
Morotai, Balikpapan.
Returned on Hospital Ship Manunda.

t

STEDMAN

At school 1914 - 1917
Highest rank: Captain
19/01/42 - 11/12/44
11/12/44 - 13/01/45

29/06/45 - 1/12/45

At school 1935 - 1940
James Noble
5597
Army
NX55682
FTS: 1/10/41 - 12/09/44
Highest rank: Corporal
Duty after training: Machine Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Service Medal 1938/45, ASM.
1 Machine Gun Bn (Royal NSW Lancers)
Cowra
1/10/41 - 19/11/41
Discharged from CMF to AlE
2/18 Aust Inf Bn
Singapore
20/11/41 - 15/02/42
POW
Changi, Singapore; Moulmein, Burma
Feb-42 - 12/09/44
Burma Railway. Presumed lost on Japanese transport Rakuyo Maru, torpedoed by American sub en
route to Japan.

STEDMAN

Keith David
5780
At school 1936 - 1940 •
Army
NX140766
FTS: 2/01/42 - 1/08/46
Highest rank: Sergeant
Duty after training: Driver; on discharge: Clerical
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Service Medal 1939/45, ASM.
130 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
Narellan, Menangle Park, Frenchs Forest
2/01/42 - Oct-42
3 ton trucks. Ocr 1942 transferred to AlF as reinforcement to 2/102 Aust Gen Tpt Coy.
HQ 6 Aust Division
7 Mile Drome, Porr Moresby, New Guinea
Nov-42 - Nov-43
'G' Branch. Departed Australia 7/11/42. Air liaison.
Herberton, Wondecla
Feb-43 - 28110/44
Aitape, Wewak, New Guinea
Oct-44 - Aug-45
Assistant to GSO'Ill (Air). Followed the coast Aitape - Wewak.
District Pay 0 ce
Showground, Sydney
Aug-45 - 1/08/46
Awaiting discharge.

STEED

John David
4594
At school 1929 - 1933
Army
NX133589
FTS: Jan-42 - Apr-46
Highest rank: Captain
Duty after training: Infantryman; on discharge: Brigade HQ Officer
Service Medals: Defence Medal, ASM, Pacific Star
HQ 19 Aust Int Bde NT Force
Darwin, NT; Wewak, New Guinea
Jan-42 - Apr-46
Many and various duties in Darwin Fortress and NT Force and subsequently in and abour Wewak,
New Guinea.

STEPHEN

Frank Carter
2146
Army
NX156086
FTS: 10/03/41 - 13/01145
Duty after training: Legal Services
HQ Eastern Command
Australia
HQ 8 Aust Inf Bde
Australia
HQ Home Forces
Australia
Allied Land Forces Headquarters
Australia

At school 1915 - 1919
Highest rank: Major

25/08/41 - Feb-42

6/02/42 - Mar-43
16/03/43 - Apr-44
4/04/44 - 13/01/45
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STEVENS

John Henry Drew
Army

STEVENS

Reginald William
Army
NX179486
111 Lt AA Regt Sigs, RAA
NSW Australia
3 Coy Fort Sigs
NSW
1 Base Clerical Increment
NSW
3 Air Maintenance Coy
NSW

STEVENSON

3188
5414
FrS: 17/12/42 - 17/07/46

At school 1921 - 1923
At school 1934 - 1940
Highest rank: Corporal
7/05/43 - 31/07/43
31/07/43 - 2/02/44
22/05/44 - 27/04/45
27/04/45 - 5/10/45

Rupert Trevor Rowe
5598
At school 1935 - 1935 •
Air Force
413146
FTS: 16/08/41 - 3/04/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45, Defence Medal

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield, Narromine, Bundaberg, Maryborough, Tamworth.
29/10/40 - 3/11/42
19 Course EATS. 2 ITS; 5 EFTS: Tiger Moths; 8 SFTS: Avro Ansons; 3 WAGS: Staff Pilot CAC
Trainers; CFS: Instructor Course.
11 Elementary Flying Training School
Benalla
311 1/42 - 24/04/44
Instructor Tiger Moths.
RAAF Training Units (Instructor)
Parkes, Deniliquin, Point Cook, Canberra
24/04/44 - 22/08/45
Instructor courses, Wirraways: CFS; 7SFTS; AFRU; CFS; SACO, AOS Austers.
17 Air Observation Post Flight, RAAF
Torokina, Bougainville
26/09/45 - 28/11/45
Wirraways, Boomerangs and P40s.
5 TaclRec Sqn, RAAF
Torokina Bougainville
28/11/45 - 27/01/46
Wirraways, Boomerangs and P40s.
HQ Northern Command
Madang New Guinea.
27/01/46 - 11/03/46
Air Movement Controller.
STEWART
STEWART

E Keith
Army
Ronald Maxwell
Army
NX136494

Master At school 1935 - 1939
Highest rank: Captain
2864
FrS: 27/10/42 - 23/11/45

2/1 Field Regt, RAA
New Guinea
New Guinea
tSTEWART

Wallace Malcolm Netherleigh
Air Force
Duty after training: Pilot

RAAF Training
Australia
22 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
6 Sqn, RAAF
NSW
Accidently killed near Windsor.
STIFFE

At school 1919 - 1924
Highest rank: Gunner
23/03/43 - 10/08/43
4/01/45 - 25/07/45

4907
FrS: 8/01/40 - 17/06/40

At school 1931 - 1933
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

8/01/40 - 11/03/40
11/03/40 - 13/05/40
13/05/40 - 17/06/40

5782
At school 1936 - 1938
Ross Edward
FTS: 26/04/42 - 9/10/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Air Force
422313
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star
Duty after training: Pilot
RAAF Training Units
Australia
26/04/42 - 15/08/43
2ITS, 5EFTS, 8SFTS, GRS, 30TU, 1RP
43 Sqn, RAAF
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South West Pacific
11 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
STINSON

Russell Ames
Air Force
429073

21/04/45 - 24/09/45
5930
ITS: 1942 - 6/12/45

At school 1937 - 1941 •
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

2/2 Aust Inf Bn
Australia
174 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command (Mosquito)
United Kingdom
571 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command (Mosquito)
United Kingdom
Light-Night Striking Force 8 Group. Special missions: Berlin, Battle of the
returned to unit via resistance movement.

STITT

Harrie Donald
Air Force
413685
Duty after training: Pilot

5415
ITS: 12/09/41 - 27107/45

7104/45 - 27105/45
Bulge. Shot down and

12/09/41 - 23/06/42
9108142 - 28/12/42
1943 - 14/03/44

Francis Frey
4248
At school 1927 - 1929
Air Force
402890
ITS: 11/11/40 - 29/12/43
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Gunner; duty at death: Wireless Operator/Gunner
RAAF Training
Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, 2Emb Depot
RCAF Training Units
Montreal, Halifax Canada
1 Wireless School, 1BAGS, 1 'M' Depot
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
53 Sqn, RAF Coastal Command (Hudson)
United Kingdom
Accidently killed over Bristol Channel whilst attending 12 Radio School.

STOKES

1945 -

At school 1934 - 1939
Highest rank: Flying Officer

RAAF Training
Australia
RCAP Training
Canada
460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom

tSTOKES

1/06/42 - 1/10/42

11/11/40 - 28/12/40

27101/41 - 15/08/41

15/09/41 - 11103142
11103/42 - 4/11143

Norman Cleme'nt
4776
At school 1930 - 1935 •
ITS: ]an-40 - Dec-43
Highest rank: Private
Army
NX9717
Duty after training: Infantry
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Defence Medal, Africa Star, Pacific Star.
ASC
Ingleburn
]an-40 - May-40
Driver. Left for Middle East on Queen Mary.
2/33 Aust Inf Bn
Tidworth (Salisbury Plain), Colchester Middle East
]un-40 - 1941
Diverted to UK. Unit transformed into 72 Bn then 2/33 Bn.
Khiam, Tripoli (Syria) Middle East
1941 - 1942
Syrian campaign. Gunshot wound in the left buttock near Khiam. Hospitalised 3 months in Gaza
and convalescent depot.
Kokoda Trail, Lake Myola, New Guinea.
1942 - 1943
Wounded in the chest. 6 weeks at Lake Myola, 4 day carry to Kokoda, flight to hospital at Port
Moresby. Approximately one year in hospital.

STOKES

Robert Henry
5044
Air Force
8266
FTS: 23/01/40 - 6112145
Duty after training: Wireless Operator; on discharge: Navigator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star
12 Sqn, RAAF
Darwin
34 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific

At school 1932 - 1933
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

28/07/41 - 29/06/42
28/12143 - 10/11/45
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STOREY

Colin Rogers
6377
At school 1940 - 1941
FTS: 19/08/42 - 2/01/46
Highest rank: LAC
Air Force
69114
Duty after training: Armourer
Service Medals: Defence Medal, ASM, War Medal 1939/45.
3 School of Technical Training
Ultimo
Aug-42 - Oct-42
Armament School
Hamilton, Victoria.
Oct-42 - Jan-43
5 Service Flying Training School
Uranquinty, NSW
Jan-43 - Dec-43
Service Wirraways - Training Pilot Air Crew.
1 Aircraft Depot
Laverton, Vic
Dec-43 - Mar-44
Service planes for despatch to war zones north of Australia.
549 Sqn, RAAF
Brisbane, Darwin.
Mar-44 - Sep-45
Formed 549 Sqn which had RAF pilots. Served at Darwin. Discharged Sydney.

STOW

Jefferson Beresford
5416
At school 1934 - 1935
Army
NX54242
FTS: 24/06/40 - 29/01/46
Highest rank: Lieut
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2/11 Field Regt, RAA
Northern Territory
Middle East
Darwin
Bougainville, New Guinea

STRIBLEY

4/04/41 - 10/08/41
1/09/41 - 31103/42
8/08/44 - 10/09/44
10/09/44 - 18/02/45

Arthur John
4595
At school 1929 - 1933
Air Force
420409
FTS: 7/11/41 - 28/11/45
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Duty after training: Wireless Operator (air) Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, France and
Germany Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training Units
Parkes, POrt Pirie. Australia
Nov-41 - 19/08/42
Initial air crew training, Wireless training exercises, gunnery course.
36 Sqn, RAAF
All States of Australia
Sep-42 - Mar-43
Transport, DC 3, wireless operator.
RAP Training Units
Wiltshire, Worcestshire United Kingdom
May-43 - Jun-44
Wireless-telegraphist operator exercises, tuning radio equipment.
Hixon, Linaholme United Kingdom
Jun-44 - Nov-44
460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
Bimbrook United Kingdom
Dec-44 - May-45
189 operational hours. Tour completed after MANNA dropping of food to Rotterdam 3/05/45.

t

STRINGER

John Richard
Army
QX6371

3508
FTS: 28/06/40 - 22/06/41

2/25 Aust lnf Bn
Australia
Middle East
Killed in action 22 June 1941.
Buried at Beymoth Military Cemetery, grave No 204A.
STUART

Charles Syme
Army
NX89286

1107/40 -7/04/41
3/05/41 - 22/06/41

3343
FTS: 18/02/42 - 18/03/46

1 Ord Stores Coy, MOC
NSW
130 Bde Ord Field Park
Fall River, Madang New Guinea.
Contracted malaria.
STUART

Stephen James
Army
NX140575
'U' Heavy Bty
New Guinea, Bougainville

At school 1923 - 1926
Highest rank: Captain

At school 1922 - 1925
Highest rank: Corporal
24111/42 - 29/06/43

16/08/43 - 19/08/44
5932
FTS: 21101/42 - 18/09/46

At school 1937 - 1940
Highest rank: Bombardier
19/04/44 - 16/12/45
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1749

Albert Stuart Bradridge

Army
NX115194
FTS: 30104/42 - 7104145
Duty after training: Medical Officer
Service Medals: EM
102 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Australia
2/7 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
New Guinea
113 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Sydney Ausrralia
STUDDY

5/08/42 26108/43 - 5109144
20/10/44 - 15/03/45

At school 1910 - 1916
William Gordon Bradridge
1559
FTS: 6107140 - 24/07/44
Highest rank: Major
Army
NX115194
Duty on discharge: Staff Officer
Service Medals: 1914119 Great War Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM, EM.
HQNSW L ofC Area
NSW; Australia
Deputy Assistant Adjutant General.

STUPART

Bruce
Army

5/08/42 -

5223
NX149103

FTS: 4/01/39 - 11106/46

7 Field Regt, RAA
NSW
2 DivRAA
Wesrern Australia
RAE Training
NSW
2 CE Works, RAE
NSW
STURROCK

At school 1912 -1918
Highest rank: Captain

At school 1933 - 1934
Highest rank: Sapper

5112141 - 20105/43
5/12/41 - 20105/43
19/12/44 - 14/09/45
14/09/45 - 10105/46

William Douglas
4597
At school 1929 - 1931
Army
NX450
FTS: 21/05/40 - 22/11/45
Highest rank: Major
Duty after training: Medical Officer; on discharge: Surgeon Specialist
Service Medals: 1939-45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, ASM.

2/4 Field Amb, AAMC
Ingleburn
May-40 - Sep-40
7 Aust Gen HosR' AAMC
Puckapunyal, Victoria
Sep-40 - Jan-42
2/5 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Caza, Middle East ,
Jan-42 - Mar-42
Attended Surgical School at Royal Melbourne Hospital on return to Australia.
2/1 Casualty Clearing Station
Milne Bay, New Guinea
Aug-42 - Dec-43
On Hospital Ship Manunda. Forward operating team in New Guinea.
113 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Concord, NSW.
Feb-44 - Nov-45
Discharged. 2012 days service, 1006 days overseas.
SUGDEN

George Johnston
Army
NXI1145

2392
FTS:26103/40-15/11/45

2/4 Aust lnf Bn
Greece, Crete.
2 Docks Control Detachment
NSW
7 M;ovement Control Group
Thursday Is., Horn Is., Qld.
SUHAN

Stuart Hamilton "Harry"
Army/Air Force
NX125911

At school 1916 - 1918
Highest rank: Lieut

17/03/41 - 19/02/42
25/06/42 31/07/44 - 15111145

5783
FTS: 10107/41 - 26110143

At school 1936 - 1940
Highest rank: Lieut

17 Aust lnf Bn
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Sydney
Darwin Details Depot
Darwin
23/21 Aust Inf Bn
Darwin
NT Force Aircraft Repair Depot
Darwin
SUNDSTROM

Alfred Charles
Army
NX91027

10/07/41 - Feb-42
4/02/42 - Sep-42
25/09/42 - Jul-43
5/07/43 - RAAF
5599
FTS: 3/03/42 - 3/11/45

Armd Div Tank Transport Unit
Western Australia
Army Training Unit
South Australia
Officer training school and graduated Lieur.
MSC
Lae New Guinea.
Appointed OC of all Army farms in the islands near Lae.
SUNDSTROM

Ernest Maurice
Army
NX92473

5600
FTS: 14/03/42 - 9/03/44

General Details Depot
Sydney
2/1 Tank Tpt Coy
Western Australia
Discharged medically unfit.
SUSMAN

Eric Leo
Navy

Maurice Philip
Army
NX70280

Jan-44 - Jun-44

6/02/44 - 27/05/45
At school 1935 - 1940
Highest rank: Private

31/03/42 - 9/03/44
1528
FTS: 2/09/39 - 23/01/46

1750
FTS: 19/06/40 - 5108/43

2/3 Casualty Clearing Station MMC
Middle East, Greece
116 Aust Gen Hosp, MMC
Australia
In command surgical division.
SUTHERLAND

1942 - 1944

14/03/42 - 31/03/42

HMAS Penguin II
Sydney
Assigned as Base Staff.
HMAS Westralia
Promoted to Surgeon Lt Cmdr 1 July 1940.
HMAS Rushcutter
Sydney
HMAS Westralia
South West Pacific
HMAS Assault
South West Pacific
HMAS Hobart
Sydney
Based at HMAS Rushcutter from 23/04/43 to 23/07/43.
HMAS Kuttabul
Sydney
Recruiting duties.
SUSMAN

At school 1935 - 1936
Highest rank: Captain

At school 1910 -1913
Highest rank: Surgeon Cmdr
2/09/39 - 4/12/39
5/12/39 - 18/06/41

19/06/41 -7105/42

8/05/42 - 7101/43
8/01/43 - 18/03/43
19/03/43 - 13/09/45

15/10/45 - 7/12/45
At school 1912 - 1915
Highest rank: Lt Col
30/01/41 - 19/03/42

3/06/42 -5/08/43

Nigel Cameron
5045
At school 1932 - 1934
Army
NX165542
FTS: 28/10/40 - 19/02/46
Highest rank: Major
Duty after training: Artillery
MID
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM, ASM 19451975 with clasp Swp'
1MBde,RM
Mosman and Georges Heights, NSW
1937 - 1940
M training.
14 Heavy M Bty, RM
Darwin, NT
Oct-40 - Dec-41
Bey Captain, 7 MD, Darwin M Group.
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Darwin, Berrimah NT
Dec-41 - Aug-42
OC Bty. First Darwin raids.
Sydney AA Group H Q
Sydney
Aug-42 - Aug-43
2 i/c AA Group; OC training school.
HQ2Army
NSW L of C, Sydney
Aug-43 - Jan-44
Senior Officer ArriLlery.
57 Comp AA Regt, AIF
Sydney
Jan-44 - Dec-44
2i/c. Supervision of transfer of Regt from field ro AA Artillery.
141 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Bougainville; Jacquinot Bay, New Britain.
Dec-44 - Dec-45
OC bty. Employed 3.9 AA guns on Soraken plantation as field artillery against Japanese posirions
and barge traffic.
Mentioned in Despatches 6/03/47: Exceptional service in the field in the South west Pacific area.

SUTTlE

Grant Crawford
Air Force
15553
Duty after training: Pilot

5225
At school 1933 - 1935
FTS: 10/06/40 - 28/05/45
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Air Crew Europe Star, Pacific Star.

RAAF Training Units

Narromine NSW
RCAF Training Units
Dauphin Maniroba Canada
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
226 Sqn, 2 TAF RAF (Mitchells)
Swanron Moreley, Hartford Bridge United Kingdom

SUTTON

Frank Myles Edwin
Army
NX162

4423
FTS: 3/11/39 - 13/11145

13/09/41 - 24/04/42
9/05/42 - 2/03/43
17/03/43 - 24/08/43
27/08/43 - 9/06/44
At school 1928 - 1931
Highest rank: Major

2/1 Field Regt, RAA
18/02/40 - 12/03/42
Middle East
Detached to 2/2 Inf Bn
Buna, Gona, New Guinea
Nov-42 - 19/02/43
Campaigning, wounded in action Buna-Gona area 9/02/43, gun shor wound left chest.
113 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Sydney, NSW
19/07/43 - 3/10/44
Allied Land Force~ Headquarters
Sydney
3/10/44 - 13/11/45
RAA Liaison Officer, 'G' Branch Staff.

SUTTON

Henry Lionel
4598
At school 1929 - 1935
Army
NX3393
FTS: 3/11/39 - 17/10/45
Highest rank: Captain
Duty after training: Artillery
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence
Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45, Greek Medal 1940-41.
2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Training then sailed ro Middle East in January 1940.
Oct-39 - Jan-40
2/2 Field Regt, RAA
Palestine, Libya, Greece, Crete. Middle East
Jan-40 - Feb-42
Sailed on first convoy ro Middle East leaving in January 1940. Ceylon during March 1942.
New Guinea
4/12/44 - 16/04/45
Returned ro Australia ro RAAF School of Army Co-op.
Wewak, New Guinea
20/07/45 - 20/09/45

tSWAIN

John Kenneth
Air Force
407994
Duty, after training: Air Gunner

3870
At school 1925 - 1929
Highest rank: Flight Sgt

460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command
Waddington, United Kingdom
Wellingron and Lancaster a/c. Killed in action over North West Europe, on 27th Operation,
28/01/43.

SWAN

Richard Grahame
Army
~06508

6380
FTS: 3/04/45 - 16/1 0/45

At school 1940 - 1944
Highest rank: Private
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Wantry Training Units
New South Wales
SWAN

3/04/45 - 16/10/45

4777
At school 1930 - 1932
William John Bagot
Air Force
14707
FTS: 22/04/40 - 21/12/45
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Technical Trainee; on discharge: Engineering Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training
Richmond, Canberra, Ascot Vale.
22/04/40 - 6/03/41
2 RD Richmond, 2 SIT Canberra, 1 ES Ascot Vale
22 Sqn, RAAF
Richmond
7/03/41 - 20/07/41
11 Sqn, RAAF (Catalina)
Rathmines, NSW; Port Moresby, New Guinea
21/07/41 - 13/01/44
Seaplane Training flight Rathmines, Station HQ Port Moresby, 11 Squadron Port Moresby.
41 Sqn, RAAF (Catalina)
Townsville
14/01/44 - 1/02/44
41 Squadron Townsville, Rathmines, Cairns, 1 RP Townsville.
School of Administration
Carlton
2/10/44 - 3/12/44
1 Flying Boat Repair Depot
Lake Boga, NSW
4/12/44 - 29/12/44
1 Engineering School
30/12/44 - 29/04/45
Ascot Vale, NSW
3 Operational Training Unit
Rathmines, Bradfield Park
30/04/45 - 19/12/45
3 OTU Rathmines, 2 PD Bradfield Park

SWEETLAND

Edward St John
Army
NX86415

5419
FTS: 22/01/42 - 14/06/46

3 InfBn
New Guinea
2/31nfBn
New Guinea
4WBn
New Guinea

SWIFT

Peter Watson
Army
NX58982
Field Trg Regt, RAA
Australia
2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
New Guinea
New Guinea

SWIFT

At school 1934 - 1939
Highest rank: LlCorporal
24/05/42 -7/12/42
21/12/44 - 4/11/45

4111/45 - 17/02/46
4057
FTS: 24/06/40 - 20/09/45

At school 1926 - 1930
Highest rank: Captain
24/06/40 - 3/02/41
3/02/41 - 7/08/42
16/09/42 - 1/09/43
4/01/45 - 20/09/45

Robert Alan
4425
At school 1928 - 1935 •
Air Force
402416
FTS: 19/08/40 - 15/10/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Pilot
DFC
Service Medals: 1939/45 Medal, Africa Star with Clasp, Burma Star, Defence Medal, British War
Medal, Australian War Medal.

RAF Training Units
South Africa, Rhodesia
227 Sqn, RAF (Beaufighter)
India
22 PTC
India
222 Corps
India
27 Sqn, RAF (Beaufighter)
India
1 Sqn, RAAF
Kingaroy, Australia
94 Sqn, RAAF (Mosquito)
Maryborough, Australia

10/12/40 - Jun-4l
13/05/42 - 22/10/42
22/10/42 - 26/09/43
26/09/43 - 20/10/43
1944 - 1944
3/02/45 - 4/06/45
4/06/45 - 24/09/45
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Flight Lieutenant Swift has flown a large number ofoperational sorties. While serving in the Middle East he has taken part in low
level attacks on road and enemy airfields, attacked enemy troop carrying aircraft and escorted Malta convoys. In operatiom in
Burma this officer has destroyed and damaged oil tanks, enemy transport and airfields. He can always be relied upon to complete his
allotted tasks, whatever thf' difficulties to be surmounted and has comistentLy set a fine example ofdevotion to duty.

SWIFf

Robert Edmund
Army
NX131892
Duty after training: Bombardier

5631
At school 1935 - 1939
FTS: 4/12/41 - 22/05/46
Highest rank: Corporal
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.

32 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Australia
551 Lt AA Bty, RAA
New Guinea
24 AA Bty, RAA
New Guinea
439 AA Bty, RAA
New Guinea
AATC Water Tpt Unit
Australia
SWINBOURNE

22/05/42 - 31105/42
29/08/43 - 18/02/44
19/02/44 - 5/06/44
5/06/44 - 5/07/44
10/12/45 - 15/02/46

John Foster
Army

5226
NX91327

FTS: 5/03/42 - 29/05/46

2/1 Armd Troops Workshop
Australia
13 Adv Workshop
Qld Australia
South Qld Area Workshop
Qld Australia

t

SWIRE

At school 1933 - 1936
Highest rank: Craftsman

22/03/42
18/01/45
8/12/45 - 9/05/46

Conrad Clifford
3003
Air Force
413913
FTS: 13/09/41- 31107/44
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Air Observer

At school 1920 - 1928
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star

RCAF Training Units
Canada

3 'M' Depot, IGRS.

..

31101143 - 1943

RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
3/08/43 - 24/12/43
11 PDRC, 7 (C) OTU.
22PTC
East Africa
24/12/43 - 21102/44
RAF Station
21102/44 - 5/03/44
Shaullufa Egypt
244 Sqn, RAF
Southern Arabia
5/03/44 - 31/07/44
Killed in aircraft crash on coast of Southern Arabia on non-operational flight.

SWIRE

Eric Melville
Army

NX87669

3004
FTS: 5/02/42 - 24/11/45

At school 1920 - 1923
Highest rank: L/Sergeant

MI'2.HQ New Guinea Force
Porr Moresby, New Guinea
HQ 1 Aust Corps
Australia
Mororai
2 Adv 2 Echelon.
Mentioned in Despatches 15/03/45: Exceptional service in the South west Pacific area.

14/01143 - 18/12/44
5/08/44 10/04/45 - 3/11145

SWIRE

Johh Brownhill
3344
Air Force
124237
FTS: 8/04/43 - 10/04/46
Duty after training: Radio Telephony Op; on discharge: Clerk
.
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star.

At school 1922 - 1922
Highest rank: Flying Officer

SWIRLES

Colin Moorcraft
4780
Army
NX106994
FTS: 23/05/42 - 25/10/45
Duty after training: Medical Officer

At school 1930 - 1935
Highest rank: Captain
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2/2 Casualty Clearing Station, AAMC
Finschhafen New Guinea.
MO[Qtai, Balikpapan Borneo.
Evacuated unfie.
SWIRLES

Kenneth Alexander
Army
NX120260

4779
FTS: 1110/41 - 14102/46

III Anti-Tank Regt, RAA
NSW
3 Anti-Tank Regt, RAi\
NSW
103 Tank Attack Regt, RAA
Darwin
1 Aust Corps, Sigs Corps
Queensland
Cipher duties.
21 Cipher Section, Sigs Corp
MO[Qtai
Cipher dudes.

SYMES

18/09/42 - 19/03/44
13/06/45 - 27107/45
At school 1930 - 1932
Highest rank: Corporal
7102/42 1110142 19112/42 - 10107144
15/11144 - 8103/45

16/04/45 - 19/12145

Russell Robert
5420
At school 1934 - 1937 •
Highest rank: Captain
Army
NX14035
FTS: 10/05/40 - 21108/45
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
1 Heavy AA Regt, RAA
Ingleburn, NSW
May-40
Training. Instructor with rank of Sergeant. Appointed Lieur October 1940.
School of AA and CD
Haifa Palestine
]ul-41
Seconded to Haifa as a gunnery instructor with the English School of AA & CD.
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Aug-41
Palestine
Converted to light AA Regr.
Apt-42
Darwin
School of Artillery
]ul-43
Clarendon, Randwick
Appointed to Schools with rank of Captain.
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
MO[Qtai, Balikpapan Borneo
]un-45

SYMONDS

Bruce Brahm
4941
Army
NX201971
FTS: 3/08/40 - 8/01/47
Duty after training: Medical Services
Syd Uni Regt
Sydney
10 Field Amb, AAMC
Australia
70 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Australia
E Command Inter-Service Medical Wing
Australia

SYMONDS

Myer Leslie
5046
Air Force
403882
FTS: 4/03/41 - 18/05/45
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Wireless Operator

RAAF Training Units
Ausrralia
2ITS,2ED.
RCAF Training Units
Winnipeg, Mossbank, Halifax Canada
3 Wireless School, 2 Bty, 1 'Y' Depoe.
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
22 PTC
Middle East
454 Sqn, RAAF
Middle East

At school 1931- 1936
Highest rank: Captain

3/08/40 -12107/44
21112/45 -]an-46
7109/46 -12109/46
12109146 -]an-47
At school 1932 - 1936
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star
4/03/41 - 22/04/41

14/05/41 - 12/11/41

23/11/41 - 17106/42
18/06/42 - 5/10/42
5110/42 - 12101144
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Middle East
TABBERER

12/01/44 - 26/01/44

Charles Graham Vonsden
4781
At school 1930 - 1931
Army
NX37221
FTS: 24/06/41 - 09/04/43
Highest rank: Gunner
Duty after training: Gunnet
Service Medals: Defence Medal, Africa Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2/3 Pioneer Bn
Cammeray Barracks, Glenfield, Cowra, Narellan, Bathurst
Jun-40 - Apr-41
Appointed Sergeant, attended OTC Narellan and Map Reading and Field Sketching Course
Randwick. Lost rank upon transfer to 2/30 Inf Bn. Discharged medically unfit 29/05/41
2/9 Field Regt, RAA
24/06/41 - Aug-41
Re-enlisced. Trained and sent to Middle East per Queen Mary.
Beirut, Aleppo, Middle East.
Aug-41 - Feb-42
Hospitalised with jaundice in Beirut. Served in Aleppo.
Adelaide, Caboolture.
Mar-42 - 9/04/43
Attended Motor Transport Schools. Discharged medically unfic April 1943.
Brian Sharland
5047
At school 1932 - 1934 •
Air Force
403608
FTS: 3/02/41 - 8/01/46
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Duty after training: Pilot; on discharge: Flight Commander
DSO, DFC, MID
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Atlantic Star, Africa Star (1st Army clasp), Italy Scar, 1939/45 Defence
Medal, 1939/45 War Medal
RAAF Training Units

Bradfield, Narromine Australia
Jan-41 - May-41
ITS, 5 EFTS, flying training and solo (11.2 hours).
RCAF Training Units
MacLeod, Alberta; Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island Canada
JuI-41 - Nov-41
Flying training (mulri engine) 2 Sqn RCAF; 7 SFTS (Ansons); Navigation training.
RAP Training Units
Apr-42 4(C) OTU RAP
Invergordon, Scotland United Kingdom
Londons and Catalinas. Conversion to Flying Boats (Catalina).
202 Sqn, RAF Coastal Command (Catalina)
Gibraltar
Apr-42 - 5/06/43
Seconded to 10 Sqn RAAF 5 June for night anti-sub patrol. U Boat patrols and convoy escorts.
Escorted fleet into Oran for Allied landings 7 Nov. 1402 hoUts flying (longest flight 23 hrs) with 202 Sqn.
4 Operational Training Unit (Catalina)
Invergordon, Scotland; Killadaes, Nth Ireland United Kingdom.
Jul-43 - Nov-43
Flying instructing, photographic battles against Spitfires etc. One A/S patrol. 3 FIS (Oxfords).
302 Ferry Training Unit (Catalinas & Sunderland)
17/1 0/43 - 29/08/44
Oban, Scotland. United Kingdom
Fit Cmdr of Unit, ilc flying training of new crews for flight to Ceylon.
202 Sqn, RAP Coastal Command (Catalina)
Sullon Voe, Shetlan<;l Isles; Castle Archdale, N. Ireland United Kingdom Sep-44 - Jun-45
2nd operational tour on detachment with 210 Sqn. U Boat patrols and escorts in Western
Approaches and Irish Sea.
TANNER

Hugh Dayrell Canning
Army
NX102748

2711
FTS: 1/10/41 - 21/12/45

At school 1918 - 1920
Highest rank: Captain

4 Armd Bde Cqy
Borneo
TAVENER

Felix William
4095
Army British 201806
FrS: Jul-40 - Aug-46
Duty after training: Artilleryman; on discharge: Infantry
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Defence Medal, Burma Star

At school 1926 - 1932 •
Highest rank: Captain

RA Training Units
Larkhill, Catterick, United Kingdom
Jul-40 - Feb-41
123 Artillery OCTU - commissioned. Trained with 6 howitzers, 25 pdrs and 2 pdr anti-tank guns.
82 Anti-Tank Regt, RA
Oct-41 - Dec-41
Clacton on Sea United Kingdom
Jan-42 - Oct-43
Jhansi, Deula, Ranchi Indian Theatre
24 Lt AA / Anti-Tank Regt, RA
Oct-43 - Apr-44
Arakan, Indian Theatre
7th Indian Div. Battle of Admin Box.
Oct-44 - May-45
Kohima, Imphal, Nyaungu, Chauk, Yemanyaung, Magwe Burma.
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Battle of Kohima, Irrawaddy River crossing at Nyaung.
Lanarkshire Yeomanry
Germany
Army of occupation in Germany awaiting demobilisation.
TAYLOR

1945 - Apr-46

At school 1952 - 1957
8285
David Allan
United Nations
United Nations High Commission for Refugees
Thailand, Cambodia
1978 - 1981
Field Officer, Resettlement Officer, Head Social Services Program.

Certificate from the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, 20/04/79: Officially commendedfor courage in the
performance ofduty.
TAYLOR

Donald Mawney
4782
At school 1930 - 1939
Navy
42401
FTS: 5/06/42 - 14/05/43
Highest rank: Sub Lieut
Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
May-42 - Jun-42
Training Depot, Melbourne. 4 weeks initial training.
HMAS TOrrens
Port Adelaide
Jun-42 - Aug-42
Harbour defence motor boats, mine sweeping in HMAS Toorie.
HMAS Melville
Darwin
Jul-42 - Aug-42
Naval Depot Darwin.
HMAS TOlga
At Sea between Darwin & Cairns
Aug-42 - May-43
Minesweeping, general supply duties to RAAF Coastal Radar Stations, Mission Stations, Army at
Thursday Island.

TAYLOR

At school 1923 - 1929
Frederick Charles
3511
Army
VX6542
FTS: 4/11/39 - 20/11/45
Highest rank: Major
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.
2/6 Cav Regt
Middle East
Attached to the Queen's Own 7th Hussars.
1 Army Tank Bn, AAC
Northern Territory
2/11 Arty Cav Regt
New Guinea
HQ 2 Aust Corps
Bougainville
Involved in negotiations with surrendering Japanese.

TAYLOR

Keith Howard
5601
74090
FTS: 15/12/42 - 30/01/46
Air Force
Duty after training: Trainee Technical; on discharge: Fitter
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45.

15/12/39 - 30/03/42

10/06/42 - 10/07/42
14/01/43 - 3/02/44
25/01/45 - 20/10/45
At school 1935 - 1941
Highest rank: LAC

4 Works Maintenance Unit
Australia
2PD
Australia
TAYLOR

14/10/43 - Mar-45
5/03/45 - Jan-46

Kenneth Victor
8887
At school 1956 - 1961
Highest rank: Sub Lieut
Permanent Navy C 61533
FTS: 63 - Still serving
Duty after training: Assistant Officer of the Watch; on discharge: Fitter
Service Medals: Vietnam Logistic Support Medal, 1945/75 ASM.
HMAS Sydney
VlIng Tau, South Vietnam
Voyage on HMAS Sydney to VlIng Tau carrying troops and equipment.

TAYLOR

Norman James
1919
Air Force
262025
FTS: 16/12/40 - 10/11/44
Duty after training: Cypher; on discharge: Administration
RAAF School of Administration
Australia

Jan-68 - Jan-68

At school 1913 - 1915
Highest rank: Flight Lieur

16/12/40 - 22/02/41
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Western Australia
HQ North West Area
North West Australia
SHQ Baly Waters
Australia
HQ Southern Area
Australia
RAAF Training Units
Australia
1SFTS, 1STT, 6ITS, 2PD.

22/02/41 - 9/02/42
15/03/42 - 13/04/42
13/04/42 - 26/05/42
26/05/42 - 28/06/43
28/06/43 - 10/11/44

TAYLOR

At school 1925 - 1932
Patrick Charles
3871
Highest rank: Lieut
FTS: 12/09/42 - 7/12/45
Army
NX120128
Duty after training: Gunner
Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
221 Lt AA Bty, RAA
7/01/42 - 12/09/42
Sydney
53 Aust Corps Regt
New Guinea
4/12/43 - 15/05/44
21/04/45 - 23111/45
Morotai

TAYLOR

Patrick Gordon
Air Force
267484 GC
Aust Joint Staff
Washington

1381
At school 1909 - 1911
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
3/01/44

TAYLOR

Ralph
3037
At school 1920 -1920
Air Force
263536
FTS: 2/12/41 - 6/12/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Cypher; on discharge: Bomb Disposal
MBE, Silver Star (US)
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training Units
Australia
2/12/41 - 23/05/42
lED, 5SFTS, Administration School.
SHQ
Pt Morseby New Guinea
23/05/42 - 18/09/42
Bomb disposal.
1 Admin Wing
South West Pacific
18/09/42 - 25/11142
21 Base Wing
South West Pacific
25/11142 - 26/12/42
1 Sqn, RAAF (BeaUfort)
Gould, Northern Territory.
11 12/43 - 28/02/44
4 Bomb Disposal Unit
Admiralty Islands, New Guinea, Biak.
3/03/44 - 1/05/44
10 Operational Group
New Guinea
13/09/44 - 21110/44
3 Bomb Disposal Unit
Borneo
11/04/45 - 30/05/45
Member ofthe Order ofthe British Empire' Citation
Flight Lieutenant Taylor landed with No 3 Bomb Disposal Unit shortly after the assault wave on an island north-east ofBorneo
and, for the next ten days, was called upon to work long hours each day on the detection and defUsing ofnumerous land mines along
roads, tracks and on the airfield. He was frequently detailed to go ahead ofthe infantry at night to clear roads for advancing troops
and tanks, and he swept a section ofthe airfield at night before it was captured, where more than 200 depth charges and naval
mines laid as land mines were removed from the airstrip alone. Because ofhis leadership, courage and ability to inspire his men to
work willingly to the point ofexhaustion, his unit carried out successfully and quickly a very important task. Flight Lieutenant
Taylor has carried out bomb disposal duties in the South- west Pacific Area with the utmost distinction for the last fifteen
months. His courage and devotion to duty are worthy ofthe highest praise.

Mention in Despatches Citation
In the course ofhis service with No 4 Bomb Disposal Unit, Flight Lieutenant Taylor has displayed outstanding determination and
devotion to duty during his period ofservice in the Admiralty Islands. In addition to disposing ofboth enemy and American
unexploded bombs, his keeness in clearing the land mines and booby traps met by forward troops, as well as in strip and camp areas,
has been most commendable.
Silver Star Citation
Flying Officer (temporary Flight Lieutenant) Ralph Taylor (263536) Royal Austrdlian Air Force. For gallantry in action at Rossun,
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Manus Island, Admiralty Group on 25th March, 1944. When tanks supporting an attack on fortified enemy positions were stopped
by enemy mines, Lieutenant Taylor with utter disregardfor the concentrated machine gun and sniper fire being placed to cover the
minefield, and disdaining to delay demolition ofmines by bangalore torpedoes or other safer methods, voluntarily and alone
advanced and removed the tank obstacles, thus permitting the continuation ofthe attack. His gallantry under heavy fire greatly
encouraged and inspired the troops in the assault, and contributed materially to expediting the success ofthe mission.
TAYLOR

Ronald Minton
Army, British

2049

87 Lt AA Bty, RA
Yarmouth, Isle of Wight
File Incomplete

At school 1914 - 1918

1940
4418

At school 1928 - 1931

TEMPLE-SMITH

John Alfred
Air Force

TERREY

Karl King
At school 1923 - 1927
3512
Highest rank: Sergeant
FTS: 20/10/39 - 12/09/45
Army
NX3864
Dury after training: Infantry
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Crete Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
2/1 Aust InfBn
20/10/39 - 10/01/40
Liverpool, Ingleburn
Training then embarked for overseas.
EI Kantara, Alexandria, Crete Middle East
26/02/40 - May-41
Campaigning in North Africa then sent to Crete in April 1941. Wounded and captured in May
1941.
POW
Stalag VIIIb, Takeined Oflag IIIC, Stalag 383, Germany.
30/05/41 - 17/05/45
Repatriated to UK in May 1945. Embarked for Australia 8/08/45.
Dischatged on Compassionate Grounds.

THANE

Edgar Dancer
Army
NX34805
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star.

3006
FTS: 26/04/40 - 14/07/45

2/13 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
Palestine Middle East
3 Field Regt, RAA
Western Australia
CO; appointed CO HQ 2 Aust Div. Sent
2 Medium Regt, RAA
NSW Australia
Placed upon Reserve of Officers.

THANE

At school 1920 - 1923
Highest rank: Lt Col

Feb-40 - 1940
25/09/41 - 11/03/42

to

12/07/42 - Jul-44
command AA Bty Rottnest Island, 3 months.

George Dancer
4599
Air Force
FTS: 1/06/40 - 1/09/45
Dury after training: Instrument fitter

JuI-44 - 28/07/45
1929 - 1929
Highest rank: AC

Malaya
THODE

Felix John
Navy

S7541

6383
FTS: 14/12/42 - 10104/46

HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
HMAS Townsville
Australia, New Guinea, Bougainville
Corvette.
Hospitalised 2/1 AGH
Torokina
HMAS Queensborough
Australia
Demobilised 10104/46.
THOMAS

1940 - 1942
Highest rank: Seaman
14/12/42 - 18/04/43
19/04/43 - 25/11145

6110/45 - 20/10/45.
16101/46 - 18/03/46

6384
Charles Bruce
At school 1940 - 1940
Air Force
432287
FTS: 5/12142 - 7/02/46
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Dury after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM, Dutch Medal.
RAAF Training Units
Temora, Point Cook, East Sale Australia

5/12/42 - 19/03/44
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36 Sqn, RAAF
Townsville, Australia; Port Moresby, New Guinea
24 Sqn, RAAF (Liberator)
Philippines
7 Operational Training Unit
Sourh West Pacific
THOMAS

Donald Mortimer
Army

NX13669

3057
ITS: 13/05/40 - 11/10145

3 Bty, 2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
Port Moresby
114 Lt AA Regt, RAA
Port Morseby
Australia
THOMAS

19/03/44 - 30/11/44
14/12144 - 3/12/45
3/12/45 - 15/01/45
At school 1920 - 1926
Highest rank: Lieut

28/06/41 - 31/01/42
14/07/42 - 25/07/43
25/07/43 - 1102144
6102/44 - 28/09/45

Ernest Ormond Butler
4250
ITS: 1940 - 4/12/45
Army
NX143984
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Legal Officer
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.

At school 1927 - 1931
Highest rank: Captain

7 Field Regt, RAA
Willoughby, Wallgrove, Mt Keira, NSW; Geraldton, Morowa, Pointwater WA.
Feb-41 - 42
Promoted Bombadier; October 1942 pro L1Sgt; January 1943 appoinred Acting Lieut. and
.
transferred to AlE
2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Australia; Aitape New Guinea.
Apr-44
HQWAL ofCArea
Perth
Mar-45
Promoted Captain.
THOMAS

Henry Oreste
5422
At school 1934 - 1937
Air Force
424333
ITS: 17108/42 - 22/02/46
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Wireless Operator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Burma Srar, France &
Germany Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Ascot Vale Australia
17108/42 - 12/11/42
2ITS, 2ED, lED.
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Calgary, Hallbank, Onrario, Pennfield Ridge, Lachine Canada 27111142 - 25/05/44
3 'M' Depot, 2W~, 34 OTU, 1 'Y' Depoe.
RAF Training UnitS'
United Kingdom
3/06144 - 19/09/44
11PDRC, RAP Stn Doncaster, 107 (T) OTU.
271 Sqn, RAF
United Kingdom
19/09/44 - 20102/45
31 Sqn, RAF
India
20102/45 - 26104/45
215 Sqn, RAF
India
26104/45 - 12/02/46
Master At School

THOMAS

Monte
Air Force

THOMAS

Ronald Semple
Army
NX129042

2477
ITS: 7103141 -7/12/45

1 Army Depot Cash Office
New Guinea
File Incomplete
THOMAS

WJlJiam Godfrey
Army

NX112619

1 AABde, RAA
Sydney
HQ Darwin AA Group
Darwin

At school 1917 - 1920
Highest rank: Sergeant

11/10/44-5/11/45
4251
FTS: 14/03/41 - 12/12/45

At school 1927 - 1934
Highest rank: Captain

14/03/41 - 12/08/42
12/08/42 - 19/02/43
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14 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Sydney
HQ 1 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Australia
OC of unit.
141 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Torokina Bougainville

t

THOMPSON

THOMPSON

19/02/43 - 15/05/44
15/05/44 - Mar-45

15/03/45 - Nov-45
At school 1932 - 1934
5050
Highest rank: Private

Alan Dudley Robert
Army
YX21764
HQ26 InfBde
Egypt
Died 30/01/43
Alan Herbert
Army
NI72261

5091
ITS: 13/04/42 - 6/06/46

HQNSW L ofC Area
NSW
THOMPSON

Herbert Thomas
Air Force
404609
Duty after training: Pilot

13/04/42 - 6/06/46
4601
At school 1929 - 1932
FTS: 11/10/40 - 22/01/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star.

RAAF Training Units
Narromine, Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, 5EFTS, 2ED, ISFTS.
RCAF Training Units
Halifax Canada
1SFTS, 1 'M' Depot.
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
3PRC,60TU.
410 Sqn, RAF
United Kingdom
24 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
84 Sqn, RAAF
Horn Island
Boomerang and Kittyhawk alc.
THOMPSON

At school 1932 - 1937
Highest rank: Sergeant

14/10/40 - 22/02/41

16/03/41 - 19/06/41

17/07/41 - 30/09/41

30/09/41 - 18/03/42
17/06/42 - 8/02/43
8/02/43 - 14/01/44

John Kenneth
4058
At school 1926 - 1930 •
Army
NX56431
ITS: 4/07/40 - 14/03/44
Highest rank: Captain
Service Medals: Africa Star with 8th Army Clasp, 1939/45 Star, ASM.
MID

2/17 Aust Inf Bn
appointed Lieut.
Tobruk, El AJamein, Beirut Lebanon, Middle East
Attended officer courses and appointed Captain.
Australia
Special duty, intelligence work.
Mentioned in Despatches 16/03/44.
THOMPSON

John Raymond
Air Force

6550

THOMPSON

3872
Kenneth
ITS: 6/02/40 - 15/1 0/45
Army
NX8078
6 Div Supply Column, AASC
United Kingdom
9 Div Supply Column, AASC
Middle East
12 Coy, AASC
Middle East
2/156 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
Milne Bay Finschhafen New Guinea.
2/15 Tpt PI, AASC
Morotai

Apr-41 OTC,
May-41 - 26/01143
Feb-43 - 14/03/44

At school 1941 - 1942
At school 1925 - 1931
Highest rank: Corporal
18/06/40 - 14/11/40
30/12/40 - 13/01142
13/01142 - 24/01143
4/08/43 - 25/02/44
16/04/45 - 21/08/45
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Frederick William
4602
At school 1929 - 1931 •
Army
FTS: During 1939 - Jan-46
Highest rank: Lr Col
Service Medals: 1939/45 Srar, Pacific Srar, Defence Medal, 1939/45 Service Medal, 1939/45 Long
Service Medal.
2/1 AA Regr, RAA
Darwin
Jerusalem, Syria Middle Easr
Darwin
Lae, Milne Bay, New Guinea.
Celebes
Balikpapan Borneo
Wounded

THOMSON

1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945

Ninian Miller
5933
Navy
S6681
FTS: 4/05/42 - 3/05/46
Duty on discharge: Radio Mechanic
HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
Rared a leading wireless mechanic 29/01/43.
HMAS Kuttabul
Australia
HMAS Westralia
Sourh Wesr Pacific
HMAS watson
Sydney

THORP

Graham Marriot

At school 1937 - 1941
Highest rank: Perry Officer

4/05/42 - 29/01/43

30/01/43 - 5/03/43
29/06/43 - 1945
11/06/45 - 8/02/46
5603

At school 1935 - 1936

Army
NX58197
FTS: 18/07/40 - 7/11/45
Highest rank: Caprain
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Forward Obs Officer
MC
Service Medals: 1939/45 Srar, Africa Srar, Pacific Srar, Defence Medal 1939/45, ASM, SW Pacific
Service Medal, Greek Government Medal.
2/1 Field Regr, RAA
Dir Suneid Palesrine, Mersah Marruh, Cyrenaicia
Sep-40 - Apr-41
Embarked on Aquitania. Training in Palesrine; campaigning from Bardia co Benghazi.
Larissa, Piraeus, Greece
May-41 - Jul-41
Rear guard ro evacuation ro Alexandria.
Lebanon, Syria, Palesrine
Aug-41 - Dec-41
Attended Ski School ar Cedars, Lebanon.
Horana Ceylon
Feb-42 - SepA2
Queensland Tablelands
Ocr-42 - Feb-43
Buna, Gona, Sanananda New Guinea
Mar-43 - Aug-43
Adelaide, Arherton Tablelands, Queensland
Sep-43 - Feb-44
OCTU; rraining on Tablelands.
1 Naval Bombardment Group, RAA
Mororai, Balikpapan, Borneo
May-45 - Ocr-45
Seconded CO Naval Bombardment Group.
Discharged Sydney.

Military Cross Citation
On the 4th July 19452/14 Aust InfBn was partly across the Manggar Air Strip when the enemy openedfire with 5 inch Coastal
Defence Guns, 75mm, 81mm Mortars arid dual purpose AA guns. NX58197 Lieut G Thorp had ascended a forty feet control tower
to direct navalfire on memy positions. The enemy concentrated heavy fire on this tower, at the foot ofwhich three officers and one
other rank were killed, and two officers, including the commanding officer ofthe 2/5 Australian Field Regiment, were wounded.
Lieut Thorp could have covered his descent from the tower with navalfire but, although dangerously exposed and in the midst of
shrapnelfrom air-bursting shells, he chose to remain. Aware that the tower was being used as an observation post, the enemy
maintained a constant barrage in an endeavour to bring it down. One leg ofthe tower was shot away and two others damaged
while Lieut Thorp with cool determination continued to direct the navalfire. He brought fire to bear on the enemy guns and
silenced them at a time when our troops were dangerously exposed and his was the only support available.
On the following day, despite the fact that the enemy guns were still able to fire on him, he again volunteered to ascend the rickety
structure. Throughout this sec;ond day he remained on the top ofthe tower pin-pointing enemy positions and directing fire against
them.
His outstanding courage and devotion to duty in the face ofheavy fire undoubtedly saved the 2/14th Aust InfBn from many
casualties. By his action he made possible the accurate pinpointing and destruction ofa large number ofenemy guns and so enabled
the battalion to occupy the Manggar Air Strip much earlier than would have been possible otherwise.
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THROSBY

Alister Boyd
Army
NX26525

3346
FTS: 16/09/40 - 12/04/45

At school 1922 - 1926
Highest rank: LlSergeant

2/9 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
2/8 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
HQ RAA 2 Corps
Oro Bay, Finschhafen New Guinea.
HQ RAA 1 Corps
Queensland
Unit name change from HQ RAA 2 Corps. Discharged medically unfit.
THROSBY

3/05/41 - 23/07/42
23/07/42 - 31/01/43
3/11/434/05/44
9/05/44 - 30/12/44

George Frederick Osborne
3191
At school 1921 - 1921
Army
NX60279
FTS: 1940 - 1944
Highest rank: Captain
Duty after training: Infantry; on discharge: Infantry Officer
Service Medals: ASM 1939/45, 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal 1939/45.
2/17 Austlnf Bn
1940 - 1941
1941 - 1943
Palestine, Tobruk, Syria Middle East
Desert campaign at Tobruk. Campaigned in Syria in 1942. Transferred to Army Legal Corps.
Finschhafen New Guinea.
1943 - 1944
Trained with 26 Bde 9 Div, sent to New Guinea. Returned to Queensland late 1944; discharged on
medical grounds.

THURLOW

David Keith
Army
NX73740

5231
FTS: 28/08/41 - 16/02/45

2 Div Signals
Australia
Lae, Aitape New Guinea.
THURLOW

Johnathon Henry
Army
NX51381

At school 1933 - 1935
Highest rank: Lieut
19/09/42 - 19/04/44
19/04/44 - 6/02/45

5232
FTS: 30/05/40 - 19/05/45

2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
Embarked Middle East per Orcades.
Darwin Northern Territory
Buna, Finschhafen New Guinea.
Contracted malaria.
Australia
Various hospitalisations. Discharged medically unfit.

At school 1933 - 1935
Highest rank: Gunner
25/07/41 - 3l/0l/42
17/04/42 - 15/06/43
27/11/43 - 23/05/44
29/05/44 - 19/05/45
Master At School

THURSTON

WV
Army

TILBURY

Clive Edwin
5424
At school 1934 - 1935
Army
NX13782
FTS: 7/05/40 - 6/10/45
Highest rank: Sergeant
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, ASM.
2/6 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
New Guinea
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.

TILBURY

1941 - Feb-42
12/02/42 - 18/02/44
9/06/45 - 4/09/45

5425
At school 1934 - 1936
LLoyd David
FTS: 9/05/40 - 3/08/43
Highest rank: Acting Sergeant
Army
NX22356
Duty after training: Signalman
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Victory Medal, Defence Medal, ASM
2/6 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
14/11/40 - 10/03/42
New Guinea
Sep-42 - 3/08/43
Contracted scrub typhus in Feb 1943 and malaria in March - hospitalised. Promoted to Acting
Sergeant Feb 1943. Discharged to Dept of External Affairs 3/08/43.

TILLEY

William John
6082
At school 1938 - 1941
Air Force
423354
FTS: 20/06/42 - 6/02/46
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Wireless Operator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training Units
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Jun-42 - Jul-43
2 ITS, 3 WAGS, 1 BAGS, 1 OTU Lockheed Hudson a/c.
13 Sqn, RAAF
Canberra, ACT
Aug-43 - Dec-43
Awaiting new aircraft - Lockheed Ventura (PV1) and familiarisation of aircraft.
Darwin, Northern Territory
Dec-43 - Mar-44
Patrols over islands north of Darwin and convoy work. (Hudsons)
Jun-44 - Feb-45
Cooktown, Queensland; Gove, Northern Territory
Convoy escort and strikes islands north of Australia. (Venturas)
11 Comm Unit (Ventura)
.
Morotai, New Guinea
Apr-45 - Oct-45
Flying senior officers from Morotai to Manila, New Guinea and other islands. 1 WAGS Ballarat until
discharge Jan 1946.
TINDAL

Arthur Peter
Army

~0960

5051
FTS: 24/04/40 - 1/10/44

2/3 Pioneer Bn
Middle East
Milne Bay, Finschhafen New Guinea.
Contracted malaria. Discharged to an essential occupation.

t

Richard Travers
5233
FTS: 31/01/41 - 10/11/43
Army
NX25015
2/15 Field Regr, RAA
Malaya, Singapore
POW
Changi, Singapore; Thailand.
Died in Thailand.
Buried Thanbyuzayat war Cemetery, Burma, Plot Ai3, D/i8.
TINDAL

TODD

George Howard Stephens
Air Force
432911
Duty after training: Pilot

6239
ITS: 30/01/43 - 22/03/46

RAAF Training Units
Narrandera, MaiJala, Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, 8EFTS, 6SFTS, 2ED.
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
11PORU,6 (P) AFU, 51 OTU, 74 Base.
51 Sqn, RAF
United Kingdom.
78 Sqn, RAF
United Kingdom
TOM

22/11/41 - 25/01/43
6/08/43 - 11/03/44
At school 1933 - 1938
Highest rank: Gunner
30/05/41 - 16/02/42
16/02/42 - 10/11/43

At school 1939 - 1941
Highest rank: Flying Officer

30/01/43 - 12/12/43

26/01/44 - 3/02/45

26/04/45 - 7/05/45
7/05/45 - 12/02/46

Murray Gordon Clive Pearson
5234
At school 1933 - 1937
Air Force
64574
FTS: 12/05/42 - 31/01/46
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Trainee Dental Mechanic
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45.
1 Air Observers School
Australia
Station HQ
Laverton Australia
2 Reception Depot
Australia
2RH
Australia
2 Reception Depot
Tocumwal

TOMLINSON

At school 1932 - 1935
Highest rank: LlSergeant

19/03/43 - Sep-43
6/09/43 - Oct-43
5/09/44 - Nov-44
10/11/44 - Dec-44
23/12/44 - Jan-46

John Butler
5235
At school 1933 - 1935
Air Force
36166
FTS: 17/04/41 - 7/03/46
Highest rank: Corporal
Duty after training: Trainee Electrician; on discharge: Electrical Fitter
77 Sqn, RAF
South West Pacific

2/12/43 - Aug-45
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TONKIN

TONKIN

4427
Harry Reginald
Army
NX124609
FTS: 8/03/40 - 5/01/45
Duty after training: Infantry
Militia
MoiongNSW
Joined Militia at Molong, training, appointed Lieur.
CMF
Australia
54 Aust Inf Bn
Collie WA, Atherton Tablelands Qld.
Training Battalion. Promoted to Captain.

At school 1928 - 1931
Highest rank: Captain

Thomas Alexander
4603
Army
NX54240
FTS: 24/06/40 - 11/10/45
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.

At school 1929 - 1935
Highest rank: Sergeant

Medium Regt, RAA
Ingleburn, Cowra, NSW
Joined 2/1 Medium Regt - 6 Howitzer.
2/13 Field Regt, RAA
Darwin, Northern Territory
2/1 Medium Regt, RAA
Palestine
Coominya, Helidon, Queensland
AARegt, RAA
Southport, Atherton, Queensland
2/1 Medium Regt, RAA
Atherton Tablelands, Queensland
TOOSE

1937 - Sep-39

8/03/40 - 9/08/42
9/08/42 - 5/01145

Jun-40 - Apr-41

May-41 - Aug-41
Sep-41 - May-42
]un-42 - ]un-43
JuJ-43 - May-45
May-45 - Oct-45

4786
At school 1930 - 1935
Paul Burcher
Highest rank: Major
FTS: 1939 - 1945
Army
NX76532
Duty after training: Artillery
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacinc Star, War Medal 1939/45 and General Service Medals, EM
1 AA Bde, RAA
Sydney, Kembla, Scheyville, NSW; Townsville, Qld
Sep-39 1942
1939-1940 Adjutant 1 AA Bde RAA (M). OC 'P' AA Bty RAA. OC Kembla AA Bty RAA (M). OC
AA Training Depot AlF, Scheyville. OC Wallaby Force. Joined AlF appointed Lieur. Promoted
Captain AlF OC 2/17 Lt AA Bty (Airborne).
2/17 Lt AA Bty (Airborne), RAA
Townsville, Port Moresby, New Guinea
1942
Made Capt and OC 2/17 Lt AA Bty. OC troops SS Canberra to Port Moresby.
AA Defence HQ
Port Moresby, Wau, Bulolo, Milne Bay, Goodenough
Island, Oro Bay, Buna New Guinea
1942-1943
52 Comp AA Regt, RAA
1943 - 1944
Merauke Dutch New Guinea
Acting CO 52 AA Regiment. Appointed AA Defence CO at Merauke.
SORA 2 (AA) MGRA LHQ
Sydney, North Head
1944 - 1945
SORA 2 (AA) MGRA Branch HQ. Senior Instructor AA Wing School of Artillery.

TOOTH

5236
At school 1933 - 1935
Maurice Alfred
Army
NX76463
FTS: 20/10/41 - 13/06/45
Highest rank: Captain
Duty after training: Engineers
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
7 Div Workshops, AEME
Palesrine
Nov-41 - Mar-42
25 Bde Workshops & 2/54 Light Aid Detachment, AEME
Queensland
Mar-42 - Oct-42
Attached to 2/2 Anti Tank Regt. Repair and maintenance of 'B' vehicles and anti-tank guns.
2/54 Light Aid Detachment, AEME
Milne Bay, Oro Bay, Darwin, Qld
Oct-42 - May-45
Repair and maintenance of 'B' vehicles and anti-tank guns.
459 Fwd Airfield Engineers
Bangalore, India, Kuala Lumpur, Singapore, Butterworth
May-45 - May-46
Discharged from AlF by request to join Royal Engineers (Queen Victoria's Own Madras Sappers &
Miners). Repair and upgrade of airfields throughout Malaya and Singapore.
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Maxwell John
6385
At school 1940 - 1941
Air Force
66174
ITS: 16/06/42 - 12/03/46
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Finer IIE
Service Medals: Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training
Newcastle, Rocklands SA. Adelaide, Melbourne
16/06/42 - Jan-43
Enlisted at Newcastle. Basic training at Rocklands SA; 4 SIT Training Flight Mechanic Adelaide.
2 Flying Boat Reception Depot
Rathmines
Feb-43 - Jun-44
Flying boat repair depot, aircraft engine finer. Training unit for flight engineers.
24 Sqn, RAAF (Liberator)
Townsville
Jun-44 - 1945
Morotai, Hollandia
1945 - Dec-45
Servicing aircraft during Borneo and Balikpapan conquest. Discharged from Rathmines.

TOWNEND

Geoffrey Hamilton
Army
NX178714

5052
ITS: 1/10/41 - 14/12/45

RAA Training Units
Australia
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Morotai
TOWNSEND

At school 1932 - 1932
Highest rank: Gunner
4/06/43 - May-45
12/06/45 - Nov-45

9875
At school 1962 - 1967 •
Richard Wtlliam
ITS: 27/04/71 - 4/06/93
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Air Force
225134
Duty after training: Air Traffic Control Officer
Service Medals: Defence Force Medal.
Base Sqn
Butterworth Malaya
Jun-75 - Dec-77
Unit duties including support to Five Power Defence Agreement, support to South Vietnam
evacuation following fall to North Vietnamese.
HQAir Aust
Glenbrook, NSW
Nov-87 - Jun-91
Staff Officer Plans, responsible for development of contingency plans for operations and exercises.
Staff officer for strike and fighter aircraft support and Planning for Gulf War Operations.

TRAILL

Arthur James
Navy

S9196

5936
ITS: 10/11/43 - 1945

HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
HMAS Penguin
Sydney
HMAS Bungare;
South West Pacioc
HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
TRAVERS

Basil Holmes
4428
Army
NX17
ITS: 13/11/39 - 8/02/45
Duty after training: Infantry; on discharge: HQ

At school 1937 - 1941
Highest rank: Able Seaman
4/11/43 - 3/04/44
4/04/44 - 25/04/44
26/04/44 - 20/06/45
21/06/45 - 31/08/45
At school 1928 - 1937 •
Highest rank: Major
OBE, MII2.-

2/2 Aust lnf Bn.
Australia
13/11/39 - 9/0 l/40
Appointed Lieut. Training. Sailed on first Convoy to Middle East.
ADC Gen IG Mackay (GOC 6 Div)
14/11/40 - 13/06/41
Palestine, Egypt, Cyrenaica, Greece
2/2 Aust lnf Bn
Egypt, Lybia, Greece, Palestine, Syria.
13/06/41
Appointed (Temp) Captain 1 August 1941. Appointed (temp) Major 22 May 1942.
HQ 15 Aust lnf Bde
Australia, New Guinea
10/02/43 - 1944
Brigade Major.
HQ2 Aust Corps
New Guinea, Bougainville.
22/09/44
Appointed General Staff Officer II Ops. Headquarters 2 Aust Corps (AlF).
Order ofthe British Empire Citation
In the initial preparation ofthe brigade for the attack on the Japanese in the Salamoa (sic) area his work was an important factor in
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the organisation ofthe force over a long line ofcommunication for the first attack on Bobdubi. He was often in close contact with
the enemy.
Mentioned in Despatches 19/01/45: Distinguished services in the South west Pacific.

TRAVERS

William Holmes

4429
At school 1928 - 1934 •
FTS: 13/10/39 - 13/09/45
Highest rank: Captain
Army
NX57
Duty after training: Infantry
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Defence Medal, General Service Medal, ASM.

2/1 Aust Inf Bn
Sydney, NSW
Oct-39 - Dec-39
Sailed with first convoy. in Dec 1939. Promoted Captain Nov 1940.
Bardia, Tobruk, Greece, Crete.
Jan-40 - May-41
Coy OC during Greek campaign, at Vevi - Veria, the Aliakmon Line and Brallos Pass. Evacuated to
Crete: defence Retimo aerodrome.
.
POW
Germany
May-41 - 1945
Taken POW to Germany, remaining there 4 years. Repatriated to England in 1945.

TRAVIS

Frederick George
Army
NX127367
Duty after training: Intelligence

4787
FTS: 1110/41 - 12/12/45

55/53 Aust Inf Bn
New Guinea
Contracted malaria
Torokina Bougainville

TREATT

Frank Burford
Army
NX131713
HQ1 DivCav
Australia
2 Anti-Tank Regr, RAA
Australia
102 Anti-Tank Regr, RAA
Australia
101 Tank-Attack Regr, RAA
Australia
HQ 1 Aust Army, AALC
Australia.
Dutch New Guinea
New Guinea & Bougainville

TREBECK

At school 1930 - 1932
Highest rank: Captain

27/12/41 - 5/03/43
12/12/44 - 12/11/45
3873
FTS: 10/01141 - 11103/46

At school 1925 - 1928
Highest rank: Captain
1/10/41
5/11/41
16/10/42
31/07/43

13J11J43
20J05J44 - 8/07/44;
19/1 0/44 - 1/03/46.

Erick Prosper
5262
At school 1933 - 1937
Army
NX13972
FTS: 15/05/40 - 29/11/45
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Forward Observation Officer
Service Medals: Africa Star, Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
Army Training
May-40 - Nov-40
Bathurst
Trained then sailed in Nov for the Middle East. 12 Bty.
2/6 Field Regr, RAA
18/12/40 - 8/02/42
Middle East
Queensland
Apr-42 - Jul-42
New Guinea
12/12/42 - 31/01144
Contracted malaria and returned to Australia.
Atherton Queensland, Canberra
1944 - Jun-45
Trained in North then sent to Canberra to train as a Forward Observation Officer.
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.
9/06/45 - 19/11145
Air Observation Post.

TREBECK

Norman Bruce
4604
At school 1929 - 1933 •
Army
NX12371
FTS: 1/05/40 - 14/11/45
Highest rank: Major
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
17 Aust Inf Bn
Collaroy Plateau, Glenfield, Ingleburn, Bathurst, NSW
Sep-39 - May-40
2/17 Aust Inf Bn
Ingleburn, Bathurst
May-40 - Oct-40
Training. Embarked Queen Mary 20/1 0/40 from Middle East via Bombay.
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Nov-40 - Feb-42
Camp at Kilo 89, Palestine. Weapon Training School Beit Jirja. Evacuated from Tobruk with
jaundice. Appointed Intelligence Officer 19 Bde.
19 Aust Inf Bde
Northern Territory, Timor
Feb-42 - Oct-42
Reconnaissance and map work. Reposted GSO III at HQ NT. Air Co-op School Canberra for 16
days. Oct: Timor to advise on return of Independent Coys.
GSa 11 NT Force
Northern Territory
Nov-42 - Jul-43
Acting GSO II NT HQ. Appointed Brigade Major and sent south.
1 Aust Inf Bde
Sydney, NSW; Beenleigh, Qld
Jul-43 - Jan-45
1 Bde Training in Qld for service in NG and Borneo. Assisted in planning 26 Bde's landing at
Tarakan.
2/17 Aust Inf Bn
Atherton Tablelands, Queensland
Jan-45 - May-45
Company Commander '0' Coy.
Morotai; Brunei, Seria, Marudi, British North Borneo
May-45 - Oct-45
Brunei campaign; tounding up Japanese POWs. Returned home on the Kanimbla.
TRELOAR

Bruce Morison

5785
At school 1936 - 1939 •
Navy
S9827
Highest rank: Able Seaman
FTS: 1/11/44 - 17107/46
Duty on discharge: Radar Ploner Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Pacific Star.
HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
HMAS Yandra
Australia
HMAS warramunga
Pacific
Japan

t

TRELOAR

1111/44 - 1/06/45
2/06/45 - 16106/45
16/06/45 - Sep-45
Sep-45 - 25/06/46

John Richings
5426
At school 1934 - 1940 •
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Air Force
421524
FTS: 1/02/42 - 23110/44
Duty after training: Air Crew V; duty at death: Wireless Operator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, France & Germany Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Ascot Vale Australia
2ITS,2ED, lED.
RCAP Training Units
Edmonton, Calgary, Mossbank, Pearce, Winnepeg, Patricia Bay Canada
3 'M' Depot, 2WS, 2BAGS, 3AOS, 5AOS, 320TU, 1 'V' Depot.
RAF Training U~its
United Kingdolil
460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
Aircraft crashed returning from raid over Essen.

TRELOAR

Thomas John
1095
Army
403606
ITS: 1941 - 1945
Duty after training: Cadet Corps

1/02/42 - 21/05/42

1/06/42 - 26/12/43

12/01/44 - Oct-44
Oct-44 - 23/10/44

At school 1906 - 1908
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr

40 Sqn, Air Training Corps
Tamworth, North West, Ceneral Coast
Training air cadets, under 18 year olds, in preparation for war service.

Aug 1941 -

ept 1945

TRENCHARD-SMITH Edgar
4243
At school 1927 - 1930 •
ITS: 3/02/41 - 3/07/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Air Force
403606
Duty on discharge: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Defence Medal, 1939/45 Star, Air CreW
Europe Star, Africa Star, Italy Star, 1939/45 Service Medal, ASM.
RAAF Training
Narrandera, Bradfield Park
RCAF Training Units
Halifax, Canada
43 Sqn, RAF (Hurricane)
North Africa
Landed with troops in TORCH landings. First squadron in Algeria.
United Kingdom

3/02/40 - 13/06/41
3107141 - 3/10/41
Nov-42
8/11/42 - Jan-45

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 568 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Service Records
Served at various times in North Africa and Italy, during and after the landings in Italy.
43 Sqn, RAF
Sicily

TRENERRY

At school 1939 - 1942 •
John Bruce Murray
6240
Highest rank: Major
Permanent Army
FTS: Jan-43 - 23/07174
MID
Service Medals: Inf PI Comd Pacific Star, Korea Medal,
United Nations Service Medal (Korea), War Medal 1939/45, ASM.

RMC Duntroon
Jan-43 - Dec-44
ACT Australia
Military I Academic training. All arms Graduated Lieut.
1 Recruit Training Bn
Feb-45
Cowra, NSW
Responsible for 1 month's training of Army recruits.
Jungle Warfare Centre
Mar-45 - Apr-45
Canungra Australia
Jungle training of infantry.
2/3 Aust Inf Bn
- Oct-45
Platoon Commander D Coy. Battalion part of 16 Bde push inland against Japanese forces. Big Road
- Mt Shibarangu I The Blot Area.
67 Aust Inf Bn
Morotai
Oct-45 - Jan-46
Japan Force - BCOF assembled. Lieut Tank-arrack Pl Commander - 12 Pdr A1Tk guns.
Kaitaichi RA Inf, near Hiroshima Japan
Jan-46 - Jan-47
Security patrolling including Horoshima and Japanese Naval Academy. One month Guard Company
Tokyo (Imperial Palace).
HQ British Commonwealth Occupation Forces
Eta Hima Island, near Kure Japan
Jan-47 - Sep-47
Intelligence Officer on BCOF HQ.
3RAR
Hill 365 & 187, near 38th Parallel
May-52 - JuI-53
Company Commander.
Mentioned in Despatches 1953 Korea.

TRUSCOTT

4914
At school 1931 - 1933
Maxwell Stephen
FTS: 4/03/41 - 24/06/46
Highest rank: Major
Army
NX70696
MID
Duty after training: RMO
Service Medals: 1939145 tar, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.

2/1 Field Amb, AAMC
Middle East
AAMC
New Guinea

27/06/41 - 7108142
12/09/42 - 28/03/43

Mentioned in Despatches 6/03/47: ExceptionaL services in the field in the South ~st Pacific.

TULLOCH

WilJaim Douglas
Army
NX202968

6241
FTS: 13/01/44 - 2106144

At school 1939 - 1941
Highest rank: Private

Discharged medically unfit for military service.

TURNBULL

Gordon Cains
Army
NXI08625
14 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Australia
20 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Australia
15 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Australia
361 Heavy AA Tp
Australia

1920
FTS: 22/07/42 - 6101145

At school 1913 - 1918
Highest rank: Lieut

23/08/42 - 15/05/44
10/11/42 - 23/08/42
15/05/44 - 3110/44
3/10/44 - 4/12/44
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David Bryan
Army
NX82025
Duty after training: Rifleman

5604
At school 1935 - 1940
FrS: 3/01/42 - 30/08/45
Highest rank: Private
Service Medals: Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.

2/18 Aust Inf Bn
3/01/42 - Dec-42
Victoria, SA
Training as an infantryman in various parts of Australia.
Buna, New Guinea
Dec-42 - Mar-43
Severe malarial attacks; returned for extended hospitalisation. Discharged medically unfir.
TURNER

Donald Baxter
Army
N318216

TURNER

2866
Russell Edward
65906
FrS: 10/06/42 - 4/12/45
Air Force
Clerk
Duty on discharge: Equipment Duties
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star.

5787
FTS: 27/03/42

At school 1936 - 1940
At school 1919 - 1920
Highest rank: Flying Officer

RAAF Staff
Uranquinty, Narrandara Australia
5SFTS, 8EFTS, 3ED, 1RPP, 16 Stores Unit, School of Admin, 70TU.

10/06/42 - May-45

TURNER

RT
Air Force

Master At school
Highest rank: Sergeant

TURTON

Norman Rex
4063
FTS: 3/06/40 - 15/11/45
Army
NX28545
Duty after training: Gunner
2/1 Medium Regt, RAA
Ingleburn, Cowra, Darwin, Palestine Middle Easr
2/13 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
2/13 Comp AA Regt, RAA
New Guinea
2/1 Medium Regt, RAA
Australia

At school 1926 - 1929
Highest rank: Sergeant

Donald
5083
At school 1932 - 1934
FrS: ] 9/08/40 - 8/04/4]
Highest rank: LAC
Air Force
402420
Duty after training: Air Crew; duty at death: Pilot
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units
Australia
RCAF Training Units
Macdonald, Manitoba Canada
Accidently killed whilst training at Cudworth, near Saskatoon.
TWEEDIE

t

TWEEDIE

1940
1941 - 8/04/41

Donald George
3898
Air Force
70832
FrS: 6/10/42 -23/08/44
Duty after training: Clerk General; on discharge: Clerk
Service Medals:· 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45.
2 Fighter Sector
South West Pacific
12 Repair and Salvage Unit
South West Pacific

At school 1925 - 1926
Highest rank: LAC

Norman
4607
Air Force
402474
FrS: 19/08/40 - 12/09/4]
Duty after training: WOP/AG; duty at death: WOP/AG
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Aircrew Europe Star.

At school 1929 - 1932
Highest rank: Sergeant

RCAF Training Units
Canada
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
75 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command (Wellington)
United Kingdom
Missing from an operation over Kiel, Germany.

23/10/42 - May-43
8/10/43 - Jul-44

25/10/40 - 9/05/41
31/05/41 - 1941
1941 - 12/09/41
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tTWYNAM

Edward Phipps
4915
Air Force
422065
FTS: 24/04/42 - 4/11/44
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot

At school 1931 - 1933
Highest rank: Flying Officer

RAAF Training Units
Narromine, Bradfield Park, Ascot Vale
3ITS, 5EFTS, 2ED, lED.
RCAF Training Units
Lachine, Halifax Canada
5 'M' Depot, 14SFTS, 1 'Y' Depot.
RAF Training Units .
United Kingdom
11PDRC, 18 (P) AFU, 20 (P) AFU, 180TU.
625 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command
United Kingdom
Missing presumed dead on mission over Bochum, near Essen, Germany.

TYRELL

Walter Astley
Army
NX188
Duty after training: Supply

3514
FTS: 13/1 0/39 - 15/09/45

24/04/42 - ]an-43

31/01/43 -Aug-43

12/08/43 - May-44

May-44 - 4/11/44

At school 1923 - 1927
Highest rank: Captain
MBE

HQ 6 Aust Division (AASC)
22/05/40 - ]un-41
North Africa, Greece Middle East
Awarded MBE. Taken POW in Greece.
POW
19/07/41 - May-45
Germany
Prison camps Oflag 7B, Oflag 6B.
11/05/45 - 3/07/45
AIF Reception Centre United Kingdom
Member ofthe Order ofthe British Empire Citation, 21/08/45
On the night 26/21 Apr 41, when personnel of 11 Aust Bde HQ were preventedfrom embarking by gangways being raised, Captain
TYRRELL volunteered to remain. As supply Officer SAVAGE FORCE his work was outstanding and was carried out under severe
bombing conditions. His work at MERSA BREGA was marked by unique initiative and sound planning which maintained the
flow ofammunition and rations.

TYRRELL

Frederick
Army
NX155917
Duty after training: Intelligence

3058
FTS: 24/03/42 - 22/12/43

Field Security Sections
NSW
TYSON

At school 1920 - 1925
Highest rank: Warrant Officer 2

10/08/42 - 10/12/43

Reginald Gordon
5605
Air Force
423946
FTS: 18/07/42 - 24/12/45
Duty after training: Pilot/Navigator

At school 1935 - 1938 •
Highest rank: Flying Officer

Army Training Unit
Dec-40 - ]un-41
Holswonhy, Cowra.
Basic training.
RAAF Training Units
18/07/42 - Mar-43
Narrandera, Bradfield Park,
2ITS, 8EFTS Tiger Morhs, 2ED.
RCAF Training Units
2/03/43 - Dec-43
Aylmer, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Is, Canada
Harvard a/c. Navigation course Charlottetown. Pilot-navigator. 5 'M' Depot, 14 SFTS, 1 'Y' Depot.
RAF Training Units
2/12/43 - May-44
Brighton, Kidlington.
Night flying training.
458 Sqn, RAAF (Wellington)
29/09/44 - Feb-45
Palestine, Foggia, Italy.
OTU on Wellington a/c. Crew captain Neil McPhee (2045). 2nd Pilot. Patrolling eastern coast of
Italy and Gulf of Trieste.
38 Sqn, RAF
1/02/45 - ]un-45
Mediterranean
UNDERWOOD

Geoffrey Thomas
Army
QXll 013
2/10 Field Regt, RAA
Malaya
POW

4253
FTS: 30/06/40 - 4/04/46

At school 1927 - 1930
Highest rank: Gunner
18/02/41 - 15/02/42
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'0' Force, entrained 14/03/43 for Thailand. Returned via Manila.
UNDERWOOD

15/02/42 - Sep-45

Maurice Edmund
4789
At school 1930 - 1930
ITS: May-41 - Feb-46
Highest rank: Gunner
Army
QX21553
Duty after training: Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2/10 Field Regt, RAA
Redbank, Gravely Queensland
May-41
Training with 4.5 Howitzers and 15 pdr guns. Trained as Gun Staff and Topography.
Mersing Malaya, Singapore
.
Oct-41 - Feb-42
25 Pdr guns. Tractor and van driver, Gun Number.
POW
Changi Singapore, Hintok, Tarsoa, Nakom Paton Thailand
Feb-42 - June-44
Konyu Curring as 'Hammer and Tap', building embankment. 'Dog Spiker' laying rails.
June to August toO ill to work.
POW
Kra Isthmus Chum phon Thailand
Mar-45 - Feb-46
Repaired Bridges on Bangkok - Singapore Railway. Released Petchburi, thence to Sashu. Flown
Singapore; thence Highland Brigade to Sydney, train to Brisbane.

t

t

UNSWORTH

UPWARD

to

James Frederick
4916
ITS: 5/02/40 - 31/01/41
Air Force
763
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
22 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
23 Sqn, RAAF (Wirraways)
Darra, Queensland.
Accidently killed in aircraft accident.

At school 1931 - 1934
Highest rank: Flying Officer

John William
4430
Air Force
402896
ITS: 11/ 11/40 - 17111/42
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot

At school 1928 - 1931
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

6/05/40 - Jul-40
2/09/40 - 31/01/41

RAAF Training Units
Mascot Australia
11/11/40
2ITS, 4EFTS, 2SFTS, 2ED
3 Sqn, RAAF (Kittyhawk)
Libya, North Africa
1942 - 17/11/42
Killed in air combat, Berca and Magrun airfields, anacking German supply aircraft.
URQUHART

Alastair Hugh
5606
ITS: 29/05/40 - 23111/45
Army
NX22422
Duty after training: Bn Signaller; on discharge: Rifleman

At school 1935 - 1936 •
Highest rank: Caprain

2/17 Aust InfBn ,
Middle East
10/10/40 - 1/03/43
Wounded in action 27/10/42. Gunshot wound.
HQ 2 Aust Army
Sydney
1943 - 1944
Repaniated on Isr Netherlands Hospital Ship and admitted 113 AGH, Concord. Commanding
Defence and Employment Platoon, HQ 2 Aust Army.
AIF Reception Group UK
United Kingdom
22/06/44 - 5/10/45
Repatriation of POWs.
URQUHART

Hope Goldie
Army
QX20746
AIF Base Postal Unit
Middle East
3 Base Postal Unit
Australia

UTHER

3009
ITS: 27/02/41 - 25/02/44

At school 1920 - 1921
Highest rank: Private
3/05/41 - Nov-42
26/03/43 - 23/02/44

Donald Grant
4609
At school 1929 - 1931
Air Force
423361
ITS: 20/06/.42 - 29/09/45
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Defence Medal, France & Germany Srar.
RAAF Training Units
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Temora, Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, lOEFTS, 2ED.
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Macleod, Halifax Canada
3 'M' Depot, 7SFTS, 1 'V' Depot.
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
IIPDRC,3 (P) AFU, 210TU.
462 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Halifax)
United Kingdom
UTHER

UTHER

Frederick Bryant
2659
Army
NX147233
FTS: 2/11142 - 13/02/46
Duty after training: Medical Officer
104 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Australia
9 Casualty Clearing Station, AAMC
New Guinea
HQ 2 Aust Corps
New Guinea
113 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Sydney
Harold Geoffrey
Army
NX94982

3689
FTS: 7/04/42 - 24/06/45

32 Heavy AA Regt
New Guinea
Contracted malaria.
UTHER

Stuart Frederick
Army
NX108626

20/06/42 - 8/02/43

2/03/43 - Aug-43

12/08/43 - Jun-44

1944 - 1945
At school 1918 - 1921
Highest rank: Captain

30111142 - 11105/43
11105/43 - 23/02/45

23/02/45 - 20/05/45
20/05/45 - 13/02/46
At school 1924 - 1927
Highest rank: Bombardier
15/09/43 - 14/01/45

4096
FrS: 16/12/41 - 26/03/46

1 AABty, RAA
Sydney
HQ 2 AA Ops Room
Sydney
Seconded to LHQ Sydney.
Pacific Islands Regt
New Guinea
Liaison Officer.
Eric Arthur
3552
Air Force
403438
FTS: 6/01141 - 30/03/44
Duty after training: pilot; duty at death: pilot
Service Medals: )939/45 Star

At school 1926 - 1929
Highest rank: Captain
1/12/41 - 1/12/42
2/09/43 - 20/06/45

26/07/45 - 16/03/46
At school 1923 - 1930
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
DFC with Bar

RAAF Training Units
6/01141 - 20/05/41
Australia
2ITS, 5EFTS, 2ED.
RCAF Training Units
Ontario, Halifax Canada
17/06/41 - 9/09/41
2SFTS, 1 'V' Depot.
27 Operational Training Unit
United Kingdom
19/04/43 - Nov-43
460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
1/11/43 - 30/03/44
47 operations (Killed in raid over Nuremburg)nearing end of second tour. Flight Commander.
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation
Pilot Officer UTZ has displayed high courage and devotion to duty as captain ofaircraft engaged on operational sorties. His
determination to locate and bomb his target has been an impiration to other personnel in his squadron.
Bar to the Distinguished Flying Cross
Squadron Leader UTZ has completed many operational sorties.
On one occasion when the objective was Berlin, shortly after leaving the target area, one engine ofthis officer's aircraftfailed, but
displaying determination andfine airmanship, he brought the bomber safely back to base after flyingfor three hours over enemy
territory. Another time, one engine ofthe aircraftfailed shortly after take-off, but, nevertheless, he pressed on and attacked the target.
An excellent Flight Commander. Squadron Leader UTZ has always performed his duties with zeal and efficiency and has given
valuable assistance to less experienced members ofAir Crew.
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Kenneth Raymond
5607
Navy
52128
FTS: 30/04/43 - 29/11/45
Duty after training: Radar Operator
Rushcurrer Radar School
Australia
HMAS Sterna
Australia
Naval Wing
Australia

tVALDER

At school 1935 - 1939
Highest rank: Lieut

24/08/44 - 14/03/45
14/03/45 - 15/07/45
15/07/45 - 9/11/45

Jack Collingridge
3348
At school 1922 - 1925
Air Force
403245
FTS: 4/01/41 - 10/08/43
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Observer; on discharge: WOP/AG
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Atlantic Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.

RAAF Training
Sydney, Somers, Cootamundra, Bradfield Park.
4/01/41 - 19/07/41
2 RC; 1 ITS; 1 ABS; 2 ITS.
RCAF Training Units
Guelph, Mossbank, Drebert, Lachine, Dorval Canada
29/08/41 - 15/10/42
4 WS; 2 B&GS; 31 OTU; 5 MD; RAF Ferry Command Dorval.
RAF Training Units
Filton United Kingdom
15/10/42 - 14/01/43
RAP Station Fi!ton.
HQ Middle East
Cairo Egypt
15/01/43 - 30/04/43
HQ Cairo.
511 Sqn, RAF Transport Command
Lyneham United Kingdom; Malta.
1/05/43 - 10/08/43
Flying Officer Valder was in the crew ofAlbermarle aircraft PJ433 which was last heard ofin position 35.38N, 0734E at 2230
hours on 9 August J943. Nothing more was heard ofthe aircraft or crew. Listed Lost at Sea.
Flying Officer Valder is commemorated at the Malta Missing Memorial
VALKENBURG

John Peter
6243
Navy
S10540
FTS: 31/05/45 - 29/0]/47
Duty after training: Scrubbing/Painting

At school 1939 - 1944 •
Highest rank: Able Seaman

John Ashton
At school 1935 - 1937
5638
Army
NX60090
Highest rank: Lieut
FTS: 29/07/40 - 31/01/46
MC
Duty after training: Infantry
Service Medals: 1939/45
Star,
Pacific
Star,
Defence
Medal,
War
Medal
1939/45,
ASM.
,
2/19 Aust InfBn .
Ingleburn, Bathucst
20/08/40 - Feb-41
Singapore, Serembar, POrt Dickson, Malaya
Feb-41
Serembar, K1uang, Jemaluang, Malaya
Jun-41
Endau, Muar, Singapore, Malaya
Jan-42 - Feb-42
POW
Changi Singapore, Thailand, Burma.
Feb-42 - 1945
'N. Force. Bangkok at cessation of hostilities.
Citation for Military Cross, 1942
During the engagements at Pakri and Parit Sulong, Lieut Varley commanded a platoon of 'D' Company. His was with the ~' and
'B' Echelon Transport when it was overwhelmed and with great determination succeeded in extricating his portion ofthe force and
rejoining the Battalion. In the subsequent engagement at Parit Sulong he exhibited conspicuous gallantry in the leadership ofhis
platoon under constant and heavy fire, showing complete disregard for his personal safety.
VARLEY

t VARLEY

Robert Ashton
6086
Army
NX120685
FTS: 16/02/42 - 2/04/45
Duty after training: Lieut; duty at death: Infantry
35 Aust Inf Bn
Australia
Private to Sergeant.
2/3 Aust Inf Bn
Australia
Following Officer Training School. 'B' Coy.
New Guinea
Killed on patrol 2/04/45, the day before his 21st Birthday.

At school 1938 - 1939
Highest rank: Lieut

12/03/42 - 5/09/43

30/04/44 - 21/12/44
21/12/44 - 2/04/45
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VENN

Frank Stuart
Army
NX207128

6723
ITS: 21/05/45 - 4/02/47

School of AAOC
NSW
VENN-BROWN

At school 1942 - 1943
Highest rank: Sergean t
6/03/46 - 23/01/47

Felix William
5428
At school 1934 - 1939 •
Army
NX104321
FTS: 18/08/40 - 4/04/46
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Field Art; on discharge: Light AA
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
7 Field Regt, RAA .
Willoughby, Largs, Ingleburn, Holsworrhy, Warwick Farm
Aug-40 - Sep-41
School of Artillery, May to August 1941.Bren Carrier Course 2 August and September Trained on 18
pdt guns.
14 Field Regt, RAA
Bathurst, Greta, NSW
Dec-41 - Mar-42
Attended School ofTransporration for Officers
19 Field Regt, RAA
Ingleburn, Narellan, NSW
Apr-42 - Dec-42
Transfer to AIF, 62 Bty. 25 pdr guns.
122 Lt AA Regt, RAA
Kempsey, NSW; Gympie, Qld
Dec-42 - Feb-43
40mm Bofors AA guns.
554 LtAA Bty, RAA
Loloki, via Porr Moresby New Guinea
Sep-43 - Mar-44
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Finschhafen New Guinea.
Mar-44 - Apr-44
Greta, Atherton Tablelands
May-44 - Apr-45
Seconded to Corps HQ to prepare a staging camp.
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo
29/05/45 - Dec-45

VENN-BROWN

tVERNON

Ian
5608
Army
NX134334
FTS: 23/05/42 - 5/09/46
Duty after training: Radar mechanic
Special Radar Cadre
Darwin

At school 1935 - 1940
Highest rank: Craftsman

Geoffrey Hampden
220
ITS: 27/02/42 - 3/03/46
Army
P390
Duty after training: Medical Officer

At school 1892 - 1898
Highest rank: Captain
MC (1916), MID

5/05/44 - May-45

HQ 1 Papuan Inf Bn
28/02/42 - 1/06/43
Port Moresby, Kokoda Track, New Guinea
ANGAU
Porr Moresby New Guinea
1/06/43 - 22/01/46
Enlisted age 60, the oldest serving Old Boy. Capt vernon died o/injuries at Samarai, New Guinea on 16th May 1946 His name
was venerated by troops in NG for his courage in attending the wounded while under enemy fire. He was 63 years old when he died.
Served 1st AlF as Medical Officer and awarded MC for conspicuous gallantry underfire.
Mentioned in Despatches 23 December 1943: Gallant and distinguished services in the South West Pacific.
Military Cross 1916
VERNON

John Murray
Army
NX34879

3875
FTS: 22/04/39 - 15/04/46

At school 1925 - 1927
Highest rank: Captain

MC
2/18 Aust InfBn
Malaya
18/02/41 - 15/02/42
Awarded MC for action on 8 and 9 February 1942.
POW
Singapore
15/02/42 - 13/09/45
AMF Disch depot
17110/45 - 16/04/46
Sydney
Admitted 113 AGH Concord.
Citation for Military Cross, 31/05/42
During enemy attempts to land on Singapore Island on the 8 February and subsequent action on Singapore Island, Lieut.
VERNON showed conspicuous gallantry and continuous devotion to duty. On the night 0/8/9 February 1942, he occupied with his
platoon the Island in the Johore Straits. After his position had been shelled, mortared and bombedfor 15 hours the enemy landed on
the island. Although outnumbered he led his platoon in an attack and successfully cleared the island. Enemy mortarfire covered the
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endeavoured to hold a large enemy force and in the venture to join his company on the main island he maintained the fight and
many times swam the channel separating the islandfrom the main island giving help to those wounded and unable to swim across.
During this phase and subsequent stands made by his unit on the Island his courage, devotion to duty, example and initiative were
outstanding.
VICKERY

Norman Alfred
4610
Army
NX130
ITS: Sep-39 - Oct-45
Duty after training: Platoon Commander Service Medals: ED
2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Aboukir, Sidi Bisr, Port Fuad, Gaza, Palestine
Battle of Bardia, awarded the first MC given to the AIF in WW2
Ceylon
Appointed Captain 1942.
1 Naval Bombardment Group, RAA
New Guinea, New Britain, Philippines, Borneo.
Appointed Major.

At school 1929 - 1934 •
Highest rank: Major
MBE,MC, MID
12/02/40 - 1942
Dec-41 - Mar-42

1942 - 1945

Military Cross Citation
Captain VICKERY was detailed as forward observing officer for the 2/1 st Field Regiment during the battle ofBardia. For this duty
he travelled in a bren carrier. On Saturd4)1 4 January 1941 he was moving across the front when he found himselfto the right rear
ofan enemy battery which was engaging our inftntry. The guns were supported by an inftntry garrison. Capt. Vickery charged the
battery with his carrier, and his action succeeded. The battery and inftntry garrison surrendered. The post was heavily armed with
machine guns and anti-tank rifles as well as the four-gun field battery. On 5 January 1941 Capt. VICKERY again carried out his
duty with conspicuous success moving all the time in rear ofthe Italian tanks and sending back continuous information re the
progress ofthe battle.
Member ofthe British Empire Citation
In his capacity as Bombardment Liaison Officer Major VICKERY carried out his duties ofassisting in the direction ofnaval
bombardment in support ofamphibious landings with the utmost energy and zeal.
Mentioned in Despatches 6/03/41: For distinguished service in the South- west Pacific during the period 1 April to 15 August
1945. He was then a member ofthe 1st Australian Naval Bombardment Group.
VINCENT

VINCENT

Harry Mills
4790
ITS: 30/05/41 - 23110/45
Army
NXI02707
1 Survey Regt, Svy Corps
NSW
2/5 Survey Regt
Australia
Seconded as instructor to 3 Arty Trng Regt Survey Bty.
New Guinea
New Guinea

At school 1930 - 1933
Highest rank: Lieut

5429
Jack Herbet
ITS: 12/09/41 - 1/02/46
Air Force
413696
Duty after training: -Observer; on discharge: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, France & Germany Star

At school 1934 - 1940
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

RAAF Training Units
Australia
lANS, 2ED, lAOS, lED, 2ED
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
IIPDRC, 9 (0) AFU, 140TU, HQ51 Base (5 Grp)
61 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command (Lancaster)
European Theatre
VINCENT

10/09/41
15/08/42
21/08/43 - 4/11/44
15/02/45 - 1/08145

12/09/41 - 8/07/43

8/07/43 - 27109/44

27/09/44 - 3/11/45

Peter Zouch
9220
At school 1958 - 1962
ITS: 20104/66 - 30/11/73
Highest rank: Captain
Army
2783865
Duty after training: Platoon OC; on discharge: Helicopter Pilot
Se.:Yice Medals: Australian Active Service Medal 1945175, Vietnam Medal, Vietnam Campaign Medal_
Infantry Centre
Ingleburn
Reserve training for Vietnam
1 Rnft Unit
Australia

]ul-67 - Sep-67

ep-67 - Sep-67
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HQ 1 Australian Logistic Support Group
Vung Tau, South Vietnam
Platoon Commander Base Defence Platoon.
7RAR
Nui Dat, South Vietnam
Platoon Commander of a combat platoon.
2RAR
Nui Dat, South Vietnam
Platoon Commander of a combat Platoon.

VONWILLER

Oct-67 - Jan-68

Feb-68 - Apr-68

Apr-68 - Jun-68

Jo~ Bennet.

7999
Army
279862
FTS: 15/01/68 - 14/01/69
Duty after training: Medical Practitioner Anaesthetist
Service Medals: Vietnam Medal, ED.

1 Aust Field Hospital
Vung Tau, South Vietnam
Anaesthetist.

VOSE

2/04/68 - 14/01/69

Dudley Homer
4256
At school 1927 - 1931
Army
NX170161
FTS: 5/08/39 - 15/02/46
Highest rank: Major
Duty after training: Artillery Signalman; on discharge: Battery Commander
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
2AA Bty, RAA
Georges Heights
AABty, RAA
Georges Heights and Darwin.
E>arwin raids: 252 aircraft; 253 killed and over 300 wounded.
8 Heavy AA Regt, RAA
Pt Kembla
33 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Milne Bay New Guinea
Dapto
32 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Madang, Emirau Island New Guinea.
Battery Commander NSW

voss

At school 1950 - 1957
Highest rank: Major

Kerrod Bromley
1004
Army
NX34862
FTS: 29/06/40 - 8104/43
Duty after training: Medical Officer

Aug-39 - Sep-40
Sep-40 - Sep-42

Oct-42 - Aug-43
Sep-43 - May-44
Jun-44 - Sep-44
Oct-44 - Nov-45
Dec-45 - Feb-46
At school 1905 - 1912
Highest rank: Major

6 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Greece, Crete, Palestine, Egypt, Syria.
26/12/40 - 7107/42
Evacuated to Australia per 2/2 Hospital Ship Wanganella. Right leg amputated 26 February 1943.

VOWELL

Henry Reid
Army

NX59188

3194
FTS: 29/07/40 - 30/01/46

AASC 8 Div
Australia
8 DivAASC
Malaya, Singapore
No 2 Coy.
POW
Singapore, Thailand
Embarked with 'P: Force to Thailand 14/05/42.

WADDELL

Arthur John
Air Force
439924
Duty after training: Pilot

5938

At school 1921 - 1924
Highest rank: Lieut
29/01/40 - 18/02/41
26/03/41 - 15/02/42

15/02/42 - 15/08/45

At school 1937 - 1940
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Temora, Uranquinry, Narromine Australia
2ITS, lOEFTS, 5SFTS, 80TU, 20TU, lRPP

14/08/43 - 21/12144
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tWADLOW

21/12/44 - 14/11/45

Graeme Yeomans
4443b
Air Force
403%8
FTS: 3/06/42
Duty after training: Pilot training; at death:.Pilot training

1928 - 1934
Highest rank: Sergeant

RAAF Training Units
Mallala South Australia
6 SFT; Killed in flying accident at Lake Albert, South Australia, 3/06/42
WAIGHT

David John
Army
NX169298
Duty after training: WOP

5430
At school 1934 - 1939 •
FTS: 20/02/42 - 5/06/46
Highest rank: Signalman
Service Medals: Defence Medal, 1939/45 Medal, ASM

NSW L of C Area Signals
Bathurst, Parkes
Switchboard opetator.
Sig Training Bn
Bonegilla Vic
Recruit training Battalion.
25 Light Wirelss Section
Ringwood, Balcombe, Darwin, Adelaide River, Wallgrove
Adelaide River NT operated emergency radio links from Army Advanced
NSW L of C Area Signals
Middle Head
Awaiting discharge
WAKELIN

Francis Reginald
Army
NX14842

2635
FTS: 15/04/40 - 13/06/45

2/1 Pioneer Bn
Palestine
9 Div Field Pay Corps
New Guinea
WALCOTT

Harold Victor Burford
Army
NX60639

Mar-43 - Nov-45
HQ
Nov-45 - Jun-46

At school 1918 - 1920
Highest rank: Lieut

7/11/42
4064
FTS: 16/07/40 - 22/08/44

At school 1926 - 1929
Highest rank: Private
3/05/41 - 26/01/43
4/08/43 - 2/02/44

4064

WALCOTT

JD
Air Force

WALEY

Frederick John
5788
Army
NX38597
FTS: 14/07/41 - 8/04/46
Service Medals: Pacific Star, Wat Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45

WALKER

Aug-42 - Mar-43

30/09/40 - 31/03/42

2/17 Aust Inf Bn
Middle Easr
Joined unit 9/04/41
Milne Bay, Finschhafen New Guinea.
Evacuated with scrub typhus

13 Small Ships Coy, RAE
.2/11 Armd Car Regt
New Guinea
Mentioned in Despatches

Feb-42 - Aug-42

Master At school
At school 1936 - 1937
Highest rank: Lieut
MI!2-

17/04/45 - 18/03/46

Grant Forsyth
3878
At school 1924 - 1930 •
Air Force
260312
FTS: 1934 - 29111/45
Highest rank: Wing Cmdr
Duty after training: Pilot- Instructor; on discharge: Wing Cmdr
DFC, Air Efficiency Award, Unit Citation (78 Wing) General MacArthur USA
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, ASM, Queen Wilhelmena Defence
Medal (Holland)
RMF Training Units (Instructor)
Wagga Wagga, Deniliquin, Williamrown Australia
1939 - Jan-41
Instrucror of fighter pilots in Hawker Demons.
2 Operational Training Unit
1942
Wi!liamtown, NSW:
Squadron Leader of various Training Schools - testing instructors.
78 Sqn, RAAF (Kittyhawk)
French Trobriands, New Guinea, Biak.
13/08/43 - 1945
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co. Operated from New Britain, Milne Bay, Nadzab, Cape Gloucester, Tadji, Hollandia, Aitape,
Biak Island, But, Boram, Dagua
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation
While serving in active operations in the South- west Pacific Area, Wing-Commander Walker has completed 163 hours of
operationalflying, and has taken part in 70 sorties and 33 strikes. As Commanding Officer of78 Squadron he has organised and
made his squadron into a most efficientfighting unit, and has led them most courageously in repeated attacks against enemy
positions at Hansa Bay, New Guinea, Cape Hoskins Aerodrome, and Garove Island, New Britain, in the face ofheavy enemy fire.
He has personally destroyed enemy shipping, motor transport and anti-aircraft batteries, and was largely responsible for the
destruction ofsix enemy aircraft on the ground. Throughout his operational tour in this area, Wing-Commander Walker has
displayed courage, ability and leadership ofthe highest order

WALKER

2197
ITS: 5/06/41 - 28/09/43

Henry Fitzgerald
Army
NI03851
7 Garrison Bn
Queensland

WALKER

1/08/42 - 10/09/43

James Fitzgerald
5939
At school 1937 - 1942
Air Force
436448
FTS: 15/08/43 - 10104/46
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Trainee Technician; on discharge: Fitter/Armourer
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
51 Sqn, RAAF
Australia
14 Sqn, RAAF (Beaufort)
Pearce, Western Australia
Coastal reconnaissance.
32 Sqn, RAAF (Beaufort)
Lowood, Queensland
Coastal reconnaissance

23/03/43 - 14/08/43
23/03/44 - Oct-44

24112/44 - Nov-45

WALKER

John Forsyth
Air Force

WALKER

Norman Arthur
2481
Army
NX70675
FTS: 1939 - 1945
Duty after training: Medical Officer

3691

2/5 Field Regt, RAA
Egypt, Syria, Palestine
Detached from 2/1 Field Amb, AAMC.
Port Moresby, Milne Bay, Lae, New Guinea
Evacuated per Aquitania to Concord Hospital.

WALKER

Robert Bruce
Air Force 445049 & NX 501446
Duty after training: Trainee Pilot

Theobald Carlton Ie Maistre
Army
NX70471

At school 1924 - 1928

At school 1917 - 1922
Highest rank: Major

1941 - 1942
1942 - 1944

At school 1934 - 1943
5451
ITS: 20104/44 - 29/08/47
Highest rank: LAC
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

RAAF Training Units
Australia
Pilot training.
British Commonwealth Occupation Forces
Japan

WALKER

At school 1915 - 1916
Highest rank: L/Corporal

4065
ITS: 18/11/40 - 3101146

2/15 Field Regt, RAA
Sydney, Fremancle
Training then sent to Malaya via Fremancle.
Malaya
Training and campaigning after December 1941.
POW
Malaya
Returned to Australia on 11110/45 and discharged.

Apr-44 - Oct-45

Mar-46 - Aug-47
At school 1926 - 1930
Highest rank: Lieut
Nov-40 - Aug-41
Aug-41 - Feb-42

Feb-42 - 22/09/45
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Thomas Allnut

4432
ITS: 27/06/40 - 20/12/45

At school 1928 - 1933
Highest rank: Flying Officer

Air Force
411671
Duty after training: Air Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Burma Star, Italy Star, Defence Medal, ASM
RAAF Training Units
Sandgate, Parkes, Evans Head, Bradfield Park Australia
24/05/41 3 ITS, 2 WAGS, 1 BAG Fairey Battle, 2 ED Embarkation on RMS Strathallan.
RAF Training Units
Bourne, Storm Downs (Wales) United Kingdom
.
11/05/42 Bourne 3 PRC arriving at Glasgow. 7 AGS Air Gunner refresher course.
21 Operational Training Unit
Moreton in the Marsh, Gloucestershire United Kingdom
21/07/42 Two raids over Germany. Wellingtons
RAF Station
Pomeath, Cornwall; Lyneham, Wiltshire United Kingdom
21/11/42
36 Sqn, RAF (Wellington)
Karachi, Allahabad, Calcutta, Tangore India
29/12/42 Ferried Wellington via Gibraltar, Egypt and Habbanyiya Persia.
Blida Algiers North Africa
10/08/43 Against U-boats.
77 Operational Training Unit
Qastina, EI Ballah Palestine
13/04/45 Tour expired. EI Ballah for gunnery leaders course. Returned on Stirling Castle.

WALLACE

21/07/42

28/05/43
26/06/44

9/10/45

Bruce Lewiss
5461
At school 1934 - 1936
ITS: 8111/41 - 21/12/45
Highest rank: LAC
Air Force
420510
Duty after training: Air Crew V; on discharge: Instrument Maker
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45.
3 Wireless Air Gunners School
Maryboro ugh
3 Aircraft Depot
Amberley
11 Repair and Salvage Unit
South West Pacific
3PP
South West Pacific

WALLACE

30/03/42

4/02/42 - Jul-42
9/05/43 - Feb-44
21/02/44 - JuJ-45
30/07/45 - Sep-45

John Ralston
5237
At school 1933 - 1939
ITS: 13/09/41 - 15/03/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Air Force
60905/265065
Duty after tra.inin.'g: Radar Officer Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Scar
3 School of Technical Training
Sydney University, Ultimo
Sep-41 - Mar-42
RAAF recruitment and special radar officer course for Engineering and Science students.
RAAF Training Units
Melbourne, Richmond, Australia
Apr-42 - June 42
RAAF admin for new officers. Radar school at Richmond.
131 Radar Station, Radio School
Jun-42 - Jul-42
Trial set-up of English mobile GCI (ground control interception) radar.
138 Radar Station
Waigani, New Guinea
Aug-42 - Jun-43
CO; raised unit and transported to Waigani. Ground control of night interception of Japanese
bombers.
41 Radar Wing
Port Moresby New Guinea
Jun-43 - Jan-44
Senior Technical Officer (Ground Radar). Arranging stations with light radars to forward areas.
1 Radar Installation & Maintenance Unit
Croydon, Sydney
Feb-44 - Jan-45
Experiments with waterproof versions of light radars for beach landings. Also lightweight GCl.
RAAFHQ
Melbourne, Australia.
.
Feb-45 - 15/03/45
Admin regarding the research into new radar equipment for beach landings. Discharged Bradfield
Park.
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WALLACE

Thomas Bevan
4431
At school 1928 - 1930
Army / Air Force NX23509/42448 FTS: 31/05/40 - 1946
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Pilot & Navigator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Atlantic Star, African Star, Italy Star, Defence Medal.
2/1 Survey Regt
Middle East
Sent to Syria Christmas 1941. Transferred to RAAF 5/09/42
RAAF Training Units
Nth Queensland
RCAF Training Units
Canada
.
454 Sqn, RAAF
Mediterranean, Italy, Greece
Served as a pilot and navigator in Italy, Greece and the Atlantic region.

WALLIS

Norman Bryan
Navy

32733

3879
FTS: 3/10/40 - 31105/45

9/04/41 - 31103/42

Sep-42 1943 1943 - 1946

At school 1925 - 1927
Highest rank: Lieut
DSC

HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
7/10/40 - 13/11140
RN Training Schools
United Kingdom
Dec-40 - May-41
HMS King Alfred, St Christopher.
ML307
United Kingdom
26/05/41 - 1101142
In command. Part of 10th Motor Launch Flotilla. DSC for role in Sr Nazaire raid (28/03/42).
ML823
Australia
30/09/43 - 19/06/44
Rushcutter - In command as SO Flotilla.
ML429
South West Pacific
Nov-44 - Apr-45
In command as SO Motor Launches.
ML813
Apr-45 - 31105/45
Darwin
In command Motor Launches Darwin.
Distinguished Service Cross Citation, 1942
For great gallantry, daring and skill on the attacks on St Nazaire.

WALLMAN

Peter Halcomb
4791
Army
NX200885
FTS: 24/05143 - 16107146
Duty after training: Medical Officer
102 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Queensland
109 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Australia
9 Personnel Staging Camp
Australia
40 Aust Inf Bn
Australia
Brisbane Camp Hospital
Queensland
102 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Holland Park Queensland

WALLMAN

Robert Halcomb
Army
Q39917

At school 1930 - 1935
Highest rank: Captain

25/05/43 - 7/07/43
7107/43 - 16/06/44
16106/44 - 5/12/44
5/12/44 - 16/03/45
16/03/45 - 20/09145
20/09/45 - 16/09/46
4918
FTS: 27/03/41 - 30/04/46

51 Aust InfBn
Queensland
5 DivSigs
Milne Bay New Guinea
2/21 Malarial Control Unit, AAMC
Australia
2/4 Malarial Control Unit, AAMC
New Guinea

At school 1931 - 1935
Highest rank: Private
20/12/41 - 4/09/42
24/01143 - 8/07/43
18/07/43 - 29/09/43
18/01144 - 18/08/44
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WALTER

Anthony Rutherford
Army
NX12271

13/02/45 - 1/03/46
4433
FTS: 20/05/40 - 19/10/45

At school 1928 - 1932
Highest rank: Lieut

2/1 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East
POW
Middle East
WALTERS
WALTERS

Malcom Holbecke
Army, British

30/08/40 - 1941
1941 - 1945
2868
FTS: 12/11/30 - 10/06/60

At school 1919 - 1922
CBE

6245
At school 1939 - 1942
Peter
Air Force
444279
FTS: 29/01/44 - 17/07/45
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Trainee Pilot Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Temora, Bradfield Park Australia
6ITS, lOEFTS, 7EFTS, 1PO, 2PD

WALTON

29/01/44 - 17/07/45

Frank Westlake
4434
At school 1928 - 1935
Army
TX15108
FTS: Oct-43 - May-46
Highest rank: Captain
Duty after training: Medical Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM
102 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Bacchus Marsh, Tamworth
2/1 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Port Moresby, New Guinea
5 Aust Division (MSC)
New Guinea
30 Aust Inf Bn, 9Bde
New Guinea
L&T Depot
Marrickville

Jun-43 - Sep-43
Oct-43 Jan-44 Jul-44 - Dec-45
Jan-46 - May-46

WALTON

Herbert Storey
Merchant Navy

WALTON

Ian Cantley
5055
Army
NX14589
FTS: 21/05/40 - 31/10/45
Service Medals: Middle East, SWP

5054

At school 1932 - 1933
At school 1932 - 1936
Highest rank: Lieut

LtMRegt,RM
Hill 95, Ben Gira, Palestine
Hospitalised 7/08/i941- 12/08/1941 and 4/01/1942 - 15/0111942 with
Aust Docks
New Guinea
1 Landing Ship Det, RAE
Leyte, Luzon, Philippines
Battles of Leyte and Luzon. Appointed Lieut 8 July 1944.
Hospitalisation
Baulkham Hills
1 Landing Ship Det, RAE
Borneo landings.
tWALTON

Thomas Broardhurst
5056
Army
NX36489
FTS: 28/11/39 - 6/07/45
Duty after training: Infantry; duty at death: Stretcher bearer
2/25 Aust Inf Bn
Lae New Guinea
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.
Killed in action, buried in the field 6/07/45.

4/06/41 - 15/03/42
dysentery.
8/10/43 - 28/02/44
1944 - 1945

15/08/44 - 6/10/44
1945

At school 1932 - 1935 •
Highest rank: L/Corporal
MM
19/07/43 - 16/02/44
6/06/45 - 6/07/45

Military Medal Citation
During a very heavy attack by approximately 300 japanese on 13 Platoon, 'C' Company in the early hours ofDecember, Private
Walton, a stretcher-bearer, showed outstanding devotion to duty. With utter.disregardfor his personal safety, and under interne
enemy fire, he tended the wounded, dressing their wounds with great medical skiLL. When the Platoon was ordered to withdraw to a
fresh position after 4.5 hours ofheavy jap pressure, Private Walton remained behind to assist a man who had been wounded in the
ankle and was not able to walk by himself Although by this time he was almost surrounded by japanese, he successfUlly got his
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wounded comrade out. For his fearless bravery and magnificent devotion to duty he is recommendedfor the award ofthe Military
Medal.
Reburied in Balikpapan ~r Cemetery 28/09/45.

WANSEY

Geoffrey Edward
5057
At school 1932 - 1934
Army
NX23314
FTS: 31/05/40 - 7/11/45
Highest rank: Lieut
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
1 AA Regt, RAA
Sydney
3 Bty, 2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Middle East
New Guinea
234 AA Bey, RAA
New Guinea
605 Lt AA Troop, RAA
Milne Bay New Guinea
2/3 Comp AA Regt, RAA
New Guinea
'Z' Special Unit, SRD
South West Pacific

WANSEY

John Barry
Air Force
443387
Duty after training: Pilot

1/06/40 - 28/06/41
28/06/41 - 19/03/42
4/04/42 - 7/12/42
7/12/42 - 27/07/43
30/04/44 - 22/08/44
22/08/44 - 21/05/45
21/05/45 -7/06/45
5790
At school 1936 - 1942 •
FTS: 8/04/42 - 29/08/45
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

RAAF Training
Oct-43 - May-44
Bradfield Park, Temora
47 Course ITS; EFTS Tiger Moms.
RCAF Training Units
Dafoe Saskatchewan, Claresholm and Calgary, Alberta Canada
JuI-44 - May-45
Gunnery School; AFS, graduation and wings; Embarkation camp awaiting transfer.
Personel Depot
Jun-45 - Oct-45
Bradfield Park
Returned to Ausrralia on USS General Grant.
WARBURTON

Geoffrey Charles
Army
NX69289

5609
FTS: 8/03/41 - 8/01/46

2/2 Ord Stores Coy, AAOC
Middle East
1 Motor Transport Spares
Bandiana ViCToria
3 Vehicle Park Workshop
NSW
NT Area Workshop
Northern Territory
WARBY

Kenneth Charles
Air Force
165712
Duty after training: lerk

At school 1935 - 1937
Highest rank: Craftsman
25/07/41 - 31/01143
20/09/43 - 29/01/45
29/01/45 - 18/06/45
9/07/45 - 22/11/45

6390
At school 1940 - 1943
FTS: 12/09/44 - 24/06/46
Highest rank: Corporal
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45

RAAF Training Units
Ascot Vale Australia
2RD, 1ES, 1WAGS, AG&RS, 2PD

13/09/44 - 24/06/46

WARD

Arthur Herbert
Air Force
267645
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star

2153
FTS: 1/02/46

At school 1915 - 1918
Highest rank: Flight Lieut

WARD

Charles Grant
Army
NX65454

5431
FTS: 15/03/39 - 11/09/45

At school 1934 - 1934
Highest rank: Gunner

2/1 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Middle East
Darwin NT
233 Lt AA Bty, RAA
NSW

WARD

Clifford David
Army

25/07/41 - 31/01/42
17/04/42 - 30/11/44
30/11/44 - 27/04/45
2316

At school 1916 - 1922
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Phillip William
3556
At school 1923 - 1928
ITS: 16/09/40 - 4110145
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Air Force
402626
Duty after training: WOPIAG
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Aircrew Europe Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal 1939/45, War Medal
1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
DFC

RAAF Training Units
Sep-40 - Nov-40
Bradfield Park, Sydney
2ITS,2PD.
Training
24/12/40 - Jun-41
Calgary, Mossbank, Halifax, Canada
2 Wireless School, 2 BAGS, 1 M Depot.
RAF Training Units
Bournemouth, Yatesbury, Lossiemouth, UK.
460 Sqn, RAAF Bomber Command
14/03/43 - 19/08/43
United Kingdom
Wellington and Lancaster a/c; 1944 crew of'G George'.
RAF Training Units
19/08/43 - 28/09/44
United Kingdom
Instructor.
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation, 26/08143
Flying Officer Ward has completed numerous daring operationalflights over Germany, Italy and occupied territory. These raids have
included two very successful attacks on Berlin when much damage was inflicted. He secured valuable photographs during the first
attack. On two occasions, it has been mainly due to skilful map reading by this officer that the target was reached successfully in spite
ofbad weather. At all times he has been an exceptionally efficient member ofan outstanding crew.
WARD

Walter Seecombe
3519
Army
NX1423
FTS:2/11/39-28/01l45
212 Aust Inf Bn
Egypt, North Africa, Greece, Middle East
New Guinea
Australia
Attended various training schools.

At school 1923 - 1926
HighestranlcLieut
13/02/40 - 10103/42
12/12/42 - 30101143
30101/43 - 28/01/45

WARDEN

David Barton
6246
At school 1939 - 1944
Navy
S10173
ITS: 7103145 - 22/01147
Highest rank: Ordinary Seaman
Duty after training: Radar Mech; on discharge: Leading Radar Mech
Service Medals: 1939/45 Medal, ASM 1945/75.
HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne Australia
Mar-45 Training
HMAS Watson • Sydney Australia
Aug-45 Radar mechanic course
HMAS Hobart
Japan
Aug-46 - Jan-47
Occupation Forces

WARDEN

Douglas Arthur
Navy
189226
Duty after training: Surgeon

3013
FTS: 8/09/39 - 9/09/47

At school 1920 - 1924
Highest rank: Lt Cmdr

MID

HMAS Canberra
Indian Ocean, Coral Sea, Savo Island
1940-1942
Medical Officer. Canberra sunk Savo Island.
10108/42 - 31/12/42
HMAS Penguin
14/11144
- 14/05/45
HMAS Rushcutter
HMAS Australia
Sydney, Panama Canal, England
1945 - 1945
Senior Medical Officer.
Mentioned in Despatches 8/04/43: Skill, resolution and coolness while serving in His Majesty's Australian Ships during operations in
the Solomons.
WARE

Nevil John
Army
NX73490
14 Field Regt, RAA
Milne Bay New Guinea

2544
ITS: 1112/41 - 11112/45

At school 1917 - 1920
Highest rank: Corporal
5/07/42 - 27101144
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Queensland
33 Works Coy
Hollandia New Guinea
Morotai
WARING

Brian Creighton
Army
NX1977

5/02/44 - 22/08/44
30/01145 - 14/03/45
14/03/45 - 20111/45

4611
FTS: 26/10/39 - 18110/45

2/4 Aust Inf Bn
Palestine, Egypt, Greece Middle East
25 Aust Inf Bn
Scaramouche, Port Moresby New Guinea
HQ 1 Aust L of C Area Sigs (PMG)
Queensland
25 Aust Inf Bn
Bougainville

WARREN

Charles Robert Emerton
5940
Army
NXl19984
FTS: 1/01/42 - 2/01147
Duty after training: Driver; on discharge: CASC
Service Medals: Pacific Star, Defence Medal, ASM 1939/45.

At school 1929 - 1929
Highest rank: Lieut
14/02/40 - 19/02/42
18110/43 - 24/12/43

29/05/44 - 16/12/44
17/01145 - 16/09/45

At school 1937 - 1940
Highest rank: Lieut
OBE, CBE

28 Coy, AASC
lIO 1142 - 2/09/42
NSW
Promoted L/Sgt. 10 Div. Infantry School 2/09/42 - 22/09/42.
121 Anti-Gas Instructors Course
1942 - 22/01142
Ingleburn, NSW
4 Motor Cycle Instructors course from Nov 1942. Promoted to Lt on finish of course.
1 Field Amb, AAMC
22/02/43 - 15/11143
Transport Officer.
15/11143 - 10/04/44
13 Coy, AASC
Transport Officer.
1 AASC Training Bn
Australia
10104/44 - 10/08/44
9 Bde Infantry Instructor course 20/02/44 - 12/04/44, then Senior Instructor training Bn BonegiIla.
1 Para Trg Bn, Richmond, aerial supply course, 21107/44 - 10/08/44.
21156 Gen Tpt Coy
19110/44 Australia
HQ 9 Aust Division (AASC)
19/02/45 Australia
2115 Tpt PI, AASC
Morotai, Tarakan, Balikpapan Borneo
6/04/45 - 18/07/46
2 ilc 40 jeeps and rrailers and 70 ORs. Disembarked, Stephen G Field, Morotai 16/04/45,
disembarked Tarakan LST 462 1105/45. Landed D Day in afternoon on invasion ofTarakan. CO
51164 BIPOD. CO AASC Balikpapan Area
113 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Concord, NSW
21/08/46 - 4101147
Air evacuated to Australia.

WARREN

Eric Denton
Army

NX66927

5059
FTS: 17/07/40 -7103/46

2/1 Survey Regr
Australia
Middle East
2/3 Flash Spotting Bty, RAA
Australia

WARREN

Horace Maxwell
Army
TX3837

17/07/40 - 19/04/41
3105/41 - 26/03/42
26/04/42 - 6103/46

3351
FTS: 16/07/40 - 21102143

2/40 Aust Iof Bn
Victoria
Darwin
Timor
Reported missing 22/02/42, returned to unit fit & well 5106/42.

WARREN

At school 1932 - 1936
Highest rank: Private

At school 1922 - 1923
Highest rank: Corporal
17107/40 - 15/04/41
15/04/41 - 8112/41
12112/41 - 22/08/42

Ian Francis
5791
At school 1936 - 1943
Highest rank: LAC
Air Force
163225
FTS: 28/04/44 - 29/05/46
Duty after training: Trainee Equipment; on discharge: Clerk Stores
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1ES
2/06/44 - Jul-44

Sourh Wesr Pacific
3 Aircraft depot
Amberley
1T&MO
Sourh West Pacific
WARREN

5/07/44 - Apr-46
11104/46 - May-46

Noel William
4612
At school 1929 - 1935
Air Force
421480
FTS: 1/02/42 - 4/12/45
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Navigaror/Bombardier
Service Medals: 1939/45 Srar, Italy Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, General Service Medal.
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Cooramundra, Wesr Sale, Nhill.
1102/42 - Nov-42
2 ITS, 1 AOS, 3 BAGS, 2 Air Navigarion School.
RCAP Training Units
Edmonron, Summerside, Parricia Bay, Halifax
7101/43 - 22/06/43
1 GRS, 32 OTU.
RAP Training Units
Turnberry, Lyneham, UK
1107143 - 14/01/44
1 Torpedo Training Unir.
608 Sqn, RAP
Algiers, Malra
16/02/44 Medirerranean Coasral Air Force. Attached ro 3 GR Operations Unit in Borizw, Malta from
13/04/44 ro 23/05/44.
25 Sqn, SAAF
10107/44 - Feb-45
Medirerranean
Communications Unit
19/02/45 - 27109/45
Aden, Indian Ocean.

WARREN

Peter Emerton
Army
NX203037
Duty on discharge: Helmsman

5941
FTS: 27/01144 - 26/11146

3 Floating Dock
Queensland, Milne Bay New Guinea
13 Small Ships Coy, RAE
Rabaul, New Guinea

WARWICK

John Lawrence,
Army
NXl18090

22/09/45 - 10/02/46
10102/46 - 18/05/46

5792
FTS: 4/01142 - 8/02/46

2 Aust Corps, AASC
Aumalia
.
35 Coy,AASC
Australia
160 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
Australia
1 Parachute Bn
Queensland
WATERHOUSE

At school 1937 - 1943
Highest rank: Corporal

At school 1936 - 1940
Highest rank: Privare
9/07/42 13/04/43 6/08143 7104/44 -

Douglas Frew
Army
N444523
Duty after training: Medical Enromology

4443a
At school 1928 - 1933 •
Highest rank: Caprain
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, PNG

Director of Entomology LHQ
Cairns
29/11142 - 15/01143
Special duties: mosquiro repellent trials againsr the malaria-transmitting Anopheles Moluccensis.
Director of Entomology LHQ
Sep-43 Lalapipi, mouth of Lakekamu River New Guinea
The area with the highest known incidence of malaria in New Guinea.
WATERHOUSE

Evan Wilson
Army
NX110218
Duty after training: Intelligence

4613
FTS: 4/12/41 - 31/01/46

At school 1929 - 1936
Highest rank: Lieur
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Service Records
Central Bureau 'y', Special Intel Personnel, Intel Corps
Australia
Luzon, Manila
WATERHOUSE

John Talbot
5238
At school 1933 - 1936
Air Force
20749
FTS: 9/01141 - 12/09/45
Highest rank: Flight Sgr
Duty after training: Trainee Wireless Operator; on discharge: Wireless Operator/Mechanic
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units
Melbourne
ISFT,IPD

WATERHOUSE

~I"···~··~.
.

~ ~

~,~,

WATKIN

WATKIN

23/02/44 25/07/45 - 9/10/45

12/06/45 - Sep-45

Tom William
5633
At school 1935 - 1936
Army
NX18423
FTS: 29/05/40 - 12/11145
Highest rank: Private
Duty after training: Mortar Crew
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star with 8th Army
Clasp, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, 1939/45 Medal, ASM.
2/13 Aust Inf Bn
Ingleburn, Bathurst.
Kilo 89, Palestine; Er Rejima, Western Desett Middle East
Tobruk North Africa
Defence ofTobruk
Palestine, Syria. Middle East
EI Alamein North Africa
Lae, Finschhafen New Guinea.
Brisbane, Ravenshoe.
Brunei, Miri-Lutong Borneo
Bruce Millard
Army
NX21517
2/6 Field Coy, RAE
Middle East, Egypt
New Guinea
2/2 Docks Op Coy
New Guinea
12 CRE Workshop, RAE
New Guinea
ANGAU
New Guinea
2 Watercraft Workshop
Australia

4260
FTS: 15/04/40 - 25/09/45

29/05/40 26/11/40 10/04/41 - 16/12/41
16/12/41 - 30/06/42
12/07/42 - 6/11142
27/07/43 - 28/02/44
7/03/44 - 25/04/45
10/06/45 At school 1927 - 1929
Highest rank: Sergeant
25/11140 - 23/05/42
5/09/42 - 24/11142
24/11/42 - 8/02/43
8/02/43 - 18/04/43
18/04/43 - 16/09/43
1944 - 30/08/45

4614
At school 1929 - 1935
John Farleigh
FTS: 13/09/41 - 14/11145
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Air Force
413806
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939-1945 Star, Italy Star, Air Crew Over Europe Star, Defence Medal
RAF Training Units
1943 United Kingdom
454 Sqn RAF
Benghazi Egypt
1944Reconnaissance Aegean Islands, Crete etc. Bombing Crete and convoys in Aegean.
454 Sqn RAF
1944 Italy
Support of 8th Army on east coast of Italy, and bombing of central Italy.

WATLING

Nichols James Gregory
Air Force
15612
Duty after training: Pilot

6909
At school 1943 - 1949 •
FTS: 9/01156 - 30/11169
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Service Medals: Vietnam Medal
DFC

35 Sqn,RAAF (Caribou C7A)
Vung Tau, South Vietnam
Jun-67 - Jun-68
Operational transport support/resupply in support of Australian Army/ 2 Sqn RAAF Phan
Rang/USAF and US Army Special Forces remote area bases.
Distinguished Flying Cross 1968.
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David Lindsay

4261

At school 1927 - 1932

Army
NX91676
FrS: 11/03/42 - 31/07/44
Highest rank: Corporal
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM
32 InfTrg Bn
Bathurst, NSW
28/04/42 2133 Aust Inf Bn
Port Moresby New Guinea
28111142 - 9101/43
Embarked Egbert Bemon Brisbane.
Cairns, TownsviIte.
19/01143 2133 Aust Iof Bn
Port Moresby, New Guinea
23/07/43 - 31/01/44
Wounded Jackson Drome in alc accident, awaiting emplaning ro operational area. 2 AGH 7/09/4317/09/43. Rejoined unit and evacuated 219 AGH malaria 23/11/43 - 15/01/44.
2133 Aust Inf Bn
31/01/44Townsville
Embarked Kanimbla from Port Moresby. Discharged being required for employment in an essential
occupation.

WATSON

John Campbell
Army
NX94319
General Details Depot
Sydney
102 Anti-Tank Trg Regt, RAA
Cowra
2/3 Anti-Tank Regt, RAA
Middle East
Morotai
North Borneo

WATSON

3880
FrS: 2/04/42 - 23/01/46

At school 1925 - 1927
Highest rank: Gunner
4/04/42 19/04/42 - 23/08/42
28/12/42 - 3/01/43
12/04/45 21/06145 - 1/01/46

John Herbert Ferrier
5060
At school 1932 - 1933 •
Air Force
402193
FrS: 24/06/40 - 28/08/45
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Duty after training: Observer Navigator; on discharge: Observer and Special Navigator
Service Medals: 1939145 Star, Atlantic Star, Africa Star and clasp.
RAAF Training Units
Lindfield, Cootamundra, Evans Head, Parkes NSW
Jun-40 - Feb-41
ITS; 1 AOS; BAGS; Astro Navigation.
228 Sqn, RAF (Sunderland)
Aboulcir Egypt and Bathurst Gambia.
May-41 - Aug-41
Anti-sub and ship patrols. Waiting for delivery of aircraft in Gambia. Injured knee and sent to
hospital in UK. ,
228 Sqn, RAF Coastal Command (Sunderland)
Stranrahr Scotland, United Kingdom.
Feb-42 - Mar-42
Ship observation iQ North Sea.
RAF Training Units
Squires Gate England, United Kingdom
Apr-42 - May-42
Revision Navigation No 3 SGR. Short posting with 10 Sqn, RAAF, Sunderlands, May 1942.
461 Sqn, RAAF Coastal Command (Sunderland)
Pembroke Dock ,Wales, United Kingdom.
Jun-42 - Dec-43
Anti sub and convoy patrols in Sunderlands. Staff Nav course Cranage, Cheshire Jan and Feb 1943.
Nav instructor 461 Sqn from April 1943.
3 S ofSR, RAF
Squires Gate, England, United Kingdom.
Jan-44 - May-44
Instructing navigation to foreign pilots.
General Reconnaissance School
Bairnsdale
Jul-44 - May-45
Conversion to USA methods.

WATSON

Leopold Harvey
4262
At school 1927 - 1930
Ait Force
65015
FrS: 19/05/42 - 31/01146
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Wireless Maintenance Mechanic; on discharge: Radar
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Melbourne, Parkes, Carlton Australia
19/05/42 1 STT Melbourne; 2 WAGS Parkes; S of A Carlton; Promoted LAC 1/03/43
Radar School
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Service Records
Richmond
Wireless Maintenance Mechanic. Commissioned 6/11/43 (Pilot Officer).
102 Fighter Sector HQ
New Lambton, NSW
105 Fighter Sector HQ
Darwin, NT
Promoted Flying Officer 6 May 1944.
Air Defence HQ
Sydney
Acting Flight Lieut 1/11/44. Bradfield Park, Sydney till discharge.
WATSON

7/11/43 -

5/12/43 3/02/44 -

6/08/44 - 15/01/46

Philip Herbert
4919
At school 1931 - 1932 •
Air Force
402267
FTS: 22/07/40 - 10/04/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Pilot
DFC
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Aircrew Europe Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45

RAAF Training Units
Sydney, Bradfield Park, Tamworth, Australia
22/07/40 - 27/11/40
2 ITS Bradfield Park; 6 EFTS Tamworth; 2 ED
RCAF Training Units
Camp Boren Ontario, Debert Nova Scotia Canada
23/12/40 - 6/04/41
1 SFTS Camp Borden Ontario; Overseas Pool Debert Nova Scotia;
RAP Training Units
20/04/41 - 22/06/41
Uxbridge, Hawarden United Kingdom
3 PRC; 57 OTU from 28/04/41 at Hawarden.
457 Sqn, RAAF (Spitfire)
23/06/41 - 18/06/42
Red Hill Airfield Surrey United Kingdom
13/08/42 - 28/11/43
Ascot Vale, Laverton, Livingstone Darwin
.
1 ED Ascot Vale; 1 Aircraft Depot Laverton; 457 Sqn Livingstone.
RAAF Training Units (Instructor)
Birdum, Ransford, Tamworth, Temora, Western Junction, Benalla
29/11/43 - 9/04/45
CFS, 10 EFTS, 7 EFTS, 11 EFTS.
Distinguished Flying Cross Citation
This officer is a most capable leader who displays great coolness and courage in action. He participated in overforty sorties and his
inspiring action has proved a great source ofencouragement to other members ofhis flight.
WATTERS

Donald Tilbury
Army
N304050

3061
FTS: 3/08/42 - 21/03/46

NSW L of C Area Pay Corps
New South Wales
District Accounts Office NSW Line of Communication
WAY

David Gordon
6088
Army
NX139994
FTS: 31/01/42 - 7101/47
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal.
50 Div Workshops
Denman, Ingleburn, Lugarno, Bullwarra Heights
Training
128 Bde Workshops, AEME
Waitara, NSWj Darwin, NT; Holland Park, Cairns, Qld
]acquinot Bay, Wide Bay, Rabaul, New Britain.
Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Concord, Bowral, NSW
Concord Hospital, Bowral Red Cross, Concord Hospital.

WAY

At school 1920 - 1926
Highest rank: Staff Sergeant
3/08/42 - 21/03/46

At school 1938 - 1940
Highest rank: Private

]an-42 - ]an-43

]an-43 - Dec-43
Dec-43 - Feb-46
Feb-46 - 7101/47

Donald Rapsey
5432
At school 1934 - 1939
Army
NX121817
FTS: 1/10/41 -7/01/47
Highest rank: Corporal
Duty after training: Rifleman; on discharge: Orderly Room Corporal
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star.
30 Aust Inf Bn
Walgrove, Queenscliff Beach, Greta
Training, beach defences, and further training.
Western Australian coast
Walgrove and leave
Finschhafen to Hansa Bay New Guinea.
Campaigning
1 Recruit Training Bn

Oct-41 - ]un-42
]ul-42 - Sep-43
Sep-43 - Dec-43
]an-44 - 30109/44
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Oct-44 - Sep-45
Training recruits for the 8th Bde and other infantry units.
Cowra POW Camp
Cowra
Oct-45 - Jan-47
Seconded to Cowra to help guard Italian POWs until their return to Italy in Dec 46.
WAY

Peter Francis
Army

NXI08456

5240
FTS: 1/10/41 - 13/03/46

1 Cay Diy Sigs
NSW
3 Armd Diy Signals
NSW
18 L of C Area Signals
Queensland
NG Air Warning Wireless Coy
Porr Moresby, Nadzab New Guinea.
38 Ops Sec
Torokina

WEARNE

1/10/41 13/08/42 - 19/07/43
11/10/4325/10/43 - 13/03/45
15/06/45 - 28/12/45

George Herbert
6089
At school 1938 - 1940
Army
NX155367
FTS: 1/10/41 - 25/01/46
Highest rank: Captain
Duty after training: Platoon Commander; on discharge: Adjutant
55/53 Aust Inf Bn
New Guinea
New Guinea
Appointed Adjutant.
Queensland, Thursday Island
Bougainville, Rabaul

tWEARNE

At school 1933 - 1937
Highest rank: Sergeant

20/05/42 - 6/11/42
29/01/43 - 2/03/43
5/03/43 - 3/12/44
3/12/44 - 13/01/46

John Frederick Bice

5793
At school 1936 - 1938
Air Force
412778
FTS: 20/07/41 - 31/08/43
Highest rank: Flight Sgt
Duty after training: Air Observer; duty at death: Air Observer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Aircrew Europe Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45 .

RAAF Training Units
Evans Head, Cootamundra NSW
RAP Training Units
Cambridge, United Kingdom
Killed in an aircraft training accident Ely, Cambridge, aged 23.

1942 - 1942
18/11/42 - 31/08/43

Buried in the mtr Graves Section, Cambridge City Civilian Cemetery.
WEBB

Arthur Gordon Langham

5433

At school 1934 - 1934

Air Force
243529
FTS: 3/03/41 - 15/01/46
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: Fighter/Bomber Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Air Crew Europe Star, Mrica Star, Burma Star, Defence Medal, ASM_

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narromine Australia.
No 12 Course Bradfield; 5 EFTS Narromine.
RCAF Training Units
Camp Borden, Hagersville, Halifax Canada.
Obtained 'Wings', 1 SFTS, 16 SFTS.
RAP Training Units
Bournemouth, Blackpool, United Kingdom.
3 PRC, 5 PDC.
Egypt North Mrica
Glider training and other duties.
245 Sqn, RAP (Typhoon)
Scotland, England, United Kingdom
34 Sqn, RAP (Fighter/Bomber)
Bhopal, Poona India; Burma.
H~rricane, Thunderbolt and Typhoon a/c. Army co-operation.
WEBB

Richard James
Army

NX122995

551 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Porr Moresby New Guinea

5612
FTS: 4/12/41 - 10/04/46

Apr-41 -

Jul-41 -

1941 1942 -

1942-1943
Mar-44 At school 1935 - 1936
Highest rank: Private
29/08/43 - 11/12/43
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Service Records
14/02/44 - 6/08/44

Port Moresby, Lae New Guinea.
32 InfTrg Bn
NSW
63 Aust Inf Bn
Morotai, Ambon
WEBBER

10/11/44 - 14/02/45
11/05/45 - 10/01/46

Laurence Edwin
5061
Air Force
34830
FTS: 13/11/40 - 15/02/46
Duty after training: Fitter; on discharge: Air Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, War Medal 1939/45.
20 Sqn, RAAF
Queensland
Flying boats.

WEBBER

3/12/42 - Feb-44

Stuart James
5794
At school 1936 - 1939
Air Force
67324
FTS: 14/07/42 - 12/04/46
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Trainee Wireless Operator; on discharge: Telegraphist
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal.
RAAF Training Units
Pt Cook, Bradfield Park Australia
Sig School Pt Cook, 1WAGS, 2ED
29 Operational Base Unit
South West Pacific
13 Aircraft Repair Depot
South West Pacific
320 Radar Station
South West Pacific

WEBSTER

At school 1932 - 1936
Highest rank: Sergeant

George Wynne
Air Force
402712
Duty after training: Air Gunner

14/07/42 -Apr-43

5/05/43 - May-44
12/05/44 - Sep-44
18/09/44 - Oct-45

5434
At school 1934 - 1935
FTS: 12/10/40 - 17/09/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star.
MID

RAAF Training Units
Somers
1 ITS
13 Sqn, RAAF
Darwin
14 Sqn, RAAF
Pearce
2 Wireless Air Gunners School
Parkes
14 Sqn, RAAF
Pearce
1 Operational Training Unit
Bairnsdale
6 Operational Training Unit
Jervis Bay
100 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacifc
38 Sqn, RAAF (Transport)
South West Pacific

14110/40 - Dec-40

9/12/40 -Apr-41
8/04/41 - Jul-41
23/07/41 - Feb-42
10/02/42 - Aug-42
11/08/42 - Sep-43
12/09/43 - Nov-43
8/11/43 - 7/08/44
27/09/44 - 4112/44

Mentioned in Despatches 19/10/44: Courage and devotion to duty in Northern Command; 1/11/45: Courage and distinguished
service in Northern Command.

WEEKES

Brian Phillip
Service details unknown

6093

At school 1938 - 1940

WEEKES

John Douglas
Service details unknown

5613

At school 1935 - 1938

WELLS

Will
Merchant Navy

5942

At school 1937 - 1940

WELSH

Arthur Muir
Army
NX135815

2019
FTS: 16/12/41 - 1/10/43

2 Military District AAMC
Australia

At school 1914 - 1918
Highest rank: Captain
16/12/41 -
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Australia
RMO
Middle Bay

WENDEN

Leonard Thomas
Army
NX84061

30/04/42 18/02/43 4070
FTS: 15/01142 - 20/01/44

103 Tank Attack Regt, RAA
Australia

WEST

Cameron Percy
Army
RMC Duntroon
File Incomplete

WEST

Trevor James
Army
NX374

At school 1926 - 1928
Highest rank: Sergeanr
27/02/42 - 20/01/44

4615

4616
FTS: 18/04/40 - 11108/45

Aust Army Staff Corps
Scotland
Greece, Crete
HQ 9 Aust Division (RAA)
New Guinea

At school 1929 - 1933

At school 1929 - 1933
Highest rank: Lt Col
17/06/40 - 31/12/40
2/05/41 - Jun-41
1112/43 - 3/03/44

WESTBROOK

Alexander Morton
At school 1921 - 1925 •
3197
Air Force
261795
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
FTS: 9/09/40 - 2/11/45
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM 1939/45.
RAAF Training Units
Richmond, Sydney, Maryborough, Bundaberg, Bradfield Park,
Townsville Australia
9/09/40 - 10/03/44
2 AD; 3 STT; Station HQ Maryborough;
8 SFTS; 2 ED; 1 RPP
10 Sigs Unit
Milne Bay, New Guinea
12/03/44 - 20/05/44
Signals Unit and Wireless Telecommunications Unit.
43 Operational Base Unit
Gurney, New Guinea
12/06/44 37 Operational Base Unit
Aitape New Guinea
31/01/45 2 Personnel Depot
28/05/45 - 2/11/45
Bradfield Park an.d Sydney
At PD and HQ Eajitern Area till demolisation on 2/11/1945.

WESTGARTH

Winston Earl
5435
Air Force
A21995 (411238) FTS: 27/04/41 - 4/11/60
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Clerk Admin
Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM1939/45, Long Service

At school 1934 - 1934
Highest rank: Sergeant
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star,
& Good Conduct Medal.

RAAF Training Units

Somers, Parkes, Richmond, Wagga, Ascot Vale
1 ITS, 2 WAGS, 2 SFTS.
2 Sqn, RAAF
Darwin, Batchelor
39 Radio Station
Port Keats
Administrative Units
Batchelor, Darwin
Worked in 53 OBU, 52 OBU, 5 Fighter Sector HQ, 55 OBU.
AIr Force HQ
Melbourne
Casualty Section.

WESTON

Harry Francis
Army
NX133226
1 AABde, RAA
SydneyNSW
Instructor School of Artillery.

4267
FTS: 8/03/41 - 9/05/46

27/04/41 - Jul-42

11107/42 - Nov-42
22/11/42 - Mar-43
20/03/43 - Sep-43

15/10/43 At school 1927 - 1933
Highest rank: Lieut
8/03/41 - 27/03/43
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Service Records
Newcastle AA Ops Room
Newcastle NSW
2/1 Lt AA Bty, RAA
Australia
Morotai, Balikpapan
WETTONE

Charles Edward
Army
NX30708

27/03/43 - 14/07/43
14/07/43 - 21/05/45
31/05/45 - 13112/45
4071
FrS: 23/05/40 - 13/11145

2/2 Machine Gun Bn
Ingleburn
Middle East
ME Training Centre
Middle East
2/2 Machine Gun Bn
New Guinea
Morotai
Balikpapan Borneo

tWHITE

6404
Baden Keith
Air Force
403020
FTS: 26/04/42 - 13/07/44
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
RAAF Training Units
Narromine, Bradfield Park, Ascot Vale Australia
2ITS, 5EFTS, 2ED, lED
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton, Claresholm, Halifax Canada
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
12 (P) AFU, 51 OTU, 5PDC, 1BPD
108 Sqn, RAF (Liberator)
Mediterranean
Shor down over the sea.

WHITE

Brian Perrier
6395
Merchant Navy
FrS: 23/02/45 - 10/10/45
Duty after training: Navigation Deck Cader

At school 1926 - 1929
Highest rank: Sergeant
7/06/40 30/01141 30/01/41 - 9/01/43
9/08/43 - 7/03/44
30/04/45 12/07/45 At school 1940 - 1941
Highest rank: Flying Officer

26104/42 - 2/11/42

27111/42 - Jul-43
6/07143 - Mar-44

25/03/44 - 13/07/44
At school 1940 - 1944
Highest rank: Deck Cadet

SS Iron Baron
Coastal Waters
23/02/45 - 10110/45
Defensively Equipped Merchant Ship carrying iron ore and coal between Newcastle, NSW and
Whyalla, SA.

WHITE

Edward Clive Stewart
3694
At school 1924 - 1932
Army
VX43294
FTS: 1/07140 - 10/07/45
Highest rank: Major
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: OC
Service Medals: Service Medal
1939/45, 1939/45 Medal, Defence Medal 1939/45, Pacific Star, Africa Srar, 1939/45 Star
AABty, CMF
Georges Heights, Mosman.
Mar-39 - Jun-40
2/2 Heavy AA Regt, RAA
Puckapunyal
1/07/40 - 5/02/41
General training in AA warfare: 3.7 AA guns. Lieut 1110/40.
Palesrine, Beirut, Suez Middle East
5/02/41 - 1102142
Defence of aerodromes, Beirut and Suez Canal.
2/5 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Newcastle, Brisbane.
20/02/42 - 27/04/43
Aerodrome defence Newcastle 6 weeks. Defence of Brisbane 12 months. Acting Captain 21/06/42.
30/04/43 - 29/04/44
Oro Bay, Buna, Milne Bay New Guinea
Captain 16110143. OC 11/08/43. Temp Major 16/08/43. Major 17/10/43.
Strathpine
29/04/44 - 10/07/45
General training awaiting movement.

tWHITE

Kenneth McKeUar
5071
Air Force
402686
FTS: 18/09/40 - 9/09/42
Duty after training: Pilor; duty at death: Pilot
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Mascot Australia
2ITS, 4SFTS, 2ED

At school 1932 - 1935
Highest rank: Flying Officer

18/09/40 - 23/01141
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Saskatchewan, Halifax Canada
18/02/41 - 19/06/41
4SFTS, 1 'M' Depot
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
1/07/41 - 8/11/41
3PRC.170TU
139 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command (Blenheims)
United Kingdom
8/11/41 - 12/02/42
A1maza, Middle East
12/02/42 - 21/02/42
62 Sqn, RAF
India
21/02/42 - 9/09/42
Missing in Ait ops - place not known 9/09/42. Believed deceased whilst POW.
WHITE

t

WHITE

Rex James
2546
At school 1917 - 1922
Army
VX36377
FTS: 15/06/40 - 6/04/44
Highest rank: Major
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, 1939/45 Medal, ASM.
2/1 Anti-Tank Regt, RAA
Palestine
Oct-40 HQ21 Aust InfBde
Palestine, Syria
1941 - 30/01/42
2/16 Aust Inf Bn
Kokoda Track Owen Stanleys New Guinea
8/08/42 - 17/01/44
Major 19/09/42. Australia on leave in 1943. Discharged with recurrent malaria.
Robert Rhodes
Army
NX41360
2/30 Aust Inf Bn
Singapore, Malaya

3063
FTS: 3/09/40 - 14/02/44

At school 1920 - 1923
Highest rank: Corporal
15/08/41 - 15/02/42

POW
Singapore, Burma, Thailand.
'A:. Force to Burma. Died of illness in Thailand.
WHITEHOUSE

WHITMILL

George Milne
4921
At school 1931 - 1932 •
Army
NX3394
FTS: 3/11/39 - 27/08/45
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, Pacific Star, ASM...:2/1 Field Regt, RAA
Ingleburn
Nov-39 Palestine
]an-40 Sailed for ME ex Sydney 10/01/40
Egypt, Libya, N:orth Africa
1941 - Oct-42
OCTU Cairo Aug 1941. Commissioned.
~oo

1~-

New Guinea
Two tours of New Guinea.

1942 - 1945

Edward John
Army
NX49182

4793
FTS: 14/10/41 - 15/01/46

. 2/11 Armd Car Regt
NSW; Western Australia
2/13 Aust Inf Bn
Canungra
Morotai, Borneo
WHITNEY

Gordon Harold
Army
NX69710

William Tegg
Army
NX123785
110 Lt AA Regt, RAA
NSW
20 Field Regt, RAA

At school 1930 - 1931
Highest rank: Sergeant
23/10/41 - 12/06/44
9/01/45 3/05/45 - 19/12/45

5062
FTS: 12/03/41 - 5/12145

2/102 Gen Tpt Coy, AASC
Middle East
New Guinea
Morotai
WHITNEY

15/02/42 - 14/02/44

At school 1932 - 1935
Highest rank: LlCorporal
9/04/41 - 22/02/42
15/09/42 - 5/12/45
3/04/45 - 5/12/45

5242
FTS: 4/12/41 - 5/04/46

At school 1933 - 1935
Highest rank: Lieur
23/02/42 - 13/03/42
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Service Records
13/03/42 - 23/11/42

Australia
1 Heavy Regt, RAA
Australia
2 Aust JnfBn
Australia
41/2 Aust Jnf Bn
Australia
2/1 Pioneer Bn
Australia
Morotai, Balikpapan

WHITTLE

23/11/42 - 21/01/43
21/01/43 - 9112/43
2/12/43 - 28/01/45
28/01/45 - 22/05/45
13/06/45 - 23/12/45

At school 1937 - 1938
5945
Bruce
Highest rank: Bombardier
FTS: 28/05/42 - 9/07/46
Army
NXI08472
Duty after training: Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2/9 Field Regt, RAA
Sydney, Queensland.
Aug-42 - Mar-43
RHQ survey party. 59 Bty (command post, guns) AAGunner. Map Reading and Field Sketching
School.
Apr-43 Thursday Island, Merauke. Dutch New Guinea
Mar 1944 to 19 Field Arnb for 6 months.
Hospitalisation
Oct-44 - Nov-44
Merauke Dutch New Guinea
Evacuated to 6 AGH.
Nov-44 - Feb-45
113 AGH Sydney

WHITTLE

John Claude
Army
NX17452

5614
FTS: 1102/41 - 21/03/46

At school 1935 - 1936
Highest rank: Sergeant

2/9 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
Thursday Island, Dutch New Guinea, Merauke
Australia

WHITTY

Henry Greatorex
Army
Q 140988

WHITTY

John Charles Dowling
Air Force
Duty after training: Pilot

3354
FTS: 6/04/42 - 25/06/42
3016

13/02/42 - 7103143
9/03/43 - 21103/46
28/05/44 - 21/03/46

At school 1922 - 1923
Highest rank: Ptivate
At school 1920Highest rank: Flying Officer

RAAF Training Units
Australia
8 EFTS, 10 EFTS
File Incomplete.

WHYBROW

13/08/40 - 24/06/41

7852
Anthony Mills
Civilian
Service Medals: Vietnam Logistic and Support Medal.

At school 1949 - 1955

Qantas
Saigon, South Vietnam
Pilot on military troop charters to and from Saigon, carrying troops, weapons and equipment. Three
flights to Saigon: 1110611968, 19/0411970, and 2311211971.

WIESENER

Brian Wallis
Air Force
439928
Duty after training: Pilot

5943
FTS: 10/12/42 - 8/11145

At school 1937 - 1942
Highest rank: Flight Sgt

24 Sqn, RAAF (Vultee Vengeance)
New Guinea
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Temora, Uranquinty, Watsonia, Ransford, West Sale Australia
2ITS, lOEFTS, 5SFTS, Airctew School Watsonia, 1PD, AGS, 2PD.

tWIESENER

Richard Frederick
Air Force
607

10/12/42 - 14/08/43
14/08/43 - 8111/45

3700
At school 1924 - 1927
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

2 Sqn, RAAF
Australia
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Section 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Co-pilor of an RAAF plane in which several Federal Ministers and all crew were killed, near
Canberra, 13/08/40.

WILEMAN

Brian George
5616
At school 1935 - 1939 •
Air Force
63347
FTS: 27/03/42 - 19/12/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Trainee Radio; on discharge: Radar Operator
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star.
RAAF Training Units

Sydney, Melbourne, Richmond
27/03/42 - May-43
School of Admin, RDF School, lRlMU. Commissioned Pilot Officer. Studying maintenance and
.
installation of airborne radar.
RAAF Training Units
Melbourne; Macrossan, Townsville Queensland.
May-43 - Feb-44
RAAF HQ to experience admin controls of technical problems in ASV. 12 RSU servicing ASV in
Beauforr a/c. NEA HQ to experience and assist with operational requirements.
20 Sqn, RAAF
Cairns, Queensland
5/02/44 - 16/04/44
Servicing ASV/IFF in Catalina a/c and training crews.
10 Operational Group
Nadzab, Aitape New Guinea
Apr-44 - Jun-44
Landed D+6 Day. Training crews in use of radar, ASV beacons and enemy radar.
Toem, Noemfoor, Momote, Admiralty Islands
Jun-44 - Dec-44
Landed 0+ 1 Day Noemfoor to capture Jap radar. Cooperating with 5th USAAF Bomber Group.
1st Tactical Air Force RAAF
Morotai; Labuan, British North Borneo
Dec-44 - Aug-45
With RAAF Liberator squadron. Installed radar in 'Z' Snake boats. Minelaying mission with 20 Sqn
to Bangra/Sumarra Passage - laying by radar.
Far East Air Force HQ
Dulag, Tacloban
Jul-45 - Aug-45
Attached to Liberator group wirh AN-APSI5 blind bombing radar - 868 Sqn 13th USAAF.

WILEMAN

William Robert
5795
At school 1936 - 1941
Air Force
424603
FTS: 16/09/42 - 4/02/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: Pacific Star, Australian Defence Medal.
Army Training
North Head, La Perouse
Jan-42 - ]ul-42
Fixed Defence Command North Head, Middle Head AA Gunnery. AA at La Perouse.
RAAF Training Units
Nowra, Lindfield, Bradfield Park, Temora, Uranquinry
16/09/42 - 28/11/43
Torpedo Training Nowra, EFTS Lindfield, 2FTS, lOEFTS, 5SFTS, 20TU, lRP.
84 Sqn, RAAF
Horn Island Cape.York
28/11/43 - 28/05/44
Fighter Sqn Int~rception. Dive bombing land targets in Kitryhawks.
77 Sqn, RAAF
Darwin
20/06/44 - 4/10/44
Skid Bombing: bridges, airfields, radar stations. Test Pilot.

WILKINSON

George James
Army
NX115351

3359
FTS: 28/02/41 - 24/01/45

Sydney AA Group
2 Heavy AA Bty, RAA
Darwin NT
102 AA Regt, RAA
Australia

WILKINSON

Max Sheridan
Merchant Navy
Duty on discharge: 2i/c Vessel

At school 1922 - 1925
Highest rank: Captain
30/04/42 - 18/08/42
18/08/42 - 1/03/44
14/06/44 - 20/12/44

9048
FTS: 18/02/63 - 21/02/73

At school 1957 - 1962
Highest rank: Chief Officer

Merchant Navy
Vung Tau, Saigon
1971 - 1971
On special Motor Tanker Cree, taking bitumen from Singapore to Saigon.
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Service Records
WILKINSON

Norman Dacre
4619
Air Force
60078
FrS: 17/07/41 - 21/02/46
Service Medals: Defence Medal, War Medal.

At school 1929 - 1932
Highest rank: T/Corp

10 Sqn, RAAF Coastal Command (Sunderland)
Mount Batten, England
2PD
Australia

WILKINSON

Ralph Courtier
3064
Air Force
20483
FrS: 10/12/40 - 5/04/46
Duty after training: Trainee Rigger; on discharge: Fitter IIA
Service Medals: Africa Star with clasp.

29/03/42 - 28/11/45
28/11145 - 21102/46
At school 1920 - 1923
Highest rank: Flying Officer

RAAF Training Units
Richmond, Ultimo, Ascot Vale, Point Cook, Bradfield Park, Adelaide
2RD, 3STT, 1ES, 2ED, lED, 2ED, 4ED.
3 Sqn, RAAF (Kittyhawk)
North Africa, Italy
Overseas HQ London
United Kingdom
Admin.
IPD,2PD
Australia

WILKINSON

William Alexander Camac
Army, British

10/12/40 - 2/04/42

20/05/42 - 11101144
15/03/44 - 22/12/45

21102/46 - 5/04/46

1006
At school 1904 - 1909
Highest rank: Lt Col
MC,GM.

Coldstream Guards, BEF
Ftance
1939 - 1940
Military Governot
Austria
1945 - 1946
George Medal Citation: A party ofsoldiers belonging to an infantry battalion accidentally entered a minefield. Mines exploded,
killing some ofthe men and wounding others. One badly wounded man could be seen lying in the centre ofthe minefield, which was
thickly sown with other unexploded mines, the locality ofwhich was unknown. Royal Engineers had been sentflr to disarm the
mines, but they had not yet arrived. A doctor was at hand to attend to any wounded who could be brought to saflty. It Col
Wilkinson chose a moment when the attention ofthe doctor and another officer was engaged elsewhere. He then entered the
minefield alone, and at great personal risk brought out the wounded man.

WILLIAMS

At school 1937 - 1940 .
Barry Ashley
5944
Navy
FTS: 21/05/43 - 1958
Highest rank: Lt Cmdr
Duty after training: Seaman; on discharge: Training Officer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star with Burma Clasp, War Medal 1939/45, ASM, Korean
UN Service Medal.
.

HMASNorman
Indian Ocean, Pacific
27/04/44 Destroyer.
HMAS Air Speed
Australia
25/04/46 - 7/08/46
CO, 35 ton SAR vessel.
HMAS W'oomera
Australia
10/06/50 - 16/01/51
Supply Vessel of 300 tons with a complement of 25. Navigating Oficer and Captain's Secretary.
HMAS Clilgoa
Australia
17/01/51 - 22/07/51
Frigate of 1800 tons with a complement of 100. Navigating Officer, Captain's Secretary and
Divisional Officer.
HMAS Barcoo
23/07/51 - 26/01152
Frigate. Navigating Officer.
HMAS l-'engeance
2/12/52 - 17/08/53
Carrier. Divisional Officer (supervision and welfare of seamen), Direction Officer, Watchkeeping
duties.
HMAS Sydney
18/08/53 - 25/06/54
Carrier. Divisional Officer, Direction Officer, Watchkeeping duties.
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tWILLIAMS

David Alexander
5063
At school 1932 - 1939 •
403206
FTS: 11/12/40 - 30/04/42
Highest rank: Sergeant
Air Force
Duty after training: WOP/AG; duty at death: WOP/AG
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Aircrew Europe Star, Defence Medal, War Medal.
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park Australia
11/12/40 - 23/01141
2ITS,2ED.
RCAF Training Units
Winnepeg, MacDonald, Halifax Canada
16/02/41 - 20/08/41
3BAGS, 1 'Y' Depot.
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
8/09/41 - 16/12/41
3PRC, ISS.
25 Operational Training Unit
United Kingdom
16/12/41 - 6/04/42
50 Sqn, RAF Bomber Command
United Kingdom
6/04/42 - 30/04/42
Killed in action over Sylt, SW Denmark (near the German border) on 30/04/42.

WILLIAMS

David Ashley
5085
At school 1932 - 1939
Army
NX104283
FTS: 17/10/40
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Platoon Commander
MBE, ED
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal, ASM, ASM 1945/75, UN Service of Peace
Medal for Service in Kashmir, EM.
17 Aust Inf Bn
Sydney
17/10/40 - 14/07/42
Served in Sydney area with the CMF.
2/17 Aust WBn
Borneo
15/07/42 - 1/04/46
UNMOGIP
Kashmir
1954 - 1957
Served with the United Nations.

WILLIAMS

Desmond Clive Simson
Air Force
405613
Duty after training: Pilot

4617
At school 1929 - 1934
FTS: 26/04/41 - 27/03/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Atlantic Star.

RAAF Training Units
Narromine, Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, 5EFTS, 2ED.
RCAF Training ,Units
Calgary, Halifax C-anada
3SFTS, 1 'Y' Depot.
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
3PRC, 15POFU, IPRC, 1 C OTU.
86 Sqn, RAF Coastal Command
United Kingdom
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
RAF Sen St Davids, 11 PORe.
RAAF Training Units
Australia
2PD,3PD.

26/04/41 - 16/10/41

4/11/41 - 14/03/42

28/03/42 - 13/10/42

13/10/42 - 12/02/45
12/02/45 - 9/04/45

9/04/45 - 27/03/46

John Edwin Ashley
5086
At school 1932 - 1936
Air Force RAF / RAAF
FTS: Dec-37 - 22/03/44
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
DFC, MID
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.

i l l Training Units
United Kingdom
Officers Training Scheme, 17 years of age.
RAF Training Units Instructor
Rhodesia
Flying instructor. Also served in 112,94 and 260 Sqns while in the RAF.
450 Sqn, RAAF

Dec-37 -
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Service Records
North Africa
31/10/42On loan to RAAF. Appointed CO 18/10/42. Shot down near Sidi Barrani on 31/10/42.
POW
Nov-42 - 22/03/44
Germany
Stalag Luft III. Participant of the Great Escape; executed.
Mentioned in Despatches 1943.
Distinguished Flying Cross 1942
WILLIS

tWILLIS

Alec Roger
Army
NX108843
52 AA Regt
Merauke New Guinea
School of Artillery, NSW
New Guinea

5797
FTS: 14/01/42 - 30/09/46

1/05/43 - 21/12/43
3/01/44 - 26/02/44
12/05/44 - 12/07/45

Brian Albert
4440
Air Force
402269
FTS: 22/07/40 - 23/02/42
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot

RAAF Training Units
Australia
2ITS,6EFTS.
RCAF Training Units
Canada
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
3PRC,110TU.
142 Sqn, RAF
Derma, Middle East
Killed in air combat.
WILLIS

Henry Sherbrooke
Army
NX24839

Ronald
Army

NX3871

23/12/40 - 20/04/41
20/04/41 - 2/07/41

2/07/41 - 23/02/42
4618
FTS: 25/05/40 - 14/06/45

3355
FTS: 20/10/39 - 29/01/45

2/1 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East
POW
Germany
WILLSFORD

WILSHIRE

Philip Christian
Army
NXI03516
12 Field Regt, RAA
Australia
2/9 Field Regt, RAA
Australia

At school 1929 - 1933
Highest rank: Lieut
1/02/41 - 4/02/42
30/09/42 - 14/06/45
At school 1922 - 1928 •
Highest rank: Lieut
MID
9/01/40 - 30/05/41
30/05/41 - 8/08/45

5244
FTS: 22/07/42 - 13/02/45

Edwin Norman
2642
Air Force
67543
FTS: 15/07/42 - 14/01/46
Duty on discharge: Equipment Assistant

RAAF Training Units
Richmond Australia
lRD,2AD.
24 Sqn, RAAF (Liberator)
South West Pacific
2 M Rehab Unit
South West Pacific
2WRUN/E
South West Pacific

At school 1928 - 1932
Highest rank: Flying Officer

22/07/40 - 27/11/40

2/7 Cay Regt
Egypt, Middle East
5 Machine Gun Bn
Australia, Thursday Island, Morotai.

WILLMOTT

At school 1936 - 1940
Highest rank: Sergeant

At school 1933 - 1938
Highest rank: Lieut
7/04/42 - 27/11/44
4/01/45 - 24/01/45
At school 1918 - 1920
Highest rank: T/Corp

15/07/42 - 29/05/44

29/05/44 - 31/10/44
29/01/45 - 5/03/45
16/03/45 - 17/04/45
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John Matcham
4272
Army
NX152739
FTS: 7/04/41 - 9/08/46
Duty after training: Medical Officet
119 Aust Cen Hosp, AAMC
Darwin
6 Camp Hosp
Torres Strait, Northern Queensland
5 POW Reception Camp
Singapore

At school 1927 - 1928
Highest rank: Major

22/04/41 - Nov-42
Nov-43 - Feb-45
27108/45 - Nov-45

WILSON

Adrian Cedric
5436
At school 1934 - 1934
Army
NX9007
FTS: 8/12/39 - 3111145
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training: Ordnance Corps
Service Medals: ASM, Defence Medal 1939/45, Africa Star, Empire Medal 1939145.
Army Training
Australia
Dec-39 - 1940
2/1 Field Ord Coy, AAOC
Egypt, Middle East
1940-1942
Campaigning. Returned to Australia via Colombo.
Served in Australia until discharged in December 1945.
1942 - 3/11/45

WILSON

Dermont Benson
Army
2/7 Cav Regt

WILSON

Donald Rupert
4441
At school 1928 - 1933 •
Navy
FTS: 27/03/40 - 28/03/46
Highest rank: Lt Cmdr
Duty after training: Ami-Submarine duties; on discharge: Submarine commander
DSC

2825
FTS: May 1940 - 1945

At school 1919 - 1922

RAN Training
Sydney, Melbourne
Mar-40 - Sep-40
Rushcutter for anti-sub training and Cerberus.
HMSAgate
English Channel, North Sea
10/02/41 Deep sea trawlet converted to AlS and convoy duties. Run aground and lost.
HMS Turquoise
English Channel, North Sea
1941 - Dec-41
Cern Class Trawler. Appointed to HMS Whitshead.
HMS Murat Rheis
Mediterranean
9/03/42 Volunteeted for sub service. Ferried Murat Rheis to Turkish Navy.
HMS P3l
Malta, Alexandria, Mediterranean
1942 - Dec-42
Part of 10th Sub Flotilla, Lazaretto Malta (HMS Talbot), depot ship HMS Medway. Patrols of
Mediterranean: damaged a cruiser and sunk 4 ships.
HMS Untiring
North Sea, Malta, Alexandria, Mediterranean
Feb-43 - Dec-44
2i1c. Patrols from Malta. In Sept 1943 based at Italian sub base at Maddalena, northern Sardinia.
Patrols, Special Operations landings. 16 vessels sunk: including sub, destroyer, two frigates.
HMS Vt1racious
South West Pacific
14/06/45 CO. British Pacific Fleet. In Manus for war's end.
Distinguished Service Cross Citation: Awarded DSCfor outstanding courage, skill and devotion to Duty in successful patrol in a
submarine.

WILSON

Geoffrey David
5799
At school 1936 - 1941
Highest rank: LAC
Air Force
124118
FTS: 24/03/43 - 11102146
Duty after training: Radar Operator
Service Medals: Defence Medal
RAAF Training Units
Australia
2RD.
25 Radar Station.
Australia
20 Radar Station
Australia
44 Radar Wing
South West Pacific

24/03/43 - 15/06/43

15/06/43 - 31103144
31103/44 - 12/06/44
12/07/44 - 22/08/44
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WILSON

Gordon Frederick
4621
At school 1924 - 1929
Perm Army
DX4127
FrS: 15/06/37 PMF - 29/06/57
Highest rank: Captain
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Srar, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2/3 Field Regt, RAA
Unired Kingdom
Middle East
Appointed Lieu!.
Aitape New Guinea
3 POW Contact & Enquiry Unit
Australia

WILSON

Mackenzie James
Army
NX9691

18/06/40 - 3/01/41
11103/41 - 16/02/42
5111/44 - 10110/45
10/10/45 - 1/07/46
4273
FrS: 3/01140 - 25/09/45

At school 1927 - 1933
Highest rank: Lieut
MID

2/4 Aust Inf Bn
Middle East
New Guinea

WILSON

Maykin Camac
Army
NX112782

10/01/40 - 28/03/42
28/10/44 - 10/09/45
3884
FrS: 1941 - 1945

At school 1925 - 1926
Highest rank: Captain

Garrison Artillery, RAA
North Head, Sydney
Commissioned 19/04/41.

WILSON

6249
At school 1939 - 1941 •
Mervyn Frederick James
FrS: 28/10/42 - 22/03/46
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Army / Air Force 432387
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM, ASM 1945/75 with PNG Clasp, War Medal 1939/45.
Anti-Tank Unit, CMF
Oct-42 - Dec-42
Albury
Miliria rraining on 2 and 6 pound anti-tank artillery.
RAAF Training Units
Point Cook, Cootamundra, Bradfield Park, Temora,
Dec-42 - Mar-45
Mallala, Bairnsdale, East Sale
Signals School. 1 AOS signals derk. 2 ITS. 10 EFTS Tiger Moth. 6 SFTS Ansons. GRS Ansons, 16
GR Course for pilots. 1 OTU Beauforts.
10 Local Air Supply Unit
Mar-45 - ]an-46
Bougainvitle, Solomon Islands
Supply drops, leaflet drops, general transport, photography, anti-malarial spraying.
12 Local Air Supply Unit
]an-46 - Feb-46
Finschhafen, New Guinea
General flying, moving personnel and anti-malarial spraying.

tWILSON

At school 1931 - 1931 •
Neville Arthur
4922
Air Force
420310
FrS: 11/10/41-1/05/44
Highest rank: Pilot Officer
Duty after training: Pilot; duty at death: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Aircrew Europe Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narrandera Australia
2ITS, 8EFTS, 2ED, lED.
RCAF Training Units
Lachine Que, Summerside, Patricia Bay, Halifax Canada
5 'M' Depot, 4SFTS, 1 Gen Recon School, 32 OTU, 1 'Y' Depot.
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
11PDRC,lITU.
455 Sqn RAAF, Coastal Command (Beaufighter)
RAF Leuchars, RAF Langham United Kingdom
Killed in aircraft accident. Buried at Cambridge.

11/10/41 - 22/05/42

20/06/42 - 27/05/43

4/06/43 - 2/09/43

2/09/43 - 1/05/44

WILSON

Peter
Air Force

Master At school
Highest rank: Pilot Officer

WILSON

Richard Avonmore
3523
Air Force
FrS: 4/01/43 - 21/02/46
Duty after training: Dental Officer

At school 1923 - 1928
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
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Bradfield
3 School of Technical Training
Sydney
4 School of Technical Training
Adelaide
2 Mobile Dental Unit
Sydney, Adelaide, Townsville; Madang New Guinea.
3 member unit, dental work at radar stations. Left unit July 1944. Transit
2 MRS
Madang New Guinea.
WILSON

Roy Weeden
Navy
S5282

5092
FTS: 3/03/41 - 20111/41

HMAS Rushcutter
Sydney
HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne

4/01/43 - 7106/43
7106/43 - 8110143
8110/43 - 11107/44
4/07/44 - 1945
pool at Townsville.

3111 0/45 - 23/01/46

At school 1932 - 1933
Highest rank: Ordinary Seaman
3/03/41 - 6/04/41
7104/41 - 20/11/41

Wtlliam Gerald
2320
Army
NX15544
FTS: 17105/40 - 15111/41
HQ 1 Aust Corps
Middle Ease
POW
Germany
Died, heart failure, POW Stag XIII C.
Buried Catholic Cemetery Bischaficein, Germany.
tWILSON

At school 1916 - 1920
Highest rank: Privaee
3/08/40 -

1941 - 15/11/41

WINDEYER

Guy Stanley
1648
At school 1911 - 1913
Navy, Canadian
FTS: 2/09/39 - 4/06/45
Highest rank: Commander
Duty after training: Extended Defence Officer; on discharge: Commander
DSC
Esquimalt Naval Base
2/09/39 - 1940
Esquimalt, BC, Canada
Extended Defence Officer.
HMCS Wetaskiwin
North Atlantic
1940 - 1942
CO of HMCS Wetaskiwin, North Atlaneic convoys. Awarded DSC.
HMCS St Laurent
Atlantic
14111/42 - 1943
CO; destroyer. Promoted to Commander.
HMCS Givincey III
Comox, BC, Canada
1943 - 4/06/45
Naval OC combined operations training until end of hostilities.
Distinguished Service Cross Citation.
1942: For distinguished service before the enemy. Commander Windeyer was commanding officer ofHMCS Wetaskiwin when she
joined HMCS Skeena in a huntfor an enemy U boat. The successful conclusion ofthis action, which lasted more than four hours,
was only achieved by the cool and carefUL handling ofthe two ships throughout the whole ofthe attack. Commander Windeyer's
skilful control ofhis ship contributed in large measure to the destruction ofthe enemy U boat.
WINDEYER

Humphrey Caulfield
Army
NX170433

1649
FTS: 17/12/41 - 29/10/45

7 Garrison Bn
NSW
HQl AustDiv
NSW
16lnfTrg Bn
NSW
WINDEYER

Richard Peter Caulfield
Army
NX39964
Duty after training: Gunner

At school 1911 - 1917
Highest rank: Sergean t
17/12/41 - 28/01/44
28/01/44 - 11/04/45
11/04/45 - 27110145

5800
At school 1936 - 1939
FTS: 1941 - 1945
Highest rank: Gunner
Service Medals: ASM, 1939/45 Medal, Pacific Star, 1939/45 St~

7 Field Regt, RAA
Willoughby, Ingleburn, NSW
Joined militia unit. Trained as signaller and gunner (I8 pdr gun).
GBDAIF

Jul-41 -
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Service Records
Aug-41 - Aug-41
Sydney
Working in Q Store at Sydney Showground.
Tampoi, Singapore Island
Oct-41 - Feb-42
Working in Q Store and in action against the Japanese. Feb 1942 taken POW.
POW
Singapore
Feb-42 - May-42
Tavoy, Ye, Thambyuzayat, Burma, Thailand
May-42 - Aug-45
Tavoy aerodrome, dengue fever. Road building at Yeo Thai-Burma Railway. Hospitalised with
temporary blindness due to ulcers. Building airstrip Thailand. Released and flown to Singapore Oct
1945 then by ship to Australia.
WINN

4274
FTS: 1940 - 1945

Stanley Pearson
Army
Duty after training: Intelligence
4 Special Wireless Section
Middle East
Central Bureau Int Corps
South West Pacific

WISE

1940 1942 -

Henry George
Army
NX12640

5437
FTS: 4/06/40 - 28/11145

2/5 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
New Guinea
Contracted malaria.
Australia
Leave and attended various schools.
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo.
Contracted malaria.
WISE

John Clarke
Army

NX95771

6/02/44 - 2/06/45
8/06/45 - 4/11/45
5801
FTS: 4/05/42 - 18/06/46

27106/42 20109/44 18/04/45 -

Richard Geoffrey
2827
At school 1919 - 1920
Air Force
262275
FTS: 10103/41 - 8/08/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Admin; on discharge: Adjutant
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.

Kenneth Charles
Army
NX58548

4622
FTS: 1940 - 29/04/45

2 CoyAASC
Malaya
POW
Changi, Sandakan Borneo.
Died of illness.
WITTS

At school 1936 - 1940
Highest rank: Trooper
16/05/42 -

RAAF Training Units
Australia
School of Admin, 2AOS, lITS, 3ITS, 3WAGS, 1RP.
6 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
Administrative and special duties.
2ED
Australia

tWITT

At school 1934 - 1936
Highest rank: Captain
26/11/40 - 11/02/42
7/10/42 - 6/02/44

1 Armd Car Trg Regt
Tamworth
2/11 Armd Car Regr
Singleton
4 Armd Regr, AAC
Madang New Guinea.
12 L of C Area Signals
Bougainville

WITHY

At school 1927 - 1930
Highest rank: Captain

Albert Theodore
Army
NX28288
2/6 Field Regt, RAA
Palestine, Middle East

10103/41 - 31/01/43

31101143 - 17/02/44

17/02/44 - 13/06/45
At school 1929 - 1934
Highest rank: Sergeant
1941 - 15/02/42
15/02/42 - 29/04/45

2321
FTS: 4/06/40 - 3/02/45

At school 1916 - 1919
Highest rank: Gunner
18/12/40 - 16/02/42
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Section 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Embarked 14/11140.
Australia
Leave.
Finschhafen New Guinea.
Contracted malaria.
Queensland
Transferred to various transport units before discharge.
WITTS

Aubrey Elwin

6/04/42 - 6/09/42
17/09/42 - 17/01144
31/01/44 - 13/10/44

1755

At school 1912 - 1914

4623

At school 1929 - 1931
Highest rank: Captain

Air Force
WITTUS

John Olaf
Army

YX14448

FTS: 7/05/40 - 20/11145

MID
2/2 Medium Regt, RAA
Puckapunyal Victoria
13/05/40 - 21/10/40
2/12 Field Regt, RAA
Middle East
17/11140 - 28/02/43
New Guinea
3/08/43 - 7/03/44
Borneo
30/05/45 - 28/09/45
Mentioned in Despatches October 1941: Gallant and distinguished services in the Middle East during the periodJuly 1941, to

October 1941.
WOLK

Albert Western
Air Force
439508
Duty after training: Navigator

4072
At school 1925 - 1931
ITS: 3/07/43 - 30/10/45
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Service Medals: PathFinders Badge.

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park Australia
2ITS, 6ITS, 2ED.
RCAF Training Units
Macleod, Edmonton, Lachine Canada
7SFTS, 2ADS, 1 'Y' Depot.
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
RAF Trainees Pool, 9 (0) AFU, PNTU.
35 Sqn RAF Bomber Command PFF (Lancaster)
United Kingdom
Disappeared over Duisberg.
POW
Germany
Released by US Army.
2PD, 2MRU, 2PD
Australia
.

3/07/43-4/11/43

22/11143 - 24/05/44

24/05/44 - 11/12/44

11/12/44 - 22/02/45

22/02/45 - 14/05/45

9/09/45 - 30/10/45

WOLSTENHOLME George Verney
5618
At school 1935 - 1940
Air Force
421117
ITS: 7/12/41 - 9/07/45
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Duty after training: WOP/AG Duty on discharge: Sqn Gunnery Leader
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Burma Star.
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park Australia
7/12/41 - Mar-42
Initial flying training.
. RCAF Training Units
Winnipeg, Lethebridge Canada
Mar-42 - Feb-43
3 WTS and 8 BAGS Training Fleet Fort. Training WOP/AG, Fairey Battle and Blenheim
III Operational Training Unit
Nassau Bahamas
Apr-43 - ]un-43
Crew training B24 and B25.
Ferry Command
Montreal
]un-43 - Aug-43
Delivery of B24 to India
354 Sqn, RAAF
Cuttack India
Aug-43 - Aug-44
Anti Sub and shipping coastal patrol and convoy escorts.
Sydney
]ul-45 - 9/07/45
ITS Sydney and then discharged.
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Service Records

WOOD

At school 1925 - 1929
Alan
3885
Highest rank: Lieut
Army
NXI01205
ITS: 19/12/41 - 20/08/45
Duty after training: Survey Corps; on discharge: Infantry
Service Medals: ASM, Defence Medal 1939/45, 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star.
2 Field Survey Coy, Svy Corps
Australia
19/12/41 - Jan-43
Promoted WO to survey South Coast NSW 1942: surveys in Cape York, Fraser Island, Cooktown
and Ingham. Anended 17 OTS and was commissioned.
Jan-43 - Aug-45
Dutch New Guinea, New Britain, Solomon Islands New Guinea

WOOD

At school 1930 - 1934 •
4796
David Roy Vernon'
Army
NX13847
FTS: 20/05/40 - 11/01/46
Highest rank: NCaptain
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Troop Commander
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2/5 Field Regt, RAA
Ingleburn, NSW
20/05/40 - 20/10/40
Training, 9 Field Bey. Promoted Sgt. Queen Mary on 20/10/40 for Bombay. Then to Middle East,
Suez per Lancashire.
Palestine at Dier Sunied, Western Desert, Mersa Matruh, Cairo, Egypt; Syria.
Nov-40 - Feb-42
Dier Sunied till Feb 1941. From Feb to Mar 1941 seconded to 6 Div campaign against the Italian
Army. Cairo OCTU (British Army). Commissioned Lieut, 10 Field Bey 'C' Troop.
Adelaide, South Australia; Tenterfield, NSW
Feb-42 - Sep-42
Returned via Bombay and Ceylon.
Milne Bay, Port Moresby New Guinea.
Sep-42 - Feb-44
Command Post Officer of 10 Bey, survey work at Milne Bay. From Apr 1943 in Port Moresby
Leave Feb 1944 in Sydney.
Brisbane, Atherton Tablelands, Queensland.
Mar-44 - May-45
Supporting the 21 Bde with 7th Division training in amphibious operations.
Balikpapan Borneo.
Jul-45 - 15/11/45
NCaptain after the Troop Commander was killed in action. Left Borneo Nov, discharged Sydney
early 1946.

WOOD

Donald Eastman
Army
NX124956

5619
ITS: 2/07/40 - 6/05/46

7 Field Regt, RAA
NSW, Western Australia
Attended School of Artillery WA.
2 Field Regt, RAA
Lae, Nadzab New Guinea.
Returned to School of Military Intelligence.
Bougainville, Rabaul

WOOD

At school 1935 - 1940
Highest rank: Sergeant

1/10/41 - 21/09/43

6/05/44 - 3/11144
26/02/45 - 4/02/46

Ernest John
4275
At school 1927 - 1931 •
Highest rank: Lieut
Army
NX33689
FTS: 5/06/40 - 2311 0/45
Duty after training: Service Corps Service Medals: ASM, Africa Star, Pacific Star, 1939/45 Star.
8 Aust Division (MSC)
Jun-40 - Nov-40
Australia
9 Aust Division (MSC)
Tobruk, EI Alamein, Middle East
Jan-41 - Jan-43
Re-mustered as infantry for defence ofTobruk (Private to D Coy 2/15 Bn). OCTU Cairo.
Commissioned 1942.
2/15 Aust InfBn
Tobruk, El Alamein
Jun-41 - 1943
9 Aust Division (MSC)
Aitape, Wewak New Guinea
1943 - Oct-45

WOOD

John Butler
5065
At school 1932 - 1940
Air Force
423392
FTS: 20/06/42 - 4/12/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duey after training: Observer; on discharge: Air Observer/WOP
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Atlantic Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM, Africa Star
RMF Training Units
Bradfield, Sandgate Australia
2 ITS, 2 ED. Sailed to San Francisco SS Klipfontein.
RCAF Training Units
Edmonton Canada
2 AOS, finished top of course.

Jun-42 - Sep-42

Oct-42 - Mar-43
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Section 2 ------V----------------------------45 Group RAP Transport Command
Dorval (near Montreal) Canada, Atlanric, United Kingdom
Mar-43 - Dec-44
Navigator ferrying a/c across the Atlanric Ocean. Included B24, C47, A30, B25, B26, A20,
Mosquitoes, Hudsons, Venruras, Lancasters, Catalinas, Coronados.
231 Sqn, RAF
San Diego
]an-45 - Sep-45
Long range Communications Sqn flying VIPs between USA and Australia/NZ via Honolulu, Canton
Island and Fiji.
2 Personnel Depot
Sydney
Nov-45 - Dec-45
tWOOD

Monteith Cowper
Army NX70203

5066
ITS: 30/05/40 - 17/08/41

At school 1932 - 1935
Highest rank: Lieut

2/13 Aust Inf Bn
Tobruk Middle East
26/11/40 - 17/08/41
Reported wounded in action and missing 17 August 1941. Reported Killed in Action Tobruk
campaign 5 December 1941.
WOOD

Philip Boyd
Air Force
444435
Duty after training: Pilot

5632
FTS: 7/07/42 - 13/07/45

At school 1935 - 1943 •
Highest rank: LAC

48 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
7/07/42 - 12/02/44
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Temora, Natrandera Australia
12/02/44 - 10/02/45
2ITS, lOEFTS, 8EFTS, 2PD, 7AD, 4PD, RAAF Special Aircrew Camp, lAD.
RAAF Special Aircrew Camp, RAAF HQ
Renmark, Barmera
10/02/45 - 13/07/45
EATS abolished. Various office jobs in RAAF and ended up picking grapes in the Renmark /
Barmera area of SA.
WOODGER

William Austin
Army
NX141421

4073
ITS: 23/12/41 -7/04/45

At school 1926 - 1929
Highest rank: Lieut

3 Aust InfBn
Australia
16/10/41 - 17/05/42
Kokoda Track New Guinea
17/05/42 - ]an-44
Wounded in action (left hand) 15/09/42 during a surprise attack. 99% of unit was ill with diseases
varying from meningitis, mumps and measles to tropical diseases.
1 AEME Recruit Trg Bn
Australia
]an-44 - 7/04/45
tWOODHILL

Phillip James . .
3524
At school 1923 - 1924 •
Army
!\IX 12261
FTS: 6/05/40 - 26/11/41
Highest rank: Major
Duty after training: Infanrry; duty at death: Infantry
Service Medals: Africa Star, ASM 1939/45, 1939/45 Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45.

2/2 Aust Inf Bn
1/11/40 - 26/11/41
Bardia, Tobruk, Greece, Syria
Led evacuation party from behind enemy lines in Greece. Died of food poisoning in Syria.
Buried in Beirut in the war Cemetery on 28/11/1941: Grave 5 Row 1 Plot B
WOODHOUSE

Gordon Ross
5245
At school 1933 - 1935
ITS: 15/12/41 - 6/12/45
Army
NX104165
Highest rank: Corporal
Duty after training: Signaller
Service Medals: Pacific Star, 1939/45 Defence Medal, 1939/45 Star, ASM
7 Light Horse
Australia
7 Motor Regt
Australia
16.,Motor Regt
Australia
2/16 Aust Inf Bn
New Guinea
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo

WOODMAN

Alan Lloyd
Army

NX163033

15/12/41 21/06/42 11/12/42 5/08/43 - 23/03/44
8/06/45 - 16/09/45
5620
FTS: 1/05/42 - 13/06/46

At school 1935 - 1939
Highest rank: Corporal
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Service Records
Duty after training: Signaller

Service Medals: ASM, War Medal 1939/45, Pacific Star.

6 Line Sect Sigs, Sig Corps
Monto, Qld
May-42 - 1943
Training; building telephone line from Monro, Queensland to the northern coast. The main line
from Melbourne to New Guinea.
Port Moresby, Dodadura, New Guinea
1943 - 1944
Building the communication line from Moresby to Dodadura across the Owen Stanley ranges.
Multiple carrier line: two lines with 12 channels for speech, morse, and teletype.

WOODMAN

Cedric Excell
Air Force
72993
Duty after training: Clerk Pay

3886
FTS: 17/11/42 - 3/09/46

RAAF Training Units
Australia
CFS
Tamworth
HQ South Western Area
Australia
HQ Eastern Area
Australia
WOODMAN

Colin Errol
Air Force
169
Duty after training: Staff

At school 1925 - 1925
Highest rank: T/Corp

17/11/42 -10/12/42
10/12/42 - 22/01/43
22/01143 - 6/09/45
6/09/45 - 23/08/46
3907
FTS: 18/01137 - 18/10/45

1925 - 1933
Highest rank: Sqn Ldr

RAAF Training Units
18/01/37 Australia
3 Sqn, RAAF
Australia
17/12/37 RAAF Training Units
19/09/39 Australia
SHQ Richmond, 3EFTS.
2 Sqn, RAAF
24/07/40 Australia
Fighter Sector HQ
Australia
24/11141 1FSHQ, CO 6FSHQ, CO 7SFHQ, CO 5SFHQ, CO 105SFHQ Controller.
22 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
28/05/44 Commanding Officer

WOODS

19/09/39
17/06/40

24/11141
28/05/44

2/04/45

Donald Eberlie
3360
At school 1922 - 1923
Army
NX13667
FTS: 13/05/40 - 14/07/45
Highest rank: Captain
Duty after training: RAA Gunner; on discharge: Gunner Capt
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Ingleburn, Fort Wallace, Newcastle, Georges Heights
Training.
Palestine (Hill 95, Beirut), Bengasi (Libya) Middle East
Training, ferrying vehicles to British 8th Army.
Adelaide, Sydney
Port Moresby New Guinea
AA defence.
Sydney, Cairns
AA defence at Sydney then training in North Queensland.
Huon Peninsula New Guinea
AA School of Artillery FELO, RAA
Sydney
Instructor.

WOODS

17/12/37

George NevilJe
Army
NX146195
4 Armd Bde Coy AASC
NSW; Queensland
Fall River New Guinea
90 Tpt PI AASC
Queensland

5804
FTS: 17/12/41 - 5/12/45

May-40 - Jun-41
Jun-41 - Feb-42
Feb-42 - Mar-42
Apr-42 - Nov-42
Nov-42 - Aug-43
Aug-43 - Mar-44
Jun-44 - Jul-45
At school 1936 - 1937 •
Highest rank: Private
22/06/42 - 16/08/43
25/08/43 - 31/05/44
31/05/44 - 26/09/45
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TOR C H - B EAR E R.

May 14, 1942.

ticularly t"lYo former Honorary Secre~aries of the Union, Captain A. H.
Curlewis and Major. R. Vol. Keegan, about whom no news has come through
as yet.
We extend however, our felicitations to parents and friends of
.
Old Boys who have ~'eturned from abroad.
vre are pleased to include in this issue a' complete list of enlistments
according to our records.
We regret that this list was not prepared in
time to comply with censorship regulations for the last issne.
The Committee hopes to print in Torch-Bea7'ers, after the war, photo~raphs of Old Boys on the School's Honour Roll.
We would ask all
concerned if they ~ould be so kind as to forward photos, or to notify us
of thr.i'· willin""lleFl'l to co-operate, and the Union can apply to them at a
)n1 er date for copies.
On DeC'ember 24, 1941, the death occurred of Edward Boswell Jukes,
aged 74.
He was for many y~ars Ac~ountant to the School, relinquishing
that position when the CouncIl appomted a Bursar in 1923.
He was
yery well known to former g-encrations of Old Boys, always maintaining a
ke 11 interest in 1he School and the O.B.U.
Reqtliescat in pace.
I

ROLL OF HONOUR.
Carey-24/12/41, i ... S~'r:a, Ptc, John Randal Carey, A.I.F., died of illness; eldest
'son of Randal Carey.
Croudace-October, 1941, pte. James Douglas Croudace, A.I.F., died of illness,
aged 29.
Dixon-December 27, 1941, killed in aircraft accident in Wales, P/O. James
Edward Manners Dixon, R.A.A.F., aged 29; younger son of the late J. Manners
Dixon and Mrs. Dixon, of Turramurra.
Fowler-2311142, Gunner E. Keith Fowler, A.I.F., killed in action, Malaya, aged
26; third son of the late Robert Fowler and of Mrs. Fowler, of Roseville.
Gale-26/6/41, Sgt./Pilot David James Ross Gale, R.A.A.F., presumed killed in
action over Bardia-Capuzzo area, aged 24; elder son of Leslie Ross and Jenny
Gale, of Trenton, Killara.
Holliday-9/3/42, P/O, Lloyd Henry Holliday, R.A.A.F., killed in aircraft accident
at Maitland, N.S.W., aged 23; elder son of Mr. and ,Mrs. H. A. S. Holliday,
ot Greenwich.
rronk-October~November, 1941, P/O. Hendrik Willem Prank, R.A.F., killed in
. air accident over England, aged 24; second son of Mr. A. J. Prank, formerly
. Of Sydney and Batavia.
'
Sands-February, 1942, Pte. Richard Arthur Sands, A.I.F., killed in action, Malaya,
aged 19; younger son of Mr. and Mrs. Grahame Sands, of Killara.
Wilson:"-December, 1941, Pte. William Gerald Wilson, A.I.F., of Woodlands, Molong,
taken prisoner in Battle of Crete, and subsequently died or· illness in German
camp, aged 39; son of Mr. and ~:s. J. H. Wilson,. formerly of Orange. .
Woodhill-December, ·1941, Major PhJlllp '!ames Woodhlll, AI.F., of Rabaul, Legal
Assistant, Crown Law Office, N,ew Gumea; was noted for gallantry at Bardla,
and afterwardl!l at the evacuatIOn from Greece.
Died of illness, aged 35.

Section 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - WOODS

John Scott
6251
At school 1939 - 1943
Air ForcelArmy NX207925
FTS: Aug-44 - Jun-46
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: EATS training; on discharge: Guarding Japanese paws
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45
RAAF Training Units
Cootamundra, Dubbo, Somers Australia
EATS ceased. Transferred to Army.
Army Training Unit
Cowra
Volunteered for service in Rabaul.
Rabaul, New Brirain
Guarding Japanese paws.

WOODS

Richard Geoffrey
Army
QXI0254

Aug-44 - Aug-45

Aug-45 - Sep-45
Sep-45 - Jun-46

5067
FTS: 27106/40 - 8109145

At school 1932 - 1933
Highest rank: Lieut

2/7 Cav Regt

WOODS

Walter Thomas
9562
Army
1731962
FTS: April-1966 - Oct-1968
Duty after training: Section Leader

At school 1960 - 1963
Highest rank: Corporal

MID

2RAR

Nui Dat, South Vietnam
WOODWARD

Wuliam Winslow
Army
NX93108

May-67 - Jun-68
5246
FTS: 20103/42 - 10105/44

1 Tank Transporter Coy, AASC
Australia
WOOLLARD

WORDSWORTH

20103/42 - 10105/44

Alan Frank

6097
FTS: 31/08/42 - 28111146
Army
NX164034
2/13 Aust Inf Bn
New Guinea
Australia
Morotai, Labuan British North Borneo
Transferred to various transport units towards end of service.
Robert Harley
Army, Indian.

At school 1933 - 1938
Highest rank: Lieut

At school 1938 - 1940
Highest rank: Private
19/11/43 - 18/03/44
21/03/44 - 26/04/45
3105145 - 7102/46

1325
At school 1908 - 1910 •
Highest rank: Major General
CB, CBE, MII2..-

6th Lancers (D,uke of Connaught's Own)
Iraq, Iran, Lebanon, Egypt
1939 - 1/01/42
CO of Regimt.nt. Transformed the unit into an armoured Brigade.
1 Indian Armoured Division
Iraq, Iran, Lebanon, Egypt
1942 - 1/01145
GOC Division. Promoted to Major-General at cessation of hostilities.
Companion ofthe Order ofthe Bath, 1944; Commander ofthe Order ofthe British Empire, 1943; Mentioned in Despatches twice.
WOTTON

Robert John Goldie
5622
Army
. NX103505
FTS: 1110/41 - 29/03/46
Duty after training: Gunner; on discharge: Troop Commander

At school 1935 - 1938
Highest rank: Captain

7 Field Regt, RAA
NSW
- 1941
Joined 7th Field in 1939 and trained as gunner on 4.5 howizters. School of Artillery, commissioned,
12 Field Regt, RAA
Holsworthy NSW; WA
1941 - 1944
25 pdrs.
16 Field Regt, RAA
WA, Athenon Tablelands, North Qld
1944 - 27103/46
Troop commander 16 Field Regt, 1 Aust Armoured Div.
WRIGHT

At school 1917 - 1921
2547
Bertram John
Highest rank: Lt Col
FTS: 13/05/40 - 29/07/46
Army
NX 35001
MBE
Duty after training: Staff
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, Pacific Star, Defence Medal.
2 Armd Car Regt

1939 -
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ADC Gen Sturdee, CGS
Australia
1939 - 1942
General Sturdee formed 8 Div and became Chief of the General Staff until Blarney returned from
the Middle East.
Personal Assistant to Gen Sturdee
Washington United States
1942 - 1943
Australian Military Mission in Washington.
Personal Assistant to Gen Sturdee, GOC 1 Aust Corps
Lae, New Guinea
1944 - 1945
Surrender ofJapanese Army and Navy units in the Rabaul area on board HMS Glory.
Personal Assistant to Gen Sturdee, CGS
Australia
1945 - 29/07/46
General Sturdee returned to be CGS upon Blamey's retirement.
Member ofthe British Empire Citation, 1345:
Major Wright in his post as Personal Assistant to GOC, 1st Australian Army was untiring and most diligent in his work and
displayed initiative and enthusiasm ofa high order. His diplomatic approach to both senior andjunior officers smoothed out many
difficulties and misunderstandings. His industry and observation saved much time and attention to detail by the GOC enabling him
to concentrate on matters ofgreater importance. Major WRIGHT has performed similar duties since 1340 with equal distinction.

WRIGHT

David Swinton
Navy
S10550
Duty after training: Seaman

6253
At school 1939 - 1944
FTS: 30/05/45 - 24/01/47
Highest rank: Able Seaman
Service Medals: ASM with Clasp.

HMAS Barwon
Darwin, New Guinea.
1945 - 1946
Escorting Lend Lease ships back to Subic Bay. Helping mine sweepers in PNG waters.
Balmoral Naval Depot
1946 - 24/01/47
Diving School

WRIGHT

5268
At school 1933 - 1940 •
John Vivian
FTS: 19/02/42 - 1/11/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Air Force
422639
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield park, Temora, Deniliquin, Mildura Australia
May-42 - Jun-43
ITS, EFTS Tiger Moths (DH 82), Advanced training on Wirraways to presentation of wings. OTU
Boomerang fighters.
83 Sqn RAAF (Boomerangs)
Strathpine, Queensland
]un-43 - Nov-43
Sqn training and activities.
Millinggimbi, Gove, Northern Territory
Nov-43 - Aug-44
Shipping convoys.
Camden, Menangle,NSW
Aug-44 - Sep-45
General duties, exercises with RN carriers. On 24/09/45 Squadron disbanded.

WRIGHT

Swinton Allan
Army

WRIGHT

William John
Army

WRIGHT

William Henry
Air Force
402270
Duty after training: Pilot

2202

At school 1915 - 1918
Master At school
Highest rank: Lieut

4625
At school 1929 - 1936
FTS: 22/07/40 - 25/03/46
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Aircrew Europe Star.

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Mascot Australia
2ITS, 4EFTS, 2ED.
RCAF Training Units
Camp Borden Canada
1SFTS,lTED.
RAP Training Units
Hawarden United Kingdom
3PRC, 5 OTU Spitfire Pilot.
457 Sqn, RAAF (Spitfire)
United Kingdom
UK Defence: convoy patrols, sweeps over France, scrambles.
Hospitalisation
Torquay United Kingdom

22/07/40 - 27/11/40

23/12/40 - 6/04/41

20/04/41 - 23/06/41

23/06/41 - 29/03/42

15/03/42 - 4/07/43
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Section 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Wounded in a dog fight over France - gun shot through right knee. Wounded again during bombing
raid: gun shot through right shoulder and buried in the collapsed wing of the Hospital.
2 Operational Training Unit
Australia
24/08/43 - 9/12/43
Instructing on Spitfires.
79 Sqn, RAAF (Spitfire)
Trobriand and Admiralty Is.
11/12/43 - 10/12/44
Flight CO. Scrambles, convoy patrols, bomber escorts, defending bases. Bailed out over PNG and
rescued by Catalina.
8 Operational Training Unit
Parkes
19/02/45 - 17/12/45
Preparing pupils for squadron life and operations. At war's end acting CO.
WYLIE

5946
At school 1937 - 1941 •
David Allan
Air Force
433650
FTS: 24/04/43 - 24/09/45
Highest rank: Warrant Officer
Duty after training: WOP/AG
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Atlantic Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training Units
24/04/43 - 27/01/44
Bradfield Park, NSW; Maryborough, Queensland; West Sale, Victoria
Initial training, wireless and flying training, air gunnery training.
RAF Training Units
United Kingdom
12/03/44 - 12/09/44
Various courses. Radio gunnery, etc.
5 Operational Training Unit
Turnberry Scotland
12/09/44 - 29/12/44
Crewing up and operational training.
279 Sqn, RAF Coastal Command (Warwick)
Thornaby, Yorkshire, United Kingdom
29/12/44 - 20/06/45
Air/sea rescue operations in the North Sea using Warwicks (modified Wellington). Engine driven
lifeboat swung under the bomb bay and dropped by parachutes.

WYNDHAM

John Hebden
7548
At school 1947 - 1952 •
Army
445024
FTS: 30/07/64 - 14/08/69
Highest rank: Chaplain
Duty after training: Chaplain
Service Medals: Vietnam Service Medal.
4 Cadet Bde (CMF)
Adelaide, Maralinga
Jul-64 - ]un-66
Seconded to Atomic Weapons Research Establishment at Matalinga - part time chaplaincy duties.
Reserve Officer
WA
]un-66 - Nov-67
Chaplaincy duties.
Albury HQ
Albury and Bandiana in Victoria
Nov-67 - Apr-69
Chaplaincy to all units in HQAlbury Area - 1 COD, RAAOC, RAEME Tng Gp School of Military
Survey, aust Army. Catering Corps School.
HQ, 1 Aust Task Force
Nui Dat, South Vietnam
Apr-69 - ]un-69
Attachment to 103 Artillery Bty.
Eastern Command Personnel Depot
]un-69 - Aug-69
Watsons Bay
On leave awaiting discharge.

WYTHES

5069
At school 1932 - 1933 •
Ian Hamilton
Army
NX167052
FTS: 8/11/41 - 30/04/44
Highest rank: L/Corporal
Duty after training: Engine Hand; on discharge: Operating Theatre Assistant
119 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Darwin, Adelaide River, Seymour
14/02/42 - Apr-44
Appointed L/Corporal 30/01/43. Discharged medically unfit on 30/04/44.

YATES

David Edwin
Air Force
422331
Duty after training: Pilot

5802
At school 1936 - 1939
FTS: 26/04/42 - 7/01/46
Highest rank: Flying Officer
Service Medals: War Medal 1939/45, 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star:-

RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Benalla, Uranquinty, Mildura'Australia
2 ITS, 11 EFTS, 5 SFTS, 2 OTU.

26/04/42 - 21/06/43

76Sqn,RAAF(KJttyhaw~

New Guinea

21/06/43 - 1/03/44
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Service Records
Interception and Dive-bombing.
RAAF Training Units
Deniliquin. Parkes Australia
4 SFTS (refresher), and 8 OTU (Spitfires)
459 Sqn, RAAF (Spitfire)
Morotai. Borneo
Interception and ground straffing.
YEATES

1/03/44 - 23/03/45

23/03/45 - Sep-45

Broughton Frederick Ainslie
4643
At school 1929 - 1935 •
Army
NX56847
FTS: 9/07/40 - 6/12/45
Highest rank: Lieut
Duty after training:. Gunner; on discharge: Section Leader
MID
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Africa Star with 8th Army Clasp, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War
Medal 1939/45, ASM.

Army Training Units
Holsworthy, Glenfield, Ingleburn
2 AA Tng Bey. 2/1 AA Regr.
2/1 AA Regr, RAA
Egypt, Hill 95, Beit Jirja, Palestine
Embarked on Queen Mary for Middle East in Jun 41.
10 Bty, 2/4 Lt AA Regr, RAA
Beit ]irja, Mughazi. Palestine, Alameill, EI Bureij
40mm Bofors guns.
Mareeba. Qld
Training at Atherton Tablelands and later in amphibious landings.
Milne Bay, Lae, Finschhafen, New Guinea
Officer Cadet Training Unit
Woodside, SA, Randwick. NSW
RAA (AA) Reinforcements
Greta, NSW
Training new recruits.
2/3 Comp AA Regr, RAA
Strathpine, Morotai, Labuan, Beaufort
Mentioned in Despatches 15/03/45: ExceptionaL services in the field in New Guinea.
YEATES

John Francis Ainslie
Army
NX56880
Duty after training: Gunner

4644
FTS: 9/07/40 - 17/12/40

2AA Bty, RAA
Australia
Discharged as medically unfit for service.

9/07/40 - Jun-41

Jul-41 - Jan-42

]an-42 - Jan-43
Apr-43 - Aug-43
Aug-43 - Nov-43
Nov-43 - ]an-44
Mar-44 - Feb-45

Feb-45 - 6/12/45
At school 1929 - 1932
Highest rank: Gunner

9/07/40 - 17/12/40

YOUNG

Allan Roger
Army

YOUNG

5803
Arnold
At school 1936 - 1941 •
Army
NX99452
FTS: 6/01/43 - 29/03/46
Highest rank: Bombardier
Duty after training: Gunner
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, ASM 1939/45, Victory Medal, ASM 1945/75

4276

RAA Training Unit
Hume (Albury), Greta
Training 25Pdr Field Gun. Driving School.
2/12 Field Regr, RAA
Finschhafen. Sio New Guinea.
To reinforcement unit Lae in Dec 1943. In action.
Ravellshoe, Qld
Morotai; Labuan Is. Borneo
In action. Amphibious landing.
2/32 Aust Inf Bn
Jesselton Borneo
Guarding Japanese prisoners.

YOUNG

David Henry
6098
Air Force
71532
FTS: 20/10/42 - 9/04/46
Duty after training: Mechanic; on discharge: Fitter lIE

At school 1927 - 1928

]an-43 - Sep-43

Jan-44 - Feb-44
Mar-44 - Apr-45
May-45 - Aug-45

Sep-45 At school 1938 - 1941
Highest rank: LAC
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YOUNG

Frederick John
5439
At school 1934 - 1934 •
Ait Force
403777
FTS: 3/03/41 - 27/09/45
Highest rank: Flight Lieut
Duty after training: Pilot
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Aircrew Europe Star, War Medal 1939/45, ASM.
RAAF Training Units
Bradfield Park, Narromine. Australia
Mar-41 - Jun-41
2 ITS; 5 EFTS.
RCAF Training Units
Camp Borden, Ontario, Halifax, Nova Scotia Canada
Aug-41 - Dec-41
Dominion Monarch to Canada. 1 SFTS, Y Depot.
58 Operational Training Unit
Grangemouth, Scotland. United Kingdom
Jan-42 - Apr-42
452 Sqn, RAAF (Spitfire)
Andreas, Isle of Man United Kingdom
Apr-42 - Jun-42
Fighter Operations.
452 Sqn, RAAF (Spitfire)
Richmond, Bankstown.
Sep-42 - Dec-42
452 Sqn, RAAF (Spitfire)
Darwin (Strauss Strip).
Jan-43 - Feb-44
Fighter interdiction.
RAAF Training Units (Instructor)
Mildura, Narromine, Parkes. Australia
Mar-44 - Sep-45
Fighter Instructor. 2 OTU, 8 OTU. 6 PGI - Air Gunnery School. 8 OTU - Instructor.

YOUNG

YOUNG

Herbert Stewart
Army
NX117054
7 Motor Regt
Australia
HQ 1 Motor Bde
Australia
2/12 Aust Inf Bn
New Guinea
Morotai, Balikpapan Borneo

5440
FTS: 13/08/40 - 15/10/46

At school 1934 - 1935
Highest rank: Lieut
1/10/42 12/12/42 17/08/43 - 4/07/44
8/06/45 - 14/08/45

Horace Anthony

5949
At school 1937 - 1942
Navy
58847
FTS: 1/07/43 - 23/05/46
Highest rank: Able Seaman
Duty after training: Seaman Gunlayer
Service Medals: 1939/45 Star, Pacific Star, Philippines Liberation Medal.
Naval Training
Melbourne
.
1/07/43 - 8/10/43
HMAS Cerberus Initial Training. HMAS Lonsdale Initial Radar Training Course
HMAS Magnetic
9/1 0/43 - 18/02/44
Townsville
General and Guard Duties
HMAS Benalla (ML 427)
19/02/4 - 25/04/45
New Guinea Coast, Brisbane, Halmaheras, Philippines, Timor Sea
Hydrographic wotk, Task Force 12 US 7th Fleet.
Escorting convoy from Morotai to Leyre. Daily air attacks, Kamikaze attacks.
HMAS Cerberus
26/04/45 - 9/08/45
Melbourne
Gunnery Training for LR3 rating.
HMAS Penguin
10/08/45 - 14/12/45
Sydney
HMAS Westralia
15/12/45 - 17/05/46
New Guinea
Transporting Australian troops horne from New Guinea.

YOUNG

James Wolstenholme
3701
FTS: 4/06/42 - 8/08/46
Army
NX144635
Duty after training: Legal Officer

At school 1924 - 1926
Highest rank: Captain

YOUNG

Ronald Rowe
Army
NX174134

At school 1927 - 1930
Highest rank: Corporal

HQ Torres Strait Area
Torres Strait

"'076
FTS: 17/03/43 - 5/1 0/45

8/06/44 - 18/09/45
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YUILL

YUILL

YUILLE

Colin Keith
S7477
Navy
CMF
Cairns
HMAS Cerberus
Melbourne
HMAS Platypus
Australia
Mothership to corvette escorts.
HMAS Kapunda .
Australia

5247
FTS: 19/10/42 - 4/03/46

Gordon John Ford
Army
NX20487
1 AA Regt, RAA
Ingleburn
Middle East
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Northern Territory
2/1 Lt AA Bty (Airborne), RAA
New South Wales
2/1 AA Regt, RAA
Queensland

5248
FTS: 26/05/41 - 6/01/45

1942 - 1942
19/10/42 - 11/03/43
12/03/43 - 11/09/44

12/09/44 - 19/02/46

15/03/42 - 7/08/43
7/08/43 - 16/08/43
16/08/43 - 26110/44

5249
Alexander Loddon
Army
NX200880
FTS: 3/05/43 - 8/10/45
Duty after training: Medical Officer

Neville Farley
Navy
SV88
RN Training Depots
United Kingdom

At school 1933 - 1938
Highest rank: Gunner
26/05/41 - 28/06/41
25/07/41 - 15/03/42

104 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
Australia
HQ 6 Aust Division AAMC
Australia
2/6 Aust Gen Hosp, AAMC
New Guinea
.
Evacuated injured.

YULE

At school 1933 - 1938
Highest rank: Able Seaman

At school 1933 - 1936
Highest rank: Captain

1/04/43 - 7/06/43
7/06/43 - 31/01/44
3/11/44 - 3/06/45
4627
FTS: 21/07/41 - 27/02/46

At school 1929 - 1931
Highest rank: Lieut
18/10/41 - 28/06/42

Collingwood, Victory, St Christopher, Dolphin.
HMSAttack
United Kingdom
HMS King Alfred
United Kingdom
Confirmed Sub Lieut 16/10/42.
HMS Dinosaur
United Kingdom
HMS Copra
United Kingdom
Promoted Lieut 16/10/43.
LCT 814
South West Pacific
HMAS Winter
South West Pacific
Temporarily in command.
HMAS Heros
South West Pacific

ZEHNDER

29/06/42 - 18/07/42
19/07/42 - 7/11/42

8/11/42 - 30/06/43
1/07/43 - 31/12/43

20/03/44
24/02/45

Aug-45

6738
At school 1942 - 1944
John Oscar
FTS: 1/07/44 - 24/08/45
Air Force
445685
Highest rank: LAC
Duty after training: Trainee Pilot
48 Sqn, RAAF
South West Pacific
1/07/42 - 16/07/44
RAAF Training Units
Sandgate, Kingaroy, Oakey, Renmark, Sydney Australia
16/07/44 - 24/08/45
6RW, 3ITS, 6AD, Special Aircrew Camp Renmark, IT&MO, 2PD
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Section III
Reminiscences
Extracts from the reminiscences,
records and published works ofOld Boys and Staff, listed alphabetically
by surname. Complete records are lodged in the School's Archives Centre.
The following are published in as much as they illustrate the experiences of Old Boys and
Staffduring war service. This section does not reflect the attitudes
or opinions ofthe School nor the editors.

Reminiscences
Haywood Hastings A'Beckett

6418

I made some very good friends in the Army, from all walks
of life. I had 565 days outside Australia, and apart from our
landing at Balikpapan which was fairly uneventful, and some
fairly weak air raids. I was only under enemy fire once for
about an hour, so I was very lucky.

Norman Graham Alexander

4805

I recall that when I was in HMAS Australia, we dined in
the Wardroom at a large highly polished table and for the
evening meal everyone had a 'finger bowl'. On this particular
evening I was sitting next to a war correspondent who had
JUSt come out of the Middle East and he turned around to me
and said, "Norman, you know we never had 'finger bowls' in
the desert".
Later, when I joined the destroyer HMAS Napier we had
no finger bowls because destroyers roll so much in almost any
sea that our dining room table would have been awash.

Ross Warwick Alexander

8760

Army Career September 1966 -1968
The 28th September 1966 will always be remembered as
the day I won the ballot. I reported to an Army Depot in
Marrickville having been left at the gates by my parents - it
was then off to Kapooka for recruit training.
I actually enjoyed my time at Kapooka, as most of the guys
in 14th Platoon C Company IRTB Kapooka had not had any
military training prior to being conscripted. I can remember
thinking at the time that 3 months of Kapooka recruit
training was like a refresher course of 3 years in the school
cadets!
At our marching out parade, I was awarded the 'most
Outstanding soldier' award by Sir Roden Cutler the then
Governor ofNSW
I can also remember thinking whilst at Kapooka that one
week I was an Executive Trainee with Woolworths and the
next week it was as though my parents were dropping me off
at my first day at school. There were no farewells, in fact very
few people were even really interested in the fact that I was
about to have two years taken out of my career whilst I was
conscripted into the Army. The only people who really cared
at the time were the conscientious objectors who featured in
the press - the Treatt twins I can remember were constantly in
the news.
From Kapooka then to North Head for artillery training
which was the service I had requested - there was less chance
of being sent to Vietnam with the artillery. This was the only
reason for going into artillery and training was at North Head
which was near Manly i.e. home and it maybe possible to play
football.
North Head was a fairly tough place - every piece of brass
and copper was polished including the urinals. The place was
always absolutely immaculate and so were we in our dress,
living quarters etc.
I went back to North Head in 1987 and was so
disappointed to see how the place had been left to go to rack
and ruin. There is no question that the regimentation and
discipline that I learnt during my training at North Head has
been of enormous benefit and influence in my later life.
I joined 12th Field Regiment following my training at
North Head as they were not due to go to Vietnam till
April/May 1968, I always thought that there was not enough
time for me to be posted to Vietnam - I never wanted to go.
During my time at Holsworthy with 12 Field Regiment, I
managed to play Rugby for Gordon, the Army and the
services in 1967. In fact, I can remember I had 52 games of
tugby in 1967. I also had a great job in the Regimental

Library that kept me off gate duties.
Late 1967, we went on an exercise up to Shoalwater Bay this was a joint Army/Navy/Air force exercise. The one thing I
remember about this exercise was that we lost one gun and
truck on the Putty Road, many of the trucks caught fire on
the trip and that after the exercise had finished in Shoalwater
Bay trucks and guns were still arriving! How we would ever
survive in Vietnam with this performance on an exercise! I
cannot remember exactly when I was told I had been posted
to Vietnam, but I can remember that it wasn't in my original
plans - I thought that 1968 would be a great Rugby year for
me - I didn't playa game.
After the exercise in Shoalwater Bay it was back to
Holsworthy and then to Cunungra - the last stop before
Vietnam. The one most memorable thing about Cunungra
was the experience of live rounds being fired over my head
and constant running in full kit and every few minutes having
to take my turn with the machine gun - hell it was heavy.
Back to Holsworthy for kit out before leaving for Vietnam.
We were due to go direct to Mascot but were called back to
Holsworthy a day earlier - the reason, we had to take our
rifles and ammunition with us as the last Qantas plane had
been fired at on landing at Saigon airport.
The day I left will always stay in my mind. Mum & Dad
and my Uncle, John Rush came to Mascot to see me leave and
my Uncle gave me a pen knife that he had been given to him
by his father and said that I was to give it back to him when I
got home.
When I think about it the knife was probably the only
possession I had whilst away that I really cared about as I was
always worried about losing it.
I did bring it home and John, whilst I had been away,
found a replica and gave it to me - a knife I treasured for
many years.
We left Sydney by Qantas Boeing 707 for Perth where we
collected about 25 SAS soldiers and then flew to Butterworth.
The next day we left Butterworth in a Hercules for Vung Tau
as Qantas were no longer flying into Saigon.
We arrived late in Vung Tau and were loaded onto a truck
and departed for Nui Oat.
It was about on hour and half up to Nui Oat and I
remember I was quite relieved to get in the gates as it was
fairly late in the afternoon.
I was only two days in Nui Oat and I was out on an
operation.
I spent all my time whilst at Nui Oat in Task Force
Headquarters monitoring intelligence reports and planning
the H & I firing for the gun batteries.
When I think back to the time in Nui Oat there were
many bizarre events.
At night we used to grab a slab and our deck chair and
watch a movie in the open - it was like going to the drive-in.
We saw a lot of the latest movies and though we were in the
middle of a war zone at times there were guns on the screen
and live guns going off around us!
The canteen was never allowed to make a profit and even
though we were paying 10 cents a can, every 3rd or 4th night
we had to drink to profits - a dozen tinnies an evening was
quite normal.
American cigarettes were $1.20 a carton so every couple of
weeks I used to mail my father a couple of cartons home, I
also was smoking about 2 packets a day. We used to take all
our laundry down to Baria and we became great business for
the local Vietnamese - we paid so little for our laundry one
wondered how they survived.
Nui Oat was always very noisy. Choppers and aircraft were
always landing, guns fired at regular intervals 24 hours a day
and the big Yank 155 when fired broke the sound barrier and
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tent lines.
Living in Nui Oat was fairly comfortable but primitive. We
played a lot of cards, I wrote away letters home and we visited
the various company canteens very regularly. Trips to Baria
were every couple of days and I quite often went down to Vug
Tau with Tony Wells - what for I don't know.
At the end ofApril there were many rumours of the task
force being deployed north as there had not been a lor ofVC
activity in Plouc Tuy Province. We were going by road convoy
and then all of a sudden everything changed and we were in a
Chinook and off to Bearcat - the 9th US Division Marine
Base which was about 40 miles north of Saigon. The
Australian Task Force had never been deployed north of
Saigon prior to this. Bearcat was unbelievable - absolutely
huge with everything from an Olympic size pool, golf course
and large department store. The rumours whilst at Bearcat
about our next move continued - every day was something
different.
Saigon was bracing itself for another major attack (TET 2)
to celebrate Ho Chi Min's birthday and it was suspected that
the VC were getting ready for a major rocket attack on
Saigon.
The Australian Task Force was to be deployed to a fire
support base a further 10 miles north of Bearcat which was on
the main supply route for the VC to attack Saigon.
The Fire Support Base was Coral and the activity of the
Australian Task Force's stay at Coral from 13th May to 7th
June is very well documented in the book, The Battle of

Coral.
Coral was a terrifYing experience initially and it as been
said that our casualties could have been many hundreds more
- we were lucky. I don't think the first rocket attack will ever
leave my memory. It was nor only terrifYing from the closeness
and noise, we were not organised and were not prepared for
such a major attack such as we experienced.
A lot of great guys were killed at Coral including two from
our HQ Battery - Coral was a hell of an experience.
The morning of the second attack is also quite vivid in my
mind but also the cordite smell and the constant noise of the
Iraquois helicopters landing and evacuating the injured.
We were finally pulled out of Coral on the 6th or 7th June
- rumour had it that John Gorton, the Prime Minister, was
making a visit to Nui Oat and that the Task Force should be
there. We drove back to Nui Oat in convoy - about 10-12km
long and we had to take everything except for what we buried.
Gorton's visit was a joke and I can remember that he really
was nor at all interested in the diggers.
After the PM's visit I went on R & R to Hong Kong,. I
had a great time, drank, drank and drank. Spent a few dollars
shopping and brought the traditional Akai tape player. Also
went to a record store, selected about 100 albums and asked
for them to record these onto tape. I think there were about
20 4-hour tapes.
My mother had arranged for me to meet up with a
daughter of an Australian friend of hers whilst in Hong Kong
- I finally spoke to her a couple of hours before I left. It was
great to be out of uniform, no rifle and have the freedom to
do as one wanted. On arrival back to Nui Oat it was only a
few days and we left for Bien Hoa Airbase and another
operation in and around the area.
I think operation Anderson lasted for about 3 weeks and it
was back to Nui Oat.
A month or so later I went on R & R leave in Vung Tau.
Again it seemed incredible and quite bizarre to be fighting a
war and that here I was on the beach having a surf or in an
American bar talking to the local girls. Vung Tau was very
dirty in particular around back beach. Virtually every

Vietnamese girl was earing her living as a prostitute. 3 days
rest in country went very quickly.
Tony Wells asked me to stay on for another 6 months with
12 Field Regiment and I did seriously consider the
opportunity. I think the experience at Coral was what decided
me to get out as early as possible. Coral could have been a
major disaster for the Task Force - we were very lucky it
rained heavily on the second night and there was little if any
attack on the base - had it not rained so heavily on the second
night and we had been attacked the loss of life most likely
would have been enormous as we were not much better
prepared than the first night.
The last day in Vietnam I can remember was 'sink a slab
day'. The next morning I was transported to Saigon by
Iraquois and then caught a Qantas flight home.
The cheer in the plane as we hit the tarmac at Mascot is
very memorable - the same as drinking the plane dry before
we were half way home. I was discharged at Middle Head
after a medical and sent home - I think I rang Mum and Dad
and asked them to pick me up. How Bizarre!
I am now back in 'Civvy Street', the war is going on and I
am to put my life back together again. I can remember that I
did not want to see my previous employer Woolworths as they
never replied to 3 letters I sent them. The guys who were
employed by the Banks were always receiving food parcels etc.
I didn't have very much money at the time so to get out of the
country was not an option. I went to work as a sales
representative for Tomasetti & Company to save enough
money and then immigrate to Canada - this I did in early
1970.

My Thoughts o/Vietnam
When I was conscripted into the Army I never believed
that I would go to Vietnam. I had chosen to join 12 Field
Regiment as I reckoned that based on the timing for the unit
to go I would not have enough service time left before being
discharged. I went as part of the advance party 4 months
before the bulk of 12 Field Regiment.
To have oneself placed into a life threatening situation
everyday of your life and nor of your choice certainly required
discipline and enormous reliance on mateship - Aussie
soldiers certainly are great mates. The 26 days at Fire Support
Base Coral will always remain very vividly in my memory.
The noise during the night attacks was enormous. The
helicopter gunships diving and firing rockets - the thud of the
mortars and the whistle of the rockets overhead. The napalm
drops that lit the skyline the pink flares going off everywhere
and 'puff' the DC3 that flew over spraying ammunition like a
rainstorm from the sky.
The smell of cordite in the morning always seemed to hang
around for a long time. The wet, everything was wet for days
in fact nothing really ever dried out at Coral and to remember
the 26 Australians who lost their lives during the 26 days that
the Australian Task Force was deployed at this base camp.
I returned to Coral on 13th May 1998 for the 30th
Anniversary ofThe Battle of Coral.
It was a very moving experience to return to this
battleground. What was an area of open grassland bordered by
rubber trees is now a large rubber plantation with a memorial
to the Vietnamese 50 meters from where Task Force
Headquarters was located at Coral. The contrast of the noise
in '68 to the peace and quiet today will always be
remembered. We lost some great mates at Coral and for what
- it is unbelievable to think it was 30 years ago and how little
has changed.
Maybe one day in the future the Battles of Long Tan and
Coral will get the recognition so justly deserved.
Australia must always remember the 496 Australians that
lost their lives in Vietnam, the 2,500 that returned home
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wounded and the 50,000 that risked their lives to serve.

Extracts from Letters ofRWAlexander to his family
15th May, 1968
I am using the card as I am fast running out of paper and
also everything is still wet. By now you will realise from the
paper reports that at the moment I am right in the middle of
all the rocket and mortar attacks. On Wednesday night we
had another big one and I think the Australian losses were 7
men. The attack was frightening and it is the first time in my
life that I have ever experienced such an occurrence and
believe me I thought my minutes were numbered.
The rockets make a fantastic noise and the initial barrage
must have been well over 100. Apparently most of the rockets
were bursting on time fuses or when they made contact with
the top of the rubber trees. After the initial barrage of rockets
then the mortars opened up at the same time a ground attack
from three different locations around the fire support base but
unknown to Charlie we had wire up, the ground fire
continued and the gun ships arrived - but Charlie had driven
a vehicle with a mounted Boffor on it up near our perimeter
and was firing at the choppers - the choppers gave up in this
area and the RAAF put in a napalm strike 400m in front of
102 Battery which lit the place up fiercely - the attack started
at 2:30 and the gunships were still blazing away at Charlie at
about 6:30-7:00. The air strikes were being poured in and I
think the artillery fired something like 1500 rounds ie 3
Batteries. 104 Sigs (the mob that Barry's son was with) lost a
fellow as they had a lot of mortar rounds land in their area there were also many injured by shrapnel as I had to carry a
lot of them to the chopper which was finally able to land at
about 6:30 - our area was beside 1045.
I was hoping to write to you yesterday but I am afraid my
hole in the ground has taken priority - I know you would far
rather I do this and I have filled so many sandbags if I ever see
one back in Australia I will scream. There will probably be
very little mail from me in the next week or so until things
have quietened down and the Fire Support base is well
equipped for any defence. I think we are going to be here for
sometime by the look of things at the moment.

Thomas Bruce Alexander

3908

An Incident En Route To HMAS Hobart.
In order to join HMAS Hobart in Colombo, Ceylon (Sri
Lanka) I was initially transported in the Aquitania to Bombay,
India. The troops on board were mainly Army personnel on
their way to the Middle East and about 150 Navy personnel.
They could purchase beer in the canteen. One evening an
Army Officer, Lieutenant Scott, known as Scotty; said to me
that there was a near riot going on in the canteen and a few of
the Army Officers were reluctant to break it up. He asked me
to go on down with him and he would sort out the problem.
I agreed.
When we arrived there was beer allover the floor in front
of the bar. An Army private was standing on the bar counter
haranguing the troops to break down the bar and help
themselves to the beer.
Scotty took one look at the private and said, "What's your
name?"
"What in the hell has that got to do with you?"
"Are you married"?
"Yes."

Scotty asked, "How many kids have you?"
"Three."
"I guess you are missing them".
The conversation continued in this vein and in the end the
private jumped down from the bar counter and Scotty led
him out of the bar area to his sleeping quarters. It was an

outstanding example of one man quelling what could have
been a very ugly incident by sheer psychology. Scotty then
took me to the quarters where his troops slept. They wrestled
with him in good fun and whilst this was going on one of
them drew me to one side and said, " you know we think the
world of Scotty". In order to join the Army Scotty had given
up his job as a radio announcer in Melbourne on the
children's session....

Shore Defence Radar Equipment
Following my demobilisation from the RAN and after
signing the Secrecy Agreement, I worked as a civilian on the
design and construction of Shore Defence Radar equipment.
These sets were installed at Rottnest Island, Newcastle, and
the Sydney area. They were to be used for the accurate
determination of the position of enemy shipping. In
conjunction with specially designed plotters the range and
bearing of the coastal defence guns could be accurately set.
The UK was overburdened with work on a wide range of
radar sets at the time, so they asked Austtalia to supply similar
sets for the control of the fixed coastal guns at Singapore,
Penang, Bangkok and Hong Kong. As I had been responsible
for specifYing to the Department of Interior the design
requirements for the buildings to house the equipment and
the observation post I was asked to carry out similar work
with the British Army in Singapore. I had the authority to go
to the other three places if I deemed it to be necessary.
I arrived in Singapore in September 1941 and worked at
Fort Canning as a civilian. I was in Singapore when the
Japanese entered the war. Australian security services became
alarmed that an Australian citizen in civilian clothes with a full
knowledge of the British and Australian radar systems was in a
war zone and they did not know where. They telephoned my
wife. I understand the conversation was as follows:
"Madam, could you tell me where your husband is?"
",;;'ow would I know?" she replied. "I don't know what he
does.
I returned to Australia a week or two later. Sir Frederick
White, my boss, explained to me in no uncertain terms that I
was a high security risk, and that as soon as the Japanese
entered the war my first duty was to send a signal to the
Australian Authorities advising them of where I was so they
could get me out.
Apparently, unknown to the Australian Authorities,
General Percival had already arranged for me to board a
Qantas Empire Airways flying boat and be flown to Sydney.

Pink Pants
At the Radiophysics Laboratory in the second half of 1943,
I was administrating a very large staff of people (about 100) of
varying disciplines. I requested permission to head a design
team on a single project. Sir Frederick White agreed that I
could be relieved of some of the administrative duties for 6
months. I was to be in charge of the development and
prototype construction of the MKIII Air Warning Sets.
After exhaustive testing in Sydney and training the crew of
4, one Air Warning Set and the crew was sent to Los Negros
in the Admiralty Islands.
After the set had been operating for about a month, I
sought permission to visit the site and check it out. I was
promptly told that the Military Authorities did not like people
with my knowledge of future radar developments wandering
around in war zones. It was finally agreed that I could go to
Los Negros for one week provided I wore RAAF uniform. The
RAAF flew me to Brisbane and the US Navy from Brisbane to
Los Negros, and I noted that the flight from Sydney to
Brisbane in a RAAF Hudson aircraft was unusual.
On board the aircraft an Army Officer with a pistol
occupied the front seat, another Army Officer similarly armed
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man in pink pants seated in the middle of us.
Upon arrival at Eagle Farm, the aircraft was directed to an
area where a police van was parked. The second Army Officer
disembarked first and escorted the Asian to the police van
where he was securely locked inside. The RAAF personnel and
I disembarked followed by the first Army Officer.
When this odd performance was over I asked one of the
Army Officers who the Asian man was. He replied, "He is a
Japanese prisoner of war. I thought you would have known"
I asked, "How would I know?"
He replied, "He is wearing pink pants".

John William Allerton

5640

I served on HMAS Arunta, which, whilst being built, was
visible from the school classrooms. Little did I imagine I
would ever be serving on her, regardless of the strife I got into
by our form master.

A Christmas Day at Manus Island
A forthcoming landing on the island of Luzon in the
Philippines called for an early Christmas day to be celebrated
on the 23rd December 1944. In the harbour lay hundreds of
ships from battleships to seagoing tugs, from minesweepers to
hospital ships, all to enjoy the festive day. A late "wakey
wakey" call form the bosun's mate through the mess decks of
the Australian destroyer, brought good cheers to all who arose
to a sunny day. The previous evening, sailors had brought
from nowhere, coloured streamers, bunting and inflated gaily
painted condoms with messages of good cheer. An unusual
breakfast of ham and eggs, followed by gallons of coffee
promised an exciting day to follow. A "make and mend" a
naval non-working forenoon followed as sailors greeted each
other in the traditional way. At noon, hands were "piped" to
dinner of turkey and ham, fruit salad, nuts and two bortles of
beer - a pleasant change of diet.
In naval tradition, the officers were demoted to able
seamen, and helped prepare and dish up. The ship's character
became Captain, sporting three rings on his borrowed shirt
and the matching Commanders cap with the "scrambled eggs"
on the peak. He paced the quarterdeck in the traditional way,
even with a telescope under his arm, as events opened up for
the rest of the day. From an American crl,liser, a spick and
span motor launch was seen approaching the quarter-deck
gangway to exchange pleasantries with tite Captain - the real
one. The one day Captain leant over the guard rail and, to
their amazement told them to "rack off, you've only come to
drink our grog". Fearing a mutiny, the pinnace sheered away
until they finally realised the humour of the day, and came
alongside to be properly received.
Meanwhile a composite jazz band from Australia marched
through the ship playing on a variety of instruments such
tunes as "The Captain's Mistress", "The Foggy Foggy Dew",
etc. After a cooling ale in each mess, the band was a little
ragged by the time they returned to their ship. Up on the
fo' castle a fight was going on between the two ships with fire
hoses. Down aft, someone got carried away and poked a hose
through a porthole flooding the wardroom flat. The stewards
were not amused. Two officers were gainfully employed, one
polishing of the footplate, bearing the ships name at the top of
the gangway.

The Return To The Philippines
The Battle ofSuriago Straits
As this force of two battleships, cruisers and destroyers were
now headed up the straits intent on blasting the beachhead at
Leyte. A force of US torpedo boats was waiting, and attacked.
The force was driven off by the secondary armament of the
Japanese ships.

Meanwhile the American admiral had developed a plan
involving six battleships, most of them re-floated from the
Pearl Harbour sea floor. Then came the heavy cruisers,
including HMAS Shropshire, and finally the light cruisers.
Three groups of destroyers were positioned on either side of
the straits. HMAS Arunta was senior ship of one group and
the ships now closed up to action station as the Japanese force
was speeding toward their goal. The closeness of the island
group may have affected their radar, as they seemed oblivious
to what was in store for them. Now the big guns of the
battleships opened fire and we could hear the big sixteen inch
one ton shells passing overhead sounding like express trains.
The cruisers now opened up and concentrated fire, from our
own Australian ships was straddling the targets and scoring
valuable hits on the Yamashiro, the Japanese battleship. It was
now the destroyers turn and Arunta gathered speed to twentyfive knots, firing in rapid salvos armour piercing shells into the
bridge of the battleship.
My action station was in the for'rd mounting of the ship,
and consisted of manning twin 4.7in guns, and following the
markers on scales of range and deflections received from the
Gunnery Officer high up in the positions behind the bridge.
Calculations also came from the Transmitting Station deep in
the bowels of the ship. I also passed on firing orders to the
gun crew from the Bridge. In silent prayer I sought direction
and calm in this situation and my prayers were answered with
a quiet confidence that was with me through the night.
"All torpedoes gone" was a message passed to all positions
throughout the ship and as we turned away at speed the ship
was enveloped in a blue searchlight which was quickly
extinguished by some unknown ship. We retired briefly until a
call over the low frequency radio, called the TBS, from a ship
disorientated in the heat of the battle. We returned to the fray
firing rapid salvoes at given targets until a call came through
from the Flagship. Each ship had a call sign, ours being
'Happy Hour'. "Happy Hour this is Jumbo Five. Come out or
you'll be blown out!"
By this time daylight was breaking; two battleships were on
fire and sinking, all cruisers and destroyers had disappeared
except for one whose after gun turret was still firing as it
settled in the water. The sea was seen to be covered with
bobbing black heads which refused to be rescued by our ships.
The only exceptions were three who spoke English and were
graduates of Oxford University. Two more forces attempted to
close a pincer movement on the Leyte beachhead, but were
either driven off or sunk. The Imperial Japanese Navy lost ten
major capital ships as well as many cruisers and destroyers,
and was now a spent force.

Black Friday for HMAS Arunta, en route to the
Luzon, 5th January 1945
Carrier aircraft seemed to be everywhere, but the
occasional Jap plane got through. Despite the fighter
protection and the intense barrage of gunfire put up by the
ships, one did get through and devastated the US cruiser
Louisville. Late afternoon and sunset were the most vulnerable
times as the aircraft from the carriers returned to them to be
able to land in daylight. This meant the fleet was without air
cover, fighter protection, and had to reply on its own fire
power from its guns. The sun was sinking in the West, all
guns loaded on alarm setting ready to fire, when the look-outs
reponed two aircraft flying in low over the water.
'Blinking' flashes from the two aircraft, could have meant
only one thing: they were attempting to strafe the ship, but
their aim must have been too high and their shells must have
passed over the top of the ship.
As both aircraft were about to cross the ship's bows from
the starboard side, both A and B gun mountings of twin 4.7in
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guns fired simultaneously. The blast from the four guns threw
both aircraft off course, thus prevented the destruction of the
ship's bridge, wheelhouse, and the people who manned these
posts.
As they drew nearer, the guns that could be brought to
bear opened fire. This utilised the close range weapons,
(Bofors 40mm close range guns and the quadruple Porn-Porn
mounting.) Thanks to the Squadron Gunnery Officer, our
ship was saved from destruction as the Bofors were directed at
the plane as it headed our way. These were tearing off pieces of
the planes as they swung around the bow. The gun's crew
maintained they could see the beady-eyed piIo't wearing hornrimmed glasses and the white Samurai band around his head.
One of the planes turned sharply toward the port waist
and, riddled with shells, it crashed into the side of the ship.
There was a loud explosion, shrapnel flying in all directions,
and much penetrating the side of the ship. She was taking in
water fast, and I will always remember the shipwright over the
side with wooden plugs filling in the holes in a now rising sea.
The ship had come to a stop and we wallowed in the swell. A
huge battle ensign was run up on the foremast and the Fleet
moved on, leaving the US destroyer Ingraham as our
protection. Looking down the ship's office flat, a deck below
the upper deck and down the stern, one could see water
which seemed to be quite deep, sloshing back and forth.
In the officers' bathroom, a stoker petty officer was filling
the bath with fresh water when the plane hit, a piece of
shrapnel penetrated the bathroom bulkhead wall and seriously
wounded him. A member of the Porn Porn crew was also
wounded seriously, and both were taken to the Captain's Day
cabin, which had been ser up as an operating theatre.
The landing gear of the plane had somehow ended up on
the depth charge racks on the very end of the ship, and the
gun's crew ofY gun, the last twin mounting on the
quarterdeck, was called on to heave it over the side.
The sun had now set, and low flying clouds raced across
the heavens. Above us we could hear aircraft apparently
looking for us to finish us off. The order came through from
the flagship warning us that unless we were under way by
midnight the ship was to be abandoned. At last we got
moving again, and both ships were anxious to rejoin the Fleet.
A Jap plane had spotted the wake of the Ingraham and
dropped a bomb that just missed her starboard bow.
Our Captain was the Senior of both ships and ordered her
to slow as the phosphorescent wake she created was a give
away to aircraft.
A wild, choppy night seemed to be in store for us; light
rain was falling and we sought shelter from the cold. During
the middle watch, midnight to four am, four of us were
woken and told to report to the Captain's day cabin. Two
stretchers were occupied by two canvas covered forms awaiting
burial. 'Pop' Sellick had been a Reservist in pre-war days and a
graduate of the old training ship, Tingara. The other man we
did not know so well, but was highly respected in the
Engineering Department.
We carried them our to the quarterdeck, and by the light
of a torch the Captain committed them to the deep. We stood
around in stunned silence. We were later to hear six other
ships were hit by suicide aircraft that day, the aircraft carrier
Manila Bay had been hit in the bridge and all the personnel
wiped out. We had now reached Lingayen Gulf and had been
detailed to help screen W'ttrrego with our sister ship. We were
in the team doing hydrographic work. Under-water
demolition teams were already combing the foreshores. It was
believed that the Japs had landed operated mines in the sea,
which they could detonate as a ship passed over them. A big 1
Class submarine tried to penetrate the fleet, but was picked up
on the Sonar by a US destroyer, rammed and sunk.

Our sister ship reported that we had a list to starboard,
which would have shown up on the inclinometer in the chart
house, bur it was never taken seriously.

Bruce Horace Anderson

4648

He was the first fighter pilot to engage in air-to-air combat
with a Japanese aircraft in the South West Pacific, when, on 6
January 1942, he attacked a Kawansi Flying-boat with no
success. He was injured on 20 January when his Wirraway
stalled and crashed on take off just prior to the first ZeroWirraway engagement over Rabaul, during which the
squadron was wiped-our.

Keith McKenzie Anderson

5094

Arrival in UK
We had just arrived in England after obtaining our "wings"
in Canada and were billeted in the Metropole Hotel at
Brighton.
On the first night of our arrival we went on a pub-crawl,
and at closing time were making our way to our billet when
suddenly the air raid sirens began sounding. We looked at
each other in alarm, as we had no idea where the air-raid
shelters were. We decided to follow a few civilians who were
walking about 100 yards ahead. To our puzzlement they just
continued to walk on nonchalantly. Thar was our first lesson:
what was a brand new war to us was old hat to them. There
was no need to panic until the aircraft were directly overhead.
We spent a few weeks of mundane activity in Brighton
before being posted to a commando course at a bleak Whitley
Bay, where we slept six to a room in small requisitioned
houses. Here we entered into the world of mild crime, by
stealing fence palings at night in an attempt to get some
warmth from our small fires.
Following completion of the course, we returned to
Brighton for another month of idleness. (An entry in my diary
for the night of 6th January 1944 states that I spent the
evening playing snooker with Peter I1bery.) Then off to
another holding unit at Hednesford, which was just as bleak
as Whitley Bay. Where was the war?
Finally after six months in England we were posted to No.
20 AFU at Kidlington to do a conversion to twin engined
aircraft. After two months of flying again, I finished up at 21
OTU at Morton-In-Marsh to train as part of a bomber crew
flying Wellingtons. I envisaged a makeshift airfield in the
middle of some soggy plain, but such was not the case. It was
situated amidst rolling countryside of the Cotswolds with the
airfield only abour one mile from a delightful town with not a
sign of marsh or bogland.

Crewing Up
We had expected that crewing-up would be done in the
usual air force fashion either by rank, seniority or assessment.
However we were advised that we were all to assemble the
next day in the main hanger and not leave until we had sorted
ourselves out into crews.
Hearing a rumour in the pilots' hut that there was a
shortage of navigators, I decided to jump the gun and entered
the navigators' hut just as they were preparing for bed. I said,
"Any of you guys want to fly with me?" Being all Englishmen
they seemed startled that anyone should approach them in
such a fashion without being formerly introduced. One chap
however, already in bed, sat up and said, "Yes, I'll take you on
if you like."
Next morning while talking to Harry Lomas, (my
navigator elect,) in the hanger with all other personnel
standing around in an embarrassed manner, two young
eighteen year olds approached and asked if we wanted a
couple of ace gunners. When I said yes, rear gunner elect,
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one in mind. We met him in the bar last night!" So, it was
five down and one to go. I approached a group nearby and
finally selected an old man of 27 named Ken to be our bombaimer. The whole mating process had taken exactly ten
minutes and we were the first to leave the hanger. As we
walked away I had the feeling that I hadn't selected a crew, but
that these five Englishmen had selected me!
Our next parting was to the Heavy Conversion Unit at
Rutforth, where we picked up a flight engineer named Ken.
Here we converted to 4-engined Halifax III aircraft and then
off to RAF 158 Squadron at Lissett on the Yorkshire coast.

"Landaway Andy"
Most of our operational trips were fairly standard, but
there were a few exceptions. On our sixth trip, (bombing
Hanau), while coming in to land at night in heavy snow and
sleet, I attempted to overshoot at zero feet, and the starboard
outer engine cut dead. With full flap and undercarriage down,
at about 90mph, I had to throttle back the port outer engine
to regain control. Although I managed to retract the wheels
and flaps, the end result was that we ploughed into a field at
150mph about 3 miles off the end of the runway and came to
a stop about 100 yards from the village pub at North
Trodingham. It was a real case of "Time gentlemen please!"
We all survived with minor injuries, except for Ken who
did not have his seat belt on and unfortunately went through
the windscreen. The rear gunner's turret was jammed and he
could not rotate it to escape, but we managed to drag him
through an opening where one of the perspex panels had
blown out. He came out like a cork from a bottle and flew
over our shoulders to land on his head in the snow.
After a few days in hospital we went on sick leave. Harry
and I travelled together en route to his parents' house. Our
appearance was calculated to inspire considerate treatment and
sympathetic murmurings on the way - me with a large
bandage around my head and Harry with a walking stick and
limp. A party of army girls took it upon themselves to carry
our kit when we changed trains and found seats for us. At
Manchester, where we boarded a bus, the conductress looked
quite pained when Harry offered the fares! "Nay," she said,
''I'm taking no money off you brave lads." In fact she came
back a few minutes later and pushed a h~ndful of silver into
Harry's hand. "We've had a whip 'round upstairs. Have a
drink on us when you get home. And hJ.ppy landings." How
could we refuse?
The first trip after our accident was to Chemnitz with a
new bomb aimer and a spare engineer, as Dick was still in
hospital. It was a long trip with bomb bay and wing overload
tanks fitted. As we crossed the French coast the engineer
reported that the pump in the bomb bay tank was useless.
This made the fuel supply a bit critical, but we carried on.
Later, just abreast of Frankfurt, he advised that he couldn't
pump from the wing OIL tanks either, which meant we
would run out of fuel while still over German occupied
territory on the return, so I decided to about and landed with
nothing left at Woodbridge.
The next morning the ground crew chief advised me that
all the overload tanks were empty and that the pumps were
quite normal. This meant that the engineer had transferred
fuel into the wrong main tanks, and because they were still
full some 500 gallons went out into the atmosphere. I made
sure that engineer never flew with me again.
On another night we were returning from a raid on a
synthetic oil plant at Kamen and were attacked by a fighter
over England as we were approaching our base. With a stream
of tracer passing on either side of the aircraft we went into the
standard corkscrew action and managed to escape the attacker.
This was the last and longest intruder operation mounted by

German night fighters. They flew back in the bomber stream
and waited until the bombers turned on their navigation lights
prior to landing. They then attacked and managed to account
for the loss of 32 RAF aircraft over England.
We were diverted to Middleton St George, and as we
touched down there was a screeching noise and the aircraft
stewed off the runway in a half ground loop and came to rest
with one wheel down on the grass.
We slept the night there and next morning, when I entered
the control tower to inquire if our aircraft was ready to fly
'home', I was advised that the engineering officer was
.
inspecting it and I should ask him. I asked him, and he saId,
"Your part undercarriage was damaged by cannon shells and
.
the tyre is shot to ribbons, hence your ground loop on
landing. However, the big problem is that there is a hole as bIg
as a dinner plate in the main spar at the starboard wing-root
and any violent manoeuvring could tear the wing off" The
crew made no comment but just stared at each other in
disbelie£
Back at base we received a brand new aircraft, one that was
plagued with hydraulic and engine problems. On our first trip
with this new aircraft the port inner engine failed while we
were still over the North Sea, and we had to carry on with 3
engines at full power, using excessive fuel to maintain spe~d
and altitude. The result was that we landed at Manston WIth
only ten minutes fuel left.
With a repaired engine, the next trip was the 1000 bomber
day light raid on Essen, and just after leaving the target the
bomb doors flew open (due to hydraulic malfunction) and
could not be closed. Further hydraulic problems occurred over
the next few trips, whereby after two hours flying the
undercarriage would blow the uplocks and lower itself into the
locked position and defy efforts to retract it. The
undercarriage of a Halifax had a large flat casting to support
the wheel and acted like a gigantic air-brake. Once again,
excessive fuel consumption was necessary to keep up with the
other aircraft.
After five successive emergency landings, I was dubbed
"Land away Andy" by our ground crew!
No more problems occurred for the rest of our war. After
VE Day, I was posted to 466 Squadron based at Driffield to
commence training for Transport Command. Then to
Bassingbourne to connect to Liberators before the squadron
was disbanded and returned to Australia.

Stuart Douglas Angus

4650

Angus arrived in the United Kingdom, a graduate ofthe
Empire Air Training Scheme, from Canada.

Lady Frances Ryder's Organisation
In London we were directed to report for an extensive
interview by women who ran the Lady Frances Ryder
program. We were questioned on religion, hobbies, sports and
interests. This information was indexed in London under a
scheme for servicemen on leave. They would match recruits
on leave to a family with the same general interests. It did nor
matter what you wanted; they would do their best to arrange
it for you. We little realised how beneficial the Lady Frances
Ryder scheme would be to the troops. During my interview I
mentioned I would like to go shooting in Scotland.
I was in Whigtown with ten days' leave due. On my leave
form I indicated a preference for going to Northern Scotland
to shoot stag, but I wanted to see stag and not necessarily
shoot them. Shortly thereafter my leave pass came through
enclosing a railway ticket to Nairn, Northern Scotland and
instructions for finding the home of Sir Anson Ives, my host
while on leave.
With a good Australian friend of mine, Peter Panitz, I
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made the journey to Nairn where we were well entertained by
Sir Anson and Lady Ives. He was the Steward of Somerset
County. They had a small family with a home in a
magnificent area overlooking a loch, which we were able to
thoroughly explore when Sir Anson and Lady Ives loaned us
their bicycles. One day we put our cycles on the train to
Inverness and then rode to Drumnergott. We knew there was
a nice pub there and also knew it closed at 3 p.m. We rode
hard and arrived at 3: 10, to find it closed up tighr. We
peddled sadly and dry back ro Inverness.

Lady Howatson
On one leave I was invited to a lovely estate at Glenbuck in
the midlands of Scotland with Peter Panitz. It was a
~agnificent 3-storey mansion owned by Lady Howatson, set
In hundreds of acres of green forests and rolling fields. Black
faced sheep roamed freely. Lady Howatson was Australianborn, the sister of General 'Jumbo' Ryrie, Australia's most
prominent Calvary general in the 1914-18 War. She had all
the responsibility for the village thereabouts, according to the
CUStom of that era.
We were taken shooting. A gamekeeper who looked after
the. estate accompanied me as a gun-bearer sort of thing. I saw
a Vixen and shot it, proud of my aim and result. On returning
I left it on the front lawn and went inside. Lady Howarson
said, "How did you ger on today?" I replied, "Very well! My
result is out here." When she saw this poor old fox I was
quietly chastised: "We don't shoot foxes here, we hunt them."
. Shortly after rhat episode she taught me to fly fish, possibly
Judging it was safer for rhe foxes if I had a fishing rod instead
of a gun.
Lady Howatson was a keen bridge player. I played, but not
very well. The first time I visited her estare one of rhe ladies I
partnered at bridge was a lady called Serconia Spead. Her
wholesale wine and spirit business in England supplied all the
wine and spirits to the British Navy. During an interlude in
the game I took the occasion to mention to her I was in
charge of the Air Force Mess at Whigtown and prevail upon
her to consider supplying our Mess.
I was exuberant when I returned to find a message waiting
confirming her company would stock our Mess on the
Impress system - which meant the firm forwarded about
$20,000 worth of grog free of charge. It was sold in the Mess
and the money received was sent to the company, whereupon
they shipped replacement brew. It was a masterful wartime
effort. If a ship was sunk, the debt was cancelled.
Our Mess never looked back after Lady Spead agreed to
supply us. An added bonus was that we were able to make
more contacts with the local people and barter for food
supplies.

Miracle In The Sky
Being in an aircraft at midnight, 2,000 feet up, low in
petrol, over dense fog, can be a terrifYing experience. After
leaving Whigtown, I was warned by radio that my base was
closed in. I was instructed to land any place I could as soon as
I could. We passed over one aerodrome. A white ball, a
magnesium bolt, shot up through the fog, alerting us to an
airstrip underneath. Thinking it impossible to land there I said
to my crew, "Let's try to get back to the Isle of Mann." We
attempted to return, flying blind, but the Isle of Mann was
fogbound. We turned back toward Whigtown.
My wireless operator received a message. We were just over
Whigtown. I immediately turned the aircraft back 180
degrees, hoping we would be able to find water, climb along it
and somehow reach Whigtown base. Suddenly a crew
member said, "There's the Fleethouse!" The 'Fleethouse' is a
landmark number of islands off the coast. In that
impenetrable fog in early dawn a glowing funnel opened. We

shot down this bright funnel until we were 100 feet above
water. Why that funnel suddenly opened I do not know. We
went down through it and turned the aircraft back to
Whigtown, just skimming over water.
One of our trainees panicked. My engineer hit him over
the head to keep him quiet.
When I judged we were equal to the aerodrome I lifted up
from the water, slipped over the trees and landed - a small
miracle. The big miracle was that as we coasted along the
runway my engines cut out. Our petrol was finished. I recall
walking toward my quarters and a chap named McBride,
another Australian, said to me, "Thank God you're back. I
can't afford another 2 bob for another wreath!"

Becoming An Adjutant
While stationed at Whigtown, I went to Newcastle-onTyne to take an Adjutant's Course. My studies included
learning how officers should handle their duties, inspecting
messes and so on. RAF instructions were that the duty officer
of the day put in a report, part of which was about the
kitchen staff, detailing whether they were clean, if there was
any damage, and other information. It was a very strict
procedure, but most often the duty officers would just say
everything was okay; they couldn't be bothered. The
completed reports went from the Adjutant to the
Commanding Officer and on to Group Command.
When I returned from the course I was perhaps slightly
over-zealous, and my 3-page report criticised absolutely
everything. My commanding officer called me in and asked
me to cancel it. I refused. I said, "No, that report is as I found
things. It is the way I am supposed to write it." Shortly
thereafter I was posted to the Isle of Mann.

furby, The Isle Of Mann March December 1943
The Isle of Mann declared War on Germany in 1915 and a
peace treaty was never signed. To this day no treaty has been
signed and peace has not been declared.
My posting to Jurby on the Isle of Mann on 20th March
1943 was a form of punishment, not reward. I was considered
a rebel on the Whigtown station, having put my foot down
on a few things. The big brass were glad to see the end of me.
In Jurby I held the rank of Flight Lieutenant, Flying
Officer commanding 'B' Flight, consisting of eight aircraft in
which we trained navigators and wireless operators. We
instructed over the Irish Sea, flying over Northern Ireland.
Our training aircraft were 2-engine Ansons, training seven
days a week, flying from Jurby Airfield with a pilot and
wireless operator.
It was necessary to follow navigational commands from
students, even when we knew the directions were not correct.
We would take three students up. They would sit in the bay,
do navigational chart schemes and give directions. It was not
an easy area. Dark and dangerous fog and haze confused the
would-be navigators. We only corrected them if they got us
anywhere near Sourhern Ireland, where we were not allowed
because Ireland remained a neutral territory.
We consistently had magnificent food on the Isle of Mann,
for the simple reason that the allocation of rations was made
at Easter time in 1939. When they counted the population to
decide on quotas, many people were on holiday there so the
ration allotment was unduly high. It was rather a paradise.

Polish Contingent Arrives
About 10 Polish pilots (aged between 22 and 28) arrived
on the Isle of Mann to be under my command in "B" Flight.
I never quite knew why they were placed in my flight, but
perhaps the officials felt I would understand them because I
was a colonial. I did. I could not understand their Polish
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Section 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - language, but I understood their bad English. I knew their
way of thinking. I had the responsibility of looking after them.
Poland had been overrun by Germany in early 1939. The
Polish aristocracy was wiped out by Germans and
Communists. The Polish Air Force escaped through France,
into Spain and then Gibraltar. They made it to England with
assistance from General Andreas, who re-organised them
throughout Britain.
They were the elite of Poland, the gentlemen, a close-knit
crew. Only communists remained in Poland. I was the
intermediary between them and the Commanding Officer of
the station.
I was invited again to the home of Lady Howatson in
Northern Scotland, together with Peter Panitz and two Polish
officers. One evening one of the Polish fellows was playing the
Moonlight Sonata or some such piece. He was a brilliant
pianist. I recall making some comment to Peter and my
hostess, and being properly shushed. I was a bit out of my
element. They were highly educated, musical and talented.

Escaping From The Storm
We took off from the Isle of Mann one Friday night about
midnight. It was a normal training flight, consisting of eight
or nine aircraft flying around Ireland. We knew there were
storms in the Irish Sea, but that was usual. We flew off
anyway.
Suddenly we ran into an electrical storm, a phenomena
that is not well known. Everything in the aircraft lights up.
Lightning shoots everywhere, ricocheting off everything in the
aircraft. The terror is air currents going vertically upward at
enormous speeds. You see by your flight indicators you are
rising swiftly, so you put your nose down. You can put your
nose down, but you still go up tail first. At one stage I was
running 180 knots, in clouds in the storm, with lightning
zigzagging through the cabin. It was terrifYing. We
experienced St. Elmo's Lightning at its most vicious.
The cloud broke abruptly. We were in moonlight, but no
instruments were working. The compass was in a twirl;
nothing was operating correctly. However, there was another
compass, an automatic gyrocompass controlled by airflow,
which was still operational. The point is when a young pilot
has only 100 hours' or so of flying experience he is very likely
to make an error and watch the compass -that is whirling,
rather than remember he has another available to him.
With a lot of luck we made it back to the aerodrome, the
only flight that made it back. Seven aircraft were missing. No
one knew where they were, or what had happened to them,
even whethet they were dead or alive.
On Saturday morning I learned one crew had safely landed
on the mainland of Wales. We picked them up. On the way
back to base I decided to have a look along the coast, just in
case we might see another aircraft. We flew along one to two
hundred feet above water. The clouds were lifting, and sure
enough we saw one of our planes. It was smashed, of course,
but I saw one of the crew members lift his arm up.
That was the only occasion I ever sent out a Mayday. Our
Mayday was picked up at Anglesay, another air base in Wales,
who immediately sent an ambulance. The fog was allover the
mountain and nothing but the ambulance could reach there.
They rescued the only man alive but he died an hour later.
It was a horrible night, resulting in the loss of six crews and
seven aircraft. The planes were scattered allover the place
because their instruments had all gone haywire. There was a
crew of three, plus probably four trainees on each flight.

Ready For The Front Line, Moreton-In-The-Marsh
From the Isle of Mann I was posted to Moreton-in-theMarsh to select my crew to do a final Operational Course.

-

Wounded Over The Hague, 24th November 1944
One night during Operational Training command, about
800 aircraft, still rookies according to the book, were sent up
from Southern England across to the North Sea to provide a
diversion. We were used as a decoy while they sent another
1,000 aircraft to the South of France, one of the biggest air
battles of the war.
When we were over Holland we got a recall order to return
to base. By then the German fighters had come after us while
our main force was flying south undetected.
They shot out my Oleon pump and one of my flaps at
1~,000 feet. That took all the hydraulic oil out of my right
wmg and when I turned back the oil started to leak. It leaked
and leaked, diminishing my ability to maintain height. I had
to close down my Starboard engine. When we were half way
back to England we were flying at about 2,000 feet over the
sea. I called my navigator, Goodbrand, to give me the nearest
direct aerodrome. He gave me Durham, close on the border of
Scotland and England. We were down to 1,000 feet but she
maintained height at this level. I remember Everingham
saying, "Dinghy, Dinghy, Sir?" expecting us to ditch.
Near Durham a silly fellow in a small aircraft took off in
front of us. I had to circle again, on one engine, which was
pretty dicey. I didn't know at the time but it was the
Commanding Officer of the station. He was stupid. We hit
the runway without any brakes, and without any flaps. I don't
know what our speed was when we hit but fortunately the
runway was a long one. We overshot by about 100 yards, but
we were down. The ambulance was waiting for us.
Replacing the Oleon pump with a Warwick pump was a
terrible thing for those engineers to do. They should have
replaced both pumps. Also, I reported the flaps out of kilter
but they did nothing about it. I guess they thought we were
just mugs.
They put my plane up again that afternoon with the same
flaps. It crashed.

Into Africa
We finished our Operational Course at Moreton-in-theMarsh on 10th April 1944 and flew to Hem. At Hem we
were allocated a brand new Wellington MK to IN744. We
were briefed to fly to Rabat Sali in Morocco.
We were briefed. Our instructions were to fly 10 degrees
West to avoid German fighters on the Bay of Biscay, then
straight down to Rabat Sali. We stripped the aircraft, reloaded
it and were ready to fly at midnight, But at ten that evening
our flight was cancelled. We were full up with pills to keep us
awake so we played billiards until four in the morning before
having a few hours' sleep. The next morning our instructions
were to once again strip the aircraft and reload, ready for takeoff that night. We left at midnight.
When we got to 10 degrees West, I said to my co-pilot,
Everingham, "You take over. I've never landed in hot air. I'm
tired. We're on course and I need a sleep, okay?" When Mike
took over we were flying at 2,000 feet to evade radar from
Europe, on automatic pilot.
The next thing I knew he shook me, heavily, on the
shoulder, saying "Wake up, Skipper, wake up!" He continued,
"I've been dreaming we were flying into fairyland. I woke to
see low-flying cloud passing the windows. I thought they were
mountain tops."
It was about Sam I saw cirrus clouds passing. Far over the
horizon on my left I had a fleeting glimpse of a lighthouse on
Cape St. Vincent in Spain. It was only a flash, but it was a
clue to our location.
We called the rear gunner. He was asleep.
We called the wireless operator. He was asleep.
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-We called the navigator, Arrowsmith. He said, "Oh, my!
Sorry, Sir. I stopped my charts at two o'clock. I fell asleep."
We had been flying at 2,000 feet for some hours, with the
whole crew, all five of us, fast asleep!
I asked the wireless operator, "Get us a fix on Rabat Sali."
There's a special instrument on the panel which is worked
by the wireless operator. When he gains a bearing on a
particular transmitter it is reflected on this indicator. There are
two arms crossing each other. If they cross to the right you
alter course to the left until the arms cross on the centre arm.
As you near the transmitter the arms lower until they arrive
over the transmitter.
I got the fix on Rabat Sali, just as Arrowsmith called and
said, "Skipper, I'm worried. We're out here in the Atlantic.
We're lost. I think you should radio Base that we're lost."
The next radio message from Rabat Sali questioned, "What
time will you land?" I said, "9am."
Everingham said, "You can't tell them that, Sir. You don't
know where we are. We've had no navigation for hours."
I answered him, "Just keep calm, it will be okay."
Just on 9 o'clock, up came the African coast and right in
frOnt of us was the main landing strip of Rabat Sali airport. It
Was perfect instrument flying. We were terribly lucky.

Next Stop, Algiers
At Rabat Sali we were told, "Get some sleep before you
take off for Algiers."
After a quick sleep and a short briefing, we were in the air
again, bound for Algiers. We decided to fly low-level, about
300 feet above the countryside.
However, as we departed I suddenly realised I had no air
speed indicator. I had no idea of my speed. Unbeknownst to
me, the ground attendants at Rabat Sali had put a canvas
cover over my Pedo Head to keep the sand out. The Pedo
Head is a mechanism whereby air is forced up into
instruments that work gadgets such as the compass and air
speed indicator.
It was, despite al! this, a magnificent ttip until it came time
to land. The airport had a runway that had a big dip at the far
end, a dangerous sort of thing. Apparently we were doing the
right speed when I went into this dip and came up the other
side. Waiting there was the "Camel Corps" as they were called
- a group ofArabs waiting in anticipation that we would crash
so they could ransack the aircraft.
We turned around and taxied to a large guarded staging
post zone where all the aircraft were housed.
On 15th April 1944 we flew from Rabat Sali to Maison
Blanch, Algiers. On the 6th we flew to Satif, where we left our
LN744 Wellington and were transported to Fort de I'Eau, a
transit camp on the shore of the Mediterranean. Here we had
a rest and leave until 4th May.

Arrival In Foggia, Italy
Finally we boarded a DC3 American aircraft piloted by
Lieutenant Strange and flew from Fort de I'Eau to Foggia.
The weather was shocking. Our headquarters was a bombed
OUt block of flats, a shell of a building, with no doors and no
windows. As we examined the building the day bomber crews
returned from the aerodrome. They embraced us, welcomed
us to the squadron and gave us a terrific party.
The next three days we spent clearing bomb remnants and
metal fragments from the runway to make it a safer landing
strip. After that we went up Foggia Main, the main aerodrome
and a number one Italian base, to assemble as a squadron.
I wasn't informed of what would be happening to us. I
kept my crew close to me. We waited and wondered, until
they finally said to us, "OK, the camp is ready for you at the
airport. Your tents are up."

Reminiscences
Bombing Milan
On 10th July 1944, we were briefed to bomb the railway
yards at Milan. The Germans had moved two ammunition
trains into the railway station there, and we were meant to
blow them up. We chuffed up there from Foggia.
I had my Belgian navigator that night, Lieutenant Hayer,
as well as a completely new crew for testing. Flak and Fighters
were heavy, but the attack was a success. Our planes were all
blacked out. No one knew where any other craft was flying.
Hayer said, "Skipper, I'm taking an Astrosight, we'll be
there in 10 minutes."
Five minutes later, "Skipper, we'll soon be there!" The
words were no sooner out of his mouth than there was a plane
in front of us dropping markers.
We dropped our bombs on the markers. We hit both
trains, blew the whole lot up. It was quite a sight to see. It was
a terrific night. There was fearful damage to the railway
square, and soon afterwards they moved the station two miles
outside of Milan.

Bombing Rome
When the German Army came up into Rome we were
bombing continually, day and night, attempting to destroy all
bridges over the Tiber to force the Germans back onto the
main highway.
The Pope appealed for Rome to be declared an "Open
City" - they surrendered and it was lit up like a candle.
At the same time Mount Etna erupted and shot lava high
into the sky. It was a most awesome sight, particularly in the
dark of night.
Thereafter, from 20th May - 22nd June 1945 I was sent
from Qastina to Amman, Trans Jordan, on a Senior
Administrative Course. Having passed this course I was posted
to Cairo on 5th July 1945, and after that peace was declared
with Japan, Germany having surrendered in May 1945.

Into Egypt
In July 1945 we got to Cairo by ship. We had leave due. I
went by train to Luxor with Eric Sommers, a British
Intel!igence Officer. On our return we were both posted to
Qastina.
I had previously met Eric Sommers in December 1944. He
was a brilliant man, an undercover agent who played a critical
part in the mining of the Danube River near Budapest,
Hungary, a most crucial part of the war. He spoke many
languages, and would be flown over to Budapest and set down
to reconnoitre along the shores of the Danube.
He was to mix with the locals, scrutinise the territory,
return and brief our air crew on where to strategically drop
our mines. Those mines were inordinately successful and
resulted in cutting off Hitler's Hungarian oil supply, upon
which he was relying heavily.
Eric was then to return to Foggia and give a report,
describing the success of each plane.

Thievery
Egypt was a strange place. You had to be careful to
maintain the upper hand. I recall going into the bazaar area
one day. An airman was looking over a table of goods a short
distance from where I was standing. I saw his wallet drop
from his pocket. Quick as a flash an Egyptian darted around
to the back of the table, dived underneath and grabbed the
wallet. He shuffled backward to where I was standing. I gave
him the biggest kick up the bum that anyone ever gave
anybody else. The poor fellow looked up at me. I pointed my
finger at him and said, "Give it back!" Everyone laughed. Even
all the Egyptians laughed.
Our airbase in Heliopolis was a huge tent camp, a staging
post, surrounded by fencing. Thousands were stationed there.
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Section 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Egyptians came in to work. They would crawl under the tents
and steal anything that was not nailed down. Whatever they
could get their hands on would disappear under their caftans.
Attempting to resolve the stealing problem, one day we set
up flashing lights at the gate. Before we closed the gate for the
night we brought all the workers to the parade ground. We
told them things were being stolen and we had fixed the gate
so it would tell us if anyone tried to leave with stolen goods.
We said anyone caught would be shot.
When we said "Dismissed" they all scurried through the
gate. The parade ground was covered with things they had
dropped from under their caftans.
If you gave them an inch, they would take a mile. We were
told, "Don't injure an Egyptian, kill him." This was because
compensation for injury was too high. Looking back, I realise
the Egyptians had a lot of complaints. We treated them like
dirt.

Shades OfWWl
I was driving around the tarmac on Qastina Air Base in
Palestine when an Arab guard presented arms very smartly at
the gate. I stopped and went back to compliment him on the
excellence of his deportment.
He saluted again, very stylishly, and with a broad grin said,
"Thank you, Sir, my father Aussie!"

Frank Morris Archer
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On discharge from Yaralla, being single I did not have
quite enough points for immediate discharge so finished up in
the Pay corps at Sydney discharge Depot. When my points
came up for discharge the Army deferred it for 6 months and
sent me to Greta in charge of the pay office for the troops
being trained for the Army of occupation. After 6 months was
up I was offered all sorts of inducements to stay on
(commission and top job in Japan) but I had had enough and
they had to discharge me finally in May 1946.

Frederick George Arnott

5644

Commanded Search Light (S/L) Radar station at Tarakan.
We cooperated with the infantry using Searchlights to provide
artificial moonlight in form and area. 15th August 1945 (VP
Day) my station personnel of 24 celebrated with 1 beer bottle.
Possibly my saddest day would have been VP Day. A day
of great celebration saddened as a member of another unit was
killed by a sniper only several hundred lards from my position
and tragically two hours after peace had been declared.
We all had our good and bad days but I was lucky to fulfil
my ambition while being overseas: to be a Returned Soldier.

Glen Patrick Hubert Barclay Babington 11880
Written for his Regimental magazine, June J994

Operation Solace - A Perspective
It was one thing to know that I was going back to the 1st
Battalion, where I had served for four years and from which I
had been away for two. However, it was quite another thing to
know that I would join her to deploy her as the first battalion
to be deployed since the Vietnam War. On 15th December
1992 the Cabinet approved the deployment of a battalion
group of around 900 personnel to Somalia in Operation
SOLACE, to support the UN-sanctioned US-led
multinational peace keepil)g force. On Thursday 17th
December 1992, I left my wonderful wife to look after the
removal in Singleton, and flew to Townsville to assume the
position of Adjutant from Jim Simpson, who was only too
keen to get out of the office and take command of B
Company. In four weeks time the Command Post would be
completing its first day of operations in Baidoa, Somalia.

_

Security ofBaidoa Township
The Battalion Group's mission was to "provide a secure
environment for the distribution of humanitarian relief aid in
the HRS". In short, it meant to provide stability, which
required our domination of the HRS, supported by civil
military liaison operations to establish law and order.
Initially roadblocks with APCs were established around
Baidoa and patrols were based from the Airfield and
coordinated by the Patrol Master. The patrols were section
strength and generally lasted three hours and were present day
and night. They were supported by a platoon size QRF
stationed at the Airfield. The initial problem was the control
and confiscation of weapons from the population. This was
immediately complicated by the fact that the NGOs had
issued weapons (often loosely controlled) to locally hired
guards. Given that we did not have the manpower to replace
these guards, the issue and management of personal weapon
licences' became an essential and time-consuming task for the
Civil Military Operations Team (CMOT) provided by the BC
and FO parties. A number of attacks on NGOs and the
relatively long travel time into the town lead to the responsible
company deploying completely into the town and basing its
patrols from numerous NGO compounds. At the height of
unrest (prior to a major political conference,) two companies,
each with a section of APCs, were deployed in the town.
I accompanied a few patrols into town in an effort to get a
better understanding of what it was like. The cost was to carry
the section radio regardless of intention and skill. Additional
persons on patrol only complicated matters for the sections,
and the practice was quickly stopped. The experience made a
number of things very apparent. The urban terrain was very
different to the training areas of High Range or Blue Water.
Formation and spacing changed quickly, as the patrol
progressed from open streets to markets to narrow lanes. Its
ability to do this and to conduct snap searches of personnel or
vehicles was enhanced by the use of three internal radios.
Lateral passage between streets was often obstructed by high
walls or impenetrable camel thorn fences, yet many two storey
buildings provided good vantage points for snipers. Patrols
quickly noticed that in some areas radios, torches or music
from local mosques were being used as early warning of their
approach. It was easy to understand why, with our flak jackets,
webbing and helmets, it was rare for any local to be chased
down and caught.
With temperatures in the thirties by mid morning, you
could feel your concentration being tested after three hours
patrolling. Patrols were faced by many varied situations:
discovery of UXO and accidents related to them, crowd
control, searches, extortion in the market place, robberies,
vehicle accidents and contacts.
The majority of contacts occurred in Baidoa at night. In
the first few weeks you could hear bursts of sporadic firing
occurring in town from the Airfield. Much of it was due to
young Somalis getting 'high' on a local vegetable drug called
Khat. Many patrols were fired upon at night but often the
distance and lack of visibility made it impossible to return fire.
On the first occasion a section was able to return fire, one
bandit was killed and two injured in the vicinity of a main
well in the early hours of the morning. On other occasions a
patrol signaller was shot in the arm. Once a soldier found his
weapon had stopped firing because a bullet had passed
through its trigger assembly; on another occasion night vision
goggles hanging on a man's chest were shot, and at yet another
time the cuff of another man's pants boasted a couple of bullet
holes. It proved very comforting for patrols to have APCs only
a radio-call away.
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Convoy Escorts
The escort of the aid convoys was where the Battalion
Group was to have the most direct effect on the humanitarian
fro~t. ~nitially the NGOs did not appeared coordinated in
their distribution of aid as each chose their own geographic
areas on which to concentrate. The main threat to the convoys
Was attack by bandits or riots at the drop sites. Initially the
NGOs concentrated on grain distribution, occasionally
complemented by an out-patient clinic or small kitchen.
Cooking instruments, clothes, seeds and digging tools were
la~er distributed. The majority of escorts were ~ompleted
Within a day.
The first few weeks of convoy exhort were very hectic. The
people at most sites were starved and malnourished. 0
Company stayed overnight at a small unmapped village in the
ve~ south of the HRS where the population was dwindling
rapidly because of starvation. In other areas villagers rioted at
the sight of the food, attempting to push through barbed wire
cordons and in most cases eventually being kept at bay by
soldiers creating a fence with poles held horizontally. Success
on these occasions was due to the self and group discipline of
the soldiers.
, The convoy tasks were coordinated by CMOT and the
Convoy Master' Captain Peter Short, who would confirm the
routes and inform the responsible company commander of
the number of tasks for rhe day. The protection for a convoy
ranged from section to company strength depending on the
number of trucks and the threat at the sites. In the first couple
of weeks US cobras were also used as a show of force at the
sites before the convoys arrived and at times remained on
station to provide support if required.
Many experiments were made on how to distribute the
grain. In late March, I accompanied 4 Platoon which followed
a very straightforward procedure. The platoon mounted in
three vehicles escorted the convoy to rhe village. On arrival at
the village, rhe NGO trucks were backed towards which other
to from a corridor and barbed wire coils were used to make an
enrty at one end and an exit at the other. Simultaneously, rhe
men were separated from the women, who had rheir rarion
~rds or sramps checked by rhe NGOs. The women were
Is~ued wirh grain and a cooking ser, and often carried ir off
With without the aid of rheir husbands. Under a nearby tree, an
NGO nurse weighed and checked a number of children
brought by their mothers. It was now a quick and calm affair,
as the Battalion had been escorting convoys for eight weeks
and rhe food shorrages were beginning to ease. The concern ar
that time was to maximise the distribution of food and utensils
before the coming wet season made the roads impassable.
As time went on, convoy protection often became a
monotonous and dusty task for the soldiers, but there was
hardly a day when all of the escorts were trouble free. The
Somali trucks frequently broke down, destination sites were
changed at the last minute, UXOs were discovered en route,
unmapped villages could not be found, or bandits were
sighted and pursued. Two memorable incidents were when 12
Platoon were contacted by number of bandits in a small
village to the south east of the HRS, and when members of C
Company had to clear a rolled grain truck of 23 dead Somalis.

In Depth Patrolling
The in depth patrol was the rifle company's favourite task,
as it allowed them to get away from BHQ and gave the OC
great independence. For such tasks DFSW and Motor Platoon
often amalgamated to allow a company to conduct an
alternate operation. From the CP it was interesting to watch
h~w the character and attitude of a company developed to
directly reflect the personality of the oc.
The aim of the patrols was to dominate the towns and

Reminiscences
areas in the extremities of the HRS. The patrols often began
or included a cordon and search of villages, with the
deployment being by APC, truck or in one case a night
airmobile insertion. Cordon and searches were also to be the
subject of battalion minus operations. The open terrain and
village animals made close covert reconnaissance virtually
impossible, and so it was often done by helicopter or overt
visits on other pretenses some days before.
Once a company base was established, sections or platoons
would patrol roads or surrounding villages. In this manner
some bandits were apprehended, weapons were confiscated,
ammunition caches discovered and civil action dispensed. It
was on the in depth patrols that some interesting operating
methods were devised. The ROE precluded ambushing, so
sections would lay in wait of suspected bandits and hit them
with all forms of white before questioning and searching
them. As the majority of attacks by bandits took place on the
road at night, DFSW and Mortar Platoon started patrolling
the roads in two vehicles without lights but fitted with a
combination of night viewing equipment. This method
proved a very effect deterrent, and was latter adapted for some
helicopter support provided by another UNITAF force.

Airfield Security
Baidoa Airfield was the Battalion Group's home for the
four months. It was an old Soviet-designed jet base used
extensively in the war against Ethiopia. All the buildings were
roofless, but their walls and the beams were in good
condition. The entire infrastrucrure was dispersed along rhe
south-easrern side of the strip, which was about two
kilometres long. Chest-high bushes and camel thorn covered
the areas between buildings. There was a considerable amount
of derelict equipment, including rrucks and parts of aircraft,
left along the tracks and between the berms. There was also an
area known as the Gun Park on the north-eastern side of the
strip where the BC and Fa Parries were quick to identify a
number of old arrillery pieces. Wirh rhe exceprion of rhe town
a. kilomerre to ~he north-east, rhe ground surrounding the
airfield was typical of the HRS, being flat and covered in
camel thorn.
The airfield was secured by a wire perimeter fence that was
obser:e~ from ten OPs,. rhe majority of them being on rhe rop
of bUildings, ISO containers and beams. A sranding parrol was
established in some buildings towards rhe town. The OPs had
some form of nighr viewing device; they were linked with line
and radio communications and had a section strength QRF
on call. They were usually manned by a section from the local
a:ea or from ~he company on airfield protection. Initially the
aIrfield contained a large number ofAmerican units that made
it relatively easy to man the perimeter and gave way to some
strange conversations between OPs as they tried to understand
each others accents. As these units left, with the withdrawal of
UNITAF, resources were stretched to cover the same area
since the need to include the airstrip precluded any great'
reduction of the perimeter.
The main threat was infiltration and the subsequent
pilfering of food and building materials by the town locals.
U~fortunate~y, some American lodger units had encouraged
thiS by handing food over the fence. These rations did little
for the under-used digestive systems of the locals. It often
became a game of cat and mouse when the Somalis ran away
as they were approached, only to return a few hours latter.
However, some snatch teams had success. In the early weeks a
number of the OPs were shot at. SGT Prosser, one the
Battalion's more notorious rugby players, claimed to be the
first man shot at while visiting one of his sections. On the
very last morning before we left, a northern OP was shot at,
the oc~~pant of which returned a single shot wounding the
Somali In the shoulder allowing his blood trail to be followed
back to the town hospital, where he was arrested.
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A roofless building close to the runway was BHQ for four
months. It contained the Ops Cell, Int Cell, CMOT and
some accommodation. Initially tarps were stretched over the
walls for shade. Rain was not expected, but a week after we
had arrived there we encountered an uncharacteristic deluge
which flooded the main CP and saw the tarpaulin sag with
about 60 litres of water, hence threatening the walls, which
contained little mortar. A hole was knocked in the outside
wall to drain the water, and the tarp was slashed to release
pressure. At the same time we were trying to re-establish
communications with a convoy escort and the front gate was
requesting permission to let some Somalis proceed through
the gates. The hole in the wall was later to be the doorway for
a snake that decided to tour the CP until clubbed out of
existence by the signaller, CPL Newberry.
The majority of the accommodation was canvas tents with
duck boards. However, Signal Platoon was quick to claim a
deserted bunker. Companies quickly created their own private
gyms from the derelict machinery, and some of them even
advertised exclusive membership rights. The latrines were cans
with an oil/diesel mixture that were burnt every morning (but
never smelt like victory!) As one might expect, the engineer
troop had the most palatial area full of custom-made
comforts. I'm not sure how they found the time, as they were
usually out.
The day usually started around 0600 hours as the first
Sitrep left the CP and I mounted for day duty. Elsewhere
people were searching for 'Radio Somalia' being broadcast
from Canberra. It was unfortunate that this was to be the
most suitable time for reception as the sound of emotional
hellos from wives and children did little to help people focus
on a patrol through town! By 0730 hours the majority of the
convoy escorts began to leave and the CP settled into its
somewhat monotonous routine. CMOT were kept
continuously busy; liaising with the NGOs, and latter a
bundle of hopeful compensation claims from locals trying to
make a quick dollar, (most of which were to be disappointed.)
Visits from Australian and foreign dignitaries became a wellpracticed weekly event requiring briefs, protection parties and
a visit to one of the large orphanages in Baidoa. By 1700
hours the majority of escorts had began to return (in the early
stages it was much latter.) The daily Situation Report was
dispatched and the CO held his daily crmference with all the
commanders of sub-units and lodger units in the airfield. By
2100 hours the night vehicle patrols had began, and the odd
magazine or book surfaced in the CPO
Apart from the handover ceremony to the French, I believe
there were three very special occasions for the Battalion
Group. The first was the memorial service for LCP McAliney,
as it reflected the Battalion's strong sense of family and
heartfelt loss. The second was Anzac Day, which began with a
Battalion Dawn Service, which was attended by a number of
foreign contingent representatives and concluded after work
that day with a games night sponsored by B Squadron 3rd/4th
Cav. The third occasion was Coral Day, which was
remembered on a very windy stormy afternoon as the Flag
was lowered.

Denis Russell Baker

5277

Denis Baker was pilot with 76 Squadron, flying Kittyhawk
aircraft·
.
I went to Port Moresby to commence duty at Milne Bay.
As well as air combat a lot of action was against ground troops
where one of our operations was to strafe the tops of coconut
trees where the enemy snipers were positioned. We attacked
troops ships, enemy war ships and landing barges. We also
shot up 3 enemy tanks during which we lost our commanding

officer Peter Turnbull. The Kittyhawks were evacuated to Port
Moresby in the face of the enemy advance for a day. During
the panic period our stores depot and rations were blown up.
After this we lived on dog biscuits and baked beans not so
good when patrolling at 27,000ft. Luckily we wore oxygen
masks.
Back in New Guinea I was flight commander of A Flight
78 Squadron. The Allied landing at Hollandia was most
impressive from the air, about 50 landing vessels and 20
warships. My aircraft 29-575 named 'Black Magic' because of
my close association with natives in Fiji, where I was born,
and the 'Fuzzy Wuzzies' in New Guinea, with 76 Sqn. When I
left the squadron on the 17th January 1945 my aircraft was
taken over by Len Waters who was the only Aboriginal fighter
pilot of World War II. Over Biak we were successful in
shooting down a number of enemy aircraft. I pay tribute to
the ground staff who kept us flying and especially to the
armament boys for the hard work in arming the planes with
belts of ammunition and bombs. I was engaged in one other
interception over Japan Island, to the south of Biak. It centred
on a lone Jap 'Toni' or Messerschmit I09 doing a recce of the
area. It was shot down over the sea.
Most work after this involved keeping enemy airstrips in
the area unserviceable. It included attacking petrol dumps,
ammunition dumps, landing barges used for moving petrol
and AA positions used to protect their facilities.
It was my pleasure in finding a pilot (Andrews) missing
after a raid, in the jungle. I noticed what appeared to be AA
fire coming from a jetty. On closer inspection it was the
missing pilot flashing a mirror. He was then rescued by a
Catalina sea plane. (11 th October 1944)
During the war, I never fully appreciated what was being
done by fellow service personnel. It had been a very rewarding
experience, during my later life, learning of their tremendous
contribution. We owe them all so much. It still goes on with
my legacy work.

Keith Maxwell Bannister

5470

We were posted to Milne Bay and the air strip we used
there had only just been constructed in the jungle about half a
mile in from the jetty. The runway and aircraft bays were laid
with steel mesh owing to the wet conditions, as it rained
continually. The humidity was extreme and malaria was
rampant. The Japanese attacked just after we arrived hoping to
capture the airstrip. All members of the fighting forces were
involved in trying to stop the invasion. At one stage the
Japanese Navy had control of the coastline opposite Milne Bay
and each night for about ten nights they would moor off and
bombard us with 4" shells hoping to put the airstrip out of
action. Although some aircraft were damaged the airstrip was
not actually hit. With the slit trenches full of water you just
had to hope that a shell would not land near you, for if they
did, you would be history.

James Ralph Banyard

4466

Interview as recorded by Peter [lberry, 2nd October 1998.
After leave in Sydney we went into the embarkation depot
at Bradfield Park and we were there for nearly a month getting
injections and what have you. We were given leave pretty
liberally, until one night we all reported back and were not to
go out again for a couple of days. Then we had reveille round
4am one morning and, to our surprise, a large number of
buses arrived. We boarded them and drove down to Darling
Harbour, where about 1400 of us went aboard a Dutch ship.
We left the docks about 8 in the morning, sailed down
Sydney Harbour supposedly with all the secrecy in place.
However all the ferryboats were piping cock-a-doodle-do all
the way, and people were cheering and wishing us good luck
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-until we went out through the heads. We wete picked up by
the Westralian, which was a Merchant Cruiser, and she
escorted us down the Australian coast for a couple of days.
Then we were on our own.
In Durban, the ship, for some reason or other, was
inspected by the maritime people and was condemned as
being unfit to carry troops, so we sailed on to Cape Town
where we disembarked and went to Simon Town
Eventually we were assigned to a 15 ODD-ton South
American banana boat called The Highland Brigade, but the
departure was sudden because the Orcades, which had sailed
just the day before us, had been torpedoed just out of Cape
Town. We were delayed for about 24 hours, and when we
sailed out it was rather pitiful to see all the wreckage floating
around, and there were literally tens of thousands of oranges
on the surface, because the ship had been loaded with them
for Britain. Anyway we continued to sail on and when we got
up to Sierra Leone where a convoy was assembled. We stayed
there for about 24 hours, and when we sailed in a convoy with
a destroyer escort zigzagging and proceeding at the rate of the
slowest ship. Somehow or other I became ill with a fever, and
the MO on board through it was meningitis, so they pur me
into hospital and performed a lumbar puncture, which was
anything but pleasant, and I continued to get worse and worse
because of the fever. Really, I was not particularly interested in
what was happening around me, and I can recall having heard
depth charges exploding and I was told there had been a sub
Scare.
We sailed on, and eventually docked at Avonmouth near
Bristol. I was taken ashore on a stretcher and by ambulance to
a RAP Hospital, at Weston-Super-Mare, and within an hour
Was told I had malaria. Once they got me onto the Atebrin
and medication it really fixed it. Actually, I had a great time in
hospital because I shared a room with a medical officer who
was also stationed at the Weston-Super-Mare hospital, so he
knew all the nurses and all the people, so once I got better had
a great time.
I was discharged from hospital just before Christmas, and I
Went up to Yorkshire and spent Christmas or three weeks leave
with my friends.
A little later I went off to a conversion flying school at
Ternhill where we spent about six weeks flying Milesmasters,
which was a plane about the same size as a Wirraway. We were
doing cross country flights and a little bit of night flying,
which at first was a bit terrifYing because there were no lights
anywhere due to the black-out. We had no sort of aerodrome
lights, we just had this row of gooseneck flares. One scary bit
Was one night we were night flying - we went down near
Suttonbridge just towards The Wash in the Cambridge area.
Alongside the aerodrome at Suttonbridge there was a high
railway viaduct and we used to come in over the top of this.
That was all right, but one night I was just bringing in a pupil
when suddenly the flaps didn't work, so we had to do a
flapless landing and I could not see whether we were going to
hit the viaduct or nor. Anyway we didn't, but it was a bit
disconcerting.
We completed that course and from there I was posted to
No 41 OTU at Hawarden in Wales, just near Chester. There
We did a little bit of flying Masters, and then converted to
Mustangs P51. The Mustangs were quite interesting in a way
because they are single seat aircraft and you had to learn the
cockpit drill from the sheets of paper that they gave you with
instructions on it. They told you the take off speed, the
stalling speed, approach speed, the amount of flap you had to
Use at different times, trim and, obviously, where the petrol
cocks were. After they thought you knew about the theory of
it, they put you in an aeroplane and said, "have a go". I must
admit, it was quite a terrifYing experience having no one to
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turn to. When all this was completed, we went off and did a
bit of formation flying, tactical flying, low level flying, COUntry
flying. We spent some time on the bombing range, thought I
don't think we actually fired any guns. After we finished the
course I was posted to 231 Squadron, RAF, which at that
stage was located at York Oune 1943).
A couple of days later the squadron moved down to
Dunsfold which is near Guildford south of London, and again
we were only there for a short period before we were
transferred to No 128 Airfield near Tenterden in Kent, some
20-30 miles inland from Dungeness on the Channel coast.
On the same airfield was a Canadian squadron, but apart
from sharing the airfield we really didn't have anything to do
with them, or they with us. It was interesting on the airfield,
because the airfield comprised a single runway with a wire
mesh base. We lived in tents, two men to a tent, the mess was
a bigger tent, and the latrines were out in the open with a bit
of hessian around them as a screen. The ablutions (or shower)
operated out in the open, again with a bit of hessian around
them. It was jolly cold some mornings or some evenings when
you had your shower. The procedure was that some airman
warmed up a bit of water, put it in a canvas bag, and had a
string operated shower.
Anyway it got too cold to be down there, but before
leaving there, about the end of October, we were dropped in
on by a number of American BITs, who had been out to
Schweinfurt (I think), bombing a very important ball bearing
factory in Germany. It was a very long distance for them to
fly, and unfortunately they had encountered adverse winds
and ran out of fuel. There were many B17s dropping into the
channel, and some of them just staggered ashore. We had
about 10 or 20 landing on our little airfield, which was not a
very pleasant experience because they had had a rather
horrendous trip with quite a number on board who had been
killed or wounded. It was in the days before long range
Mustangs or Lightnings could give them cover when they
went well into Germany in the daylight.
Towards the end of October we transferred from Tenterden
up to Red Hill, which is near Reigate on the LondonBrighton train route. Again we were billeted in luxurious
houses, which had been commandeered for the Air Force. By
this time they had formed the TAF (Tactical Air Force,) of
which our squadron was a part. We were basically involved in
low level photography work. The thing I found most difficult
was navigation. I would be flying around and get off the
course I wanted to fly, so sometimes I would land on an
aerodrome simply to ask, "where am I?"
At Red Hill, when we were doing this low level
photography over the French coast, we used to fly for about
one mile or so at about 200-250 feet off the coast in order to
take photographs. It was about this time, when England was
obviously building up for the invasion, that were seeking
information as to what was going on. I didn't have any trauma
about it, and I don't think anyone ever shot at me, though I
don't really know. They never hit me if they did.
To my disgust great, and to the disgust of several others in
the squadron, we got a posting. Again, I think it was because
of the build up for the invasion and the fact that they never
knew what the casualties were going to be. We were told they
wanted a reserve of people, "just in case." I found myself up in
Montrose in Scotland, which I thought was the end of the
earth, doing an Instructors course. Anyway, I completed this
six weeks course, and from there I was posted down to
Peterborough, which is just one hour north of London. We
were flying Miles Masters there, which was all fairly routine. I
was there for about six months, and then one day, to my
surprise, the CFI at Peterborough, (who was not a very
pleasant character,) decided he would take me for a flying test.
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Section 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - He had his own aeroplane just outside his office, so we got
aboard, and after we had just taken off I said to him "the Air
Speed Indicator is not working." He said, "No, I don't
suppose it is. You didn't look at the pilot head, and you didn't
take flag off".
Anyway, we were flying around with no air speed showing,
but I brought him back all right. I just thought it was a mean
trick. At any rate, he tried to get me posted to somewhere else
in Wales, so I contacted Australian House in London about it
and they stuck up for me.
From Peterborough I was posted up to Cranwell, and this
time I was on Harvards, and still instructing. I got on well
with the people up there, and, incidentally, the CO was
Squadron Leader Fisher, who was an RAAF regular seconded
to the RAE I got on well with him.
I was then posted from Cranwell to a Satellite of theirs at
Wellingore near Lincoln, which was very pleasant. I was in
charge of a flight there, and I was interested because at that
time all our pupils were either Iraqis or Turks. The idea
behind this was that it was good PR because at that stage the
Allies were trying to encourage and solicit the Turks and Iraqis
onto our side, and the Germans were doing exactly the same
thing to get them on to their side. It was a political stunt, but
I think from that day to this I never want to fly with a Turkish
or an Iraqi crew because temperamentally they were not
suitable.
I was at Wellingore right through until the end of the war
in Europe when VE Day was declared. When the actual
operations finished when I was in Lincoln, and we had quite a
party.
The family business at home always had a man in London
to look after our business affairs. He lived in a big block of
units called Dolphin Square, and also living in Dolphin
Square was a WAAF Officer who was working at the Air
Ministry. He invited me to a party he was having on New
Years Eve, and added, "there is a WAAF officer going to be
there." I told him I was not very interested really, but
following a party on Christmas Eve in the mess at Red Hilt,
where there was a pretty uninteresting lot. I rang him the day
before New Years Eve and said "thanks very much I think I'll
come up". So I went up, and I was walking along a
passageway in Dolphin Square, and I passed a girl in black
evening dress coming in the opposite direction. I thought "gee
I would like to spend New Year's Eve with you", but then I
didn't think any more about it. Then I went up to this man's
flat and met his wife, and who was sitting there but the same
girl! I thought, 'well, you are not a WAAF Officer,' but she
was! From there, we got married in February 1945, when we
could see the end of the war coming, and we spent the
celebrations ofVE Day in Lincoln at the 'Saracen's head',
which was a well known pub in Lincoln for all the Air Force.

Walter Norman Barnes

4943

In 1943 I had my second trip to New Guinea. I was a gun
layer Group 3 specialised. Went to a school run by the Navy
early 43. Also a 'marksman' - following on from the school
shooting team.
We had done some training at Trinity Beach near Cairns
and went to Milne Bay for a few days before moving up to
near Buna. We had a church service on the beach and
embarked on an LCM for the final dash to the beach north of
Lae 16 miles or so. My memories are of rain and mud and
spending much of the time bogged.
As the advance moved up the coast we followed mostly
beach to beach in LCM. Then to the position near by then
move again. Not many air raids, we went to Langemak Bay Finschhafen and up the coast. This was '43 near a river where
the engineers were making a crossing. Ross Finlay 4798 was

with them.
He and I were in Junior House in the same dormitory in
1931, he then went on to Robson House. I spoke to him the
day he was killed. I did not know until later. Soon after I got
Malaria. I was sent back to CCS. Peter Lyttle was MO in
charge. Had to wait several days for the weather to clear and
went to Port Moresby in a US DC3. The pilot got lost and
came out of the clouds over the sea way away from Moresby
but I did get to the 2/5 AGH for two weeks.
I rejoined 3 Battery just in time to go back to Cairns then
to Ravenshoe - Atherton Area. The Battery moved to the
Singleton camp later, about July. Towards the end of 1944 the
2/3 Battery were discharged and I was sent to the 2/9 Battery,
a Victorian unit. I sailed from Brisbane on Army Transport
Seacat. I arrived at Morotai at about the middle of May.
Morotai being the assembly area for the Borneo operations.
Operation OBOE commenced early June. We sailed about 85
ships, LCIs, LSTs, LCMs, landing ships and HMAS Hobart
and Arunta and some US cruisers arrived off Brown Beach,
Labuan 6th June.
My memory is noise. Naval bombardment, a real
bombardment, rockets and machine guns from the landing
craft. Not much opposition, 9 Battery had six guns deployed
at D+5 hours. The Japs were mostly confined to an area
known as 'The Pocket', about a mile west of the airfield. They
managed to break out in small numbers from time to time. A
Bren gunner killed two near our gun site. About fifty came
out with the intention of destroying some of the Spitfires on
the airstrip and attacking the dock area. But they were
accounted for in a few hours.
Early in August there were rumours the war was over and
we heard the Atom bombs had been dropped on Japan. On
15th August we were told peace had been declared. It was
hard to believe it was allover, a feeling of great relieE As I had
over five years service and enough points I was due to go
home for discharge but had to wait some weeks. It was about
this time end of August Gracie Fields gave a concert. Everyone
went, we sat in the rain and enjoyed it all. There was a church
service about this time also, Thanksgiving, 10th September
the Jap Envoy arrived to sign the surrender to the Labuan
Brunei area headed by Major General Karada
Soon after I sailed on the Manoora arriving at Sydney
Showground where I had enlisted in 1940 and was discharged
there on 1st November 1945.

Charles Edward Barsby

2324

I turned 18 in April 1945, enlisted in the Navy, was
rejected for flat feet; enlisted in the Army, accepted Al for
infantry. Because I had a retailing background I was posted to
the Q Store in the camp hospital (15 Australian Camp
Hospital). Served there until the Italian, Korean and
Formosan POW's were repatriated.

Bernard Robert Barton

510 0

First Impression Of The Theatre Of War
It was obvious from the start of our service based in
Singapore that the place was a disaster waiting to happen. The
battleships HMS Prince ofWales and Repulse had been sunk
ignominiously, because of lack of air cover. Morale,
everywhere except in our ships, was low, and the Japanese
advance down the Malay peninsular was rapid and dramatic.
Air attacks were frequent, and because of the Jap tactic of
pattern bombing from a great height and our complete lack of
fighter planes, few of our anti-aircraft guns could reach them.
We were the last Australian war ship to leave Singapore on
6th February 1942, and by this time the causeway linking
Singapore island with the Malay mainland had already been
blown up. Our only anti-aircraft armament at this stage
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consisted of three .303 Vickers machine guns of world war
one vintage, and a 12 pounder gun which could not fire in
the after sector. During a visit to port, we purchased a Bofors
40mm gun from the army for a case of gin worth 30/-. We
mounted the Bofors on the deck aft in place of one of the
machine guns. This saved the ship from divebombing attacks
on many occasions.

A Day to Remember: 28th February 1942
We left Batavia, now called Jakarta, at midnight on 27th
February with a convoy and HMAS Yarra. Before dawn, a
~anker in the convoy, the Warsirdir, ran aground and we were
Instructed to try and tow her off. Our efforts were
unsuccessful, and at dawn two Japanese float planes bombed
us a number of times. We finally had to abandon the tanker
and proceed through Sunda Straits to catch up with the rest of
the convoy.
In the following S hours we were repeatedly attacked by
dive-bombers, some of which were Hurricanes - our own
planes - no doubt captured by the Japs in Singapore or
Sumatra. We survived without sustaining any damage because
of the great ship-handling skill and courage of the Captain, Lt
GA Keith, and our AA gunners. One Jap dive-bomber was
shot down by the Bofors.
At about 7pm, as we were catching up with the convoy
and the Yarra, a tanker ahead of us was torpedoed. I actually
saw this happen from my position on the bridge. We obtained
a firm submarine contact within minutes and proceeded to
carry out an attack with depth charges. As Anti-submarine
Control Officer, I conned the ship for the attack. We dropped
5 depth charges and there were 7 explosions, two of which
Were heavier than the others. The Naval Board advised that
after their analysis, we had scored a probable 'kill'. We then
stood by the tanker until it was able to get under way again.
By this time, the rest of the convoy was miles away, and we
Were instructed to proceed independently to Fremantle.
We learned that the Yarra and the rest of the convoy were
caught by a Jap cruiser squadron and all sunk. We got to
Fremantle several days later without incident, and thanked our
lucky stars that the tanker had been torpedoed. You win some,
you lose some.
After I returned from overseas, I spent nine months in a
desk job ashore in Brisbane. At the end of this period the
Navy advised that people who had left universities to join up
could apply for early discharge to continue their courses. This
I did, and was granted early discharge. But before I could be
released, I was required to relieve a chap in a ship at a place
called Mios Windi near Biak. So I became the commanding
officer of HMAS jon jim, about 60 feet of fishing boat with a
crew of six, including myself, whose main function was to
maintain and service Asdic fitted ships. I subsequently left jon
jim in Morotai and was discharged at HMAS Rushcutter in
Sydney on 14th June 1945 to resume university studies.

Charles Eric William Bellingham

2348

Submitted by Dorothy Bellingham
Eric Bellingham, a student at Shore School in the 1920's,
Was in India on the staff of St George's Grammar School in
Hyderabad from 1933, and joined the RAP in India when
War broke out. He was stationed firstly at Chitragong, and
then with Group 224 in Burma during the 1939-1945 war.
The Sunday Observer describe some of his experiences:

Sky Pilots On The Burma Front
In the last war, padres were irreverently - but none the less
good humouredly- known as 'sky pilotl One rarely hears the
term today, although some ofthe members ofthe Chaplains'
branch stationed in East Bengal have many hours offlying to
their credit. Undoubtedly, one ofthe most interesting features

ofthe present war is the real demandfor some form ofreligion
among those serving with the RAF in the Eastern theatres of
war. Padres find that, instead oftheir endeavouring to
persuade men to attend services, the men are askingfor
opportunities for worship. At one camp in the Chittagong area,
airmen have constructed their own chapel, and have
undertaken the job offUrnishing it. Not very far away is a
small church which was damaged by the enemy during an air
raid. Airmen ofa nearby balloon unit are renovating it, doing
their own plastering and masonry. "
The padre for this area, a Squadron Leader from
Turramurra, New South Wales, who was a teacher at St
George's Grammar School, Hyderabad, before joining the RAE
has been in East Bengaljor nearly fifteen months and often
lends a hand with this renovation work himself.
Until recently this padre had the whole ofthis forward area
as his 'parish,' and, during the monsoon period in particular,
did long journeys under difficult conditions so that airmen
serving in remote places might still have their services. jeep,
gharry, motorcycle, station wagon, aircraft and sampan have
all served as means ofhelping him to cover this wide area.
Conducting services however, is only a portion ofthe padre's
work. He visits canteens, arranges gramophone recitals, and is
leader ofthe 2nd Bengal Services Rover Scout Crew, the only
one ofits kind in a forward area. He has also organised a choir
and at the present time is arranging for the presentation of
Stainer's Crucifixion. In the same area, a minister from Bristol
acts as 'other denominations' padre to the RAP.
Denominations, however, play but a small part in
arranging the work ofthese two chaplains, and in order that
not even one unit is without its weekly service, they are
arranged on an interdenominational basis, the two padres
taking turns in conducting them.
Eric Bellingham found an interest in making some church
bells to call the troops together when he was about to hold a
service. He collected eight large shell cases lying around, and
with the help of a hacksaw and a file, tuned them to the notes
of a scale. Having rung the church bells at St Phillip's Church
in Sydney as a boy, he could now play hymn tunes on the
'carillon' to call the airmen to worship.
Travelling conditions in a forward area led to a mishap.
Once, when returning to his quarters after an evening service,
he was travelling on a motorbike with the headlamp blacked
out by thick paper. He found that there was suddenly a truck
in the road a few feet in front of him, and woke up in a car on
the way to hospital, after being found staggering around the
road.
Having asked for a jeep to replace the motorbike, he flew
up to the northern area of Burma to collect it and drive it to
where his unit was stationed. On the way back, he missed a
turn off as a truck was parked in front of the sign, and after a
while realised he was on a part of the road that looked as it
had hardly been used for a while, so he parked in a field,
spread his tent over the jeep and slept for the night. When it
was light he decided to retrace his steps, and eventually found
the turn-off he had missed the previous night. Then when
telling a fellow officer of his experience, he was shown a map
of the area and worked out where he had been. The officer
nearly had a fit! "Do you realise that the area just next to the
field where you camped the night is held by the enemy?"
At the end of the war, Eric Bellingham was demobilised in
1946 in India and returned to service at St Georges School,
Hyderabad.

Stanley Percy Bellmaine

3583

Excerpt from Bellmaine's account ofhis service with 19th Field
Regiment, Royal Artillery, in France
On 10th May 1940, at Sam, we learned from the BBC
that at 5.20am that morning, the Germans had invaded
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Section 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Belgium. The excitement was intense. It was a beautif1.11 sunny
day, and in fact throughout the ensuing month the weather
was perfect and the North Sea was like a millpond.
It was there that I saw my first battle casualty, Gunner
Collins. A piece of skull bone, about the size of the palm of
my hand, from the left temperoparietal area, had been blown
away by a shell burst. Thete was little haemotrhage and the
brain and its membranes were surprisingly undisturbed. He
was comatose, but breathing well, his colour was good, and he
was convulsing gently. I carefully avoided touching or putting
anything in to his wound, and covered everything with a large
sterile shell dressing, which fitted excellently. I evacuated him
"down the line." I later heard that he had gone back to
England and survived, but I know nothing else of his life.
Because he had not suffered cerebral compression, possibly he
may have fared quite well.
As far as I know, there was, on our Brigade front, no crossriver infantry activity. The Regimental soldier only knows
what happens on his own bailiwick. We were absolutely
astonished when after four days of desultory artillery
exchanges, we were ordered to retreat, to move, under cover of
darkness, to new positions west of Brussels. We by-passed that
city; no cheering crowds this time. We vaguely supposed that
our retreat was because of the pressures being put on the
French on our right and the Belgians on our left. (We were
correct in these suppositions.)
This became the pattern of our lives, 3-4 days in a position
with low-level artillery exchanges, then retreating undet orders
at night.
But on the third and fourth such withdrawals, there was a
new factor. The roads were now congested with refugees, with
their handcarts or horse-drawn vehicles, so that we did not
reach our new destinations until well after daylight. I expected
then that we would be bombed from the air, but no such
attacks occurred.
Then on 26th May, 'Operation Dynamo' was announced the BEF was to be evacuated in toto, by sea from the port of
Dunkirk in France, and from the neatby Belgian beaches. We
sent back our clerks and our cooks. Our role was clear: 1st
Division and two other divisions, wete to hold the line whilst
all the other divisions and the support troops passed through
us on their way to the beaches, to the much celebrated small
craft. It was then that I saw the only Garman that I sighted in
the whole campaign. A bunch of British soldiers passing
through our lines had a prisoner walking with them, a tall
fair-haired handsome young man who looked surprisingly
unperturbed. The British soldiers, not good haters, treated
him like a mascot. The morale of the retreating Army was
extremely high: no excitement, no panic - they were soldiers
moving as ordered.
Finally, there were only three divisions remaining, 1st
Division in the centre, 46th Division and 50th Division.
These Divisions were in good shape, and they defended the
last canal. The Divisions which had suffered most were already
sent home.
By 31st May, 19rh Field Regiment were above the beach at
Bray Dunes, in Belgium, six miles North-East of Dunkirk.
There were now no soldiers awaiting evacuation. There was a
long concrere esplanade, fifteen feet or so above rhe sands. The
beach below was covered with destroyed equipment, trucks
and weapons. But the departing troops had left behind their
Bren guns with ammunition and anti aircraft tripods, so that
on the esplanade there was a loaded Bren gun about evety ten
yards. We had often been told that small arms fire was very
effective against low-flying aircraft. Out from the beach there
was a small British naval vessel. Someone said it was a River
Gunboat. At intervals during the next day, one by one, four
German fighter planes flew low over us, (as low as a Qantas jet

over Leichhardt!) completely uninterested in the khaki-clad
men below, intent on attacking the gunboat. They flew
through our hail of small arms fire, completely ignoring it,
then meeting more anti-aircraft fire from the gunboat. I
remember thinking how brave these German airmen were, but
they were singly unsuccessful in their attacks. With the fourth
of these planes, I reached a Bren gun in time to have a shot
myself. My Colonel was greatly amused to note that I had
removed my Red Cross brassard. There were no more flights,
and the vessel, now floated by the tide, went OUt into the
English Channel.
Late in the evening of 1st June, we were informed by our
Colonel that all British resistance was to cease at 2359 hours
of that night - that boats would be coming for us, but there
would be no organisation; each man must find his own small
boat. It was a dignified, high morale, sauve qui peut. There
was very bright moonlight. After f.1rewells and good wishes, at
the exact moment we moved off. There wete no rocky
headlands, just miles of open beach. I decided to walk,
towards Dunkirk, keeping careful look out for a small boat.
After a while, I suddenly realised that I was absolutely alone.
Then came a salvo of gunfire, and I watched as the shells hir a
group of draught horses about 100 yards ahead of me.
Presumably French Artillery or Service Corps horses, they
suffered severely. They could not lie flat in the soft sand.
The British soldier expects to have an officer to make the
decisions. It was not long before one by one or in small groups
about 25 or so British soldiers gathered around me. They had
found their officer. I did not disillusion them. They did not
learn from me that I was an officer of less than twelve months
service, and a non-executive Medical Officer at that. We
proceeded on towards Dunkirk - to find that there were huge
flames coming from that port. So we turned about, hoping to
find a small boat. Then, just before daylight, I saw a little
shape on the water. As well as good sight in those days, I also
had a very strong voice. I called out 'Are you English?" Back
came an equally loud voice, in a North Country accent,
"Come on lads". The beach shelved very gradually and we
waded out to nipple level to get into a lifeboat, which took us
to a tugboat. Three other lifeboats arrived and deposited their
human contents into the tugboat, which set off across the
Channel with the four empty lifeboats in tow.
By now it was broad daylight, and I quietly wondered
about air atracks on E-boats, but there were no such
happenings, and we reached Ramsgate in North-East Kent.
We did not feel that we were a beaten Army, but, we did not
feet like heroes either, though the people of Ramsgate treated
us as such, with cheers and refreshments.
After our units had been reconstituted, we were sent on
leave. I went to the Isle of Man. Whilst I was sitting on the
beach there, my four year old daughter was heard to say to
some other little children, "My daddy's been chasing Hitler."
Her mother intervened, "No darling, Hitler's been chasing
your Daddy."

The Atlantic, February 1942, to Demobilisation,
August 1946
After returning from France via Dunkirk in June 1940, Isr
Division became part of the Force defending Brirain, against
the invasion threat - a threat which never eventuated.
We, 1st Division, were deployed on the Lincolnshire coast.
During this time I saw interesting and beautiful parts of
England, Wales and Scotland whilst on Army manoeuvres. I
was still in Ist Division, with 19th Field Regiment, when, on
2nd February 1942, I received orders posting me to Asia.
We joined our ship, the Duchess of York a few days before
actual sailing date. We received a message from the Prime
Minister wishing us "Godspeed" and informing us that
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overcrowding had to be accepted as "one of the hardships of
war" and so it was that four of us found outselves in a double
cabin in which ship's carpenters had created two extra bunks.
We looked at each other-none of us very happy about leaving
Mother England or Scotland. We were all captains in the
RAMC, and all in our early thirties. We all agreed that we
would probably be in close contact for a considerable time
and that we must create a positive program of getting along
well, ignoting irritations, and not creating the same. In this
respect we were notably successful though we were a disparate
group - one an Edinburgh surgeon, son of the Manse and
rather dour, one a bluff North Country general practitioner,
one a smooth London GP and the fourth different again, an
Australian.
I asked if they played bridge -"No" from all three. So I
said, "I shall teach you". So for 59 days, at sea, we grabbed a
table and played from 5pm until second dinner at 8pm. I had
played auction bridge from the age of 19, but because oflack
of opportunity I had not played much of this newfangled
contract btidge, but fortunately all thtee of them had 'card
sense'.
We became the greatest of friends. The ship had tied up at
Durban for four days. We four teamed up with a South
African Army Doctor, down on leave from the Middle East,
and his wife-both, residents of Durban, and they gave us a
wonderful time.
I was part of the force which was destined for Burma, but
while we were at sea Burma fell, so we went to India instead.
Our convoy consisted of seventeen big ships filled with troops.
We had a huge escort force-one battleship, two aircraft
carriers, six cruisers, and fourteen smaller ships: destroyets and
ftigates. These small ships, at the front of the convoy, formed
a protective screen. The three capital ships were surrounded by
troop ships, so in a sense we were escorting them. The
Atlantic seas were very rough. We did not see the slightest sign
of enemy activity, which contrasts with the fact that, postwar,
I read that the heaviest month in the whole war, for allied
losses in the Atlantic was February 1942. The huge Naval
Escort progressively dwindled, and after 59 days at sea we
reached Bombay. In the Burma draft I had been designated
for promotion, (in an administrative role,) to the rank of
Major - as a DADMS.
And so, to Bombay. The first thing I saw was a body
floating in the water! Some Indian soldiets came on board on
guard duty - the first time I had ever seen a Sepoy! We did not
go ashore in Bombay; we were transferred to the Johan de
Witt, a Dutch ship, along with a large number of other
officers and men. The Captain of the ship, who spoke
excellent English, saw us four playing bridge and asked if he
could join us for cut-in bridge, and of course we acquiesced.
We sailed to Karachi, some hundreds of miles up the coast,
north west of Bombay. All the other troops disembarked to a
hot, dusty, recently-created transit camp, which was ghastly!
We four remained on board to play bridge, the Captain saying
that until he received orders to move, (or we received such
orders,) we could enjoy the comforts of fans and refrigerated
food.
The OC transit camp readily agreed, and we reported daily
by phone to see what orders had come for us. We spent 14
days on the Johan de Witt tied up at the wharf at Karachi,
living in luxury, playing bridge, until orders came that we were
to entrain to North-West India. We four travelled together.
The heat was terrible for people like us, just out from the UK.
Two of us went to Nowshera, the other two went 22 miles
further on to Peshawar, on the North-West frontier. (These
places are now in Pakistan). In due course, we were scattered
by movement orders, from the North-West frontier to military
stations all over the subcontinent, and I never saw any of them

again.
In Nowshera, being virtually supernumerary, I had time on
my hands. By chance I met with an Indian Army Language
teacher, a civilian, Mohammed Ishaq. He was a delightful man
in his sixties, and I realised that he was a master of the art of
teaching. Officers paid fees for tuition, and I engaged him on
a one-to-one basis to teach me Urdu, the 'lingua franca' of the
Indian Army. I had no agendum other than to fill in my time
usefully. But the result was that in three months I had passed
the Indian Army's Elementary Urdu Examination 'elementary' in that it was studied in our Roman script
-'Roman Urdu.' I never did learn the native scripts. But by
the time I left India, three and a half years later, I was really
fluent in Urdu.
I was quite astonished when, six months after my arrival in
India and my sighting of a Sepoy for the first time, I was
appointed to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel, to raise a new
Indian Field Ambulance at the Field Ambulance Training
Centre in Sialkot, (where Pakistanis now play cricket test
matches). An Indian Field Ambulance consisted of252 all
ranks, comprising twelve medical officers (half of ours were
Brits, the others were Indians), fifteen British Soldiers (RAMC
Nursing orderlies) and the remaindet Indian Soldiers,
(Hindus, Sikhs and Punjabi Mussulmen.)
I can now see what happened. The Indian Army was
expanding rapidly. They were looking around for younget
people to take command. In their lists, they found me as an
officer who had arrived with a recommendation for
promotion, with battle experience in France, and sufficient
interest in India and Indians to have already studied the
language. I also received a good report for the three months I
had as a Major 2ifc of an Indian Field Ambulance. Nobody
asked me if I saw myself as a leader of men. I just had to get
on with the job.
Our training had a high physical component. The
Commander-in-Chief India, Field Marshall Wavell', had
stated that our enemy could march twenty miles per day, in
tropical heat, and that we must do the same, (without packs.)
Interestingly enough, when we did enter Burma, eighteen
months later, we had to do just that: march down a dirt road,
twenty miles per day, for five days, without packs.
One of the highlights of the training period was a Sports
Meeting on New Years Day for our new unit, plus the
personnel of the Field Ambulance Training Unit. I won the
880 yard event. (I was thirty-four years of age.) The Sepoys
were delighted to see their Commanding Officer in athletic
mode. The worst experience was that shortly afterwards I was
struck down by Infective Hepatitis (Type A, as we would now
say). It was a very unpleasant experience. I was a patient in the
Btitish Military Hospital, Sialkot. I had to be fit enough to
rejoin my unit in 21 days, otherwise I would have been liable
to be struck off strength, and then re-posted. I rejoined my
unit within 21 days, but the experience "took the steam out of
me" and it was many weeks before I felt teally well again.
During the training period, I had two spells ofleave, each
of ten days' duration. The first was to Kashmir - cool and
beautiful. The second was to Puri - about 600 miles south
west of Calcutta, whete there was a superb surf beach and a
delightful little hotel of about 250 beds. Half the hotel had
been taken over as an officers' leave and convalescent hostel,
and the remainder was still to available (and fully used by)
civilians, (white, of course). The hotel was not physically
divided, it was just the availability of beds which was halved.
The first evening that I was there, I was sitting in the
lounge, when an Air Force Officer walked in to the room.
There were a number of RAAF serving with the British RAP
in that theatre of war. Though I could not, sitting as he stood,
see his badges, I immediately picked him as an Australian.
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He had been shot down, descended by parachute, and hurt
his legs in the process, but now he was nicely recovered. He
said that on the previous evening, when he saw me, he
suspected that I was an Australian, but seeing my British
badges he let the matter pass. Interesting! Also, when at Puri, I
met an American CIA Officer. He was a quiet, friendly, welleducated gentleman. He had been working in the Office of
Strategic Services in China, had been ill up there, and had
been sent ro Puri for convalescence.
In south-west Burma in a province called Arakan, south of
what is now Bangladesh, the advancing Japanese had been
held by British and Indian Forces at a place called Buthidong,
beyond which they had been unable to advance further, and
from whence our forces were unsuccessful in dislodging them.
Our troop had a very high casualty rate from malaria. (I
suppose the Japs did too!) When, in mid- I 943, our division,
(7th Indian Division,) went to relieve those suffering troops,
we had been heavily trained in antimalarial precautions,
including Mepacrine (trade name Atebrin) oral prophylaxis,
and the necessaty discipline for this and other measures. Our
AMP's (antimalarial precautions) were largely successful, but
despite probing, and extensive skirmishing, we were still
unable to advance beyond Buthidong.
During the Buthidong stand-off, both sides would send
out small forward scouting parties. Occasionally, they would
meet up and shots would be exchanged. On one occasion in
December 1943 or January 1944 our Gurkha patrol
encountered a Jap patrol, and killed the lot except for a young
officer, who they wounded in both legs.
The Gurkhas had been instructed to try and bring in a
prisoner for interrogation. He, the young officer, must have
suffered severely whilst being brought in to us. I had a
moment of compassion for him, then I steeled myself and
remembered the horrors which the Japanese were inflicting on
our people, military and civilian, who had fallen into their
hands.
We did our duty towards him, the duty which in wartime
all medical personnel owe to wounded soldiers from their own
forces and to those from the enemy side. After pain relief and
splinting, the Jap Officer was carried a long way by our
stretcher bearers, across difficult terrain, until he could be
evacuated by ambulance. He was the first Jap that I had seen.
In February 1944, in what we now know was, in that area,
a last ditch effort on their part, the Japanese surged forward.
Our orders from above were specific: there were to be no
withdrawals, no strategic retreats, "to keep the line intact."
Our fighting troops fought where they met the enemy, and
were very successful.
At Divisional HQ there were administrative services
personnel, Field Ambulances, mechanics, clerks, and all the
people who exist to keep a Division working, with one
company of British Infantry. All these troops, (except the
medicals) had been trained in the use of small arms. With us
were a troop of Medium Artillery and four light tanks, whom
we had nabbed as they were passing through.
By 7th February, we, in the "Admin Box" as it came to be
called, were completely surrounded by the Japs. The siege of
the "Admin Box" was to last seventeen days. The terrain of the
besieged area consisted of a flat grassy plain, about the size of
three or four cricket grounds, surrounded by steep hillocks,
(rather an unusual geographic formation,) with streamlets and
gullies at their bases. There was one dirt road leading in from
the west (coastal) side, and one dirt road leading out to the
east. The Japanese occupied the high ground and controlled
these points of entry and exit.
We had control of the air. The Dakotas flew in to drop us
supplies, but we could not evacuate casualties. Occasionally,

perhaps two or three times in the seventeen days, a Japanese
plane would fly over at 12 000 feet and drop small
antipersonnel bombs, but these were largely ineffective. We
had a Field Ambulance laid out, but the Japs ignored our Red
Cross flag, and lobbed a few mortar shells in to our area. We
lost one young British Medical Officer, hit in the back of the
neck as he crouched in a slit trench. The Japanese desisted,
presumably to save ammunition. We shifted our activities into
narrow gullies so, militarily speaking, the Japanese did not
achieve much. There was sniper fire from the raised ground
outside the perimeter, so that care was needed.
One hillock was identified as the source of enemy activity
and the medium guns crashed their shells into it, but the Japs
resumed the use of this area. Everyday there were a few
wounded to attend to, but it was not a heavy casualty rate.
Then on the eighteenth, day a British Division arrived and
quickly dealt with the encircling enemy and the siege was
relieved, and the Japanese in the Arakan were eliminated.
Admiral Lord Louis Mountbatten, Supreme Commander
South East Asia, in his autobiography, wrote that the "Siege of
the 'Admin Box' marked a turning point in our jungle warfare
against the Japanese."
Meanwhile, about 1000 miles North, in Eastern Assam, at
Imphal and Kohima, there were terrific battles which stopped
and smashed the Japanese entry into India. Without victory,
the Japanese had no logistic support. General Sir William
Slim, Commander Fourteenth Army, pressed on relentlessly,
ignoring the monsoons, so that by mid-1945 the Japanese
were extinguished in Burma. The Japanese had literally fought
to the death, their culture not allowing them to surrender.
Shortly after the end of the siege, I suffered a bout of malaria
(not very ill), as AMP's were difficult during the siege. Then I
suffered a crush fracture of a spinal vertebra due to road
trauma, so I spent three weeks lying in the Casualty Clearing
Station and then amoebiasis'. So I was sent back to India for
rest and recuperation. Thus ended a period of almost five
years serving in field units.
I was offered command, at the same rank, of a British
Military Hospital in a garrison city in northern India. But I
was anxious, after so long away from clinical medicine (my
first love) to be posted to Medical Wards. It was agreed that I
would be posted to wards, but involved the loss of one level in
. rank. After three months in the wards I was appointed a
Graded Physician, and later became a Recognised Specialist in
Medicine. Because of my proficiency in Urdu, I mostly
worked with Indian troops. Then, later still, in England I
became OC of a Medical Division, so that I was discharged
from the Army as a Lieutenant Colonel.
Back in India the period of overseas service for British
troops, had, by 1945, been reduced to three years and eight
months, so that by August 1945 I was due to sail 'home' to
the UK. I use the expression 'home' because my wife and
daughter were in England. Bill Charlton, my friend from
medical student days, also in the RAMC, had come out in the
same convoy and was therefore also due to return to England.
So we met up at Bombay. Then, thanks to the Atomic Bomb,
the Japanese war was ended on 15th August 1945.
We medical officers who were due to return to UK. were
put on to ships loaded with troops in combat-readiness, to
proceed to Singapore in case the Japanese there failed to keep
the Armistice. Then we took on board released British POW's
and so went to England.
On arrival in Singapore, there was an amazing occurrence:
as soon as I walked on the wharf, I saw an Australian Officer
who was wearing an armband, which indicated that he was
concerned with the repatriation of POW'S. I asked him if he
could tell me anything about an Australian doctor named
Ernie Marsden. He replied immediately that Marsden was out
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there in the harbour in the Highland Chieftain, sailing for
Australia next morning. He said there were some British
Marines at the wharf, about 100 yards away, who were not
busy, and that perhaps they would take me out to that ship.
Ernie and I had been fellow medical students in the same year
at Sydney Universiry. We had been very good friends, and he
was my best friend who was a Catholic. I, a Protestant, who
was marrying a Catholic in a Catholic Church, had at that
time asked Ernie to be my Best Man.
When the motor launch, driven for me by two Royal
Marines, neared the Highland Chieftain, I saw the decks lined
by Aussie ex-POW's who all waved to us gendy. It was moving
to see this quietness and to contrast it with the boisterousness
which one usually associates with Australian troops. When I
reached the ship's deck, there was another Australian Officer
with the appropriate armband. One question and I received
the answer: Ernie was in a nearby cabin. Despite probabilities,
it had all worked like clockwork, except that when I reached
the cabin Ernie had just emerged from the shower! He was
thin, bur looked fitter than I might have expected. In
American movies, when 'old buddies' meet up, they embrace
each other but I was not going to embrace a stark naked man,
still dripping from the shower. We shook hands rather gravely,
and marvelled that we had met up, despite all the
peregrinations of war.
As for my return and that of my family to Australia, the
British Government treated us very generously. During the
war, I had always kept in a nest egg, money to pay our fares
back to Australia. But under the regulations, we all qualified
for passages back to Sydney. I was given four weeks'
embarkation leave, which extended to two months before a
ship was found for us: the Stirling Castle, still fitted-out as a
troop ship. I was on full pay during the embarkation leave and
throughout the six weeks on the ship. Then I was on sixry
days' Release Leave on full pay, so that I was demobilised in
Sydney on 20th August 1946, after nearly seven years' service
in the British Army. After nine years away, we were amazed at
the broad Australian accents of our own families; my mothet
said to me that I talked diffetently, but she liked it!

Richard Howell Bevan

4810

I enlisted in the AIF and was posted to 2111 Aust Arm Car

Rgr at Cowra. After many transfers to various NSW Country
towns the Division was moved to WA, as there was a
possibiliry ofJapanese forces landing in that part of Australia.
In May 1944 is was decided to disband the main part of the
Division and we were offered a transfer to some other part of
the Armed Forces. I was discharged and joined the RAAF the
next day.
On completion of initial training at Bradfield Park I was
categorised as a Pilot but did not undergo any further
training. Instead 1 was posted to Central Railway Station as a
Transport Officer whilst allegedly waiting to carry out flying
training. Later I was moved to SA to pick grapes at Barmera,
then I was posted to West Sale in Victoria as a Leave Clerk,
and was fortunate to at least do some flying on training
exercises.
In July 1945 it was decided to discharge surplus Air Crew
Personnel, whether trained or not, and I was finally discharged
in late July 1945.

Alexander John Binnie
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I was called up as a National Serviceman on 13th July
1966. I completed three months Basic Training at 3TB
Singleton and a further three months Infantry Corps Training
also at Singleton. from there I was posted to the 7th Royal
Australian Regiment based at Puckapunyal. After completing
the Jungle Training course at Canungra and Battalion exercises

at Shoalwater Bay, Rockhampton we embarked for South
Vietnam on the troop carrier HMAS Sydney in April 1967.
We were told that we were the most highly trained troops ever
to leave Australia for a theatre of war.
With the anti-war lobby raging at the time our Battalion
Commanding Officer made a decision to give the whole
Battalion shore leave in Sydney the night before we were to
sail. With Kings Cross just a stones throwaway from these
hip, a very lively night was had by all. Of the 500 soldiers on
leave not one of us missed the ship. Point being made to the
anti-war lobby that every man went to South Vietnam of his
own free will. A point that should be noted by historians for
future reference.
We spent approx 80% of out time in the bush patrolling
and carrying up to five days ration of food, water and
ammunition. Living conditions were unbelievably primitive
and the M60 Machine gun had to be manned for 2 hours per
man per night. I was a fotward scout for my section which
meant that I was the 'eyes and ears' of my Platoon when we
were leading section. 7 RAR lost 16 of our diggers KIA and
many more were wounded in action.
We left South Vietnam in April 1968 and arrived in
Sydney on 26th April. On purpose the authorities delayed our
arrival by one day as they did not trust our behaviour for
ANZAC Day 1968, which on reflection was a very smart
move!

Russell Light Blaxland
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Singleton
After 56 years, it is a real mental challenge to record this
with accuracy. One thought that comes to mind is that
training was a supreme effort to destroy morale by top
professionals. That is what it now seems to me. In the very
early days there, training schools were set up, which, in
practice, meant a small group gathered around an instructor.
He would be a corporal or sergeant, and well meaning as he
may have been, in a lot of cases had little or no practical
knowledge.
In the case of this Regiment, the classes were been wireless,
driving and maintenance, stripping down and use of machine
guns, map reading and several areas. As an example of what I
mean, one day a Staff Sergeant was demonstrating a small
Briggs and Stratton Battery charger, of which the Army had
thousands - a vital unit, and thanks to USA technology and
supply. Many of these small units would have been used
behind enemy lines for the vital intelligence work the Coast
watchers did, (reporting the movement ofJap units.) It was
essential in these chargers to keep the cooling fins clear of
chaff, mud, hornets and what ever. In spite of the fact that this
non-Commissioned Officer was paid about twice what the
troops were, he insisted that the engine was cooled by air
circulating round the room, even though there was a fan on
the flywheel, air direction round the cylinder, and a strong
blast of air to be felt when the engine was going.
At the end of this I will record a tragic army instruction
that went horribly wrong due to lack of training to the
instructor and gross incompetence from the top.
At this stage, morale of the unit was near 100%. Then it
was announced that the then Governor General was to
inspect. All training schools stopped. Nearly anything not
movable was painted, endless spit and polish took over along
with Marching, drill Parade and whatever. The nearest thing
to an Army mutiny I had seen occurred, in that soldiers' pay
books were debited in order to a purchase of some muck by
the name of khaki blanco which was to paint their webbing
gear with to make the troops look nice for the Governor
General. This stuff was probably supplied by some firm that
could have been doing something useful to the War effort.
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and the army finally backed down. As it was, the troops had
to find all their toilet gear, including razor blades and endless
tins of boot polish. No watches were supplied when on sentry
duty or guard. They would be borrowed from someone who
had a watch. In contrast, the USA Armed Forces had
everything supplied and were paid at a rate about 4 times the
Australian Forces. This, in turn, naturally caused a lot of ill
feeling between the 2 forces, especially with troops on leave
when it was apparent the Americans did not seem to lack
female company.
On arriving at Singleton we found ourselves landed with
an expatriate English officer by the name of Bombhappy. He
put on a forced march one night of about 30 miles, with the
Squadron involved to be back in camp before dawn. I don't
think anyone made it. Boors were the main problem. There
was no facility to have broken in boots repaired, and a lot of
blokes had new boots. The unsuitable army boot design went
back to the tragic trench war days when marching was not an
issue. This archaic tradition was carried on to heavy iron mess
gear, webbing and other equipment. When the two forces
served side by side, the Americans were generous to a fault,
and what they had we used and were given, so to speak. Two
American items of immense blessing were light aluminium
mess gear and particularly gaiters. These were fiddly to put on,
but they came up nearly knee high and were waterproof. (I
still have pair or 2 that I have used over all the years when
doing grass seed control, dealing with tiger and copper head
snakes and lawn mowing on the property.) Thousands of
Australian troops were sent North in obscene baggy Bombay
bloomer shorts and British Army gaiters, which were only
ankle high. Scrub typhus was a horrible disease with no
treatment and few survivors. Many would have survived with
American gaiters and long pants.
Back to Lieutenant Bombhappy again. On an occasion
soon afrer, he put on another show in which there was a
forced march most of the night in bitterly cold wet weather.
At daylight we came upon a small dam belonging to some
impoverished small Singleton cattle or dairy farmer. The
poverty of the dairy farms in the area was appaling. It was
quite usual to see small boys walking to school barefoot in
winter, the girls wearing sandshoes. Anyway, this dam had a
cover of ice on top. Frozen cow manure was embedded in the
ice. The troops were ordered to break the Ice to get water in
mugs and shave. This unfortunate migrant, as it affected the
troops, was soon to organise himself a nice comfortable
transfer to a safe staff job.
About the same time, I had to do a 4-hour shift, (that is, 2
on and 4 off,) guarding an empty ammunition dump. The
night was much the same as above and there was no cover
provided and no ammunition for me, which might have made
the job a bit more sensible.
As a matter of possible interest, one joker had apparently
had enough. He may not have been that bright, but he was on
wood heap duty. He took boot off and rammed the axe into
his foot, but then neglected to do the same with the boot and
put it back on. The end result was a dishonourable discharge.
Ifhe had gone about it the right way as to self-interest, then a
handy life pension could have been issued.
Getting back to Bombhappy, hopefully for the last time, I
remember one morning on parade he had been on a lecture
education job, as it affected the long suffering troops. Not
knowing what it was about, an incredibly brave trooper, who
must have gone on to higher honour, stepped smartly forward
one pace as required, and said, "Sir are we not entitled to what
ever it may have been?" - the issue at hand. The rebound will
be with me as long as I am vertical. Bombhappy was
speechless, red in the face, swollen neck rigid and paralysed.

After a minute or two he came about and literally screamed
out, "A British soldier is entitled to the ground he stands on
- - - - all else!"
There would have been about 200 servicemen in 'J\
Squadron Australia, and about 800 USA Servicemen. They all
would have been conscripted to serve anywhere in the Pacific
area, in the defence of Australia and anywhere against Japan.
In comparison with this, Australian conscripts could only
serve in Australian Territory.
I have vivid memories of the convoy anchored off
Townsville and Cairns, and of the lovely colour of the sea and
the local trees and plant life ashore. I think there would have
been a combination of USA and Australian Escort ships. A
most incredible thing took place some where between Cape
York and Papua New Guinea. at night. With about 1000
servicemen crammed below deck, fresh air and ventilation was
almost nil. Fairly heavy seas were running and many were seasick. Apparently during the night some Australians sneaked up
on deck for air and maybe to sleep, and three of them were
washed overboard. They must have had life jackets on.
Somehow, against impossible odds, they were picked up. Part
of the convoy must have been diverted to look for them. The
convoy would have been under American command and they
were a much easier going lot than British or Australian navies.
In the tragic Atlantic convoys they would have been left.
'J\ Squadron was deployed in the vital area around the then
2 aerodromes. About 2 days later, General Blarney had us
lined up and soundly berated us. I don't think a mob of
deserters could have fared worse.
We were all volunteers, and were still feeling somewhat sick
from the sea voyage. Blamey raved on, abusing any sick or
wounded. The whole event was disgusting and nasty. A few
days later another General came in a Jeep. None of the pomp
and staff hangers-on and military police Blamey had. I think it
was General Herring, but I'm nor sure now. He had a quiet talk
to us and put us in the picture, so to speak, and it was much
appreciated. I never once heard anything good said about
Blamey. Press articles on the Blamey aspect during the past few
years confirm this. Apparently, after a long time journalists are
free to print more things and I was glad to read it.
One tragic event that occurred was a bomber crash while
we in the drome area. I suppose these sad things were going
on allover the free world. One night a Flying Fortress hit a
hill while trying to land. It was a B17, as it was called by the
Americans, a massive 4-engine plane. It had been on a
bombing mission to Rabaul, which was the Japs main base in
the Pacific. The pilot was severely wounded, and one of the
gunners was somehow able to fly the big plane back. I suppose
he may have been in touch with base by radio. The bombers
never had a co-pilot. Just previous to this, the B17's were
based at Townsville and made the long and dangerous bomb
runs across the sea on moonlight nights.
The Americans brought in vast amounts of earth moving
machinery and made just one big drome. In the process, they
levelled the hill which, the airmen hit. They had whole
engineering and construction units and lit everything up,
except if an air raid was on, which normally would be on a
moonlit night. They worked around the clock, and it was
amazing that the work done in so short a time.
I am eternally grateful that I was not in the tragic 8th
Division in Malaya. They never had a chance from the very
beginning, and yet Churchill diverted the 7th Division on the
way back home with no air or sea cover. It was units of this
same Division that soon afrer inflicted the first major land
defeat on the Japs at Milne Bay.
I am eternally grateful to the Americans for all they did for
us in aid, of all description.
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Owen Hugh Dunon Blomfield

4303

At the outbreak of war with Germany, (3rd September
1939,) I was already serving in the Royal Air Force on a
Permanent Commission. I was stationed at Miranshah in
Waziristan, serving as a flight commander in No 20 (Army
~o-operation) Squadron. (I had previously qualified as a
Signal Specialist at the RAF Electrical & Wireless School at
Cram~ell, but had been put back on flying duties after posting
to India). 20 Squadron was then already on active service in
support of an Army Expeditionary Force, whose engineers
:-vere engaged in building roads through hostile tribal territory
In Waziristan. I was posted to command the squadron a week
after war was declared, and continued in command until June
1940. Altogether I flew about 400 hours with this squadron,
about half logged as on active service.
On one occasion a group of us flew some aircraft which
the British Government had sold or donated to the Afghan
Government from Karachi to Kabul. Ironically, we found that
the Italians and the Germans had already done the same, so
for a day or so we all shared the airfield!
On 3rd June 1940, I was posted back to the UK and sent
t~ :he Directorate of Signals in the Air Ministry as Signals
Llal~on Officer with Fighter Command. I was working
specifically on the urgent project to install a modern VHF
radio telephone and Direction Finding System in the aircraft
of Fighter Command. (An unreliable old HF system was in
use, which lagged far behind the development of the radar
network. Roughly speaking, at this point we could know
where the enemy aircraft were but not our own!) I was
employed as a sort of technical 'trouble-shooter' in relation to
supply and installation problems.
This was the time of the blitz on London and the Battle of
Britain. I did some flying during this work with a scientist
t~~ough the north of England, Scotland and the Shetlands,
SIting Direction Finding Stations, (Mentor and Vega Gull.) In
July 1941, I was posted as Chief Signals Officer to RAF HQ
Malta, on the staff of Air-Vice Marshal Hugh Pugh Lloyd. En
route to Malta, for my pains I found myself to be OC Troops
on an Irish Channel ferry (the Leinster) converted to being an
(overloaded) troopship. On leaving Gibraltar, by misadventure
(or ~ood luck!) we ran aground in thick fog near Alge<;:iras in
SpaIn, and narrowly escaped internment. Some of us
Continued by flying boat from Gibraltar. Nearly all the
remaining ships were torpedoed before reaching Valetta.
Malta occupied a pivotal position in relation to the attempt
to halt the advance by Rommel's Desert Army towards Cairo.
Low level bombers (Blenheims) and torpedo aircraft
(Swordfish) operating out of Luqa, Takali and Hal Far, and
RN submarines out of Valletta attacked the supply ships
crossing the Mediterranean to North African ports. Malta was,
therefore, subjected to heavy counter-attack by the Luftwaffe
an~ the Italian Air Force flying out of Sicily and by flotillas of
Italian torpedo boats. The island was isolated by a heavy
concentration of U-boats, so that few ships of the supply
c?nvoys could get through. Fighter defence depended on
a~rcraft (Hurricane, Spitfire) being flown in sporadically from
altcraft carriers, themselves at great risk from U-boats. Because
of the siege, the survival of the island was a touch and go
matter.
As CSO, my responsibilities included the fighter control
and direction finding system, the WIT aircraft links, the radar
chain: the inter-command transmitting and receiving stations
and Cipher staff, and the terminal for the undersea cable
connection with Alexandria. My opposite numbers in the
other services had overlapping involvements so cooperation
was often necessary. The only flying I did during my year in
Malta was a few equipment or range tests in Hurricanes, and
as radio operator in other aircraft.

In July 1942, I was posted on loan to the RAAF to provide
technical and practical help with fighter control systems
In the Directorate of Signals in RAAF HQ. I was one of
sev~ral Directors under t~e Director-General of Signals, and
dunng 1942/3 made vanous exploratory flights, as pilot
and/or navigator (Anson), through North Queensland, New
~uin:a and t~e Trobriands, in relation to the siting of VHF
dlrectlon-findmg and transmitting stations. Other technical
visits were made at various times to RAAF Advanced HQ
Morotai and to US Army Air Force facilities in the
Philippines.
In February 1944, I had a flying accident in a Kittyhawk at
Laverton, and suffered burns, mainly to my face and hands. I
spent most of the following eighteen months in and out of
hospital having reparative skin grafts, finally going back to the
same work in RAAF HQ.
~ome

Robert Blomfield

5473

303RS were assembled in Townsville largely from the
personnel of 107 (formerly at Quamby out of Cloncurry). We
were flow? by Sunderland to Moresby, stopping for lunch in a
caff at Cairns. From there the next step was in DC2s over (or
perhaps 'through' would be better to describe that low-level
fligh.t) the Owen Stanleys to a jungle strip at Wanigela in
Collmgwood Bay. The pilots, not wishing to be caught on the
ground, bundled us out without cutting the engines, and took
off again in a hurry. It was about October 1942. Next move
was by ship, to the fiord immediately to the North ofTufi.
(~he Americans had a PT boat base at Tufi, whence they .
saJ1ed forth, usually in the late afternoon, in order to harass
Jap positions further up the coast, returning next morning.
Because we were immediately up the coast from them, we
often watched this procession.) Having arrived, then, in the
fjord next to that occupied by the PT base, we disembarked at
the. foot of a cliff, which could be clambered up, though less
easJ1y when conveying the doover by hand. Native labour was
certainly an enormous help, but there was plenty for the white
boys to do too.
.
Particularly after our experience at Quamby we had no
great expectations of what the gear would do. Jap bombers
fle:v almost .over us, coming from New Britain and apparently
usmg Mt VICtory as a landmark before turning to their target.
As soon as practicable after arrival we rolled up our tents and
took to living in huts which we constructed (and the natives
thatched) to look (from the air) as much like a normal native
village as we could. Much more comfortable too. Everywhere
we went we walked in single file, as the natives did, so that
our tracks would likewise arouse no suspicion. Nothing could
be done about the array; of course, but the ops room
underneath it, like our quarters and the mess, was thatched. I
don't doubt that our survival depended on these measures. We
had a rifle a piece, together with one clip of 5 rounds, so
could not have long resisted an attack.
As already noted, we had little experience, but learned
hands-on (as the ~odern.phrase has it) what sort of blip
represented what m the air. One day there was an excited cry
"fro~ the ~p. on ~u:r' who announced that he was looking at
20 aircraft. All wlthm earshot ran to see what this could be;
then, when the target grew close, we stood expectantly along
the edge of the hill to see what should come out of the clouds.
Sure enough, aircraft appeared from behind a bank of
c.umulus, in succession, and we all counted. They flew left to
nght across our front and then swung round behind us. It was
only after No 20 had proved to be the last that we again saw
No 1, much closer now. The pilot was clearly visible, and so
was the large red circle on the side! The realisation that we
were standing, out in the open, gazing stupidly at Jap Zeros,
struck us all simultaneously. We disappeared. Near the edge of
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normally have gone around, but after this day there was a hole
in the middle of it, the same shape as me. I would not
otherwise have believed that it was possible, even given the
right impetus, to penetrate it. Fortunately for us the Japs had
their full concentration cratered on the American PT base.
The Americans had their PT boar fuel in 44-gallon drums,
stacked against the cliff behind their camp, to a height of
many feet. A few incendiary rounds from rhe Zeros set the
whole base afire, blazing petrol running out across the water
and setting fire to boats before they could move. The flames
from the blazing dump, which was some miles from us, and
on the other side of the intervening ridge, rose high above the
ridge and continued for some time. We had no mail for weeks
(months?) and morale was accordingly not at its highest. It
happened that a boat carrying supplies for us, including mail
was caught in the conflagration and was burnt quite literally
to the waterline. But the outcome of that is another story.

Walter John Blomfield

6271

Having turned 18 in mid 1945 I enlisted too late to see
any active service before peace was declared. Those like myself
enabled long serving troops to return to civilian life whilst we
filled the gaps.
Because I had a low discharge priority, each time a unit I
was a member of was sent home from Rabaul to be wound
up, I was transferred to one of the remaining units to await
my turn. As a result, I served in four different army unit
during my 13 months in Rabaul. By the time I eventually
embarked on the Kanimbla in February 1947 the only army
personnel remaining in Rabaul were permanent and interim
army men including those still engaged in the Japanese war
crimes trials.
In Rabaul in my time we had regular movie shows and
earlier on a concert parry played 'Maid of the Mountains' and
'French Without Fears'. Some of the movies shown had not
yet been released in Australia, although the majority were reruns.
The first time I contacted dengue fever, I was in 118
Australian General Hospital for three weeks, including the last
week helping out on kitchen duties. By the time of my second
bout of dengue, the civilian administration had taken over the
hospital and I was discharged after 3-4 days. A lot of their
meals served in the Army messes in Rabaul included
dehydrated potatoes (not bad), powdered eggs (terrible), other
dehydrated vegetables (variable), tinned butter (not too good).
We were often able to supplement the supply of buying fresh
eggs and vegetables from the natives.
Chinatown Rabaul was already flourishing again by early
1946, and by the time I left included a couple of restaurants
where the food was cheap and very palatable. Also Chinatown
was the only place to get a haircut during most of my stay. We
used to employ natives for one shilling to do the laundry and
clean out the tents or huts. When the civilian administration
returned they reckoned we had been grossly overpaying and
that the economy had been ruined. We had fairly regular earth
tremors around Simpson Harbour and, depending on the
wind, a strong smell of 'rotten egg gas', which reminded me of
the Shore laboratory chemistry classes.

Philip Ernest Boardman

5961

You ask for a brief outline of my service postings etc. Mate,
brief is all it can be, as my time in the RAAF was anything but
exciting, and certainly bore no similarity to Hollywood's idea
of the life of an 'intrepid birdman'. To begin at the beginning
upon enlistment on the day after my eighteenth birthday I
was posted to No 6 ITS, Bradfield Park. From there posted to
No 10 EFTS, Temora for Pilot training in the PNBW scheme

which someone had dreamed up. Whole course excepting, I
think, five, were scrubbed after about twelve to sixteen or
seventeen hours. Posted to No 2 PD, Bradfield Park. Was put
to work on the wharves as the wharfies were on strike, and
helped unload Ground Control Radar plus Beaufighter
Propellers from a ship in Darling Harbour. After that loaded
general cargo from another ship at Mort's Dock. Rivetting
stuff so far isn't it? Perhaps I should mention that this
adventure began with 49 Course. From PD posted to No 3
WAGS Maryborough, Qld, about June 1944. Just got nicely
settled into training routine when it was decided that we
should do the advanced course in Radio and Radar to train as
a kind of specialist signaller, with a bit of emergency gunnery
chucked in to make things a more interesting. This entailed
being posted to No I WAGS, Ballarat Vic.
Please note that, although no more WAGS were being
trained, we were W.Op/Air/E, the station was still called No I
Wags. This, I imagine was to fool the enemy. Completed
W.Op/Air training March 1945, and invested with wing.
Posted to West Sale No I Air Gunnery School (AGS) where
the boredom was slightly relieved when I discovered Brian
Wiesner, (we'd been at school together) was a sergeant Pilot
on the staff. Getting up in a Wirraway and carrying out 'curve
of pursuit' attacks on Avro Ansons at least helped create an
illusion that there was a war on. Posted back to No I WAGS,
did short stint of instructing Dutchmen transferred on to
B24s which we had on station. Received Operational posting
to 24 Squadron, B24s (Liberators) which was in Leyte and
went to Watsonia to do what was euphemistically known as,
quote, jungle training. Received final leave and whilst still on
leave the war ended.
I told you it was a thrilling tale.

Peter Booth-Jones

5157

On 6th July 1945, whilst leading an armed reconnaissance
flight at Kudat North Borneo and strafing various targets, I
had the misfortune to be hit by ground fire and forced to
crash land in a mangrove swamp. Having managed to reach
the edge of the swamp, I waited until dark then travelling in
my dinghy down a river into and parr way across Kudat
Harbour. This was where members of my squadron found me
next afternoon. I was subsequently picked up by the air-sea
rescue Catalina.

John Raymond Boyce

4811

On a mission on 24th February 1945 four of 10 aircraft
from 462 were shot down. Four of our aircrew survived. I had
a panel of my parachute burnt out and after landing walked
into a Prison Farm where local police found me. I ended up in
a service hospital with 1200 German wounded and 34 allied
POWs. About 10 survive. We were rescued by a Canadian
Rescue Unit.

Warren Boyd

5477

After completing the New Entries course at Flinders Naval
Base and a basic gunnery course I attended a Radar course at
South Head Sydney. I was then posted to HMAS Arunta a
Tribal Class Destroyer and proceeded to the landings in the
Philippines at Leyte in the Lingayen Gulf, back to Morotai
and then up to Subic Bay where we went on patrol cleaning
up the stragglers of the Japanese Navy. During this time there
were two Old Shore chaps as part of the crew; John William
Allerton (3708) and Eric Dubois Spooner (5775), now
deceased.
From late May to September 1945 Arunta was attending
the landings in and around Borneo: Balikpapan, Miri and
Bruni Bays. In October and November we picked up AIF
POWs from Kupang and surrounding ports in Java.
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November 1945 we went in company with HMAS Hobart to
Yokohama Bay Japan. We were rhe firsr Naval ship to sail into
Kure despite the Sonic Mines left by the Japanese.
On 21st December 1945 (my birthday) the ship's company
visited Hiroshima. What an experience! We also tied up at the
docks where rhe second Atomic bomb was dropped, nobody
understood rhe damage of radiation exposure then. (To date,
no ill effecrs . Two child-bearing daughters, five
grandchildren.) From then to discharge I was seconded to
teaching radar to new entries on HMAS Arunta.
A great life, companionship not equalled in the business
world. I know my time in the Cadet Corps at Shore stood me
in grear stead.

Arnold Mervyn Broughton Boydell

5106

I met few Old Boys during my war service, as most of my
Contemporaries seem to have joined the Army, or as in the
case of my brother, RS Boydell (5963), and my cousin CB
Boydell (5287), joined the Air Force. In the UK, I met David
C Moore (5747) and Peter W Davies (5490), who transferred
from the Army to the Navy. In West Africa, I met Frank
Ifould (4352). In New Guinea/New Britain area, I met
Lieutenant Fraser Millett (5182), who was in hospital, and
Captain WG Henderson (5338), who came aboard my ship
one evening when we had a very rare Jap air raid, which fixes
the time in my mind. About that time Robert A McGregor
(6204) joined my ship as an Able Seaman.

Richard Sturgis Boydell

5963

4 Squadron APC and 4 Squadron RAAF each had
distinguished records in World Wars I and II.
I served with the Squadron for 15 months the last 7
months in New Guinea. During the whole of this period the
squadron was equipped with and flew Wirraway training
aircraft, including seven months operational flying in New
Guinea at a time when the Japanese Air Force was using the
Zero fighter, at that time the best fighter aircraft in the SWPA.
The Squadron was sent to New Guinea in response to
army requests for aircraft which were capable of flying low
over specific targets and directing artillery fire. Accurate
ranging of the guns could not be done by ground observers
because of the jungle terrain. Wirraways, the only aircraft
available, were once again committed to operations against rhe
Japanese despite politicians' assurances to the contrary given in
early 1942 following the complete destruction of the
Wirraway aircraft of 24 Squadron based at that time in
Rabaul.
Despite the handicap of poor flying performance and lack
of armament of the aircraft, the Squadron provided
tremendous support for the ground troops in the ranging of
guns and in photography, so necessary because of the poor
quality of maps then available. On one occasion a major
photographic sortie was successfully carries out less than 30
minutes flying time from Lae, then the major Japanese base in
New Guinea.
One Australian commander described the pilots of 4
Squadron as "the best in the RAAF", while General
Eichelberger (US Army) commented that we should be
treated as heroes and paraded through the streets of Sydney
accordingly. During this period members of the Squadron
Were awarded 5 decorations for bravery.
These results were not achieved without cost to the
Squadron, seven aircraft and crews being lost in the first six
months of operations and few aircraft returned from their
sonies without bullet holes resulting from accurate ground
fire.
One record which can never be equalled was the
destruction of a Japanese Zero fighter in air to air combat by a

Wirraway, something not believed possible when the
Squadron was posted to New Guinea, the opposite result
being the general expectation.

Stephen Carlton Bradley

3248

In 1935 Archbishop Mowll suggested to my late wife and
me that we should go to work with the Church of England
Zulu missions in Natal. We came in 1936. When war broke
out in 1939 we were there.
There was high drama when the Prime Minister, General
JBM Herrwg opted for neutrality. General Smuts challenged
him, and won a substantial majority in Parliament. Smuts had
been Minister ofJustice. When he took over the government
he had the police, that he controlled, ready to pounce. They
took over the Artillery Park and also all the machine guns laid
up in mothballs since 1918. The situation was very tense. A
great many of the Boers were still hostile to Britain: most of
them being "on the land" were armed.
Before the enlistment campaign was launched South Africa
had to be secured. All citizens were asked to make themselves
available to serve as "Home guard," to protect oil and petrol
supplies, railways, harbours, power stations, water supplies and
so on.
Within two weeks I had enlisted in the Coastal Defence
Corps of the "Union Defence Force". We were all pan-timers
who would not be free to enlist in the UDE We were given
minimum training, uniforms and weapons. We were largely
professional people. When we did guard duty at Broadcast
House, my mate was a professor at the Natal University.
When I was attached to the unit that guarded the oil sites
most of the men were architects, quantity surveyors, and
engineers.
When Singapore fell, I found a very able young chap to
take over from me. So we were free to go. 70 Italians
volunteered to do specialist work in Australia. I got a job as
one of their guards to Melbourne.
I reported to Archbishop Mowll, became a chaplain, and
was posted to Liverpool camp. I got into strife at Liverpool. In
'43, all the officers seemed to live out! I was there, so men
came to the CENEF hut: I didn't ask what denomination they
were. I had to conduct church parades right through the area
for different commands: I didn't ask what denomination they
were when men came to the church parades. So complaints
were made. The Adjutant at Liverpool was a good friend. I
guess that he saw that I would always be in strife. So he got a
movement order for me to the 21st Cavalry, somewhere near
Townsville I guess. There and thereafter I served as an officer
and at Canungra and in Papua New Guinea.
There was a Captain White at Canungra, from Shore, and
then Travers was our Brigade Major in the last push to
Bogadjim. There was a nice sequel. On one of our visits home
I was invited to speak at Chapel. Jika didn't remember me and
was being very proper -"Yes m'Lord" and "no m'Lord". Until
I reminded him about the road to Bogadjim, where every day
he gave his order, "maintain contact". We became good
friends, corresponded and I visited him at Gordon.
There was an interesting event when I joined 21st Cavalry.
Colonel Harrison was blowing off steam. The king had called
for special prayer following one of the special disasters. He
said "no so-and-so Chaplains ever came near us - we are the
forgotten bloody army!" I asked if I could help. "What can
you do?" So I told him that in civil life I was a parson. "Prove
it," he demanded. So I began, "We are gathered together
before God and this company to join together this man"
"OK," he said, 'Til take you up, and it better be good."
Thereafter whenever possible, he called a parade on
Thursday; and after his inspection he told me to fallout, and
conduct the Church parade. I think it was an ideal
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real willingness to talk. We had the same arrangement in New
Guinea in the Ramu Valley. We were giving ground support
to a US fighter wing. The Japs knew where we were - this was
before the planes arrived. They were based at Madang, and
could reach us in minutes.
I had a batman - a horrible specimen. His clothes were
dirry, his mind was dirty, he was regularly 'canned' because his
gun was dirty. One night was particularly bad - they fired the
kunai grass so everything stood out. He came to me, "I had
the wind up last night so I spoke ro God." I asked him to tell
me about it. "I told God that if He would help me I would
give up beer." (There wasn't any on the island,) "and I would
give up sheilas." (There weren't any about.) But when he got
to "I would give up marmalade," I got interested; it seemed
that he had the idea that anything he liked must be wrong!
Later he came to me, saying, "this religion isn't for everybody.
I'm just worried all the time." So we prayed and he spoke to
the Lord for himself, and he asked the Lord to take over. And
He did. We all saw the best type of sermon: he became Mr
Nice Guy in the unit. Some months later his own gun
jammed - he was bayoneted. When we came on his body they
said "Where is he now?" - not the usual "Poor old Joe, he's
caught it."

Alexander Henry Brittain

3587

One of my jobs whilst in the UK was to go over to the
States to be First Lieutenant of a new minesweeper being built
in Seattle. This was a BAM (British American Minesweeper)
two funnel job with diesel electric engines. The Captain, a
merchant service officer, was a very solid drinker who could
knock over a botde of gin a day.
After commissioning we proceeded to San Diego and then
on to Bermuda for working up with a local submarine. A
representative of the Admiral would accompany us on our
training trips, just to see we did not molest his submarine,
which, incidentally, was clearly visible underwater in a
simulated attack. It looked pretty grim down under us. As the
Captain was still hitting the bottle he was not very effective in
his duties on the bridge. The Admiral's offsider was having fits
and telling me to take over before our Captain sank the sub. I
refused - mutiny?
The sub survived and we proceeded·to head for port.
Again I was told to take over before we were aground. I
refused and said I would only do so at the last minute fore we
grounded - Caine Mutiny? At that moment signals were
flashed from ashore "DROP ANCHOR OR YOU WILL BE
AGROUND". I took over and called "Let go". A speed-boat
full of gold braid raced out and we were taken into port. I was
ordered ashore to see the senior officer and informed that my
CO was confined to his cabin. In the wardroom we discussed
the issue and all realised that the Captain, with the help of his
gin, could well take his life for he did have a loaded pistol in
his possession. I, as the next senior officer, was deputed to go
and get it without getting bullet in my guts. Up the ladder I
go, knock on his door and advise him that we are mustering
arms and we must see and check his pistol. His reply was "You
can't have it" and slammed the door. This made us all feel that
he might use it on himself, so what to do?
Up I go again and repeated my earlier request and again he
made the answer - no. So I said "I'll take it by force" and
marched in the door and I could feel the bullet was just going
to hit me in the stomach. "Very well," he said, take it" and
handed the weapon to me. Off I went for a much needed gin.
I was called ashore the next day and the Senior Officer
informed me that Captain had been dismissed his ship and
said "Brittain, can you take it back to England". The answer
of course was "Certainly, Sir". I and the navigator (a clerk)

a
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then pondered how in the hell did we get back all the way to
England. We knew we headed north and that's about all.
Anyway we headed up and finally arrived at St. Johns,
Newfoundland, after days of pea-soup fog. They were not
going to let such a grand new ship go home single handed so
we were told to escort 12 Russian motor launches across the
Atlantic. They were American built and rather the size and
shape of the MLs. Safely fuelling 12 of these craft with no
interpreter was a bit hair raising but we managed to get
everyone over to Ireland without loss, and I hope most of us
lived happily ever after.

Brian Gordon Broadbent

4953

This occurred in January 1945 on the island of Morotai
situated between New Guinea and Borneo. Morotai was
North of Halmahera Island and was occupied then by mainly
American forces but some RAAF, AIF and a few RAN. I was
the Dental Officer with the AC squadron but since I had
better dental facilities than others, I was giving attention to
quite a few RAN and USA personnel on the island.
One of my American friends was a US Patrol Boat Skipper
who carried out nightly sea patrols between the Morotai and
Halmahera Islands, the latter was Jap occupied. The US Patrol
Boats were more heavily armed then some of our much bigger
RAN destroyers, had excellent radar, were fast and powered
with 2xl 000 horse power aero engines and a crew of about
10.
I asked my friend, a skipper of a US Patrol Boat if I could
join them one night. It was a black night, no moon and about
midnight when our radar picked up a small vessel which
proved to be a canoe with a Jap flag and some Japanese
remnants in it but no humans. The skipper advised that any
Japs in the water be shot on sights as they had pervious history
of Kamikaze mine attacks in this manner. All hands were at
gun stations and I was handed a Tommy gun. The skippet
ordered "let the Aussie dentist have first shot at any signs of
Japs." At this stage the water became alive with splashes like
many hands in the dark. I opened fire and killed at least 10
flying fish. We all had a great laugh but no Japs were sighted .
and on completion of the night's tour we returned to Morotal.
Two days later I received a message about the skipper. He
was in the US Hospital Camp, had been shot in the head
from a Jap low barge which the Patrol Boat had sunk.
Very anxiously I visited him. He had the lobe of his left ear
shot off and was wanting me to check his mandibular joint so
close by. He was okay, in a great mood with no real lasting
injury. They had found the Jap barge bristling with fire power
and very low in the water. Both had opened fire. The Patrol
Boat had a few bullet holes, no injuries beyond the skipper's
ear and he was being well attended by female Yankee nurse~.
He asked why I didn't date one of them, to which I reph.ed
that they would scarcely be interested in a RAAF Dentist WIth
glamour boys like him around. To this he said "Tell them you
were the spitfire pilot who had shot down the Zero on
Christmas Day. Why, many a time I've sunk a Jap battleship
for a good night out!"
He and his crew were a ton of fun. At one stage of the war
they served in the same group as JF Kennedy, the US
President. In civilian life he owned a milk bar in Ohio. They
moved on to the Philippines and Japan and we moved on to
Tarakan and several Borneo landings. These sort of incidents
happen along the way.

Basil Brudenell-Woods

4442

Basil Brudenell- Woods' published reminiscence, Four Packs to
Freedom (Kangaroo Press), is his account ofcrossing
Czechoslovakia after escaping from a German POW camp in
Poland.
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Kenneth Brudenell-Woods

4698

In 1940, he joined the 9th Division of the Australian Army
Corps and was discharged at the completion of the Second
World War in 1945.
He served four years in Syria, North Africa and one year in
New Guinea.
It was whilst fighting in North Africa that the 9th Division
Were credited with the name "Rats ofTobruk" by the
Germans, due to their tenacious determination to burrow into
the desert for 8 months undergoing intense bombing and shell
fire.
The Germans, under Rommel, finally having to retreat
from the campaign.
.
Kenneth served in New Guinea at the landing at Lae and
Finschhafen.
It was here that he witnessed much brutality.
Kenneth was awarded 3 stripes as a Confirmed Sergeant
for his service in the Army.

Edwin Bryden-Brown

5826

I left School in 1941 aged 16 with my Leaving Certificate
and intended to join the Permanent Navy in 1942 as a 17
year old Cadet Midshipman. However that year, entry;-,as for
Paymaster Cadets only so I joined as a 17 year old Ordinary
Seaman II for the duration of the War. My pay was 3/6d a day
(35 cents).
I was mobilised in mid December 1942 and journeyed
down to Flinders Naval Depot in Victoria. Recruits arrived
fOrtnightly from all States and all ratings with Leaving
Certificate Physics were ordered to fallout. It turned out that
the Navy was looking for sailors to be trained for t~e Petty
Officer rank of Radar Mechanic. We formed a SpeCIal New
Entry Class.
One of my classmates was Jack Starkey, wh~ had rowed
bow in a winning Shore eight. After the New Entry School,
we were selected for the Officers' Training School for a short
but intensive course.
However at the end of the course, another cadet rating and
I, now aged 18, were judged, correctly, as being too immature
to graduate and were sent to sea for six months before
returning to the OTS for another longer course.
We were drafted to the six-inch cruiser HMAS Hobart and
after a tedious train trip to Townsville, we took passage in the
ammunition ship, HMAS Yunnan and sailed into the Coral
Sea to join Hobart. However several days later, H.0bart was
torpedoed on the port side by a Japanese submanne but
.
although badly damaged, managed to reach Espirito Sa~tos In
the New Hebrides. Fortunately only seven officers and SIX
sailors were lost.
There were no drydocks in that part of the world so
Hobart lay alongside the United States repair ship USS Vestal
where some of the wreckage was cut away and some
temporary above water repairs carried out.
After several weeks Hobart was deemed seaworthy and two
propellers were serviceable so the ship made a five day passage
to Sydney escorted by the RAN destroyers Ar~nta a~d
'Warramunga. Alongside Garden Island, t~e big fl?anng crane
Titan lifted out the after turret like a dentist draWing a tooth
and the ship was towed up to the Sutherland Dock at
Cockatoo Island.
My duty was as Commander's Messenger so I accompanied
the Acting Commander everywhere and as the water was
pumped out of the Dock, the full extent of the damage was
revealed to our thoughtful eyes.
.
Most of the Ship's Company were granted overnight leaves
and one morning on returning on board, I was piped to
report to the Master at Arms and was told that I had been
drafted to the eight inch cruiser HMAS Australia and would

leave the ship in an hour.
After another tedious train trip to Townsville, we took
passage in HMAS Manoora, a passenger ship converted to a
Landing Ship Infantry bound for Milne Bay at the eastern end
of Papua New Guinea. As we arrived on a gloomy, rainy day,
Australia, the Flagship, was weighing anchor as we were
bundled aboard and the ship sailed for the Solomons with
Task Force 74, a mixed group of RAN and USN cruisers and
destroyers under the command of Rear Admiral Victor
Crutchley VC DSC RN, a Royal Navy officer and VC winner
in WWI. He really looked like an Admiral being tall and
bearded and in long whites with rows of medal ribbons.
My initial action station was in the dungeons of the after
8" magazines but I was soon moved to Bridge Messenger
which was much more interesting as I could see and hear what
was happening. The ship was under the command of Captain
HB Farncomb who was one of the First Entry to the RAN
College in 1913. A number of the officers were to reac~ Flag
rank in later years including two who reached the Navys top
.
.
post as Chief of Naval Staff.
On Christmas Eve 1943 the Task Force sailed from Milne
Bay to cover the landing at Cape Gloucester in New Britain at
dawn on 26th December and over 100 ships of all sizes were
involved. With battle ensigns flying, the cruisers and
destroyers opened fire on their designated targets and the two
8" cruisers, Australia and Shropshire fired over 700 rounds
from their main armament. One US destroyer Brownson was
sunk and three others damaged but enemy resistance ashore
was soon overcome.
Australia later proceeded to Buna and then to Milne Bay
where Christmas was observed fittingly on 5th January 1944.
Australia was detached on 9th January to proceed to Sydney
for a brief refit, a move very popular with the Ship's
Company! The ship steamed unescorted at 30 knots in fine
weather and I kept some tricks on the wheel to gain my
Helmsman's Certificate. I also had several spells as lookout in
the crows nest and the view was spectacular with the ship
under full power, 80,000 Hp, in calm seas during our three
day passage. A ship always seems to go faster on a homeward
·run.
At Garden Island, the old pole masts and topmasts were
removed and new steel tripod masts fitted as well as additional
AA guns.
Australia returned to New Guinea in March 1944 and over
the next few months took part in a number of landings
including Hollandia/Tanahmera Bay, which was the largest
amphibious landing in the SW Pacific so far. After the landing
at Biak, the Japanese attempted to send in surface and air
reinforcements which the Task Force intercepted in a fruitless
night chase and a dive bomber damaged USS Phoenix with a
near miss.
Later in the year my return draft to the Officers' Training
School came through and I left Australia. It was a timely move
as some weeks later the ship was at the Leyte landing in the
Philippines and was attacked by a Kamikaze suicide aircraft
which badly damaged the bridge area killing the Captain and
18 others and wounding a further 54. It was a fortunate draft
for me.
I returned to Australia aboard the supply ship Merkur, a
former Burns Philp passenger ship in which an old Shore
classmate, John Hordern was serving.
The new Officers' Training Course was 16 weeks and I
now had the advantage of service in two major ships and had
passed professionally for Leading Seaman. I graduated as an
Acting Sub Lieutenant RANR on 5th February 1945 and
after a short Officers' Course, I was appointed to the corvette
HMAS Toowoomba in the 21st Minesweeping Flotilla. After a
ten day passage north in the destroyer HMAS Arunta, I
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On joining, I learned that the Captain was ashore,
medically unfit but with wartime expediency, the First
Lieutenant, an experienced pre War Reserve Officer, was
appointed in command and we sailed on a patrol two days
later.
Normally a junior officer spends some time on the bridge
under the watchful eye of an experienced officer but as we
were short of an officer, the Captain put me in charge of my
own watch, albeit daylight watches!
Toowoomba was employed mainly on escort duties but
after the cessation of hostilities, we proceeded via the
Philippines to Hong Kong where we swept the approaches for
mines. Later we proceeded up the Formosa Strait where we
were the first Allied ships to enter Amoy and Swatow after we
cleared the approaches. It was an interesting time and we
returned to Brisbane for Christmas but unfortunately whilst
on passage, we lost one of our sailors with appendicitis.
Toowoomba lay in Brisbane for six months - although built
in Maryborough Queensland, she and nineteen others had
been paid for by the Royal Navy who required the ship to be
steamed to Trincomalee in Ceylon where she was to be
handed to the Dutch Navy. In the meantime I was the only
officer in the ship with about thirty sailors to maintain her. A
Schoolmate, Sandy Mackinnon was in a sister ship nearby.
I declined the chance of a trip to Trincomalee as I had
already spent my 18th, 19th, 20th and 21st birthdays in the
Navy so I left Toowoomba in June to return to Sydney in the
Seaward Defence Boat, HDML1329 - a far cry from my
earlier service in two cruisers and a corvette!

John Douglas Bull

4309

After the Allied surrender in Singapore in February 1942 I
escaped with about 60 Regimental and other personnel on
small ship Hong Tat. Was apprehended by Japanese Navy in
Sunda Straits between Java and Sumatra and taken to Banka
Island. Witness to massacre of 30 Australian nurses.
Transferred from Banka to Palembang in Sumatra where I was
a prisoner until end of war.
Shore Old Boy Max Carment (4670) was involved with
procuring and victualling Hong Tat, while Shore Old Boy Jim
Fitzhardinge (5131) accompanied those on Hung Tata and
was my 2ifc in Sumatra.

John Edward Bullen

7579

Extracts from Bullen's diary.
12th December, 1968
Busy day today, coordinating activities of the American
survey party from Long Binh (which includes Col Laybutt,
one of our surveyors who is working with 66th Company at
present), the infantry platoon from 4 Battalion (Aust) which is
securing Nui Thi Vai mountain top in Viet Cong territory for
them, and 66th Company (US) itself which is directing about
5 survey parties altogether. The infantry had to climb Nui Thi
Vai by foot (500 metres high) a fearful task, thanks to very
steep terrain, dense vegetation, and heat, but completed their
mission. The survey party with about 400lb of gear goes in
tomorrow morning by helicopter.
Meanwhile we start playing Tonight's-the-Night again first time since August. Enemy uprising throughout all of
Vietnam is expected tonight - same as during Tet OanuaryFebruary 1968). The Task Force is among the expected
targets, and never has the Task Force had less defence. All the
battalions are out on operations - all that remains at Nui Oat
is one company (which is standing by, ready to leap into Ba
Ria in event of attack there), plus the normal supporting
troops in the Task Force.

_

So, we prepare for a lively night, mortar and rocket attacks
on us being probable, and minor ground assaults to probe for
defence weaknesses being possible. Out come the steel
helmets, including one with psychedelic flowers and the
slogan 'make love not war' painted all over it. Ammunition etc
all checked, ready for action.
Then at dinner time comes the anti-climax. In walks Major
Phuc, the ARVN (Army, Republic of Vietnam) Liaison
Officer. He has a long standing reputation for being where the
action isn't. He is renowned for leaving Nui Oat whenever
action is even a remote possibility. Now, after a week's absence,
he has returned to Nui Oat on tonight of all nights.
Obviously Nui Oat is considered safer tonight than anywhere
else. Meanwhile, many ARVN interpreters arrive in the
Sergeants' Mess. They also are usually conspicuous by their
absence at any hint of trouble. Deduction: Ba Ria, not Nui
Oat, will be hit tonight. We shall see.

13th December, 1968
Major Phuc was right. Nothing at all happened. The
survey party moved to Nui Thi Vai by helicopter, and the rest
of the day was also quiet.
On duty in Command Post from 1600hrs until midnight.
Tonight, things did happen. During the afternoon many
suspicious activities had occurred close to the Task Force
perimeter, for example, men making measurements on the
ground while pretending to herd cattle. During the evening
there were people all round the perimeter in small groups,
never presenting a worthwhile or stationary target at anyone
place.
Some mortars were fired from our east, landing to the
north of us, so we immediately tracked the mortar bombs
with radar, fired artillery at the mortar position and tracked
our own shells going in to the same spot. The mortars stopped
firing immediately. This was the only major incident amongst
many minor ones, activity and movement being constant
throughout the evening. At midnight I handed over to the
next Command Post Officer, but so many minor things were
happening, and it was his first spell ever and he was very
uncertain and nervous, so I stayed for a while. For about half
an hour or so there had been movement within 100 metres of
our perimeter under close observation by the nearby New
Zealand artillery. Finally, noting that it was not moving away
and that it was in the spot where:
1. we had seen people taking measurements during the day.
2. we happened to have a Defensive Fire task registered for
our mortars, ready to fire at any time.
I decided to hit it. 4 Battalion's mortars to fire; NZ artillery
to observe and correct the fire. The Artillery Command Post
beside me leapt into action and began calling phone orders to
4 Battalion. I contacted all units near the target, including a
patrol, gained clearance to fire from those directly affected,
and warned out a lot of other units. With ground and air
clearance gained and everyone close to the target warned and
underground, firing began. Accuracy was perfect. Target was
covered with 32 bombs. The noise, at 0200 was quite
impressive, since the bombs were falling only 500 metres away
from our Command Post. The enemy lights disappeared
immediately the first bombs landed. One bomb produced a
double explosion, so apparently we did hit something
worthwhile. Not possible at this time of night to deduce the
effectiveness of our mortar fire, but if, as suspected, the enemy
was setting up a mortar or rocket base, he will have been
severely discouraged. Meanwhile, the phones rang with
countless enquiries, from the Task Force Deputy Commander
downward, wondering what on earth was happening. Reason
for the consternation was that our mortar base was more than
1000 metres from the Task Force HQ and the bombs were
falling barely 500 metres from the HQ - with the result that
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For some reason, a shipment of jeep parts had failed to
arrive and it would be about two months until more could be
expected. American damaged and defunct vehicles were kept
in a compound, patrolled by armed guatds. Going through
official channels there was apparently no way these 'spares'
could be accessed by Australians.
Dad's strategy was to wait for a dark night and a good
thunder stotm. (Apparently most Americans could be relied
on to stay indoors in a thunder storm.) Then he'd crawl under
the barbed wire and find what was needed by light of the
lightning and undo it by feel.
Quotes I remember were "We were supposed to be on the
same side but sometimes you wouldn't know it! Our blokes
lives depended on those vehicles."

troops moving to and from the coast by aircraft in lieu of
marching. We continued our active service until early June
when we were relieved by 2/5 Battalion. We were flown back
to Aitape for a rest, cleaning our clothing and equipment.
Back into action early August. Flown back into Hay field
airport. Our objective was to capture Kairivu landing strip.
We moved in by a circuitous route, full pack for three days to
surprise the enemy. Our company's task was to picket all the
lateral routes to ensure safe passage of the main force.
When we reached the airport we secured the high ground
and increased our patrol activity around the perimeter.
Patrolled through Kairivu village and found the Japanese had
moved out. A signal was received from Brigade HQ advising
the CO to restrict our activities to a minimum in view of
negotiations for an armistice with Japan. Advised on 15th
August 1945 an armistice had been agreed on by the Japanese.
There was no further aggressive action to be taken.
General Adachi of the Japanese 18th army did not
surrender until 11 th September 1945. When he and a small
party carrying a white flag approached our perimeter he was
carried by natives in a stretcher like sedan chair. He was
escorted to our HQ where the party spent the night. Next
morning he was taken to Hayfield airport then flown to
Wewak. General Adachi was tried for crimes committed by
his troops. He was imprisoned on Manus Island where he
hanged himself.
Prior to embarking for Aitape I was appointed battalion
auditor. I did not give it any further thought until I was
ordered to report to the Kairivu airport. Flown in a Tiger
Moth to Hayfield airport, from there to take a plane to
Wewak to audit the canteen accounts.
The battalion arrived a week later. My skin problem had
flared up again. I was flown back to Lae for treatment. A
fortnight later I was flown back to Wewak to wait for a draft
to Australia. Later flown back to Lac to join a work shop unit
prior to be flown to Australia in January 1946. Trains from
Townsville, Brisbane, Sydney. I was sent on final leave and
discharged 4th March 1946.

Gordon Herbert Butler

Thomas Young Butterworth

most people presumed that we were under enemy attack.
Having woken most of the Task Force, I managed to soothe
everyone, and things slowly became quiet again. Finally to bed
at 0300.

14th December
Another quiet day. Just as well, really, because I felt tired
after having had very little sleep last night. Found myself not
terribly popular for having woken up and scared so many
people last night by triggering off a mortar attack on the
enemy. Beneath the grumbles were obvious overtones of
jealousy because I'd had this opportunity.
.
This morning's search of the impact area revealed charred
fragments of a large container, a 'Ho-Chi-Minh' sandal, and 3
sets of footprints heading in hot haste for Hoa Long. Not a
very spectacular contribution to the war effort when measured
against the cost of 32 mortar bombs, however maybe this
action stopped us from getting mortared or rocketed, but of
COurse this is hypothetical.
Quiet evening in our canteen with a farewell to Grant
Small, who goes home next Tuesday.

Lynton Spencer Burnell

4310

As remembered by daughter, Lesley.

5112

My initial training was to learn to drive vehicles. Embarked
for the Middle East Seprember 1941 on Queen Elizabeth,
arrived in Palestine October 1941. Posted to 6th Division
Supply outside Damascus Syria. Experienced a White
Christmas and returned to Palestine in February 1942. In
March 1942 we left Palestine by ship and disembarked
Colombo early in April. Easter Sunday, April 5th, whilst
supervising the loading of my truck, the Japanese air force
bombed the docks; however there was little damage. A state of
extreme emergency was declared. The Japanese did not attack
as anticipated.
After 3 1/2 months we returned to Australia. After a month's
leave we were posted to Port Moresby where we were stationed
for six months. Returned to Sydney April 1943. After leave we
Were sent to Atherton, North Queensland. Our task was to
deliver supplies to the 16th Brigade. After extensive training
we left for Aitape mid November 1944 to relieve the
American forces. Apart from unloading duties in the harbour,
spent early December familiarising ourselves with the area and
improving defences.
The Battalion went into action early February relieving the
2/5 Battalion in the Torricelli Mountains travelling by foot for
six days, totally dependant on our supply by aircraft. The
main task was to locate and deal with the enemy by active and
aggressive patrolling. Maprik village captured late April. The
area cleared of enemy forces. Hay field landing strip was
completed and aircraft were able to land and take offby mid
May. All supplies were now air freighted into the area. All

4126

From The 'Letter' Batteries, R Kidd and R Neal,
Self-published, 1998, pp136,137.
In June 1942 I was ordered to form the first 155 mm gun
Battery. We arrived at Townsville in early July 1942. We
languished in Townsville in early September 1942 awaiting
movement to Milne Bay, all the time pleading and enquiring
when we would get away.
On Saturday morning, Col Thompson [US Army] came to
our camp and said to me, "you are to embark with the convoy
now loading and proceeding to Milne Bay tomorrow.
Although it is an American convoy an American unit has been
off loaded to make room for your unit." I told him I had not
received any orders but would go straight up to the HQ of
Line of Communication, - which I did.
On arriving at the HQ there was only a civilian female
clerk on duty. She told me that the CO was not available and
she thought that he was playing golf - however the Staff
Captain was at home. I telephoned and as he had no
knowledge of any orders for our movement I told him to
contact his CO immediately. Not long after he telephoned me
back to say that the CO's orders were to 'stay put' as he also
had no knowledge of any orders for our movement.
I returned to Camp and told Col Thompson the result of
my visit to HQ. He said he would ring Maj-Gen Sutherland
(MacArthur's 2i/c). In no time he was back with the news that
we were to embark on the convoy - so we started immediately
with preparations to embark. Not long afterwards the CO
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we were to go on the convoy and would board on Sunday
afternoon.
On Saturday the Americans had trouble with the 'wharfies'
and had cleared them off the wharf and were loading the three
ships themselves. The only ship in the convoy that could lift
our guns was the West Cactus - a rusty old tramp steamer.
On Sunday afternoon when it came to loading the guns
the driver of the crane on the wharf demanded exorbitant
overtime to unlock the crane, so the Americans smashed the
lock and took over the loading themselves.

Allan Auston Byrne

5296

The relief from the worry, after 2 months at 1 ITS of
making it to mustering for pilot training was followed by the
joy of flying Tigers at Temora. However despite desperate
pleadings to my instructor for a single engine posting, Point
Cook and Oxfords was the outcome.
Having been denied singles, Beaufighters seemed the
logical choice and to achieve this posting one had to complete
a GR course, so a posting was duly forthcoming. Half way
through the school was moved to Bairnsdale and we were
informed that no more GR pilots were to be posted to a twin
engine flight OTU, only to Catalinas or GR Beauforts. Bad
weather held up the Beaufort school and whilst on leave a
group of us were ordered to Ballarat 1WAGS as staff pilots.
One third of the flying was low level CtoSS country
Navigation and Radio exercises, which was great fun. We were
encouraged to fly as low as possible and the memory of sliding
across the Northern plains or down to and across the sea on
still winter mornings still brings the greatest joy.
On one such trip I had the pure luck (no skill involved!) of
flying through high tension lines strung along a road with the
poles hidden in trees on either side of the gap. A great bang
and flash of light, a gash melted across the nose and we flew
on. So much for playing Beaufighters and attacking innocent
and unsuspecting cars.
In December 1943 2AOS at Mt Gambier was closed and
1WAGS moved from Ballarat and took over. The crayfish
from Private McDonald were superb.
The period spent at 67 Squadron alternated between the
luxury of the magnificent officers mess at Laverton, with
steam heated towel rails in our rooms, ahd what amounted to
privileged holidays at Mallacoota and YanaIae - flying a sweep
some mornings with fishing, swimming and shooting filling in
the days. Not to mention time spent in the Mallacoota Pub
yarning to the locals.
E'ventually Tony Davey of Western Australia, a great friend
of like mind - we had been together since getting our Wings and I achieved our aim of a posting to the Beaufighter OTU
at Sale, but a spell in hospital put a stop to all that for me.
My memories of 200 Flight are laced with the greatest
admiration for and envy of the courage of the Z Force
operatives on the ground. The task of resupply or insertion
over Borneo at that time was just routine for us with no threat
at all from enemy action in the air.
On 8th August 1945, I was squatting on the wing of the
Liberator at Puerto Princessa on Palawan watching the Yank
refueller at work who became more and more upset as I
refused to believe one word of his ridiculous story about the
single 4000lb atom bomb which had destroyed an entire
Japanese city and would force the Japanese to surrender. On
the way back to Morotai I tuned in the cockpit short wave
receiver to Radio Australia and listened in amazement to the
beginning of the end.
October and November were spent ferrying fresh food up
to and troops back from Morotai, until on a return flight from
Finschhafen on 20th November we lost a motor over the

spine of New Guinea and made a forced landing at Moresby.
We couldn't raise any tower on the way in so picked a long
inviting strip and went in. It turned out to be Jackson
Aerodrome and had been deserted and closed down. No one
seemed to want to know us. Our passengers all disappeared.
The signals sent to our own base at Leyburn were unanswered.
No movement orders arrived for us, nor permission to
abandon our lonely and cripple sitting on its own. After a
fortnight we tried to taxi her along roads to Ward where there
was still an aircraft maintenance section with some staff. They
agreed to see what they could do if we could get the aircraft
over there.
When we came to a bridge and found only coconut palm
logs underneath as stringers we had to abandon the project
and get the NC towed backwards to Jackson.
After the New Year we persuaded someone to send a signal
direct to RAAF Northern Command - "If you won't send us
an engine, at least send a lawn mower!" and got an engine
within the week, and got back to Leyburn on 19th January to
find the unit disbanded with only a skeleton caretaker staff
left, who told us our discharges had come through in
December.
And so there it is. Nearly four years without deeds of glory
or desperate battles won or lost. But lots of memories of
someone who will always be a frustrated fighter-pilot at heart.

Richard Roy Capel

6142

My Unit was assembled Randwick, Sydney. We trained at
Mt Stewart, Townsville and we thought Mt Stewart was rough
until we experienced New Guinea and the Owen Stanleys. We
spent time in 2/9 AGH with mumps. Several others came in
after from different units - it was a good party!
Whilst in New Guinea one of our camps became toO wet
and was moved. That night the Japanese bombed and quite a
few bombs fell on our old camp site.
Our horses were trained to carry our gun (3.7" Howitzer)
in parts, but proved a failure, so it was our brute strength and
the 'Fuzzy Wuzzys' who did the job. The conditions were
unbelievable - flies, mosquitoes, mud, rain and humidity.

David Maxwell Carment

4670

Recollections OfA Japanese Pow
Carment was a member of'B' Force, shipped to Sandakan
camp, Borneo, in july 1942. In july ofthe following year an
underground organisation amongst the POWS and the local
people was discovered by the japanese. The Kempei- Tai
Uapanese secret police) duly arrived at the camp.
On the evening of 15th October 1943, the investigations
at Sandakan having been completed, guards surrounded the
officers huts and we were ordered to pack our geat and we
were immediately transferred to the harbour, where we
.
embarked on a small coastal steamet. 6 officers were ordered
by the Japanese to remain behind - the POW Adjutant, Capt
George Cook, Capt Heaslop, Lieut Good, the Messing
Officer, and Captains Picone, Jeffries, and Oakeshott, all
medical officers. The 2 Protestant Chaplains were also ordered
to remain, but the Japanese refused the requests of the 2
Roman Catholic Chaplains to remain also. As a result all those
Roman Catholics who subsequently died did so without the
comfort of absolution. As many Japanese are Roman
Catholics, the Japanese well knew the meaning of this. It was
a deliberate act. The only 2 dental officers were also otdered to
pack but were not permitted to go to the hospital hut to pick
up their instruments.
Our voyage was not toO bad as we were on deck in the
open air. We called at Labuan Island for fuel (the engine was
wood-fired) and on again putting to sea, we ran into very bad
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weather which almost completely halted progress. The
Japanese guards became very frightened during the storm. We
passengers could not have cared less. On three successive
dawns we looked out and saw in exactly the same place, the
lofty peak of Mount Kinabalu (the highest mountain in
Borneo), or more accurately the mountain disappearing into
the clouds. As the voyage took longer than expected, food
became very scarce. We disembarked at Kuching on 22nd
October 1943. We were lined up on the wharf and subjected
to a very thorough search of all our possessions. We marched
through rhe town to Lintang Barracks, a large camp on the
outskirts. There we joined some of our officers who had been
sent there the previous year.
. In Lintang Camp there were about 3000 POWs and
Internees. Australian, Dutch, and British officers were
quartered in separate compounds. There were also compounds
for British, Indian, and Indonesian soldiers, Roman Catholic
priests, and separate compounds for male and female civilian
Internees, .(including Germans, Italians, and people from
neutral countries. It appeared that they had only to be whire
to be interned). All of the personnel of the administration of
North Borneo and Sarawak were there, and such dignitaries as
the Bishop of Sarawak.
All of the compounds were surrounded by barbed wire
fences and communication between them was strictly
f?rbidden. This was particularly cruel in the case of the
CIvilians as many husbands had their wives and children in a
separate compound. There was a hospital compound in charge
of Lt Col Shepherd of 2/10 Field Ambulance. Major Suga, the
Commandant of all Borneo Prison camps had his
headquarters in the camp, and there were about 120 guards, a
motley collection ofJapanese, Koreans, and Formosans.
The officers' compounds were adjacent to the Japanese
headquarters and the guards barracks, and ours was the
closest. It was about three-quarters of an acre in area. There
Were three wooden huts with the usual roofs, and a combined
cooking and ablution area, with piped water. Although we
shared these facilities; with the Dutch officers there was a
barbed wire fence in the middle of the building, and we were
not supposed to speak to them
One hut was reserved for senior officers - Majors - and Lt
Col Walsh had a room to himself. There were 15 senior
officers and a total of 170 in the compound. Lt Col Walsh
kept entirely to himself and left the administration of the
compound to Major Fleming, who did a great job. We junior
officers were very crowded, sleeping mostly on the floor, with
only room for a bed space each. I slept on a straw mat with
one sheet. Mosquitoes were very bad, but few of us had nets,
and I, for one, developed an immunity to mosquito bites
which I still enjoy. The huts were infested with bed bugs
which were impossible to eliminate.
There were about 1500 British troops in the camp, mostly
young conscripts, generally of poor physique. We were
appaled by the condition of these men. They were working on
the local airfield in the same manner as at Sandakan, but large
numbers of them were even by then extremely emaciated.
Hundreds died whilst I was at Kuching - over 600 in 1945 and every day there was a funeral. We felt particularly sorry
for the children, and for the women, who were very badly
treated by the Japanese. The Dutch appeared to receive some
preferred treatment because we believed that they passed
information to the Japanese. I do not believe that any of them
died whilst we were at Kuching.
We were extremely fortunate to be sent to Kuching because
we were not sent on working parties. I understand that
because of the Sandakan incidents we were considered to be a
risk. As a result we were never allowed out of our compound
except under guard to carry firewood for our kitchen fires, or

in extreme emergency to go to hospital. We had a roll call at
dawn each day at which we lined up under Japanese words of
command and numbered in Japanese. We were counted by
the guards, some of whom were unnecessarily brutal. We then
had breakfast of rice gruel with a cup of weak tea.
We spent the morning on camp duties or working in the
garden, which was essential, as the rations were very slim and
we grew an important part of the green vegetables we ate.
Apart from a small area between the huts, every inch of the
ground was cultivated. We had a cup of tea at midday and a
meal of rice and vegetables in the evening, We often got small
bananas and green papaya in the rations, but seldom any meat
or other protein. About once a month we got a ration of
peanurs, which we considered a great treat. We received only a
very small ration of sugar, and a tiny ration of pork about
once a month, othetwise no meat, and we no longer got the
dried fish we had received at Sandakan. Our cooks did a
wonderful job in making the rations as appetising as possible.
Because of the low diet, many of the men became absolutely
obsessed with food, and talked of little else, describing their
favourite meals and swapping recipes. They only tortured
themselves, but it was a real obsession.
Clothing was not much of a problem as all that we usually
wore was a pair of shorts, but as time went on even these
became rags, and the Japanese in their generosity made an
issue of loincloths. Boots wore out and could not be repaired,
so most of us kept what remained of them in reserve in case of
a move, and we wore wooden clogs, which we carved from
firewood. We sharpened our razor blades on the inside of
broken bottles and we were always clean shaven.
The only sewerage disposal was a deep pit with latrines
above, and a disgusting job shared amongst the junior officers
was from time to time to empty the cess pits and spread the
contents on the garden. All urine was saved for the same
purpose. Our small patch of ground soon became so vitiated
by constant cropping that nothing would have grown without
this help. We grew sweet potatoes, kang kong, and climbing
beans. Apart from firewood-cutting and general cleaning up,
we were left largely to our own devices, except that the guards
made fairly frequent searches of the huts and of our meagre
possessions. On these occasions we had to remain outside,
sometimes for hours, and I well remember one occasion when
we stood on the parade ground all day.
The officers in our group came from every walk of life and
ranged in age, from World War I veterans to youths who had
come into the army direct from school or university. There
were doctors, dentists, lawyers, regular soldiers, teachers,
farmers, graziers, rubber planters, bankers, public servants,
salesmen, labourers and clerks. There was one Rhodes Scholar
and a number of very highly educated and cultured men.
There were two Franciscan friars, and one Baptist minister.
Most were Australian, but there was a sprinkling of English
and Scots, and even one who had been born and educated in
Russia. Between them they could speak most European
languages, and some were fluent in Malay and Hindustani.
Some with good facility for learning language remarkably
quickly learned to speak acceptable Japanese and acted as
interpreters. This was a most undesirable job as they were
called in the event of every confrontation with the guards and
often got bashed for their efforts.
Lectures on a great variety of subjects were arranged during
the afternoons, and I learned the basis of contract law, which
stood me in good stead when I commenced my accountancy
studies after the war. There were some books in the camp
including, one on contract law. I also learned some
accountancy, but we had no books. In 1944 we were able to
have regular plays and concerts. The plays were written by our
own people and were of a remarkably high standard. There
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singing voices. There were no musical instruments.
Despite these diversions, time passed very slowly, and as
the years passed, chances of ever being released seemed
increasingly remote. There was a secret radio in the camp, and
sometimes we got some news. We heard of the Italian
Surrender and of the <:nd of the war in Europe, but the war in
the Pacific dragged on. Towards the end of 1944 we started to
get raids from allied aircraft, and at first these raised morale
enormously. The raids were mostly on the Kuching airfield,
and on shipping in the river. They were mostly high level
bombings, but from time to time there were low-level sweeps.
They were always unopposed by Japanese aircraft or ground
fire. When the air raid alarm sounded we had to go to slit
trenches and the kitchen fires had to be extinguished. As time
went on this became a nuisance as there were quite a number
of raids and sometimes we spent hours in the trenches.
During 1944 some International Red Cross parcels arrived
and we received one between each six men. Most were stolen
by the Japanese, including all the medical supplies. Also in
1944 we received mail on four occasions. I received four
letters from home. These letters were a great morale booster.
On our release, bags of mail were found at the Japanese HQ
which they had decide not to distribute because of the very
fact that they might improve our morale.
If one contracted dysentery it was obligatory to go to the
camp hospital, as it was often fatal, and was highly infectious.
I caught it in 1945, and I will never forget going to the
hospital, which was full of dying men in extreme states of
emaciation..
It certainly made me decide to get better! I was only there
for a couple of days. I do not remember any treatment except
drinking salt water, but during that time the men on each side
of me died. Our own compound seemed like heaven when I
returned, to the surprise of my friends.
Strangely, we were allowed to celebrate Christmas and were
given additional rations. Our cooks saved the more tasty
rations such as peanuts and sugar, and on that day we had 3
good meals and really gorged ourselves. At first we thought
that we would be home by the next year, but the third
Christmas was pretty subdued. I found birthdays particularly
trying as my youth was disappearing and I had four birthdays
as a prisoner - my 24th, 25th, 26th and 27th. The last was the
worst, as the war was supposed to have ended 16 days earlier.
As 1945 progressed air raids increasf'd. On 13th August (I
think) everyone in the whole camp, except those in hospital,
were assembled in front of the Japanese HQ. Colonel Suga,
the Camp Commandant, addressed us in English and told us
that the Americans had dropped an atom bomb on a Japanese
city called Hiroshima, and that his family lived in Hiroshima,
and all had been killed. It was a chilling moment. We
returned to our compounds in a state of tension and
uncertainty. Two days later, on 15th August, allied aircraft flew
over the camp dropping leaflets. The Japanese got most of
them but one or two reached the prisoners and the news that
the war was over spread like wildfire.
On the Japanese side everything continued normally,
except that the guards were fiercer and bashings were more
frequent. We became aware that the Japanese were discussing
what to do with us, and we later heard that the plan had been
for us to be marched inland as had been done at Sandakan,
although of course we at the time knew nothing of these
proposals. Two officers in our group died during that period. I
was also very ill with a bad relapse of malaria, sometimes
unconscious, and a good friend Frank Gaven used to help me
out to the obligatory morning roll call. It was a very bad time,
and one of extreme tension.
On 8th September, two Australian Army medical officers
flew from Labuan and were permitted to come to the camp.

They immediately took charge of the hospital. It was about
this time that we heard that all who had remained at
Sandakan had died - of exhaustion, malnutrition, disease,
bullets and bayonets, mainly on two death marches from
Sandakan to Ranau in the interior. We subsequently learned
that six men survived by escaping from the march and from
Ranau. We were stunned and deeply shocked by this news.
This terrible event was a disgrace to both the Japanese and the
Australian armies - the Australian Army because its leaders
knew that the death marches were in progress and took no
action. This was terrible news and something that it is
impossible for those who survived by being moved to Kuching
to ever forget. I still marvel at the good fortune of our group
escaping the same terrible fate by only a few days.
The Australian soldiers looked so large and healthy to us.
They wore jungle green uniform which we had not previously
seen as we all wore khaki when we became prisoners. They
were appaled by the state of the camp, the terrible condition
of the British troops, and the large number of fresh graves.
That afternoon I hitched a ride into the town on a jeep (the
first I had ever seen) and visited one of the corvettes - HMAS
Kapunda. It was wonderful to see and talk to some fresh faces.
11 th September was a memorable day. There was a parade
at which we were first addressed by Brigadier Eastick from 9
Australian Division, who told us that everyone was now free,
that we would be given food, medicine, and doctors to attend
the sick, and that arrangements were being made to send us
home as soon as possible. Then Major General Wootten, the
GOC 9 Australian Division arrived. He was a huge man, and
while he addressed us fighters and bombers flew low overhead.
It was not until then that the Japanese guards left their posts.
That day also the most seriously ill were flown out, some to
hospital at Labuan, and some back to Australia as quickly as
possible. Some died very shortly after their return home.
On 12th September we were loaded on to trucks and
driven to a wharf on the Kuching River, where we embarked
on a little US submarine chaser, a fast motor launch about 60
feet in length. There was little internal accommodation, so we
were once again deck cargo, but we were delighted to be there.
We had an interesting trip down the river, which was littered
with sunken ships and small craft. When we reached the sea
we came in sight of the Australian Hospital Ship Wanganelltt,
which had been sent to pick us up. It was an unforgettable
moment. We were very soon in bed in the unimaginable
comfort of clean sheets and mattresses. There were Australian
Army nurses, the first white women we had spoken to for
more than 3 years. Mer all the excitement of the past weeks, I
got an attack of malaria, and slept for the next 24 hours.
The ship called at Labuan, then at Balikpapan, and we
disembarked at Morotai, an Allied base in the Halmahera
Islands, where we were admitted to 2/5 Australian General
Hospital. We were there for about a week, and then we reembarked on the Wanganelltt. We called again at Balikpapan
where we embarked wounded and sick from that Campaign,
then at Zamboanga in Mindanao, and then home through the
Torres Straits, and our first Australian port was Brisbane. We
reached Sydney on 27th November 1945 where I was met by
my father. I had been overseas for four years and 78 days.
Our reception on our return home was mixed. Some
members of the other AIF divisions considered that we had
been "quitters", and most people, after some initial curiosity,
were completely disinterested. Everyone just wanted to forget
the war, and get back to normal life. We, therefore, learned to
keep our experiences to ourselves.
I still vividly recall some things - the plaintive notes of the
"Last Post" played by a bugler at Sandakan echoing from the
surrounding jungle, the wonderful tropical sunsets, the whole
sweep of the sky being covered by millions of flying foxes on
their annual migration, and moonlight so brilliant that it was
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possible to read by its light. I remember companionship and
friendship in times of great stress. I remember laughter and
sadness.

Ian Rowland Carter

5664

My first impression of operations was a daylight attack on
Duren - Flew as an observer with a senior crew and watched
over the bomb aimer's shoulder. It was a moderately low level
attack about 500ft and first wave in. I was amazed at the sight
of multi storey buildings falling down allover the place and
bomb blasts.
Our first trip as a crew on our own was an attack was on
the Leuna synthetic oil refinery at Mersberg near Leipsig and
on our last leg to the target the mid upper gunner called on
the intercom "Fighter on starboard beam flying in the
opposite direction." The rear gunner called "Fighter turning to
attack corkscrew port skipper" and I pushed the nose down
hard and turned left in a steep dive and as I did, tarcer bullets
Zipped over the cockpit and as I pulled out and climbed
quickly to starboard I said, "Gunners why aren't you firing?" A
sheepish voice came back saying, "We forgot to put our heater
switches on and the guns are frozen up, so corksrew starboard.
He is still there." I put the plane into a steep dive, as we were
coming up again the guns started firing rear and mid-upper
and even the bomb aimer in the front turret although what he
was firing at I don't know.
All told it must have had some affect for the German
fighter broke off and flew away. After we had bombed and
were flying home, you could still see flames of the oil tanks
burning and see the glow in the sky for 100 miles.
I met Nev Emery (6155) at a fair in Linclon and had a
long chat and exchanged news. An encounter with Ian "Sing"
Osborne (5387), a night cross country exercise in very bad
weather led to icing of engines on the leg from London to
base, and I sent out Mayday calls and saw the lights of a run
way come on and landed safely. At the control tower I was
told I was at Watham No. 100 Squadron, and realised I was at
Sing's Aerodrome and quickly asked if I could ring the mess
and talk to him. We stayed up the rest of the night talking,
and I flew back to base in the morning. A few weeks later
Sing's plane was shot down over Botrop in the Ruhr Valley
and the crew did not survive.
We flew on the infamous bombing of Dresden, having
been told at Briefing that the object of the raid was to clog up
the German transport system as the city was full of refugees
from Berlin and a raid would drive them out on the roads
again and hamper transport of German troops to the Russian
Front, then not very far away; but I think we over-did it.
Having lost 2 engines, one on the way and another over the
target we were just anxious to get away. We landed at
Juvincourt, an ex-German aerodrome just south of Rheims.
Astounding sight, for the American advance had left the place
littered with wrecked German planes. The Americans gave us
a meal of steak and vegetables, fruit salad and ice cream. We
hadn't seen anything like it since we left home.

Edward Frank Chapman

4959

One of over 2000 Allied POWs held in the Sandakan
POW camp in north Borneo, having been transferred there
from Singapore as a part of E Force. The 500 Australian and
500 British POW's who made up E Force, left Changi on
28th March 1943, on board the SS DeKlerk arriving at
Berhala Island (adjacent to Sandakan Harbour) on 15th April
1943. The POW's were held there until 5th June, when they
were taken by barge to Sandakan. The next day they were
transferred to the 8 Mile Camp, which was about half a mile
from the B Force compound. Bombardier Chapman, aged 28,
died as a prisoner of the Japanese on 29th March 1945. He

was the son of Frank and Gladys Chapman, of Sydney, NSW
He is commemorated on the Labuan Memorial Panel 3.

Philip Nivison Charley

5977

I enlisted with my great mate Stephen Aboud, (6110) in
the RAAF when we turned 18, early in 1943. We were called
up in May that year and entered the aircrew Initial Training
School, Bradfield Park, at Lindfield NSW
At Bradfield Park a major part of the training for aircrew
was Morse code. We would sit down for long sessions,
wearing headphones, and have Morse fed to us for translation.
Dad had taught me Morse as a youngster and I found these
intensive sessions disturbing. It got to the stage where I still
seemed to hear Morse Code after taking off the headphones
and I would find myself mentally translating advertising signs
into Morse. (I subsequently realised I'd become "morse happy"
- the common term for this condition.)
I have no memory of this (probably due to electric shock
treatment for some months afterwards), but apparently I
decided one day that I'd "had" the Air Force and I was leaving!
Steve Aboud told my father it took six men to restrain me - so
I must have been fairly keen to go! Group Captain Ellis rang
Dad and said something like, "Phil, I'm sorry to have to tell
you, but your son has gone round the bend. You might like to
come down and collect him and take him to the Reception
Centre at Gladesville Hospital."
Dad, who happened to be in his Air Force blue uniform
for an ATC session, rushed down and picked me up. So, both
in uniform, we walked into the Reception Centre. There was a
psychiatrist sitting behind a desk. He looked up and asked,
"Which one's the patient?" In latet years, my father used to
delight in telling this story!

John Campbell Church

4672

John Church was a Medical Officer attached to an inftntry
battalion.

Balikpapan Borneo, 2/31 Battalion
Proceeding inland after landing I suggested the RAP
[Regimental Aid Post] take better cover. The Sergeant
suggested I was over reacting, until a bullet went through the
Jeep's windscreen. The Sergeant said, "Sorry; Sid"
In a tropical rainstorm at night the RMP settled down
protected by a platoon in front of us. Suddenly guns were
firing all round us. I took protection behind a fallen tree
trunk. My revolver was in front of me the barrel shaking up
and down. It dawned on me I could not fire in case I hit a
member of the platoon in front. I nearly had a heart attack as
I felt a hand grab my ankle. My relief was great on finding it
was only a bush rat also sheltering. The next morning it was
found that the protecting platoon had, like the Arabs, silently
packed up and were now behind us. The RAP had been the
front line? Fortunately for the RAP and Australia the gap was
closed.
Our advance had been halted deliberately. This allowed
some movement between battalion members. I was visiting an
adjoining medical officer. As I reached the area I was forced to
jump for a hole as two Spitfires strafed us. I felt very naked as
I surrendered the foxhole to a private who claimed it as his.
Fortunately the second plane realised the mistake and they
pealed off.

PS. The warp and weft oflife
(About 12 years later, in a suburban practice, an exserviceman was relating his bad luck in life, including being
discharged from the air force due to mistaking a crossroad
junction in Borneo he was supposed to attack. After calling
him 'BB' we then settled down to a good doctor-patient
relationship.)
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Walton (5056). This was two days before he was killed by
shellfire when attending to wounded.
Close behind us in 2/6 Field Ambulance was David Pope
(4397). Our paths criss-crossed as he often relieved me in the
battalion. Later we were partners in Crows Nest for nearly 30
years.

Post surrender South-East Borneo.
The 2/31 Battalion was sent to Banjermasin for the
surrender ofJapanese troops and help with the repatriation of
Dutch POWs, who generally were in poor condition. The CO
lined 5-6 of the Dutch POWs and asked the Japanese
commander why they were in such poor condition. The
answer, no food. The CO waved the POWs aside. Behind
were 5 naked Japanese soldiers in splendid condition. The CO
asked, 'Why?' pointing to POWs, then 'Why?' pointing to the
Japanese soldiers. No answer!
Soon after this, news of Singapore falling and Changi
atrocities was released. The CO drew together all the Japanese
soldiers and civilians. He read this news. Some of the Japanese
nurses were crying. He declared that, due to this horrible
news, he decided that something 'hotrible' would happen to
every 10th Japanese, (never intended to be implemented,)
depending on how well they worked. The work output and
efficiency rose considerably.
Life generally became very easy and with no tension. In a
way, it was a case of live and let live. The Japanese were
allowed to gather herbs in the field. An Australian soldier
would lead them out with the first Japanese behind him
carrying the Australian's rifle. It was very casual and
incongruous. Shopping in the local market for food was
always fun. My effort at communicating caused the locals to
roll in the aisles with laughter when I pointed to some eggs
and asked "Quack, Quack?"
Thank goodness the Allies won!

John Mordaunt Lindsay Clarke

4674

I suppose that my experiences at that time were more or
less typical of chaps who enlisted for flying duties. It was an
amalgam of most human emotions. Thus from a fairly
sheltered youth one grew up at high speed.
Most of my operational flying was at night which, apart
from enemy activity, I enjoyed. to be enfolded in darkness
after escaping the flak and searchlights was unforgettable - to
escape from a pursuing JU 88 was likewise.
On a lighter note, being pulled onto the stage of the Palace
Theatre in 1941 by Frances Day. She said "down on one
knee". She sat on it and sang to me and a packed house a
"Pair of silver wings", a song popular then. Fortunately I could
not see anything beyond the footlights. After all that, I was
taken down to backstage dressing rooms and met Flanagan
and Allen. Bud Flanagan asked me about Sydney. He had
stayed at Freshwater, which was on the Fuller or Tivoli Circuit
in 1912!
I delivered a Liberator aircraft to the Middle East via
Gibraltar in 1942 and was required to rerurn to the UKto
fetch another. So, as a passenger in various aircraft BOAC flew
me back via Wadi Haffa, Khartoum, Malakal, Stanleyville
thence to Lagos where the large Boeing flying boat took me
the rest of the way to UK via Bathurst and Lisbon. For this
journey I was in civilian clothes, purchased in haste in Cairo.
A night was spent in Lisbon and proceeding to Estoril by
suburban train I found myself sitting between somebody
reading the German Volkischer Boebackter and another an
Italian paper. I was reading "The Times".
In England I collected another Liberator and crew and did
the journey again to Palestine this time because by September
1942, Rommel was beating at the door.

_

On completion of my operational tour in May 1943, one
or two others and I hitch hiked back to Cairo from Benghazi
and after 2 weeks I was again flown by BOAC back to UK
but this time by flying boat from Cairo, landing on the Nile
every 500 miles almost to its source. Thence to the congo and
over to Lagos. A wonderful journey.
The Boeing flying boat lost one engine some hours before
Lisbon which gave me an extra day or so there. A language
problem caused me to be detained in gaol which was a bit
awkward, but the police eventually produced a German who
spoke French. Thus I was grateful for the attention I had paid
to Madam Mackey in Lower IVB! Lisbon to Bristol was by
KLM DC3 flown by Captain Parmentier. It was he who
nearly won the McRoberrson air race Mildenhall to
Melbourne in a DC2 in 1934.
~n a different plane so to speak, was my marriage to Betty,
~he sister of my navigator who was killed one night over Crete
In October 1942. Our eldest son arrived a year later amidst
the crashing of the V2 rockets and doodle bugs.
It was an odd sort of life, marriage in service conditions.
We lived out in digs in Wales and then on Tuce an island just
off Mull in Scotland. 1 would go flying at all hours from 11-12
hours and return for breakfast or some other meal. We had on
Tuce half of a crofter's cottage, one room up and one room
down. the other equal half contained Mrs McCallum her
husband and 6 grown up children! The language was Gaelic.
The rent was three pounds ten shillings per week full board
and lodgings for both of us!
I met a few Old Boys: Maynard Pain (4026), Brian Tait
(5047), Ken Hanson (3617), Gavin Moxham (4882), Geoff
Gunton (5143). This was not surprising since many of us
were in the Air Force although our paths were various.
Maynard Pain was my flight commander on 517 Squadron in
Wales in 1944!

Donald Hunter Clerke

5117

Submitted by Mrs Violet Clerke, wift.
My late husband landed in Haifa in late 1940, aboard the
Queen Mary (modified to a troop carrier). He told me with
some merriment; how the sturdy little Israeli and Palestinian
children would swim out to the ship to catch and dive for
coins 'our boys' would throw them. My husband completely
emptied his pockets for them and arrived in Israel without a
penny to his name!
My husband was a devout Christian and to him it was a
deeply inspiring and nourishing experience to walk where He
had walked. Until being discharged (medically unfit) he served
in this area, speaking often of the beauty of Mt Carmel and
the ruggedness of Askalon.

Frederick John Clerke

5666

Australian Song, Course 44 Calgary
1 We all rode into Calgary
Upon December fine
But any bum who leaves here
Is lucky he's alive

Chorus
So you fly it this time
I'll fly it then
The man who flew it last time
Will never fly again.
2 The plane, the plane, the plane, the plane,
The bastard of a Crane
The man who built the Cessna
Was bloody well insane
3 Ten bloody Cessnas
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Japanese selected 900 men to be sent to Japan. Tony was a
member of this first Japan Party, which was commanded by
Captain Arthur Sumner. On the first of April they travelled to
Bangkok and then by riverboat to Saigon in Vietnam. On July
the fourth they travelled by train crossing the causeway onto
Singapore Island. At dawn on September the fourth Japanese
guards announced all men "go Nippon". The two ships
Rakuyo Maru and Kachidoki Maru were to transport the
POWs to Nippon. Tony left Singapore on 6th September
1945 on the Rakuyo Maru. Brigadier Varley was with his
men.
On the evenings of 9th and 10th September, three United
States submarines sank the convoy of 17 ships, and Tony
spent four days and five nights floating on a hatch cover
around the South China Sea. On day five he was rescued by
the same United States submarine, Sealion, and was taken to
Saipan in the Mariana Islands on 20th September, along with
other Australian survivors. After two weeks in hospital in
Saipan he eventually arrived back in Australia on 17th
October 1945. Unfortunately Brigadier Varley, well respected
by his men, was lost at sea.
90 days leave was granted, followed by six weeks
interrogation in Melbourne, when the first lists ofAustralian
casualties were compiled by the survivors. Towards the end of the
war Tony was discharged and married on the 28th March 1945.

Parked up in a line
The days flying over
Left us only nine
4 Cessnas in formarion
All flying fast
Third Cessna chopping off
The second Cessna's ass
5 On Navigation
Cross Country flight
Freezing on the prairie
In the middle of the night
6 Daltons up there in the dark
Without a scrap of light
Doesn't mind his undercast[?]
And wipes another kite.
7 Belly landings in the night
Makes the CO fume
Couldn't find the winding-crank
In the bloody gloom
8 Was that a white light
Was that a red?
No you silly bastard
That was Collin's head
9 First we get a green light
And then we get a red
What the hells the difference
Soon we all be dead

Anthony Lawrence Cohen

10 Here we make a landing
God we're in the soup
6/4 we hit the deck
lOll we loop
11 We have a keen new FlO
Who rumbles all the flight
But he doesn't know the names
We call him in the hut at night
12 When the war is over
We all go home to rest
We all enjoyed the flying
But the
was the best
13 So you fly it your way
And I'll fly it mine
And when we get together again
We'll have a beery time

Archer Anthony Clive

4315

Submitted by Richard Clive, son.
When Singapore fell on 15th February 1942, Tony became
a prisoner of the Japanese and was initially imprisoned in
Changi Barracks. As a prisoner of war he was assigned to 'X'
Force, which was under the command of Brigadier Varley. The
men were transported by Celebes Maru to Mergui, Tavoy and
Ye, where they were engaged in working parties doing
construction and repair work.
On 3rd October 1942 'X' Force arrived at Thambuyzayat
and began work on the infamous Butma Railway. Tony
worked in various camps along the Railway south to Neike
until 17th October 1943, when the railway was completed at
Neikid. During this time he witnessed horrific atrocities and
experienced many deprivations. Living on starvation rations,
with little clothing and inadequate shelter, Tony, along with all
his comrades, was undernourished and over-worked, and
suffered malaria, pellagra, beri-beri, bronchitis and tropical
ulcers.
After completion of the railway, several thousand prisoners
were assembled in Tamarkan in March 1944, where the

5667

My role was as a bomb aimer, but I was also a Second
Pilot. I used to do hours and hours in the Elite Trainer, and I
did quite a few hours on training flights sitting in the pilot's
seat. So if ever in my crew the pilot could not carry on, I
could always take over. In addition, I was also quite happy
with Navigation.
It was a very important thing to be on a target. You see, I
flew with a crowd one night and I was catching up because I
was a trip behind due to the chickenpox. Naturally I wanted
to keep up with my crew. I flew with this young man and we
finished the operation in the Rhur. I came back and said to
my boys and the skipper that crew will go, they will get the
chop, because their air discipline was not right. It is a strange
thing, the air discipline. You had to keep complete absolute
control of your nerves under all circumstances and never
panic, and when you had people who reacted to what was
happening around them commenting, 'look over there, gee
whiz: and all that type of thing, you knew you were on to the
mob of blokes who were going to get the chop. You could not
concentrate or focus and as a bomb aimer. It was very
important to really get that target.
A lot of people didn't get the target. I took my crew around
the target about three times because my load of bombs was
going where I wanted it to go. They reviled me and hated me,
you could imagine turning around amongst hundreds of these
aircraft, some at the same level, doing a sweep round and
going against the grain. Then coming in late because by that
time you had lost your phase time. You can imagine I was not
very popular, but it was determination to put bombs where
they should go.
Bomber Command were very cold-blooded. We were really
cannon fodder; there is no doubt about that. We used to fly in
a loose gaggle, not in formation at all; we all moved the one
way at the one time, all within height limitations and
hopefully one naurical mile either side of the flight path.
We all flew, supposedly, to the same flight plan if you were
in a certain phase, the phases were changed for height and for
time on target, so you might have on target anything up to
four or five phases, allover a period of sixteen to twenty
minutes. In addition, they also timed you across the target,
gave you altitudes across the target, with various squadrons at
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such that you minimised the possibility of getting a load of
bombs on to you or bumping into another aircraft. It was as
cold blooded as that, but it was a brilliant concept.
The winter of 1943-44 was the most hazardous period in
Bomber Command history. In November, we flew 4 times to
Berlin on the nights of the 18th, 22nd, 23rd, and 26th. You
can imagine the strain there was on the young fellows flying
one night, then 4 days later, then the next night and then 3
days later! Our third trip to Berlin was November 23rd when
we acquired what was commonly called "the keys to the city".
Going to the big city was the apex; it was a well-protected
target, the crews were most apprehensive about flying to
Berlin. That night our crew distinguished themselves by
getting the only aiming point photo in bomber command out
of the 60-100 aircraft which took part.
Throughout the operations and training, in which I
participated, there were a fair share of fighters, black search
lights, crashes and any shaky do. You would have to appreciate
that all these incidents were common place to all Bomber
Command aircrew. There was no Bomber Command aircrew
who did not have some sorts of incidents at various times in
their career which today are thought to be heroic. It was
happening to them all, so to single out a single incident is not
appropriate really, as everybody was doing it - everybody was
having their plane shot at, everyone was having their crash
landings at some stage in their career.
Bomber Command aircrew had to be very passive. They
had no means of real defence, other than throwing an aircraft
out of the sky. They were sitting ducks, and if you were
worked terribly hard at being efficient it meant that you
diminished the possibility of getting the chop by about 50% that's all. In other words, fortune was hanging over your head
all the time; you were reacting to everything that was going on
and there was no way you could control it. You were like
goldfish in a bowl.
It is worthwhile to make some objective observation about
aircrew personnel generally. With the operations, the old men,
some who were alive were still flying, however, the youngsters
took over operations at the end of 1943, but the majority of
them were aged 19-21 year olds that's after 1943. The
atmosphere generated was like an extension of secondary
school. Their education was well above average, and they
revealed in competition that the standa~d was high at all times
and they strove for the best. It can be ~aid that anyone a
product of the Shore environment was advantaged to survive.
I really believe that: the discipline that it gave one and the
view of the life it gave them was an asset.
What you have to realise is that the youngsters here who
are in Year 12 at the age of 18 were actually training by that
stage, and by the time they were less than a year older they
were actually flying and in control of arguably the most
complex destructive piece of equipment in the world. It is a
concept that is hard to grasp, and that is what may be missing.
I would like to get that across to the people that flew with me
that we were children then. I went into the Air Force at 18
years and 4 days.
The fortunate thing about the way we lived was we were
not very close to the awful atmosphere of death. Very rarely
did we see a body - only when an aircraft crashed on to an
aerodrome or someone was shot up in the turret. The blood
and guts was not our scel1:e, but mental control and mental
fortitude was.
460 Squadron, in which I flew all my operations, was the
senior Australian bomber squadron, and operational casualties
were 1000. Our senior officer whilst I was there was Group
Captain Jimmy Edwards DFC, DSO, DSC. He was an
Australian with the RAF, and the most decorated Australian of
the war. It was my privilege to fly with him to Frankfurt on

_

the night of the 23rd March 1944. This was a rare occasion
for him to fly operationally, as he had done his stint in earlier
years and was thought to be an icon by Bomber Command.
He was some guy.
Eric Utz (3552) DFC, did a first tour of 30 with an
English Squadron and got the chop on his 17th, so he made a
total of 47 trips on Nuremberg when he was lost
Bob Henderson (3972) DFC, got a DSO on his second
tour. He did a first tour of 29 and a second tour of 17. He
didn't finish the second tour.
One word I wanted to say about Bob Henderson and Eric
Utz was that they were outstanding men; they were "old
men". When I met Eric Utz he would have been well on in
his twenties, and the same with Bob. I was just a brar, but
they were outstanding men and exceptionally good pilots,
both were a very great steady influence.
Now as far as my own concern, I only did 25 trips on my
first tour. They varied; some were arduous, some not. If
Command thought you wanted a rest, they might break the
rules. So they did that - I did 25 trips with my crew and then
I did 20 on the second tour and I did 7 on the third. It was a
piece of cake on the last couple of months of the war, and I
totalled 52.
Ground crew - they cannot be praised too much for the
exemplary contribution they made. They were ordinary hard
working guys who worked through temperatures and
conditions of which you would have no idea, to keep these
aircraft serviceable. They were absolute heroes. There were a
lot of them: there were armourers, mechanics, flight
mechanics, all sorts of people, they were really brilliant people,
something like 14 to every crew. You need to realise they
probably had one set of mechanics to each crew, or one set of
radio technicians to each plane, while the armoury people
probably were spread between planes.
The appearance of a major German target like Berlin or
anywhere in the Rhur, Frankfurt or Hanover, was awe
inspiring. Imagine dozens and dozens of search lights weaving
around the skies, imagine black smoke at various levels which
you could even smell through your oxygen mask at various
times. Imagine your own aircraft blowing up over there so that
you could almost reach out and touch the city because it had a
load of your own bombs dropped on it. Imagine the colour of
red and green on the ground, pointing the way to the target.
(They used to move the target pointer around depending on
how the damage to the target was assessed, whether they
wanted it moved up or they wanted it moved back) So the
Pathfinder fellows lived through each phase, and it was like
looking into the jaws of hell. It was an inconceivable sight,
with this modulating slow weave of aircraft going across, at
that height, with a heavy bomb load on. An aircraft is fairly
unstable at that height.
When I went on my first operation into Hanover, I could
not believe it, as it was like looking into Dante's Inferno. To
approach it, drop your load, and then fly straight and level for
about 24 seconds was like flying over a corner of hell.
A typical Bomber Command bomb load was a cookie, (a
4000 pounder), and down the back were 1000lb General
Purpose Bombs, and then you had specials carrying 41b
incendiary bombs, and 30 Ib incendiary bombs. That would
be 10 000 lb bomb load for a lO-hour trip. On a shorter trip,
and instead of 2200 gallons of fuel, we probably would have
1600 gallons.
My DFC was awarded in August 1944, three months after
finishing a first tour whilst I was a 'Screen', and 'Screen' was
the name ofInstructors at an OTU. I was a 'Screen' at 27
OTU, Litchfield. A DFC is for General Merit. If you were
regarded amongst your fellows as a particularly 'press-on
regardless' fellow, and if you took risks out of the ordinary and
suffered attrition out of the ordinary, they recognised you.
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William Arthur Collins

5669

As far as I can recall there was nothing spectacular about
my period of service: we did what was expected of us,
hopefully to the best of our ability. However, a decision :vas
made by higher authorities, which had a significant beanng on
the latter part of, not only my army career, but also that ?f
approximately 5000 other troops who were on the American
troop ship Mt Vernon. When we departed form Sue~, early
1942, our destination was not revealed to the trOOps In
general. However, after about one and a half days sailing from
Suez, a plane flew over the ship and flashed a message, which
required her to return to Suez. There, apparently, fresh orders
regarding destination were issued.
We subsequently learned that we were bound for. Java.
History tells us that those ahead of us were taken pnsoners of
War as they landed. I guess all of those on that particular ship
Were extremely lucky.
During my time with the 2111 Field Regiment I w~, for a
shOrt time, attached to a commando unit, which was sItuated
beyond our FDLs and whose job it was to seek out and deal
with pockets ofJapanese. As an artillery officer I was
responsible for bringing force to bear on these e~emy pockets
as required. This period with the commando Unit was
interesting, to say the least.

George Boyd Connor

4482

We went into Syria because the thinking was, by the h.igher
command, that the Germans were coming down to the 011
fields in the Balkans. Germany was already bringing some of
their people through Northern Syria towards Iran and Iraq, so
it was decided to move in against them. The force we had was
not big enough. It was spread too far, but I had a Platoon and
my first job was to go over the border three hours before the
main attack started and secure a bridge across the source of
the Jordan. I remember I misread the map in that I did not
look at the contours; I thought they were roughly 50 feet but
they were actually 100 meters, and there were gullies we had
to go through, so we got there late.
We had a bit of a scrap with the troops there, but the
bridge was not mined, as they thought. The next thing - I will
always remember this - my Company Commander came up
and gave me the orders, "your next job is attack and t~e Fort
Khiam." I said, "where in the bloody hell is it?" To whICh he
replied, "climb that hill and you will see it". So we clim?e~
the hill and then on the top of the hill, I could see a bUIlding
like a fort you would find in the desert: turrets on each corner,
walls about 12 feet high, I suppose, stone a couple offeet
thick.
So I had to attack and take it. We, four others and myself,
Went up and fired into one of the slots in one of the corners to
keep them quiet, and I crawled up myself and cut the barbed
wire. (I had some wire cutters with me.) Then we walked our
way along the edge of the fort. We came to where the barbed
wire had been attached to the wall all the way up to the top so
you could not go past and walk up to the next corner: I
climbed up to this wire and put my head over ~?~ things
seemed quiet inside. I said to one of the chaps, gIve m~ YO~,r
submachine gun will you, and I'll hop in and see what IS up .
I dropped into the fort, pushed open the door of a barrack
near where I'd landed and there it was, full of French. They
slammed the door in my face and I took off around the Fort,
and fired through all the windows as I went. At the next
barracks I threw a grenade into the far end, came back and
eventually got into the one we had cleared o~t first. When I
had gone into the second barracks my magazine had run out
- it was a 20 round little magazine. I had one in my hip
pocket, but when I walked in, there was a French soldier with
a fixed bayonet and a rifle about to shoot at me, so I flew at

him and hit him over the head with the gun, and covered him
with an empty gun. He was standing with his hands up and I
did not know what to do, here I am in a fort with a prisoner,
and he had his hands up. What could I do?
I thought I would change the magazine. So I got it out of
my pocket, still looking at him, and, holding it with my hand,
I flicked the catch and the empty magazine fell out and I went
to put the full one in but it would not go in as I had it in .
upside down! Of course the Frenchman saw that and he dIved
out the window and took off - for which I was very grateful!
Anyway, I was in one corner of the Fort there on my own and
the Fort was full of French soldiers, and my Sergeant who had
been with me when I got over the wall, came up on the
outside of a firing hole - he said "Do you want some help?" I
said, "Yes, I do". So he said "OK we will come in".
So he and the three others went up to where I had got over
the wall, but by this time the French were aware of what was
happening. As they jumped over the wall a machine gun
opened up on them. One got hit in the shoulder and he fell
back, the other three came in and they took off to where I was
and it was like a relay race. The chap on the machine gun
must have been firing at them, as they were running. The
bullets were hitting behind them all the time. One of them
had his rifle like a baton in a relay race. In front of the
doorway in this corner there was about a 5 feet sand-bag wall
and he cleared that without touching it! Anyway we stayed in
there, took a couple of prisoners and eventually dug a hole in
the wall so we could get in and out. Next morning we were
going to attack the whole post, but the French had left.
Some time later we then had skirmishes with the French in
various places. As I said in the beginning, we would go and
take a village but the French would come around the other
way and re-occupy it, after we had left. We did not have
enough troops. The units were approximately a mile apart in
some places, so there was nothing in the middle. Later we
were told to withdraw after dark. As I started to withdraw to
the assembly place behind where we were up in these hills, we
were fired upon by a machine gun from the French position. I
diverted the route and went around via another track and
came in to the assembly point, but when I got there no one
was there. What had happened was Tom Cotton, my
Company Commander, had come out and said to the RSM,
''Are they all here", and the RSM had said, "Yes". Tom meant
the whole of the company, the RSM thought he meant
Company Headquarters, so he took off and my platoon was
not there. So we were left up in the hills. I ran into the 2i/c of
the battalion who was trying to get word through to another
lot that we were way up at Hasbani. He said, "I'll take your
troops, and you get a message back to HQ". SO I got back to
HQ about midnight and then apparently the orders had been
altered, and I was the only one who knew where they were, so
the Adjutant sent me to take the message back through the
lines some miles into the hills.
When I got there not a soul was in sight, so I came back
again to the Battalion HQ and said to Tim Close, the
Adjutant, "Tim, I'm too tired, I've been going for about 48
hours, where's the company?" He said "they are up at Fort
Khiam", I said ''I'm not going to climb up there Tim, give me
a truck will you or something, I'm too tired". So he gave me a
little blitz wagon with a Tommy driver. When I got in the
driver said "Where to Sir", to which I replied "Fort Khiam".
To get there you had to go up a gully and come in at the
back of a peak. There was another Fort over there, and you
went up the Valley in the middle and came back. So going up
the road in the valley we came across anti-tank obstacles
strewn across the road, and the driver woke me up and said,
"what's this sir?" I looked up and through my blurry mind
thinking - anti-tank obstacles, must be covered by fire or
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commented "some of the locals must be having a game". So
we got out and man handled these obstacles off the road and
then drove on to a place called "The Pimple", which we had
captured a few days earlier. The driver said "that will probably
be your mob up there sir" as you could see people, and I said,
"yes that's probably it". When we were about 100 yards away
and a machine gun opened up on the truck! We quickly got
out on the narrow little road that ran along the side of the hill
and got into the drain. I was on the lower pan, and we tried
to work our way down the drain to an anti-tank trap. We
thought if we got into that we might be able to find what
went on.
When we got a little way down, there was a big stone in
the drain, which I could not shift. So I said to the Tommy
driver, "you poke you head up and have a peep, and tell me
what's up, and if there is nothing happening I'll get up and
move this thing". So he poked his head up and called out to
me "take a look Sir". I poked my head up and forty yards
away were six Senegalese soldiers with fixed bayonets and an
NCO with them. I had a pistol and the driver had nothing.
So I said, "it looks like we are prisoners", to which he replied,
"will my wife still get my allowance sir?" I said, "Now
remember name, rank and number is all we have to give
them". We put our hands up as we were not going to fight
these fixed bayonets, and over it came in my mind, and this is
where Shore comes into it, I was thinking I have to speak
French now, and Madam Mackey who had taught us French.
So I am starting to try and think of Ftench and nothing could
come into my head.
The NCO came up and he tipped all my equipment off
and took my wallet and everything, except my identity disk.
This made me bloody annoyed. Then he said to me in
English (while I am still thinking I must speak in French)
"What is your name" so I told him. He then said "what's your
regiment" - and I am looking at him blankly and thinking
how do I tell him in Ftench that under international law, that
I am not supposed to give him such information, so I am just
looking at him. Then he said to me in English "What is the
matter, aren't you English?" so I said, "No I'm an Australian".
With that he walked off quite satisfied - I don't know what he
thought Australian's spoke. Anyway I was captuted.
Then I went on a trip from there to Beirut, Northern
Syria, flown to Greece and to Athens, where the Germans
were in command. There were Swastika planes everywhere
and then we went up to Salonika, where we were kept on a
ship for a while. Then we went on a train trip right up
through Yugoslavia, Southern Austria, South-West Germany
and into France and down to Toulon. Under the terms of the
Syrian armistice they had to release all prisoners, but because
we were in France they had not released us. When the
authorities found out there were still some prisoners, three
Australians, the rest were all British Officers and NCO's, and
some Indian Commissioned Officers, they arrested the top
Vichy General and all his top staff, who were going to be
repatriated. They told them they were prisoners until we get
back. It did not take the Vichy French long to put us on a
ship so I came back to Beirut and rejoined the Unit. I was
probably one of the first British prisoners of the French since
the Napoleonic wars.

Bruce Leslie Gladstone Cooper

5981

My service was in convoys in the Pacific and Atlantic
oceans and seas thereto attached. I was trained in Naval
Gunnery and Air Defence ordnances for which I held
Certificates of Proficiency.
In June 1944 when I was 3rd Officer on 55 City of
Dunkirk en route from Sydney to New York via the Panama

-

Canal. At the time the ship was carrying several hundred tons
ofTNT a quantity of highly secret Radar equipment and the
vessel was mined for scuttling because of the radar equipment.
We arrived at the canal to be greeted by the US authorities
who were aware of the potential danger the ship presented and
a detachment of US marines were placed aboard as security in
case of, we presumed, sabotage, as one can imagine the havoc
if the TNT was detonated by the scuttling charges within the
locks of the canal or any of the narrow canal passages.
We were approaching the first lock at slow speed under the
command of a Canal Pilot, who, being equipped with an
"American drawl" ordered "Stop-It". I interpreted the
command as stop engines and rang the Telegraph accordingly.
The Helmsman interpreted the command as "starboard" and
swung the steering wheel to starboard. A ship of the size of the
Dunkirk takes some seconds to react to the helm and when it
does it moves inexorably. The Pilot, the sergeant in charge of
the Marines and I together became aware of the vessel heading
for one of the huge lock gates, which in emergencies close off
the canal from the approaches. Confusion reigned, Tommy
guns were cocked and marines raced allover the ship shouting
madly that we were going to blow up the Canal.
I was the officer in charge at the time and reversed engines
for the Pilot to resume command. It was a narrow escape as a
collision would have closed the canal for a considerable time
even if no detonation had taken place. We proceeded through
the rest of the canal without incident but under a every alert
'Marine eye'.
On the 14th April 1943, I signed on to the 55 Ormiston in
Sydney, needing to serve a final month of forty-five months
sea-time to qualify for the opportunity of sitting for a Secondmate's (Foreign-Going) Certificate.
We travelled to Port Moresby to off-load some troops and
cargo. Whilst in this pon we heard that 'Tokyo Rose', a well
known broadcaster of propaganda from Tokyo, was boasting
that the Japanese Navy would sink the Troopship Ormiston on
the voyage south, and said "You Australians think you are very
smart bringing your war-weary desert soldiers to New Guinea
to fight our fine Japanese men, but we will get you on the way
South!"
Later in Townsville on the voyage south we were selected
(as the Ormiston was a turbine engined vessel and could
maintain a constant speed throughout the voyage), as the
Commodore vessel of a convoy of about fifteen ships escorted
by a Destroyer and Corvettes of the RAN.
We left Townsville and proceeded to Sydney on 12th May
at 2: 12pm. We were about 80 miles off shore, abreast of Coffs
Harbour. At this time, the other ships in the forward line of
convoy vessels had slowed to clean fires and Ormiston surged
ahead of the convoy, into a clear line of fire for a submarine to
fire rwo torpedoes at our ship. Fortunately, one of them
missed, but the second of them struck the ship, just aft of the
No 1 Bulkhead on the Port side, exposing a huge hole
extending from slightly on the starboard side of the keel to the
between deck on the Port side. I was in my cabin at the time
of the explosion, and grabbing my life jacket, rushed to the
boat deck. There I joined another Cadet, (Alan Harper), and
together we concluded that the ship would not sink and
decided to stay on board, rather than abandoning ship with
the rest of the crew of some 100 persons.
After the crew had departed we ventured forward to
inspect the damage. At this time the ship had a heavy list to
Starboard, but apart from being covered with a sticky mixture
of seawater and sugar as a result of the explosion in the hold,
(which had contained a cargo of sugar in bags, a fact that
probably saved the ship from such structural damage which
might have caused it to sink) we, in our ignorance, became
convinced the ship would float.
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We decided to return to our cabin, which we shared, with
the notion we would clear our cabin of mementos and gear
for the future! Traversing the starboard passage-way we heard
voices and encountered the Bosun and a Seaman who also had
decided to remain aboard. We decided to go to the Bridge to
signal the naval ships, who were now dropping depth charges
to the East of us, to advise them we were still aboard. As we
entered the Chart-room we met the Captain ('Bull' Raven)
sharing the same opinion as ours about the ship, but most
upset we had been foolish enough to remain aboard. He
concurred that we should signal the Navy, which we did. We
finally arranged for a skeleton crew of seamen' and engineers to
reboard the next day and attempt to sail the ship to Port
(Sydney) for repairs.
Somehow or other, a Captain Williams arrived the next
day in a sea-going tug to claim the ship. But Captain Raven
had decided to sail unassisted to Sydney, thus denying salvage
to Captain Williams.
I had now been assigned the task of sounding the Forepeak Tank every few hours to determine the water level, as its
rising would indicate that the ship was taking water as a result
of the damage to her bow. I recall being very concerned when
on the foredeck to sound the Forepeak Tank, and that I often
looked aft to the stern seeing the deck moving up and down
as we moved through the water. The heavy seas that had arisen
were to become the worst storm in those waters for many
years.
Three days later, thanks to the skill of our Master, we
anchored in Sydney Harbour with the bow intact (Captain
Raven was later awarded the George Cross for his efforts in
saving the ship). After signing-off the Ormiston, I stayed
ashore to complete my BOT 2nd Mate's Certificate in
October, and then shipped to Canada to crew a ship destined
for the Australian Shipping Board.

James Arthur Cormack

5307

Urgent telegram received from Melbourne to Mr Roy Cormack,
his father:
Regret to inform you that your son Sergeant James Archer
Cormack is reported missing as result of air operation 3rd July
1941 (stop) Any further information received will be
immediately conveyed to you.
Air Board

Cable from John Phillips, Wing Commander RAP.
Jim's aircraft hit by anti aircraft at 8000 feet over enemy
occupied territory other pilots unable to observe further.
Baling out possible.

Harold William Coulson

5983

Letter to the Torch Bearer, 1944
Have only done three of these latest Berlin trips, and they
Were very exciting. The first two nights we bombed through
cloud, but on the third night it was clear as day and the fires
Were really terrific, and we could still see them for 200 miles
on the return journey. I had a little bad luck coupled with
SOme good luck. Two incendiaries fell from above and lodged
in the petrol tanks, but they both failed to ignite. The smell of
petrol was terrific, making most of the crew ill, which is not as
pleasant as one would like, especially with the hindrance of
the oxygen masks.

Robert Clarendon Cox

1903

The MWS (Mobile Works Squadron) was set up early in
the war to help in New Guinea.
Training was finished by 1943 and the Squadron moved
up to Sydney, then on to New Guinea. They sailed there on
Henry D Thoreau in March. They were sent on to Milne Bay

to help construct Gurney Field. In April sent to Goodenough
Island to build taxiways for the Vivagani bomber and fighter
strips.
In December 1943 sent to Nadzab. First part of the trip
was by Landing Ship Tank to Lae The roads were appaling.
The first four miles took 13 hours to travel. At Nadzab they
built a strip to operational level in 28 days.
62 Works Wing was incorporated with and responsible to
an American Task force. To be part of this the Squadron
needed military training, as it would be part of front line
troops. Left in April 1944 to go to Cape Cretin to pick up
supplies, and then sent to be part of the invasion of Aitape
and Hollandia. After three days the Squadron started to build
a steel matting strip, then a bridge to be built over the Raihu
nver.
After two months in this area the Squadron was sent to
Noemfoor Island. They had expected to go south after 15
months tropical service, but went westwards. On 15th July
1944 the Squadrons were renamed Airfield Construction
Squadrons. They were given the task of constructing
Kornasoren Strip. In August news came of a return to
Australia, and it started in September 1944.
After leave, the Squadron regrouped at Mt Martha for
further training. Then to Randwick for embarkation, and in
February 1945 they were to be sent to Bougainville, Emirau
and Green Island, where they were to function as a
maintenance unit. While at these places the war came to an
end in August with the dropping of "the bomb". After this
came the return to Australia and demobilisation.

Alister David Cranna

5841

RAAF Radar Operation
During the latter years of my time at Shore the Battle of
Britain took place. I was very interested by the role that 'Radio
Location' (as it was then known) had in that conflict and the
great impact it had in giving warning of the approach of the
German aircraft. I read all I could find about this remarkable
invention and the man responsible for it - Robert WatsonWatt. However information was scarce because the thing was
so highly secret.
When I volunteered for the Air Force I was surprised to
find that the RAAF had a radio location division (known then
as RDF) and that there were RDF units in operation although
few and far between. So instead of Air Crew I opted for the
mustering - RDF Operator (it was not known as Radar until
about a year later). At the Richmond Air Base where the RDF
school was located we were let into the secrets of this new
science which served to whet my appetite for working a live
station. Absolute secrecy was demanded in all matters training, the various pieces of equipment and their
capabilities: this sometimes created hostiliry between radar
men and those of other musterings.
The Australian radar units in New Guinea were all mobile
units ~own as LWAW sets, which stood for Light Weight Air
Warning - there were parts of them that were anything but
lightweight, a fact that soon became apparent when we were
setting up a station in a new location. This usually involved
climbing up from a beach to the highest point on the island sometimes 100 feet or so. The 240 volt power generating sets
had Ford 10 engines to which was bolted a large generator all
set on a steel framework, I think weighing about 500 pounds.
There also were other bits too, such as the 12 foot long steel
tube (the core of the station) which carried the base platform
and the antenna.
No 335 Radar Station was detailed to provide cover for the
Americans in the first landing on New Britain at Cape
Gloucester and was to set up in the Arawe Island group a few
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was staging at Finschhafen when its equipment and personnel,
together with a fair number of American troops, were loaded
into three landing barges which set off in convoy for an over
night journey of some 70 to 80 miles. Early next morning
when the landing craft were closing on the island they were
ordered back to Finschhafen - no reason was given but it was
assumed that Japanese forces were too much in evidence near
the landing site. Having returned to within 15 miles off
Finschhafen the ships were ordered to turn around and
resume the journey to the Arawe.
At about 5pm the twO radar barges ran up on a beach at
Pililo Island and unloading of the equipment commenced about half of the gear was on the beach when four Japanese
aircraft came around the corner of the island without any
prior warning and bombed our area in two runs, then
proceeded to strafe the landed equipment and the barges.
Everyone took cover in a wild rush and I recall wondering
how thick the steel was in the hulls of the barges and whether
it would stop the bullets that seemed to be flying everywhere.
Miraculously, no one was hurt and no serious damage was
done to the radar gear. Following this attack, air cover was
called in and a squadron of Kittyhawks patrolled the area for
four days, which allowed the radar to get operational and the
unit camp to be established.
The planes were then withdrawn to look after the Cape
Gloucester landing operation, upon which the island was then
set upon again by the Japanese aircraft: coconut palms do not
provide very adequate concealment and these aircraft dive
bombed and strafed the area several times everyday. And, just
to be annoying, at night-time the Japs sent over a sea plane
which turned up about once every hour or so, dropping a
string of small anti-personnel bombs :nh~ch, amongst other
hazards, made it difficult to sleep. ThIs aucraft had a most
peculiar engine noise and was nicknamed '~ashing Machine
Charlie' by one of the characters on the station. Several
American observers who were washing at the only fresh water
stream on the coral island were killed in these night attacks no one from the RAAF was hurt.
Arawe was only about 100 miles from the Japanese base at
Gasmata. In all, the station was daylight raided 67 times in
ten days yet it was only 'off the air' for 35 minutes due to
enemy action. Coconut logs were used'around the radar in an
effort to reduce the risks to the operators, but shrapnel from
the dive bombing made numerous holes in the heavy brown
coloured canvas enclosure to the radar which normally
provided the dark (and very hot!) conditions req~ired for the
operators to work. Tin hats were mandatory - mme ~ook the
impact of three bits of shrapnel from one bomb, whICh
rendered the hat pretty useless and me very sore but,
thankfully, alive. Two of the operators received wounds but
remained on duty. Christmas that year was not a peaceful
affair.
At the time of my service on Arawe, the Japanese held
almost all points north of Finschhafen, including Saidor,
Madang, the Admiralty Islands, and all of New Britain. The
Americans took Cape Gloucester, and the Australian Radar
Unit was specifically set in place to cover Cape Gloucester and
Finschhafen and report potential air attacks to those areas.
As the Japanese were progressively pushed further north,
and the radar station was becoming less vital, those of us who
were deemed ready for a 'break' were posted to quieter areas. I
was sent to Normanby Island, 304 Radar, approximately 200
miles south ofArawe. After Aware Normanby was like
paradise. There was a beach, at the end of which was a
freshwater pool fed by a waterfall, and the 'huts' were made by
the New Guinean natives in their fashion, with palm leaf roofs

-

and gravel floors. We were supplied on Normanby Island by a
launch from Milne Bay, the Oomoobah, which was a small
pleasure cruiser owned by William Arnott however
commandeered for war service by the Air Force to supply
Island stations. I doubt William Amott would have thought
much of his vessel when it was returned to him, having carried
44 gallon drums of fuel and oil, together with cases of food
and other supplies. Whilst at Normanby, a Japanese landing
barge came into the island which set everyone at alarm. It was
painted bright red, as their barges were, however we noted it
had only two people in it, which turned our alarm into
curiosity. We had no prior advice about this vessel. As it
turned out, this was an entertainment unit consisting of a
cinema camera, power plant and screen, which came to show
films to the members of the station. They set up on the beach
- our theatre consisted of any available box on which to sit and the local New Guineans also joined us. They had never
seen a moving picture before and for weeks afterwards we
couldn't stop them talking about it.

John Creagh

4682

Extract from a SMH 1942 review o/Sea Prison and Shore
Hell, a book based on John Creagh's experiences:
It is the story of John Creagh, a merchant seaman, who
was a member of the crew of the former French liner
Commissaire Ramel, which left Sydney on September 1, 1940,
with a general cargo for England, and was sunk in the Indian
Ocean on 20th September by the German raider Atldntis.
After the Atldntis had shelled and sunk the Commissaire
Ramel, her crew were brought on board the raider and sent
below to join the men of other sunken ships. The hardships
they endured on this ship were slight compared with what
befell them on a captured Yugoslav ship to which they were
transferred and taken to Italian Somaliland, and in the Italian
prison camp.

Charles Arbuthnot Crombie

4319

A letter he was writing to his wife as the air raid aldrm sounded.
I believe the Huns are coming after this drome - our M
has just started. Two of our chaps are up. I am having a spel.l
today. I wrecked my plane last night. Taking off in an air raId
I ran into a bomb hole. No one hurt but we had to leave the
plane in the hole all sort of broken up and walk back to
dispersal with bombs and things allover the place. Awful
nOIse.
Here comes the Hun now. A screen of Me109s. Our Spits
are with them, but nothing much has happened yet. Here are
all the bombers now. Eight Junkers 88, as far as I can see, in
close formation about 1500 feet, 109s all around them. Think
there were 40 or 50 109s, perhaps more, there seems to be
planes everywhere. The 88s are still in formation and are just
starting to open up and dive on the drome now. One has been
hit, a Spit got him and one engine is on fire. Two of the crew
have bailed out. Christ, here are the bombs also. I think they
will miss.
They did, fell on the other end of the drome. The 88 that
was hit has just hit the ground and blown up about a mile
from here. Three of the crew are coming down in parachutes.
No sign of the other one. Still planes everywhere. A fighter
coming down now. Spinning like hell, a Spit. The bombers
have split up now and are coming back to attack singly.
Another fighter has been hit and blown up in the air. Anot~er
bomber coming down burning like hell. He's blown up. Will
finish this later.
Sorry there is nothing really interesting to write about, but
I'm afraid we live an awfully groovie sort of life. This would be
an awful dump if there were no work.
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Arley Kelvin Crowley

5123

During my four years in the AIF I met up with only three
old ~hore boys: David Craig (4822) (a classmate who was, at
the time (1941) a Lieutenant on the Staff of the GOC Eastern
Command stationed at Kings School, Parramatta) then much
later (1943), Brian Allcock (5230) (another classmate,
Gra~uate Dentist with an Army Dental Unit in Northern
Te~ntory), and Bill Barnes (5099),(classmate and close friend).
It IS well known that the enlistment rate and proportion of
boys from Shore was very high, and I could have expected to
have bumped into a greater number of my class mates in the
Ar~ed ~orces, however as I was able to complete my
Ufil:erSlty training before joining, I was a couple of years
behind them and many were already overseas.
On the Subject of amusing wartime happenings, the
fOllowing is worthy of reporting, and occurred on a parade
ground at Ingleburn Camp near Sydney.
Our OC at the time had a penchant for drilling his
Company to make sure we could turn out well on the parade
ground. Well, on this particular occasion he was going to drill
the Company's motor vehicles! The vehicles at this time, some
15 or 20 very recently issued trucks and utilities of various
shapes and sizes, were going to be put through their paces and
~ocked into shape. However, our "Fearless Leader" virtually
did the opposite, as you will see.
Contemplate the following scene: a large parade ground
abour the size of a big sports ground, fully sealed, where all
the vehicles had been lined up side by side on one edge of the
parade ground some 8 or 10 feet apart. Our CO took up a
position about the middle of this large parade ground.
Instructions given to the drivers of the vehicles were that on
the given signal all vehicles were to advance in line abreast,
keeping dressing by the centre, just like a Guards' parade,
e~cept all the troops were mounted in vehicles! Following the
gIVen signal, the line of vehicles moved slowly forward while
our "Fearless Leader", waving and shouting encouragement,
Walked slowly backwards.
Well, the inevitable happened: as the line ofvehicles moved
f~rward, with each driver intent on watching the Oc, seeing
him waving and shouting instructions (which, of course, they
couldn't hear due to the their distance from the source and the
roar of the motors at low gear), each driver unconsciously and
automatically drifted towards the centre. Bit by bit, the 8 to
10 foot gaps got smaller and smaller until the whole line of
vehicles collided gently with a great squeaking and grinding of
metal! The actions and words emanating from our "Fearless
Leader" were something to behold and many watchers who
sawall this happening (including some NZ infantry units
~mped with us), were amazed beyond measure, and soon the
air rang wirh cheers and derisive laughrer which simply drove
Our OC into a state of apoplexy, issuing frantic commands as
the mechanical parade ground to a "No Go" situation. To my
knowledge this "military exercise" has never been repeated!
One extremely sad wartime experience occurred right after
the end of hostilities when I happened to be stationed in
Sydney. One day, a large number of officers and I in the
Sydney area were gathered up and sent to the Sydney
Showground, which had been set up to receive ex-prisoners
war from Singapore, being returned Home via Sydney by air.
The large group of officers was engaged to carry out the
paper-work for troop movement as quickly as possible, as the
ex-prisoners were brought to the area and if the troops were fit
enough, to get them on their way home immediately in
Sydney or areas throughout NSW; or, alternatively, straight to
hospital and/or rest homes for treatment.
The sight of our very own generation of young men in
such p~tiable condition brought about by the beastly cruelty,
Starvation and maltreatment by their Japanese captors was an

extremely agonising experience, bad enough when they were
young strangers to you, but when I met up with one of my
former Shore classmates, Billy Barnes, I recall vividly almost
bursting into tears! I also felt a wave of intense hatred towards
the Japanese race!
That was a very sad time for me and for all the other
young officers, for we were all only young lads in our midtwenties. It was years after that before I got around to buying
anything "Made in Japan"! Of the few men I know who were
prisoners of the Jap~n~se, it is clear that they will never forgive
the Japanese for thelf mhuman brutality exhibited during
WWII. I'm sure all service men rejoiced when "Weary"
Dunlop received many honours during his retiring years.
One of the happy and good memories of army service
involves classmate Brian Allcock, Dentist, (whom I mentioned
earlier in my narrative) when he treated me whilst we were
b~th in t.he ~arwin area. After the War, when Brian opened
hiS praCtIce m Chatswood, all my family and I were his
patients until he retired in the early 1980s!

James Lee Cunningham

5844

I enlisted in the Australian Navy in April 1945 (soon after
t~rnin~ ~8) and started training at Flinders Naval depot

VlCtona In May. After finishing training and serving at various
shore establishments, in February 1946 I was drafted to a
Corvette HMAS Bunbury at Williamtown dock Melbourne.
The Bunbury was part of the 20th Minesweeping flotilla. It
was thought the Japanese mine-laying submarines had laid
min~s in the sea lane approaches to the main Australian ports
and It was the task of the flotilla to clear these areas of mines
that might be there. I suppose minesweeping sounds like a
dangerous undertaking and no doubt would have been if we
had found any mines, but as far as I know, in all the
thousands of miles we covered we didn't find a single mine.
We paid off the Bunbury about September 1946 at
Vaucluse Bay in Sydney Harbour. It was about this time the
ship's first Lieutenant conducted a locker search of the crew's
quarters l?oking for stolen property. He didn't find any stolen
property In my locker, but he did notice I had a copy of the
Torchbearer, so we established we were both old boys of the
school. He was before my time at Shore.

Robert Leonard Cunningham

3771

Bob was a keen golfer. When he was in Western Australia
it came to the attention of his superior officer that his
~andicap was 4. It was arranged that Bob would take his leave
m Perth to coincide with General 'Red Robbie', his Lt Aidede-Camp and another Lieutenant from Perth for a round of
golf at th~ Royal Perth Golf Club. The General also arranged
to play With Norman Von Nider.
When Bob was stationed in Western Australia he found
that at meal time~ the flies were so thick that one could easily
eat them along With the food. He asked his wife to send him a
le.ngrh of mosquito netti~g and ~as given much ribbing from
hiS mates. When the netting arnved Bob placed it under his
hat, covering him and his food completely. It did not take
long for the others to eat their witty words and order some
netting for themselves.
Bob wa:o in Transport in New Guinea and his wife feeling
sorry for him us~d to stand in queues and save her coupons so
she :ould se~d him a few delicacies like tins of asparagus. That
was m plentiful supply in New Guinea and Bob could not
look at another tin of it. He did not tell his wife this until
after the war!
The men on the barges used to take it in turns to prepare
~eals for eac~ other..They would try and do something a bit
di/fe~ent and mterestmg. One chap was unimaginative and
predICtable; he always produced onion sandwiches.
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coloured butterflies, keeping a close eye out for the Japanese
on the opposite creek bank and surrounding bush.

Geoffrey David Davis

5989

Geoffrey Davis was an Able Seaman on HMAS Pirie.
Our duty in the invasion of Okinawa was to escort. We
were only on board a little Corvette, which was very cramped,
but very efficient and very seaworthy. We were to escort these
fleet train vessels which would involve oil tankers, provision
ships, ammunition ships. We were to escort these up to
Okinawa as there were quite a few submarines around at that
time. There were not such a great number of aircraft, although
there were quite a few kamikaze planes. They used to use these
planes against battleships, cruisers and other such large targets.
Our job was to protect these valuable fleet train vessels
from submarine attacks on the way up, or to make them
aware of the possibility of aircraft attack. When we arrived at
Okinawa during daytime hours, there was no sign of the fleet
at this stage. The fleet was just offshore Okinawa, gunning the
guts out of the place when we went to sleep that night. When
I got up to do my watch I could not believe it. Usually a
screen might show a half a dozen ships surrounding us.
Suddenly the screen just filled wherever we turned. I was just
amazed to find wherever the aerial was rotated there were
echoes coming from allover the place. Needless to say, you
could walk outside and you could not see a light anywhere.
We had to navigate purely and simply by our radar then, and
there was no way on a dark night that you could actually see
shipping the way you can these days.
Everything was blacked out, and when we got up in the
morning it was quite breathtaking, because from horizon to
horizon it was just full of ships, and every imaginable size of
ship. Ships of our own size, corvettes, destroyers that were
going round like speed boats weaving in and out of the fleet.
It was quite rough, I might add, on that particular day, and
they were churning up the water and ploughing through the
waves, cutting across the bow. How we didn't have another
Voyager collision I do not know. Then of course there were
aircraft carriers and battleships, and wherever you looked there
were just masses of ships. Then you would settle down for the
job, which was not particularly easy. As you were in very
rough waters, it was not particularly easy to go to a tanker and
take on fuel, especially as the tankers cop priority was to
supply the fighting ships and also to get provisions across to
them. The supply ships took everything up to them - even
mail. As far as the fighting boys were concerned up there, they
were not particularly interested in the ammunition, or
anything else, but they were interested in getting their mail. As
soon as the mail came aboard there would be great cheers and
everyone would rush around and get their letters.
While we were there we had to stop provisioning for a few
days because we struck a Typhoon.
Now everyone had heard of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, but
very few people these days realise what a pounding Japan took
before the atomic bombs were dropped. We did not realise it
ourselves, even though we had gone up there with the fleet
train. We did not realise what a pounding it had taken until
we actually went into Tokyo Bay.
We took the fleet train up and we had to rendezvous about
300 miles off the mainLl;nd of Japan, and then we escorted the
fleet train back to the Philippines. Then we refueled again,
doing this several times. The fleet was up there for some
months, absolutely pounding the Japanese mainland, and we
would get reports of this, such as Yokohama was bombed on
such and such a day, and so many thousand tons of high
explosives were used. We were given day to day reports on
this.

_

Then suddenly on the notice board came a report that we
could not understand, an atomic bomb had been dropped on
Hiroshima. We had no idea of what an atomic bomb was, and
we had never heard of Hiroshima. So we wondered why they
were dropping atomic bombs on Hiroshima, until over the
course of a few days we learned what an atomic bomb was
and what the effect on Hiroshima was. We were still in the
vicinity of above 300 miles offJapan when they dropped the
second one. As far as we were concerned there was no
question of the morality of this move. All we knew was we
had a bigger and better weapon, and maybe this was going to
shorten the war a little bit. We had no idea that surrender was
going to follow. Instead of taking another five years to
bombard Japan and get troops ashore and have a very long
and bloody campaign, we thought we would just gradually
drop more of these atomic bombs on more and more cities
until eventually it may make the invasion easier.
The next thing we knew the war had ended. It was as
sudden as that. We were just told on the 15th August 1945
that the Japanese were negotiating a surrender, and that
hostilities had ceased. I remember that very vividly, and
remember the profanity of that day; we approached a ship to
get supplies, and as we approached it they had not received
the news at the time, and we yelled out to them that the
Japanese had surrendered and as I say I remember the
profanity of it - a British sailor sitting on the side peeling his
spuds and he looked up and said "thank Christ - now we can
bloody well go home". It was certainly a very memorable end
to the war as far as we were concerned.
So we did not know what would happen then. We thought
we may turn around and go back to the Philippines and from
the Philippines we would go back to Australia and gradually
in due course would be discharged. We spent quite a few days
steaming around, unaware of what our orders were going to
be. Then one evening, about 1600 hours, the Ship's Bosun
went round and the Bosun's pipe was blowing which was
always done preceding any announcement and the
announcement which came afterwards was that the ship's
course was Tokyo Bay. You can imagine what a cheer went up
when the whole ship reverberated to that.
We sailed to Tokyo Bay and the morning we arrived there
was the 31st August 1945, which was a few days before the
actual surrender. We had no idea what was going to meet us
there all we knew that we were to rendezvous outside Tokyo
Bay and sail into it. The morning we arrived was a misty
morning with very calm waters like a mirror, and as we
approached the Japanese foreshore and saw the foreshore
gradually appearing out of the mist. It was really a very eerie
experience. These were people who we had fought for so
many years and who were so fanatical, and we were going
right into their home territory. We did not know what to
expect, whether this was a ruse to get the whole fleet in there
and do another Pearl Harbour on us, or whether they were
fair dinkum.
As we sailed in we could see huge white sheets about the
size of a wall pinned up on the foreshore, obviously as flags of
surrender. We entered Tokyo Bay via Sugami Bay, which is the
bay at the entrance to Tokyo Bay, so we sailed through Sugami
Bay through the breakwater to Tokyo Bay and we saw that
there were already four Australian war ships in Tokyo Bay
ahead of us. We did have the privilege of being the first
Australian-built ship into Tokyo Bay and have a little envelope
here I sent home to my mother signed by the members of the
flagships crew at that time, posted on board HMAS Pirie.
When we got into Tokyo Bay we anchored just off
Yokohama and that was the first time that I realised the actual
devastation that had been caused, we knew we had heard
about Hiroshima, but we had not seen anything. However,
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w~en ~e saw Yokohama the pictutes that you see now days of
Hiroshima and the foreshores of Yokohama were actually like
that. Practically every building was levelled, there were shells
of buildings and it looked almost like a construction site. It
Was just like that most of the buildings had been broken
down.

Shore Weekly Record, 11th October 1945.
To the Boys at Shore:
. We entered Sugami Bay about 0900 on the morning of
Fn~ay 31st August. All along the left foreshore were huge
white surrender flags. As we entered Tokyo Bay we could see
the battleships HMS Duke ofYork and King George Vand
USS Missouri and Iowa. They were lying off the breakwater
on the Sagami Bay side, clearly visible through the mist which
covered the harbour.
On VJ day the Allies put on a big show for the signing.
The sky was filled with planes. I counted over 100 Superforts
before I gave up counting, and in one flight of fighters alone
that passed overhead there were more than 200 aircraft. The
whole sky was reverberating with the roar of engines for
several hours.
However of all sights the most inspiring and the grandest I
have ever seen occurred on Monday 3rd September, the day
after the surrender. We received word that HMS Speaker an
eSCOrt carrier in our task force group, was coming down the
bay that afternoon with Australian prisoners of war on board.
She was to sail round the escort vessels to give their crews a
chance to farewell them.
Every member of the ship's company turned out. As the
Speaker approached, several ratings spread out the drooping
flag on the forepeak, revealing the Southern Cross, whilst
others rigged the ship's bell on the barrel of the 4in. Then
began the most whole-hearted clamour of cheering I have ever
~eard. This was suspended with great gusto by the singing of
Waltzing Matilda", the chorus ofwhich echoed far across the
Bay, and three resounding cheers.
While this was going on the POW's were standing to
attention on the flightdeck of the Speaker for'ard of the ship's
COmpany. In their assorted rig of brown and blue overalls and
battledress they provided a strange but glorious contrast to the
spotless white rig of the crew. Suddenly from the Speaker a
voice came over the loud hailer:
Righto, boys, three cheers."
Then followed a scene which could never be fully
described. These men who had sacrificed and suffered so
much gave vent to all the emotion which had been
ac.cumulating for so long. In those few seconds they gave us a
glimpse of the spirit which three long years of captivity and
oppression could never quench. There was a lump in the
throat of every man on board, and tears rose in the eyes of
many veterans who had seen and scorned the terrors of war.
Let us hope that their sacrifice will not be in vain. Let us
not only hope but act. After all, the future lies in our hands.

John Conrad Henry Dean

5314

I recall by arrival on Bougainville in September 1944
mainly because I thought it a hot, humid and uncomfortable
place. We boarded the Liberty ship Jane Adams and left Lae
on 18th September 1944, arriving at Torokina Point on 21st
September.
Wharf facilities were limited, so the ship anchored offshore and we were taken ashore on a landing craft. Climbing
down the ship's side on a rope ladder to reach the landing
~raft proved somewhat difficult as the sea was fairly rough and
In consequence the landing craft was moving in all directions.
The order was given "Don't look down!" but I think
everyone was too busy clinging to the rope ladder to look
anywhere. All eventually reached shore and there were no

casualties. A sloping gangplank is difficult to traverse with full
equipment, but I think it beats a rope ladder.

Warwick Allworth Deane

5492

Warwick put his age up to enlist in the 2nd AlF, after
being stationed at Cowra in the 1st Reinforcements for the
2/15 Field Regiment - 8 Division was then transferred to the
2/9 Australian Army Field Regiment.
An excerpt from Lieutenant Colonel Peter Fullerton
Cleland's War Diary when in Morotai reads, "Deane went to
Shore, Sydney. Is aged 23 and a First Class Artillery Sig. His
fire orders are reminiscent of Quilliam and my best and most
intelligent Sigs from the regiment. General ability, intelligence
and personality of a high order."

Graham Chadwick Dent

5682

When I left school in April 1940, Bill Roughton and I
enlisted as junior officers in the 55/53 Infantry Battalion.
We went into full time training with this Battalion in
November 1940. From that time on we both tried to transfer
to the AlF, finally managing to get to the 1 Australian
Armoured Division's AFV School Puckapunyal in July 1941.
Completing the school in November 1941, Bill Roughton
~nd I were posted to the 2/7 Australian Armoured Regiment
m camp at Tamworth. We didn't stay with this Regiment for
very long.
. Aft.er 8 ~ivision AlF had been in action in Malaya for a
llt.tle time, It was found that the Japanese were using tanks
WIth great success in the jungle. This ran counter to the
t~oughts of the 8 Division command, who had decided they
did ~ot nee~ 8 Division Cavalry in Malaya. The consequence
of thIS defiCIency was that two Independent Light Tank
Squadrons wer~ urgently formed in Australia from the recently
formed Australian Armoured Division.
One Squadron was formed in Victoria from the 2nd
Armoured Brigade, and the other Squadron was formed form
the 1st Australian Armoured Brigade in camp at Tamworth. It
was known as the 2/1 Independent Light Tank Squadron
under the command of Major Ian Murdoch. All personnel
were handpicked from Volunteers eager to go. Of the seven
Troop Leaders in his unit four were Shore Old Boys: EDB
Green (4703), A Hellicar (4711), DR Roughton (5082), GC
Dent (5682), all Lieutenants. Also in the troop was Hugh
Jackson (5152), also an Old Boy.
The newly formed 2/4 Australian Armoured Regiment
then moved north from the plains at Narellan, where it was
for~ed to man the "Brisbane Line" in the vicinity of Murgon.
ThiS move took place just after Christmas 1942. The unit
stayed in the area of Murgon till January 1944, when it
moved to Southport to become part of the 4 Australian
Armoured Brigade.
Lieutenant EDB Green became a Captain and was the
Q~arter~aster of the Regiment. Lieutenant Roughton was
actmg 2Ifc HQ Squadron. Lieutenant Dent was acting 2i/c A
S~ua~~on. Lieutenant Hellicar had transferred and become an
alt Liaison Officer at Nadzab. Hugh Jackson had transferred
and become Platoon commander with an Infantry Battalion.
Derek Bennett was still with C Squadron.
On the 25th August the Regiment sailed for New Guinea
After it arrived at Milalat Plantation Madang, Bill Roughton'
and I both attended Beenleigh Tactical School. Whilst there,
C .Squadron with Derek Bennett moved to Aitape to assist 6
DlV to. cl~an up the north coast to Torokina to help clean up
Bougamville. Subsequently Bill Roughton and I were asked by
the ~C B Squadron, Major Ken Arnott to join his Squadron.
We did, and both of us saw action down the Buin Road.
I am .convinced we have guardian angels. On a fighting
patrol With my troop along the Haiti track to link up two
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where they had blown themselves up while setting "booby
traps". I ran around the side of the leading tank and in the
process pulled the pins on four 75mm rounds set up as a
booby trap in long grass beside the track - not one exploded.
All the tank troops worked in co-operation with infantry and
were directed by troops on foot guiding the tanks by walkie
talkie radio and by telephone hand pieces mounted on the
rear of tanks.
In one encircling movement, as we were scrub bashing in a
great loop out into the jungle and then back onto the track. I
had the unexpected pleasure of meeting an old mate. As we
moved to an RV where we were to join up with an infantry
company and then to cut the track, the first infantry man I
saw was Harry Suhan (5783). We'd been to school together,
first at Mosman Prep and than at Shore.
On all encircling movements such as this, it was essential
to have the troop leader go with an infantry patrol to check
the terrain was suitable for tank movement. I was involved in
one movement when the infantry had done the
reconnaissance without a tank man. As we moved through the
jungle with a bulldozer moving ahead of the tanks, we
encountered a steep escarpment which was an insurmountable
barrier to the tanks without a lot of work by the dozer.
The dozer moved to the base of the escarpment and the
infantry moved with it. Suddenly the Japs, hidden in the
scrub on the edge of the escarpment, opened up with
automatic weapons. There was a great scatter of infantry. The
dozer was abandoned and the infantry left a dead company
commander and over a dozen killed and wounded lying on
the ground under the Jap guns. I moved the leading tank
forward and brought 3 inch howitzer and Besa Machine gun
fire to bear on the scrub. Our fire enabled the infantry to get
the killed and wounded out of danger. Eventually I got a towchain on to the dozer and pulled it out with a tank. Artillery
was then brought down on the escarpment. This line of
approach was abandoned.
My troop was with an infantry company overlooking the
Hari River. The Japs were well dug in on the opposite bank.
The NZ Air force flying Vought Corsairs were working with
us and had the job of strafing the Japs on the far bank. We all
turned out to watch the Kiwis do their stuff. Each plane was
equipped with four 0.5 inch calibre m~chine guns and they
strafed in pairs so a fair bit of stuff was flying about.
We watch the Squadron form up iii six pairs to commence
their run down the river. As each pair completed their run,
they banked and flew back to their starting point where they
banked and started another run. I've always been interested in
aircraft and was watching them do their stuff. Watching them,
I realised that as each pair turned they the turning point was
moving further north and bringing us under their guns. I
watched the next pair rum, and I realised we'd cop it this
time. I let out a yell and everybody dived for cover as the
bullets rattled our area. Not a soul was hit except and
infanteer whose Owen gun magazines were hit, exploding a 9
mm round, the bullet of which went into his leg. We were
very lucky.
My saddest experience on the Buin Road took place on the
last day we were to be in action. My troop had been on the
Road for two months and this was our last job. We had to
clear 2 km of road between two infantry companies. On the
way to our objective we cleared a couple of small mines, and
our accompanying infantry platoon killed two Japs who were
on a suicide mission to put a magnetic explosive onto a tank.
When we reached the perimeter of our objective infantry
company, I noticed the road had been dug up over a small
culvert. I felt a mine was hidden there and called up the
engineers with their mine detectors. They swept the area twice

and declared it clean. I told the tank to move on, it did and
set off a 250lb aerial bomb. It blew the front of the tank 15
feet in the air, killing the driver instantly and breaking both
legs of each of the other three members of the crew. We
buried the driver by the side of the road. I'll never forget that
day. It still haunts me.
An Old Boy, Bruce Milne (5378), was a member ofA
Squadron, and saw action on the Buin Road Bougainville.
Meanwhile Bill Roughton, Bruce Milne and I saw action,
Capt Doug Green was supplying us as Quartermaster back in
Torokina Perimeter and Derek Bennett with C Squadron
supporting 6 Division in the Wewak area. Bill Roughton was
slightly wounded by a bit of shrapnel from an exploding
Japanese grenade.
During the take-over, their Intelligence Officer expressed
the desire to see our tanks. He was aware of the type of tank
with which we were equipped. He knew 'matildas'. What he
didn't know was that we had two of the very latest American
M24s with us for tropical trials. They were capable of 40 mph
and had a 75 mm gun in the turret. We obtained permission
for the Jap officers to inspect our tanks, and they arrived in a
three ton truck. After the inspection the Intelligence Office
remarked that he now understood why we would have liked
to engage them in battle.
Just before Christmas 1945, I had sufficient points to go
home. There I served another eight months in the Discharge
Depot at Sydney Showground, where I had the pleasure of
discharging my father.

Rupert Octavius Dent

899

Shortly after WWII broke out, Rupert Dent went to
Victoria Barracks and offered his services, as a Duntroon
trained officer from WWI in whatever capacity he could be
used.
He was contacted by Eastern Command in 1940 and
appointed RTO at Greta. He was a Lieutenant. He served in
this position for some time and was then promoted to
Captain and appointed RTO Central Sydney. His next
appointment was Camp Commandant Victoria Barracks and
Secretary of the Staff Corps Mess.
As the War dragged on sick and wounded soldiers were
returning to Australia in even increasing numbers, he was
appointed Deputy Assistant Adjutant General Invalid and
Returned Soldiers. In this capacity he met all planes and
hospital ships returning servicemen to Sydney.
He carried out every appointment with great expertise and
was finally discharged by his son in October 1946.

David Lindsay Dey

4687

Following graduation and 9 months as RMO at RPAH,
entered AAMC Training wing at Cooma and then Wagga
show ground. Sent to Milne Bay after the action there and
joined B Company of the 11 th Field Ambulance. There were
great problems with malaria and scrub typhus and we acted
more like a miniature hospital than an ambulance station.
I spent 3 months as MO at Wanigela on the east coast as
RMO to a detached force protecting a so called aerogram me .
Subsequently the unit was transferred to Port Moresby.
During this time I cared for the Papuan army unit - some of
them had been dying of 'witchcraft' but I correctly picked the
next one as meningitis.
After leave in Australia I was posted as RMO to B corps
Signals at Lae and at the end of two years in New Guinea was
transferred to 113 CMH. I had been doing some study while
ina static role and about this time I passed an exam for the
Master of Surgery Degree at Sydney Univetsity.
This led to a surgical posting to a Plastic Surgery unit at
Concord. This was a turning point in my life as it largely
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mapped my future career. The chief feature of this time was
the artival of the POWs from Japanese camps, many of whom
We treated for the results of tropical ulcers.

Philip Alexander Dey

5317

Shore Weekly Record 27th August 1942:

I:ondon, Friday. - Australian night-fighter squadron has
lost Its first plane by enemy action during a year's operation in
guarding one of the most remote parts of the British coast
where raiders are so infrequent that the squadron has had only
two kills after a year's monotonous patrolling..
While chasing a Junkers-88 daylight raider recently, PilotOfficer Philip Dey, an Old Boy, had his Beaufighter put out
of action 30 miles from land.
Members of his squadron heard Dey's radio that the enemy
~ad been sighted, then a 'Tally-o', indicating that he was going
Into action.
Then the radio went silent. Later it appeared that Dey had
pancaked his machine on the sea, and launched a rubber
dinghy. He paddled until he was picked up by a rescue
launch.
~quadron Leader Dey was the pilot of a Beaufort A9-625
which was one of a number of aircraft detailed for bombing
and strafing operations on 16th March 1945. Squadron
Leader Dey's plane was the third aircraft to bomb and
followed rwo other into attack, in line, a strike against
Japanese held positions at But west. The aircraft exploded and
disintegrated into small pieces over the target area 2.75 miles
due south of Kauk Plantation, But West, New Guinea. It is
considered that all members of the crew would have been
killed instantly.
. Enquiries and local searches during April 1946, produced
nIl results in locating the aircraft. A further search in July
1946 resulted in the discovery of the tail of the aircraft but no
human remains.
Squadron Leader Dey was Officially presumed dead with
effect 16th March 1945. He is commemorated on the Lae
Missing Memorial, New Guinea.
This was the second accident that had taken place in
similar manner in three days. No further bombs were carried
by 71 Wing until an investigation by a committee of experts
took place. The committee came to the conclusion, after
carrying out flying tests in aircraft carrying bombs and
components, that the tail unit of 100-lb bombs was weak and
did not correctly perform the function of arming the tail
pistol.

Ross K. Doig
Extract ftom an interview with R Doig published in the Torch
Bearer December 1990.

I turned eighteen and my country decided it had a great
need of me rather than protecting me and cushioning me
from the war, so within rwo months after my eighteenth
birthday I found myself as one of that illustrious band called
'Chockos' in the Australian militia. I then joined the AlF and
for 4 years went allover the place.
Nobody seemed to want me. I seemed to be the odd
person out through my army career. I began as Private, and in
spite of a large mouth and fairly heavy ambitions, I remained
staunchly a Private. Everywhere I went I seemed to be the
mOst dispensable soldier of the lot. I was always bundled off to
~omewhere else. It was rather wonderful. I ended up in
Intelligence at Headquarters 1 Australian Corps in the
Australian Army, and here I learnt that there were private
schools, because in the officer class there was a very strong Old
Boy nerwork. One Unit I was in there was an old codger who
used to get around with a revolver hanging off his hand; he

was a Headmaster of one of these schools, Brigadier HH
Fewtrill, late Chief Engineer the NSW Railways. As far as I
was concerned, his chief claims to fame were designs for a
small enclosure for heating flat irons to iron officers' khaki
drills in the desert of Western Australia, and designing
dunnies. (It was one-holers for the officer class and about sixholers for the rest of us because it was considered that other
ranks should attend the needs of nature communally.)
Then I lost him somewhere up on the Tablelands when I
became a reinforcement for I Australian Corps and went with
them up to a delightful place on the equator called Morotai
Island. It rained like Hell every afternoon, and it was a
stinking humid climate like Brisbane in February, and I
remember I used to have to run off a daily review of the
situation for the Pacific area. About 100 copies of this Rev-Sit,
as they called it, fold about a dozen maps, and mail, a pressure
job which took about five hours everyday and I'd stand there
duplicating in an army tent, and no exaggeration the sweat
was dripping off the forearm. I still had to keep my shirt on
and have my putties and everything else, because it was a
Headquarters Unit and there was no such thing as taking off
your shirt.
Then the war ended and I didn't have enough points to
come back to Australia so they sent me to an idyllic little spot
called I:abuan ~sland ..There I appreciated the Australian Army.
They did the right thing for the first time in nearly four years.
We were camped about 150 yards from the beach and of a
morning I'd stroll out of the tent in my birthday suit, fall into
the water, swim about a quarter of a mile down to the jetry,
come back and then stroll back and have breakfast.
While I was in the Army I decided to study art so I took
an International Correspondence Course and the teachers who
gave me the assignments happened to be at East Sydney Tech.
So I got to know them through the correspondence as they
sent my work back and all the years I was in the army this
great stack of work followed me wherever I went. Each unit I
went to ~ad a stand up fight with my superiors on my right to
go on With my future career rather than do other things. Even
when the war was over they all wanted to play soldiers rather
than relaxing.
.1 ~et lots of war artists at different times. At Corps the war
:rtlsts ,:ork would arrive and one of my mates would say,
There IS another lot from Pidgeon or Donald Friend, come
up and have a look at it!" So we'd pore over works sent from
on~ of the islands or battle scenes. Talking to some of these
artists I came to the conclusion that there was only one place
in Australia to do art and that was East Sydney Tech (later to
become the National Art School.)
So I took my discharge here because it didn't matter from
which state one enlisted, one could nominate the state of
discharge, so I got demobbed over here and started straight
away at East Sydney Tech. It was the end of 1946.

Richard Boshier Downes

4459

Whos Running This Show Anyway?
There used to be a theory that armies were run by generals.
~ed flannel hat-bands were supreme, called all the shots, made

It all happen. But World War I produced in Australia, if not
elsewhere, an attitude of profound scepticism. We'll really have
to watch these people.
. World War II saw us in Ingleburn camp in the depths of
Winter, cold showers, not enough blankets. Turning over in
bed at ~ight pro~uced a violent crackling from Saturday's
Herald interleaving the bed-covering.
We had rwo forms of dress - our uniforms, field service
(FS), or our fatigue uniform, khaki drill (KDs), known as
giggle suits. Topped by giggle hats. Oh, those giggle hats.
A perceptible wavering in our command sometimes led to
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drum - Regimental parade at 0900 - dress KDs. At 0840, new
orders would emerge - Parade at 0900 - dress FS. Boots off,
struggle into FS (already ironed for leave that night), fold and
stow the offending giggle suit and leave all ship-shape, when
the dulcet tones of the sergeant are heard in the land - "As
you were dress is KDs."
As a counter to any perceived indecision or any tendency
to embark on rash exploit, we produced something called the
"Fathers Committee", a nebulous body which never actually
met, but which nevertheless exercised a benign oversight on all
our activities. Their first move was to send us to Darwin to
escape the rigours of an Ingleburn winter. Darwin is great at
that time of the year, but of course they pulled us out before
the next "wet season".
Although we were formed early in the war, we didn't sail
for overseas until after many who had joined later - you can
guess who organised that!
We arrived in the Middle East at a nice safe time on the
tail end of the Syrian campaign, but left again before EI
Alamein, which could have been dangerous. Clearly,
something to do with the Fathers Committee.
We headed for the Far East in Orcades, on a fast passenger
ship, leaving our guns to waddle along behind in a string of
freighters, and arrived in Sumatra with next to nothing. The
Fathers Committee must have been having their summer
siesta at this time, as the day we left Orcades to go ashore
coincided with the arrival of a fully equipped Japanese
airborne division at Palembang, just across the island.
However, they successfully pulled their irons out of the fire
later that night by arranging for a thunder-storm. We were
cruising up and down Tanjong Priok on a refuelling barge
looking for the blacked out Orcades on a pitch-black night,
when it was revealed by a fortuitous flash of lightning.
We waited in Batavia during a lengthy confrontation
between Curtin and Churchill, (a member of the Fathers
Committee no doubt at Curtin's elbow), and after landing
Australian troops who were equipped, we set off for Adelaide
via Colombo, where we off-loaded a lot of ex-Singapore
refugees.
I wont bore you with who it was that arranged for us to
miss the first big Darwin air-raid on 19th February, 1942, but
the next 50 raids were pretty ineffectua,l as they had to stay
out of our range!
.
In Finschhafen things were stable enough to get a Fathers
Committee OK, and the swimming and fishing were
particularly good until we ran out of 14 second grenades and
had to use 9 second ones, springing the bottom of the boat.
(The FC didn't approve of this and we were moved inland!)
In Morotai, sailing was the go, using fighter belly-tanks as
hulls. It doesn't seem to matter how well you wash out a belly
tank, it will still explode if you cut it open with an oxygen
torch. This resulted in a blistering message from the Fe.
Incidentally, there is a very high water table in Morotai, and
the only form of latrine was a horizontal 44-gallon drum,
affectionately known as a "hot squat". These were burnt out
with dieseline - yet another explosive situation!
At Balikpapan, D-day was 2nd July, and we arrived in
LSTs, which are pretty sizeable vessels, but a masterstroke by
the Fathers Committee made sure that we couldn't land until
a couple of days later, as the depth of water beautifully
illustrated on our charts didn't exist in practice. This meant
that the US 5th Fleet in support was still there on the 4th
July. There wasn't much left to shoot at that stage, but try
telling that to a US Gunnery Officer! The Americans get very
emotional at Thanksgiving, and a few hundred extra rounds
flew overhead. Its known as the "Uncle Sam's got plenty!"
syndrome.

On the outbreak of peace, the Fathers Committee arranged
for the British aircraft-carrier Implacable to pick us up in
Borneo and to negotiate the shoal waters ofTorres Strait
successfully, and in no time we are back in Sydney and
discharged. Clutching my $250 largesse from my grateful
country for my 5 1/2 year effort, I disappeared into civilian life
before they could change their minds!

Michael Hutton Dowsett

8338

I joined the Royal Australian Naval Reserve as a dental
officer shortly after graduation from Sydney University in
1961, and, following completion of post-graduate studies,
transferred to the Permanent Naval Forces in July 1965. Six
months later I was posted to sea and joined HMAS Vampire
in January 1966, which sailed in company with HMAS
Derwent as part of Australia's standing commitment to the Far
East Strategic Reserve. RAN policy at that time was that each
major Fleet unit attached to the Strategic Reserve carried a
medical officer, and a dental officer (such as myself) worked
with portable equipment, moving between the ships as
operational requirements dictated.
Shortly after arrival in Singapore I transferred to HMAS
Derwent, which was then detached for service in Borneo as
the Tawau guardship. The Tawau Assault Group was formed
in December 1963 following the successful Indonesian assaulr
on a Malaysian infantry post at Kalabakan in which Malaysian
casualties were heavy. The group was a force of up to a dozen
coastal minesweepers, patrol craft and shore defence motor
launches which patrolled the waterways and swamps of the
Wallace Bay area to prevent a repeat of the Kalabakan
incursion. The small vessels were backed up by the Tawau
guardship, a destroyer or frigate capable of providing
additional fire support against Indonesian targets should the
need arise. While stationed at Tawau the guardship was called
on to exercise the naval gun-fire role periodically both in order
to counter Indonesian activities and for its general deterrent
value. The remainder of the time was spent patrolling to
seaward due east of the border. These patrols were performed
at night six nights out of seven usually in company with a
minesweeper and a RAF Shackleton aircraft based out of
Labuan.
My period on HMAS Derwent had a Shore connection in
that the Supply Officer was Lieutenant John Merrillees..
My dental duties kept me busy on the guardship at Tawau
as I was the only Service dental officer in the area. Dental
treatment apart from the local treatment available in the
Tawau town required air travel to Labuan and seats on aircraft
were limited. As a result it became common practice for twO
Land Rovers of dental patients from the British battalion
stationed in the area to arrive on the wharf mid afternoon just
before the ship sailed for its nightly patrol and for them to
receive dental treatment by myself overnight before being
landed on the ship's return the next morning, Apart from
dental treatment the "package" provided the chance for the
Army to have a shower and spend the night in air-conditioned
comfort.
My usefulness as a dental officer able to provide relatively
sophisticated treatment in the Tawau area resulted in me
returning to Tawau later that year in two other RAN
deployments on HMAS Vampire and HMAS Parramatta
until the end of confrontation later in 1966.
The only other period of operational service that year was
when I was serving on board HMAS Vampire, which escorted
HMAS Sydney to Vung Tau anchoring offVung Tau to
unload troops, ammunition and stores in May 1966. Such
escort duties were commonly achieved by diverting Australian
ships operating with the Royal Navy Far East Fleet.
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after leaving Rabaul in June 1942 shows that Mr HG Doyle
Was aboard the vessel, and I desire to convey to you the
profound sympathy of the commonwealth government.

Brush and Comb
Pyjamas
Toothbrush and Paste
Shaving Kit
Soap Towel
A kit bag will be issued at this Office for conveying these
articles to the Training Depot. Identity Card and Ration Book
must be brought with you when reporting. Care must be
taken that Ration Book contains ALL COUPONS which are
not permitted to be used.
Receipt of this communication must be acknowledge by
return post.

Keith Ralph Doyle

March - April 1945

Harry Granville Doyle

3108

From the Minister for External Territories, 30th October
1945:
It is with deep regret that I have to inform you that the
translation of the nominal roll of the Japanese vessel

Montevideo Maru which was lost with all personnel on board

5318

Anyone in School House in the 1930s knew 'Nitter'
Butter's nasal tones. I was exploring a residential in New York
whilst on leave looking for a place to lay my head for the
night. From the floor above came a very nasal, "The bloody
beds aren't too good". It could only be 'Nitter'.
I yelled, "Where are you?" We had a happy reunion and a
night on the town before we went our respective ways.

Arthur Henry Dreverman

4146

I met up with Old Boys throughour my Army service. In
June 1940, I attended a school for potential Ordnance
Mechanical Engineers. On that course were Sergeant
Dreverman (4146) Sergeant Jim Jay (5352) who had done
Engineering at University with me, Sergeant Gordon Hocken
(2596) who were all in the CMF and (Mick) RK Dixon
(3105). When I marched in to 2/2 AA Regiment in January
1941, I found as fellow Officers in the Mess, Captain Pat
Kelso (3292) and Lieutenants Ted White (3694) and Jack
Chapman (4671).
Early in March 1942 I travelled on the Westernland, the
same troopship as Doug Rickard (4936) from Suez to Ceylon.
In 101 and 53 AA Regiments I found Captain Cliff
Butterworth (4125) as a Battery Captain, and in the 53rd
Regiment in New Guinea Captain Grey Channon (4313) was
the Medical Officer. When I later transferred to 10 1 AA
Regiment South of Darwin I found the Lieutenant Frank
Osborne (4562) was the QM. Then, in the month I acted as
Commander of 10 Advanced Base Workshop in Darwin,
Captain Russell Sinclair (1871) was the Adjutant. To cap all
this off, in late 1945 after hostilities ceased, I took over from
Lieutenant Colonel Mick Dixon (3105) as commander of2/7
Advanced Workshop.

Phillip Andrew Duffett

6456

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA.
22nd December 1944
Mr PAM Duffett,
206 Ben Boyd Rd.,
Cremorne.

Entry as Stoker
Dear Sir,
With reference to your application for enlistment in the
Royal Australian Naval Reserve, you are advised that you have
been selected for entry, subject to passing the Interviewing
Board and a final medical examination.
In this connection, you are requested to report at this
Office at 8 a.m. on Thursday, 11 th January, 1945.
After entry, you will be despatched for training to Flinders
Naval Depot, Westernport, Victoria, leaving Sydney by
Express Train on the following Monday.
Relatives and friends will be permitted to witness your
departure from Central Railway Station.
Care should be taken that excess baggage be eliminated.
The following toilet requisites, etc., should be taken with you
when reporting at the railway station:-

During the early part of my New Entry training at HMAS

Cerberus (Flinders Naval Depot), I became very ill with
pneumonia which brought me closer to death than I have ever
been in my life. Looking back, I am certain I would have
died, even though Flinders Naval Hospital was very well
equipped. The person who saved my life was a Petty Officer
Sick Berth Attendant (SBA). I do not know his name or why
he singled me our, but I can still remember him saying, as I
slipped into a muddled, unconscious state "you are not going
to die, Blue".
He made me drink endless glasses of water and every four
hours I received penicillin injections and M+B tablets. I stayed
in an unconscious state for about 10 days, during which time
I did not have any interest in food. Sometime during the
second week I showed considerable improvement and can still
remember how ravenous I felt.

August - September 1946
Steaming back from Trincomalee to Sydney aboard LST
3501 we picked up a young doctor at Singapore who joined
ship's company.
On reaching the island of Borneo the ship ran its bow up
onto a deserted beach at Balikpapan where the doctor decided
he would like a skeleton for his surgery. The doctor with two
seamen ratings headed off into the jungle to locate any bodies
of]apanese soldiers. They found one quite close by and
returned to the ship. A rough fireplace was erected with a 44gallon drum of water placed over the fire. The body of the
dead Japanese soldier was placed in the drum. Throughout the
day the water was kept boiling away so that the flesh would
falloff the bones and the doctor would have an excellent
skeleton.
Unfortunately there was an off shore breeze which filled
the ship with the offending smell as the fire had been placed
on the beach just ourside the open bow doors.
The menu on a Friday night in the Navy, was always
salmon kedgeree, and a group of stokers sat looking at the
meal on their plate when one bright spark called our "I've got
a thumb." I have never seen the mess deck cleared so quickly!

October 1945 - April 1946
HMAS Gilolo and Melville both names used for shore base
at the island of Morotai
Australian sailors took over the United States Sea Bees base
and carried out normal naval base operations.
Stoker Duffett worked as a Driver, Storeman in the garage
as well as sole armed escort for batches of 20 to 30 Japanese
Prisoners used as work party aboard Mombah during day and
night. Prisoners brought by truck to wharf by army and
transferred to Naval control. They then boarded LCVP barges
for the short trip to Mombah where they shovelled coal into
large baskets or carried our other duties.

June - December 1946
HMAS Kuttabul and HMAS LST 3501. HMAS LST
3501 Flagship ofLST Squadron which was transferred from
Royal Navy to Royal Australian Navy.
After travelling from Sydney to Colombo on board SS
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Ttincomalee by ttain. Trincomalee possesses a harbour second
in beauty only to Sydney Harbour.
Some time was spent in Trincomalee fitting out, victualling
and training in beach assaults when the ship is steamed at
high speed towards a flat beach and a large rear anchor must
be cast off at the right time to enable the ship to refloat
herself. After training we steamed via Singapore, Balikpapan,
Darwin, and onto Sydney.
Whilst in Sydney LST 3501 and perhaps other LST's were
loaded with army trucks, jeeps and small harbour craft, which
we understood was to be transported to Biak in New Guinea.
After a delightful cruise inside the reef, we reached Cairns and
headed through the opening in the reef to the Coral Sea where
we ran into vety strong weather. During the night our bow
doors were swept away and the tank space within the ship was
filled with 3 feet of water.
We returned to Cairns, pumped out the tank space and
made the ship secure. We were ordered to return to Sydney at
a slow rate of knots.

Thomas James Dunbabin

3111

Submitted by William Holmes Travers.
For Cretans, the Battle of Crete did not terminate with the
evacuation of the allied forces from the island in 1941. The
local inhabitants carried on a campaign of resistance, which
continued for another four years until February 1945, when
the Germans ultimately left and civilian government was
restored.
The Special Operations Executive of the British Army
(SOE) was a war-time body formed for the express purpose of
organising resistance, carrying out sabotage and collecting
intelligence in enemy-occupied countries, and it extended its
activities to Crete early in 1941.
The preliminaty task of SOE was to arrange for the rescue
and evacuation of the troops our Navy could not take off
from Sphakia at the time of the withdrawal from the island.
The principal task, however, was to collect intelligence on the
movements of German troops, supplies and aircraft from the
island in support of Rommel's attack on Tobruk and his
advance into Egypt. Other tasks were to organise resistance
activities and to carry out sabotage attacks.
Between June 1941 and January 1942 some 1000 allied
troops who had remained at large in Crete in the mountains
on the south coast were evacuated, many with the help of the
Abbot of the Monastery of Preveli and a wireless link
established with the leaders of Cretan resistance in that area.
When this operation became known, the Germans plundered
the Monastery and stationed a military post there. The Abbot
had to go into hiding and the link was broken. As a result the
SOE in Cairo decided to re-establish contact with the
partisans and assess the possibility of further resistance.
Captain Dunbabin, who was then attached to Military
Intelligence in the Middle East, was selected and landed by
MTB on night 15/16 April 1942. On this occasion,
Dunbabin remained behind the lines as an underground
operator until 15 February 1943.
Disillusionment and uncertainty of authority existed
throughout the whole of Crete after evacuation of the Allied
forces, and it was not surprising thar underground
organisations sprang up in various districts. It became
apparent that some of these bodies reflected the views of the
government in exile, while others favoured the establishment
of a communist regime in any post-war settlement. In
addition, underground activities became more and more
difficult as the Germans increased surveillance on the south
coast of Crete, particularly when they took and shot hostages,
burned villages and arrested leaders of the resistance groups.

Morale of the Cretan people suffered. As hostility increased
between the two groups, the Germans were not slow to
encourage these differences of opinion.
As a result, the main aim of the Special Operations
Executive was directed towards diminishing the influence of
the communist bodies and promoting that of the government
in exile. To achieve this aim SOE called on those of its officers
who were qualified academics and archaeologists for assistance.
Tom Dunbabin was one of the first selected. After his first
tour of duty, he returned to Crete on two subsequent
occasIOns.
In September 1943, at the time of the Italian Armistice,
the Cretan underground movement decided the time had
come to commence guerrilla operations in a big way. They
ambushed a company of Germans in eastern Crete, killing
113 and taking 71 prisoners. The Germans retaliated with fire
and sword, crushing the uprising. Dunbabin was sent back
behind the lines with the task of re-building the resistance
organisation and restoring confidence between the supporters
of communists (the EAM - the National Liberation Front)
and the supporters of the emigre government (EOK - the
National Organisation of Crete). By May 1944 he had
successfully completed this task, and he then returned to
Egypt.
As the British advance in North Africa brought the
prospect of liberation in Crete nearer, political questions of the
future of the government of Greece and Crete again came to
the fore, and the relationship between the EOK and the EAM
became more and more strained. The EAM was dominated by
the communist parent body on the Greek mainland. On the
other hand, the EO K, which had developed purely as an antiGerman military organisation, had no political program.
Logically it should have ceased to exist on liberation, but by
the end of 1944 it had adopted a political policy of its own:
anti-communism. The Allies realised the two bodies would
have difficulty existing together in time of peace.
In July 1944 Dunbabin returned to Crete with the express
purpose of preventing hostilities developing between them.
On this occasion he returned with the rank of Lieutenant
Colonel and as Field Commander, with authority to
coordinate the activities of the EOK and the EAM. He
remained in Crete until April 1945. The success of
Dunbabin's third foray behind the lines meant that Crete was
spared the scourge of the civil war which was to ravish
mainland Greece from 1945 onwards.

Austin Yeats Ellerman

4495

Austin was a Lieutenant commanding 9th Platoon, If
Company, 2/29 Battalion, in Malaya. This extract from his
reminiscence recounts the jail ofSingapore.
On 14th January, '!'I. Company were in a reserve position
at Segamat Estate. Captain Sumner asked me if my platoon
was available for a special patrol, and at 1200 hours that day
we proceeded on the special patrol to the bridge over Sungei
Muar, 6 0 miles north of Gemas on the Rompin Railway Line.
Attached to 9th Platoon were two battalion signallers and
Corporal Gray and four sappers from the 2/12th Field Coy,
RAE, a total of one officer and 39 other ranks. The tasks given
to the force were:
1. To ambush any enemy approaching down the railway line
towards Gemas.
2. To send back any information of enemy movement.
3. To cover engineering party installing demolition charges on
the bridge over the Sungei Muar. (Lieutenant Ellerman to
order the demolition.)
4. To return by the most suitable route and rejoin the
battalion.
We proceeded by MT to the railway yards at Gemas and
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there met Lieutenant Campbell of2112th Field Coy; we had
taken with us 5 days' rations. At my suggestion, we made up a
small train in the Gemas railway yards, from a Morris
Inspection truck, coupled to several hand trucks. Two
additional hand trucks were taken by 9th Platoon to carry
rations. The main 'train' was to come up to Londah Halt that
evening.
Our party moved up the railway on foot, arriving at the
bridge at 1800 hours, where we took up our positions. Two
miles north of Gemas contact had been made with a smaller
engineering party who were arming the bridge over Sungei
Gemencheh. The main train, under Lieutenaiu Campbell,
arrived at dusk, and Corps Gray and his sappers commenced
arming the bridge over S Muar, the party working until late
that night.
Arrangements were mode with Lieutenant Campbell to
return in the 'train' the next evening with more rations, and to
de-rail the engine and had trucks at Londah Halt, so they
could be used for our withdrawal.
On 15th January 1942, an ambush was prepared just
forward of the northern end of the bridge. Meanwhile the
engineering party completed the double wiring of the bridge.
Two natives approached - their movements were suspicious, so
I gave orders to open fire and one native was killed, the other
escaped into the nearby jungle.
The main 'train' had not arrived by 2300 hours that
evening, so I sent back a patrol consisting of Corporal Coridas
and three men to the bridge over S Gemencheh. The patrol
returned at 0400 hours the next morning with the news that
the smaller bridge had been blown and that no troops wete in
the vicinity. The rails of the line were 'looped down' into the
waters of the river.
During that evening, distant gunfire was observed on our
left flank, and it was obvious that the 'front' had moved
forward towards Gemas. I decided to otder the demolition of
the btidge, and the engineering party soon had the priming
charges in place. The force was then withdrawn to a position
about 500 yards south of the bridge, each man being issued
with dry rations. All ranks were made familiar with the
withdrawal plan and shown the platoon commander's map.
At 0500 hours the bridge was 'blown', and 240lbs of
guncotron went up in a large oval flame. Corporal Gtay went
forward and returned to report that the demolition was very
successful, and that two of the three steel spans had been
blown into the river and the third dislodged from its support.
Withdrawal then commenced, and after walking about 1,000
yards down the railway line we struck east through Kampong
Londoh.
A short time later, suspicious sounds were heard from a
house which was surrounded, but the only occupants were
several badly scared Malays. As daylight arrived it was found
that nine members of the party - Corporal Gray, four sappers,
two battalion sigs and Privates Johnson and Moore - had
become separated during the night. A halt was called and
three small parties were sent back to try and locate the missing
men.
I continued with the main party on an easterly bearing, but
Soon encountered thick swampy jungle. About midday it was
decided to re-trace our steps, and we returned to the railway
line, then down to the outskirts of Gemas, crossing Sungei
Gemencheh by way of the railway lines and sleepers still tied
on to them. About 11/4 miles north of Gemas, there was some
machine gun fire, aircraft activity and anti aircraft fire. A small
patrol was sent forward, and it soon returned, having
contacted an Indian who assured them that Gemas was still in
British hands. The Indian had suggested that the party
approach Gemas by way of a track near his house.
On moving forward, we met the Indian again, who

repeated his assurances that there were no Japanese in Gemas.
About 500 yards further on we ran into five Japanese, an ack
ack gun crew, who were trying to catch a pig. They were more
surprised than we were - we withheld our fire and slid into the
nearby jungle.
I then went forward with Corporal Thomson and, from
their position behind a tree, they soon found out that Gemas
was indeed in Japanese hands and only 50 yards away four
Japanese jumped out of a car to escape a shelling raid. We beat
a hurried retreat and with the assistance of the cover in the
surrounding jungle, headed north east and way from Gemas,
soon cutting a well defined track and skirting around several
Japanese gun positions.
It was now nearly dark, so we 'hid up' for the night. At
dawn the next morning 07th January 1942) we set off again,
following the defined track, reaching the Sungei Muar about
1130 hours. We were hopeful of finding a boat or sampan at
this well-used river crossing, but these had either been
removed or destroyed, so I set everyone to work to build a
raft, using jungle vines, a piece of rope and some wire to bind
the pieces of Cumbungi together.
As the river flowed very swiftly we needed a rope to handle
the raft - this was put together from our rifle 'pull throughs'
slings and puttees. Privates Lamb and Shields swam across the
river with our 'rope' and secured it to the far bank. Then we
had a stroke of luck - finding a sampan, which had been
buried in the shallow water. This would hold two men and
soon we had ferried everyone across.
As soon as this had been accomplished, two low flying
Japanese aircraft appeared, obviously looking for us. We were
well hidden, however, and after a short rest we started off
heading east again through uninhabited jungle. We saw
elephant signs, and soon come to a small kampong where a
Malay, who spoke some English, gave us two pairs of shoes to
replace those lost while crossing the river. He also acted as our
guide to the village ofTeberau, where the headman of the
village was most helpful. On inquiring as to whether or not he
had seen any British or Australian troops, he said that they
had been drawing water on the south side of the river only
that morning.
I took a patrol across the river, ferried by the villagers and
made contact with a section of a 2/26th Battalion. Soon the
rest of the party was ferried across, and we received some very
welcome tea and snacks. At 1800 hours I reported to the CO,
Lieutenant Colonel Boyes, of 2126th Battalion and was able to
pin point on a map the gun positions of one infantry section
two ack ack guns and one light artillery gun and an OP
position to the 10 of2/26th Battalion. The light artillery gun
had been giving our gunners a lot of trouble, and a later
report tells of the silencing of it.
At 1930 hours the party were transported by 2/26th
Battalion MT to 27th Brigade headquarters, where it was
learned that the remaining nine members had been guided
back to our lines by friendly Chinese. My party then
continued on to our own B Echelon at Segamat Estate.

Muar Road Patrol
18th January 1942 Refitting at B Echelon in Segemat
Estate. Privates Rowbottom and Owen to hospital.
At 1300 hours moved with B Echelon to a position, two
miles north ofYong Pengo I was asked to provide a guard for
an ammunition truck to go down to 2/29th Battalion that
evening. Privates Shields and D Mensforth left shortly after
arrival with driver Ferguson. None of the three were seen
again.
19th January 1942 At 0700 hours a message received from
Maj Olliff, Commanding Officer 2/29th Battalion, asking if
we were sufficiently rested to join the Battalion at Muar, as he
needed all available men. At 0900 hours, members of my
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Section 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - platoon and I left in four utility rrucks and were accompanied
by Sergeant Bezverkoff as a guide, Sergeant Lillie in charge of
transport, Padre MacNeil and 1 DR, and at the 85 mile peg
just on the Yong Peng side of the Parit Sulong Bridge, we
arrived at 1030 hours.
Here information was received from an armoured car of
6th Norfolk Battalion that 2/29th Battalion and 2119th
Battalion and 45th Indian Brigade had been cut off by the
enemy coming in behind them, and a road block had been
established at the 95 mile peg. A written message was sent
back to B Echelon by DR Seviour, to be passed on to
operational headquarters. Meanwhile, I took up a defensive
position at 85 mile peg. Leaving Sergeant Holmes in chatge, I
went forward in one utility truck and contacted a platoon of
6th Notfolk Battalion on the Patit Sulong Bridge, then
continued on fot a further two miles. A further contact was
made with a Norfolk Battalion armoured car patrol. The
patrol reported that some of their members had been 'shot up'
that morning.
As nothing could be gained by going further forward, I
returned to 85 mile post. Here I made contact with a standing
patrol of 6th Norfolks on the MuarlBatu Pahat crossroads. I
returned to my platoon position, and then decided to move
back to the MuarlBetu Pahat crossroads. Just before leaving,
rwo Dutch liaison officers arrived, one on his way to 2/29th
Battalion and one to 21 19th Battalion. These two officers
decided to accompany 9th Platoon back to the new position.
At 1300 hours we arrived at forward company
headquarters of 6th Norfolk Battalion. We found that 6th
Norfolk plan to defend crossroads was to use a standing patrol
of three men and, on approach of any enemy, to use mortar
fire. I offered to take over defence of crossroads with my
platoon, using mortar fire forward of this area. This plan was
agreed on. Padre MacNeil, his batmen and one driver returned
to battalion headquarters of 6th Norfolk. The defence of the
crossroads was vital to keeping the road open to the forward
positions of 2/29th and 21 19rh Battalions. Transport of three
utility trucks was concealed in the vicinity of the crossroads.
At 1300 hours, three bren carriets of the 6th Norfolks
arrived to assist 9th Platoon in defensive position with
Lieutenant Evans in command. Bren guns were dismounted
from catriers and disposed around the crossroads, also one anti
tank rifle. At about 1400 hours, isolated firing broke out on
the left of 9th Platoon position, and the three bren crews were
fired on as they came to join us. Shortly thereafter, a general
attack developed at what seemed to be the centre of 6th
Norfolk's position. 9th Platoon was able to engage some of the
enemy on the left flank, and the bren guns of the Norfolks
accounted for some casualties. At 1400 hours we received a
visit from several enemy planes, which carried out light
bombing and some machine gunning. The firing continued
for some time, but then died down.
At 1530 hours, an AIF headquarters truck arrived from the
direction of Parit Sulong. The truck was loaded with cooking
gear, and the driver explained that he had gone down that
morning with instruction to rendezvous with 45th Indian
Brigade at 94 mile peg and deliver the cooking gear. He had
been down to his RV but could not contact anyone, so he
decided to return. On the way back he saw a 2119th Battalion
truck on the side of the road - the driver of the truck had been
killed. After waiting for about half an hour, the Sergeant in
charge of the AIF truck continued on his way, arriving at our
position. The two Dutch officers were anxious to return, so
they climbed aboard, and it is understood that they reached
AIF headquarters safely.
At about 1600 hours, two natives approached and one was
brought in at the point of a bayonet. It was general knowledge
that the Japanese were using natives to try and pin point

positions. Shortly afterwards, about 80 of the enemy were
observed forming up on the edge of the rubber, ready for an
attack.
I sent a runner, up to the Norfolk positions on the higher
ground, asking for mortar fire to be brought down on the
enemy. The runner was not seen again for several days, but
what transpired is that when he got up to the Norfolk
positions, they had withdrawn without any warning, leaving
their weapons behind in newly-dug slit trenches. The only
person there was rhe artillery OP officer who was about to
leave and go back to his guns. The runner explained the
request, and, with the help of the artillery officer, about 10
mortar bombs were fired at the enemy positions.
From this position it could be seen that the enemy
numbered more like 150. The runner then left to try and
contact the company commander of the 6th Norfolks, putting
the mortar out of action before leaving. Meanwhile, the
enemy had made a determined attack on the crossroads
position, and at about 1645 hours, had pushed a machine gun
section up the road.
Our two forward sections returned their fire and claimed
to inflict some casualties and putting their machine gun out of
action. At about 1730 hours the enemy started putting down
mortar fire on our positions. One was killed, two were
wounded.
As the position was rapidly becoming serious, with a
platoon strength reduced to 20 men, little reserve ammunition
and no reserve food, I decided to withdraw to the higher
ground and join the Norfolks. Accordingly, the three trucks
were made ready and, under the charge of Sergeant Lillie,
made a dash up the defile towards Yong Peng, coming under
heavy enemy fire. They were accompanied by the Norfolk
Carriers. Despite receiving 16 bullet holes in one truck and
the other with the radiator shot away, all trucks reached B
Echelon safely.
In the withdrawal the enemy increased their mortar fire as
we made for the higher and more open ground. During the
withdrawal nine men under Corporal Coridas become
separated - these included the two badly wounded men who
could not walk. Corporal Cardias showed great leadership and
courage in getting this party back to 6th Norfolks and
eventually getting the wounded to hospital. This was done by
getting a Norfolk Carrier to run the gauntlet of enemy fire to
reach the position where the wounded had been left.
The remaining seven men rejoined 9th Platoon at GBD on
24th January 1942. The remainder of the party of 16 under
my command reached the Norfolk positions, only to find that
no one was there. There was evidence of a hasty retreat and a
number of weapons had been abandoned, including a 2"
mortar and ammunition, which we put out of action. My
party and I moved back along the higher ground, but there
was still no sign of the Norfolks.
We pressed on after dark through swampy jungle,
eventually finding a small rise, where we camped for the night.
Difficulty was experienced in obtaining an accurate compass
reading due to the proximity of an Iron mine. Camp was
made at 2200 hours.
20th January 1942 The main party continued at dawn the
next morning in very swampy country with tall cactus palms
and heavy timber. The water was mostly two to three feet
deep, and the only way progress could be maintained was to
cut a passage with a Peaang. By 1600 hours, ack ack firing
could be heard in the direction ofYong Peng, but it was still
some distance away. A second very uncomfortable night was
spent on some rising ground in the swamp area.
21 st January 1942 The party went on at down the next
morning. By now our food had almost run out and the only
drinking water available was from the swamp. By 1600 hours
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-we had reached a Chinese shelter on the fringe of the swamp,
where a Chinese family gave us biscuits and fresh water. The
Chinese then guided us for a further half a mile in towards the
Yong Peng/Batu Pohat Road, where we made contact with
some Indian troops who were in position about four miles
south ofYong Pengo A British artillery unit then transported
us to Yong Peng where we arrived at 1700 hours.
Contact was mode with B Echelon of 2129th Battalion,
who were then at Coronation Estate. I reported in to Brigade
headquarters near Paloh, and our party reached Coronation
Estate at 2130 hours.
22nd January 1942 9th Platoon party moved to new B
Echelon location near Skudai.
23rd January 1942 Moved to general base depot where it
was learned that 2129th Battalion was being reformed under
Major Hore, former second in charge of 2/29th Battalion.
Corporal Coridas and his small party rejoined 9th Platoon at
GBD. During the action on Muar Road, it was estimated that
we had inflicted 20 to 30 casualties on the Japanese, including
killing eight. Our own casualties were one killed and three
wounded.
During the next few days, 'J\ Company was re-formed
under Captain DT Lloyd, who had previously been with Rose
Force with Lieutenant AW Butt as Company 2i/c, and
Platoon Commanders Lieutenants T Oldfield, WE Metcalfe
and RHS Kelsev, all formerly with 2126th Battalion. Captain
Lloyd took command on 27th January 1942. I was attached
to 2129th Battalion as spare officer, doing liaison work
between battalion headquarters and B Echelon. A large
number of the 2/29 Battalion reinforcements had only just
arrived in Malaya and had received little or no training - some
had only been in the army for less then a month. Nine
members of'J\ Company returned from hospital.
31st January 1942 2/29th Battalion crossed the causeway
and took up positions in the vicinity ofTengah Aerodrome.
Remaining AIF troops of 22nd Brigade withdraw across
causeway followed by lost across 2nd Argylls under Lieutenant
Colonel I Stewart and his Pipers. 2/29th Battalion takes up
position near Tengah Aerodrome and becomes part of the
Reserve Force. Following a very heavy artillery bombardment
from across the Straits of Johore, the Japanese crossed in
barges and commenced the ground attack against 27th and
22nd Brigade positions near the northern end of Lim Chu
Kang Road.
9th February 1942 2/29th Battalion engaged in heavy
fighting near Ama Keng village. Defenders of 2118th, 2120th
and 2/29th Battalions forced to withdraw to the Jurong Line
and 2/18th , 2120th and 2/29th Battalions. Tengah Airfield
fell to the enemy. Lieutenant Colonel SAF Pond, formerly
Brigade Major of 27th Infantry Brigade, had been promoted
to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel and was appointed to be
commanding officer of 2/29th Battalion with Major Hore as
his 2i/e.
At this time I was keeping up the supply of ammunition
and food to the forward troops. I was involved in a bombing
raid when one of our anti-tank guns suffered a direct bit from
a low-flying aircraft and two of the crew were killed. I had an
army utility truck and driver, but the driver chose this time to
disappear, so I was left on my own. At about midday I was
sent for by Lieutenant Colonel Pond, and was asked to go
back near the next crossroads and make a reconnaissance of a
new position where the Battalion could withdraw to.
I had two men with me, and when they were crossing a
fairly bare hilly feature, we were attacked and machine gunned
by a Jap aircraft. I jumped into a rubber trench and dislocated
my right knee - the line of bullets from the machine gun
passed within inches of my position. My knee soon become
very swollen and it was nor possible to walk. I returned to the
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crossroads where Major Hore, who had been wounded in the
ankle, was waiting for an ambulance. I was transported to the
nearest AGH but, as they were having great difficulty in
coping with the battle casualties, I asked a nursing sister if she
could bind my knee up so that I could walk. This was done
and I returned to B Echelon.
10th February 1942 2129th Battalion and remnants of 2nd
Argylls and Marines were forced to withdraw in the direction
of Bukit Timah village by the Japanese tanks. Lieutenant
Arthur Butt and several other members were missing after an
engagement near the water pipe line.
11 th February 1942 Lieutenant T Oldfield and other
2/29th Battalion members killed near the cane factory. I was
able to scrounge food including, a whole bag of new potatoes,
from houses at Bukit Timah. Occupants had only been given
20 minutes to vacate their homes on the previous evening.
Potatoes were very good for the Battalion stew.
From 11 th February to morning of 15th February, we
gradually withdrew until we were in our final AIF perimeter
near Buena Vista. I had acquired a small Austin scout car, a
driver and a tommy gun by this time. I was sent for by
Lieutenant Colonel Pond on the morning of 15th and asked
whether I would go into Singapore to try and get three or four
Vickers Machine Guns to replace those we had lost at Muar. I
set off with my driver and found that the machine guns were
still installed in the armoured cars parked on the waterfront.
The cars themselves had become riddled with bullet holes
from the Japanese armour piercing bullets.
We soon found out where to locate some of the officers in
charge of the armoured cars, and were told that we could have
the spare Vickers Guns. They even sent an artificer sergeant
with me, who was of great assistance in dismantling the guns.
At about 1830 hours I arrived back at Lieutenant Colonel
Pond's headquarters with three guns, feeling quite pleased with
myself. I was thanked for my efforts and then told that
unfortunately we were to become guests of the Japanese. This
was the most devastating news, as we were anticipating
fighting on for several weeks, particularly; as we now had our
own AIF perimeter. We were all completely downcast. The
cease-fire took place shortly afterwards, but despite this, one of
our 2/29th Battalion chaps was wounded later on that evening
by a stray mortar bomb!
16th February 1942 The next morning we saw our first
sight ofJapanese troops close up - we had to place all our arms
in a pile and get ready to march to Changi. I was very loath to
part company with my .32 Colt Revolver and compass, but
these were too dangerous to keep. In view of my knee injury, I
was allowed a position on one of the trucks carting other
wounded men and medical supplies, so I did not have to
suffer the tiring and humiliating march out to the Gordon
Barracks near Changi (about 10 miles).
So we commenced our life as prisoners of war of the
Japanese, but it took several months before we got used to the
isolation, the lack of sustaining food, the cramped and
uncomfortable quarters and the hopelessness of our situation.

John Stevenson Ellis

4082

At sunset on 20th July 1943, Hobart, Australia, o 'Bannon,
Nicholds and RadfOrd were returning to Espirito Santo after a
patrol of 200 miles west of the New Hebrides. Weather was
fine. Australia led Hobart and the three destroyers were
deployed to provide an anti-submarine screen. The darkened
ships were slicing through a slight swell at 25 knots on a zigzag course. Without any warning a searing flash illuminated
Hobart's port side. The ship shuddered under a gigantic
impact. The time was 1845 hours. Commander Tagami wrote
in his Official Report "On 20th July 1943 at 4:41 Oap time)
the Japanese Sub I-GOll torpedoed a cruiser in waters about
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Solomons Group."
Hobart had been hit on the Port side aft. Considerable
damage had also been done in the Wardroom area. A gaping
hole in the side, wreckage, broken pipes, bulkheads crushed
and snapped powet lines dangling. Casualties were reasonably
light - 7 officers and 6 ratings killed and 6 officers and 1
rating injured, including Lieutenant John Ellis killed.
Ellis died in July 1943 as a result of enemy action.
Lieutenant (E) John S Ellis RAN of Cremorne, husband of
Peggy, eldest son of Mrs Gertrude Small of Hazelbrook aged
28 years. Loving father ofJohn and Marion, brother of
Richard Ellis and Norman Small.
He was Assistant Honourary Carillonist for the War
Memorial Carillon from 1935. The 'Carillon family' under
Professor ER Holme, later commissioned Joshua Smith to
paint posthumously a portrait ofJohn Ellis in his uniform.
The portrait now hangs in the Clock Tower at Sydney
University.

Richard James Ellis

4083

In Dry Dock
I was on a Sydney ferty the night the Japanese midget
submarines entered the harbour and witnessed the ensuing
naval battle between a US Cruiser and the submarines.
On 20th July 1943 HMAS Australia, HMA5. Hobart and 3
USN Destroyers were on a mission in the Coral Sea. HMAS
Hobart was 600 yards astern of HMAS Australia when struck
by a torpedo. The ships were on a zig-zag pattern.
Although I didn't know it at the time, my brother John,
Lieut (E) JS Ellis was among those killed. I sensed it, however,
from the manner of some of my fellow officers. Norman
Alexander was prevailed upon to break the news to me - a
traumatic experience for both of us. I was very grateful for his
support.
The Task Force accompanied the crippled Hobart to Espirito
Santo. My brother was buried at sea just west of the island. I
went aboard Hobart the next day and talked with some ofJohn's
fellow officers. I was very saddened and depressed.

20 October 1944
During the bombardment and the invasion Australia was
hit by a Kamikaze and was forced to retire for repairs. I
witnessed the whole episode as my Damage Control Action
Station was on the upper deck.
On leave in 1944 I was startled to see in a popular
Australian weekly publication a photograph of HMAS
Australia, in colour, showing great black streaks down the
ship's side which were not part of the original camouflage! I
recalled the incident vividly. It was the result of a fuelling
operation at sea gone horribly wrong. Australia was pumping
oil fuel (filthy, smelly and black) to Warramunga when the
flexible oil pipe, which was suspended from the ship's cranes,
between the two ships' cranes, suddenly burst, spraying oil
fuel allover the deck, an anti-aircraft gun and some
unfortunate members of the crew, including the supervising
Engineer Officer, on whom oil fuel and blame fell
simultaneously.
The disaster was caused by a wooden bung in the fuel pipe.
In spite of an investigation, I never did discover how the bung
found its way into the pipe. It was fortunate for me that the
practice of keel-hauling had been abandoned by the Navy
many years ago!

At Sea
Orders from the Bridge are rung through to the indicator
in the engine rooms. These orders are carried out and
simultaneously relayed by phone to the Engineer's Office
above, to keep the Senior and Chief Engineer informed.

When we were returning from the action at Leyte in the
Philippines the order from the Bridge was "Stop both", which
means stop both port and starboard engines. Steam was shut
off and the order relayed to the Engineer's Office. Almost
immediately the Chief Engineer appeared in the forward
engine room, whete I was on watch, and demanded to know
what had gone wrong with the engine. It appeared that the
message relayed to the Engineer's Office was, "both the
engines have stopped", which conveyed quite a different
meaning, as we were in mid ocean! "Both Stop" is more
usually associated with manoeuvring in harbour and on this
occasion, at sea, was to enable the wounded to be transferred
to another ship.

At Sea II
On one occasion steaming north at night with all ships
darkened, as usual, a 'vision' approached us from ahead. The
'vision' turned out to be a Hospital Ship, fully illuminated in
all its splendour, which proceeded down through our lines.
We could see folk on the brilliantly lit deck (presumably
doctors and nurses) and could hear music. It was another
world! It was breathtaking!
During my time in the RAN, I managed to be in charge of
some operations which had not gone according to plan, in fact
had gone embarrassingly wrong. I began to form the opinion
that if a disaster was about to occur, for any reason, I was
destined to be the one appointed to preside over it!
On one occasion in dry dock, it was necessary to clean out
a double bottom compartment into which water and oil fuel
had leaked. A bucket brigade was making a mess through the
ship and I was directed to consider drilling a hole in the ship's
bottom but only a small area was available for the job. By
counting rows of rivets and crossing my fingers we were
successful and even plugged the hole after the compartment
had been drained! Something had gone right!

William Glover Howie Epps

3951

A note from Fred Wilson following Bill Epps' death
referred to "his bravery in going in three times to pull me off
the electric wires on Morotai, each time knowing he could
have killed himself."
Dr SC Barrett, who met Bill Epps as a fellow student at
Shore in 1928, wrote, "Bill joined the AIF in 1941 and after a
short period at Tamworth, was posted to the 2/5 AGH,
spending a great deal of time at Port Moresby and later at
Morotai; here his keen sense of duty and clinical awareness
made him very popular wirh both staff and patients."
Dr TA Glennie Holmes, his partner in private practice,
wrote this recollection of Dr Epps, "My introducrion to Bill
Epps was in 1944, at the Second 5th Australian General
Hospital at Bootless Bay, New Guinea. On several successive
evenings, I was intrigued by the sweet sound of a tin whistle
playing 'The Road to the Isles'. I was so intrigued that I
climbed the hill behind the hospital and found the performer,
Bill Epps. The next thing I noted was his tent, for which he
had ingeniously made an impressive floor, wardrobe and other
furniture, and all sorts of gadgets, from scraps of timber and
old boxes. If he had not done medicine, what an engineer he
would have made!"
Dr AJ Murray wrote of Dr Epps, "During a long
association on service overseas with 2/5 Australian General
Hospital in the New Guinea and South-West Pacific areas, I
had many opportunities of appreciating his valuable services as
a Physician with this Unit. Dr Epps was in charge of wards
covering a wide range in General and Tropical Medicine and
availed himself to the full of the exceptional opportunities
presented for experience. There was no more thorough and
conscientious medical officer on the staff, and his work was
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characterised by painstaking care, sound judgement, and a
regard at all times for his patients' best interests."

Ian George Esplin

3603

Shore Weekly Record, Early 1943.
The following is an extract from a letter from SquadronLeader IG Esplin, Rhodes Scholar, who is engaged in flying
night-fighters with the RAF in England. It tells the effect of a
big German raid on all members of what must be a typical
RAF station.
We were expecting this after the events of the previous
night, so we were all "on the top line", and sure enough they
came right into our arms. I can't tell you what our final score
was, but the squadron put up a record for one night's bag,
even including the time when there used to be four and five
hundred a night to shoot at. It was a tonic to the boys, and
everyone from MT drivers to WAAF telephone orderlies
worked flat out. The display in the sky from the barrage, apart
from searchlights, was fantastic. Shrapnel was simply raining
down on the aerodrome, but the ground crews worked like
blacks refuelling and re-arming the fighters as they came in.
Some of them hadn't got tin hats with them and others had
been off duty, but they all turned out and worked like mad.
The spirit in this squadron is grand, right down to the lowest
of 'erks' and 'AC plonks'. There is a terrific rivalry as to whose
pilot does best, which flight does best, and so on. They get no
reward for their work, but if you could see their faces when
you get a Hun, and see the way they work when there's a 'flap'
on, you would realise just one of the reasons why we can
never be beaten."
Sydney Morning Herald October 1942, quotedfrom British
paper (MP) October 18:

Sydney Pilot's Daring Pursuit ofJunkers
Flight-Lieutenant I] Esplin, 27, of Sydney, pilot of a
Beaufighter, shot down a Junkers 88 after an 80 mile chase
across the English Channel yesterday morning. He was so
determined that the enemy should not escape that he put an
arm out into the 300 MPH slipstream, risking injury, to clean
his oil-covered windscreen.
The Beaufighter was returning from night patrol when he
spotted the Junkers. His cannon set fire to the enemy plane.
"A stream of oil was sprayed back on to my windscreen, which
was completely covered," said Flight-Lieutenant Esplin. "I
opened my vision panel and was able to follow the Hun by
looking sideways. But when I tried to get him in my gunsight
again I could see nothing. I put my hand through the clear
vision panel and managed to scrape away the oil just outside
the gunsight. The wind pressure was so great I thought it was
going to break my wrist. Then I gave the Junkers more bursts,
and he blew up. We were only a few feet above the sea."

Robert Hartley Feather

5501

While in Cairns I was in charge of a group of 93 fullyequipped infantry soldiers. Wing Commander PockIey, of
'PockIey Corner' fame, asked us to join him in a record
attempt to beat the record number of men to take off in a
flying boat, held by a Catalina from Port Moresby. Some 3040 were lifted off by the Catalina.
We crowded 93 fully equipped men into a Martin
Mariner. After a lot of bumps and jumps we managed to
become airborne and flew round Cairns for about an hour
before landing safely on Cairns Harbour. Thus we became the
record holders - this was about 1942 or 1943.
Another time I was watching a flight of Kittyhawks doing
some spins a least 10000 feet up. Suddenly a white chute
came out of the spinning Kittyhawk and the pilot gently

floated to ground. Later on in the Yankee PX, I was talking to
the pilot who was none the worse for his flight. I asked him
why he left the plane, which had only just begun to spin. He
replied, "Waal Barb, there are thousands of Kittyhawks but
only one of me and I couldn't stop that ***** from spinning."

Alan Douglas Ferguson

4971

Extract from Kenneth Slessor's article, '''Desert Harassers' Do
GoodJob in Egypt'; Newcastle Morning Herald, 22 July
1942.
"Our fighter-bombers are beauties," said the commander
of the 'desert-harassers', Squadron-Leader Alan Ferguson, who
comes from Cooma (NSW), as he sat in the operations tent at
an advanced landing ground waiting for the signal for the
squadron's second sortie of the day over enemy positions. The
first had been at daybreak. 'They are great strafing machines,"
he added. "Give me a clear sky and a Messerschmidt 109 and
nothing else around and I'll be happy. As for our ground staff,
those boys are consistently keeping 80 to 90 per cent of Out
aircraft on the line ready for the air.
Last week Sergeant-Pilot George O'Neil, of Bondi, was
shot down over the sea and when last seen was bailing out two
miles from the shore. When news reached him, SquadronLeader Ferguson loaded a collapsible dinghy on his machine
and set out to the rescue, despite the report that three
Messerschmidts were 'sitting' in the sky in the vicinity. He
patrolled the Mediterranean for two hours in vain before
returning. But O'Neil had swum ashore, clothed only in a
wrist watch.

John Chapman Ferris

5694

I sometimes find it rather embarrassing to even be regarded
as an ex-serviceman entitled to claim camaraderie with men
who served their country with valour and distinction, or with
men who suffered hardship and deprivation, or who gave their
lives and did not return. However, I'm sure that there are
many of us who did not leave school until 1942 or later and
were eager to serve but were largely frustrated in our efforts to
do so and, in retrospect, wonder if we contributed anything at
all.
My last year at school was 1942. The war had reached a
critical stage, and most of us were just marking time before
joining one of the services. Like most others, I fancied RAAF,
but I failed the eye tests. As I had been in the Cadet Corps at
school, the Army appeared to be the logical next choice. In
1943 seasoned troops had returned or were returning from the
Middle East, and, after initial training, new recruits were
spread around as reinforcements. I nominated Artillery as first
choice, Infantry second choice and Signals as third choice, and
I was sent to a Matilda Tank Training Battalion at
Puckapunyal.
During my initial training I received a cylindrical cover
sent on from home, and it contained my commission in the
Cadet Corps. I hid it in the bottom of my kitbag. After
rraining as a Matilda Tank gun loader and wireless operator, I
was sent, somewhat illogically, to Canungra Jungle School for
jungle training as an infantry reinforcement. After finishing
that, I was withdrawn without explanation from the infantry
reinforcement draft, and after chopping wood at Canungra for
2 months, I was sent to the Atherton Tableland as a wireless
operator and general signaller to join a Queensland Engineer
unit that had just returned from New Guinea. That certainly
did not satisfY my enthusiasm, so I put my name down for
everything that seemed likely to be more interesting or
adventurous.
Suddenly I was sent to Townsville for an interview, and was
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emphasis on translating captured documents. We had just
finished our course when the war ended and the urgent
demand was for interpreters rather than translatots. We had
an intensive refresher course in spoken Japanese and were sent
to the various places where the Japanese troops were being
assembled for repatriation. I went to Lae in New Guinea and
then to Torokina on Bougainville, and then to Fauro Island in
the southern Solomon Islands and later to Rabaul, where War
Crimes Trials were being held. Under pressure my Japanese
became reasonably fluent.
I eventually returned home just in time for Christmas
1946 and was discharged on 2nd January 1947. I found that
my friends were already settling down to civilian life, mostly
as students under the Commonwealth Reconstruction
Training Scheme. My fluency in Japanese steadily retreated,
and today it would hardly match what remains of my school
days French.

Colin Murray Fisher

5696

The Balikpapan Campaign
On arrival at Balikpapan the scene was unbelievable, as
wave after wave of Liberator Bombers pattern bombed the
area behind the beach - naval cruisers and destroyers stood
offshore and poured continuous bombardment on shore and
then the rocket ships of the US Navy increased their
hammering of the shore. As Balikpapan had been a major oil
refinery, exploding oil tanks sent up huge clouds of black
smoke. One wondered if any creature on shore could possibly
survive.
I was aboard the Westralia, which carried the 21st Brigade
HQ and most of the 2/27th Battalion, which was one of the
advance Battalions of the landing on the beach with the 25th
Brigade on the left of the two Brigade assault.
Several days prior to the landing, underwater demolition
teams had swum ashore from submarines and blown up long
lengths of the wooden anti-tank defence construction along
the shoreline. By this time, most troops had climbed down the
scrambling nets into Landing craft, and the armada was
setting off towards the beach. It was incredible that they were
able to maintain their proper order. By and large, the
beachhead was achieved with only token resistance, although
one surprise was that a large Japanese naval gun was wheeled
out of a tunnel and began firing at thf' landing craft. Although
it was soon silenced, my hearing has not been the same since.
One incident of note was the visit to the Brigade on the
first afternoon by General Douglas MacArthur, which gave
everyone a considerable morale boost. While he and Brigadier
Dougherty were inspecting the forward areas and were,
naturally, accompanied by staff of both officers, a sniper
opened fire - most of us went to ground pretty quickly, but
undeterred and still standing were MacArthur and Dougherty
alone.
One other incident of note occurred on the second day
when Brigade HQ was established quite close to the wooden
tower used as the control tower at Mangar Airstrip. The tower
was occupied by Graham Thorp (Shore, 5603) and Peddle
Thorpe, who was a Forward Observation Officer (FOO)
directing naval gunfire on to Japanese positions. The Japs
must have sensed this, and were directing shell fire on to the
tower. Finally only one leg of the tower remained bllt I recall
that Graham continued to direct the naval guns. (He was
awarded an Me.)

Celebes
The last task allotted to the Brigade was ro proceed ro the
Celebes and:
1. Confine the considerable force of Japanese, estimated at

up to 20000,
2. Restore the civil administration, and
3. Enable the Dutch administration (NICA) ro be reinstated.
The Btigade was transported mainly by RAN Destroyers to
Makassar. Personally, I enjoyed the trip in the HMAS
Quiberon. The five officers of Brigade HQ, now under
Brigadier Chilton, occupied the former Governor-General's
Palace. The 2/27 Battalion remained in Makassar, the 2/16
Battalion went north to Pare Pare, and the 2/14 Battalion
were shipped around to the east coast.
The confinement of the Japs offered few problems, and
their rations of dried fish and rice were in ample supplies. The
local infrastructure of electricity, water and roads were in need
of much attention, and I became heavily involved in
organising ships ro bring coal from Java and other supplies
from Singapore and Saigon.
Our other difficult task was to attempt to foster the Dutch.
The Indonesians were not going to have a bar of them, and
this caused a number of riots in the city - made worse by the
fact that the Dlltch were fresh from Holland and were not of
those who had previous experience in the East Indies.
One highlight of the several months spent in Makassar was
a visit by Admiral Lord Louis Mountbatten, who spent a
weekend with us in the Palace - a delightful and amusing
raconteur. His visit was a prelude to our ultimate relief by the
80th Infantry Brigade Indian Army (one Battalion Sikhs, one
Battalion Ghurkas and one Battalion of another Indian race,
all with English Officers of the Pukka Sahib type). I was
acting Staff Captain at the time they arrived, and my opposite
number was Major Everard Digweed-Peabody, whose main
occupation when on leave was to go tiger shooting in Bengal.

Peter Wallace Fisher

4502

New Britain: December 1941 10 April 1942
"And now abideth Faith, Hope and Charity; these three;
bllt the greatest of these is Charity."
Written by Peter Fisher, 1942.

Introduction
The AA and AMLC Force - Rabaul- 'The Rabble Force' left Sydney by the MV Neptuna in August 1941, arriving at
Rabaul 10 days later. It consisted of two officers (Lieut DM
Selby in command) and 52 other ranks. Many of the men had
been rejected for AIF on account of their youth. The average
age of the Unit at embarkation was 19 years.
They were the first Militia (FTD) ever to go into action.
Many, up ro 4th January 1942, had never heard a gun fired,
bllt, despite their youth, they soon became the most seasoned
of gunners.
The section was armed only with Case I equipment,
consisting of two 3" 20 ewt guns (9002, 9023) and a Ring
Sight Telescope - no predictor, no light-finder. It claimed the
destruction of three enemy planes (one of which fell near the
summit of 'the Mother', an extinct volcano of 2200ft - the
first enemy plane brought down on Australian Territory - a
fitting monument ro Australian yollth).
Their popularity among the AIF Battalion was assured,
when, in October 1941, despite their youth and numerical
inferiority, they produced four winners in the Boxing
Tournament, including the Heavyweight champion (Gunner
Des McMullen). DMS once facetiously remarked that up ro
the time of the Japanese entry into the war, their address was
'c/o 2/22 Battalion AIF', but that after 8th December 1941,
the 2/22 Battalion AIF was 'C/O of AA Battery'
The news of the bombing of Pearl Harbour on the 8th
December 1941 was as 'startling' to us as it was ro the whole
world. Orders were immediately received ro move our guns up
on to the 'alternative' position which we had chosen at
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Observatory Ridge (later, better known as 'Frisbee's Ridge').
With only one Cletrak it was 12 o'clock before the guns were
in action. About midday we had our first visit from a Japanese
reconnaissance plane which flew from a northerly direction
towards Vunakunau Aerodrome (upper aerodrome) at a great
height.
The next few weeks afforded us the opportunity of
completing our gun position; trees had to be cleared, trenches
dug and provision made from local defence of the section. I
made a reconnaissance up the North Daughter, which
overlooked the position, with a view to obtai.ning a 'bird's eye'
view of its camouflage.
On Christmas morning another reconnaissance plane carne
over, again flying about 16,000ft. The day was happily spent,
although much of the usual Christmas enthusiasm was
lacking.
The 4th January brought the third reconnaissance plane,
again flying at a great height, followed an hour later by 16
Mitsubushi '96' bombers coming in from the west, flying
towards Lukanai (lower) Aerodrome.
I 'opened up' at an initial height of 13,000 feet, but though
on the line of sight, the shots were well below the formation;
immediately correcting to 15,000 we managed to rock one
plane with the last shot before the squadron disappeared above
the clouds. A few minutes later their bombs were dropping,
mostly on the eastern side of the Aerodrome, inflicting a few
casualties amongst the native population, but causing little
material damage.
In passing, I mention how Jack Hawes, loader of No 1 gun
immediately after 'cease firing' ran across to the loader of No 2
gun, Geoff Seamark, and enthusiastically congratulated him
upon firing the first shot from Australian Mandated Territory.
I feel that this illustrates the feeling of good comradeship that
existed among the personnel of our small unit. Geoff treasured
that first shell case, which he polished each morning with
Meticulous care. We regret that the Japs deprived the
Australian War Museum of an interesting relic.
The same night, after dark, the enemy raided Vunakunau
Aerodrome, dropping mainly anti-personnel bombs.
Several nights later, just after dusk, 9 Kawanisi flying boats
flew in from the north at about 1O,000ft, but owing to our
ami-aircraft fire most of their bombs fell so wide of their
target (Lukanai Aerodrome) that they fell into the harbour.
The light, on this occasion, was too poor for David
(Lieutenant DM Selby) to use his instrument, so decided to
do an estimated shoot. Firing three rounds to each fuse, the
gunners put up a brilliant fire-works display in the failing
light: one flying boat was seen to drop several hundred feet
and to be well out of formation as the remainder disappeared
into the night.
Many of the civilian population during this raid, in their
excitement, left their slit trenches, and, I am told, cheered
loudly as the shells burst about the formation.
By now the enemy had located the battery, and seemed to
have a very fair knowledge of the range of the guns, as only on
one occasion during his next three or four visits did he come
Within range. By this time, David, who had now had his
second engagement, had fired fifty-four shells to my five, and
I remarked that I had to fire fifty rounds to pass his effort.
Next raid I was to double that number.
On the morning of 20th January we were told to expect a
raid in force. All the Wirraways were patrolling about 14,000
feet, one flight above the other. At about 10 o'clock I noticed
what I thought was an unusual number ofWirraways - a
squadron of about seven. I phoned HQ for information
regarding these planes. A minute later I realised that these
seven planes were the first squadron of Zero fighters that had
appeared; they are peculiarly similar to the Wirraway in

appearance. The Zeros met the Wirraways and a fierce
dogfight was soon in progress. It seemed almost unreal that
such a thing as a dogfight, about which I had so often read,
should now be taking place before my eyes. The horror of the
scene was made more real when two minutes later the first
Wirraway went spiralling into the sea, smoke and flame
pouring from its engine and breaking up as it fell. In all, five
Wirraways were lost in a matter of minutes, but the crews of
some of them, many of them wounded, parachuted to safety.
(I went up later to the hospital to see Flight Lieutenant Bruce
Anderson (Commander ofVunakunau Flight), with whom I
had been at school, and who had, though wounded,
parachuted after his plane had been 'shot up'. Thus, the socalled Japanese 'victory parade' achieved its object: namely, it
overcome whatever air support we had had within a matter of
15 minutes! By now squadron after squadron of Zero fighters
and dive bombers, operating evidently from at least two
aircraft: carriers beyond the horizon, together with squadrons
ofland base bombers, about 100 planes in all, commenced a
systematic bombing and cannon gunning of the two
aerodromes and other military objectives.
With utter disrespect for anti-aircraft fire, a squadron of
nine dive bombers, making its way across from Praed Point
towards our position, had a rude awakening when we put our
bursts amongst them at a height, which I estimated to be
10 OOOft. I remember one plane peeling off, and another of
this badly shaken squadron trailing white smoke from its
engine as it passed over our position; Cook our TI man
(Gunner C Cook) reported later that a third was trailing black
smoke out to sea. It was impossible with so many squadrons
in the air to keep each under fire during the whole time it was
within our range; dive bombers hovered around the guns like
hungry vultures, waiting their opportunity to come in and
attack us. On at least four or five occasions I had Fuse 2 in the
breeches ready to protect ourselves whilst high level bombers
were well within our range.
Once two dive bombers flew straight towards us at about
600 ft, in what appeared to be quite a determined attack
(height of battery above sea level 600 ft). As the guns, loaded
with Fuse 2, were depressed to engage the two planes, the
latter, no doubt dissuaded by 250 rounds from the Vickers
from approaching closer, sheered off at right angles a fraction
of a second before the two guns were fired. On another
occasion a squadron, flying at a great height, made a poor
attempt to bomb the section; the bombs, of small calibre, fell
harmlessly in the gully between our position and the camp.
We did not, however, notice this attack until our attention
was drawn to it later. Towards the end, the dive bombers
made a determined attack on the Norweigan freighter
Herstein (Captain Guntherson) which was loading copra at
Burns Philp whar£ The first plane came down to about 300
ft, releasing its bombs (they could be clearly seen leaving the
plane) with deadly accuracy, only one bomb out of the six
failing to hit the ship itsel£
The ship, (with its 2000 tonnes of copra,) and the wharf
were soon blazing fiercely, great tongues of flame leaping
hundreds of feet into the air and casting a heavy pall of smoke
over the whole harbour. Next morning the blazing hulk
drifted helplessly across the harbour, where, on Wednesday
night, its gaunt ribs could be seen in ghostly contrast to the
glowing red of its side plates. It was a hideous skeleton peering
out of the blackest of nights.
The dive bombers continued their mischief upon the old
hulk, Westralia, there being no other targets within range at
the time. I decided to have a 'crack' at a dive bomber.
Knowing the fuse range to the AOB, I estimated wide
deflections. Although the shell burst at a considerable distance
from the second dive bomber, the blast was sufficient to cause
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target: but firing at such a low elevation caused an upsetting of
the levels of the gun. It was, however, an interesting
experiment, and has considerable possibilities.
The Japanese admitted in their wireless new that seven of
their planes had failed to rerum; which rather justifies our
claim to have brought down three planes and damaged several
others.
Our first victim crashed near the top of Mt Kimbiu 2000ft up - setting alight the kunai grass. A patrol, sent up
after I had reported interference by a civilian, wearing white
shirt and trousers, found that the plane, a cheaply constructed
light bomber, contained three Japanese men. All were dead.
The rear gunner was armed with an old Lewis gun. A Luger
pistol was recovered, which was promised to us as a souvenir,
but which unfortunately we were too busy to pick up. Pieces
of our shrapnel had pierced this enemy plane - the first ever to
fall upon Australian Territory
The next raid on Thursday 22nd January. It was carried
out from probably only one aircraft carrier by about 40
planes, together with about 20 land base bombers, and had
for its main objective the destruction of the 6" coast battery at
Praed Point. This, the dive bombers achieved with devastating
efficiency: direct hits were scored on one 6" gun and on one
of the protesting mortars. The camp itself was completely
demolished, and the morale of the men in the slit trenches,
after a continuous half hour of dive bombing, was severely
tested.
The enemy, in this raid, avoided whenever possible,
coming within range of the anti-aircraft guns, and most of the
shots which David fired seemed, as it were, a last 'kick in the
pants' as they flew out to sea. One squadron, however,
received a severe rocking.
With the 6" battery out of action, it now became necessary
to evacuate the township of Rabaul. The infantry were
disposed on the other side of the Bay; fires could be seen
starting at various points as stores and other dumps were
blown up. At about 3 0 clock, from our position we sighted
the Japanese Fleet with aircraft carriers, cruisers and
transports, approaching well out on to the horizon from
behind Watom Island. In all, we counted eleven vessels.
In case it should be necessary to blow up the guns, I had
ordered a hundred yards of Don 3 telephone cable to be led
out ready to attach to the firing handles and had two unfused
rounds made ready. At about 4 o'clock we received orders to
blow up the guns, to evacuate the Battery; and to make our
way to 'Three Ways'.
We collected our small arms and special kit bags full of
'going bush' gear, and put the whole section of 50 men on
board the 15 ewt and 3 tonne trucks; the Cletrak was driven
over the side of the cliff, where it somersaulted to the bottom.
On arrival at 'Three Ways', we were instructed to dig ourselves
in and await further orders. These came an hour or so later,
and at dusk we pushed off to Raluana Point via the Kopo
Road. Without headlights and leading the trucks through the
misty rain, it was nearly 9 o'clock before we reached Y
Company's Headquarters at the Catchment. Here the troops
were given hot soup and were told to rest. OC Y Company,
instructed us that he wished our troops, untrained in infantry
work, to be awakened at 0130 hours on January 23rd, to dig
slit trenches in the dark on the water front which they had
never seen, and the surrounding country of which was
completely strange to them. They were to assist in repelling an
attack (which subsequently proved to be one of the heaviest
Japanese landings) which was to come not later than the
dawn. OC Y Company, later decided that it would be better
to put the majority of the Ack Ack Batter in reserve and we
took up our allotted position in the old Battery Fortifications

(including Brigadier Davies, Cunners Martin, Barraclough,
Hazelgrove, Cumby, Hawkins, Sheedy and Murphy). The
Vickers detachment and six volunteer riflemen remained back
on the beach. It was later reported that this Detachment
inflicted considerable casualties prior to the landing.
Despite numerous casualties, the enemy effected his
landing in the inky blackness in a matter of minutes at 0330,
compelling Y Company to retreat. As the cry came back that
the beach had fallen, having already abandoned the 15 ewt
truck, we mounted our 3 tonne truck and retreated up the old
battery road. This road, regarded as dangerous even in the
daylight, was a menace at 0400 hours without lights. We had
not gone far when the driver, despite the utmost care, drove
the truck over the cliff edge. Most of us were thrown clear;
four men, however, were caught underneath the truck: with
difficulty we raised the truck, the wheels of which were facing
the sky, and extricated the four men while the Japanese
continued to advance up the hill on our flank. Much of our
gear beneath the capsized truck, however, had to be
abandoned in the darkness. It was fortunate for us that twO
comparatively empty Anti-Tank trucks were following behind,
and these, with dimmed lights, took the majority of our
personnel on up to 'Three Ways'. Here, we were attached to B
Company; given shovels, and ordered to dig slit trenches for
ourselves.
It was now daylight and Vanukunau Aerodrome was being
subjected constantly to a severe cannon gunning. Plane after
plane, flight after flight, would swoop to within a few
hundred feet of the drome, and the steady unremitting rat-tattat of their cannons continued throughout the whole
mornIng.
A few hours later a B Company truck passed us and we
heard a cry of 'Coming through in force'. Making enquiries as
to what we should do we were told to remain where we were;
this we did until there was firing from the long kunai grass on
three sides of us at about not more than 100 yards range. As B
Company by then did not seem to be worrying about us, we
retreated either down the road or through the kunai grass to
the 'Three Ways' Junction where again we were fortunate in
meeting some empty Anti-Tank trucks; these we boarded and
skirted Vanukunau Aerodrome by way of the bamboo road.
The drome was still being strafed by heavy machine gun
and cannon fire from the Japanese dive bombers which were
operating from an aircraft carrier situated between Praed Point
and Duke of York Islands. This cannon gunning was almost
continuous as flight after flight of the planes left the carrier,
effected their mission and returned to re-fuel and re-arm.
During this trip, on numerous occasions, the trucks pulled
up and we took cover from aircraft. We then made our way
around to Toma, which had been named as the rallying point.
Here I met the Staff Captain, who directed us to a food dump
some four miles below Toma, instructing us to go there by
foot in order to avoid concentration of vehicles. It was
afternoon when we reached the trucks which were laden with
food; we 'diced' our respirators and packed the respirator
haversacks and other gear and as much tinned food as we
could carry, having first satisfied our hunger on the spot. With
most of the men of the Unit ahead, I pushed off with the
remainder, about 20 men, leaving David to follow me, after
he had completed the destruction of the trucks. After some
hours marching, we passed a staff car, which contained
Colonel Scanlan and Lieut Alan Fischer. After a quick look at
a map we pushed on down a track into the unknown.
Somehow or other I must have gone off the main track, and
asa result, Colonel Scanlan and also OMS passed us by.
During the afternoon an enemy reconnaissance sea-plane
scouted around, dropped a small bomb quite close and
attempted some machine gunning; this wasted about an hour
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of good daylight.
The next day found us completely bushed, but after
following little streams down to the creeks, and the creeks to
the river, we spent a most uncomfortable night, soaked to the
skin, on the banks of the sandfly infested Warangoi River. On
Sunday we crossed the Warangoi and making into the bush,
were fortunate enough to run across a native track which we
followed until nearly sunset.
At about 5 o'clock it appeared that we were approaching a
village (the village of Riait), where we discovered Lt Col Carr
and party. I sent the troops on out of the village and spent
some time in drawing a map and discussing native foods and
CUstoms with Mr Ball, Inspector of Police. Here Captain Ivan
Smith also provided us with what proved to be a most useful
ration of about a third of a kit bag full of ration biscuits. After
a dip in the river, I rejoined my party.
We pushed off early next morning and by breakfast-time
came to a deserted native village where we shot fWO small
fowls and had a few green vegetables. That night, after a day's
very slippery and hilly climbing, we slept in a native village
and tasted 'Taro' for the first time. Here Catain Shier and his
party caught us up and Martin and Bartaclough, both of
whom had been on the beach at Raluana, joined us.
Though feeling the strain, we pushed on next day through
some of the hilliest country through which we passed, to
Liiningi Mission (1900ft), where we were quite hospitably
received by the Father. Limingi is one of the most peaceful
Spots that I have ever seen; it is situated on a hill which
commands a clear view down the hazy blue valley fot about
60 miles back towards Rabau!. The gullies on both sides are
rugged and precipitous, and the surrounding hills appear to
look down upon the isolated dwellings of the Mission. Small
crops and poultry lend a homely appearance to the place. A
true wilderness; the fresh mountain air soon made us wish for
our blankets.
Here we found Major Lannan, Captain Tozer and Padre
Turner, all of whom were feeling the strain of the mountain
climbing. After fWO good meals of stewed vegetables we
pushed off again next morning over very rough country and
climbed to 3200ft on more than one occasion.
The tracks were now very steep and the heavy tropical rain
had left their muddy surfaces slippery, and in parts even
sloshy. Food was strictly rationed and for fWO days we ate no
more than a ration biscuit and half a lemon - as well as an
occasional piece of 'Taro'.
After a very heavy day's trek we came within sight of the
sea, which, however, later proved to be distant - still fWO days'
march. The next day proved uneventful, and I spent that
night with Lieutenant Bob Allen and others.
Believing the coast to be close at hand, I now split the
party into four, knowing not what to expect upon reaching it.
It was not until 4 o'clock that afternoon that we caught up
with Major Mollard's party and met Davi Selby near the
mouth of the Merai River. Meanwhile, hearing that most of
the Ack Ack fellows, together with many 2/1 Oth Field
Ambulance, had stopped back at Adler Bay, three miles to the
north, McMullen, with the first party had pushed north to
join them. Hawes with the third party pushed south, whilst
we spent the night in the pOuting rain with no shelter at the
mouth of the river. The fourth party, consisting mainly of
men of other units, were travelling more slowly.
Gunners Tom Alcock and Tex Martin went back to Adler
Bay that night to see the boys and to purchase half a bag of
rice, for which I had given them 15/-. Tom, however,
apparently persuaded by the other boys, remained, and did
not return the next morning. A message was sent urging them
to come on, and we told them that as we had then travelled
over 100 miles and had come through so much, we did not

feel at that stage like giving ourselves up; we said that we were
going south next morning early; the response was most
disappointing. We set off south next morning, Selby, Hart,
Martin and myself, with our half bag of rice, pound of sugar, a
little salt and very little tinned food. The track led around
many a beach, coral reef and cliff edge and across many rivers:
it was on one of these beaches we encountered Major Owen
and party who shared a magnificent tin of raisins - one
handful each - the best meal for days.
Early one morning, within a few miles of ToI, we halted to
see to our amazement five Japanese pinnaces making towards
the plantation. We went forward a couple of miles to warn
Colonel Scanlan, whom we found by the Pailkup River, but
before we had even finished speaking the first shells from the
fWo-pounder guns mounted on the pinnace were heard
screaming over To!. With little hesitation we made our way up
the riverbed for about quarter of a mile, went straight into the
thick bush, built ourselves a shelter and lay there for hours.
During the morning we heard many shots and reconciled
ourselves to the fact that the Japanese would by now have
killed most of the pigs and cattle alleged to be on the
Plantation. Two days later we were to learn to our
unbelievable astonishment that it was not pigs and cattle that
had been shot during his brief visit.
Not knowing how long the Japanese occupation would
last, it seemed only a matter of time before we would be
compelled to walk in and give ourselves up as prisoners. Next
morning we re-crossed the river and made diagonally towards
the coast to see what we could. We discovered the Marumba
Catechist, who seemed very worried by our presence in his
village. Here we managed to obtain a few lemons, pomelows
and kulaus. Shortly, however, the Catechist came running to
us, very excited and shaking with fear, warning us to 'go bush'
as the Japanese had advanced a patrol up to the river only
some 300 yards away. We dived into the bush near the village
and lay 'doggo' all day, making several forages for lemons.
Towards dusk, perhaps rather foolishly, we lit a fire to cook
some more rice; having partaken of this food, the other three
decided to sleep the night in the village church, whilst I
preferred to sleep out under the trees. Purely by coincidence,
as it subsequently turned out, at the precise moment at which
they stepped from the bush out on to the beaten track, a hail
of machine gun bullets flew through the treetops. Believing
that they were being fired as they made a hurried retreat. All
four of us lay there that night under the trees wondering what
the morning would bring, as we now believed ourselves to be
completely surrounded. At first light we stealthily made out
way out from our hiding place, and crept further into the
jungle, where we with great difficulty found some dry wood,
had our usual fWO course meal of salted rice and sugared rice,
and decided what was the best thing to do next. It later
appeared that the Japanese had left Tol that night and that the
machine gun bullets which had whistled through the tree-tops
were their farewell shots, possibly aimed at the glare of our
fire.
It was decided that it was essential that we should make
towards the river and fill our water bottles; wandering in the
general direction of the river we soon came across a native pad
where we ran into a Mr Hutchinson who informed us that
there were several large parties hidden in the bush 'close to'.
We talked for half an hour and then pushed on down to the
river. Whilst we were filling our water bottles, Mr Bruce
brought us the incredible news of the Tol massacres.
It appeared that he had been talking to one of those
fortunate enough to escape the slaughter and who had given
him the gruesome details of the bayoneting. Upon hearing of
these latest atrocities, not knowing that the Japs had at that
time left Tol, we immediately made our way further into the
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Private Kevin Curley and I went back to the Catechist village
with the intention of shooting a pig. I was just manoeuvring
for position when Mr Gregory (District Officer, Rabaul)
appeared and gave us the following information:
1. That the Japs had left 1'01.
2. That he was returning to Rabaul to give himself up as a
prisoner, deeming that to be his best chance.
3. That Major Mollard had a large party a mile or so beyond
Kailai and that he wished all troops to push forward to
him.
4. That it behoved us to push through 1'01 as soon as possible
as the 'coons' operating the canoes across the Mavlo River,
were becoming frightened and were likely to go bush.
Gregory here found Tovekina, the boy from the Officers'
Mess, who had accompanied Colonel Scanlan, and persuaded
him to return to Rabaul with him.
I immediately took Gregory's information back to the rwo
parties hidden in the bush, bur Gregory's tale was regarded
with the greatest scepticism. It was feared that all the Japanese
may not have left 1'01 and that the Plantation was a trap into
which we are being lured, the enemy allowing Gregory free
passage as he was travelling in the opposite direction. It was
decided, however, to await further developments and I
returned once more to the Catechist to try and secure the pig.
The latter, however, also had 'gone bush', as is their custom
during the day, so I remained in the village awaiting his
return. Towards sunset Hart and Martin brought me the news
that Hazelgrove had been found and had been brought into
the camp with three or four bullet wounds and had given him
morphia, but with the fear that gangrene was likely to set in it
was necessary to push forward next morning to Major Palmer,
whom we knew to be some distance ahead.
I slept at the Catechist's that night and early next morning
David, Hazelgrove, Martin, Hart, Bloomfield and myself
pushed forward through the 1'01 Plantation. The journey,
though somewhat nerve-racking, was uneventful. We were
extremely fortunate in crossing the three rivers (the Mavlo at
its mouth forms a delta) with little difficulty, particularly as
many fellows had taken rwo or three days to find their way
across. The first we crossed by means of a fallen log over
which the water was spilling to a depth of about a foot. Then
a native led us to the second river where we found Lieutenant
Dawson and party just pushing off in a boat which it had
taken them three days to locate. On arriving at the third river,
although there was no boat, it was only a matter of an hour or
so before we had brought the boat around from the second
river. We then cooked ourselves another meal of rice and
pushed on with Hazelgrove and Cliff Marshall, who had been
bayoneted at 1'01, to Karlai Mission, where we spent the night.
It is a tribute to the wounded men's courage that they
should have hiked nearly 25 miles that day.
The Father at Kailai, being an Austrian, was at best strictly
neurral. We obtained three fowls, cooked a meal for the
wounded, and bathed their wounds as best we could. Next
morning I pushed forward early and found Major Palmer with
Major Mollard's party a mile or rwo beyond the Plantation.
Major Palmer returned immediately to the rwo wounded men
and continued to dress their wounds at least rwice a day until
the party pushed on.
We then joined Major Mollard's party at Kailai. Major
Mollard has secured a bullock from the Mission for £4, and it
was here that we tasted meat for the first time since leaving
Rabaul. Next night it was learnt that Colonel Scanlan had
arrived at Kailai Mission and we were astonished to hear that
he had decided to make his way back to Rabaul. We were,
however, more astonished to learn of Major Mollard's decision
to accompany him. Lieutenant Alan Fisher remained with our

party.
Next day I pushed on to Kiep in a fruitless endeavour to
locate eleven bags of rice which it was believed had been left
there, the main party following a day later with the two
wounded men. At Kiep I was fortunate to have a day's rest,
and was able to rig up for myself a camp stretcher with the aid
of copra bags. The main party arrived about midday the next
day and we pushed on a few miles to a native village where we
shot a pig. Here Major Palmer was suffering from an attack of
fever and we made preparations to stop a day. Early in the
afternoon of the second day a native brought a report to us
that the Japs had once again landed at 1'01 and were coming
along the track towards us. The latter part of this report
proved to be untrue, but it subsequently transpired that the
Japs had returned in a Destroyer to 1'01 where they remained
for a couple of days. As a result of the report, however, we
pushed forward through Guma Mission; and the next day
passed out of Wide Bay. That night we reached a small cove,
which, perhaps, rather hopefully we called 'Catalina Bay'.
Taking no chance we pushed out of the village leaving a small
party to complete the cooking of the pork, and to bring it
along to us when done.
The following day we moved forward again and after an
uneventful day's travel reached a village where Jack Hart
discovered a very large canoe. Hart, Taylor, Hanna and myself
investigated the possibilities in pushing sourh in this canoe.
We tried to float it but it leaked so badly that we were forced
to abandon all hope. The other three then wanted to go back
abour 30 miles where they had seen a large catamaran, bur as I
was not prepared to turn back I left them and pushed on
through Marau Plantation and joined the main party, which
incidentally had had trouble in finding the proper track. After
a very severe afternoon's travelling along at the very best, a
third class track, we reached a big river with difficulty and
came to the village of Draak. Next morning Major Palmer
declared that Hazelgrove was unfit to travel and that he would
remain with him and catch us up on the following day. Our
next was long day's travel through two villages up 'on top',
through Manguna Plantation on to another village where we
again spent a day resting. From here it was just a day's march
to the Sawmill at Waterfall Bay where we had hopes of
picking up a pedal wireless set. However, much to our disgust
the wireless set had already been removed. At the Sawmill we
found a plentiful supply of paw paws and lemons. That night
we Officers had an Observation Post on the seashore, and for
the second time on the trip I was eaten alive with sandflies
and mosquitoes. These pests were probably our main reason
for pushing on the next day through Cutarp Plantation to the
village of Balpun. It was 5 o'clock when we reached this
village, but Major Owen in the endeavour to reach Malmal
Mission as soon as possible, was anxious to push on to Salli
(No 1 Lului's). I was feeling too sick to go farther than
Balpun, so spent the night there with some men from another
party and pushed on first thing in the morning and rejoined
the others at Salli, which they had not reached until 9 o'clock
on the previous night.
I was now suffering from a severe attack of dysentery and
was very pleased when it was decided to stop for the day. Early
that morning we heard, as we quite often did, the sound of
aircraft. In the light of the dawn we discerned a squadron of
'Fortresses'. An hour or so later they came back pursued by
some 'Zeros', and a running battle was in progress. The
cannon fire could be distinctly heard.
A pig was procured, but unfortunately I was unable ro
partake of it. Early in the afternoon I had an attack of shivers
and then began my first dose of malaria. The party pushed on
the next morning on a long hop to Malmal and I was
determined, fever or not, nor to be left behind. This proved a
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big effort in the condition that I was in, and after a march
from 7am in the morning until 7pm at night I was so weak
that despite all my complaints, and in spite of the fact that my
clothes were damp, I lay down and spent an uncomfortable
night's sleep at Wunung Plantation House. It is estimated that
to here we had walked over 300 miles.
The next morning Father Harris, to whom we are all
greatly indebted, invited us across to the Mission for a
conference. A suggestion was put forward and accepted that,
as the Japanese had now occupied Gasmata, some 80 miles
further south, and as it was only with difficulty and with little
object in view that Gasmata could be encircled, to start a
settlement on Drina Plantation some rwelve miles away on the
other side of the Palmalmal Peninsula. It was further decided
that Wunung should remain a RAP under Major Palmer's
care, and that all the sick who came through should remain
there until such time as they were well enough to go forward
to Drina. It was also decided that efforts should be made to
plant kow kow at Drina and that 30 bags of rice, which had
been stolen by the natives, should be secured and kept hidden
in the bush as reserve food stocks in the event of the Japanese
effecting a landing in the vicinity. There were also ten bags of
coarse flour to be bought from the natives on Palmalmal
Plantation. By arrangement with the village ofTotongpal,
between Palmalmal and Drina, the natives agreed to supply
each week a certain number of taro in mitigation for their
mis-doings.
Major Palmer, Alan Fischer and myself stayed at Wunung a
few days until a native report that the Japs were coming north
from Gasmata by land and sea, caused the Father to send a lot
of his surplus clothing from Wungung to Drina under Alan's
care. Enemy reconnaissance planes periodically flew overhead
and our at sea. At this stage the natives were sufficiently hostile
that we never travelled alone or unarmed. Tribute should be
paid to the work of David Laws, who, with the aid of the
Father's receiver and a broken wireless set, made efforts to
transmit to Moresby - but in vain.
Major Palmer paid his weekly visit to Drina, returning to
Wunung the next day. This went on until such time as the
sick at Drina exceeded the number of sick at Wunung and it
was decided that Major Palmer should make his headquarters
at Drina, whose inhabitants had now increased to nearly 100
men, and that Wunung should become another proper
settlement. It was also arranged that the Mission should now
cease supplying us with three meals ofkow-kow per day and
that we should cook our own kow-kow and native porridge,
Mrs Yence continuing to make the native gravy and send it
across to us once a day. At the same time we started the task of
planting more kow-kow at Wunung in order to lay up a
supply for the months ahead. This planting was carried out
between the hours of 6am and lOam each morning by as
many fit men as were available.
One day, Forward Officer Moody, Sergeant Costelloe and
myself had gone across to Palmalmal to obtain a supply of
empty copra bags as the troops passing through had very little
covering. Whilst there, a native called urgently for me to take
me back to the Mission. I went back to find that Lieutenants
McKenzie and Figgis had arrived in a small boat rigged with
sail to make contact with Major Owen. As chance would have
it, Major Owen was at this time on his way to the Mission
with Major Palmer, and arrived an hour later. We had a most
enjoyable dinner at the Mission that night, consisting of pork
and kow-kow, and then listened intently to what Figgis and
McKenzie had come about.
The result was that we were to keep a look-out from
Palmalmal on Wednesday and Saturday afternoons. This task
fell to me and Lieutenant Fred Lomas took over the charge of
the Wunung settlement.

I purchased a large four-man canoe from Malmal village
for £ I, and we were wanting to row ourselves across from
Wunung to Palmalmal, a distance of some rwo miles, to keep
OP on Wednesdays and Saturdays. However, it was later
wisely decided that the OP should be made a permanent one
end that I should live at Palmalmal with a dozen men who
were convalescent.
With the moon becoming fuller each night a certain
intense excitement existed amongst the troops that something
was about to happen, but alas, the moon waxed and waned,
and still we looked no nearer to our ultimate destination Australia.
After what was now my third attack of fever, I took up my
OP duties at Palmalmal on the Tuesday before Easter. On
Easter Sunday telief came; that day will always be remembered
as the day we made first contact with Moresby.
As kai was low I determined that I would return to
Wunung early on Easter Sunday morning. I had arranged
with the Sepiks to row me across at 6am. When no Sepiks
appeared I wandered down towards their huts. To my surprise
they were making frantic preparations to 'go bush'. I called out
to Angi, the No I boy, "come here". One of the boys came
across, and trembling with fear he pointed across to the islands
(about 100 yards off the shore) saying - "Japanese 'e come;
pinnace 'e stop along close to". Sure enough, to my surprise, a
grey pinnace stood close into the Island. I immediately
retraced my steps towards the Plantation house, hardly daring
to cast my eyes right or left, and fearing that at any minute
some bullets might come whizzing in my direction. On
arriving at the house I told the boys - "Get your gear together,
I think the Japs are here, we have got three minutes, I am
going back to have a look with my glasses." I went down the
path, crouched down in the grass, and observed that I had
been seen and that already some soldiers were poking about
the native huts with rifles and tommy guns. In order to get a
better view I advanced another hundred yards doe the path
and crouching down in the long grass behind a coconut palm,
I could see that the soldiers were not Japs. I thought at first
that perhaps they were just another party coming down the
coast. I went towards them and to my everlasting
astonishment discovered they had come from Moresby. Their
names were Timperley, O'Neill and Marsh, and with them
they had a wireless transmitter. They had set out from
Moresby under Major-General Morris' personal instructions
to find Lt McKenzie somewhere on the Island, and this they
were to do even if it meant going as close to Rabaul as Put
Put. Whilst at Samarai, where they took on extra food they
had received a message from Moresby, saying that contact had
been made, by 8 o'clock. By 2 o'clock complete details of
numbers etc had been wirelessed to Moresby and the Drina
troops commenced their nightmare march to Palmalmal at
2pm, the last man being carried in at midnight.
During the afternoon messages were received from
Moresby congratulating Timperley and his Signallers upon the
success of their mission, and saying (perhaps rather to our
disappointment) that relief would be forthcoming in several
days. Meanwhile we had plenty of good tinned food, which
can only be described as luxurious compared with kow-kow,
taro and tapioca and coconuts. Meanwhile, Moresby worked
quickly. By lam Monday the Laurabarda, skippered by one,
Ivan Champion, had left Moresby with a Medical Officer,
Captain Rose, with more food than we could eat, and armed
with four Vickers and rwo Lewis guns. The Laurabarda, a
vessel of about 100 tonnes, had been before the war the
official yacht of the Administrator of Papua. Though higher, it
looked about the size of a ferry bus on the Lane Cove River.
On Thursday, the 9th April, this ship appeared off Palmalmal.
Champion had instructions -
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daylight hours.
2. That he was not to remain at Palmalmal more than two
days.
Everyone and everything was ready. The boat was hidden
against the islands during the day and at 4:30 in the afternoon
came along to the copra wharf where the sick, the kow kow
and 150 men were loaded within 40 minutes. At ten past five
the Laurabarda set sail. Even the elements combined to assist
our get-away. A strong wind and hard dtiving rain came down
just as we pulled out between the islands, reducing the ceiling
to a few hundred feet and visibility to a few hundred yards.
Up on the bridge, with very little covering, we were drenched
through - but never so happy in the whole of our lives.
During the night, however, one of the men passed away and
was butied at sea. We made our way down through the
Trobriands and passed Katava Island, passing through Samarai
on Saturday morning. We reached Moresby about 2 o'clock
on Sunday afternoon. Our most exaggerated dreams came
true when we were told by the naval officers who boarded the
Laurabarda at Moresby that we were to go south on the
Macdhui, sailing that night. Moresby gave us a rousing
reception as we walked from one boat to the other. As we
went up the gangway of the Macdhui, we were handed
cigarettes and tobacco and a glass of iced water. Major-General
Morris came down personally to see us on the boat, as had
many other senior officers. We were interviewed by DRO and
War correspondents.
To all the troops that came through with us, I pay a great
tribute to their willpower and courage in sticking to it and
never giving up hope. To Major Palmer and Father Harris I
cannot give too higher praise for the wonderful way in which
they ministered to the sick and wounded and with their
cheerful manner buoyed up the hopes of those who at times
were sick in spirit.
As David Selby used often to say - "No one so much as
Major Palmer and Father Harris ever helped restore his faith
in human nature".
Whilst our rescue was due physically to outside means, I
feel that three factors contributed materially to what we look
upon as our wonderful good fortune. Faith in God, hope in
Australia and the charity of Major Palmer, and as has been
proven times unnumbered, not the least of these is 'Charity'.

Ronald Roger Flegg

5699

I did not get sent to a Squadron but was mostly at OTUs.
However I did fly over Europe. There was a very close
relationship between a crew and that was the central fact that
helped men get through the period. One needed to be
meticulous in every detail and live a day at a time. I chose my
crew as they were mostly non drinkers on the base.
One incident indicating the close relations between the
crew occurred when the pilot made a bad landing coming
home, bouncing the aircraft. The pilot had to make a decision
as to whether to crash or try to take off again. He did the
latter and we made it round to land a second time. The flying
instructor watching came over and told the pilot he was
busted and out unless the crew agreed to go up and land again
properly. If one of us had refused the pilot would have been
sacked. We got back into the plane and the pilot immediately
did the task of taking off and landing satisfactorily.

Colin Forsythe

5503

I was in London with my brother Alec on the night that
the VI flying bombs were used. The noise of the AA fire and
Rocket Batteries was quite an experience as was watching one
flying bomb passing over the Strand Palace Hotel where we
were staying. At that time my brother and I had not seen one

another for three years.
My last posting was with 466 RAAF Sqn when we were
transferred to Transport Command on the cessation of
hostilities in Europe. With the dropping of the 'A-Bomb' our
services were no longer required. I returned to Australia on the
Athlone Castle at the end of 1945 and reached Melbourne in
early 1946. I resumed my occupation as an Audit Clerk and
subsequently qualified as a Chartered Accountant.

Donald Wallace Elden Franks

4698

Submitted by Alice Franks, wife.
A Soldier and his Prayer, used in the western Desert. Don
Franks found it there and used it all his life.
Stay with me, God
The night is dark
rhe night is cold
my little spark of courage dies
the night is long
Be with me God and make me strong.
I love a game
I love a fight
I hate the dark
I love the light
I love my child
I love my wife
I am no coward
I Love life.

Gordon Freeth

3788

There was little or no Japanese air Activity during the latter
part of 1944 and early 1945. We used to say the main
"enemy" was the weather. The country was mountainous and
most afternoons saw huge cumulus cloud build up over the
mountains - hence our general saying whenever we were likely
to fly below the height of Mountain peaks shown on the map:
"there's rocks in those clouds". during the monsoon season
heavy rainfall made night flying very unpleasant.

Robert Wemyss Frewin

6004

I applied to join the Navy during 1941. The Army called
me up at the end of 1941, and, after 10 days at the AGH 117
as a private, I joined the Navy as an Ordinary Seaman in
February 1942. After training at Flinders Naval Depot (out of
Melbourne) and a short spell at sea, I entered the Officer's
Training College and graduated as a Midshipman, (described
as the lowest form of marine life). I was then posted to
HMAS Assault at Nelsons Bay, and trained in assault landing
and as a beachmaster. Then I went on to an advanced assault
training group near Bribie Island, north of Brisbane.
The opportunity then came to join HMAS Koopa as
Gunnery Officer. Then, turning 21 years, I became a subLieutenant. Koopa was fitted out as a Fairmile tender to
service about 12 Fairmiles. We first operated Ollt of Milne Bay,
and as the war progressed we moved to ports further north
along the New Guinea Coast. The task of Fairmiles was to
protect convoys and carry out anti-submarine patrols being
fitted with ASDIC (anti-submarine detectors). I often relieved
on FairmiIes in event of sickness of an Officer.
There was one lighter moment when relieving on ML806.
We were instructed to transport three American entertainers
to the delightful tropical island of Samorai for the day. (The
Americans, to boost morale, would sometimes fly out from
the States the caste of a musical or theatrical show to entertain
the troops.) We embarked two female stars and one guy. The
one star I do remember was Frances Langford, famous at the
time. We anchored just off the island on a glorious sunny day
and, after inspecting the mission station, our visitors expressed
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a wish to swim over the side - but they had no costumes. They
asked if we would mind them swimming in their under
clothes. NO OBJECTION! As they climbed back out of the
water. with underclothes now wet and very transparent, the
crew almost capsized the ship with all hands helping them
back up the ladder.
I did one relief trip in 1944 from Madang to Aitape on a
small coaster, (I think HMAS Fairlie,) to get supplied to our
troops who were advancing in loops up the New Guinea
Coast. We were a slow ship, and the Japanese were not keen to
allow us through. We arrived, unloaded all through the night.
and set sail to return. I developed malaria from that excursion.
During the day on our return. another slow ship passed us
and it was so excited to pass another ship on the high seas that
it flashed a signal, "What ship?" Our Captain, in humour,
replied, "Captain Sir Francis Drake of the Golden Hind - have
you sighted any Spaniards today?"
Further relieving jobs I was appointed to Corvettes. The
task of Corvettes was convoy protection and escort, troop
transport, the odd landing skirmish, and minesweeping. In
September 1944, whilst on HMAS Goulburn. we were
ordered to pick up some native scouts (with their canoes) at
Biak. We delivered them at midnight near Bras Island in the
Mapia group off the northern part of New Guinea, and the
plan was to pick them up two days later at dawn. The idea
was for them to determine the strength and position of
Japanese troops in these islands. They did not turn up. so we
circled the island, and, as the junior officer with six sailors and
an American liaison officer, we landed on the island. There
were signs of recent occupation, but no sign of the scouts. We
presumed they were captured.
A few days later we picked up another group of scouts to
check another island. This operation was more successful.
With the same group we went ashore, picked up the scouts,
and as we were pushing off we sighted three Japanese soldiers.
We managed to wound one and captured the three. As
Goulburn was about to leave the area, lookouts spotted a
group of soldiers on the beach. The scouts reported that there
were some 200 Japanese soldiers in the vicinity so we opened
up with our 4-inch gun and learned later that about 80
Japanese had been killed. (This incident is covered by Frank
Walker in his book, Corvettes - pp 1091110).

Edmund Gordon Vincent Gabriel
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'Early Birds'. Alf Ray, managed a maintenance hangar during
this period. Alf took Ted under his wing and encouraged him
to work hard at his formal studies as war clouds were looming,
and he could look forward to a future in flying. He enrolled as
a full member of the Royal Aero Club of NSW in January
1939, and duly attended the rwo afternoons per week plus
night lectures, with 8 hours dual instruction flying time, flying
the British made De Havilland DH82 Tiger Moths, before
flying solo. He completed his advanced "A" licence after 25
hours trying time, and joined the Civil Air Reserve in October
of that year. In November he was interviewed for entry to the
Royal Australian Air Force.

war Declared
In January 1940, following the commencement of
hostilities in Europe and Australia's declaration of war with
Germany - still at Sydney, he was called up and inducted into
the first course of the No 4 Elementary Flying School (RAAF)
at Mascot. From there he was then transferred to the 26
Flying Training Course at Richmond Air Force Base and
became a member ofThe Citizen's Air Force Cadets. This
involved training at the Kingsford-Smith Flying School using
De Havilland DH60's, where he was taught to fly 'The Air
Force Way'. The Intermediate course, flying Hawker Demons,
was completed in April of that year, and he graduated with 22
Squadron. D flight. Because of the outbreak of war. there was
a sudden urgent need for qualified pilots so progress was rapid
and he was commissioned in Mayas a pilot Officer and
posted to 23 Squadron, Archerfield. Queensland, flying AvroAnsons. where the trailing continued.
The Northern coastline was considered to be the point of
greatest threat, so with others Ted was posted to 12 Squadron
at the old civil aerodrome at Parap, Darwin, (where Charles
~ngsford-Smith had earlier landed at the end of his epic
flIght from London). 12 Squadron was equipped with AvroAnsons, but Wirraways were also included in their
complement of aeroplanes.
Darwin RAAF Base was completed in June of that yeat
and the squadron was relocated there, with flying duties
commencing in earnest. These comprised coastal
reconnaissance patrols, and surveillance of the northern
coastline, providing further excellent training in coastal
navig~tion, with emphasis, being placed on gaining experience
m flymg under tropical conditions.

Submitted by James Gabriel, brother.

The Malay Peninsula Campaign

The son of a mining engineer, 'Ted' (as he came to be
known) Gabriel was born on December 27th 1919 at Broken
Hill. He had a fairly normal upbringing, partly in Zeehan,
Tasmania, and other mining towns in South Eastern Australia.
The depression forced a review of the family's prospects and a
move with his parents to Sydney. where, for the duration of
the depression. they were shopkeepers. At age 18, with a
private school education at Shore. an enquiring mind and a
natural interest in things mechanical, he decided. as we all
tend to do at about that age. that it was about time to look to
the future. He took the option of studying for qualifications
which fitted the way he saw his future and enrolled in
mechanical engineering at North Sydney Technical College.
At the college he came in contact with a group of students
who were also consumed by an interest in aviation, and that
repairing aeroplanes would be an interesting way to spend
their free time. One thing led to another and Ted duly found
himself a student member of the Aero Club at Mascot,
working on Puss-Moths, powered by Gypsy Major 3 engines
and the Gypsy Major 4-Powered Tiger Moths.
Ted later joined an exclusive aeronautical group. selftermed the 'Early Birds'. (pre-WWII active participants in
flying from Mascot aerodrome). Another member of the

The Japanese invaded the Malay peninsula in December of
1941, following the attack on Pearl Harbour. The war on the
peninsula had been in progress for four weeks and the Allies
were copping a fearful battering, when on 3rd January, Ted
was posted to 1 Squadron at Butterworth Air Force Base on
Singapore island to aid in its defence. An immediate threat
from the Japanese forces was soon realised as they were already
infiltrating the island.
The Lo~kheed Hudsons of 1 Squadron were fighting
overwhelmmg enemy numbers and quality of aeroplanes. The
loss of aircraft and personnel was enormous. It was soon
obvious that the British High Command had failed miserably
in assessing the situation. The Indian. British, Gurkha and
Au.stralian troops on the ground fought valiantly but were
qUIckly overrun by battle-hardened troops from the China
campaign. They landed in great numbers, including minitanks and the use of bicycles which enabled the troops to
~ove quickly along the native walking tracks through the
)u.ngle. ~he. squadron was decimated by the fast Zero fighters
With theIr tightly constructed fuselages and minus the heavy
armoured protection for the pilot. normal in Allied aircraft.
Their powerful engines gave them great climbing power and
the consequent ability to gain a height advantage.
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The Allies gradually withdrew from the Malay peninsula
through Singapore and Sumatra and thence to Java, being
continually pursued by the overwhelming, numerically
superior Japanese forces. Air Force ground staff were stretched
beyond the limits of practicability endeavouring to keep
aircraft airworthy. The capitulation of the Dutch forces at this
time was extremely demoralising, and the inefficiency of
Allied command whose lack of foresight regarding the
evacuation of survivors earlier during the withdrawal was
apparent.
The Dutch, having surrendered, refused to allow rhe
retreating Allied forces to use their aircraft for an evacuation
(even though it was Dutch Territory the Allies were trying to
save!). As a consequence, no aircraft remained for the
evacuation of the large number of service personnel on the
ground, most of whom had gained invaluable experience in
fighting the Japanese forces. Also, no naval operation was in
place to evacuate the retreating forces from the beaches.

Prisoner OfWar
With the retreating combined Allied forces, Ted and the
remains of No 1 Squadron made it as far as Tjilatjap in south
easrern Java. lr was here they were finally overraken by rhe
Japanese, many of whom, like the Dutch native troops, were
mounted on bicycles and easily and rapidly followed the
native tracks through the jungle. The Allied force was taken
prisoner and then shipped to Batavia Oakarta), and thence to
Singapore Island mid the Changi jail, in the holds of old
tramp steamer 'Hell-ships', in indescribable conditions.
Ted and his surviving companions spent about two weeks
in the old jail prior to being loaded into the holds of the old
cargo vessels again and shipped to Rangoon. After a couple of
days alongside, they sailed to Moulmein, were again offloaded and moved into the old leper section of the local jail.
They were then organised into parties and marched to
Thanbuzayat village, which was on the railway that connected
to Mergui at the end of the line. lr was from Thanbuzayat that
the railway was to commence construction on the Burma end.

The Thai-Burma Railway
The railway commenced from one end at Thanbuzayat on
the coast of Burma, using a plan of the railroad route to
Thailand, drawn up by British Railway Engineers, before the
war, and obtained through espionage by the Japanese. The
other end of the construction was commenced concurrently at
Kanburi on the Mae Klong river in Thailand. Work camps for
Caucasiain Indian, Malay, Tamil and Javanese workers were
constructed at various points, approximately 10-15 kms aparr
and named by number according to the kilometric distance
from the railhead at Thanbuzayat. The prisoners had to walk
from the camps to the roadbed construction site, where the
railway would be laid. They were divided into forces of 3-500
prisoners including Australian Navy, Army and Air Force, plus
a few American Artillery personnel. Colonel Black from the
Australian 6th Division Transporr was the senior Allied officer
in Teds camp. Medical assistance in this camp was provided by
a Colonel Coates from South Australia. He organised a willing
team and performed many skilful operations with minimal
equipment and supplies. Rats were a continual problem so a
bounty was paid for tails taken from rats, which were caught
with rubber-powered traps.
The only technical personnel among the Japanese were
construction engineers. Consequently, when the Japanese
needed telephone technicians, they were recruited from
among the Australian prisoners. This provided opporrunities
for the prisoners to hide the clandestine radio receivers. There
were dismantled before being moved from camp to camp. The
components for these were, due to the foresight of radio and

radar technicians back in Singapore and Java, and prior to
capitulation, scrounged with a view to their future
construction.
Much of the heavy log moving was carried out using
elephants, which were guided by local natives, but because of
the harsh treatment by their supervisors the Burmese elephant
handlers deserred. The Japanese attempted to handle the
animals themselves, but without success, as they were too
impatient and proved unpopular with the elephants.
Australians took over their control and managed them very
successfully. All manual digging work was carried out by the
prisoners using chunkuls, (a shorr-handled hoe-styled tool still
in use by Asian natives).

Bridge On The Kwae River
The Japanese forces invaded Thailand as a means of access
to India, and an accommodation was reached with the Thai
Government whereby the Thai forces would withdraw to
northern Thailand, leaving the Southern area of the country;
to the Japanese. The Thais were, of course, actually
sympathetic to the allies, and assisted them whenever possible.
In a Bhuddist temple at Kanchanaburi, there were
stationed undercover Thai intelligence officers who used the
temple drums to transmit details of the movement ofJapanese
supplies mid personnel on the railway up to Climig Mai in
Northern Thailand. This was in turn transmitted by radio to
British intelligence in India, thus enabling the RAF to
anticipate a point up the line in Burma, at which to attack the
trains with their low flying Mosquito fighter-bombers and
bomb and strafe the rolling stock to great effect.
For the bridge at Kanchanaburi suitable steel spans were
located on bridges in Java, from whence they were dismantled
and trans-shipped to the Kwae River bridge site. The steel
bridge was constructed by mainly native labour on site, but
because of the lack of materials, were supported only by rock
piers without reinforcing. The bridge, of course, became a
target for Allied bombing. The US Air Force made many high
level bombing raids on tie bridges without effect. The RAF,
using low level flying Mosquito fighter-bombers following the
river, managed to knock down one of the unreinforced stone
piers supporring the steel bridge and put it out of action
permanently, for all practical purposes.
As an alternative, a second bridge was then constricted of
forest timber by the prisoners and native labour about 800m
down strewn as a back-up. This bridge was far easier
maintained by the illegal prisoner workforce. It was the story
of the on-going repair of this bridge, following the demolition
of the steel bridge, which provided the theme for the
successful movie, Bridge on the River Kwai.
Following its completion, the RAF then proceeded to
bomb the wooden bridge by the same low-level bombing
which had proved so efficient when attacking the steel bridge.
Eventually, the bridge was kept out of action for the
remainder of the war.
Ted was very close to collecting a cannon shell during a
strafing run by US Air Force Liberators. The air raid warning
was late in sounding and he just managed to dive into a
muddy drainage trench running through the camp, when a
projectile ricocheting off a nearby corrugated iron wall,
slammed into the mud right alongside him.

The End ofHostilities
Just prior to the dropping of the A-bomb on Nagasaki, a
company of British/Ghurka Commandos parachuted into
Chang Mai. From there they infiltrated to areas mainly at
Bangkok and along the railway, in order to take over Bangkok
at the cessation of hostilities, and also prevent the possibility of
a massacre of POWs as had happened in Borneo. The
Japanese appeared numbed by the news of their Emperor's
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surrender and were totally cooperative. The arrival of the
commando force ensured the good behaviour of the Japanese
personnel who were imprisoned and put to work clearing
away the blockhouses and other constructions they had
erected at the time of occupation.
During the period of their incarceration, an 8mm movie
camera was kept hidden since Java. With 'appropriated' film,
it was used to record incriminating evidence of the brutal
atrocities perpetrated by some of the camp guards, many of
whom were Korean. The camera and film were successfully
smuggled from camp to camp, generally among the small
quantity of medical stores or in musical instruments.
Immediately following the surrender, Ted had been
promoted to Flight Lieutenant and appointed 2ifc of the Don
Muang airfield at Bwikok. He accompanied a squad of exprisoners to the camp areas, to recover the movie film and
buried paybooks etc. The film had been packed in a can with
rice to absorb moisture, and sealed with solder. When
developed it provided vital evidence at the post-war trials,
which resulted in the hanging of some of the Japanese guards.
Ted took a number of still photographs of locations and
points of interest along the railway. On the return of the
POW's to, Australia the photos taken were developed in a
hotel room under difficult conditions, but the results were
successful.

David Graham Garland

5138

Garland was an instructor at Canungra Jungle Warfare Centre
awaiting posting as a reinforcement officer.
One day I was called to the orderly room and introduced
to a Squadron Leader Royal Air Force who said "David would
you be prepared to learn a foreign language and join our
unit?" Gee! Back to school. I had not liked foreign languages
at school but here was a chance to get our of Canungra and
hopefully join the war again. "Our unit" didn't mean much so
I asked what unit and the reply was, "I can't tell you now".
Not much choice really - a pig in a poke but I said I would
have a go.
A week later I was told I would be leaving Canungra next
day and was to report to a certain Colonel at Land
Headquarters which was in Brisbane. Next morning carting all
my gear I was driven in a three tonne truck to LHQ and on
reporting to the Colonel was told to take a seat in the passage
and wait. I had just ceased being a normal soldier and was
about to begin secret work but at the time I did not know it.
After waiting about a half hour the Squadron Leader
whom I had met at Canungra arrived and said, "Good
morning David if you will bring all your baggage we will go
the camp". On leaving the building I put my gear in the back
of a small battered blue MG sports car which bore a civilian
registration from LHQ we headed towards the city and after a
considerable period of silence I thought the time was right to
find out all about my new unit. I asked what the unit job was
and the answer was one word 'penetration'. I had no idea what
that meant but did not feel like demonstrating my ignorance
so I just shut up for the rest of the trip. Despite many
contracts and a lot of socialising I never learnt anything of
Pitt-Hardacres background and ended up believing - because
of the pilots wings on his uniform - that he was one of the
very few RAF types who had done so many operations that he
had been forced out of active operations. With SIA he showed
a wonderful aggressive spirit and visited upon the enemy
whenever he could get command of any type of aircraft.
We crossed the Brisbane River by the Grey St Bridge and
headed out of the city as though we were going to Southport.
We entered the Mount Gravatt Showground. The sign at the
gate told us it was the showground but there was not sign of
any sort of military occupation. Here were only three

buildings and they were well inside the gate. There was a
house on stilts, a long building like a ward in an army hospital
and a barn like building which probably had served as a base
for produce exhibits at Show time. On the oval about 60
metres away three people were kicking a football but there was
no other sign of life. Certainly no sign of guards or any type
of security.
On climbing the stairs of the house I was introduced to
'Bunny' Buck, a Lieutenant in the RANVR and told that he
was the former ChiefJustice of Sarawak and he had escaped to
Australia just before Sarawak was occupied by the Japanese.
He was to be my tutor in the Malay language. He was very
fluent in the language and also had the great patience so
necessary to teach me. Next I met Leonard Morse, also ex
Sarawak, he was a Lieutenant in the Australian Army but I am
sure he was recruited into this peculiar unit before the
Australian Army accepted him. After all he did need some
kind of income until he could go back to Sarawak after the
war. These were the first two 'special service' officers I had met
but later I realised that a civilian recruited to the unit because
of his special skills nearly always became an officer in one of
the Australian armed services.
It was becoming obvious that I was with a pretty unusual
organisation. The three people I had met were all English even
though two of them were being paid by Australian armed
forces. I asked 'Bunny' the name of the unit and he replied to
the effect that 'The Skipper' would tell me in due course.
Everyone was so very nice and there was nothing of the rough
and tumble of an Australian Infantry unit. They all had taken
the trouble to find out my Christian name, which was
considerate but it was a name I had never used. David was
also my father's name and to avoid confusion my family had
used my second name 'Graham'. In the army of course it was
not long before I was nicknamed 'Judy' after the popular
Hollywood actress. In the Army people always said 'hey Judy'
instead of 'hey Sergeant' and now here I was being called
David and that remained my name within the unit from then
on until I was discharged at the end of the war.
About 4pm, Lt McKenzie, a New Zealander Army
Lieutenant, popped in and after introductions he told me that
he would be my instructor in Morse Code. That was a
surprise. I knew nothing about 'dots' and 'dashes' but I was
told very smartly that they were 'dits' and 'dahs'. Actually that
small change made it a lot easier in learning to transmit and
receive. In due course I became quite efficient and could
transmit and receive on the radio and also learnt to signal with
lamps. With lamps I could hold my own but with radio I
could never match the more thoroughly trained operators who
joined our unit after training by other services.
"Mac" McKenzie also had another skill. Trying to sleep
that first night at Mt Gravatt I was continually disturbed by
bubbling noises from the bed next door which Mac occupied.
When I chatted to him he showed me a bottle of home brew
fermenting itself under his bed. The base was lemon juice, the
colour was good and as it was bubbling so much it was
obvious that it had stored enough alcohol. After a bit of
persuasion Mac gave in and we sat on the edges of our beds
and sip for sip we drank the lot. Quite a useful nightcap.
Mac used to drift in and out but he spent a great deal of
time in the large showground shed. I had been forbidden to
go near this shed but after about a week, when my Malay
vocabulary was maybe 100 words I was told that I could go to
the shed. Certainly I did not waste much time in doing so.
Inside were over fifty Indonesians. They all were male and
most were young although there were some who were over
middle age. What a wonderful chance to try out some of the
Malay I had learnt. Not much success but I eventually found
out that it was not only me at fault. Most of the Indonesians
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speaking it. I learnt that their language was a very 'Low' form
of Malay, which was called 'Cata Jawa', literally the chatter of
Java. They did not decline verbs and their vocabulary was very
small. This was because they had been farmers or fishermen
and in their villages they had been given very little education.
Soon, as my studies progressed, I realised that I was talking
better Malay than they were. Also I was learning ordinary
Malay as well as a superior form called High Malay. Malay
was to be the language in which we would do all our
Indonesian work. Having been taught Malay the Malaysian
way I could read the printed books which came out of
Malaysia but the Indonesians used the Dutch style of spelling
and pronunciation. The printed words were entirely different
in spelling and I never mastered them.
About a week after this Pitt-Hardacre turned up and said
"David, forget the studies for now. It is time you met your
commander". Beauty! I thought, now I will learn more about
this unit. We set off towards Brisbane in Pitt-Hardacre's MG.
In Brisbane city we pulled up outside the AMP Building
where I knew there were many Allied offices. Pitt said "David
go up to floor so and so (I have forgotten the number) and go
into the office marked 'M Special' and you will meet your
Commanding Officer. When he is finished with you come
back here for there is another place for you to visit."
I found the office, knocked on the door and was told to
enter. Sitting at desks there a Major (Australian), a Captain
(Australian) and a female Sergeant in the AWAS (Australian).
This was getting a bit more like the Army I had known. The
Major told me that his name was Caporn and he also
introduced the Captain and the Sergeant. I was told that the
Major was my CO, that the Captain was the unit adjutant
and that the Sergeant was an assistant. This seemed to mean
that the Sergeant did all the work and that was toO normal for
the army I came from.
I was told that I had been transferred from the pool of
officers and now was a member of the 2/9 Infantry Battalion.
This was the third battalion I had belonged to. My first was
the 2/25 in the Seventh Division, then for the Alamein show I
went to the 2/15 in the ninth Division and now here I was in
the Seventh Division once again. However I was not to see
this new battalion for I had been 'seconded' to 'M' Special
Unit. However 'M' was my administrative unit and would see
that the Army paid me etc but I had again been 'seconded' to
something called SIA. On asking whar SIA meant I was told
that I would learn in due course - end of interview.
Rejoining Pitt-Hardacre he said "Now David we will go to
headquarters and you will meet the CO". Off we went in the
direction of the Story Bridge but then we branched off and
pulled up at 160 Bowen Terrace. A lovely Brisbane home
overlooking the Brisbane River and sporting the house name
'Craigroyston' also beside the gate was a modest sign saying
'Officers Training Depot'. This was my second introduction to
a cover name in only one day. The name was not thrilling for
it seemed to be that I was in for training, training and more
training. Training is all very well but is a waste unless some
time is spent in doing.
Having been rebuffed before there is no way I would ask
what was meant by SIA and Officers Training Depot. I would
just wait till I was told.
On climbing the stairs and arriving on a beautifully
polished verandah we were met by a female sergeant who said
she would tell "The Skipper we were here". She was back
almost instantly, opened a door and asked us to enter. With
Pitt leading we entered what had been the lounge of the
house. It was very large and behind a desk at the far end was a
Captain-Royal Naval Reserve. The next desk was occupied by
the captain's female personal secretary, who was dressed as a

civilian. I learnt later that she was an officer in the FANY
(Female Auxiliary Naval Yoemanry). So many new words I
was learning and only the Brits would think it appropriate to
have a 'Yoeman' whom I believed was some kind of unskilled
farm labourer as an officer in the Navy. Also there was a desk
for the female sergeant and where the lounge opened to a
large glassed in verandah were fWO civilian women whom I
thought were other secretaries. I learnt later that they were
cypher clerks.
The 'Skipper', for that is what I learnt to call him, said,
"David, I want to welcome you to SIA. I hope you will be
happy with us and I have been told that you are coming along
well with your training. You are to feel free to see me at any
time and if you have any problems I will do my best to sort
them out." A bit of a shock for a Captain in the Royal Navy
must be equivalent to a Brigadier in the army and he told me
[ could see him at any time. Seizing on the wonderful open
frankness I took the opportunity to ask what my job was to
be. The Skipper replied that the Operations Officer, PittHardacre would tell me in due course.
Pitt then said, "Come along David there are other people
to meet." We went out of the office to another across the
corridor where I was introduced to the Administrative Officer
Commander Srocks of the Australian Navy. Next I met
Colonel Rocher, the signals officer. He was British Army and a
member ofThe Royal Corps of Signals. Gee, a filiI Colonel
when the signals officer of an infantry battalion of 1000 men
was a mere Lieutenant. There must be some pretty good signal
traffic in my new unit. I was told later that the Colonel had
spent fourteen years in Belgium as a British intelligence officer
where his front was running a tobacconist shop.
Next to meet was the supply officer. Pat Macarthur a
Squadron Leader, Royal Australian Air Force. Pre war he had
been a Plantation Superintendent in New Guinea and the
Solomon Islands. It was easy to see that he had been a good
friend of the Skippers and had been chosen by him because of
his intimate knowledge of the areas where he had worked
previously. He was married but without children and later in
the wat he became my immediate superior in the Unit. We
worked well together and became firm friends. Alas he has
passed on. This unit was loaded with top brass and I was
surprised at how friendly each one was. There was no pulling
rank and I had the feeling that I could go and interrupt any
one of these people at any time. This proved to be the case.
Each one did his job without fuss but remained willing to
help you do your job. Now it was time for me to be driven
back to camp so I could get stuck into those studies again.

Charles Tony Garnock
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My interesting brush with the Army and the growing
possibility of war commenced with my rather insignificant
service as a cadet in the Shore Corps for a couple of years, and
was flavoured by an occasional assault by Onkus, our friendly
Sergeant-Major Davidson, which was no doubt well deserved.
My biggest mistake, I realised later, was not accepting an offer
by my CO and House Master, Major Bagot (Dear Old Dags)
who suggested that I attend an NCOs' course.
However, something must have rubbed off on me from
this basic but pleasant training experience, as I was
enthusiastic to join our local Bombala Troop of Light Horse,
which incidentally, was one of the crack troops in the country.
It was a most pleasing fellowship of young men, testing the
mettle of their horses and themselves in those pre-war halcyon
days which were clouded only by the increasingly imminent
approach of a war to satiate Hitler's dark ambitions.
So it was that I joined the Light Horse, as did my father in
World War I, as soon as I was eligible at 18 years of age in
December 1938, serving part-time only in conjunction with
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my jackerooing job. The pay was five shillings per day and six
shillings for our horse, which we supplied. Such were the
relative values according to the Army, but we did not
complain.
One camp at Wallgrove was singularly memorable because
of a disastrous stampede which killed or severely injured a
hundred or more good horses, and also killed one trooper who
was overrun. A few of us saddled up and followed rhese
stampeding horses for up to twenty miles, yarding them along
the way as they retired from the mob, exhausted. Our horses
were overfed and under-exercised, as many of the old
horsemen realised and, indeed, were not realiy surprised when
the worst happened. The stampede started in the 6th
Regiment's lines and soon overran the 7th and 21st
Regimental lines, at the time when the horses were being
watered on a Sunday afternoon, when most of the troops were
on day leave.
At the end of 1941, our wonderful well-trained steeds,
being oEno further use in modern warfare, with so much
automatic weaponry, were sold to the Canadian Mounted
Police, but were tragically torpedoed in the Pacific and all lost.
That was the end of a dream that our old Light Horse units
would be able to "go away" together. After this, they became
mechanised and were scattered in all directions as
reinforcements for many AlF units, where 1 believe they
accounted well for themselves.
My Army career started to reach a more permanent basis
after my full-time enlistment on 1st October 1941 in the
Light Horse, and enlistment in the AlF on 19th August 1942.
Between these two dates I had copious amounts of Special
Leave - all without pay, of course - to attend to my pastoral
duties at Bukalong producing wool and meat, which was an
"essential occupation" in those days. I was virtually managing
our home property, producing wool and meat from 1938 to
mid-1942 under severe drought conditions and with a lack of
manpower after war broke out. During my first three months
of permanent dury; I had to spend seven weeks on leave at
home, during which time important seasonal work had to be
supervised involving lambs, calves, shearing, etc, as well as
dealing with the increasing rabbit problem, all with manpower
shortages.
I had progressed from being a Corporal-in-charge of the
Machine Gun Section, to the Regimental Intelligence Section
with Sergeant Frank HO Throsby ofThrosby Park,
instructing Officers and NCOs in map reading and mapping
evacuation trails up the escarpment for 17 miles near Kiama.
Then I was elevated to WOIl and posted as second in
command of a Field Security Section under the umbrella of
the Australian Intelligence Corps, which had sections posted
to higher HQs, from Division upwards, for field work with
the troops.
In this new and challenging role we trained for several
months with 1st Cavalry Division, 1st Army and 2nd Army
HQs. We went to Port Moresby on 23rd March 1943 under
Northern Command, where I was delighted to catch up with
Old Mander (2766), well known at Shore pre-war. Colonel
Geoffrey Mander-Jones was Deputy Director of Military
Intelligence, DDMI. He was still a fitness crank and had all
the senior HQ not-so-senior officers running up mountains
every morning, much to the grief of some. Mander had
decided that half our FS Section (seven only) would be
seconded to 41 US Division. We all wanted to go, but our
OC Captain, George Landsdown, had determined that he
would lead the team to Dobodura and the 41st US Division.
When Mander heard of George's plan, he said "No,
Landsdown, you must stay in Moresby and send Garnock
with the team over to the Yanks". Poor George, wonderful
fellow, and he did so hate Moresby!

Reminiscences
On reporting to Lieutenant Colonel Strange, the
equivalent of our Div GSO HI (I) , I was greeted most cordially
and given all that we required. The Field Security Intelligence
concept was derived for the British Army about 1940, and was
first introduced to the Australian Army about 1942. Its
members had a special pass to be anywhere at any time, and
to expect assistance - urgently, if required - from any
Australian Army unit. Lieutenant Colonel Strange added a
notation to the effect that these provisions applied to US
Army Forces also. Many of our middle-ranking officers did
not quite know what to make of these extraordinary
provisions, and, of course, had to check us out - which was
good. After briefing me about our actual responsibilities,
Lieutenant Colonel Strange requested that we take his
Divisional Intelligence personnel with us on our rounds to
show them the ropes, which we did willingly. He said that
they did not appear to know what to do since arriving in New
Guinea, and were still investigating suspect persons back in
the States.
So I had the Major, my Sergeant the Captain, and the
Corporals had the Lieutenants. We had a great time, and thus
Field Security was introduced to the mighty US Army (I
think?). That's my story anyway. The Yanks were wonderful
cobbers and great allies.
There were some wonderful adventures, a few of which I
will relate briefly. I arrived at Dobodura after the Kokoda Trail
was won back. During the clean-up following the Coral Sea
battle, I was fo.rtunate to have a trip on a US PT Boat chasing
down Jap survivors. We saw one raft with a Jap lying
spreadeagled on it, probably dead, when suddenly a triggerhappy crewman in the bow, opened up with his machine gun
and made sure of it. On being queried by his skipper, he said
he thought the Jap made a move! It was no time to feel
churlish, b,:t, this being the first time I witnessed a man being
(perhaps) killed so close at hand, I did not relish the
experience. Moreover, a live Jap POW was always a most
valuable source of intelligence, as they were instructed they
must die honourably for the Emperor. Consequently; rhe
i~for~~tion gleaned from Jap prisoners could reveal troop
dispositions, armoury, tactics and all manner of vital
in~ormation. Accordingly, we wete anxious to have as many
pnsoners as possible, which was very difficult to achieve.
~e~use of the Jap atrocities, the troops were certainly not
mclmed to take any prisoners, so most of the potential ones
were summarily shot.
I joined another couple of interesting patrols on PT (Patrol
Torpedo) Boats. One was from Morobe up towards Jap-held
Salamaua, when we called in on native villages, which had
be~n subjected to unfriendly visits by Japanese land patrols.
With the aid of native interpreters, we questioned the villagers
and left a few goodies, like black twist tobacco. However, no
Jap patrols were sighted at all, right up until just a few miles
short of Salamaua. We sheltered in daylight hours in the
sh~l?ws under the mangroves, as there was some shipping
aC~lvlty .around Salamaua. We could have outrun any of their
ships With our very fast craft, however we did not wish to
advertise our presence.
On another occasion, I 'went along for the ride' when our
PT 41 entered the outskirts of Salamaua harbour, very slowly
an.d stealth~ly, to identifY and count the number of enemy
ships therem. These PT boats could be so silent and
surreptitious in their movements, and they lay so low to the
surface that the radar in those days could not pick them up
unless ~~ey were close enough. Our retreat was equally
surreptitious.
At one stage I was invited along to Sigs to witness the
operation of the first night-fighter to go into action in New
Guinea. This was a Spitfire equipped with short range radar.
When the more powerful ground radar 'sighted' the enemy
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waited in awe while the pilot tried to find his target.
Eventually he moved in close and shot the enemy bomber out
of the air, much to our elation - that Jap pilot never knew
what hit him. Only one plane was taken out in each sortie, in
order to keep the Japs guessing for as long as possible.
The USSSS (United States Small Ships Section) was
another remarkable unit employed by the US, with some
Australian ships and crews also, composed of small craft only
up to about 100 tons or so and which were fairly
manoeuvrable. As supplies for forward troops could not be
carried on land and only limited amounts by air, the principal
heavy cargoes had to be conveyed by sea. Also, as the Jap Air
Force was still an active power to be contended with, small
ships travelling at night carried the bulk of all the heavy
supplies. These ships were fair game for Washing-machine
Charlie, a dark-painted slow seaplane which could follow a
ship's wake on a moonlit tropical night as easily as following
the highway over the harbour bridge when well illuminated.
When Charlie found a wake he followed it for many miles to
is source, but the ship in front of its wake was almost
impossible to sight at 2,000 feet. By this time we had been
listening to his washing machine for some time and the
skipper had already entered a series of complicated
manoeuvres to confuse the enemy, which were nearly always
successful.
On my first trip we were carrying fifty tons of 25 pounder
(field gun) ammunition, which would have made a
considerable hole in the ocean if hit. On this occasion Charlie
dropped 3 bombs harmlessly to starboard and larboard, but
the third exploded pretty close to the stern which did little
damage apart from a shrapnel-peppered arse. He then strafed
but was petty inaccurate, and the display was more spectacular
than dangerous, with every fifth or so round a tracer.
On another occasion we had just anchored in Douglas
Harbour, halfWay between Oro Bay and Morobe, and about
six of us were being rowed ashore about 300 yards. We were
about halfWay, feeling very vulnerable, when three Zeros
appeared at treetop level and suddenly strafed our ship - not
us, thankfully. Then they made a second run, but were
deterred by the considerable barrage of the Bofors guns from
around the shoreline. Little damage was incurred and no lives
lost, although there was one very red f~ce on a US Major who,
rather than wait for the next 'ferry', decided to dive in and
swim, and had to be ignominiously rescued.

Bruce Lyne Geddes

4508

Submitted by fA Geddes, Brother.
Bruce Lyne Geddes left Shore in 1937 and in the following
year commenced studies at Sydney University in the Faculty
of Medicine. When war broke out in 1939 Bruce had almost
completed his second year of Medical Studies, however, in
typical fashion, he at once applied for service in the RAAF. As
part of the enlistment procedures he was required to attend
RAAF instructional classes in Sydney. After six weeks or so of
RAAF instruction he was directed by 'Manpower Authority'
to return to his medical studies and complete his university
course. He graduated as an MB BS in 1943 and, on
completing obligatory hospital training at Sydney Hospital, he
enlisted in the AIF in April 1944 with the rank of Captain
(RAAMC). He was posted to 2/13 Field Ambulance (9 Div)
in June 1944, and subsequently served in North Borneo with
the initial 9 Division landings at Sandakan and later on
Labuan Island. During his service he also served with 2/6
General Hospital and 2/12 Field Ambulance. On return to
Australia in 1946 he served with 113 Military Hospital at
Concord NSW until his transfer to the Reserve of Officers
AMC NSW in January 1947.

Ian Aubrey Geddes

_
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After the Japanese Surrender
Shortly after the war ended in August 1945, I was sent
with a small advance party to Kuching in Sarawak to help
organise the release of allied POW's in Lintang Barracks. My
advance party travelled on the mother ship of a US PT boat
squadron (reputed to once have been Al Capone's yacht) to
the coast of Sarawak, and then travelled on PT boats up the
river to Kuching - great fun at high speed! Our first night in
Kuching was very strange, as we had Japanese sentries
patrolling outside our billets.
My first meeting with POWs was a very traumatic
experience. We were horrified at their physical condition, yet
impressed with their spirit. I met there several old school
friends including Max Carment (4670), Dennis Garland
(5508) and Bill Clayton (4818) I was also delighted to shake
the hand of my former CSM from SUR, Ken Mosher. Whilst
the POWs were being repatriated, we supervised the Surrender
of several thousand Japanese soldiers, who were held in the
former POW camp. At that time also I travelled in a RAN
air/sea rescue launch to many small coastal and river towns in
Sarawak to advise the local people that the war was over, and
that shortly the British and Rajah Brooke would return. We
were met with wild enthusiasm! Another task I was given was
to meet a large number of Dyak tribesmen who had collected
about 20 miles north of Kuching. The Dyaks, who were
heavily armed and in an ugly mood, demanded payment for
Japanese heads (of which there seemed to be several hundred)
carried in large bamboo baskets - an unforgettable sight. The
Dyaks claimed that to foster their harassment ofJapanese
forces the British had promised to pay them five pounds
sterling for every Japanese killed. It was a very difficult and
volatile situation so we withdrew and passed the problem to
the Brits.
I took several patrols to 'long houses' (Dyak villages) to
instruct the head men that, now the war was over, head
hunting and harassment of the Japs and the pillaging of their
supplies was to cease. They agreed after much discussion, with
obvious reluctance. On another patrol I was sent to a Jap HQ
some miles up the river from Kuching: my mission was to
firmly instruct the Japanese general that he must at once
Surrender all arms in accordance with the cease fire treaty. The
General was a very arrogant person and at first refused to deal
with or speak to a lowly Australian Lieutenant. However, after
some hours of debate (through an interpreter), he agreed to
discuss the matter. The General insisted that his troops must
keep some weapons for protection against the Dyaks; he was
allowed to retain one rifle per ten men.
Whilst in Sarawak in early 1946, I was posted to 66
Australian Infantry Battalion - a unit formed in 9 Division to
be part of the occupation force in Japan. 66 Battalion
assembled on Labuan Island and not long afterwards
proceeded to Morotai. There were long delays in movement to
Japan, and I was posted for a short time as Staff Captain of 15
Australian Infantry Brigade in Rabaul. The Australian Force in
Rabaul was organising the surrender and repatriation of the
Japanese and helped to identify war criminals. War Crimes
Trials (and executions) were also conducted.

Occupation ofJapan
On arrival in Japan in 1946, 66 Australian Infantry
Battalion (British Commonwealth Occupation Forces) was
based in Hiro (not far from Hiroshima), and later we moved
to old Japanese barracks at Kure. The initial impression on
arrival in Japan was amazement at the vast damage from US
bombing to both civilian and military areas. The civil
population were in a pathetic situation, and the harsh hatred
ofJapanese held by most soldiers changed quite quickly to
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---sympathy. In fact, as Adjutant of 66 Australian Infantry
Battalion, I had to direct a large amount of my time towards
policing the non-fraternisation.order and apprehending black
marketeers. During my tour in Japan, we experienced a severe
tornado which forced us to vacate the old barracks and take
shelter in the many tunnels on nearby hills; the damage to the
frail Japanese houses was severe. We also experienced a
moderately severe earthquake, which caused a rushed
emergency night evacuation of the barracks; some buildings
collapsed. We had several visits to Hiroshima and were awed
by the complete devastation of that city, caused by the atomic
bomb. At Hiroshima we recovered Japanese documents which,
inter alia, gave eye witness accounts of the atomic attack - a
fearful and heart rending story. (66 Battalion's first annual
Sports meeting was held in an outdoor stadium at Hiroshima,
an historic event!)
The Battalion's prime role was to patrol, locate and identifY
warlike material (arms, ammunition, explosives, etc).
Thousands of tons of material were located and destroyed,
with the man power required for disposals being made up of
conscripted Japanese. Generally I was very impressed with the
Japanese civil discipline. They had been ordered by the
Emperor not to interfere with or molest the occupation force
in any way - and this they did, often in spite of serious
provocation. A highlight for the Australian soldiers in Japan
was their ceremonial mounting of guards on the Emperor's
palace in Tokyo. Guard changes were usually watched by
many thousands ofJapanese, and the soldiers rose to the
occasion. Whilst in Tokyo we met a number of former
Australian POW's who were witnesses at many of the war
crimes trials in Yokohama.

The ~r in Korea
I was attached to a cavalry regiment in UK when it was
warned in 1951 for duty in Korea. The CO asked me to join
the regiment, but my application was refused by AHQ. It was
not until February 1953 that I was attached as a Major to 1st
Royal Tank Regt (UK) in Korea and served in C Sqn of that
Regiment (Centurion tanks) until the war ended. The
Regiment's role was to support the battalions in the
Commonwealth Division. My squadron provided fire support,
inter alia, for the Black Watch, the Duke ofWellingron's, the
King's Own and later 2 RAR. A large proportion of the
soldiers in 1st Royal Tanks were National Servicemen, whilst
most of the officers and NCOs were regular. They all won my
respect.

The Tactical Scene
Almost all operations were conducted by both sides at
night, although shelling and mortaring could be expected at
any time. One of the problems was to ensure that soldiers got
adequate sleep in the day time to ensure night efficiency.
Compounding this problem was the need for continuous
watch, (particularly for enemy gun flashes,) in daylight. There
was constant infantry patrolling at night to gain information
about the enemy, and occasionally a large raid. My respect for
the 'diggers' on patrols remains steadfast.
One raid was carried out by the King's Own Regiment
with our support. My CO (very wisely, as it turned out)
would not permit me to accompany the raid or to send tank
fire controllers. The raid unfortunately was aborted with quite
a few casualties when it moved into a minefield. My Regiment
also supported a successful South Korean battalion in a dawn
attack. From hilltop positions, the tanks were able to closely
interdict enemy movement to and from the objective with
little interference. Shortly before this raid, I had been sent on
a reconnaissance to find an alternative counter attack route
from our Squadron base to the battalions we were supporting.
It proved to be a lucky day for me, as my driver probably

Reminiscences
saved my life and his own by pushing me onto the ground
when I was about to tread on an anti-personnel mine. One of
our sergeants was later killed in the same minefield, which had
been laid months before and had never been properly marked.
In our area, randomly-laid anti personnel mines were a
constant worry.
Living conditions for soldiers in the line were as good as
could be expected. All were liable to receive incoming fire at
any time, and this fire, together with essential patrolling
operations, took its toll. The extreme cold (to which
Australians were unused) required considerable personal
adjustment, and the clothing was restrictive. In-coming
rounds had intelligence implications, and daily reports on
enemy fire were required, which included such information as
the number of rounds fired, 'time from (gun) flash to (gun)
bang' and the location of the flash.
Our tanks were usually located on their own outside the
infantry localities - very lonely at night! To maintain their own
security and carry out their fire support role, the tank crew of
four had to be alert at all times during the night - in winter
under freezing conditions. Come daylight, before resting,
routine maintenance, rationing, loading ammunition and such
tasks had to be performed. It was a very demanding duty.
Logistic support for tanks in the line was often hazardous, and
our regiment took the turrets off several tanks and used them
as armoured carriers for delivering ammunition etc.
For us 'tankies', keeping fit was a problem, even though the
lumping of heavy ammunition, for tank crews particularly,
was very hard work. We introduced 'bash ball' - in simple
terms, deck tennis played with a heavy medicine ball, (using a
timber cross bar) at the Squadron base. This game played for
half an hour was able to ensure lungs and hearts were
pumping hard.

Meals and Morale
Normally at least one hot meal per day could be delivered
to tank crews, but US combat rations were not too popular - a
matter of taste. An Rand R (rest and recreation) system,
which provided all soldiers with a short break in Japan after a
specified period, had been introduced, and greatly helped
morale. In regard to the cold, we had quite a few cases of
severe frost bite which resulted in medical evacuation. On the
lighter side, our regiment had a small cache of British beer, all
of which was lost when the bottles burst during an especially
severe cold period. In winter we cultivated our relationship
with the CO of the field ambulance. Our motives were a little
devious, as he alone could authorise a morale boosting rum
issue. We were also always pleased to receive a visit form the
Regimental Padre, an Irish protestant. To my surprise he
always carried a revolver, but his explanations for so doing
were both logical and religious. He, on several occasions,
helped tank crews load their heavy ammunition sometimes
under fire. His small services were always well attended "praise the lord and pass the ammunition".

Other Aspects
Being associated with famous British regiments, whose war
histories went back many years, was both interesting and
informative. I recall an occasion when, at dawn, after a major
enemy attack, the CO of the Black Watch received a report
from his forward companies of small parties of enemy in the
vicinity. The CO's orders were, "forward the pipes and
drums!" These soldiers were mainly bandsmen, but they also
had a counter attack role. It was also interesting to have a
Turkish unit on our flank. They won our respect as tough and
fearless fighters.
Whenever possible, I tried to visit old friends in Australian
Units. On one such visit I was driving my jeep when a white
phosphorous shell (an unpleasant burning projectile) landed
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finished upside down in a paddy field. Fortunately the
military police, who were directing traffic on this exposed
road, pulled us out promptly. It was a lucky escape with a
humourous side to it - later. My passenger was a South
Mrican officer whose kit contained several bottles of South
Mrican brandy. This brandy was his payment on a bet when
the Wallabies defeated the Springboks in a Rugby test. Not
one bottle was broken.
I had more pleasant experiences, such as sharing "black
velvets" with Black Watch officers at their rear command post
on the occasion of their regimental birthday, listening to the
piano being played by the CO of a British regiment (in the
line) in a sand bagged Battalion HQ mess. Also I was able to
trade with a marine officer a slouch hat for a US .30 carbine
hand gun, a very useful and sought after weapon, (later
confiscated by customs in Australia).

The Cease Fire
The last major enemy offensive in Korea was launched not
long before the cease fire, and large enemy attacks were made
along almost the whole of the United Nations front. In our
sector, a major night attack was unsuccessful, thanks to the
tremendous volume of Allied artillery fire. In the morning we
witnessed the awesome sight of hundreds of enemy dead
spread over several hundred metres - from enemy lines to the
forward pits of United Nations forces. 2 RAR was involved in
this engagement, as were our tanks.
At the end of the war, we witnessed, with some emotion,
repatriation of allied POWs, including a large number of the
ill-fated Gloucesters. (Virtually the whole of this battalion had
been taken prisoner after a fierce hilltop battle).
Before returning home, I was fortunate to be an umpire in
a cricket test between Australian and British soldiers.

The Malayan Emergency

Background
In 1955, after an appointment at the School ofTactics in
Victoria, I was posted as GS02 plans HQ Malaya Command
in Kuala Lumpur. At this time the Malayan Emergency was at
its height, and a large number of Commonwealth troops were
deployed there. The staff work I found rather academic and,
again, applied for a transfer to 2 RAR (later based on Penang)
as a company commander, which I was granted. My company
initially was located in central Malaya at Sungei Siput, but
shortly thereafter moved to the Thai/Malayan border at Kroh.
Our mission was to search for and destroy an elusive enemy
(Communist terrorists - CT). At that time there was a
constant threat of ambush on roads and tracks.
On arrival at my company in 2 RAR, I barely had time to
sit down in my command post (near Sungei Siput) when we
received a 'flash' signal that a police patrol had been ambushed
with about 10 killed 5km from our base. Mounting our
follow-up operation was a matter of great urgency, but one
rather hampered by the arrival of numerous senior officers,
armoured cars and ambulances, etc, as well as other officials. It
was a big change from the peace at HQ Malaya command!

The tactical setting
Troops generally lived in tents and very temporary
buildings were constructed for kitchens, mess halls, etc. Fresh
rations were adequate (depending on the cooks) and canteens
were established by 'char wallahs', (indigenous proprietors
under contract). Field rations were British: poor and
monotonous (except for the mars bars!) Most soldiers threw
out the majority of the ration pack items and purchased
alternatives from the char wallah before an operation. I recall
one occasion on which we received air supply (400 ration
packs), and every main meal was stewed beef and peas! As we
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could only carry four days rations and equipment, air supply
was essential. Also, we found that parachutes made excellent
sleeping bags.
Operating on the mountainous Thai/Malaya border
created problems, namely poor living conditions and difficulty
with navigation. As often as not, clouds descended at night,
creating a cold wet atmosphere. Under these conditions, we
invariably requested a rum issue in our air supply - demijohns
of magnificent ghurka rum were great morale boosters, and
the ration of about 2 ounces per head was carefully distributed
and willingly consumed. We had been briefed that the enemy
could detect the smell of soap in streams - so washing in
streams was forbidden. They could also detect the smell of
cigarettes up to 100 metres away - so no smoking was
permitted. I often wonder whether the magnificent aroma of
ghurka rum was detected to our disadvantage.
As part of the overall strategy in Malaya, most small
communities living in isolated areas were relocated into larger
'new villages'. By this means, the local support of the CTs,
either voluntary or forced, was largely brought under control.
As a further move, all villagers who worked in plantations or
paddy fields and lived in 'new villages' were under curfew
from dusk to dawn. To supplement these controls, it was
necessary for all villagers moving out of 'new villages' to be
searched for food, ammunition, etc every day. The searching
of villagers was an unpleasant and unpopular task which we
had to carry out for some time at Sungei Siput. Thankfully,
on our moving to Kroh, this task was carried out by Malay
authorities.

Operations in Rain Forests
Our main operations were patrols, up to three weeks in
duration, to find the enemy and their base camps. These
patrols in Sungei Siput were mainly in plantation areas, but in
Kroh we operated almost entirely in mountainous rain forests.
To help track down the CT we had tracker dogs (labradors
and alsations) and Dyak tribesmen. After a few days in the
jungle, the dogs were useless and the tracking skills of the
Dyaks were little better than our own soldiers. Patrolling
inside the rain forest required high skills and strict discipline talking was not permitted, and whispered orders were used only when essential. Hand signals were the alternative. (On
one patrol a hand signal was passed back from the forward
scout - "enemy in sight". I crept forward to the scout's
position and he pointed out the enemy - a large tiger!)
Tracking and hiding our tracks required high standards - and
we became reasonably adept at both. Each patrol had a 'back
scratcher" to eliminate our tracks.
Navigation was extremely difficult with old and almost
useless maps. We formed navigation teams at platoon, patrol
and company HQ level. These teams were required to
constantly check compass bearings (at least two compasses)
and to count the number of paces travelled - not very efficient
in the rough, steep terrain, but the best we could do. To guide
pilots for air drops we had gas-filled balloons which were
floated on cords above the jungle canopy.

Helicopters
We took part in several operations wherein Wessex
helicopters were used to lift soldiers into the operational area.
These helicopters could only carry two persons, so the time
taken to lift over 100 personnel in the company was
considerable, (a whole day on one occasion). Nevertheless,
their use often saved us 2-3 days in deployment time. A major
operational difficulty was to deploy quickly on information
received. Helicopters were rarely available, particularly as there
was often no landing wne in the rain forest country. It was
decided to trial a technique wherein soldiers were roped down
from helicopters over large clumps of bamboo, which were
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scattered throughout the terrain. This technique required the
soldier to drop off the rope into the 'cushion' of bamboo at a
height of about 15 feet above the ground. My company was
selected to trial the technique (probably because I was
parachute trained). The trial proved to be a forerunner to the
present widely-used helicopter techniques in landing (and
evacuating) personnel in both civil and military situations
where no LZ was available.
My briefing to the company on this trial was not exactly
greeted with great enthusiasm! There was no rappel or abseil
equipment in those days and coming down 30 or so feet on a
rope, knotted every 6 feet, with a large pack and a rifle was
mOSt difficult. A large number of soldiers required RAP
treatment for blistered and bleeding hands and extensive
bruising. The trial was not successful but it opened the door
to future operations. Not long afterwards, my company was
moved for a short period to Jahore in southern Malaya - not
far from the causeway to Singapore. This location gave our
soldiers the chance to visit (legally and illegally) the highlights
of Singapore. During one visit to the island, I attended a civic
function at which there were six Old Boys including Bill
Lowick (4864), my cousin Alan Geddes (6167), Bill
Henderson (5338) (then serving in a British HQ in
Singapore) and Paddy McIlroy (5176).

The ~r in Vietnam

Background
As defence planner, I had visited South Vietnam in the
early 1960s. Some years later, in 1968, whilst serving in UK, I
was promoted to Brigadier and posted to command 1
Australian Task Force (Vietnam) - a great and exciting
challenge. However, on return to Australia the posting was
changed, as I was wanted for a priority Defence Department
task in Canberra. This was a bitter disappointment. Myoid
friend Bill Henderson (5338) took my Place with 1 ATE
Ultimately, in 1971 I was posted to command the Australian
Army Assistance Group in Vietnam, with my headquarters in
Saigon.

The Tactical Setting
At that time, the Australian force in Vietnam had been
considerably reduced, and my role (as I saw it), in addition to
Control of Aust Army Training Team, was to 'fly the flag'. It
was a fascinating period, and I visited US and Vietnamese
Army units in almost every province and most major centres. I
logged several hundred hours in light aircraft and helicopters.
My role was simplified, thanks to my predecessors. Australians
were highly regarded both by Vietnamese and United States
commanders. My usual gift to commanders was a bottle of
'Ned Kelly' whisky - always gratefully received.
During my visits I met many experienced commanders
(US, Vietnamese and Korean). It was interesting to compare
their styles and approaches to their tasks. Some were very
'gung ho', including a US Colonel who flew me in his own
helicopter to watch two B52 bomber strikes, (bomb loads in
excess of 16,000Ibs)! In my opinion, we were much too close
for comfort and safety. He was killed some weeks later. The
spectacle of these strikes at fairly close range was impressive to
say the least, particularly as the shock wave of the bombs
shook the chopper! During this period, I experienced a few
anxious and uncertain incidents, ranging from Surface to Air
Missiles, mortars and rockets. There were several major Viet
Cong (plus North Vietnamese) offensives at the time.
On one visit to Quang Tri in the north I was picked up at
Danang by a US helicopter. The pilot offered me the option
of flying low or high. I decided low was safer, and we travelled
along the beaches at about 100 feet. Coming back towards
dusk over known enemy locations we had to fly high, and it
became necessary for a crew man to toss out flares to nullifY

any SAMs (heat seeking surface to air missiles).
The Australian training team at this time was mainly
centred in Phuc Tuy province, where its role was to train
South Vietnamese NCOs, and also to train tank battalions
(Khmer/Cambodian troops). Difficulties arose with the tank
training when we found out that some of the soldiers were
children.

The Kittyhawk
I also spent a most interesting period on the US Navy
carrier Kittyhawk, which was operating in the Gulf of
Tonking. Kittyhawk's role was bombing and interdiction in
North Vietnam. I formed a great respect for the young pilots,
but found it unsettling to watch their aircraft taking off,
usually in darkness, and landing back again a few hours later,
many with anti aircraft damage; some did not return at all.
The 80 000 ton Kittyhawk had a flight deck area of 4 acres,
had a crew of about 4000; and its speed was in excess of 30
knots. Without doubt it was the most efficient military
operation I ever saw in my career.

Conclusion
When the Whitlam government was formed in December
1972 we were ordered home immediately. After some very
hasty final visits, I was myself farewelled by President Nguyen
Van Thieu at his palace in Saigon.

Richard Banks Geeves

5701

Training
After my training on 25 pounders and 18 pounders, and
having survived the Jungle Warfare School at Canungra
(much more harrowing and frightening than any action that I
was to see) I found myself posted to the 2/14th Australian
Field Regiment at Finschhafen in NG.
The Regiment had been raised in Victoria and South
Australia in October 1940. It was part of the 23 Brigade of
the 8th Division. This was the year I did the Intermediate
Certificate! They were in Darwin on 19th February 1942
when it was bombed for the first time. The 2/21 Battalion,
2/22 Battalion and 2/40 Battalion of the 23 Brigade were
overwhelmed at Timor, Rabaul and Ambon and the 2/14 field
Regiment found itself the only intact unit of the 8th Division
not in Japanese hands.
They were a find body of young Australians and when I
joined them in 1944 they had been together for four years.
Every member of my gun crew had been up to the rank of
bombardier and back during the time. I was indeed fortunate
and privileged to be part of such a fine unit.
When I joined as a general reinforcement they were
involved in the latter part of the Huon Peninsula campaign,
supporting the 30th, 36th and 4th Battalion of the 8th
Brigade. Later, after I left they were in New Britain.
In Melbourne on 19th February each year the ex-members
have a 'Bombing Lunch' in memory of their past action in
Darwin.
Sport in NG if the Regiment was in action on a Saturdays
during the VFL footy season the Command links to fire the
guns had to be by landline because all available wireless sets
were canabalised to listen to the footy. A mere New South
Welshman could not understand!

Shore Old Boys
Posted to our RHQW was Lieutenant Dick Keatinge
(5533). He was a Duntroon graduate, having been through
the short war time course. We had played in the 3rd XI at
School. He had not been with the Regiment very long, and
came to see me at A1exschhafen when I was sick. It was a
welcome visit for me and comforting to see someone whom I
knew from school. He graduated in Medicine Post War.
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Section 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thoughts On Being A Medical Casualty
After a bout of Dengue fever I developed a depressive state.
I was evacuated to Madang 2/11 AGH and saw Colonel Sir
Kenneth Noad who decided I would be "unfit for tropical
service for 12 months - and the war will not last that long".
This he wrote in my medical record and he also wrote, "the
soldier is to be returned to the main land, discharged so he
can commence his medical studies."
It seemed 'God' had spoken and so it transpired and I
commenced Medicine I in 1945. In the course of my
evacuation I spent a night in HMAS Swan, had a ride in a
Dakota and spent time in 2/7 AGH at Lae. I had a glorious
cruise on the HS Manunda all lit up at night. The sight of
Sydney sunlit in early morning was one of the greatest sights
of my life. I then took the train to Goulburn.
Being a medical casualty with a depressed condition (in
1914-18 called 'shell shock' and in Vietnam called 'Battle
Fatigue', it was called NYDN in 1939-45) was not a happy
label to bear. The connotation of 'lack of moral fibre' was and
is still an unpleasant stigma. It was many years before I came
to terms with this fact. In fact, I kept away from Anzac Day
reunions for a few years till one of myoid mates dragged me
along and I realised that all myoid friends in the unit still, in
fact were friends, and not only was I not rejected, but I was
welcomed.
In looking back, I was vety well handled by the doctors
and nurses of the AMC and was indeed fortunate in being
able to recommence study so soon. Of course, the experience
made me a much more caring, compassionate and sensitive

Gp.
I still march on Anzac Day with the fellows from myoid
unit with humility and pride.

Geoffrey Charles Gibb

6006

Gibb was a member ofthe 2nd Aust Advanced Ordnance
Depot.
We left Australia from the Brisbane docks on 25th
September 1944, on the rusty iron deck United States Liberty
Ship the SS Lew Wallace, a ship of about 10 000 tons. I soon
found out that I was a rotten sailor, by throwing up (pardon
me) even before we had got out of the Brisbane River into the
open sea. It was not surprising really; i1S the heat down below
and in the galley was terrible.
Our lot were bunked 5 tiers high about as far as you could
go below the water line, there being 1,200 troops on board.
All the showers were of salt water, which contributed to the
feeling of seasickness, so for the first three days I must have
saved the US Navy a lot in the way of food, as did a good
many others, even though the issue was but two meals per
day, at 7am and 4pm. Some of these old Liberty ships broke
their backs in the war and split in two, but luckily the old
Lew Wallace managed to hold together, although I'm sure she
was hardly seaworthy. This was evidenced by the fact that up
in the Coral Sea the boilers broke down and we drifted
helplessly for three days whilst the crew tried to fix the
problem. We were taken to the island of Bougainville in the
Solomons Group, a rear party following a day or so behind on
the SS Duntroon with our Unit trucks, equipment, etc.
Sunbaking on the deck of the Lew Wallace had been a
popular pastime en route, there being no talk or awareness of
skin cancer in those days. The order for disembarkation came
at 7am on 3rd October 1944. With the engines of31anding
barges roaring below, we had to go over the ship's side three at
a time, and climb down scramble nets into one of the barges,
which were bobbing up and down in a heavy swell. This was
difficult, as we were carrying full webbing gear - harness, pack
on our back, water bottle, rifle, kit bag (possibly), 50 rounds
of ammunition, jack knife, emergency ration, field dressing,

-

Atebrin tablets and mosquito repellent lotion (this last item
being more useful as hair oil than for keeping mosquitos at
bay).
I am including some of the incidents which occurred in
those war years, as taken from some diary notes I recorded
between 25th September 1944 and 24th April 1947.
Fortunately for us, the Japs were, by this time, (apart from
a reconnaissance plane or two,) unable to get their aircraft up,
as each time they would try to repair their airstrips, the Yanks
would fly over and bomb them up. Actually, they kept up a
constant barrage from the runway strip they had built just
behind our permanent camp, and day and night we would see
or hear them taking off and returning some time later. Long
range US artillery would fire at the enemy from the rear of
our camp, overhead at concentrations ofJaps beyond the
perimeter, and also put their own artillery and shore guns out
of action. Sometimes the noise would be deafening! At night
they would fire 40mm tracers to assist in range accuracy; and
the spectacle would exceed a fireworks display.
When a contingent of New Zealand Air Force fellows
subsequently arrived as the Yanks were evacuating the Island
(about 2 months after our arrival), they took over much of the
enemy bombing in their Corsair dive-bomber aircraft, which
carried 3 machine guns in each wing and a bomb attached to
the underbelly (a 500lb bomb from memory, or two 250
pounders). RAAF was also there. Other planes used on the
island were Lightnings, Kittyhawks, Boomerangs and others
whose names I can no longer recall. On one occasion I had
been given a lift in a Jeep up to a Dental unit at 109 CCS
(Casualty Clearing Station), but had to find my own way
back.
We were constantly in a lather of sweat. Beside the Japs,
the enemies were dermatitis, tropical ear, dysentery and scrub
typhus - all ofwhich, (except the last named,) I succumbed to
at one time or another. Some of the Army doctors'
qualifications were suspect, I'm sure. When I fronted up on
sick parade one day and the M a diagnosed tropical ear. He
proceeded to jam a long wick, cloth-like substance, into my
ear. It must have been all of a foot long, and he kept shoving
it in, with a pair of scissors, until I thought my ear drum was
going to burst. I had to endure this agony for 2, maybe 3
days, during which time I would have climbed up the wall if
there'd been one to climb. I can still feel the relief when he
finally pulled the thing out.
Recreation consisted of sometimes being trucked to a
beach on swim parade in the late afternoon for a dip in the
ocean, the sand being of a very grey volcanic colour. As
another recreational activity, the Yanks, who did not leave the
island until 2 months after our arrival, used to hold Boxing
contests at a large area they had cleared in the jungle about 2
miles from our camp. They called it 'Bosley Field', where an
elevated boxing ring had been erected with a roof overhead.
There were also open-air pictures, in which some of the more
recent films would be shown. Seating was on long rows of
empty 44 gallon drums placed on their sides end to end, and
of course with no back rests. It was almost impossible to doze
off there. If you did manage to, you would more often than
not falloff, or be awakened, either by a centipede crawling up
your leg, or by a tropical deluge - and then you'd just sit
through it getting soaked to the bone. However, rain was
more likely in the daytime when you could practically set your
watch by it - a downpour at 3pm. If we didn't get one for 2
days, it was regarded as a drought.
Whilst on the Island, the Yanks ate pretty well, while we
were the poor relations with our bully beef, dog biscuits and
dehydrated spuds. I must acknowledge, however, that the
cook we had at that time could serve up bully beef in 27
different ways, which fooled some fellows some of the time
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(but none all of the time), into thinking they were getting
something different and interesting. The margarine in those
days was a bright yellow colour with an absolutely ghastly
taste.
On 10th November, we finally got our mess tents. No
more eating out in the burning sun or in a tropical downpour,
or worse still, in electrical storms (which were really scary.)
Occasionally, a stray Jap would penetrate our lines. One
report was of one dtessed in Yank clothes, hiding in the jungle
and coming out each night to join the mess queue for a feed.
He lasted 3 days. Another, similarly attired, would sneak in to
the open air movies and became so cocky that he asked a guy
in English what was on. He had seen 'Gingaire Rogers', he
said. On 16th November, a dawn patrol discovered a
COntingent ofJaps preparing to bombard our position with
naval guns. They were bombed up and destroyed. It was a
matter of keeping one step ahead of them.
Just prior to my 21st birthday on 5th December, 1944, I
received a birthday card from the office signed by 15 of the
girls, which lifted my morale to the top of the tent pole for
the next 3 days!
As 1945 progressed, more and more prisoners were being
brought into the compound. One, a Japanese Medical Officer
(who wore glasses and looked in pretty good health), when
interrogated by the Australian Provost (military police), said
that there were eighteen to twenty thousand Japs still on the
Island. He also claimed that 7 suicide patrols of 12 men each
were in the area after cettain objectives. Whilst this
information was regarded with a deal of scepticism, as a
precaution it was ordered that rifles be carried everywhere fully
loaded, and guards doubled.
Occasionally a concert party, such as the Kookaroos, would
visit the Island. We were entertained by such people as Bob
Dyer, Harry Dearth, Dick Bentley and Pauline Garrick, and
their entourages, and probably others whose names I have
long since forgotten
The AIF cemetety on Bougainville was located at a
beautiful site on No I Beach Headland overlooking the
harbour, and tended by 19 Australian War Graves Company. I
had cause to go there on several occasions, sometimes
coinciding with the Last Post being played by a bugler for a
burial. Australians, New Zealanders, Fijians, and possibly
some from other nationalities were laid to rest in the cemetery.
On the 10th August, news filtered through via the
grapevine that the war was about to come to an end. This
triggered off some trigger happy guys acting on the edge of
the lunatic fringe, by firing ack ack coastal artillery in various
directions and machine gun and small arms fire all night.
Finally, on 15th August, it was cease-fire. From 7th
September, field censorship of our mail ceased. Surrender
leaflets were being dropped allover enemy territory, to inform
isolated pockets ofJaps that the war was over. On 20th and
21st September, 2500 Japanese troops arrived under armed
guard from nearby Nauru Island.
In September, the hierarchy called for volunteers for the
British Commonwealth Occupation Force (BCOF) for the
Japanese mainland, the incentive being that home leave would
be granted before departure and before other troops would be
returning to Australia for demobilisation and discharge. We all
used to advise one another 'never stick your neck out and
volunteer for anything in the army'. However, on this
occasion I threw discretion to the winds and submitted my
name, eventually being accepted following an interview and
medical examination.
My turn to return to Australia came in March 1947. I was
discharged from the Army on 24th April 1947.
Well that was the end of the war for me!
A Jewish prisoner of the Germans in World War 2 wrote

Reminiscences
these words:

"I believe in the sun, even when it is not shining.
1 believe in love, even when 1 cannot feel it.
1 believe in God, even when He is silent. "

Norman Walter Giblin

6007

One of the more memorable events in the war for me was
the sinking of the Japanese fleet in the Coral Sea. MacAthur's
signal was to sink the entire fleet and for no prisoners to be
taken. A big percentage of the bombing was carried out from
23 OB Garbutt Field, mainly by American Heavy Bombers.

Roger Barraclough Gibson

3450

Episodic letter written by Lieutenant Gibson to his wife, from
the Middle East.

11th November 1941
I have seen Gib and Tony and have had dinner with Jim
Oust out of six months in Tobruk}. They're all bursting with
health and say that I look the same. I called down to Jim's
mess and by some accident they'd had an extra issue of beer
and we had a terrific party. I've got no skin left on the knobs
of my spine, and two hacked shins and a kricked wrist - so
you can see, it was a wonderful show! I had a good trip down
to these parts and we saw Galilee on the way, so now we're
waiting for the mud to get going.
Our mess has started on a three weeks dry spell, but please
don't think from the above that life's just one long party,
because its not. I've just had a go at some sort of flu or
something which was a 'fair cow'!
Gib and Tony and Jim and I are hoping to stage a family
reunion in Tel Aviv sometime - this letter is being written
under great difficulties as 'Dock' is straightening a mud guard
about a yard away. We're all just about putty with the noise.

16th November 1941
Probably the mail will be a bit on the twist again, because
of my moving about a bit. I'm back where I started from
(Mother's note: Egypt) for a few days. Its been good to meet
the troops again, but thank heavens I don't have to stay in this
mad house. We had a good trip down across the desert, but it
wasn't as good as the last time, when I was seeing it first.
Did I tell you that Gib and Jim and I had a family
reunion- at Tel Aviv? We had quite a good dinner and too
much to drink, and it was all very jolly. Ismailia is just as
charming as ever and we sat in a park and drank beer and
watched life rushing past.
I'll be here for a week or so, but am too poor to go to
Cairo - anyway, I've been there twice.
This moving about is annoying, because we have to wait
for the mail to catch us up. I'd love some more pictures of you
and that possil, so do send some. They're the best thing one
can possibly get and are to be desired more than rubies and
fine gold.
• First, letters with photographs,
• Second, letters
• Third - things to read and
• Fourthly - parcels with things to eat.
I loved the book you sent, but Sweet, stick to Penguins and
little cheap books because its so hard to keep them (folk
borrow them and that's that) and when one loses a decent
book, its awful.
Alex sent me 'London Diary' and two ofN. Cooper's
books, and I'm scared stiff that someone will pinch them
while I'm away.
There's no further news of the p, but it should be along
any year now. Oh, and while I'm down here I've picked up a
decent batman. The new bloke (if I can get him) is one,
Terence Moroney an old Scottish family I think, and he's a
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Section 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - cracker. So in the near future I may be able to have clean
shirts whenever I need them - Hooray!

22nd November 1941
I've been having a good time down here in Egypt with Jack
Lumm, but I think I'll get back to Palestine about Wednesday.
This life at base is very hard, both physically and financially
and something seems to turn up every night. I've met a lot of
the Tommies that I knew down here before and so we've had a
good bit of reunioning to do. They're great coves, but Lordy,
they play hard.
I've had a most successful trip and have done just about
everything i needed to do and the folk down here have been
awfully helpful. You sit on their desks, smoke all their
cigarettes and drink cups of tea and they'll do anything for
you - whereas folk who play soldiers and fill in forms get
nothing at all. Funny, isn't it?
Its good to hear about that possil still remembering me - i
can say that I'll have to be just about a perfect father when i
get back and Lordy me, that's just what I want to be. I realised
the other day that I've travelled just on 8 000 miles since I
took my little bus over in July, its an amazing distance,
because I don't seem to have been anywhere in particular what with the Russians and the fun they're giving Jerry in the
desert also, its looking as though we'll be home any year now.

7th December 1941
We had a major calamity during the week. Its been raining
like hell, and on Wednesday night the CO's tent collapsed.
Very funny! - well, Don and myself were sitting around, when
Fischer rushed in, looking like a drowned mouse and said that
ours was down too. We thought he was fibbing, but we went
out to look and bless me, he was right. We took a look at the
ruins and went back and had a drink, and just as well too, for
my bed was soaked and I had nowhere to sleep. I ended up in
the back of my truck and did I freeze! The whole show was
just a sea of mud and all the letters I had written and all the
troops letters we were censoring, just went squish - what a life!
However, everything seems to be squared up and we're
comfortable again.
We had a party for some of the girls from 1st Australian
General Hospital, which was quite good fun, but it poured
like mad all the time, so we had to dance on a muddy
concrete slab. It was quite strange to have to watch one's
language! They were most indignant about the arrivals of the
VAD's - the main moan seems to be that the nurses are
trained and the VADs aren't.
Here's another Christmas caught up with us, and still we're
not home. But the flap seems to be going fairly well, and as
Tim O'Shenko is battling well in the Crimea things are
looking quite fine. But we're still talking about the great
offensive in 1943 - Things don't look too clever in the Pacific
but I think you'll be fairly well looked after.

14th December 1941
It was so funny to have posted your last letter saying that I
thought the Pacific Business would blow over and to received
one from you saying that Japan had dropped out of the news,
and then - Whoof! - and the show was on.
Have you gone to Faulconbridge yet? Please do, because
one never knows and you and that possil must not get mixed
up in that sort of thing. It's awful being over here, and not
knowing exactly what's doing. Do give Karh my love and all
my good wishes for Col's good luck. I see they haven't been in
action yet and they certainly deserve a bit after sitting down
there so long.
The galling part is that we came away because we lacked
that heroic gift of prophecy that obviously inspired all the folk
who wouldn't get out of the militia, and now, they're all there
and we're stuck over here with nought to do but read the
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papers and hope that they don't get down home.
It was a slice of poor luck losing Sydney, Prince ofWales
and Repulse in a string, like that, but after all we've learnt to
take hard knocks in the last two years. Thank heaven the
Russians are giving them something on their end of the show,
and the Libyan lot is going all right. I get so worried about
you all out there.
It's a marvellous Sunday morning here, with a pale blue sky
and l~ts of fluff?' white clouds. The grass has come up after
th~ ral? and qUIte a few of the hills are green - lovely - and
qUite lIke lots of home. Seven Hills sort of thing, but flatter.
I have a new batman named Frank Tresize who promises
well. My clothes are being well kept again and I'm much
better looked after. He owns a pub at home, so he knows hoW
things, ought to be, and a very nice lad into the bargain.
!heres been more talk of my captaincy. They say I might get
It before Christmas, but I'll believe it when its in my paybook.
The snaps were marvellous, and you can't send too many
?f them. It's funny to look at the sea behind you and think
My God, I hope that horizon doesn't hold anything". I tell
you, its hard being away here, idle.
Today, we sang the hymn 'For those in Peril on the Sea' I
couldn't help feeling that we'd left it a bit late for some of our
folk. Thank heaven we got four Jap transports.

21st December 1941
Sweet, you will be careful, won't you? And it might be a
good thing to get that little possil out of the city. But you will
know what's best. Lordy me, what a mess it all is! The news
from Malaya is rather dim, but we seem to have cleaned up
the desert and the Russians, thank heaven are still pushing.
Poor Kit and Kath (his younger sister and sister-in-law)
They must be worried stiff now; do let me know any news of
the lads going into action over there and lets be thankful we
don't live in Hong Kong - Still, they had evacuated all the
children.
We're still sitting in the dirt, which was reconverted into a
swamp about half an hour ago. Goodness, you've never seen
such lovely mud in your life. It clings to everything it touches.
Thank heavens we made our little borne safe this afternoon,
and I don't think it will collapse again.
Do have as good a time as you can manage and try not to
worry about money or things like that - though it sounds as
though the festivities at home have gone a bit on the twist this
year. But next year, we'll make up for it, by golly.
My batman is just about perfect, and so that worry has
vanished. He was on leave today, and I couldn't find my
clothes to get dressed tonight until I looked in my suitcase
and there they were - studs, tie (pressed) collar and all. You
will probably find me a bit spoilt as a husband when we start
again! I shall shout out "Where's my clean shirt" and "Rub up
these shoes for me" and similar strong military expressions. Its
going to be hard on an ex (temporary) gentleman! Give that
possil all my love and a couple of hugs. It's going to be funny
to have to get to know my own daughter and not to have
heard her learning to speak. I'll never forgive Adolf that.

28th December 1941
You know how I can guess all that you're going through at
the moment. Loneliness, gloom and so forth - Lordy, we've
had the same thing over here since the Pacific troubles started.
One couldn't help thinking "Now that's torn the whole issue"
- But still, we'll learn to live through it, and be able to look to
our future. All this will count for nothing once its over and we
get back home again. Though Winnie says it will be
sometime.
The thought of you sitting by that possil and hearing the
news of Prince ofWales and Repulse rather tears at me, but
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___________________________________ Reminiscences
t~ank God 1 have knowledge of your courage already. What
dId Bill say - "Be copy now to men of grosser blood, and show
them how to war" (Henry V) - and I do know that you can
and will do that.
We had more or less the same Christmas that 1 had last
year only it rained like hell all the time. It was rather funny,
we went down the road to another mess for Christmas eve
and coming back about midnight we ran into a wash across
the road and splashed into the ditch. Ten minutes later the
whole show had dried up again, but we didn't get out until a
quarter to four and I was dug out at about 6:30 to go and
pick up Ben Staley (our Squaddie) who was in a puddle up
near Jerusalem.
Goodness me, 1 have never seen anything like the mess
along the road - Wog and army vehicles draped across the
ditches, floods across the road about 2 feet deep, villages
flooded and melting (they're only mud) - half the wogs were
all excited and jolly, but some of the poor devils looked pretty
sad. A woman was pointing to the flood and screaming her
head off - it was pretty tough on them.
The man on the radio tonight said that there was 'no
restriction' on how often or how much the people could write
in Australia, so apparently they've dropped this one page
business. Anyway write two, very small writing - please
darling.

Geoffrey Samuel Goodman

6009

I had just returned from the Middle East, and had
completed a 2nd Class Gunner's course in Radar at Watsons
Bay. With my new found knowledge, I could plot range and
distance with the new Radar machines, which consisted of a
lot of electrical equipment in a little tin shed with a wooden
door, underneath the Tripod of the ships mast. The machine
was fed by something that looked a bit like a bedstead on edge
that you could revolve 360 degrees by turning a wheel which
operated a bowden cable running up the mast.
I joined my new ship HMAS Nizam, another N class
destroyer, and practiced my new art. All the officers came and
viewed our new equipment and nodded knowledgably as 1
explained its use and potential.
We sailed to Fremantle on our way to join the British
Eastern Fleet based in Trincomalet:, Ceylon - nowadays known
as Sri Lanka. We kept watch at night on the Radar, and
during the day I was helmsman driving the destroyer from the
wheelhouse just above my Radar shack; the ship was relying
on human lookouts rather than the new-fangled Radar.
As we approached Ceylon 1 was on watch, and a little echo
appeared on my screen, which was a fuzzy little green line that
looked like grass if you saw it on edge. The grass started from
my bedstead on the left side of the screen and travelled about
eight to ten miles out the other end of my screen. This screen
was calibrated in yards and direction was given by a dial the
middle of which was dead ahead and travelled I80degrees
either side to dead astern.
I am telling you all this so you will know how primitive
the equipment was, but how stealthy it was, particularly if the
enemy didn't have it. As if to balance this power, we
communicated to the bridge by voice tube.
Me: Radar to Bridge!
Officer of the Watch: Yes Goodman what is it?
Me: Echo, bearing 10 degrees on the port bow, range
10,000 yards!
OOW: Are you sure Goodman?
Me: Yes Sir
OOW: What is it?
Me: A bit early to say Sir.
OOW: Alright, keep me posted.
Excitement grabbed me. My first 'real echo'! Note the use

of the word 'echo', as if we were calling out across the Blue
Mountains our hands cupped to our ears.
Shortly after:
Me: Radar to bridge
OOW: Yes Goodman. (1 felt like putting my hand up. It
was just like schoo!.)
Me: Echo closing Sir, bearing 11 Port, range 9,000 yards.
OOW Can you identifY it?
Me: (excitedly) Looks like a small boat, possibly a
submarine!!
OOW: Are you sure Goodman?
Me: All my training suggests it is a stationety object as it is
closing at the speed of our ship, Sir.
OOW: (reluctantly)I'll inform the Captain.
Shortly after:
Captain: Captain here. What have you got Goodman?
Me: Looks like a submarine, Sir, Bearing 13 on the port
bow range 7,500 yards.
Captain: Are you sure?
Me: All my training (etc)
Captain: Alright, Number one, call the ship to action
stations!
Immediately Klaxon horns, running feet, voice tubes going
off allover the Bridge with reports like: "Guns closed up Sir!"
"Range finder closed up!" "Sick bay manned and ready Sir!"
Captain: What have you got Goodman?
Me: Confirm possible submarine on the surface Sir, range
6,000 yards and closingl
Captain: Alright, port 10 steer 345 speed 20 knots.
Gunner load star shells A and B Turrets!
My heart sank. Star shells? We know he's there, we don't
have to see him! However, in those days an eighteen year old
Able Seaman with brand new crossed guns on his sleeve did
not say, "Hang about Sir, that's not how you do it!"
Shortly afterwards: Star shells: fire, fire, fire! The sea around
us lit up. No one saw the black hull low on the surface, the
conning tower open, the cigarette butts flicked into the sea,
the rush to get down and closed up.
No one saw the stealthy black shape slide quietly below the
swell - except me.
Me: Radar to bridge - echo disappeared and (perhaps ~
little bravely) the submarine has sounded, Sir.
Radar was a marvellous invention. Pity nobody had told
the Skipper how to use it.

John Preston Gowing

4333

Submitted by Karen Gillott, daughter.
Dad was a Naval Lieutenant in 'Z' Force, a Secret
Service/Intelligence unit. He was bound by a code of ethics nor
to speak about his war service for a certain period (many years)
after the war ceased. This period was close to when he died and
as time had elapsed and the service he had given the country
was so far distant - he never discussed it and we never asked
(having been only infants during the period he was absent).
And 1 guess growing up in the 40s when most of my
contemporaries Dads were away - we didn't think anything of it.
He did his training on subs and small boats off the coast of
Western Australia. 1 know that he commanded two small
ships - one being the HMAS Zanana and the other being an
island fishing boat - which had been commandeered for war
service (secretly to look like the locals). This was the River
Snake, later renamed and used by other servicemen and called
the famous Krait, to which there are memorials in
Queensland, and which also came back to Australia (about
1970s) and was restored and 1 think is in the maritime
museum in Sydney. (Actually 1 think that Krait means River
Snake - so 1 am not sure which name came first - but 1 do
know that he only spoke of his ship as the River Snake.)
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Section 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - All his service period was spent in the islands around New
Guinea and was to do with intelligence/spy work and also
chartering of many of the islands. He did come home on one
occasion during his service period and I remember going
down to the Harbour to see him on his ship - Zanana.

From 'Special Operations - Australia. Organisation Copy No
1; 1945. Australian Archives: CRS A3270 Volume II

Operation Suncharlie
The area of operations for this project was the island of
Roti. He ultimate plan was to insert a long-term party for the
purpose of observing shipping movements through the Roti
Strait and of obtaining general intelligence. As a preliminary
phase, it was planned to insert a party for a short-term
reconnaissance and to extract natives for interrogation. Only
the first phase was executed.
The party for phase 1 comprised 9 personnel, embracing a
reconnaissance party of 3 and a support party of 6. The
personnel (all AlF) were:
The purpose of the support party was to cover the landing
and extraction of the reconnaissance party.
The party sailed from Darwin on 29th April 1945, aboard
HMAS Riversnake (Senior Lieutenant JP Gowing) for Roti via
Ashmore Reef,
On the morning of 22nd April, an anchorage was found in
the landfall off West Islet, Ashmore Reef, and the party rested
before proceeding.
At 0200 hours on the 23rd Riversnake weighed anchor and
sailed for Roti, some 80 miles distance from Ashmore. A
landfall was made at 1300 hours but its whereabouts could
not be determined so the vessel stood in closer, until at 1315
the land was identified as Duna Island, some 20 miles southwest of the ship's objective. The ship was put about and
proceeded for the intended landing point at Doefoei Islet at
10051'S 123°11 'E. At this stage of the voyage, a very strong
westerly current was experienced, estimated at 5 \12 knots and
consequently the vessel's progress was slow.
During the run from Dena to Doefoei the vessel was in
visible distance from the high lands on the coast less than 5
miles away. At one stage, it was found that the ensign had
come unfurled and was advertising to any intelligent watcher
the fact that the ship was an Allied vessel. In these
circumstances, it was probable that it \:lad been sighted and
identified from the shore and that the area had been alerted. It
was decided therefore to depart from the original plan of a
reconnaissance, and instead, to make a raid for prisoners.
At 2200 hours on 23rd April 1945, Riversnake anchored in
the tiny bay north of Doefoei Islet and the combined party
proceeded ashore. After making a cache of supplies at Doefoei,
the party proceeded inland along a well-defined track for
about a mile, at which point the party came upon a village of
5 huts. After searching all the huts, two likely-looking natives
were taken prisoner and the party returned to Riversnake.
The ship sailed for Ashmore Reef at 0135 hours on 24th
April and arrived at West Islet at 1400 hours. En route to
Ashmore, the party leader conferred with the Commanding
Officer Riversnake and decided that the four-day
reconnaissance was still possible and planned to carry it out,
two days later.
.On 26th April, Sergeant Marshal (Leader) with Sergeant
SeIgel, Corporal Bubb and one of the natives, captured on the
23rd, returned in Riversnake to the same landing point and at
2200 hours proceeded ashore on a reconnaissance for four
days. The coastal area within a radius of six miles of the
l~nding point was reconnoitred, but owing to the exceedingly
difficult nature of the terrain, the intended penetration to the
village of Bea (or Mamodale) on the north-west coast was .
found impossible in the time limit. Although the position of

the party became known to the enemy, search parties were
suc~essfu~ly avoided, but while hiding from one such party the

native pnsoner escaped. After an exceedingly arduous time,
the party was evacuated by Riversnake at 2300 hours on 30th
April and returned to Darwin.

Philip Brangwyn Green

4704

Submitted by Margaret Green, wife.
After leaving school Philip did Dentistry at Sydney
University, graduating at the end of 1939. He served with the
2/2 Machine Gun Battalion in the Middle East, Lae and
Finschhafen campaigns and then at Wewak before returning
to the Atherton Tablelands in 1944. At this stage Philip's CO
suggested to him that as the war was drawing to a close, he
should learn to be a dentist again. He was transferred to the
113th AGH at Baulkam Hills where he served for some
months before joining the 2/5th AGH and going with them
to Morotai (in the Halmaheras, north east of New Guinea) in
April 1945. It was there that I met him (I being a member of
the 1st Aust Blood Transfusion Unit, attached to the 2/5th).
While in Morotai he and two doctors brought a small sailing
bo~t from the Americans who were pulling out - the price for
whlCh was 50 Dutch Guilders, two bottles of whisky and a
full set of dentures!

Peter Howard Greenwell

4983

Following graduation in medicine from Sydney University
in August 1941, I was posted as a Resident Medical Officer to
Sydney Hospital. The Medical Co-ordinator in Sydney called
upon Sydney Hospital to provide three volunteers to join the
AlE It was necessary then to meet the increasing need to
counter the relentless march of the Japanese in the Pacific War
being fought in Papau New Guinea. I enlisted on 25th May
1942.
With two colleagues I Joined the AlF, and, afrer a short
Officer Training period at Cowra, I was transferred to
Brisbane to join a convoy of liberty ships carrying troops to
New Guinea. My posting was reinforcement to the 2/4th
Australian Field Ambulance. We embarked on 19th August
1942.
On arrival in New Guinea, I joined the 2/4th Field
Ambulance, which was then stationed in a plantation area
called Koltaki at the beginning of the Kokoda track. It was not
long before I was sent forward to a Medical Post at a small
village, Uberi, approximately a day's march from the highlands
above Moresby. I served there, dealing with the in-transit
medical needs of troops which were being sent back along the
track, most of these being carried by 'fuzzy wuzzies'.
At that time a separate force called Charforce, which was a
composite unit formed lip from what remained of the 2/21 st
Brigade, was commencing to ascend the arduous, thankless
Kokoda trail. I was posted to this force as a replacement
Medical Officer as their RMO had suffered injury from a
serious fall on the track. This composite unit had a substantial
~umb~r of troops who had survived the initial onslaught. Its
intentIOn was to act as a 'commando' force going up the track
and then around the enemy, cutting and harassing their
supply lines on the other side of the Owen Stanley mountain
range.
It was my fortune to follow up the march of the troops
(usually in single file) together with the 2i/c of the Charforce,
Major Sublet, who had been Brigade Major ro the 21 st
Brigade during the strenuous encounter with the major force
ofJapanese. This was most interesting, as he was able to
describe to me as we walked and climbed our way up these
mountain ranges. This was a great experience; one learnt a
great deal about human courage and resilience. At the same
time, one was experiencing the same stresses shared by all
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troops within this active war zone.
Major Sublet and I followed each day's march, and it can
be appreciated that throughout a whole day's march the line
became strung out and it was our lot to arrive at the camp site
several hours after the first troops had arrived. Major Sublet
was there to apply any disciplinary measures to those who fell
back, and I was there to express an opinion as to whether they
should be able to physically continue or not. It is pleasing to
say that we did not have to make the decision very often.
Once our force had arrived at Lake Myola, there were a
few days break during, which time I assisted "in some theatre
work with a surgeon from Melbourne, Doug Leslie.
We then proceeded on down to Kokoda, which had been
captured on 2nd November 1942. The 25th Brigade, under
the command of Brigadier Ether, had surrounded and
attempted to move a holding force ofJapanese who were
astride the track leading from Kokoda to the coast. It was at
Gorari during a dawn raid that the 25th Brigade put"in the
three Battalions surrounding the Japanese and completely
Wiped them out. 600 Japanese were killed. However, during
that action the Medical Officer of the 2/25th Battalion was
injured, and I was summoned at Kokoda to proceed out to
the troops in the forward area to take over from him. From
this action we passed across the Wairopi Bridge and on to a
point just short of Gona. The Kumusi River, famous for being
wide and swift-running, claimed many more Japanese troops,
including their Commanding General, Horii.
Here again, the troops put in several company attacks on
what was then an extremely well defended village; it was well
dug in and with wide areas of cleared bush land and Kikuya
to give a clear firing perimeter. We had many casualties from
these murderous fire-paths.
It was here that I was associated with battle casualties
immediately following injury. The RAP was situated not more
than a few hundred yards behind the action. I was receiving
casualties from the 2/25th Battalion but also was in liaison
with adjoining RMOs. I had given two of my Thomas splints
to an adjoining Battalion for lower limb injuries in a company
with which I was associated. But that left me without a
Thomas splint to treat one of my own men. However, my
orderlies came to my assistance and split down a soft wood
growing everywhere in that area, namely Pandanas Palm,
which when formed into a piece of timber like a paling of a
fence and gave reasonable immobilisation to an injured limb.
It was always a busy time for RMO and orderlies following
these attacks. One historical recorder states that in one attack,
65 casualties were received for a gain ofless than 60 yards. So
open and unprotected were those who had to attack.
Furthermore, the same recorder states that the three Battalions
of the 25th Brigade were ill from fever, malaria and dysentery,
and when they were withdrawn from action their numbers
were about the same as one Battalion instead of three.
It was on 4th December that Brigadier Doherty took over
the command of Brigadier Ether and, with his 21 st Brigade,
together with some reinforced units of the 3rd and 39th
Battalions.
When the three highly reduced Battalions were flown back
to Port Moresby by 'biscuit bombers' (DC3s) on the 15th 17th December, it was recorded that not one Battalion had
much over 100 men.
I was taken to Moresby and put into the 9th AGH at '17
Mile', and was subsequently repatriated to Australia in a
Sunderland flying boat on 22nd December 1942. From
Townsville I was transferred to a small AGH in Warwick,
Queensland, where I received treatment measures for malaria
and amoebic dysentery.
I spent many weeks in hospital awaiting a successful cure
to malarial treatment. I would no sooner complete a course of

treatment when I would relapse. This, together with repeated
investigations for dysentery, kept me in hospital for some
time.
Finally, I was able to return to duty on 2nd March 1943 in
Brisbane, and was later posted to the Blood Transfusion Unit
at Sydney Hospital, which was then providing the bulk of the
whole blood to the actions in New Guinea.
I spent several months with Major Bob Walsh learning the
various techniques in the production of whole blood in
storage and transportation as well as learning the pathological
checks that have to be taken in such work.
After a period of learning about blood production, I was
sent to Brisbane to take over a similar but smaller unit there
on 2nd July 1943. This unit was supplementing the supplies
from the Sydney unit.
This Brisbane unit produced many flasks of whole blood
which were sent in iced packed crates to the forward areas.
This function was carried out for many months. However, the
war had proceeded some considerable way north from the
Papuan campaign and was now centred upon the activities
surrounding the oncoming battles in Borneo.
Army Headquarters in Melbourne (Pathological Section)
instructed that I should write an equipment table and
establishment for a unit to operate at an advanced area in the
Pacific. The 1st Australian Blood Transfusion Unit was
formed, and I took this unit to Morotai as Officer in
Command with the rank of Major. The unit comprising some
forty or so personnel, including nearly 30 AAMWS. This
required the unit to be fostered by the 5th AGH because of
the necessity to accommodate female personnel with those of
the hospital. We embarked on 3rd March 1945.
This unit produced whole blood by using donors from all
services on the island. There were nearly 70,000 troops on this
island and these included mostly Australian and American
petsonnel. The blood that was produced was packed in icefilled insulated containers and was then flown to the various
actions as required. The actions were those ofTarakan, the
2nd battle at Brunei Bay and Labuan Island, and then the
final episode of fighting on Borneo at Balikpapan.
The unit, as already stated, was a mixed unit, the majority
of whom were female personnel who had had considerable
experience in blood taking, using into what was then a glass
receptacle rather than a plastic bag. The unit also required
some general duties personnel to handle the jeep and look
after the ice making plant and refrigeration which constituted
a large portion of the equipment of the unit.
On the island we found cooperation from all troops,
including American troops, and we were given assistance from
time to time from the very specialised units of the Americans.
For example, at one stage we required to have water proof
labels for labelling the blood contained within the flasks and
this was found to be possible through an American printing
unit. We also provided blood for the two major hospitals on
the island, namely the 5th and 9th AGHs.
The unit carried out its duties till the declaration of the
war's end, which was announced on VJ Day amongst great
celebration. Furthermore, the unit took pleasure in the
distinction of having been mentioned in dispatches, a
reflection of their work in this campaign.

Ian Mackenzie Guild
It was a privilege to serve with the Australian Digger and
he certainly earned my respect. I say this as an officer who was
originally commissioned into the British Army (The Black
Watch (Royal Highland Regiment)) and having served with
the 'Jocks', good soldiers too I am able to make some
comparisons.
I spent 20 years in the ARA, as well as Vietnam, I served in
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the Adjutant. I also served in the Middle East as Chief of the
Observer Group, Lebanon. I controlled a force of90 officers
mainly Swedish, American and French nationalities in South
Lebanon. The task was to provide the UN in New York with
the facts about fighting between Israel and the Palestinians in
South Lebanon.
Travelled to SVN with the Battalion Advance Parry, I was
the Battalion Intelligence Officer. However, the position
became an Intelligence Corps posting, so I became a Platoon
Commander in A Company. Operations out of the air base
lasted from 10 days to 6 weeks at a time.
I was normally back in the airbase for about a week then
out again. On operations patrolling was the major task.
During the year we lost 26 KIA and 150 WIA out of 700
men so there was constant contact with the VC and NVA.
Operations were stressful and done under very difficult
climatic conditions, very high humidity, heavy monsoon rain,
and dryness seldom existed. Health and survival were
important, because it was a well-trained battalion our morale
was always good and we were a very efficient unit.
For the last few months I became Assistant Operations
Officer or the Senior Subaltern. This involved controlling the
battalion operations ensuring effective fire support (air and
artillery) was available and carry the battalion by helicopters.
Nothing unusual to have 50 helicopters available, which
means the Battalion could be inserted into an operation
within half an hour.
It was a hell of a relief when one's tour ended and one was
returning to Australia.

Geoffrey Ian Gunton

5143

Geoffrey Ian Gunton kept a journal during his imprisonment.
In it he recorded the events ofhis capture.

A Sad Short Story
On 10th December 1942 I was ordered out on a patrol ex
Sunburgh but was BBAed shortly after start. That evening at
Leuchars amidst 'revelry by night' another op. came through
and I spun the wheel with FlO Ach Broughton and winning
made fatal mistake of 'volunteering to fly'. Accordingly I went
to bed and set course on the morrow after the usual 'flop'
which always characterises Coastal Command 'scrambles'.
Team was FILt Butch O'Connor and self (Northern Pair) FlO Dick Humphries and Stg Lord (Southern Pair).
Humphries failed to get airborne. On ocean crossing we saw
what we recorded as a crash diving sub. ETA Norwegian
coast, O'Connor turned north in thick weather: vis about
2000 yds with severe rain squalls. After brief 20 mins several
small islands were sighted and after turning 270 degrees right
we headed for home. However not being satisfied with
carrying out of op. Nav and I decided to return and on
turning south after sighting coast we immediately sight
convoy. We ran but torp failed to get away. No fire until 'Ye
were passed. On second run we broke away as position bad.
Flak scored some hits. Got on landward side and ran on
largest ship. Flak ship laid down a barrage on line we must
pass when we cleared ship's bow. Soon after we arrived there
fire broke out in the port wing outboard of motor. Observer
reported it but as it did not appear bad on we went. However
in a few seconds it broke through wing and plates just peeled
back like paper. I pressed fire extinguisher on motor and on
one engine we went. But at same instant went wing with a
dying flutter. Over we went into a Rate 5 turn nose down and
then a dull thump
When I came to I was still in cockpit and in dark green
water. I pulled pin from sheer instinct and then I was on the
surface. Lots of burning petrol, wreckage and a body some

way away. How my helmet etc came off I do not know. How
long I was in the water I don't know. We were picked up by
fishermen who made off with us but flak ship barred way. We
went aboard by scruff of necks and seat of pants. Were
fishermen shot? I sincerely hope not. They were very gallant
men. After that STAVANGER - TRAIN AND CAROSLO - BOAT - STETTIN - TRAIN - FRANKFURT XMAS EVE out of cooler - AULAG - OFLAG XXIB HOSPITAL and then GORING'S HOME FOR
DESTITUTE (DEAD-BEAT) KRIEGIES.

The Light at the End ofthe Tunnel
I hope:
1. To be a member of the Sydney Stock Exchange and to
one day be a committee man
2. To be a member of Tattersall's Club Sydney
3. To own my own home (at Pymble?)
4. To own my own car
5. To be a low mark golfer
6. To be a joy of my parents and to be worthy of them - a
very high aim.

Geoffrey began to keep a regular account as his imprisonment
drew to a close.

Kriegie Odyssey
Saturday 21th - Sunday 28th january 1945
Today the American General was assured that there was no
organisation or scheme for evacuation for this camp. Although
this is so we have been steadily preparing for the past 10 days
and every conceivable thing is being or has been thrashed out.
We have had a tin bashing 'deinst' in Room 12 under Doug's
able leadership. We could leave theoretically at a moment's
notice. We are all fairly certain that no move will take place
and it would be a such a huge job.
6:30pm: Wing's just summoned Room Seniors and told us
we are moving at 10:30pm. Oh damn!! Wouldn't it _ _?!!
Midnight: It is hard to describe what has taken place in the
last few hours. We are at 15 mins standby. The room is an
absolute shambles and in a frightful mess. There is paper,
cigarettes, tins, clothes - oh everything strewn over all the
furniture. Ben has gone to hospital, which will be far the best
fot him as his feet are very bad. Also Bill Fluck and Ron
Bennett are in hospital. Saw Bill for a few minutes and he will
send messages if he beats us home. Russians are across Oder
by Steinan, which is 30 miles away. Rumours are two a
minute. Jimmy just in was disappointing. One rumour says
they are trying to fix Major Zeuss to leave us here. Everyone
upset but full of good cheer and a little restive. Lights out and
we all feel a little sick. George and Stan have made a sled
which I fear will not be allowed. The night is clear and cold
and snow is 9" - 1" deep on ground.
3am: Appell [parade] in Hagerstrasser. More sleep.
7am: Bugle - fall in - off we go - my pack is not all it
could be. Bags of Goons all shouting at us and one another.
Block was at 12 strength. Wings is cool and much the master
although I detect an inner disgust of whole performance. No
apparent plan and nobody knows anything least of all the
Goons. We are the last compound.
9am: After much standing about and cold feet we are off.
Passed 8C where types much surprised at our move. Sled
running well and a wonderful help.
12pm: Lunch our first meal on march. We are messing
groups. Ours is five: Tommy, Stan, Ted, George M and yours
truly. Each man got 1 Red Cross Parcel as he left. Amount of
discarded food would make your heart break after weeks of 1/2
parcels. We piled sleigh with lots of extra tins. We are having
lunch in snow storm on highest place for miles around viz on
bridge across Berlin-Breslau autobahn. Morale low. Even water
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in containers is ice.
3pm: Arrived Halbau. Seen elements of Goon army all day
and not very impressed. Soldiers don't seem extra happy either.
Striking note is one truck towing say 4(+) othets.
5pm: Still in main street Halbau, lots of trading and people
very friendly with brews etc. We have procured another small
sleigh christened "junior". He will carry the food. Out other
one by the way was 3 large box sides nailed to two runner
boards towed by two lengths of Reich sheet. As we thought no
organisation and no idea. It is snowing hard and bitterly cold
and growing dark.
.
Later: Eventually our block was accommodated in the
school - quite a posh affair. We are in a small room with 23
people. There is some hot water and boys were quick to get
kitchen working. It is warm and we in our part are dry. I'm
sleeping on table and sleeping bag is going to be great boom.

Mon 29th
Wonderful sleep. We are spending the day here. Jimmy was
in to see us and looks well. Stan is trading flat out and we
have quite a stock of bread - no sign of goons coming across.
We're doing fine. Awfully long appell in snow storm and lots
of shouting etc.

but we've heard that before some place.
About 6th March 1945
Life is one long drag but today the sun has broken through
and we are getting a half parcel each. Oh joy!! Delousing is in
full swing and much needed. We are witnessing a most
wonderful and extraordinary series of air raids here every night
from Bpm on. It is really a sight worth seeing.
People are getting very thin (a fact very noticeable in the
shower house). Listlessness is very prevalent and tempers are
jumpy. Rumours are two a minute as may well be imagined.

Menu per day
Breakfast 8am
Cup mint tea, 11 h slices of bread and marg

Lunch 12 noon
Ih litre (cup) soup, 4 med sized potatoes
(we save 2 and eat I h slice of bread)

Tea 4:30
Cup mint tea, 2 slices of bread and marg

Supper 7pm
2 slices of bread and potatoes.

Tues 30th

Easter

Off again. Bitrerly cold. Streams of carts with refugees seems endless. Pass some Tommies going to SAGAN [from
whence Gunton has just come]. They like us have no rations
but I loaf = B days! Turned West today across 'drome in
blizzard and everyone very tired. Freiwalden for lunch but
driven out by Burg and henchmen. He'll be sorry in a few
days. On to Heippa. 3 hour stand as Americans here and no
room. Goon efficiency again. At last into school. 120 in our
room. Just no room to sleep properly at all.

Had some beautiful weather lately but very bad again.
News terrific and can hardly wait. Went to Communion but
afraid my mood was not right, being as low as ever before.
Roy has gone 'over to Rome' which is a piry but no business
of mine. Doug, Dave, Roy, Ted, George and Stan have all
been down at various times and Bob C and I are down too.
Probably with injection which has caused no end of trouble.
Goons are making themselves a _ nuisance with medical
propaganda. We had no Doc to 4000 men during
Conference, X ray just a bind and pointless, injection - well
you know. Special Easter box from 'our hosts'(?): 1/10 loaf. So
we are now on Ih bread and potato ration we had on arrival
which was small then. Practically no marg and lots of dried
veg soup. Parcels give us life but no bulk and issue of them is
uncertain and irregular.

There is a break in the diary.
week&, summary
5th-12th February 1945
Well this just a place - 3 story beds in blocks of 4 so that
one man's move wakes all. Little or no straw but so tired this
does not matter. Tues/Wed/Thurs had 'black death' and Tom
Was really a ministering angel. At weekend developed best class
cold so only thing to do is bed - "Bed is best" you know.
Rations Red Cross Food nearly exhausted. Down to one
good brew with dinner. Goon jobs. 1/5 loaf (300 gms),
cigarette tin of sugar per week but marg or lard or meat (latter
notable by absence) soup midday (I tin cup full) potatoes (3
plus daily) salt (twice weekly).

13th-20th February 1945
Spent most of week in and out of bed. Had shocking cold
and had to dice 3 handkerchiefs which I can ill afford. Trading
is in full swing and Tommy's W/AG is opposite so we're in the
money. We have three half loaves of bread at 50 cigs per loaf;
tin creamed rice - 40; 100 sacs - 20; tin of jam (lIb) - 60
cigs; half a packet of tea - 40 cigs. Prices are far too high and
in a few weeks things will find a true level. In meantime God
bless Roy.
Just utter boredom here but morale is on lift after bread
cut to 7 1/2 to loaf. Danish parcels (lIS = I man) on Monday
brightens horizon. Have lost a lot of weight - a good thing.
Sleeping bag a great boon; I wouldn't be without. Tommy has
dragged backgammon board hence and it is being
overworked. I'm getting quick and successful player. Don't
know if its luck or skill. Tommy says he'll be my OB's on
Mosquitos in Far East - but I'm not keen I must say. Roll on
Joe - he's closer than ever and good bless Jimmy and his
friends. Of all things on Saturday we had a 1925 silent Laurel
and Hardy shown in block. Ron says we shall not be shifted

Peter Elliott Gunton

5445

I left School in 1940. I did ist year Medicine in 1941, in
which year I turned 18, and I could not rest until I joined the
Forces, so I joined the Air Force. However, I could not get
into Aircrew, so I became a Wireless Operator on the ground.
After training in Victoria I finished up with 325 Radar unit
which was formed at Mascot in 1943.
I served for seventeen months at Marble Bar, which was a
very interesting place to be, but not a very comfortable one.
We were conducting a radar cover for an airstrip there from
which the bombers used to raid the Dutch East Indies, as
Indonesia was called in those days. We were part of the
network based on Broome which covered the whole coast.
It is interesting that, although there were only fifty of us
when we got there, we more than doubled the military
population of the North West. We arrived there in 1943 and
stayed for seventeen months, and then were brought over to
the East. Then after a short spell at Castlereagh, just near
Richmond, where we were equipped with new air warning
equipment, we were sent to Brisbane and then by Liberty Ship
to Morotai, where we embarked with the invasion fleet of
North Borneo, and took part in the landing at Labuan Island,
off British North Borneo, as it was in those days.
Then our unit accompanied the 2fl3th Battalion, which
made a subsidiary landing in Sarawak at Lutong, which is a
refinery town near the town of Miri. We operated at Miri
until the end of the war and then returned to Australia. On
discharge, I went back and did the last 5 years of Medicine,
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Whilst I feel I did not have a very auspicious war service, I
guess I played some part.

Hugh Montgomerie Hamilton

5866

I think I should record an incident which has puzzled
many people, and I may be one of a very few RAP members
who were 'there' (01: nearly there) at the moment.
8th November 1944, B58 Field to Down Ampney, Nil
Visibility. Flying from Europe across the English Channel in
very bad visibility we were advised the south of England was
'clamped' (closed) and to try Friston, an emergency strip
perched on the edge of cliffs in the south of England. As we
landed a Norseman aircraft departed and flew out across the
Channel towards France. The lonely and only Flying Control
Officer said to me when we met, safely landed "Do you know
who you just missed?"
Glenn Miller was never seen again.
I mention this as there have been many searches in the
sourh of England, many people thinking he may have crashed
there. One can assume his pilot landed as conditions were
bad, but it is known that Miller was due in France urgently as
his band was already there. I can only think as happens at
times - his passenger (Miller) persuaded the pilot to 'have a
go', a very dangerous thing. He probably flew low over the
water, inexperienced and of course flew into the sea in the
mist. Despite many dramatic stories I think this mystery was
just as I described, a simple tragic accident due to the above.
In view of the lack of knowledge, I would suggest the
Flying Control Officer at Friston did not record the Miller
Landing - this happens - I know!
The RMF in Europe had a Rugby, Cricket and Rowing
team, all prominent and keenly sort after. We had an eight
and a four and in fact 'woke up' English rowing, which was
dead after a long war. The RMF formed a crew etc and made
a challenge for the Grand Challenge at Henley. This brought
in others in addition to the English clubs, universities etc and
the idea was to repeat the AIF success in 1919, now the Kings
cup held here. The RMF came second, just as well - a win
might have strained relations. I was the only Shore boy in the
crews. I rowed 2 in the eight and stroke in the four. We were
made honourary members of Leander.

Anthony Hood Hammond

4292

'Oboe', a musical instrument with a pleasant soft sound,
was the code name given to an invention during the war that
enabled an aircraft to be directed to a target with extreme
accuracy. Its introduction as a reliable means of conducting
the bombing offensive on Germany was not readily accepted
by the Air Ministry as it considered that the distance of tests
carried our in the UK was insufficient for proof of its accuracy
over a greater distance, so a target was chosen in the Rhur, a
small cemetery. It took less than 24 hours for the Air Ministry
to have their answer. German radio broadcast stated how the
RAP were attacking German cemeteries.
The pilot training required to operate this technique was
lengthy and intense and required certain criteria before a pilot
could apply for selection to commence training, the most
difficult requirement was to have 500 hrs minimum on SBA
(Standard Beam Approach), to obtain this it was necessary to
spend at least a year as an instructor on a BAT flight (Beam
Approach Training). Inmy case it was quite by chance that I
was posted to No 7 PIS Upavon. After a year or more of
instructing on the BAT flight at Upavon I became aware that
I had the qualifications to apply for training on Oboe which I
did and I was posted to No 1655 Mosquito training unit at
Warboys. On completion of the Oboe course I was posted to
No 105 squadron at Bourn in Cambridge where I completed

39 operational flights using Oboe. All the operations that I
was involved in were conducted at night with one exception
and that was a daylight attack on Cologne on 2nd March
1945.
Shortly after departure from Bourn at approximately
4000ft on a climb to 30 OOOft we were joined by six fighter
aircraft (Spitfires) who escorted us right to the target. At the
point we released our Tis they disappeared, I assume they
descended to the main force, operating between twenty to
twenty thousand feet. Normally at this point we headed off
for home but as it was a clear sunny day I decided to circle the
city and see what was happening below. We were told at
briefing that there would be a 1000 or more aircraft
participating. It was an amazing sight to see, stream after
stream of aircraft approaching the target. I could imagine what
was happening on the ground as I had been caught in an air
raid in London many years before.
Back at Bourn the first question at debriefing I was asked
was, "could you see if the cathedral spire was still standing?"
Even if I had looked especially I doubt whether it could be
seen as there was a layer of smoke forming over the city as I
left.
We operated Mosquito aircraft mark 3/4, which were
capable of altitudes up to 36 OOOft. They had a crew of twO,
pilot and navigator.
.
Regarding the Cologne cathedral. The RAP were very
conscious of this magnificent construction and they
endeavoured as much as possible to avoid a heavy
concentration in its vicinity. Miraculously, it did survive.
A few days after the cessation of hostilities, the Air
Ministry very kindly allowed any crew who wished to take an
aircraft and fly to any city or point over Germany with the
provision that you took a member of the ground staff with
you. I quickly took this opportunity. The weather was perfect,
and my first point of interest was Cologne. It was three
months since that daylight raid and I was interested to find
that the cathedral and spire were still standing. I circled three
or four times at low level and apart from a few broken
windows, (in fact I think all the windows,) and some damage
to the stonework, it was still intact.

Arthur George Hanson

3617

Letter dated 28th December 1943, from the Old Boys' Union,
upon the award ofthe DSo.
To Major AG Hanson,
2/1 Field Regt., RAA,
AIF Australia.
Dear Major Hanson,
It is my very great pleasure as President of the Old Boys'
Union to convey to you the congratulations of the Committee
and members for the distinction you have recently won.
We are indeed proud that the King has honoured you by
such a distinguished decoration, best wishes for a continuance
of your success and safety.
If the lists had been published last Wednesday, I would
have had the opportunity of congratulating you personally at
the party to service Old Boys.
Yours sincerely,
A. Distin Morgan
President.

John Beresford Hardie

5518

15 June 1944
F/SGT. Hardie JB
RMF Base
PO Middle East
Dear Dad,
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its about time you had an airgraph, there are letters coming
for you and I expect some long ones in return. I had my
medical board on my ear the other day, and I'm all fit and
ready to go flying on fighters, I don't know yet whether it will
be Kittyhawks or Spits but I'd like the Spits preferably.
Wouldn't it be marvellous if we could get together before the
end of the year, but I've got to admit it doesn't seem very
likely, even though the 2nd front has at last opened, and they
seem to be doing well everywhere. Anyway it's going to be a
good while before it's possible for me to see action, I put it at
the very least four months and it's very likely'to be six months
or more, in a lot of ways I'd like to get there, I'm very sick of
waiting around doing nothing, especially in this part of the
world. Would you remind Mum that I'd like 'Truth' and
'Womans Weekly' sent to me every week please, as I can only
keep in touch that way.
All the best
John.

David Bruce Harding

4707

A portion ofa letter written by Harding's father to the School
Chaplain, Rev N Backhouse, was published in the December
issue afThe Torch Bearer, 1944.
Before going North he indicated that he had a
presentiment that he had not felt during any battles in the
Middle East, but he said that, though life was valuable to him,
the lives of his other good mates in this battalion were equally
valuable to them, and his job was stick by them and not
transfer to a school. On the evening of going aboard the
landing craft that was to take him to Lae and Finschhafen, he
made a will in which he was obviously contemplating the end,
and in which he left a bequest for the beautification of Shore
Chapel, where his early supra-earthly communings were
made, and to which his heart had a leaning as a focal symbol
of 'Shore'. He also wrote me a letter which he left in his wallet
to be picked up with him in the battle to which he
proceeding. It clearly indicates both his solemn understanding
that his life, however dear to him, was shortly to be forfeited,
and also his reasons for accepting without fear or complaint,
the impending will of God. I give the credit for the ideal
characteristics he thus manifested in the service of his fellow
men to the training and traditions of the School, the Chapel,
the Scouts and you.

Colin Lachlan Hardy

4168

Method ofOperation ofFlash Spotting Battery:
Observation posts were established, usually about 6 approximately spread over 6 miles overlooking enemy
positions to observe movements and gun flashes through
theodolite type instruments to measure the angle and
elevation to enemy guns. Our positions were surveyed in and
wired back by phone several miles to a plotting centre. Each
of the six posts, the plotting centre, and our guns were
surveyed in on the one grid and connected by phone. Angles
were reported of enemy gun flashes to the plotting centre by
the six posts enabling the position of the gun flash to be
established. The range and map coordinates were phoned to
our artillery for counter bombardment.

Guy Edward Warren Harriott

4338

From a letter written by Guy Harriott to 'The Torch Bearer:
A pleasing feature of a job not always easy has been the
number of Old Boys I have met in the AIF over here and their
ready good fellowship. I have been hailed by them in all sons
of places - officer's messes, men's canteens, and Tel Aviv nightclubs. I think the school has representatives in pretty well

every branch of the Army, and, of course, in the RAN, which
has already made a name for itself through the exploits of the
Sydney and the Hobart.
I met Lieutenant Freddy Taylor (3511), Head Prefect in
1929. Two of the senior medicine men at the Australian
General Hospital here are Old Boys - Major Neil Francis
(2094) and Major Lorimer Dods (1956) Major RH Russell
(2295), of the Field Ambulance, has been trying to organise
an Old Boys' Dinner. A man who is doing a difficult and
thankless job with tact which has won him a host of friends is
DAPM Captain Godfrey Hawker (1145) Three of my
shipmates on the first convoy coming over were Ron Willmott
(3355) and Bill Travers (4429), Lieutenants, and RH Bourke
(4115) with a corporal's stripes up. Jika Travers (4428) is over
here too, of course, and the brothers have made a name for
themselves in AIF sporting circles. Lieutenant Les Calman
(3929) was a little difficult to recognise at first, as he has
camouflaged himself with a moustache of really formidable
proportions! Up to date, hard training has been the order of
the day for all ranks - nothing spectacular, but plenty of solid
work - and the troops are as fit and tough as men can be.
They are all as keen as mustard to get into the 'real thing'.
When that will be, Heaven - and the Olympians at Middle
East Headquarters - alone know.

Article by Harriott, Sydney Morning Herald 19th May 1941

Heroic AIF Gunners Thermopylae Stand Germans
Pay Heavily.
The story of the heroic rearguard action fought at
Thermopylae by a unit of the Australian Artillery, and of the
terrible losses inflicted on the Germans was told to me
yesterday by Captain Douglas Rickard, son of Sir Arthur
Rickard of Sydney.
Captain Rickard's regiment was amongst the last Anzac
troops to land in Greece, and was immediately despatched by
train to Larissa. Some miles ftom Larissa the train crew
desetted, so the artilletymen organised their own train crew
from gunners with peacetime railway experience and took the
train on to a siding near Larissa. From there, two men were sent
off on mules to find headquarters and ascertain the situation.
They returned with orders to fall back to a certain rendezvous.
Meanwhile the artillerymen had found an ammunition
train and a hospital train filled with wounded, abandoned by
the train crew near the siding. They therefore organised two
more train crews from the gunners, and brought all three
trains back safely, despite the attention of the German aircraft.
The regiment first went into action at Thermopylae, where it
"had it all its own way" until the Germans brought up
medium guns in sections by planes and engaged it heavily.
Finally came the news of the general withdrawal. The
artillerymen were ordered to destroy their guns. The other
guns were rendered unusable, and were then thrown over a
cliff. Volunteers were called for to man the remaining six guns,
which were to stay behind and hold up the enemy as long as
possible. Every man volunteered without hesitation. Six guns
left. So the troops withdrew, and the six guns and their
gunners remained behind, alone, without much hope, but
with grim determination. They took up a position,
appropriately enough, just above the spot where Leonidas and
his gallant fellows made their last stand. About midday, a large
force of the enemy, with several batteries of mountain guns,
was observed making its way along the Mountain paths on the
left flank. Our guns held their fire, and then according to one
of the gunners, "blasted the enemy off the map". One
mountain battery made a gallant effort to engage the
Australians, but was literally blown to pieces. The Germans
suffered terrible losses.
It had been expected that they would hold up the enemy
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on all the afternoon. They were engaged by the German
artillery, they lost men, but they stuck to their guns, and every
time the enemy tried to bring troops through the pass the
Australians firing over open sights, blew away the head of the
column and forced the rest to retreat. Hour after hour,
through the long afternoon, the unequal battle'went on, until
the gunners were so tired that they could hardly serve their
pieces. Each gun fired 300 rounds - a total of 1800 rounds and none was wasted.
The Australians made the Germans pay a bloody price for
Thermopylae. It was an epic artillery action, which deserves an
honoured place in the history of 'the guns'. When night fell,
the troop commander, Captain Kew Dwyer, of Chatswood,
called on his weary men for a final effort, and crowned a
heroic day, not only by withdrawing the remnants of his
troops safely, but also by getting out all the six guns.

Frederick Lavecourt Harris

4339

Submitted by Mrs A] Harris, wife.
Fred was wounded in the Batrle of Muar, when his CO,
Col C Anderson, won the Victoria Cross for outstanding
bravery. Fred led his men in the retreat to Singapore, and was
in hospital at the time of the surrender. He was a POW in
Changi until 18th March 1943, when he left with '0' Force
for Thailand, where they worked on the Burma Railway on
cuttings and embankments.
They marched through floods and mud a foot deep, and
camps were all in areas of mud and slush. Once the train ran
over a water buffalo and the men were given five minutes to
load it on board. "This was done with time to spare, but the
portions were skinned later on board."
At the end of the war Lady Mountbatten was the first
white woman the men had seen since becoming POWs. She
was head of the Red Cross Society during the war, and if it
hadn't been for the Red Cross we would never have had any
contact at all with our men.
We were married on Final Leave in January 1941, and
when we met Fred at the Sydney Showground on his return
he saw his son, KHC Harris, for the first time. He was home
in time for his 4th birthday in October.

Robert Geoffrey Harris

5629

Shipping Company experience and a voyage on ManunM
as its Assistant Purser, along with a Shore background enabled
me to obtain a direct entry commission as Acting Sub
Lieutenant. As the timing of my appointment coincided with
the fall of Singapore I was immediately sent to Fremanrle to
join the NCS (originally the Naval Control Service but later
termed Naval Control of Shipping) office there, as the port of
Fremanrle was being swamped with shipping from Singapore
and Java. It was an indicator of the period that I was
despatched without any preliminary naval training whatsoever,
which was normally performed at Flinders Naval Base.
NCS is the control by naval authorities of the reporting,
routing and convoying of all Allied Merchant Shipping and all
Merchant Shipping coming under its control in wartime.
When I relinquished command of the Unit, I ultimately
retired with the rank of Commander and having been
awarded the Reserve Decoration and Bar in 1961 and 1971.

Allan Grant Harvey

5336

Up to the end of 1943, I had enjoyed a very soft war as,
post training as a Wireless Operator, I was posted to
Navigational Training Units within Australia as a staffW/op,
which entailed plenty of flying, along with a staff pilot at the
controls and a couple of trainee Navigators. This was a lot of
fun, as we broke every rule in the book. For example, I can see

'Low Level Flying Exercise - Minimum Height 50 feet above
terrain' written on the blackboard in the Ops Room as if it
w~re yesterday, but somehow the Minimum was always
mlsre.ad as Maximum and it turned into a fence hopping
exercise. It was also a rather a novel experience to fly past,
rather than over, a farmer ploughing his field, as I recall
happening on one occasion.
Then there was the time when the pilot called back to me,
"Have you ever flown one of these things?" and when I
answered in the negative, he asked, "Would you like to have a
go?" At the age of 19, would I ever! So with the pilot sitting
on the floor alongside and his having explained that an Avro
Anson would fly itself anyway, we went on our merry way. I
couldn't see our passengers, the trainee navigators, as they were
behind us, no doubt having abandoned navigation for prayer.
It was about this time that the RAAF had decided to equip
itself with American B24 'Liberator' Heavy Bombers, and that
it would be necessary to train some Australian crews in their
operation. The 'Lib' carried a crew of ten, comprising two
Pilots, Flight Engineer, Navigator, Bomb Aimer, Gunnery
Controller (in the top turret), Nose Gunner, Tail Gunner, two
Wireless Operators, one of whom stood in on one of the free
mounted waist guns and an Armourer Gunner who stood by
the other waist gun. So in December 1942, 50 of us culled
from various sources, found ourselves in Townsville, sorted
ourselves out into 5 crews and were then transported by road
to Charters Towers where we became part of the USAAF 5th
Bomber Command Replacement Centre. We spent a month
there flying around the countryside learning all about 'Libs',
or those bits of one that fell into ones area of responsibility.
We got on quite well with our Yank allies, and found the
experience of flying in something so large and with equipment
so far in advance of the prehistoric stuff that we had been
using to be quite interesting. One thing that we found
frustrating was the level of basic training that the Americans,
orher than the pilots, had received. As a Wireless Operator we
had completed a pretty concentrated six month course, as
against the US one of about a month. As most
communication was by Morse Code, it was easy to fall asleep
while receiving a dribble of Morse from an American operator,
and then indulge in a bit of pure skite by replying at a speed
that you knew he couldn't possibly read and would have to ask
you to repeat more slowly.
So it was that in January 1944 things got a bit more
serious, and we flew to New Guinea to join the 65th Heavy
Bomber Squadron 43rd Bombardment Group US 5th Air
Force. On one occasion the primary target was totally
obscured by cloud and we were diverted to the secondary
target in New Ireland. (I think the primary target was in the
Admiralty Islands). Fortunately, there was no aerial opposition
and the flak (anti-aircraft fire) was not terribly effective, so we
flew at fairly low altitude and commenced our bombing run.
However, we did run into a slight problem: although the
bomb bay doors appeared to be open, and to practical effect
they were, there existed a safety device whereby two locking
pins engaged in two holes in a flat metal plate, thus activating
an indicator light on the pilots instrument panel showing
'Bomb Doors Open.' A further safety device ensured that
unless the doors were evidenced as being open by the
aforementioned indicator light, then they were regarded as
closed and the bombs would not release - not a bad safety
device actually.
'
Well, those rotten pins wouldn't engage by a matter of a
millimetre or so, and so it was suggested to me by my skipper
(and he holding the rank of Squadron Leader and me being a
humble Flight Sergeant, there wasn't much room for debate)
that I should try and see if, by hauling on the release cable of
the pins, I might manage to convince the warning light that
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the bomb doors really were open. I didn't fancy this idea
much, as it entailed standing on a catwalk fully nine inches
wide which ran between the bomb racks and hanging on like
grim death with one hand while leaning out over the yawning
gap where the bomb bay doors would have been if they were
closed and yanking on the cable with my other hand, all of
this while watching such flak as there was, coming up from
down below. I didn't achieve anything, which I like to think
was because it was unachievable, but somehow I do not think
I tried all that hard either before admitting defeat.
The next bright idea was that the bomb aimer abandon his
place at the bombsight in the nose of the aircraft and come
back and release the bombs by hand, or rather, by tripping the
release mechanism with the navigator's ruler, borrowed for the
occasion. I should now explain that the bombs (which were
1000 pounders) were racked in pairs, one above the other on
either side of the catwalk, and so we now commenced our
next run with the bomb aimer ready, armed with his
borrowed ruler, to hazard a wild guess at the appropriate
moment to release his bomb, which occurred without further
event. On our next run, having the understandable desire to
spend as little further time as possible mucking around over
the target area, he decided to speed things up a bit and release
two. He tripped the top one, which was above where the first
one had been suspended and as quick as a flash turned around
and released the top bomb on the other side. By this time I
Was perched back at my radio gear on the flight deck but had
a grandstand view through the open hatch of a 1000lb bomb
falling on top of its twin brother and then bouncing off and
clobbering the side of the aircraft on its way to .freedom.
I suppose it was a bit ironic that, after all thIS, we were
unable to close the bomb doors because of the damage
sustained from our own bouncing bomb, and had to fly back
to base with them wide open. I simply cannot recall what we
did with the rest of the bomb-load - dumped them in the
ocean I guess. I cannot remember either how the damage to
the aircraft was explained away, but would hazard a guess that
it was put down to damage by flak.
American heavy bombers were equipped with a 'Norde~'
bombsight, which was touted as being something out of thIS
world as far as accuracy was concerned, and probably they
were when compared to their predecessors, but they did have
some failings. I suppose one could describe them as an early
form of computer in that the bomb aimer (Bombardier, the
Yanks called them) fed all his calculations into the thing on
the run up to the target, opened the bomb doors, pressed ~he
button (actually another descriptive term was used, but we II
let that pass in the name of decency) whereupon the
bombsight actually took over the flying of the aircraft and
released the bombs when it decided the time was right.
Now, you will recall my earlier remarks about the safety
aspects such as that when the bomb doors closed the dropping
of bombs would cease. Well, the 'Norden' having a mind of its
own, sometimes got a bit confused, and on at least two
occasions on our operations decided that the converse also
applied, thus 'bomb doors open - drop bombs NOW!'
This could be disappointing, such as when we made a four
hour trip to Momote in the Admiralty Islands to bomb gun
emplacements in support of a landing force, and when the
bomb doors opened the lot immediately fell into the ocean
short of the target, (fortunately ahead of the troops going
ashore in the landing barges, though.) Then we had a four
hour trip home after wiping out a lot of fish. On the other
hand, it could be positively terrifYing, such as when attacking
Hollandia in very tight formation in stepped 'vies' of three, the
'vic' ahead of us was also 500 feet higher, so we were not far
short of being directly below. Our skipper intending to drop
back a bit when the aircraft ahead opened its bomb doors. You

can guess the rest, but on this occasion the attacking force's
bomb load comprised a mix of 20lb fragmentation bombs and
canisters of 2ft incendiary sticks. The canisters burst open as
soon as they left the bomb bay. Well we saw the doors open
up on the aircraft ahead and above us and if the 'Norden' had
done its homework it had got the wrong answer; the
conglomeration of rubbish that fell out of that aircraft
immediately ahead of us seemed to fill the entire sky! (In all
fairness, perhaps I ~hould add that the raid was a very
successful one, with a large number ofJapanese aircraft
destroyed.)
In retrospect, I sometimes wonder if we weren't a greater
menace to ourselves than the Japanese were; but then, we did
have our successes too.

Robert Alistair Harvey

4522

Submitted by Alan Harvey (5336), brother.
Robert applied to join the RAAF as aircrew in late 1940 or
early 1941, and that for a short time prior to his call up he
was in the army. At some early point in his Air Force career he
was declared medically unfit for flying duties due to potential
problems with his hearing due to an ear operation in his
childhood. He was re-mustered and trained to become an
Instrument Maker. His training was done in Melbourne and it
is my recollection that he spent nearly his entire service career
stationed at No 2 OTU Mildura which was the OTU for
Kittyhawk and Spitfire pilots. He was discharged in late 1945
holding the rank of Corps. He made his home in Melbourne.

John Bloomfield Haydon

5521

A memorable time for me, and I am sure many others who
were there would agree, was steaming out of Sydney Harbour
in late December 1940 in the Queen Mary. Many of the 6000
troops on board lined the decks, as small pleasure craft
accompanied us to the heads. The 'Maori Farewell' and 'Wish
Me Luck' were two of the songs that came from thousands of
voices. A never to be forgotten experience.
The old saying in the Army that war was 95% boredom
and 5% terror was fairly true. Here is a bit of the 5%. During
the Aitape-Wewak campaign in 1945 my unit, 2/1 Infantry
Battalion was Brigade reserve and in camp in a copra
plantation on a long slope. Unknown to us, a battery of 25
pounder artillery took up a position up-hill from us just
before dark. The only tent we had was Battalion HQ. The
CO was a keen bridge player and elected after the evening
meal to get a game together in the tent, with the sides well
tied down so no light showed. All went well for sometime,
then suddenly it happened. The 25's all opened up, shooting
over the top of us. The flash and ear splitting reports of the
guns certainly caused some terror if only briefly. The lantern
went out and fell over backwards on top of the adjutant and
for a short while there was complete silence. Then the CO's
voice was heard calling down a blight on all artillery, especially
those up the hill, in language up till then I did not know he
possessed!

Clifton William Haynes

4925

I studied Malay language and became an interpreter for the
Army and taught Malay language. I was, for some time, an
Army education officer. This position during the war might
not have much regard as such. The fact was that many men
joining were illiterate; these soldiers could neither read nor
write. It was no good giving soldiers instructions on paper to
follow when in fact they could not read or follow instructions.
When it was learned that I had been educated at Shore and
had taught at Coogee Prep, Cranbrook School and Wollaroi at
Orange, when I enlisted this became part of my service,
namely to help as quickly as possible servicemen who were
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Intelligence Officer apart from all the other duties expected of
an Australian Serviceman.

Wallace Peter Heath

6172

Submitted by George Heath, son.
WP Heath (known as Peter) served for a short time only,
having tried to enlist in the Merchant Navy but was brought
back home by his elder brother, Ron, because he was too
young. When old enough he travelled by train from Sydney
and enlisted at Hinder's Naval Base (HMAS Cerberus) in
Melbourne.
However Peter was honourably discharged because of great
family tragedies, his father dying at home and his brothers]eff
and Laurie both being shot down while serving in the RAAF,
New Guinea and England respectively. These deaths all
occurred within a year.
When Peter heard his father had died he obtained
compassionate leave and had to fly from Cairns to Brisbane
on a Hudson bomber. At Brisbane he sneaked into the guard's
van of a fruit train to Casino. Then another train to South
Grafton a bus to Glen Innes, a goods train to Broadmeadow
and another goods train to his home at Curlewis near
Gunnedah. By the time he arrived home most of his leave was
used up, and Navy personnel in Cairns said he'd have to apply
for more leave at Garden Island in Sydney where he travelled
to. Then he was told he'd have to travel back to Cairns to
obtain the leave and so he jumped on a troop train back to
Cairns.
Arriving back at Cairns he was charged with being Absent
Without Leave by the 2i/c there. However, somebody higher
up took pity on him and the charge was dropped when he
was paraded before the Naval Officer in Charge at Cairns.

John Williams Hedges

3794

At Mt Tourbol Camp it was necessary to go about 400
yards for water so we usually carried two buckets back to the
tent at the one time - one bucket for drinking and the other
for washing. One night late 'Bunny' Bill Brennan a noted
drinker was seen to take a mug off a tent pole and drink three
mugs of water from the tin we had washed our feet in before
going to bed.
Stewart Crowther had a habit of reacting the paper out
loud and on one occasion, when looking at a photo of
Rommel announcing in a loud voice, "there is the wily old
bastard!" At this moment our Company Commander walked
past the tent and a loud voice called out, "there he is the wily
old bastard!" - causing much amusement.

Alan Hellicar

4711

Recollections ofMilitary Service
In October 1938, I joined the 2/5 Heavy Battery (M) as a
gunner at South Head Fort (Sydney), comprising two 6"
guns. In January 1939, this Battery was moved to North Head
Fort (Sydney) comprising two 9.2" guns.
At the onset of this war, I was called up on 3rd September
1939, as there were insufficient Permanent Army personnel to
provide a full manning of the fort. In December 1939 I was
transferred to Cape Banks Fort (northern entrance to Botany
Bay) also equipped with 9.2" guns. In March 1940 I attended
a special Coastal Artillery Officer's Training Course from
which I graduated as a 2nd Lieutenant and transferred back to
North Head. I was subsequently promoted to Lieutenant.
On 20th February 1941 I was released to the AIF (NX
70811) to attend the first AAFV School at Puckapunyal,
Victoria, from which I was posted to the 2/6 Armoured
Regiment as a Troop Leader in B Squadron at Greta camp

(NSW), on 25th December 1941. I volunteered to join a
newly formed 211 Independent Light Tank Squadron for
immediate dispatch to Malaya. Other Old Shore Boys in this
unit were Doug Green(4703), 'Bill' Roughton(5082) and
Graham Ooe) Dent (5682). Fortunately, 36 hours from
embarkation, this movement was cancelled. This unit
subsequently became known as the 2/1 Australian Armoured
Brigade Reconnaissance Squadron, and in October 1942, as A
Squadron of the 2/4 Armoured Regiment, 3 Armoured
Division.
In March 1943, I was temporarily appointed Divisional
Liaison Officer to 1 Australian Army HQ (Toowoomba,
Queensland) where I made contact with Major Jim
London(4734), another old Shore Boy, who was G2 Air at
Adv. LHQ (Brisbane) and sought a posting as an Air Liaison
Officer. (I had previously attended the RAAF School of Army
Co-operation in Canberra.) On approval I was seconded to I
Australian Air Liaison Group as OC 25 Squadron Air Liaison
Section, and became attached to 6 Squadron and 75
Squadron (RAAF) at Milne Bay. I was later transferred to Port
Moresby and attached to the 71st Bombardment Squadron,
38th Bombardment Group, 5th US Air Force which, later
moved to Nadzab after its capture by the AlE Approximately
the middle 1944 sawall Air Liaison Officers withdrawn from
the US Air Force and brought back to Australia.
In November 1944, I was posted to Colombo, Ceylon, to
instruct British Fleet Air Arm air crews in ArmylAir
Cooperation in the SWPA, as the British Pacific Fleet was
forming up in the area prior to its coming out to Australia. In
due course, I was posted to the aircraft carrier HMS Victorious
and after carrying out several strikes from Trincomalee (NE
Ceylon now Sri Lanka) against oil fields in Sumatra I finally
disembarked in Sydney in Feb 1945. After leave, I was
despatched to join 82 Wing (RAAF) in Darwin and then with
a detachment to Morotai to prepare as a SAO (Support Air
Observer) for the forthcoming AIF landings in Borneo.
I was discharged 10th September 1945, after 6 years and 8
days of continuous military service.

Michael Manifold Helsham

5871

In about 1965 I joined the RAAF Legal Reserve and was
promoted to the rank of Wing Commander. The duties were
to advise and appear for RAAF serving personnel charged with
offences and tried with court-marshal. I became a RAAF
Judge Advocate and acted as such in several trials.
In 1968 I was appointed Judge Advocate General RAAE
with the rank of Air Vice-Marshal. He duties were to review
all RAAF court-marshals in order to ensure that the
procedures of a military court had been properly performed.
At some stage in my role as JAG RAAF, I was awarded the
decoration of Officer of the Order of Australia, Military
Division. At a later stage during my time on the reserve, the
Reserve Force Decoration (RFD) was introduced, and I was
awarded that.
In the course of my duties as JAG RAAF, I made 2 trips to
Vietnam while the RAAF personnel were serving there, as well
as to other countries.

John Standish Henderson

4987

John S Henderson, on leaving school at the end of 1939,
joined the firm of Smith Johnson & Co chartered accountants
where he was known as 'Bill' Henderson. He began studying
accounting until on 28 April 1941 he enlisted in the RAAF at
2ED Bradfield Park NSW John was selected for training as
Airerew/Observer and posred to 2 AOS Edmonton, Canada
and sailed in MV Awatea from Sydney in August 1941. He
spent further time with the Royal Canadian Air Force training
units at Halifax, Canada, before departing on 15 March 1942
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for the UK. John advanced his training in navigation at 6
OTU where he had been posted on 30 June 1942. He was
posted to 502 Squadron RAP on 15 July 1942 with which he
flew in Whitley Bombers as Flight Sergeant Navigator until he
was commissioned Pilot Officer on 16 February 1943. Five
weeks later, on 22 March 1943, PO John Standish Henderson
was reported missing, presumed killed in action while on air
operations out of UK with 502 Squadron, RAP Coastal
Command, United Kingdom.

William George Henderson

5338

Award Proposal
Request for the presentation ofThe National Order of the
Republic of Vietnam, Fifth Class to Brig William G
Henderson, 1ATF, 3210.

Reason For Proposal
This courageous general officer has a remarkable ability for
controlling and directing troops.
From the time (1st June 70) he arrived in Vietnam and
throughout the whole period he has been Commander First
Australian Task Force, Brigadier Henderson has demonstrated
his exceptional leadership abilities, has closely cooperated with
Vietnamese and American officers in order to exchange and
plan tactics, and as well, has personally led his Task Force in
large scale operations which have forced the communists into
areas which are of greater tactical advantage to the Armed
Forces of the Republic of Vietnam and its Allies.
Typical of this were the three Operations, Cung Chung I,
II and III which began in the Nui Dat Area of Phuog Tuy
Province on 12th June 70. Following Brigadier Henderson's
directions and keen tactics, the Task Force attacked directly
into the enemy stronghold, achieving wide spread success and
resulting in 100 enemy killed in action, 17 ene~y ~ptured, 9
enemy rallied, and 8 crew served weapons, 130 mdlVl?ual
weapons and large quantities of ammunition and equIpment
were captured.
Hand in hand with his military duties, Brigadier
Henderson personally directed and enthusiastically supported
the Civic Action Programme which is aimed at improving the
living standards of the local population. By utilising the .
resources and support of the First Australian Task Force Ulllts,
27 Classrooms were built and water and electrical services
were connected for the people of Phuoc Tuy Province.
The above successes of Brigadier William G. Henderson
have contributed much in the campaign to defeat the
communists and to protect the freedom of the South
Vietnamese Government, and have made this General Officer
extremely worthy of the award of the National Order of the
Republic of Vietnam, Fifth Class together with the Gallantry
Cross with Palm.
Recommended by: Lt Gen Do Cao Tri
GOC III Corps/MR3
Dated: 16th Jan uary 1971

James Gordon Hendry
Letter to Flora Eldershaw, wift ofSchool master Pat Eldershaw.
30 January, 1941
Dear Flora,
How the time flies. It's well over the year now, and I've
written so few letters outside the home ones. How are you all
and how is Shore? During the last two months a life time
seems to have gone by and Shore and all it held for me seems
to have faded too far into the dim distance. Therefore I must
renew acquaintances. How are the children? Has Arthur left
yet? Who are this year's prefects? How is Tom Kelly and is he
thinking of marrying yet? Did he get on well with the
Archbishop? How's Tom Melpell and his family? It's nice to

have a son. What's the news from Scots, I haven't heard much
from them lately.
We're having a few days rest in Tobruk. One or two days
have been quite warm, enough for the surf, although I must
admit it was pretty chilly and we didn't stay in longer than
necessary to wash off the accumulated Lybian (and I'm afraid
Egyptian) dust. But we're quite clean now and very
comfortable. The Italian sailors are only too willing to cook,
scrub, wash, etc etc and although we won't be able to use their
services for more than another day or so, it's been marvellous
to be 'back' and 'take' the comfort of buildings and service.
The boys certainly have been splendid, [daring] as Ned
Kelly, and our success I attribute to their ability to keep going
under fire, a fact which thoroughly demoralises the Italians. As
soon as the bayonet comes within about twenty yards of them,
up go the little white issue handkerchiefs and that phase of the
battle is 'almost' over. The enormous distances per day we
travel actually fighting, puts the little march to Bathurst well
into the background. But our training has brought us to a
pitch where we can easily take it and when the battle is over,
we still seem to have tons of energy left to enjoy ourselves.
This aspect after Bardia brought us an entirely new sensation
and one which I did not experience again at Tobruk. It's a
feeling of relief that you're still sound, satisfaction that you've
been successful, relaxation after so much rigid control of your
body, reaction after the strain of mind and body plus a small
voice which keeps saying, "This is all yours now - do what
you like with it".
It seemed like Paradise to sink into a soft bed after lying in
holes in the ground for so long. But I didn't sleep a wink for
the fleas. Before we reached Tobruk I managed to acquire
some insecticide and the beds we picked up here have been
almost too comfortable to sleep in.
This must seem a terribly disjointed letter, but I have only
a little writing time and so many letters to write, that you
must pardon me.
Sincerely yours,
Gordon.

Edmund Biddulph Hungerford Henning4712
The Engineers' task was, in the first instance, to build a
road along the coast as the enemy was pushed back, and so
provide a supply line of wheeled vehicles to the fotward
troops. The alternative access was along the beach, and even
then only at low tide.
Being "Field Engineers", the equipment available was very
limited, and time did not permit construction of "Permanent
Works". A road on fairly level ground was therefore built
through the groves of coconut trees along the back of the
beach. This so called 'road' traversed sandy swampy ground,
which, in spite of side drains, required timber 'corduroy' or
steel reinforcing to be freshly laid down, in order to prevent
vehicles from being bogged. The bridges of one two or even
three, spans were built of coconut logs, except in a few special
cases where army bridge equipment could be obtained, or
where there was time to cut local hardwood piles and girders.
The coconut logs were heavy, and the length of a girder was
limited by that which six or some times eight sappers could
carry to the bridge site. The piers comprised 'pig sty' cribs
resting on the bottom and built up a log at a time to the
desired height. Four logs were then laid in pairs from crib to
crib, with each pair positioned under the wheel track of the
user vehicle. The whole deck was covered by sheets of steel
reinforcing fabric, which were spiked to the girders. It was said
that there were 46 bridges in 42 miles of road. In spite of the
many washaways and loss of bridges due to the tropical down
pours with consequent flooding of creeks and rivers, frequent
restoration and reconstruction did keep the supplies getting to
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Aitape to Wewak is over 200 miles. While this work was going
on, I was used sometimes as a platoon officer and sometimes
as a Field Engineer attached to RAE HQ. This was probably
because my pre-Army experience comprised road and bridge
construction in NSW as well as the NT.
In the meantime, all supplies to these advancing troops had
to be carried on foot across marshy ground and up a steep
windy ttack for some miles. Reconnaissance could only extend
just beyond the furthest advanced infantry patrol, and sight
distance was limited by thick jungle and by the fact that it was
uphill. There was always the chance that, after locating several
miles, with construction following close behind, the route
could not be pursued without leading to impracticable grades
or conditions. To reduce the odds, preliminary work was
started on the two most likely routes and, after a few days,
only one was concentrated on. Thus, as the troops advanced
up the mountain side I went out with a forward patrol to look
at the terrain. The following day I would spend marking out a
route for the next section of road on maximum 10% grade
with curves, which the army supply trucks could negotiate. At
intervals, we inserted turning areas where a truck, having
reached the limit of the trafficable length, could unload its
stores for the native carriers to take on to the forward Infantry
Company. Eventually the road reached the Sauri Village on
the top of a ridge, where this company had set up camp as a
base for further advance.
About this time there, were three incidents which stick in
my memory. The first occurred one day when, accompanied
by two sappers, I went forward from the Sauri village to have
a look at the ridge beyond it. A patrol under the command of
the major who was the OC of the troops occupying the Sauri
Villages had gone forward about ten minutes before us with
the object of clearing the ridge of the enemy and ambushing
any who may be making their escape from other patrols. As I
cautiously advanced along the track I heard a couple of
explosions and shortly arrived at the spot where the patrol had
gone to ground under traumatic circumstances. A Sergeant
(who had just stopped whispering through the phone to base
because it was not known if the enemy were anywhere near)
explained that instructions were to take up this position on
the ridge and wait for the company's mortars to drop some
bombs ahead of them, and then to advance further.
Unfortunately the mortars had dropped"right amongst the
patrol, blowing the Major in half and injuring or killing
others. As the telephoned instruction from their HQ was to
return to camp, I volunteered my two rather shaken sappers as
stretcher bearers, and we all arrived back at the Sauri Village
just before sundown.
The second memorable occurrence was that there
happened to be a RC padre visiting the camp. He told me
that this particular company was suffering from several set
backs and that moral was bit down. Any way he decided to
hold a short service. This he did, with us sitting on logs in a
semi-circle, looking out over the jungle below to the sun
reflected in the sea about four miles away. It was very moving.
Thirdly, it was about this time and in this area that I ran
into Mac Wilson (4273). He and I were fellow boarders in
Robson House, and we had not seen each other since leaving
school.
At this stage I was seconded to the 17th Infantry Brigade
which was operating in the interior and being supplied by
parachute drops from the air. I was flown in a little two-seater
plane to a clearing at Balif where a bush native waited to guide
me to the nearest army post. The plane took off leaving me
and the native, who could not even understand "pigeon"
English, completely alone in this hostile jungle. We headed off
into the unknown, me with a full pack and arms, he with

nothing but a feather stuck in his hair. After slipping and
sliding up and down mountain slopes all day we arrived at the
bottom of a hill on top of which a section of the brigade had
set up camp on the previous day. The guide left me there and
after a brief rest I struggled up the hill and got inside the
'booby trapped' perimeter just before it was closed for the
night. At this place, named Maprik, there was a small landing
strip which could not be used because of an unexploded
mortar bomb buried in the middle of the runway. My first job
was to dig this out and carry it to a place where, when it was
exploded it would not create a crater and further damage the
landing strip.
The next day I walked to where there was a small,
reasonably flat Kunai grass-covered area which had been
cleared of the enemy a couple of days before. After checking
on the possible take off and approach angles for supply planes,
I advised the commanding officer that the site was suitable
and work should proceed. As there was no overland or sea
transport to this area, earthmoving tools were limited to what
the "Pioneer" platoon could carry with full packs, rifles, etc
during the preceding months of advancing through the
mountains as their Brigade drove the enemy back. The labour
force available comprised this platoon. a native 'Boss Boy' and
about 200 native bush men and women. The Boss Boy was
big and as black as the ace of spades. He wore a lap lap, an old
cloth cap and carried an unserviceable rifle. It was said that he
worked for the Germans during WWI.
Using machettes, this force cut out all the kunai grass to
allow the black soil to dry. In the meantime I asked RAE HQ
by signal to airdrop a supply of hand tools. With a 'drag'
made out of logs tied together by vines the surface of the
runway was made smoother. With a roller comprising the
biggest log I could find the surface was then compacted. To
pull these contraptions harnesses were made out of vines. This
enabled seventy natives to pull the drag. Another forty pulled
the roller. Drains were dug around and across the strip. The
latter were roofed with timber and covered with soil. Before
the surface had dried out and I had declared it to be
serviceable, an RAAF DC3 decided to land. It could not pull
up on the still damp surface and skidded into the drain at the
end of the runway. With native manpower we got the plane
back on the strip ready for take off. However. as the surface
was still gluggy, it was doubtful as to whether the plane could
get up enough speed to take off. The next day after discussion
with the plane crew it was decided to give it a go. So with the
natives pushing on the tail and where ever they could reach
the plane set off, the natives breaking into a run as it gathered
speed and left them behind. I am sure that the incident is by
now part of folklore.
When the surface had dried out a C-47 landed on this
landing strip, (which we named "Hayfield" after Major Hay,)
and brought in a small dismantled bulldozer, (for re-assembly.)
and other much needed engineering equipment. During this
time, I had pegged out some roads leading from the landing
strip to provide vehicular access to Maprik and other unit
HQs. At one of these HQs, a large aerial bomb had pierced
the roof of a hut and buried its nose several feet into the
ground. I was asked to get rid of it. After a half days walk to
examine the project I took the safe way out, safe for me, and
pointed out that it would be better to leave the bomb where it
was and to move their HQ to somewhere else! The task for
which I had been attached to the brigade, ie to get a suitable
landing for a supply plane. being completed, a whole platoon
from the 2/14th Field Engineering Company under the
command of a Lieutenant was flown in with a small grader
and tractors to upgrade and extend the work already done. I
was flown back to the coast. Returning to the construction of
the landing strip, the labour was recruited from the bush
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native villages by negotiation (so called) with the " Lu~ui" (ie
head man) or Tool Tool', his spokesman, and woebende them
if the labour failed to turn up! On one occasion the natives
failed to arrive on two consecutive days. The Lului and the
Tool Tool were brought in from their village by two native
police boys and paraded in front of the District Officer in his
tent. I sat in on what was a pretty violent interview, which I
was told later resulted in the two natives being taken into the
bush and shot. There was no further shortage of labour! War
dehumanises every one.
After the day's work the native labour for~e was lined up
with their hands cupped in front of them. Rice was poured
into these cupped hands and this was their pay for the day's
work. It was interesting to note that those who had been thus
rewarded for a period had healthy shiny, skins whereas those
who had just come out of the bush had dry scaly skins and
were much thinner.
One of my most treasured memories and one which, for
some reason or other, made me feel so proud. It arose from a
simple incident which had no relevance to the Australian
operations. After the fall of Singapore, the Japanese brought
some of their Indian POWs to New Guinea as slaves. About
the time of the war's end in the Pacific, I was on the roadside
not far from Divisional HQ when I saw a group of about a
dozen dark skinned men in rags wandering along the road
toward the HQ. As they passed I could see that. the~ w:re just
skin and bone and obviously very weak. Then, Just 10 Sight of
the HQ complex, one of the party gave a command, they
formed up and, at another command, marched off with heads
held high as though they were on the parade ground, to report
their escape from the Japs.

David Clive Critchley Hinder

3976

Submitted by Laurice Hinder, wife·
David did not talk a great deal about his war experiences,
sometimes saying that no one who was not there could ever
.
imagine or understand what it was really like..
His CO in Singapore and on the Burma-ThaIland Tallway,
Major Reg Newton, wrote of him after the war:
.

Ofall the POW working camps in Singapore ~urIng 1942,
Captain Hinder's camp at the Great World and RIVer Vaffey
Rd showed less incidence ofsickness, less death, better control,
administration and a happier atmosphere than others.
Ofall POW working Battalions on the Thai-~urm.a
Railway, 60 in number, my unit ofwhich CaptaIn HInder was
the RMO, had a lesser number ofdeaths than any othe~
Battalion, Australian, British, American, Dutch or natIVe. Wf
lost 33 men out of860.
His absolute disregard fOr his own personal welfare, comfOrt
and physical safety, his unbelievable patience, his evenne~s of
balance, perseverance and capacity fOr clear thought, logtc:
reasoning and self-sacrifice made fOr him ~ by-wo~d ofbeIng
never at a loss nor becoming flustered desptte beatings and
bashings. "
.
David was not given to expressing himself emotIOnally, but
in the 2/19 Battalion Association Magazine in March 1972 he
wrote, "One thing I would like to say is this: I am a fourth.
generation Australian and I have never been so proud of bemg
one, before or since, as I was when a POW of the Japanese,
. o:"n.I" .
for, as you know, our boys were on t helr
After the war, David spent a great and mcreasmg amount
of time and effort in trying to help ex-POWs in their dealings
with Veteran Affairs, being absolutely convinced that the
authorities (and many of his profession) had no real
appreciation of the effects of the conditions t~at his 'workin~
parties' had endured - he would not make claIms for POWs 10
general, only for those whose conditions he had shared and
observed at first hand.

Eric Stanley Holliday

5264

Initially I had trouble breaking my apprenticeship as an
electrical fitter to join the services. Whilst still in my fifth year
I was asked if I would take on the job of 3rd Engineer on a
small diesel ship which was to ply the NSW coast and Pacific
Islands.
r
As we had no means of defence we were fortunate not to
be attacked by enemy subs or aircraft. My work involved
keeping a watch (12 to 4) in the engine room and any
electrical problem on the vessel. I recall having to climb up to
fix a mast head light at night in a storm. This involved
hanging on for dear life and receiving small electrical shocks
(220 volts) before I could locate the trouble. The engine room
duty was very noisy and involved the supervision of the main
engine and generator and all the bearings of the tail.shaft and
engines. At times the little ship, subject to the vaganes of
weather, was most incompatible.
The last trip down the coast to Sydney, seawater up to 12"
deep was flushing up and down the passage and over the step
into the Engineers' cabin. I woke the Chief Engineer at
3:45am and as he swung his feet over the side of his bunk he
was shocked to realise they were dangling in water. I will never
forget the look of horror on his face when the lower drawer
under the bunk slid open and out popped an onion. This
onion had floated from the galley on the other side of the ship
and into the drawer which being full of water slid open as the
ship rolled. It did not help that the drawer was the safe haven
for the Engine Indicator equipment and indicator cards.

Lloyd Henry Holliday

5265

Tribute in the Radio Pictorial ofApril 1, 1942.
Seven years ago, a tall shy youth left school and began
work at Station 20W He was Lloyd Henry Holliday, and his
home was at Greenwich, Sydney.
Last month, his young wife, his sorrowing parents, his
brothers, his comrades of the RAAF and his friends, gathered
around his graveside as Pilot Officer Lloyd Holliday went to
his long rest.
As a youth, Lloyd Holliday was shy to the point of
nervousness. He spoke in a low, quiet voice, but with all his
shyness, he had a manliness which promised that one day he
would take his place in the world of men. And twelve months
ago, this promise was fulfiled. At the age of 22, Lloyd
Holliday sent in his Air Force papers and soon afterwards was
given a send-off by his colleagues at 2UW'; prior to entering
camp. His earnestness, sincerity and natural ability soon had
their reward, for one day, Lloyd walked into the studio
proudly wearing the wings of the Royal Australia Air Force.
His promotion to the rank of Pilot Officer quickly followed.
Those twelve months had wrought a wondrous change in
Lloyd. Gone was the nervous, shy youth, and in his place
stood a tall, handsome, resolute airman, with firm handclasp,
cool level glance, and a swing of the shoulders that spoke of
perfect health and confidence. His frank, open, sunny smile
was good to see.
On March 7th 1942 Pilot Officer Lloyd Holliday took off
in his plane for another solo flight, but he did NOT fly alone.
Unseen, silent Death was his passenger, for in the afternoon
they brought word to his wife and his parents that Lloyd had
been killed.
"He gave his life for his country." No nobler epitaph can
be spoken. His name is written with the immortals; his
memory will endure. Like, alas so many, he poured out the
rich, red wine of youth to save his country from that which is
worse than death. As a bright, shining star, Lloyd Holliday
saw his duty before him; and though it meant journeying
through the grim valley of the shadow of death, he did not
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in his heart, because his soul was great.
The tragic death of Pilot Officer Lloyd Henry Holliday
robbed the RAAF of a keen, efficient Pilot Officer, and
broadcasting of a lovable character.
At 23 years of age, Lloyd Holliday had made a notable
achievement. Not in the world of broadcasting, nor flying, nor
business, nor art, nor sport, but greater than all these, he had
made a conquest of himself
Few people, appreciate the tremendous effort required to
overcome abnormal shyness and diffidence, or understand the
agony of mind suffered by a sensitive nature such as Lloyd's. A
chance-word or look is sufficient to set up a turmoil of mental
disturbance, and cause hours of tortured unrest.
Fortunately for Lloyd, he left the Sydney Church of
England Grammar School to begin work in an environment
more suited to his temperament than many other places of
business. He was a little over 15 when he entered 2UW as a
junior. Soon after, he was transferred to the programme
department. Quietly, unobtrusively, Lloyd acquired a
knowledge of recorded music, and, whilst he appreciated the
best, truth must be told that the modern appealed to him
more. He liked the carefree abandon of swing music and
sometimes was given, and loved, the job of compiling a swing
session. He was only 20 remember.
Later, came his transfer to the sporting department, which,
in 2UW; is an important department indeed. As an assistant
to Cyril Angles, 2UW's Sporting Commentator, Lloyd was
regularly on the air, giving details of sporting events received
by telegram. A year of rhis and Lloyd was transferred to the
sales staff, where he remained until he enlisted in the RAAF in
May, 1941.
From time to time, when on leave, he visited the studio,
and his late colleagues often commented upon the great
change that was taking place in Lloyd. Gradually his
diffidence disappeared to be replaced by quiet confidence. His
shoulders squared, his eyes raised. It seemed as though here
was the job which Fate had reserved for him.
Six months went by and he led to the altar of the little
picturesque church in Greenwich where he had been
confirmed and sung in the choir a charming young bride,
Lorraine Bedford-Wood. She also was associated with radio,
being on the staff of the ABC.
Then, for Lloyd, a few more months of love, of happiness,
of accomplishment, of duty done. So sudden, came the end,
and so swift was the passing of youth, and health, and beauty
and manliness, friends stood aghast, stunned, incredulous.
His wife, his parents, his rwo brothers and a big
congregation of relations and friends that overflowed into the
church grounds, attended a memorial service at the same little
church where a few months before, Lloyd and his bride had
been so happy. Truly, freedom is dearly bought.

Robert Marsden Hope

4993

The war for me was a combination of excitement, interest,
fright and boredom. The best thing was the wonderful group
of men I got to know and form lasting friendships with.

Kenneth Bruce Hutcherson

5150

At 4am on the 4th October 1944 having completed a five
hour anti-submarine patrol, my job as navigator was over and
I was dozing as we were crossing the Swan River near Perth.
Suddenly we nearly crashed into a single engined aircraft with
its navigational lights full on. Having noted the particulars of
the near miss crash in the log I went to sleep. At 5am the
Operational Officer woke me saying, 'There were none of our
aircraft in the air at that time. It must have been off a Japanese
sub. Report to Operations immediately."

Peter Thompson Hunt

5715

Recollections of my war service are mostly of a lot of
boredom and the occasional moment of note. About two
years constant training in and around Darwin, then to New
Guinea and eventually to Bougainville, where the rain fell
every evening and made a soggy mess of the only road to our
objective.
I have recollections of coming under heavy crossfire whilst
crossing a shallow river on foot and continuing the rest of the
way under water being thankful that the Japanese were rotten
marksmen. Arriving back at base and being greeted firstly by a
Salvation Army man with tea and biscuits. I have had great
respect for the 'Salvos' ever since.
At the end of the war playing football I had my cheekbone
smashed in the first minute of the game, and was told by the
senior officer to take an aspro. Instead I had an operation and
a nice stay in hospital at Rabaul.

Ian Ewen Hutchison

7932

Ian Hutchison was a platoon commander in 2RAR, based in
Malaya from December 1960 to December 1963. His posting
was unusualfor two reasons. Firstly he was one ofthe first to
be posted directly from Duntroon to an operational unit since
the Second World Wilr; and secondly the DC ofthe troopship to
Malaya was his filther, Lt Col Ian Hutchison. Extracts from an
interview.
The posting was for two years, and we were in the jungle
for four weeks at a time, re-supplied by air drop once a week.
After four weeks we had a five day break with a day's travel
each way, which then gave us three days in Penang, and then
we went back in for another four weeks.
We had three contacts. Firstly we were tipped off over the
radio that a Malayan secret service agent was supposed come
through in a particular dress at a particular time at a particular
point on this track on this particular day; and he was running
late and we had an ambush. He duly arrived, we challenged
him, he came back with the password which I'll always
remember - "Saya Tunku Abdul Rahman, bapa Melayau". ("1
am Prince Abdul Rahman, father of Malaysia.") This chap
managed to get this out and so we thought this must be the
right guy and we let him through.
On one occasion my platoon ambushed rwo unauthorised
people just inside the Malay botder. I found myself in a standoff with a man holding a double-barrelled shotgun, while I
held a submachine gun. Neither of us understood the other,
but after some tense negotiations we discovered that he was a
Thai wood cutter out with his son (up a nearby tree) who had
inadvertently strayed across the border!
Whilst 'standing to' in our overnight platoon patrol base at
'first light' one morning, I remember being concerned that the
smell of the patrol would trigger a stampede by a herd of
elephants that came down a track on the opposite side of an
adjacent creek for a swim. I mused that this would have been
a unique situation to be faced by a 23 year old officer!
It was one of those things - you never knew what was
going to happen. The border area was a Black Area' so the
rules of engagement were that you could shoot on sound
because you couldn't see people close to you. The jungle was
very dense and with the dim half light and the torrential
monsoonal rain, so if you heard a noise that didn't sound
friendly you could shoot at it.
We were given free cigarettes with the rations, they were
Players' cigarettes. They came in tins of 50 and they had the
picture of the bearded sailor, and we also had a daily ration of
Ghurka rum which we'd have with our coffee when we'd
harboured up at night time in our defensive position. That
was a tradition that flowed on through the British Army.
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There were British issue 24 hour ration packs. They were great
- there were six days rations of those, and one day's rations was
fresh pork chops. And what happened was we first secured the
drop wne on the seventh day and received the drop from the
RAE We then had to get all the parachutes, break up all the
rations, ammunition and replacement clothing, and load
everybody up, whilst still securing the area. It was 100 0
Fahrenheit and saturation point humidity so if we weren't wet
from the rain we were wet from our own perspiration.
The ration packs were marvellous because they had Mars
Bars in them and they were nice big ones not the little ones
you get today. And we each carried one in addition to our first
field dtessing, which I've still got. We each carried a Mars Bar
as a survival pack and the idea was that if the weather closed
in, and you couldn't get re-supplied by air, a Mars Bar would
last you three days. In the platoon, living so close together and
where everyone had to know how everyone else would react,
and being together in the jungle on operations for so long we
developed a great sort of camaraderie and platoon spirit. But
what happened was, about half the platoon smoked cigarettes,
these free Players' cigarettes and, the other half of the platoon
developed a sweet tooth for Mars Bars, so it worked out that
my batman got my spare Mars Bars and I got his cigarettes,
But looking back, I wouldn't have swapped it for quids. If I
had my time over, I would do the same thing again. It was
absolutely marvellous.
There were three basic ways of operating, we did the three
in each tour. One, was the full strength platoon of one officer
and 32 other ranks as a fighting patrol. The second, one was
to harbour up in a platoon base and send out recce patrols.
And the third one, was to establish a static ambush which you
would maintain. The people in the ambush would be rotated
back to a tactical base in the rear.
Weight was really something that had to be minimised. We
had to carry seven days rations plus a weapon and
ammunition, a pack with sleeping bag, mosquito net, and a
change of clothing. The rifleman weighed in at 90 pounds,
the forward scouts came in at 70 pounds and the Bren
gunners came in at about 120 pounds, so that you could just
go straight on to the plane. I was 10 stone 13 after border
operations and I was carrying 100 pounds. We were really fit.
There were lots of good times. In Camp Terendak,
Malacca, there was an Officers Club. I remember one
weekend where some of the singlies went down to this beach
club, and you could look across the Malacca Straits and you
could see the sun set over the mountains of Sumatra across the
Strait. And the officer's wives were sitting around in bathing
Costumes drinking gin and tonics, and reading James Bond
books, which were all the rage in those days, along with the
twist, the limbo rock and the tamoure.
There was a big difference in how the British operated
their campaign in Malaya to how the Americans operated in
Vietnam. The British basically in Malaya divided it up into
map squares and went through each square and cleared people
OUt and re-settled villages, and then patrolled the cleared area
like we did in the border area, and picked up any of the
communist terrorists that were trying to infiltrate back.
Vietnam was completely different. The first time I went to
Vietnam attached to the American Advisers in the Delta in
1963, In 19661'67 I served with the First Australian Task
Force and signed a precedence action FLASH signal to call in
a B52 strike from Guam in support of the Task Force.
I was down in the Delta. The southern most point of the
road in the Delta is a place called Camau and it was known as
the end of the road for two reasons. The track literally finished
there, and from there to the southern tip of South Vietnam
was mangrove swamps which was Viet Cong controlled. But it
Was the end of the road figuratively speaking if anything

happened to you on operations south of Camau. South of
Camau on the south eastern tip of South Vietnam there was a
classic Vietnamese fortified village with bamboo stakes around
it, a watch tower, and a circular concrete emplacement with an
old French Army 25 pounder field gun which they could
traverse 3600 , and the adjoining villages had the same. The
idea was that with those three 25 pounders they would have
interlocking fire to defend their fortified villages when they
were attacked. The village was surrounded by a moat - a ditch
filled with panji sticks.
I flew in there with another Australian officer and a couple
ofAmerican Green Berets, and we met the leader of the Sea
Swallows, Father Hoa. The story we were told was that he was
their own Catholic priest. He was Chinese. He had come
down from Hanoi with his flock at the time of the 1954
Geneva Accords, when North and South Vietnam were split
in two. He came down on what later became known as the
Ho Chi Minh Trail' and they got as far south as they could
and they built this fortified village. They got attacked from
time to time by Viet Cong, and they took prisoners, and they
put them to work as labourers for six months, and then they
were offered the opportunity to stay with the Sea Swallows, or
they'd go back to the Viet Congo Most of them stayed with
the Sea Swallows. They presented me with their badge and it
was made of metal and it was the shape of a swallow, and I've
still got it with me, with my medals.
So that was the first tour of Vietnam. I really believed in it
and felt for people like that. But after Richard Nixon's peace
with honour' , I felt very sad and I still do. I wonder what
happened to Fathet Hoa and his Sea Swallows because they
certainly wouldn't have had a friendly reception from the
North Vietnamese.

John Herbert Hyles
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Greece
There were three btigades in the 6th Division which were
intended for Greece. The 19th was under the charge oft
Brigadier Vasey, who was regarded as one of the top brigade
commanders, and the 19th Brigade was chosen to defend the
Veria Pass, which the Germans used to enter Greece proper.
The position was then that the 2/4th battalion took up a
position of the western side of the pass, the 2/8th battalion
took up their position on the eastern side of the pass with the
1st battalion of the Btitish Rangets astride the road. The
artillery consisted of the Royal Hotse Artillery, who were
supporting the 19th Brigade troops.
It was snowing, and we used our mosquito nets to
camouflage our positions. The snow conditions of course
prevented the German air force from opetating, and this
happened from the beginning of the campaign right up until
the crossing of the A1iakmon River, and this helped greatly in
our defence. On the 10th April, the Germans attacked the
force and were repelled with small arms fire, with the addition
of the artillery, inflicted very heavy losses on the Germans.
This was the first time during the war that the Germans were
really forced to fight a defensive battle, and it was on this day
that some 600 Germans were killed at Vevi. They were buried
in a cemetery which is just at the foot of the pass, in amongst
a small pine forest.
After this battle, the Germans were very cautious in the
way that they moved - instead of racing down the road with a
motorcycle with a machine gun and sidecar, they stopped and
assessed the situation and made sure that nothing like this
tragedy at Vevi happened again. So our defensive positions
were organised so that we had more time prepare for an
attack. At night on 13th April, we withdrew from the area,
and unfortunately 8th platoon of 'C' Company a platoon of
'A: company were surrounded by the Germans and taken
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Agothorni, where we took up a position on the opposite side
of the gully to the Germans.
The Germans had taken the prisoners from 8th platoon of
'C Company and 'X company down with them, and they
had put them in an area adjacent to them and had told them
that they could smoke and relax. Outing the night Out
gunners observed the lights from the prisoners smoking, and
had assumed that they were the Germans. They thought that
in the morning they could at least inflict some casualties on
the Germans. So in the morning, when our gunners opened
fire, they were firing on our prisoners, and it wasn't until John
Copeland took his uniform off and got his singlet and put it
on a stick and held it up in an attempt to stop the firing that
our gunners saw this unusual thing and stopped firing.
A message was then received that we had to withdraw.
However, Doug Miller's platoon was not connected by wire,
so a runner had to be despatched to run over the open ground
some 200 yards to Doug's platoon. Now, Vic Forbes was the
company runner at the time. He then jumped out of the
trench and proceeded to run over to the platoon at great
speed. At the same time someone stated "How will we know if
he makes it ?" As soon as he jumped out the German machine
gunners started firing at him, so something had to be done.
After this happening I jumped out of the trench and raced out
some fifty yards so 1 could see that he got there. By this time
the machine gunners had got onto me, and I then went to
ground. The German gunners probably thought that they had
got me and they then stopped firing. With this I got up and
ran back to our position in no doubt close to Olympic time.
Vic Forbes received the MM for his great effort.
At 10 o'clock that morning, we had to withdraw to an
assembly point and then move down to the A1iakmon river
position at the foot of the Servia pass. The company then had
to withdraw over some 500 yards of open ground. We covered
the ground in record time as bullets were falling on the
ground around us. Nobody got hit during this time.
We arrived at our defensive position on the west side of the
A1iakmon River, adjacent to the bridge over the river. We were
then told that 'X company had to take up a position at the
top of a mountain, which we could then see was in order to
join up with the Greek force on the border ofAlbania and
Greece, who were defending the line against the Italian forces.
The troops exclaimed "You've got to be'joking". It wasn't a
joke, and we climbed the mountain and took up our position
alongside the Greek forces. The following day at sundown, we
received a message from Major Falla from the 1 Section, who
ran up the mountain over a distance of some 5 miles, that we
had to move back to the A1iakmon bridge site, cross the
bridge and take up our position on the other side of the river.
It was then dark, and a guide was posted to show us where
the bridge was. On arrival down at the site the guide was
nowhere to be found, so we then had to try to find the bridge.
With our Company CO, Captain McCarthy, we looked for it
for the whole night, tramping over the ground into creeks and
over the terrain. During the time for the rest period I was
trying to locate our position with a little torch and a map
under a blanket, but with the dark sky covered in cloud we
found it to no avail because we could not see the landscape
well enough. Now we were mostly all country men come
soldiers, and it was agreed to follow the creek which hopefully
led to the river.
We arrived at the river at dawn. By this time of course the
bridge had been blown, so we looked across the raging cold
river, swollen by the melting snow, and wondered what we
would do now. I thought the bridge must be somewhere up
the river and if we could find it, it might be possible to
scramble over it, blown and all. After running a mile up the

river I came across the blown bridge. I then observed a small
canvas assault boat stuck on the sand bank at the foot of one
of the piers. I swam over to it and found one oar at the
bottom of it. I then got into it and guided it with the oar
down to the company position on the bank. It only carried 8
men so we then ferried the 60 men left in the company over
to the other side. All went well until the last trip, when we
had not 8 men but 10 in the boat, and, as we got to the other
side, the boat sank. We all scrambled out onto the bank.
losing all our weapons (Bren guns etc) in the river. Much later,
this caused someone to ask the ten men where their weapons
were, and the answer was very easy.
After crossing the river we then prepared to climb the
Servia mountain some 1500ft to a position held by the New
Zealand 6th Artillery Battery. We stopped every 10 or 15
minutes for a spell and, during these times, nearly everyone
went to sleep.
On arrival at the New Zealand gunners position, they had
still not started to move out, and with them was a driver in a
Mormon Harrington truck with canvas sides. The driver had
become lost from his unit. We then commandeered the truck
and the driver, and used it to carry 12 men of 'X company
H Q. The rest of 'X Company were carried out on
ammunition trucks with the men sitting on the ammo boxes.
At the order of the CO, we started out at the head of the
column. We still had some 3 miles to travel before we were
out of sight of the German guns.
The German gunners then opened up at us in particular, as
we were the leading truck, and by stopping us there would be
a chance the rest of the column would be blocked by our
truck. I was sitting in front with the driver and couldn't see
the German guns firing, but Noel Goudy, looking out the
back, was able to see everything and took it upon himself to
describe the firing of the two guns. There were shells dropping
all around us and he described the situation with "there are
two more on the way". For some five minutes they kept on
falling around us. Just as we were approaching the top of the
road, one shell burst on our left and tore a number of twO
inch holes in the canvas, and one piece hit the front of the
truck below where I was sitting tearing a hole in the side just
under my seat. We kept on going, and another shell hit the
middle of the road. The driver merely drove around the hole,
and with this we were soon on the top of the hill and out of
range. We relaxed, and I put my hand under the seat and
pulled out a 4 inch piece of shrapnel. Nobody was hit during
the attack.
We travelled on to Larissa, where there was a NAAFI food
dump, where the men found some 1000 boxes of beer. We
loaded a good quantity of them on board and then drove on
to Domokos, with the men handing the driver and I cans of
beer through the canvas cover. Suddenly there was a rap on
the top of the cabin that Stukas were approaching down the
column. We then ran into the wheat fields as we thought they
would only bomb the trucks.
Now, the driver was from Norfolk Island, and New
Zealand had not got around to issuing khaki jumpers. He had
only dark blue, and so was very obvious in the 6" high green
wheat crop. The Stuka pilot saw him with this navy blue
jumper and turned off the column and headed for us. We
were running for our lives and the German pilot then let go a
screaming 1000kg bomb, and I ran until the screaming
became too loud and I went to ground. When I looked up I
saw that the Bomb had hit the ground alongside the driver,
wounding him in the knee. With the Company Medical
Equipment we proceeded to bandage it up. Just then I looked
up and saw the Stuka coming back. firing and firing at us.
However, nobody else was hit, and there was a Red Cross
truck in the column. We carried him and put him on this
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ttuck, and I then became the driver. We arrived at Lamia at
the foot of the Pass and then climbed up the winding road
and found our position on the Brailos Pass with the Battalion.
The Brailos Pass is well known as a defensive position,
known also as the Thermopylae Pass. We defended the Pass
for some 3 or 4 days, with our 25 pounder guns pounding the
German troops - until our guns were spotted by the German
pilots. They then directed the German guns onto our guns,
and eventually made our guns area untenable. Because we had
no air force, the German Messerschmidt ME109s used to
barrel roll over us and throw us down rolls of toilet paper,
suggesting you know what (that we had the ~hits), which we
didn't.
After withdrawing from Brailos we then arrived at Megara,
where we sheltered under the olive trees. Two nights later we
were put on fishing vessels and ferried out to the RN
Destroyer, the Hotspur.
On boarding the Hotspur we were handed bowls of the
most wonderful hot cocoa. While aboard the ship, a sailor
told some of us that, in the middle of the night, the Navy
were patrolling the seas between Greece and Crete, in case
Hitler had decided to mount a small boat landing about the
same time as the parachute landing. On detecting the small
boats by radar, the searchlights were put on them and one of
the English speaking Germans called out, "Play the game you
English, play the game", so the Hotspur opened up with all its
guns and sank all the small boats.

Crete
On approaching Crete the next morning the sight of the
mountains covered with snow from the deck of the Hotspur
some 2 or 3 miles out at sea created a memorable picture.
We disembarked at Suda Bay and spent the next night
close to a Greek vegetable garden. During the day; the Greek
gardener took 2 of us up to his garden, and under a marrow
vine was a marrow hollowed out and full of wine, or 'crassie',
as it was called. After opening the end with a wooden cork, we
appreciated the gesture greatly.
Now we of the 2/4th Battalion were still a contained
fighting force, and the report of our actions in Greece was no
doubt was one of the reasons we were chosen to join the
British Brigade. The next night, we were loaded back onto the
Hotspur and sailed down the northern coast of Crete to
Heraklion, to join up with the British force of Brigadier
Maples, consisting of the Black Watch, the Lancashires, the
York and the Leicesters, with some 2" Bofors and attached
artillery. In the following 10 days, we covered our trenches
with whatever we could find and made the landscape look
natural. We were told not to disclose our positions, even with
rifle fire at reconnoitring German aircraft.
Two days before the German paratroop invasion, a MEllO
was cruising about at 100 feet looking for any defences or
positions and had just flown over a camouflaged Bofors gun
when the observer pilot must have seen something, and he
turned around. He was making back to have another look,
and at the same time the Bofors Gunners obviously had seen
the plane coming back and immediately opened fire and
downed the Messerschmidt, which went to ground with a
deafening bang. It was our first German plane victory, and the
troops were yelling for 5 minutes after that. If he had got back
to base, he would have revealed our Bofors positions to
German intelligence.
On the 19th May, a message from Winston Churchill was
received. It read, "We are thinking of you in these fateful days
to follow. Victory on your part will greatly alter the situation.
Navy will do its utmost." It was signed, "Winston".
On the 20th May, at about 9am, I could see flashes on the
water from the glass turrets of the Junkers and Echelons, and
then in sight were some 70 Junkers pulling gliders. In no time

they were upon us. Some 300 feet from the ground, the
Bofors opened up, and there followed the greatest German
parachute disaster ever, with the Junkers trying the avoid the
Bofors, flying in all directions through the parachutes and
cutting through the parachute cords, and the gliders trying to
land everywhere and anywhere. (One Junkers was seen flying
back to Athens with a parachutist trailing off his rudder.)
Fortunately, Brigadier Maple of the Black Watch was in charge
of the force, and he had covered not only the outer perimeter,
but also the inner perimeter. There were some 1200
parachutists killed in our area occupied by the force of the
brigade. These were among the 12,000 - 16,000 German
parachutists killed on the island that day. Hitler never used
paratroops in any big operation during the war again.
In our position on the escarpment and the PL had fired
some 1000 rounds of ammunition into the grapevines which
were growing below us. Sergeant Nedder Erscome, who was
the PL Sergeant, after a brief discussion decided there could
still be some German paratroopers still alive down in the
grapevines. He got together a section of 10 men and
proceeded to search through the grapevines. Sure enough, he
came across a German officer hiding under his parachute, who
quickly surrendered and pointed to his Luger, which was
taken from him. He was a tall fair-haired blue-eyed Aryan,
and a bullet had only just passed through the bridge of his
nose - his only wound, which spoilt his fine looks.
The search continued, and they then came across a little
Austrian with a tommy gun. We unfortunately didn't have any
tommy guns at the time, and they had obviously been issued
to all German troops. When Nedder bought him back, we
didn't expect any conversation from them but the little
Austrian could speak good English. When he saw the
binoculars hanging around my neck he commented, "Zehys
doits! You can't even make binocularst We will win this war."
The next 2 days after the attack it was too windy for
parachutes to land, and we had good time to dean up all the
straggler parachutists. One was up on top of the Greek
barracks sniping at us. Lieutenant Mick Grey got into the
barracks and climbed up with 3 men below the roof where the
German was firing from and coaxed him down. For some
unknown reason, another German was up there and thought
Mick was going to shoot the fellow who came down, and with
that threw a grenade and yelled "Kamerad".
Two days later, when all the stragglers had been cleared up,
our Colonel Dougherty suggested I should take a patrol and
clean up a block house on an adjacent field. With this order,
we were all standing with fIXed bayonets ready to move out
when suddenly some 30 German bombers came over and
dropped hundreds of bombs on the town of Heraklion, which
was just over ftom our position. Before the smoke had cleared,
a message had come over from the PL to cancel the patrol - I
have never before or after been so relieved.
On the 29th May, the Royal Navy was to pick us up as we
were to withdraw from Heraklion. The battalion withdrew to
the small jetty at Heraklion harbour. The whole Brigade was
embarked that night onto some 20 warships. I was on the
Dido, the flagship of the Convoy.
We should have passed through the Kasos Strait and the
Dodecanese Islands, where the Stukas were stationed, but one
of the destroyers had a fouled rudder from fighting the day
before, and the personnel had to be transferred to another
ship. So instead of going through the straits at 4am, we went
through at 6am. The Stukas started to attack, and they sank
the Hereward (destroyer) and the Orion and the Dido, (both
6" cruisers) were hit with 1000kg bombs.
On the Dido, several of us were down in the ward room
below the two 6" guns as the Stukas dived at the ship. Captain
McColl was able to evade them with orders we could hear -
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of the sun and hit our forward gun turret. The gun crew and
some 200 souls around the turret were killed. The Captain
was knocked down on the bridge, and, on regaining his feet,
he continued to relay his orders over the ship's PA system. He
called over the PA system confidently "We have been hit with
a bomb on our front gun turret, but there is a war on and one
must expect a few bombs. However, we are still on full speed
on the way to Alexandria."
At about lOam we were out of range of the Stukas and we
sailed on to Alexandria, leaving the Orion behind, although
she was later towed to Alexandria.

Peter Leslie Thomas Ilbery
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Personal Narrative
Peter I1bery and Bill Mitchell (5379), (both 1934-40 and
second rowers in the second fifteen 1940,) enlisted together in
1942 and commenced pilot training in the Royal Australian
Air Force at the end of the year. In the last years at school, the
threat of impending war and what was to be our part in it had
dominated our thinking.
Like most of the Empire Air Trainees in Canada, Australia
and New Zealand, we were hoping to be sent Britain to fly
with the Royal Air Force. The RAP was expanding from a
small high-quality nucleus of men and arms to endeavour to
match (and later overcome) the many years' lead of German
rearmament.
Contingent after contingent of aircrews trained under the
EATS were brought to Britain (as well as troops and
provisions) in former luxury liners, z~gzagging and keeping
away from the direct sea lanes to aV?ld U-bo~ts. CroSSin? the
Atlantic on ships often packed to triple capaCity, men might
have to take 8-hour turns using the same bunks.
For the youthful RAAF personnel, the first sight of Britain
at war was affecting, as their ships berthed along the bombscarred dock sides of the Clyde and Liverpool. Until then the
scenes of destruction in towns and cities had belonged
temotely to newsreels. A new sound was the wail of t~e air
raid siren. The whole country was blacked out each night. In
seeking shelter from raids in the pi~ch black, care ~as nee~ed
to avoid stumbling over obstacles like large water pipes laId
permanently along the pavements to fight fires. Overhead the
searchlights coned and the anti-aircraft barrag~ r~placed the
siren. The streets emptied, and it codd be eene If one of the
last to find cover. Emergency vehicles crawled about with their
headlights confined by slits to a narro~ ?eam. In tube
stations, it was touching to see the families who spent every
.
night there already in their bunks along .th.e walls.
There was a national oneness, an uplifting, recollected With
nostalgia. The unity of purpose extended from civili~ to
sailor, soldier and airman. The RAAF and other EmpIre
airmen experienced the same feelingin joining with the RAP.
The common uniform was the blue/grey battle dress of the
RAP, but with shoulder flashes to distinguish the country of
origin. Irrespective of whether Australians happened to be
posted to an RAP squadron, a predominantly ~ustr~ian,
squadron or an Australian squadron all flew HIS MaJestys .
aircraft and the object was the same - to put Germany back In
its box, attacking the enemy as hard and as often as possible
by all means available. Some recent younger commentators
have not appreciated that operational aircrews put a higher
priority on this than in emphasising their national identities.
By September 1941, sufficient Australians had arrived at
Swinderby in Lincolnshire to render 455 Squadron, (which we
were to join in 1944,) the first Australian bomber squadron
operational under the EATS. However, even Australian
squadrons had a considerable proportion of RAF supp~rt and
ground staff First attached to Bomber Command, eqUipped

with the four-man Hampden bomber, it was later given an
even more hazardous role in Coastal Command armed with
the Beaufighter strike fighter. As more Empire airmen arriv.ed,
they were assigned to the larger bombers, coming into service
for intensification of the bombing of Germany. Some such
men were those fighting in the seven-man Lancasters in .
463/467 RAAF Squadrons in which 986 airmen gave their
lives. Lincoln Cathedral, a soaring landmark for these pilots,
now has an Airmens' Chapel, housing the Memorial Books of
1 and 5 Groups of Bomber Command, containing the names
of 25611 personnel who died flying from airfields in that
county alone. A service is held there in their memory each
Thursday at 10:30am.
In the Battle of Britain the increasing number killed in th~
air was a heavy demand on the fortitude of the pilots and theu
commanders. But it was for a shorter period than that
required of Bomber Command in the long sustained B~ttle .
from Britain. Over 4000 members of the RAAF were kIlled In
that command. The night raids deep into Germany, with
severe and mounting casualties, had to be endured by bomber
crews. Akin to 'going over the top' in the trench warfare of
WWI, it was also to be experienced a little later by the
Americans in their daylight raids. Some revisionist historians
writing from another time and place have sought to criticise
those in command in the grim exigencies of war between
1941-1945, labelling them insensitive to the strains being
placed on aircrews. However, most airmen, while fearful,.
accepted the inevitableness of the high casualty rates. Th.ls was
made clear at the Air Power Conference a few years ago In
Canberra, when former members of Bomber Command
which had been led by Air Chief Marshall Harris sharply
rebuked the implication that he had been culpable in asking
too much of his aircrews. After the war, Harris had received a
standing ovation when he addressed an RAAF-over-Europe
dinner in Melbourne.
The Air Force's Memorial is at Runnymede 4, outside
London. Anyone who has experienced the emotional impact
of seeing war cemeteries in Europe with their row upon r?w
of crosses, some with a personal inscription from the family,
will understand the need for this memorial and its stark
loneliness. It takes the form of a shrine with a court enclosed
by a cloister, in whose walls are cut the names of 20,401
airmen who have no known graves, lost during operations
within the British Theatre of War in 1939-45. They served in
Bomber, Fighter and Coastal Commands and in support of
these commands. They were from all parts of the British
Commonwealth and Empire, and from countries which had
been over-run but whose airmen continued the fight in the
ranks of the RAE Included are the names of 1 396 members
of the RAAF with no known graves. Bill Mitchell (5379) was
lost over the North Sea off Norway on 8th March 1945. The
great north window in the shrine has engraved words from the
139th Psalm (which is sometimes called the Airman's Psalm):
"If I climb up into Heaven, Thou art there" and above the
angels flanking the text are vapour trails taken .fr~m actual
photographs of the sky during the Battle of Bnram. Over the
portico of the shrine are the stone figures of Justice, Victo~
and Courage. For if ever there was a just cause for a war, thiS
was it.
Smaller memorials abound in the countryside, such as the
one in East Yorkshire to the 482 airmen who lost their lives
while flying with 466/462 RAAF Squadrons. There were
hundreds of wartime aerodromes dotted over Britain, and the
local communities were conscious of the airmen in their
midst. Aircraft were constantly overflying them, if indeed
runways did not actually abut the towns and vill~ges. There.
are many churches close to airfields and former airfields whICh
have plaques, banners and fitments such as kneelers,
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embroidered with squadron crests. In the church near RAF
Langham, Norfolk there is a plaque to the Anzac Wing, which
reads:

"From the fields between this church and the sea, during the
wartime summer of1944, a small band ofyoung men flew in
defence ofthese islands. Most ofthese ardent volunteers had
journeyed across halfthe globe to our aid in a time ofdesperate
need. Sadly many ofthese young men were destined never to
return home again, but to be lost somewhere across a waste of
seas with their final resting place remaining unknown to this
day. May their sacrifice for us never be forgotten. "

David Maxwell Irving

6023

First and foremost, I have always felt totally indebted to
rhe late 'Blondie' Coulson, Shore Old Boy and activist in the
School Old Boy area for many years after the war. We met up
in late 1944 in London. Blondie had just completed a tour of
operations on Lancasters, and I was about to begin. He took
me down to a Pub known as 'Codgers', the haunt of many
on-leave Australians, and for hours we talked about operations
- you could say it was a survival kit talk.
And many times in the ensuing months, when the heat
was turned up, I would recall what Blondie had said and so
lived to fight another day. Thanks a million Blondie.
Lancasters carried a crew of seven and the method used to
'crew' people up was extraordinary. About a hundred people
made up of pilots, navigators, bomb-aimers and gunners
would be dumped out in a field. All races and creeds, all
mostly unknown faces to each other, and you were left there
for as long as it took to sort it out. It was funny - as you
milled around, you would keep catching the same eye, have a
few words then drift away and then meet again. At the end of
the day my crew was two Australians, two Englishmen, two
Rhodesians and one Scotsman, ranging in age from eighteen
to thirty. No common factor, just comfortable with each
Other. All through our subsequent tour I cannot recall any
exchange of harsh words, and the bond forged in battle still
survives after fifty odd years. Only three of us are left now, but
I pick up the phone and all those years fade away.
Looking back over the years, one tends to remember the
high spots of operational life - the excitement of flying, the
adrenalin rushes, the wild times on leave - all a bit of a lark.
Again, looking back over the years to school days at Shore,
remembering with great clarity the faces of school friends
Gordon Balcombe (5453), Laurie (6014) and Geoff Heath
(5711), George Edwards (5687), Peter Bateman (5648) , Bill
Mitchell (5379). They too flew to war. They never came
home. Saddened, one remembers them.
No, it was no lark.

John Ives
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On the 9th April 1941, the 2/1 Australian Corps Troops
Ammunition Company entrained from Kelso to Pyrmont,
and was taken aboard the Queen Elizabeth by ferry. The ship
sailed on Good Friday 11 th April 1941, and arrived off
Fremantle on 16th April to join in convoy with Queen Mary,
Mauretania, Isle de France and New Amsterdam, carrying the
greatest number of Australian troops to leave in one convoy.
The ship called at Trincomele in North East Ceylon, as
then known, (now Sri Lanka) to refuel and take on water. It
then proceeded to Port Tewfik, where the troops were
disembarked and taken through the Suez Canal in smaller
vessels to El Kantara. The unit was then taken by train across
the dusty Sinai Desert to encamp at Biet Jirja in Palestine. It
arrived there on the 7th May 1941. After further training and
acclimatisation in Palestine, it was equipped with vehicles and
became active. There were many detachments from HQ as the
situation required.

Some personnel were sent to Tel-el-kebir in Egypt to work
with British Army units, ferrying vehicles and supplies to the
desert in North Africa and often bringing damaged ordnance
back for repair. On the 31st October 1941, some members of
the unit left Beit Jirja to carry petrol to Iraq. (According to the
Company War Diary, Iran was the original destination.) The
Company was working with the 452 Company RASe. This
was to form an advanced petrol supply in the Iraq desert in
case the enemy decided to atrack the Middle East through
Turkey, to link with Rommel's forces in Egypt. This was a
secret mission, and previous training stood those who took
part in good credence with our British compatriots. The
convoy worked in relays, and was on compass course for two
days in the desert before finally arriving at a point about 250
miles from Baghdad.
After detachments in Egypt and North Africa, Palestine
and Iraq, the unit was then sent to Syria on the 22nd
November 1941 to work with the Australian 7th Division.
Headquarters was established at a captured Vichy French
Barracks at Koussier. A heavy winter set in; conditions became
arduous for the movement of vehicles, and the troops suffered
from the extreme cold, as they had recently been in the heat of
the desert and Palestine. Again, the training and comraderie
born of this afforded the groups which were detached to
various tasks to improvise, and so make an unusual situation
for them (namely snow and ice) a tenable situation.
The unit returned to Palestine on the 21 st January 1942,
to group with the 211 Supply Column and Petrol Company at
Hill 69. This group formed a regiment ofAASe. The main
body of the organisation embarked on 16th February 1942 on
the British ship Strathalen, with ready ammunition on
personal equipment for an advance on Java.
Upon arrival at Columbo, it was learned that the Japanese
were firmly ensconced on the island ofJava, and the
Strathalen was directed to Fremantle escorted by HMAS
Australia, and then to Adelaide to disembark the troops. The
unit spent three months in Adelaide and its surrounds,
including further north at Terowie and Ororoo, on all kinds of
transport duty. Some personnel, with trucks, left Tailem Bend
on the 21st June 1942, and went through to Queensland on
the top of flat railway carriages. It was a very arduous journey
of eight days - without proper food or bathing and toilet
facilities. The unit, then of a mixed group, was encamped at a
place called Fairney View in the bush outside Ipswich.
From here, the sections worked in all manner of transport
operation - road building, wharf cartage and loading of
ammunition onto ships. The war by now called for a vastly
different plan of attack by the Allies to defeat the Japanese.
This meant different types of vehicles to be used - jeeps in
place of' 13 tonners' etc. With age, sickness, skills acquired,
reinforcements etc, those of the original 211st Australian
Corps Troops Ammunition Company found themselves
integrated with other units as jungle warfare required
(becoming 2/33 and 2/34 AGT Company) and went on to
places such as New Guinea, Wau, Bulldog, Lae, Morotai,
Borneo with some even going onto Japan in the Occupation
Force.
The training and comradeship which commenced at
Ingleburn in early June 1940 helped those original members
to integrate and help the new enlistees in the wonderful effort
which eventually meant victory for the Allies.

Henry Hugh Jackson

5152

Submitted by Felicity Allen, grand-daughter.
In 1941, after Jackson had enlisted in the AlF Armoured
Division while jackerooing on Tubbo Station, the war became
more serious in Australia. The Japanese had landed in New
Guinea, and were to bomb Darwin in February 1942. He was
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minute.
There were few supplies available, most having been sent to
the UK to replace those lost at Dunkirk. The Squadron was
issued with a licence to buy a sidearm each. Instead of being
sent to the Middle East, which was the original plan, they
were given months of training while they were kept for
Australian defence.
In the next two years, Jackson moved from trooper
through the ranks of Lance Corporal, Corporal, Sergeant and
Acting Sergeant-Major. In 1943, in the rank of Lieutenant, he
was transferred to the 2/2 Australian Infantry Batralion. These
men had a proven record in the Middle East, Greece and New
Guinea. The assembling and disassembling of a Bren gun
blind-folded helped to convince them of his capability of
taking the role as their Lieutenant.
In 1944, the 2/2 Battalion sailed from Cairns to Aitape on
the norrh coast of New Guinea, with instructions to take over
the Aitape/Wewak campaign from the Americans. The
Australian soldiers were taught to observe cerrain rules to stay
alive in these conditions:
1. Think positively about your position. Don't think that
because you can only see about a metre in front of you,
you won't see the enemy. You have as much camouflage
as they do.
2. Be extremely quiet and move as silently as you can. The
tin hats of the regular uniform were replaced by felt hats
in order to create as little noise as possible.
3. Never be unprepared for a fight, and always carry your
weapon wherever you go.
4. Learn as much about your enemy and their ways as you
can.
During the nights, the men slept for only 4 hours, and
spent 2 hours out of every six on guard. When the enemy was
near, however, they slept for three hours and guarded for three
hours, which made the men physically exhausted.
One day, when Jackson and his men were Out on patrol at
Sowan, one of the men accidentally caught his Owen gun in a
vine, and a single shot was fired at the ground. The thick bush
on either side of the road had hidden many well-camouflaged
Japanese. Fout Australians were killed, including a platoon
commander, and many more were wounded in only a matter
of seconds. That day, Jackson saw his first sign of cannibalism,
when they discovered all the meat carved off the leg of a dead
Japanese soldier. They then found meat in the packs of the
other Japanese had left in the camp.
After taking Dagua Aerodrome, their job was to clear the
area of all Japanese. On 21 st March, they were ambushed on
the Wongara track, and many shots were fired. With three
Australians wounded, including Jackson, they had to pull
back.
The next day, after the necessary preparations, they went
ahead, only to find more Japanese waiting for them in their
camouflaged dugout weapon pits. Bullets were being shot
from all directions, as the Japanese were well dispersed along
the ridge, and they succeeded in pinning the Australians down
completely. Jackson had been hit in the face, putting his nose,
right cheek and eye out of action. It was as dangerous getting
out of there as it was to stay, with enemy fire on either side.
With the help of another platoon they finally withdrew, and
Jackson was helped by Private Bumper Kennedy, who
managed to get him into the creek at the bottom of the hill
and drag him downstream to safety, even hauling him along
under the murky water at one stage, as there was no other way
to circumnavigate a log fallen across the creek. Private
Kennedy had the heel of his boot shot off in the process
Oackson remembers Kennedy laconically remarking that they
were new boots). This understated bravery and loyalty to one's

mates was a wonderful feature of the Australian troops.
Finally, they were under cover. Jackson had lost a lot of
blood, and, after a transfusion, he was placed in the lower
bunk of a jeep ambulance to be taken to the RAP. The
wounded soldier in the bunk above 'helped', keeping Hugh's
body warm by being sick over him all the way! On reaching
Queensland, the wounded were put on a train to Sydney, and
taken from there to Concord Hospit2J, known then as the
113th AGH.
Back at the Ridge at Dagua, the Japanese pulled out that
night, and the area was cleared by troops within ten days. His
next three yeats were spent having numerous skin grafts,
operations and facial reconstruction. These were the cuttingedge days of plastic surgery, with surgeons' skills developing at
a rapid rate at this time because of war wounds such as these.
He now has a white patch instead of an eye. But in spite of
this, he feels that the war was the greatest learning experience
he could ever have had, and looks back on those years with
pride.

John Christie Jarrett

5351

Article from The Bulletin, 25 April, 1995.
Most war veterans, on Anzac Day have mates they can
think of in faraway places or who are marching in other parts
of Australia. For Sydneysider Chris Jarrett, Anzac Day is a
painful reminder of the time in World War II when his
Lancaster bomber crashed in northern France, when he lost
five good mates and was the only one left alive. "I wouldn't
bring the subject up unless pressed," he says. 'Tm happier not
thinking about it at all."
Jarretr joined the RAAF in 1943, aged 23, and was sent to
Canada for seven months of basic training. "It was a game to
see who got the best score, who dropped the bombs closest,
who hit the targets," he says.
It ceased to be a game when four young recruits were killed
in a crash. "Not only did we know these fellows pretty well,
but we had to go to four separate funerals in the snow. That
straightened us up a bit. We took it more seriously after that."
There was more training in Scotland, where Jarrett honed
his skills as a bomb aimer. Eventually, at the RAF base in
Lichfield, came the day when everyone was "crewed together".
The new boys were not assigned crews; they were simply
dumped in a large room and told to find one themselves.
Jarrett was introduced to a pilot, Bill Robinson, from the
NSW town of Mudgee. Robinson had teamed up with Tom
Payne, rear gunner, and an old school friend of his. Ron
Cross, a South Australian, came on board as the mid upper
gunner. There were two West Australians, Flight Sergeants
King and Elliot, wireless operator and navigator respectively.
The only non-Australian was the engineer, Flight Sergeant
Ginno, an Englishman who had already served a tour of duty
with the RAE
The six flew their first operation for 467 Squadron on
December 6, 1944, to Giessen, in Germany, where their target
was a major railway junction. "I was scared to death on takeoff," says Jarrett, "But it was a very interesting experience.
Looking down on the bombs and flares and everything else on
the ground was something you have to see to believe. It was
amazing."
He soon got used to it. They flew 10 missions together
without a hitch, including one saturation bomb run to
Munich with 499 other Lancasters in formation. "To get 500
bombets through a target area as big as Chatswood in 20 or
30 minutes, it's really crowding up the sky."
Many aircraft were lost in mid-air collisions (because they
were flying without navigation lights) or when payloads were
accidentally dropped on other aircraft below. Later in the war
Jarrett came across a trauma victim who had seen an
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incendiary bomb crash through the roof of a Lancaster and
crush the skull of his friend, the navigator. The only good part
about it: the bomb did not explode and kill everyone else.
When crews went missing in action something that
happened often - a psychological ploy was used to revive
spirits at RAP Waddington, in Lincolnshire, where 467 was by
then based.
"If supposing you all went out on a raid and carne back at
4 am, were debriefed and went to bed, you wouldn't realise
that the crew alongside of you in the barrack room'had gone
missing until you sawall the new faces there; they'd have
another crew in to take their place," says Jarrett. "And you'd
say, 'Oh, poor old Jack got his issue last night. What's your
name, mate? Where do you come from?' And, of course,
you've got a new interest there. That was a marvellous thing
they did; there was no blowing of the bugles like the
Americans used to do."
The RAP knew only too well that if a plane went down,
the entire crew was likely to be killed or taken prisoner. It is
not surprising, then, that crews stuck together.
"We flew together; we ate together; we went pub-crawling
together; we lived in each other's pocket," says Jarrett. This
was particularly true of an Australian crew thousands of
kilometres from home.
The togetherness was important for another reason - if a
plane got into trouble mid-flight, the crew had to follow an
established bail-out procedure and needed to trust one
another. On Jarrett's 11 th mission, on February 2, 1945, just
such a situation occurred.
It was a low-level night flight to Karlsruhe, Germany, but a
problem developed over northern France. For some reason
one engine stopped. The pilot told the engineer to feather it lock the propeller blades to stop them windmilling. "He
pressed the button to feather this particular motor and all four
engines feathered off the one button. It left us with nothing
but a full bomb load and plenty of petrol, so we just went
down."
The Lancaster was at about 1500 feet. The pilot gave the
order to bailout, and Jarrett was the first to go. "I went out
through the front hatch and it wasn't long before 1 hit the
ground. The plane went over the top of a small hill, 1 could
hear the plane blow. She caught on fire; then the bomb blew."
It was a tremendous blast a 4000 1b bomb - although,
strangely, the six 1000 1b incendiary bombs also in the bomb
bay did not explode.
Following procedure, Jarrett blew on the whistle attached
to the collar of his battle jacket. There was no reply. He
struggled up over the small hill, by which time nearby villagers
had also arrived. By torchlight they soon found the scattered
bodies of his comrades. Apart from the pilot, who never made
it out of the aircraft, they were all incinerated in their
parachutes - the inferno sparked by the exploding 4000pounder had reached high into the sky. Were it not for the
hill, Jarrett, too, would have died. "I don't know what 1 was
thinking then," he says. "I've got no idea what I was thinking
at all. Obviously 1 was in a state of shock."
It might have been worse for him. The Allies had only
recently liberated the village where the Lancaster came down,
Thin-Le-Moutier. The villagers rallied around the young
Australian, fed him and comforted him until he was picked
up by the military police. But his ordeal was far from over.
Jarrett was taken in a jeep to Rheims, the American
intelligence headquarters. "When we got there, the sergeant in
the guard box got out his carbine, stuck it in my back, and
said, 'Let's go'."
To Jarrett's amazement, at first they did not believe his
story and accused him of being a German spy. (German
paratroopers had recently been dropped in the area, dressed in

Allied uniforms, on sabotage missions.) But eventually his
credentials were verified and he was sent to England.
Back at Waddington, Jarrett was examined by the medical
officer. "He said to me, 'Take two weeks survivor's leave and
then come back and get yourself kitted up ready to fly again.'
And that's when I more or less inferred that if it fitted, he
could shove his Lancaster."
The medical officer threatened to charge Jarrett with "lack
of moral fibte". But the Australian made it plain he did not
care what they did; he was a nervous wreck and he was not
going to fly. Jarrett was first sent to a disciplinary camp for
two weeks in Sheffield. Then he was sent to a psychiatrist.
"He asked silly questions, like did I wet my bed I'm sure it
was just to find out if I had any emotion left, so 1 must have
been in a bit of a state." The threatened charges never
eventuated. Jarrett was offered a job on the ground staff until
the war's end, and then he came home to Sydney.
For a long while after the war, he suffered physically and
emotionally. He continually relived the crash in his dreams.
His hands would shake "when 1 was tensed up". Long before
the days of stress counselling, his doctor prescribed a relaxant,
Phenobarb. But worried about addiction, Jarrett weaned
himself off the drug.
He was more interested in resuming his medical studies at
the University of Sydney, which he had abandoned to go to
war. But, as thousands of young veterans found, it was not the
same, and he dropped out. A period of restlessness followed.
"I was never, ever contented with what I was doing." He
thought he could have made a career out of singing instead he
joined a drug company as a rep, and lived out of a suitcase.
Then there was the health food shop, the takeaway store, even
the newsagency.
Twenty years ago he began working for a small RSL club at
Berowra, just north of Sydney; and he has been there ever
since. At 74, he is still calling bingo three days a week as a
retired volunteer. "It keeps my mind going; if I stayed home
and d~p the weeds out of the garden, I'd be up the wall in two
weeks.
Only once has Jarrett met someone else who was the sole
survivor of a wartime bomber crash. His name was Ernie
Penman - they once passed each other in the street at
university. "We pointed at each other and said, 'You're
supposed to be dead.' They'd written him off the same as
they'd written me off lock, stock and barrel." But they did not
become friends. "I haven't seen him since."
Amid all the shock and confusion of the crash, Jarrett
remembers clearly the comforting words of a French
schoolteacher, the only English-speaking villager. "She was a
delightful character; she looked aftet me, and I gave her my
scarf, which was all Australian merino They kept in touch by
letter. She wrote that his "unhappy friends" had been given a
proper burial.
Jarrett finds it difficult even to think about flying these
days. He has been up twice and both times felt physically sick.
But he does not ask, why me? He has a loving wife, Helen,
and four "magnificent" children.
"Well, they say when the bullet's got your name on it,
that's it. I don't believe that sort of thing. You can do things to
avoid sticky situations. I could stand on the road outside my
house anytime, but I'm not going to do it."

Brinley Pearce Jay

5000

RAP records show that BP Jay was the pilot of Halifax
Mark II, Serial No HR758, Code Letters NP-Y, of No 158
Squadron, RAP Lissett, No 4 Group, Bomber Command,
which took off at 2032 hours on 17th April 1943. This
aircraft was one of 327 aircraft (197 Lancasters and 130
Halifaxes) sent to bomb the Skoda Armaments Factory at
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near Saarbrucken with the loss of two of the seven crew
members aboard. The Wireless Operator thought the aircraft
must have spun after he and the others had baled out and one
or two crew were instantly killed. Sergeant Holmes later stated
that Flying Officer Jay had been killed in the aircraft. A body
was found near the aircraft with an unopened parachute, and
Sergeant Holmes presumed it was Pilot Officer Barrett's as he
was still in the aircraft when he left. He was later informed by
two German Officers and local Police that the pilot's body had
been found near the crash with an unopened parachute. He
was the 6th member to abandon the aircraft. The three taken
POW were recovered safe at the end of hostilities.

Lance Murray Johnson

2765

Extracts from a message sent by Gen MacArthur to 35 Bn.
1. Please accept for yourself & extend to officers and men
of your command engaged in the Huon Peninsula and
Ramu Valley campaign my heartfelt admiration and
congratulations on their splendid success in the face of
many difficulties. They have performed in a manner
worthy of the highest military tradition.
2. Warmest congratulations upon the successful conclusion
of the campaign which has driven the enemy from the
Huon Peninsula and Ramu Valley. Please convey my
appreciation for the inspiring leadership and courageous
zeal of the magnificent troops. The successful conclusion
of this campaign marks a further stage towards the final
destruction of the enemy."

Standing Orders regarding the use ofNative labour.
(a) Group of natives accompanied by white overseer.
(b) Australian and allied personnel will not be permitted to
fraternise with natives nor engage in conversation, nor
offer any tobacco or cigarettes. No bartering.
It is to be impressed on all concerned that the prestige of
the white man in the eyes of the natives must be
maintained at all costs, only by so doing can best results
be obtained.
Signed LM Johnson OC HQ

Raymond Jack Kierath

3295

Submitted by Bill Kierath, son.
The Japanese net was not uniform and strong pockets were
left on the islands. While my father was on Bougainville, they
had trouble bringing supplies from the POrt or airfield to their
base as Japanese snipers would shoot the drivers to obtain
supplies. By late 1944 this was overcome by using armoured
cars to tow trailers of supplies along remote roads.
The Ordnance Vehicle Park was under constant threat of
night time raids by bands ofJapanese soldiers (who by 1944
were generally hungry and poorly equipped). Inside the
barbed wire perimeter of the park guard dogs were used on a
'running wire' to warn of any intruders.
On one occasion a raid was attempted by a small number
ofJapanese soldiers. They were driven off by the Australian
soldiers. Some of the younger Australian soldiers wished to
pursue the Japanese into the jungle. My father, who was older
and wiser, realised that they (the soldiers at the Ordnance
Vehicle Park) were not equipped for such fighting, and
insisted that such a pursuit not occur.
My father, being responsible for transport, was one of the
last of the Australians to be repatriated at the end of the war.
Firstly he and his comrades were extremely impatient to get
home when other units had been sent home many months
before. Secondly he was involved in the ordered destruction of
a huge quantity of war material that was not to be brought
back to Australia or America. He managed to buy, very

cheaply, a late model Buick sedan and ship it from the
Solomons to Queensland, from where he drove it to Sydney
and out to Narromine. I don't know how he obtained fuel for
the car. The Buick was used by the family for many years.

Keith Laurence King

5539

The things I remember best were the 'stuff ups' or
SNAFUs and the silly things, like carrying gas masks around
in Sydney in June 1942 and I found out 20 years later that
there was 15 000 tons of the stuff on the Blue Mountains
which would have been released on the Japs if they had
occupied Sydney - presuming the civilians had been
evacuated.
When we arrived in Port Moresby in October 1942 our
Bofors guns were on a different ship, so we served as infantry
on the Kokoda trail and about December reverted back to
lightAA.
I volunteered for commando duties and was told to wait.
In due course I returned to Australia for leave and training in
NSW and Queensland - all to do with commando training,
radio and cypher training, but for independent service. I was
sworn in as a member of the Allied Intelligence Bureau (AlB)
and after a number of briefings for projects which didn't
eventuate I went on Christmas leave and New Years Eve at
Palm Beach Surf Club. A few days later I was given a GHQ
Al travel pass to New Guinea. Another briefing, then air and
torpedo boat to New Britain - Wide Bay area, where we did
what we had to do until the war ended.
When I was in Military hospital in Brisbane for a week or
so, a sergeant who had been wounded on Bougainville in
January 1945 was in the next bed to me and described how
his Lieutenant had been shot dead a moment before he was
shot and he thought his name was Bruce King. He described
him so well that I think it was Bruce W King (5538) who sat
next to me at Shore for several years, and is reported as having
been killed in action.

Norman Francis King

5003

When war broke out, I was serving as a Sergeant in the
Bingara (NSW) Troop of the militia unit, 24th Light Horse
Regiment, and spent one month in camp at Inverell in
November, 1939, followed by a further three months at Uralla
up to May 1940. At the conclusion of that camp, I enlisted in
the AlF, and eventually called up in June, 1940, and was in
camp at the Tamworth Showground, in what were bitterly
cold conditions, and also retaining my three stripes on a
temporary basis.
In July, recruitment officers from 8 Division called for
volunteers for various units, and, acting on the advice of my
old Squadron Leader in the 24th, Major Max White, I opted
for Artillery, and persuaded four other members of the
Bingara Troop to join me. Other members of the Troop joined
the 18th Battalion, (and, sadly, most of them were killed in
Singapore).
A contingent of about 40 joined the 2/9 Field Regiment
from Tamworth, and we were the first troop intake to the
regiment in July, 1940. Eventually there were about 18 Shore
Old Boys in the regiment, and today there are still five of us
who attend our Association re-unions.
Since I was again given NCO rank almost on arrival, I
have the dubious honour of never having to perform a guard
duty, other than as a NCO, or a kitchen detail, or other rank
and file duties during my whole service!
We were granted pre-embarkation leave with the 8th
Division, but, on rejoining the unit, we were advised that we
were now Corps Troops, with the triangular colour patch. In
March 1941, we sailed on the Queen Elizabeth in a convoy
consisting of the Queen Mary, lIe de France, Mauritania, and
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the Nieuw Amsterdam. The two 'Queens' sailed to the Middle
East, the balance to Singapore.
We saw service in Egypt, serving with British troops, in
defence (so called) of the canal, and followed that with service
in Syria in the Centre Sector, again with British troops. We
had been issued with 25 pounders, and were still cleaning
them of the maker's grease as we fired our first rounds. I had
the distinction of setting fire to the camouflage net with the
first round fired. I also had the distinction of being shelled by
a French Foreign Legion 75mm gun, while bathing nude, in a
stream adjacent to our gun position.
.
After that action, I contracted malaria, about which we
knew nothing, and against which we had taken no
precautions. After a suitable spell in the 7th AGH in Palestine,
I rejoined the regiment in Aleppo, where we were expected to
guard the Turkish border. At this time I was promoted Troop
Sergeant Major, with the privilege of riding a Norton motor
bike. I rode that bike from Aleppo down to Khassa, in
Palestine, bringing up the rear of the regiment. Consequently,
I was able to take many photographs, a situation which
otherwise was not usually available to me.
In Khassa, we were supposedly getting ready to go into
Sumatra to back up the 8 Division, and, as a consequence, I
received a Field Commission to make up the numbers.
Fortunately that changed, and we returned to Australia on the
USS Westpoint, which was an absolute luxury. There was
plenty of good food, (so different to that served to the troops
on the Queen Mary, which resulted in a riot, and I was an
Orderly Sergeant at the time), and coffee was always on tap!
Back in Australia, I was obliged to attend numerous
courses, since my technical knowledge was practically nil.
Later, I was sent to the North Coast of NSW with a team
consisting of a Gun Sergeant and an Artificer, to teach the
VDc how to use and fire 18 pounders. That was a welcome
break, since, for the most part, we were lodged in hotels. The
two sergeants arranged for their wives to be present.
During 1944 we served in Dutch New Guinea at
Merauke, which was considered to be a stepping off place by
the Japanese to attack Australia, together with Port Moresby.
On return to Australia I was seconded to the LHQ School
of Artillery at Holsworthy, as an instructor for GPOs and
CPOs, with the temporary rank of Captain. That came about
since my recent CO, Lieutenant Colonel Cec Chapman, had
been appointed Chief Instructor. I was giving a lesson to
OCTU students when peace was finally declared. A few weeks
later I was discharged, months ahead of the regiment, who
were in the Atherton tablelands waiting for a call to action.
One Anzac Day we had the great pleasure of marching
with the Shore Cadet Band at our rear. Their beat was exactly
right for us tired old soldiers, as well as being a thrill to have
them accompany a number of Old Boys in our Association.
We hope to have their company again this year.

Donald Frederic Kraefft

5163

Memorable Instances.
Building defences around Sydney: tank traps at Dee Why
Beach and Mona Vale, the latter still exists today.
Engineering support to 2/33 Battalion 25th Brigade on
Kokoda track. Kumisi River north east of Kokoda 70-80m
was wide and fast, flowing at approx 10 knots. We
constructed stick and string bridges to get the Brigade across.
It took 3 days, luckily with little opposition from Japanese. I
met George Connor (4482) with a bullet wound walking back
to dressing station. Then on to Popendetta, Buna and Gona.
Eventually flown out with malaria.
In Port Moresby I was detached to a sister company, 2/6
Field Coy, for bomb disposal duties and flew to Tsili Tsili then
over land to Markham River, taking 4 days. Half of 2/6 went

down Wattut River at night in folding boats with seagull
outboard motors to form a bridge across the Markham River
to enable the remainder of2/6 and 2/2 Pioneer Battalion to
join up with American Paratroop Regiment. Rejoined my
unit, 2/5 Field Coy, for advance into Lae then Ramu Valley,
Dumpu and Shaggy Ridge. Again flown out to Moresby with
malaria and yellow jaundice.
7th Division again re-grouping re-training, leave, attending
schools and bouts of malaria. Photo Interpretation School
Southport QLD. OC of course was Mander-Jones my Form
Master LIVA 1936.
4 days from Cairns to Milne Bay in a cyclone on an LST.
After the cease fire my platoon with the 2/33rd Battalion went
to Banjermasin on board RAN Frigates Burdekin and Gascoyne
to release Dutch prisoners and round up Japanese. I inspected
airfields for suitability for landings. I wasn't too sure at times if
all the outlying Japanese knew if the war had ended or not.

Graham Charles Lance

6032

My service was very mundane, and the only thing of
interest occurred when I was on leave and trying to hitch a lift
to Bath with another Old Boy - Hugh Hamilton (5866) when a Rolls Royce passed us and then pulled up. The
chauffeur walked back to us and said that her Majesty Queen
Mary wondered if we would like a lift! Hugh got in the front
seat with the chauffeur and I sat on a jump seat facing the
Queen and Princess Alexandria who I think was 7 and who
chatted away until Queen Mary said she talked too much and
told her to be quiet as she wanted to hear about Australia.
When the chauffeur stopped at the turn-off to Badmington
where she was staying with the Duke of Beaufort, she told
him to continue on into Bath as we might have difficulty
getting another lift.
A year or so later I had been befriended by a family who
lived in Badmington, the husband, Major Rooke, being in
charge of the Duke of Beaufort's Estate. Queen Mary was a
movie addict, and had her own private cinema set up in
Beaufort Castle to which she invited the local villagers. I was
taken along on one occasion and carefully positioned behind
the Queen's chair. When she came in she stopped and spoke
to her Lord Equerry who told me that she wished to see me
after the show. We had a long chat - her son the Duke of
Gloucester had recently arrived in Australia as Governor
General and had told her it had been raining ever since his
arrival. I suggested that at least it was warm rain. She had said
that she remembered picking me up in her car, but I rather
think it may all have been orchestrated by my hosts.

Alexander Bruce Lang

5544

We had been too young to enlist when war had broken out
in Europe in 1939, and even in 1940, they apparently didn't
need us. So we went back to school, on scholarships, and had
great cricket and rugby teams. Then the Japanese came into
the picture, and we all left for the various service arms. I had
had a commission in the Cadet Corps, but preferred to start at
the bottom, as an infantry private. I was thrust into a world I
had never known. I was a Corporal at Greta when we were
landed with over one thousand miners from Bulli and
Corrimal. The most ill-disciplined, independent men I have
ever met, but what wonderful fellows - utterly honest, loyal
and, eventually, one of the reasons behind Field Marshal Slim's
statement, that it was "the Australian who first broke the idea
that the Japanese were invincible". Many of them went to
Alamein, in North Mrica, whilst I was sent to an OTS at
Bonegilla to become an Officer. Here I remet Hugh Jackson
(5152), from School House, and who was later to be badly
wounded in the fighting around Wewak, in New Guinea.
By now the fight for New Guinea was on, and I only hope
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Section 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - all Australians realise the full effect upon those who had no
idea what it was to kill somebody, and now had to suddenly
deliberately shoot to hit a person. It is not an easy thing to do.
In infantry fighting, hesitation or delay costs you your life.
From Bonegilla, now as a 2nd Lieutenant, I joined a group
of some thirty graduates who had no idea what lay in store.
Security was so complete that we were unaware that the
Americans were fighting desperately to win the battle of
Guadalcanal and the Solomons, and that in New Guinea
similar battles were being fought to control the airfields of that
island. We went by troop train north to Brisbane, where
General MacArthur had established his headquarters in a
hotel. Then on to Townsville, passing a long hospital train
slowly moving south, and finally by ship to Port Moresby. A
few miles inland was Murray Barracks, and it was full of
reinforcements.
Although we did not know it, a furious battle was being
fought at Wau. Security was very tight, and the only idea we
could get was from the continuous flight of aircraft from the
surrounding dromes, all heading in the same direction (north)
across the mountains. Not only was the battle for Wau in full
swing, but a large convoy ofJapanese reinforcements was on
its way from Rabaul to Lae. The air was swarming with planes
as they headed out to destroy the entire contents of a force
which could make the position of the Australian forces in the
mountains untenable. I used to go out to the dromes at night
to talk to the American crews as they piled out of their planes.
They and the Australian pilots machined gunned everything
that floated. It was critical that the 20,000 in the convoy did
not land. It was called the Battle of the Bismarck Sea.
Whilst waiting at Murray Barracks I received a letter from
an old school friend, John Leitch (5004), who had joined the
Independent Companies as a Lieutenant. He told of a raid
they had made most probably in the Salamaua-Lae area. A
week later, I received a letter from home telling me that John
had been killed. I was then flown over the mountains to
Bulolo, to Join 'B' Company of the 2/6 Battalion of the 17th
Brigade, which was the main force in the Wau area, and was
destined to spearhead the fight across the Kuper mountains to
Salamaua, the most inhospitable and rugged country, with
precipitous ridges and deep valleys.
Eight weeks later, after a four-day climb across rain-covered
mountains, we arrived in front of the. main Japanese positions
at the village of Mubo. I took turns, with my platoon, holding
the villages above Mubo, at Walpall, Guadagazel and Mat
Mat. To the east lay the high feature of Lababla, and directly
in front a long, high ridge called Observation Hill. A regiment
ofJapanese attacked Lababla for three days and three nights,
the Australian force under Bill Dexter amounting to some one
hundred and twenty men. Eventually the Japanese pulled
back, after suffering over three hundred casualties. The
Australians had lost around twenty men, but it had been a
fight which finished a lot of men, including, although I wasn't
aware of it at the time, another old school friend, RJH Smith
(5218), who was one of the platoon commanders. Those three
days and nights made old men out of all of them. They were
never the same again.
At Mat Mat I used to sit in the evening looking for activity
on Observation Hill. There was none, but a white cockatoo
used to sit in a large tree on top of the ridge every night. No
one can get that close to a cockatoo in the wild, so I assumed
that the hill was not ocwpied. I obtained permission to do a
reconnaissance, with one other man. We did it, the most
frightening 24 hours both of us have ever spent, sleeping just
below the track at the top of the mountain and getting out
before daylight. For that effort, some weeks later I, with my
platoon, was given the 'honour' of leading the way to the top.
We did it, with the battalion following, taking possession of

most of the mountain, including some abandoned ambush
positions - until a burst of fire killed my forward scout,
another knocked my hat off as I swung around a clump of
bamboo and a third one almost took the head off one of my
machine gunners as he fired back down the track. As I yelled
at him to get off the track another left a vapour trail about
two inches above his head.The Jap used a rear aperture sight
which, in the darker light of the jungle, invariably caused
them to fire high.
For the next two weeks we fought almost daily until,
finally, when I was down to about 15 men from my original
32 of three weeks ago, we were ordered to move to the left
whilst another company took over from us. After an
exhausting march, or climb, we artived somewhere on
Bobdubi Ridge. We sank down, knowing at last we would not
have to fight any more. This glorious thought didn't last very
long. Ernie Price, our Company Commander, came back
from reporting in. Johnny Winterflood and his Independent
Company had walked onto an unoccupied Jap position,
which they now wanted back, and Winterflood had been
fighting them off for three days and refused to give it back to
them. We were ordered to immediately break through, all
forty or so that was left of our company.
We drew straws to see who would lead in and I was it.
Exhausted as we were, we were still very good at what we were
about to do. So, after about half an hour of very careful
moving, as we were given no time to make any form of
reconnaissance, we walked right into them as they sat around
having lunch. All hell broke loose! We were about twenty
yards apart, pouring out machine gun fire but unable to use
grenades because of the bamboo stands. I saw Mick Cummins
get hit, then I knew the fellows on my right had also been hit,
and I was left with three men. Then I felt as though I had
been struck by some giant electric hammer. Unbelievable pain,
and then oblivion.
When I came to the firing had stopped, so I dragged
myself a far as I could, and a couple of men grabbed me and
pulled me out. I had lost two of my best men, and Cummins
and myself wounded. That night I lay in a native hut, on
bags, and, of all people, myoId friend and mentor, as he was a
few years older, Jika Travers (4428), whom I hadn't seen since
the war began, appeared. It was Jika, as Brigade Major of the
forces in the area, who had ordered us in. He had no idea that
I was involved. Evidently we did our job, as the Japanese
pulled out that night.
Two days later, I had been carried to the back of Mount
Tambu, operated on, and then carried for the next six days by
the natives, without any escort, to Wau. These 'wild' men
were the most gentle and concerned people I have ever met. I
was unconscious most of the time, due to the endless,
unbelievable pain. Every now and then I would find myself
lying on the stretcher on the ground, and looking up into the
faces of these marvellous fellows, with their hair coated in
mud. When they saw I was conscious, they would suddenly
appear with large leaves containing water, and very gently
pour it into my mouth. We would never have survived
without them. I have often wondered whether there was any
longer carry, including at Kokoda. The carry was on bags
stretched between cut down poles, without any sedatives, and
with my shattered leg held together with pieces of bamboo.
At last I was put in a basement of a building at Wau with a
lot of others as we waited for a plane. It was here that I saw
RJH Smith (5218), and he found me an airmail form, which
I sent to my family, (and I still have in my possession,) telling
them that I was fine. Rod was not in very good spirits.
Lababla had finished him for any further fighting. Eventually I
arrived at 119 AGH at Port Moresby, where I was visited by a
lot of old school friends, all now in the New Guinea theatre.
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Brian Wileman (5616), George Connor (4482), Don Kraefft
(5163), Perer Murphy (5255), Ian Dunsmore (5320) and
others, and it was only many years later, from the Official
History, that I realised that the ambush on Observation hill
which had killed my forward scout - and very nearly got me was most probably the same one which had killed Johnny
Leitch (5004) a few months earlier!
I had been wounded in July. In December of the same
year, sitting with my leg in a cast on the verandah at home I
was visited by Tommy Walton (5056). He still wore his hat
with the brim up all around, but he was not one to tussle
with. Whilst I had been in Camp at Greta I watched him win
the light heavy boxing championship, still counter-punching
his opponents into submission. He left, and a few months
later was killed at Finschhafen 1 (another old school friend,
Ross Finley (4798), predeceased him a few weeks earlier at
Lae.) There was something unique about Tom, however. He
was a corporal, but would not use a weapon. He carried a
bible, and he died having offered to stay with some wounded
men who could not be got out. The Japanese killed them all.
Then came news that John Wearne (5793) had been shot
down in England by an intruder, after completing a raid. So
many fine fellows, and the end was nowhere in sight.
Actually killed at Balikpapan, 6/7/45 - cd.

Owen Calder Lewis

5547.

I left Shore at the end of 1936 and finished my schooling
at St Paul's School London. After two years studying
engineering at Cambridge, I was subject to call up. I was sent
on a course on high frequency equipment. I commenced
duties as Radar Officer (then called Radio-location) attached
to the HAA Regiment at Richmond Park Gunsite in
November 1940.
Richmond Park Gunsite was a 'show site', having eight 5.2
inch naval guns. After the battle of Britain life became a little
dull, so I asked about joining the Australian Army. They soon
made arrangements for me to join the Australian Army. I did
a course at Military College of Science and was then
commissioned into the Army as a Lieutenant (VXI40817) in
March 1942.
I sailed on the Glenorchy in March 1942 to Australia, and
reported to Army HQ in Melhourne, where I was appointed
Senior Instructor (later 2ifc) LHQ School of Radiophysics,
South Head, Sydney, in May 1942. I was promoted to
Captain in November 1942.
On the memorable night, 30th May 1942, when Japanese
midget submarines launched their attack on harbour shipping,
all members of the officer's mess were awakened by air raid
sirens and the scream of shells passing low overhead. To calm
the people I opened the bar. When morning came we found
that a block of flats not far away had been badly damaged by
one of the shells.
My next assignment was unexpected - to go back to
England to attend No 6 War Advanced Course in fire control
Instruments. I sailed on USS \Vest Point in August 1943 for
San Francisco, flew to new York and then joined HMS Queen
Mary and 18 000 US troops bound for D Day.
When the course finished in February 1944, I did
inspections and then sailed back to New York in June 1944. I
arrived on the 14th June and spent two weeks at a US camp
at Wilmington North Carolina. I went to Canada by Train, to
Toronto, Montreal, Quebec, and Halifax then back to
Chicago to visit the Bell Telephone Company, where the latest
electronic predictors for heavy AA units were being made and
shipped to Australia and the UK. I then travelled to San
Francisco.
While waiting for a ship, I hitch-hiked north along the
Redwoood Highway. I went on the USS Lurline. It called at

Lae and Oro Bay to disembark US troops. I went ashore
without permission and was taken on an inspection of Inonda
Village. I left the ship in Brisbane in September 1944 and
established the first course on the Bell electronic predictors at
LHQ School ofArtillery at Randwick, where I stayed until
Spring 1945 when I was sent to Melbourne as OIC Army
Inspection Laboratory.
The main purpose of the Laboratory was to test the
suitability of radio and telecommunications equipment for use
under tropical conditions and prepare Manufacturers' approval
charts. I received my discharge papers in March 1946. It was
difficult to get a discharge, as the Army wanted to send me to
NSW to start further radar course for permanent army
officers. I was finally released and placed on the Reserve of
Officers.

William Verney Lightfoot

4362

During 3 11z years war service in the RAAF I had two
tours of duty. The first as a telegraphist on a Radar Station
on Cape York and the second as a cypher officer in New
Guinea.
Because of the Japanese threat of invasion, over 50
stations were set up in the eastern half of Australia. Coastal
surveillance was important because the bulk of supplies were
sent by coastal shipping.
In May 1943 No 23 Radar Station at Lytton was
reported to No 8 Fighter Sector the plotting of what they
considered to be a submarine off Caloundra. They had never
before sighted a sub on the radar screen but the 'blip' looked
like what the text book said was a sub. Fighter Sector replied
that the Navy reported they had no subs in the area. Lytton
Radar then suggested that it might not be 'one of ours'.
Fighter sector did not reply. Within 36 hours the hospital
ship Centaur was sunk by a Jap sub with great loss of life.
Early in 1942, No 43 Radar Station was formed and
established at Portland Road, Cape York by one FlO Swan
to cover Iron Range aerodrome nearby and to approaches to
Townsville. He had selected a suitable high site but had no 4
wheel drive vehicle to service it. He did a swap, later
described officially as 'unethical, immoral and illegal',
lending his team of cooks, radar mechanics, operators and
guards to unload some US ships, in return for the use of a
Yank Vehicle to build the road up the hill and install the
gear.
Their operation seemed to extend to scrounging, as
strawberry jam appeared on the unit's menu. This then was
the Radar Station to which I was posted. It required, besides
half a dozen radar operators, several telegraphists, cooks,
messmen, a medical orderly, motor mechanic and drivers, a
number of guards and of course a CO. It has been estimated
that a quarter of RAAF ground staff were on radar units
throughout Australia and the Pacific.
In the main we wiled away the days, months and years
playing cards, reading, fishing, gathering paw-paw and huge
rock oysters and playing cricket. Of course it would have
been a different matter if we had been invaded and at least
we were prepared for the worst.

Peter Frank Lind

5727

Applied to join RAAF airerew but failed eyesight test and
was advised that armourers were in short supply so successfully
applied for this training. Following rookie training I did the
armourers training at Hamilton in Victoria.
The entire armourer's course (approx 30 men) were
compulsorily posted to RAAF Chemical Warfare Unit, which
was responsible for storage, maintenance and movement of all
RAAF supplies of mustard and phosgene gas in bombs and
bulk containers. Served at depots at Glenbrook and Picton
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Section 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (disused railway tunnels used for storage) also Lithgow.
Mid 1944 I was posted to a Queensland depot approx 300
miles west ofTownsville. From here moved to Innisfail and
Proserpine to test use of chemical weapons in tropical jungle
conditions. These weapons would never have been used unless
Japan did so first, and fortunately, they did not.
June 1945 posted to RAAF base at Nhill (Vic) to do Fitter
Armourer's course. Completion virtually coincided with war's
end in August 1945. In August posted to Richmond RAAF
base where we worked on Mosquito aircraft armament
maintenance until discharged in November 1945.

John Eddis Linton

5549

Called up for full-time service in Sydney University
Regiment prior to outbreak of war to guard "vulnerable
points". Guarded the Caltex Depot at Glebe. Transferred to
AlE In July 1940 sent to Artillery Re-Inforcement Training
depot for training. Selected to complete initial intake for 2/9,
a new Regiment under Lt Col Adams. Training on 18
pounders and 4.5" howitzers. Assigned to gun crew in 'C'
troop 17th battety. 2/9 was replaced in 8th Division by 2/15
2/9 2nd command. Major Wright was appointed to
command the 2/15. Sailed from Sydney on QE going via
Trincomalee to Tewfik in Egypt.
Left QE and sailed up Suez Canal on City o/London then
sent to Ikingi Mariut west of Alexandria. Unit was equipped
with 25 pounder guns and intensively trained. The unit was
given the role of supporting a British Brigade of Infantry in
the event of the expected invasion from Crete by the German
Army.
Unit ordered to Syria where fighting had started with
Vichy French. Regiment was in action till 25th June till
French surrendered. The Regiment was moved up to Aleppo
neat the Turkish border to occupy the aerodrome. 2/9 was
thete for 5 months. On 31st October the Regiment was reorganised into 3 batteries, each of two 4 gun troops. Batteries
were 17, 18 and 59. With the entry ofJapan into the war the
Regiment was ordered to leave Middle East and moved out to
Suez. It took a month to prepare for move at Khassa Camp.
Embarked on USS Westpoint at Tewfik on 12th March 1942
and sailed to Adelaide rather than Java, as Java had fallen
while the ship was en route.
Guns and troops travelled by separate ships. Billeted in
private homes at Angaston. In June travelled to Arakoon
Queensland by train and trained with manoeuvres and antitank "shoots". After leave, stationed at Caboolture then moved
to Helidon as the the former was a water-logged swamp. My
battery was given intensive jungle warfare training. Went by
train to Townsville then ship to Cape York on SS Taroona.
Disembarked at Thursday Island, thence by barge to Muttee
Head on Cape York to set up a Depot. On 13th June 1944 I
was seconded to Army Education Service attached to 3 Aust
Div. There we provided remote troops with books, wind-up
gramaphones and records. Each night we produced a
newspaper from dictation speed news broadcasts by the BBe.
200 copies were run off on an old Roneo duplicator.
Troops were encouraged to undertake crafts culminating in
an exhibition of pearl shell jewellery, wood carvings, inlay,
painting. Blamey visited it. We had WIO Basil Jones, a great
violinist as WO Music. I was a trained singer and we travelled
over the Cape, giving concerts to isolated groups. With the
defeat of the Japanese in parts of new Guinea all were ordered
to move to Atherton Tablelands.
Moved to Mareeba. Whole of AAES gave entertainment
and ran groups for illiterate men to teach them to read, a most
rewarding work after stagnating in the bush.
On 27th January my CO told me to pack up and move
out in 4 hours to return to Sydney. I was discharged at

-

Randwick on 29th January 1945 to resume my BEe course at
Sydney University under CRTS scheme.

Coincidence 1
On 6 May 1941 my unit (2/9 Aust. Field Regiment)
arrived at a staging camp in Palestine called Hill 69, just
outside Gaza. This was 4pm after a long trip from Egypt by
train. A close school friend, "Peter" AS Clark (4673), had also
joined the AlF and I only knew he was somewhere in
Palestine. That afternoon, I walked up the hill to the adjoining
unit's lines to see if I could locate Peter's unit. A soldier was
standing with his back to me cutting the hair of another
sitting on a box with a towel around his shoulders, almost
hidden from me. I called out, "Mate, do you know where the
xxx Unit is located?"
He replied 'That's us."
I asked, "Do you know Peter Clark?"
The person under the towel said, "That's me!"

Coincidence 2
After fighting in the Syrian Campaign we were moved to
Aleppo, a city in northern Syria, to guard the airfield there in
anticipation of an invasion by the German forces. We were
housed in long huts, on the perimeter of the airfield, which
had previously been French Barracks. Three of the huts were
set aside as messes for the men, sergeants and officers. Among
our ranks, we had a talented professional artist, Hal Quinlan,
who was well known for his illustrations in the Australian
WOmens Weekly. He decided to brighten up the bare white
walls of the men's mess between its windows. Just before
Christmas, he obtained a box of coloured chalks locally, and
set to work to draw a beautiful girl between each window,
drawings of which even the Padre approved.
Quinlan was then detailed to brighten up the officers' mess
in a similar way. Hal Quinlan laid down a condition that he
would have no duties and that the mural would be covered
with a blanket until Christmas Day. On an end wall he drew a
mural about six feet high by eight feet wide, carefully covered
each day from the eyes of the officers.
On Christmas day, there was an unveiling with much fun
and gusto. There on the wall was an excellent portrait of
Major M, the second in command, reclining back on silken
cushions, being fed wine, grapes and delicacies by a bevy of
beautiful women in diaphanous harem costumes. It was tided
"A Silver Fox's Nest". The major, affectionately called the "Old
Silver Fox", because of his 'pepper & salt' hair, took it in good
part, the Padre wanted it scrubbed off; some wanted Hal
charged with insubordination. The CO, a fine soldier, said it
was to be left there so when we were suddenly recalled to
Australia a month or so later, the mural was still there in all its
glory.
In 1955, I was working for a Wool Broking Company.
Our London Secretary came out to Sydney on exchange, for
experience. Dick Tiddy was a large man in every way: tall
(6'2") burly in stature, with one of those large rugged faces.
He was very proud to have been a lance-corporal in a
commando battalion. (I learned later that he had been
dropped several times into France, for which he had been
decorated.) Over lunch one day with Dick, the talk led to a
recent bad bushfire in the northwest.
Me: "Ever seen a bushfire, Dick?"
Dick: "No, but I once saw the CO's batman accidentally
set fire to a wheat field in Syria"
Me: "When were you in Syria?"
Dick: "1943"
Me: "I was there in 1941-2"
Dick "Whereabouts?
Me: "At Aleppo"
Dick: "So were we, at the aerodrome"
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-Me: "So were we, in the French Barracks"
Dick: "So were we. Did you ever see the mural on the wall
of Officers' Mess"
Then I told Dick the story of Hal Quinlan's exploit. After I
had told the story, Dick commented, "One thing puzzled us.
What is a Silver Fox's Nest?" So I explained the meaning of
the title.
About 18 months later Dick wrote to me telling me he had
just attended a re-union of his old unit and had derived
considerable pleasure in telling his mates that 13,000 miles
away he had met someone who had been able to explain the
.
meaning of "A Silver Fox's Nest."

Coincidence 3
Although this did not happen to me personally, it tragically
affected the family of a close friend. Kenneth Vernon Hore
(5456) was one of my closest friends at Shore. He and I both
spent happy holidays with Peter Clarke (4673) with Peter's
family in their wonderful old home at Mount Wilson. Ken
had a younger brother, Peter (5457) also at school but two
years behind Ken.
Ken enlisted in the RAAF and was sadly killed taking off
for a mission from an English airfield in 1941. Peter also
enlisted in the RAAF, and was killed in exactly the same
circumstances at the same airfield!

Memorable Experiences
Leaving Australia
On 8th April 1941, our Regiment was awakened at 4am
and taken by truck, then by train, to a Pyrmont wharf, and
there to he ferried out to the Queen Elizabeth, the 85,000
giant liner, lying at anchor in Athol Bight just off the Zoo. It
Was only as we boarded her we realised her immensity. We
sailed out of the Heads on Good Friday morning, 9th April
1941. The convoy assembled off the heads, comprising Queen
Elizabeth, Queen Mary, Mauretania, Isle de France and
Nieuw Amsterdam with HMAS Australia as our guardian, one
of the largest troop convoys ever assembled. Generally we
sailed with our Queen Elizabeth in the centre of a square with
the Queen Mary and Nieuw Amsterdam to our port and the
Mauretania and Isle de France to our Starboard. Passing
through Bass Strait, the Convoy formed Line Ahead - an
unforgettable experience as the mighty ships stretched out into
the distance led by our companion cruiser. I often got quite
disorientated as I explored the ship in spare moments, having
to follow stairs upwards to a deck to find out where I was.
Once I managed to find a large theatre but not again.
On one morning in the Indian Ocean, the Queen
Elizabeth suddenly clapped on speed to 40 knots (46 mph) to
forge ahead out of the centre, then to do a circle right around
the other four ships to come up again from the rear to its
position in the centre. We were told it was an anti-submarine
exercise. To feel this giant shuddering and heeling over as she
circled was an unforgettable experience. The convoy reached
Ceylon and broke up there. The Nieuw Amsterdam had left
us for Singapore, whilst our Elizabeth went independently to
Tewfik, Egypt.

2. Baalbek
On 6th August 1941, after travelling up the Beqa'a Valley,
through which the Litani River flows, the Regiment arrived at
Baalbek, once the religious and cultural centre of the Roman
Empire outside Rome, to spend 10 days re-fitting and holding
a live "shoot" which was praised by a British Brigadier. We
bivouacked a mile outside the complex ofTemples, whose
construction was commenced in the second century AD. I left
Baalbek thankful I had been able to see one of the marvels of
the Romans over whose exploits I had laboured in my studies
of Ancient History at Shore.

Reminiscences
3. Too Close For Comfort
Home leave was finally granted progressively when our
Regiment reached Arakoon near Ipswich at the end of 1942.
Not having seen my family since March 1941, the re-union
was a joyful one with time to meet old friends and make new
ones. It was during this leave coming home from the city with
my father on the ferry that I saw a lovely girl getting off the
ferry ahead of us at Neutral Bay wharf, to whom my dad
raised his hat. She got on to the waiting tram and vanished
from my sight. Pressing Dad, he admitted that he knew her
slightly as her mother was a friend of my mother. I met her
briefly one evening, a meeting that mother arranged that was
to influence both our lives for we married in 1946, a marriage
that is still going strong after 52 years.
About lam one morning I heard a series of explosions,
very close by, which brought me diving out of bed from
ingrained habit. There was the sound of machine gun fire,
pom-poms of light guns, and deep window rattling of
something larger. Going into the street, it was easy to see
something big was happening, as the USS Chicago, which had
been anchored near Fort Denison, was obviously firing at
something. One tremendous explosion, quite different from
gunfire, split the night air. There were sirens wailing,
searchlights sweeping the water, making it obvious than some
kind of an attack had occurred. We learned next day of the
intrusion ofJapanese mini-submarines that had followed a
ship through the boom gates near Clifton Gardens, firing a
torpedo at the Chicago which just missed, but tragically
hitting a large ferry moored at Garden Island, in use as a
dormitory, on which young naval ratings were sleeping, some
28 of them losing their lives. The next night, the mother sub
fired a shell or two into Bondi/Coogee area. Homes in the
area suddenly could be purchased for a song; the Blue
Mountains seeming to be a much healthier location for some.

4. Unexpected Music
Stationed with the 18th Battery of 2/9 Australian Field
Regiment on the tip of Cape York in 1944, I was quite
unexpectedly transferred into the 3rd Aust Division's Army
Education Unit, as there was more need for university trained
men than for gunners at that stage of the war. After a 20 mile
trip over gravel roads in a utility truck, my gear and l were
dumped outside the orderly room ofHQ. It was hard to get
used to seeing men wearing colour patches without the grey
background, the designation of the AIF as opposed to
conscripted men. Accepting my papers, the clerk told me to
report to a Captain Hoffman. "You'll find the section down
the valley there about half a mile" he said.
Heading off in the direction indicated, about five minutes
later, I thought I could hear a violin playing, then, rounding a
corner, there was a soldier, clad only in shorts and boots,
standing under a tree in the rain forest, with a fiddle under his
chin, playing the slow movement of the Mendelsohn violin
concerto, one of my favourite pieces. Seeing me, he stopped
playing, held out his hand saying, "I'm Basil Jones, we've been
expecting you. The tents are just round the bend". Reaching
the tents, I called out and a "single pipper" lieutenant emerged
saying "I'm Kotchnitsky - do you play chess?" He was the
Australian chess champion, a grand master, whom I later saw
play four men blindfolded and win all games, and playing 50
men simultaneously moving from board to board. He won 49
and resigned from the other.
Basil Jones was the Warrant Officer Music, later to become
Professor of Violin at Melbourne University. He was
internationally known, having given concerts as soloist with
the London and Dublin Symphony Orchestras, he travelled
back to Australia to enlist. His Irish fiancee lost her life trying
to join him when her ship was torpedoed. On finding out
that I could sing and had belonged to a civilian concert party
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give short concerts to the troops at isolated anti-aircraft
emplacements on Cape York, Thursday Island. He was
accompanist and also soloist, playing such popular favourites
as "Danny Boy" to rapt audiences. In the four months! spent
with the unit until discharged under the CRTS Scheme, I
received more education in musical appreciation from Basil
and from Stephen Doman, Peter Cooper and George White,
(all nationally known instrumentalists,) than any educating I
did to the troops to whom I lectured.

Eric Mileham Litchfield

5880

Letter from Colin Hawkins, member 200 Flight, to Eric
Litchfield's family.
Eric and I became good friends at Tocumwal OTU and for
that short time we had some grand times together. It all came
about half way through our operational training. Five air crew
were summoned to Bradfield Park in Sydney. We were told
that we were to start 200 Flight at Leyburn in Queensland.
We were all keen for action and disappointed to find that we
were to stay in Australia.
Anyhow, after arrival at Leyburn we settled down and after
a few days Army Personnel started to arrive including Pommie
Majors. We had been told nothing until a few days later were
assembled and told that our unit was to be of a clandestine
nature. All was to be 'hush-hush' and strict security to be
maintained at all times. Our dog tags, buttons and anything
that resembled Air Force were handed in. We were given
Jungle Greens, slouch hats and Red Cross armbands. We were
still bewildered by all that was going on until we started
training. They gave us a fortnight to get operational.
Eric came over to my tent one night and we talked about
what was about to happen. Dropping of parachutists from
800 feet, low flying and dropping of torpedoes. We decided
that wherever we were going it was of a hazardous nature. As
it turned out how right we were.
The night before our first op we were told to be ready by
0200 hours. Three of the five crews took off at different times.
We did not know until later that the three planes went in
different directions. We went from Lyburn to Darwin,
Darwin to Morotai, Morotai to Mindinao in the Philippines.
Eric went from Leyburn to Merauke in NG, New Guinea to
Biak which is an island off the North Guinea coast then Biak
to Mindinao.
We found out later why the planes went in different
directions - it was so that if anything happened at least some
might get through. All the time we had our army personnel
on board. Even up to this point we still did not know what
was going on. The skipper and Navigator knew but they told
us nothing. It was decided that night Pocldey and Ball would
be the two crew to go, Forward Lieutenant Cox, skipper of
the 3rd crew, was to go with Pockley for experience. That
night Eric and I got hold of a couple of bottles of Luba and
with a couple of others we had a raucous evening. Luba is a
local brew with a hell of a kick. We sang and toasted one
another not knowing what was about to happen next day.
We took off early next morning as usual going in different
directions. Even up to this point we had not been told where
we were going. Later after a couple of hours flying we were
told that we were heading for North Borneo. Even then it still
took another couple of hours flying over the South China Sea
before we rendezvoused with Pockely off the Borneo coast.
Heading inland we encountered very mountainous country.
Soon a series of smoke fires were seen on the ground in a very
deep valley. Our aim was to go down to 800 feet as we were
over the drop zone. Pockley went in first, dropped his
operatives and we followed. Now we could understand all the
low flying at training.

Then we had to climb at full power as the dropping was
done at low power. You had no chance of diverting to Port or
Starboard. Just had to follow the valley gaining height as Mt
Kinabalu, 12,000 feet high was at the end of the valley. On
the old maps they had Kinabalu at 10,000 feet.
Then we had to circle around and do it allover again
dropping the torpedoes. I can tell you, a few Hail Mary's were
uttered. Anyhow up to this point all was well. On the way
back we followed this big wide river which headed out to sea:
at the mouth of the river we came across a Jap ship. We
decided to go in and give it a pasting. Both planes gave it to
them and after a couple of runs Ball signalled Pockely that we
were heading back.
We arrived back at Minnie at 1300 hours. Had been in the
air for 11 hours and petrol cut out at 12 hours. We waited at
the airfield on Mindoro and Pockley had not arrived. When
the fuel time limit elapsed we started to worry. Messages were
sent to an island between Borneo and the Celebes for
information but to no avail. For five days we went back and
forth hoping we could get a glimmer of hope but we could see
nothing. Then we knew the worst had happened.
That is how Eric was lost. In the first three months we lost
three out of the five crews. We were lucky ourselves. On
another operation we nearly went in at Mt Kinabalu. Just
cleared the peak with feet to spare.
r can understand your families uncertainty and anguish
because of the lack of information because '2' Force was never
acknowledged even in the years after the war and we formed
the '2' Force Association that is only in the last 10 or so years
that 200 Flight has only come off the secret list. Just before we
were demobbed what was left of our unit all took an oath that
what we had experienced was never to be told because all that
time we did not know what Russia intended to do and the
powers that be wanted all information kept secret just in case
they were needed again.

Eric Arthur Little

5168

I flew over 100 operation sorties. We covered the invasion
of Normandy at Gam on D Day at 800 feet attacking German
Gun positions. Our 121 Wing was the first to operate from
Normandy. Our 171 Squadron closely supported the invasion
and r finally finished my operations tour having been with the
Squadron from 17th July 1943 to 22nd October 1944.
We were dive bombing flying bomb sites, attacking
airfields, dive bombed a power station at Caen, blew up a
German HQ at 4:30pm in the early part of the invasion. Our
special operation we were involved in and carried out over
four days was many low level attacks on motor transport,
tanks and in fact anything that we saw moving. This was in
the Falaise Gap, this action was much written about and
broke the back of the German army.
As we moved through France, Belgium and Holland we
flew with 8 rockets and four 20mm cannons using them on
all sorts of targets including Trains in Holland and also barges
on canals. I left UK on the Queen Elizabeth in November
1944 and came home via New York, where I spent Gweeks
after a short leave. I finally finished up instructing on
operation flying and was discharged in September 1945.

William Maxwell Little

3647

Wewak: the only place I saw action. It was night, and I was
in a trench guarding the Battalion HQ. I was with the HQ
because of my bank experience previous to the war. 1 had clerk
duties. We all took turns on night duty. It was very dark in the
forest. Lights illuminated some bush ahead of me and strings
of cans with pebbles in them were laid out to rattle if someone
approached. Something whizzed past my head and landed a
few yards behind me. It didn't go off - We found out later that
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it was a Japanese hand grenade. Their equipment wasn't very
reliable. If it had been, it would have blown me apart.

George Alfred (Peter) Lloyd 5169
Peter Lloyd was a member ofthe 7th Field Brigade eMF upon
the outbreak ofwar.
When war broke out, most of us in the unit attempted to
join the AlE I first tried to join the AlF but was knocked back
because I'm both colour blind and very short sighted.
Fortunately the second doctor who saw me was an old Shore
Boy and recognised me as one also and when I had a bit of
trouble reading the chart he said, "Lloyd, can't you read ABC
XYZ?" And I said "ABC XYZ". And he said, "You're in, and
you silly young bugger, if you get killed, it's your own fault."
And away I went and the rest of me seemed to work alright
and I was declared fit and AI.
We were not allowed leave in the militia until the 7th
Division was being put together and a great many of us
transferred into the 2/6th Australian Field Regiment RAA AlE
The unit was put together at Ingleburn and there were more
Shore Boys involved.
The 2/6th was in the 25th Brigade AlF and was involved
in the march from Ingleburn to Bathurst, where we trained
further, before embarking in the second half of the year in
1940 on RMS Orion for the Middle East. The trip was
notable for its extreme discomfort and I remember I had a
hammock on 'H' deck aft, which was rwo decks below the
water line. At one stage Pat Trebeck (5262) and I were invited
to have pre-luncheon drinks with the Captain who was a
friend of both our fathers and we didn't like to tell him that
where we lived lunch was served at 11 o'clock, so we just
enjoyed a dry sherry. We docked at Columbo, having first
gone around the south of Tasmania into Albany and then
round to Fremande and had a hectic couple of days leave in
Perth. Columbo, our first foreign port and for most of us our
first foreign country, was fascinating and we, in my case
anyway, learned to love hot spicy curries which has stayed
with me for the rest of my life.
We then travelled in convoy on to the Middle East and we
arrived unescorted. We reached the incredible speed of 26
knots, leaving the Suez Canal to berth in Haifa. We
disembarked there to loud shouts of "You'll be sorry" from 6th
Division people who were already in training in Palestine.
Subsequently, we went into the Western Desert. Some of us
rode motor bikes in support of the 6th Division up as far as
Tobruk on their first gallop up the desert when they defeated
the Italians. In the desert we manned the old Egyptian fortress
of the Playboy's Paradise. It was far from being a paradise and
I remember being badly bitten by bed bugs because I was out
in an OP dug into the sands of the desert, a long way from
where the guns were placed.
In an artillery unit in those days there were rwo 6 gun
troops to a battery, and rwo batteries to the unit. Suddenly we
came down to four gun troops, three troops to a battery and
three batteries to the unit. Our batteries were 11, 12 and 56. I
was in the 12th battery and in the first days in '0' Troop
called Don Troop. I was on dury nearly all the time in the
Observation Posts, which were with, or just behind, or quite
often well in front of, the infantry (due to the inability of
some of our officers to map read). We saw a lot of action due
to that circumstance. We did not see very much in the way of
air action although we were bombed most days and nights by
the Italians and occasionally by the Germans.
The action in Syria, as it was fought from where I saw it,
was fierce and interesting, exciting and some times even
amusing. We saw a great deal of action and we were fighting
against highly skilled, trained and professional troops, mostly
the Foreign Legion. The particular event was the capture of

Fort Khiam by Lieutenant George Connor, which is written
up els~where in the. records of the Shore Boys at war. George
broke Into Fort Khlam on his own, killed a whole lot of
French soldiers who were there and the Fort fell to him. The
Fort had been heavily shelled by our guns and I, in fact, was at
the Forward Observation Post, working a wireless set, set in
what was called an Armoured op. It was a Bren Carrier and
we had the Observation Officer together with his Observation
Post Assistant and a signaller, a line back about 200 yards to
where I was in the carrier.
George was able to kill a lot of the Frenchmen because
they were sheltering from the gunfire and he caught most of
them in the room, nevertheless, his act was one of incredible
bravery for which we all expected him to get the vc. Instead
he was given the Russian Order of the Patriotic War First
Class, which is greatly prized in Russia, it carries a small
financial reward, but it's not much good to him back home
here in Australia.
When the fighting in Syria ended I was unwell with
dysentery and a small wound and was sent back to Palestine to
hospital. This was a rough trip because over night the Haifa
hospital, being along side the oil tanks, was heavily bombed
by the Germans and suffered a lot of damage. I remember
carrying one poor wretch out, who subsequently turned out to
be dead. From there I went to the 7th AGH, where I was for
about 6 weeks, and eventually found my way back to the
training regiment.
At the training regiment a strange thing happened. I was
summoned to a tent by a certain Major, who identified
himself to me as a cousin of my mothers. I noticed he was also
a .doctor and he told me, based on a report given by our CO
~leute~ant Colonel D~ey, he had volunteered me for a special
Job whIch he thought Ia enjoy. It turned out that four of us
were driven up to the Turkish border with a map of a village
where allegedly a German General was, and told to throw our
hand grenades through the window of one of the huts in this
vill~ge and ~hus kill the. General. Something went wrong and
we In fact killed a Turkish General. I've not been able to find
any record of this small adventure. Before I embarked on it, I
had to swear on the bible that I would never mention it to
anyone ever again. Of the other three people on that exercise,
o?e was an Englishman, I suspect he might have been a
Lteutenant, and the other rwo were Australians. We only knew
each other by our Christian names, and rwo of them were
killed as we were getting out ofTurkey, and I never saw the
other chap again. An extraordinary small adventure!
I then went back to the unit, having being told that I had
to say that I'd been in hospital rather longer than in fact I was.
The .unit was camped near an Arab village called Jebade, some
25 kilometres towards the Cedars in Lebanon from the
no:thern Lebanese town ofTripoli. About this time I got one
strIpe and I remember my first important job was to be
bombardier of the brothel picket. It was quite interesting to
see people lined up with their grey coat over one arm and
their ?oots in t.he other hand, waiting their turn. Quite an
e1evatln~ expenenc~, but the best part was convincing another
old soldIer that haVing one stripe I was entitled to sit in the
front of the truck. Having won that battle, nothing in life
afterwards has seemed awfully hard.
On that particular campaign I saw little action from the
guns but we had one unpleasant afternoon when, due to a
map reading fault by our battery commander, he took his own
one ton utility clearly on to an open space in front of more
French artillery pieces, 70mm. He was followed by Barry
Mulholland, a friend of mine, who got an MID for his part in
this thing and was wounded, and then our OP truck from
Bond Company. They proceeded to shoot up the trucks. We
got our truck out, but one of them was hit and burst into
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afternoon returning hand grenades that had been thrown at us
by the French who couldn't quite get into the gully which we
had hidden ourselves. We subsequently got our truck going
and it was badly shot up by machine guns and other fire and
we were rescued by the then Major, post war General Denzel
MacArthur, bringing the 2ndll st Tank Regiment to our
rescue. Most of the people, except my friend Marks and I,
were wounded and we were lucky to get out at that particular
point alive.
The whole Syrian Campaign was exciting and in many
ways a great adventure for young men who had no particular
regard for life and didn't believe that we were the ones to be
killed. I turned 20 in December of that year, having put my
age on two years to get into the AIF when I joined it.

Raymond Arthur Lloyd

5170a

I started at Shore in 1933 and left school when I was in
3rd Form in 1934. I was an apprentice in fitting and turning,
with the idea of being a mechanical engineer at Clyde
Engineering, and I stayed in my apprenticeship until I joined
the Army in October 1939.
I joined the Field Engineers because my father was in the
1st Field Company Engineers in the First World War, so I
joined up in the 2/1st Company Engineers as a sapper. Initial
training was at Ingleburn outside of Liverpool. We were there
from the end of October to the 9th January 1940. Then we
boarded the Orcades - it was my very first sea trip, which was
very enjoyable. They didn't have sufficient time to convert it
to a full troop ship and my mate and I shared a two berth
cabin which was very comfortable. I enjoyed that trip. We
were in a convoy of 11 ships, and we disembarked half way up
the Suez Canal at a place called El Kantara and went by train
to Palestine, as it was known in those days, and we went to
Quastina, where we stayed for quite some months. The whole
of the sixth division was not there at the one time; it was
mostly the 16th and 17th brigade.
We had a busy time there. I was a DDNR (motorcyclist) at
a place in Palestine called Sara Fand not far from Tel Aviv. I
crashed and was badly wounded with a hit to the head. I was
in hospital for 3 days and came out of hospital on my 19th
birthday. My birthday was celebrated in hospital - not a very
pleasant birthday present.
The training we were mostly doing was army field work
like road building and bridge building and demolitions. As an
army engineer I spent most of my time on a motorbike.
For the next stage we moved to Egypt to a place called
Helwan, outside Cairo, for about a month. Then we moved to
just outside Alexandria to a place called Amariya, where we
started to build camp for the rest of the Division, putting in
water supply, roads and that sort of thing. We were there until
we went up to the desert in Libya. Of course, in those days
the equipment we had to work with to make roads and so on
was rather primitive compared to what they have today.
We moved up to the desert to a place called Sollum, which
is just on the Egyptian side of the Libyan border. The whole
of the Sixth division was there. We were not told much about
the direct offensive. When the orders came through that we
were moved up to Bardia, it was the first battle the Sixth
Division was involved with. There was a fortified line
consisting of an anti-tank trench, very thick barbed wire and
anti-tank land mines. Our job was to remove all those
obsracles before the infantry could go into the area. We
achieved all this in the darkness an hour before the main
assault. We had to pull aside the anti-tank weapons so the
troops could advance; but before we got to that stage we had
to delouse the land mines so that the lads would not get their
legs blown off.

At that time it was all being defended by Italians who were
very well entrenched - they had passageways etc, the same as
in Tobruk (Tubruq). They were very well laid out from a
defensive point of view, and that is why the Italians wanted to
get out ofTobruk - I think about 80% were conscripts who
had been there for two years without any leave. This night
attack was an ideal opportunity for them to get the hell out of
it, and they surrendered in thousands and thousands. It was
unbelievable to see the great batches of prisoners being
marched back - I felt so sorry for them, though they were
pleased I am sure to be getting out of it. Half of them, I am
sure, didn't want to be there. The people who were the true
soldiers were the regular army, the black shirts, but the
majority just did not have the heart for it.
We moved up to a position about two miles out ofTobruk
and got ready for the attack. That came towards the end of
January, and that's where we first had hand to hand fighting and that's where we found booby traps again. We had to
delouse anti-tank mines and barbed wired before the troops
could move through the perimeter.
At that time, the tanks (British tanks were known as T
tanks) had to be moved up. The infantry were covering us
from behind while we were ahead to clear the field. It was a
bit of a risky job I suppose - we were always first in and last
out, but it was our job to clear the battle area and defuse the
mines. No job was ever rehearsed, it was just straight into it.
Our company was 240 men divided into four sections,
headquarters section and the three groups of field troops.
There was not a lot of resistance to the attack on Tobrukit probably only took us three days to clean it all up. At that
time the troops were not aware of the importance ofTobruk.
My impression ofTobruk was that it did not have much going
for it. It was just an isolated Italian outpost with a harbour
and an airfield and that was about all there was to it. Supplies
were moved up from Egypt by ship to Tobruk harbour.
Just after Tobruk I was wounded and sent to a little field
hospital in Tobruk itself. After an operation there, a few days
later I was evacuated in a British hospital ship called Aba (later
sunk off Greece) and evacuated to Alexandria in Egypt. We
then travelled by hospital train to Kantara, where we had
disembarked on our entry into Palestine. We were there about
3 weeks and then we went by train down to Suez where we
boarded the hospital ship Manunda, and sailed for Perth,
Melbourne and finally Sydney, arriving home on my 20th
Birthday. We proceeded to Concord. We were given one
week's leave and then had to report. I was finally discharged
November 1941 before the Japanese came into the war.
I did consider going back to my apprenticeship, but then I
learnt to draw with my left hand and just went on from there,
so I ended up as a senior draughtsman with the
Commonwealth Government. The Army and the War
Veteran's Affairs provided me with wonderful support. I have
no regrets at all particularly of the treatment I received.
My unit of 240 men was drawn from all walks of life:
engineers, civil engineers down to fellows who were country
boys with a heavy rural background. We all melded together
to form a pretty cohesive unit, where we looked out for each
other and helped each other where needed. We did have a
very good association running in Sydney, but now they are
gradually dying off - of the original group of 240 who went
away together there are only about 9 or 10 of us left who
attend the Anzac Day reunion.

Nigel Tasman Lovell

4368

Nigel Lovell served with AA searchlight companies in defence
ofSydney.
I was transferred to Scheyville where new recruits were
trained. While there I edited the MSL newspaper "On
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Target", and arranged weekly concerts on Sunday nights with
the help of Sapper Ward Leopold, a friend from radio days,
and the talent we found in Camp. Men on weekend leave
didn't have to return until 00 hours (midnight) on Sunday,
but nearly all of them would return for the Concert at 20.00
hours.
Did some stints on locations around Sydney, one on
Cammeray Golf Course and another on Balls Head, during
which time a Japanese Reconnaissance plane came over the
harbour one night. We illuminated him and the AA artillery
.
opened up, but he was too high.
I became Lieutenant 2nd December 1942 and was in
charge of a section of searchlights in 62 AASL Company. My
section headquarters was in a private house by the Golf Club
in Pymble. One of the lights in my section was on Cockatoo
Island. I would visit each one daily and one day, a fortnight or
so after the Battle of the Coral Sea, when I went to the island,
there was an American cruiser tied up with the bow section
missing. It had been hit by a torpedo in the magazine below
the forward gun turrets and the ship had split in half from the
bridge. One of the officers who was on the bridge at the time
told me a sheet of flame went up in front of them and when it
cleared they saw the bow section, like a door opening to the
port side still attached to· its ship, which still had forward
weigh on, until it came free just before hitting the stern of its
own ship, and then sank. There were, of course, men inside,
but all the battle doors were locked.
On the first of May 1943, my record shows that I was,
"Transferred from RAE AASL L of C area to RAA AASL.
Posting: SCO III AA Operations Room, Sydney." This was an
operations room under the Gardens on the east side of
Macquarie St in the unused railway tunnel which ran from St
James station down to an opening by the Royal Auto Club at
the Quay. It entailed shift work, and our personnel were
accommodated in one of the old houses in Macquarie St. The
shifts were eight hours long. There were 3 groups. At anyone
time one group was on leave for two days, while the other 2
were on duty. We'd be ttying to sleep in among all the
alternate shifts, and you'd need more than two days to get
your Circadian Rhythm going again.
I know some people can go to sleep anywhere at any time
and keep going, but I wasn't one of them. Just before
Christmas, I had to be sent to Concord Hospital and sedated,
and, on 16th February 1944, it was decided I should be
retired. In my ward at Concord, Colin Sinclair (4049), who
was a prefect when I was at Shore and a member of the eight
crew, was also in for treatment.

Chetwyn Goodyer Luxton

3371

Submitted by John Luxton (son)
Chet joined the Volunteer Defence Corps (VDC) on 15th
April 1941 at Northbridge where he lived. He told of drill on
Northbridge Oval where there was one rifle for 50 men and
the rest used broomsticks. They were also trained by two old
World War I veterans in how to dismantle and assemble a
machine gun.
He joined the Citizen Military Forces on 10th March 1942
at the drill hall in North Sydney and was sent to Bathurst
Military Camp for initial training at age 33. He has told that
when the train of new recruits left Sydney, over half the men
were crying such was the tension and uncertainty of what lay
ahead. After Bathurst, Chet was stationed at Wallgrove,
Sydney.
On 17th September 1942, Chet, passed the medical exam
and was sworn into the Australian Imperial Force with the
trade group of clerk. Shortly after he left on the ship SS
Ormiston for Thursday Island in the Torres Strait, where he

was stationed until July 1943. He told of the monotony of life
on Thursday Island, where they were waiting for the enemy
who never came but did have air raid alerts when Zeros went
overhead at high altitude going further South. His diary entry
of 6th January 1943 notes the "carpenter gave him a haircut".
Chet served in New Guinea including being stationed at
Lae and Nadzab from October 1944 to September 1945,
where he was on clerical duties and truck driving. His diaries
talk of heat, sickness and the constant army life. All the troops'
letters were censored by the military, and so contain little
information except small items on living. One letter notes he
is "just allowed to say [he is] in New Guinea". He contracted
malaria, which kept recurring for many years after the war.
On leaving the Army on 16th November 1945, Chet
resumed his former occupation as a softgoods commercial
traveller, and as 'tools of trade' received a set of suitcases from
the Repatriation Commission.

Samuel Kenneth Purves Lytde

5172

Submitted by John Lyttle, son.
Ken Lyttle tried to join the RAAF but was rejected because
of colour blindness. He could have had a ground staff job but
preferred to be in action.
He was AWL several times during his service for short
periods and was fined and docked pay accordingly. He
probably decided that it was worth the sacrifice to visit home
or whatever he got up to. We will never know and can only
speculate. At one stage he was promoted to the rank of
Corporal, but was demoted shortly afterwards because of
another AWL. He was quoted as saying, "Too much
responsibility and not enough pay".
He married after the war and was killed in a car accident
12th March 1958. He had many friends from the time of his
service that nobody seemed to know about until after his
death when so many of them "just turned up" to lend a hand.
It was a complete surprise to my mother, but a good one.
My Father did have a close friend in the Army only known
by his nickname of 'Toaster'. No one had been able to find
out the true identity of this man.

Finlay Melrose Macdiarmid

5731

Having enlisted in RAAF Air Crew I was called up after a
waiting time and entered Bradfield Park to commence the
Initial Training School. Even though I was in my last year at
school, Cadet Lieutenant in charge of'l\ Company, I got a
sudden urge to fly. So I was very happy to don the uniform of
the RAAF.
On the first weekend at Bradfield Park, we had Day Leave.
I got the train from Li?dfield to Wynyard, walked up George
Street and caught a tram to the Eastern Suburbs from King
Street. Spent the day with friends and had to be back in camp
by 9pm. On the return trip I got off (the train) at King Street
and was walking down George back to Wynyard when out of
the shadows of the GPO popped an MP (Military Policeman)
who nabbed me. The charge was I was carrying my coat over
my arm, not according to service instructions. That is, I was
supposed to carry it over my arm, buttons done up and
folded, with the buttons pointing skyward. That was news to
me. If we were told during our final week in camp of such an
instruction, then I did not remember it and I still feel sure we
weren't.
Back in camp I was paraded before the Duty Officer, who
for punishment, "confined me to barracks" the following
weekend. Of course, being a law abiding serviceman, I
accepted this with good grace, even though I thought it a bit
rich. However, being very keen on my Rugby, that weekend I
was trialing for a first grade spot with the Drummoyne Club,
to whom I had been recommended by an old Glebe-Balmain
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Drummoyne oval, played a game of Rugby and returned the
same way and nobody was any the wiser. I had audacity for a
teenager!
After graduating from ITS, some of us were sent to
Queensland. Because, being a country boy, I could drive
motor vehicles, before we went on to the next course, I was
seconded to be a DMT (Driver Motor Transport). For six
weeks or so I drove jeeps, staff cars and Blity Waggons which
gave me a lot of pleasure. A WAAF driver was on the same
shift, who also was NSW Comp drafting team before the war,
so we had something in common and became good friends
even though she was ten years older than I was. The great
thing was she did my washing and ironing.
Because the casualties in the air prior to invasion of Europe
were less than expected, we were held back going on course to
the next stage. As I was anxious to go overseas, I transferred to
the Central Bureau and Combined Operations Intelligence
Unit consisting ofAmerican, British and Australian personnel.
The thing that struck me most was how well the members
of the United States forces were looked after. With their PXs
and beautifully tailored uniforms they lived better than the
Australian forces. The American women (in their forces) had
nylon stockings, which rather showed up the awful stockings
our girls wore. I well recall seeing GIs sitting down delving
into a whole icecream brick and a bortle of coke which they
had purchased (for a song) at the PX.
As the Allied forces in the Pacific pushed back the Japanese
the unit was supposed to transfer to Manilla in the
Philippines. Once again we were held back. I guess the Powers
that be knew about the intention of dropping the atomic
bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, so we never made it.

Arthur Randolph Mallinson

6191

On arrival in Townsville we were billeted at the
showground with the army. That night a lone Japanese
bomber arrived and was picked up by the searchlights bur was
out of range of the anti-aircraft guns. We watched this drama
taking place instead of taking any cover. A few bombs were
dropped around the dock area but no damage was done.

James Alan Mallinson

6505

''If Only My Mother Could See'Me Now!"
Perhaps the most enduring impre;sion I gained in the
relatively short time I was overseas was the mutual affinity
shared by those young blokes from all parts of the British
Empire. I have come to regard my service with Bomber
Command, and my survival, as having been the peerless
privilege of my life.
Early in 1944, at 17 OTU Silverstone, where we were
learning what was to be our trade for the ensuing eighteen
months, one of the old Wimpeys fell into the North Sea, and
our recently-chosen Wireless Operator, a young Englishman,
became one of the 8000 Bomber Command aircrew to be
killed in training accidents.
Charlie's death put the rest of us in a bit of a dilemma, as
no uncrewed wireless operator was immediately available to
replace him. However, the RAF did a lor of things in
duplicate, and within 24 hours, two Aussie Flight Sergeants,
both Wireless Operators, turned up our of nowhere and were
sniffing around for the Wireless Operatorless aircrew which
both had been sent to contact. They introduced themselves as
Bob Evans and 'Snow' Perry.
We had a good look at them, and after a bit of crossexamination (our navigator had been studying to be a lawyer
before he joined up), we found that Bob was the sole survivor
of a crew shot down over Belgium. We figured he'd had his
share of luck and, likable bloke though he was, we decided

_

we'd rather not test it any further in case he had the same hex
on all his crews. By such a masterful piece of elimination, one
Wilbert John Perry, got to be elected to replace Charlie.
It wasn't long before 'Snow' was to reveal himself as being
one of those unforgettable blokes with a homespun
philosophy all of his own, into which he would often weave
his most memorable gem, "If only my mother could see me
now." He had graduated to Flight sergeant with the effiuxion
of time, having been hospitalised with a broken ankle suffered
when he fell down the hold of the ship on his way across the
Atlantic. We hoped he was no longer accident prone.
He was 22 when we met him, whereas the rest of us were
either 19 or 20, and all sergeants. He had snowy hair,
considered him self ruggedly handsome, and he measured at
least two pick handles across the backside. Depending on
prevailing circumstances, we called him 'Grandad', 'Willie' or
'Fat Arse'. Though Grandad saw things in reverse, we nursed
the old fellow through OTU, the Stirling Conversion. Unit at
Shepherd's Grove, the Lancaster Finishing School at Feltwell
in Norfolk, on to 15 Squadron at Mildenhall (where our Kiwi
skipper was tragically killed), anorher Con. Unit at Wratting
Common, where we met up with our new skipper, Jeff
Clarson (another Aussie), Feltwell again, and Mildenhall
again, where they sent us off to Tuddenham, where 186
Squadron was forming.
By then, with an Aussie pilot, navigator, Wireless Operator
and 2 gunners, plus an English bomb-aimer and a Scottish
engineer (whose given name was Jimmy, bur of course we
called him 'Jock'), we were the only predominantly Australian
crew on this 3 Group squadron, though some of the other
crews were captained by young Australians, including Erie
Barton and Dennis Godfrey.
Flying from Tuddenham and later on from Stradishall, we
were pegging back the stipulated 30 operations, but when we
got up to about 28, the tour was extended to 35 because toO
many blokes were being killed in training. We struggled up to
33 - all of us with the twitch by now - and then it was
bumped up to 40. They told us we might get in a few short
trips to France, but we continued to fly clean over France,
mostly on 'daylights' to the Ruhr. Grandad was heard to say
something about what his mother would think if she knew
what they were doing to him.
When 'Clarson's Mob', as they called us, went on the night
raid on the German Fleet at Kiel on 9th April 1945, it was
our 39th operation as a crew on 186 Squadron. We were
coned over the target and Jeff hurled "M" Mike (we had
decided on "Mike" instead of the regulation "Mother" in
deference to Grandad) down one of the beams, but an aileron
had been damaged by the flak, and only a Herculean effort by
Jeff and Jock, combined with the structural strength of the
Lancaster, enabled us to clear the harbour after diving and
falling about 16,000 feet. Jock reckoned we overtook the
cookie on the way down.
When we finally got back to Stradishall, the news was
leaked to us that the tour had been dropped back to 30 some
hours before we had taken off for Kiel, but some balls-up with
signals from Group HQ had left us on the night's battle order.
You couldn't print Willie's response to that bit of 'intelligence',
but it did include a reference to his mother.
Some time before Kiel, Grandad had got himself married
to a pretty little Scottish sheila, whom he'd met somewhere on
a 48. She had fallen for his line about his prosperous goanna
farming operation back home. We all went to the wedding,
but the best man and groomsman (the two air gunners) along
with the others felt an urgent need for a leak during the
service, and we had to halt proceedings whilst this could be
attended to out amongst the tombstones. Willie took time out
to join us, but the preacher declined.
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Grandad must have enjoyed his honeymoon, because he
overstayed his leave, and we carted a cookie and 500 pounders
to 'Happy Valley' without him, taking our chances with Bob
Evans in Grandad's seat. The hierarchy took a dim view of
that sort of thing, and Willie had to make up his tally. He was
taken on by another crew, when their regular Wireless
Operator was sick. The kite was '0' Oboe and it was destined
for Dortmund, but it didn't get there. In fact it didn't get
much further than the end of the runway, where it slammed
into the boundary fence and blew up.
The explosion nearly knocked the beer out of our hands in
the Mess over a mile away. A phone call told" us that '0' Oboe
had blown and all aboard had perished. About an hour later,
when Jock was proposing yet another toast to our old mate,
an apparition which looked very similar to old Grandad came
barging through the door, peered around in the tobacco
smoke, and then we heard it yell, "If myoId mother could see
you pack of bastards getting pissed to the eyeballs at my
expense" We knew then that it was in fact the old fellow
himself While insisting that we keep shouting for him until
he caught up, and jabbering from a bad bout of the shakes, he
related that the regular Wireless Operator from '0' Oboe had
got a medical clearance at the last moment, and had kicked
Willie out of his possie as the kite was about to leave the
dispersal. Grandad, who had to trudge back in rhe dark
bumping his parachure and Smirh and Wesson, was later to
express his satisfaction of that young bloke's zeal.
On the night of 6th-7th December 1944, we were
rhreading our way home after bombing the Leuna oil plant ar
Merseburg, when a stream of rracer from a Jerry fighter missed
us by what seemed to be about a foot. Both gunners bellowed
'corkscrew port', and Jeff flung the Lancaster into the cumulonimbus that we were trying to avoid. It sure put the Jerry off,
but the ensuing half hour or so was pretty hectic with the kite
being bucketed about in the worst electrical storm we were
ever to experience. When we'd got through the worst of it the
compass and other navigational aids were useless, and we were
lost in a hostile sky, not knowing whether we were heading
our of Germany or further into it. There was a bit of technical
talk up front on the inter-com about fixes, astros, Pole stars
and things like that, followed by a grunt from Gtandad.
The next minute there appeared an unbroken line of
flickering fire on the starboard beam at point blank range. It
seemed that the Jerry had found us again, and had brought
half a dozen of his mates with him. Wondering why they
weren't dead, and forgetting to tell the skipper which way to
corkscrew, both gunners blazed back. The 'line of fire'
suddenly cartwheeled about the sky, and then drifted down
behind us. We reckoned we'd downed half the bloody
Luftwaffe, but Grandad didn't seem to be impressed: "Oh
Jesus, if only my mother could see what you bloody
delinquents have done to me!"
"What's up, Fat Arse, we've just saved you for your
mother."
Jeff butted in on the conversation, "What the bloody hell's
going on down there, what's the bloody fix, Grandad?"
"I haven't got a bloody fix," wailed old Willie, "because
those two bastards have just shot off my trailing aerial."
The gunners thought they were in enough of a fix anyway,
and couldn't figure out why he needed any more.
Hours later, with most of the instruments out of kilter and
almost out of fuel, Jeff plonked us down more or less intact
(except for an aerial and a few thousand rounds of ammo) on
the emergency 'drome at Woodbridge on the East Anglian
coast. Grandad staggered out, eyed us off and stammered,
"My mother might never see me again if you two bloody
sprogs don't smarten up."
We did our best to live up to Grandad's expectations over

the next few months and we even let him win at Poker the
day he reached the venerable age of23. We continued to drop
in on the Third Reich in the meantime, and, on 5th March
1945, we went over to hit the coke and benwl plants at
Gelsenkirchen for the fourth time in a fortnight. It was a very
heavily defended place, and we had strife each time we went
there.
We shed the 500 pounders, but by the end of the bombing
run we hadn't experienced the sudden jump in altitude we had
come to expect. The bomb-aimer called up to Jeff that the
cookie had failed to release. To our consternation, Jeff wheeled
the Lancaster around and instructed Dennis and Willie to
chop a hole in the floor with the axe and "find out why the
bloody thing was hung up". We were being shredded by flak
as they chopped the hole and Willie shut his eyes as he belted
at the coupling that was gumming up the system. While he
was panting and swinging he muttered those poignant words,
"If only my mother could see me now." By this time the rest
of the bomber stream was nearly out of sight, and Grandad
proclaimed to all and sundry that even his mother would
know there was a dropping wne in the Channel for getting
rid of hang-ups.
He raved on for a while about how the Jerries made it
obvious enough that we weren't welcome to try "ring a rosie"
in their bloody country etc until Jeff butted in again, "For
Christ's sake shut up, Fat Arse, or you'll have to get another
fix." Willie had a lot more to say about there being enough
bloody holes in the aeroplane without him having to make
any more, but he saved that until we got back to England.
Except for our navigator, Ron Liversidge, we all came
home on the Stirling Castle in July 1945. Ron is still missing,
but after a few years we gradually made contact again, though
Jeff was somewhere in Queensland, I lived in western NSW
and Willie and that virtuoso of the Browning machine gun,
Gerald McPherson, were in different parts of Victoria.
On one of my trips to have a yarn with Willie, I noticed
that he'd gone out of the goanna business, and had gone into
rabbits in a pretty big way on his block in the Western
District, with a few sheep as a side line.
In 1982, our engineer, Jock Hepburn, and his delightful
wife, Catherine, came out from their home in Stornoway in
the Outer Hebrides ("over 13,000 miles of shark infested
waters" as Willie used to say) to track us down, though he had
no idea where any of us lived.
Eventually Jock found Willie, and the old bloke (who was
a genuine grandad by then) got Gerald and I organised for a
session. Sadly, however, Jeff had died in Cairns the same week
that Jock had arrived in Australia.
Grandad was in his element as we yarned all night about
the times we had in England, and over the Third Reich. The
women, who reckoned they'd heard it all before, retired soon
after midnight, even before Jock could tell them how Willie
helped him win his medal. As the sun was coming up,
Grandad reflected our own thoughts of those days with
another of h,~s one-liners - "when men were men, and pansies
were flowers .

Evan Mander-Jones

2367

Submitted by Lois Mander-Jones, wife.
Evan was called up for full time service in 1939 with the
rank of Captain to 8 Infantry Brigade. He embarked with
HQ 1 Aust Corps in October 1940. He was promoted to
Major in the Middle East, and took part in the evacuation
from Greece, hiding his section in the pines behind Marathon
beach from where they were taken off in the heavily loaded
troopship Lesbos to Crete. As the Intelligence Officer he was
concerned to leave no information for the enemy and with his
Field Security Sections followed retreating troops to ensure
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Section 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - this. Returning to Australia via Java and Sumatra he was
awatded by the War Office the OBE (Military) on the
recommendation of general Wavell.
After attending the Staff Course at Duntroon in early 1942
he was posted to New Guinea Force with the rank of Lieut
Colonel and served through the Lae, Salamaua and Buna
campaigns. In 1944 he was appointed Chief Instructor of the
School of Military Intelligence at Southport Queensland, and
later Deputy Directot Military Intelligence as well as CA
Advanced Land Forces Brisbane, holding three appointments.
Promoted to Colonel at this time, he then was sent to
Bougainville and Morotai until the end of the war, and was
discharged in July 1946 with the rank of Honourary Colonel.
Two severe bouts of malaria meant hospitalisation in Brisbane
and Melbourne.
Evan established and conducted the AIF School of Military
Intelligence in Palestine and established the Allied
Geographical Organisation, which mapped and aerial
surveyed the territories of war. The love of bushwalking and
rock climbing which he had introduced to his pupils whilst at
Shore (Assistant Master 1926-29 and House Master 1933)
stood him in good stead through his war service and later in
civilian life. His letters from the Middle East are typed and
have been placed in the Australian War Museum.

Edye Rolleston Manning

575

Submitted by Richard Manning, son, from a diary and some
notes ofER Manning.

Key Dates
10 August 1935

Went to the Retired List at my own
request after 2 I years service. Substantive
rank of Group Captain from 117/33,
commanding RAF Station Manston at
time of retirement.
November 1935 Entered firm of Clarence Degenhardt
and Co, Stock and Share Brokers,
Sydney
26 August 1939 Recalled to the Active List.
Reported to AHQ Far East, Singapore,
I Sept 1939
and assumed duties of Depury AOA
Sent to Command in Ceylon
14 Feb 1940
[description of ~ork in establishing
operational bases for seaplanes]
Returned to AI IQ Singapore and
April 1940
resumed duties as Deputy AOA
Sent to Command in Burma
18 Feb 194 I
[Description of work in establishing
RAF stations at nine localities From
other entries and notations it is clear
that he remained based in Rangoon as
the AOC (Air Officer Commanding)
until Burma fell to the Japanese
invasion.]
He noted that "with the exception of a liaison officer we
had maintained for some time for Burma and Thailand, I was
the only RAP body in Burma for the first few weeks of my
incumbency. In addition to my command, I was also an
adviser to the Government of Burma". He notes that his tasks
were "(1) to survey the possibilities of Burma as a large scale
air base; (2) to make all weather landing strips and layout and
erect aerodrome accom,modation at dispersed points
throughout the country; (3) to site and build bomb and
ammunition depots at strategic points to be selected by me;
(4) to arrange for fuel depots and supplies; (5) to organise a
line of supply for clothing and equipment of all kinds, and
finally; (6) to form a RAF Operational Group and command
it. This was just IO months prior to the Japanese attacks on

Pearl Harbour, the Philippines and Malaya".
My father had a rather informal responsibility for RAP
matters (if any) across the border in China. This became the
reason for his involvement in a rather interesting mission the
remembrance of which was very strong for the rest of his life.
In January 1942 he was asked to negotiate the release of RAP
personnel who had crashed in China and who were being held
by the ruling government headed by Chang-Kai-Shek (as then
spelled, or CKS as he wrote in his notes). They flew by
Blenheim from Rangoon to Laslio where engine trouble
forced a change to a CNAC aircraft for the flight to Kunming
(Yunnan) and so to Chungking where he joined the locally
based British diplomats in a fruitless attempt to obtain access
and release of the so-called RAP "remnant".
He returned to Rangoon, but tried again a couple of
months later (28/4/42). This time he was not to be put off
and, after all official moves failed, he demanded an interview
with the Generalissimo CKS. With nothing to lose he made
the case and, after lots of tea, hand-shaking, bowing and so
forth, the mission was accomplished and the group flew out
on the last of the CNAC (China National Aviation Company)
flights to Calcutta (2 May 1942) as the Japanese had already
over-run Burma during his absence.
His diary notes that on Tuesday 12 May; while still in
Calcutta, he received a cable from Phyllis (his wife)
congratulating him on his promotion (presumably to Acting
Air Commodore) he also comments on being recommended
for a CBE or MBE for his work in Burma [He was
subsequently awarded the CBE].
He remained in India awaiting a new posting. His diary
includes this entry:
June 1942, Wednesday 24
"Left the ground [in Peshawar] 0530 in a 'Liberator' with
Col. O'Donell US Army Air Corps and three other American
officers and flew across the Himalayas and back! The first time
in the world that this has ever been done. 16,000 feet, up the
Indus Valley to Gilgit and then climbed to 27,000 feet to
cross the great Karakoram Range. Passed quite close to the
lovely Nanga Parbat just under 27,400 feet and saw Katlu
(Goodwin-Austen) second highest point on south far to the
east - over the "Roof of the World" and back. Caught a
glimpse of the Great Wall ofTartary. Turned back when well
over Turkestan. Thick mist 100 miles north of Peshawar and
got a bit lost. Found ourselves over Afghanistan and flew east
via the Khyber. Great difficulty in landing owing to mist. The
most historic and memorable flight I have ever made."
The RAP in India encouraged Dad to apply for a position
opening up for an Air Commodore in Australia. He did and
often expressed his longing to return home to Australia and
his family. The appointment did not eventuate and he notes
on October 26 I942 that he had "heard the bad news that
Area Command signalled that I was to be put on 'Home
Establishment' as tour expired and sent to UK. Presumably I
shall leave India as soon as a boat is available." He notes that
he cabled Phyllis about his posting to UK on November 2. He
sailed for the UK on December 24, 1942.
He was directed to a posting in England where he
conducted a drafting station for the re-direction of forces
between operational commands. The station was RAP West
Kirby but I do not have any other details. As recorded in the
inscription to a French-English dictionary presented to him,
he was awarded the "wings" of the Free French Air Force for
his services while having their airmen under his charge at West
Kirby. His practice was to make all his formal presentations to
the airmen in both English and French.
Dad returned to Australia, following VJ day in 1945, still
some months before VP day. Ir was a day of great excitement
for us as we were taken from our school lessons and waited
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outside the gates of a wharf at Woolloomooloo hoping to
catch a glimpse through the wartime security of this father we
had hardly known and had not seen for almost all of six years.
He hardly ever spoke about his war experiences but did say
to me that it had been a great regret for him that he had spent
his entire life preparing for, fighting or getting over wars.

George Ewan Marr

5011

We all wanted to serve in a squadron and go overseas, but
we went where we were sent. Virtually all of the work was
necessary and some of it was satisfYing. In particular the
Beauforts at 6 OTU Nowra were used to train crews in
torpedo bombing. They flew continuously at low altitude and
consequently on high power and were very difficult to keep
them serviceable. Being able to do so was very satisfYing.
I was asked by my CO to apply for an engineering
commission. Ar the selection Board it was suggested I transfer
to aircrew and this gave me the opportunity to have a lot of
fun flying Tiger Moths, but too late to make any contribution.

Basil Edward Homer Marris

5012

I recall we tied up at the docks of Batavia (now Jakarta) in
February 1942 we were greatly surprised to see 'Ocker' Seago
board the Orcades. He was a pilot in the RAAF and had
escaped from Singapore. We had a reunion - Harry Bradhurst
was with us - with 'Ocker' on the deck. I remember he pulled
out a bottle of gin from his 'Mae West' lifejacket, so we sat in
a circle on the deck and swigged and swapped yarns.

Joseph Hamilton Marshall

5370

Well, bugger Hitler!
On the 26th May 1941 my friend, Gordon Yuill (5248),
burst into my office: "Quick Marshall! The 1st Ack-Ack's
sailing on the Queen Mary in three weeks and, if we go out
now, we can get in as reinforcementst"
It seemed impossibld The Queen Mary was already in
Sydney Harbour, but Yuill's information was usually accurate,
so we rushed out to Victoria Barracks and, sure enough, there
was Lieutenant Jock Pagan creaming off all the best recruits
for the 1st Ack-ack. Those under 21 had to have parents'
consent to go overseas, so we added a year and emerged as
NX20486 and NX20487, reinforcement Gunners to the 2/lst
Anti-Aircraft Regiment. Because of our consecutive numbers
there was always lively debate as to whether I had had to drag
him or he push me to join up.
Our friend, Brian Allerton (5639), was with the Militia, so
we sent him a telegram and he was granted immediate leave to
join us. We then told our parents, who accepted our decision
and hid any alarm they may have felt. The next day we were
sent to Ingleburn to join the Regiment. The guns were already
dismantled and packed for shipment, and most of the unit
was on final leave. We spent our time in routine camp duties,
drilling, PIT and appearing at several recruiting rallies in
Martin Place.
It was easy to get leave. Mr Yuill was generous with his car
and this greatly simplified getting to Sydney. The foyer ofThe
Australia Hotel was the great meeting place, and there was
never any shortage of attractive girls, only too willing to help
brighten the last days of the boys going off to fight the War.
'Romanos' was our favourite haunt, and the place was alive
with servicemen. Every night wound up with Brian Lawrence
and his band playing their outstanding arrangement of 'Well
Alright!' where the clarinets took the lead. During those last
hectic weeks, we had three terrific nights at Romanos, each
time with different partners. Once Allerton turned up with
one of the Bursar's secretaries, which proves his idle time at
school was not entirely devoted to smoking.

The possibility of being killed must have occurred to us,
but if it did, it was pushed well to the rear, and I'm sure our
parents worried more about this than we did. Mrs Yuill gave
us two small prayer books to keep in our top pockets, and
they must have had some influence, because we all came
through with barely a scratch. We spent our last days saying
goodbye to friends and family. During my visit to Tom
Donkin, it was clear that Margaret, his housekeeper, saw no
distinction between aircraft and anti-aircraft. She also revealed
a keen knowledge of modern aircraft, when she explained how
her nephew in aircrew "didn't drive the aeroplane but sat in
the back and threw the bombs out!"
When leave was over we reported back to camp, and next
day were moved by train and ferry to board the gigantic
Queen Mary. The 1st Anti-Aircraft was the senior regiment
and, as such, we were allocated the best cabins: even lowly
Gunners were housed six to a cabin on 'J\ deck. Later in the
war, when the Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth carried
American troops across the Atlantic, these same cabins had 18
bunks, and, by using them in shifts, slept double that number.
Of course, their trip took only five days, whereas ours was
three weeks; nevertheless it was a marvel of organisation.
On the morning we sailed, the Queen Mary was
surrounded by small craft, including a Playfair meat launch.
The Colonel (now a Brigadier) was at the helm, with Peter, his
sister Ann and many others we knew on board. Close by was
another small boat, hired by an ever-thoughtful Uncle Roy,
with my Mother, Father, Aunt Kit, Uncle Roy and cousins
Jim and David. There was much frantic waving and I could
see my mother's white hankerchief wiping away her tears.
Gradually the mighty Queen started to move and slowly the
small boats dropped behind. We were escorted by the heavy
cruiser Australia, and, as we moved towards the heads, I later
learnt that my father shook his head and said: "Well bugger
Hided"
Next morning we woke to find we had been joined at
night by the Queen Elizabeth and Aquitania. Line abreast we
ploughed our way across the Great Australian Bight with the
Australia in front. It was the roughest parr of our trip. The
Australia was a County Class cruiser with plenty of freeboard,
but waves frequently broke over the forward gun turrets and,
occasionally, even the Queens took solid water over their bows.
We stopped briefly at Fremantle, because the Australia had
damaged a propeller shaft crossing The Bight. Rather than
wait for repairs, the troopships pushed on unescorted, relying
on radar, zigzagging and their great speed for protection. We
stopped again at Trincomalee on the North East coast of
Ceylon, and were finally picked up offAden and escorted up
the Red Sea by an Ack-ack cruiser.
Our days were filled with Athletics, Boxing, Physical
Training and Lectures on everything from the sighting of antiaircraft guns to discussions on venereal disease. The upper
decks were cluttered with. 303 machine guns, and every week
we had anti-aircraft practice. This was a welcome break in the
ship's routine and everyone came on deck to watch. Our
targets were clusters of inflated 'French letters' and it was
interesting to observe the slightly embarrassed titterings of the
nursing sisters, as they suddenly recognised what they were.
At night the most popular Army activities were beer
drinking and two-up, but on the Queen Mary there was a
much wider choice. The 1st Anti-Aircraft Regiment had an
outstanding entertainment unit. The driving force was none
other than Peter Finch, a humble Ack-ack Gunner. He was
ably supported by other professionals like Buddy Morely,
Howard Craven and a band led by Bill Hope. The skits were
inspired and the standard incredibly high. Films were shown
most nights, but the program only changed when we came
into port and the ships could exchange films.
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Section 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Allerton and I were keen Fred Astaire fans and, on the
Fremantle to Trincomalee run, we were delighted to find the
film was Fred Astaire's 'A Damsel in Distress.' Yuill joined us,
but his main interest in song and dance was as a background
to more serious activities. When it ended Allerton and I were
on cloud nine and even Yuill grudgingly admitted: "It wasn't a
bad film." The following night, when Yuill asked: "What are
we doing?" and we replied in unison: "Going to 'A Damsel in
Distress'" he was dumbfounded! And fair enough - if you
aren't a fan of Fred's singing and dancing, the story is a bit
thin, but there was nothing else to do, so rather grumpily Yuill
decided to tag along. The next night, when we said we were
going fot the third time, it was too much! Yuill took off for
the two-up in high dudgeon.
When Brian Allerton left school, he joined Burns Philp
and made several trips to New Guinea and the Islands as an
Assistant Purser. This turned out to be fortuitous. One of the
waiters in the Officer's mess served on a Burns Philp ship
during Brian's tour of duty, and made it clear he wanted to
help Brian and his friends. He had no teeth and looked like a
jockey, but asked for nothing in return but a pannikin of beer.
On an appointed night we crept into the store by the coal
port and made ourselves comfortable on the potato sacks. The
coal port was always open during fine weather and we
watched, fascinated, as the Indian Ocean sped past only a few
feet below. Suddenly our toothless friend appeared with plates
laden with chicken and other exotic delicacies. The enjoyment
of this magnificent and illicit meal was enhanced by the risk
we ran if caught. When we had finished we gathered up the
plates and were about to return them to our new found
friend. He was horrified) "Far too risky! Frow 'em out the coal
port!" he implored.
We did, reluctantly at first, but with less conscience and
increasing panache each succeeding meal. The thought did
occur that this was hardly helping the War effort, but it's
surprising what you'll do when hungry.
From Aden, our convoy; escorted by the Ack-ack cruiser,
moved up the Red Sea without incident and stood off Port
Tewfik at the Southern end of the Suez Canal. Ferry boats,
not unlike those that ply Sydney Harbour, took us ashore,
and, as we drew near the landing, we spied a florid, self
important, Naval Officer, complete with telescope under his
arm. He was obviously there to meet 'us. A moment later a
voice from the top deck yelled out: "Hey Admiral! You better
layoff the Johnny Walker!"
The 'Admiral' was furious, but what could he do,
confronted by a boat full of troops determined to prick any
pomposity?
Once ashore, English transport drivers moved us to the
railhead. It was a new experience! In Australia we only met
Englishmen of the 'Haw-haw' type, and this was our first
encounter with that other side of the Island race: shorter,
toothier and with 'North Coontry' accents. They found it
impossible to speak without reference to 'copulation' every
second word. They had made it into an art form and used the
word as a noun, verb, adverb and adjective. Our driver took a
wrong turn and, after a rapid fire exchange with the British
Military Police, turned to us and said: "Aye! I give the fooking
fookers fook!"
Most nights the Germans bombed the Northern end of the
Canal. El Qantara wasfln obvious target, so after dark, the
train, (taking us to Palestine,) moved three miles into the
Desert. We had to walk there, with our entire gear. It was a
daunting task, and I was glad I was young and reasonably fit.
During the stress of this slog across the sand dunes, Brian
Allerton and I had an awful row. I told him I didn't care if I
never saw him again and really meant it. I struggled on alone

and finally collapsed into the train, where we had to wait for
five hours before it was safe to move. Our Army cooks on the
Queen Mary were excused from Physical Training and exercise
because of their other duties and, consequently, were not very
fit. One paid a heavy price. He dropped dead during that slog
across the sand.
I had sat alone in the train for some hours, when a boyish
figure slipped down silently beside me. Even in the dark, I
knew it was Brian. Nothing was said but we both knew all
was forgiven.
Fifteen miles North of Gaza and close by the Palestine
railway, our camp had been prepared at Hill 95. The location
was deadly secret and we were cautioned not to mention it in
letters home under any circumstances. The secret, however,
wasn't too well kept, because we soon heard Lord Haw-haw
on the German radio saying:, "We know where you are
Australians - all camped along the Palestine railway." So much
for security.
Letters from home assume enormous importance, and
nothing did more to raise our spirits than the arrival of mail.
Our appetites were so voracious that Allerton, Yuill and I
shared most of our letters. Even the excruciatingly dull
passages in letters from Brian's sister, Betty, reporting how
many jars of jam she had made for the Red Cross, were
eagerly devoured.
When we weren't on the Bofors, we marched in the heat with heavy loads - over featureless landscapes, which made us
extremely fit. Wherever we stopped, Arabs appeared out of the
wilderness on donkeys, with watermelon and bottles of cold
'Spinneys' lemonade. It was like nectar from the gods!
Surveying this bleak scene during a 'Smoke-o', Dicky
Morrison, my fellow Predictor Operator, observed laconically:
"No wonder Christ died!"
On 22nd June 1941, Germany launched its lightning
attack on Russia. Their rapid advance opened the possibility of
a pincer movement from the Desert in the West and through
Persia in the North to paralyse the Suez Canal. Our presence
was meant to deter such an attack, as well as preventing
fighting between the Arabs and Jews, both ofwhom were
forbidden to bear arms.
The energy and enterprise of the Jews was remarkable.
Wherever they settled, the desert was turned into an oasis.
Modern cities like Tel Aviv and Jerusalem were beautifully
planned, spotlessly clean, with tree lined streets and shaded
gardens. They stood in stark contrast to the squalor and aroma
of old Jerusalem and Jaffa (Tel Aviv's twin city) which were
under Arab control. Whereas we established easy rapport with
the Arabs and were charmed by their old world courtesy and
hospitality, the Jews remained aloof and kept the troops at
arms length. The political position of the Arabs was
complicated as their spiritual leader, the Grand Mufti of
Jerusalem, was actively pro-German.
The Australians introduced Surf Life Saving to Palestine,
and, as they marched past on the beaches ofTel aviv and
Gaza, they looked magnificent. Sport contributed a great deal
to our fitness and, under enthusiastic leadership ofJack
Thomas, an ex Bondi life-saver, Owen Hepworth, David
Willis and I formed the Regiment's Rescue and Resuscitation
team, and represented the Regiment at Inter-Regiment
swimming sports. Hepworth and Willis were original
members of the 1st Anti-Aircraft and were discarded for being
trouble makers, but I never saw any evidence of this.
During our time in Palestine, normal Leave and our
membership of the swimming team enabled us to see many
places of historic interest. We visited a Jewish Kibbutz and
observed the earnest application of students, as they studied
outside beneath the ample shade of palm trees. Leave in Tel
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Aviv and Jaffa with Yuill was always hazardous. Whenever we
were surrounded by Arabs, he would point to my nose and
say: "Him Yehudi! him Yehudi!" This produced menacing
looks from the Arabs, whose hands drifted towards their
knives, as they spat and shouted: "Yehudi Bendouk! Yehudi
Bendouk!" Qewish Bastard.) I found the best way to deal with
this was to stand firm, point back to Yuill's considerable 'conk'
and say: "Him Yehudi! Him Yehudi" Arabs have a marvellous
sense of humour and their menacing looks would quickly
dissolve into wide smiles, displaying masses of gold teeth.
We often visited Gaza, which was only twenty miles away;
I swam in the Dead Sea and stayed in Jerusalem, Bethlehem
and Cairo. My visit to Bethlehem, one of the focal points of
Christianity, was a shock, as it was dominated by Arab
commercial interests. We were offered splinters from the
original Cross and leaves from the Mount of Olives! These
activities created major timber and olive industries, as the
offeringswere snapped up by the gullible and superstitious,
and particularly the Roman Catholics.
One of the less attractive features of British control was
their rigid class barriers. This restricted many famous places
like Sheppards Hotel, Cairo and The King David Hotel,
Jerusalem to 'Officers Only.' There were even lesser places
restricted to Warrant Officers and Sergeants! Amongst
Australians, ORs (other ranks) could go anywhere, provided
they were properly dressed, knew how to behave, and could
pay. These restrictions were deeply resented
During our last afternoon in Cairo we were approached by
a well-dressed Egyptian, who invited us to afternoon tea at
Madam Fifi's. Madam Fifi turned out to be the proprietor of a
very high-class brothel and, during afternoon tea, we were
joined by some quite enchanting girls, all off whom claimed
to be French. It was there that, at the age of 20, I threw all
caution to the wind! After this climactic end to our Cairo
leave, we headed back to the unit in high spirits.
We took delivery of a new Bofors gun with predictor,
generator, four wheel drive buggy to tow the gun, three ton
truck and stacks of ammunition. We lived in the Desert on
nothing but bully beef, army biscuits and tea while this new
equipment was checked and prepared for shipping. It was a
glorious time. We were always ravenous, but brown and
magnificently fit. We decided to name our new gun 'Madame
Fifi'. Dicky Morrison, who was a professional sign writer,
painted the name in shaded letters on both sides.
With our superb new equipment we set off for Port
Tewfik, at the Southern end of the Suez Canal. Here we
joined a queue for loading on to the SS City ofHankow for
destinations unknown.

Madame Fiji.
After the Queen Mary it would be hard to imagine a
greater contrast than the SS City ofHankow. The SS City of
Hankow was an 8000 ton rust bucket of indeterminate age,
which was fully extended making 12/15 knots. It took three
days, edging forward inch by inch, before 'Madame Fifi' and
our transport were hauled aboard. 'The Devil finds mischief
for idle hands', and our gun crew was no exception.
The warehouses on the wharf bulged with stores. One
night someone forced a top window and a chain of willing
hands quickly formed and removed vast quantities of beer,
whisky and pith helmets. The process only stopped when the
Military Police arrived. It was easy to intimidate the Egyptian
guards. My friend discovered a heavily guarded dump of tea
chests, which we suspected contained cigarettes. Neither of us
smoked but the challenge was irresistible. That night some of
the crew created a diversion by firing rifles into the air. When
the guards rushed to investigate, Bill and I grabbed the nearest
chest and buried it under the rubble in an adjoining bombed

out building. When the guards returned all hell broke loose.
The Military Police arrived and searched everywhere, but
without success. Next night, after dark, we recovered the
chest; it was filled with cartons, each containing 500 Wild
Woodbine cigarettes!
The following morning everyone was wearing a pith
helmet and complete strangers wandered up asking:
"Would you like six bottles of Scotch?"
"Thanks", we'd reply, "Here have 500 cigarettes!"
Most of the 'loot' was hauled aboard the City ofHankow,
and hidden around 'Madame Fifi', our three ton truck and the
ammunition boxes.
Early in 1942 Allied resources were fully stretched and it
became clear we were making this trip unescorted. The only
armament on the City ofHankow was an ancient 12 pounder,
mounted aft, which the crew were reluctant to fire in case it
blew the stern off! 'Madame Fifi' was mounted forward on the
starboard side, with another Barrage on the port side. The
Bofors was an excellent anti-tank gun and we carried armour
piercing as well as anti-aircraft shells, the former to be used
against enemy submarines that surfaced.
Around the upper deck there were 36 Bren guns mounted
on tripods and a barrage balloon to discourage low flying
Torpedo Aircraft. The barrage balloon, with its operator,
winch, gas cylinders and dangling wires were up forward and
we slept by the gun ready for instant action. We cursed the
balloon operator, because his apparatus restricted our field of
fire and every night the clanking of his winch made it
impossible to sleep. On the third night a stiffwind blew up,
snapped his line and the balloon 'took off'. We all gave three
cheers, but it was premature. He had a spare balloon, which
was soon inflated and cranked aloft. The unjustly abused
fellow left us at Aden, to be assigned by the Navy, with all his
paraphernalia, to the next ship moving up the Red Sea.
After a day exploring this fascinating strategic outpost, we
sailed from Aden early next morning. To the North we caught
occasional glimpses of the romantic, wild and beautiful coast
of the Trucial States. Viewed through binoculars the mystery
they held seemed infinite. Later we ran into foul weather and
the appaling din beneath our steel deck told us some of the
Bren-Gun Carriers had broken loose. Some btave and nimble
Armoured Corps Types went below and managed to secure
them without being crushed to death in the process. Word
spread that one Bren Carrier had smashed open a bulkhead,
revealing vast quantities of tinned fruit and drinking
chocolate. During the trip these were quietly raided and were
a welcome addition to our diet of Bully Beef, tea and Army
biscuits. Land was sighted towards the end of the second
week. We looked out on lush vegetation, as the City of
Hankow joined other Troopships in the port of Cochin.
Cochin is in the State ofTravencore on the South West coast
ofIndia. A small ferry boat, bearing the exotic name of The
Himalayan Littleflower plied endlessly between the Troopships
and Shore. The Himalayan Littleflower was commanded by
Corporal GA (Peter) Lloyd (5169).
After our lightning departure from the Middle East, it was
hard, at the time, to understand why we dithered around in
Cochin doing nothing for three weeks. While we were there
Singapore fell, and it was obvious that our strategic position
was desperate. Owen Lloyd (no relation of Peter's) was on a
Bofors on the ship alongside. Owen was the son of a family
friend and we made a pact to tell our parents we'd seen each
orher in Cochin if either didn't survive.
During our stay in Cochin, many of the troops bought
monkeys from the Indian traders, who appeared alongside in
small boats. At first they were a great novelty, but we were
soon heartily sick of them, forever masturbating in the rigging
above, and defYing current medical opinion by not going
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the monkeys could not go with us and, mysteriously, the same
traders appeared, offering to buy them back for a fraction of
the price. Obviously the same monkeys were sold and resold
to every ship entering Cochin. One of our cooks was so angry,
he delayed handing over his monkey until the ship was under
way and then hung onto the bow of the Traders boat. The
Indian was terrified! His boat had never moved so fust. Just as
it was getting too hard for him to hold, the cook gave the bow
a sharp twist, spilling the Indian and all his monkeys into the
drink.
We now know we were being rushed from the Middle East
to reinforce the Dutch East Indies, but the Japanese onslaught
was so rapid that only the Orcades, a fast ship, arrived in time.
The Orcades carried the 211st Anti-Aircraft Battery, 2/2nd
Pioneer Battalion, 2/3rd Machine Gun Battalion, 2/6th Field
Company, and 2/2nd Australian Casualty Clearing Station.
The 212nd Australian Casualty clearing station was
commanded by Lieut Colonel Edward (Weary) Dunlop. Most
of the units were without their weapons and equipment; the
2/1st Anti-Aircraft had only two guns, as the remaining ten
were stuck at Cochin with the rest of us. AIl units, other than
the Anti-Aircraft, were finally landed at Tanjongpriok. Within
weeks, the Dutch surrendered and almost all these seasoned
troops, who had fought in the Desert, Greece and Crete, were
taken prisoner. We were saved from a similar fate by the slow
speed of the SS City ofHankow.
Gordon Yuill was with one of the guns on The Orcades
and, while he was ashore in Sumatra, ran into Mander, who
was then a Lieut Colonel in Intelligence. Mander managed to
return to Australia on the last ship out of Sumatra. Gordon
also came home and was finally off-loaded in Adelaide.
After the fall of Sumatra, the Japanese laid siege to Burma
and the British Prime Minister, Mr Churchill, put enormous
pressure on the Australian Prime Minister, Mr Curtin, to
divert the rest of the convoy to Burma to help shore up this
collapsing front. In spite of telegrams and pressure from the
American President, Mr Curtin stood firm and refused. Thus
we all came home to Australia, where the City ofHankow
berthed at Fremantle.
It was dark when we landed. Our guns were quickly offloaded. We travelled through the night until we reached an
airbase. Here 'Madame Fifi' was sited ready for action, and we
collapsed for a few hours sleep before 'dawn.

Tit bit from western Australia.
We stood to at first light, slowly recognising the silhouettes
ofWirraways dispersed around us. As the light increased, we
discovered we were at the Southern boundary of Pearce
Airbase, right opposite the Bullsbrook Hotel. AIl day, at
breakneck speed, we worked filling sandbags and building a
gunpit. During the day routine flights of Hudson and
Beaufort Medium Bombers took off and landed. There were
also a few American Glen Martin Marauders; these incredible
Bombers, with a tiny wing and two enormous engines, were
known as 'Flying Prostitutes', because they had no visible
means of support.
Troops back from the Middle East stood out from the rest
of the Army. We were lean and bronze; our puggarees and
webbing belts were bleached white by the sun (a process we
accelerated by scrubbing them with salt) and we walked with a
certain undeserved ela.n and swagger. In our absence the
Women's Services had expanded enormously, and it was
enchanting to find groups of attractive Air force girls
(WAAAFs) parading past our gun every night on their way to
the Bullsbrook Hotel. Each night the scene inside the Hotel
was electric. The whole place jumped. As the boys just back
from 'The War' we had a certain novelty value, and this was
fully exploited. Any WAAAF showing the slightest interest in

Madame Fifi was quietly slipped through the fence and given
a tour of inspection.
"How many planes has this gun shot down?" asked one
attractive WAAAF.
"Thirty nine" replied an imaginative member of our crew,
without batting an eyelid.
This astonishing statement was greeted with approving
'Oohs' and 'Aahs', and we were stuck with it. Some weeks later
the same WAAAF was persuaded to visit one of our other
guns on the hill. Here she asked the same question and was
given the honest answer: none. Finding it hard to hide her
disappointment, she exclaimed, "Bur the boys on the gun by
the Hotel have shot down thirty nine!" This remarkable
information brought forth roars of incredulous laughter from
our rival gunners and certainly put a dent in our credibility.
West Australians are the most hospitable and friendly
people and during leave in Perth, we were overwhelmed with
warmth and invitations to come home for a meal.
"You're just back from the War aren't you?" inquired one
friendly woman.
"Yes" we replied, doing our best to sound nonchalant,
"Whereabouts were you?" she continued,
"In Palestine, mainly" we replied,
"Oh! 1 have a nephew in the cookhouse in Palestine, 1
wonder if you met him?"
"What was his name?" we inquired; and then, as gently as
possible, said, "1 don't think we did." Obviously she visualised
the entire Australian Army of a quarter of a million men,
feeding from one central cookhouse in Palestine.

Anthony William Matthews

6348

1 was fortunate to have enlisted two days before my 18th
birthday. From the age of 13 1 had only one ambition in life:
to fly Spitfires - an ambition which 1 achieved. When the war
finished I was shattered, as I had never given any thought to
what I might do in life if and when it ended!

John Maurice Maxwell

5894

1 had always wanted to go into the army, and 1 thoroughly
enjoyed the Cadets at Shore - that was one of the highlights of
going to Shore. From then I was quite happy to put in my
papers to go to Duntroon, particularly seeing as the war was
coming on. I was not accepted as far as I knew at the very end
of the school year, so my Dad said I had better go back to
school. I went back to school for the first two or three weeks,
and then got accepted and went off to the Royal Military
College in 1940.
After experiencing boarding school, 1 thought the College
was a "piece of cake" - I thoroughly enjoyed it, but 1 did feel
sorry for some of the people who probably had not been away
from home a lot. It was a good life, very free and easy, and I
met a bunch of good blokes who later in life are still your
good friends. 1 thoroughly enjoyed the life - my only concern
was that we might miss the war.

Maxwell was posted to the Middle East, attached to British
Units to report on technical and tactical developments.
Being young, 1 thought the trip across was great, we went
on the lIe D'France, a very large liner which was virtually
empty, as it had brought Australian troops back to Sydney.
Literally all that was on board was a few New Caledonian
Native Troops, a few French Officers and our team. This
would have been in about February 1943. We were escorted
partially until we left Western Australia, and then the ship was
on it's own until we got to Durban. In Durban we
disembarked, spent about two weeks there, which was a very
pleasant break, as the people there were very hospitable.
The Sicily campaign was about to start, and 1 wanted to
get across there because I knew that they had Churchill tanks
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going in. However, they said "No," because we were still
under control of our team leader and I would have been away
on my own. I was transferred then to 5th Tanks, which were
south ofTripoli, in the Horns area. Obviously, unknown to
me, the Italy show was going to come on and the unit was
ear-marked to go there. I never did get to Sicily.
I went down to join the 5th Tanks, which had Shermans,
and from there we basically did normal training keeping the
tactics going, keeping the gunnery going and that type of
thing, until it was evident that we were going to go to Italy. At
that stage we went into the waterproofing business, and
studying sand models of possible areas which we might be
going into and doing a certain amount of on-and-off landing
craft training. We were all equipped for a wet landing; we had
plenty of high gear up the back and the tanks were completely
waterproofed.
From there we went up to Tripoli and we were loaded onto
LST's (Landing Ship - Tank) and took off from there. We had
an uneventful trip across, through the Straights of Messina.
Going through that was quite wonderful to see really, because
the Sicily show was still going on and there was a terrific
amount of traffic from Italy - the straits were full of craft the
whole time.
Then we landed the following morning at Salerno. It was a
dry landing, strangely enough, so we didn't need all the garb
we had on. The first thing we did was go into various areas
which were mapped out, which we knew about before hand
because of the planning, and took off all the hardware
equipment, (the waterproofing). It was one stage when I
thought I should have joined the navy. We came ashore we all
sat down and had a bacon and eggs breakfast in the ward
room. It was magnificent! Before we hit the beach we had to
unshackle all the tanks, and thank heavens it was not a wet
landing because 90% of them went forward and crushed the
waterproofing of the tank in front, because we hit the beach
with a bit of a bump.
The first night there was a counter attack, and fortunately
for us the two battle ships were in the bay. Their shells were
going over us all night and when we advanced the next
morning it was quite astounding to see the size of the craters,
and to see a Mark IV tank on it's back where a 16" shell had
gone off near by.
Our Brigade consisted of two Royal Tank Regiments and
the 4th County of London Yeomanry. It was then a case of
just plodding on. It was quite an interesting area in that it is a
very fertile area, lots of poplar trees, lots of grapes, many vines
were strung between poplar trees. This meant that your
visibility was limited and invariably at the top end of any
straight road you could bet on one self-propelled gun (SP)
that would normally get one of the scout cars or one of the
lead tanks. Then everyone would leave the road and to try and
work around through the poplars, which was very difficult.
In fact there was one classic where there was an SP at a
road junction. As we came up the road it got the first tank, so
in normal tactics you would outflank. The troop went out to
the right, the SP went out to the right, waited, and got two
more tanks. Next thing you try to outflank that, the SP did
likewise and he ended up with about five or six tanks to his
credit, thought he had done his duty and took off.
Unfortunately for him, he went back to the road and a 25
pounder shell went right through the hole in the turret. We
went up later and followed his tracks, just to get an idea of
what was going on, it was quite amazing. I felt he should have
got the Iron Cross.
From then on it was just sort of a daily routine of going
forward, and with the Germans using delaying tactics. The
Italians were out of the war then, they were quite a happy
bunch of people. It was amusing - you would go into a town

where everybody would be clapping like mad, waving little
flags. When one resident was asked why he was happy, he
said, "well we clapped out the Germans this morning, and we
are clapping you in tonight, and if the Germans come back
tomorrow we will also clap them back in!" There was no
animosity whatsoever.
This went on from early September until about November.
We had the odd period when the unit would drop out of it
for a break. Our unit stopped at the Volturno River, a major
river system which runs north of Naples through to the West
Coast, it is a very wide river in a very flat area, a sort of very
drained area. We got up to Capua, experiencing the usual
thing with shells coming our way and shells going there way,
no physical contact because they were now on one side of the
river and we were basically on the other.
The attack to get across the river was quite a very big one,
but armour was not involved. From memory, there were six or
eight hundred guns on the corps front firing the barrage,
which was a colossal barrage. The next day I whipped off and
got myself across the river, and I have never seen such
devastation - there were towns which were just levelled, and I
was struck by the number of dead beasts.
On reflection, I felt the British unit that I was with was
the most professional I had served with anywhere. They had a
lot of time in the desert, and my sergeant I think taught me a
thousand and one things I did not know, and I think he was a
great one to learn from. The other ranks I also found
excellent. TAs for the equipment, I don't think I could have
wished for a better tank in which to fight in that area than the
Sherman, they were diesel Shermans. There were some that
came out later which were petrol, which I would not have
been particularly enamoured with.
I was very fortunate in that I was appointed Naval and
Military Attache to South Vietnam in 1965-66. Went up in
1965 via Singapore and spent the first few days in a Caravel
Hotel, and then I had a house out near the airport with Beth
and the children. So at that stage it was a relatively pleasant
existence for the first week or so, there were a certain number
of coups going on and a certain amount of bombing in town,
like the American Embassy.
The job was very interesting really; you spent a lot of time
away from home with the American units, (that was before
the Australians came up,). It was relatively easy to travel in the
Mekong Delta area or even up north.
The Americans started to build up in massive numbers and
the Australians came into it (other than the training team
which had been there for some time). I went up to see our
APC Squadron at Bien Hoa when it arrived. Later the whole
squadron came to our house on Cambrai Day. I provided the
drinks and all the food, and the boys had a whale of a day.

Alec McCorquodale

5898

The Japanese bombed Pearl Harbour on 7 December
1941. I joined the Army on 23 December 1941 aged 18 112 at
that time no Army personnel were allowed to go overseas until
they were nineteen so I gave my date of birth as 23 December
1921. Age 20 (true age 18 112). My Mother had no objection
to my volunteering for overseas service but she was shocked
(outraged) at my new date of birth as it made her a wanton
woman having married in London on 26 November 1921
With a Mosman Cricket Club friend, John Reid, we joined
the queue in Martin Place and were driven in trucks to the
Showground for a medical exam issued with khaki clothing,
underwear, socks, boots and a brown slouch hat with the
rising sun. Several days later I was on the train to Dubbo to
the 30 Coy 5 I.T. BN, i.e. 30 Coy Australian Infantry
Training Battalion, as NX 79948.
On the first Sunday in Dubbo, where I had been sent to
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our "fall our the RC's" - "fallout the C of E" - and "fallout
the Others".
RC's
Church parade
Kitchen (peeling potatoes)
C of E
Others
hygiene patrol (clean the lavatories)
Everyone in the Army had a religion - it was entered in
your pay book when you enlisted. If you didn't know, you
were entered as C of E or RC depending on the sound of your
surname. Whilst attending a C of E school, my Scots
ancestors took over and I was shown as a Presbyterian 'Others'. My friend John Sullivan was an RC, and told me
later on that first Sunday his church was at Sam and he had
been in town by 9am, free for the day. After hygiene the
'Others' had attended church parade at 11, lunch at 12, and
did not get into town until after 12:30.
Next Sunday I fell out wirh rhe RC's!
Embarkation on a troopship on 4 February 1943 and off
to Port Moresby escorted by destroyers. Three days in
Moresby waiting for weather to clear for planes to take troops
to Wau. A horrifYing accident occurred at the airport when a
returning bomber hit a plane on the ground, and the plane
loaded with troops burst into flames. Some of the burn
victims were in hospital for months and months.
Finally away in a DC3, my first ever flight in an aeroplane.
It was very cold sitting on metal seats whilst the plane circled
and circled to gain maximum height to fly through a gap in
the mountain range before landing at Wau 250km by air
north west of Moresby.
Wau is at the southern end of the Bulolo Valley - pre-war
one of the richest alluvial gold areas in the world. Wau airstrip
is 30 metres higher at the top end than at the foot of the 1000
metre long landing ground and in an area of gardens, a coffee
and native plantations. The Japanese aimed to take the airstrip
for attacks on Moresby.
The battle for Wau had been won the day before. Some
troops several days before had climbed off the plane, been shot
by Japanese snipers and gone back on the same plane as
casualties. The decisive factor in the battle was the arrival of
our 25 pounder guns and whose shells killed hundreds of
Japanese in an area aptly known as the slaughter yards. In four
days DC3 aircraft made 244 landings carrying troops,
ammunition and supplies.
As a nineteen-year-old reinforcement officer I was sent to
Leahy's Farm to take charge of a platoon in '1\ Company 2/7
Infantry Battalion 17 Brigade 6 Division. The battalion badge
was brown over red or mud over blood. The prospect of
taking over a platoon (nominally 36 soldiers) whose battalion
had fought in the Middle East, Greece, Crete, Syria, Ceylon
and now New Guinea was somewhat daunting to say the
least.
Next day out on patrol seeking the enemy. Every evening
almost exactly at 3pm it rained cats and dogs until 4 and at 6
we were back in our slit trenches where we spent the night
trying to sleep or on guard. We also saw some spectacular dog
fights as the Zero's attacked the transports bringing the troops
into Wau. The DC3 were covered by three layers of US
fighter planes, Lightnings aerocobra's and the trails the planes
made in the sky were quite a sight.
We didn't ever see a transport shot down and the
protection was very effective. Me and a mate did get a hell of a
shock one Sunday morning as we were walking in the
cemetery at the foot of the airstrip and an aircraft came low
over us and we waved to the pilot who started machine
gunning us - we went down in an unused grave in one
second, and looked up at a grinning Japanese pilot in a
reconnaissance Zero with a big red sun on the fuselage. The
reason for a failure to recognise him earlier was due to our

having become used to Wirraways flying low over us on their
recce ofJapanese positions.
The Leahy brothers (not Leyland) were famous early
explorers and settlers in New Guinea and had established a
farm in this fertile valley.
Then we commenced the chase of the Japanese over the
hills to Salamaua. An official publication 'Salamaua Siege'
describes the eight months from Wau on 27 January to 1I
September 1943 when Salamaua was captured. It says,

'Topography played an extremely large part. Country such
as this must be seen to be believed. As tracks became worn,
mud became knee deep and over. Clothing became sodden with
rain and sweat. To such conditions ofrain, mud, soddenness,
stench, gloom, the feeling ofbeing shut in by the everlasting
jungle and ever ascending mountains add to the tension ofthe
constant expectancy ofdeath from behind the impenetrable
screen ofgreen and you have an under painted picture ofwhere
the Australians fOught at befOre Salamaua and conqueredI'
Wau to Salamaua on the shortest track is 60km, although
kilometres is only of academic interest - the only measurement
is track hours. It took us eight months! - similar conditions to
the Kokoda Track and about a month later.
After struggling up through Kaisinik and Ballams, the same
publication referred to earlier tells me that:

'54" Company 2/7 Battalion had made fOur determined
attacks on a japanese position known as The Pimple'. The
thick jungle made accurate ground fire impossible with the jap.
sited machine gun posts covering all approaches through cut fire
lanes. On Sunday May 9, 1943 '54" Company were themselves
encircled by the japanese and cut offfrom their main fOrces
and remained surrounded and subject to fierce attacks by the
enemy fOr three days and nights.
"In the height ofone attack a jap. Officer with a large,
toothy grin on his yellow mug and his sword upraised, rushed a
weapon pit held by an Australian officer (Lt. A
McCorquodale). He was met with a burst ofsub-machine gun
fire. Then the japanese brought up their machine guns
ftmiliarly known as 'woodpeckers'fOr their ability to cut down
trees. "
Interestingly and probably fortunately for me the Jap
officer, whose body lay in front of my trench for two days
(good protection) had mistaken me for another Japanese
officer due to my wearing glasses and my skin also being a
yellow colour due to taking atebrin every day to ward off
malaria.
The papers found on his body were very helpfi.ll to our
intelligence people as it gave details of the enemy forces in the
area. He also had some money superimposed with OC
(Occupation Ceylon) and OA (Occupation Australia) which
has always left no doubt in my mind that the ultimate
intention of the Japanese Army was to invade Australia.
'A' Company was once again cut off and surrounded by
Japanese two months later in July at a place known as
Bobdubi Ridge two days after moving into the area, the
Japanese 'began a series of desperate, fanatical attacks, some of
which brought the attackers only five metres from the
defenders. Twenty-eight such attacks were repelled over five
days before the Japanese retired.'
In both cases the screaming and yelling of the Japanese as
they attacked was off putting but also a warning they were on
their way. The squeaking of those wounded, strangely, was not
an unpleasant sound to us.
After the 'Pimple' engagement, two soldiers in my platoon
received decorations MM (Military Medal) and MID
(Mention in Dispatches). The citation in part for the MM is
pertinent - 'The Bren gunner was subjected to some of the
most intense fire encountered during the action. His weapon
pit was shot up by three enemy machine-guns and earlier one
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of the bipod legs of his Bten was shot away and he received a
wound in the arm. He repaired the Bren, but found he could
not fire it because of his wound, so he handed it to his mate
and acted as loader.
Sadly some weeks later when my platoon was given the
task of attacking Japanese who had cut off another company,
two of the men in my platoon were killed. You forever wonder
what if I had chosen another route or whatever. Sad to die at
age twenty and not be part of the joys an~ ch~lenge~ l,ife
provides. It is also makes me thank my frIend Hughie for the
many years I have been given.
.
Not long after my knee became infected and I was shipped
out. Arriving at night by landing craft we were greeted With an
almighty blast of anti aircraft fire. I think becaus~ someone .
had mistaken the noise of the landing craft for aircraft. By aIr
to Moresby and hospital where the burn patients were still
being treated and then back to Australia and I have no
recollection of how I finally returned to Sydney on leave.

Cowra Break Out
When 900 Japanese prisoners broke out of the prisoner of
war camp at Cowra on the early morning of5 August 1944,
231 Japanese and 4 Australians were killed an? 1O~ Japan~se
wounded. The Battalion guarding them were Dad s Army too young for World War I, and too old for World War II..
The Japanese prisoners had been welllook~d after - whICh
they considered 'soft' - mainly due to ~here ~eIng 21,000. .
Australians in Japanese POW Camps mclud~~g those bu!ldmg
the Burma Railway. The Japanese were humilIated by.bemg
captured and for some, dying was preferable to returnIng to
their families as ex-POW's.
In 'kamikaze' manner they crossed under machine gun fire
the three lines of barbed wire, climbing over the blanket made
by earlier escaped prisoners, now dead. The prison huts we~e
set alight and lit up the whole scene early on a frosty mornmg.
That afternoon troops from the Recruit Training Ce~tre
nearby were called in to search for prisoners ~ver a w!de art;a.
One lieutenant was killed with sharpened knives dUrIng thiS
search. In the following days small groups were sent out in
trucks to round up the scattered and disorganised prisoners.
It so happened that after the Wau-Salamaua can:paign and
leave, I was sent to Cowra to train brand new recrUIts.
I first met Captain Robert Williams there and my brother
Geoff had trained there and then moved to Wagga Wagga
Camp some months prior to my arrival. And then the break
out, followed by the search, for escaped prisoners, I had a
group of four or five and a utility truck to. rou~d up escapees
in the Manduramah area. We spent one nIght m the flea
ridden cells of the police station at Woodstock. The Japa~ese
rounded-up were the result of sightings by .farmers or theIr
wives. The escaped prisoners offered no reSIstance, and, other
than sharpened knives, had no wea~on~..
..
I think the greatest concern was IssUl~g lIve ammUnItion to
brand new 'city' recruits who were learnIng to march and had
never fired a rifle in their lives.
And then came the sweetest few days of the war!! The
remaining Japanese prisoners were transferred to H~~. 1, as
officer in charge, was sent with a water-wagon, a utilIty a~d
six soldiers to West Wyalong to arrange hot tea for the drIvers
and soldiers escorting the prisoners to Hay. T~ere had not
been any troops located at West Wyalong dUrI~g the. war and we were looked after like royalty. The prettlest girls were
given rides on the army water truck!

David John McDowell

9830

David McDowell was a forward observer signaller of101
Field Battery, tlttached to a combined Austr~l~an and New
Zealand infantry company in Vietnam. ThiS IS an extract from
his memoirs.

Our next mission was to Cordon and Search a small
village, called Ap Ngai Giao, which was a well known VC
stronghold.
This operation was of just one day's duration in between
the main operation that we were on at the time. We were
briefed the day before and everyone knew exactly what their
role would be during both the cordon and the search. It is
important to note that when operations of this nature were
planned for particular areas, the Province Chief had to be
notified well in advance. The Province Chief would then
advise the Village Chiefs who would in turn tell the villagers
when we would be arriving. This obviously gave any VC
plenty of time to get out of town.
The operation began at 0600 hours, when we surrounded
the village ofAp Ngai Giao. I was fortunate that I had the
radio and was instructed to ensure that I had good
communications with the Battery, who would be ready to fire
on pre-recorded targets that we had registered the night
before, strategically covering every means of escape from the
village.
The moment that we had surrounded the village, about a
dozen little children came out to see what was going on. It
was then that I noticed that all of the children were about five
years old or younger, and later it became obvious that there
were no young women only a few very old women and a
several very old men. There were no men whatsoever of a
military age, ten to eighty, a major factor which proved that
indeed this was a VC village, as far as I was concerned.
The search was basically fruitless. All that the searchers
found were a couple of cross-bows which they captured as
souvenirs. There were many well-worn tracks leading to Ap
Ngai Giao and I was convinced that when we withdrew, the
VC would probably return immediately, and in fact, I was
convinced that they had been watching our every move. It is a
very spooky feeling and I don't mind admitting that I was
extremely glad to leave the area. I could feel we were being
watched and all the time I expected a booby-trap of some
kind to be detonated. It turned out to be very uneventful and
somewhat of a waste of time as far as I could see.
One morning, between Christmas and New Year, we were
briefed by the Company Commander, Major Torrance, to be
on the look-out for American LRRPs (Lurps as they are
referred to are Long Range Reconnaissance Patrols of two
highly skilled soldiers who, camouflaged, penetrate enemy
camps to report information to Army Intelligence, they are
not an attack force, but can adequately defend themselves if
the need arises). When we stopped for lunch, I took off my
pack and webbing and sat, leaning with my back to the tree. I
was about to open my pack to find something to eat when the
tree that I had been leaning against said 'Howdy'. I realised
immediately that it must have been one of the LRRPs and as
hard as I looked, when I stood up, I could not see the face on
this man. He said, "keep quiet and don't tell anyone I am
here." Of course I was aching to get someone to come and
have a look at this guy but I did what he told me, although I
had to ask him how long he had been there. He said he had
been there for about an hour waiting for us to arrive.
Something like this makes you wonder if we have had visits as
close by the VC, anyway, you try not to think too much about
such things.
On this particular day we were heading for Fire Support
Base 'Discovery', where 101 Battery and 6 Battalion Forward
Headquarters were located. When we had stopped for lunch
we were only about 3 kilometres from our destination. I was
particularly keen to get to the Fire Support Base, not only to
see my friends but also to have a shower and get into some
clean clothes and perhaps have a nice hot dinner.
One thing that I did while on operations with the Infantry
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dropped from a DC3. Flying at about 3,000 feet they would
be simply tossed out of an open door at the rear of the
aircraft. These leaflets would float to the ground and had
messages on them advising the VC to surrender, .the Chieu
Hoi system. If they surrendered they would be given food,
clothing, shelter and paid a bounty for any weapons
surrendered. In respect of these leaflets, on patrol I would
often see these leaflets only a couple of meters off the track. I
never considered any danger and collected seven such leaflets.
The real danger was that the VC were renowned for planting
booby traps near anything that could be collected as a
souvenir, I was lucky, but I was always cautious.

Discovery' Fire Support Base
As we neared the Fire Support Base I could see the APCs
(Armoured Personnel Carriers) in line guarding the only
entrance to the position through the concertina wire. The
APCs had beach umbrellas on top shading the Cavalry
Troopers reclined in deck chairs. As we passed by one of the
Troopers looked up from the book that he w~ reading. and
called out, looking straight at me, "Been outside the WIre have
we, Pogo!" I recognised the man to be Normie ~owe and.
because I couldn't think of a reasonable reply, I Ignored him,
but I did try to give him a glaring look of disdain. (A pogo is
a person who remains in the Base Camp and never goes
outside the wire.) Fire Support Base Discovery was a very dry
and dusty camp situated on the outer edge of a rubber
plantation. The 6 guns were located in the clear outside the
rubber and the Infantry was to the rear, scattered among the
rubber trees. To the front of the Battery position it was very
flat with nothing but tall grass for approximately 300 meters,
then jungle.
At Discovery everything was extremely dry and dusty. Such
as it was that every time a helicopter either landed or took off,
the fine red dust and dead grass was churned up causing
everyone to have to clean the guns and rifles each time. A
decision was made to move the heli-pad further away from the
Battery position but this seemed to make only a slight
improvement, we were still subjected to dust storms created by
the rotor blades.
A monumental decision was made to try dropping the
ammunition for the guns by parachute. The theory was that
all supplies could be dropped in this manner and thus avoid
interruption to troops on the ground.
The first load of ammunition was dropped but
unfortunately the parachute failed to open. Naturally when it
hit the ground it exploded. There was literally shrapnel and all
manner of things flying everywhere. Everyone made a mad
scramble for cover, there were soldiers diving into foxholes,
taking cover behind anything they could. Two of the .
Sergeants, Terry Bucknell and Vic Rowe were seen trymg to
get through the entrance to the Command P~st at th~ very ,
same time, both getting stuck at the door, whICh was Just Wide
enough for one person neither yielding to the other.
Further away, and actually just in the rubber, Sergeant Stan
Wilczek of Support Company dived into Maj~r John
.
Bertram's slit trench. When Major Bertram amved, surpnsed
to see someone else in his own slit trench he said "what are
you doing in my slit trench?" Wilczek replied, "When the shit
hits the fan it's every man for himself, this was the first place I
could find, so you can piss off!"
.
The result of this exercise led to the idea of droppmg
supplies by parachute. From that time on the helicop~ers .
landed still further away and still everyone kept cleanmg theIr
guns and rifles as before.
One evening, before dinner, we had each been allocated a
full jerry can of water and permitted to shower. T~e showers
were set up in a line near to the thunder boxes (tOilets), we

queued to go to the toilet and then have a shower. I recall
sitting on my jerry can waiting for my turn when a couple of
very strange things happened. Next to me in the queue was
Trevor Oack) Jensen who unscrewed the lid of his jerry can. As
I watched him unscrew the lid I noticed steam coming out. I
asked him where had he got the hot water from but all he s~d
was 'mind your own business,' or words to that effect. To this
day I still do not know how he managed to get hot water for
his shower. We had been told previously that day that some
very distinguished politicians would be visiting the Fire , .
Support Base that evening, we were to address them as SIr If
spoken to and that saluting would not be necessary, as we
were on Operations.
Just before the helicopter arrived to bring the visitors in,
our of the rubber plantation behind us a brass band began
playing. It was quite bizarre, in the middle of~i~tna~, ~ war
going on around us and a brass band, the mUSICians SItting on
stools, playing chamber music, the likes ~f w.hich you would
expect a Salvation Army Band to be playmg m Hyde Park on
a Sunday afternoon, very odd, but not unusual for the New
Zealanders as the band belonged to them.
When the dignitaries arrived, dressed in their brand new
jungle green uniforms, I was still sitting on .my je.rry can as
was Jack Jensen. Alighting from the IroqUOIS HelIcopter,. t~e
politicians had to pass by the ablutions, where we were Slttlng.
As they walked passed us, the leader of the group stoppe~ to
talk to the soldiers. Standing in front ofJack Jensen he said,
"Is this the queue to have a shower?" To which Jack replied,
"No, I'm waiting to have a shit."
They all turned and moved on quickly and didn't speak to
any of the soldiers again, only the officers who we assumed
they had come to talk to in the first place. They were shown
quickly around the area and were gone soon after, as was the
brass band that played soothing music all the whil:. I
.
wondered if this band appeared everywhere else pnor to their
arrival, as I am sure they would have been to several other
positions in the field.
After just a couple of days at Discovery we were resupplied, saddled up and ready to go back out into the scrub
to look for more Charlies.
As we headed out through the wire, past the Cavalry Troop
of Armoured Personnel Carriers, (APCs) I noticed Normie
Rowe once again, but this time he said nothing as I glared at
him. Hoping that he would say something, thi.s time I was
prepared. I was going to say "If you fill that thmg full of
water, how long does it take to boil?" He watched us
.
disappear into the tall dry grass directly to the front o~ the Fire
Support Base, and just prior to entering into the tree hne I
turned around to take one last look. I could see the top of
Normie's APC, he was standing on top watching us and
putting up his beach umbrella.
We walked for a couple of hours, had some lunch (rations)
and continued on till late into the afternoon. The going
seemed particularly easy as the area that we were in was very
flat. There didn't seem to be any tracks which, contrary to the
New Zealanders, I thought was good. The New Zealanders
were itching to have a good fight and with the lack of signs of
VC they seemed to be getting frustrated. That night we
harboured up, cooked our ration dinners, prepared our
bedding and got ready for a very quiet night. When I had seen
to all my personal affairs I went over to Bernie Garland to
record Targets and Hand I's (Harassing and Interjectory fire)
for the night. Looking at the map Bernie showed me our
position in relation to Discovery and the ,route w~ had taken
to reach our present position. That day, smce leavmg
Discovery, we had only walked about eight kilometres.
Normally we would cover about ten or twelve kilometres .
although sometimes the going is slow due to either the terram,
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signs of the enemy or thickness of the jungle ot a combination
of these factors. On this occasion I think that the reason we
were going slowly was because the forward scouts were being
particularly cautious.
The first night after leaving Discovery was fairly routine.
Nothing at all happened.
The next day, everyone was ready to go at day-break, as the
Company Commander, Major Torrance, wanted to reach a
river junction and set up an ambush by mid afternoon. We
reached a junction of the Song Rai River just before noon.
The site for the ambush, chosen by Major Torrance was
ideal. There was plenty of undergrowth for 'cover and we were
situated right in the middle of the junction on a high bank
giving us an uninterrupted 180 view.
When the Infanteers were settled in their respective
positions a water party was sent to the edge of the river to fill
water bottles. The detail consisted of three New Zealanders
and myself, each gathering about ten water bottles each to fill.
When we reached the river's edge we decided to have two
of us fill water bottles and the other two stand watch. The
river bank was sandy and although not very deep flowed quite
swiftly. From the bank where we were it was only about 100
yards to the other side. The first two filled their water bottles
and then stood guard while myself and the other Kiwi filled
ours.
I had put my M 16 rifle on the ground about three feet
behind, close enough to be able to grab in an emergency.
While filling the bottles I found myselflooking up across the
river as I was really out in the open without any cover.
I had almost finished when, without any warning, three
Vietnamese in black pyjamas proceeded to run across the river
from the other side. They must not have seen us because they
were running straight towards us in single file. I dropped the
water bottles, spun around and grabbed my rifle. I could see
the three VC had no trouble crossing the river as by the rime
they reached the middle I could see that the water was only
ankle deep. As they approached I opened fire attempting to
discharge a full magazine of ammunition, with the mechanism
set at fully automatic. To my dismay I found that I could only
fire single shots as each spent cartridge was not extracted after
each shot. I managed to fire only one full magazine. The first
two VC did not survive but the third, at the rear, seeing his
comrades go down, turned and fled in the direction from
which they had come.
This all happened very quickly, no sooner had I started to
fire, the other three joined in and up further behind the bank
it seemed that the remainder of Company Headquarters also
joined in. Seeing that the first two VC were motionless I
grabbed the water bottles and went back to Bernie Garland to
see if I was needed to call in a Fire Mission from the 101
Battery Guns. When I reached him he was already in the
process of calling in a Fire Mission. I quickly told him what
had happened and took over the radio, relaying adjustments
that Bernie and Major Torrance had calculated together. The
Artillery bombardment arrived in very quick time and a patrol
was sent out immediately after the order was given for the
Infantry to cease fire. The End of Mission was not radioed
until the Patrol returned to the ambush position.
When everyone had been accounted for and the report to
Battalion Headquarters of no friendly casualties, the CSM
delegated two New Zealanders and myself to search and bury
the dead vc. We searched the bodies for weapons and
documents, and, having found nothing proceeded to bury
them. We carried the two bodies to the river bank and dug
graves. The first had been shot through the stomach and as I
tried to pick it up by the shoulders, the intestines fell into the
river through a gaping hole in the back. I picked up as much
of the remains as I could and threw them into the grave, but
0

this time, quickly washed my hands to remove any lingering
smell. The smell of the dead bodies and the VC was
distinctive, an odour that I will never ever forget, even
allowing for the short time that they had been dead.
On return to Company Headquarters I repeated the whole
incident to Bernie Garland. That night, like the others (after
similar events), was a sleepless night, wondering if the VC
would return and attack.
It is important to know that the Viet Cong are very
sentimental. They write poetry to their loved ones and often
carry photographs of their families. All of the bodies that I
buried had either photos or letters or poetry which they
carried in their pockets or back packs. No one can understand
the sadness and remorse and somehow, even guilt at having
killed another human being. Even though I was trained to do
what I did, the horrendous nature of the act is impossible to
forget. Although it is said that in such a situation 'kill or be
killed', nothing can remove the smell and the feel of human
brains and intestines rotting in the tropical jungle heat and the
images of the captured photos, letters and poetry.
After the Song Rai ambush several patrols were sent out to
follow up on the one (VC) that got away. Some blood trails
were reported but they never did find him. As usual, having
used this ambush with a positive result, we left the area in
search of another good location to set another one. During
the few days that followed we passed through some old VC
camps which were distinguishable by the Bunkers that they
had built. As I had not seen VC bunkers, except for mock-up
replicas at Canungra, they were in a way fascinating. From
most angles they appeared to be a small hump on the ground.
The VC would carefully plan the positions of the bunker
systems so that they could not be seen from the air and were
extremely difficult to detect even at ground level. The highly
skilled New Zealand forward scouts, usually Maoris, always
signalled when we were about to enter a bunker system.
Usually, I didn't know where the bunkers were until I was
right in the middle of them, and that fact always gave me the
creeps. The bunkers were a hole in the ground covered with
heavy logs and the soil from the excavation used to cover the
logs. They always blended in perfectly with the surroundings,
never sticking out like a sore thumb and always extremely well
placed, from a tactical point of view.
Seeing what the VC had constructed, using only his hands
and primitive or basic tools to work with, made me all the
more respectful of his endeavours and his ingenuity. Entry to
bunkers was at the rear, by way of a round hole, roughly three
feet in diameter and covered by a simple trap-door. Some
bunkers were connected by tunnels, which made them even
more difficult to detect. At the front of the bunker, facing the
expected direction that the VC's enemy would approach, was
a narrow slit through which the resident VC could view his
enemy and fire at will. Bunker systems were feared by most
Infanteers due to the reason that I mentioned before, not only
were they difficult to detect, as we were often in them before
we realised, and also that if caught in an ambush amongst
them it is extremely difficult to get a shot inside. The ideal
way to deal with them is to either roll a grenade in or blow
them up with the assistance of the Engineers who used PE
(Plastic Explosives) to destroy them. From my own point of
view I was always very glad to get out of the bunker systems as
soon as possible. We had two Engineers, called a Splinter
Team, with us at all times and took great delight in blowing
anything up that they could. They had guts also, as I observed
them on several occasions, without hesitating, crawl into VC
built tunnel systems, just to see what was inside.
We continued on for a couple of days, the terrain changing
slightly as we went. We were told that the enemy activity was
almost non-existent and that the operation may be curtailed
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because it meant that we would have another couple of days
in VungTau for R&C (Rest in Country).
I was just about to start cooking myself something to eat,
when for no apparent reason I looked up to see a man about
one hundred yards away pointing a thing I couldn't recognise
in my direction. There was a small flash and then this lump of
a thing was coming in my direction spiralling and whirring as
it went almost as if it was coming in slow motion. In a split
second I realised that this thing was a RPG-7 (Rocket
Propelled Grenade). I grabbed my rifle and took cover behind
a rubber tree as the RPG whirred about two feet over my head
and exploded about fifty yards past. He mustn't have had any
more rockets because he picked up his AK-47 rifle and fired a
few shots. The AK-47 makes a distinctive 'Crack, Crack,
Crack' sound when fired but on this occasion I was surprised
to see bright blue-green tracer flying over my head. I got to
the radio and with Lieutenant Garland's instructions quickly
tried to get a Fire Mission under way. Thankfully nobody was
hurt but the VC didn't get very far, he went the wrong way,
straight into one of the platoons which was moving in to
rendezvous with Company Headquarters. Luckily we didn't
need the Battery's Guns as I learned very quickly that
communications were almost impossible in a rubber
plantation. The Infantry learned fast also, while I was with
them, they never again ventured too far into rubber
plantations.
The next morning we walked through a rice paddy field
and on to a dirt road where we were to rendezvous with
RAAF Iroquois helicopters to ferry us back to Nui Oat.
Walking along the road we could see about 1 kilometre ahead
was a vehicle burning. As we got closer it was obvious that the
vehicle was a bus which had run over a mine and blown up
killing most of the passengers. There were people running in
all directions, some were hysterical some were sobbing and
there were even some who were laughing, perhaps they were
in shock, I didn't know. We helped some who were wounded
although there was already a US medical team on the scene
when we arrived. The Americans were doing a good job, and
besides we were on our way back to Nui Oat and we could
not delay the arrival of our transport.
After this operation we had earned another couple of days
in Vung Tau as R&C (Rest in Coun,try). On this occasion I
went from the Peter Badcoe Club into town with Greg
'Stretch' Wilson and John 'Stumpy' Turner. We left the Kiwis
at the bar as they were happy just to sit around drinking and
singing. Instead of catching a Lambro Mini-bus in to Vung
Tau from the club we decided to walk. We hadn't gone far
when a huge semi-trailer came thundering along behind us,
travelling in the same direction that we were headed. We stuck
our hand out to stop it and to our surprise the lumbering
great machine stopped. We had a talk to the driver who
explained that the vehicle was for transporting 3 tanks, he
asked us where we were headed and gave us a lift almost to the
centre ofVung Tau. We ended up in a bar that was full of
black Americans. Before I could ask the barmaid for a drink, a
very tall black American grabbed me by the shoulder and told
me that this bar was not for 'Honkeys'. I told him that I was
not a Hankey, that I was an Australian. He said, "Oats luck
for you, oth'wise we would have to play ball with your head."
We talked to these guys for quite some time, we tried to buy
them a drink but they.insisted that we drink their American
Budweiser beer, I asked them if they thought that this was a
good beer and all they could say was, "Man, never go
anywhere without your Buddy!" We had a lot of fun with
them and one of the bar maids who strangely, had long red
hair, and when she found out that we were Australians
couldn't stop screaming at the top of her voice, "Up the old

red rooster, more piss!"
When we finally got back to the Peter Badcoe Club the
next morning I decided that I wanted to go for a swim, but I
had no swimming togs. I remembered that we had passed an
Indian Tailor shop the day before so I walked down the road
to see if I could get something suitable to wear in the water. I
walked into the shop and was greeted by an Indian. I told him
what I wanted and he said, "I have just what you need, these
are made of very fine material, double stitched, very good." I
bought the shorts and raced back to the club to try them on
and have a swim. At the Peter Badcoe Club there was a
magnificent swimming pool, so rather than swim in the filthy
South China Sea which really looked dangerous, I climbed on
to the diving board at the pool and proceeded to excite the
Vietnamese cleaning women with one of my famous swallow
dives. The moment I hit the water, my famous Indian
swimming togs simply disintegrated. By the time I reached the
surface from my dive I almost drowned from laughing as the
raggedly shreds of cotton fell apart. I gave up the idea of
trying to have a swim and went to join the Kiwis who were
still at the bar and still trying to sing songs.

Keith David McDowell

5372

Submitted by David McDowell, son.
Dad's nickname was "Can Can Keith the Cairo Kid". This
nickname was earned in the Middle East and he would never
tell us its origin. I tried to find out how he came by this
nickname from some of his Army friends but they were just as
tight lipped as Dad.
He also told the story of how he and another soldier, while
in the Middle East, were sent on a mission to take supplies
from one point to another. This was to be an overnight
journey and they would need to bivouac in the desert
overnight. For dinner that night they ate some canned food,
probably bully-beef and biscuits. With nothing to do after
dinner they decided to set up the empty cans and have some
shooting practice with their .303 rifles. No sooner had they
begun, when from out of nowhere, came an Arab who greeted
Dad by saying, "Siada George!" To which Dad replied,
"Shoofty Sagina!", which means show me your knife. The
Arab insisted, "No sagina, no sagina." Dad pointed his rifle at
the Arab and repeated, "Shoofty sagina." The Arab then
pulled out a hand made knife with an'S' shaped curved blade,
the handle and the scabbard made of nickel sheeting which
had rough hand beaten patterns embellished on it.
When he went to New Guinea, Dad developed tinea,
which spread from his toes right up to his knees. While in
New Guinea he also contracted malaria and jaundice. New
Guinea was spoken of even less than the Middle East. He did,
however, get mixed up in the production of an alcoholic
beverage that they named, "Kickaboo Joy Juice."
After the Japanese were repelled from New Guinea the
Americans did not have the resources or the desire to ship all
their equipment back to the United States, so they simply
drove their trucks and Jeeps off the wharves, into the water.
Dumping these vehicles would also aid America's economy as
they would need to be replaced.
Dad brought back a Japanese invasion map, a rice bowl
and some invasion currency.
Basically, Dad drove supplies and ammunition. At some
stage he was a 'Don-R' or Despatch Rider, with a BSA (British
Small Arms) motor cycle being his mode of transport.

Thomas Sidney McKay

3900

After the bomb was dropped on Japan I was placed in
charge of the air evacuation of seriously ill POWs from
Singapore, Saigon and Kuching. The medical side was under
the direction of Wing Commander Game. We were based in
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Labuan where we had two AGHs. Those requiring attention
were treated in Borneo before repatriation by air or sea. Being
one of the first into Changi I met amongst others my life long
Shore friend Philip L Head.

Paul Nicholson Murdoch McNab

5563

Submitted by Peter J McNab, son.

The second World War started on September 1 1939 when
Germany attacked Poland. In the Pacific, Japan attacked Pearl
Harbour on December 7, 1941, although it had been
expanding its empire since 1931. Paul finished high school in
1938. In his last year he was a corporal in the school cadet
corps. He started studying Medicine and while at university,
joined the Sydney University Regiment which he called the
militia.
.

Enlistment and Basic Training
Before he finished his degree, the Pacific war intensified.
He enlisted in the Royal Australian Air Force on 6th
December 1941 and started training at 2 ITS Lindfield with
the rank of AC2. He attended 23 Aircrew Course which
finished on 27th March 1942. Immediately after that he was
promoted to LAC Aircrew 11.
Paul was then posted to 8 EFTS at Narrandera NSW on
30th April 1942 for light training. On that day he had his first
flight. He trained on the single engine Tiger Moth (DH82)
and on the Link trainer, mainly under Flight Sergeant
Hibbert. During 24 Course, he completed 60 hours and 55
minutes flying. The course ended on 24th June 1942. Paul
was assessed as above average ability.

Canada
On 25th June 1942, Paul was posted to 42 ED at
Bradfield Park near his home in Sydney to continue training
for another month. The Australian Air Force participated in
the Empire Air Training Scheme so on 17th July 1941 Paul
was sent to I Embarkation Depot at Ascot Vale prior to
training in Canada. On 29th July 1942 he was officially
attached to the RCAF and on 13th September 1942 he was
posted to 8 SFTS at Moncton, New Brunswick, Canada
under RCAF orders to attend 64 Course. The training was
mainly on bombers: the Anson II, a multi-engine aitcraft, but
also the Harvard II, a single-engined plane. He performed
satisfactorily at tests and stayed in fit medical condition.
Training in Canada did not finish until June 1943.
Between September and December 1942 he trained o~
Ansons, then from April to June 1943 he completed his
training on Hudson bombers.
On 27th October 1942 he qualified as 1st pilot at 8 SFTS
on Anson II landplanes for both day and night flying. On 7th
December 1942 he did his final navigation check then on 8th
December completed his Wings test satisfactorily. The Final
instrument test was on 20th December. By 28th December he
had accumulated 21 1 hours 5 minutes flying, 150 hours 10
minutes on 64 course. He passed the course, officially
completing training on 29th December 1942.
He was awarded his Flying Badge on 29th December 1942
(qualified as Air Pilot Spec G) and the classification of
Sergeant under RCAF orders. On 30th December he was
discharged from the course "on appointment to a
commission" to become a Pilot Officer.
While still in Canada, he was attached to I GRS
Summerside to attend a GR Course (navigator training
course). Passed with 85%. Completed training on 20th March
1943. Received category PG.
Very soon after he was posted to 431 OTU, Debert Nova
Scotia Canada to continue training on Hudson VI, Hudson
III, from 4th April to 12th June 1943. The course was divided
into three squadrons, progressively developing the skills to

become a bomber pilot. His accumulated flying time at the
end of training, was 351 hours 50 minutes.
On 14th June 1943 he received official certification for
Hudson (Lockheed) landplanes at 31 OTU. His ability as a
GR pilot was assessed as average. On 28th June 1943 he
achieved category CH, and soon after was promoted to Flying
Officer.

England
On 28th June 1943 he was posted to III Y Depot,
Halifax Canada prior to embarkation for the UK. On 16th
July 1943 he as posted to 11 PDRC Brighton UK,
disembarked at 3 ED on 22nd July 1943. For his last stint of
training he as attached to ACOS Sidmouth and attended 10
course from 28th August 1943 to 18th September 1943.
While at 11 PDRC he took a total of 12 days leave in August
and late September 1943 before his first tour of duty. Some of
this time was used to become acquainted with his relatives in
England.

west Africa RAP 200 Squadron - Hudson Bombers
On 6th October 1943 he was posted to 2 PDC Morcambe
pending posting overseas. Within the week he was posted to
Royal Air Force 200 Squadron Waterloo, West Africa Forces
for flying duties. His first flight was on 6th November 1943 in
a Hudson. Thereafter, his crew was normally Sergeant Jones,
F/S Jackson and FlO Bell. The main duties were escorts,
sweeps and coastal reconnaissance. On 1st December 1943 he
started flying from RAF Robertfield in Liberia with the same
duties. He spent time in both Liberia and Sierra Leone.
While in West Africa he made a model Hudson in the
form of an automobile bonnet ornament/radiator cap. He
suggested that this was FK-566, a Hudson VI which he flew
in December 1943 and 1944. His crew then was F/L Murray,
Sergeant Jones, FlO Lloyd Bell and F/S Jackson. The airmen
in West Africa trained with Paul in Canada. Paul maintained a
close friendship with Col Pullman dating back to the same
time. The aircrew amused themselves with cricket and
sightseeing among the local villages and towns and the
Convent. They were present in Monrovia for the inauguration
of the president.
On 28th December 1943 Paul received a commission from
RAAF as a GR Pilot. A Badge was awarded.

Return to England
The West African tour ended on 4th February 1944 when
he flew Hudson VI number FK-521 from Waterloo to Blida
(now El Boulida near Algiers) via Yundum (probably in
Guinea), Port Etienne (now Nouadhibou in Mauritania),
Agadir and Marrakesh (in Morrocco), Oran and Algiers (now
Wharan and EI Djazirr in Algeria) arriving almost two weeks
later on 17th February 1944. The crew for that flight were
FlO Lloyd Bell and F/S Jackson. After spending a couple of
days in Algiers he left the Hudson and picked up a ride as a
passenger in a Dakota flying to Bristol, arriving on 2nd March
1944. After returning to England and posting to 11 PDRC,
he took leave until 6th April 1944. He spent time sightseeing
and visiting.
At this point of time, Paul's total accumulated flying time
was 537 hours 35 minutes.

Trans-Pacific Flight
On 10th April 1944 he embarked from the UK 'on
repatriation to duty to Australia'. This was to involve ferrying
a Liberator (B24) from the USA to Australia. It is not known
where he landed in the USA, but he visited New York then
travelled west by train, stopping for sightseeing at Chicago
Illinois, Omaha Nebraska, Lincoln Nebraska, Rocky
Mountains Colorado and San Francisco California. On 23rd
May 1944 he flew with Liberator J number A72-39 from the
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Queensland Australia via Hickham Field, Hawaii, Canton
(Cuangzhou, China), Nandi (Nadi on Vitu Levu, Fiji) and
Plaines Des Garcias. The total flying time was 341.5 hoursarriving at Amberly on 6th 7th June 1944. Paul flew as second
pilot, the 1st pilot was F/L Moxham and othets on the flight
were FIL Mitchel, FlO MacIntyre, WIO Holt.

TOcumwal
Paul was finally sent to Amberly 2 PD on 24th June 1944
pending his next posting at 7 OTU Tocumwal NSW neat the
Victotian border. He flew Liberator B24 D and J aircraft
during training (Supervisory Instruction Duties) between 25th
July and 2nd October 1944 (including a period of leave in
early September).
On 30th October 1944 he started "Cap Canv 6 Liberator
OIT Course" at 7 OTU. He received certification to fly
Libetator landplanes for both day and night, completing
training on 23rd December 1944. By mid-November, he had
started practice bombing runs and formation flying. In
December, he was flying to Flinders Island, Williamstown and
Sale from Tocumwal. During the course, he flew Liberator
B24 Land J types.
His last training flight was on 19th December 1944 in
B24L number A72-11 O. His total accumulated flying time at
the end of training was 733 hours and 5 minutes.
On 20th December 1944 Paul received his assessment as
an 'HB' 1st Pilot with the required standard as captain and on
30th December was promoted to Flight Lieutenant.
On 31st January 1945 he was posted to 12 Squadron,
making his last flight on 14th February. 12 Squadron was
based at Cecil Plains about 250kms west of Brisbane. Paul was
flying the Liberator B24M, mainly in number A72-163. He
flew in a 'War Loan Rally' formation flight over Brisbane on
6th April 1945.
On 15th April 1945 he commenced his tour of duty with
12 and 24 squadrons. He flew 25 sorties, totalling 242 hours
(29.5 at night) in the period up to 17th August 1945. Initially
he was attached to 82 Wing RAAF Fenton. They flew B24M
Liberators, the duties being long 'search' flights which
included photo reconnaissance, bombing and pamphlet drops
or convoy duty. They attacked luggers and coastal
installations. Thay made flights over Kendati (east coast of
Celebes), nearby Pasawadgo, Ambesla" Dilly (Timor) and
many islands. Typically they carried 1O-12x100 RTB, also
6x I000 or 23x260 Frag nickels. The plane had a crew of up to
eight including the first pilot.
On 3rd May 1945 while flying B24M number A72-160
on Drogue duty, No 4 engine was shot out. On 17th May
1945 he flew over Badjak Volcano.
On 5th June 1945 he started flying Liberator B24M and
B24JR aircraft with 12 Squadron out of Darwin. Duties
included formation strikes. His crew included FIL Eric Hart,
FIS Robert Easton, FlO Bernie Moon, WIO Brian Bowell,
WIO K Dent. On 8th July 1945 he posted to 24 Squadron.

End ofHostilities
Paul continued flying with 24 Squadron. He made long
trips to Darwin, Sydney, Amberly and Laverton. The planes
carried passengers, medical evacuees from Morotai, stores for
Allied POWs (in Manado) and reconnaissance of the Celebes.
He took most of December 1945 off in leave.
His last recorded flight was on 2011146 in B24M number
A72-148 and his total accumulated flying time was 1395
hours and 20 minutes. His tour of duty with 12 and 24
Squadrons ended on 25th January 1946. His appointment
with the Air Force was terminated on 7th March 1946.

Bruce Lambton Menzies

5180

Bruce Menzies enlisted in the RANVR in Sydney having
completed four years of Medical studies and travelled in
civilian clothers to UK in a commercial passenger liner via
Cape Town. He was admitted to HMS Collingwood at
Fareham near Portsmouth for preliminary seaman training
and having graduated from that entered HMS King Alfred at
Hove for Officer Training.
Commissioned Sub Lieutenant a the conclusion of HMS
King Alfred School, he was appointed to a V and W destroyer
for convoy escort duty in the North Sea. Convoys were
between Thames Estuary and Firth of Forth. Menzies was on
this duty for almost six months when withdrawn by the
Australian Government for completion of his medical degrees.
During his service in the North Sea the main danger was
from E boats as these could travel in shallow waters to avoid
larger ships when manoeuvring for attack or in defence. At
that stage of war most enemy aircraft concentrated on
bombing London and other cities and enemy submarines were
not a danger due to shallow sea conditions. On graduation,
Menzies re-enlisted as Sub Lieutenant RANVR within a few
months of the end of the war in August 1945.

Edward John Merewether

5566

With the intention of joining the army later, I left Shore at
the end ofTerm I 1941, aged 17, to start Architecture at the
Newcastle Technical College. I had passed the Leaving in
1940 and was able to enroll for Term II in 1st year of the
Diploma Course, evening classes. I was taken on as a junior in
my father's architectural practice in Newcastle, and finished
the year accredited with completion of Architecture 1.
On 1st February 1942 I volunteered, being posted to the
1st Field Artillery Regiment at Newcastle as a rookie gunner.
The unit was posted to Darwin, then an operational zone,
and here, before leaving, all the equipment was packed and
the guns, trailers and vehicles prepared for separate movemenr.
Then the troops with their personal gear were herded into
trains, and the long journey to the NT via Melbourne,
Adelaide and Alice Springs started. Along the way, regular
meal-stops were made at major stations, where army kitchens
provided the familiar fare. Sometimes the good women of the
towns turned on something special on the station platforms,
to the great pleasure of the travellers. North of Adelaide, all
were transferred to the old historic "Ghan" train, running
northerly from Leigh Creek to Alice Springs, via Maree,
Oodnadatta and Finke. This track was narrow-gauge, and the
rolling stock was long-superannuated from Queensland. We
rode in four-wheel trucks with flimsy roofs, and jaunty old
passenger carriages with central corridors and end-platforms.
The locos were stylish 1925 NM Class steamers with cowcatchers, which lugged the trains along at twenty miles-anhour on the rude rails.
The 1400 kilometre journey took two or three days, with
regular stops for coal and water, during which we were fed
from army kitchens, with enough time to stretched our legs.
We stopped over-night, and slept in huge sheds. The line ran
through a wide variety of terrain, from sandy ridges and
scoured parched water-courses to rough red ranges with rocky
crags. Timber viaducts over riverbeds, and the occasional
hazard reduced our progress to walking pace at times, but we
reached our destination without mishap, finally steaming
through Pine Gap, the gateway to the Alice, at the end of a
day. We then walked to the staging camp for the night.
We were all in light summer gear, and without any notion
of the freezing night which lay ahead. Our quarters at the
staging camp were the familiar basic iron sheds with concrete
floors, and here, after dinner, we turned in on straw palliasses.
This was to be the coldest night I ever spent - and slap in rhe
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hot red centre of Australia! No-one slept much, and at first
light I got sick of it and walked half a mile to explore Pine
Gap.
The Stuart Highway was a good road for the three ton
Chevs and Fords, which took us all up to Larrimar, the next
railhead of the Darwin line. This stretch of 1200km was faster
and smoother, but the lack of seats for the travellers in the
covered trucks did not improve their comfort. This country
was compatatively featureless and lacked scenic interest for the
keen tourists. Tennant's Creek, where the Barldy Highway
takes off to the east, and Newcastle Waters were welcome
stops for refreshment. Larrimar at last! And,the staging camp
with blessed showers, food and a comfortable night. Next day,
back in a train, the landscape changed as we passed Katherine,
entering the typical rocky ridges of the north end, and the rest
of the 500km journey to Darwin was exciting.
The defence establishments of the NA Force, consisting of
army, navy and air force contingents, except for those based in
Darwin itself, were deployed in camps along both sides of the
Stuart Highway for a hundred miles or more. Some RAAF
Stations were close by when stretches of level terrain suited the
string of airfields, Strauss, Livingstone and Batchelor among
others, some with runways at the side of the road. The roar of
the rowdy Mitchells and Hudsons on the clear early-morning
air was a tamiliar sound to those in army camps perched on
the rocky ridges running along beside the Highway.
The role of the artillery regiments was to provide garrison
defence detachments to Darwin, a battery of 8 guns at a time,
on regular monthly rotation. Our regiment was at the '48
mile', the style adopted for location along the Highway. Being
a 'reinforcement officer' I soon moved to other regiments in
the force, and it was with the 5th Field Regiment,
Queenslanders, that I served in the Darwin garrison to which
my battery was posted for a month.
The garrison troops were quartered in the Larrakeyah
Barracks with the guns and vehicles, and thete the daily
regimental parade was held. The battery office was in the
Commandant's house, a neat weatherboard residence on
Myilly Point, overlooking Mindil Beach, where troops were
allowed to swim in unattractive cloudy water on a muddy
bottom. No civilians were living in Darwin, which made our
officers' house less entrancing. This was an interesting
weatherboard building at the end of an unmade road, on the
crest of Stokes Hill overlooking the wharf. Its design well
suited its civilian function of a brothel, having a large central
room, lit from above, with several peripheral rooms directly
accessible from it, with windows around the outer walls. Here
the garrison officers slept and spent their leisure hours,
motoring to the barracks for meals. Mosquito nets were
mandatory, as the anopheles mosquitos were prevalent and
malaria was the main threat to health, against which all the
men were required to take Atebrin daily. We were there in the
wet season with fine sunny mornings and a violent electrical
storm with heavy rain every afternoon, which gave temporary
relief from the constant heat of this tropical clime. From this
vantage point we had a sweeping view of the harbour and the
shipping, and often watched the lumbering Catalina flying
boats struggling to take off with their burden of bombs
destined for New Guinea across the Arafura Sea. When the
harbour was calm, the poor old Catboats roared across the
five-mile length of the harbour without lifting off, only to
return for another go. Their dogged efforts were seen always to
be rewarded in the end, with their fuel-load lighter.
Off the Stuart Highway in the scrublands south of Darwin
there were no made roads, but a vast network of tracks
connected the various settlements, stations and other outlying
establishments. Strictly avoiding these, our field exercises
ranged over the countryside, moving on every day for a week,

setting up gun positions, bivouacking at night in the scrub.
Live shoots, carried out on designated artillery ranges in the
area, usually took place on the last day, so that the guns could
be washed out immediately on returning to camp. This dury,
followed by covering the equipment for the night, took about
an hour, so it was a tired band of men who finally turned in
for the night on the duckboards of their tents. We had
stretchers!
The soil of this terrain was soft and friable, and the effect
of our heavy traffic on the bush tracks really had to be seen to
be believed. Every movement was accompanied by clouds of
microscopic dust which were visible for miles. In still air this
dust slowed progress to a crawl, as in a fog. It permeated our
clothing, the pores of our skin and all our equipment. Every
evening guns and vehicles were wiped clean, tents and kit
brushed (dry of course), and only faces and hands washed
with the water we carried. Day temperatures were commonly
in the high 90s, but we were young, strong and healthy and it
did not matter.
It was at the end of one of these exercises that I suffered
my war injury. The battery sergeant-major always rode a bike
to be mobile during movements, and after five days in the
bush he was exhausted. This evening after limbering up the
guns and packing the gear and equipment for the ten-mile
journey back to our camp on the 48 mile crag, it was his duty
to race ahead of the battery to organise the lighting of the fires
under the coppers, so that the water would be boiling when
the guns arrived to be washed out.
Considering the BSMs condition, I obtained permission
from Capt Foster, the battery commander to ride the bike
back to camp, there to make the necessary arrangements. I
then rode off in the dying light, knowing that the moon
would soon rise. The bike had no effective headlight, as
blackout conditions were in force, and I proceeded with care
along the track to the Highway. The moon was yet to rise, but
I decided to keep going as in the half-light I could follow the
edge of the macadam. This was my downfall, as I failed to see
a large squared stone in my path, left there by some idiot who
had chocked a wheel earlier. Straight over the handlebars I
went, ending up on the gravel shoulder with the bike close
beside me. I lay there for a minute, wondering if I were in one
piece, and still in a daze, I decided to have a pee before trying
to get up and look at my steed. A few minutes latet, I thought
I was OK, and started to look around the bike to see if it was
damaged. To my dismay, I felt damp ground and thought that
I had lost fuel or oil, but having no smell I soon realised what
it was on the gravel. I recovered quickly, and remembering my
duty, I started up and proceeded on my way back to the '48
mile'.
The clutch lever on the left presented a problem, as I had
soon found that this hand was not working, and I crossed
arms to work the clutch. On the main road this presented no
problems, as I was then only steering, but when I reached the
rocky windy track up to the camp it was more difficult, but
the bike and I arrived at the top safely in unison. I rode to the
vehicle park, and walked over to the guard tent to give the
men their instructions.
Up till now I had not given a thought to my appearance,
and the guard sergeant and a couple of gunners in the tent
received the shock of their lives, as looming out of the
darkness through the opened flap was a horrible apparition. A
bloody dishevelled figure confronted them in torn rags, filthy
from head to toe, and babbling about fires, guns and boiling
water. Without asking any questions, they proceeded to their
task, and I had a shower and went to bed.
Next day my wrist was sore and swollen, and at the RAP,
the MO Capt Rowe told me that I had broken my scaphoid
bone in the wrist and would have to be moved to hospital that
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Hospital) at Adelaide River for X-ray and plaster, and was nor
to see my fellow soldiers again for over three months.
The next period of my war-service was all beer and skittles,
as a 'walking wounded' with a fracture which would not heal
in a tropical climate, I spent the next month at the Katherine
AGH (Australian General Hospital) in the lap of luxury and
female company for the first time in eighteen months.
With peace in the Pacific in August 1945 came very little
change in our daily lives, as the equipment still needed
maintenance, and our time still to be occupied, as the process
of demobilisation of hundreds of units in the AlF was
necessarily slow.
With a points rating of 125 for discharge, I saw little
prospect of gaining my freedom in the near future, and was
posted to a day job at Victoria Barracks in Paddingron, living
at home in Turramurra. Here I found John Lipscomb, myoid
School House colleague of 1939, and we worked together in
an office discharging soldiers in their hundreds for a month or
two. Later that year I was to see more of him in 'civvy street'
as assistant housemaster in Hodges House, where he lived
with the family of Edward M Bagot the housemaster. John
was the art master at Shore for many years, whose inspiration
and enthusiasm led to the construction of the 1952 Art
School, a building of advanced design fronting Alma Street,
now demolished.
In January 1946 I was brought before a Board at Victoria
Barracks for re-posting. Paraded before 50 odd senior officers
seated around the huge table in the ancient officers' mess, I
was offered for bids from the assembled officers to join their
units. My heart sank as hands went up for me to become a
provost at Broken Hill or to manage a tyre-store at Dubbo etc.
The wily old colonel presiding listened to all this while
shuffling his papers. With an exclamation of feigned surprise
he produced the blessed yellow document, proclaiming that I
had completed Year 1 ofArchitecture and was eligible for
immediate discharge! I was out in a week, transferred to the
reserve of officers, and having enrolled at the Sydney Technical
College, proceeded into Architecture II, and all free under the
CRT (Commonwealth Recreational Training) Scheme.
After graduation in 1949 I was registered by the Board of
Architects, and two years later I set out to see the world on a
working holiday. My years of service 'in the AlF were not
wasted, as some might think, through those vital years of
personal development from 18 to 22 years of age. My good
fortune in being selected to lead men had made it all
worthwhile. On reflection, the reason for my happiness in the
2-bar-9 regiment was the atmosphere created by those around
me.

William Keith Merrett

5374

The experience of encountering an unexpected 'dust storm'
on my first solo flight, and a dead motor on a cross country
flight in a Wirraway, during training, forewarned me that the
future would have to be kind, and it was.
On D Day 1 flew from Thorney Island (outside
Portsmouth) and had an elevated view of the armada already
there, or on the way to Normandy - the spectacular event of a
lifetime. Typhoon losses, percentage wise, were possibly one of
the heaviest of any RAF operations.
In France, I recall our Group Captain taking a jeep down
to Army HQ at the frontline near Caen, where the Army were
held up for weeks, and being told, "Have a look at all those
tiger tanks". They wanted us to destroy them.
"Can't you get your Churchill tanks on to them?" the
Group Captain asked.
"Christ, no! They might fire back; don't be silly. We get
you Typhoon chaps to take them out of play", and so it went

on.
I found Typhoons a delight to fly and very faithful. Early
in the war they were 'widow makers'. They shook and vibrated
so much they made you sterile! I admit when you attempted
to start you had a man standing by with fire extinguisher and
more at the ready.
A friend shot down in Normandy and hiding in hedgerows
was caught there in the cross fire when typhoons attacked
German tanks. He endured the howling scream of the planes
at 400mph, the noise of the rockets and then the explosions,
followed by the seemingly endless 20mm cannon fire rained
down, and German replies. The army picked him up
eventually, shattered bur sound in limb.
In Normandy, we lived in tents. We supplemented the so
called 'messing' with our own 'boiling the billy style' food,
buying, bartering, purloining. Every now and then at night
the Germans would drop a few 88s and the odd bombing into
the Happy Hour. Very hot and bloody duty. In Northern
France, Belgium and Holland we got by in more salubrious
style. The RAF taking over the Chateaux, and castles and the
like, and the 'messing' had improved somewhat.
There was lots of snow and ice in winter of 1944-45, and
flying more difficult and dangerous.
Incidents of interest: A squadron of 8 typhoons was
crossing the Channel to do an armed reconnaissance over
Normandy looking for German tanks. We were half way,
utilising long range petrol tanks, when one Typhoon broke
formation with a 'motor cut' with fuel blockage in his LR
tanks. He was told to bailout, but unfortunately he couldn't,
and crashed into the channel. We circled the area and were
then bounced by USAF Lightnings. On reforming we were
only 6 aircraft. One of our Pilots, a Frenchman, had
disappeared. (It was revealed much later he took the
opportunity to nip home, bailout and move in with his old
girl friend. He was picked up by SPs after his home town Le
Mans, was overrun, and shipped back to the UK for a long
jail stretch!) Our mission was aborred, short of fuel with 25%
less aircraft and pilots!
When the Germans put on their attacks the break out at
the Ardennes, we were pulled back from Gilz Risen in
Holland to assist the USAF resist, however, heavy cloud, fog,
snow and ice limited our operations, many Germans wearing
US uniforms were caught, rounded up and shot on the spot.
For some weeks it was a very turbulent situation. When we
did manage to fly. It was a complete Nordic 'Snow Scene'.
Our targets were limited. On one flight, a V2 Rocket,
presumably on its way to London, missed my wing by about
100 feet. It was in sight for about 3 seconds as it picked up
speed. (Ironically, I was in "Australia House" in London on
leave when a V2 landed in the Kingsway and killed a couple
of lads I had been speaking to and had just left.) Our Wing
Commander, in attempting to get the Typhoons operating
over the 'breakout point', decided to do a weather test flight,
was flipped over by the torque of the Typhoon on an icepacked air strip and was decapitated.
The British Army broke through the German Army in its
rush to secure Antwerp. Large pockets of Germans were left in
coastal areas of Northern France and Belgium. A large force
was isolated with lots of equipment except tanks in Dunkirk.
Every now and again, we were detailed to attack to let them
know they weren't forgotten and not to attempt a break out.
During one heavy rocket and strafing attack, a shell exploded
immediately behind or against the armour-plating shield at
the back of the cockpit, filling it with fumes, smoke etc. It had
exploded my oxygen bottle and took our all the hydraulics. It
was impossible to see, so I jettisoned my hood, helmet and
harness to bail-out. The cockpit cleared and the machine was
climbing, settled back in again and back to base for a wheels
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and flap landing on a glassy strip. There was a large air-scoop
intake under the nose, which was a bit of a worry, but
everything went smoothly.
As the war was slipping away from the Germans, those in
Western Holland were attempting to head east, and we were
advised troops were moving at night across the Zyder Zee.
Another Australian and I were over the area at dawn, but we
failed to find any shipping troops etc. On our way back to
base, Gilz Rijen, we found a train west of Utrecht. On
committing ourselves to attack, we were immediately
smothered in flak. You could have put your wheels down and
landed, it was so heavy. We had encountered a complete flak
train. The other pilot called to say he'd been hit, as we both
unloaded our rockets and cannon fire on the target. He never
responded to further calls and couldn't be located visually. On
returning to base we were advised by the Dutch underground
soon after he had forced landed, was injured and hospitalised.
However, when the Germans became desperate, he was taken
and forced to start marching east. He died roadside, and is
buried outside Utrecht.
On my last operational flight, attacking German 88s in the
Arnhem area, I was hit by flak, on fire, bailed out, injuring my
arm, and was picked up by French Canadian troops in the
prevailing front line area. I was in London with my arm still
in plaster on VE Day and Night, and that occasion was the
most emotional scene that one could ever visualise because of
the sheer volume of joyful people that came out into the
streets to cry, laugh, and celebrate. We did just that. On VJ
night I was in Brighton, when the news came through about
the Atomic bomb and that the war wass over and we had
survived, and we all thanked God.
Having applied to come home via the USA and take leave
without pay, I had 4 weeks working with my pre-war
employer. I was very, very pleased. I sailed on Empress of
Scotland from Liverpool to Quebec, down to New York by
train for 7 days leave, and then overnight by rail to Chicago,
and I was billeted with a family on the Rock Istand Railway
Line. After 4 weeks in Chicago, I railed myself to San
Francisco, spent 5 weeks there between Los Angeles and
Vancouver, where I was put on a British type Liberty ship full
of Canadian newsprint for Auckland and Melbourne, arriving
in Sydney in February 1946. I was discharged from the RAAF
in about March and joined my pre-RAAF employer in
Sydney.

Lucas William Middleton

5019

In June 1942 I graduated from Medicine, and after 9
months hospital training I joined the Army. In those days we
all went in with our 3 pips up and we were sent down to
Victoria, where we'd have a two or three weeks training
period. Most of it was bivouacs and learning how to lead an
army life. We had gas lectures and that type of thing.
From there I was posted to Wagga, 4th RAE Training
Center, where I spent an extremely cold winter and attained
very little. From then on I was posted up to New Guinea, and
ended up on the tablelands out of Moresby at 11 th Field
Ambulance and from there I was moved across to the
58th/59th Battalion, which had completed the Salamaua
campaign, and had their leave in the mainland and returned
for retraining.
From there after their training was complete, they moved
down to the Moresby to the airstrip where the battalion was
flown up to the Ramu Valley, which was quite an extensive
move to move a battalion by plane into the Valley.
The 7th Division, at this stage, had taken the Finisterre
Ranges, and we were to move in behind them and give them
relief. Before that happened, we had an outbreak of dengue
fever; I think we had 400 to 500 cases, which put the

battalion out of action, until we controlled the mosquitoes
(aedes Egypti) which were breeding in the banana palms. That
was rectified, and slowly the battalion recovered.
Unfortunately, after dengue fever you suffer with quite an
acute depression, so it took a lot of effort on the part of
officers to get the troops moving again and in trying to get
them to play sport and activities to take their minds off their
own depression.
Then we moved up into the Finisterre Ranges and took
over from the 7th Division, which had Shaggy Ridge. We
went in just above Shaggy Ridge on the knoll which
overlooked the valley towards the ocean and back onto the
Ramu Valley behind us. Patrols were sent out regularly and
contact with the Japs, mainly with reconnaissance patrols of
course, and then it was decided we should link up with the
Americans. So a company was despatched, when I was
fortunately able to join them. We had three bases between
Kankiryo Saddle and Barum, a village off the coast of New
Guinea, and I put three aid posts along the way to pick up the
casualties.
Two officers and a small group of men moved forward to
meet the Americans;l it was a two day trek. I decided I wanted
to go with them, but I was not successful - they would not
permit me. They successfully met the Americans, came back
with no casualties. We did have casualties, of course, but none
in the final episode.
In the meantime, while the patrol was out, the forward
post was attacked by Japanese marines. Fortunately they were
beaten off quite comfortably and the patrol came back safely.
They missed that particular attack. From there we went back
and patrols; in the meantime, were going through Bogadjim
which is below Madang, and then the whole battalion moved
down to Bogadjim, where we had a week's rest before we were
barged, to Madang, which had already fallen. That concluded
the campaign.
The night prior to leaving, the 64th Battalion had arrived,
and whilst we had not had any alcohol for 18 months, that
Battalion had brought in a case or two of gin, (of all things).
We ended up the night drinking gin and powdered milk. No
one had a clear head the next morning.
Then we were shipped back to Australia to the Atherton
Tablelands, and we all had leave to Sydney, Melbourne and so
on. When we went back to the Tablelands it was in one of the
long slow trains in Queensland which takes days to get
anywhere, so every stop everyone would get out and stretch
their legs. Then when we were returned to the Tablelands
where we regrouped and retrained, and were told to go off
Atebrin, so we all got malaria, which was a typical army move.
The brigade was made up of the 24th, 58/59th, and
57th/60th battalions. Most of them were militia and most of
them went over to AIF, so they then called us an AIF unit.
These lads were only young, the average age of the 24th was
18 yeats - just kids. 58/59th was a Victorian unit.
We left Atherton and left from Townsville to Torokina on
Bougainville. We had left the Atherton Tablelands and gone to
Cairns where we were trained down to Townsville. It was the
hottest Christmas period I had every struck, we were on board
the boat on Christmas Day and moved off to Torokina on
Bougainville, where we took over from an American battalion.
We were very happy with the facilities they had left behind.
The Americans had sheets on their beds and all sorts of
wonderful things. From there we regrouped again and moved
down on to the southern section of the Bougainville
campaign. It was an eye-opener walking down the track where
the 64th Battalion had moved across. They had been attacked
by the Japanese and a notice was up, reading, "284 Japanese
buried here". Apparently, there had been a Banzai attack one
night and fortunately they had tanks with them and had
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bodies into a huge gtave.
We went furthet down the southern track and each river
we came to the troops would go around one way one time
and another way the next and would eventually take the far
bank of the river and move onto the next one. This went all
the way down the Buin Road. We reached as far down as the
Mivo River, which was our last river.
I think that at this stage peace was declared as the atomic
bomb had been dropped, and we were all very happy that this
had occurred. On one occasion on that trip down, a couple of
Brigade HQ boys were sitting on a log eating their lunch.
One fellow had a little tap on his back and another little tap
on his back and he turned and said an expletive as he thought
it was one his mates. He turned around and it was a snake
reared up ready to have a go at him. He turned back and
didn't wait.
At another point when we first went to Torokina a young
lad came to me and said "Doc, I've got a girl up the stick.
Will you get me home. I want to marry her."
I said to him, "How could you do that? You were up the
Atherton Tablelands and there wasn't a woman in sight?"
He said, "remember when we came down from Cairns to
Townsville we pulled in at this little town and all the CWA
women gave us a sandwich and a cup of tea - I didn't have a
sandwich and a cup of tea".
I think he was a brave young lad to come back and marry
the lady.
As an RMO, my equipment was like a good first aid post in the other words, your panniers were full of all the various
things you would need. You could suture wounds, you could
do minor operations if you had to, you had scalpel blades,
scalpels, and scissors and local anaesthetic, and of course the
usual cough remedies. Number 9 pills were renowned in the
Army. The major casualties ended up back at hospital. There
was always a good evacuation system from the RAP. In the
battalion itself we had our stretcher bearers, who had small
dressing stations, and then behind us we had ADS advance
dressing station. That is all it was because we would evacuate
to them and then they would evacuate straight back to the
field ambulance from the field ambulance to the AGH,
depending on the severity of wounds.
It was a good organisation, well qm, and the personnel
there were good at the job. The help we received from the
'Fuzzi Wuzzi' people was extraordinarily good. They were
stretcher bearers and they got the boys out - we always had a
line up of Fuzzies around the RAP. For instance, one time the
New Zealanders came in and took over from the Americans in
Corsairs, and the first trip they came across and bombed the
Japanese in front of us. Unfortunately, they mistook us for
Japanese on the way back so they strafed us. They strafed my
sick parade and killed the Intelligence officer, the Adjutant
had one through his knee, and in fact the fellow next to me
had one through his knee. My Sergeant had one through his
stomach and several other wounds. They were coming in for a
second strike and we could not reach them with our gear. The
tanks were with us and fortunately they got through to them
just on the second run which stopped them.
My medical knowledge was a good grounding but you
learned a lot very quickly with wounds. I had read a fair bit
and done a bit of study about warfare and that type of thing.
We had quite a good set-up. Everyone was blood grouped,
and we were able, on two occasions where blood was needed
quickly, to cross our blood and give a transfusion in the field.
We also held stocks of plasma and we used that occasionally.
Once a tank was blown up and that fellow was very badly
burnt and I was able to use the plasma as a dressing, which
was an extraordinarily good dressing for that particular type of

burn.
Apart from dengue, malaria was always likely to rear its
head, and of course diarrhoea outbreaks could be a problem.
The cooks were very well schooled in what to do and make
sure that the hygiene was right, but we still had our outbreaks
of diarrhoea. We missed out on all the severe bowel problems,
but they were about and with our treatment of mite lotions
and so forth we managed to avoid some of the serious mite
diseases as well.
Skin complaints are very, very common - some of our
work involved just cleaning up skins. We had skin inspections
almost up to the front line. In fact if the boys went out on the
trail we would still have a skin inspection of them when they
came back, because it did keep them in the field and kept the
skin clear, especially those groin and underarm areas. In other
words we had short arm parades even then.
I am sure the experiences made me a better man, as well as
making me a better doctor, with more empathy to my fellow
beings. I think all this is why I have never specialised because I
stayed in General Practice. At one time I was going to
specialise in cardiology but then I thought, "no, I cannot leave
my mums and young babies" - so I stayed in general practice
and have enjoyed it immensely.

Peter John Minnett

5184

Extract from WR Sheaffi's (4043) account ofbeing a Japanese
POW

By this time early in July, I realised that he only had a
slight chance of recovery. I had seen so much of it in
Thailand. Often used to speak to Captain Hinder about Peter
and knew that he was very worried about his condition and
was doing all that was humanly possible in his power for Peter
with very little medical supplies at his disposal. Peter must
have realised that he only had a slight chance of recovering but
did not think the end was so near. He never mentioned this to
me and never once gave up hope, just not caring what
happened as many of the boys did. I saw him on the evening
of the 10th July as I always did after I came back from work.
He did not appear to be any worse than he had been during
the past few days and we were talking about air raids and
planes which had been flying over our camp the night before
and although it was an effort for him to talk for long, he was
quite cheerfltl. I went out to work early on the 11th and when
I came back to camp in the afternoon was told that Peter had
died quite suddenly at about 11 0' clock that morning. Even
though I was partly prepared for it, it was a terrific shock to
me. We were the very best of mates always and his death has
been a very real blow to me. Peter was always so cheerflll and
jolly no matter how things were. This did a lot to help us keep
our chins up too. He was tremendously popular, making
many friends wherever he went.
Early that afternoon Lieutenant Withycombe held a service
in the dining hall and after check parade that night, when all
the boys were back in camp, spoke very nicely to us all about
Peter. This was followed by one minute's silence.

Geoffrey Minton-Taylor

2886

Submitted by G Minton- Taylor, son.
He spent majority of his time on Thursday Island as
adjutant. Two stories he recalls are that he preferred to strip off
and work with his men making roads, etc, and on one
occasion when in Darwin he was one mile from the Post
Office being taken by his driver to collecr the mail when
Japanese planes came over and they hit the 'ditch'. A few
minutes later they continued to the Post Office to find it had
scored a bomb.
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William Douglas Mitchell

5379

From a letter from Department ofDefence (Air Force Office),
20th July 1988.
The abovenamed ex-member of the Royal Australian Air
Force was posted to 455 Squadron at the time of his death on
8th March 1945.
On Thursday, 8th March 1945, he was briefed to
undertake an armed reconnaissance on the Norwegian coast
against shipping. He was in crew of Beaufighter RD 132
which took off from RAF Station Dallachy at 1410 hours and
set the course at 1419 hours, in formation, .consisting of thirty
Beaufighters and two ASR Warwicks, escorted by fourteen
Mustangs. The Norwegian coast was reached at Sandoy where
the aircraft turned north and located the target, three
merchant vessels and three smaller vessels at Midt Galen
Fjord.
A successful attack was made during which one
Beaufighter was seen to be on fire and was not seen again. At
a point fifteen miles out from the Norwegian coast the leader
of escorting fighters saw a red tracer going down in the sea
and two aircraft travelling very fast towards the Norwegian
coast.
Two partly inflated dinghies were among some of the
wreckage in the sea but there was no sign of any crew. Two
aircraft were missing from this operation and one, identified as
being on fire in one engine during the take-off. It is presumed
that enemy fighters jumped Beaufighter '0' of 455 Squadron
which was shot down into the sea.

John Robert Moffitt

4371

Submitted by WM Moffit, brother.
Although I was sixteen years of age when this event
occurred my parents - out of consideration for my feelings
presumably - protected me from most of the details.
I recall a bit of publicity given to the remarkable survival of
some of the persons on the vessel. Two rafts tied together,
drifted for several months in the Indian Ocean, with a few
survivors and some of whom perished in that time. They were
ultimately rescued near Madagascar.
Some of the survivors visited my parents and indicated that
my brother was in the engine room at the time the torpedo
struck and would have been killed as a result. He was 5th
Engineer Officer.
The following obituary notice was placed in the SMH on
28 March 1944.

Missing. Non officially presumed to have lost his life at sea
owing to enemy action. John Robert Moffitt, Engineer Officer,
Merchant Navy. Dearly loved son ofMr & Mrs WHo Moffitt
ofKillara. In his 29th year.
The Tulagi was a British Merchant Vessel out of Hong
Kong so my brother was a British Merchant Seaman hence his
inclusion in the Tower Hill Memorial in London. Between the
flight steps of the Tower Hill Memorial is the main dedicatory
inscription which reads:

1939-45 - The twenty four thousand ofthe Merchant
Navy and Fishing Fleets whose names are honoured on the
walls ofthis garden gave their lives for their country and have
no grave but the sea.
It is interesting to note that the letter to my niece was
written 2 December 1943 when he was serving on the MV
Waipawa. He would only have been on the Tulagi for a short
time before it was sunk. I recollect it was too fast to travel in
convoy. It was described as a "Defence Equipped Merchant
Service Vessel". The sinking took place 400 miles from the
Chagos Archipelago.
MV Waipawa
2/12/43
Dear Sandra,
Here I am way out in the Atlantic, it is just nine o'clock

in the morning and I have finished work for the day, that is
until ~p~. W~ are in grave danger of sinking as everyone on
the ship IS crymg. We all hoped to be in England for Xmas,
but this morning a notice was posted saying that the future
movements of the ship are very uncertain, but if you know
what we know you would have visions of pyramids and
camels, etc, after that perhaps Australia or New Zealand or
even back again to North America. While Australia would suit
me all right you can imagine what the others think when they
are so near home, which they have lIot seen for a year.
Yesterday was my washing day, I am quite an expert at
w~hi~g and ironing now. You have to be in the tropics when
white IS worn all the time. How is Lydisfare? I suppose your
Daddy has the garden looking lovely now? I am expecting to
get my first mail from Australia in a day or two but have
expected a few times already without any luck. Love to your
mummy and daddy and a big hug for you.
Uncle Jack.

Harold David Moors

6050

I volunteered and enlisted in the RAAF in October 1942
after 3 years as an Engine fitter in NSW and Victoria at
various RAAF training stations. I re-mustered to air crew and
after completing a technical air gunners course at Sale
Victoria. I did a Liberator course at Point cook Victoria. I
then completed a Flight Engineer course at Tocumwal, NSW
~d was posted to 99 Squadron crewing in Liberators. I was
dls~har~ed from the RAAF Richmond in July 1946 at Sale we
tramed m Avro Anson Aircraft.
In June 1943 I was posted to 5 EFTS Narromine as a
Fitter (lIE) Engineer. During a night flight exercise, ~fter
li~ing the Tiger Moth Aircraft for refuelling, one of the pupil
pilots cal!ed me to t~e aircr~ and said, "There is something
wrong With the engme, theres a blue flame coming out of the
exhausr." My reply was, "What do you expect - fairies? You
start praying if the blue flame goes out whilst you are flying."
?n another ~ccasion a pupil landed and reported the
engme was runnmg rough. I asked him if he had been lowflying: "Not me, mate, why do you ask?" I then produced a
mangled chicken taken from the air intake and three metres of
chicken wire taken from around the undercarriage. I doubt
whether he ever received his wings.

Thomas White Moppett

4015

Rescue ofDitched Crew
February 1943: While returning from an operation, not far
from the enemy.coast at lo:v level and not yet in 'Gee' range,
we flew over a ditched Halifax. I plotted its position and in
~he morning the crew was rescued from their dinghy on the
ley cold Nor:~ Sea. Great feeling to know they were quickly
rescued by glvmg an accurate location.

Ops Flying On to North Africa
O.n 20th June 194~, after a ,;eek devoted to bombing
practice, we attacked the Zeppelm sheds at Friedrichshaven
near the Swiss border, used for war production. The bomb:r
for.ce co~sisted of experienced crews from several squadrons.
Bemg mid-summer the nights were too short to return to the
U~,. so we flew ~ver the snow capped Alps beautifully and
bnlliantly moonlit, and on to Africa, landing at Blida US Air
Forc~ Base at ~giers, Algeria. On the return trip we bombed
Spezla Italy. ThiS was the first operation where the bomber
force flew onto Africa.
Later, on 16th July, 1943, a small bomber force drawn
from several squadrons attacked the power and transformer
station at Cislago, Northern Italy. We were deputy leaders of
the force. We crossed a lake and in hazy conditions at low
level found the railway line beside which the station stood. We
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containers of incendiaries, telling the rest of the force by radio.
Then we bombed the station with a load of 500lb bombs and
shot holes in the transformer, the most efficient way of
wrecking it. A JU 88 had arrived quickly and persisted in
attacking the bomber force, so the gunners were kept very
busy shooting at the JU 88 and the transformer and directing
the pilots in avoidance tactics. We then flew on to North
Africa as on the June 20 trip. On the rerurn trip to the UK
the target was Leghorn Italy. On arrival at Bottesford we
received a great welcome - specially when we produced a load
of fruit including lots of grapes which was shared around the
messes.

On Leave
I think we had four week long leaves per year, much more
frequently on ops. I used a lot of them cycling on the western
side of the UK. Because of the size of Air Force stations most
people had bikes. Usually I went to or/and from an area by
train. One trip I greatly enjoyed in spite of wet weather was
cycling through the Lakes District in nonh-west England. I
stayed at small hotels and bed and breakfasts. I was taken on a
specially interesting trip to North Wales by an experienced
rock climber. He led me on a climb each day in the vicinity of
Snowden where there are climbs of all degrees of difficulty we kept to the less difficult. It was a great experience, I had
done a lot of bushwalking but no rock climbing.

Friendships
In Canada and the UK I made friends with people who
became lifelong friends. We have corresponded annually and
visited each other as opportunity offered. Very special friends
are the fellow members of one's crew. In 1981 we organised a
world reunion, the RAF members coming to Australia. The
RAAF members lived in WA, Victoria and NSW: Jean and I
looked after our visitors in NSW - they stayed with us, we
took them about and advised them about further travel. Then
we all moved to Victoria where the festivities included a party
with many ex RAAF types amongst the guests. After looking
about Victoria our visitors moved to WA for more teunioning
and exploring. It was such a success that we thought of doing
it again, but advancing age and deteriotating health ruled it
out.

Ronald John Moran

3476

fap Patrols And Kokoda Trail
Early in 1942 the Jap forces were establishing bases on the
east coast of Papua drawing supplies and troops from Rabaul,
which they had occupied after annihilating our defending
force - the 2/22nd Battalion AlE
Pon Moresby Army HQ decided to send out patrols to
ascenain information regarding the Japs. Three panies were
sent out from the PIB (Papua Infantry Battalion) comprised of
2 white officers and a platoon of native soldiers for each
patrol. One, under Lieutenant RA Smith and a fellow officer,
proceeded to the east coast where they were betrayed by a
German missionary and were beheaded.
The main patrolled by the PIB - Major Bull Watson MC,
DCM (VC recommendation) from 1914-18 war, and Harold
Jesser (who had previously surveyed a trail from Pon Moresby
to the Kokoda area) went up the trail and met a Jap recce
patrol. Defeating the Japs and halting their progress they
returned to Port Moresby where it was announced that
Harold Jesser had been awarded a Military Cross - the first
award for bravery made in the New Guinea campaign. Later
Bill Watson was awarded a DSO to add to his well earned
awards.
The third patrolled by Bishop and myself proceeded to the
west coast of Papua via Yule Island, initially on the Laurabada

(one time launch of the Government) and hence by native
tracks.
The only oriental faces we saw on our travels were those of
the Chinese launderer of Port Moresby and his family - on the
run. On our return to Port Moresby we were able to assure
HQ that we had seen no evidence of enemy forces on the west
coast on the way to the Fly River. Later when Jap forces came
down the Kokoda trail Harold Jesser was able to assist the
39th Battalion (LMF) and 2114th Battalion (AIF) who
repelled the Jap forces - and so began the legend of the
Kokoda trail.

Coral Sea Battle - 1942
In May 1942 I was posted as Acting Platoon Commander
to a small aerodrome - Kila Kila - situated along the coast
from the beach at Port Moresby. Our duties were twofold,
namely to unload petroleum for the RAAF in between Jap
bomber raids and to stand by as protection for the US dive
bombers located there, as a base for their operations against
Jap warships. We dug trenches parallel to the landing strip and
set up our defence 'guns' there - namely 303 Lewis machine
guns of 1914-18 vintage.
One afternoon when US aircraft were returning from
bombing operations, during the Coral Sea Battle, a lone Jap
Zero fighter aircraft followed a US plane, at low level, to the
landing strip area. This enabled us to fire some shots 'in
anger'. To our amazement, the Zero crashed into a hill some
distance away from us. When the Zero was inspected it was
found that a 303 bullet had severed the petrol line and cased
the demise of the Zero and its pilot.
A shon time afterwards, MacArthur, general commanding
the US Air force, after visiting his troops came to thank us
personally for our assistance to his air men and stayed to have
lunch with us. From the Australian Army commanders, not a
word was said.
One evening as we were heading to the wharf at Port
Moresby I reported, as usual, to the RAAF adjutant 'Tick'
Armitage and he asked me to meet somebody he wanted me
to know - namely 'Dingle' Bell - an RAF officer on loan to the
RAAE At the time he was Flight Control Officer at the RAAF
main aerodrome. One evening, on RAF 550 Squadron, we
had finished our briefing for the ensuing operation when our
new Wing Commander was introduced - the same 'Dingle'
Bell. After briefing he came straight down to see John Seppelt,
ex-New Guinea RAAF, and myself, who were known as the
'NG Connection' thereafter.

No 1 Operation RAF Bomber Command
On the night of 29th August 1944, we were briefed for our
first operation with our squadron, the target being Stetton, a
town in the north eastern area of Germany, near the Russian
border.
It was a long journey during which we reached a height of
30 000 ft where the temperature was recorded at -100 degrees
Celcius. The Germans were well aware of our approach and
gave us our first taste of flank, rapping on our light metal
aircraft making minor holes but causing no major damage. In
addition we had the attention of enemy fighters and survived
dogfighters on our way home - arriving at our squadron base
after 10 1/2 hours in the air - quite an introduction to our
operational tour.

No 2 Operation
Our next operation, on 31 st August, was somewhat
different, being one set for a late afternoon low level strike,
just over the channel. The target was a bomber at Abberville
used as a launching pad for V bombs. These self-propelled
bombs were being aimed at London, mainly, and were causing
great damage and havoc. Churchill demanded that the RAP
should take steps to stop them in every way possible.
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Our crew was chosen to join the squadron's Wing
Commander in bombing this particular target. We followed
his aircraft on the port side at a height of 3000 ft (from
memory) and both of our aircraft were hit by anti-aircraft fire,
as we released bombs - successfully - on to the target. Our
aircraft suffered a direct hit in the belly area. After a check on
all functional parts of the aircraft we found that we could still
fly successfully, but that the hydraulic system and landing gear
had been rendered? Harry Dudds, pilot, asked me for a course
and I was able to select an emergency field on the coast of
England to which we flew, making a crash landing.
Out came fire engines, ambulances, etc 'to assist in our
tumbling exit from the aircraft - shaken but unscathed. After
debriefing procedures - and the rum ration - arrangements
were made to ship us back to our squadron.
The Wing Commander's aircraft did not survive the AA
fire and plunged into the countryside as we were leaving the
site of our bombing. All members of the crew were lost. The
Wing Commander was also an Old Boy of Shore, AF Sisley
(5216). He left Shore in 1935 and proceeded to England
where he was accepted for entry into the RAF, achieving
commissioned rank. Prior to being appointed Wing
Commander of our squadron, he served as a senior member
of the staff of the Chief of Bomber Command - Air Marshall
Harris.

Sea Wall Busters
After the success of the Dam Busters in harnessing water
pressure to complete the Moehne Dam, Bomber Command
were called on to destroy a sea wall on the coast of Holland
and flooding an area engulfing German defence positions and
a large force of German troops.
On 2nd October 1944, our crew was included in the
group of aircraft detailed to destroy the sea wall at West
Rappelle. We set out quite early in the morning to catch the
full tide on the coast, with a 'cookie' strapped under the body
of our aircraft. These were bombs of some 4000lbs weight and
were designed for major demolition jobs.
We were No 3 in the order of the atrack and our bomb
aimer - FlO Len Browning - succeeded in achieving a direct
hit, confirmed by the photo recorded by Bomber Command.
By the time we returned to our squadron word had come
from Bomber Command that the sea wall had been breached
with sea waters flooding German positions and troops
successfully.

Crew Lost
A short time afterwards I was off duty from flying and our
crew was sent on an operation with another navigator and
bomb aimer. They did not return from the operation and I
was retained on the strength of the squadron together with my
offsider - bomb aimer - FlO Len Browning.
Jointly, we made up crews and individually we acted as
spare 'bods' to replace crew members absent for a variety of
reasons, including LMF - lacking in moral fibre. This resulted
in my flying with 9 different pilots - completing operations
with 8 of them including the Wing Commander in my total
of 39 missions on the squadron.

The Last 1000 Bomber Raid Victoria Cross Recommendation
The co-operation between Army and Air force commands
became an integral factor in the advance of Allied troops
across the Eastern front in Europe in 1944 and 1945.
By the end of February American troops, under the
command of the flamboyant General Patton, were pushing
German forces to retreat towards the Rhine. A call was made
for support by Bomber Command and a massive raid was
planned to blast the retreating German army and their means

of retreat over the bridges in and near Cologne.
On 2nd March 1945 I was the navigator for a Canadian
crew who had lost their navigator due to LMF (lack of moral
fibre) when we took off, during the morning, to join in the
mass bombing of Cologne and its bridges.
As a senior crew we were amongst the first wave of
bombers over the target and were able to see the fantastic
spread of bombers moving together as they met a sea of flack
from the German AA batteries indicated by puffs of smoke which looked like cotton wool suspended in the sky.
We were in the forefront and were hit by this flack - but
not too seriously. An aircraft on our port side was also hit
badly and it peeled off from the bomber stream dropping off
its crew as it headed towards the Rhine. They were observed
by our gunners, in particular as they floated down in their
parachutes - like handkerchiefs in suspension.
We learned that they were all saved except the pilot who
crashed his aircraft - with a full bomb load - into one of the
main bridges over the Rhine. The crew members came to
earth amongst American troops who fed them and sent them
back to their squadron - 400 at Burbrook, not far from North
Killingham - our squadron base. Their commanding officer Captain Hughie Edwards (VC) recommended the pilot - FlO
Geoff Holmes - for a Victoria Cross. He sent his Wing
Commander to our squadron to pick me up for verification of
the details noted in my log and given at our debriefing by
Intelligence officers, on our return from the operation.
Bomber Command acknowledged our story - but did not
award the Victoria Cross - they were not looking for heroes at
that stage of the war.

John Francis Morell

5186

John Francis Morell was at Shore 1933-36. He first joined
the AlF early in the war at Rabaul, as he had been working in
New Ireland with Burns Philp. He served in North Mrica,
where he was wounded. He was repatriated and discharged
about Sept 1941. He married (Betty Powell) and returned to
New Ireland with Burns Philp. After Pearl Harbour, Betty,
along with other white women, was repatriated. John for his
own safety was persuaded to re-enlist, and with others tried to
sail to Port Moresby, but they were shelled by a Jap destroyer
and forced to surrender. We were told that along with about
1000 other POWs and civilians he sailed from Rabaul in
Montevideo Maru in June 1942. She was torpedoed by a US
submarine off the Philippines, and none of the POWs and
civilians aboard survived.

Ernest Rex Morgan

4375

After the Japanese surrendered at Balikpapan there still
seemed to me no end to this war. The Japs would never give
in if we got as close as Japan. After 6 years in the army and
only 6 months in actual engagement with the enemy in that
time not counting being bombed from time to time, I
despondently wondered if I would ever get back to Australia.
After the Balikpapan engagement we had the Jap POW's
coming into our camp area on clearing work and I will always
vividly remember their expressions of delight after the second
Atom Bomb had been dropped in Japan and their gleeful
announcement that the war was now over.

John Laidley Morgan

6513

I joined the Royal Australian Air Force in July, 1944
shortly after my 18th birthday. I entered No 2 ITS at
Bradfield Park in Sydney as an aircraftsman to train as a pilot.
At the completion of this course and expecting to be
posted to Elementary Flying Training School our entire group
broke from this normal progression and were despatched to
No 6 Recruit Depot in Sandgate, Brisbane where, in addition
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arms, going on bivouacs and route marches, we worked on the
Brisbane wharves loading stores for our troops in the Pacific
region.
Towards the end of our time in Sandgate our dreams of
learning to fly were dashed by the announcement that we
were 'surplus to aircrew requirements'. With the end of the
war in Europe releasing air crews for the Pacific and the high
through - put personnel from the Empire Air Training
Scheme in Canada we were not needed.
The rest of my career until discharge in September 1945
was taken up with fruit picking in Shepparton, clerical duties
in Melbourne and finally, a posting to Richmond Air Force
base for further clerical work although I managed to get a few
trips on DC3s which were used for paratroop training and on
Wirraways for parachute testing.
On discharge, I came under manpower control and was
not permitted to return to my former employer so managed to
organise a job as a jackaroo on an Uncle's property out of
Holbrook. I returned to my earlier job about nine months
later.

Peter Vincent Murphy

5255

I came in contact with many Old Shore Boys - well
represented from colonels to private soldiers. George Wearne
(6089) joined 55/53 Battalion when I did. He was a
Lieutenant and later a Captain. He saw action in the defence
of Milne Bay in 1942 and served in the Battalion throughout
the war. He was Adjutant for several years. Jack Ryan (4234)
was a Lieutenant and platoon commander in 55/53 Battalion.
He was wounded by enemy fire whilst on patrol in Central
Bougainville in January 1945. He died the same day. Bruce
King (5538) was in same form as I. He was Lieutenant and
platoon commander in 25 Battalion. He came up in a ration
convoy to visit me in central Bougainville. We were good
friends at school and enjoyed seeing one another - we talked
for several hours. He was killed in action soon after during an
attack on a Japanese position near the Jaba River.

Robert Stuart Warren Neil

4885

1. Dutch New Guinea
Service here comprised mainly P!ltrolling the area west and
north from Merauke, checking on reported incursions by the
Japanese near the villages of Mappi, Kepi and Frederick
Hendricks Island.

2. Ambon Ceram
A,tached to Australian Air Force as interpreter to assist in
finding the whereabouts of missing Australian Aircrew shot or
forced down in the Arafua Sea. This reconnaissance was
carried out in a Catalina flying boat under the command of
Group Captain Hyland, who was originally CO of Laha
Australia Air Force station and aerodrome on Ambon.
All Air Force crew were equipped with details of 'pick-up
points', to which they should travel if shot down. There were a
number of these 'points' generally situated near an island, with
a native village nearby which were visited by flying boat every
so often. Natives from the villages associated with the 'Pick-up
points' were asked to help all Australians when found in their
area. However, it did not take the Japanese long to make it
virtually impossible for an Australian to reach help. They did
this purely by threatening the natives in all villages with death
if the movements of any soldiers other than Japanese were not
reported immediately to the Japanese police - Kempei Tai; and
secondly by providing rewards in the form of food and
tobacco.
Graves of Australian personnel were found on a number of
islands and dug up, and 'meat tickets' returned to Australia.

As a member of 33 Section Field Security, I was stationed
at Merauke in Dutch New Guinea and served there for a
period of 15 months (1943-44).
The patrol comprised myself as leader and one other
NCO, and the purpose was to confirm, if possible, reports
from natives that Japanese troops were landing in the area of
Frederick Hendricks Island and the villages of Mappi and
Kepi. A small launch ran between Merauke and Tanahmerah,
a town some 200 miles up the Digoel River and this was used
to transport us to a village approximately two miles inside the
mouth of the Digoel River where canoes and paddlers were
available for hire. A canoe, two paddlers and a 'Jonggos' or
boy for cooking etc were hired. The Jonggos - Nikioeloe - had
been used by me on a previous patrol from Tanahmerah across
to the Fly River.
We then moved north from the island, towards Kepi and
information obtained from natives in that area, confirmed that
Japanese - 'orang Jepong' - had landed from boats and given
tobacco to some seeking details of Australian soldiers in the
area.
Returning from Kepi, an accident occurred at the mouth
of a creek where our canoe was overturned by a bore wave at
the turn of the tide. Most of our gear was lost, items saved
being my Owen submachine gun and items attached to our
webbing - compass, ammunition etc. Two sealed tins of trade
tobacco were rescued later as they floated. These two tins were
most important, as tobacco was the only item of trade with
the natives. The loss of our transmitter meant that we could
no longer send or receive messages from Headquarters in
Merauke.
Before leaving Merauke, arrangements had been made for
our mail and supplies to be dropped to us and picked up by
Vultee Vengeance dive-bomber, these arrangements being
confirmed by Morse code when suitable sites had been
chosen. Mail was attached to and picked up from a fixed rope
line usually strung across a creek, the aeroplane being
equipped with a hook.
Losing gear and getting ashore was hazardous to the extent
that cuts and bruises were sustained by all members of the
patrol, with the writer being buffeted against mangrove trees
and suffering damage to the limbs and body.
The patrol remained in this area overnight and then set off
to find food and a native village where tobacco could be
traded for canoes. A kangaroo was shot on the third day after
the accident, and this enabled us to regain our strength and
continue on foot through the swamps. On the fourth day, a
small village was reached but no canoes were available here. As
one of our paddlets was in better condition than any of us, I
sent him off to the next village, from where he returned four
days later with two canoes and two new paddlers.
The patrol then set off to Tanahmerah, which was reached
ten days later. Here, medical attention was obtained from a
Javanese doctor, Dr Raden Roebiono, who conducted clinics
there and at Merauke.

Burdett Cecil Brierly Nettleton

6055

Bud Nettleton spent a short time only in the RAN. All sea
time and some shore-based time was with the RN. Saw some
excitement during the original action in April 1945. Just after
this action we found and picked up a US Navy pilot who had
been shot down and had managed to survive for some days in
the life raft (inflatable). He was rather happy to see us.
Later in August we escorted the RN battleship KGV to
Guam so that Admiral Bruce Fraser could award a KBE to
Admiral Nimitz, who was OTC US 7th Fleet. We happened
to be there on 6th August when 1st atom bomb was dropped
on Hiroshima.
In late August, we (in HMS Whelp) accompanied the
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other first vessel into Tokyo Bay, a US Destroyer. We were
anchored about 1 mile away from USS Missouri during the
surtender ceremony on 3rd September 45 but did not see
anything of course.
During the next week we ferried allied crew out to several
Woolworth (small) carriers including one Australian whom I
took to my cabin and gave copies of the Bulletin and some
Australian beer.
Later in September 1945 we went to Hong Kong, which
had been liberated by rhe RN and was being run by RN
people. A Lieutenant from HMS Whelp and I, with a platoon
of sailors became a landing party and for the next several
weeks. Guarded Taikoo dock from looters who were active as
soon as the Japanese announced surrender. Subsequently we
were joined by a platoon of RN Marines, and guarded and
operated, in a rather inexperienced way, internment camp ar
the Whitfield Army Barracks in Kowloon on the 'New
Territory' mainland.
The camp comprised of about 5000 persons ranging from
a Japanese Admiral and some servicemen to (mainly) civilians.
Being a Naval establishment, we had 'divisions' each morning,
when the internee/prisoners had to line up and be counted.
My senior officer Lieutenant Paul Wareham was in charge
of this camp at the ripe old age of23. After some weeks, all
the internees were taken away by the Royal Marine
Commandos to 'Stanley Camp' on the island, in which the
British had been themselves interned. As part of this exercise
we had to search them and their luggage for Btitish gold lost
at the surrender, but we didn't find any.
In HMS Whelp our First Lieutenant was a most efficient
and well-liked Naval Officer at sea and a good party
companion on shore. He has since become well known
around the world as the Duke of Edinburgh.

Peter Alan Newcomb

8304

First sea deployment in RN training squadron was a one
month patrol around Iceland, in the Artic, on Estuary patrol
and Protection during the Cold Wars. Most rewarding service
was as Naval ADC to the Governor General Lord Casey for
nearly two years. Memorable participation in HM the Queen's
Silver Jubilee Spithead Review in HMAS Brisbane. Unique
appointment as Australian ADC to HM King Carl Gustav of
Sweden for his Australian State visit. Final appointment before
leaving the Navy was on staff of Rear Admiral David Martin
(later Sir David Martin, Governor of NSW) in Naval Support
Command HQ Sydney during the period of two
International Naval Reviews in Sydney.

John Ewens Noble

5575

As a Dental student, I served with the SUR and on
graduation in 1942 enlisted in the RAADC -AlE Dental
Officers, particularly in the field were always busy, in their
profession. Many were involved in the treatment of battle
casualties and assisted Medical Officers even to the extent of
administering General Anaesthetics. In this respect I was
involved in a minor way.
Departures from normal treatment were
1. Visits with ANGAU Representatives to native villages in
New Britain to treat locals and their sometimes unique
problems.
2. Examination (dental) for ID purposes of some victims of
the Tol massacre in New Britain.
3. As the first Dental Officer into Rabaul at War's end,
immediately setting up to treat Indian POWs brought to
Rabaul by the Japanese for labouring tasks.
This is my story of "behind the lines" service. Nothing
dramatic or heroic, but to me most satisfying.
My service in the army continued post war on the

reformation of the CMF in 1948. I and half a dozen other exAlF DOs joined with the object of doing something towards
improving the equipment and conditions which, during WII
were antiquated and inadequate. In particular, for field dental
treatment. The improvement in conditions and equipment for
the Korean War and in particular the Vietnam War showed
that our efforts had been successful.
In 1971 AHQ recognised the NSW effort by awarding the
award of an OBE (Military Division) to me as the senior
officet in Eastern Command (NSW) at that time. An award,
if it was available, to the E Command Dental Services would,
maybe, have been more appropriate as it was a true team
effort.

Peter Barlee Kaeppel Oatley

4216

1) BUNA
Shattered and sundered
By blast and by shell,
The dead in the Kunai grass,
Grotesque as they fell.
What was it yesterday?
A tall boy laughing,
Confident, Carefree,
Laughing and chaffing.
Whom do you shelter,
Still night of mourning?
Come the hard light
Of tropical dawning.
For whom do they whisper,
The tall palms sighing?
For the still and the dead,
And the sore souls flying.
Scarred palms and rhe players,
Torn puppets of strife,
The props in the drama
Of death and of life.
The batrle has ended,
The task is now over,
And the spirits have fled
From this carnal cover.
Who mourns for the dead,
For the sweethearts and wives,
For the child in its cot,
And the gap in their lives?
Save tears for the living,
Grieve not for the dead,
Lest you trouble their spirits
With the tears that you shed.
For the pain is now peace,
And the dead are at rest,
No longer mere players
In the Strife God's jest.
PBKO
New Guinea, 1943

John Layman O'Donnell

5193

November 1943. In the battle of Sattleburg John led his
section of Matilda tanks ashore at Langemak Bay and
spearheaded the infantry as they moved along the road to
Sattleburg. One of the tracks of his tank was blown off at a
crucial stage but repairs were eventually made and he
continued forward until the Australian forces had reached
their objective.
Admitted to the Field Ambulance and Casualty Station for
short periods on five occasions suffering from asthma attacks.
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Australia. His problems with asthma continued until he was
placed on the Retired List in June 1945 following examination
by a Final Medical Board.

Ian Ronald Osborne

5387

'Sing' Osborne was shot down over Bonrop in the Ruhr
Valley on 3 February 1945. The crew contained four GPS
Old Boys in it: FILt Robin Ordell, Pilot (SGS); PIO Ian
Osborne, Navigator (Shore); ]. Gordon; T Killen (Shore
5537); Ossie Elliot (TKS).

Christopher John Oxenbould

9352

Extract From A Presentation at The Australian war Memorial
by Commodore C] Dxenbould AD, RAN, Wednesday 6th
November 1991

Australians Going To war In The 1990s
All told about 1500 Australian men and women served in
the Arabian Gulf area berween September 1990 and March
1991, in the lead up to, and the Gulf War. They manned the
guided missile destroyer Brisbane, the 3 guided missile frigates
Sydney, Adelaide and Darwin, the support ships - Success and
Westralia, 3 joint service medical teams (who were afloat in
the US naval support ship ComfOrt)' Clearance Diving Team
3, an ashore logistic support element of about 20 people, an
Army intelligence team in Riyadh, and RAAF Hercules
Transport Support.
Following careful consideration the Australian Government
responded to a request from the United Nations in Augusr
1990 by providing 2 surface combatants, a support ship and a
medical team to help enforce trade sanctions against Iraq
following its invasion of Kuwait.
The first group of ships comprised the guided missile
frigates, Adelaide and Darwin and the tanker Success. They
departed Sydney after only three days notice and provided the
Government with a very rapid response and the ships'
companies with a considerable shock. In these very early days
Saddam Hussein's intentions were very unclear and he had
surprised most of the intelligence world with his invasion of
Kuwait. Consequently, they were unsure whether he would
continue into Saudi Arabia or whether this was going to be
the catalyst to start war in the Midd1e East.
Times were tense and what is more this was the first time
in nearly 20 years that Australian Furces (other than peace
keeping forces) had been deployed into a potential war zone.
During the lengthy period of peace the Australian Defence
Forces had strived to maintain a very professional force and
command international respect. From a somewhat biased
perspective I think we achieved this. However only a handful
of the people in these ships had known anything other than a
Peacetime Navy and even though they were in an armed
service the real prospect of going to war a shock.
They responded well. Adelaide, Darwin and Success had a
frantic weekend to make final preparations before they
deployed. The storing and maintenance program provided
very little spare time for the crews to look after their personnel
affairs or for their families to come to grips with this situation
and its prospects. Consequently the departure on Monday 13
August was an emotional affair and drew some criticism in the
press when sailors were photographed in emotional
circumstances and a c()mparison was made with earlier
operational deployments of Australian Servicemen.
On leaving Sydney the ships commenced a very
concentrated work up, involving all the normal naval skills for
these vessels as well as developing techniques for boarding
large merchant ships and practising protective measures for
chemical and biological warfare; as these types of weapons

were in the Iraqi arsenal. The ships had an overnight stop at
HMAS Stirling, near Fremantle, to embark a final load of
stores. During this visit a sailor absented himself from
Adelaide and this attracted considerable attention in the media
and support from a vocal minority. He subsequently handed
himself in and was court-martialled.
During the ships' passage to the Gulf considerable work
was being done in the headquarters ashore, interacting with
the government to clearly define the level of the Australian
commitment. This was subsequently promulgated to the task
group in an operation order that was supplemented with rules
of engagement. These latter rules defined the limits within
which the ships were allowed to operate and specified such
things as occasions when the ships could open fire.
This was not only a busy time for the ships, but also for
the logistic support element and medical teams which had
flown ahead to the Gulf to take up their stations. Also here in
Canberra, Navy Office was very busy arranging the rapid
purchase of some new equipment which were considered
necessary. The overall team effort was impressive.
The Task Group arrived in area on 3rd September and
commenced operations in the Gulf of Oman (to seaward of
the Straits of Hormuz and outside the Arabian Gulf). These
ships spent 3 months in the area and were involved in 5
complicated boarding operations, 2 of which involved the
firing of shots across the bows of Iraqi tankers.
In October a replacement task group of ships was formed
at Sydney and comprised the guided missile destroyer
Brisbane and the guided missile frigate Sydney. The tanker
Westralia would join at a later date. I was appointed as the
commander of this second group and was embarked in
Brisbane. We sailed from Sydney on 12th November.
Since the first task group deployed the situation had
stabilised to some degree. Saddam Hussein had not entered
the kingdom of Saudi Arabia bur was encamped on the
boarder. The enforcement of the sanctions ar sea had prevailed
and the Iraqi ships were not trying to run the blockade.
Moreover the multinational force under the auspices of the
United Nations and led by the United States was building
rapidly and developing into a very powerful, cohesive and
functional organisation.
In this environment our departure from Australia was more
routine and less emotive. The ships' companies and their
families, had more time to accept the situation and there were
no incidents which attracted adverse media attention.
Although it had no effect on my application to preparing
these ships for the possibility of war, I can clearly recall at this
stage that I did not expect a war to eventuate. I remained
optimistic of a peaceful settlement.
After a 3 week passage to the Gulf and an intense work up
that incorporated many of the valuable lessons learnt from the
first deployment, Brisbane and Sydney met Darwin, Adelaide
and Success on the outer edge of the area of operations early
on the morning of 3rd December. On completion of a hand
over the new arrivals and Success continued into the Gulf of
Oman and I assumed the duties ofTask Group Commander.
Our entry into the area coincided with an extension of the
Australian operating limit to include the Arabian Gulf and an
announcement by the Prime Minister that Australian units
would be used to support United Nations R678, which
authorised the use of all available means against Iraq unless it
withdrew from Kuwait by 15th January - the countdown had
begun.
This expanded role and commitment eventually resulted in
Australian participation in the largest grouping of warships
since World War II and arguably the most powerful and
complex Naval Force ever assembled. At the height of the
conflict the Allied maritime forces in the Gulf comprised: 4
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aircraft carriers, 2 battleships, 10 cruisers, over 50 destroyers
and frigates and more than 100 logistic, amphibious and
smaller craft.
The fleet was assembled from about 20 nations and
participated in coordinated air and sea operations in a most
complex and challenging environment, with a remarkably
high degree of integration. Combined, the force's firepower
was awesome and its main role was to establish sea and air
control of the Arabian Gulf while providing strike support for
the Allied effort ashore. Pitted against this multinational naval
force were the Iraqi Air Force, with about 1300 aircraft and a
comprehensive array of anti-ship missiles, and a small missile
armed Navy. The clever use of mines by the Iraqis, the
possible use of chemical and biological weapons and silkworm
missile shore batteries also added to the threat.
Trade sanction operations had virtually dried up by the
time we arrived and the first few days were taken up with
operational briefs and exercises with USN ships. Calls were
also conducted on senior multinational force officers. From
these calls and other briefs it was obvious that the coalitions'
blockade was very successful and that no goods were able to
enter Iraq from sea and that only limited amounts were
smuggled over land or by air. Although the sanctions seriously
weakened Iraq and may have eventually destroyed its economy
they were not forcing Iraq's withdrawal from Kuwait and
estimates were that this could take about 12 months.
Another conclusion I drew from these early intelligence
briefs was that Saddam Hussein was not going to withdraw.
He was simply too well dug in and prepared to be posturing.
Ar this stage the only twO possible outcomes appeared to be a
war or a back down by the coalition forces. Now I believed
there would be a war. Furthermore I thought a war would be
the best outcome. The alternative of such a massive force
backing down, in front of Saddam Hussein, could only lead to
further international instability. Such conclusions added
significant impetus to our preparations for hostilities.
Tensions rose as the deadline of 15th January approached,
as an Iraqi pre-emptive strike was considered highly probable.
On one occasion on 11 th January about 9 Iraqi fighters flew
over the waters of the north Arabian Gulf in what appeared to
be an attack profile. The aircraft approached to within
weapons release range of the coalition units in the most
northerly picket stations before turning back and before
carrier based fighters could intercept. A second similar raid
came about an hour later and again turned away. These were
anxious times as we knew one of the American ships had gone
to "general quarters" and we could hear the higher pitched
voice of the operations room officer demanding permission to
shoot from the anti-air warfare commander. The common
thought prevailing was - maybe this is it. Several of these feints
occurred in the following days.
On 11 th January the USS Midway battle group, now
retitled 'Battle Force Zulu', took up position in the central
Gulf and the next morning Brisbane and Sydney took assigned
sectors around the carrier as part of the carrier's screen. Besides
the USN ships, the only other coalition units in the screen
were the Dutch. The Royal Navy had 2 destroyers further
forward with the USN anti-air warfare cruisers and
Tomahawk strike force, and the Canadians were in charge of
the combat logistic force holding area in the southern Gulf.
In the next few days further Iraqi feints and intelligence
reports of possible attacks kept the tension level high. The UN
deadline for Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait expired at 0800
local time on 16th January with no apparent reaction from
either side. However later that day information was received
that coalition action would commence shortly.
Despite the considerable uncertainry about what would
happen in the now inevitable conflict, morale was very high.

About midnight the air threat warning was raised indicating
that air attack was imminent and that final preparations for
the Allied offensive were being made. After a few nervous
hours, air and surface warnings were raised to the highest
level, which was the pre-arranged signal that the strike was to
commence. At about 0230 on Thursday 17 January, the
assault began with wave after wave ofTomahawk missiles
being launched from the USN units, followed by waves of
carrier borne strike aircraft. Altogether a most incredible and
unforgettable sight, which imposed stunned silence in the
operations room as we listened to the calm, measured tones of
the US commanders unleashing their well planned strike on
Iraq (happy trails & easy riders).
Iraqi reaction to the coalition offensive was not
immediately evident and the expected retaliatory strike did
not occur. However later in the day the first Scud missiles
were launched by Iraq in an unsuccessful bid to drag Israel
into the war and fragment the coalition. Though not a direct
threat to the Task Force, the potential for escalation in the use
of Scuds, either against Israel or armed with chemical
warheads was always a serious concern.
The Iraqi Air Force had remained fairly quiet in the first
days of hostilities, riding out the initial offensive, and
seemingly failing to press home attacks on coalition aircraft.
However on 24th January the Iraqis did venture over the gulf
when at least 2 Mirage F-l maritime strike and 3 MIG 23
escorts were detected flying down the Kuwaiti coast apparently
approaching the battle force. The air warning was raised as
ships assumed higher states of readiness in anticipation of
attack. Coalition air superiority was soon evident as the 2 F-ls
were shot down by Saudi Arabian F-15s and the other Iraqi
aircraft turned away soon after.
Other alarms were raised during the next few days but did
not result in any air attacks on the maritime forces. At the end
ofJanuary the migration of Iraqi aircraft to Iran was under
way and the threat diminished. An engagement by the
coalition forces against the Iraqi navy on 30th January in the
north of the Gulf virtually eliminated the naval thteat. Thus
leaving the ubiquitous mine as our major concern.
Brisbane and Sydney remained in the van of the carrier
screen for the majority of the war and both ships spent 47
days continuously at sea. The carrier force built up to 4
carriers - Midway, Ranger, Theodore Roosevelt and America and
gradually stepped its way to the north of the Gulf as the Iraqi
Air threat dissipated. The 2 Australian combatants had
occasional breaks in employment as escorts for logistic ships to
the very north of the Gulf to replenish the advanced pickets.
Sydney also spent a period in the north as part of the combat
search and rescue force and was within 20 miles of the USS
Princeton when she was mined on 18 February.
Success left the Gulf 22nd January and was replaced in early
February by Westralia. Both ships performed the vital support
role to the multinational force with great distinction.
Clearance Diving Team 3 also arrived in the Gulf about the
same time as Westralia and were subsequently employed in the
very dangerous task of clearing the Kuwaiti ports of mines,
booby traps and ordnance after the Iraqis retreated.
The cease fire was declared on 28th February. The wind
down of US forces began almost immediately. Brisbane and
Sydney departed from the Arabian Gulf on 22nd March
leaving behind Westralia to maintain an Australian
commitment to the ongoing UN sanction task. Through
further rotations of Darwin and Sydney this continues today
with Sydney on station in the north Red Sea on her second
tour. The diving team continued their very good work
through until May and participated in the opening of all
Kuwaiti ports.
Before I leave this overview of Australia's involvement in
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believe our young men and women petformed very well.
(Indeed some were very young. Seaman Kopschewa, in
HMAS Sydney, celebrated his 17th birthday two days aftet the
start of the war.) My opinion, concerning the petformance,
may well be biased but it is supportable. The Australian ships
and divers drew considerable praise. General Schwarzkopf's
Naval Commander, Vice Admiral Stan Arthur, signalled that
the performance of the Australian ships was "magnificent" and
that "the USN will be proud to sail in harms way with the
RAN anytime anywhere".
From my own observations I am very proud to have served
with these Australians. Their performance was excellent. As
the ships closed up to action stations in the expectation of a
missile attack, they went about their business in a very
purposeful manner. The mood was somewhat sombre,
certainly not cavalier but unquestionably professional. Even
though we did not come under fire, or even fire our own
weapons, or face the ultimate test; I am confident that these
young men and women could have dealt with whatever was
handed to them by Saddam Hussein.
The second point I would like to make, is an
acknowledgment of the phenomenal support we received from
allover and from all walks of life in Australia. The ships were
inundated with literally thousands of cards, letters and even
gifts at Christmas time. Ail contained messages of
encouragement and some were even received from those who
opposed to Australia's participation in the war but wanted to
state that their feelings were not personally aimed at those
deployed to the Gul£ We may well have been the beneficiaries
of the guilt associated with the way the Vietnam Veterans were
treated, but the support was certainly not that of an apathetic
or selfish population. There was some opposition, but that is
part of the democratic process and it would be unhealthy if it
did not exist.
And finally the war we participated in was very strange.
Saddam Hussein had an array of formidable forces but they
were hardly used. Consequently the Gulf War was an
antithesis of Vietnam or even World War I; in that
tremendous military gains were made for very little loss of life
in the coalition forces.

Ernest Maynard Pain,

4026

Born 3rd May 1913, Elizabeth Bay; Sydney, second son of
Dr Ernest Maynard Pain, MB, ChM (Died Old Cairo Egypt
January, 1913)
Entered Shore 1926, Left Shore 1931
1932 - 1937 Employed as Office Clerk, Salesman, Small
farming (Poultry)
Oct 1937
Replied to a RAF advertisement calling for
applications for training as Pilot Officers on
Short Service Commissions in the RAE
(Four years on Active list six years on
Reserve). Called to Victoria Barracks,
Sydney for interview by RAAF
12.11 1937
Application accepted
02.12.1937
Embarked for UK on RMS Orcades with
eleven other candidates (out of 1000
applicants). The first draft.
06.12.1937
Reported to Air Board, Melbourne and
interviewed by Air Vice Marshal Williams,
C in C RAAF
04.01.1938
Arrived London, reported to Air Ministry
17.01.1938
Posted to No. 12 Elementary Flying
Training School, Prestwick, Ayrshire,
Scotland (No. 11 Course)
01.02.1938
First solo flight after 7 hours 35 mins dual
(average 8 hours)

24.03.1938
26.3.1938

21.04.1938
22.04.1938
07.07.1938
25.07.19398
28.10.1938
14.11.1938

Graduated as Pilot (average) after 74.40
hours
Posted to RAF Depot Uxbridge, West
London as Acting Pilot Officer on probation
for drill, lectures and kitting with uniform,
and commissioning
Posted to No. 10 Service Flying Training
School, Tern Hill, Shropshire
First flight on Avro Anson (1.25 hrs dual)
First solo flight on Avro Anson
Granted RAF Wings (47.10 hrs on Ansons)
Graded Average
Advanced Training Squadron No. 10 FTS
Tern Hill
Graduated Average Pilot Volunteered for
training as Flying Boat Pilot and accepted
Attached to RAF Worthy Down, Salisbury,
pending commencement of a General
Reconnaissance Training Course
Local flying at Worthy Down on various
aircraft.
Posted to RAF Thomey Island, East Sussex,
No. 20 GR Course
Now no longer on Probation. Now Pilot
Officer
Posted to RAF Colshot, Hampshire, to
Flying Boat Training Squadron, No. 18
course.
Air Navigation Certificate (2nd class)
Graduated "Average Flying Boat Pilot" on
Strauraers. Total flying time as Pilot under
instructions 129 hrs.
Posted to No. 209 (GR) Squadron RAF
Fllisstowe, East Suffolk as second pilot on
Strauraers
No. 209 GR Squadron transferred to RAF
Invergordon, Rosshire, Flying patrol over
North Sea
Returned to RAF Invergordon
First patrol over North Sea on War Bases
(fully armed with orders to return fire if
fired upon)
War declared on Germany, l1am BST
Second wartime patrol over North Sea to
Norway
209 Squadron transferred to RAF Oban
Argyllshire
Qualified as Captain of Strauraer
209 Squadron detached to Falmouth,
English Challen patrols
209 Squadron returned to Oban
Married Jacqueline Cecile Christine Bryan at
Kirkbaldy, Fifeshire Scotland
Qualified 1st Pilot on Saunder Roe Lerwick
Flying Boats
No. 209 Squadron transferred to Pembroke
Dock Wales
Detached to Raf St AIthan, Wales for Astro
Navigation Course No 17A
Rejoined No. 209 Squadron at Pembroke
Dock
No. 209 Squadron transferred to Pembroke
Dock Wales
Detached to RAF St AIthan, Wales for Astro
Navigation Course No 17A
Rejoined No 209 Squadron at Pembroke
Dock
No 209 Squadron transferred to RAF
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01.03.1941

08.03.1940

19.03.1941
28.04.1941

03.05.1941

14.05.1941
19.05.1941
24.05.1941
26.05.1941

31.05.1941

06.05.1941

09.06.1941

20.06.1941

23.06.1941
29.06.1941

01.07.1941
20.07.1941
13.08.1941

07.07.1941

18.10.1943
25.11.1943
03.01.1944

05.02.1944
10.02.1944

Strauaer Scotland
Escorted newly launched RMS Queen
Elizabeth down Clyde on her way to USA
for fitting out
On Convoy Escort sighted and artempted to
engage 4 engine Condor aircraft off West
Scotland Coast, but enemy aircraft too fast
and able to escape in cloud.
No 209 Squadron transferred to RAF Lough
Erne, Northern Ireland
First flight in Catalina Flying Boar, 1.45
hours dual training. Qualified 1st pilot on
Catalina
Collected my own Catalina from RAF
Maintenance Base, Greenook, Clyde,
Scotland, (My birthday present)
First Catalina Patrol (pre-dawn take off
near disaster)
My longest Catalina patrol convey escort in
mid-Atlantic, the "gap" 21 hours 30 mins.
RAF Mount Batten to Gibraltar
RAF Gibraltar to Alexandria. Claimed
record first RAF flight non-stop Gibraltar ro
Egypt 17.30 hours night
RAF Alexandria to RAF Gibraltar,
transporting German tank 88mm gun barrel
for War Office Tests 19.55 hours night
Detained at Gibraltar and temporarily
attached to No. 202 Squadron for anti
submarine and convoy escort operations
Attacked Italian submarine without success
as my aircraft had not been fitted with a
bombsight and the NS bombs were old and
unreliable., The submarine attacked and hit
my aircraft
Searched for Empire Class flying boat,
Golden Fleece, crashed at night in Bay of
Biscay. The crew were picked up by German
Arado float plane and became POWs
Searched for German raider ship A1stentor not found
Anti submarine sweep ahead of Fleet in
Mediterranean, HMS Renown. Ark Royal,
Furious and Hermione
Returned to RAF Lough Enre
No. 209 Squadron attached to RAF
Reykjavik, Iceland
After two years of continuous war
operations, posted to No.4 Coastal
Command Operational Training Base, RAF
Invergordon as Flying Instructor and Crew
Trainer on Catalinas as a rest period
Promoted Squadron Leader and posted to
US Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Florida, as
Senior RAF Training Officer, liaison with
US Naval Instructors training RAF flying
boat pilots in Catalinas, and testing and
commissioning the pupils who graduated.
Recalled to UK and posted to RAF
Uxbridge, London
Attached to Air Ministry London for Report
Posted to Meteorological Conversion Unit
(No.4 course) at RAF Firce Island, Argyll,
Herbrides for conversion to Halifax
Meteorological aircraft.
Graded above average
Posted to No. 517 Meteorological Squadron
RAF Brawdy, South Wales as Flight

14.01.1945

14.07.1945

28.01.1946

22.8.1946

Commander 'B' Flight for flying duties on
12 hour flights day and night to midAtlantic on weather reconnaissance
Awarded "Mention in Despatches" by CinC Coastal Command and posted to RAF
Staff College, Gerrards Cross, Buckingham
Shire
Graduated with high marks and posted to
Air HQ, RAF India, New Delhi, as
Organisation 2, planning the Post War
Indian Air force (In preparation for
Partitions)
Returned to UK for demobilisation
Released at Demobilisation Depot,
Hednesford, and repatriated to Australia
with wife and child
Released at Bradfield Park

James Charles Petrie

5393

As a green subaltern of 19 years I was interviewing recruits

destined to be part of the force going overseas. I remember
clearly Private McClosky, a large man known as a 'Bully'. I
asked him the usual questions. What did he do in civilian life?
The reply was, "I killed a bloke in Newcastle and have been in
gaol." He added that he had been given early release so that he
could join up. Shortly after, we embarked for Cairns bound
for overseas. Next morning was a roll call and it was
discovered that McClosky was no longer with us.

Leonard Antill Pockley

4030

In October 1939 up from Reserve ofOfficers AAVC.
Duties:
1. Purchase some 3 000 unbroken horses aged 3 to 7 yrs,
for breaking in as army remounts
2. Assist with operation of Veterinary Hospital, Holsworthy
3. Form and command the Hunter River Remount, Depot
& Veterinary Hospital
There I was responsible for the breaking in and training of
remounts in a unit of one officer and 36 other ranks, and also
for the supply of remounts for the coast defence units in the
Newcastle area as well as officers mounts for AIF and militia
units in camp at Rutherford and the conduct of riding schools
for infantry officers who could not ride.
There was an expectation that the 6th Division would go
to France and winter horses might be required and that we
would take them. When all the horses were broken in and this
did not happen. I had completed about 2 years as sole officer
of an isolated unit, and I was transferred to CO Remount
Depot Holsworthy.
In 1942 my transfer to 2/1 Armoured Brigade Company
AASC was approved (NX 77307) I was appointed Petrol
Officer and 2ifc of the company. Training began at Greta,
followed by field exercises at Narrabri. We were trained and
equipped before the rest of the division and I took an advance
party to Alice Springs to operate convoys between Alice
Springs and Larrimah, The rest of the Company followed and
we operated successfully there for some months, including
making an extension of the road to Mataranka, by driving a
convoy on a compass course The present road has a bend in it
where we had to deviate around a swampy spot!
The operating conditions were extremely difficult at the
out-set. Convoys were to operate with an interval of 200 yards
between vehicles because of intense dust problems In effect
this often became 400 yards or more. The roads were
extremely corrugated due to vehicles of the same type with
similar loadings pounding dust into corrugations up to 9
inches high. The result was in a convoy of 200 vehicles it was
not unusual to have 200 tyres blown out and nearly as many
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Our vehicles were 4 wheel drives, some plaroons with
Fords and some with Chevrolets. We acquired a lot of data as
ro time in workshops of each make, with the Chevs having a
far better record than the Fords. Another issue was the
comparison between single bar tread tyres and dual tyres. If
the former blew out there was a greater chance of the truck
going off the road and maybe rolling over, on the other hand
the tyres of both types got so hot that the tread separated from
the breaker strip and left smouldering rubber. In the case of
dual wheels, the driver did not know one tyre had blown and
the fanning of the smouldering rubber caused it ro burst inro
flame. As we were carting crude oil flux in light steel drums
on the return trip which was used ro spray on the dustiest
areas ro reduce that problem, the drums rubbed holes in each
other and the bodies were saturated in oil which then caught
alight and the first thing the driver knew was that his load was
on fire!
After this, the Division was moved ro West Australia. Again,
I took the advance party by rail across the Nullabor and then by
road to Minginew, accompanied by another old Shore boy
Adrian Payne (4027). I administered command of the 2/1
Moror Brigade Company and then returned ro administer
command of 2/ 1 Armoured Brigade Company AASC.
From there was promoted ro Major and appointed Major,
Supplies HQ 7 Australian Division, (then on Atherron
Tableland). I was responsible for the planning and execution
of the logistic supply of Ammunition, Petroleum supplies and
Rations for assault landings and in particular the Balikpapan
operation. The latter was done at Morotai by a small group of
myself, a Captain ammunition, a warrant officer and a
corporal clerk. The 'G' staff set levels of reserves ro be on the
beach each day for the ever increasing force landed, after
allowing for each days usage. 'G' staff gave us the number of
personnel ro be ashore each day and we had logistic tables of
ronnages required per 1000 troops for ammo, petrol and
supplies. We then had ro break this down to the detail of the
last round and calibre of ammunition (eg whether ball, tracer
or armour-piercing and the various types of petroleum
products.)
We also had ro divide it all between landing craft ro ensure
the loss of any craft did not involve an undue proportion of
any item. We planned this build up for the first 28 days using
12 inch slide rules. We did not go to bed for over 48 hours,
and when we woke up after a sleep the ships were being
loaded.
The landing went well with no problems on our side, and
we understand it was used at the Royal Military College for
some years. I participated in the occupation of Banjermasin
and the Celebes islands. I was awarded a mention in
despatches for the above.
As a matter of interest, I was nominated ro attend a
number of Army schools, I even arrived at some but never
completed one before being recalled ro my unit for some
urgent reason.

David Carington Pope

4397

Written by DC Pope, Patient Management, October 1994

It was Anzac Day again and John (Dr J Church, partner of
Dr Pope for 30 years) and I were marching with members of
the battalion of which we had both been Regimental Medical
Officers. As the column wheeled into George Street my
memory flashed back to a day in 1945. I was sitting outside
the reception tent of my field ambulance, reading a 3-weekold copy of the Sydney Morning Herald. I looked up ro see,
bumping and rolling down the track, a jeep ambulance being
driven with that combination of haste and care which
assuredly indicated a serious casualty.

'Stretcher bearers,' I shouted as the vehicle approached, for
I could see the man's pallor from 25 yards away.
'Keith, there's a transfusion coming up.'
'Right, Skip,' responded my trusty Staff Sergeant who,
before the war, had been a theatre orderly at a big hospital
With the gentleness of experience, bearers placed the
stretcher on the table in the tent, it didn't take more than a
glance ro see the wound was in the upper left thigh because,
despite the excellent, tight field dressing John had applied
under fire, there was still heavy bleeding. He had given him
morphia and done everything he could to stem the flow.
'Cut the gear off his right leg quickly,' I instructed my
nursing corporal. 'Clean his ankle with dettol'.
Meanwhile, I rinsed my hands in antiseptic solution. The
instruments were there and always ready. Immediately, I made
a quick incision over the long saphenous vein, inserted closed
Artery forceps into the subcutaneous tissue, opened it
longitudinally, thereby revealing a flat collapsed vessel, ran the
curved dissector under the vein moving it up and down ro
strip it clear, threaded catgut through the eye of the dissector
and pulled it through underneath. This, when cut, gave me
two ties; the lower one was pulled down and used ro ligate
and hold the pressure.
'Cannula's right behind your hand, Doc. The tubes are full
and free of air. She's ready ro go.' I inserted the cannula, tied
up the rop catgut ro hold ir in place, and the transfusion was
running as we strapped the tube to his leg. The total time, twO
minutes from his arrival - nor bad.
However, rhere was a carch. The blood had been in our
precious kerosene frig, a new development for this campaign
when they posted us a surgical team ro deal wirh casualries
close to the front. As I watched, a line of frost was developing
along the length of the vein and he went into a most colossal
rigor as his remperature fell. This was made even worse when
we pumped the blood in with a Julian Smith rotary pump,
despite our wrapping warm rowels around the bottle and
running the tubes through basins of hor water, There had
been no time ro take a blood pressure on arrival but at leasr he
was now beginning ro register on the sphygmo.
'Are the surgical team ready?' 'Standing by, Doc,' said
Keith. 'Shall we move him into the theatre tents?' 'OK,' I said,
and our part was done.
Our reward came 6 weeks larer when a brief nore from a
padre in a mainland hospiral, wrirren on our parient's behalf.
said, 'Tell the boys I made ir'.

Henry Charles Richard Powell

5761

Submitted by Robert Powell, brother.

He left Sydney in September 1938 on RMS Strathmore ro
attend Pangbourne Naval College in the UK. He graduated as
a Midshipman early in 1941 and his first posting was ro HMS
Registan, which was an armed merchant ship. The vessel was
on convoy duty in the Irish Sea when it was attacked by
German bombers.
In a letrer written by the Captain of the ship and dated
June 1941, he says:
Midshipman Powell, J regret to say. was shot by a machine
gun bullet. He was treated as well as was possible by the sick
bay attendant, the doctor having been killed by the first bombs.
He was hit in the stomach and although he was conscious most
ofthe time, J felt sure the wound was fatal. He was a very
brave boy and never murmured or groaned the whole time,
and always thanking us for everything that was done for him.
There were no boats left and until the time came for
abandoning ship he was made as comfortable as possible under
the paravanes, when it came time to abtwdon ship 1 had him
lashed to a raft - the only one remaining - but we had not
pushed away from the ship before he had died.
When J came up to the party that he was with and found
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he was dead I had him cut adrift and the raft given to a
seaman who was not standing the cold water as well as the
others. His body was not picked up by the Destroyer that
rescued me so I cannot say whether he was one ofthose buried
at sea.
During the next day when I was standing by the ship I saw
no bodies at all.
In fact, his body was washed ashore at Bure in Cornwall
and he is buried in the churchyard of a small church in that
town. He had turned 18 years old just before he was killed.
A library named after him has been established in the Lady
Denman complex at Huskisson on the Somh Coast of New
South Wales.

Frederick Graham Pratten

1785

My father was really medically unfit at the age of 42. My
godfather, Colonel JC Belisario, in charge of the 2/5 AGH
managed to get him into the unit as an Amenities Officer.
They were stationed on the Armidale Showground and from
rhere my father was in the advanced party to set up the
hospital in New Guinea.

Arthur Lloyd Preece

4892

The only ex-Shore boy I met in my Air Force career was
Lou Davies (5847) (ex-chairman of the OBU). My souvenir
copy of I Squadron's Christmas 1944 entertainment, called
"Hooley Dooley", records that Lou was a soloist in a skit
called "Lure of the South Seas".

Darrell Albert Procter

5200

Submitted by Betty Procter, wife·
Flying Officer Procter flew many heavy bomber missions
in Lancasters of RAAF 463 and 467 Squadrons, many of the
targets heavily defended: Berlin, Cologne, Stettin; before
completing his first tour in Wing Commander Rollo
Kingsford-Smith's Crew.
He was also involved in the earlier operations to sink the
Tirpitz, flying out of Archangel in Russia, which, despite
desperate efforts, failed. However a highlight of his operational
flying occurred as mid-upper gunner in Flight Lieut Bruce
Buckham's crew when the Tirpitz was finally sunk at Tromso
on 12th November 1944. From his mi-upper turret he
advised Buckham that she was keeling over so the pilot
decided to go round again to enable the photographer in the
rear turret to get a factual picture of the event.

Hendrik Willem Pronk

4764

At the outbreak ofWWII, Henk was with Dalgety and Co
Ltd at Wagga Wagga. He volunteered for the RAAF, but was
rejected, as he was officially still a Dutch subject, although
holding a Private Pilot's Licence. He sailed to England as a
gunner on a Dutch Armed Merchant Vessel, and accepted as a
Trainee Fighter Pilot in the RAE Killed in air accident over
England.

Robert Delmont Puflett

4575

Arrived Malaya and stationed at Malacca. As the Japanese
came down the Peninsula the 10th AGH withdrew to Johore
and then to Singapore. At the fall of Singapore, I was at
Singapore General Hospital looking after seriously wounded both AlF and civilian casualties. Then all POWs were
evacuated to Changi, serious outbreak of bacillary dysentery at
Selarang Barracks.
Within 2-3 weeks I was sent from Changi to Palaubukom,
a major petrol station for the Far East. Australian engineers
were sent to rebuild the installations which had been set on
fire. I was the only MO on the island for nine months.
Within 5 or 6 weeks, there were deaths from malaria, cases of

-

dengue and beri-beri amongst the 400 POWs. Then I was
moved for a year to another petrol station, Woodlands on the
Straits ofJohore, where the functions were the same
reconditioning pipelines. I was the sole MO.
When all the POWs were transferred back to Changi, I
was MO at the Singapore Hospital in charge of the kitchens.
The problems of nutrition were very important. Soya bean
was the main source of protein. As it was indigestible, I
experimented with grinding soya bean and mixing fungus
with it.
After 12 months I moved to a combined Australian and
English base Hospital at Kranji, where I worked as MO in
charge of a diet kitchen for special cases for nine months then
I moved to the centre of Singapore for 2-3 months with four
other MOs until the capitulation of the Japanese.
I returned to Australia on the Duntroon to be demobilised
in August 1945.

Leo Warwick Felix Rawson

3854

I only saw the small part of the war when we turned the
tide in New Guinea. I was no great hero; I just did my best to
defen~ Australia from the Japs as a Corporal and Sergeant of
Machme Gunners. Our platoon saw a lot of action without
being involved in any heavy fighting. I believe if any of the
expected counter attacks had come we would have stood the
test.
When our forces retreated to Singapore, it seemed certain
Australia was the next target. I agonised about joining up. In
the University Regiment I had been intelligence sergeant and a
good rifle shot. I decided that every man who could shoot was
needed to defend Australia and joined the Infantry asking to
be posted to Dubbo where there was a big training camp. The
army ?ave me time to settle my affairs, and by February 1942
I was m the ITBn, Infantry Training Battalion, at Dubbo.
Soon after we were moved to Bathurst and Nancy became a
camp follower, letting our home and moving into a grubby
room at Bathurst. I caught a taxi at night and another at
4:30am just to be with her. After a short time we were moved
to Greta. 150 AlF were posted to each of three CMF
(Commonwealth Military Forces) battalions, the 3rd, 36th
and 53rd, comprised mainly 18 year old compulsory trainees.
Militia Battalions had three infantry companies, a Vickers
machine gun company and HQ company. When we reached
G~eta I was an In.fantry Corporal, and became a Corporal of
VICkers guns, which I had never seen. The three battalions
were soon sent on final leave and then off to Moresby, New
Guinea. They picked me for the rear guard so I stayed about a
fortnight longer. I had one week's final leave with my loving
wife and children who had followed to Sydney, and were
staying downstairs in my mother's house. I was not to see
them for more than two long years.
The troopship to Moresby was a nightmare: a converted
cargo ship, rows of hammocks in the hold, no amenities, we
were rarely allowed on deck, the toilets out at the stern were
crud~ and n? help to the seasick troops. The Japs controlled
the air, and It was about the time of the Coral Sea Battle. We
survived and joined our units in Moresby in reasonable order.
At ~~tesby t~ings were crook. It was defended by three
raw mllrtia battalions mainly, 18 year old kids and two tired
~ilitia battalions whose ranks were thinned by tropical
diseases. The word 'troppo' applied to troops who had been in
the tropics so long they were not quite normal. Some at Milne
Bay became troppo quite quickly. 'Bomb-happy' was another
common phrase, which is self-explanatory.
We were bombed almost every night and often by day.
Our ack-ack was pathetically inadequate, our air defence nil.
The high command had a brilliant strategy to convince the
enemy, who daily spied from the air, that Moresby and the
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succeeded. The Japs thought we had two divisions when we
actually had about one sixth of this amount in untested raw
troops. We were the mugs who deceived them. As soon as we
had dug one lot of positions and camouflaged them we moved
to another, then another. I had blisters under blisters and
muscles like Superman.
Then came a move in June. Our platoon of 48 Vickers
gunners and two companies of infantry from the 53 Battalion,
formed the Falls River Force, about 400 raw troops which
went by ship to defend Milne Bay where they were building
an aerodrome for the RMF.
Milne Bay was a tropical paradise: coconut plantations,
coral beaches with a picturesque thatched village and a
mission. For us it was a tropical hell. Although known as a
deadly place for malaria, we arrived with no anti-malarial pills,
no mosquito oil, and dressed in short pants and short sleeved
shirrs, the aerated type which the mossies could bite through.
I had filled my pack with tobacco which when traded with an
RMF ground crew bought a long sleeved shirt, long pants
and a mosquito net. We were not warned about bare feet for
hook-worm, so most of us were infected. The humidity was
unbelievable we were wet through all the time. Rations were
great! First plenty of bully beef and army biscuits, then a diet
of baked beans, then nothing but goldfish (Canadian
pilchards), nice for one meal but nauseating for breakfast,
dinner and tea for a fortnight.
We dug in near the village with our gunpits on the water's
edge, at high tide the guns were standing in water. Our slit
trenches also had water in them and they were needed after
the Jap planes found us. Our most dangerous moment came
from 'friendly fire'. An Australian sloop in the bay fired on a
Jap plane just skimming the coconuts, the shells came right
through our camp but none exploded. It was a scary thing to
be at dawn in a gunpit on the seashore with great bull
crocodiles roaring on a small island offshore. A native woman
had been taken in the creek behind our camp.
On 23rd July 1942, the first planes landed: 26 RMF
Kittyhawks. We were safe, but a few nights later the Japs
strafed the drome destroying most of them. There had not
been time to build the necessary bomb bays for the planes.
More troops arrived, and mid-August we shipped back to
Moresby. Soon after, when the Japs.landed in Milne Bay, there
was a Brigade of AlF and a Brigade of Militia there. History
shows how the Australians defeated a strong, confident
Japanese force that was supported by many warships. The
invincible Jap army had been beaten. Our platoon of Vickers
gunners were lucky, for if we had still been in our positions we
would have been wiped out.
Back in Moresby we were busy digging gunpits and
unloading boats. Our unit was less than half strength, because
so many were out with malaria. There were only three
refrigerated ships bringing fresh food to PNG. When they
were put out of action, we ate from tins or awful dehydrated
mutton and dried cabbage, potatoes and onions.
Early June the Macdue was sunk at the wharf only two
days after we had worked unloading her. I was in charge when
we came to some Scotch whisky, intended for the officers'
mess. Our hardened drinkers wanted to get into it, but I
ordered no drinks on board, so they filled their water bottles.
That night, in a heavy air raid, we could barely make the slit
trenches. I did and got bitten on the stomach by a large
centipede. The duty platoon on board the next day were
caught by the A2s (Military Police) for being drunk. Next ship
to go was the Malaita. I saw a Jap torpedo hit her, then there
was a huge spout of foam and an Aussie destroyer, (HMAS
Arunta, I think) dropping depth charges. Malaita limped into
port, was camouflaged behind an island, the hold was filled

with concrete, and she made it back to Sydney. I don't know
what happened to Manuntia, the last of our ships.
There were big moves in our unit. The Japs had landed in
force in July at Buna and Gona. The new airport at Milne Bay
srymied their approach by sea, so they attacked Moresby by
land over the Owen Stanley Range on the Kokoda track. The
infantry companies of our three militia battalions were sent to
meet them. They did a great job, two companies of our
battalion, the 53, were weakened by the tropical diseases they
had picked up in Milne Bay. The Vickers gun companies from
each battalion were merged into the New Guinea Forces
Machine Gun Battalion later to become the 7 MG Bn AIF
after most of the young militiamen had joined the AlE
We marched with all our gear up to a place called Eola in
the foothills of the Owen Stanleys and there we dug in on a
new rubber plantation with a good field of fire and waited for
the Jap attack. They did not come, as they were stopped by
the infantry and artillery a few miles up the mountain.
Kokoda was retaken in October, and we marched back to
Moresby to a new camp and new holes to dig. Two arduous
and dangerous missions, and we had not seen an angry man
except, of course in the air, where there were plenty.
The next assignment was the toughest. At Milne Bay, there
was only one MG platoon, (48 men,) at Eola three MG
companies, (about 700 men,) at Wau only our 'B' company,
(say 170 men). The Japs tried a new approach and attacked
Wau. There was only a company of commandos to defend it.
They burnt every building in Wau. Back in Port Moresby, our
'B' Company was placed on standby. Our gear was restricted
to a small haversack per man.
On day one, seasoned AlF troops from the 2/5 and 2/7
Battalions were flown to Wau. On day two, a battery of 25
pounder artillery, and on day three our 'B' Company. What a
hairy flight - 4 old DC3 troop planes, quite empty, no seats,
48 men and all their gear, and guns and ammo loose on the
floor. Just before we entered the pass in the Owen Stanleys our
pilot saw silver specks in the sky, Japs, our planes did not go
high enough to be silver specks. We circled the valley in thick
mist for ages, wing tips almost touching the trees or rocks.
Then we emerged into bright sun to land on Wau drome.
Planes landed uphill and took off downhill on a tiny steep
field. There were lots of dead Japs; our infantry had beaten
them back and we landed without opposition and took up
defensive positions around the drome. The little silver specks
that made us circle so scarily turned out to be new American
Lightnings sent up to protect our flight. They could fly high.
The attack on Wau came in several prongs: one was being
pushed back when we landed, the second came over the steep
hills in front of us and was blasted by the 25 pound artillery,
some retreated over the hill, most rushed down to the valley
behind Wau racecourse.
'B' Company, the artillery and the mortars were set to
dislodge them in a World War I type operation. Our 12
machine guns, standing in a long line, fired many thousands
of rounds of .303 ammunition. We were credited with very
few Japs in the scrub behind the racecourse, but our flank
guns had enfiladed the force sheltering in the valley and there
the havoc was terrific. The third prong of the attack was
annihilated by two Beaufighters, which caught them in the
open marching into Wau. Beaufighters were nicknamed 'the
whispering death' - they were so silent and had twelve
machine guns in the wings.
Every day we were bombed by a flight ofJap bombers and
occasionally strafed. Our dugours were well built and quite
comlY. Our guns were mounted on galvanised water pipe for
AA fire. One platoon at a time we followed the enemy over
the summit 7 OOOft down to Mubo, 600ft near Salamaua
where we dug in on a hill called Mat Mat - a native cemetery.
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We could see the Japs and the small hill called 'the Pimple',
which was taken and tetaken three times, but being there in a
defensive role for the counter attack, we were not allowed to
fire. The food was all dropped from the air and we were
almost starved, mainly dehydrated stuff. I became so thin my
canvas webbing wore holes in me. Our officer had gone back
and I was platoon sergeant in char-e, until we were relieved
after about nine weeks. It took a whole week to walk back to
the summit, we had walked down in two days.
Back at Wau we were in clover, football matches,
swimming races until the Japs bombed the big, swimming
pool, a lovely climate and lots of fresh paw paw, choko, sweet
potatoes growing wild, the American ground staff airmen had
evacuated and left us large quantities of lovely food. Wau
drome was thick with shrapnel from the bombing, but now it
became less severe as our new fighter planes could match it
with the Japs. When at last we flew back to Moresby, we were
strangers in our battalion having been in action for so long.
The happy day came for our return by ship to Australia
where we camped on the Atherton Tablelands.
I had a joyful short leave with Nancye and my little sons
who did not know me. Our leave train took seven days from
Cairns to Sydney sitting all the way, packed tight, nowhere to
lie down. Back from leave we trained hard in conditions that
were a comfortable change from New Guinea. The 7 MG
Battalion AIF became a cohesive fighting unit and confident,
but we were so badly hit by tropical diseases that many were
in hospital and we were disbanded, our men posted to other
units.
I had been in and out of hospital in Atherton, was made B
class, not for front line duty, and was sent to Brisbane for
posting. A spent a bad time in Rocky Creek Hospital, then
was posted to the POW (Prisoner of War) unit at Victoria
Barracks. Great joy - Nancye came to Sydney. In hospital
again, at the Showground, this time for hookworm and a
malarial treatment. I can remember only one job in POW:
when I was detailed to escort a prisoner to Cowra Army
Prison, where the Japs later staged their bloody prison break.
Posted from POW to Randwick AEME workshop. Nancye
moved to Dover Heights right near the Gap. We were terrified
that John or Jim might stray and fall over those huge cliffs.
From Randwick AEME to Mosman at Rawson Park. We
obtained possession of our little house in Elialong Road,
Cremorne and Nancye moved there. It was not long before
the Pacific war ended I was discharged. What a happy day it
was. I had been able to cope with army life and do my best in
a fighting unit, but the 'B' class sedentary clerical jobs were
hard to bear. It was great to be D class.
The war had a sad effect on the wives who were left
behind. Many of Nancye's friends were living normal lives at
home with their husbands, whilst she was alone and struggling
to look after two children and always worried about where I
was, how I was, and if she would ever see me again.
The return to civilian life was difficult for most men. Some
were fit physically but ill mentally, some vice versa, and quite a
few were sick in mind and body. I had to find jobs for the
Hoffnungs' servicemen returning to work, and it was not easy.
The worst cases were the Jap POWs. I was fortunate; I had a
good job, a good wife, a home, two lovely boys and was fairly
sound in mind and limb, but life was never the same. For
instead of being an extroverted carefree traveller, I was a toobusy boss of over 300 staff. Moreover, I had a new worry that
I might die young as my father and grandfather had, and leave
my widow to bring up the family. I became almost a miser to
make Nancye's future secure.
Today, I like the Japanese and the Germans and have
enjoyed visiting their lovely countries. I cannot forget the
horrors of 1939-45 and hope the new rulers of these countries

will make sure that it cannot happen again.

Bruce Norman Read

5203

Pre-Enlistment and Enlistment
Through 1940 in my eighteenth year I studied for my 'C'
and 'D' licences at the College of Civil Aviation, which
enabled one, once qualified, to rebuild and repair light aircraft
such as Gypsy Moths etc. However, on turning eighteen, one
year into this course, I trotted down to the RMF recruit
depot at Woolloomooloo to see whether that service needed
the mechanical skills I had partly learned. (The call up had
not been introduced at that stage of the war).
Forms were filled in for enlistment in the ground staff of
the RMF. This was followed by a trade test and a medical. I
consumed three milkshakes on Wynyard ramp before this
medical, as I had heard you had to exceed eight stone in
weight to be accepted and I weighed but seven stone thirteen
poun~, but as it turned out the MO was too busy on the day
to weIgh us.
Three to four weeks later I was notified that I had been
accepted as a trainee armourer of all things. I had expected to
become a fitter IIA, perhaps because I had admitted
somewhere along the line that I was a keen rifleman.
So, at the age of eighteen years and five weeks, I bid my
parents goodbye at the front gate, caught the train from
Killara station to Wynyard, then a tram to the foot of William
Street, followed by a brisk walk to the Plunkett Street Recruit
Depot. Firmly gripped in my right hand was my trusty old
Shore Globite case containing a cut lunch, toiletries, PJs and a
change of underwear, suggested necessities for the first couple
of days in the service.
As a sergeant slammed shut the tailgate of the truck which
was to cart us twenty recruits to Richmond base and to our
new careers, he enquired whether we would like to hear some
news. "Yes," we all cried eagerly. "You'll be bloody sorry!" he
bellowed.

Recruit Training at 2RD Richmond, NSW
Most ground staff recruits from NSW endured this course
'
which consisted of drill squad, square bashing with Lee
Enfields. at the slope, how to obey lawful commands, gas drill,
PT, hygiene squad, spud barbering, gruesome lectures on VD
from the MO, camp guard and occasional weekend leave in
our slowly acquired uniforms. One was lucky to be kitted out
when the time came to move on.

Armament School - Point Cook, Victoria
Here we were taught to strip, service and reassemble the
various types of machine guns which were used for defence (in
t~e case of bomber aircraft) or attack (in the case of fighter
aIrcraft). We learned about the various aerial bombs, their
fuses and detonators and their installation in or on aircraft,
plus a ra~ge of fl~res. In my case, having volunteered to join
the RAF 111filtratlon scheme on the completion of this course
and posted to a ?ghter squadron, I never saw a bomb again,
except those which emanated from the other side.

Life with 457 Squadron
~ Spitfir~ squadron consisted of two flights of 6 aircraft.
(12 111 all With usu~ly a further twelve or eighteen aircraft in
reserve or underg0111g regular major maintenance such as 30,
60 .hour or mor~ inspections as opposed to daily inspections
whICh were carned out in the early mornings before the
squadron was placed on readiness. At full strength, there
world be around 25 to 30 pilots to fly these machines, so it
was possible at times to put up 18-20 Spitfires from one
squadron alone in a defence emergency. Three squadrons
made up a wing.
In the UK, by mid-1941, the blitz had petered out and all
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mode. Churchill's famous words "The Battle of Britain has
been won, the Battle for Europe has just begun" could not
have been truer as far as the Allied Air Forces were concerned.
By the end of 1941, medium daylight bombers (Bostons
mainly) with fighter escort were crossing the channel daily in
steady streams when weather permitted. The Luftwaffe
fighters were there to repulse these intrusions and mighty
skirmishes took place over France and the Channel. Our
squadron 457 and 452 before us were in the thick of it.
On many of the "big dos", our base (Redhill) was used for
the refuelling and rearming of other squadrons. Polish, Czech,
Free French - you name it. On those occasions we all had our
fingers out, especially the armourers getting these squadrons
up in the ~ir again, refuelled and rearmed for another go. The
Japs came Into the war three months after our arrival in the
UK, and Sydney Harbour was attacked. We Australians
became jittery, as did PM Curtin.
One day Dr Evatt arrived at Redhill and told the
assembled troops that he had arranged with Churchill to have
the two Aussie Spitfire squadrons, i.e. 457 and 452, (the latter
was resting on the Isle of Mann), together with 54 RAF
Squadron, returned home immediately for the defence of
Australia.

Spitfires in the North west Area
All of ~he Spit.fires, crated and aboard our vessel the Stirling

Castle whICh carned all the personnel of the wing, were
removed from the ship at Freetown, Sierra Leone on the
voyage to Australia, then diverted to the Middle East desert
~or the EI Alamein offensive, so when the wing began to sort
Itself out back home at Richmond and Bankstown, the pilots
co~ld only keep their hand in on Wirraways and Ryan
traIners. Eventually Spitfires began to dribble in for quick
assem?ly, and, by December 1942, the wing was on it's way to
Darwin - some by ship, some by air and others overland.
The wing was deployed on three strips: 54 Squadron at the
old RAAF base adjacent to Darwin township which had been
destroyed earlier, while 452 Squadron was positioned on the
Strauss strip, and 457 at the Livingston strip at the 30 mile
~eg south of Darwin. Both these bitumen strips were simply
Sideways extensions of the main north/south dirt road. All
personnel were in bush encampments two or three miles from
these strips.
'
Life was pretty raw. The food was crook, facilities third
world, ~engue fever was around - and the flies! The only
entertainment was the occasional picture show under the stars
and ~ainly in the pouring rain with the screen billowing in
the Wind. We saw no beer for three months, after which we
got a beer ration of two bottles per month. I think they did
better in the pilots' and senior NCOs' mess - and they
deserved it, the pilots for sure.
There were some seriously inherent problems with the MK
Vc, tropical Spitfires which the Brits had overlooked. This
resulted in the loss of many aircraft due to engine or constant
speed airscrew failure. These aircraft were replaced by MK
VIII Spitfires by mid-1944, but too late to really strut their
stuff, the air war in the North West area and the islands to the
north having passed them by.
!he roll of S~itfires of No 1 and No 81 Fighter Wing
dunng the last eighteen months of the Pacific war was
changed from aerial combat to strafing Japanese shipping and
isolated Japanese ground forces and encampment.
Throug~ 1943, No 1 Fighter Wing Spitfire Squadrons and
support UnIts under the command of Clive 'Killer' Caldwell
DSO, DFC & Bar, Polish Cross of Valour, put a full stop o~
any ambitions the Japanese may have had for an assault on
our Australian mainland. So by September of that year the
Japanese aerial offensive petered out. A month before that

h~ppe~ed I had gone south in a Lockheed Loadstar, together
With SIX or seven other 457 Squadron ground staff airmen to
enter the Empire Air Training Scheme's aircrew course #46.

Initial Training
So began my second RAAF career, this time in aircrew....
In contrast to my poor academic showing at Shore, e.g. 'C'
classes and four B's in the 'Inter', I found the curriculum at
thi~ s,chool n:ore to my taste, so I managed to get into pilot
tramlng, which went to those who sought it, providing they
had reached the required standard.
After four weeks, those who had been classified as air
gunners, wireless operator / air gunners and bomb aimers were
sifted out and sent off to their respective courses, while pilots
and navigators remained for another four weeks for more
advanced studies air navigation, meteorology, science, theory
of flight etc. PT was vigorously pursued.

Elementary Flying School
DH82 Tiger moths were used almost universally in all
EATS countries. After about eight hours' instruction, student
pilots were given a solo test and usually went solo
immediately. If they had not gone solo by ten hours, they
would generally be scrubbed (unsuitable for further training)
and transferred to another branch of the service.
The EFTS course involved 75 hours of dual and solo
fly!ng, including aerobatics, cross country flights, instrument
flymg and a short night flying segment. Ground school took
up the afternoon with flying in the morning, or vice versa.
Grading tests were conducted regularly which always saw the
odd trainee dropping out.
From ITS onwards the EATS tended to bog down, so
much so that instead of moving from one course to the next
you would have to wait for the preceding course to go
through which could take 3-4 months. During this time you
would do tarmac duty and ground school subjects. And if you
went abroad to complete your training, which 50% did, then
the wait could exceed six months.
Service Flying Training School followed on Harvards or
Wirraways in the case of trainee pilots undertaking singleengine aircraft training, or on Ansons or Oxfords for those
undergoin~ multi-engined aircraft training. The pilots flying
br~vette (wlng~) w~re awarded on the successful completion of
thiS course which mvolved around 120 flying hours and
advanced ground schooling.
I ~raduated on 121 Course RCAF (scoring a distinguished
pass) In March 1945, and was granted a commission. Half
way through this course, we were made aware that we would
not be proceeding to the UK, which was the norm, as the
European war was fast drawing to its conclusion.
. S.o by June: I was back in Australia with the RAAF, up to
ItS gIlls WIth alrcrews. After a short stint in an aircraft
medicine ~nit at Bradfield Park where MOs were studying the
effect of high altitudes on night vision, plus the intervention
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, I was given the option of
transferring to the reserve or signing on for two more years. I
took the former option.

John Evans Read

3220

When World War II began, I volunteered for the Navy.
Why the Navy? Anything that floated fascinated me. In 1913,
I had seen the first Australian Naval Vessels arrive in Sydney,
and even though I was only a small boy at the time, I was
~ook~d. In any case, the Army left me cold. I had done my
time In the 17th Battalion as a junior and senior cadet, then
into the Militia and finally into the Garrison Artillery until
Compulsory Training was abolished.
Joining the Navy didn't come easy, firstly because of my
age, (and this applied to all the Services,) and secondly
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Australia's general unpreparedness for war. Finally I was
requesred to artend rhe Reserve Depot for possible selection as
an Anti-Submarine Detection Officer. They called up 200,
then selected 25 of this number for a final selection of 10. I
made the 25, and was No 1 reject on the question: "How old
are you?"
"30"
"Sorry, 28 is the maximum."
I lost my cool, as on the application form you had to give
your date of birth, so they should have noticed that.
The President of the Selection Board expressed his regret at
their error and promised to see what could be done. They
then offered me a chance in a new scheme for yachtsmen, but
you had to hold a Yachtmaster's Certificate. Off I went to a
Navigation School, then to the Board ofTrade Masters and
Mates Examination. This was a gruelling 4-day examination,
which I passed. The Navy came good, and I was in.
The Yachtmaster's Scheme was for Australians to be in the
RoyaiAustraiian Navy, but to be seconded to the Royal Navy
to serve in small ships, so after a quick course at Flinders
Naval Depot, I was away to the United Kingdom. There were
8 of us - 2 each from New South Wales, Queensland,
Victoria, and Western Australia, and we were given passage in
SS Port Auckland from Newcastle. We sailed from Newcastle
via New Plymouth and Wellington in NZ, then to Balboa on
the Pacific end of the Panama Canal. From Wellington to the
Canal took 30 days, as we went about 2 degrees below the
latitude of Cape Horn. We then proceeded through the Canal
to Kingston, Jamaica, for the ship to be fitted with guns, up to
Newport News for coal and on to Halifax to join a convoy
across the Atlantic. Our track took us through the Denmark
Strait between Greenland and Iceland, then down to Oban in
Scotland, to London, and off to Have in Sussex to join HMS
King Alfred at a training depot for embryo Reserve Officers.
We did 4 weeks of training and received our appointments.
I might add that our number had increased to about 20, and
5 of us were held back for special training. This training went
on from 0600-2100 hours, as we were to be the first to be
appointed to major ships to establish whether we could cope
with the 'real Navy'.
One of us went to a battleship, one to an aircraft carrier,
one to an armed merchant cruiser, and 2 to cruisers. I drew
the cruiser HMAS Ajax. (I must say here that we coped,
because 2 became qualified navigators and 2 achieved the rank
of Lieutenant Commander).
My problem then was to get to my ship. Admiralty said
she was based in Alexandria, so I was sent off in the trOOP ship
Mataram headed for Mombassa via the Cape of Good Hope.
On calling at Freetown in Sierra Leone, some bright soul
noted that Ajax had passed the previous night heading for the
United Kingdom. So I was put aboard the local depor ship to
await passage back to England. RMS Ormonde arrived, and I
was duly landed at Liverpool; back to London, then on to
Gourrock, where I could see the ship but could not get to her.
There was such a gale blowing that all boat work had ceased.
After 2 days of this I was aboard, and not exactly popular. I
was supposed to have arrived 2 months earlier. They were not
sympathetic to the trials and tribulations I had endured in
endeavouring to obey my orders.
In a day or so we sailed to Chatham in Kent, round the
north of Scotland and down 'E' Boat Alley, and on arrival
went into dock for a much needed refit. This was marvellous
for me, as I was able to learn about the ship, its routines, and,
very importantly, to get to know people. We left Australia as
Sub-Lieutenants RANVR, and after courses in the United
Kingdom and on appointment to a ship were promoted to
Lieutenant because of our age.
Ajax was to be firted with ASDIC, so as I was scheduled to

be the Asdic officer I was sent to Dunoon to learn about it.
There I met the late Fred Osborne (3846). On return to the
ship I found I had 'volunteered' to do a bomb disposal and
render mines safe course at HMS VtJlcano in Cumberland.
Back at the ship I was put in charge of fire bombing defence buckets of sand and spades etc. It's wonderful what duties you
can acquire without even trying!
We left Chatham for Scapa Flow to work up, then to the
Clyde, collected a dozen WRNS for passage to Gibraltar, and
sailed into five days of awful gale which eventually put us 200
miles back from our starting point. Boats were smashed, guard
rails flattened, and the shipwright's shop was washed out. On
arrival at Gibraltar some very relieved WRNS appeared,
swearing off sea travel forever. We also found that the weight
of green water on the foredeck had bent stanchions two decks
down. Repairs and replacements finished, it was off to North
Africa. A few miles out, both the gyro-compasses went
haywire. The Quartermaster had nothing to steer by, so had to
be conned from the bridge, using the magnetic compass - bit
like someone driving a car blindfolded and being told what to
do from the back seat.
Once the gyros back on line, we seemed set for Algiers,
until we ran into a flock of waterspouts. Fortunately there was
no damage. At Algiers we were then ordered up to coast to
Bone (now Annaba). We were given air cover by one
Beaufighter, but our Captain sent him home. He would only
have drawn attention to us, and could not hope to beat any
opposition. On the 1st January, 1943, a German Stuka got
through and dropped 500 kilos of bomb beside our funnel,
and blew 2 of our 3 boiler rooms to bits and put a hole in the
portside from waterline to keel. 13 members of the ship's
company were killed.
This made for an interesting voyage back to Gibraltar; we
were towed for first 12 hours and then continued under our
own steam. Every time we met a swell, the feeds twisted one
way and the after end went the opposite way. At Gibraltar
temporary repairs were made, and we gently steamed across
the Atlantic to New York via Bermuda. Major repairs were
made in the Brooklyn Navy Yard, including fitting 4 new
boilers. Back to sea again, we did machinery and other trials
in Chesapeake Bay and a speed trial, gerting up to 34 knots.
Then we went back across the Atlantic, called into the Azores
on the way to Plymouth.
From Plymouth we continued to the west coast of Italy to
assist in the Allied campaign in that area. We then joined the
Anzio bombardment force. This was a disaster of the first
order. When a ship arrived at Anzio the US Army command
had no real use for it or any idea how to cope. After we lost a
fast mine-layer and a light cruiser to midget subs and
charioteers, the British Admiral said enough was enough and
disbanded the force.
As the Greeks were having a private rebellion between the
Royalist and Communists, and causing some trouble in
Alexandria, we were sent hot foot to quieten things. That
being settled, we were off to Port Said, where an old Greek
battleship was anchored and was causing concern. We sat and
glared at one another for about a week, then we called it a
draw.
Our orders were to go through to the Gulf of Suez to train
RAF Spitfire pilots to spot the fall of shot and pass the
corrections to the bombarding ship. Previously, slow-flying
aircraft had been used with considerable loss of pilots and
machines.
Returned to Port Said, and then received orders to go up to
the island of Rhodes and, just before midnight, to carry out a
bombardment of special targets using flashless cordite - very
sneaky! The defence got the idea it was an air raid, and put up
an impressive barrage. When they caught on, we sailed off to
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At Algiers the authorities placed a very large wooden case
on board for transport to the United Kingdom. We could not
stow it below decks, so we covered it as best we could and
chained it to the deck. On arrival at Scapa Flow, two young
Royal Naval Lieutenants came aboard and demanded the
whereabouts of the case. When shown it, they were very
critical as we had no armed guard on it. Nobody had told us it
was full of French francs which were to be used when rhe
Allies returned to France.
This was early in May, and for the next couple of weeks it
was exercises and more exercises. Then we were told the long
awaited invasion was on, but dates and places were still kept a
secret. We were fitted with some extremely accurate positionfinding gear, and some of us were told when and where the
attack would take place. I was one, as I was to be Officer of
the Watch during the landings. So we left the Clyde for the
biggest ever operation.
On 4th June 1944, we were off Lundy Island in the Bristol
Channel when we received a signal to turn 180 degrees and
steam back on our course and await further orders. Twelve
hours later we turned again. On 5th June were back at Lundy
Island. This happened as the landings were delayed 24 hours
because of bad weather. During the run along the south coast
our squadron had been coming together, and in the early
hours of the morning of 6th June we turned and headed for
Normandy to be in position to commence the initial
bombardment at 0600.
Our first target was a nest of heavy coastal defence guns.
After an exchange of fire (lasting 17 minutes, as I remember),
we asked for another target. We started at Gold Beach next to
the American sector and during our stay off the beach, moved
through Juno and Sword, plus a hasty trip to Plymouth for 6"
ammunition. Our last task was a bombardment near Caen,
very nearly at our extreme range at 24,000 yards. After a few
shots the Army asked us to go home, as our shells were falling
a way short into our own troops. Our guns were so badly
worn you could actually hear the shells rattling as they went
up the barrel, so it was off to Portsmouth to have new guns
fitted to our turrets.
So much more went on, it would fill a book: gales, air
attacks you name it, it was there. We did not return to
Normandy. The action had moved too far inland for us to be
of any use, so it was back to the Mediterranean to join the
South of France invasion force. Th:s was an all-American
operation, and the less said about it the better. We were part
of a bombardment squadron made up of 6 ships - 2 United
States; 2 British; 1 Ftench, 1 other which could have been
Polish.
On securing alongside a US ship in Malta, we were
astonished to hear the US sailors telling our people when and
where the landing was to take place. Then 24 hours before we
started for France we were told all visual signalling was to be
done in accordance with the American system, and nor the
system common to all Allied ships. Different flags, in some
cases the same flags with different meanings. We coped but
only just!
One of the US ships left, so we were 5; then No.6
disappeared and the Frenchman had no English speaking
liaison officer. I seemed to be he only person who had any
French at all - thanks to Madam Mackey - so once more, we
coped!
Off to the Riviera we were sent to a bombardment, and,
on arrival, some soul looked over the side and saw we had
been put into an enemy minefield. Lower decks were cleared
and we reversed as near as we could along our entry course and sent for the Padre! When it was reported the reply was.
"we thought the area had been swept. It must have been

missed."
The whole program just seemed to peter out, and we went
to a most beautiful bay in Corsica. However, we found it was
not completely friendly. The Commander and a few of us
took a whaler away for a quiet sail, a 'friendly' character put
some bullets through our sails, so that jaunt was abandoned.
Then it was on to Madalena in Sardinia, where we
collected an Admiral and took him to Marseilles. However, we
could not enter because of unswept mines, so it was along the
coast to St Tropez, where he left us.
We travelled back to Naples and then to Taranto, where we
embarked a company of Military Police and their jeeps. It was
an odd sight: 13 jeeps on the upper deck of one of HM
Cruisers. Then it was round the southern tip of Greece, where
we joined a small fleet which chased the enemy up the Greek
mainland. Not much joy. Trucks on roads are too fast for ships
in minefields. We went as far as Pireaus, the port for Athens,
then north to Salonica, checking the various islands for
German leftovers. Back south and we were directed to
Santonini, where we gathered up the enemy garrison and gave
the locals all the food we could, only keeping enough to get us
to Alexandria.
We re-stored and re-fuelled and went back to take over as
Flagship. The Admiral brought his staff with him, so it meant
accommodation was very tight, so they counted heads and I
received a signal to return forthwith to London and Australia
House for passage back to Australia.
My time with the Royal Navy was over. I had served nearly
3 years in Ajax, and had been in her longer than any other
officer. When I joined I was an inexperienced Lieutenant, and
when I left I was Mate of the Upper Deck and the Navy List
showed me as Lieutenant JE Read, RANVR, Wk, QO, which
meant that I had a watch-keeping certificate for everything
from a motor boat to the largest aircraft carrier. The QO
Status was very precious. It meant that the Navy considered
you in every way equal to a permanent service officer of the
same rank, and took your seniority in that class. I was very
proud of those two letters - something nor many Volunteer
Reservists achieved.
During my time in Ajax I had been many things - a
number of them at the same time. I went from Assistant
Divisional officer to take over the division; I acted as Assistant
Cable Officer, Boats Officer, Asdic Officer, Bombs and Mines
Officer, Senior Watchkeeper and Action Officer of the Watch.
Whilst in New York, I even took a funeral firing party, and
was Prisoner's Friend at a Court Martial. There is no end to
what a civilian can do when necessary.
I am not ashamed to say I could not see the ship as I left in
a destroyer - too many tears in my eyes, and I am not usually
given to a show of emotion. Ajax had had her glamour after
the Battle of the River Plate, but then she became an ordinary
work-a-day ship, and as such, she was my ship and always will
be.
London, Liverpool, Panama Canal and finally Sydney, after
almost 5 years. I came home in Dominion Monarch, reported
to the Balmoral depot and was given 7 days foreign service
leave, then a week in charge of an ammunition guard on ships
in Walsh Bay, then as Assistant Rail Transport Officer at
Central Station.
Some bright soul at Navy Board was looking for a Senior
Watchkeeper to join HMAS Australia, going to the United
Kingdom for a major refit, and picked me out. I objected
strongly; having been home only about 3 months I had no
wish then to return to England. In the end they frustrated
themselves by promoting me to Lieutenant Commander, and
officers of that rank were not Officers of rhe Watch. I had
been recommended for this promotion after D-Day, but it
was not granted then.
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Next the Navy wanted to make me a pilot working from
Darwin, but this was squashed by Captain Howden at
Balmoral, as I was neither ex-merchant navy or a qualified
navigator.
The next signal was my appointment as Executive Officer
(2nd in Command) of HMAS Westralia. The job of this ship
was to collect troops, stores etc scattered round the Pacific and
deliver them where they were required, including 900
occupation troops to Kure in Japan. It was generally a
mundane job, but it had its moments. I managed to have a
look at Hiroshima, collect Italian prisoners of war in Hobart
and take them to Melbourne, and sail through the tail end of
a cyclone.
So eventually, on 31st August 1946, it was back to civilian
life, marriage, and 9 to 5 work.
It did not take long to come down to earth with a thump.
I reported to my pre-war employer and was greeted by the top
management and passed on to my next interview which set
the scene: "Read, you are a nuisance. We have all positions
filled and now you come back at this late stage." Vastly
different from "Can I help you, Sir?" The next 3 years were far
from happy work-wise, and I often wondered whether my six
years in the Service, like many others of my era, had been
worthwhile. I do not know the answer to that question, and 1
don't know whether I would do it in today's climate, but I am
proud to have held the King's Commission, and have no
regrets on that score.

Noteworthy Incidents
1. New Zealand Red Cross
When Port Auckland made port in New Zealand, members
of the New Zealand Red Cross took us to their depot, and
because we 8 Australians were bound for the United
Kingdom, they offered us supplies of sea boot stockings,
balaclavas, sweaters and other warm clothing. We gratefully
accepted what we thought we would be able to use, and were
most appreciative of the generosity of the New Zealand Red
Cross.

2. The Southern Ocean
We steamed east, and for 10 days the ship rolled 30
degrees both ways. This was a terribly tiring experience.

3. Halifax, Nova Scotia,
Barrington Street is the main street, and it had been salted
to counteract the effects of the ice on the road. However, the
cross streets which ran down from the hills had not been so
treated, and as we were standing on the corner, we saw a car
literally flying down the hill. As it came abreast of us we saw
the look of utter terror on the face of the driver, but then all
four of his wheels locked, and he mounted the steps of the
Post Office otherwise he would have been swimming in the
harbour.

4. Arctic Circle
When toilets are frozen, buckets are very handy!

5. Oban, Scotland
We came across the Admiral and his party. He despatched
his Flag Lieutenant to tell we Australians to remove our white
cap covers. He was not amused to find that, underneath our
caps had white horsehair tops.

5. Hove, England
Whilst fire watching on the roof of the depot the Duty
Officer complained that I had not told him of heavy traffic
on the main road. It was hard to convince him that the noise
he could hear was ice breaking up on the shore.

6. Mid-Atlantic
Whilst travelling from Gibraltar to New York in our
damaged Ajax, we received a corrupt signal from Admiralty.
We had to wait 12 hours before a repeat was received, and it
advised us we were heading directly into a pack of enemy

submarines!

7 New 10rk Harbour.
When moving up New York harbour, it was necessary to
go under the Brooklyn bridge. Just before we were to go
under the bridge, the American pilot suddenly realised that
our radar antenna would be too high, and it would be
necessary to dismantle it. Mild panic ensued whilst the
antenna was housed. This was the second time we had had
some confusion with the American pilots. The first was when
he told the Officer of the Watch to head for a 'booey'.
Fortunately, this was translated by the navigator into 'buoy'.

B. New 10rk, Wall Street
I had been to a meeting of the English Speaking Union,
supporting the Padre, when coming towards me, in his RAAF
uniform, was Flight Lieutenant AH (Harry) Mack (3304),
with whom I had shared a desk at Shore. Happy chance. He
was in America acting as a Liaison Officer.

9. New 10rk - Columbia University
We played Rugby Union in the ship's team against
Princeton University, from New Jersey, and were soundly
beaten by those young athletes in full grid-iron regalia!

10. Mid-Atlantic
Shades of Sir Richard Grenville. Called at Flores in the
Azores for fuel and an assortment of liqueurs manufactured
on the islands.

11. Mediterranean Area.
I was pleased to have the opportunity to see the Pyramids,
the Sphinx, the Parthenon, Versuvius erupting, and the ruins
of the original Pompeii.
Were instructed to carry out a bombardment of an oil
dump. It turned out to be a dump of empty oil drums empty
drums to the right of us, to the left of us, and all round
about.

12. Island ofSkithios
At Skiothos, the inhabitants expressed their appreciation to
us by the gift of a live goat and a leaky barrel of olive oil. We
thanked them appropriately, and asked them to look after the
goat pending our return, and gave the olive oil to an
unsuspecting character in Alexandria.

13. Island ofSantorini
HMS Ajax was detailed to remove the German Garrison
from the island of Santorini. This meant that the main food
source was also removed, and the inhabitants were, therefore,
left very short of food indeed. The ship's company of Ajax
emptied their store rooms and the cold room of all food
except that which would be necessary to feed them on the
return to Alexandria, and gave this food to the grateful
islanders.
Alongside was a Greek caique in which there was a Greek
man and his little 5 or 6 year old boy. I managed to ask the
father if the little boy would like some chocolate. When he
was shown what to do with it, and he tasted it, the expression
on his face was a real delight. He had never tasted sugar,
much less chocolate.

14. Alexandria
I travelled from the Dockyard Gates to Mahommad Ali
Square. The gharry driver was trying to do a bit of overcharging on me, causing a fuss when I refused. Along come
two of my sailors, who promptly kicked the horse in the ribs.
It took off like a rocket - end of argument!
After Normandy, I had a very acceptable few days leave at
the Lygon Arms in Broadway, Worcestershire. Whilst there I
helped the wife of the proprietor, Mrs Russell, harvest the
berry fruits from her garden, and discovered that her secateurs
were worn beyond redemption. I noticed two pairs in a shop
in Alexandria. I bought them and sent them to Mrs Russell,
and months later received a very nice 'thank you' letter. It is
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all kinds which represented real deprivation ro the people in
England. Whilst I was Officer of the Watch from 2000 hours
to midnight, one of the young officers who was somewhat the
worse for drink returned ro the ship, which was moored out
in the harbour. He duly reported his return ro the ship,
marched across the deck ro an opening in the guard rail on
the port side, and stepped into the harbour. Away went the
first moror boat to collect the swimmer.

knowing that I did not have a personal serviette ring, offered
me one that had been made by Engineer Lieutenant Stephen
York, who was killed in the boiler room. I am still using it.
What do they call an Australian on a British ship?
Inevitably, I was 'Digger' from the Captain down. The Chief
Petty Officers and Petty Officers got round it by calling me
'Digger, Sir'.

15. Port Said

Letter addressed to the Headmaster, Le Robson, and published
in December 1944, issue ofthe Torch Bearer,
It was during our original operation, and the battalion had

Before leaving Port Said ro proceed through the Suez
Canal, the ship had been painted. At the Bitter Lakes, we
were forced ro anchor because of a sand storm. When it was
over the ship had a perfect sandpaper finish to all its new
paint. Very annoying!

16. Naples
A squadron of ships was assembled in Naples - Ajax being
one of them - when notification was received that there
would be an inspection by a VIP at short notice. As the ships
had been at sea for some time and the paintwork was not in
best condition, it was decided that there was only time ro
paint one side of the ships, and anchor them so that the
newly painted sides would be presented to the VIP, in
accordance with the predicted wind direction. Unfortunately
the wind blew from 180 degrees in the opposite direction,
and the VIP had a good view of the unpainted sides. The VIP
was King George VI.
When King George VI visited Scapa Flow, he chose the
moment when the steering of Ajax had failed. It was very
difficult to keep out of his way!

11. Gibraltar
Whilst Ajax was being repaired in Gibraltar, I was
seconded ro a small vessel, the Minna, and was sent ro the
Ballearic Islands to collect members of the RAF who had been
prisoners of war of the Germans, and who had escaped and
were being helped ro safety by members of the French
Resistance Movement. These people were grateful for the
supplies of diesel which were then given to them.
At Gibraltar, a shooting competition was arranged between
various divisions of the ship. In the end, it came down to a
contest between the Captain of Marines and myself. We had
each shot 14 bulls. Duggie Wright missed his 15th, and yours
truly put his in the bull. Not bad for somebody who could
not make the school rifle team!
The Germans had taken over a sunken merchant ship in
Algeciras and converted it into a depot for midget submarines
by cutting a hole in its side and flooding one of its holds. We
often had the duty of patrolling the harbour in the motor
boat, dropping 11/4 pound charges ofTNT at irregular
intervals into the harbour. Very noisy - but necessary and,
hopefully, effective.

18. Portsmouth
Whilst new guns being fitted after Normandy, some of my
friends and I went for a quick drink at 'the local'. Suddenly,
we found that we were the only patrons left in the bar. The
locals had heard a VI bomb and had taken shelter. We had
not encountered them before.

19. General
I arrived at Taranto on Christmas Morning, 1944, trying
to make my way back ro Australia, when I was lucky enough
ro meet Tim Cunningham who had served in Ajax during my
time, and was then secretary ro the Flag Officer at Taranto.
He provided me with Christmas Dinner and considerable
liquid refreshment, and then poured me onto a Royal Marine
truck at midnight for passage ro Naples, across the Apennines
in mid-winter - a cold and uncomfortable journey.
After the ship was bombed, the Corporal of Stewards,

George Thyne Reid

3051

relieved another battalion who moved out ro another area.
George's company had moved forward of the rest of the
battalion, and it had been reported that the area he was
moving ro was clear of Japs. However, when they arrived
there, they found the Jap still in occupation and in some
strength. George rook out a patrol to try and locate the
enemy, but before they knew where they were they were on
rop of him. The patrol was pinned ro the ground by heavy
machine-gun fire and unable ro advance or retire. George then
rook it on himself to go forward firing his revolver, throwing
grenades ro try and silence the machine-gun post ro allow his
patrol ro retire. The patrol was able ro retire withollt casualty,
but George gave his life ro allow them ro do it. It was the
action of a brave man whose only thought was for his men.
The greatest tribute that could be paid to any man was
expressed by an officer who was once one of George's NCOs.
He said: 'George was the only man for whom I would have
given my life.' There are many others who would willingly
have done the same.

Ford Reynolds

4033

I joined the 2/AlF in 1940 and was posted ro the 6th
Cavalry Regiment (reinforcements) of the 6th AlF Division
(OC Major A Roberts). From this Regiment I was posted to
the Medium Machine Gun School for potential officers from
November 1940.
On returning to the 6th Regiment reinforcements, 1, with
most of the officers, NCO's, and other ranks, was posted ro
the first Armoured School at Puckapunyal Victoria from
March to April 1941. From May 1941 the 1st Armoured
training Regiment was formed from personnel from the
Puckapunyal School. The Officer Commanding was Major
Norrie Neal MM. I was appointed RSM for this Regiment.
In July 1941, the 2/1 1th Armoured Car Regiment was
formed. The Commanding Officer was Lieutenant Colonel
(Tiger) Shean. He selected from the Training Regiment, his
officers, NCO's, and I went with the Regiment to Greta
Camp, NSW:
Lieutenant Colonel Shean instructed me to report ro the
1st Armoured Brigade Headquarters Sydney. I was to select
from the Recruiting Depot Moore Park Sydney 650
personnel. As many countrymen as possible. I had authority
and priority ro select these men without question. It took six
weeks ro accomplish this duty. Lieutenant Col Shean
acknowledged his complete satisfaction as to the men selected.
I then returned to the Regiment at Greta NSW: Shortly
after returning Lieutenant Colonel Shean was posted to
Darwin as Commander of the Darwin Forces. Major Adrian
Roberts became OC of the Regiment.
In January 1942, the Regiment moved to Tamworth Camp
NSW: The Armoured Cars the Regiment carried Ollt field
training in and about the Tamworth and Gunnedah area.
Lieutenant General Northcote was appointed commander of
the 1st Australian Armoured Division. He visited the
Regiment and inspected all squadrons in the field in their
training. Whilst at Tamworth Camp, Lieutenant Colonel oW
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Rennick took command of the Regiment and stayed with the
Regiment until it was disbanded. Several other NCOs and I
were promoted to Lieutenants.
During April 1942, the Regiment moved to Singleton
Camp NSW. Lieutenant General (Red Robbie) Robertson
took command of the 1st Armoured division from Lieutenant
General Northcote. We continued further Field Exercises; all
personnel of the Regiment (no exceptions) marched over rhe
range fully equipped to set up a temporary camp at Dungog
NSW for a period of three to four weeks. The 1st Armoured
Division then moved to the North West of NSW to carry out
combined operations. NSW Brigade and the Victorian
Brigade carried out tactical manoeuvres, living on hard
rations, sleeping next to our vehicles, standing to at dawn,
moving from our 'laager' to dispersal areas; we prepared our
breakfast; and then continue whatever action or rraining was
taking place. These exercises continued for four months
without any leave being given.
During this period I was appointed to carry out
inspections and claims of damages to fences, stock etc.
Generally the care taken by Regiments to repair damage was
done well, and claims were very few.
In September 1942, the Armoured Division, including the
2/11 Armoured Regiment, moved to the Gunnedah NSW
area. Leave was granted to all personnel of the Division in
rotation over a period of about four to six weeks. We assumed
this to be embarkation leave.
In November 1942, the 2/11 Regiment entrained at
Gunnedah NSW to move to Fremantle WA taking our
Armoured cars and vehicles. This entailed three changes en
route because of the different rail gauges; the men became
experts with the changes. Half way across the Nullabor Plains
our train was switched to a by-pass to allow a train coming
from Perth to pass through; this train stopped for water etc.
On this train was the Prime Minister Mr Curtin.
We heard a tumour that the 1st Armoured Division was to
remain in Western Australia. At this time of the war situation,
the Armoured Division was the only Division fully equipped
and trained to meet and hold any invasion threat on the
Western Australian coast. This was a great disappointment to
all concerned.
From December 1942 - 1944, the 2/11 Armoured
Regiment moved to an area at Mingenew, approximately fifty
miles south of Geraldton and thirty miles inland. During
1943 I was appointed Adjutant of the Regiment and
promoted Captain. The 2/11 Armoured Regiment's task was
to patrol the coast south and north of our position as far
north to the Murchison River; and south to Pearse, where the
RAAF were based, and to reconnaissance and map the salt
lake areas for possible points where any invasion force could
cross the lakes. At this time we were issued with Stag
armoured cars which gave the Regiment excellent mobility.
We were kept very busy and therefore the morale of the
Regiment was of a high standard. The Regiment came directly
under Division Headquarters, therefore the Regiment saw a
lot of the Division commander who visited Squadrons whilst
out on Patrol etc. and would call regularly to Regiment
Headquarters.
Two Squadrons would go out to carry out on
reconnaissance and mapping for ten days, and one Squadron
would remain with Regiment Headquarters. The Squadrons,
whilst out on duty would live on hard rations and what they
could scrounge. On completion of their ten days, they would
return to the regiment area for three days, for 'make and
mend' maintenance of vehicles, thereby continuing a good
morale.
During 1943 an order from Division Headquarters that
any application for transfer outside of the Division would be

refused. Also in 1943 the whole division had an inspection by
General Blamey, and also for the Minister of Defence, Mr
Forde. Also we had several officers from the English Regiment
11 th Hussars, stationed with us. They went out with each
Squadron and advised and suggested tactical methods which
the Hussars used in the Middle East. We considered we were
affiliated with the 11 th Hussars. At this stage we still had hope
that we would get to the Middle East, however as time went
on it became obvious that a move overseas was out.
Early in 1944 the Regiment moved to an area near Perth
for a period of about ten days; leave to Perth was granted to all
personnel which was very welcome, as our duties been
consistent and under hard conditions. On return to our
Regiment area at Mingenew Lieutenant General Robertson
s~oke to me from Division Headquarters to tell me to roll my
kit and he would have me picked up at a certain hour to be
his ADC. I had selected 650 personnel for the initial
formation of this Regiment, and this was of great importance,
and I made a quick decision to stay with the Regiment, with
the General's approval.
In November 1944, the 1st Armoured division was
disbanded, the 2/11 th Armoured Car Regiment returned to
NSW to Ingleburn Camp. Officers, NCO's and other ranks
were appointed to other units. I was posted to the 2/4th Tank
Regiment in New Guinea but before my movement order
came through; manpower pulled me out to return to my civil
work ~ farmer and grazier; my property had been cared for by
my Wife Ethel Reynolds for four years. I tried very hard to
have manpower cancel the otder, but to no avail.
~he 2/11 th Armoured Car Regiment was a grand
Regiment; and all personnel greatly regretted the disbanding
of their Regiment.
My wife Ethel has always maintained our son Robert, the
third of our six ~hildren, b.orn 11 July 1943, was the last baby
born. to the RegIment, whICh was stationed at Mingenew at
the tIme. I was often asked by our CO Colonel Renwick
(Jimmy) "and how is young Mingenew?"

Mark William Reynolds

11289
Operation Desert Storm
40 TAS Deployed
APO NY 09617
11 February, 1991

Dear Mum and Dad,
We have moved again and the address has changed to the
new o~e above. w.e left a forwarding address, so theoretically
the mall should still reach me. We have moved south into
Omar to join our squadron, and while the conditions are
worse it now feels like a war with camp stretchers, 12 to a tent
and only average food - but at least we are with our own
squadron and we know everyone here.
So far our job has been to take personnel, vehicles and
bombs to the front, but surprisingly there is not much flying
to be had and we only fly once every 3 days. This will
undoubtedly change as soon as the ground war starts and we'll
?e ba~k to round th.e clock t~ash hauling. The biggest danger
IS havmg so many aIrcraft flymg around Saudi Arabia in
uncontrolled airspace - we have to keep our eyes out and
fortunately I haven't been involved in any near misses. Most of
the guys now believe that in the event of ground war, we will
probably be doing combat re-supply as well as medivacs.
Hopefully the coalition's air superiority is not a myth and the
threat to us in Iraq or Kuwait will be kept to a minimum.
One of the good things about being here is that there are a
lot of Brits on base and they have been looking after the Yanks
very well. I will try and get their address as direct mail will
~rrive quicker, and if we move they can always put the mail
Into the USAF system. I haven't heard too much about
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Brits tell me that we won the cricket, but I know little else. I
have even no idea as to whether people there support what we
are trying to do here or not.
Jr's the next day now and I've managed to get an address
for the Brits. Jenny has this address as well, but please don't
give this address to anyone else as it is supposed to be a
classified location. Also we've had word that two letter bombs
were found on the way to the US. Apparently the enemy reads
the return address on the mail and sends the bomb back - so
please don't write a return address on the mail, be suspicious
of any mail other than mine originating in the Middle East,
and finally be suspicious of any of my mail that appears
tampered with ie with sticky tape on any of the edges or over
the seal. Finally, notification of casualty is done in person Jenny first, then you - so don't believe any letters or telegrams
stating I'm a casualty.
I know all of this sounds a bit drastic, but it has happened
in the past, and these are just common sense precautions. By
the way Omar is the only Gulf country with an Iraqi embassy
still operating and they have sympathisers here - that address is
direct and mail is not checked by the military here or in
England - so I will be careful too.
I'm sorry if this letter has been a little tense, things don't
appear to be too bad here and I am being well looked after. I
hope all is well at home.
Love Mark
Operation Desert Storm
40 TAS Deployed
APO NY 0%17
24 February, 1991
Dear Mum and Dad,
The ground war started today, but we are still safe and
sound in Masirah. We are all on a 3 hour standby, but they
probably won't need us for a couple of days yet, because there
are others, including Don Sutherland closer to the front.
When we are used, we will probably be taking in bombs,
bullets and beans; and medivac patients out. Or, listening to
today's news - every prisoner of war out. The news has been
good so far - the Allies reached their 1st day objectives within
10 hours, and were slowed because they had to collect over
5000 prisoners of war. This may mean that they will outrun
their supply lines quicker than exp~cted and we could be
airdropping their supplies soon.
.
We have now settled in here pretty well, we have a dividing
wall across our tent to separate us and another crew - and we
even have shelves, so that our clothes are no longer crammed
into our bags and under our stretchers. I am pleased with my
crew and we all seem to get on quite well together. The food is
still a problem and I try to eat at the Omari mess as much as
possible, where they have Sri Lankan cooks and the food is
wonderful. The Brits here have been our saving grace, and
have been looking after all of us - my liver may not survive! A
couple of days ago they took a few of us to the south end of
the island to go swimming, snorkelling and fishing. The
snorkelling was spectacular, with an enormous variety of fish
on the reefs, and later I managed to catch a 4 pound silver
bream.
The reaction to the ground war here has been
overwhelmingly positive - the attempts at a diplomatic
solution appeared to make a mockery of the UN resolutions
and everyone was fearful that if Iraq did pull out. then we
would have to be back here in 8 years to do it all over again.
Everyone is sick of hearing Iraq's whining about its very
minimal civilian casualties, when they are embarking on what
amounts to genocide in Kuwait. They have even killed a large
number of their own protesters in one of the southern cities.
Naturally everyone now wants to get their job done and get

home as fast as they can, and leave the Iraqis to deal with
Saddam Hussein. The road home now leads through Kuwait.
The ground offensive was not 3 hours old and my crew
was complaining about not being involved! Our spirit is good
and all of us want to do our bit to end this war - if they send
us north into Iraq or Kuwait, we won't be complaining.
I'm sending this letter via a different route and I hope it is
faster than the other letters. which I suspect are being sent via
the US. Please do not pass the address around. but feel free to
use the one on the back of the envelope. Remember, when
talking to anyone; country, but not location. I received your
first 2 letters a couple of days ago and I hope all is well at
home and that the roof and the yard are finally fixed up.
My love to you both and Christopher.
Mark.

Ronald Trevor Richardson

5911

Richardson joined HMAS Australia in February 1940.
We convoyed Australian troops bound for Middle East but
were redirected to Capetown on news of Dunkirk. We
remained in South Africa. then to Freetown. Joined with RN
Aircraft Carrier Hermes.
We proceeded to the United Kingdom and joined the 1st
Cruiser Squadron in Scapa Flow. From there with HMS
Norfolk to Bear Island seeking German Fishing Fleet and into
the Atlantic seeking German pocket battleships.
Australia proceeded to Freetown to join the British
Expedition against Dakar. Ran down French cruiser Gloire
but released her on orders from Admiralty. Took part in
operations against Dakar and was hit by a 6" shell, losing our
Walrus Aircraft. Sank French destroyer L'Audacieux. The
attempt to capture Dakar was abandoned.
We returned to Scotland from Freetown, seeking German
ships, rescuing part of a crew of a Sunderland Flying Boat in
heavy weather. I left Australia in Liverpool to join HMAS
Nizam, being commissioned at Greenock.
.
I joined the battleship Barham in Crete, where we were hit
by two bombs from Stuka aircraft, causing heavy underwater
damage. We sailed for Durban for docking. I left Barham to
return to England for Sub Lieutenant's courses. On
completion promoted sub Lieutenant and appointed to
HMAS Australia. War with Japan had begun and I took
passage to Australia in a Shaw Saville ship via the Panama
Canal.
After leave then passage to Noumea in HMAS Manoora to
join HMAS Australia as part of ANZAC Force and flagship of
Rear Admiral JG Grace. Other ships: USS Chicago, HMNZ
Ships Achilles, Leander; Destroyers: USS's Lamson and
Perkins. Anzac area: east coast of Australia to the Solomons
and Fiji and north to the Equator. We supported US carriers
attacking Japanese at Lae and Salamaua.
The Battle of the Coral Sea - torpedo and high level
bombing attacks. I was part of an 8" control team (Rate
Officer). Afterwards we were patrolling in the Coral Sea. In
mid-March Australia was made the flagship of Task Force 74.
In August we took part in the covering force for landings at
Henderson Airfield Guadalcanal. We bombarded before the
US marines landed, fighting offJapanese air attacks. Three
days later the battle of Savo Island claimed Canberra and four
US cruisers sunk. Australia was with the landing force and I
saw the night action on the horizon. I was promoted
Lieutenant in August 1942.
There was an awful sameness about the South West Pacific.
Long periods at sea, heat, similar anchorages with stinking
rotten vegetation - how the Army managed I have no idea! We
spent some weeks inside the barrier reef as respite from long
patrols in the Coral Sea and gave bombardment support at
assault landings at Arawe, Cape Gloucestor, Hollandia,
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Wakde.
Joined HMAS Norman in Sydney. I was First Lieutenant
(XO or 2ic). We sailed for the Indian Ocean and were based
at Trincomalee, escorting convoys bound for Aden, Mombasa,
Durban and Colombo. I served in HMAS Nepal with old boy
Norm Alexander (4805) on board as Engineering Officer. He
is the only Old Boy I can recall meeting up with during the
whole war! Norman supported the 14th Army on the Burma
coast, bombarding at Akyab, Ramree Island and Japanese
positions on Carnicobar Island. Left Indian Ocean to return
to Sydney.
Sailed from Sydney to North Pacific via Manus to join the
British Pacific Fleet. We spent weeks at sea screening British
aircraft carriers. At one point we had to tow HMS Quilliam
to Leyte after she collided with the carrier Indomitable. Then
we proceeded to Manus. Here we were when the Atomic
bomb was dropped. Sailed for Tokyo Bay through a typhoon.
Norman returned to Sydney Oct 45. In November I left
Norman, sailed for England and a 'long gunnery' course.

Douglas Randolph Rickard

4936

Doug Rickard was an artillery officer on leave in Australia,
after service in the Middle East. This installment from his large
reminiscence describes an abrupt change ofdirection within his
Army career.
Just before Xmas 1942 I was posted to 16 Fd Regt in the
Armoured Div, then located in WA. It was commanded by
my friend Lt Col Dick Bale who was a Battery Commander
in 2/3 Fd Regt in the Middle East. The prospect of working
with him attracted me, as did the idea of operating in an
armoured division.
My mother, father and unmarried sister insisted on coming
to Central Station to farewell me on the second leg, as it were,
of the war. I had just tossed my gear on to the rack above my
seat when I was confronted by a tall, thin unmistakablyEnglish Lt Col, wearing an RA Badge.
"Are you Rickard?"
"Yes"
"Get your gear and get off the train!"
Then, on the platform ''I'm Hope, see me at the Australian Club at 10 tomorrow
morning."
I then thanked my astonished family for welcoming me
back.
Maurice Hope was a very pleasant man. Next morning he
was accompanied by a Lt Col Royal Marines. They explained
that they had come to Australia to help us in Combined
Operations (US Amphibious Warfare). One of their tasks was
to convert Manoora into a landing ship. There was a need to
train Australian gunners in Naval Bombardment, to support
opposed landings. I had been suggested to them for this work.
As a first step they wanted me to visit Flinders Naval Depot
(FND) on Westernport Bay, south of Melbourne and report
on the suitability of the Naval Gunnery School for training
courses. I would need to devise the content of the courses and
Hope suggested the Gallipoli Landings as a lesson on what
not to do.
I found that one Cdr (Otto) Humphrey Beecher ran the
Gunnery School. He gave me a friendly welcome and after an
enjoyable night in the Wardroom Mess we agreed to go ahead.
I reported accordingly to Land HQ in Victoria Barracks in
Melbourne and so I was seconded from 16 Fd Regt to be
Chief Instructor in Naval Bombardment.
This was quite an interesting challenge. Whilst the course I
had attended in Alexandria served to list me for consideration,
it was totally deficient in providing a solid basis for our course.
Apart from being shown over a battleship, a cruiser and a
destroyer - at a stage when we did not know enough to fully
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appreciate what we saw - we received seemingly endless
instruction in the clock code system of reporting the fall of
shot, worth in my view about half an hour at the outside.
It was clear that we would be working with both RAN and
USN ships. So an early task was to obtain a copy of the USN
procedure instructions for naval gunnery support and to see
what modifications might be necessary. I also took every
opportunity to see over both RAN and USN ships, finding
out their capabilities and meeting their gunnery officers. On
one occasion I went aboard HMAS Hobart, an Australian
cruiser, for a training run from Brisbane to Moreton Island
and return. Her Captain, Capt Harry Showers, kindly made
his sea cabin available to me. Georgie Fowle was gunnery
officer. My friend at Shore, "Jess" Ellis (4082), with whom I
had rowed in a winning fourth four, was an Engineer Lieut.
Not long afterwards, Hobart was hit by two torpedoes.
One soon found out that each RAN ship was individual
because Britain did not have the industrial capacity to fit all
ships of the same class identically. This particularly applied
with gunnery and navigational radars. USN ships were kept
up-to-date with their fittings. An important distinction was
that USN ships had virtual computers in their 'combat
information centres' (CIC) which allowed their destroyers to
pr~vide ~~curate support on land targets whilst under way.
~Ith Bntlsh destroyers this had to be 'faked' by plotting the
ship's course and successive lines of fire to be fed into the fire
control label during the shoot. RAN cruisers had no such
handicap.
On land, field artillery OPOs had radios in their vehicles.
These were notoriously unreliable. So whilst advancing with
the infantry their signal party laid a "line". This enabled
phone conversation for fire orders. Clearly in naval
bombardment no such luxury is available. None of the
available radio sets appeared to be suitable. By a stroke of good
luck, after the US 1st Marine Division came to Australia it
staged an e~ibition landing at Dromana on Port Phillip Bay.
The US Mannes had developed a specialised set (the TBX). It
was made to break down into sections each of which was
waterproof and capable of being carried on a man's back
whilst wading ashore. The separate sections could be
connected together rapidly after landing. One consisted of a
hand-operated pedal generator to provide a strong signal when
transmitting. It was crystal-controlled and thus always on
frequency.
As we went along, I was authorised to add key personnel
~r~m volunt~ers ex. courses. Sgt Col Holmes from 2/1 Fd Regt
JOined as a signals Instructor. This enabled us to run courses
for sigs as well as for officers. Norm Vickery came on a course
but contracted a bad does of 'flu, sending him into the Naval
Hospital at FND. He asked me could he do the exam paper
~er he recovered. I was happy to agree and he later passed
with ease. He accepted appointment as my 2 i/c. We were
good friends and as he was next junior to me on the officers
seniority table it fitted perfectly.
C?ut of the blue we were told we were to support the 9 Div
l~ndlngs near Lae. We were forced to shanghai officers and
slgs from current courses. We then flew to New Guinea in
August 1~43, assemblin~ in the continuous mud of Milne Bay
for planning. Rear Admiral DE Barbey USN was in
command of the amphibious force. I found a bunk on the
HQ shiP: The landing went smoothly enough but once on
land the Infantry faced thick jungle, with no forward vision
for observation. Our 'spotters' (FOOs) and their shore fire
control parties (SFCPs) - we had adopted the US terms moved with the infantry towards Lae. Their TBX sets
provided the only reliable communication. To 9 Div's chagrin
no doubt, 7 Div just beat them into Lae having a clear run
after being dropped by air in the Ramu and Markham valleys.
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very conscious of how we had shanghaied people from
courses. I phoned the BM of 9 Div - it was a poor line - and
said that unless I heard from him to the contrary I would fly
out these men to their units nexr morning. After a plane load
or so had left I received a message that the CCRA was coming
to see me and to hold fast. Brig Jan Sewell and his staff officers
arrived and I explained the action taken. I gathered that more
landings were contemplated. Brig Sewell said that we should
be a permanent unit.
Sadly, shortly afterwards, he caught scrub typhus and died.
Brig Sewell was a highly respected senior regular officer and a
first-class gunner. The result of the communications failure
was that further operations along the coast, as at Finschhafen,
had to improvise their naval gunnery support. I joined others
of our chaps at a staging camp and composed a report on the
Lae campaign. I then called in briefY at NG Force HQ in POrt
Moresby, enplaning on 12th October for Ausrralia.
On reaching FND we set about forming a permanent unit,
1 Aust Naval Bombardment Group, of which I became CO.
One of the early formalities was to prepare a War
Establishment (WE) and a War Equipment Table (WET).
Once the draft WE was ready I was requested to attend a
meeting of the WE Committee. This was part of the heart of
the Army bureaucracy. I found no difficulty in persuading the
Committee, presided over by a Colonel, of the correctness of
our submission since none of its members knew anything
about naval bombardment.
We continued steadily to recruit. I was authorised to
approach spare militia regiments for volunteers. There were
vast differences in response from unit to unit, reflecting
variations in morale according to the leadership of the CO.
The best response by far was by members of 18 Fd Regt; led
by myoid friend Lt Col Wal Rigney MM. In each case I
addressed a regimental parade and then called for volunteers.
Our RSM Colin Holmes and assistants listed those offering.
We were told to prepare to run a one week course for
artillery brigadiers - a rather daunting prospect. In the event
we had about eight starters. Through the mists I don't recall all
the names, but certainly they included Les Barker, George
O'Brien, Bill Cremor and "Tinner" Tinsley. Although my
team could hold their grog reasonably well - a necessary
requirement in a wardroom mess - they were only 'boys' in
this respect compared with the brigadiers, with the exception
of Barker who was a teetotaller. So we arranged between us
that whoever was due to instruct next morning should absent
themselves from drinking activities in the mess the night
before. Thankfully Brig Barker, who was the most senior, saw
to it that they handled us gently in class. When the course
finished all of us heaved a sigh of relief and agreed that an
appropriate collective noun was "Bugger".
By courtesy of the Navy we were given a copy of two UK
draft publications - Combined Operations Gunnery
Instructions (COGI) and Combined Operations Signal Book
(COSB). We were horrified at their complexity, so I prepared
a detailed critique which found its way back to the UK on the
universal direct naval network, Captain to Captain, in this
case Capt HMAS Cerberus to the Captain of the Gunnery
Establishment at Whale Island. I was to be glad that I took
the trouble.
Out of the blue we were instructed to double our size as
speedily as possible to be able to support a Corps operation,
the Borneo invasion being in mind. Around this time Graham
Thorp (5603) wrote me a report that he was stuck in a static
AA unit in Perth. On his return to Australia he had attended
an Officer Cadet Training Unit (OCTU) course. After being
commissioned, he went into an artillery officer holding pool,
full of officers from disbanded militia artillery units. Then

came his posting to Perth. I was happy to arrange for him to
attend one of our courses at FND. He passed easily and
joined as a spotter.
I was summoned to LHQ and informed that Lt Col Bruce
Watchorn OBE MC was taking over as CO. I pleaded that, if
they were unwilling to promote me, they should give the
command to Norm Vickery (4610). They would not listen,
responding that Lt Col Watchorn had passed one of our
courses! Bruce Watchorn was a regular Army officer who
earned his MC in WWI. He had served in the Middle East in
WWII. Everyone acknowledged that he was a thorough
gentleman. Our problem was his lack of knowledge and
experience in naval bombardment.
I had a further 'run in' with LHQ. I was sent for and told
that Graham Thorp should be transferred for regimental
training as an officer. I argued that his Middle East experience
surely was enough. When I saw that they were adamant, I said
that in any case we could not spare him at this time in view of
the forthcoming Corps operations. This struck a note and was
conceded.
Leading units of British Pacific Fleet, under Admiral
Ramsay, arrived and were stationed in Sydney. I was ordered
to report to the Fleet HQ in William Street. The Fleet
Gunnery Officer explained that they needed an operating
procedure for Naval Bombardment suitable for Pacific
conditions and acceptable to the USN. He arranged for me to
embark in early January on HMS Howe, a 40 000 ton
battleship, for a short voyage to Manus Harbour in the
Admiralties and back, carrying the Rear Adml Fleet Train
(RAFT). Specifically my purpose was to confer with the
Squadron Gunnery Officer, Cdr Michael Le Fanu. He was a
son of Bishop Le Fanu in WA. He was highly intelligent, a
forceful personality, and had a sense of humour.
I worked in the gunnery office, where my drafts were
typed. The Ship's Gunnery Officer, whom I shall call
"Lawrence", asked me to go with him to see Le Fanu on the
bridge where he was on watch. It turned out that Lawrence
thought that we should simply adopt the US procedures,
holus bolus. Le Fallu said "Oh, Lawrence, don't be so
tiresome! They don't even have a command for 'open fire'."
End of discussion.
Reverting somewhat, after leaving Sydney, the ship held
some shooting practices at sea with its light weapons. Next
morning there was a great cluster of sailors around the
gunnery notice board. Le Fenu's notice commented on the
firings, obviously affected by the few proceeding days, or
nights, leave in Kings Cross. He said it displayed FTIIWPF.
Later translated as meaning "finger trouble in its worst
possible form." There was much more in this vein. Needless to
say his notices were widely read and discussed.
On returning to Sydney I pushed on and before long had
produced "Bombardment Procedure Instructions, British
Pacific Fleet" to the Fleet Gunnery Officer's satisfaction. I had
also visited some of the ships in Sydney Harbour. Then I
returned to FND.
In March, blissfully unaware of the tussle that had taken
place at top level between the Army and the Navy as to who
should go, I was informed that I was to fly to London to
perform a similar task there - the Navy had won. The route
was to be via USA. The American authorities had a cute
requirement. Within 48 hours of take off a medical officer
had to sign a form certifYing that you did not have 'venereal
disease, infectious disease or vermin infestation.' Just before
leaving FND I interrupted a Surgeon Commander having one
of his pre-lunch gins. He said "You don't have any of those
things, do you?", and signed the paper. I called on the
Commodore to pay my respects. He had always been most
helpful and was again one last time. Accommodation being
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scarce in London, he gave me a personal letter to the
Manageress of the Mount Royal, Marble Arch. (He was TB
Drew, an RN Vice Admiral retired, who had volunteered to
drop temporarily to Commodore to help by running FND.)
I called on BPF HQ to be chained to a safe hand bag for
delivering to Naval HQ in London, and to undertake to .
phone the Fleet Gunnery Officer's wife to assure her of hiS
health.

Combined Operations Headquarters, London
London saw me accommodated on the first night in
dormitory accommodation for colonial officers in Nuffield
House. The next day I presented Admiral Drew's letter at the
Mount Royal, Marble Arch, and was immediately made
welcome. On the previous day, a V-rocket had dug a huge
hole in Speaker's Corner in Hyde Park, just where on Sunday's
soap box speakers ply their views, a few hundred yards from
the Mount Royal. It had blown out all the windows facing the
park at the Cumberland. (It also happened that it was the last
V-bomb.)
I delivered my safe-hand mail to the Admiral~ and
reported to Australian Army StaffHQ. My post1n~
theoretically was to the Bombardment Sub Committee of,the
Brirish Joint Communications Board. I was told to check m
.
to Combined Operations HQ (COHQ)..
COHQ was located in Montague House m WhItehall, on
the opposite side to Dow~ing St:eet an~ neare: Horseguards. I
met my 'opposite number, Monce GreIg, a bnght Gunnery
Lt Cdr, a Scot, and with a sense of humour. He arranged ~
office for me and a pass. His appointment was as NAW 3, Ie
'Naval amphibious warfare' level 3. ~W? happened to be
Dick Hamer, larer to be Premier ofVlctona. He and I were
.
rhe only Ausrralians on COHQ at that time. . ,
I quickly found out that Morice and I had slmtlar views of
what was needed. The resultant pamphlet would be read by
soldiers on operations when possibl~ very tire~ and with bad
lighting. So the rext should be conCise and eas.ily
undersrandable. We had a similar philosophy m the ANBG.
One of Morice's pet hates was people w~o wrote 'prior t? ~he
commencement of the exercise.' When before the exercise
would suffice. In London the bus conductors on signalling the
driver to move off, callout 'hold fast'. He once described a
fellow by saying if he were a bus conductor he would callout
'adhere steadfastly'.
We agreed a framework and modus operandi. My BP.!'
BPF would serve as an outline but rhe spotter musr be gIven
the option of nominating use of the clock code. There was a
good reason for this: in Operation ,Overlord (the Normandy
landings) air spotters had been subJect~d to heavy ~ack. In
trying to take evasive action, it ","'as easl~r for the pilot to cope
using rhe clock code. This soluoon left It open for spotter
control to be used as often as wished by artillery spotters on
land. Generally I was to draft the screed an~ he would
progressively agree or suggesr changes, keepmg.rhe hea~ naval
gunnery officer ar rhe Admiral~ ~osted ~rom ome to.ome.
COHQ was unique. The ongmal ChIef of.Combmed Ops
(CCO) was Admiral Mountbatten. He appreCIated that
officers of rhe three Services would be more likely to meld
into a team if rhey could mix socially in a 'wer' me~s. So .
COHQ had a bar wirh an unlimited grog supply, mcludmg
plenty of Scotch, remarkable for wartime London. It also had
a restaurant, a hot snack bar, a cold snack bar, a library and
lounge and a theatrette, all run by voluntary staff. All these
facilities were open to officers and other ranks, of both sexes.
This worked well, helped no doubt by careful selection of
rhose posred to COHQ.
, .
'
Churchill had initiated a Club for dommlOn officers WIth
cultural inrerests, which in consequence was called the
'Churchill Club'. It was situated in Ashburnham House,

normally part of the Westminster School in the precincts of
the Abbey. For rhe duration rhe school functioned in the
safety of the countryside. The building is famous for a
particularly beautiful staircase, designed by Inigo Jones.
The club had a carefully selected home membership,
limited to about 300, of prominent people; authors, poets,
architects, leading parliamentarians and (other) actors. Dick
Hamer's cultural interests led him to talks by them and to the
library; my cultural interests led me to the bar and the
restaurant (hot meals for 2/6). All facilities had voluntary staff.
(Overheard: "Did you hear that Reggie and Sarah (after living
together for ten years) have married? Oh, the dear oldfashioned things!")
What Morice and I were preparing had to be meticulously
drafted: it was to overturn COGI and COSB, previously
cleared in principle by the Deputy Joint Chiefs of Staff
Committee (DJCOS) and intended to be submitted to
Washington for agreement as a common doctrine. We
contended that such agreement would take far too long at this
late stage of the war. Our version could be ready for use by
British Forces in the forthcoming recapture of Malaya and
Singapore, and for all British forces (including Australian and
New Zealand) to go with BPF in the invasion ofJapan. (7th
Fleet, with both RAN and USN ships, had successfully used
the procedures of the ANBG.)
Eventually our draft was placed before various
representatives of the DJCOS Committee. They filled a
theatrette at COHQ and were chaired by a senior naval
officer. All the motions had been agreed beforehand. Morice
and I stood in rhe periphery whilst the morions were resolved
in the affirmative in a few minutes. Of course we said
nothing! Then the Combined Ops pamphlet "Naval
Bombardment Instructions" was born and sent to the printers.
Along the way, many things happened. One of rhe most
senior officers on COHQ was Brigadier Bernard Fergusson of
Chindit fame....
Brigadier Fergusson was a commanding figure and a great
personality. He wore a monocle. My uniform had 'Australia'
sewn on to each shoulder. Many times at the end of a
morning's work, I heard his strong voice boom "Have a drink,
Ausrralia?" We rhen rerired ro rhe bar. He probably knew my
surname bur chose to call me 'Australia'. We would have one,
and go our separate ways. Bernard Fergusson, having done a
morning's work, saw no point in hanging around. He
maintained that he had cleared his desk of that day's work. He
then went home, mostly to write poetry. After the war he
spent a period as Governor-General of New Zealand....
When there was a break I took a week off and joined my
elder sister and her children in their cottage in a small village
on the Atlantic coast of Cornwall. Her husband was an RN
Captain and this was her wartime hideaway. When I returned
to COHQ my office door had a notice "Wing Cdr IG Esplin
(3603)" so I moved along the corridor. In the event he took
another posting and never turned up.
We heard of the end of the European War in the morning
of the day before VE Day, that is on 4 May 1945. So people
emerged from their offices and it was obvious that the stock of
the bar should be treated appropriately. A group of us agreed
to have dinner that night at the Bagatelle. In due course I
walked to my digs and before going to sleep arranged for a
female companion to join me for dinner.
The party at the Bagatelle was good fun. Everyone was in
festive moods. My companion and I went on to The Astor, a
nightclub which goes to all hours. A smooth English dance
band played initially and later on Edmundo Ross and his
Latin-American band came on from the Bagatelle and
enlivened the proceedings.
On VE Day I surfaced in time to go to the lounge to hear
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Section 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Churchill's speech on radio at 3pm. I then joined forces with
my sister who had come up from Cornwall and we walked to
Westminster Abbey, went inside and along the cloisters and
then joined the enormous crowd outside Buck House who
would not disperse until the Royal Family and Churchill had
appeared again on the balcony.
Later I went with partner by pre-arrangement to the Savoy
where we joined Maynard Pain (4026) and his wife at a table
he had booked. The Savoy atmosphere and service was firstclass and Carol Gibbons and his band produced his special
brand of dance music. A most pleasant and fitting VE night.

William Lyndford Ridley

4228

I volunteered for the AlF after failing a medical for the Air
Force (due to being colour blind.) This was personally very
disappointing because I had always wanted to fly and,
subsequently, I did learn to fly and enjoyed flying as a special
interest.
Soon after I joined the Alp, any body with Leaving
Certificate Maths was asked to 'step forward'. I soon found
out that I could be an Officer if I enlisted in artillery. I had no
previous knowledge of this fact and I was very ignorant of the
ranks. I was sent to a school to learn how to set up and
operate a Sound Ranging Base. This was a system which had
been developed during the First World War. I was
commissioned after a few weeks, hence I had no infantry
training and the Sound Ranging was never of any use. I expect
I could have been sent to a registry regiment as a
reinforcement officer.
A few weeks later, I was accepted into the 2/5 Independent
Company commanding '0' section The Officer
Commanding was Major TP Keene. The independent
companies were small units of less than 400 men and were
therefore suitable for specialised jobs such as we found
ourselves doing in New Guinea. I went to a Guerrilla Warfare
School at Foster on Wilsons' Promontory in January 1942
We left Foster by train on 9th April 1942, and travelled to
Townsville. The journey took 4 days and 5 nights. There was
some resentment because we knew we were being sent
overseas and had not had any embarkation leave. The group
was fairly wild, and I remember soldiers attempting to shoot
ducks and kangaroos from the windows of the train!
From Townsville we sailed on the Taroona for Port
Moresby on 13th April 1942. There were 434 aboard a boat
designed for 80. One thing I remember was that there was
one ton of gelignite stored in the open on the deck! One
bullet into this would have exploded the lot. I guess it was
only a risk when we were in port at Moresby, where there were
air raids.
We arrived in Port Moresby for a raid by the Japanese on
17th April 1942. While waiting in Moresby many of our
group suffered from tropical diseases. On 24th May 1942 we
flew to Wau. We were the first unit to be flown into action as
a complete unit. We were in civil planes with 6 Aerocobras as
an escort.
Wau is 4000 feet above sea level and is surrounded by
mountains up to 8000 feet high. It is very rough country. We
only had one pair of shorts, shirt, socks, boots, toiletries, a
'mozzie' net and sleeping bag for the next 12 months. We
were a part ofKanga Force, known as 'Emu Force'. Our job
was basically to report on the Japanese aircraft movements and
to do raids on the Japanese, as suitable. We did this from
positions near Lae and Salamaua.
We first went to Bulolo. Bulolo was thought to be at risk as
the Japanese could have devised a method of coming in
behind our positions and could have dropped paratroopers on
the Watut Valley. We were there for 2 weeks, and the Japanese
paratroopers did not eventuate. So we returned to Wau,

where, within a few days, we were heavily bombed by the
Japanese in retaliation for a raid on Salamaua.
Bulolo had apparently been vacated by the population in a
great hurry. There was still washing on the line and beds
unmade. We moved into houses and were comfortable where
possible. My company was sent to protect the Leahy's farm.
They were mining gold and had an airport, which was
thought to be at risk. Everything we needed was there, as they
had left in such a rush.
Food was always scarce, and one story that is remembered
is that of butchering the Leahy's prize Brahman bull. It was
shot and dressed, and steaks were enjoyed all round.
Unfortunately a lot was wasted, as there was no way to keep it
cool. Tennis nets were also utilised for "fishing" - fairly
unsuccessfully. We lived mostly on 'bully beef' (ie from tins),
biscuits and rice. There were a few vegetables from some
remaining gardens and an odd pawpaw. Some attempted to
hunt pigs.
My memories of the natives are that they were an
enormous help to us. Their diet had been limited to sweet
potatoes, and once they were on rations with rice their health
improved. We were dependent on the natives to transport
supplies from Port Moresby and this was about a week's hard
walk. When I got to Lae, I was assigned a native boy called
Tarpi who looked after me, and when supplies did not arrive
we were entirely dependent on the native population.
In June 1942 the raid on Salamaua surprised the Japanese.
On one raid I was able to get close enough to the Japanese
positions at Mboto to be able to see my bullets striking the
Japanese defences. We were not able to destroy them, but they
would have suffered many casualties
On 19th July 1942, I had orders from Kanga Force to
move our No 6 Section 'B' Platoon from Wau and proceed to
Mubo, to reinforce this garrison against an expected Japanese
attack and to deliver supplies. This was normally a three-day
trek, but because of the urgency we did it in 2 days. There
were 25 carriers, 2 New Guinea Volunteer Rifles and our
patrol. We arrived just in time and thwarted the attack. I
pursued the Japanese attackers until satisfied they had
returned to their base.
The Fifth had lookouts, and reported on the Japanese
movements around Mubo. The elusive Fifth were able to
confuse the Japanese into thinking there were far more Allied
troops in the area than there were.
On 11 th January 1943, there was an attack on Mubo. I
was to attack on Observation Hill. There was a signal to
begin, which was rifle fire from the group attacking Mat Mat
Hill. A gun-pit appeared in front of us, in which was mounted
a large Japanese twin-barrelled heavy calibre machine-gun.
This was being leisurely revolved by a Japanese soldier, before
being shot on our troops commenced to wipe out the gun
crew. In doing so, I saw a Jap stand up in this gun-pit about
25 yards in front of me. He had used up his ammunition, and
was frantically ramming home a clip of bullets into the
magazine of his rifle. I did not the give the Jap the chance to
close the bolt and fire his rifle.
Firing from the hip as I ran forward, 1 sprayed a burst of
heavy .45 calibre slugs from my Tommy gun's 50 round drum
magazine, into the Jap's body. I was amazed to see a pattern of
what looked like pinkish-red rosettes, appear across the Jap's
midriff as the bullets ploughed into him. He raised his arms in
a final gesture of despair, and fell forward dead.
The raid on Observation Hill was a success and I earned
my "Mentioned in Despatches" award from that raid. It was
always a commando raid, with no intention to hold
Observation Hill. At dusk we withdrew, having destroyed the
machine gun position and booby trapped the track system.
This Mubo raid was done with the Seventh Independent
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Company. It was their initiation. Mubo was surrounded by
some 300 commandos, accompanied by a number of natives.
The movement occupied 3 days. A certain amount of
intelligence was gathered. Estimates suggest that about 100
Japanese were killed for a small Australian loss.
Kanga Force disbanded on 15th January 1943 and was
incorporated with 17th Brigade Command.
The Battle ofWau lasted 17 days, of which about four
were critical. The Japanese anticipated less resistance than
there was. This, combined with the volume of air-borne
reinforcements and the massive air support over Wau, won the
day. The intelligence gathered over many arduous months,
especially of the existence of the old German track, did help
enormously. It is said that Tokyo radio stated that the troops
that they met at Wau were the finest yet contacted. The
Japanese attributed failure largely to this cause.
I spent 13 months in New Guinea, and then returned
home for some leave. When leaving Australia for PNG, there
were 225 Officers and men; we returned with only 114 - half
the original strength. We left Port Moresby on the MV
Duntroon on 14th May 1943 and arrived in Townsville the
morning after the sinking of the Centaur.
On 27th May 1945 I embarked on Morotai to Balikpapan
in Borneo, sailing ftom Cairns to take part in the invasion of
Borneo with the American fleet. When I teturned from
Borneo I was discharged in December 1945. I had been
serving in the AIF for five years. 1was Mentioned in
Despatches, and achieved the rank of Captain.

Donald William Bradley Robinson

5767

I happened to leave my artillery unit in December 1942
and join the Signals Intelligence Organisation of GHQ in
Brisbane.
I was one ofTrendall's small group of Greek students at
Sydney University in 1940-1941. There were only a dozen of
us, just a small little group; we vaguely knew that he had gone
off to do military work.
During 1942, when I was in the Militia in the Field
Artillety in the Newcastle area, he always kept in touch with
us, used to write to us and send us books, and during that
year he asked me could I come and see him at Sydney
University, and so I did when I was on leave. He asked me if!
would be interested in doing some work in special activities.
He interviewed me and I assumed he was giving me the once
over from the security point of view. He even examined the
spots on my body, and it was all very hush hush. I didn't have
a clue what it was about. He arranged another interview for
me together with a fellow student of mine.
The interview took place in the Metropole Hotel in
Sydney. Whatever it was that Trendall had up his sleeve I said
yes I would be in it. I heard no more until I got a transfer
notice. I was twiddling my thumbs at Holsworthy when I got
this notice to move to Brisbane, hardly knowing what it was
about. I arrived up there on the 1st January 1943 to a unit
called Central Bureau.
The Australian Army HQ was at St Lucia, the new and, as
yet, unoccupied University Building. When I got my
Commission I had to go out there to be interviewed by one of
myoid teachers from Shore, Evan Mander-Jones (2367).
My duties at that time covered receiving signals from
wireless units mainly from AIF wireless section 51 and also
from the RAAF Wireless Unit No 1 which was in Townsville,
and about September 1943 it moved up to Port Moresby.
Certainly from then we were receiving messages daily to
Brisbane: Japanese Army Signals, Army Air Signals and Naval
Air Signals. Of course, the cryptographers worked on the
codes; I was not a cryptographer. The other side of the work
was simply known as traffic analysis and that was examining
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the messages we were receiving and gaining as much
information as possible from the message without being able
to read a word of it. So you studied call signs from which you
could identifY the bases and the aircraft. We had direction
finding at places like Townsville, Julia Creek, Darwin, three or
four in Queensland, Port Moresby, Melbourne and Brisbane
itself So when you had a message and you wanted to know
where it was from you would ring your direction finders and
get a fix ftom different angles, which would help you identifY it.
Most of the traffic which we were intercepting was
connected with aircraft operating on simple codes which
would change every few weeks and were relatively insecure;
they were relatively easy to crack I understand. The operators
themselves had no difficulty even though the call sign might
change or code would change. They would say, "this is from
Port Moresby," or whatever. They could pick an operator and
the area.

Deployment with wireless units
The Central Bureau was served by these Intercept Units, both
Army and RAAF, which were in Queensland, New Guinea,
and the Northern Territory. I was called in one day in about
October 1943 and was told I was to go up to New Guinea
because there was a planned landing by the Allies on the
island of New Britain, and it was to take place at Gasmata,
which was near the bottom of the Island. They wanted a small
mobile intercept unit there to pick up messages in connection
with the landing, and they wanted an Intelligence Officer to
go with them. I was an NCO then. I did not have to de-code,
but to assess whatever messages came. We were a small group
of only about half a dozen people, we were nor told much but
rhat we would be instructed when we arrived at Porr Moresby.
.From there ~e were billeted wirh our own army intercept
unit. We were gIven to understand that we would be notified
when we would be needed and I never heard another word.
S? I assumed that activity was off and only many years later,
dls.co:ered there were a couple of small landings on New
Bmam, but not at Gasmata. I was moved across whilst at Port
Moresby to the No.1 Wireless Unit. At once I was able to take
up the same work of traffic analysis, except now I was on the
spot where it was taking place. So 1 became one of the
Intelligence Staff of that Wireless Unit. We would make a
daily report of messages received, and tele-type it back to
Brisbane.
No 1 Wireless unit moved across the range from Port
Moresby to Nadzab in February 1944, and I flew across with
them. Nadzab was really just a grass plain with the Markam
River running through and I still remember seeing the
pictures in the paper of the American parachute landing
(p~oba~ly th: only on~ we had in the Pacific). They captured
thIS unmhablted flat nver plain and by the end of the first day
they were landing planes there.
Anyway we were up there on the slopes, which had a good
climate, and :ve were there for a good number of months,
probably unnl August of that year. We continued the same
intercept work, getting a sizeable unit by then. The Americans
had their .similar ~nit, .not far from us and we used to report
to a certam Captam LJily who was an American Officer and
we would give our reports to him because we were there to
~erve t~e America~ 5th Bomber Command. They were the
ImmedIate operanon unit we reported to, and we also sent our
messages down to Brisbane every day.
T~en w~th the capture of Hollandia and Biak by the
Amencans m that year, and obviously with a view to return to
the Philippines if at all possible, we sent an advanced
attachment up from Nadzab to Biak in the beginning of
August 1944 and I accompanied that group up there spending
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there that I was probably the nearest Australian soldier to
Tokyo on active service!
Of the signal messages received most decoding was done in
Brisbane, unless of course there were plain language bits and
pieces. I would send back a daily report which would say what
bases were active and thus we got to know where the Japanese
were in the Pacific, Truk, Saipan, Palau, Rabaul and so on,
and on the South East Asia side Ambon, Surabaya and so on.
We would indicate where they were and how many messages
were coming in and going out in connection with the
Japanese Naval air force: the number of flights we were able to
register and where they were going and if at all possible the
nature of their mission. As far as I am aware we could give a
pretty clear indication of this.
My actual work was simply sending a report to both the
American 5th Bomber Command and back to Brisbane on
the amount of traffic, the nature of traffic, and anything else
we had. Sometimes, that information could be co-related with
some of the information that we had from the Australian
Coast Watchers. I think we may have picked up their signals
ourselves. We certainly picked up Japanese Coast Watchers.
One day when I was at Nadzab we learned that a Japanese
plane had been shot down in the area of Finschhafen and that
the code book had been recovered from the plane. I was
despatched at once to fly over, and went in a Boston bomber,
an AlO, and was taken to Australian Land HQ. I had been
operating with an RAAF unit, so I was not aware of the
Australian Land HQ, where I had to go to pick up this
document. Arriving at Finschhafen I sawall the landing crafT
waiting to go on the invasion of Hollandia.
We hardly knew what we were doing at that time, it was
an easy war as far as I was concerned. I was in one air raid in
Port Moresby, at least we could see flashes in the air. However,
it did not come near us at the time. I do nor think I felt all
that urgently involved. We used to do rwo shifrs a day, and
usually did not work afTer 10 or 11 pm at night. I enjoyed
meeting the wide variety of people in Central Bureau and I
shared a room with Prof. TG Room - we used to provide
information to the code crackers; they would say "what do
you know about this call sign?" We would say "that is Rabaul they have been controlling a number of flights today" or
whatever, and we would be able to ~ay, "this message is a
weather report," or, "this is an operational message". We could
tell most of that, without being able to read it. That would
help them in their job. I enjoyed that vety much, as I felt we
were helping the cryptographers and all that.
Central Bureau brought out about 20 British NCO's who
were classical scholars from Oxford and Cambridge in the
course of their studies, to whom they had given crash courses
in Japanese, then flew them out here as translators. They were
a most interesting bunch of translators. To have that input in
Central Bureau and to have all sorts of interesting people from
all quarters, and yes most of them with a very high IQ, was a
very stimulating military experience.

Raymond George Rokeby Robinson

4094

In the pre-war days, it was thrilling to dress in the mess
'blues', a striking dark blue uniform with brass buttons and
red piping on the cap, jacket and trousers, while the dress
'scarlet' was very attractive. With all this colour, Mess dinners
and Regimental Balls.were magnificent affairs, particularly
when the Regimental Pipe Band played formally under the
baton of Drum Major Alcorn, a very imposing Scot. Our
uniform was that of the [University] Regiment, affiliated with
the King's Royal Rifle Corps, but with mobilisation the
uniform and insignia of the Australian Imperial Forces was
increasingly adopted.

All the glamour [of the parties and concerts and balls] was
gradually lost as the tempo of preparation for war increased
and our highly trained officers transferred to the AlE In late
August and early September 1939, the Regiment was called
up to provide temporary protection for the petrol tanks
around Sydney Harbour and the pylons of the Bridge.
As a result of the strategic situation, the terrible early losses,
the frightening advance of the Imperial Japanese Army, our
year in Medicine was graduated almost a year ahead of time,
[so] I graduated in 1942. Imperfectly trained and
inexperienced, we were set loose on an ignorant and
unsuspecting population, already suffering from the loss of
their local medical support to the Services.
We joined a hospital which was on a full war footing.
Complete blacking out at night was accomplished by pasting
black paper over the windows and drawing the curtains as
supervised by the street wardens who justifiably took their
work very seriously. The buildings had been reinforced
internally with ten inch wooden beams and externally with
brickwork and sandbag parapets against bomb blast. The
electronic apparatus in the Hospital was kept in locked wire
mesh to prevent any possible use for the reception or sending
of messages. All the wards and all the corridors had shovels,
sand and water buckets in preparation for fire. Every patient
who could be moved had been evacuated early in 1942 by any
available means to make way for the expected casualties from
the battle of the "Brisbane Line" and from local bombing.
We were all called on duty when the Japs shelled Sydney
and when the midget submarines came into the harbour
through the boom underneath a ferry. Fortunately they missed
the USS Chicago, which was full of explosives and would have
blown Sydney to bits.
The country was placed on a war footing, men and women
were subjected to manpower regulation and directed to
agriculture or wartime industry and munitions. Housewives
knitted or wove camouflage netting while their husbands
trained in civil defence or acted as street wardens afTer work.
Rationing was strict. Food, clothing, household goods,
building materials were all controlled as well as being in short
supply. Application had to be made for petrol on the basis of
previous use and, afTer consideration of need, allocation was
made in the form of monthly coupons. The ration for those
with a real private need was about a gallon a week. All sorts of
concoctions made from camphor, kerosene and alcohol were
black-marketed. Ungainly charcoal burners were built on to
the sides of those vehicles which were strong enough, others
had gas bags on the roof and many were just put up on
blocks. The use of vehicles especially afrer dark was monitored
by wardens. Taxi ceased to operate at 7pm.
Street and railway station names were removed,
identification of buildings painted out. The name Royal
North Shore Hospital of Sydney was taken down from the
front of the old Administration Block. Everything which
might act as identification went. Of course there was strict
censorship of mail. Letters would arrive with great blackened
areas or with portions cut out of them if the writer was
indiscreet enough to mention the movement of troops, the
sailing of ships or to identify a unit somewhere. Indeed, any
words which might be slightly hard to understand were
immediately suspect and had to go. All car and street lights
were dimmed and covered and the wardens, taking their
duties seriously, supervised the blackout precautions with
diligence.
Many things went under the counter as shop keepers tried
to share out their stock or else to profit by the shortages.
Rationing of everything was tight. Rice, for example, could
only be obtained once a month by patients with severe
hypertension when they presented a special prescription. This
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was a time when farming friends suddenly became very close.
Basic food was not short at the Hospital, but the diet
tended by become very monotonous. This was relieved from
time to time by gifts of eggs and vegetables or from raids on
the ward refrigerators to remove any choice things left by
discharged patients. This procedure was particularly important
when we had a supper party. Then also the shortage of alcohol
made itself felt. Sometimes we could buy some beer at the St
Leonards Hotel, but mainly we had to make our own drinks.
The base was rectified spirit from the pathology laboratory,
any available flavouring and some chopped fruit tipped into
the bath at the southern end of the RMO's quarters with
water added to taste. This produced good parties and solid
headaches.
At the Hospital, expertise was spread thinly. One or two
experienced physicians and surgeons led a group of older
General Practitioners, who, in addition to a very stressing local
clinical load, accepted the responsibility of hospital duties. As
a result, considerable responsibility fell on a group of eager
and enthusiastic young Residents. For example, when a
patient with a diagnosis of appendicitis was admitted at night,
the Senior on duty would ring an often exhausted surgeon
who, if he could be satisfied about the diagnosis, would allow
a competent RMO to operate. I remember extracting the
wrong tooth to drain a dental abscess one night. Of course the
patient complained the next day but the procedure allowed
drainage.
The nursing staff had been severely depleted through
enlistment and many of those had been lost in South East
Asia in massacres and in the sinking of ships such as the
Centaur, a Hospital Ship which was totpedoed as it was
suspected of carrying illegal cargo. Nevertheless, there were
sevetal highly skilled nurses to help our learning processes.
When unidentified planes flew over Sydney and when the
Japanese mini-submarines came into the harbour, the whole
staff were alerted. On the first occasion the all clear siren came
shottly, but in the second it was mote difficult and the
emetgency was longer. It was not known how many there
were or whete they were. Certainly one had come through the
net across the harbour by following a ferry. It was apparently
after the USS Chicago which was said to be chock full of
explosives, but missed, hitring a ferry at HMAS Kuttabul,
killing nineteen sailors and mjuring many sleeping there.
Another time we were called on duty was when a submarine
shelled the Eastern Suburbs.
Fear was very real in those days. Rommel still seemed
invincible in Africa, Montgomery and El Alamein still had to
come, Pearl Harbour had been flattened, Singapore and
Bataan had fallen, our Eighth Division was lost, the HMAS
Sydney had disappeared with all hands in mysterious
circumstances off the West Australian Coast, the Repulse and
the brand new Prince ofWales had been sunk by aerial
torpedoes, Darwin was being softened up, the enemy was
poised for invasion and the battle of the Coral Sea was still to
come.
General Macarthur had not yet set up his Headquarters,
'Bataan' on the third floor of the Menzies Hotel in Melbourne
and there was only a dribble of the million American
servicemen who were coming to help.
People began to vacate homes in Sydney, especially around
the coast. Children were sent to the country and schools
began to move out. Coastal areas were fortified as well as
could be. The beaches were all spread with concrete tank traps
and barbed wire entanglements and concrete gun
emplacements were built where a field of fire was considered
useful. The northern beaches were isolated at points like
Newport Hill, a narrow neck considered as a possible
obstruction to Japanese advance. If we had learned from

earlier German and Japanese advances and invasions, we could
have spared ourselves a lot of wasted energy, but I suppose all
this activity was reassuring to the population. We had sent all
our best troops to the Middle East and Malaysia and after the
fall of Dunkirk, all our small arms were shipped to Britain.
The University Regiment in camp at this time had only
enough old rifles and bayonets for the guard and training was
carried out with wooden replicas of rifles and machine guns.
So without troops and without arms, this was all a joke.
Very slowly the tide swung in Europe and South East Asia.
At last a knee injury which had caused me to be manpower
controlled recovered and I was allowed to re-enlist. I was
trained at Bacchus Marsh, went to a camp hospital at Greta
and then to Port Moresby, Fairo Island and Rabaul. There I
met Arthur Dall and Harold Sharpe and while there in charge
of the Second Field Ambulance I did a Caesarean section on a
native woman brought from a village twenty six miles over the
open sea, in a canoe. The husband paddled home overnight
and came back with an outrigger full of baskets of fruit (and
we still have some of the baskets!)
The Unit was then with Angau for a few months, doing
interesting medical work amongst the island natives when the
war had finished. Then I went to the War Trials Unit as one of
two Australian representatives. There were two from every
Allied country. We gave evidence or information to the Court
for prosecution ofJapanese involved in terrible atrocities. On
Thursday mornings we had to supervise the death sentences
being carried out either by hanging or shooting. Lal Sinha,
Son of the Sultan ofJohore, became a good friend in that
time.
Then I travelled down to Rabaul to manage two wards for
Chinese slave labourers, and two for Ausrralian troops. There
were only about 3,000 Chinese left out of the 30,000 who
had been brought down, and those in hospital were mainly
those dying from dysentery and tuberculosis. The one
redeeming factor in this was that, after the war ended, rhe
troops were allowed to draw beer and spirits for hospital
patients, and the supply for the Chinese wards kept our unit
pretty happy. We got the name of "The Officers' Club of
Rabaul" at one time. One particular evening, entertained
General "Red" Robertson. The Chinese used to buy chickens,
fish, fruit and vegetables from the native markets once they
were established, so we had some good meals as well.
I had to learn Cantonese enough to ask questions, as I
found that the interpreter, Chan Chi Ping, was only giving the
history for those who could pay him. One of us had to inspect
the Japanese prison hospitals on Massa Massa and Samansu
each week. This was a bit scary, as we only had two Australian
guards and our revolvers, and every now and again a Japanese
patient would go wild. All the rations for the Japanese went
down the line from the officers to the privates, who were left
very little. I was able to ring home on one occasion when
communications were restored. It cost three pounds a minute.

Alan Robert Rogers

5584

Constructed from a resume from the diary ofT Thomson, a
member ofRogers' crew.
FlO AR Rogers served with 101 and 582 Squadrons as
Navigator and after one tour with pathfinders, was transferred
to Transport command, West Africa as Navigator, and
stationed in Accra. Two crew members his WOP and MidUpper have assisted Mrs Rogers with first hand information
on an operation over Stuttgart, Germany where they were
heavily attacked and almost had to bale out during which
incident Roy Last the Mid Upper was wounded.
The mission was flown in Lancaster J for Jay. The Stuttgart
operation started badly on the 25th July 1944, when the
target was the Mercedes Benz factories. The H25 was not
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it should have been A and B. This put the aircraft south of
track and Stuttgart was passed by 10 minutes, which meant a
turn around to rejoin the stream. As a result bombing was
nearly 20 minutes late. Leaving the target there were two large
explosions and the plane went into a corkscrew dive, Paddy
Finlay the pilot called for assistance on the intercom to pull
the plane out of its dive, Alan and Tom went to his assistance
and the plane levelled out. Two Ju 88s had attacked hence the
dive! Several members of the crew donned chutes as the crew
fully expected Paddy to order abandon ship or bale out. Jock
Diceabo the engineer was found dead, a cannon shell had
entered the bottom of the bomb bay and Jock suffered a direct
hit.
Paddy ordered a crew check, one member of the crew
suggested they head for Switzerland, however after a short
silence came a loud, "NO, let's press on."
Paddy wanted someone to hold the control column back so
Thomson gave Alan his sheath knife to cut the dingy rope, they
then attached this to the column and pulled it back into position
where it held for three and a half hours. All this time members of
the crew reorganised the damaged fixed oxygen hoses. Paddy
instructed Alan to plot a course for Normandy and then
Woodridge an emergency drome in the UK. Fortunately all this
time and for the rest of the trip to Woodridge no enemy aircraft
was cited and no Ack Ack was fired.
With landing gear out of action, the crew was ordered to
prepare for a belly landing, which, thanks to all members of
the crew, was executed perfectly. Also on landing, with no
control of speed the plane almost hit the Control Tower, and
with petrol streaming from ruptured tanks in the wings,
everyone disembarked with great speed as fire was immanent.
With the danger of fire over, Jock's body was later found
under the plane.
A survey of damage later proved how lucky the aircraft was
to make the coast, 117 holes were counted from the rear
entrance door to the rear turret. The following day an aircraft
was despatched from Little Staughton to take the remaining
crew home.

Colin Walter Ross

4900

The only matter that really stands out is the panic that
ensued following the various bombings of Darwin. AA crews
were urgently required and in the Australian way urgent reinforcements had to be marshalled to Darwin centre which
was completely unmanned. In spite of the urgency it took our
unit a week to reach there and many of the men were
transported in cattle trucks.

John Maitland Rothwell

5915

As my 18th birthday approached, during August 1941, I
became very keen on joining the RAAF to become a fighter
pilot, in common with many other young men at the time.
However, my brother was already in the RAAF training to be
a pilot, I was unable to obtain the required parental consent to
join as aircrew.
As a result, during October 1941 I was "called up" by the
Army and became a member of the 5th Heavy Brigade RAA
and was based at North Head with the rank of Gunner.
Whilst this was very convenient, geographically, as my family
and I lived at Balgowlah, I'm afraid I was very unhappy with
the 'Army life'. In due course I obtained my Mother's consent
and applied to join the RAAF. After passing medical
examinations etc, I accepted an offer to transfer to the Air
Force to perform guard duties whilst waiting my turn to
commence aircrew training. I was concerned that the door
may not be kept open if I remained in the Artillery whilst
waiting.

The big day arrived on 26th May 1942 and I did my
'rookies' course at Bradfield Park and then on to 5 EFTS
Narromine, NSW for the two months guard duty and then
on to 5 ETIFTS Uranqunity NSW for a further 2 months
guard duty. Although not flying, I was able to observe others
doing so at these training stations.
Finally on 8th November 1942 my aircrew training
commenced at Bradfield Park when it was decided that I
should be trained as a pilot. At last I was starting to do the
things of my choice and on 4th February 1943 I was posted
to 8 EFTS Narromine to commence flying training in Tiger
Moths. The big day was on 22nd February when, after 7
hours and 25 minutes instruction, I managed my first solo
flight. On top of the world!
At the end of my elementary course I was posted to 5
EFTS on 11 th April 1943 to commence my further training
on Wirraways. Once again I was very pleased to have been
chosen to fly single engined aircraft and at the end of the
course 31 st July 1943 I received my wings and was promoted
to Sergeant. I was then posted to 2 OTU Mildura, via
Melbourne for a few days to receive instruction at Melbourne
University on the effects of oxygen tack. This included
spending some time in their decompression chamber, which
was very interesting and certainly got the message across.
Mildura was the fighter OTU and its purpose was to train
pilots to be fighter pilots and I was on top of the world
because this was everything I had wanted. For the first month,
we trained in Wirraways mostly with an instructor in the back
seat. During the second month we flew fighters and I was
chosen to fly kittyhawks rather than Boomerangs or Spitfires.
It was all rather exciting and very absorbing.
It was at the end of the course whilst waiting for our
posting, that it suddenly hit me and at the ripe old age of 20
years 2 months I thought, "What have I done?" Up until now
it has been exciting and enjoyable learning to be a fighter pilot
which was exactly what I had wanted, but now I am going to
have to kill people or be killed.
The postings came through and I was posted to 82
Squadron which was based at Bankstown for the defence of
Sydney. To be so close to home was terrific and this posting
gave me more time to adjust and also more time to improve
my flying.
Looking back, one of the reasons I may have survived the
war is that I was later joining than I intended, and because I
was posted to 82 based for six months at Bankstown I got a
great deal of extra training under non-combat situations.
The defence of Sydney was not very demanding at that
time and was mainly a matter of being there to provide
aircraft on "standby" to investigate unidentified radar plots
which invariably turned out to be friendly aircraft. Therefore
most of our time was spent on further training.
It was on Christmas Day 1943 that the Squadron had 12
aircraft in the air practicing formation. On this occasion I was
nor flying and from the ground was able to observe the
formation when the acting CO at the time executed a "mock
attack" on the formation, which was an accepted part of
training. The leader of the formation detailed one of his
aircraft to break formation and engage the attacking aircraft.
This unfortunately resulted in a collision and both pilots were
killed. This accident remains firmly in my memory, I can see
it now, mainly I suppose, because of the date.
BA Grace my CO sent me to Eastern HQ at Point Piper
to be interviewed for a commission. The RAAF leadership
lived in some style. At the end of the interview I was asked did
I have anything to say. I said no which was a mistake. I should
have said something like when are we going north to engage
the enemy. Started out as a Sgt and worked my way up
through the ranks to FlO. Despite the set back at the first
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attempt I was finally commissioned.
During March 1944 Flight Lieutenant BA Grace DFC
(was appointed S/Ldr a few months later) took command of
the Squadron and chose me to fly as his No 2. On the 4th
May 1944 we moved 82 Squadron to Ross River strip at
Townsville, where we lived in tents and the maintenance was
carried out mainly in the open air. We stayed there for four
months and continued training exercises whilst adjusting to
the hotter climate. I developed prickly heat.
On 31st August 1944 we flew to Port Moresby to have
high frequency radio fitted to our aircraft and I found the heat
and humidity almost unbearable but despite skin problems I
was able to stay on. On 18th September 1944 we flew to
Noemfoor Island, off the north coast of what was the called
Dutch New Guinea. On the way one of our pilots bailed out
in cloud but made it OK with the help of the natives. From
this base we made many attacks on Japanese installations in
Dutch New Guinea and further to the west by staging
through US bases.
It was on one of these operations whilst, dive bombing a
target that due to difficulties 'getting on to target', I grossly
exceeded the maximum permissible airspeed. As I commenced
to pull out of the dive, the low pressure area which formed on
top of the canopy covering the cockpit caused the canopy to
burst outwards. The low pressure removed my goggles and I
was raised in my seat as far as the safety harness would allow. I
was unable to open my eyes due to the wind and my first
reaction was to think that I had been hit by Ack Ack fire.
However, I was able to replace my goggles and regain control,
ease out of the dive and ascertain that apart from the canopy,
all was well, and I continued on with the squadron.
During our time at Noemfoor we lost three pilots due to
enemy ground fire and two were injured, one badly due to
tyre blow-outs on take off. On the 4th April the squadron
moved to Morotai Island and I was commissioned becoming a
PIO after having worked my way up to F/Sgr and Warrant
Officer. I later became a FlO. The plane was now in need of
repair I did not go out with the formation that afternoon. I
.
managed to get heat stroke that afternoon and w~
hospitalised in the US hospital there. Our operatlon~ agaInst
the enemy were many and were similar to those carried out
previously but included patrols to provide air cover to conv?ys
heading west towards Borneo. Looking back there was no air
to air combat, it was all air to ground combat.
On 25th June the squadron flew to our new base on
Labuan, off the north-west coast of Borneo. Landing on the
airstrip at Labuan was a little different from that to which we
had become accustomed due to bomb craters only 900 yards
of the strip were serviceable. However, we all made it OK.
My stay at Labuan was only two weeks and I returned to
Sydney on leave, departing Labuan on 8th July 1945 after
having carried out eight bombing and strafi~g mission~ on
Borneo in the Brunei Bay area. These operations were In
support of RAF who were in the area. In addition I carried
out tests with Japanese bombs which had been captured when
Labuan fell into Australian hands. The tests were to determine
whether or not these bombs were stable when being carried on
our aircraft and would release satisfactorily when required.
My final posting for flying duties was to 2 OTU Mildura
on 1st October 1945 as a fighter OTU instructor when I flew
Wirraways and Mustangs as well as Kittyhawks to Oakey Qld
for decommission.

Reginald Gordon Row

4288

Reg tried to enlist at Griffith, but was knocked back
because his occupation, overseer ofWyvern Station, was
protected. Despite that, he travelled to Sydney and enlisted as
a labourer and was accepted. Reg's unit was captured in

Singapore in February 1942.
Whilst in Burma, John Butler (5113) found Reg sitting
against a tree with his rice beside him - too weak to eat. He
fed him and, as he said, they helped each other along the way.
He estimated that Reg would have weighed six stone. His
usual weight was 11-12 stone. In July 1945, when the railway
was finished, the Japanese marched a group of 800 prisoners
north. A British Special Force was parachuted in to follow the
group. Reg told me they knew they were being shadowed
prior to being rescued and they knew the war was over. The
Japanese were disarmed and the weapons were put in a heap
and blown up - much to the delight of the ex-prisoners.

Arthur R Rupp
Letter to Pat Eldershaw, House Master Hodges House.

Malaya 24th May 1941
My Dear Flora and Pat,
Afraid it's ages since I last wrote to you and in fact I've had
a letter from each of you, two from the chief, one from Tom,
Kittey and Mae, also one from BeefY Marchant since my last
effort, so I've been pretty well supplied with School news.
Many thanks indeed for sending the papers. They have been
arriving regularly and with the papers from home and
Bulletins from Rachel I'm kept well supplied now with
reading matter, thank you also for the Record.
I have been round the countryside a bit since last writing. I
saw a Herald from home that the AIF over here had been
granted two days Singapore leave in small parties, and for
once the Australian papers are right. I had a very enjoyable
trip down there about ten days ago - two days and one night
down there completely free from all army red tape. It's the first
night I've had away from the army since we landed and that
in itself, with the luxuty of sleeping in till 8.00 in the morning
was enough to make the trip worth while. I also met some
people down there, an aunt of a girl I knew in Killara and her
husband and actually entered a private home for the first time.
The English people up here of course are doing a wonderful
job running canteens etc, many of them working at them
nearly every day, but thete is such a small handful of them it is
only the lucky few who are invited out to their homes. Do
you read the articles in the Women's Weekly? I've never seen
such a drivelling lot of rubbish in my life. If she had the hide
to come near us here she'd be torn to pieces in five minutes.
We arrived at Singapore about 7 in the morning and went
round in a bus to the Union Jack Club where we stayed for
very reasonable charge of 60 cents. It is a club for all services
and was full of men from all the services with some of whom
we had some interesting yarns. After a shower and breakfast
we had a look around the Chinese part of the town and did a
bit of bargaining in shops, and were soaked through in a
terrific tain storm, so we took a taxi out to the home of the
Hinds and found them out. I wrote a message as I could not
get any sense out of their Chinese cook either in English or
Malay, and they came round latet to the Club and picked us
up. In the afternoon we went on a bus tour of places a bit
further out, the airport (where we stayed over an hour and
climbed over and under planes of various types including of
the Imperial Flying Boats), then on to the Singapore
Swimming Club, a private club with over 4000 members and
a marvellous place putting the Olympic pool at North Sydney
completely in the shade, the racecourse, a beautiful track and
stand but looking rather forlorn and deserted with no crowd
about, and finally a couple of Chinese temples - one a temple
of Buddha with a large statue of the old chap which I
photographed quite successfully. After we'd returned to the
club, changed and were just going out again, the Hinds
turned up in their car and took us out to the Swimming Club
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The whole club is the last word in luxury and the dining hall
and dance floor is part covered, part open on a sort of terrace
overlooking the pool. They took us back to the club about
10pm and as it was too early to go to bed we went round to
Raffles Hotel for a while and then took a taxi out to the New
World a sort of Luna Park with the addition of a couple of
Chinese theatres and a large cabaret with a few more girls than
you see in the smaller provincial towns we've been in before.
Singapore and all the smaller towns too are full of brothels
and it's hard to get a rickshaw to go anywhere else after dark.
They all promise to take you round to Number 1 Girl, only 2
dollars, Singapore prices rather higher. Most of them are lowsy
with VD.
We spent most of our second day looking round the town,
taking snaps and shopping. The part round Raffles place is
quite modern and could easily be part of Sydney with large
blocks of European shops, offices, etc. The harbour was
packed with shipping and thousands of small? Enclose a map
of one corner. We also dropped in to see Mr Hinds again for a
while. He is an engineer and very Scotch, almost as hard to
understand as the coons.
Actually I found Malacca much more interesting than
Singapore with a lot of places of historical interest dating from
the 16th Century on - old churches and fons chiefly, the most
interesting being the old church of St Pauls started by the
Portuguese in 1515, now ruins, its roof, containing the vault
in which Francis Xavier was buried after his body was brought
down from China. He was later moved to Goa and his body,
still well preserved, is still exposed on special occasions. The
finest building in the town is St Xaviers Church and I am
enclosing a snap of three of us with one of the priests.
We are playing quite a lot of sport here now - cricket,
union, soccer, and we hope to get some tennis. Bill Barnes
(5099) played in a team the other day representing NSW
Infantry vs Queensland Artillery - Queensland were far too
hot though there was not much in the scores. They never
looked like being beaten. I hoped to get a game in a match
between the veterans over 30 and those under 30 but the
Major put his foot down - wisely too really seeing that I was
off duty for about a month bur nevertheless it's rather tough
to be out of it all. Hope to get a game of tennis. One of the
Chinese clubs is letting us use their'courts, that's about all the
news.

Robert Heathcote Russell

2295

Published in "The Torch Bearer': May 1945.

A tribute to Colonel R Heathcote Russell, DSO by
Lieutenant Colonel CH Selby (2860) has been received,
and is here printed in parr:
"/ would like to write a few lines in appreciation ofRob
Russell, whose unftrtunate death occurred recently in an air
accident. Though / did not know Rob at school, / have known
him since the outbreak ofthe war, and he was a valued friend,
so / feel that / am in a position to let you know some ofhis
attributes. The School can always be proud ofRob, and he was
proud ofit, and often mentioned his school days affectionately.
He was one ofthose rarities known as a gentleman, and was
also rare in that / have never heard one word spoken ofhim
except in praise. His quietness and interest in their welftre,
and that oftheir ftmilies, endeared him to all the troops. His
conscientiousness and knowledge ofthe field caused him to be
promoted and given administrative duties. He was about to
take up a coveted position on ADMS, 6 Australian Division,
when the accident befell him. Our sympathy goes to his wife,
son and daughters, and all Shore boys can be very proud ofRob
- a very brave gentleman. "

John Quenton Auburn Saunders

5259

I joined Kuttabul the day she was sunk at Garden Island by
Japanese midget subs. After Kuttabul sank with tragic loss of
life I was a sentry on the Gun Wharf Steps. I was surprised to
see the second torpedo which had not exploded had "Made in
England - 191 T' on the side of it (an 18" torpedo). Japan was
an ally in 1917.

Richard Bentley Sautelle

4940

From an interview with Dick Sautelle 30th April 1998 in the
Shore W'tzr Service office.

When I joined up in 1939, we were told we would be
going overseas to train in six weeks time. This did not happen
and we were at various camps such as Ingleburn for over 12
months. Everyone became rather disgruntled. In early 1941
there was a demonstration in Martin Place because they
wanted to get over seas.
After we left the Middle East, we were sent briefly to Port
Moresby and then back to Sydney in November 1942. We
were sent to camp on Canterbury Racecourse. In June 1943,
and four others from the Battery and I were sent to a course
in Victoria to train a third Artillery unit. While in Victoria
our unit was moved north to Townsville prior to moving
north again. When we return we found the birds had flown so
to speak. We had to find a way to re-join the unit.
We managed to get transport to Brisbane and we were then
told that we would have to wait a week to travel north and we
knew that our unit would be gone by the time we got there.
The Transport Officer said there were a number of troops who
were under sentence and had to be sent to the lock up in
Townsville. He said we could go north if we took them under
guard. He said they would pur a carriage onto the train and
give armed escorts to assist.
I agreed to this and when I got into the carriage with my
four companions there were the 40 prisoners. Not long
afterward the train left Roma Street for the north.
We got as far as Caboolture where the train stopped briefly
and before you could say Jack Robinson, a number of
prisoners went out of windows and doors and off they went.
We arrived at Gympie Station and I reported to the RTO,
then we were to have a mess parade. Again Prisoners shot off
when they got the opportunity.
To cut the story short, I eventually arrived at Townsville
with four prisoners. I thought, instead of those four going to
the klink, it would be me. But low and behold when I
reported to the RTO and told him I had rour he said, "you
have created a record." I said, "What do you mean?" He said,
"We have never had rour arrive before!" That was the end of
that saga.

Graham August Schlueter

6072

While training at Cootamundra in February and March
1945, I had the pleasant surprise of meeting and being
instructed by Sergeant Frank Skuse (armament Instructor)
who was previously the carpenter's assistant at Shore during
my years at School. Meeting him again under wartime
conditions was a reminder of my time spent at carpentry
classes under the auspices of Mr Chamberlain.

Mervyn James Sanderson Seaborn

6367

Dad's Mother would bake a cake and pllt it in an old
willow tin, then cover it with calico sewn around it. This
would reach Dad in New Guinea and he would eat rhe cake turn the calico inside out, re-sew it and re-address it back to
his Mother. This went on for most of the time he was away.
Dad and a mate ran a profitable little business transferring
pictures from magazines Onto envelopes to decorate them.
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They charged the other soldiers sixpence or something and it
was a booming business. They had perfected a way of
transferring the picture onto the envelopes so they looked as if
they were printed on. He sold his rations of cigarettes and
saved up to buy his Mother a fridge.

Geoffrey Ernest Goldfinch Seagoe

4585

Extract from a letter to Mr Pat Eldershaw, House Master
Hodges House, dated 30th November 1941

We have been over here now almost four months, a four
months which seems more like four years to every one of us.
We left Sydney with every expectation ofseeing some action
but now have resigned ourselves to our inactivity and to our
fate ie. 'Malayan Anzacs'. Remember that day 1 saw you in
Australia with Pete Sheaffe, well we left a few months after
that. By the way, I came over on the boat with his twin
brothers, Walter and Bob Levy. Wally is in the Artillery and
Bob Levy is something in the Field Ambulance. A chap by the
name of Bull, Peter Playfair, well they were on deck also.
Ferguson and Woodman are on this station with me, or rather
were, as they have just left for home for a spot of leave. They
have been here some time now and deserve all the leave they
can get.
Singapore is very interesting, or at least, were in my case;
the eternal Chinese predominate and control the bulk of
trade. It's curious to have seen them travelling around in great
limousines with chauffeurs where we were accustomed to see
them peddling vegetables! Sorry I can't tell you anything about
the defences but you understand that. Malays are rarely seen
in Singapore itself, they being an agricultural and fishing race
and don't seem to like the town much. There are plenty of
them, however, in the country or bush. Everywhere are rubber
trees - every conceivable spot is planted on the island and
much ofJahore is similar. The jungle is frightening and
heaven help anybody that comes down in it. On the whole it's
a hell of a place and why they don't give it away with a pound
of tea I don't know. The sooner we get out of it the better as
far as we are concerned.

Benn Atherton Selby

4411

An extract from his memoirs
Late in 1943 I was posteJ to HQ 11 Aust Division as LO
2 (Liaison Officer 2nd grade normally carrying a Major's
rank). The Division was commanded by Major General AJ
Boase - a fine man with a wonderful record of service in the
Middle East and Kokoda Trail campaigns. On being presented
to him he said: "I presume you are Tom Selby's young brother
and if you are half as good an officer as Tom you'll do me."
One highlight of that period was a twO week transfer to a
US Army HQ located at nearby Oro Bay. By coincidence the
CO of that HQ was none other than Col WC Lattimore,
mentioned earlier in this story. Imagine the impression he
made on me when on first reporting to him, he said: "What a
coincidence Capt Selby, our liaison roles are now reversed.
How are your delightful wife and twO little daughters?"
My task was to liaise between the US Army HQ and our
Division and to cadge as much specifically identified US
equipment as possible. 1 forget whether I achieved much
success but I was well received and the camp and food were
luxurious compared with ours. I was granted rhe weekly
'gratooitlls' issue of two cartons of American cigarettes - I
remember I chose Chesterfields - long before any association
with the avenue of the same name. Breakfast was fried eggs
served with two pieces of toast and jam all on the one plate
and at the same time. Beds were comfortable stretchers with
frames for the mosquito nets and sleeping four officers to each
large tent. Every morning I would be awakened by a cigar

hitting my net and the comment "Have a ceegar Cap'n." I
saved mine until after dinner but the generous donor smoked
his before breakfast.
While at Oro Bay with the 'Yanks' I was required to assist
the American CO of their Field Hospital in planning security
for the first US nurses to be sent to the North coast. The CO
made it clear the security was not from the enemy but from,
dare I commit ill to writing, US black GI's. He put it
succinctly enough: "The object of the exercise Cap'n is to
delay the first rape as long as possible."
There was one rather exciting incident back at Division
HQ. One afternoon a series of explosions of vatying nature
and loudness suddenly erupted at what seemed to be a mile or
so away. I was called to see General Boase who informed me
that US troops had been burning off around their
ammunition dump where every variety was stored preparatory
to air-lifting to the fighting forces. The fire had got out of
control and the dump was now alight. "Go and see if we can
be of any help." I drove up as close as I deemed safe and
conveyed the message and received a reply in the negative. I
had no intention of dallying because it was very noisy and
every kind of ammunition was taking off in random directions
and landing likewise. Just as I decided to retreat I met our
General with his senior staff officer and I reported to him.
'Buck' decided he should have a closer look so on we went
and I .still have one.of the pieces of jagged metal I picked up
(burnIng my hand In the process) which were landing all
around u~ bringing up little spurts of dust. Fortunately the
GSO I with the General suggested it was getting a bit
da~ge~?us and I recal,1 'B~ck's' co~ment in ~is rather drawling
vOice: .r sup~ose y~ure nght. Wen look a bit silly turning up
at hospItal WIth a pIece of American shrapnel in our arse."
In Ma.rch 1944 t~e.Division moved to the Ramu Valley in
the foothills of the FInlsterre ranges west of Lae. This was
vastly superior to the jungle and sago swamps around Buna
and Dobodura. The nights were cool and the landscape open
and covered with kunai grass.
The more vivid recollections of this period include a visit
to Shaggy Ridge which our fighting troops had only recently
retrie~ed from Jap occupation. I was to take a message to HQ
18 Bnga?e and the Commander was none other than Brig
Fred Chdton referred to during my stint in the SUR. On the
way up I found a battery of mountain guns commanded by
Major Bob Stevenson, close friend also from SUR days. I had
lunch with him and his cook made the best bully beef rissoles
I have ever tasted.
Another memorable event was a visit to Wantoat, a native
village in the mountains where a Pioneer Company was
stationed. The CC reported to Division HQ that they had
captured a Jap and asked what they should do with him. I was
des~atched to bri~g him ba~k. This required obtaining the
servICes of a US pdot and midget plane. I think it was a Piper
Cub with two seats, one behind the other. We took off from
Dumpu air-strip and climbed above the low ceiling of clouds
but when we arrived in it's general vicinity, the pilot was unable
to find the village. He signalled we would have to return to base
but as he turned he spotted the tiny cleared landing strip
through a break in the clouds and down we went.
The weather prevented us from returning until two days
la~er and th~n there was the problem of how to get the
fnghtened little Jap back. The pilot refused to take him on his
own so he sat on my lap. I held my pistol by the barrel and
indicated I would hit him on the head if he misbehaved. I had
to keep my hands and feet, his also, clear of the dual controls.
We arrived safely at Dumpu and were met by the
Division's Provost Captain and MPs. I should mention here
that I was sometimes nicknamed Mr Moto because, like
everyone else, I had a very yellow face from the anti-malarial
Atebrin tablets we took each day and I used to make Japanese
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language. As we fell out of the plane stiff and numb from the
cramped conditions, the Provost Captain said: "OK now
which one is the ptisoner?"
Another highlight occurred about April 1944 when our
General - dear old Buck Boase - decided to visit the forward
troops on Shaggy Ridge and found the Japs retreating faster
than anticipated and already driven back to the North coast
and about to abandon Madang. The General signalled HQ
that instead of walking all the way back he needed a PT boat
to pick him up at Bogadjim, a coastal village close to Madang.
I was instructed to fly to the US Base at Saidor and to arrange
for a PT boat to pick the party up at the appointed time on
the following day. My mission involved some aetial hitchhiking starting with a RAAF plane to Lae and then
scrounging a lift to Saidor. There were Dakotas everywhete
and I walked from one to another until I found one about to
leave with supplies for Saidor and willing to take me. The
pleasant US pilot alongside whom I sat, showed me photos of
his parents and a map of PNG torn from a National
Geographic magazine which his mother had sent to help him
find his way around the country!
I arranged for the PT boat and Col Bill Kyngdom, an
Australian permanent army officer attached to the US HQ,
asked me (a mere captain) if he could accompany me to
Bogadjim. It was a glorious experience racing through the
clear blue tropical waters at 40 knots. As we approached
Madang Harbour I suggested to the US Commander that we
should enter and 'capture' the town as reports had indicated
that the Japs had probably already evacuated it. He wouldn't
play ball. They put me ashore in a rubber dingy and I set off
down the track which I understood the General and his party
were taking. Very soon I was met by a fierce-looking forward
patrol which fottunately recognised me as friendly and I met
the General bang on time.
I waited for the General to board the dingy but he turned
to me and said: "Don't you know anything Selby? - the senior
officer always boards last." I mutteted something about
knowing he always left last. He played bridge with his
entourage on the return journey and I sunbaked.
Returning by air from Saidor was one of the occasions
when I caught the wrong plane home and found myself
spending a night in the comfort of.rhe Officer's Club at
Moresby. I also visited David stationed at ANGAU HQ.
When I asked to see my brother, several officers said they
would come along because David (2861) had apparently let it
be known he was keeping a bottle of whisky in case one of his
brothers turned up.

Clive (Tom) Herbert Selby

2860

A Doctor Reminisces
I still recall my nervousness on marching into camp. I had
not done a camp as an officer before the war and did not
tealise that there was no need for "Massa Tom, the Mad
Doctor from Harley Street" to feel that way. I recently found
my Sergeant's certificate, dated 1938 and signed by our
beloved late Major-General as ''AS Allen, Lieutenant Colonel".
I will never forget the debt I owe to the late Major Bill
Adams DSO, MC for the way he helped me the first day,
drawing bedding from the Q Store and allotting me a hut.
Many of us were unaware of the debt we owed to Bill Adams.
Contemptuous of petty regulations his one aim was the best
conditions for all in the unit. An example of his attitude was
when he had me segregated in a room marked "strictly
private" when I had German Measles a week before we
embarked. Luckily I escaped being seen by any of the Camp
Hospital staff.
Remember the sick parades? They ran into hundreds and

only a small percentage were bludgers. The Brigade RMOs
were amazed and exhausted. Sixteen of us slept through the
whole series of lectutes on Tropical Diseases which we had to
attend at the University.
I injected six hundred one day (not all with the same
needle). Everyone thought I was crazy having the gramophone
playing at the RAP that day but it was the gramophone that
diverted attention from self to the mad RMO. Ours was the
only crowd in which not one fainted.
As the RMO it was my duty to lecture the men on health
and the reaction from one particular lecture was so sustained
that I began to harbour notions of gtandeur. Later in the
Middle East, unit members would refer to it with what I
thought was sincere admiration. ''I've nevet forgotten that
lecture you gave on VD". It was three years before I found out
that my fame stemmed not from the quality of the talk but
from the fact that an interested audience of some half dozen
girls on the other side of the fence behind me had digested my
every word.
If the Medical Services often appeared heartless blame it on
the policy of the "brass hats". I was hauled over the coals for
"spoiling" the troops. "Be tough" I was told, What rot! My
motto, was "They'll be bloody heroes when they're dead and
they deserve what's on the bathroom shelf at home when
they're alive". We tried OUt best to relieve the sote throats,
head, feet and back with all the means at our disposal. And
what means! Apart from some World War I panniers of shell
dressing etc, my main medical armament was Veganin samples
packed in cotton wool which I brought into camp with me.
The men ate Veganin and had the cotton wool, with Friar's
Balsam I had scrounged, on your cuts. There were Candy's
Crystals. You gargled it, dabbed it on your injuties on your
feet and well, never mind.
Bill Adams got me some Regimental funds, which were
supplemented with a donation from my mother. With the
cash I bought aspirins, cough linctus, gargles, etc from a
wholesale drug firm. Other RMOs did similarly. All of which
infuriated seniot Army Medical personnel.
Outside Bardia I came across a dugout sheltering a group
of Australian wounded, being cared for by an Italian doctor.
French was the common language between the Italian and I,
and I thanked him for looking after the Australians, to which
he replied that doctors are the same all over the world. I gave
him a note to say what a good job he had done, to take as he
went on to be a POW
In 1964 a doctor friend from Mildura was visiting
Florence, Italy, and met this same doctor. Some time later a
parcel arrived here, containing a beautiful bronze figure of a
dancing girl. The fortunes and misfortunes of war are strange.

David Mayer Selby

2861

When Hitler and Mussolini patched up an agreement at
their meeting on the Brenner Pass some time about mid 1938
I felt that war was inevitable. As I thought that I should know
something about gunnery if I went to war I enlisted in 1 M
Training Regiment as a gunner, and when war was declared
the following year I had reached the rank of bombardier. By
the time it had ended I had crawled up all the intervening
ranks to Lieutenant Colonel.
One prophetic incident occurred when, as a sergeant, I was
sent to do an officer's course at North Head. At one of the
lectures, an officer worked out an enormously complicated
equation for determining the correct settings for elevation,
fuse and deflection when engaging enemy aircraft. At the end
of the lecture he said "any questions?" I asked him why it was
necessary to know all that when a predictor had all the
answers? As I was no mathematician, the enemy would be
safely home before I was ready to fire a shot. His answer was
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-----------------------------singularly prophetic. "You might have to go into action
without a predictor," he said.
Some time towards mid 1941, as adjutant I opened a letter
saying we were required to send a force of seventy odd men
and two guns for the defence of Rabaul. At the age of 35 I
was considered, at that time, too old to join the AIF so I asked
the CO if I could go with that force and he agreed and
appointed me OC of the unit. Peter Fisher (4502), also an
Old Boy of Shore, was appointed my 2i/c.
The Brigade had already sent a unit to the Middle East and
when volunteers were called for to join the new force there
was ample response since, as the destination had been kept
secret, the volunteers assumed the new force was to be a
reinforcement for the Middle East. Eventually the volunteers
were sorted out and we sailed to Rabaul on the Neptuna, A
Dutch passenger ship on her way to Singapore. She was later
destroyed in an air-raid on Darwin. We took with us our two
semi-obsolete 2 inch semi-automatic AA guns, an aircraft
identification telescope, no height finder, no predictor.
I could not have asked for a keener set of men than those
that made up my unit of seventy odd men, most of them very
young, many still in their teens. One day, to my surprise, a
senior officer from Moresby visited our unit to call for
volunteers for the AlE I gave the order for any man so willing
to take one pace forward. Like a well drilled unit every man
stepped a pace forward, but eventually, they fought and died
as militiamen.
Few had ever heard a gun fired and my request for
permission to fire a few practice rounds was met with a blunt
refusal. The first of a number ofJapanese air-raids on Rabaul
gave us a chance to hear the sound of our own guns. On our
arrival we had been rather looked down upon as Chocos but
as air raids continued we were treated with new respect by the
men of the 2/22 Bn AIF who constituted the Rabaul defence
force. After the first raid we were proud to receive a letter
which read:

On behalfo fall ranks of Little Hell' I wish to extend to
yourselfand your Battery our heartiest congratulations on
being the first Australian troops to be in action in Australian
territory.
Good shooting and all the best.
j.H. Carr Lt-Col, Commander 2/22 Bn AIF

The story has often been told of the capture of Rabaul by
an overwhelming Japanese force. I had been ordered to join
'Y' Company; the odds and sods defending Raluana Beach.
After the Japs landed there we joined a company defending a
road junction a short distance inland. Following a shott interval
of shooting, the order was given, "Each man will fend for
himself," and so ended the 'Battle of Rabaul' if it can be so
called.
After several months trekking through the New Britain
jungle, living on roots and what food we could scrounge from
the inhabitants, I and those who survived were rescued by the
heroic effort of Ivan Champi on who, somehow avoiding
Japanese aircraft and destroyers, sailed the Laurabada to our
hideout on the south coast of New Britain and brought us
safely to Moresby.
It was a sorry looking crowd who were greeted by General
Morris on our arrival. Weak from hunger, shaking with
malaria we limped on our ulcer-infected legs. A war
correspondent asked me what had kept us going through so
much hardship and horror. I had kept in my hip pocket a
coloured photograph of my wife and, at that time, my only
daughter. After I had swum rivers and slept in the rain the
photo was reduced to a coloured smear. "Meet my wife and
daughter," I said.
After a period in hospital I was posted back to Georges
Heights. From there I spent some time with a training
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regiment at Greta, eventually returning to New Guinea as
legal officer in ANGAU.
The last few months of the war I spent in a job I detested
at LHQ, Melbourne.

3678

Esmond Jacob Selby

Transcript ofinterview with Esmond J Selby, 18 May 1998
I was in Germany in 1937.
. There was a boy scout Jamboree at Bradfield. Selbys had
given them all the first aid stuff -- bandages and goodness
knows what else. So Col Munroe made contact with me and
asked whether I would like to come. I said, "that sounds lovely
thank you."
We were talking about things and I was telling what I had
been doing. "What, you were in Germany?" I said yes, I was
in Germany quite a long while, about six weeks it was
altogether.
"Did you seeanyth ing, that they might be headed for
war?" I said, "well the express trains used to get shunted onto
sidelines while fteight trains went by. It was forbidden to lift
the bli~ds, but no German was going to tell this bloody
AustralIan what to do! So I just put them up and I saw tanks
and guns and soldiers going by the hundred" I said there was
no question of doubt about it. "Of course, as England has a
peace agreement with France, who Germany is going to
invade, England will have to be at war and because we are a
dominio n we will be at war. So you can look forward to war
very soon."
So Munroe said to me, "Would you join up?" I said yes
certainly I would
He said "I know the name of a man who's been given the
comman d of a new Regt, the 2nd armoured car Regiment.
Would you be interested?"
I said,"yes, very, because I'm sure armour is going to playa
big part in the war." That was 1938.
So he rang me and told me he had spoken to Darcy
Francis, so that's how I came to be well and truly in the war
when it started.
The 2nd Armoured Car Regt started in Ashfield then went
to Greta and Singleton. We got tanks then. First Matilda
ta.nks, then General Lee American tanks. We used to go on
tripS all round the country. Well, I didn't join the war for that.
So by about 1943, I'd had it.
. So I we~t to the CO and told him, "I didn't give up my
lIfe as a bUSinessman to do this sort of nonsense, so I want
out." Well he said "I'll approve", so I dropped out.
. I came straight down to Sydney. I was married by that
~Ime. I was at what was called the general details depot which
IS o~t at somewhere. I joined up again and was waiting for a
posting.
I got a call to see the CO immediately who said "you're
leaving tomorrow as OC troops of the Katoomba. The
Katoomba sails tomorrow and they have to have somebody in
charge of the troops, apart from the COs of the units. There
has to be somebody and it has to be you. Incidentally you
have the powers of a Major General." So off I went home. I
said to my darling, 'Tm sorry but I've gOt to leave you
tomorrow." She had had a baby by then,
We went up to Cairns and picked up the three Bartalions
to take them to Madang.
There were very strict rules about what you could do and
couldn't do. I went out one morning and found all the blokes
doing .everything they shouldn't do: sitting on the railing of
the ShIp, papers allover the deck, lying on their lifebelts,
things like that.
?o ~, went down and gOt on the ship's loud-speaker system
I said, COs of the three Battalions report to the OC Troops'
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Major. Needless to say, Colonels being otdered about by a
Major were not very pleased, but they also knew I had that
authority. When they came in they were very hostile. I said,
''I've got you here gentlemen because your officers are asleep
in their cabins instead of being out making sure their troops
are obeying orders." They said "what do you mean?" I said
"they are doing this and doing that, and if you think this ship
is going to stop if one of them falls over the side you've got
another thing coming. This sea, the Coral Sea, is full of
Japanese submarines and there is no way we are going to
stop."
One of them said "I think you are exaggerating a bit
Major."
I said, "alright lets go and have an inspection." They
weren't happy about that. They had to follow me out. They
knew I had the authority. As soon as we walked out on the
deck I said "Well what's that bloke doing? Is he sitting on the
rail or is he not sitting on the rail? And that bloke, is he lying
on a lifebelt or is he not lying on a lifebelt?" "Oh, Oh we
won't go any further," they said.
The next thing I hear is "All officers of the 9th Battalion
report to the COs cabin immediately." Each one of them did
it.
The 9th Battalion bloke was evidently so impressed with
the way I behaved he put in a claim for me and I became 2ifc
of the 9th Infantry Battalion. On various occasions he would
go off and leave me in command and I finished up being the
complete CO, Lt-Col Selby of the 9th Battalion.
On Bougainville with the 9th Battalion, you were living in
trenches. You had to wake up very early in the morning. We
had a string of tins which we used to put out in front of the
tents in the bush because the Japanese came in very quietly.
Because it was dark one of them would hit the string and it
would tinkle. At which point the Vickers guns went and later
on we go and look for bodies, but we never found any because
they would always carry them away - they never left their
dead. God knows how many Japs I was responsible for killing.
We got a terrible outbreak of dermatitis. All the damp air
and all the Australian soldiers could have been out of action if
the Japs had only known. Though they could have known to
some extent. Tokyo Rose said, when we arrived, "Welcome
9th Battalion. We hope you enjoy the damp atmosphere. You
are certain to get dermatitis, and in case you don't know they
are certain to make you take Atebrin. Atebrin makes you
sterile. So you'll never have any more children." The blokes
believed it. How the hell she got the information God only
knows, and I don't think they ever found out who it was.
The result of that was that in the morning every soldier
had to go past an officer, "Yes open your mouth PLONK
Have you swallowed?" "Yes," they would always answer. "Well
I'm not certain that you did, I'll have another look." You
would put your dirty filthy fingers in his mouth and search
around like that.
An order came through from HQ that everybody in the
unit, including officers, had to sunbake bare for an hour a day,
so that was not too bad. Then the next order came through:
Officers would lecture their troops while the troops were lying
in the nude, on some subject like how the war was progressing
in the Philippines or something or other. Now you just
imagine the fun that I had - standing up in front of 300 men,
absolutely bare. Everybody naked.

A Chance Meeting
Due to the shortage of transport in those days, officers
were able to take their cars into camp provided they used
them for transporting men and other Army f:1cilities. I had a
beautiful Pontiac. One day a couple of blokes David and Bob

Spring, I'll never forget their names tor very good reason came
up and said, "How would you like to come to a party Sir?" I
said, "what you mean a party?" They were privates. "We've
been invited to go to a party in Nowra and we thought you
might like to go." "Did you?" I answered, "Because you're a
pair of lying little shits I shouldn't, but if I don't take you
there's no other way your going to get down to Nowra for a
party, so that's the reason you've asked me isn't?" So they
looked very embarrassed and said, "Yes sir." So I said I'll take
them.
The hostess wasn't very pleased to have a stranger but she
said come in and that was it. She didn't say "I'll introduce you
to somebody." So she took the two Springbakes away and left
me standing just inside the front door. So I was looking down
the hall a bit browned off I noticed a pretty girl sitting by
herself. She was in an Air Force uniform. She was sitting by
the side of the wall, so I walked down, and said "are you by
yourselP''' She said, "yes". I said, "do you mind if I sit with
you?" She said she would be very pleased.
So I sat down and introduced myself and she introduced
herself, ACW Dryden, and we nattered away and gave each
other our addresses and decided we'd write to each other. In
due course I married her.

The Black Market
An incident occurred in Madang when an American officer
came on board to complain that the ships crew were selling
beer to his barge crews. Although Aust soldiers on the island
were allowed a ration of two bottles of beer per week,
American servicemen had no such allowance. I explained that
it had nothing to do with me, but was to bring about a nasty
moment on my next trip.
When the ship next arrived at Madang I was surprised to
see a barbed wire fence had been erected around the wharf
with American MPs guarding it. Also on the other side of the
ship the MPs were in launches going up and down. It was
obvious the US authorities had taken steps to ensure there
would be no more illegal selling of grog to their men. Off the
ship left the next day and when I reported to Capt Snowball
he told me my men had used so much fresh water he would
have to divert to Milne Bay to take on enough to get us back
to Australia. I knew this was not true. Everyone had to usc salt
water for showering and washing, fresh water only being
allowed for drinking. There were several taps where soldiers
could get their water bottles filled. Each of these had a sentry.
I told Snowball if he was short of water it was certainly not
done by the Army people. We had an unpleasant scene. It
wasn't until we reached Milne Bay that I realised what it was
all about. Navy people wanted the ship to tie up at a certain
wharf, but Snowball said there wasn't enough depth of water
there, so after more arguments we eventually tied up alongside
an American Liberty ship. Within minutes there were cases of
beer being transferred from the Katoombtl.

John Nelson Sevier

4587

Went to Laverton because I was sick of the Army after 4
years of Shore Cadets, 6 years Sydney University Regiment
(SUR) and a stint in 4 Cavalry Field Ambulance as RMO for
21 st Light Horse. I reckoned the Light Horse weren't going to
get to the war and I would prefer aeroplanes to foot-slogging.
I was a pretty raw MO after a shortened residency at Sydney
Hospital.
Recruiting at 2 RC was pretty boring, but then CFS was
one of the best units I was on during the war - all the pilots
were the "pick of the crop" from all over Australia, being
trained as Instructors. After night flying exercises finished, we
used to roll out 44 gallon drums onto the strip to stop the
Japs landing! I was keen to get an overseas posting, which
happened, not surprisingly, a few days after I put in an adverse
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medical report on the CO (W/C "Ruby" Ayers, a Pom)
entitled, I think, "Physical Inefficiency of CFS leader."
I went to Noumea ex Rose Bay on MV Polynesia, a little
cargo tramp steamer, as no aircraft was available. Shared a
stuffY cabin with a Free French officer who did not shower
(salt water) for the entire 8 days of the trip. Portholes were
blacked out (submarines). He used plenty of eau de cologne
(4711) under the armpits.
In Noumea, pretty primitive then, as well as the AOB. I
looked after the work force constructing the airstrip at
Tontouta, which was vital for ferrying B25s and 26s from
USA via Fiji. At Tontouta as well as being MO I was also
Cypher Officer, Met Officer, Signals Officer and Intelligence
Officer - very versatile!
It was a great day when the Americans arrived - a whole
division in 20 ships - they skirmished ashore in battle order,
not knowing whether Vichy or de Gaulle was in command
that week - they used to alternate weekly as to who was boss.
When posted from Noumea to Vila I went by destroyer
USS Lamson - great food, but very seasick!
I was evacuated from Tulagi the day the Coral Sea battle
started, on a US 4-engined Catalina to Rose Bay via Auckland
- very luxurious. The only things that I brought with me were
3 pairs of silk stockings (very precious in those days) for my
wife from Noumea, and a Remington portable typewriter
issued to me by the Americans in Vila, also pretty rare in those
days.
I enjoyed my time with 7 Squadron - they were a great
crew, both ground and air. One important memory - I was
Bar Officer and when moving from Nowra to Ross River, I
loaded my ambulance to the brim with cartons ofTooths KB,
not easy to come by in those days. On arrival at
Broadmeadow (near Newcastle) the authorities wanted to offload the flat-top carrying the ambulance, as it made the train
too heavy! I assured them we were heading for immediate
operational duties, and that the aircraft could not fly unless
rhe ambulance was at the strip. They backed off, still not
knowing what was in the locked ambulance.
The strip was alongside the Ross River meat works, and it
was amazing how often a young beast wandered onto the strip
and was hit by a propeller (or buller) and found its way into
the Mess as fresh meat - an improvement on M&V and
rinned goldfish.

Peter Noel Shaw

5459

Shaw, on the strength ofhis sailing and rowing experience,
qualified to enter cl new branch ofthe armed ftrces.

Special Purpose Small Ships Needed Urgently!
The Army suddenly needed sea transportation for Pacific
Island warfare. The Navy was already over-committed. The
Merchant Service could not provide it. But Australians have
for generations been noted for their capacity to improvise in
times of predicament and necessity, and here was a situation
that called for such initiative.
A very senior Australian Army Engineer officer whilst in
transit by air from Sydney to Melbourne had an inspiration.
He sketched a radical design for a small ship that he believed
would be a feasible solution to the immediate problem. He
showed this to his fellow senior army engineer travelling with
him, They agreed that, very simply, this was the answer to the
problem.
In shape it resembled a very small coastal cargo ship of
about 250 tons carrying capacity. It would be able to handle a
variety of cargo: a hundred or so troops and their equipment
over short distances, or small war vehicles, Bren-gun carriers,
field artillery guns, ammunition, rations etc, over longer
distances between tactical bases and combat fronts in island

warfare. It was to be capable of operating in shallow waters,
such as tropical rivers, reefs and lagoons, and close to beaches.
Its crew had to be able to load and unload cargo without
outside assistance. Its propulsion had to be by readily available
non-marine type engines.
The Australian Army's 'D-Class' small ship was evolving.
The lack of adequate power caused some difficulties. Their
maximum speed in calm conditions was only 8.5 knots,
reducing to 5 knots in a 20 knot headwind, or in a medium
head sea.
These low speeds and excessive wind resistance made
navigation difficult, particularly in strong ocean currents when
land or celestial bearings were not available. For example, on
one occasion in Borneo waters, en route from Balikpapan via
Tarakan to Sandakan, our route required careful navigation
between small islands and reefs, using shipping channels that
the Australian and American Navies had swept clear of
Japanese mines. One of the trickiest was the 'Bum Bum
Passage', about 20 miles off Semporna. On the shoreward side
it was bordered by a long low sand island, and on the seaward
side by a continuous bank of partially submerged coral reefs.
The navigable width of the passage along its 10 mile length
varied from about 300 yards to 1000 yards. We had entered in
fairly calm weather at 8pm on a cloudy night. Our schedules
often demanded that we proceed non-stop, despite risks, and
we were committed to this hazardous passage in the dark. The
sky was heavily overcast. It became pitch black. Visibility
reduced to 100 yards.
This called for extreme caution and alertness. I had
discussed our course in detail with my First and Second
Mates, noting the very strong tidal currents that were shown
on the chart as flowing through this narrow passage. We
calculared that we would encounter a head-on ebb of 6 knots.
Our best speed was 8 knots in the prevailing light headwind.
This meant that we would make good only 2 knots over the
sea bottom, and we would be at the mercy of the current's
variable direction as it followed the irregular sea bottom. We
mounted double lookouts, and proceeded with much
apprehension.
At the midnight change of watch, dead reckoning
calculations put us four miles into the passage, but how far
had we veered off course under the varying influence of the
current? Due to the absolute darkness, we couldn't see land, or
hear reef, within our meagre 100 yards of visibility. Water
depth and the loose sandy bottom made anchoring
impossible. We had to keep going.
By 2am, still no sight or sound ofland or reef. The uneasy
crew were on deck, ominously silent. Another two hours later,
the first light of dawn extended our visibility to a safer 200
yards. Still no sight or sound of danger. Then, as the morning
light increased over the next 30 minutes, we began to
congratulate ourselves that we had passed through the passage
safely. It was now getting light enough to see almost a mile.
Suddenly a cry from one of the lookouts. "Land abeam
about a mile ofF." I hurried to view the chart. I realised that
we were only 8 miles into the passage! Worse still, during the
night the current had forced us dangerously close to the now
visible line of reefs on our starboard side. We had made good
only I knot during those 8 hours, having covered extra
unwanted distance as the currents carried us off course.
It was a sobering thought that at any stage of this passage
we might piled up on a reef to our starboard, or run aground
on the low island to port. Luck was on our side.

Wheel Deal!
We had traversed the north coast of Papua and New
Guinea on our way to the Philippines and Borneo. Refuelling
had been arranged with the American forces on the island of
Biak, off the coast of what was then Dutch New Guinea. The
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Section 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - Japanese had withdrawn quickly northwards, where they were
attempting to consolidate their defences against the onslaught
of the American and Allied forces.
After driving the Japanese out of Dutch New Guinea, the
Americans quickly followed on their heels. Their major supply
base at Biak was being evacuated as we arrived. Their combat
troops had moved out, leaving behind them large supplies of
fuel, equipment and food. When we made known our diesel
fuel requirements the Americans pointed to huge stacks of
drums on the waterfront and suggested that we just help
ourselves. No formalities. No paper work. No quantity
restrictions. And of course, no cost. This was a real novelty in
Australian Army terms. We topped up the fuel tanks and
found cargo space for a few extra drums.
I was Chief Officer of a 300-ton Army small ship that was
the leader of an assorted convoy of similar and smaller ships,
tugs and converted trawlers. Together with officers from one
of the other ships, we were watching feverish American
activity on a long jetty that extended out into deep water in
the bay. It had been constructed where a shallow coastal shelf
plummeted into deep water, and so could accommodate large
American supply ships. As we walked along the seafront
towards the jetty, we were amazed to see convoys of all types
of USA military vehicles, mostly fully laden with stores,
weapons, ammunition, spare parts and food, queued up at the
start of the jetty awaiting their turn to be driven along the
jetty and jettisoned into the sea.
We were warmly welcomed by the handful of friendly
Yanks performing this feat. They informed us that this was
normal American Forces practice when they were 'leap-frog'
advancing in island warfare. When they moved, they moved
fast by air, we were told.
It was inefficient to transport military impedimenta of any
kind when replacement supplies were already located at their
next base.
All their equipment was considered superfluous and had to
be destroyed so that it could not be used by any future
occupants of their existing base. The 1DO-plus fathoms of
water off the jetty would ensure that in this case.
"Say, Guy, what would be our chances of helping you
dispose of that brand new Jeep and Trailer that's coming up in
line?" This was an 'innocent' question from the chief engineer
of one our sister ships, a well-respe<;ted and well known
Sydney businessman.
"Hell! It would be too dangerous for us to let you help us
out like that!" came the reply. "That Jeep is brand new, and so
is the trailer. It is worth more bucks than you Aussie guys
could raise."
"Well how about two bottles of Scotch whisky, then?"
offered the chief. Our Yank friends laughingly reckoned that
was the funniest thing they'd heard in a long time. But it
seemed that there may be room for negotiation.
"OK But although this is going to hurt us a lot, between
us we could probably raise four bottles of Scotch deal?"
"You guys sure drive a hard bargain. Hey, Hank! Put that
next Jeep out of line for a while," ordered the Top Sergeant in
charge. Then, to us, he said if we could make the swap within
10 minutes, we could drive away on a full tank.
We drove it alongside the Chief s ship with time to spare!
That's not the end of this Jeepy story. It's a small world.
When I was promoted Captain in Labuan a couple of months
later, I was given command of that very ship! I became part
owner of a very illegal ship's jeep, complete with new
paintwork and sign-writing of koala and kangaroo emblems,
and a fictitous number painted on its bonnet that aroused the
interest of many Military Police in our future ports of call!
Eventually and sadly, our much loved jeep became the
subject of a radio message from our commanding officer that I

received when returning to Balikpapan from Makassar in the
Celebes Islands. It was very diplomatically worded. In essence,
it informed me that there was a report that one of our ships
was seen to have on board a Jeep and Trailer with irregular
markings and numbers. His message suggested that, of course,
this could not possibly be the case, a fact that we could
confirm upon our return to Labuan next week.
With great regret, we sold it to a reluctant and nervous
Dutchman in Balikpapan. The price? One hundred Dutch
Guilders, about the equivalent of four bottles of Bois Gin.

A Lucky Miss!
Japanese mines were a constant hidden menace. Some were
tethered just beneath the surface, others either broke free or
were random laid as the Japanese retreated northwards. We
had to accept that they could likely be where we had to go, so
we always kept a keen daylight vigil for any that may be
floating. We had a strong philosophical outlook about those
we couldn't see.
One calm warm tropical night, I was enjoying a spell on
deck in what would, in normal circumstances, have been
magical romantic moonlight. We were halfWay across the Sulu
Sea between Morotai and the Balabac Straight that separated
the Philippine island of Palawan from North Borneo. I was
leaning out over the ship's side, watching the bright displays of
phosphorescence in the bow waves. My mind was thousands
of miles away.
Suddenly, instinct made me jerk back. A large blackish
half-submerged sphere was passing right beneath my nose, just
inches from the ship's side, In my split-second glance I saw
three contact trigger spikes protruding from its surface as it
rolled slowly in the disturbance of our bow wave. I rushed
back to the railing in time to confirm that it was a floating
mine, presumably Japanese. I ordered the officer on watch to
stop engines and to prepare to put about.
The forward lookout received a blast. He apparently
missed seeing the mine as he concentrated his search on
distant objects rather than dead ahead and right under his
nose.
We always aimed to destroy floating mines if we
encountered them, so as to remove such a hazard from the
path of any other ship. We turned 'short round', and crept
slowly back towards the estimated vicinity of the mine. We
used the Aldis signalling lamp as a spotlight, but failed to pick
up this mine. Had we found it, we would have exploded it by
rifle and machine gun fire whilst safely standing off about 100
yards clear. No such luck with this one.
We logged the incident and reported its estimated position
by radio to Base. The Navy would probably hunt it down and
dispose of it in daylight.
We turned short round again and proceeded on our course,
no longer enjoying the beauty of the phosphorescence and
moonlight on those innocent looking tropical waters.

The Big News
On the 6th August 1945, I was on morning watch,
plotting our position in our approach to Morotai on the
island of Halmahera. Our short wave receiver was tuned to
Radio America, our favourite means of keeping informed on
how the war was going, and occasionally keeping abreast of
the latest popular music.
Suddenly the music was interrupted by a very excited
announcer with some obviously catastrophic news. At first we
couldn't follow what he was almost screaming about. We
gathered that there had been some horrific explosion
somewhere, but in the height of a war that was not this
newsworthy. Then we understood that an American bomber
had dropped a secret weapon of devastating destruction on the
Japanese city of Hiroshima. It was a bomb of tremendous
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power, the scope of which amazed us. It seemed that a whole
large city had been wiped off the face of the Earth. It was
described as an 'atom bomb', the significance of which we
didn't understand. It seemed that hundreds of thousands of
people had been killed or injured.
The helmsman commented, "Poor civilian bastards!" We
feli: some sympathy for the apparently innocent women and
children, but this gave way to our great elation because of our
accumulated hatred of the ruthless Japanese armed forces. This
was a dramatic turn of events: our enemy suffering a gigantic
strategic blow to its very heart. Maybe this could hasten their
defeat.
Three days later it was Nagasaki's turn. This time even
greater devastation. Would Tokyo itself be next? No, next was
to be Japan's capitulation!
We wondered how our present role might change. We were
quickly informed that our role would be modified, but that it
would be no less important. It was expected that there would
be many thousands of Japanese refusing to accept defeat. Such
was their fanaticism that they would not believe that they had
lost the war. We were warned to continue our missions on a
'war footing' until the situation clarified.
We had frequent reminders of that advice over ensuing
months. Small groups ofJapanese soldiers had hidden away in
the jungle, unable to suffer the humiliation of defeat. They
would remain a threat to our safety until tracked down and
forced to surrender. We anticipated that rhere would be
Japanese 'visiring cards' left for us in rhe form of mines under
rhe warer, and booby traps on shore.
On one mission we had to deliver supplies to the Brirish
Borneo Civil Administration Unit (BBCAU) in Tawau. This
was a small port at the head of Darvell Bay, between Tarakan
and Semporna on the east coast of Borneo. The bay reminded
us of the Whitsundays and the Great Barrier Reef pretty coral
atolls and islands, with white sandy beaches strewn with
coconut palms, crystal clear pale green and blue water in
surrounding lagoons. It seemed sacrilegious that a war to be
fought in such an idyllic place.
I conned the ship into the small harbour ofTawau,
between two low headlands, one protruding out to sea 100
yards further than the other. Berthing her alongside Tawau's
surprisingly elaborate docks presented no difficulries.
"Nice going," greeted a BBCAU officer, who was in charge
of the port's restoration. "That was a perfect approach!"
"Thanks, but it was straight forward and routine in this
perfect weather", I replied.
"Pretty cool headed, though," added our new friend. "Just
as well you timed the slack water between tides."
"But there's plenty of depth, isn't there? My chart showed 3
fathoms," I said.
"Yes, but didn't you know about the mines the Japs left as
they moved out?"
My jaw dropped. "What mines?" I asked.
He explained thar the Japanese Navy had used Tawau as a
last ditch base. When leaving, they had shackled one contact
mine on each of four cables strung between the headlands,
across the entrance at an angle to the tide's ebb and flood. At
low tide, they were just below the surface, and at high tide still
capable of being stuck by a ship of reasonably shallow draft.
During an ebb, the mines would slowly slide along towards
one end of the cables, their relative positions on their separate
cables randomly spaced, and then return along their cables in
similar fashion on the following flood tide. We had entered at
slack water. The mines would have been towards the ends of
their cables.
As they often say, 'ignorance is bliss.' So, no diligence or
skill on our part: just luck.
We carefully timed our departure from Tawau for slack
water.

Russian Roulette With Mines
"Engine Room Stand By! The engine room telegraph was
rotated fully backwards then forwards again to the original
~ull. Ahe~d position. The wheelhouse telegraph responded
slm~larly m acknowledgment from the engineer on watch. The
engme room noise diminished as the twin engines driving the
centre scre.w were stopped: normal routine preparatory to
manoeuvnng. We were making our approach to the small
harbour of Lahad Datu in North Borneo, between Sandakan
and Sempoma. We were standing off 15 miles from the coast
approaching the narrow channel entrance to the harbour.
'
·Th.e ship's radio buzzed. Our signalman responded,
adJustmg his headphones. He looked startled, which was
unusual for this seasoned sailor.
"What is it,Sparks?"
· "Message from Base, Sir. Warning from Navy about Jap
mmes at the en~rance to Lahad Datu, Sir. They suspect mine
types.to be a mix of Contact, Acoustic, and Magnetic!
Intelhgence reports them to be laid in a field to seaward of the
entrance to the channel, Sir."
"Ful~ Astern Both!" I shouted to the crewman standing by
the engme room telegraph. I moved quickly to a wing of the
wheelhouse. When I saw that the way was off the ship, I
ordered "Stop Both!" and ordered the Bosun to muster the
crew on th~ welldeck as I climbed to the upper bridge.
By the tIme the crew had assembled, the 'grapevine' had
a1r~ady spread t~e unwelcome news. They were accustomed to
bemg kept fully mformed, so my advice and instructions were
brief.
"Base informs us that Naval Intelligence warns that there is
a minefield at the entrance to Lahad Datu. Fellas, you know
that's precisely where we are headed."
"But there's more right now we are hove to on the brink of
it, or nearly so. They are not certain of the field's exact
locatio.n.. It has,~bviously been laid as a farewell gesture by the
departl.ng Jap~. I was pleased to see some of the crew just
shruggmg their shoulders, as if to say, 'so what'. I
acknowledged this cool complacency with a smile.
"But this field is different InteHigence has ascertained that
the mines are a mixture of Contacts, Acoustics, and
Magnetics!"
"Nice menu!" commented the Chief Engineer.
~ome ,quier laughs a~d nods from rhe orher crewmen.
That s a menu we aim to forego" I said. "This is whar we
must do. The channel ahead is the only way in. It's good calm
wearher, so we can 'coast' in as much as possible, just keeping
up sreerage way. We have to keep propeller vibrarions, and all
orh~r noise, to a minimum because of rhe acoustic mines. So,
don r drop anything on the deck; or even scrape a deckboot!
ralking. Sray starionary. Freeze! Read a book, maybe rhe
Bible! As we coast across rhe field, let's pray that we pick a
rrack clear of any contact mines. We're totally steel, so any
bookmakers amongsr you can lay interesting odds on us
missing magnetics!"
Personally, I feel lucky today. I reckon we can do this! So
now take up your "freeze" srations for the next 20 minutes '
Thanks."
.
~ few ~inutes later, I whispered the order: "Telephone the
Chief for Dead Slow Ahead, One Engine" Then to the
helmsman: "?teer 265" "265 it is, Sir", replied the helmsman.
~t ~o n:mute mtervals, whispered telephone orders: "Stop
Engme , bemg followed one minute later by: "Dead Slow
One Engine."
· We ~ere gently powering one minute, then coasting one
mmute, m a continuous cycle.
· There followed the most eerie and nerve-racking 20
mm~J(es I have. ever experienced. Tense silence. Nobody
movmg or ralking. Everybody sweating. Wondering, as always,

N.0
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Then followed intense relief as we confirmed that we were
through the channel and the harbour entrance. No cheers
from anyone just visible signs of relief. So I ordered, "Sound
one very long loud blast on the hooter, please Sparks! "Yes,
Sir!" The noise of our fog horn shattered the awkward silence,
and relieved the tension. A massive cheer went up from us all.
We were through!
We delivered our important cargo, including a locked safe
containing some thousands of Straits Dollars to be distributed
by survivors of BBCAU (British Borneo Civil Adminisrrarion
Unit). They had emerged from the jungle and ser up law and
order after the Japanese occupation force had left. These funds
were desrined for headmen of Dayak rribes as promised
rewards for Japanese heads taken by their warriors during the
occupation. We were told the scalp rate was a paltry amount
per head, equivalent at that time to about five Ausrralian
Pounds. But that would go a very long way at that time in the
jungles of Borneo.
Mission accomplished, it remained only to get back out.
We did, in a manner similar to the way we came in. It was
just as scary; but ir was a case of 'been rhere, done thar!' Our
confidence had been bolstered by our stealthy entrance.
It is remarkable how one gets used to excitement.

River Cruise with a Difference
On one humanitarian mission, I was to take our ship 35
miles (or further if feasible) up the Rajang River in Sarawak to
evacuate civilian men, women and children who had taken
flight from the city of Kuching during the Japanese
occupation. They had made their way north through the
jungle, with the aid of Dayak tribes people, to the inland
towns of Sibu and Kapit. There were several hundreds of these
displaced persons to rehabilitate, but we were committed to
carry only the frail elderly, the infirm, lost children, and
mothers with young children. The more able were to find
their own way back.
The Rajang River was hazardous in normal times, but this
was the rainy season and it was flowing at 5 to 6 knots. As it
narrowed inland, we were to expect up to 8 knots. This would
be a tough test for our under-powered small ship. Secondly,
we were warned that there could be small bands of fanatical
Japanese soldiers still in hiding in the thick uninhabited jungle
along the 35 miles of river banks. Wewould be easy targets for
snipers.
To make Sibu in daylight was essential. It would be very
risky to lie at anchor at night in those circumstances. That
meant a pre-dawn start at river mouth, and full power all the
way. Against the strong current we expected an average
effective speed of 3 knots. Provided we escaped mishap, we
would reach Sibu before dusk.
The river was uncharted, so we took on a trustworthy
Malay fisherman as pilot. Fortunately, I had a smattering of
the Malay language and could understand his warnings and
directions about eddies and channels between rocks, snags of
giant trees and other flood debris. Often we had to veer
quickly to avoid huge floating trees that were being carried
down river by the strong current. Each time we did this, the
bow would swing almost out of control. It was exhausting
work for the helmsmen, and I had these working in one hour
shifts. They had to anticipate skillfully the required deviation
from course, and then quickly counteract any excessive swing
by helming down in the opposite direction.
It was impossible to dodge every floating tree without
risking losing control, so we had to run over a few. It was
worrying to feel the initial thump as we struck at 8.5 knots,
then hear and feel the increasing rumble as the tree rolled
towards our stern under our flat bottom, then feel the
sickening thump as it struck our three propellers and two

rudders. We held our breath whilst confirming that we still
had our propellers and rudders.
We had the feeling that the dense jungle that fringed the
river banks was always too close at hand. It was very much
alive with birds, noisy monkeys, and an occasional orangutan.
Large salt-water crocodiles were always present, but luckily no
insurgent Japanese.
We made good progress, considering the raging current
and obstructions it hurled at us. At 5: 15pm we rounded a
bend and saw the toreshores of Sibu about a mile distant. I
congratulated the pilot, confirmed that he would be available
to get us down the river next afternoon, and commenced
procedures for berthing at a vacant wharf that I could see
through the glasses.
As was usual practice when manoeuvring, I signalled the
Chief Engineer to cut the centre engines. But as the ship
settled into her new speed with port and starboard engines full
ahead, I saw that we were almost stationary! I telephoned the
Chief and asked him for some extra emergency revs on our
port and starboard engines to beat the current. Steering in the
eddying current was tricky, and I was concerned that we
might lose control as we breasted the wharf ahead, but the
helmsman satisfied me that he'd be able to hold her.
50 yards only to go this was nerve-wracking. Although the
engines were racing at 1800 Rl)M, we were only slowly
closing on our wharf. Only 25 yards now Still racing full
ahead, but only inching our way forward. I took hold of the
telegraph, ready to signal the usual 'Half Ahead' orders, but
realised that this was far from a normal operation. If I slowed
down either engine, we'd go backwards down the river!
I asked the Chief to watch through the engine room
portholes for the wharf, and left it ro him to slowly throttle
back as we took weighr on our mooring lines. I briefed the
Bosun accordingly, stressing the importance of quick, efficient
mooring procedures.
Then, just as we nudged alongside the wharf, I just listened
and watched the results. Amazing. We successfully berthed at
full speed ahead, and without a scratch.

Walter Robertson Sheaffe
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Walter sheaffi was taken POW on 15th February 1942 at the
capitulation ofSingapore. His voluminous reminiscence,
written soon after the end ofthe war, chronicles the day to day
existence ofhimselfand his friend Peter Minnett (5184). It
was written fOr Peter's parents. An extract is reproduced below.
Life at Changi was free and easy and apart from always
being a little hungry all were quite content and the time
passed quickly and all would have been quite satisfied to stay
there for the duration of our POW life.
On the 14th March 1943, the first red cross letters arrived. I
received two and Peter received one, typed, which was simply
full of news from Helen. Was a great day for both of us.

Journey to Thaildnd
On the 16th March, 650 POWs (Some from all units)
known as 'T' Battalion of'D' Force ('0' Force consisted of
about 4,000), left Changi with all personal gear per truck for
Singapore Railway Station and the train pulled out at 4.20pm.
It was a special train and we travelled 25 to a van and our kit
as well. The vans were ordinary steel goods vans and the only
ventilation came in through the 5 foot doors on either side. It
was not possible for more than half to be down at once and
the heat was terrific. Some days we would have three meals
and on others two, and they may be any time from midnight
to midday. Some stations we would stop for several hours and
possibly be able to get a wash under the hose where they fill
the engine. Occasionally we could get bananas from the
natives but the guards were very strict. It was a hell of a trip.
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These are the main towns which we stopped at and the
duration of our stay. Left Singapore 1620 hrs. Gemas 02360416, Kuala Lumpur 1115-1311, Ipoh 2135-2239, Prai
0630-0810, Padang Bazar 1620-1738.
Padang Bazar is on the Malay Thailand border. Here are
the names of the townS in Thailand after Padang Bazar. Hadgi
1858-2005. Toorson 0238-0330. Touphey 1414-1600.
Nomprodok 0736 where we at last reached our destination as
far as that train concerned us - and were we glad that that hell
of a trip was over. Here, after travelling nearly 4 days we rested
till midday and the heat was terrific. Nomprodok was the start
of the Thailand Burma line and also a branch line went to
Bangkok which is about 50 miles away in an easterly
direction.
Early in the afternoon we left Nomprodok in open trucks
and the train went very slowly, about 15 miles per hour, along
the new line for 45 miles which then did not go quite as far as
Kanburil. We had to walk four miles to the town carrying all
gear and reached there shortly after dark. This short train trip
of about 5 hours was the worst of the whole trip. We had no
shelter from the sun and there must have been at least 25 of
the lads who could not stand the terrific heat after the long
train trip and simply fainted. The few that had a little water
left in their bottles gave it to them, but in some cases we could
not even give them water to drink. We held shirt or ground
sheets over them for shade. After a slow and tiring 4 mile
march we at last reached our temporary camp at Kanburil
where 's' Battalion (also of'D' Force) was. They had arrived
the day before. A rich pork stew, thick with vegetables, was
ready for us, also the natives were all round the fence and the
guards did not mind us buying from them.
The Thais had all sorts of tropical fruits, the main one
being bananas; but paw paws, mangoes and pineapples were
plentiful, also the women had big baskets of boiled eggs at 5
cents each, so you could imagine the feast we had and the
combination of the lot proved to be too rich for many, but
they recovered by the morning. Peter and I realised the danger
of over-eating and went a little cautiously for the first few
days. Malayan money was of no use so we borrowed some off
our pals and sold the clothes which we did not really need to
the Thais - they would buy anything. Later the Japs changed
the Malayan money for Thai currency. We had about thirty
dollars each to change.
'T' Battalion stayed in Kanburil until the 27th March, just
a week, and did practically no work and lived very well, as the
issue of food was good. There were plenty of vegetables, as
well as meat and pork, also we could buy an unlimited
number of eggs. During this week all signs of palagra (mouth
complaint) completely disappeared and most of the beri-beri.
All were allowed to go down to the river to swim. The guards
did not seem to worry much about us; some of the lads even
went down to the main part of the town; several were caught
and put in gaol for a day. This rest gave us a good chance to
pick up after the trying train trip.
On the 27th 'T' Bn went by motor trucks from Kanburil
to Tarsao a distance of 30 miles along a very rough, dusty and
winding road, arriving at Tarsao at 6pm, we had to sleep in
the open and during the night it rained some inches - all our
kit getting very wet. Tarsao was a big base camp and had been
built some months before by a battalion that had been sent
there for that purpose. There were a couple of thousand there
when we arrived.

Working on the Railways
The huts in Thailand were all the same type, being built
entirely out of bamboo except for the roof which was made
out of palm leaves and was quite effective, never letting the
rain through if correctly put on. But many that the POWs
built were put up in a hurry and a careless fashion with not

very good results. Round the sides of the huts were our beds,
not separate, but more like a raised platform made out of split
bamboo and about 3 feet from the ground and 7 feet wide,
the bamboo having a little give in it. Sometimes we were
living in tents and if we had time built a bamboo platform to
be off the ground and allow the water to run under during
heavy rain, which it often did.
Tarsao was on the river, and on the edge of the jungle and
mountains to the north and west. Our battalion stayed at
Tarsao, working on part of the line - we were mainly clearing
and making embankments till the 6th April, when 'T' Bn.
moved in 4 miles down river, carrying tents and kitchen gear,
plus our packs. Here we formed a small camp and from there
worked on a two-mile strip of the line. We were clearing and
levelling, but we did not lay the line, another party did that.
The work was hard and the hours long.
When we finished this part of the line on the 12th April
the Bn. moved down a further 9 miles carrying all gear to a
camp called Pongashow which had been there for some
months. Here we were again in tents and were sent there to
help finish a big embankment which was some 400 yards long
and about 50 feet high. The food here was the worst we had
so far experienced, lack of vegetables especially and the camp
guards were a very bad lot - always looking for trouble bashings were common, but Peter and I always kept out of
trouble.
We were on shift work and started at 6pm and seldom
finished our job before 2 or 3am, and often later. The soil was
carried on stretchers up to the top of the embankment and
carrying it up the side of the embankment was very hard
work. Many a ton Peter and I carried. After a week many of
our boys got dysentery, also malaria, as mosquitoes were very
bad. The last night we worked on the embankment we started
at 6pm and stopped at 11.30am only having a short while off
for two meals of plain rice. This was to finish that part of the
line.
On the 22nd April 'T' Bn. again walked with all gear back
to Tarsao leaving behind nearly 30 sick with malaria and
dysentery at Pongashow. The Bn. stayed at Tarsao for one day
and left some more sick that could not march the 25 miles.
On the first day we marched 14 miles and stayed the night at
Tonchan camp where POWs were. Then we marched a
further 11 miles to Kanyu No.1. There are three Kanyu
camps. Kanyu No. 1 on the road, Kanyu No.3 where we
were for months, which is about 3 miles up the road from
Kanyu No. 1 on a small creek. Kanya No.2 was known as
Lower Kanyu as it was on the river. After staying the night at
Kanyu No.1, sleeping in the open, we moved up a further 3
miles to our new camp - namely Kanyu No.3. When we
arrived there at midday on the 26th April 1943 it was all
jungle. We carried rice, cooking gear and tents, plus our own
kit. That afternoon our Commanding Officer, Major Quick,
of the 4th Ami Tank Regiment and 4 other officers including
Lt Peter Withycombe, who was in charge of the 2/15
personnel, Captain R. Parker and our medical officer, whom I
cannot speak too highly of as he did a really marvellous job.
The site of the camp was picked near a small creek. It was
cleared, a cook house partly erected and ready for us and most
of the tents up by dark. The following day a small party was
sent to work, the rest still erecting some tents, putting in
bamboo floors and digging latrines.
Our officers did not have to work and were allowed 12
men for camp duties such as cooks, wood cutters, medical
orderlies and hygiene.
Our Bn had a strip of one mile to do, all around the side
of a mountain, which meant there was a lot of levelling to do
and blasting and a big cutting of nearly 300 yards to be made
[Hellfire Pass]. Peter and I were on the rock drilling, which
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while the other would strike with the hammer, which weighed
8 pounds. We would strike for from 200 to 300 blows, then
change. At first each team had to put down one hole of a
metre and another of a half metre, (which although hard work
would normally finish by 3pm, which was much earlier than
the rock rollers, but after a few weeks it was increased to two,
2 metre holes per day, which meant we could not finish before
5 or 6pm and was very heavy work swinging a hammer all
day. Then the Japs decided to start on the big cutting which I
understand is the biggest one in Thailand and also Burma,
and wanted men for the compressed air driven jack hammers,
who were to work 8 hour shifts. Peter and I decided it would
be far better on the jack hammer working 8 hours than the
hammer and tap.
We were on the one jack hammer (they had 4 working
most of the time) for about a month before Peter got malaria.
He was in camp for a few weeks and lost over a stone in
weight and when he came to work again did not come back
with me on to the jack hammer; but was given a job driving
the compressed air engine which drove the hammer. This was
quite easy. He had to see that the engine had plenty of oil,
petrol and water, and also that the air pressure gauge did not
fall below 60lbs pressure. He was on this for several weeks
before getting an attack of malaria, being in camp for about 2
weeks. I also had my first attack of malaria about this time
and did not go to work for 10 days.

Sickness
Malaria was very common, and dysentery was starting to
take its toll and we had had a number of deaths and a lot of
very sick in the camp. The Japs were hard with the sick, many
with malaria and dysentery being made to go to work. I often
saw sick men being helped down to work by their mates and,
because they were too weak to walk, being badly bashed by
the Japs with a bamboo or stick till they were senseless.
Fortunately this never happened to Peter or I re bashings but
we often worked when we had slight malaria. Captain Parker
often had no say as to whom went to work. There may be 70
sick in camp and the Japs would say there must not be more
than 30. This over-work, together with the very poor rations
we had been receiving for months (only dried vegetables) plus
malaria was more than the human body could stand and we
had started to lose a lot of men. All were at least 2 stone down
in weight.
We had a canteen and were being paid but as all canteen
goods had to come up by barge we would only get a few
supplies, eggs etc, in every 3 weeks, and then only a few per
man, not enough to do any good in the state we were in. We
would as occasionally get meat, or one pig for 500 men.
AIl camps were having a very tough time, men dying every
day and no treatment for dysentery, not even salts, often
charcoal was all they could give them. Beri-beri was very
common; but had not caused any deaths. There was quite a
lot of quinine but nothing to put on tropical ulcers, which
many of the lads had. Colonel Oakes' camp, which was only
half a mile from us lost a lot of men, as also did Hintock
Camp where Lt Colonel Dunlop and Major Collett were.
These 4 months while we were at Kanyu No.3 camp I
consider were the worst and by far the most trying of all. The
climate was against us, there was mud and slush over the tops
of our boots for months, and it never seemed to cease raining.
Many boys got trench feet owing to the mud and a lot by this
time had no boots at all, working in bare feet.
Towards the end ofJune the dreaded cholera which they
get every year in the jungle was reported from camps up the
river. All precautions were taken. We could only wash in
boiled water and the Japs gave us cholera injections, but I do
not think they were effective. Our camp did not lose many

with it.
Colonel Oakes camp lost a lot, as did Lt Colonel Dunlop's
camp 10 miles further up the river. All that died from cholera
were burned on big fires.
About this time I went up to one camp for a day to get
some jack hammer drills and there were 6 bodies on stretchers
- chaps who had died 2 days before this and the Japs would
not allow the camp commander's men to bury the dead. How
long it was before they were buried I do not know, but at this
stage every available man that could walk to work must go.
The Thailand Burma line must go through - loss of life
meant nothing to them. It was a common sight at our camp
to see a body lying under the shade of a tree with only a rice
sack over it till it could be buried at our camp or carried down
3 miles to Kanyu No. I where there was a big cemetery.
It would not be right to say how trying life was at Kanyu
No.3, you did not know where you would be 24 hours
ahead. It was not a life it was merely an existence and just one
at that. The true purge peak was at its worst, treatment was
terrible, floggings and bashings at work were hourly
occurrences, many being bashed senseless by bamboos then
kicked most mercilessly while on the ground and often left
lying in the sun till they were able to get up themselves. Very
seldom were we allowed to help them to their feet after such
punishment. Nothing could be done either by us or our camp
commander, guards were reported time and time again to the
higher Jap command.
By this time there were two shift or rock rollers working 12
hours each shift. Also there were some 600 men from Colonel
Oakes camp working in the big cutting with us, many of
them working for 40 days on night shift, 6pm till 6am, with
never a day off and often during the day they would go to
Lower Kanyu to bring up canteen goods or to Kanyu No.1
(both over 3 miles in mud 8 to 10 inches deep) to bring back
bags of rice on their backs. We had to do the same. I worked
for 68 days with never a day off; but was only working eight
hour shifts and used to change shifts every 3 days.
Towards the end ofJune and in early July small parties of
sick, some carried down on stretchers, many of them able to
walk, taking their own time, to either Kanyu No. I or Lower
Kanyu. Peter went down with the second lot to Lower Kanyu,
where they were to wait till barges would take them down to
the base camp either at Tarsao or Kanburil.
Peter was not a stretcher case, he walked down. He (Peter)
was evacuated because of malaria, which he had rather badly
and was just generally 'done in' because of overwork. My
malaria was not so severe.
By this time another working party under Major Newton
came up to help us finish the cutting. He had about 500 men.
It was finished by the middle of July and all hoped that the
camp, which was under half our original number, would be
sent down river out of the jungle as our given strip was
finished and none of us were fit for work. I had had repeated
attacks of malaria and was low in condition and did not work
much during July; but we, i.e. the fittest (about 100 men),
were sent up on the train which was then rhrough the
Hintock about 10 to 15 miles up river. After being there
about a fortnight, Peter marched up with a party from Lower
Kanyu and Captain Parker also. He looked ever so much
better and had put on quite a bit of weight. The rations had
improved and there was a good and plentiful supply of eggs at
Lower Kanyu.

Evacuation
After being at Hintock about 2 weeks - Peter and I both
getting malaria - they again started evacuating sick down river
and this time Peter was fortunate in getting an attack of
malaria the very day a barge was in, so he was put on the sick
draft and this time reached Tarsao. When I saw him next, in
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the convalescent depot on the 21st September, he did look,
and was, quire fit. 1 unforrunately came out of hospital on
that very morning, therefore missing the draft and much to
my disappointment was again separated from Peter. I did my
utmost to try and get an evacuation down with the sick but
could not. All Hintock camp moved up river in barges to
Kinsio camp about 9 miles further up on the 14th September
and I was beginning to wonder if I was ever going to go down
river at all - but on the 21 st September. I was sent down river
at last, owing to repeated attacks of malaria and one of the
first persons I saw when I reached Tarsao was Peter. It was
shortly after this that the Minnett Shealfe toffee parrnership
starred, which was a very thriving concern.
In the convalescent depot no one did any work unless they
volunteered and, then it was working inside the camp and was
very easy. The pay was 20 cents per day and some worked so
as to be able to buy fruit or smokes at the canteen. Peter and I
did nothing for the first few weeks, we both had a little
money and the food was quite good so we decided we would
take it easy for a while. We both became members of the
library and spent most of our time reading, swimming in the
river and sleeping, and Peter and I both put on weight and
were feeling very well. We used to get minor attacks of malaria
about every forrnight which would generally last from 2 to 3
days, we could always get quinine.
After a few weeks our money was getring low, as we had
been spending rather lavishly buying eggs, which were
plentiful, and fruit. We decided to volunteer for work in the
hospital area, which consisted of digging latrines and worked
for 1'/2 to 2 hours per day. The pay being 25 cents per day.
Also we thought a little exercise would do us good. Shortly
after this Peter and I decided that in our spare time we would
make a little peanut toffee so as to bring in a little extra
money and it proved a great success. We increased our output
till we were making at least a dollar a day each, above our
wages, some days we made up to 6-8 dollars.
I had an army plate which I used as a frying pan and we
could buy brown sugar and peanuts at the canteen. Both of us
lived very well for about 6 weeks buying dozens of eggs at a
time (l0 eggs for a donar) and bananas and grape fruit. We
would always have one for breakfast and generally 6 eggs per
day, either boiled, fried or scrambled - we made a lot of
omelettes. Oil could also be bought at the canteen. Peter was
very nearly sent over to the lines (working camp) on several
occasions and was due to go over on a cerrain day but got
malaria the day before, therefore did not go. Then he had
slight sinus trouble which I remember him saying had given
him a little trouble back in Australia. It did not trouble him at
an but he used to get slightly swollen round the eyes,
especially if he slept with a sheet over his head, so with this
they would not send him over to the working camp. I was
feeling very fit and was expecting to be sent to the lines. I did
not want to go, life was free and easy in the convalescent
depot. However on the 12th December 43 I was sent over so
we had to dissolve a very paying parrnership: both had made
about 40 dollars and we had lived very well.
On Christmas Day Peter came over and Jack Whitry and I
had our Christmas dinner together. A few days prior to this we
heard the first British planes flying over our camp towards
Bangkok where they were bombing shipping. During the
middle ofJanuary 44 the Japs starred to evacuate the hospital
and convalescent depot patients down to Chungkai, which was
the best camp on the river in all respects - food was very good
and there were 3 good canteens. We could buy steak and eggs,
coffee, biscuits, and all kinds of fruit. Just prior to Peter going
down there, we received mail on the 10th January. I received 3
lettcrs but do not remembcr how many Peter received, but
know he receivcd somc. A few days after this he was sent

down, and I did my best to go down with him, but could not
get on the draft, much to my disappointment. Shortly after
this I took Jack Whitry into parrnership in the toffee business
and I made about another 60 dollars till I was sent down with
a small parry of 60 to Bampong on the 5th April.
Our job was to load barges which went up to a new base
camp namely Tamwan where all Tarsao was moved down to.
The food was good - the best I had had in Thailand, also
there was a good canteen, buying direct from the markets
every day for it. Eggs were 12 for 1 dollar and paw paws were
cheap. Here I lived very well spending over a dollar a day on
food. I sold a pair of long trousers and shirr for 45 dollars. I
had over 75 dollars in my wallet at one stage, a lot of money
for a POW On the 4th May our parry moved up river in
barges (taking 2 days owing to the river being in flood) to
Tamwan which was now the new base camp of No. 4 group.
Lt Col Dunlop was there in charge of the hospital. Peter came
down from Chunkai with a lot of others. He was looking very
well and had only had a few attacks of malaria while at
Chunkai. I also had not had an attack since leaving Tarsao.
Chungkai and Tamwan were very healthy camps.

Journey to Japan
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During the middle ofJune, 500 fit men all, including Peter
and I, were told we would soon be going to Japan as No 57
Parry. On 21 st June 1944 all left Nomprodok per rrain for
Singapore travelling the same route as we came up by. We
arrived at Singapore on 26th and went to River Valley camp a
few miles from Singapore. There we stayed until 1st July,
when we went on board an old burned-our cargo boat of
about 5,000 tons. The rice here was very light and we only
had dried vegetables. The boat pulled out into the harbour for
2 days. All were down the holds and were very crowded
indeed and the heat below was terrific. Were only allowed on
deck to go to the latrines or for a salt water shower, which we
did not even get every day. (Sometimes went a week without
one.) There were about 1200 on board. A parry that arrived in
Singapore a few days earlier went on board with us.
On 3rd July our convoy of 11 boats left Singapore and
sailed to Marie in Borneo on the west coast, arriving there on
8th and left on 10th in a convoy of 15 ships plus 3 escorts.
On 16th we came in past the Corrigidor, which is the
entrance to Manila Bay where one escorr dropped several
depth charges. Our convoy stayed in Manila until 8th August.
We were never allowed off the boat. After 24 hours sailing
from Manila the second boat behind us was torpedoed and
sunk in a few minutes. Spotter Jap planes dropped bombs but
do not think they got the sub. After this, the convoy pulled
into a small harbour for 2 days, leaving on 12th with 14 ships
plus 4 escorrs, and we ran into a typhoon. I believe we lost 5
boats; one with paws was driven ashore with the loss of a
few lives. On 15th our boats reached Formosa, the rest of the
convoy arrived a few days later, then on 16th sailed to Kelung.
Here we stayed until 27th, when we sailed for Okinawa and
arrived there on 30th.
On 1st September we sailed with 18 boats and pulled into
a small harbour believed to be the southern parr of Kyushu
Island on 3rd, leaving on 4th and arriving at Moji on 7th
September after a trip of 67 days. During this trip, the food
was the worst we had had for any long period, a few
vegetables were brought aboard at Manila and Formosa, but
they only lasted a few days. Mostly our meals consisted of rice
with deserr spoonful of a rotten fish paste, the latter being
most revolting. We all lost between 1 to 2 stone in weight and
had 6 deaths during the voyage. Peter had one attack of
malaria and I had one attack of another.
Our guards were a parricularly bad lot, and we had to
witness some frightful bashing given to some of the men and
officers. Were all made to kill a cerrain number of flies per
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of us always had some spare flies. This trip was very severe on
all with the result that by the time we reached Japan our parry,
which was quite fit lot of men when we left Singapore, were
far from fit.

Japan
On reaching Moji the 1200 were divided into parties, Peter
and I being in one with 250 Australians and 50 Dutch. Lieut
Withycombe was in charge and Captain Hinder our medical
officer. That night we slept in horse stalls and left per train at
8am on 8th September. After a barge trip taking 12 hours, we
arrived at Shikoku Island. After a 3-mile train trip arrived at
Yamanee Camp on 9th September, and on 8th Many 1945
we moved to another camp, Niihama Camp, which was 3
miles away and right on the sea. Here our party stayed till the
end of the war.
The Yamanee camp was quite a good one, being well
situated and laid out. The huts had electric light when there
was not a blackout, and we had hot baths all during the
winter. These hot baths during the cold I think helped to keep
many of us alive. There was a small hospital which would
accommodate ten patients but there was practically no
medical treatment. All were issued with 4 Jap blankets, a white
singlet, shirt, long underpants and Jap army tunic and
trousers, also a small hard pillow made out of rice straw. Were
issued with Jap rain capes which were of little good, also a
great coat which was very thin and the cold winds which blow
across northern Manchuria and Mongolia went straight
through them. All were issued with rubber boots, which we
used down the mine, also wearing them to work.
Work started down the mine on 20th September. The
mine was 4 miles up a valley and we went in open ore trucks
whether it was snowing or raining, (and it snowed most of the
time from the middle of December till the middle of
February). On reaching the mine head, all except about 50
who worked in workshops boarded a small train and then
went along a tunnel for 4,800m, going into the side of the
mountain. We got off then at No. 14 level, where there were
workshops and offices where all reported and were told on
what levels we would be working. This level was 2,500 feet
below the top of the mountain. Peter worked on a different
levels from me for most of the time, and was mainly using a
jack hammer or drifter. (A drifter is 'a big type of jack hammer
which is attached to column which reaches from the floor to
the ceiling and the drifter (electric hammer) is attached to an
arm which is at right angles to the column. Is much easier
worked than a jack hammer, which has to be held all the
time.)
I was just an ordinary worker, always working clearing the
rock and copper ore away and putting it in trucks so as to
have the end of the drive clear for the next shift to start
drilling, which was the hardest type of work. The air,
especially down the lower levels, was very heavy. The humidity
very high, as there was water in most drives and the heat was
tertifie, perspiration just simply rolled off. Shortly after
Christmas, all parties changed levels and Peter and I often
used to be on the same floor but seldom on the same job.

Life in Japan
Breakfast was at 5:30am, then check parade and we would
leave camp at 6:30 and not be back until 5:30 or 6pm. Then
we'd have a hot bath, tea 6.30, check parade at 8:30, then
lights out - all except two which were always burning. There
always had to be two POWs on picket. Each pair would be on
for one hour, and it was a long hour, especially during the
winter. This was a Jap order. The picket had to be able to tell
the guard how many men slept in the hut, rhe number at
work, and the number in hospital. This had to be given in

Japanese. There were 3 shifts, the main one being No 1. shift
which left camp at 6:30am returning at 6pm. No 2. shift left
at 12 noon and returned at midnight, and No 3. shift which
was only a small shift of 25 men went out at 8pm returning at
8am, having breakfast when we got back to camp. Peter was
never on No 3. shift, which was by far the worst. I used to do
the three and dreaded going out in the snow at night when
everyone else was going to bed.
The rice issue was very light considering the hard work we
were doing - just 2 1/2 pints per day. We were issued with a few
green vegetables, but these were only for the first 5 to 6 weeks,
and after that for nearly two months we got mainly potato
leaves in our 'stews' as we called them, but this was thinner
than any thin soup. Soya beans were also issued, but only a
few pounds per day; sugar a little over one pint per day, and
about the same amount of oil for all camp, but we later did
not receive any. All were rapidly losing weight and quite a few
were showing signs ofberi-beri prior to the New Year. Peter
had a slight swelling in the legs, but still had to go to work.
Captain Hinder was not given much say by the Jap medical
orderly.
On 10th November, Red Cross parcels arrived and worked
out at I parcel between 5 men. Then on 10th December, 21 st
January 1945 and 23rd February, we received 1 parcel per
man on each occasion. These weighed l11bs and were from
the American Red Cross. These did a lot of good and also
kept the morale of the lads up. Early in January, all were
allowed to write one letter per person of about 150 words. No
mail was received while we were in Japan.
About this time we saw the first American planes in action
over Japan. They were bombers - only dropped 3 bombs, but
mainly machine gunning on ack ack gun, could see this from
our camp and hear them going down in a power dive; was a
great sight. Several months later it was a common sight to see
formations of B29 flying overhead.
As the months dragged by, all were still losing weight and
the sick parades were getting larger every week. Beri-beri was
very common, there was also dysentery. By this time I had
signs of beri-beri. Rice polishings were on issue most of the
time for the bad cases. Peter by this time still had beri-beri and
was still working until early April, when he was allowed to
staying camp but was not in hospital - he used to sleep in the
sun or read. He was never in hospital at Yamanee, and when
the camp moved to Niihama on 18th May he even walked,
carrying most of his gear.
While at Yamanee the warrant officer and Jap sergeant who
were in charge of the camp most of the time were real brutes.
At the slightest provocation they would do all possible to
make it harder for us, and on one occasion they tortured 4 of
our boys by putting their hands on a table and driving sharp
nails or a thin knife blade through the skin between the
thumb and fingers thus pinning their hands to the table, so
they could not pull away, then slowly lifting their finger nails
from the quick with a sharp instrument. Peter and I did nor
see this but could hear it from our hut.
The Jap Commander, a captain, was mostly at Zentsuji
(which was the main camp headquarters of all the camps on
Shikoku Island - he being in charge of them all) would only
come to our camp once or twice a month. On 16th Mayall
ceased work at the mine, and on 18th moved down to
Niihama Camp which was on the sea. There were just over
300 Dutch there - had been for several years. This camp was
about 3 or 4 miles from Yamanee.
Niihama Camp was the same type, also having hot baths
and electric light, but from this time until VP Day there were
blackouts often lasting half the night. This was practically a
nightly occurrence. We could hear the planes going over for
hours and when Takamatsu was bombed for 2 hours one
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night, which was nearly 50 miles away. We could hear the
bombs exploding quite clearly; even rhe windows in the huts
were vibrating. That town was burning for several days and
was completely burned out.

honour and the Last Post was then sounded. On leaving
Niihama the ashes were taken with us to Manila to be buried
eventually, I understand, in British Territory.

The Death ofPeter

From the middle of July on, it was practically a daily
occurrence to see fortresses overhead, sometimes in 10's or IS's
often bigger numbers. One day 70 odd flew over and were
joined by 50 fighters. The local ack ack opened up, but the
planes did not even break formation. There was not a single
occasion when the American planes were over that I saw a Jap
fighter go upafter them.
While in Yanamee Camp we heard no outside news at all,
but at Niihama there was a Dutchman who could read the Jap
paper. Unbeknownst to them, he was getting it from the Jap
office (where he was a batman there) taking it to his hut,
reading it and returning it at about 6am. This is how we knew
the war in Europe was over, and also that the Philippines had
been in our hands for some months.
It was through this source that we heard of the use of the
atomic bomb, and that they had appealed through the
International Red Cross about its use. This amused us greatly,
as they did not adhere to the Red Cross themselves. Our camp
was approximately 70 miles from Hiroshima, where the first
one was dropped, but we knew nothing until hearing of it in
their paper a few days later.
We heard the bombs being dropped on Takamatsu about
50 miles north from us, and saw the town burning for several
days. The raid started at about 11 pm and lasted for over an
hour.
On the morning of 15th August (just 4 years to the day
since our arrival in Singapore) all parties went to work as usual
at 7am, but our party was told to get changed at 2: 15pm and
return to camp. Our Jap Bancho (overseer) seemed rather
worried, as did all the others. We had no idea what the reason
was. On arriving back in camp found all other parties in and
rumours galore. Some were told the war was over, others that
we were moving camp. However, that night there was not a
black out and no air raid alarms, so we knew something big
was on. The following morning no one went to work, but we
were given no reason.
On the morning of 18th the Jap Captain (CO of our
camp) held a parade and stated that hostilities had temporarily
ceased, but that fighting might start again and that we were
still POW's and would be treated as such. All knew from the
subdued way he spoke that the day had come for which we
had continually prayed.
Our rations were not increased till we helped ourselves,
unbeknownst to them. A lorry arrived one afternoon with
1,200 botdes of Ashai beer, 2 per man; they even then would
not increase our rice ration. They said it should be decreased
instead as we were not working. Little did they know that we
had taken 15 bags of rice from their store. On about 20th our
camp commander, who was Dutch, asked the Jap captain if he
could get a paper for us, to see the news. This reply was that
all were printed in Japanese and therefore of no use to us. But
when informed that their paper would do through the
interpreter he was so surprised that his eyes nearly popped out
- had no idea that we had someone who could read Japanese.
So we got our paper.

Conditions at this camp were far better than at Yamanee;
the guards were quite reasonable and the rice issue was a slight
improvement and a small amount of green vegetables was
coming in. Peter never went to work in this camp. He was in
the hut until the first week in June, then was put in hospital,
where it was more comfortable and he cQuld get more
attention. All the boys were working in different factories. No
one at this time was working down the mines. I was working
in a party of 20 who were unloading copper ore trucks and
used to shovel from 90 to 150 tons of ore per day. This was
hard work, and I never thought all of us could last long doing
such hard work on such poor rations. I am sure we could not
have, had it not been that there was a big dump of maize near
where we were working, from which all were able to get quite
a useful amount. We used to carry 'scrounge bags' with us. I
used to boil it up with the others, and for the last months was
having at least 3 pints of boiled maize per day, which was very
strengthening with the result I went up 1 stone. Our Jap
bancho (boss) knew we were getting it and gave us quite a fair
go. He always realised we could not do such hard work for
long on our camp ration. Ofren I would take some in to Peter,
but plain maize is not very appetising at any time, least of all
when not feeling 100%. He sometimes used to have a little ,in
preference to rice. For a while they were able to get eggs for
him, but only 3 or 4 a day and only for a few weeks. He was
also having bully beef which had been saved out of the red
cross parcels and kept in the RAP.
His beri-beri was slowly getting worse. I used to go over
and see him every evening after I came in from work. By this
time early in July, I realised that he only had a slight chance of
tecovery. I had seen so much of it in Thailand. Often used to
speak to Captain Hinder about Peter, and knew that he was
very worried about his condition and was doing all that was
humanly possible in his power for Peter with very little
medical supplies at his disposal. Peter must have realised that
he only had a slight chance of recovering, but did not think
the end was so near. He never mentioned this to me and never
once gave up hope, just not caring what happened as many of
the boys did.
I saw him on the evening of 10th July as I always did after
I came back from work. He did not appear to be any worse
than he had' been during the past few days and we were
talking about air raids and planes which had been flying over
our camp the night before and although it was an effort for
him to talk for long, he was quite cheerful. I went out to work
early on 11 th, and when I came back to camp in the
afternoon I was told that Peter had died quite suddenly at
about 11 o'clock that morning. Even though I was pardy
prepared for it, it was a terrific shock to me. We were the very
best of mates always and his death has been a very real blow to
me. Peter was always so cheerful and jolly no matter how
things were. This did a lot to help us keep our chins up too.
He was tremendously popular, making many friends wherever
he went.
Early that afrernoon, Lieut Withycombe held a service in
the dining hall and afrer check parade that night, when all the
boys were back in camp, spoke very nicely to us all about
Peter. This was followed by one minute's silence.
On 3rd September, ie after VP Day, Lieut Withycombe,
one other Australian and myself went to the cemetery to bring
back the ashes of the two Australians and 30 Dutchmen to
camp. The urns were in small wooden boxes each with name
and number. They were placed in a room with a guard of

Liberation

Following is a diary ofSheaffe's last weeks as a prisoner.

28th August 1945.
After hearing that hostilities had ceased on the 15th. We
naturally expected to see some of our allies before this date
and all were getting rather bored of loafing round the camp.
Everyone was predicting big things to happen such as Red
Cross parcels, mail or even better still the Yanks to walk in the
gates on certain days.
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Section 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - After lunch a plane was heard, and was obviously a Yank the first we had seen since the war ended. It flew round at a
great height then flew off. About an hour later 2 big 4engined planes flying low appeared and flew round till they
located our camp, B 19's we think they were. One came
directly over the low hill behind Out camp heading straight for
us, and what a magnificent sight I will never forget it, it
appeared to be just clearing the hill top and flew over us at
about 600 feet. I was absolutely spell-bound with admiration
and joy to know that they were Yanks and they knew where
we were. After circling round it flew low over our compound
and could see the bomb rack open, then, petrol drums, boxes
of medical equipment, with yellow parachute atrached and
bundles of clothing came hurtling down others swinging on
the end of the parachute. What a sight, one never to be
forgotten by hungry and ill nourished POW's. The lads
waved, shouted, whistled and did everything but jump up and
touch them. To us who have been practically out of touch
with civilization for 3 1/2 years, it was more like a Speed
Gordon or something.
Some drums broke loose from the parachute and came
hurtling down, and the contents (such as tinned peaches,
apricots or fruit salad in lib tins) were splatrered over an area
of up 20 yards - a waste admittedly, but there was ample of it
and it was a great sight to see ir. There were drums of cocoa
some which broke open, about 20% was unusable. Many
were damaged but quite fit for consumption. Some drums
dropped on huts, one went through the guard hut roof, many
landed outside the compound but as the fence was smashed
down by drums and packages the lads took 'French leave' and
went in search of them. Some floated down on the hills half a
mile away, others down to the town.
Our lads were walking along the streets just as if they
owned the entire island. Several houses were smashed (takes
very little to smash a Jap house), electric light wires were
severed and one water main burst by a falling drum. The
attendants of the camp were positively spellbound with
amazement. One Jap kid was electrified, another killed by a
falling parcel.
Approx. 50 drums were dropped containing food then
there were bundles of clothing, medical supplies also some
papers and magazines. The papers were dated 15 inst. and
gave full details recap. etc.

Firstly clothing - issue per mafl
3 drawers
1 Jacket
2 U. Shirts
1 belt
2 socks (pair)
1 cap
1 shirt
1 shoes
1 trousers
3 handkerchiefs
1 towel
also complete toilet set including insecticide powder which
we need as fleas are in countless hundreds.
This is the ration for 100 men fOr 3 days, it also stated do not
over eat or over medicate, both need heeding as many of us are
in a very bad state both physically and mentally, 50% of us
would be at least 3 stone under normal weight and takes very
linle to upset our poorly nourished stomachs, fortunately my
health as a POW has been bener than 85% of us.

3 Block No 1

3 Block No 2

1 Block No 3

(each containing)
2 cases soup
1 case fruit juice
1case accessory package
1 case matches

(each containing)
3 cases of C.Rations
1 Hasp. Supplies
2 cases fruit

(each containing)
1 case candy
1 case gum
1 case cigs

1 Block No 5

Block No 7

Block No 10

(each containing)
1 case soup
1 case veg. Puree

(each containing)
1 case Nescafe
1 sack sugar

(each containing)
3 cases frui t
2 cases juice

1 case Bouillon
1 case milk
1case Hasp. Supplies 1 case cocoa
1 case Vir. tabs
Some of these cases contained chocolate, chewing gums,
and biscuits and there were also drums containing 1 lb tins of
milk, beans, chicken and peas also tinned fruits. No meats, ie
solids such as bully beef.
3 Planes, presumed to be B19's, dropped these supplies.
One had "POW supplies" painted on the wings, they seemed
colossal to us at such close range, they were also taking photos.
They were flying round for over 2 hours, and was the best air
pageant to have ever witnessed. When the first plane came
over I was absolutely spellbound with joy, and was so pleased
to see them that tears came to my eyes - all I could uner as I
madly waved my appreciation was "You bloody beauts" as
they soared at terrific pace about 500ft above us.
We received approx. 200 cigs per man consisting of Phillip
Morris, Camel, Chesterfield and Rowleigh. What a pleasure to
be able to throwaway cigarette buts again, since from the time
of our arrival in Japan until the capitulation, the 'generous' Japs
issued each man with 1 cigarette per day and no other tobacco
whatsoever. I have smoked potato leaves, pine bark and pine
needles, but with little satisfaction. We were all far too excited to
sleep, and I smoked 16 cigarettes from 6pm until roll call at
5:30am. I slept only 2 hours. Everyone was talking about the
spectacular way the Yanks do things, and it is a day that will live
long in my memory. Cheers for the Yanks.
P.S. Pamphlets were dropped stating that supplementary
rations would be delivered in such manner to us at periods of
about 3 to 4 days will we were released.

29th August
All was quiet in the camp and all very contented after 2
really good meals thanks to yesterdays big display. After lunch
4 twin engine and twin fuselage planes flew very low indeed
just skimming the roof tops, were the first of this type we had
seen, believe it was a P38 and what a beautiful plane it was
and can they handle them, doing the victory roll at a few
hundred feet.

31st August
Further food supplies were dropped also cigs, now all have
about 400. No clothing was dropped. One plane dropped 16
parcels all attached to p.shutes of different colours and every
one opened, was a great sight.

3rd September
2 Australians and 1 officer (including myself) and 6 Dutch
went out to the cemetery to bring back the ashes of 32 POWs
(30 Dutch and 2 Australians) (Bdr Minnetr PJ and Private
Coupe). The ashes were in an urn which was in a box with
the name and number painted on it, these were approximately
1ft under the soil. Both the lads died approx a month prior to
capitulation, both from beri-beri. It is pathetic that they
should go through so much and pass out in the home straight.
Peter Minnen was my greatest friend, had been together since
capture in Singapore. We both went through the hardships
and gruesome cholera period in Thailand. His death came as a
great shock to me although I realised his condition was very
low and chances of recovery very slight. For weeks I used to
see him every evening after I came back from work. He was
only 26 and very good SpOrt and a very solid pal at all times.
Was the only son of Dr Minnett of Manly, also an old Shore
boy. We were planning some marvellous times when we were
free.

4th September
2 Red Cross representatives (1 Swiss and Sweden) arrived
in camp - could not enlighten us about movements except
that 1/4 of POW's in Tokyo had been evacuared already and all
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was being done to speed us on our way possible within the
next 3 ro 6 days. They stated that they knew our condition re
food and condition but the Nips would not allow more Red
Cross in or help them.
During their stay POW' supplies flew over and dropped
more food (The plane is now referred ro as 'the grocer', which
we were glad ro see call again). Also, fighter planes of the naval
unit dropped books and magazines. I have a piece of a
parachute as a souvenir.

Ronald William Shepherd

4413

Whilst my unit was stationed on the Atherton Tablelands I
was sent ro Intelligence Schoo!' where my OC was Col Even
Mander-Jones, my former master at Shore in Grade IV One
night in the Mess he asked me if I expected ro get a good
result and I replied that if I didn't it would reflect on my early
education. I think he was not amused, but I did get a good
pass in the course.

Colin Russell Sinclair
Submitted by Roma Sinclair, wife·

4049

Mr Sinclair had a farm at Wildes Meadow which grew
potaroes for the Army. He didn't like being exempt and
badgered people to let him do some military service. They
gave him a one-armed man ro assist with rhe farm and put
him in charge of an M Barrery at Newcastle. He almost ran
himself into the ground doing twO jobs but did obtain
enormous amount of satisfaction out of 'doing his bit', as he
termed it. He used ro dash back and forth between Newcastle
and Wildes Meadow (which is near Robertson and now under
water under a dam since built).
One anecdote that I do know is that Col was perturbed
that it took some 16 seconds ro plot the range of an aircraft
overhead and he got the engineer ro make a slide rule which
was almost a metre long and with it they could plot the range
in about eight seconds. Col said he heard later that the idea
was adopted by the Military, probably the forerunner of
computerised range finders.
The M guns were manned by Women's Auxiliary Army
personnel. Col thought they were efficient and quickly learned
the use of a slide rule. Col was always a person who used a
slide rule with great enthusia~m. He used ro say "Children in
Infants School in Europe learned ro use slide rules, and it
should be done in all our schools roo!"

Eric Charles Slatter

3865

Submitted by Richard Slatter, son.
He was not a person on whom the war made a great
impression, as he was a "live for roday and romorrow - not
yesterday" type of man. He seldom reminisced, and most of
his phoros and medals, went out in the rubbish after he was
demobbed.
The only anecdote of which I am aware concerning Dad
was rold ro me by Mike Wright who was pilot of the plane
involved. Wright and Dad were in a constant state of affront
at what they regarded as the upper class twit element in the
RAE No doubt this was reciprocated by the Brits.
Returning from a raid over Europe one afternoon, Dad was
the navigaror and lying out in the nose of the aircraft. From
this vantage point he sporred one of his particular Pommy
'betes noires' flying just above. Guided by Dad, Wright, who
held the same opinion of the other pilot, proceeded to fly up
under the British aircraft and 'bump' it off course. Alas, the
Brit panicked, or Wright and Dad miscalculated, or both
happened, and the British propeller chopped the Aussie port
wing in two. Fortunately Wright was a very seasoned and
capable pilot who managed ro land in an English field. There

is a photo of the plane with the busted wing with Mike
Wrighr looking like thunder and Dad inspecting rhe damage.

Donald Philip Smeed Smith

5038

On the night of 10th May 1944, the bombers ordered to
attack the railway yards near Lille were forced to stay longer
than usual over the target area because of trouble in marking
the target. This was particularly unfortunate as there was a
German fighter aerodrome very near the target.
As my aeroplane was approaching rhe target with bomb
doors open, everything suddenly went hot dry and red. When
rhe flame had gone out, I could not feel any aeroplane about
me, so I undid my seat belt and released my parachute and
was thus able to save my life.
In every way I was very lucky, namely;
1. There was armout plate behind me.
2. I had the parachute pack underneath me.
3. I had a seat type parachute.
4. I received a great deal of help from Frenchmen.
When I reached the ground I found that my helmet had
disappeared and that I had only one boot on. Apart from a
slight burn between sleeve and glove on my left arm, I seemed
to be in remarkably good order and was able to move well
away from my dropping point before dawn. Years later I heard
that the local people at the time concluded that I had been
taken prisoner. Later I found rhat I had several small pieces of
metal m my body and, from the scorching of the leather
gloves I was wearing, it is probable that my hair had been
singed a little (it was some time later before I saw a mirror).
~he seat type parachu~e was a major contributor to my
SUrviVal. In bombers, seating arrangements allowed pilots only
to use seat type parachutes (where the canopy pack was
permanently attached). Other crew members had to use rhe
type where the canopy pack had ro be hooked on before use.
In my experience, pilots on the bombing squadrons always
used the 'hook on' parachutes, the same as other crew
members, and filled the hollows in their seats with packing. I
followed this custom until about 10 days before I was blown
up, when a General Air Force Order came out authorising the
pl10t~ of La~casters ro w~ar seat type parachutes. I changed
over ImmedIately and without further thought. I did this as,
prior ro joining the squadron, I had served as an instrucror for
about 18 months on a station where all pilots used seat type
parachutes at all times. I never questioned as to whether it was
by :ashion, custom or orders that the use of the two types
vaned.
I.found it difficult ~o believe that I was the only one ro
survIve from the machmes lost on that occasion. I can only
conclude that all of the other planes lost were also blown up
and that there were no other seat type parachutes worn.
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The Lancaster Which Did Not Fly Level
On take off, this machine, as soon as it was airborne, was
found to be a little on its side. Pilots were able to make it fly
level by unusually large adjustments to the control surface
trimming tabs. !10wever. there seemed ro be something
uncomfortable m the flymg of the machine after the
adjustments had been made. The machine, in some way,
seemed to have been flying better before the trimming tabs
had been adjusted.
Pilots found that the machine would not climb ro 20,000
feet with a full bomb-load after these big adjustments had
been ~ade ro the tabs. The machine would climb properly if
the adjustments ro the trimming tabs were cancelled and it
was flown slightly on its side, ie in the attitude it was found to
adopt immediately after take off. These experiences were
confirmed by more than one pilot.
Something had ro be done before this machine could be
flown on operations again. The squadron's engineers could
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machine's body, wings or control surfaces had been distorted
slightly as the result of violent evasive action, a very heavy
landing or some other odd incident. Accordingly, it was
decided to send the machine to the maker's maintenance unit
to have all its dimensions checked.
The machine was returned to the squadron with the report
that its structure was correct to specifications in all respects.
Squadron pilots tried the machine again and found that its
defect was still there.
The machine was sent to Avros, the makers, again and this
time it came back cured. The trouble was not in the machine's
shape but in the position of its blind flying instruments panel.
This panel is supported on rubber mounts to protect it from
shock - in the case of this Lancaster, the rubbers on one side
had gone soft allowing the panel to droop slightly. Thus, the
machine was, in fact, flying level when the instruments
indicated that it was down on one side.
It could be thought that pilots should have noticed that the
machine was level when the instruments showed that it was
down on one side. Of course they had not noticed this; nor
had anybody noticed that the blind flying instruments panel
was slightly cock-eyed. There are several reasons in the case of
pilots ie:
1. All of the squadron's pilots had had very little experience
flying Lancasters.
2. The pilot's seat was not on the centre line of the
machine.
3. Most of the pilots' experience was in night flying, where
confidence in the instruments was an absolute
requirement.

Letter to Mother, July 1944.
Dear Mother,
We have had our first incident of excitement since we left
Australia. We were well on our way on the last leg of the trip
when we had the misfortune to run into an iceberg. It was not
a very serious business but it resulted in our being sent back to
our port of embarkation. We were very comfortable on the
ship, an ex-"Cunarder", and were very disappointed when we
had to return. We had been seeing icebergs all day and in the
afternoon a fog enveloped us. We had been very keen to get
up close to one but when the fog came down we had given up
hope.
.
At about 7 in the evening I went out onto the bow on the
off chance of seeing a berg. After talking to some people for a
few minutes I noticed a dark patch in the fog on looking up. I
had another look about half a minute later and the dark patch
had changed to a sizeable iceberg straight ahead. It was
obvious as soon as the berg was sighted that we could not
avoid it. The officer on watch warned the bridge and we were
all told to stand clear. I hesitated for a few seconds debating
whether to stay and watch the collision or whether to go to
my cabin to collect my emergency bag and then go to boat
stations. I decided that the latter was best and ran for it. I was
in my cabin when we struck. Despite the fact that we were
going very slowly the impact almost knocked me off my feet
and heeled the boat over sideways. It was a dreadful feeling
and conjured up pictures of the tragic pre-1914 war iceberg
tragedy.
I did not waste any time and went straight to my boat
station which was right aft. By that time there were broken
chips of ice all around us and then the iceberg right alongside.
It towered well up over the ship and the underwater part
seemed to be right underneath us. Apparently we struck the
berg a glancing blow as we were turning to avoid it. There was
a great lump of ice on the other side, which we had cut off
like a great slice of cheese covered with paint and rust. After
half an hour or so we decided that the boat was not going to

sink as we remained level and no warnings had been given, so
we returned our gear to the cabins and went forward to
investigate the damage. All this time there was a great din of
the ship's hooters going on which reminded me of a fog on
Sydney harbour. (We were at the head of a convoy of about
100 ships, it was rumoured that they all reached the UK
safely).
I did not see any more of the remainder of the convoy but
heard that they all managed to avoid the berg and each other.
When the fog lifted at the end of the next day all the other
ships had gone on and we steamed back full speed to port.
The damage that we could see did not appear very serious but,
of course, we shall never hear the full extent. There was a great
heap of ice on the bow which took about three hours to clear
away. For the few of us who knew what was going to happen
it was not so frightening as for those below decks who
immediately surmised that we had been torpedoed. Nobody
seemed to be expecting us to hit a berg though the possibility
should have been very obvious after seeing bergs all morning
and then continuing to go ahead in a fog. On the return trip
we were delayed 24 hours by fogs - this part of the world
certainly deserves its reputation for them. There is no doubt
that navigation in the Atlantic is a much more difficult
business than anywhere around Australia.
I have been finding it very hard to amuse myself here. The
town itself is far from attractive and everything appears dear
due to the high rate of exchange. I would very much liked to
have seen some of the fishing villages on the coast but have
not had a long enough period of leave. A consoling feature
about the place is the strawberries; the season is at its height
and they are big and tasty.
Love ftom Philip.

Hilton Keith Smith

4245

Report on jungle march by 6 members of2/15 Field
Regiment
Following on the general withdrawal of troops from Parit
Sulong area, a number of the rearguard arrived at Yong Pang
after it had been evacuated by British troops and occupied by
the Japanese vanguard. Various alternatives offered as a means
of making contact with the different units to which the late
arriving troops were attached and parties were formed to
follow the line they considered best. One such party under the
leadership ofWO II Middleton (RSM of2/19th Battalion),
totalling in all 17 men (including 8 of the 2/ 15th) set out to
make for K1uang, acting on the assumption that being of
considerable strategic importance this place would be strongly
held by the Allied Forces. Early progress was slow due to the
difficult country it was necessary to pass through, and a
complete lack of maps of any description. Leaving the Yong
Peng area after midday 24th January 1942 the party remained
under the leadership ofWO Middleton until the night of
26th January 1942, having lost in the meanwhile one member
of the 2/19th Battalion (who was apprehended whilst on a
patrol and presumably shot by Japanese troops) and picked up
one Indian soldier.
The size of the party being deemed too big it was decided
to split it up into 3 distinct parties with WO Middleton in
control of the first one totalling 5 men, a second party
comprising Lance Sergeant McCoy, Gunners Bagley, Hopkins,
Menzies, Searle & Smith (all members ofE Troop 65th
Battery) whilst the third party of 6 contained 2 members of
the 2/15th in Gunners Alford Harding. Each party possessed
compass, 33 Malayan dollars, an ample supply of quinine and
a quantity of rice plus a few sundry items of foodstuff. The
first party moved off at 7pm with the expressed intention of
travelling on a bearing of 140 degrees, which it was believed
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would lead to Kluang, but what adventures befell it are not
known to the writer save that the party ultimately reached
Singapore shortly before capitulation having been picked up
on the West coast by a friendly craft. Nothing is known of the
fate of the third party and regrettably it must be presumed
that all its members perished. The travels of the second party
are related hereunder.
Travelling on a bearing of 140 degrees the party moved out
at 8pm and marched until midnight then rested until dawn
when a further start was made. The progress during the next
few days was steady but slow, as with no maps, it was essential
that no great variation be made from the bearing and this
entailed much hard journeying through jungle and swamp, it
being necessary in many parts to cut a path with the aid of a
parang. Generous 'friends' when met provided the party with
rice and other essentials, but owing to none of the party
having more than a very scant knowledge of Malay it was
extremely difficult to obtain information as to the general
progress of the war. It was not until 4th February 1942 that
an English ,speaking resident was contacted and the party was
informed that Kluang had been in enemy hands for some days
and the nearest point held by the British was Senai, midway
between Kluang and Johore Bahru. Provided with a rough
sketch slowing the Location of Senai, the party made to reach
the railway line with the intention of following it down by
night to Senai, or if necessary further south to make contact
with British forces, it being felt thar a strong line would be
established somewhere in Southern Johore to arrest the
progress of the Japanese.
The railway line was eventually reached on the evening of
7th February 1942 at a point a few miles south of Liang
Liang, and the party travelled close by the line until early
morning when rest was taken. Contact was made with an
English speaking Malay early next day and news of the fall of
Johore Bahru was given (but received very doubtfully as the
informant spoke of the proposed invasion of Singapore Island
with amphibious tanks weighing 80 tons which he "had seen
with his own eyes"). The party was also warned that the
railway line was constantly patrolled by Japanese. A track to
Senai was indicated and along this the journey proceeded until
10th February 1942, when further information was received
of many Japanese in the immediate vicinity and also the
invasion of the island. It was decided to strike for the West
Coast from where it was hoped it might be possible to reach
the island by sea as it was still felt that Singapore would not
fall. A continuous procession ofJap planes throughout the day
was observed whilst to the South a large pall of smoke was
seen from the hills and it became apparent to the members of
the party that Singapore island was receiving very heavy
punishment from the enemy.
The journey to the coast involved crossing a line of densely
wooded hills of some height which made the going very
laborious but considerable material comfort was gained when
the path down the coastal slope led onto a pine<lpple
plantation of some considerable extent. Heavy toll was taken
of the pineapples, whilst down below lay a roadway along
which Japanese transport vehicles were observed to he passing
constantly, and away in the distance (estimated at 20 miles)
what was taken to be a chain of islands was observed. A
panorama was drawn, a bearing taken on the island, and, after
nightfall, the road was crossed and the final stage of the
journey commenced through heavy jungle swamp. Going was
very difficult and slow and it was not until 17th February
1942 that open country was reached. Heavy rain added to the
troubles of the party and on 18th February the road
connecting Batu Pahat and Pontian Betar was crossed, and a
village of unfriendly natives reached. What little information it

was possible to gain seemed to indicate that the Japanese were
everywhere, that it was doubtful if Singapore was safe and as
practically no air traffic was observed the general situation
seemed dark indeed.
On 19th February the banks of Sungel Benut were
reached, but, owing to its width, it was not possible for the
party to cross and a path said to lead on to the coast was
indicated by a Malay. This led the party to a swamp area
previously occupied by timber cutters and the party camped
in a small hut about 1 mile from the ocean. A small craft
badly in need of repair was subsequently acquired & an
attempt to make it seaworthy was started. However, on the
afternoon of 23rd February 1942, Malays guided Japanese
soldiers to the area and all 6 members of the party were made
captive.
An English-speaking Japanese NCO was in charge of the
party and took the prisoners to the Benut Post Office where
his troops were in occupation. The party were treated with
consideration by their captors and spent the night in the Post
Office building. The following day they were taken to Batu
Pahat gaol where 14 other prisoners of war were held, and the
same day were moved on to Ayer Hita. Next day all twenty
were taken by motor transport to Kuala Lumpur and placed
in Pudu Prison where they were agreeably surprised to find a
number of members of their respective units.
Unfortunately Gunner GD Searle, having travelled for a
large part of the journey with very poor footwear (for a
considerable period none at all) and no hat, suffered such
hardship that he passed away early in the morning of 2nd
March 1942. Only during the last few days of the journey did
he show signs of illness. His passing came as a great shock.
The subsequent history of the remaining members of the
party is that of all who where prisoners-of-war at Kuala
Lumpur.

Thomas Larenham Spring

9696

I was called up while working as a Jackaroo on 'Buttabone'
at Warren and travelled to Nyngan for my medical.
Fortunately I passed (despite somewhat dodgy eyesight) and
was subsequently directed to report to Randwick for the start
of my term as a 'Nasho'. With a grandfather who served in the
Boer War and World War I; a father who served in World War
II and after Cadets at Shore, my time with 1 RTB at Kapooka
near Wagga held no surprises (particularly as I had already
spent two years with A Company 17th CMF NB at Carlow
Street, North Sydney after leaving Shore).
The six-months training at Kapooka culminated in a full
Battalion marching-out parade at which I received my
Company's 'Exceptional Soldier' award (which, albeit not
quite like receiving the Sword of Honour at Duntroon, was
nevertheless a proud moment for my father). A far more
deserving recipient for the award would have been one Rex
Ward (now Deputy Headmaster I believe of Knox Grammar)
who was in my Platoon.
I was posted to the Royal Australian Corps of Signals and
after Corps training which took place at Ingleburn; the
Marconi School of Wireless on the Georges River and at
Balcombe on the Morningron Peninsular in Victoria (where I
spent my 21st Birthday on night guard duty minding twenty
or sO somewhat weary Land Rovers) I was posted to 1 Signals
Regiment.
After some time, some seven of us were drafted as
reinforcements to the 104th Signals Squadron which was then
in Vietnam. I was known as a 'Signalman-Operator (Radio)'.
After the obligatory stint at the Jungle Training Centre at
Canungra in Queensland (a decidedly more lively affair than
basic training at Kapooka!) and after a week's pre-embarkation
leave at home, I winged off to War in a Qantas 707 (named
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Saigon was a real eye-opener but we ~Idn t see ~uch of It
from within the confines of a vast American transit centre,
and were airlifted the next day to Nui Dat in Phuoc Tuy
Province where the 1st AustTask Force had its headquarters.
At that time (December 1967) the Task Force consisted of
two Battalions only, of which one I recall was 7th Battalion
RAR John Binnie was, I believe, attached to 7 RAR, and I
recall having a great yarn to 'Bins' at the duty free shop near
Luscombe Field.
After Christmas with the headquarters of 104 Signals
Squadron at Nui Dat each of the reinforc~ments w~.
despatched for duty with several of the.unlts co~pnsIng the
Task Force. One went to 161 Reconnaissance Flight; another
to 7 RAR and so on. I was at my request sent out to the
newly arriving 3rd Battalion of the Royal Australia Regiment
with which I subsequently stayed for the whole of my tour of
duty. Initially I was attached to the tracker dog team of the
Ami-Tank.
Platoon in Support Company of the Battalion (with which
I had done a two-week exercise in the Mt Royal Range out of
Singleton) and then a five-man squad of signallers from 104
Sig Squadron was formed (a sergeant; a corporal and three
signalmen). Bob Ellis (a regular soldier for many many years)
was my corporal and a better soldier you would not meet. I
would like to think the 104 detachment with 3 RAR served
the battalion extremely well, as not once were we without
communications on the Task Force (ie the Brigade) radio net.
There were some lively times, however, especially when
working at Section and Platoon level with the infantry or .
when doing re-transmission work while flying with a US Air
Force 'Bird Dog' spotter plane at tree level!
..
While with the Battalion I went on every BattalIOn-SIZe
operation it conducted, and on many of the Company-sized
operations, and took part in th~ battle~ o~ C;oral and ~almo:al;
in the battles of the Tet Offensive and In JOint operations with
the American lOlst Airborne Division. Most of our air
transport (helicopter) was initially American but later. we :vere
flown into and out of landing zones by Royal AustralIa Air
Force Iroquois choppers many piloted by New Ze~and Na,"Y
pilots who were highly professional if somewhat disconcerting
at times!
Of my whole experience the ont; memory wh!ch does still
worry me is of a contact with the enemy (and this occurred
very shortly before the Battalion WdS withdrawn f~om
Vietnam) in which the section commander was killed by a
very short close-range burst of gun fire. The radio operator .
with the section was Johnny Richards who I was at Shore with
and try as we could neither he nor I could conta.ct each other
on the Battalion radio net. I could hear John qUIte clearly bur
could not get out to him. The contact occurred only a very
short way our from the perimeter wire and 1 was on duty at
the time in the Battalion CPo When on this duty the RA
Signals personnel manned the Battalion n~t in addition.to the
Task Force net but on this particular occasIOn and at thIS
extremely critical time, there was failure ~f equipme~t. ~
fighting patrol was desparched to assist with the extrication of
the section in trouble but I often wonder how Johnny got on
as I have not seen him since.
I finished my time with 3 RAR as detachment commander
and came home with the Battalion on the old HMAS Sydney.
The trip home, while .somewhat steady, was a great treat
finishing as it did with a march through Adelaide. I was
discharged in Sydney on 31 st January, 1969 - my only
.
involvement with the Army since then being a two-year Stint
with the PNGVR, when I worked in the Highlands of New
Guinea with WR Carpenters.

Standish Locksley St Vincent Welch

4265

19th May, 1941
Dear Dad,
I enclose quite a good photo of a Wellington with bomb
doors open ready to take 5001b bombs shown. The nose and
tail turrets are the hydraulic power operated type with two
Browning guns.
I have now done seven ops over Germany and one over
Brest. It is queer how quickly one covers such a lot of territory
and in a few days one goes form Kiel to Brest.
I am feeling more confident in making these trips now .
than I did on my first few, and lately we have had some qUIte
good results.
Last night 7 '/2 hour trip to Kiel however was the worst we
have had so far, as far as weather was concerned. The met
report was not hopeful and we knew w,e here to, fly in cloud
for some time. It was so and from 500 to 7000 was 10/10
cloud all the way. Ice started forming at 6000' but we were
out at 7000' before it got too troublesome.
We can deal fairly effectively with ice, provided you take
steps early enough and provided the freezing level isn't too
thick and the cloud too deep.
Our methods of dealing with ice are:
1. Wings etc. A special rype of dope on leading edges.
2. Engine's carburettors - a pump which injects a glycol
solution into air intake area.
3. Airscrew de-icers: a solution which runs down blades
from boxes.
4. Windscreen de-icer fluid from a pipe all around the
bottom of glass. I work on these at specified intervals in
precipitation or cloud in temps below Oc.
I often surprise myself at all the small details I have
unconsciously learnt and yet there seem to be so many more
about which I know so little. I never thought this time last
year (almost 12 months since I started) that I would. be
Captain of a Wellington aircraft doing all my operational
flying by night! Our crew all get on w~ll together and .they are
turning out a damned good lot. My wireless operator IS the
only man at all shaky.
My aeroplane has the automatic pilot fitred, 'George' as it
is known, and it is an incredibly efficient gadget. All one has
to do is to trim her, to fly straight and level, switch on
'George' and then trim to whatever you want her to do - turn,
climb or glide and she does it all perfectly. Climbing through
cloud with it on is grand: you know how difficult it is for the
pilot to do it on instruments.
Of course I have to be very careful using it without cloud
cover on account of night fighters, and anywhere near enemy
territory it can't be used. So far we haven't been attac~ed .b~
night fighters, but we've seen some and been able to aVOId
them.
We got caught in a searchlight 'cone' over Hamburg the
other night and the 'AI\ guns gave us a lively time - all very
thrilling etc. We had to have two new wings after that lot.
However, one learns tactics pretty quickly in this School.
Forgive me for still writing so much of flying but it is really
all I am doing these days. Life is damned good. and I ~eel at
last I am really doing some good (from our pomt of view
anyway). At this rate I should be finished operations towards
the end of August, I am damned glad to know you are well
and finding life reasonably pleasant.
With my love Dad, and best wishes,
Standish.
Copy ofletter sent by LC Robson a week after Standish was
killed, dated 8th july 1941.
Dear Mrs St Vincent Welch,
I do not know what to write about Standish.
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Indeed, I thought it kinder to refrain from wiring and have
even delayed writing for a few days. You will already know
that we feel very deep sympathy for you and will appreciate
that I feel a sense of personal loss. Mrs Robson also wants me
to offer her sympathy.
Yours very sincerely
LC Robson.

Copy ofa letter writing to Dr St Vincent Welch, dated 16th
Feb 1942.
I am grateful to you for sending me a copy of the letter
which you got from Standish's Squadron Leader. Of the many
deaths that have occurred none has affected me more than
that of Standish. He was, to me, always such a loyal, open and
affectionate fellow. I can imagine him as a first class pilot just the right qualities. The pity of it!
Yours sincerely,
LC Robson.

John Dunbar Stanley

5596

My husband tried to enlist in Sydney, Brisbane and again
in Sydney where he was finally successful as he had been
damaged in one eye prior to sitting for the the Leaving
Certificate and had to wait until someone could memorise the
eye test!

Walter Leeson Staples

5779

Just before leaving Timor, I was sent on patrol to
investigate Japanese bombing of a nearby convent. We arrived
finding the nuns had vacated the convent. It was occupied by
a gaggle of geese. We had been suffering a food shortage for
some time. Each patrol member grabbed a goose which, when
eaten, was appreciated.
In 1973 members of our Company returned to Timor on a
sentimental journey. We re-visited the convent mentioned
above and I was relating this story to the nun in charge and
she then gave me absolution for my crime. We made a
donation ro the convent.

William John Starkey

5221

A Christmas Day 10 Remember
Surveying at Guiuan, a proposed site of a US Naval repair
base, in the Philippines, HMAS Gascoyne was at anchor on
Christmas Day 1944 in a relatively near area. At 1700 hours,
Tokyo Rose informed us that Guiuan was not to be forgotten
on Christmas night and sure enough Nippon's Christmas
present was received when at 1946 hours the Dutch transport
Sommelsdijck of 16,000 tons was torpedoed by an aerial
torpedo from a float plane. The explosion occurred in
Number One lower hold ponside, immediately catching fire,
the cargo being general stores and logistic supplies for the 300
CB Naval Troops carried on board. This ship was anchored
about 1'/2 miles to the north west of us several reefs
intervening. The visibility was poor, no moon and occasional
heavy rain squalls and it was not until 2035 when a signal was
received from the Dutchman that anything untoward had
happened, the torpedo hitting on the side away from us.
The Christmas evening dinner was well under way at this
time, and some time was taken to adjust to the new situation
on board Gascoyne. The ship was at four hours notice for
steam and a crash light up was carried out, steam being on the
main engines in 12 minutes. The ship weighed and proceeded
alongside the Dutchman's starboard side some damage being
incurred to both ships as the Dutch ship had his boats hoisted
out ready for lowering.
Immediately the Engineer Officer with his damage control
parties, with all available Engine Room and Upper Deck
personnel attacked the fire with hoses from our ship.

The Sommelsdijck was well ablaze forward in both Nos 1
and 2 lower holds, number 2 containing logistic, ships stores,
timber and trucks with the between decks being used as troop
decks. About 2230 hours, when it appeared that there was
some danger of losing the ship, instructions were issued by
Gascoyne for disembarking of the 1300 troops, these all
proceeding via the Gascoyne, and some to the larger
Buttonwood which had been called alongside the Gascoyne, the
remainder being kept between decks in Gascoyne for some
time including 70 walking casualties, many sustained when
the beams of the holds collapsed with the initial explosion.
By approximately 0200 hours the Engineer Officer of the
Gascoyne was able to report that all danger of the fire
spreading further was over.
Shortly after daylight, Gascoyne proceeded to San Pedro
Bay to discharge the eleven seriously injured personnel to the
USN hospital ship, these wounded having been capably cared
for during the night by a US Naval Doctor carried in the
Dutch ship and our Sick Berth Attendant.

Keith David Stedman

5780

Extract from an interview with KD Stedman.
The NG part of my war service (1944-45) was extremely
interesting as we followed the coast from Aitape to Wewak
and when possible I enjoyed a swim in the ocean until our
MD said to me, "Stedman - have you heard of sea lice? Stone
fish? Sea vipers? "
"Sir?"
"Well they are all in there so GET OUT!"
I took part in the amphibious landing at Wewak - hit the
shore and went down with appendicitis. Taken back to CCS
where a Qantas DC3 landed on the CCS Auster Strip and
unloaded some blue canvas containers with cans of ice cream
inside, for the patients. To get the plane off, a rope was tied to
the tail wheel of the DC3 and attached to an Engineer's
bulldozer. The pilot, when the max revs were obtained, stuck
his arm out his window - the rope disconnected from the
plane and it trundled up the strip -a lift up over the top tents
and it disappeared over the cliff to be seen eventually literally
clawing for height. It made it - the ice cream was out of this
world.
I went over to the 2/1 02nd as a reinforcement and they
wete based in what they call the Seven Mile Drome which was
out of Moresby. These boys had just come back from the
desert so we were given more or less all the maintenance of the
camp area, we had to prove ourselves. I did a couple of runs
taking supplies up to the Kokoda area and our 3 tonne trucks
had about 8 tonnes of stuff on them. Any truck that went had
to be loaded to the hilt, until everything was sort of bending.
Some of those roads were so steep ttying to get up thete that
you'd drive up forward and back up the next bit. There was
almost nearly all mud all the time and you really couldn't turn
them. They were the old Fords, and they certainly did the job
and they didn't let us down. I did about three of these runs.
We tried to leave about mid afternoon and mostly getting
up there at night time so we wouldn't be really observed but
strangely enough it wasn't a pitch black night somehow, by the
time I did it there was a bit of a moon. We also had
headlights, but they were these silly little blue dot on the side,
anti-glare. But half the time you did say "bugger this!" and get
out with a bit of a knife or something and scratch it all off.
If one bugger broke down or if something happened you
were delayed. You couldn't come down if somebody was going
up. Some went up and they had right of way, and the last one
would go up and say he was last and then we'd start coming
down, because it was only just enough room for a vehicle to
get up there at those stages. I tried to find it again about three
years ago but of course everything's over grown and the road
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if we had to get it up there, we got it up there.
We did it with a low gear and 4WD, no doubt about that
- absolutely necessary. I'm a bit of a loss on the transport
situation because I was only with them in New Guinea for
about 3 months, I suppose. And then I got pulled out to 6th
Division HQ. I was down there for about a month and then I
came back to Australia.
I grew up with the General's two children and mother
wrote to the General and said look Keith's up in New Guinea
somewhere and he dug me out and pulled me down to
Headquarters quick smart. It was a shame, I was a bit upset
about that and I told him I didn't want to and he just looked
at me said, "You're coming down Keith".
I was on the north coast of New Guinea with 6th Division
HQ in about 1943. I was put on the clerical side then.
HQ was all broken into various sections: operations,
administration, medical, ordinance, all with high-faluting
initials, such as GSOI (General Staff Officer Class 1) and
GS02s (Operations) and GS03s (which was Air Ops). It
went from a Colonel who was a GSOI and then you had
your Major a GS02, there was a chap whose name was
Sarong, Major Sarong and he was a person who was mad keen
on jungle training. You could see that we were doomed to go
to the jungle so he organised all training for the Atherton
Tablelands for the 6th DivalI through the rainforests up there.
Now after him of course we had the GS03s, we had one by
the name of Captain Arthur Cecil Pepper. He was a 21 year
old Captain and nicknamed the 'boy bastard' because that's
what he was. He used to strutt around. Then we had GS03
Air, that was a Captain Nancarrow. He was a lively little
character and he was subsequently my boss when I went into
GS03 Air Liaison. We then had the clerks that did all the
typing for the boys, the radioing of the orders and we had a
Warrant Officer Class 1 Milligan. His assistant was a Staff
Sergeant Noonan, then we had little Maxie-Sergeant Max
Warren and Corporal Ferguson, the typist. (He came from the
Dept of Railways in Victoria and he was the typist with them
a wiz at that typewriter!)
There were more than 100 people, because the AMS, he
was a full Colonel, and he was in charge of all the Doctors in
the area. Then you had the Q Branch, which was supply. I
suppose there was batmen for every. officer, they all had
batmen and they had all the cooks, ie-was a big unit in itself. I
suppose there would be closer to 230, nearly 300 and that was
just one division.
I was following the advance across the north of New
Guinea with the 6th Division. We landed up in Aitape. The
Yanks were in Aitape in those days, that was 1944. From there
we virtually followed the coast east down. I was appointed
with the GS03 Air as a Command post, so we went on ahead
and the main part of the Division stayed behind to build a
.
field telephone. There we were advised that some of the troops
had been held up because the Japanese were well entrenched.
We communicated with our the Air Force, and they sent us a
Flight Lieutenant Mauger (pronounced Major - could be
confusing) to work out all the coordinates on the map - which
were spot on. But of cour~e, the little Japanese gentlemen
managed to well and truly entrench themselves along the sides
of cliffs so they wouldn't be bombed.
By this time Air Army Liaison was pretty well organised
and the Air Force was. only too happy to get a definite target.
But, of course, there was the odd boo boo. Sometimes an odd
Yank's flight would come over, and they weren't too particular
who they chose to knock off. A couple of our units up there
got their fire power. And, of course, a lot depended on the
weather. They'd pull out of a cloud and they'd see some troops
down there and it's on the headland as per instructions and

down they'd come, all their guns and cannons going, and they
did a hell of a lot of damage before they woke up to what they
had done. They were so upset about that, they just turned and
flew away and that's the last anyone saw of them.
I came out in August. The week after I left New Guinea
had fallen, as far as our little part of the world went and then
of course I left about 2nd August because when the war ended
I was in a hospital I had an Aunt in Maitland and when I got
back and was given leave I thought I'd better go and see the
old Aunt and Grandfather so I popped up to see them and she
took one look at me and she said, "come with me". And I
said, "where are we going?" She insisted on taking me to the
doctor, so we went to the local medical officer. He looked at
me and he sounded me OUt and he said, "what's your plan,
what's going to happen to you after this leave?" War hadn't
ended at this point, and I said, "I don't know, possibly back to
New Guinea." He said, "look if you go back to New Guinea,
you'll come back in a box. He said I'm putting you into
hospital." I was just completely run down. I was nine stone.
Admittedly I wasn't full of energy but I was still mobile. That's
when the war ended.

Rupert Trevor Rowe Stevenson

5598

Career Postings and Notes
. RAAF Reserve: 29th October 1940 to 16th August
1941
Joined up on railway mobile Recruiting Centre at Dubbo.
Continued working on my father's property. On a holiday
did a Morse Code course in Sydney and joined the Royal
Flying Club at Mascot and being dead keen on becoming a
pilot did 6 hours flying instruction, all I could afford. Mascot
was virtually only a paddock then - an ANA Stinson now and
then and Aldis lamp signals from the tower to control the
'Traffic'.

No 2 ITS Bradfield' 16th August 1941 to 13th
November 1941
Called up at last. No. 19 Course. Managed to pass out
classified for pilot training.

No 5 EFTS Narron: 13th November 1941 to 7th
February 1942
Uneventful elementary training on Tiger Moths. Had a
good instructor with plenty of dash - creative too. On dual
cross-country, headed for Stevenson family property near
Dubbo and landed for morning tea, not much of a nav.
exercise bur enjoyable. Was told at the end of the course that I
had topped the course in flying and came 2nd in ground
subjects. Posted for multi-engined training. The Japs bombed
Pearl Harbour during this period and the Pacific War was on.
Much swatting up on recognition of Jap aircraft types.

No 8 SFTS Bundaberg Q: 7th February 1942 to 8th
June 1942: Avro Ansons, ~~ies'
We were the first course through this school the construction
of which was not complete. While we were at Bundaberg, we
starred to see the first part of the American ai r power build up
in Australia. USAF Aerocobras, Marauders, Bostons etc
dropped in to refuel en route to New Guinea. Some of their
pilots had less hours than we had at the end of our course. A
number of our training aircraft formed a Reserve Squadron that
patrolled the sea out from here. Part of the course was a solo
night cross-country - over blacked out towns and countryside in
murky conditions using dead reckoning (no radio aids) and was
not a picnic. A fellow trainee using the same aircraft after me
flew into the side of a hill but miraculously survived to walk out
the following morning, the old Aggie a complete write-off
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Passed out as Pilot Officet gazetted on 21 st birthday. No
ceremony. Picked up wings and braid at the stores. Half of
course posted to UK via Canada, self to No.3 WAGS at
Maryborough Q. Home for leave first and en route crossed the
Sydney Harbour about 1/2 hour before Jap submarine struck at
Garden Island.

No 3 WAGS Maryborough Q: 8th june 1942 to 26th
july 1942
Put in this short period as staff pilot, flying wireless trainees
in Aust. made Wackett Trainers. Runway here had barriers
alongside ready to be pulled over the strip in the event of an
attempted enemy landing. Posting to Central Flying School
Tamworth came through for elementary flying instructors'
course. (Maryborough was my initiation to an Officers Mess
and the first and last one where I saw the 'chit' system
operating. This was used by COs to keep a check on junior
officers' liquor consumption.)

Central Flying School Tamworth NSW No. 19 EIFC
26th july 1942 to 3rd November 1942
Learned the rudiments of how to instruct, mainly on the
CAC or Wackett Trainer, some hours on the Avro Trainer and
Tiger Moth. The manual upon which the course was based was
Air Publication 1732 A, a Royal Flying Corps system devised
at Gosport in WWI. This laid down the demonstrations and
"Patter" which we were supposed to use. My instructor here
was Andy MacArthur Onslow of the well known family. After
I left Tamworth he "went in" doing some very low flying and
was killed. Passed out with a posting to EFTS Benalla V, the
only school using Wacketts. I was facing a long period locked
out of any chance of getting to operations.

No II EFTS Benalla Vic: 3rd November 1942 to
24th April 1944
Commenced training students on Wacketts but these were
soon taken out because of poor serviceability. We ferried them
up to Tocumwal to rot in the sun. Tigers were found to carry
on with, and I then proceeded to put up some 1200 hours
putting through some 40 plus trainees. Was receiving letters
from ex-pupils re their service on Spitfires, Lancasters,
Liberators etc. before being posted out of Benalla. Was graded
A2 EL(Above Av.) towards cnJ of tour, condemning me to
more time in Training Command. Also received routine
promotions to Flying Officer and later Flight Lieutenant.
Finally posted to CFS, now at Parkes NSW for Service Flying
Instructors Course.

CFS Parkes: 24th April 1944 to 20th june 1944: No
39 Service Flying Instructors Course
An enjoyable conversion to the Wirraway and instructional
methods thereon. A bit more performance and complexity
rhan the Tiger. Managed to sneak out of the training area and
fly north to home near Dubbo and 'shoot up' the family,
when supposedly on a solo cross-country. On completion of
course posted to 7 SFTS Deniliquin.

7 SFTS Deniliquin NSW 20th june 1944 to 12th
October 1944
On with the training job, this time instructing students to
wings stage. The Riverina was suffering one of its worst
droughts, and severe dust storms were frequently a hazard. At
one stage several Luftwaffe prisoners of war escaped from a
POW camp in Victoria and there was a major alert on in case
they attempted to sabotage the aircraft. After I had been here
been here for 4 months the station changed its status to
become Advanced Flying and Refresher Unit.

AFRU Deniliquin: 12th October 1944 to 12th
March 1945
This unit was set up to refresh pilots who had been out of
flying for some time due to illness or other reasons. In fact its
brief was to not pass out a large percentage of the
unfortunates. It became known as, and was dubbed by The
Bulletin 'the Riverina Scrub School'.
A highlight of this period was being sent on attachment to
2 OTU Mildura, the fighter Operational Training Unit. A
fellow officer and myself flew our Wirras over to Mildura for
familiarisation with OTU exercises and requirements. Another
highlight at the end of our stay was being able to con a flight
commander who was being discharged to become an airline
pilot, to authori.se me for an hours flight in a P40 Kittyhawk.
Had b~en wo~king on. the cockpit drill of the type in the hope
of getting off m the Kitty. What an hour it was! Just about did
~verythi.ng thi.s aircraft could do. After all the drudgery of
mstruCtlng thIS was utter Joy. A big morale lift.
A little later after some 500 hours on Wirras found myself
posted to CFS, now at Point Cook, as a staff instructor or
tutor to train would-be instructors in the art of instruction at
what was becoming to be known as The University of the Air.

CFS Point Cook: 12th March 1945 to 1st july 1945
At Point Cook the entrance to the Officers Mess was
~o~i~~ted. by a larger than life size painting of Air Marshal

DICkie Wi/hams, father of the RAAF. He survived 2 wars and
the peace to have a fight in a FI-II before his death. This
station reeked of tradition and was as far from the war as one
could g~t. ~ot th.at. this.was my desire. If you were any good
at your Job m trammg, It seemed to be almost impossible to
get away from it.
Back to the Tiger and training elementary instructors. CFS
offered some diversions to the staff, having Wirraway and
Oxf?rd courses going on, plus Australia's only Hurricane (u/s),
a SpItfire (pranged before I could get to it) plus a Kittyhawk,
Boomerang, Vultee Ven~eance (the last 3 types I did get my
hands on) and a B25 MItchell. The last mentioned was for the
se~i~r twi? engined instructors and came in handy for
trammg flights to Tasmania to pick up scallops and other
seafood delights for mess dining-in nights. While at Point
C?ok picked up a multi-engine instructor grading on the
Airspeed Oxfor~ ~ the Oxbox) did a Lorenz Beam Approach
Course, and a CIVIl 2nd Class Navigator Certificate Course.
~hen came VE. Day, leaving only Japan to clean up. In the
VICtory celebratIons flew a Wirraway in a formation over
Melbourne and the Shrine of Remembrance.
F.inally the opportunity to escape training, the offer of a
postmg to the School ofArmy Co-operation at Canberra. Last
chance.

38 AOP Course: 13th july 1945 to SACO Canberra:
22ndAugust 1945
This Course was.on Austen~ (of all aircraft) being trained
to carry out the dutIes of an Air Observation Post. We were
teamed up with Army officers had to learn how to direct the
artillery from the air. At the end of the course we flew down
to Holsworthy for an actual shoot. We flew across and under
the trajectory of the shells and if you were in the right place
~0~1~ actu~ly hear the shots, giving the battery 'right', 'left',
up, down orders to enable them to finally 'fire for effect'.
This was an art that we never had to put to use because
toward the end of the course the bombs were dropped and
the w.ar ~as over apart from the cleaning up. Canberra's big
contrIbutIon to my life was meeting my future wife Beryl.
Posted to 17 AOP Flight Toroldna Bougainville,
Solomon Is.
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Section 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 11 Air Observation Flight 84 Wing Torokina: 26th
September 1945 to 28th November 1945 .
Troop train to Townsville, C47 Dakota to Calms,
Sunderland to Port Motesby. Martin Matinet flying boat to
Bougainville.
.
.
Accommodated in what had been a US Manne Air
Group's camp in earliet days. Carried out communication
flights to Army outposts. The jungles on B~ugainville.looked
pretty forbidding when flying over them with only a little old
Gypsy Major in front. Nearly came to grief in a bomb ~rater
landing on an old Jap strip at Buin in the south of ~he Island.
This end of the island had never been captured dunng the
hostilities although lives were needlessly lost trying to get at
them. There were still some 20 000 here awaiting repatriation
to Japan at this stage, many more than there were supposed to
be. At the end of November, 17 AOPF was disbanded and I
was posted over to 5 Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron part of
84 Wing.

5 lac R Squadron 84 Wing Torokina: 28th November
1945 to 21th January 1946
The Squadron was equipped with Wirraways, Boomerangs
and Kittyhawks. Not much for us to do in the dying days of
the RAAF on Bougainville. Met up with Struan Robertson
(5402) here, Old Shore Boy later to become a leading
Macquarie Street obstretician. Struan later was my best man.
He was in a team building a Vaucluse Junior here from scraps,
and is still a keen yachtsman.
Became a flight commander and Unit historian in the
dying days of the squadron and had to take Summary of
Evidence on an aircraft accident amongst other things. 5
Squadron disbanded. Wirras and Boomers engines removed,
stacked up and burned. What a value a few intact Boomers
would have today!

Posted to Northern Area Headquarters as an air
movement controller.
Norcom Madang NG 27th January 1946 to 27th February
1946.
Dakota to Madang via Lae. This establishment was set up
in an old coconut palm plantation and when the wind blew
the job was to not collect a falling coconut on the skull. Real
rank distinction prevailed with 2 officers' messes. One for the
Air Commodores, Group Captains, Wing Commanders and
one for the lesser mortals Flight Lieutenants pretty small beer
here.
Not much to do so managed to get myself a flight by
Beaufighter up to Garoka in the Highlands. There was a
beautifully setup rest camp here. Had a jeep trip to Aiyura
with an Angau Army officer. A quinine plantation had been
set up here. The now unusable strip had been scene ~f an
unsuccessful rescue mission during the war and was littered
with wrecked USAF aircraft. Was offered a horse and rode to
a part of the plantation with a fuzzy wuzzy on foot running in
frOnt felt like an eastern potentate.
Finally movement orders arrived for return to Sydney for
discharge. Catalina from Madang to Brisbane, train south and
a couple of months leave, then discharge after 4 years 8
months in the Service. Home to the farm and marriage 12
months later.
June 1998, still an a fairly active farmer, 1 son, 2 daughters,
10 grandchildren and holding a current Private Pilot licence,
which will see me through to June 2000, all being well!

Russell Ames Stinson

5930

Light-Night Striking Force 8 Group. I Flew 38 operations
(24 to Berlin). We flew Mosquito Mk16 unarmed bombers
carrying 1 x 4000 Blockbuster bomb at 25,000 ft. My aircraft
was shot down by a night fighter over Potsdam in January

1945. I bailed out and was missing, but returned to my
squadron with help from the underground resi~ta?ce. Spe~ial
missions I undertook included 2 flights to Berlin In one night
in December 1944 and low level bombing of rail tunnels in
the Battle of the Bulge in January 1945 with a special 4000
pound high explosive (HE) bomb.

Norman Clement Stokes

4776

An extract from Khaki and Green Page 189, Published for The
Australian Military Forces by Australian war Memorial,
Canberra, ACT, 1943, written by NX9717 Norman Stokes

Ambush
"And the position was stabilised on the Imita Range, after
the execution of a very successful ambush during this
withdrawal". Turning the pages of a recent military pamphlet
dealing with the Owen Stanley fighting, 1 came on those
words. I read them again - and remembered.
'C' Company of our battalion had the job. Three days after
landing, clad in the new green jungle uniform, we had made
contact with the Japs pressing on Moresby. Some of the men
had seen action in Syria, but many were new. It was no
pleasant baptism of action for them to fight this rearguard - at
this time Milne Bay was the only setback to the apparently
irresistible Japanese advance. Perhaps it took Australian
infantrymen to shatter the subconscious belief in Japanese
invincibility; not that we were too sure of shattering it that
morning.
Behind the Ioribaiwa Ridge on a miniature plateau not far
below the top of the ridge the rough tracks breaks into two,
enclosing a large patch of kunai grass before it falls down
thousands of steps to the pit of the valley. Late one afternoon
the battalion retreated from the ridge whooping and firing
long haphazard bursts in a pretence of panic. ~ur whole ..
company lay dispersed in this four feet of kunal grass, waitIng
for the Japs to push up over the ridge.
A hundred and fifty yards up the rise above us on both
sides of the track was an abandoned supply dump. Most of us
had managed to snatch a tin of jam or baked beans on the .
way through it. We left a little to interest the Japs, but the tms
of bully beef and mutton that we could nor carry were spiked
with bayonets.
Night fell quickly but still the enemy had not c?me. In the
darkness we lay in this unprotected grassy patch With bayonets
or machetes near our hands to stab the swarming devils if they
came. No firing - that would reveal our position to their
machine-gunners. I imagined my living hours would be
terminated at the latest, a few hours after dawn. I said so to
my mate on the Bren. He agreed, so we had the last feast as ~n
the condemned man's cell -a few chips of biscuit in a neat tin
of marmalade. Home, comfort, the girl - it was a laugh to
think of seeing them again! No sleeping during the night was
the order. We cussed those who couldn't sleep without
snoring. An occasional firefly floated and darted weirdly
against the blackness. Perhaps they should have been long
anxious hours, bur we were tired and fatalistic.
Next morning we cleaned our weapons as silently as
possible - rifles, Brens and Tommy guns, And the two 2 in~h
mortars whose ammunition had been reinforced by a plentiful
supply of bombs, which another battalion had donated to.our
mortar men for our good and to save themselves the carrying.
Peering into the tangle of rotting trees, vines and small
palms which sprawled on the slope above us, my first
awareness of the Japs came from the sound of their movement
in the jungle brushing foliage and their feet slipping in the
insecure leaf-mould. Then there was the sound of laughter that high-pitched, somewhat nauseating Japanese squeak;
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apparently rhe ridge was unoccupied. Apparently it was
another walkover for them.
More laughter and cries of pleasure. They'd found the
supply dump. "Good rucker, good rucker," some said in
English. There was the occasional sound of a tin clashing on
equipment as they ate. Meanwhile we waited, and the grassblades wavered in places as someone rurned on his hip. Some
came farther down the hill. A full company of men lying for a
space of time must make some noise. They must have thought
there were a few stray Australians peering at them between the
blades of kunai grass. A coolie walked across the path in full
view and back again. A sing-son Japanese voice shouted: "Fire,
fire". But we waited. We'd heard of Japanese tricks to draw
fire.
Fotward of us, one on the left and another on the right
flank, they brought up two machine-guns. The one on the
right was set up a few yards in front of a burly, blackheaded
countryman. That was close enough. He fired a burst from his
Tommy through the brown man's chest and saw the blood
spurt on his clothes and run from his mouth.
That burst was the general signal for an orchestra of fire Brens, Tommies, mortars and rifles. It was a hell of a din. On
the left a section, sticking together now as they always did
wiped out the other machine-gun. Two mates got the gunner
lying behind a tree with two nicely aimed grenades.
The company poured its fire into the jungle hillside like an
infantryman's idea of pattern bombing. I heard the short snap
of rifles, the deeper-throated chatter of the Tommies, the sharp
burst of Brens - and the thump of mortars landing up the
ridge. Some had to kneel to fire over the heads of their mates.
I fired three mags from the Bren in quick time up the track
towards the point where the Japs had been carousing around
the supply dump. It was all instantaneous, sudden, surprising!
I heard them squealing in the bushes as the bullets found their
marks. So cunning little men can squeal; squeal in plenty-not
like most Australians.
Then the signal to withdraw sounded on the whistle - out
we trotted, man behind man, platoon after platoon, down the
mountain track. One man falling over in the tuft kunai grass
lost his netted tin helmet. Another cursed as he tugged his
Bren free from the stiff grass that had twined around the
pistol-grip. The company commander stood with his platoon
commanders shepherding us past him. The mortars were still
firing up the hill and the bombs were splintering the trees and
landing on the hillside with that sharp thump, thump.
We were sudden in attack and sudden in withdrawal and
the dazed Japs did not follow us with a shot. There wasn't a
casualty. One man slipped down the hillside from the narrow
track, but rejoined the company three hours later, and we
passed through the next companies hidden in succession at
different points to the rear.
A few days later rumour told us that a patrol from an
independent company had visited the scene of our ambush
and counted a hundred dead bodies on the hillside. But when
we came again over that part the bodies had been burned or
buried. Whatever the truth of the rumour, the Japs came no
nearer to Moresby than that point along the Own Stanley trail
and from there started the push that drove them to Buna and
Gona and annihilated them.

From Norman Stokes' book ofpoetry, Powermelders and People.

The Bullet
Night after night
The rains of anticipation
drizzle on the bodies
of the expectant soldiers:
the crash of agony
on eyes and genitals
is waiting for them
and the exposure
of disgraceful dying.
In the action
iron kick
of the bullet at the chest
flung the soldier over
down the slope of life:
his chest caved in,
blood oozed
from his mouth
and a calm
seeped in him
wondering
'shall I die or live'?

Efogi
After the retreat
a file of soldiers
retraced the track
in a bees' hum
till they joined a circle of trenches
in a clearing
manned
by skeletons in jungle greens
waiting
for the battle;
unfinished letters rotted in the grass:
each man in his silence
checked his time.

Henry Lionel Sutton
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The whole thing was a bl***y farce - look at the
world nowt

Robert Alan Swift

4425

I hope this will explain to future generations of Shore boys
the significance of the Beaufighter plaque at the entrance to
the War Memorial Hall.
I was a Beaufighter pilot and at various times during the
war, attached to five different RAF Beaufighter Squadrons:
236,227,272,217 and 27. The Beaufighter was
inappropriately named: it was neither beautiful nor a fighter.
As ~has Bo,,:en wr~te In Beaufighters at \Vttr "It was strictly a
bru~ls~ func~lOnai air weapon - and looked every inch of it.
Yet In Its uglIness there was an air of pugnacity which
emanated an aura of sheer rugged handsomeness; the same
charisma which inexplicably attracts a beautiful woman to a
boxer's battered features gave Beau crews an affinity with their
steed. The ~ug-nosed, hunc~ed shoulders appearance of a
Beau proclaimed accurately Its deadly fighting ability a
destroyer which packed the most lethal punch ever fi~ted to an
~F fighter at that time. The Beau was built like a proverbial
bnck out-house able to absorb a staggering amount of
structural damage and still deliver a live crew back home."

Training
I was called up for air crew in the RAAF on 19th August
1940 (I had made application 20 December 1939) and was
told to report to Bradfield Park - given a uniform and a
number and became AC2 Swift A402416. I was given my
discharge five years and 55 days later on 15 October 1945 in
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RA Swift DFC.
My early air force career was much like most other EAT
aircrew except after initial training at Bradfield Park I
embarked on the SS Nestor on 4th November 1940 - together
with 40 others including 'Rusty' Kierath and "Bluie" Cadell both with me in School House and the 1st XV 1933-34. We
were amongst 647 and the first Australians sent to Rhodesia
for training. Where we were greeted with open arms by the
civilian (some of them Aussies left over from the Boer War) and with suspicion by the staff of No. 26 EFTS RAF as
Australians had a bad reputation as far as discipline was
concerned but I heard later that our course was considered to
be outstanding.
All pilots are issued with a Pilot's Flying Log Book and all
flights must be recorded - the first entry in mine is on 31
December (the day after my 25th birthday and notes that I
was given "Air Experience" by Sergeant Froud my instructor.
Every flight I ever made is entered, dated and explained, so
it was a great loss to me to have my log book and my medals
stolen several years ago. But by great perseverance and good
luck I eventually traced them through the hands of four .
different medal dealers to the home of a young timber truck
driver in a small town near Albury - his wife had paid $2500
to a dealer and given them to him for a Father's Day present his hobby was showing them around country shows - but he
agreed to return them if I reimbursed his wife for the money
she'd spent. Of course I did, otherwise I would not be able to
remember the dates and events I'm now writing about.
From my log book I note I passed out of the elementary
flying school with an "above average" endorsement on Tiger
Moths and was transferred to twin-engined Oxfords. 'Rusty'
and 'Bluie' were posted to single-engine Harvards and I did
not catch up with them again until a wild leave together in
Alexandria a year later.
During this time some of us became "Acting Sergeants Unpaid" and wore a white and blue armband which indicated
that we were permitted to use the officers' mess. Somehow the
Station Commander one night in the mess persuaded me to
enter the Air Force v the Army boxing tournament - although
out of condition and very much overweight I agreed, but with
very little success - and I quote from a cutting from a
Salisbury newspaper - "Amid deafening applause from the
crowd, including the Prime Minister; Private Hay drove his
opponent tound the ring, reigning relentless blows. Swift put
up a really remarkable resistance, being floored four times
before being knocked out in the second round". Not much of
a performance for an ex-School Captain of Boxing.
I left Rhodesia as a Pilot Officer in a brand new uniform
tailor-made for me in Bulawayo, posted to No.1 GR School at
George in South Africa, between Durban and Capetown. This
was a navigational training school and usually led to a Coastal
Command Squadron. During the time I was at George I
played Rugby with Western Provinces and was picked to play
against the touring South African side captained by Danny
Craven, the famous Springbok.

In the United Kingdom
After finishing our course we set sail from Capetown on
the Reina Del Pacifico, a famous luxury liner with only the
crew and about 100 airmen on board. I had a huge suite all to
myself. To avoid U-boats we sailed for the Bahamas and then
up the East coast ofAmerica to Halifax in Canada, where we
trans-shipped to the Andes, another liner, but fitted out as a
troopship and became part of a huge convoy headed as it
turned out, uneventfully, for Liverpool, where we arrived on
17th October 1941. After a short time at Bournemouth,
which had been made a Collection Centre for the EATS and
where I was in a small group of Australians presented to King

George VI and the Queen Mum as she is now known.
From here I was posted to No 2 OTU Coastal Command
Squadron stationed at Catfoss in Yorkshire where I spent
Christmas 1941 and according to my log book, converted
£fom Blenheims to Beaufighters on my 26th birthday, 30th
December.
Towards the end of my time at Catfoss I was sent with my
navigator to Dyce near Aberdeen in Scotland to ferry a Beau
back to Catfoss. It was February and the aerodrome was
covered with banks of snow. It was Robbie Burns birthday and
the Duke of Hamilton presided over the formal dinner in the
mess, of haggis, tatties, neeps and a dram. Next morning in
attempting to take off between two high banks of snow I
clipped the top of one bank and crashed in flames, luckily
using an axe I was able to chop my navigator out of his cupola
before he was engulfed in flames - it was the only time I broke
an aircraft -maybe it was the dram.
From Catfoss I was posted with my navigator to 236
Squadron which was stationed in Norfolk doing low level
attacks along the French coast and shipping patrols in the
Channel. But it was soon disbanded and the crews posted to
the Middle East.
We picked up new aircraft from Filton where they were
assembled near Bristol and took off up through a narrow
flight path for the ME departure aerodrome in Cornwall.
Treblezyu was situated on the cliffs overlooking Torquay and
the surf, surrounded by fields of spring wildflowers, so
different to the snow-covered fields of Yorkshire and certainly
to be a great contrast to our final desert landing strip at
Fayume near Cairo. With my new navigator and my dog
Ticki (given to me by the daughter of the Master of
Foxhounds at Tickton Grange near Catfoss, we set course on
18th April 1942 from the Scilly Isles for Gibraltar, where we
landed after a slight diversion to look at Lisbon - 4( hours
later.
Next morning after a tricky take-off as we had to take off
with a full load of fuel, strong air turbulence from the Rock
and a short 900 yard runway - for Malta which was a bit
tricky, with instructions to avoid a convoy with its fleet escort
near Cape Bon as "naval gunners are notoriously trigger
happy". We reached Malta in the middle of a bomb attack - 5
hours later and ran for a slit trench with Ticki barking madly
as the bombs hurtled down.

In the Middle East
We left early the next morning and flew low down the
Meditertanean coast of North Africa to a desert airstrip near
Cairo where we landed for a bullybeef lunch 4 1/2 hours later.
And so after 1 1/2 years of travelling and training my real
war was about to begin. It really consisted of two separate
wars, one in the Middle East and one over Burma as my
citation for the DFC states - not for any single gallant act of
bravery but just I suppose for sheer bloody hard work.
Of the two wars the Middle East was by far the best, this
was the "level playing field" so often spoken of today - 'them'
at one end and us at the other, and nothing in between. The
fighting was furious and living conditions were tough
especially on detachments in the desert, where we dug a hole
and pitched our tents over the top, and were often short of
water, but at our base at Edku near the mouth of the Nile, we
lived in tents under palm trees not far from the sea and
Alexandria was not far away - so life was good.
S/L Riley DFC, one of the truly great characters of the war,
was CO of 227 Squadron when I joined the Squadron but
not for long - he was killed soon after. My first 'op' was a
Malta Convoy - and as reported in Beaufighter at W'tIr "some
of these sorties were dull and routine, but when the convoys
were attacked, all hell broke loose, and on one Malta convoy
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eight Beaus were lost with only one of the crews being picked
up."
On this particular job we had trained with the navy for
weeks for recognition purposes and had even had one
underside of our port wing painted white and the starboard
black, so we could be easily identified. We were briefed to
circle the convoy at low level beneath the cloud searching for
German submarines - but all of a sudden the fleet was
attacked by wave after wave of dive bombers coming straight
through the clouds and we were caught by surprise. Of course
the navy pointed everything up and we were caught in their
fire.
.
As a result of this operation 227 Squadron ceased to exist
and the squadron merged and became 272 Squadron with S/L
Ogden DFC as CO. As said in Desert Eagles "I personally
think the Beaufighter did its best work on ground-strafing
mission. Various types of target were attacked, but I always felt
that the best results were obtained on road-strafes. Hundreds
of enemy transports were destroyed or damaged by the Beaus.
Our usual technique was to send out two sections fly about 15
miles out to sea, then turn west parallel to the coast until
opposite the target area and then turn in. Having approached
well below any radar cover, we preserved an element of
surprise. As we approached the road one section would turn
right and the other went to the left. With No.2 about a mile
behind the leader, we would then fly down the road at zero
feet and fly straight at vehicles on the road. A quick burst at
100 to 50 yards, pull up over the roof of it an down on the
road again, ready for the next. Any vehicle missed by the
leader would be finished off by his No.2, and if we ran into a
convoy there were plenty of pickings for a No.2. Only on two
occasions did aircraft actually scrape the road with their
airscrew tips, but in each case the Beau returned safely."
My No.2 once came back: with pieces of Italian newspaper
in his aircraft as a result of me hitting an ammunition truck,
which blew up beneath us.
Strafing at low level was exciting and you certainly got the
exhilaration and satisfaction of seeing the results of your
shooting - unlike the bomber boys who operated mainly at
night and at great heights.
.
Both in the Middle East and Burma I was engaged ID low
level attacks - for which the Beaufighter with its great forward
vision, four cannon and six machine guns and two powerful
Hercules engines was ideally suited.
Here are some extracts from my log book:
25th June, 1942 strafing enemy units on desert road - one
lorry set on fire, four hit and damaged,
own alc hit by ground fire and MEllO
attack
11 th July, 1942
Patrol for JU52s N Tobruk, 28 sighted, 2
attacks made, chased off by ME11 0 and
JU88. Own aircraft holed.
19th Aug, 1942
Coastal strafe - one German dinghy
sighted with four men - did not shoot.
(We were later reprimanded for not
having done so.)
26th Sept, 1942
Road strafe Tobruk to Bardia. Seven
lorries attacked, troops killed.
1st Oct, 1942
Road strafe to BU Q Barrani. The
Australian Official War Book Air War
Against Germany and Italy on page 362,
says "Swift attacked six lorries setting two
on fire and forcing the others off the
road".
19th Oct, 1942
Sweep South of Crete - one schooner set
on fire, thirty 52's attacked, chased offby
twO IIO's, own alc hit.

To India
At this stage the war took a sudden change for me - as
David Innes wrote in Beaufighters over Burma:

'It was on 23rd October, that Swift, then a Pilot Officer
with No. 272 (Beaufighter) Squadron, RAP, at Edku near
Alexandria, after returning from a successful attack on German
transports in the Libyan desert, was informed ofhis promotion
to flight lieutenant and immediate posting to No. 27
Squadron, India, as flight commander of 'B' Flight. His
'personal gear'for the flight to India included his dog,
Tickton(which he promotedfrom Air Vice Desert Dog to Air
Rajah Dog), a portable gramophone and ballet records.
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The rest of the aircraft and crews gradually flew in until we
were ready for our first operational flight and as told in

Beaufighters over Burma:
"So on Christmas Day 1942, exactly twelve months after
the Japanese had begun their bombing of Rangoon, the first
Beaufighter operation against the Japanese in Burma was
carried out. The target was Toungoo aerodrome in central
Burma which was being used by the Japanese to mount
bombing raids on Arakan positions and Calcutta. Damage
was done to three Japanese aircraft on the aerodrome before
the Beaufighters' cannons jammed, causing the attacks to be
aboned. The aircraft returned to Amarda Road.
Two days later, on 27th December, the second operation
got under way, comprising four aircraft led by Flight
Lieutenant Swift. They flew across the Bay of Bengal to Fenni
aerodrome, from where the first operation had been made and
from where they were to carry out the second operation the
next day. The 27th was a Sunday and after three of the aircraft
arrived - the fourth having returned to Amarda Road because
of engine trouble - the crews attended a church service. In the
afternoon the crews were briefed fot a low-level attack on HeHo aerodrome in the Southern Shan States of Eastern Burma.
Early next morning they set course for He-Ho and as they
descended into Burma for the first time they were struck by
the colour of the Burmese foliage - the red and orange tints of
the flowering trees which, in due course, we learnt to identifY
as the flame trees of the forest and the golden mohurs.
On reaching He-Ho aerodrome two of the Beaufighters
went in to attack ground targets and Swift attacked a Japanese
Mitsubishi Ki-21 (Type 97) bomber which was preparing to
land. As with the first operation a few days earlier there were
armament problems and on this occasion not a single gun
fired!"
I considered tipping his tail plane with my wing-tip - but
decided it was too dangerous, considering the long flight
home over the mountains. It was subsequently discovered that
the American ammunition with which we had loaded our
guns was slightly over-size and jammed our guns. This was a
major problem and we did not fly operationally for another
six weeks.

On the Burma Front
Flying in Burma was vastly different to the desert. When
we were stationed at Agartala; in the state ofTripura, flying in
to Burma to reach our targets meant crossing mountains
which exceeded 9000 feet and often through the heaviest of
cumulus nimbus cloud full of the most frightening
turbulence, rain and lightning, which could cause you to fall
out in a spin upside down with the Irrawaddy River just
below. These conditions made it difficult for our navigators or
"fonune tellers", as they were nicknamed, to find the targets
(often hidden away in forests) without any aids except their
own navigational skills. They sat in the rear of the fuselage
under a perspex cupola facing the tail which somehow seemed
to attract stray enemy bullets, and entrusted their pilot with
their lives to faithfully follow their directions to find the
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flying conditions, on the ground we all had to live with
prickly heat, dhobi itch, heatstroke, malaria and above all,
boredom, caused by lack of flying due to unserviceable aircraft
and impossible flying conditions.
However conditions as far as creature comforts wete
concerned were better than the desert. We lived in thatched
bamboo huts with our own personal bearer, who was dressed
in white robes with an RAP sash and the squadron crest on
his turban and who looked after our personal needs, even
standing behind our chairs and personally waiting on us at
dinner in the mess. A hangover from the British Rajah I
suppose. Air Rajah Dog (Ticki) who was promoted from Air
Desert Dog, died of tick fever while at Agartala - he had been
a faithful and loving companion and had flown from England
with me and fought with me in the desert, faithfully sharing
the good and the bad - I missed him very much. W/C
Nicolson VC replaced W/C Daish as CO of 27 Squadron
duly arriving with his Border Collie dog, and making his first
Beaufighter flight the same day - his arrival was suitably
celebrated in the Mess that night - and we left him and his
dog asleep in a chair. We were used to the horrible Indian
'Carew' gin - he wasn't!
He was a great fellow and his the only VC given to Fighter
Command during the whole war.
27 Squadron earned the title of 'the trainbusters" and as
Innes reports in Beaufighters over Burma:

''in the early part ofthe month, the squadron chalked up its
fiftieth locomotive destroyed or d4maged. However, by the end
ofthe month another twenty-six had been destroyed or
damaged Other rail targets, including freight trucks and flats,
carriages - sometimes with soldiers - and signal boxes were also
attacked. "
I probably killed more Burmese than Japs. Our main work
was spent on Rhubarbs (low level sweeps over Burma) with
instructions to attack anything seen such as reported in
Whispering Death - the nickname for a Beaufighter coined in
our RAP mess in India - and not by the Japs as often thought.
"The totals did not include myriad opportunity targets
struck by roving single Beau crews, such as Japanese infantry
on the march, airfield strafes, oil tank strikes, supply depot
attacks, or several highly successful individual sorties like the
lone Beau which arrived over Myitkyina, the largest Japanese
air-base in northern Burma, just as a ceremonial parade was
assembled to honour Emperor Hirohito's birthday. Drawn up
in full ranks, the Japanese were on the point of saluting their
Rising Sun ensign when the Beau made the first of two passes;
its cannon reducing the parade to a bloody shambles, with
one shell severing the flagpole and draping the flag over the
bodies of its colour guard. Or another lone sortie which
strafed a training centre for officers of the traitor 'Burmese
Army' at Pyinmana, slaughtering dozens of men caught on the
open parade ground. 27 Squadron's particular penchant for
attacking Japanese rail transport had by then earned it the
unofficial title of the 'Loco-busters'."
My log book simply says for that attack:
4th May attack Burmese Army HQ (troops found on
parade - killed) and others
9th May strafe oil refinery at Yathaya (6 attacks made, left
in flames)
21st July strafe railways North of Mandalay. (We damaged
seven locomotives, about 75trucks and five water
tanks)
During my time in India I spent a wonderful leave at
Darjeeling in the Himalayas almost in view of Mt Everest and came back to the squadron with a Daschund pup who I
named Messerschmidt or 'Smitty' for short. Smitty was to take
the place ofTicki and when I left the squadron at the end of

August 1943 - for me and Smitty the fighting was over, we
were posted to the Combined War Operations Room, well
below ground in Colombo, Ceylon. When the officer in
charge said "move the fleet, Swift" I took a long bamboo pole
and moved various ships around a large glass-topped map
table. I hated it. Luckily I escaped and became a controller to
RAP Station Lake Kogula, which was a Catalina base for RAP
and Dutch Flying Boats. Qantas operated a twice-weekly
flying boat service from here to the Swan River in Perth and I
scrounged a visit home as a supernumerary pilot on one
occasion, and later when attached to 217 Beaufighter
Squadron based at Mt Lavinia, J was finally posted home on
4th August 1944. I got another flight with Qantas, this time
in a Liberator with Smitty in a specially made basket hidden
among the overload petrol tanks in the bomb bay.

Russell Robert Symes
DO/CIG/3/3

5420
CONFIDENTIAL
Chief Instructor in Gunnery,
School of AA & CD
MEF

Dear Col Gibson,
I just wanted to express my appreciation for the help I have
had from Lieut RR Symes.
He has made a great success of two courses on the No: 3
Predictor which he has been running entirely unaided. I have
had several tributes as to the excellence of his instruction from
officers who attended the courses. These officers have all come
from units deployed in the Middle East and they had all had
quite a lot of practical experience so Symes' work must have
been pretty good if, after only two weeks on a course here, he
was able to impress such hardened campaigners.
Many thanks for releasing him from Regimental Duties,
and may he be as useful to you as he has been to me.
Yours sincerely
P Severy
Lt Col ARM Gibson
1st Aust HAA Regt
MEF

Brian Sharland Tait

5047

I have, of course, many personal reminiscences, perhaps the
most personal is - in Gibraltar 1942-1943 one of my fellow
Captains, Flight Lieutenant John Lawrence RAF received a
photograph in February 1943 of a very pretty girl, his sister. I
fell in love with the photograph and bought her for a beer
(beer was like gold in Gibraltar). We finished our tout at the
same time so he invited me to spend part of my leave in
Gloucester. I claimed my possession and after a little hesitation
she consented. We were married in March 1944 (You can see
why I wished to stay over in Europe to do my second ops
tour). We returned to Gloucester from Oz in 1948 where we
lived together for 49 1/2 years, when she died.

From Gibraltar 1942-1943
U-Boat patrols and convoy escorts. Escorted convoy and
fleet into Oran in Allied landings 7th November. On 9th
November in rough weather take off (under orders from
AOC) sustained 14'x5' hole in hull but got airborne.
Continued to escort 1st Army HQ ship before returning for
successful landing. 28th December flew the AOe, Station
Commander and Squadron Commander to Port Lyautey,
Morocco, for first meeting with the Americans.
In February 1943 flew 190 Hours on operations. April
1943 Special Mission to West Africa followed by telegram of
thanks from HQWA. Left 202 Squadron after total 1402
hours flying (longest flight 23 hrs).
26th October 1944 was flown to Gibraltar to collect a
repaired Catalina. Did one armed patrol in Mediterranean
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before returning (thereby earning Italy Star!) In November
aircraft fitted with Leigh light: with S/Ldr Inglis worked out
system of night flying and attack and trained whole Squadron.
Promoted to S/Ldr and became CO Flight Commodore with
S/Ldr Brian Inglis, taking it in turns to be OIC operations
and OIC training etc. 202 was then in Europe the largest
operational squadron in the RAF with 24 crews, ie 240
alrcrew.

Felix William Tavener

4095

Felix Tavener was working in London when war broke out.
One Sunday we [Lewis Parkes and T~vener] were hiking in
Surrey when we heard the guns and bombs from Dunkirk
which made us realise that the war was real and we decided to
enlist in the forces. Lewis got in the air force but I failed the
medical after jumping up and down on a chair 20 times and
having my pulse and blood pressure taken, so I joined the
army, who were not so fussy.

Training
I was posted to Larkhill on the Salisbury plains about one
mile from Stonehenge. My training squad was almost an
international one - Canadians, Frenchmen, Argentineans, an
Egyptian and a Russian Jew, as well as a few. pommie~.
After 6 months training on six inch medIUm hOWItzers I
was selected to go to the 123 artillery OCTU at Catterick in
Yorkshire. This was run by a man on whom the Colonel
Blimp film was modelled, and our first task was a general
knowledge paper based almost solely on questions about
"Huntin', shootin' and fishin"'.
Needless to say, I didn't do well and added to this my
Australian accent in the lectures we had to give put me in
danger of being RTU'D (Returned to Unit). Fortunate~y, as
Spring appeared, a notice went up on the board that cncket
practice would be held next day. I fronted the:e and. was able
to help the team to win a couple of matches, mcludmg one
where Lew Hutton represented "Signals OCTU" so it became
obvious that I was suitable material to be an "officer and a
gentleman" and got my commission.

lfoyage to the East

Having trained on twenty five pounders, I w~ then posted
to an Ami Tank gun unit in Hitchin, Hertfordshlre. After
training on 2 pounder anti tank guns, I was then posted to.
the 82nd Anti tank Regiment stationed at Clacton-on-Sea m
the ex Butlins Holiday Camp and prepared to go overseas.
The regiment moved to Liverpool and boarded the .Empress of
Asia, which was joining a convoy headed for the Middle East.
The ship was incredibly crowded and the situation wasn't
helped when there was a submarine alert off Dakar and the
Canadian stokers went on strike and came up on deck and we
gradually lost weigh dropping behind the co~voy, which .
dropped out of sight. We finally caught up WIth them coalmg
in Freetown and then proceeded around the Cape to Durban.
Our longed for leave was cut short when for so~e
unknown reason our regiment transferred to the Empress of
Japan and the 81 st Anti tank Regiment to the Empress ofAsia.
At this stage Pearl Harbour had been attacked and our part of
the convoy went to Bombay while the Empress ofAsia went to
Singapore where she arrived with the Japanese and the 8Ist
Regiment were taken prisoner.
In Bombay we acquired our transport and proceeded to
Jhansi in the centre of India where we were stationed for 3
weeks in regular army barracks. The morning started when a
cup of "char" laced with rum was brought to your bed by a
native bearer who then shaved you in bed before you fronted
for PT. A constant supply of freshly washed and ironed
clothing and a club and squash court made for a pleasant stay.
From here we moved on to Calcutta and then down to

Deula in the swamps at the mouth of the Hougli River where
we spent a most unpleasant six months sweating it out waiting
for a Japanese invasion that never materialised. We were then
moved to Lohardaga near Ranchi up in Bengal hill country
and spent some time training before joining the 7th Indian
Division and proceeding to Madras whence we were shipped
to Chittagong in the Arakan, which is the border with Burma
at the top of the Bay of Bengal.
The border between India and Burma is an impenetrable
mountainous area stretching from North to South with only
two possible points of access - one in the north at Imphal and
Kohima and one along the coast in the south which is the
Arakan. The Japanese planned a first invasion from Arakan
followed later by one at Imphal. The only access road in the
Arakan ran along a narrow strip of land between the Naf River
and the Mayu range of mountains 2000 feet high.
The Japanese approaching from Akyab were fortunate in
having access through the Mayu range via an old railway
tunnel. This gave them control of the range and every time
the British advanced along the road they were cut off from the
rear via the mountains.
Finally by a tremendous feet of engineering, the Engineers
with plenty of native labour, managed to make a road over the
range called the Ngakedauk pass. It was no more than 10 feet
wide, very steep and winding but enough for our division to
get over the range and form what became known as the
Admin Box on the other side.
From here we fanned out as far as the Katapanzin river
after which the mountains took over. At this stage our antitank guns were unpopular with the squadron of tanks in case
the Japanese got hold of them so our role became an infantry
one with 3" mortars protecting the Ack Ack guns.

The Battle of The Admin Box
While we were preparing an advance, the Japanese got in
quicker with their "March on India" and started with a raid by
80 zeros, 15 of which were shot down by our AA with the
help of a couple of spitfires. At one stage we saw them
machine gunning a Spitfire pilot who was parachuting down.
Meanwhile the Japanese had outflanked our positions with
an incredible jungle march and attacked our division from the
rear and the first indication of their arrival was Division
Headquarters being overrun followed by the hospital where 30
inmates were bayoneted in their beds. General Messervy and
some of his staff did escape in their pyjamas when the attack
came in the middle of the night. The Japanese also cut the
Ngakedauk pass at this stage and the Division was effectively
cut off.
Most of our scattered units were withdrawn into the
Admin Box where the General finally arrived 2 days later. My
troop was defending an AA gun position on the spur of a hill
overlooking the one track coming into the box and known as
the "East Gate". We had an early fright, when a whole
company of Ghurkas came running through our position with
the Japanese in pursuit. However the Ghurkas dug in
alongside us and we were briefly in the front line but not, as
Tokyo Rose claimed, annihilated. From then on the scrap
went on for 3 weeks with the Japanese attacking our positions
every night and by day we got the help of the West Yorks,
Kings Own Scottish Borderers and the Ghurkas.
The Admin Box itself was under constant shell fire and
attack and the ammunition dump set on fire while the
problem of drinking water from the creek had to be solved by
burying Japanese and mules in bulldozed trenches.
A shortage of ammunition and food was getting critical
when air drops started with a stream of DC3's saving the day.
Included in the drops were large glass jars of Navy issue rum,
which were by far the most popular. After about 2 weeks I had
managed to get a bucket of water from the Chaung (creek)
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Japanese and I was well soaped for my first wash when the
two Hurricanes known as the Maungdow twins came in to
attack the Japanese with 20mm cannon, but hit our ridge
instead leaving me nicely soaped in the slir trench and an
upturned bucket.
One night our sentries surprised a column of Jap
reinforcements marching down the track and when we opened
fire they dived into a patch of jungle about as large as two
tennis courts and as daylight broke one of our tanks came up
and opened fire with the 75 mm gun and with everyone firing
on this small area they continued firing until the last one was
eliminated. There were no cases of surrender and with their
incredible bunker system they made a very difficult opponent
apart from the fact they didn't seem to mind dying for the
Emperor.
However, gradually the tide turned and what remained of
them started pulling out. At this stage the Ngakedauk Pass
was opened by the relieving 5th Indian Division and it was
claimed that for the first time the British and Indian army had
beaten the Japanese in what was known as "the Battle of the
Admin Box". At this stage our unit was pulled out and rested
on the shore of the Bay of Bengal where we had a very
pleasant camp in a pine forest. Sharks and king crabs made
swimming rather dangerous.

The Battle ofImphal
The Japanese now started their second offensive in the
North with an incredible jungle march through no known
track and surrounded the Naga mountain village of Kohima as
well as cutting the only Dimapur-Kohima road. Dimapur was
the railhead and main supply base for the Burma Road
leading to Ledo and General Stilwell with his Chinese Army.
The battle for Kohima which followed was described by
Mountbatten as the fiercest of World War II, centred as it was
on the District Commissioner's bungalow and adjoining
tennis court where the net separated the Japanese from the
Royal West Kent Regiment.
The worst of this battle was over when our division was
flown up to relieve the Indian Division but there was still a lot
of fighting to remove the Japanese from their well sited
bunkers on the hills surrounding Kohima. They gradually
withdrew down the road to Imphal, which they had also
surrounded. Imphal was on the oniy.bit of open country in
the area and had the only airstrip .lVailable. It was also the start
of the only track leading into Burma and once the Japanese
had been cleared from the area, the main body of our troops
started on the advance to Mandalay. At the same time my unit
with a small detachment of an East African Brigade, and
Engineers and a 25 pounder battery advanced down a
virtually unknown track through the Gangaw Valley known
for its scrub typhus tick which meant we had to wear puttees
and sleeves rolled down, a most unpleasant outfit in the post
monsoon humidity. The Japanese were taken by surprise and
the opposition was only light until we reached the banks of
the Irrawaddy River near Pakokku where they fought fiercely
before withdrawing.

Crossing the Irrawaddy
While the main body of the army was heavily engaged at
Mandalay fighting for the only bridge over the Irrawaddy, our
division crossed the river with small boats and outboard
motors, landing at Nyaungu, which fortunately was only held
by the INA (Indian National Army), who only put up minor
opposition. These were Indian troops who had defected to the
Japanese. The 1000 yard river crossing was claimed as the
longest of the war. We rapidly established ourselves in the
nearby township of Pagan, which was the ancient capital of
Burma with an amazing number of temples.

At this stage 17th Indian Division came through us and
advanced to Meiktila a major town on the road from
Mandalay to Rangoon and were able to cut off the Japanese
retreating from Mandalay. Meanwhile our Division moved
down the East bank of the Irrawaddy to Chauk and
Yenanyaung, which was a major oil field where the Japanese
put up fierce resistance. However we were now in fairly open
country and the Japanese jungle skills no longer helped them
and the whole 14th Army now moved rapidly down Burma to
Rangoon in an effort to beat the monsoon.
Our unit had reached Magwe when our 3 years and 8
months overseas service was up and we were due to be flown
out when the monsoon broke and the American pilots refused
to take off until we dished out Jap swords, helmets, etc.
After the roughest flight I have ever experienced we landed
in Chittagong where the troops were set up in tents on the
bank of the Chittagong River with the first issue of beer for 6
months. Officers were restricted to 6 drinks at the Chittagong
Club! When we got back to camp we found the river had
breached its banks and the whole campsite was under about
18 inches of water with everybody happily drinking while
tents floated away. From here we had an 11 day train journey
to Quetta on the north west frontier of India some 7000 feet
high. We remained there for a month's rehabilitation - the
nearest thing to heaven!
While there we were called on to put on an exhibition for
the local Pathan tribesmen of how the British Army operated.
An attack was to be made on a hill position by infantry
backed by my troops' mortar fire. Fortunately we had a
practice run the day before and as the Infantry advanced we
opened fire with the mortars which lobbed behind our
Infantry. An immediate cease-fire was followed by a rush of
Brigadiers etc, and I could foresee a court martial! Ranges were
checked and it was then realised that the ammunition we had
been issued with was World War I. An all night search found
enough suitable for next day when all went according to plan.
We travelled from Quetta to Bombay and then back to
Blighty where we arrived just after VJ Day.

Occupation of Germany
After a month's leave I was posted to the Lanarkshire
Yeomanry who were stationed in Germany at Barketchide, a
town between Hamburg and Lubeck and on the frontier
between the Russian and British armies. One day a couple of
us walked along the track in no man's land to establish
friendly relations with the Russians, but were greeted by
bearded youths dug in covering us with rifles. With no one
able to communicate we decided discretion was the better part
of valour and withdrew.
Soon the unit was due for demobilisation and as I had a
month to go, I got a job with the Military Government in
Hamburg, where my main job was to inspect buildings to see
what could be made habitable - in fact very few. The city was
one big heap of rubble which was being trolleyed down into
the A1ster Lake which was reduced in diameter by about 100
yards.
Finally back in England and demobilisation and three
months later a voyage back to Australia with my new English
wife. On the whole, the Army survived fairly well - healthwise. Malaria was mostly kept at bay by the daily dose of
Mepacrin and we had few cases of scrub typhus. The most
common complaints were dysentery and jungle sores. The
constant humidity took its toll and the monsoon made life
very uncomfortable - particularly when in slit trenches. The
Japanese were excellent soldiers. They invariably fought to the
death, never surrendering. They were well trained at night
fighting and their bunkers withstood any amount of shelling
and bombing as well as being cleverly sited. They also
travelled light - their food was generally rice and biscuits and
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what they could obtain from the villages. We never
encountered any Jap tanks and the only use we made of our
Ami-tank guns was during assaults on the many hill features
.
occupied by well dug in Japanese.
Our infantry, usually Ghurkas, would advance up the slope
while we fited high explosive shells umil the infantry reached
about 20 yards from the crest when we switched to armour
piercing shells and at the given signal about 5 yards from the
crest we ceased fire while rhe Ghurkas went in wirh their
Kukris. However the 3 inch mortars were a very useful
weapon in the jungle and surprisingly accurate.

John Kenneth Thompson

4058

When we started off to go to the war we boarded the
Queen Mary. Dr Waddy, my father-in-law, came out in the
morning to see me off. I had only been married for rhree
weeks. I did nor expect to get any mail for many months but
to my surprise I got a letter from my wife Rosemarie and it
was a beautiful poem.
A fellow called Hugh Patterson, the son of Banjo Patterson
was on the ship, so I got Hugh to write a poem after showing
him the one I had received. I sent his poem back to
Rosemarie. She showed it to Dr Waddy and he thought I was
a genius!
I was a Sergeant at this time. When we got to India we
were transferred to a little ship, Salmet to continue to the
Middle East. We arrived in Middle East and after training we
were sent to the Western Desert. I did quite a lot of patrolling
there and that seemed to suit me because I was more or less
on my own and did what I wanted to do. I found I liked
patrolling. When I started off I used to wear b~ots and in the
desert it is very sandy and you could hear a snail shell crack a
hundred yards away on the hard sand. So after a few patrols I
decided to go in socks and my patrol all went in socks which
we had tried in the sand during the daytime. It greatly
reduced the noise.
There is a place called "Thompson's Post" at Tobruk, a~d
another at EI Alamein. These were named after me becausmg
of the patrolling I did at both places.
Going through a minefield, you crawled and put your
fingers in front. Only really two of us went through a
minefield, because the less men that went through, the more
chance you had of not detonating the mines. Some of the
minefield bombs were anti- personnel devices, otherwise tank
bombs, and others were bombs that aeroplanes had dropped.
They were all geared to go off the same way. If your hand hit
a srring, it was a light wire. You could follow it along and you
might encounter a peg in the ground. This meant you had to
go back along the wire to find the mine. You would then put
a match, a nail or wire into the firing mechanism. This would
stop the mine going off.
I patrolled in this manner for a long period of time. Only
men up to the rank of Lieutenant went out patrolling. In
some ways this was unfortunate because office~s above the .
rank of Lieutenant did not know what was gomg on and did
not understand the dangers involved. Once while patrolling a
mine went off close to me and I was hit by some shrapnel.
This was while I was at Tobruk.
At EI A1amein it was a little different. We used to go very
carenilly because the Germans did everything in time. They
would let off a volley of rifle fire each night. If you got into a
safe spot and the volley went off, they would go off for 30
seconds, and then there would be a break for five minute,
then there would be 30 seconds followed by a )0 minute stop.
If you got the pattern you were pretty safe to get up and
move.
Once a company of us was sent up to Beirut, and right
alongside Beirut is the Karasu River - the French who were

fighting against us were on the other side of the river. We
never fired at one another and never had any rrouble with
them. Every now and then we would throw dynamite into the
river to kill fish to eat. When we had too many we would
throw them over to the other side of rhe river for the Vichy
French to eat.
I was chosen out of the 9th Division to go up to the
Marble Arch and lecture on patrolling to the English 8th
Army. I met General Montgomery and had a sandwich with
him out in the desert. I told Montgomery that if I had two
three-day classes I could teach them what I knew about
patrolling. He agreed to this. I said to him that we must have
some live ammunition and a few tracers, and I would like the
Colonels, down to Majors to be in the first school for three
days as they had not done any patrolling in the Australian
Army and they didn't do it in the British Army. I thought it
would be a very good idea if they learnt. Montgomery said,
'Thompson that is a very good idea". So it gave me great
pleasure to have these officers crawling on their stomachs!
After the week was up, I went to Cairo with my two
Sergeants for a break. On the third day I was there I met
Colonel Simpson, who ended up being a Brigadier and
known as the "Red Fox". I admired him more than any
soldier I met or worked for in the Middle East, and although
he was strict he knew I was a "one off" who liked being by
myself. He said to me, "Thompson what are you doing here? I
thought you were teaching 8th Army officers how to patrol?" I
said, "Sir, I've taught them all I can so I am having a week's
holiday in Caito". He said "Thompson I have not seen you".
He put me in for some award but in the end I only
received MIDs.
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Frederick William Thomson
Submitted by Mrs Ie Thomson, wift.
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Thomson joined the Militia at Cross Street Depot,
Mosman, the 1st Light AA Regt before the War and on the
declaration joined the AlE He became a Lieutenant in
September 1939. Sometime in 1940 he was sent to Darwin
for some months and then posted overseas in the Middle East.
When Singapore fell the Regiment was recalled and sent to
Darwin going straight from the ship overland from Adelaide
with the gum.
Darwin had been bombed at least once before this. He was
in Adelaide for about a year then posted to the Atherton
tableland in North Queensland from where he was sent to
New Guinea. Later he joined in the landing in Borneo and
Balikpapan. He was sent home after peace as a wounded
soldier having been promoted to Major.
He held a pension for one year, but surrendered it claiming
there were others worse off than him.

Richard William Townsend
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Having finished my HSC in 1967, I took up employment
with a Stock and Station company, Winchcombe Carson in
Sydney but after two years moved on to Stockbroking with
Ian Potter and Co, now Potter Partners. I was yearning for
more adventure and in 1971 joined the RAAF as an Air
Traffic Control Officer.
All facets of service life were interesting, however, the
standout periods of service were in Malaysia in 1975-77 when
the South Vietnamese regime was overthrown by North
Vietnam resulting in evacuation of Australian and Australian
employed personnel, and Royal Malaysian Air Force were still
conducting air strikes against Communist Terrorist positions
from Air Base Butterworth where I was stationed.
The second period of standout service was at Air
Headquarters Australia in the Lower Blue Mountains at
Glenbrook. Travelling extensively overseas and within
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Australian Army and Navy and Foreign Forces. This posting
culminated in an intensive period of planning and support
activities during the Gulf War.

Basil Holmes Travers
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Extract jam BH Travers' memoirs

"Grand Match Interallie De Rugby Cet Apres Midi, Au Stade De Beyrouth!"
Such was the headline in the sporting pages of the Beirut
newspaper r..:Orient on Sunday 28th April 1940 when a team
from the AIF played rugby football against Les Marsouins (the
Dolphins), the champion team of the French Army of the
Levant. The match was well publicised; the posters were all
round the city; and it was attended by the commander of the
French Army in the Middle East, General Humblot.
Just when the decision was made to send a team to Beirut
to play the French is not now known. By the beginning of
April 1940 there was in existence a brigade sporting
committee which artanged fixtures between the units. It was
this committee which on Monday 8 April not only selected
two teams from Julis camp to play against two teams from
Qastina camp on the following Sunday, but also announced
that a team was to be selected to go Beirut to play the French
army. This team would be selected after the Julis-Qastina
matches. At the meeting it was suggested that contact be made
with the NSW Rugby Union to provide jerseys for the tour
but this was not met with particular approval - why I do not
know as we had no jerseys of a suitable Australian pattern or
colour for an international match.

Preparatory Matches
The matches against Qastina were duly played - for the
record Julis camp won both! - and two teams were chosen to
play the following Sunday in a final trial. Looking back now it
is interesting to see that the selection of the final team was
given a high priority as the players were to be assembled for
football training no matter what else they were doing in their
units. Football took precedence; we came away from the
training wherever we were, and went to practice!
The final trial match was turned into a public relations
exercise for the AlF, as it was held at the Maccabi Sports Club
ground in Tel Aviv where, we later discovered, it was the
curtain raiser to a semi final of the local soccer competition.
The AlF went to the ground only to find that the changing
rooms were back at the main club rooms in town. So the
game started late before an impatient crowd of about 8000
who had come to watch the soccer and who, we soon realised,
knew nothing about rugby. Scrums caused great amusement
and tackling brought cheers of delight; it was not until we saw
the spite of the semi final that we appreciated why they
enjoyed the tackling so much. On one occasion a long, high
punt down field by the AIF team bounced the ball through
the goal; wild cheering greeted this.
The game, however, was not very spectacular, the AIF
defeating the Rest by 8-3. The letters of myself and my
brother described the game. I wrote: "the locals became a bit
bored towards the end as the game was not open enough to
provide interest. I closed it up purposely by putting Bill (my
brother) in the centre of the scrum and lineouts in order to
give the forwards practice at rucking and taking the ball
through. There was a good movement about five minutes
before time. After a quarter hour's tight play I called for the
ball and worked the blind. I got cut off and the winger on the
blind side cut back on the open and connected with the inner
centre. The full back came in between the inner and outer
centres, passed to the winger who then passed to the forwards.
After two forwards had handled, we scored near the posts. The

whole movement covered about 70 yards of field."
Bill wrote: "the ground is the worst I have ever played on
the ground is sand - hard like a chip tennis court, but just soft
like the beach in some spots. This made running very difficult,
especially if we had to start from a soft spot; if we were going
fast it was easier to run over the soft sand. For the game the
ordinary soccer posts were used except that huge poles were
tied to the sides of the soccer posts to make the uprights
longer The iron posts which support the soccer net were left
in position. This I thought was dangerous for one might run
into them manoeuvring behind the line The AIF are wearing
blue sweaters - the Rest are wearing black. Lovell (l6th
Brigade Intelligence Officer) is the referee and the tall blue
forward with his hands on his hips is 'Weary' Dunlop a
Victorian player."
All players waited in Tel Aviv after the match while the
team to go to Beirut was selected; naturally the customary
after match festivities took place. Eventually we loaded one
another into the buses to return to the camps, arriving at Julis
about 0200 hours, 2/2 Battalion, my unit, left on a four day
exercise in the Hebron hills marching 16 miles on Sunday - so
much for a short run to loosen up after a hard game!
But again football took precedence, for all were relieved
from training from Tuesday 23rd April in order to prepare to
play in Beirut on Sunday.

Trip to Syria
The team assembled at Julis camp on Wednesday 24th
April, having PT in the morning and a full practice in the
afternoon. This was repeated the next day, so much so that
some of the team were concerned that their legs would be too
stiff to run. There was no trouble with general fitness - all
were superbly strong and well - but there was trouble with
wind sprints. On the third day, Friday, it was decided not to
have any hard running at all but merely to prepare for the
departure on Saturday. During this time many of the team
were practising their schoolboy French and making plans for
the way in which they would spend the time after the game.
At this stage few of the Australians had been further north in
Palestine than to Tel Aviv so that all were looking forward to
the trip north to Haifa and into Syria, as it was then called, so
as to meet the charming French ladies we had heard so much
about.
Letters home described the bus trip north and the Biblical
sights seen for the first time by many. Diaries and letters from
members of the team were full of the trip. Twenty six of us
crowded into one bus (there were several swingers) and sat
with our knees jammed up for about nine hours. The bus was
fairly slow but we did not notice this because none of us had
passed through the country before.
The mountains here come right down to the sea and the
area of cultivation is very small. The Arabs or locals seem a
cleaner lot and the closer we got to Beirut the better and
cleaner the villages became. Finally we got to Beirut and I
asked for 'Ie grand serail' - French HQ. We met a French
lieutenant who, having been educated in England, could speak
English beautifully. The old captain arranging the teams,
however, could not speak a word of English. The men of our
team were lodged at Hotel d'Amerique and the officers at the
Hotel Metropole and New Royal Hotel. We then had a look
at the ground. It is a sandy ground harder than Tel Aviv: it is a
kind of a stadium."
Hetherington wrote: "a more spectacular setting for a
football match could not be imagined. The white roofs of the
city shimmering in the hot, bright sunshine beyond the walls
of the stadium and the snow-topped peaks of the hills of
Lebanon were visible in the distance." Glennie was to write
later, "immediately behind the stands rise the snow-capped
mountains of Lebanon. Yet the onlookers wore light summer
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clothes."
The 'old captain', whose name I later found to be Captain
Barbier, gave us the program for our stay. It read:

Programme
Equipe Australienne
SAMEDI

Grand Serail- Arrivee de l'equipe
Installation dans les hotels.
20 heures - Aperitif et Diner des Officiers
au Cercle des Officiers
20 heures - Diner des Sous-Officiers et
Troupe Cercle des SousOfficiers
Soiree libre
DIMANCHE
Matinee - Visite de la ville
3 voitures tourisme a la disposition des
Officiers
12 H 30 - Dejeuner des Officiers au
Cercle des Officiers
Dejeuner de la Troupe - Cercle des SousOfficiers
16 H 45 - Match Stade de Beyrouth
Presidence du General Humblot
20 H 30 - Diner Officiel - Officiers
Restaurant du KIT KAT
Diner des deux equipes - Cercle des SousOfficiers
LUNDI
Depart
There was to be no mixing the officers and the other ranks
during this match - except on the field. But as will be seen one
Australian took a different view!
After the dryness of Palestine the views from the hotels in
Beirut were magnificent. "From the waterfront you can see the
mountains of Lebanon still covered with snow on the peaks.
We went right round to the other point of the bay - which is
like Haifa - this morning and came to a beautiful flowing
stream running between a deep ravine. Unfortunately we were
not allowed to photograph anything as there are coastal
defences quite close by. The river is surrounded with gum
trees, the whole view was a sight for sore eyes. We had a
chauffeur, a soldier from Indo China. Near the stream is an
old inscription in Latin starting "Imp Caes Mavrelivs". In
many parts the stone is defaced. Also near the spot i~ a ..
monument to soldiers of the last war. Apparently thiS position
of "Nahr El Kelb" is a strategic point in Lebanon. We came
back through tropical vegetation - palms, banana plantations
and streams flowing down from the hills. Through the towns
the car went like hell, tooting at every little incident. We
passed a whole quarter which put Happy Valley to shame the houses or shacks were made of tins and the area was
completely unhealthy."
.
.
Writing in the Sydney Morning Herald, Guy Hamot said,
"the Australians, who had arrived from their camps by bus the
previous day, were delighted with B~irut, which has. been
called 'the Paris of the East'. It is a big, modern, typICally
French city, and its busy streets, open air pavement cafes and
cabarets, pretty French and Lebanese girls were a welco~e
change from the Spartan life of the camps. The Australians
were most cordially welcomed everywhere, and given a
thoroughly good time. They were soon on the frien~lies,~
terms with the inhabitants, especially the French pOIlus.
In the light of all the 'psyching up' which now goes on.
before a international match, it is interesting that as captam I
did not see most of the team on the morning of the match
and certainly had no idea what they had done the night
before! Indeed I wonder now if I would have dared to ask!

The Game
About 1600 hours the team assembled at the stadium
where over 7000 spectators, "mostly French officers and men
wearing brilliant kapis, but there were also a number of
fashionably dressed women" - so wrote one war
correspondent. The French tricolour surmounted the Union
Jack on the flagpole and there was great clapping and cheering
when we ran on the field. The article in the Beirut [Orient
had stated that we were "bien entraines, ils nous montreront
un Rugby d'une facture exceptionelle: rapidite, virilite, et
'hand ball' execute par tous". [Orient also noted that the local
team would have their four internationals - in fact we found
out later that the four had been specially flown in from
outside Beirut for the match.
A band of about 60 consisting of two parts, one of drums
and bugles and the other of wind instruments, marched on to
the field; both teams stood while the Marseillaise and the
National Anthem were played. After we had been introduced
to General Humblot, the game started, the AlF in royal blue
jumpers, the Marsouins in crimson. The war correspondents
were not over long in their record of the game. Harriot wrote
that the enthusiastic crowd greeted each turn in the game with
cries of "joli, magnifique". Hetherington commented upon
the lack of match practice evident in the first half play of the
AlE Glennie reported details of the game somewhat more
fully.
Bill wrote home, "The Marsouins had a good pack of
fotwards containing three internationals in the back row. The
half back was also an international and appeared the best
player on the field. He certainly knew more about football
than any of the others. The Marsouins played to their
internationals all the time. The half back very often worked
back to the fotwards. This made the game rather easy for us.
It rested our backs when they tired more quickly than on a
normal ground. Their backs made no attempt to tackle low
although they never gave our backs much time or room to
move. The French played hard and their forwards packed
quickly and tightly. In the first half this caused our forwards
much discomfort and it was not until we adopted the tactic of
forming up on another spot and then coming round when
packed down, that we were able to beat them in the scrums.
Nevertheless the honours went to the French forward; for
quick packing, tight rucking and bustling tactics. This type of
play led to the first try which the Marsouins scored after a
bustling run and a scramble on our line. The try was
converted (un essai transforme) giving them a lead of 5-nil. At
this stage I really thought they had the better of us; they were
definitely on top and looked like scoring again once or twice.
Our forwards fought back gamely and managed to keep them
out. It was here that the French tactics let them down. Instead
of using their backs and opening the game the half kept
reversing to the international breakaways who tried to break
through close to the scrum. Don Jackson did a great job
bottling up the half and bouncing the breakaways hard. We
managed to hold them out and so the critical moment passed.
I really think that it was at this stage that the French really lost
the match, for although we did not take the lead until well
into the second half we gained a moral victory at that time."
Bill continued, "The French all talk too much on the field.
I did not try to follow what was being said except where I
picked up a few words now and again. At one stage the full
back ran up to the line out and ticked the centre forward off
for some minor breech he had committed, while all the time
each one is arguing and offering advice to the other. On one
such occasion our first try came. Featherstonhaugh had made
a fine dash down the wing and was just stopped on the line by
the full back. A breach for hands in the ruck by the full back
gave us a free kick on their line. But wait on - they are all
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Section 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - arguing like hell about somerhing. It appears rhat our winger
(Featherstonhaugh) put his foot out about the 25 yard line
and the French line umpire had not put his flag up. The
whole team stops and curses the line umpire, one of them
picks up the ball and kicks it as hard as he can at the poor
fellow scoring a bull's eye in his tummy. The crowd are all on
tip toes booing. In the meantime, Jika picks up the ball does a
short kick and scores a try. When the Marsouins realise what
has happened they are dumbfounded; but a try it was and as
the referee told me after 'tour juste'. The kick failed, the
Marsouins led 5-3. Shortly after the half time whistle blew."
"The second half the AIF forwards were packing better and
quicker. There seemed to be a vast improvement, the backs
were working more smoothly. We were pressing all the time
and in fact once managed to cross their line after a fine back
movement. The ball was held and could not be forced, so a 5
yard scrum was ordered. At last we took the lead with a fine
penalty kick by Maxwell from a point in front of the French
goal. In connection with this penalty I had a funny
experience. The full back had been caught with the ball and
was lying on top of it. There were several players rucking over
the full back and during the ruck I landed a kick in the full
back's tummy. In the heat of the moment as I pulled him to
his feet intending to say how sorry I was, my French became a
little confused and what I said was, "je suis tres fache". I
wondered why he scowled at me. I had to make it up later by
saying "mille pardonnes". We all laughed over it afterwards."
(French was never Bill's strongest subject!)
"Our second try was a gem, forwards and backs combining
well on the blind side, back to the forwards and when it came
to me there was no one in front of me, no one chasing me, so
I practically walked over and put it down under the posts. 'Un
autre essai transforme'. The AIF led 11-5, a lead which we
held to the end. The whole game was an experience. To play
against the French was very similar to playing a first grade in
Sydney. They w~re a good team and played to their strength.
They were up to all the tricks which all old rugby players
know, but I think that in the long run we wore them down."
Bill wrote about the French half back talking; he had not
realised apparently that the half was chatting up the referee
and telling him what to do. At first I could not believe my
own French, but after about ten minutes of the match I
complained bitterly - in my best University French - about the
talk among all the French players and this talking at the
referee. The referee, one Lieutenant Gely, agreed evidently; he
too was fed up with their chattering for he told them to shut
up - at least that is what I thought he said!
The reason the line umpire received the ball in the stomach
was that he was arguing with the crowd about whether Bob
Featherstonhaugh had run out or not; he was not watching
the play at all. Bob had run brilliantly down the touch line
fending off several opponents and never putting a foot out; I
was about ten yards behind him and could see that the line
umpire who ran alongside Bob had watched closely and was
correct. But the crowd at the goal line booed and whistled at
his decision; he turned round and shouted at the crowd that
the Australian player was not out - so it was one against about
a thousand of the crowd. No wonder the Marsouins were
dumbfounded when we scored from the quick penalty which
was given because they did not release the ball!

William Holm~s Travers
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Bardia - The March to the Wire.
The march to the wire was exciting. First of all deathly
silence, the only noise was the swish of feet through the tufts
of saltbush. The line moved silently - now outwards, now
inwards, as we dressed by the centre at so many paces interval.
We moved on thus for about half an hour when suddenly the

barrage opened. First one gun flashed and the shell screamed
over us to land about half a mile in front. Then millions of
shells screamed over us and the sky became red with flashes
and streaks.
It was at this moment that our feelings, pent up over the
past twelve months, were released. We were no longer silent
but shouted with joy to one another encouraging words,
threats and insults at the dago bastards, and exhortations to
our guns. We pushed slowly on towards the barrage, now
lying down, now moving forward closer to the sheet of fire
and explosion. Suddenly a shell landed among one of the
platoons - the enemy defensive fire had begun, and seven of
our boys were wiped out in one blow. I was thrown violently
forward but managed to keep my feet. The man on my right
went down but was up again in a flash.
Things were so warm that the next one might have landed
at my feet. "Any minute now, any second," I said to myself,
and if I had never prayed before I was praying now, swiftly,
silently, subconsciously repeating the Lord's Prayer over and
over again. Yet wonderful to relate I still kept on with my job
counting paces, checking distance, formation and direction.
The result of twelve months training I suppose. Then came a
merciful respite of ten minutes. "Wire cutting party" someone
called, and half a dozen fellows carrying the bangalore
torpedoes pushed forward through the line of the company
into the misty front.
We watched these fellows, they were clearly lit up by the
enemy flares and verey lights, until they disappeared into the
anti-tank ditch. In the meantime the wall of fire had lifted and
fell further back; enemy shells still fell around us but these
mostly went over our heads. Those of the enemy who
occupied the line on our immediate front must have been
thoroughly cowed for they made no attempt to engage us with
small arms fire, though they could not help but see us in the
light of their flares.
During this brief period we looked to our guns and rifles.
Nothing stands out particularly except the memory of the wire
cutting party disappearing into the dust, smoke and darkness.
Will they succeed? Suddenly there, is a loud explosion, the
line once again scrambles to its feet. The wire is cut and we
push on to the ditch.
The whole of the defence system was surrounded by tank
traps of various shapes and sizes. The average dimensions were
about 18 to 20 feet wide and G to 8 feet deep, which is
sufficient to stop any tank unless it is adequately bridged.
Even as we scramble through the ditch the wire cutting party
had returned and were already engaged busily with picks and
shovels filling in the ditch. The Company becomes a little
disorganised as we scramble up the other side and push on,
but we are steadied by a reassuring voice asking "What
Company is that?"
"C Company," I replied peering through the smoke to find
Colonel Eather standing near the wire.
"There's the gap, BilL" He said indicating the place with
his walking stick, "Good Luck."
We stumbled on. I made for what appeared to be a gap,
but what really was the wire and suddenly, before I knew
where I was, head over heels I went into the blasted stuff. The
humour of the situation burst upon me and I roared with
laughter. Here I was upside down in the wire, shells going off
all round and the boys all grinning at me like apes. It was too
funny for words.
As we later learned the wire blow in front A Company, the
right forward company, had not been as successh.11 as our
blow, and A Company had to wait for a second attempt. C
Company was the first company through the wire. There are
already thousands who claim the distinction of being first
through the wire at Bardia, just as there are those who claim
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to be the last man off Gallipoli. Only wishful thinking leads
them to make the boast. Actually Kennedy and MacPherson
led the two leading platoons through the gap together and
Sergeant Bourke led the reserve platoon in immediately
behind them. As the boys went through the wire the Official
War Photographer, Frank Hurley, was taking a shot of them
with his movie camera on a stand. He was the first man in!

The Battle for Tbbruk.
You do not have to fight in every battle when you take part
in it. Take Tobruk for instance. We went through the wire
after 2/3 Battalion had made the break in, and our battle
commenced as B Coy wheeled to the right and started to roll
up the Italian posts. After the wheel C Coy had the job of
protecting the left rear flank of the battalion against any
possible enemy counter attack.
We reached our first objective at about 1000 hours, and
waited for 2/7 Battalion to relieve us according to the overall
plan of attack. While we waited the enemy shelled us and we
suffered one casualty. 2/7 Battalion relieved us at 1130 hours
and we returned to the original point of entry through the
wire where we came into Divisional reserve. By then we had
marched 20 miles and been under fire for the last 12 miles.
We dug in for the night and had just settled in when we
received orders to move immediately - to fill a gap in the fine
between 2/2 and 2/3 Battalions, - a hectic move as it involved
a compass march in the dark with two changes of direction, to
find a road that was not marked on the map! We arrived at
our new position about 0200 hours, dug in, and went to
sleep.
Our total march during this first 24 hours of the battle was
22 miles. Our ammunition expenditure was 65 rounds!

Brallos
We took up a position across the road at Brallos. The
plains ofThermopylae lay spread before us. Across the centre
of the plains flowed a river, which could easily be
distinguished by a line of trees along its bank. To the right was
the sea - with the town of Stylis situated on the northern
shore. In the far centre, nestling under the hills was the town
of Lamia. We were overlooking the historic battle ground of
Thermopylae. Here the Persian hordes had struggled to force
the pass against Leonidas and his 600 Athenians; and here
too, centuries later, a small force of the Second Anzacs sought
to stem the hordes of the German invaders.
The engineers had blown the railway viaduct to our right
and so we had no worries the enemy might try to infiltrate
from that direction, but small parties probed across the river
and tried to make contact. They looked like ants in the
distance. As soon as they came within range of the Vickers,
the gunners opened up and sent them scurrying back across
the river.
Apart from watching these long distant skirmishes the unit
had no direct contact with the enemy.

The Battle ofRetimo
The battle of Retimo was a significant victory for the
Australian Forces under command of Major General IR
Campbell CBE DSO Knight Commander Royal Greek Order
of the Phoenix (then Lt Col Campbell). This victory has never
received the recognition it so properly deserves, neither from
the Army, nor from the community generally.
At Retimo the men of 2/1 Bn and 2/11 Bn accounted for
practically twice their number of the crack troOps of the, until
then, invincible German Army - the elite Parachute Corps and this with no air support, no anti-aircraft defence no AP
ammunition.
During the battle we shot down 12 German planes with
small arms fire. We buried more than 600 Germans and there
were at least 100 more dead in and around the village of

Perivolia. We took, fed and cared for 450 prisoners of war of
whom 150 were wounded. In our turn the force lost 96 killed
and 190 wounded.
At no time was the aerodrome in danger of falling into
enemy hands, either from subsequent parachute attacks to
reinforce those of the enemy who remained bottled up in
Perivolia, or from a seaborn invasion. Yet at such time as he
was advised that no threat existed of an invasion from the sea
Campbell had to maintain a watch against such an attack. He
was therefore unwilling to waste manpower trying to eliminate
the enemy presence in Perivolia when he could just as easily
contain them there.
Campbell fulfiled his allotted task, namely to hold the
aerodrome against an attack from the air and from the sea. He
held the aerodrome until the allies evacuated Crete.
After the evacuation Campbell realised his task in Crete
was accomplished and he had in his hands the lives of the
men under his command who had fought so gallantly. He was
unwilling to sacrifice further lives in hopeless fighting. He
surrendered the Retimo Force.
Today we understand the importance of winning the Battle
for Retimo. For the first time in the war The Allies had
succeeded in smashing an elite unit of the German army.
Never before had the German paratroopers tasted defeat.
Never again would the German OKW use the unit in a
parachute attack.
The long term effects of smashing the unit were:
We prevented an airborne invasion of Cyprus and Syria.
We temoved a possible threat to the Canal which was
designed to link up with Rommel's drive in Africa and the
capture of the Middle East.
General Campbell was directly responsible for winning the
Battle for Retimo. It is only today we know the importance of
the victory. It is only today that we give full credit for the
victory to General Campbell.

Norman Bruce Trebeck
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western Desert and Tbbruk
By the time we arrived at Benghazi, Rommel's Aftika Korps
had started to push into Libya and 2/17 Battalion was
deployed along the Benghazi escarpment, overlooking the
plain and town below. I eventually rejoined my platoon to
find we were on the extreme right flank and, supposedly,
defending about eight miles of the escarpment.
It was obvious that the ill-equipped and only partly trained
9 Division could not effectively occupy defensive positions
against the Aftika Korps and certainly not with extended lines
of communication as far as Benghazi, and on 2 April the
stores dump at Benghazi and Benina aerodrome were blown
up. Next day reports suggested that Rommel was starting a
desert encircling move and we received orders to start
withdrawing. Shortly after midday 4th April we pulled out
from the Regima area on top of the escarpment and moved
back to Barce where we took up widespread defensive
positions, with again 17 Pion the right overlooking a reentrant which led up from the plain below.
At about 9pm that night Platoon Commanders were called
to Coy HQ which was a considerable distance from our
position, and on arrival Johnny Balfe briefed us with the latest
information. Firstly; we were told of 21 13 Battalion
engagement with the enemy at Regima before their
withdrawal was completed, and secondly, that an armoured
column appeared to be cutting across country, thus
threatening us with being cut off at Barce, so a further
immediate withdrawal was ordered. On leaving Company
HQ to return to the Platoon and start moving back to the
assembly area for withdrawal, I was about half way moving
across fairly flat ground in very dark conditions when the first
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half a mile behind two fires started, and moving on the road
between the fires and where I was, a batrery of 25 pounders
were silhouetred as they moved out. To my amazement, and
certain amount of fright, there were two tanks not more than
about 30 to 40 yards away in the direction I was heading
which started up, wheeled about and headed away down the
re-entrant. For a moment I thought one tank was going to
run me down, and in this confusion it was impossible to
positively identifY them, but I was almost certain they were
German, not British, tanks so decided I had betrer return to
Company HQ and report this news. By the time I had
reached Company HQ and given my report, further orders
came through cancelling our withdrawal and that we were to
stay - the story we received being that the encircling armoured
column had been identified as the remnants of a British
armoured division, withdrawing after an earlier battle with the
German armour. Therefore little notice was taken of my story
of the two tanks I had nearly walked into and it seemed to be
assumed that they must have been British. However, reflection
on later news and developments convinces me that they were
in fact German tanks, and it was probably the sudden sight of
the 25 pounders silhouetted against the fires at the dump that
must have decided the tanks to pull out so suddenly.

Withdrawal
We remained in position at Barce that night, but next day
it was confirmed that the encircling armoured column was in
fact enemy not our own, so once more we were ordered to
withdraw. Before the final blowing up of the Barce stores
dump, we loaded as much as we could on platoon trucks in
the way of cigarettes, tobacco and tinned food, and these
additional stores later proved to be a godsend. One thing was
not realised at the time, namely that the tobacco we loaded
was Broad Cut pipe tobacco, and so for weeks later in Tobruk
the only form of smoking for many was Broad Cut pipe
tobacco rolled in toilet paper!
"Don" Company was the last to withdraw from Barce, and
it was about 4pm after the demolition engineers had left thilt
we finally set off. In addition to our Platoon trucks (15 cwt)
an ASC 3 ton truck was allocated to each Platoon to carry the
troops and by the time we departed, there was an empty road
to ourselves and we made very good time as a small company
convoy as far as the desert track turh off. before the road
started its long and tortuous wind down the escarpment into
Derna. Our orders were to by-pass Derna across this desert
track, and here we soon caught up with the rest of the
withdrawing force, and the real confusion started.
It was now dark and there was no defined track, let alone a
road, to follow and some trucks were getring bogged in sand,
many were losing contact with the remainder of their units,
while some groups stopped for the night and a meal, while
others, including ourselves, kept going. By daylight next
morning we had reached the area of the Derna aerodrome and
we passed the 2115 Battalion which had halted for breakfast,
and it was here they became involved with the first elements
of the enemy column that had come across the desert. The
2/15 Battalion CO and HQ staff as well as many of the
battalion were eventually taken prisoners and we were very
glad we had pressed on to eventually catch up with the rest of
2117 Batralion.
During the morning there was some artillery action on our
right as our guns engaged advance elements of the German
armoured column, and we headed back to Gazala, where 26
Brigade took a holding position while 20 Brigade moved
through to Acroma, and here we took up a holding position
to cover the final withdrawal into the Tobruk defensive
perimeter. Here "Don" Company had the heartbreaking task
of clearing stones and rocks, largely by hand, to make a

withdrawal road down the escarpment for the time when it
would be inevitable, and, because of this hard, dusty task,
most of the troops started grumbling about withdrawing
without fighting. Towards evening, a lone Hurricane aircraft
dropped a message reporting tanks approaching our position,
and I was sent out on a patrol from Acroma to try and locate
them. I went with two 15 cwt utility trucks with three, plus
driver in each, and armed with Boys anti-tank rifles, grenades
and Bren guns! Fortunately for us, we could find no trace of
the tanks - we would have been ignorant and stupid enough
to try and fight them if we had found them.

Into Tobruk
That night, 20 Brigade started the last withdrawal back
into Tobruk; the one road was completely jammed with trucks
mostly moving at snail's pace, and it was very difficult to keep
companies and platoons together. Eventually, we arrived near
Pilastrino in the early hours of the morning and were directed
into areas to camp for the remainder of the night. Shortly
after daylight, we started moving to the perimeter and took up
positions in the original Italian posts that offered really good
defensive positions. We were now cut off in Tobruk, so it was
defend or perish.
The whole situation seemed somewhat unreal, very
confused, and it was almost impossible to realise where we
were and where the rest of the battalion, let along the rest of
the Brigade, were. Our 'D' Company sector was on the right
flank of the batralion area with 17 Platoon on the right, 16
Platoon in the centre, 18 Platoon on the left and Company
HQ in a post behind 16 Platoon. This was Thursday before
Easter, 10th April 1941, and our immediate task was to settle
into our post and find out what our immediate surroundings
were. In front of our post, outside the barbed wire, was a fairly
good tank ditch, but this petered out between us and 16
Platoon post, from where the tank ditch was only about 18
inches to two feet deep and no real barrier. It was apparent
that there was some artillery behind us because they were
engaged in establishing ranging points outside the wire
perimeter. There was an enemy air raid on the Tobruk
harbour area during the night, but it was a relatively peaceful
night after six or seven days with extremely little sleep or rest.

The Easter Battle
Good Friday, at about 1530 hours, saw the first signs of
enemy troops - outside the wire in front of our post, the
ground, with only sparse, low, scrubby growth, gradually rose
for something like I 500 yards away from us, and we saw the
wave of troops coming over the 'horizon' and moving towards
the perimeter. We had not really known it until then, but we
had British Artillery with 25-pounders back behind us, and
they started shelling the advancing lines of infantry who were
advancing without artillery support. This was our first action,
and it was uncanny to see this line of troops continuing to
advance in spite of what seemed to be pretty accurate artillery
shelling. Once they had come within 1,000 yards of us, we
started opening up with our Bren guns, and again we were
amazed to see that our Bren fire would put them to ground
when artillery fire did not. The attack gradually ground to a
halt about 500 yards from us, and mostly they started to
withdraw under the watchful eye of enemy tanks, which we
could see wandering around in the background. That night,
there continued sporadic firing and sounds of some enemy
digging in. We established intermediate posts between our
fixed positions and, being fairly short of ammunition, were
glad of the darkness for fresh supplies to come in.
Just behind our post was a derelict Italian truck, and in this
an English artillery officer had established his observation
post, it being a very conspicuous object in the surrounding flat
deserr. During the afternoon attack, a tremendous amount of
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fire of all description had been directed at this truck, and so,
when things became a little quieter, I went back to this truck
really thinking I would find a dead artillery officer. However,
on my approach, a figure clambered out of the cabin and
greeted me with the opening remarks, "The bastards made it
pretty hot, didn't they?" He proved to be a wonderful
character, and next day he moved his observation post back a
couple of hundred yards to a trig point, a cairn of rocks
marking the local high point of ground, and stood on top of
this directing the fire of his guns, regardless of the enemy fire
directed in his area.
That night I had the first of innumerable patrols outside
the 'wire', this being a basic parrol along the tank ditch
towards 16 Platoon to ensure no enemy troops were
established in the ditch. Next day, Saturday, the enemy
artillery started shelling the defences and there was a certain
amount of infantry and tank activity in what was clearly
general reconnaissance probing. We were also subjected to air
attacks on the forward posts as well as back on the harbour
area. During Sunday a more organised attack was launched
during which some tanks were also used, and for the first time
we realised how ineffective our infantry weapons were against
~man~~h~a~~~a~fficrto~ili~~ks

coming directly towards our post and all our small arms fire
having absolutely no effect whatever against them. Fortunately
we had the tank ditch in front of us which stopped them, but
they sat there about 30 yards from us and blasted our post
with their guns. The shallow anti-tank pit we were in attracted
most of their fire, and armour piercing shells shattered
concrete - with dirt, dust, shell fragments and smoke making
the whole position extremely confusing - and frightening.
Eventually they backed off and withdrew, and sporadic firing
and shelling continued. In retrospect, this was all part of their
searching and testing of the defences for a point to launch a
major attack.
This really came on Sunday night and in the early hours of
Monday morning. I was actually outside the wire on a patrol
when an infiltration of Germans succeeded in getting inside
the wire between 16 and 18 Platoons. Realising this, Austin
Mackellled a patrol attack against the Germans, which
resulted in them being forced to withdraw, and John
Edmondson earned the first VC of the AIF while Austin won
an MC In the early hours of the morning, the German atrack
was launched through this area between 16 and 18 Platoons,
with 40 tanks coming through followed by infantry. Not
being able to do anything against the tanks, we let them run
over our positions and then came up and fought the following
infantry. During this stage, the German infantry got as far as
surrounding Company HQ post behind us, and John Balfe
ordered our own artillery fire onto the R32 post rhey were
occupying, this being a courageous act that proved successful
without serious casualty to our own troops. The tanks went
inland until they were engaged at almost point blank range by
the 25-pounder guns, and nearly half the ranks were
destroyed. The remaining tanks turned tail and withdrew, and,
meanwhile, we had been successful in stopping their infantry
from making any setious progress. History relates that this was
the fitst defeat of a major German attack, and our casualties
were light compared with the Germans killed and taken
prisoner.
As the situation came back to a more normal state
following the withdrawal of the remnants of the German
attack, there was a certain amount of mopping up of odd
pockets of infantry still inside the wire, wounded to be
evacuated, and so on. Towards midday, virtually above us, we
witnessed the last display we saw of our air force in Tobruk
when they engaged in a quite thrilling dogfight with German
planes but, following this last stand, it was impossible to

maintain aircraft in Tobruk except for a lone reconnaissance
plane.
Later in the day 'D' Company was relieved by a company
of 2/ 15 Battalion, and we moved back into a reserve position,
ostensibly to have a rest, which was really very acceptable at
this stage as, since leaving Benqhazi about eight days earlier, I
had had no more than about six hours' sleep and was ready to
collapse. However, after a day or so of rest, the next phase
resulted in mounting active night patrolling outside the
perimeter wire, and for weeks I had a night patrol out in noman's-land every second night. During the period we were in
this reserve position, we discovered not far away a dump of
Italian 105mm artillery shells, and, having seen how
ineffective small arms fire was against tanks, we started
thinking about how we might use these artillery shells for
additional protection in case of tanks again breaching the
perimeter and coming through the area where we were. We
came up with the idea of burying the shells base down with
the tips, or fuses, just at ground level and so set to work
ringing our position with two rows of the shells spaced about
a yard apart. Fortunately, nothing ever detonated a shell (at
least while we were there) because in our enthusiasm we had
spaced the shells so close together that, if one had been set off,
possibly the others might also have exploded because of
sympathetic detonation, and the havoc that would have
caused does not bear thinking about.

Under Siege
As the weeks and months dragged on, fresh attacks were
made with varying degrees of success and failure. At most
times we had air raids and Stuka attacks, night patrolling
continued, lack of water was constant, and, as time went on,
mote and mote were affected by desert sores, dysentery and
yellow jaundice.
Air raids on the water installation seriously curtailed
available water, and for much of the time we had half a water
bottle per man per day which had to provide for drinking,
cooking and washing['As a matter of personal pride, I
determined that, should I ever be captured during a night
patrol, I would at least be shaven and so did shave every day
before going on patrol. I was able to clean my teeth, shave and
wash - admittedly a lick and a promise - in a tobacco tin full
of water. Night patrolling became a way of life, and navigation
by stars and compass was developed to a very fine art, as well
as acute night sight and ability to see and recognise features at
night in this no-man's area.
On one particular night, I took a patrol a total of eight
miles outside the perimeter. On ilie Italian maps, some three
miles along the EI Adam Road, were shown a couple of hurs
just east of the road itself, and I took a reconnaissance patrol
of myself and eight men to basically investigate this area and
establish whether it was being used by the Axis forces. This
involved going our through the wire some two miles to the
east of the EI Adam roadblock. moving our and then turning
west to approach the reconnaissance area, which we duly did.
When we were some distance from the target area, we could
see dark objects against the skyline, so we proceeded closer
with all reasonable care. Finally, it being a very dark night, we
were fairly close to the nearest of these dark objects, and there
seemed more of them than expected. By the time we were
within about 100 yards from the nearest one, we suddenly
realised it was a German tank - we had virtually walked into
the outskirts of a tank laager with the crews sleeping on the
ground beside their tanks. Having counted at least a dozen
tanks, discretion seemed the better part of valour, and we very
carefully withdrew, hoping they did not have any alert
sentries, circled between the tanks and the perimeter and back
towards EI Adam road before starting back towards our own
wire. We were still a long way out, but were now heading for
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we were challenged with, "Halt'. Who goes there?" On our
briefing, there were not supposed to be any of our patrols in
that area except a wire patrol just outside the wire, but we
. were still nearly 1 500 yards from the wire. Needless to say, we
hit the earth at the first sound, 'and, fortunately, I was able to
recognise Swede Welden's voice, so all was well. Swede had
become bored with patrolling close to the wire, so had decided
to go out deeper and see if he could find anything! On
returning to our own lines, I immediately reported to HQ
and was able to accurately pinpoint where the tanks were in
laager because of the huts on the Italian maps plus having
measured our distance back beside EI Adam road on the
return. So the artillery were contacted, and well before dawn a
predicted shoot was done in the area. Two nights later, a
return patrol to the area (this time not by me) reported the
area not occupied by tanks, but two derelict tanks in the area.
While not conclusive, it is a fair assumption that our patrol
had been responsible for the destruction of two tanks.

The Salient
During the night of 30th April, Rommel launched another
major attack, this time on the area of Hill 209. This hill was
just inside the defensive perimeter and completely dominated
all the surrounding ground and so was a most important
military target. By dawn next morning, Rommel had captured
Hill 209, had 80 tanks inside the perimeter, and had
established a bridgehead one mile wide from the old Italian
posts of 57 to R7. Our company, as part of a general counterattack force, moved into an area facing the German
bridgehead, which became known as the Salient. For some
days, we were held in reserve while others carried out counterattacks and localised heavy fighting. For about two months,
there were constant exchanges of ground as the Axis troops
tried to enlarge their Salient and our troops tried to push
them back. We eventually were committed to direct attacks in
the Salient - other Brigades having been mainly committed
during the early stages - and, by the end of June, a state of
more or less stalemate was reached, but the Axis penetration
had been pushed back about 1 000 yards from the maximum
point they had reached.
At this stage, we no longer had the well constructed Italian
concrete defensive posts in this Salient area, and we were in
shallow holes scratched into the rocky desert, and, in the
position we were occupying, no m0re than about 50 yards
from where the enemy troops were occupying similar holes but now, behind them, they occupied Hill 209 which
completely overlooked the whole Salient area.
During this period, the British Artillery lost so many
personnel trying to man forward observation posts that they
had to find some other solution. My platoon was at the head
of the Salient at this time, and so it was organised that I act as
an observation post for the artillery; so in effect I became
forward observation officer for the 1st Royal Horse Artillery,
British Army. Life in the Salient was really hell - it was midsummer, with unburied bodies and myriads of flies,
impossible to move in daylight, nowhere for adequate toilet
facilities and, consequently, increasing numbers with
dysentery. Nightfall became a relief when one could move out
of our 'holes', and a few would crawl back behind our forward
areas and bring up some food and water. But also, of course,
the cover of darkness meant more attacks to try and win back
a few more yards of the Salient or fight off the enemy trying
to gain some more yards. It was during this period, 8th July,
that the first member of 17 Platoon was killed in action.
One day, a British battleship came up offTobruk and, with
its 16-inch guns, shelled Hill 209 which was not so far ahead
of where we were lying in our holes in the ground. It was
estimated that these 16-inch shells were only about 20 feet

above us as they came overhead, and they sounded like
rushing express trains going over us.
In early August, I was posted to Brigade HQ as Liaison
Officer for a short time. Max Mazetti was an Intelligence
Sergeant on Brigade HQ and had not really seen anything of
Max since the wool stores before war started. During this
period, there was a canteen issue of a bottle of spirits per
officer, and Max was most appreciative of spending the
evening in my dugout and helping to dispose of my ration of
a bottle of gin! During this period, I was often summoned to
make a bridge four with the Brigade Commander and Brigade
Major at night when things were quiet and certainly enjoyed
the opportunity of playing bridge again after so long.
Following a fairly short stay at Brigade HQ, I returned to
the battalion, this time as Transport Officer, and the notable
event during this time was that the Transport Sergeant told
me he knew of an almost new Humber Staff car in a
minefield with apparently one front wheel blown clean off but
no other apparent damage. By this time, we were all thinking
of a relieving attack to push past Tobruk and thus the prospect
of our being able to head back to Alexandria or Cairo, so the
thought of any almost new Humber Staff car was too much of
a temptation. Accordingly, we made our completely unofficial
reconnaissance of the car and salvaged it from the minefield.
Close inspection when we had it back under wraps showed no
damage at all except the loss of the left hand front wheel, and
this was very easily rectified. Now we had the best condition
and fastest car in Tobruk, so we had to be very devious not to
report its existence, otherwise we were certain it would be
taken from us. And we could visualise being able to beat every
other vehicle back to Alexandria by probably at least a day!
However, fortune did not work out that way - an offensive did
get under way in due course, but before that the battalion was
relieved and taken back to Alexandria by navy ships at night.
Additionally, about a week before the battalion was evacuated,
I went down with yellow jaundice. I think the night I spent in
Tobruk hospital before being evacuated was the longest night I
have ever spent. Feeling very sick and feverish, we had several
air attack~ during that night and it seemed as jf we had antiaircraft guns firing from about ten feet away from my bed.
Dozing off into a half sleep, I would be awakened after what
seemed like hours and, looking at my watch, would find it
was no more than five or ten minutes since I had last looked
at the time, and this continued throughout the entire night
that seemed as if it would never finish.

Evacuation
The following night, I was evacuated on HMS Kipling.
Waiting in the dark at quays ide in pitch blackness, we knew
we were expecting a destroyer to moor alongside and
constantly searched the dark harbour without sign of any
vessel at all. All of a sudden, from nowhere, this destroyer
loomed up no more than 50 yards from us - it will forever be
a mystery how these navy vessels managed to enter the
harbour in pitch darkness and make their mooring berth
without a visible light to guide them.
Having walked aboard the Kipling, and being an officer, I
was taken to rhe wardroom and, in spite of my jaundice and
medical condition, was served the most memorable meal I
ever had in my life: bacon and eggs, hot buttered toast and
hot coffee with cream - hardly a suitable jaundice diet, but
after eight months in the desert, it was a far too magnificent
feast to let pass! About rwo days after I had been admitted to
Alexandria Hospital, Frank Windeyer was brought in, having
been seriously wounded in a fighting patrol, and he was
admitted to a bed across the corridor from me. Next day, I
spent quite a bit of time with Frank while he was able to talk,
but that night he died.
On discharge from hospital, I had a week's convalescent
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leave in Cairo before going to the Middle East Staff School at
Sarafan, about halfway between Tel Aviv and Jerusalem. This
was a most instructive school, and we certainly learnt a great
deal from it, much of which was to stand me in good stead
during later business life as well as during the remaining years
of the war. Part of the school consisted of various tactical
exercises during which we were split into teams of four, each
team having a jeep. From these exercises, we drove over large
parts of Palestine and saw most of the country. We also had
every second weekend free and could go to Tel Aviv or
Jerusalem. I spent a couple of weekends in Tel Aviv, but
mostly enjoyed going to Jerusalem far more and so was able to
really explore Jerusalem and its fascinating history in great
detail. This also provided the opportunity to visit Bethlehem
for the midnight service on Christmas Eve 1941, and the
Cathedral service in Jerusalem on Christmas morning, and, as
we came out of the service, it snowed in Jerusalem on
Christmas morning for the first time in 21 years.

Return to Australia - Darwin
At the end of Staff School, 1 was posted 10 of 19 Brigade
and on joining Brigade HQ was immediately involved in
preparing to embark with the rest of 6 Division for return to
Australia, as Japan had by now entered the war. We travelled
to Suez and stayed there for a couple of days before embarking
on the Rajultl, a sister ship of the Rohna on which we had
travelled from Bombay to El Qantara. During the voyage, it
was thought that we were to be landed in Java, but, as the war
news became more grim following the fall of Singapore, we
headed straight for Adelaide. The rest of 6 Division eventually
proceeded to New Guinea, but 19 Brigade, less 2/11
Battalion, were attached to Northern Territory Force. From
Adelaide I went on a week's disembarkation leave, then set out
by air as part of the advance party to Darwin where 19
Brigade moved into camp situations some 60 miles south of
Darwin, astride the North South road.

Exploring and Mapping
At this stage, the information was that a Japanese invasion
of the NT could be expected within three to four weeks, and
there were not any reliable military maps of this top end of
Australia, the best available being the old pastoral maps. So, in
view of my experience in Intelligence work, I was given the
task of spending what time was available to do extensive
reconnaissance and add military detail to our existing maps.
This proved to be a fascinating period of intense interest as
during the course of this phase I saw vast areas of the
Northern Territory, a lot of which had probably been seen by
relatively few white men. Firstly, I took a couple of trucks with
three or four fellows in addition to the drivers and drove
-largely across country from the North South Road out to the
Daly River area on the west side and the Adelaide River on
the east side, camping out in very isolated areas for a lot of the
time. Included in this period was meeting up with a band of
Aboriginals on the Daly River who insisted on offering their
hospitality of a meal consisting of grilled snake and other such
delicacies.
Having covered the immediate ground area east and west
of the only artery, the North South Road, we then had an air
force Wirraway allocated, and the pilot few me wherever I
wanted to go to get an overall view of the wider terrain.
Finally, we had a navy manned ex-pearling lugger in which we
left Darwin harbour and steamed around to the mouth of the
Adelaide River and proceeded nearly 100 miles up the river.
Previously, I had been cross-country to the mouth of the
Adelaide and was astounded to see the tremendous rush of
water through the relatively narrow mouth - just up-river it
opened up to about 1000 yards wide and, with over a 20-foot
rise and fall of tide, the current through the mouth of only

less than 200 yards was something 1 had never before seen. 1
had measured off distances, thrown in sticks and timed them
to calculate the speed of the flow and in the report following
that reconnaissance had stated my belief that, at a full ebb
tide, the flow was at least eight knots. When a copy of this
report was read by the Naval Officer commanding Darwin
area, he told my Army Commander that the reported speed of
flow was utterly impossible - obviously inferring that 1 did not
know what 1 was talking about. Therefore, I was at pains to
ask the Naval officer in charge of the lugger what speed it was
capable of doing and, receiving his reply of seven knots flat
out, told him the story and got his agreement for us to
attempt to enter Adelaide River at full ebb tide. We duly
arrived and made a sustained attempt to enter the river, but, at
full speed of seven knots, made no impression at all and were
constantly swept back by the current. Thus, my judgement
was vindicated, we anchored out in the bay until change of
tide, and then swept into the broad reach inside the Adelaide
River, probably at a greater speed than that old lugger had ever
before travelled.
The reason for the interest in the Adelaide River was that it
appeared on the map, and as confirmed by my land
reconnaissance, as a wide and probably navigable river for
many miles and eventually came close to the North South
road miles south of where the NT Force troops were disposed.
Therefore, an enemy raiding force could potentially come up
this river unseen and establish themselves well south of our
troops and cut the vital North South road artery.
Our river reconnaissance was fascinating, and we had no
problem proceeding nearly 100 miles from the mouth.
During this entire length, we saw a constant procession of
crocodiles slithering into the water ahead of our approach and
wading back to the mud flats behind us as we passed. One
day we took a "hunting" party ashore and shot a young
buffalo which provided a wonderful variety of fresh steak to
our otherwise standard army rations.
By this time, I had been reposted as GSO III on NT Force
HQ, and by now it seemed apparent that the Japanese were
not about to make a landing around the Darwin area so my
commission of reconnaissance was cancelled, somewhat to my
disappointment as I had enjoyed seeing so much of this
isolated country. I went to an Ait Cooperation School at
Canberta for about 16 days and this was quite an enjoyable
change.
On returning to Darwin, I now had quite a lot to do with
the various air force units, and, of course, we were receiving
fairly frequent air raids. During this period I went up in a
Beaufighter, standing behind the pilot and holding onto the
back of his seat. Needless to say, he gave me "the works"
before we landed at Coomalee airstrip, flying at grasstop
height and banking round with the wing tip below the
branches of trees. I also went up as an observer in a Vultee
Vengeance dive bomber which was a horrible aircraft and an
unpleasant experience. When the Spitfire wing was posted to
Darwin, Paddy Tainton was one of the pilots, and he tried to
talk me into going up with him sitting on his lap in a Spitfire,
but this I declined to do!

Timor
Not so long after we had arrived in Darwin, wireless
contact had been established by the Independent Company
cut off in Portuguese Timor, and so this outpost force was one
of the main concerns of NT Force. Peter Webster had made a
few trips from Darwin over to Timor, and we were supplying
them with ammunition, medical supplies and other necessities
from time to time. The Japanese had made several attempts to
destroy this nuisance force of commando-trained Australians
who were causing a considerable amount of trouble and tying
up a sizeable Japanese force many times their number.
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them, our Independent Force melted away into the hills and
came back once the attacking force had withdrawn to
continue their harassing raids. As time went on, the Japanese
applied more pressure to the local Timorese, and it gradually
became more difficult for our troops to get food and secure
areas in which they could.have something of a base to operate
from. Consideration had been given to sending a larger force,
possibly a Brigade group, into Timor to relieve this
Independent Force, but it was not a feasible operation.
Eventually, I was briefed and went across to Timor with
two main tasks - firstly, to advise the return of the
Commander of the Force to Australia and the appointment of
Bernard Callinan as Commander and, secondly, to report
back to COC NT Force whether it was possible for this Force
to remain in Timor or if they would have to be withdrawn
back to Darwin. We departed from Darwin at 1930 hours on
10th October and travelled on what had been a customs
inspection launch in Townsville before the war but was now a
navy vessel. A part of my visit also was to take a sizeable
amount of Australian sixpenny and threepenny coins for our
troops to trade with the locals for food who were refi.lsing to
accept Japanese paper invasion money, but accepted our
"silver" coins. The commander of the navy vessel was a young
Western Australian who had made several trips in this small
craft to Timor, ferrying supplies to them and bringing back
wounded or seriously ill troops. We made landfall just after
dark at the appointed beach, identified by a couple of fires lit
as we made our approach. We quickly landed, and the few
troops being evacuated were taken aboard, and the boat
departed as rapidly as possible to be as far offshore as it could
be by daylight.

Hike into the Hills
On the shore, the welcoming party was under the charge
of the Force MO with a few of his walking wounded patients
and about six small Timor ponies. No time was lost in getting
the supplies onto the ponies and getting away from the
rendezvous area and up into the hills as quickly as possible. It
was really rugged, steep country, and climbing was tough
going. Unfortunately, one of the ponies went lame and, as I
was the most able-bodied member of our small party, I had to
take most of the pony's load which was bags of sixpence and
threepence pieces - believe me, they were deadweight and
became heavier as we climbed the steep hills and valleys.
At Fatacuas, we stopped for a rest and refreshment
consisting of coffee, popcorn and paw-paw and then moved
down to the creek beyond and camped for the night - out of
sight both from any Japanese party that may have been going
to investigate the landing beach area or aircraft that may have
been doing a search of the area. We had a wonderful bath in
the creek and then had some sleep. We slept, laid about and
had some fruit during all the next day and finally moved off
again at 1715 hours, being well and truly worn out on arrival
at Alas, both from the steep terrain and carrying bags of coins.
We spent the day at Alas mainly yarning to Baldwin and
moved off again at 1700 hours. We had flat going for about
two hours and then a halt at the river before moving on again
up the side of the ridge and then a more gradual climb into
Fata Bula where we had a meal and rest before the last leg to
arrive at Force HQ about midnight where I had my first sleep
in an 'oomah'.
I spent the next day, 25th October, in discussion with Col
Spence, climbed down to a watercourse for a bath, and then
went up on top of the bluff to have a look at the country, and
it was a particularly beautiful sunset behind Kablak and
Ramelau. The following day was fairly uneventful, more talks
with Col Spence and a few planes over the area towards dusk.
I had obtained myself a "creardo" named Lorenzo, who was a

good kid. The 27th October still spent at Force HQ and
Baldwin arrived, whereupon I had my first drink ofTuaca juice from the Tuaca palm which was very palatable. Spence,
Baldwin and I had a discussion of the overall situation and
agreed that, considering the factors I had outlined in a
message to Darwin, the Force should be relieved, but a reply
came back from Darwin to say there could be no relief at
present. In view of this, I decided I would leave HQ for a tour
of the Company and Platoons as soon as possible. The
Portuguese position was becoming increasingly worse under
Japanese pressure, and the future food situation was likely to
be serious. It rained that night.
I departed from Company H Qat 1000 hours, through
very steep, up and down country and heavy pouring rain.
Finally arrived about 1500 hours, our only refreshment
consisting of guavas we could pick off bushes as we travelled,
and the rain continued until late that night. Next day was fine
and spent a day of rest before moving on to 'C' Platoon the
following morning. The most notable happening was my
Lorenzo boasting to his fellow creardos that "his Tuan
Capitano was big like a buffalo!" Departed at 0900 hours,
30th October, for 'C' Platoon, being almost immediately
called back to take a message from Force to be back at Force
HQ not later than 2nd November. Had a long climb, then
down the side of the mountain with lots of springs and
pockets of fertile fields and, finally, down a long hill into the
river bed where we had a bath and rested for an hour before a
2000 foot climb - solid, continuous climbing for one and
three-quarter hours to arrive at 'c' Platoon about 1500 hours.
The place was an open flat with wonderful view overlooking
same and down to the coast, with Kablak towering above us
and the sun setting behind the rugged mountains. Next
morning was spent looking around the Post and country and
talking to McKenzie. In the afternoon, three of us went up the
mountain to Campbell's section, saw the observation posts
and ambush position. Then we went forward to a point
overlooking Turiscai and Moabisee valley. The trip back was in
pouring rain and got absolutely soaked to the skin, and the
news on arriving back was that one of the observation posts
had been occupied by the Japs.
Departed from 'C' Platoon after breakfast on 1st
November and arrived down at the river one hour and five
minutes later as compared with a full one and three-quarter
hours going up. Then climbed up to near Fia Nie and up to
the top of the hill and down to Company HQ. That night we
had a bit of celebration with Tuaca which becomes reasonably
alcoholic if kept more than 24 hours. Next morning three Jap
bombers came over but passed by, and we left at about 1030
hours for Force HQ, having a fairly leisurely trip with stops
while the creardos climbed trees and collected coconuts and
we drank the juice, until we finally arrived at the new Force
HQ at about 1530 hours. Then long discussions took place
between Col Spence, Major Callinan, Baldwin and myself.
Major Bernard Callinan had been second in command to Col
Spence in 2/4 Independent Company, and, when this force
had been reinforced by 2/4 Independent Company, Col
Spence became Force Commander and Callinan took
command of 2/2 Independent Company. Now that Spence
was being recalled to Darwin, Callinan was to become Force
Commander. Next day the discussions continued while we
had eight bombers over and one Japanese Zero was shot
down. We had been due to depart next morning on the trip
back to Betano, but a message was received that the boat was
delayed about two days, so had more time to get details of
Force requirements and answers for NT Force HQ questions.

Return to Darwin
It was nearing the end of the month since I had arrived
when once again the moon would give maximum night
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darkness for a vessel to come in. There were a number of
Portuguese families coming back to Darwin on this trip and at
Force HQ I heard the news that there were three journalists
arriving on the vessel -one of these proved to be Damien
Parer, the photographer who did succeed in taking some
interesting films of the Timor scene. The trip to the
rendezvous beach was made amid some confusion because the
navy vessel - HMAS Armidale, a corvette - had arrived early
and several miles west of where the appointed place was.
Thus, it was steaming east up the coast in full daylight and in
full view of us or any Japanese who may have been near the
coast. Eventually, the incoming party and supplies were landed
and the outgoing party embarked, and we had an uneventful
trip back to Darwin. Here, the Portuguese families were
transferred to the Australian General Hospital at Adelaide
River south of Darwin before eventually being moved south.
The outcome of my visit helped in the final decision to
evacuate the two Independent Companies. Colonel Spence
returned to Australia in mid-November, 2/2 Independent
Company were evacuated in December and 2/4 Independent
Company in January.
It was a couple of months after this that I met Jean who
was a Sister at the AGH Adelaide River. During the next
couple of months, we saw more of each other at occasional
mess parties and other outings and eventually became
engaged. At the end of May 1943, Jean was reposted back to
Sydney and, when I was reposted at end July and returned to
Sydney on leave we were married.
Meanwhile, I was appointed Acting GSa II NT Force
HQ. General Eric Woodward was now GOC NT Force, and
he told me I was too young to be appointed GSa II which
carried Major rank, so I did the job in an "acting" capacity,
still with rank of Captain. However, in due course I was
appointed Brigade Major to 1st Brigade, a training Brigade in
the Sydney area based in Frenchs Forest and so, after 17
months in the Northern Territory, went on leave at the end of
July 1943. For the trip south, we travelled in a tran~port. DC 3
aircraft which had no seating, and we were dressed 111 shirt
and shorts, sitting on the metal interiors of the aircraft. After
so long in the tropical climate and with nothing in ~he way of
warm clothing, we nearly froze to death when the aircraft
climbed to 8000- I0 000 feet for the long trip to Queensland
and on to Sydney.

Bruce Morison Treloar
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Conditions on Warramunga were extremely tight. She was
built in the thirties to carry a crew of 160. By the time all the
new equipment such as radar, asdic and B~fors guns etc .were
added the crew was up to 330. There wasnt room to swmg a
hammock in the mess. One of the worst things was the lack of
fresh water. All the fresh water went to power the ship. You
can't produce steam from salt water. We were rationed to a
bucket a day each.
Immediately upon the end of hostilities and before the
formal peace was signed we went to Japan t?rescue the
paws. We relieved three camps. Before I vIsited Japan I
thought it had been spared much of the destruction of the .
war. I was soon proved wrong. One of the strongest memOrIes
was the smell of dead bodies.
The day the ex-PaWs left Japan on HMS Speaker was the
most moving thing that I've ever seen. The boat went. up and
down amongst the Allied vessels in the harbour allowmg for
all to cheer them off They stood on the deck for three hours.
Anything with any kind of band or orchestra was playing
them off
The second trip to Japan, as part of the BCOF, involved
the following incident. A friend of mine from HMAS Aruma
wished to visit a family friend named Forsyth who was the

Australian Government's representative in Japan. My family
had become friendly with an American on Gen MacArthur's
personal staff, so the two of us headed up to Tokyo. We got as
far as the American at the door who said, "Wadda you guys
want?" We told him. It was too much for him so he fetched
someone with a bit of rank, who repeated the question. He
told us Forsyth was at the Imperial Hotel and it was out-ofbounds to any below the rank of Major, and that my family's
friend was "stateside".
Unperturbed we visited the PX and bought about 20
cartons of cigarettes. With these we made it as far as the desk
of the hotel. Forsyth came down to meet us. It turned out we
had the wrong Forsyth, but he invited us up for a drink
anyway. We sat in his room having a wonderful time drinking
and smoking away, when he announced that he was in fact
entertaining our respective captains to dinner that night and
could give us a lift to our ships. Unfortunately the lift fell
through, so we continued drinking and smoking as before. All
of a sudden the door flew open and in walked my skipper and
my mate's skipper! We smartly stood, replaced our hats,
saluted, and left. The following day my skipper called me to
his cabin. "I thought you would like to hear the end of your
story Treloar", he said. "You two drank Forsyth's entire week's
ration of beer. He had to borrow some to give to us. I feel it is
only fitting that you knew how your story ended."

John Richings Treloar
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Submitted by Bruce Treloar, brother.
I was home when the telegram announcing John's death
arrived. The front doorbell rang. This was strange because
nobody rang the front doorbell; every one just went around
the back. Dad answered the door and there was the padre and
the post office boy. The padre said, ''I'm sorry Jack, I've got
some bad news." He handed the telegram to Dad, but he was
blind. "I can't read it. You will have to read it to me," he told
the padre. Can you imagine how hard that was for him to do?
When the padre had finished Dad turned and walked through
the house and into the kitchen where my mother was. He
said, "John's gone." That's all he said.
He was killed returning from a raid on the Krupps Works
in Essen. Two weeks previously John was with two mates from
his crew on [eave in London. Together they visited a friend of
Jack Cannon's. Jack was a gunner in John's crew. His friend,
the sister-in-law ofJack's news editor, claimed clairvoyant
powers and drew Jack aside as John and the third crew
member left the house. She told him that those two would
soon be dead, and he, Jack, would be wounded, but alive.
The Lancaster had possibly turned back early from the raid
suffering from the flak hit that had knocked Jack Cannon
unconscious in the mid-upper turret. The pilot had brought
the plane across Europe and the Channel, but by reaching
English soil was calling "Mayday" on the radio. His ground
controller was calling for him to gain height, but, already
without two engines, the plane was beginning to ice-up.
When Jack Cannon awoke pain was shooting through his
body and his head was wet with blood. Explosions and gunfire
could be heard near at hand. In between dropping asleep he
crawled through the undergrowth, heading in a west-southwest direction according to the minature compass in his shirt
collar stud. After what must have been 24 hours he could see
a lone figure hoeing in a field. Through the mist the outline of
a "castle" was visible. Drawing his knife from his boot holster
he crept up behind the farmer, held the weapon to his throat
and read from a card that was part of his escape kit, 'Wo bin
ich?" The man turned his head and looked at him bewildered.
Jack tried again, this time in French, "Comment s'appelle ce
place ici?" Lack of an answer finally brought an exasperated
Australian, "Where am I, you silly old bastard?" The man
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Unbeknownst to Jack the ctash of the plane into a large
beech tree had caused the death of his crew-mates, but sent his
turret, with him inside, flying hundreds of metres clear of the
explosion. The sound of explosions and gunfire that he heard
as he awoke was his plane's ammunition exploding.

Edgar Trenchard-Smith
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Extract from article COMMANDOS OF THE AIR: extracted
from a letter to Colin Fitzpatrick ofMan Magazine, written
by Flying Officer Edgar 'Ted' Trenchard-Smith, the Dieppe
Raid hero. Published in "Portrait" UJI.1 No.2 June-July 1943
Edgar Trenchard-Smith, an RAAF pilot, was su,?rised t~find
himselfpreparing to land with the commandos In operatIOn
Torch in November 1942.
Like everyone else, I was ready hours before the appointed
time, and I can remember the way we, in our cabin, just lay
there on our beds ful1y dressed pretending to be getting some
sleep but actually wide awake going over all the plans we had
made and our imagination running wild. Mine was, at any
rate - I don't mind admitting it. The plans consisted briefly of
the following. We were to disembark an hour after the first
assault party, together with an Air Force Unit known as the
Servicing Commandos (a specially trained bunch of lads .
fitters, riggers, electricians); with them march to the.
aerodrome. Each officer and pilot was in charge of thIrty-sIx
men. We all knew the route off by heart and where any
opposition would be encountered - the contour of the land,
outstanding buildings and landmarks, in fact everything there
was to know. The organisation of the whole operation and the
information supplied was marvel1ous. Not one single detail
about anything had been overlooked.
.
Somewhere around midnight hot coffee and sandWIChes
were served all round - it gave us something to do and
relieved the tension of waiting around. Back to our cabins
again, this time to await orders to go on deck.
I remember it was 12:30am when the engines stopped and
ten minutes later the sound of the landing craft being lowered
into the water. We were all called to stand by and at exactly
lam the first party left the side of our ship. I'm only
describing what went on in one ship - there were many others
doing the same thing at the same time. Some were like
ourselves, troop ships, and others loaded with equipment.
We now had approximately an hour to wait before the next
wave went in and I honestly think that was the worst hour I've
ever lived through, wondering what was going on outside and
how the boys were going with the first assault. Everything .
seemed so quiet - an unnatural stillness. We should be heating
distant gunfire by now but not a sound came through our
cabins.
At I: 15am we were given orders to go on deck to our
allotted boat stations and await the rerum of the first landing
craft. This we did in inky darkness and with the minimum
amount of noise. The night was certainly dark but there was a
clear sky and near by we could see the dim shapes of other
ships. On the right were obviously the coastline and a town, as
the lights were clearly visible, and every few seconds a
lighthouse flashed a beam across the water.
Surely the first party had landed by now - they'd been
gone three quarters of an hour and yet looking towards the
shore there were no gun flashes and not a sound to be heard.
Suddenly a searchlight appeared somewhere in shore and
swept across the water, illuminating one of our escorting
cruisers. Another appeared further west, this time from one of
our ships. On shore about the same time a rocket went up something had started there. A few minutes passed and one of
the searchlights doused followed almost simultaneously by a
huge flash in the sky and then a loud explosion. It looked as

though the shore batteries had opened up. In a few moments
there were more flashes and explosions, some closer than
before and so the party started. Some of our ships closed in
and opened up on the short batteries while others were still
sweeping the water with searchlights. One of them picked up
a smal1 vessel further out to sea and not half a mile from us.
I'm certain it was a sub. Shel1s were bursting in the water all
round it but as it moved behind another one of our ships and
out of our field of vision I didn't see whether it was eventually
hit. I noticed the searchlight went out not long afterwards.
Imagine how we felt on deck seeing all this going on and not
knowing what it all meant - whether the first landing had
been a success or whether the plan had been known and
'Jerry' was there, prepared and waiting for us! The noise stil1
continued - flashes appeared all round and it seemed as
though a naval battle was in progress. If only we could get
some news of what was going on - had some idea of the
position on shore and what we could expect. But the~e was
nothing and we just waited, watching the fireworks dIsplay
and thinking, if the others thought as I did, wel1, this was it!
After what seemed hours the landing craft returned and 111
an orderly file we climbed over the side, down the nets and
into the craft. Although the swell was slight and not sufficient
to rock our ship, it tossed the LCs around as though they were
corks. The last few yards down the nets were not easy and
many of us ended up by falling. No one was even hurt and.
with the full load of forty-eight men, cast off to form up With
others both from our ship and those nearby. On the way in
the crew had a lot to say and relieved the tension considerably
They said that only a few shots had been fired at the first part.
They were amazed, as we were relieved, that little or no
opposition had been encountered. They couldn't explai.n the
naval action and were just as puzzled as we were. Formmg up
away from our ships I could see that some of the others were
Tank landing craft: -the heavy stuff was coming in now vehicles, ammunition. As planned the first party was to install
a flashing red light on our beach and near the spot where we
were to land. Sure enough the light was their and our convoy
moved slowly towards it taking a zigzag course just in case
there were any unfriendly subs between the shore and us!
For the next thirty-five minutes we were heading towards
that light - everywhere else was just blackness but now and
then we'd pass a group of boats returning and away on the
horizon, the occasional flash. After a while we were able to
pick out the outline on the clif(~ and before long the beach.
Up till now I hadn't thought much about landing in surf and
the possibility of being tipped over. Our boat wasn't exactly
built for surf riding and it was obvious from the swell that we
were in for a ride. Anyhow we'd all been equipped with special
life jackets worn under our clothes and had already inflated
them. Sure enough, one hundred yards out from the beach
the first waves were breaking. By skilful handling the crew
managed to get another thirty or forty yards further in before
we were caught and in a matter of moments the bow of the
boat touched the sand - the water receded - we filed out and
up the beach making for the cover of the cliffs.
It all happened just like that - a matter of minutes. Once
under the cliffs we stopped and had a chance to look around.
Other craft were still landing and already ours had put to sea
again. So far nothing had happened and except for the sound
of the waves and orders being shouted here and there It was
quite a peaceful morning. Looking around there were ~roups
of commandos all along the beach. Some were advanc1l1g up
the c1if(~ and others hastily erecting light ack ack gun posts
against an air attack which must come with the dawn. They
had brought their equipment ashore in the first waves and
now the heavier material was being landed. LCIS were
unloading ammunition - Bofors Guns, Light Armoured Cars
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- Jeeps and Bulldozers which immediarely went to work
hauling this material off the sand on to harder ground. Others
were levelling off a track up the side of the cliff and already
the mobile equipment was on its way in the general advance
to the aerodrome. While waiting to move on I saw a bunch of
prisoners being marched along the sand - native troops who
had been caught in an isolated house taking "pot shots" at the
troops as they landed.
It was now that rather a wonderful thing happened. The
weather, which up till now had been perfect, in fact too good,
suddenly changed and as if specially laid on for this operation
a dense fog drifted in from the land enveloping everything. It
was better than any artificial smoke screen that we could lay
and gave more protection. With the coming dawn it still held
and when I later arrived at the drome, was still as thick as ever.
German Reconnaissance Planes were over that morning and I
believe a formation of bombers, but thanks to the fog, could
not find any of their objectives. One did attempt a suicide
dive through the fog and I can remember seeing him speeding
across the deck at zero feet. We could see him but I am sure
he didn't see any other targets or us.
Well, so started the first day of the operation. Our journey
from the beach to the drome and subsequent happenings on
that day and the first week, is another story but I won't bore
you with that now. Here's hoping I'll be able to relate that
story in person and before many more months have passed.
Needless to say I reached the drome safely making the
journey with another officer in an armoured car. Our welcome
was amazing. At each village along the route literally
thousands of people lined the road and cheered. How
different from what we had expected. I was one of the first Air
Fotce Officers to arrive on the drome after it had been
captured and certainly the fitst Australian to land in North
Aftica. Later in the morning my squadron attived from Gib
(incidentally half an hour after the fog had cleared!) and not
long after that I was in the air patrolling our shipping and the
landing parties, which were still coming in. What a day - I'll
never forget it!

John Bruce Murray Trenerry
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New Guinea WW71
Having spent twO and a half years training, the war ended
without me seeing any individual combat. I led a number of
one-day patrols - followed Japanese foot tracks etc. without
any contact. When the war ended, we heard rumours of a big
bomb but initially did not believe it. Prior to returning to the
coast after the Japanese had surrendered. I spent some time
with my platoon on a feature called the BLOT which had
seen some bloody aerion previously during the advance
inland. It had been bombed and shelled so that there was no
cover left on it. As a young Platoon Commander (I9 years
old) I did not feel any emotion when going on my first patrol
- it was all a matter of 'well, lets get going'. Youth certainly has
its advantages in these situations.

Korea 1952-3
When I arrived in Korea the war had reached the static
stage approximately along the 38th parallel. I was sent as a
reinforcement officer to 3 RAR which had seen action from
the earliest days of the Korean War.
3 RAR had remained in Korea and had its personnel
replaced after approximately 12 months Korean service.
The main things that stand out during my 13 months
service were:
1. The very vigorous patrolling of 'no man's land' by our
forces during the night hours. The requirement for
company commanders to remain awake most of the
night where they had patrols out; stand to procedures at

dawn; the requirement to attend BHQ briefings on the
next night's patrols every morning; the requirement to
plan - patrol routes - coordinate flanking patrols and
plan defensive Fire flashes etc, often resulted in a no
sleep situation during many 24-hour periods.
2. Heavy enemy artillery fire on our positions for
protracted periods resulted in many hours being spent in
repairing trenches, dugouts and wiring etc.
3. Large numbers of minefields had been laid to deny the
enemy approach routes to our positions. Many of these
were not covered by small arms fire and had to be
constantly monitored by patrols to ensure that the fences
were intact. Occasionally enemy artillery fire cut up
fields during the early evening with the result that a
number of our patrols found themselves inside the
minefields when returning and suffered casualties as a
result.
4. The intense climatic change that occurred when the
wind swung round to the North at the onset of winter.
The ground became so hard a pick would not penetrate
the ground 20-30 degrees below was not uncommon.
5. Blinding rain during the wet season caused many
bunkers to collapse. These had been badly built without
perpendicular and floor supports. When soil was eroded
by the heavy rain and the roofs could not in some cases
sustain the weight of the top soil or enemy
artilleryl mortar fire.
Note: Many of these bunkers had been built by other
Commonwealth Division Units. It was the practice to
rotate units in sectors within the Divisional boundary.
6. The magnificent support given by our Artillery to
requests for fire support. Our system of having Forward
Observation Officers (FOO's) with the forward infantry
units and with the authority to use the whole of the
Divisional Artillery if necessary without seeking higher
authority proved invaluable.
I can recall one humourous incident regarding the use of
artillery. I was occupying an area around the top of a feature
called Hill 365. When I came upon an American artillery
officer, who was directing the fire of American 240mm
(heavy) guns. I asked him what he was firing at and he
pointed OUt the movement of enemy troops across a small
bridg~ many miles to the rear of the Chinese positions.
Looking through very powerful binoculars I could see the
br~dge and enemy soldiers 20-30 yards apart crossing the
bndge and approaches to it.
After firing a few rounds I heard him report over his
wireless - 5 KIA (Killed In Action) 10 wounded. I asked how
he could verify these figures and his reply was "Sir - these
shells are very big and mighty expensive - when I fire these
guns I have to kill a number of enemy or else I cannot
authorise their use". So much for reliable statistics in war!

Reginald Gordon Tyson
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I ~o not think I will ever forget the time, early one
mornmg, when we were returning back from a mission to
Trieste.. We ran into a thick fog. We were flying at a height of
approxImately 1000ft and we did not trust our altimeter as
the atI~osphe:ic pressure had changed and the Italian Alps
were dIrectly ll1 front of us across the other side of the Adriatic
Sea.
We de~ided we would fly as low as we could to get under
the fog, WIth everyone on the look out for the first sign of the
sea. You can imagine we all breathed a sigh of relief when we
could finally see the water and had not run into the Alps. We
kept under the cloud until we reached a landfall and could
decide where we were. From that time on we could map read
to our base at Falconara.
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I was delighted with all the training I had and felt very
confident of my ability to know what to do. What more could
a boy of 20 years of age want. I learnt to fly a Tiger Moth in
Australia, learnt to fly Harvards in Canada and did a
navigation course in Nova Scotia. I learnt to fly a twin engine
aircraft and a night flying course in England. Did a conversion
course and learnt to fly Wellingtons in Palestine and finally
flew in Italy. Being shot down was furthermost from my
mind.

Escorting Churchill and Roosevelt
I am not sure whether you would consider this as historic,
but it was significant to me. At the end of October 1943 my
crew was sent to Malta with several other Wellington aircraft
on a surveillance mission to cover Winston Churchill's and
Franklin Roosevelt's naval convoy through the Mediterranean
Sea en route to the conference to be held in Cairo. We spent
about three days following the convoy, circling it at a distance
of about 1 mile and flying at 1000ft - we flew in 4 hour
shifts.

My part in particular operations
The crew of a Wellington aircraft is made up of six people.
The captain, Neil McPhee, the second pilot/navigatormyself, a navigator, a tailgunner - Ian Jennings, a top gunner Dalrymple, and a bottom gunner - Shortie O'Brien.
As I was qualified as a Pilot and as a Navigator I could do
either job. When we first took off the Pilot, Neil McPhee, was
at the controls and the Navigator, Alan Rackham, was at the
navigator's desk and I looked out the window and watched the
scenery go by. When the pilot wanted a rest after an hour or
so, I would fly the plane. Alan Rackham did the navigation
and when he wanted a rest I did the navigation. Another job
Alan and I would do was to 'shoot the stars', we were both
able to plot our position at night by taking star shots. It was
necessary for us to know Greenwich Mean Time. We would
use a sextant to measure the angle of three or more stars above
the horizon and the exact time and angle were taken, we
would then refer to the nautical almanac and hydrographic
tables to locate our position. You must remember that this was
fifty years ago, there are now much easier ways and more
accurate ways to locate your position.
As an exercise we were given the task of flying due west
from Tel Aviv over the Mediterranean Sea for 2 hours, we
were then to turn at 180 and fly due east, making the same
allowances for the wind as we did previously. We did not do
too badly and plotted our position about 3 miles south of
Jaffa, which is not far from Tel Aviv where we started.
0

Italy
When I was first posted from Palestine to Italy to join 458
Squadron I was one of three crews. Each crew comprised 2
Pilots, I Navigator and 3 Gunners. We were based at Foggia in
the South of Italy. Several months after arriving in Italy the
Allies had gained a good foothold and 458 Squadron was
posted to Gibraltar to check on shipping entering the
Mediterranean.
As we were the last crews to join 458 Squadron we were
posted to the RAF to join an English Squadron No 38 to gain
more experience in Coastal Command. I remained in 38
Squadron until after VE Day when I was sent to Egypt on my
way home.

Bombing Ships at Night
We would pick up the ships by radar. They seldom fired at
us as that would give their position away. We would continue
on our course until we got to a point about 2 or 3 miles in
front of them, then do a 90 degree turn and drop several flares
on their course. Then we would do another 90 degree turn

and drop several more flares. We would then turn and get
behind them. By that time the flares would have ignited and
the ships would be illuminated and we could make our
bombing run.
The flares had ignition delays fitted and we were able to
arrange the ignition as that they would ignite at approximately
the same time.

Service travel, eating and living conditions
The reason I joined the RAAF was that I wanted to learn
to fly an aeroplane. I was delighted when I was accepted by
the Air Force. At that time I never knew what was in store for
me, I considered myself to be extremely lucky, as I would
never have been able to afford to travel overseas, stay away for
over three years and see the world.
As far as living conditions were concerned I had no
complaints. As long as I was in the mess hall at the proper
time there was plenty to eat, cereal for breakfast, a good meal
at midday, and meat with vegetables at night. I had my own
blankets ar nighr.
In Italy we were billeted in an old papermill which had
been damaged by bombing, but we were dry. I am unable to
remember wherher I had a palliasse with straw or a canvas
support to lie on, but I had sheets, so I was always
comfortable. As mentioned previously service travel in the Air
Force was magnificent.

Coming home and discharge
When VE day came we were flown to Egypt and landed at
Port Said. We then waited to come back to Australia. We were
still waiting when on 2nd September Japan had agreed to
surrender, and President Truman proclaimed September 2nd
as VJ day (Victory in Japan). As the war was over the Air
Force, in its wisdom, believed there was no urgency for us to
come home, so we had leave every day and jobs that had to be
done. It was like a holiday, I spent time with friends in the Air
Force and we had numerous visits to Cairo. I had a trip down
the Nile River, visited Alexandria and other places.

Alastair Hugh Urquhart

5606

Urquhart joined the 2/17th Battalion from the militia 17th
Battalion (North Sydney Regiment).
We entrained at Kelso near Bathurst on 19th October at
about 1400 hours. We arrived at Darling Harbour goods yard
around 2100 hours and embarked on Queen Mary around
2300 hours. Captain Keith Magno (3827) was Embarkation
Officer. We sailed on Sunday 20th October, 1940.

Bombay & Onwards
Our convoy arrived at Bombay on 4th November. Queen
Mary had to drop anchor some miles offshore because of
water depth. On the afternoon of 6th November a much
smaller ship Rohna began the process offerrying the troops
ashore. We entrained for Deolali, an Indian Army rest camp
for troops from the North West Frontier. It was a comfortable
camp but I had joined a lot of others with a bad dose of
chicken pox. We were put in the camp hospital.
The 2/17 Battalion moved out of Deolali on 10th
November and back to Bombay and aboard Rohna again to
go on to the Middle East. Italy had come into the War and
the big ships could not be risked in the Red Sea. With the
chicken pox, I was left behind. All strays gathered in due
course in new barracks on the seashore near Bombay
Wharves.
The small ship convoy returned from the Middle East to
reform and then moved to Colombo to meet the next big ship
convoy from Australia. We strays were put aboard the HMT
Devonshire.
The small ship convoy sailed from Colombo and
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Trincomalee on approximately 16th January 1941. I rejoined
the 2/17 Battalion on 2nd February at Kilo 89 camp, not far
from Gaza.

To the western Desert
The Battalion left Gaza for the western desert on 28th
February to relieve, in due course, the 6~h Divisi~n at Marsa
Brega (over 100 miles south of BenghazI). We relIeved the
bulk of 2/7 Battalion, 17th Brigade, on 9th March.
With the German armour and motorised infantry trying to
get behind us, we made a hurried withdrawal. With so~e
skirmishes and casualties and not much sleep, we made It to
the escarpment above Benghazi.

The Benghazi Derby

.

The Benghazi "Derby" was now on. and pl~nned confuSIOn
was the order of the day, with the soldiers getting madder and
madder that they couldn't stop and fight. Many things
happened between 9th March and 10th April when Tobruk
was reached.
It is easy to imagine it would be panic stations ?ut it .
wasn't, as the trOOps weren't aware of a lot of the dlfficult.les
that were being encountered. For instance, we had ve~ little
transport except captured Italian heavy dury petrol! dIesel
trucks. But the big advantage of them was th~t they we~e very
large trucks and they carried about 50 men WIth all theIr gear.
Gradually we were able to form the~ into co~voys and ~ull
back in some order. The 2/13 BattalIOn, our sister battalIOn,
drew the short straw and had to remain as the rear guard
defence because the Germans were coming up the escarpment
from Benghazi and also aiming to swing around through the
desert to the south to cut us off. They succeeded in slowing
the Germans down and had some casualties. It then became a
real derby as we all headed back almost, you c~uld say, every
sub-unit for itsel£ It wasn't quite that way but It w~ hard .to
keep contact and Keith Magno perform.ed a near mIracle In
gathering the convoy together and keepln~ contact. The
troops were getting angry that they weren t allowed to stan~
and put on a show. But the best thing to do was keep headmg
back to Tobruk.
Having got into Tobruk we knew we ha~ a lot to learn but
little time available. We quickly learned a trick or two. On
Good Friday 1941 (always known as the Easter ,~at,~le), the
Germans attacked and by chance they attacked D Company
of 17th Battalion. It was during that action that John
Edmundson won the first VC in the Australian Army of the
2nd World War. The VC was won in saving his Platoon
Commander while himself mortally wounded, he bled to
death shortly after the action. The battle taught us that you
.
I
could turn tanks around - the trick on that occasIOn was to et
hy
the
the tanks roll over the top. It's hard to imagine
Germans didn't secure their position before moving on. I
think they thought they were going to have an easy ru.n. Then
they ran into the artillery, the British Royal ~orse Artillery,
probably one of the best artillery regiments In the wor.ld and
they were cut to pieces at point blank range. The survivors
then turned around to retreat and on the way they picked up
a few of our fellows as POWs. They lost a lot of men and
tanks themselves. They didn't give up, they.tried ~gain bu~ by
that time we were able to re-group and again theIr casualties
were heavy.
The German Air force wasn't there in great numbers but
they were sufficient to be harassing and they wer~ using their
Stuka dive bombing techniques. The desert was Ideal for that.
No telegraph poles to speak of and cert~inly no trees or .
anything like that so they could come nght down: The dlvebombers never caused much in the way of casualties or
damage.
At the time we entered Tobruk there were four or five

v:

Hurricane aircraft there. They went up in defence and shot
down several Stukas but when German fighters arrived in
numbers, they were no match. All the planes were shot down
and I think all the pilots were killed or taken prisoner. That
was the end of any air support for us.

Evacuation from Tobruk
We left Tobruk on HMS Kingston and on HMS Griffin on
24th October. The 13th Battalion was unfortunately again
unlucky. They were last in turn to depart and the ship coming
to get them was sunk. It was then decided by GHQ that they
should re-join the Tobruk defence force and be part of the
break out force which was planned to join the main force
attacking from the Egyptian border. The counter offensive was
successful, the Germans were pushed back to a line running
south from Gazala where they reformed, and it was a static
situation for a while. Then the Germans, in turn, launched
another attack and that took them beyond the Egyptian
border to El Alamein.
After rest and recuperation the 2/17 Battalion were sent to
Syria to garrison the place and relieve the 7th Division, so
they could head for home. From January to April 1942, I
attended ME OCTU in Cairo. I was commissioned on 26
April and rejoined the 2/17 Battalion "D" Coy on 19th May
1942.
The Allies occupied Syria in order to patrol and if
necessary defend the Turkish Border in case the Germans
decided to come down through Turkey from Greece to win
control of the ME oilfields. Also, it was possible they might
carry out a sea landing to achieve the same result.
With little warning, the 9th Division was sent back to the
desert, to El Alamein.
We arrived there on 15th July 1942. There was still a great
deal of pressure from Rommel, who was attacking the line in
EI Alamein. There were some hard fought battles there with
the 2/23, 2/24 and 2148 all having casualties. Later other
28th, 32nd and 43rd Battalions also had some battles. The
2128 Battalion was forced to surrender on 26/27 July - a great
blow to the 24rh Brigade. The Air Force was building up in
quite solid numbers, we had light and medium bombers, but
we didn't have any heavy bombers. There were Bostons,
Baltimores, Mitchells, and Beaufighters. It was an inspiring
sight to see them constantly moving up to bomb the enemy.
The 2117 Battalion moved into Tel el Eisa to relieve
elements of the 23rd and 48th Battalions of 26th Brigade at
the end of July and beginning of August. A long period of
watchfulness, defensive and aggressive long patrols followed
until the hand over to the 2124 Battalion on the night of
22/23 September. We were now in reserve and Btigade
training for the forthcoming battle.
The Battle of El Alamein was fully rehearsed and there was
deception at every turn. Camouflage was used for guns, tanks
and trucks, all to mislead the enemy as to the direction of the
main attack.
We moved into the area of our start line after dark on
22nd October, having the night before each dug our own slit
trench - long enough and deep enough to provide protection
from bombs or shells. There was a reed mat to roll over the
top and water and urine arrangements were your own
problem. The night and day of 22nd and 23rd were long and
nerve wracking and it was a great relief to come out after dark
on 23rd. Our rehearsals had stood us in good stead and there
was a quiet and disciplined air about the whole affair.
We moved to the "start line" with precision and waited.
The barrage when it starred at 2140 hours was simply mind
blowing and confidence was strong as we moved off at 2200
hrs. We reached our objective with casualties and after several
days won the battle - with our allies of course. From a soldier's
point of view, it had been a good and fair fight.
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no more of the battle but having survived, I heard all the
stories. It was then my pleasure, after a little time at 2nd Army
HQ at the Burnside Homes in Sydney, to be selected in May
1944 to be a member of the POW Reception Group UK.
This was a unit being sent to the UK to collect, pay, clothe
and check medically and dentally our own POWs as they
came out of Germany. A number of old Shore boys were
among them. It was our role to see that they got home in
good shape. I was in command of the last batch of POWs, so
I remained and did a little cleaning up and leave-taking.

Peter John Valkenburg

6243

I served in the RANR ascending with the passage of years
to the exalted rank of Able Seaman.
For what it is worth, I also served in the RAFVR as a
Cadet Pilot from January 1953 to February 1955 while a
student at Oxford.
Having been an extremely reluctant member of the School
Cadet Corps until I could escape to the ATC, this gives me
the dubious distinction of having been, at one time or
another, a member of all three services, and I didn't enjoy any
of them!

Felix William Venn-Brown

5428

I enlisted in the CMF on 19th August 1940, No. N III 00.
Trained on 18 Pounder Mk II (a WWI gun). Promoted
Bombardier. Applied for transfer to AlE Promoted Sergeant,
and was posted to a training school for field artillery.
We trained on 25 Pounder guns and in all aspects of Field
Artillery. I passed and was recommended for a commission.
From here I was posted to training school for Bren Gun
Carrier (a mini tank) operations, where we trained in
maintenance and use of Bren Gun Carriers for artillery
purposes. Returned to 7 Field Regt. Routine regimental duties
till I was commissioned on 20th November 1941 and posted
to 14 Field Regt.
There I was a Troop Leader training recruits in gun drill
etc. We were allowed 2 practice shoots only, using WWI guns,
18 Pounders Mk IV.
I was posted to the 19 Field Regt with the temporary
appointment of Regimental Transport Officer until returned
to gunnery as GPO with 62 battery with 25 Pounders.
Transfer to AlF confirmed 17th July '1942 and allocated new
Army number NX10432 I. Four months later transferred to
122 Light AA Regiment.
I reported to the regiment to find no equipment, and all
officers and ORs were from field artillery or anti-tank units.
Pending delivery of 40mm Bofors AA guns I was sent back to
Sydney to the RAA Light AA Wing for a five weeks
conversion course on AA Gunnery and aircraft recognition. I
returned to the unit and remained for four months till sent to
Brisbane to help form 554 Lt AA Bty.
Posted to position of Battery Captain with instructions to
establish and equip an independent battery in Brisbane with
orders marked "Urgent" for overseas service. On 10th
September 1943, with a cadre of men, we embarked from
Brisbane with all our guns and vehicles, bound for New
Guinea. On arrival the battery took over from an American
unit providing AA defence of American fighter/bomber group.
I remained with that battery till posted to 2/1 AA Regt in
March 1944.
I was flown in a DC3 transport plane to join the regiment
at Finschhafen. Within 6 weeks of joining it returned to
Australia in Klipfimtein. We disembarked at Brisbane then I
went on to Sydney on leave.
On the Atherton Tablelands we were training for the next
campaign. I was Seconded by Corps HQ in March 1945.

Sent to Cairns to take over a staging camp from the
Americans through which 7 Division was expected to pass on
their way to the next campaign. After six weeks the plans were
changed and the Division departed from Townsville. I caught
up with the regiment in Townsville and embarked on 20th
May 1945 in Herbert M Creel bound for destination
unknown.
Embarked Morotai in US LST 639 on 7th July 1945 with
'B'Troop, bound for Balikpapan, Borneo. The war ended six
weeks later. When the regiment returned home I was left with
the equipment to be brought back later in the American
Victory ship Winchester Victory, departing Balikpapan on
29th December 1945, and arriving Brisbane 8th January
1946.

Norman Alfred Vickery

4610

Extract from his eulogy, delivered by Peter Vickery, son.
Lieutenant Vickery was one of the first to join the rush
and was assigned one of the lowest Active Service Numbers NX130.
The 2/lst Australian Field Regiment was formed at
Holsworthy, New South Wales on 31 October 1939. Its ranks
were drawn from civilian recruits who had been left behind
the office desk, the tractor, the shop counter and the factory
bench. This was to be Lieutenant Vickery's regiment.
A~ a young commander his first responsibility was to
mould 30 Queensland miners into a disciplined battery of
gunners. They were not angels. They were raw and untrained.
They were undemonstrative, facetious, fiercely independent,
suspicious of authority and they probably would have looked
at their apparently 'toffy' young Lieutenant with more than a
critical eye - at least to start with. He was aged 22 years and a
number of men in his battery were almost twice his age.
Lieutenant Vickery, with his extraordinary understanding
of people and enduring capacity for the 'common touch' was
soon able to gain their undying trust and respect as their
leader.
On 10 January 1940 his regiment pulled out of Pyrmont
wharf on Sydney Harbour aboard His Majesty's Transport
Orford bound for service in the desert war in North Africa.
The voyage was over when they arrived at EI Kantara on the
banks of the Suez on 12 February 1940 before travelling by
train to Palestine across the Sinai desert.
On 4th January 1941 the then Captain Vickery was
engaged in a remarkable action. He was detailed as Forward
Observation Officer for the 2111 th Battalion during the Battle
of Bardia to look for likely targets for the artillery. To carry out
the assignment he travelled in a Bren carrier, a lightly
armoured, open-topped vehicle on loan from the British
Army. In the driver's seat was British-born Lance-Corporal
Syd Barker of the Queens's Own Regiment. Crowded into the
vehicle were 2 other Australian diggers, John Fairleigh and
Burnie Anley.
They suddenly found themselves in the right rear of an
enemy four-gun battery which was engaging our infantry. The
enemy battery was supported by a hili garrison of infantry,
1000 men in all. The post was heavily armed with machineguns and anti-tank rifles, as well as the 4 gun field battery.
As a gunner himself, he was well aware of the effect a high
explosive shell would have on the flimsy carrier The
temptation was too great, despite his carrier being armed with
nothing more than an anti-tank rifle, Captain Vickery ordered
the carrier up to hili speed and charged at the enemy.
The concept was utterly outrageous, but the luck held. "A
couple of shots across their bows from the anti-tank rifle did
the trick," as he once described it. For this outrageous piece of
bluff; as the regimental history describes it, Captain Vickery
received the Military Cross, and Lance Corporal Barker the
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Military Medal. It was the fitst Military Cross to be awarded
to an Australian during World Wat II. Vickery cut off 2
segments of his medal ribbon and privately gave a piece to the
other 2 Australian diggers.
As a gunner he earned the nick-name "Hawk-eye" If it
possible to be humane in war, Vickery was such a man. In
another engagement, which required shelling a town prior to
its capture, the commander called upon Vickery's guns to keep
the enemy pinned down. Hawk-eye aimed his 25 pounders
into the town square, which he knew was vacant at siesta time.
His objective was to prevent his shells causing civilian
casualties.
He always regarded the desert war as a relatively clean war.
That is, by and large it was conducted according to norms
which professional soldiers on both sides understood and
adhered to. In this way, if there had to be armed conflict, at
least it was possible to conduct it in the most civilised way
possible. They were principles which he understood and
honoured, and by fine example, exercised outstanding
leadership in their application.
His humanity was also directed towards his men, with his
meticulous eye for their health and well being. He used to tell
me with some pride that his first point on any tour of
inspection was the cook-house grease trap. He knew full well
the importance of scrupulous hygiene for the welfare of his
troops. Many an ex-digger more than likely came home from
those six terrible years in better health than otherwise thanks
to his care and attention to detail in those very unromantic
areas of soldiering.

John Bennett Vonwiller

7999

John was involved as a medical officer with Snowgum
Force during Exercise Ramasoon in Thailand beginning on
14th February 1968. He was honoured in 1986 with
appointment as the Honourary Surgeon to His Excellency the
Governor General of Australia and reached the rank of
Colonel in the Army Reserve before his death in 1992.
Extract from a letter dated 6th August 1968 from John
Vonwiller, in South Vietnam:
It has been the busiest 10 days for the past couple of
months and there is a lot of enemy activity in the province, so
work will be continuous I guess. Actually on Sunday night the
hospital was full and four patients injured during the night
were diverted to US hospitals so this saved us some work.
Last Friday we had a sequel to the great Manila
earthquake. We started work at 7:30 with an influx of half a
dozen battle casualties and had cleared these away at about
11 :30 when we got word of further casualties due in 15
minutes. However, about three minutes later the word was
passed that all staff and patients were to be evacuated to high
ground within the next ten minutes as a 20-30 foot tidal wave
was expected then as an aftermath of the quake.
The hospital is 20 feet or less above sea level so there was
some consternation. One soldier with a broken femur is
trussed up in traction and so he and his bed and his traction
were lifted bodily on to a truck and driven away with a beach
umbrella to keep the sun off We had to divert the expected
casualties yet again. We turned the officers' mess which is on
high ground into a temporary ward for patients on stretchers
and walking patients sat outside. It was a sight to see,
everybody gazing out to sea looking for a tidal wave, which
needless to say never arrived.

David John Waight

5430

A wholly insignificant war service. Note though: I did put
my age up to join, first the Militia, then the AlE I am a rather
reluctant contributor to this excellent project, as I am one
whose war efforts were minimal. But projects such as this help

honour so many friends, Jon Maclean (5458), John Treloar
(5426) and others, whose memory I still treasure.

Grant Forsyth Walker

3878

After leaving Shore at the end of 1930 I studied for my
certificate to become an accountant - this did not interest me
very much and I became interested in aeroplanes and joined a
lot of other young men who believed that war was inevitable.
To my surprise I was one of 20 who were selected - of these
12 completed the course and I became second from the top as a pilot officer I joined 22 Squadron RAAF at Richmond
NSW in December 1934.
After war was declared, I was posted to No.3 Squadron,
but before leaving Australia I was told I was required to stay as
an instructor - among other duties I was one of five pilots who
gave displays of close formation exercises at various places in
Victoria and NSW
About 1940 I was part of the Empire Air Scheme at Wagga
Wagga, still instructing, but later moved to Deniliquin, and
trained other pilots as fighter pilots in Hawker Demons,
which were very capable aircraft at that time. Later we were
presented with American Kittyhawks, which were not very
manoeuvrable, but had plenty of speed and good armamem 6 Brownings. About 1942 I became a Squadron-Leader at
various Training Schools.
Posted to No.2 Operational Training Unit at Williamtown
- Made CO of 78 Fighter Squadron - now had about 1200
hours mostly on Kittyhawks with RlR motors. Scherger
advised us we would be expanded and he would see that only
"above average" pilots would be sem to the squadron- all pilots
Australian and experienced, - under American control in area
of South West Pacific. We were sent to Kerrawina in the
French Trobriands. The Japanese now had new model fightets
'in line engine' all being sent to 'Vogelkop' at Butt, Boram,
and Dagua at the west end of New Guinea. We were sent to
Aitape near Hollandia with all aircraft. On arrival we found
the air strip roughly patched so I sent in those low in petrol
first warning of patches in the strip. The first and second
landed turned over - then most landed safely except for two
more. We were now equipped with latest Kittyhawk J model
with huge Allison engines and could reach airstrips at
Vogelkop.
In absolute secrecy, we were to escort about 20 odd B25
(light bombers) to destroy new Japanese fighters at the western
end of New Guinea. The bombers used 'parafrags', i.e. bombs
with parachutes attached and a long rod in the nose to cause
the explosion before reaching ground (I believe I saw one B25
blow itself up when too low - we had no casualties). After
several feints almost all the aircraft the Japs had put in the air
were refuelling when the actual attack took place. Several
aerial combats took place later but out of date "Zero's" and
even some with fixed "under carts" were used in the next few
weeks - we lost 1 pilot in the second attack, but almost all of
the attackers were destroyed. There wete no attacks at all from
any surviving Japanese fighters in the South West Pacific area we now had about 40 pilots as the 78th Fighter Wing and
were supporting the 1st American Marines by attacking the
occupied islands before the actual landings.
I heard Scherger was now Air Chief Marshal - actually I
was now Wing Commander with DFC much to my surprise.
General MacArthur gave a citation for the whole unit
including ground staff After the whole show was over
Ambassador Perkins of America presented us with quite a
party and gave us the same citation again in Melbourne on
16th March 1995 (when all the Top Secret Stuff had expired).
We wete about to be moved to Noemfoor when my
aircraft was hit and I was cut by splinters of the perspex and
sent back to Australia. Actually, it was rather a surprise as
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Nadzab and delivered me to a hospital in Queensland.

John Ralston Wallace

5237

The RAAFs idea of teaching 'Administration' to trainee
officers in 1942 included the 'skill' of yelling high-pitched,
and thus effectively audible, drill orders to large parades.
Trainees, therefore being required in turn to try yelling orders
from the grandstand of a sports ground to others marching in
midfield - who would then delight in marching in total
disorder if a different trainee was not loud enough. As an exShore boy however one had an advantage of recalling the
exemplary 'ex Scots Guards' style of School Sergeant -Major
(Onkus) Davidson operating from above the Quadrangle to
school cadets.
At our 138 Radar Station at Waigani (Port Moresby) in
early 1943 I watched on screen a successful night interception
of a Jap bomber by a US fighter controlled directly from this
GCI station by a US controller temporarily resident with us. I
remember vividly his radio words to his pilot: "Tallyho!
Tallyho! That's a silver Star (medal) for you, and a Purple
Heart (commendation) for Me!" Next morning 1 took my
jeep on an unsuccessful search for the downed bomber probably unrecognisable wreckage in swamp or sea.
On a routine visit in late 1943 to our new Radar station at
Kiriwina Island (a coral atoll north of Goodenough Is) I met
my classmate David Yates (5802), a Spitfire pilot whose
squadron had recently arrived. David then gave me my only
ride 'on' a Spitfire - sitting on a wing while he taxied it from
its 'readiness on standby' position on the airstrip back to its
dispersal bay.

Frank Westlake Walton

4434

While I was in Madang, New Guinea, as medical officer of
30th Battalion in 1944, my younger brother, Ian (5055),
came striding across the parade ground quite unexpectedly. He
was the lieutenant in charge of troops disembarking
Americans from the Manoora in landings in the Pacific, and
the ship put in to Madang for a week of rest and recreation.
Each evening I joined Ian for cold beer and ship's cuisine,
taking two battalion officers in turn. This was a very welcome
and unexpected change from Army rations, and an overdue
reunion with Ian.
I met up with my other younger brother, Tom (5056), also
unexpectedly. In 1945, after 18 months in New Guinea, 1 was
given leave to Sydney for two weeks. On its expiry I reached
Cairns while I was heading back to New Guinea, and, with a
free day ahead, went to look for Tom in the 2/25 Battalion on
the Atherton Tablelands. After taking the train to Berron Falls,
I hitchhiked on army vehicles, and eventually found 2/25
Battalion and Tom, and we spent the afternoon together. Tom
left soon afterwards for Borneo.

Thomas Broadhurst Walton

5056

Extract from Pilgrim and Hero, by John GRidley,

A Night in New Guinea
A dark night in the jungle country. Most of the troops of a
detached company of a famous AIF Battalion were asleep in
their pits around the hilltop. Things had been quiet for the
past two days due to the active work of our bombing
kittyhawks. Silence reigned supreme as the midnight hour past
and the minutes mounted up like steps to the dawn of
another day. At 1:30am two sentries, whose eyes had become
accustomed to the deep darkness, noticed moving figures
about 100 yards away. Instantly they let loose all they had at
those figures moving stealthily toward the Australian position.
Their rifle fire was the signal for a general alarm. Tired men

awoke from dead sleep or dear dreams of distant peaceful
lands to the rattle of rude fire which warned "of a pestilence
that walketh in darkness," and roused them, with a rush, to
seize rifle or tommy-gun and retaliate rapidly against the wellnigh invisible foe. Crouching far down into watery pits, they
gave the Japs the full blast of their fire.
The advantage, however, was with the attackers, who, with
superior numbers, not only inflicted many wounds, but
commenced an encircling movement to surround the
Australian position.
Tom Walton, the nineteen-year-old stretcher-bearer of"C'
Company, had a particularly busy time in the first phase of
that night attack. With utter disregard for his own personal
safety, and under intense enemy fire, he tended the wounded
with great medical skill. One badly wounded boy, whom Tom
had just bandaged and made as comfortable as possible, asked
him in earnest tones ifhe would slip over to his tent and get
the photo of his wife and little babe. Swiftly responding to the
request, Tom recalled how this man had been swearing just a
few minutes before, and he lifted up his heart in prayer to his
Heavenly Father to forgive his comrade and spare his life. As
he tucked the precious photo in the wounded man's pocket,
he gave him an affectionate pat and whispered tenderly, "The
Lord will look after them."
A little later Tom volunteered to stand by the Vickers
gunner, whose comrades had been wounded. In the deep
darkness of the grim early hour, with the dire danger of a
desperate, death-dealing dawn before them, Tom and his
machine-gun comrade were drawn closely together. Striving to
conserve their reduced ammunition, and straining their eyes
into the gloom around them, they spoke in whispers about
their small hope of escape once the dawn-light revealed their
exact position to the Japs. Tom's thoughts in those grim
moments were revealed in a personal letter, in which he said:
"Oh, how small and petty life was to me that night, hanging
on a thread in my Father's hands. What foolishness to live for
anything but an absolute surrender to His Will! How short
and unimportant our life is!"
Suddenly the machine-gunner, seeming to read Tom's
thoughts, said quietly: "I am a bit of an unbeliever myself, but
I know my mother prays for me, so there must be something
in it. Could we have a prayer?"
"Yes, we certainly can," responded Tom, who immediately
sought to show his comrade the way of salvation through
Christ as his personal Saviour, with a few short, earnest words.
After pointing his older comrade to the Cross of Christ as the
man's only hope of eternal life, this young soldier lad lifted up
his heart in the gun-pit and prayed for deliverance. Very soon
after that prayer the order was given to retire from the wellnigh surrounded position. After four and a half hours of heavy
Japanese pressure the Australian detachment drew out just
before the enemy had completed the encircling movement.
Tom Walton, the stretcher-bearer, saw to it that the wounded
were all evacuated, and then, assisting a wounded man who
was not able to walk by himself, he finally withdrew from the
fast closing trap, a worthy winner of the Military Medal for
bravery in the field. At the close of an official account of the
action, written by himself, to be recorded and sent over the
wireless to the world, he said: "Well, maybe, I am young and
only new to this active service, but I still give my Lord Jesus
all the thanks for a merciful deliverance." It was suggested to
him to change the words "Lord Jesus" to "God", but the
young hero persisted that, "What I have written, 1 have
written"; and then added to a friend, "I trust 1 shall have the
merciful privilege to sound that name to many countries, and
may it be used to glorifY my blest redeemer."
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-------------------------------Last Nights and The Daybreak
The ships were ready to carry the invading troops to
Balikpapan, but a few hours before embarkation Tom and
four other Christian lads gathered on a nearby beach to
strengthen their souls in God. By torchlight these brave hearts
read passages from the Bible, and then, bowing together under
the bright star-lit sky, prayed earnestly for grace to serve their
Lord acceptably, with reverence and Godly-fear. It was a rich
time of hallowed fellowship for these young soldier saints.
One of them suggested they should pray for a safe return from
the battlefields of Borneo, but Tom quickly protested, saying:
"No, we can't do that, as the Lord might want us to serve
Him in His presence." Thus, humbly was his heart prepared
for that call to higher service, which, unknown to him then,
was to come so clearly within two brief weeks.
"Sunset and evening star,
And one clear call for me!
And may there be no moaning of the bar
When I put out to sea."
How did this hero hear the "clear call" and "put out to sea"
at last? From the scraps of information which have come to
hand we know he looked down on the captured town of
Balikpapan on July 4, and spoke about the coming ordeal of
battle with brave but grave words. It was no light thing for
this lad of the loftiest holiness of life to leap forward to the
brutal business of battle, but, as his own company commander
wrote afterward: "I don't think anyone could find a more
sincere, unselfish, or earnest chap anywhere, and his
dependability and courage were undoubted."
On July 6, Tom raced forward into action, brave as the
bravest, and was suddenly translated as his body fell beneath a
burst of shell-fire.
The same afternoon he was buried by the Battalion
Chaplain, and we have heard that some of the boys of the
25th declared: "You would have thought it was someone's
mother who had died at the tears that were shed that day."

John Barry Wansey

5790

On the Home Front while still at Shore, one event that is
still very clear in my mind occurred in Upper IVA during
1941. The liner Queen Mary (in wartime grey), seemed a
regular visitor, always anchoring in the centre of the Harbour
out from Mosman Bay. Being next to an eastern window on
the third floor I had an excellent view, one morning seeing her
up-anchor and disappear around Bradleys Head, leaving the
harbour muddied in the process.
Shortly after, before the mud had settled, the Queen
Elizabeth appeared around Bradleys Head and anchored in
the same spot vacated by the Queen Mary. I don't know
whether I learned much that morning, but the whole exercise
was accomplished within the space of twO 40 minute school
periods.

Douglas Frew Waterhouse

4443a

I was in a reserved occupation (Research Scientist CSIR)
carrying out work on insects of medical and veterinary
importance when I volunteered for service in the Australian
Medical Corps. It was decided at LHQ that I should remain
in my laboratory in CSIR Canberra continuing this work and
only formally don uniform when it was necessary to carry out
field trials in conjunction with army colleagues. There is a
brief account of this arrangement in Professor DP Mellor's
volume in the War History.
I worked on developing special high spreading oils for use
on mosquito breeding grounds, on the types of colour that
might make camp butchers least attractive to disease-carrying
houseflies, on materials that serve as mosquito repellents and
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on potential replacements for pyrethins in mosquito and fly
sprays.
I was provided with the first sample of DDT to reach
Australia (in great secret), and I investigated its effectiveness in
relation to our service needs. At that time, supplies of pyrethin
from Kenya were in imminen t danger of being cut.
In 1942, I was posted to Cairns on special duties as
attached to Director of Entomology LHQ, to carry out
mosquito repellent trials against the malaria transmitting
Anopheles Moluccensis. So successful that posted in
September/October 1943 to the native village of Lalapipi at
the mouth of the Lakekamu River (near the Fly River) PNG.
At that time this was the area with the highest known
incidence of malaria in PNG. The principal vector of malaria
Anopheles Farauti was present in large numbers - a hundred
or more could be caught at dusk merely by sweeping around
one's body for a couple of minutes with a butterfly net. As a
result of these tests, Dimethyl Phthalate - code name "Mary" _
a colourless synthetic compou nd was chosen for the Australian
Defence Forces' use in the Pacific Theatre - many months
before the US forces followed suit. Tests were also done with
mosquito sprays incorporating pyrethins, an activator and
DDT - based on earlier laboratory trials at CSIR,
Entomology, Canberra.
. I must ~ave made, a queer sight to battle hardened troops
m PNG, without a kit bag but carrying 2 suitcases (to contain
glassv.:are and. ot~er fragile equipment), obviously iltacquainted With mfantry warfare, without a staff sergeant (I
was a captain) and out-ranking all but 1 or 2 officers within a
radius of hundreds of miles. However I was well tolerated and
eve.n. ~ad considerable .curiosity shown for my insect handling
actlvltles (Fancy expoSing bare arms and legs [covered with
experimental mate:ials] to hordes of mosquitos and timing
them to the first bite or the first 10 bites!)
I also had minor involvement with the successful
development of Dibutyl Phthalate as a repellent for the mites
that ttansmit the highly lethal Scrub Typhus that was, at that
time, killing 99+% of those infected.

Nicholas James Gregory Watling

6909

As a child growing up in Sydney during World War II, I
was fascinated by the great variety of aircraft that could be
~een in ~ur s~e:" over that tumultu ous period. A lifelong
Interest In aViation had been born, although I did not realise it
at the time.
After Matriculating in 1949, I joined the CSR Ltd with a
view to becoming a chemical engineer. In 1955 I was a shift
chemist at the Company's Victoria sugar mill in Ingham in
Nort~ Queensland. I att~nded the opening of the local airport
at which several RAAF aIrcraft were demonstrated. I was
hooked and resigned from the CSR at the completion of 1955
su~a~ ca~e crushing season to commence RAAF flying
tramlng m January 1956. The highlight of my military flying
career would have to be my service in Vietnam. I flew 1200
~ying hours in a 12 month period, using the Caribou aircraft
and
111 the ~perational role for which they had been designed
ous
tremend
of
time
a
was
for whICh I had been trained. It
satisfaction, occasionally saddened by tragic events.

John Herbe rt Ferrier Watson

5060

The prized patrols were along the beautiful coastline of
Spain. Occasionally you would be sent down to Gibraltar to
spend the night to pick up some VIP who wanted a lift to
Britain. Whisky sold for 10 shillings in Gibraltar, but 5 quid
in the UK on the black market.

---------------813 ------
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'The Australian Air Effort'
Later in that same year, 1942, Australian and British
airmen were concerned in one of the most dramatic rescues of
the war. A Wellington on patrol in the Bay of Biscay
developed engine trouble. It was forced to "ditch" and the
crew, in the one small dinghy, spent a miserable first night
huddling together as protection against the bitter winds which
swept into the rubber boat. Spotted by Beaufighters and a
Whitley at dawn the next morning, they were dropped rations
and a dinghy. The rations were eagerly collected but the
dinghy was allowed to drift.
Later on, an Australian Sunderland of coastal Command,
sent out to pick up survivors, was wrecked in attempting to
land in the very rough sea. The Wellington's crew looked on
helplessly as the flying-boat broke up and the crew scrabbled
out. Then the Sunderland's dinghy burst and one of the crew
volunteered to swim for the drifting dinghy 500 yards away
[Watson]. Arriving at it, the swimmer was so exhausted that
he could only lie in the bottom of the dinghy after he had
managed to drag himself into it. [He attributes his survival to
years with the Manly Surf Life Saving Club before the waLl
When he was able to move there was no sign of either the
Sunderland or the Wellington crews and, for four long days,
the men in the two dinghies drifted within a mile or so of
each other, without knowing it. Often they saw British and
German aircraft. Once a Whitley, sent to look for them, was
shot up by three Arado seaplanes. A shark added to the
Wellington crew's anxieties and at least one of the men kept
watch, ready to fire a pistol to scare it away lest its rough hide
rub against the dinghy and puncture it. [Watson recalls being
buzzed by a Messerschimdt. Having nothing on him to
distinguish himself as British, and not wanting to entice an
attack, he stood and smartly saluted the pilot!]
On the fifth day, Beaufighters found both dinghies and
signalled to the Wellington crew who, after five hours,
managed to paddle across to the sole survivor of the
Sunderland. His remark when they hailed him was, ''I'm all
for the open life. What about you?" The Wellington captain,
Flight Lieutenant AWR Triggs, MBE, DFC, recognising the
intonation, called back, "You wouldn't be an Australian,
would you?" to which Flying Officer JHFWatson yelled back,
"Yes."
Soon the two Australians were swapping notes and Watson
was eating malted-milk tablets, biscuits and chocolate - parr of
the rations dropped earlier. Next morning Hudsons and
Beaufighters circled overhead and signalled, "It won't be long
now."

It was not. A few minutes later four naval launches were in
sight. Even then Trigg's first thought was for the safety of the
launches, and despite his trying experiences he insisted on
manning a gun against the German aircraft he fCit sure would
come.
They did. So did a hopeful German launch. But the
aircraft were successfully beaten off. Seven other Junkers,
Focke-Wulfs and Arados were seen but the lalll1ch raced home
without further attacks.

Philip Herbert Watson

4919

Spitfire News, Obituary, March 1998
Peter Watson was one of the 'founder members' of 457
Squadron and one of the first six pilots to arrive at Baginton
in June 1941. A little older than most, he exuded boundless
confidence and quickly made his mark in the squadron.
Always good humoured and cheerful, he made light of the
many problems which confronted him and the squadron in its

early months of formation. As operational training progressed
it quickly became apparent that in him we had an excellent
pilot with all the qualities of leadership and responsibility that
are essential if one is to become an outstanding membet of s
squadron and a fighter pilot of ability.
Peter's contribution to the spirit of 457 Squadron was
immense. He could be relied upon to show initiative and
when we went into action he proved to be fearless and
dismissive of aJl the risks involved. A~ his CO I considered
myself lucky to have a man of his stature in my squadron, and
in later years I was honoured to count myself one of his
friends. His death is a sad blow to me and to all who knew
him. He was a real man and we will miss him.

Alexander Morton Westbrook

3197

I came to Sydney from Bundaberg in 1942 (() get married
at St Swithun's Church, Pymble. After we were matried, my
father-in-law drove us home to Telegraph Road in Pymble.
We had a week's leave and we got a train to Central Station,
then a train to Glenbrook in the Blue Mountains. From there
I phoned my CO in Bundaberg saying "Its great down here,
may! have another week?" The CO replied, "Ir is also great
up here, return at once to your unit!" We did enjoy our brief
honeymoon.

George Milne Whitehouse

4921

The Cobra Attack
He was in charge of a detachment, training in the south of
Ceylon early in 1942, after being recalled from the Middle
East after December 1941. They were too late to go to the aid
of Malaya so were diverted to Ceylon. The gun emplacement
positions suitable for 25 pound Artillery had to be found and
this was not easy given the terrain, jungle undergrowth, which
was alive with snakes, insects and othet animals. He saw a
movement ahead of him and prepared himself to kill a Cobra
which was in the strike position ready to attack him. He
grabbed a pistol and shot at the snake missing it by yards,
annoying the snake further. Ir advanced rowards Whitehouse
and he yelled to a gunner nearby to chop it with a spade. This
killed the reptile bur he felt very shaky after this fi)( some
time.

The TOrtoise
On another occasion, feJr much the same reason as in the
cobra arrack, he was moving over the ground in the prone
position with a ground sheet beneath him. He became
stationery for a period and then fCit movemenrs under him.
His first thought was "surely not another snake!" He leapt up
and removed the groundsheet and to his surprise found a
tortoise had come alive through the warmth of his body.
Though it was a very small tortoise he felt it was like a
Galapagos turtle under him. It made him realise that not all
enemies were Japanese!

Brian George Wileman

5616

In early 1942, I enlisted in the second RAAr Radar course.
The RAAF occupied the large institution building in
Darlinghurst opposite St Paul's College, my alma mater,
within easy marching distance of our assignment with
Professor Bailey, Physics Department, Sydney University.
People for the 'Bailey' Radar course were drawn mainly from
the E1Cldties of Engineering and Science, second year or more.
After this theory and excellent practical experience, Radar
School at RAAr Station Richmond introduced us in early
194.~ to ASV and IrE then on active service in Europe.
After short periods at No.1 Radar Installation &
Maintenance Unit, Sydney and then at RAAF Headquarters,
Melbourne on airborne radar, I was posted north to No. 12
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Repair & Salvage Unit (RSU) near Charters Towers. In the
ensuing 8 months I supervised ASV and IFF Radar servicing
in Beaufort aircraft at 12 RSU, became Airborne Radar
Officer analysing operational radar reports at North Eastern
Area Headquarters, Townsville and then Radar Officer, No. 20
Squadron (Catalinas) at Cairns. Apart from routine radar
duties, it was necessary to fly a number of Catalina missions,
checking and operating the ASV while box searching for
submarines around convoys to New Guinea/Solomons, one of
which I was soon to join in early 1944 for Port Moresby.
Moresby was battle scarred but no longer air raided. After a
day or so at 42 Radar Wing I went to Nadzab, near Lae, by
US DC-3, flown by a woman, over the Owen Stanleys. Very
impressive!! I reported to No. 10 Operational Group (10
OG), RAAE as Radar Officer and met Chief Signals Officer,
Wing Commander Mauri H Meyers (5375). 10 OG HQ,
led by the Air Officer Commanding (AOC), Air Commodore
Fred Scherger, had already embarked on Operation 'Reckless',
the codename for landings at Tadji/Aitape/Hollandia and
Mauri took us in by US DC3 to join them on 0 Day plus 6
arriving on the heels of78 Wing RAAE P40s which then flew
Western New Guinea air defence. RAAF Fighter Sector
followed the US troops ashore on D Day at Tadji to find
breakfast rice still cooking revealing the haste of the Japanese
retreat to the hills. Soon, a RAAF Radar Air Warning
(LW!AW) set was operating on nearby Tumleo Island.
On 2nd July, Air Commodore Scherger, Air lask Force
Commander, stood on the bridge of the LST Command Ship
off Noemfoor watching the assault. He and his HQ had
boarded at Aitape for 10em opposite Walde Island, 5th
USAAF base where we staged awaiting assembly of the
invasion fleet. On D-Day plus I, we had a grandstand view
of the paratroopers going into Noemfoor, codenamed
'Persecurion'. That afternoon we followed them ashore, the
boss in his personal amphibious DUKW while the rest of us
were unloaded from LCMs against a reef in water up to our
armpits, 100 yards out.
My first job was to arrange a US army platoon to take me
out to the site of a Japanese Ground Radar detected in an
earlier RCM mission. Eventually we reached the Radar and
placed a guard on it until it could be dismantled and brought
to the 5th's Workshop.
My duties took me on a visit, via Finschhafen, to 73
Fighter Wing, Momote, Admiralties Islands, where 76
Squadron and my brother, Bill's, 77 Squadron (P40s) flew air
defence over Lorengau, pre-invasion base for Leyre. Several
days later I watched him climb into his P40 and d~sappe~r .
over the horizon. I was immensely proud and envIOUS of hIm.
Bill flew into Noemf(lor in September with 77 Squadron
which was assigned to attacking/strafing targets such as roads,
bridges, barges, etc., on the Vogelkop and beyon~ into
Ambon. That kind of duty irked many RAAF pilots, some
thinking the odds were more stacked against them in that
environment than in aerial combat. Their argument came
home to me when the RSU Engineer invited me to inspect a
P40. About 12 inches behind the pilot's seat (the back was
armour plated) were a number of shell bursts perfotating the
fuselage. "That's your brother's aircraft!" He copped it in a
sea level attack on Manokwari.
10 OG I-IQ, renamed Ist'ElCtical Air force (TAF), RAAF
moved to Morotai which saw a steady build up of RAAF
strength in preparation filr the Borneo landings l~lrakan,
Balikpapan and Labuan. One night a huge audience watched
Wing Commander Dick Cresswell, CO, 77 S9uadron,P40s,
shoot down a Japanese aircraft. The ribbon of descendmg
flame brought cheers.
.
.
A sense of national pride welled up with the amval of the

:It

AIF headed for Borneo; a very professional bunch. We were
fortunate to entertain some in our mess and then they were

off.
1st TAF I-IQ moved by DC3 to Labuan Island, Borneo, in
June, 1945 and began to receive more aircraft, including a
Mosquito Wing. Also Catalinas from 20 Squadron arrived in
the harbour. I joined the leading Cat of the 12 aircraft
mission laying anti-shipping mines at 50 feet at midnight at
the west end of the passage between Sumatra and Bangka
Island, off Palembang. Their new radar was used to choose
the best path through a large storm front to and from target.
It easily identified the 'drop start point' on Sumatra from
which 12 aircraft in single file dropped 3 mines each, equally
spaced across the navigable channel. A Royal Navy submarine
towed midget-subs from Labuan to the eastern end of Bangka
Passage from where they were released to harass Jap shipping.
To escape the midgets, ships had to go through our minefield.
On the way home, we threw leaflets out over Kuching,
putting down at Labuan after 19 hours absence.
I never heard how successflll these operations were because,
in a week, I reported to Far Eastern Air Forces (FEAF) HQ,
Tacloban, Leyte Gulf for attachment to a 13th USAAF
squadron fitted with I-I2X blind bombing radar. After
practising simple bombing runs on a sonic trainer onto Tokyo,
news of the atom bombs was announced. My American
friends were convinced that WWII was over and I returned to
Labuan, very disappointed not to gain experience on this new
radar, but delighted at the prospect of going home.
Termination of hostilities saw a great display of fireworks
on Labuan with much celebration during which it became
common knowledge that the boss was to go to Melbourne in
a few days. 1 knew the pilot of his Ventura, a converted
bomber, and he thought there was a spare seat, so I met Air
Commodore Scherger to apply for the vacancy:

"By what right do you claim such a privilege, Wileman?"
"Well sir, J started with you at Nadzab early '44 and it's
now nearly Christmas 1945. I've done my time, sir. "
"Aren't you the bastard who stole my water jerrycan at
Noemjoor?': he roared.
"Yes sir, Giles and [ borrowed it to quell the fire when your
tent was in flames. "
"Son, you've got the seat!"
In two days the Ventura headed out of Labuan for Morotai
around the north of Borneo. When at cruising altitude, the
boss invited me to look through the astrodome and there was
an escort of about 12 Mosquitos in echelon to port.
I arrived in Sydney before the end of August 1945.

Max Sheridan Wilkinson

9048

During late 1971 while I was Chief Officer of the special
Motor Tanker Cree, we were seconded from Jardine Matheson
by the Shell Co to transport bitumen from Singapore to
Saigon. I say the ship was special because the cargo was carried
at 367°E
The ship had a number of design faults which included the
pump room being operated at 21 JOE We were given a
dispensation by the Department of Defence to acquire from
the RAF in Hong Kong their new fire fighting suits so we
could work for a greater length of time in such temperatures.
The ships for Saigon would assemble at Vung Tau and
then proceed at dawn up the Saigon river in convoy.
Accompanying us would be two gunboats - one ahead and
one astern - and any number of the ubiquitous helicopter
gunships overhead. The right bank which was in the general
direction of the enemy had, by the end of 1971 been
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in the river by insurgents placing limpet mines. One such ship
was the ex-HMAS Bungaree; a merchant ship used as the
navy's mine layer during World War II. Alongside in Saigon,
one could see artillery to the east in the direction of Long
Thanh. Though I cannot remember if we could hear them or
not.
Our visits were uneventful, if you overlook Vietnamese
soldiers throwing anti-personnel grenades in the river every
half hour or so. Regardless of the necessity of having to sandbag the bridge each visit, my problems were more associated
with getting this very difficult cargo ashore without filling the
harbour with bitumen - a trick I had done once in Brunei! As
I said, the Cree had design faults, and these faults eventually
caught up with her as she blew up and sank in the Sunda
Straits in 1972. I was not on board for this little bit of fun.

David Alexander Williams

5063

Extracts from letters ofSergeant DA Williams, to his family.

2nd February 1942.
Last Wednesday was the last day, or rather night, I flew.
Since then we've been waiting for a suitable night to finish off
in Ansons [aircraft] - the observers still have another trip to
do! When this is done we will go into "Wimpy" Wellingtons
which we will fly in for over a month. They will be much
better to operate in as they are fitted up with the latest and
best wireless equipment - the Marconi. It's a "wizard" set and
we ought to get very good results from it. It's what they are
using on ops. now, so you can see how good they are. Our
training here has suddenly become much more difficult, as
Jerry has taken it into his head to jamb [the radio traffic at]
some stations and they are mostly the ones we use. It's
absolutely impossible to read through the interference, but in
the Wimpys we may be able to cut it out with the loop.
however, I'll let you know how I'm getting on from time to
time.
On Saturday I flew in the morning and got quite a bit of
work done - which leaves me very little to do! It was a very
interesting trip, as we went up high above the clouds and were
"shor-up" by three Hurricanes. The Sqn Ldr was at the
controls and we had a lot of fun trying to evade them. They
put on a wonderful show and flew circles round us, at times
both wingtips were not 6" apart. They put me in mind of the
cheeky little Wagtails when they flit and chirp about a sheep
or horse. It was all jolly good fun - and practice.

2nd March 1942.
It sounds as if Dad's pretty busy with his Battalion work
and I know he wishes he could do more. However, his job is
very important and it sounds as ifhis lot are becoming a really
efficient fighting unit. But let's hope he is never called upon to
use all the training.
We have all put in applications to go home and fight but I
doubt if anything will be done for some time (if ever). They
don't seem to realise just how serious the position is out there.
I heard over the radio today that all men up to the age of 61
in Australia were going to be put under training. I don't
suppose this will affect you as much as you already are, but 1
guess your Battalion is working harder now to get into
fighting trim. I do so hope you never had to be called out, but
it's very comforting to know you are ready.

26th April 1942
The night 1 last wrote to you I was supposed to go on a
raid with another crew, but it was cancelled at the last
moment, and I nipped back to Swinderby. Creefing [Crew
Briefing?] they were looking all around for me, and the crew
finally had to take off without me. They didn't return. That

shows what my luck is, doesn't it? It may have been different
had I been there - who knows!?
The [raid] took 2 1/2 hours and was mostly over the sea
which looked dark and forbidding. It was a beautifully
moonlight night and all the islands and peninsulas could be
clearly seen far below. The target was already alight when we
got there and we went in low and layed our egg right in the
middle of it. It was an inspiring sight seeing the terrific flames
leaping up and the dense black smoke rolling away. There
were fires all around and I could well imagine the "poor"
people running round in circles not knowing where to turn
next. The flack was coming up pretty consistently and it
looked for all the world like a festival at its height. We did
not, of course, hang around and we soon set course for home.
We could still see the fires burning 100 miles away!! That
factory won't assemble any planes for a long time!
Dawn was just breaking when we landed. I had watched
the full moon gradually sinking down, and the eastern sky
getting light. Mer a breakfast of eggs and bacon we went to
bed - about 7.30. It was not till I was between the sheets that I
realised how weary I was. I had been awake for just 24 hours would you believe it possible!? I slept till 2:30 that afternoon,
and then I got up leisurely and made my way to the flight.
And as there was nothing doing I went back to the mess. I
read and played snooker after tea, and rolled into bed still
feeling tired.
News from you all at home is very scarce - about one every
five weeks is the average, on the conservative side! There must
be a lot of ships sunk, or else the postal authorities are playing
on the war! I've had no papers from you for months either.
This is really all the news, Mother, so I will close. I do
hope you are not too lonely. Get Ailsa to come round and
visit you sometimes if you are! Won't you? How is the
rationing effecting you? I'm longing to hear all about "war
restricted" Aussie. I do hope you are all fit. Give my love to
Granny and Grandfather - also Aunt Sis. What and where is
Paddy? Do give me all rhe "gen" on these things! Lots of love
to you all at home.

Extractfrom letter ofFrancis Monckton (4749) who was
killed 3/9/42 to jF Edward Monckton dfl.ted 24th August
1942.
David's plane was on its way to base, after the crew had
completed the job of laying mines, when an ME 110 attacked
them from the sea. The fire from the fighter hit David in rhe
mid upper turret and also the rear gunner - killing them both
- The plane was forced down into the sea with three of the
remaining crew wounded, and two unscathed. The five of
them were in a dinghy for three hours before being picked up
by a German patrol boat. This happened ncar Sylt I believe David and the rear gunner went down with the plane, fighting
to the last - it certainly was rotten luck, but we should all feel
very proud of him.

Submitted by Felix Venn-Brown.
The plane in which David was one of a crew of seven was
returning to base after laying mines in the North Sea when it
was attacked by an MEllO. David was in the mid-upper
turret and was hit and killed by fire from the fighter, as was
the gunner. Three other crew were wounded and two
unscathed. The plane was forced down into the sea and the
five survivors were in a dinghy fllr 3 hours befllre being picked
up by a German patrol boat. David and the rear gunner went
down with the plane. Sergeant David Alexander Williams was
reported killed in action over Sylt, South West Denmark (near
the German border) on .10/4/42.
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Ronald Willmott

3355

Application by Lieut R.S. Willmott for promotion
to the rank of Temporary Captain
On approximately 3 February 1941 at Tobruk, Libya, I
was appointed Adjutant of the 2/1 Aust Inf Bn, succeeding
then Capt DR Jackson, who left the unit to take the
appointment of Brigade Major (learner) at 16 Aust InfBde
HQ. My appointment was authorised by NX3 Brigadier K.W
Eather, CBE, DSO, who had been commanding the battalion
since its inception in Australia.
In mid March 1941, the unit was ordered to move to
Egypt, prior to proceeding overseas. Whilst in transit at
Amirya, Brigadier Eather was evacuated from the unit with
pneumonia, and the second-in-command and other senior
officers being either on duty or on leave, and meanwhile
orders having been received that the battalion was to entrain
shortly, the bulk of the work of moving the unit fell on my
shoulders, for which work I was commended by the then
Brigade Commander.
Whilst the Brigade was at Seervis, Greece, on its way
North, Capt JH Hodge MC was returned from Bde HQ
where he was fulfilling the duties of Brigade Major (learner),
with the instructions to take over duties as Battalion Adjutant.
No CO had been appointed to the unit as then, and I was
instructed by the officer administrating command to remain
at Bn HQ for the time being as I was familiar with the
routine.
On about II April, VX 26 Brigadier I.R. Campbell DSO
took command of the battalion, and having been ordered to
withdraw South, he instructed me to remain attached to Bn
HQ which I did during the evacuation of Greece, until the
unit arrived at Retimo, Crete. After taking up our position
there, and about 3 May 1941, the Brigadier re-appointed me
Adjutant of the Battalion. These returns were presumably lost
when despatched to Australian Force HQ, and all copies later
confiscated by the Germans. Brigadier Campbell had under
his command the 2/1 Aust Inf Bn, 2/11 Aust Inf Bn, a
Battery of the 2/3 Aust Fd Regt, 2 Greek Battalions, RN,
RAE and British Army Signal Units, and other minor
detachments. As we were well under strength in officers, I,
besides fulfilling my duties as Adjutant, also acted as
Intelligence Officer for the unit, and Bde Staff Officer for all
troops under our command, as I was the only Staff Officer the
Brigadier could spare.
After the successful defence of the aerodrome, but the
eventual surrender of our force on 30 May 1941, Brigadier
Campbell recommended me for a Mention in Despatches for
my work during this campaign, which recommendation he
has recently f(lrwarded again to the appropriate authorities.
I understand that Brigadier Eather later made application
filt my appointment to the rank of Temporary Captain when
he recovered fi'om his illness, pointing out that it had been his
intention to put the application forward upon arrival at
Amiriya, but was prevented from doi~g so. owing to his illn~ss.
He was advised however that at that time It was not the polIcy
to promote Officers Prisoners of War.
As I had been the Adjutant of the 2/1 Bn for an overall
period of approximately three and a .half months, .and was
made a Prisoner of War whilst fulfillmg that appomtment, I
wish to make application for my prom~tion to the rank of
'It:mporary Captain as from the date of my capture, 30 May
1941.
NX3871 Lieut R. Willmott,

Donald Rupert Wilson

4441

I joined the RANVR as an acting Sub-lieutenant in late
March 1940 and trained at HMAS Rushcutter as an AntiSubmarine (NS) Officer. After further training at Cerberus in
late September I was ready to embark on the first available
vessel sailing to the UK for service on loan to the Royal Navy.
The SS Themistocles made a slow voyage via Durban and
Freetown, where we waited for two weeks awaiting the
departure of a convoy to Liverpool. (My father returned from
WWI on the maiden voyage of SS Themistocles and I sailed to
WWII on her last voyage. After Liverpool she went straight to
the ship-breakers.)
We arrived on 15th January 1941 and were sent to
Australia House for further posting. After some confusion,
which included a train journey to Glasgow and Dunoon,
another one to Newcastle-on-Tyne and to Chatham in Kent,
three of us finally found ourselves on Parkeston Quay in
Harwich to join HMS Badger. (Depot ship).

Deep Sea Trawlers
On 10th February 1941 I joined HMS Agate, a deep-sea
trawler converted to NS and convoy duties on the East Coast
between The Nore and Flamborough Head or occasionally the
Firth of Forth. Our duties apart from air and NS protection
were to assist any convoy vessels attacked by the enemy, and
included the picking up of any survivors. We were always
stationed at the tail end of the convoy. HMS Agate was lost
when she hit a sand-bank off Lowestoft with five other vessels
on a particularly rough night with almost no visibility.
I was then appointed to HMS Turquoise another more
modern Gem Class Trawler.
During a period of three weeks leave, while Turquoise was
in dock for re-fit, I requested permission to join one of the
V&W Class destroyers, then in dock for a re-fit, I was then
appointed to HMS Whitshed for experience. It was midsummer and there was a noticeable lull in enemy activity. It
was felt that an invasion attempt was inevitable. Dunkirk was
over and England was licking her wounds. All the small-arms,
machine guns and ammunition had been lost and it was
necessary to recall all rifles etc from the trawlers. On Parkeston
Quay, the defence againsr invasion was reduced to a quantity
of 'Pikes' made by the base engineer from old 1914 bayonets
fitted onto galvanised water pipes.
I enjoyed my time in Whitshed and learnt a great deal.
More especially one night when we were ordered to sea, to
repel an attack by twelve or more E-Boats on a large north
bound convoy. I had never witnessed such excitement and
excellent ship handling at full speed. Near mid-night the EBoats made contact with the Convoy and in no time 'all hell'
was let loose - guns firing, search light, star shells, and every
ship manoeuvring at speed of 30 knots, with the E-Boats
doing 35 knots. It was a large convoy of over 100 vessels. The
E-Boats attacked with two torpedoes each, small calibre
weapons and they obtained a number of hits. The convoy's
movement was restricted to the swept channel and were
unable to take individual evasive action. 5 E-Boats were sunk
and we did ?ot hear how many were damaged. The convoy
lost three shIps and a number had been damaged.

Submarines in the Mediterranean
During early December 1941, I was still in Turquoise when
the submarine (S/M) Sealion was towed into harbour, on her
way to Chatham dockyard for repair. Apart from the Oxley
and Otway, which I had seen lying along side Garden Island
in 1935/6, this was the only submarine I had ever seen, and I
decided there and then to volunteer for service.
Within a week or ten days, I was on my way to Fort
Blockhouse (HMS Dolphin) and on 1st January 1942 was
transferred to HMS Elfin, shore base at Blyth, for training.
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submarine built by Vickers Armstrong for the Turkish Navy)
and I joined her for passage to Gibraltar and the Tenth
Submarine Flotilla in Malta. (HMS Talbot) and subsequently
to HMS/M P31 (the first un-named submarine ofU-Class). I
was appointed Fourth Hand and Navigator.
P3 I was damaged by a bomb while lying submerged
during daylight at the mootings alongside the Talbot
Lazarretto Base. We patched her up. We did one short patrol
and at the end of April the food stores and ammunition,
including torpedoes, were in very short supply on Malta. At
the end ofApril P31 with three other boats sailed for HMS
Medway at Alexandria and then to Port Said for repairs of the
bomb damage. By 10th June 1942 P3 I had returned to
Alexandria and was ready to join the other U-Class Boats 1'34
and 1'35 in covering the convoy from Alexandria to Malta.
On 15th June the three boats were stationed south of the
Gulf ofTaranto in position to intercept the Italian Battle Fleet
expected to attack the convoy to the south. The fleet was
sighted at about 0700 and a wonderful sight it was. The rwo
battleships Vittorio Venetto and The Littoria escorted by rwo
cruisers and eight destroyers all proceeding at 30 knots.
The three submarines were in position and ready to attack
with salvos of four torpedoes each, when heavy splashes and
explosions were heard and observed. A high level bombing
artack was being carried out on the ships by the RAE 1'35 was
close enough to fire a salvo at the cruiser Trento on the eastern
flank and secured rwo hits. With the exception of the rwo
destroyers who came to the aid of Trento the remainder did a
180 degree turn and headed back to Taranto, with much black
smoke billowing. It was not long before Trento was alight
from stern to bridge and she sank an hour larer.
By 29th June we had returned to Alexandria and all
submarines in the Flotilla had stored and were preparing to
leave Alexandria for Haifa including HMAS Medway our
finest Depot ship. The situation in the Western Desert was
critical and Rommel was expected to attack Cairo and
Alexandria any moment. The following day Medway with all
the flotilla stores etc was sunk by an Italian submarine. P3 I
arrived in Haifa to hear the news and learn that all our
clothing and private possessions etc had been lost.
15th July 1942 1'3 I stored ship and prepared to return to
Malta, also covering a second convoy with food and stores for
the island. We did rwo more patrols, one near Sirte and
another near Pantellaria, sinking a four- mastered vessel
carrying stores to Rommel. P3 I returned to the UK having
damaged a cruiser Trieste, a sister ship of the Trento and sunk
four other ships. She was rwice bombed and damaged while
lying in the harbour at Lazaretto.

HMS Untiring
I remained in P3 I during her re-fit at Chatham dockyard,
then unfortunately caught pneumonia and finished up at
Haslar Hospital at Portsmouth. I had a few weeks leave after
this, before reporting back to Dolphin for my next
appointment. I was appointed as First-Lieutenant standing by
the completion of P59 - HMS Untiring - then building at
Vickers on Tyne Dockyard in Newcastle. I think we left the
shipyard in February 1943 and sailed direct to HMS Forth
then based at Dunoon on the Clyde.
Alter Working-up, our first patrol was to Norway, where
we sank a vessel HtllJbris II and took onboard six Norwegian
survivors. Then up to North Cape to cover any enemy
approach to a PQ Convoy to Murmansk. On our return from
North Cape we struck very heavy weather with steep seas on
our starboard quarter, breaking over the submarine. We were
on the surface charging our batteries proceeding to the
Shetlands. I had on the conning tower with me, Leading
Seaman Douglas Oldham, whose job it was to stand on the

coning tower hatch, when a wave was breaking over. We were
both lashed on with safety lines. While the motors were
charging, this immediately caused a vacuum in the boat to the
discomfort of everyone. We observed what looked like an
enormous wave approaching us from astern, the hatch was
closed and the water broke over us. At one stage the boat fdt
as though she was sinking and we had 24 feet registered in the
control room on the diving gauges. This meant that the heads
of those on the conning tower were fourteen feet below the
surflce. Then we sailed back to the Clyde via the Shetlands
where we put our prisoners ashore.
After preparing the boat for the voyage to Malta we
departed in late April 1943. We did a short patrol in the Bay
of Biscay waiting for German submarines returning to Brest
but without success, then down to Gibraltar. Our first
Mediterranean Patrol on 27th May 1943 took us to Cape
Sicie where we attacked a 3000 ton vessel in ballast
approaching Toulon. Disappointingly torpedoes were set too
deep and ran under. On the second day at 0500 we were
dived at 100 feet having breakfast when we heard HE (Hydrophone effect) of a fast moving submarine. We had been
warned that one was approaching and came to periscope
depth and observed a 700 ton Mark 17 submarine heading
for Toulon. She was at 5000 yards doing 13 knots, we fired
four torpedoes. The submarine heard them approaching,
turned 90 degrees to Port and 'combed the tracks'. Two
torpedoes passing some twenty yards on either side of the
boat.
A result of this episode was that twelve years later I received
a letter from Seigfried Koitscha, the Commanding Officer of
the Submarine, and we have corresponded ever since. Our
third attack was more successful on a medium size merchant
vessel, which sank with one hit.
An attack which comes to mind, was in daylight on 14th
December, on a vessel loading mines in Monaco harbour,
right in front of the International Maritime building. It was
on a difficult angle and we only had two degrees of latitude to
get through the entrance. One hit the rocks on the side of the
entrance and the other hit the vessel amid ships, which
promptly exploded, breaking every window in Monte Carlo,
including the Bank. The other part of this event was that Lord
Haw Haw referred to the incident on German radio, stating
that they knew who was responsible and who would pay in
the end - such notoriety!
Another attack was illustrated in the London Sphere after
we sank two escorted small ammunition vessels, travelling in
convoy up the Italian coast near Imperia. We hit one, which
blew up and sank, while the second turned in towards the
coast. However the frigate and four E-Boats escorting, went
quite mad, rushing round in circles, firing everything into the
water. In the mean time we avoided them and followed the
second vessel approaching the shore, firing one torpedo, which
when hit, exploded and ignited the cargo. This in turn gave us
three or four minutes of a brilliant fire works display. As filr
the escorts, when their ammunition had finished they toO
made filr the nearest harbour.
We had another interesting encounter with the SS Astree she had come from West Africa, through the Straits of
Gibraltar as a Spanish Ship. She proceeded up the Spanish
coast, always inside Spanish waters; on two occasions she ran
onto the beach and there spent the daylight hours. Once
darkness fell she proceeded on further up the coast. We waited
filr her ofF Port Vendre, which was only a mile or two ahead,
bur in French waters. She duly arrived at midnight and turned
to enter the harbour of [Jort Vendre. We fIred two torpedoes,
each of which hit and she sank right in the entrance, stopping
all use of the Port. It was learnt later lhat she was carrying a
valuable cargo of tungsten, used in hardening steel.
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Depth Charge Attack
In September 1943 we left the base in Malta for
Maddalena, in northern Sardinia. We took over the Italian
submarine base and the Italian depot ship. It was much closer
to the French and Italian coast and it was only a comfortable
night run, to be in position the next morning. We had quite a
lot of success on the south coast of France, including the
damaging of a very important looking vessel leaving Toulon.
We were patrolling outside the Hyeres Islands when a lot of
activity was observed. Eventually the vessel appeared with a
large escort of at least twelve including frigates and a destroyer
also flying two anti-aircraft balloons. We fired four torpedoes
and claimed one hit. We went deep immediately down to 210
feet below a thermal layer, to deflect any A/S transmissions
("Pings"). After half an hour we had heard little activity and
all appeared quiet above. We decided to come up and have a
look. We were returning from 250 feet and were up to 100
feet, when our Asdic operator reported fast HIE approaching
from astern. Unfortunately we had decided to come up almost
under an enemy ship. The first pattern of five charges
exploded underneath us and we were lifted from 100 to 60
feet in less time than 1 could judge. All lights went our and
many of the crew were thrown off their feet. However we
managed to gain control and increase speed, while the turmoil
above us of exploding depth charges and many propellers, was
still tremendous. We got down to 200 feet again and hoped
they would lose us. The Port screw was out of order and
whistling and the Port motor was loose on its mounting. The
enemy was obviously carrying out a box search to keep us tied
in. Our signalman was keeping a tally of the charges as they
exploded and gave up the count at 300.
The whistling Port screw was caused by a piece, the size of
a hand, cut out of the propeller. As there was nothing missing
from our boat, we believed it must have been caused by the
blow from the case of an exploding depth charge. After
returning to Maddalena, the repairs required a dockyard and
we sailed for Malta.
We returned to Maddelana and covered the Allied landings
in the south of France. Also spending a time in St FJorent on
the isolated north west tip of Corsica; we were based in the
.
magnificent former home belonging to ~ir Austin
Chamberlain, British statesman and half brother of NevIlle.
We surveyed the coast with the American Rangers
(Commando Officers) who were to lead the assault on Hyeres
Island. We trained with them for their undercover landing
from the sub. Immediately after the landing, which was quite
uneventful, as the German garrison surrendered immediately,
we departed Madd~lena fo~ Malta. ~e did t,hree patrols in ~he
Aegean, picking off vessels mvolved m t~e G.erman e:acuatlon
of Crete and sank an old destroyer headmg for Salomka at 20
knots.
Altogether Untiring sank sixt.een vessels including a
submarine, destroyer and two fngates and by gun fire, five
small Caiques, all in night convoys during the German
evacuation of Crete.
Untiring returned to the UK in 1944 and I was appointed
to Dolphin for my Perisher Course. I completed the cour~e
and was appointed in Command o~ ~he Su~manne HMS
VOl'llcious finishing the war with Bntlsh PaCific Fleet. W~ were
. M'l,n,
us I)NCJ on our way to Subic Bay when War fimshed.
III
I was discharged in early 1946.

Mervyn Frederick James Wilson

6249

When I first went into the Army I W~LS posted to an antitank artillery training school a few miles from Albury. At one
of the early mess parades I atte,~d~d, I was ~ne of the last of a
long queue. On arrival at the dlshlllg out wmdow I was

confronted by the cook with a large tray on which eggs had
been fried, and the fat had congealed into a white film
covering the remainder of the eggs. He sliced off a couple and
dropped them into my out stretched Dixie, hardly appetising,
but I eventually got them down, accompanied by a rock hard
"dog biscuit". The washing up dish was usually a sliced length
wise 44 gallon drum in which the water had gone cold and in
which floated peas, and sundry pieces of food.

RAAF Training
The Tiger Moth was an awkward aircraft to control on the
ground if there was a strong wind, being relatively light and
having no brakes. Taxing across wind was difficult and if a
wind blew up while you were out practising it was helpful to
have a couple of chaps standing on the ground when you hit
the ground on landing, to grab the wind tips and escort you
to a parking spot.
Avro Anson pilots were always pleased to get an upgrade
onto aircraft with hydraulics as it took some 120 turns of a
handle beside the seat to retract the undercarriage; it was
handy to have a navigator who would do this chore for you.
You needed almost to be a contortionist to get the flaps down
too as the handle which had to be pumped up and down was
directly behind the pilot's seat.
I remember once when flying with my friend and "crash
mate", (name given to flying training partner), Alan Armitage
at Mallala South Australia, surreptitiously pulling one of the
petrol control knobs off as a joke (these fuel control knobs
were located on the far side of the fuselage from the pilot and
had short pieces of rope attached to each one and had to be
pulled up or down a slot of almost nine inches long). It wasn't
long before the starboard engine let out a bang and a puff of
smoke, which had Alan singing out to look for a good
paddock for us to get down on, till I put him wise and pulled
the knob back on again. The reliable Cheetah IX engine soon
came back to life.

Neville Arthur Wilson

4922

Jan Cordon, Strike and Strike Again, Banner Books,
Ctmberra, 1995, p32.
Pilot Officer Neville Wilson had taken off from Langham
and his port engine failed almost immediately. He was at eight
hundred feet, with wheels and flaps up. Wilson flew for some
time on his good engine, then made for a nearby airfield at
Little Snoring. He made an even, level approach to the
runway, but lost height just short of the field and sank into a
wood. Wilson's navigator, Flight Sergeant Ted Holmes RAF,
fought his way out of his cupola and made three attempts to
reach Wilson, but the pilot's canopy was covered in burning
trees. Wilson died and Holmes suffered facial burns.

David Roy Vernon Wood

4796

I joined the AIF with 12 people from SUR Field Battery: 4
officers, 1 Sergeant-Major, 1 Sergeant (me) and 6 OR's. 2
were killed (one in Syria in 1941 and one in Balikpapan in
1945); one was badly wounded in Syria in 1941: lost a leg but
won the Vc. This was Roden Cutler.
I met Captain, NA Vickery (4610) an old friend from
Shore, 211 Field Regiment. He had just won the Military
Cross in Libya. I joined him for a few days reconnaissance
south of Benghazi. We were bombed by German aircraft.
Other old boys I met were Captain HG Wise (5437), a great
troop commander with a fine sense of humour, and
Bombardier AB Mayne (4802),9 Battery, a great chap with a
fine wit.
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Ernest John Wood

4275

WOod wrote the following concerning his trip to Austrezlia on
the Queen Mary in early 1943.
By then, being an officer, I ate in the first class dining
saloon, each officer having his permanent seat, as would
happen in peace-time, and also as in peace-time I was handed
a printed menu card at each meal by stewards who gave
officers, even Lieutenants (in the dining room but not
unfortunately in the rest of the ship, although of course we
had our batmen to do our washing, clean our boots etc!) the
same attention as they would give first-class passengers in
peace-time. An extraordinary situation to find oneself in, in
the middle of the war! Looking back on it, it seems like a
luxury cruise except that on a luxury cruise the Queen Mary
would not have had 10 000 passengers, nor would 17
Lieutenants be sleeping in a first class berth intended for 2
people (but at least we had our own private bathroom!)

John Butler Wood

5065

After topping his Air Observers course in Edmonton, Crmada,
John Wood was selected to jerry his aircraft to the United
Kingdom. He elected to stay with Ferry Command.
Initially, Ferry Command was set up with the idea of not
using service crews and they used civilian pilots, Canadian and
American civilians. At that stage America was not in the war
and a lot of Americans wanted to be involved and a lot sought
the opportunity. In the early days a lot of the pilots and a lot
of the crew were civilians. However, particularly after
Americans joined the war their services were required by the
US Army and Air Force and so on, so the back log of civilians
closed up at the same time as the demand increased rapidly
because of the need to get more and more aircraft across.
That's when service people became involved.
In the total duration of the Ferry Command operation
there were about 9500 aircraft satisfactorily delivered across
the Atlantic and about 145 did nor make it, so the loss ratio
was about 145 in about 9600. The tremendous effect of Ferry
Command was not so much the great achievement of
satisfactorily delivering nearly 10 000 aircraft to the fighting
zone, but the infrastructure and the experience of
meteorological conditions and the general communication
systems set up in Ferry Command and TriU1sport Command
created the whole network of trans-oceanic and worldwide
flying, which we all take for granted toddY. It all started with
the operations of Ferry Command during the war years. What
was achieved for wartime purposes was actually the
foundation for the air system network we have today.
Of the 9GOO aircraft which were satisfactorily ferried across,
there were more Liberators than any other, about 1750
Liberators, just over 1700 Douglas Dakotas, and the next
most frequent were the Baltimores which were mainly
delivered to North Africa, they numbered just on 1DOD.
Lancasters which were made in Canada, 393 of those were
delivered without any losses at all.
The greatest loss ratio was in relation to the Lockheed
Hudson where 1 in 21 Lockheed Hudsons were lost. This was
primarily because of engine failure, due to ice secretion in the
early days. The Hudsons tended to be phased out over time,
but Hudsons took the brunt of the unknown conditions. The
meteorological conditions over the North Atlantic were at
times quite terrible. The Mosquitoes which were made in
Canada had a very bad record also because they were
susceptible to icing. If they got anywhere near a cloud at low
temperature the Mosquitoes seemed to just disappear.
I had one rather frightening experience, with a Lancaster
actually. lee secretion is supposed to take place only between
temperatures of 0 degrees celsius and 18 to 20. This night we

were flying from Gander across to Prestwick and had climbed
to about 25000 feet, with a huge frontal cloud ahead of us.
The forecasters had said we would be able to get over it at
about 25000 feet, but when we reached the front we were still
climbing and the cloud was way above us still. We had the
alternatives of turning around and going back or going
through the cloud. The temperature was about -28 Celsius,
which was well below the alleged ice secretion danger area, so
we elected to try and fly through.
We had been in the cloud for only a couple of minutes
when we suddenly looked out and found ice building up on
the wings at a colossal rate and the air intakes for the engines
were being iced up. So the pilot swung around to try and get
out of the cloud, and as he did, one of the engines coughed
and spluttered and died, and we all thought that this was the
end for us. A few seconds later a second engine started to
splutter and just at that time, fortunately, we emerged from
the cloud again, so we were able to continue to return to our
base.
This incident merely highlights the conditions encountered
in the early days when no one really understood the
environmental conditions and to go anywhere near some of
these terrible frontal clouds was quite dangerous. We
subsequently thought that probably the reason for our engines
having given trouble beyond the danger ice secretion range
was due to carburettor malfi.mction. In those days carburettors
were not highly developed and were not particularly Sllited for
wet and cold conditions, as they had not been designed for
those conditions because the flying boats would fly across at
low altitudes and did not really have to experience the
conditions encountered by the Ferry Command crews.
The two routes mentioned were the main direct route
from Montreal, via Gander, and the northern route through
Labrador, Greenland and Iceland. There were also a large
number of about 500 PBY Catalinas which were ferried
across, but in winter these could not be flown through the
Northern routes because of icc everywhere.
So a third route was opened up which went from Elizaberh
Ciry in Carolina across to Bermuda and then you flew a long
25 odd hour rrip from Bermuda to Largs in rhe Firrh-onClyde in Scotland. Once again those Catalinas thar had to do
rhar particular ferry rrip had addirional fuel ranks installed in
rhem to enable them ro make thar flight.
The fourth rOlICe opened up was the sourhern roure and
this was in order to take aircraft to the Middle East. At the
time the Germans and Italians had control of North Africa
and rhe Mediterranean and rhe only way the RAF could really
get the aircrafr behind the enemy lines was around rhe sourh.
So this route was opened up and wenr down from America
rhrough Puerto Rico, 'Irinidad, to a spor called Belem near the
mouth of the Amazon River, and from rhere to Naral on rhe
East Coast of Brazil. Then across to Ascension Island, a very
small and extincr volcano in the ocean half way across rhe
Atlanric. In those days rhere was no navig,uional aid to assist
and to reach a little spot like Ascension Island was all asrronavigation. A landing strip had been cut rhrough the top of
rhe volcano to provide a refuelling stop before proceeding on
rhe resr of the flight. From rhere the route went to Accra in
rhe Gold Coasr as it was rhen called, now Ghana, and it was
from rhere the aircrati were picked up by RAF crews and
raken noreh to Libya and E!:.,'ypt.
To rerum from any of rhese places rhelT were various ways.
From rhe UK you could be sent back via a troop ship, because
rhe base was as I said in Monrreal, or you could be sent back
via what they called rhe Rerurn Ferry Service which used
Liberators which had floor boards pur down owr the bomb
bays, and the 20 odd bodies (people) who had to rravel back
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had to lie on the floor in their flying gear with their oxygen
masks on for 20 hours. You could not move because there was
no .where yo.u could go with your mask on, so it was quite a
trymg expenence on the return flight. In fact, a lot of people
said we were paid for the return journey rather than the
delivery flight because of the uncomfortable nature of the
thing.
When we came back from the South Atlantic, from Accra,
we were al~ost ~lways taken back by the American Transport
Corps, and m dlfferelH types of planes: A Curtis Wright, I
remember was one and the Strato-Cruiser was another.
Conditions on those types of return flights was not too bad at
all, because the temperatures were reasonable and with the
flying in those cases at about 10000 feet there was no need for
oxygen.
The North Atlantic was very nasty flying, especially the
100~g flights during the night with temperatures at freezing
pomt and you would be using oxygen most of the way.
One final thing I should say, overlooked until now, is that
the big challenge Ferry Command people had to face was
navigation. Radio signals were of no use whatsoever beyond
about 100 miles from either coast. So once 100 miles out
from the American coast, until you were 100 miles off the
English or Irish coast you were entirely out of range from any
navigational assistance whatsoever. The winds were very high,
forecasting was in its infancy and planes could be blown
hundreds of miles off course, so that navigation was extremely
important, and the only form of navigation was astronavigation using the stars, which became quite an art. It also
meant you had to try and avoid flying when there was not a
period during the journey when you could at least sight the
stars to obtain bearings. That is one of the reasons also why
most of the flying in those days was done at night time. The
sun during the day gives only a single bearing so that when
flying at latitudes of 40-50 degrees north, the sun does not
help you very much. So it was most desirable to fly at night
when you could get stars on which you could get a triangular
fix providing a very close position.
The final route we used to fly opened up late in the war,
when in late 1943 the Portuguese government allowed British
planes to land in the Azores. This route was used to avoid the
nasty conditions of the North Atlantic. So that sometimes,
you would go from Gander in Newfoundland to the Azores,
and then back up North to Prestwick. Usually, the Azores
route was used to take planes across through Egypt to India,
and in that case we would fly from Dorval to Gander then to
the Azores, to a place called Lagens on the island ofTerceira,
to Rabat in French Morocco, and from there to a little
Bedouin town in Algeria called Biskra. From Biskra, we would
fly to Cairo and on that trip we used to very often diverge a
little to the north, and fly parallel to the coast over Tobruk,
where it was very interesting to sec the ships sunk in Tobruk
Harbour.
From Cairo the next stop was a place called Habbaniyah in
Iran on the Euphrates River, then we would fly down the
Euphrates River, and then along the south coast of Iran and
Baluchistan to Karachi. So they were the five principal routes
we used to follow.

Philip Boyd Wood

5632

After discharge, I was "man-powered" into a meat-works.
Fortunately LC Robson heard about my mistl:Jrtune, and
being in need of teachers at Shore who could stand in until his
permanent teachers returned after their war service in the
t()llowing year, he oHcred me a temporary job on the school
stalf prior to my slarting a University education in the
tCJIlowing year. I thoroughly enjoyed this short period of my
lite!

Phillip James Woodhill

3524
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Grim Escape from Greece

Heroic Party Back With Comrades
From John Hetherington, The Herald Special Representative
with theAIF
CAIRO, Friday. - Sixty-nine unwashed, unshaven, halfclad Australi~n s~ldiers reached the Middle East after escaping
from G:eece m circumstances which make any other
evacuatIon story I have heard sound like a bedtime story.
Many of them were barefooted when they limped down the
gangplank of the destroyer in which they left Greece. They
had abandoned their boots when they swam ashore from a
ketch which was sunk by enemy bombers in a Greek inlet.
Many had lost practically their entire uniform: they were
scarecrow ~gures in old trousers, shirts and even shawls given
them by kindly Greek peasants. Captain Robert Vial, of
Cambetwell, who arrived in the Middle East wearing only a
shm, trousers and braces, told me the story.
He shared with Captain Phillip Woodhill of Rabaul, the
~ask o~ guiding a small force to safety through almost
mcredlble perils. These two officers were detailed to help
arrange the embarkation of 19 Australian officers and 361
me~ for.whom there was no accommodation in the ships
whICh pICked up thousands of Australian and British troops
from Kalamata Beach on the night of April 28. They were a
fragment of about 9000 troops, including British, New
Zeala~ders, Greeks, Cypriots, Palestinians and Jugoslavs,
awaltlng evacuation from Kalamata.
German aircraft launched a heavy attack against the
harbour early in the morning of April 27, blowing it to pieces.
Then .a11 day, pl~nes c~me over ceaselessly, machine-gunning
~he oltve g~oves m whICh the troops were hidden. "We just got
mto ~oles m the ground and lay there", Captain Vial told me.
We did not fire on the raiders because we did not want to
betray our position.
T~e A~stralian's discipline was superb. I did not see a single
man hft hiS head throughout the day.
Anyway, it was a good chance to catch up with the sleep
;,,'e had. missed. You would wake up and somebody would say:
PI~~e ~us~ ;ent over at 20 feet mac~ine-gun~ing'. You would
say. DId It. and go off to sleep agam. No shIps arrived to
take. off the t:oops that night, and they lay hidden all day on
Apnl 28, while enemy air strafers were active.
.
~he troops were formed up in a column after nightfall, in
readmess to march to the quay for embarkation. They were
preceded by an armed party of three officers and 50 men who
were instructed to guard the entrances to the quay, and ensure
that the detachmenrs embarked in the pre-arranged order.

Treacherous Ambush
, The foremost men of this party were passing through a
Village on the way to the quay when they were met by
machine-gun fire. Suddenly the fire ceased, and a man came
fotwar~, with upr.aised arms, as if surrendering. It was
I~posslble t,o see m the dark whether he was wearing a
German ulllform or civilian clothes.
Six men were senr forward to meet him. There was a fresh
burst of machine-gun fire from the houses on each side of the
vtllage s,~reet as ,they. approached him. "They never had a
chance, Captam Vial told me, "They were mowed down in
rheir tr~cks." .A repo~t was sem back to the British Brigadier,
who qlllckly Improvised two forces from the available troops.
One force wenr out to protect the flank and rear against
enemy attack through the olive groves; the second force
~oIl1P?sed ~f Australians and New Zealanders was given the
Job ot cleanng the quay. Its arms were only rifles and a few
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which, it is believed, consisted of two companies of mobile
troops, was driven from the quay after about four hours'
fighting.
Captain Vial told me: "It was just mad confusion. The
only thought in our minds was to get the Jerries off the quay
but one group was still holding out. It had three tanks, three
armoured cars and a 60-pounder gun. An Australian said,
'Come on boys let's get 'em!' He jumped into a 30 ewt truck
and the other men followed him until the truck was jammed
with Australians. Every man of them held a rifle or a Bren
gun. The driver sent the truck thundering full speed on to the
quay with the troops yelling, shooting and swearing. It was
dark and the Jerries must have thought a whole army was
coming. They panicked, jumped out of their tanks and
armoured cars and ran for their lives.
When the fighting ceased at 1am the improvised force had
captured 84 prisoners, a number of tanks, armoured cats,
motor cycle combinations, and a 60-pounder gun.
Meanwhile two destroyers had come in and were lying off
the beach. The wounded and men of a small English unit
were sent out to the destroyers in boats. Then the destroyers
had to leave without embarking any other troops because it
was near dawn, when the enemy bombers would come over.
The British Brigadier called a conference, at which he told
the officers he considered that further resistance was useless,
and invited any officers and men who still did not wish to
surrender to leave the Kalamata area by 5am. The position was
certainly desperate. The Germans driven from the quay were
the vanguard of a German armoured division, the remainder
of which was expected to arrive at dawn.
Captain Vial explained the position to the trOOps and
asked if any wished to join him in a forlorn attempt escaping
further south. Many men chose to stay behind, and a number
of others crowded round eagerly accepting the chance to make
a last bid for freedom.
A party set off south in trucks. These were abandoned after
15 miles, when the road ended. The party then went on foot
on a goat track along the coast. They did not know what lay
ahead. They had been told the Germans were approaching
from the South and believed they might walk into enemy
columns at any moment.

Dived Over and Swam
They reached a cove in which a k(~tch lay after walking
about five miles. It was moored about 400 yards from the
shore and the troops hid on shore while Captain Vial swam
out to the ketch. He found it was a solid oaken craft, about
50 tons, with an auxiliary engine, which had been disabled by
the removal of a pipe.
Captain Vial signalled to the troOps, and about 50 swam
out to help prepare the ketch put to sea. The anchor was
raised. The sails were missing, but the engine pipe was
replaced with an improvised pipe. Other preparations made, it
was decided to leave at dusk. Everything was in readiness at
2pm, and some of the men were sent ashore for fresh water.
The others were resting below when three German planes
appeared. They dropped about 12 bombs round the ketch,
then opened up with machine guns, setting it on fire. The
men dived over the side and swam to the shore.
There were some non-swimmers who had come out to the
ketch in a rowing boat, and also a few wounded who had to be
helped ashore. The attacking planes dived low over the
swimmers through the pall of smoke shrouding the sea, but
did not try to machine-gun them. The prospect was now
black, but the Australians still did not despair. It was impossible
to move without a boat, the men who had been wounded in
the attack on the ketch and it was decided that Captains Vial
and Woodhill should go on with the main party.

A New South Wales artillery Major and a Captain stayed
with the wounded and the remainder of the weary troops set
off again. The majority had shed their boots and clothing in
escaping from the ketch but they doggedly trudged on in
bootless feet over ground which blistered and tore their naked
soles.
Captain Vial went ahead to seek information. He was
hailed by a one-armed Greek villager who, withour any
explanation, led him up a hill through a gate, sat him down in
the shade of a tree and produced a pot of rice and olives.
Captain Vial told me, "1 never did like olives bur 1 gulped
down that food as though 1 were a starved tiger." The Greek,
who spoke broken English, said he lost his arm fighting
against the Italians on the Albanian front.
Captain Vial returned to the main party just when a crowd
of villagers came out of a nearby village to meet the troops.
Weeping women sympathetically clutched the men's hands
and gave them shawls to throw over their bare shoulders and
brought cowhide sandals to wear on their feet. The party
walked on to the village ofTrikheila, where they learned that a
number of British troops were some miles f:lrther south.
The men staggered on. Some were barely conscious
through fatigue, others were sutfering the rortures of the
damned with swollen and cur feet. They came on the British
troops and a British colonel told them no boats were available,
but a watch was being kept for warships.
Members of the Australian party, which had travelled
abour 25 miles on foot were too tired to do anything bur
sleep. They found sanctuary in a Greek Orthodox Church in a
nearby village. Peasants guided them to it gave them rugs and
shawls under which they lay down for the night. They woke
in the morning to hear that enemy advance guards were only
six hours distance in one direction and one-and-a-half hours
in the other direction.
They asked if any boats were available and the villagers told
them there was a whaleboat hidden in a cave a few miles away.
Captain Vial led the half-do'len men to it down back tracks
because it was believed the Germans were coming down the
main road. They reached the cave and found no boat there.
They set off to return to the village and on the way met a
Greek peasant who showed them a Reichmark note and to.ld,
them the Germans were only J 5 minutes away. Captain vwI s
small party rejoined the main body of the troops they had left
in the village and it was unanimously decided not to surrender
without making a last effort tor freedom.
Captain Vial with a lieutenant from the Palestine L'lbor
Corps, f(lUnd a rowboat. They pulled out six miles in it
hoping to intercept a navy ship, but found no help and
returned at sunset. The prospect of escape seemed practically
nil now. Still a working party was formed to try to raise and
rdloat a sunken boat which lay on the floor of the harbour.
That night Captain Vial rowed out and t(lUnd a destr~:er
lying off shore. "It was the mOst beautiful sight ever seen, he
told me. The destroyer's boats came into the beach under
darkness and took off about 11 () troops including the 69
Australians. The destroyer moved back along the coast toward
the cove where the ketch had been sunk, and where the
Australian wounded were waiting to move otr Boats were sent
to the shore but one was lost on the rocks in the eHort to
bring off those still on the shorc. Attempts had to be
abandoned at dawn.
So it was that this gallant band reached safety, slicin? acrosS
the Mediterranean at 35 knots as a climax ro a series of
inhuman hardships and disappointments. Now the men are
enjoying a rest, and are being given replacemcnt unifiltll1s.
They can certainly appreciate both.
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George Neville Woods

5804

By the time I joined the RAAF, ttaining for aircrew was
being wound back. After stints at Cootamundra and Dubbo, I
finally went to Somers (Course 62) in December 1944 for
ITS. The course ground on for months until only about 30
men were left. Training finished and after a few weeks at
Tocumwal at an Operational Training Unit driving a truck,
many left the service, but my friend Jim Lee and I decided to
transfer to the Army as the war in the Pacific was still raging.
The Army sent me to Cowra for more training but THE
BOMB was dropped twice and the war was over! I could have
left the Army but 1 volunteered for service in Rabaul, shipping
the Japanese back home. They were put 5000 at a time on
Liberty ships, mainly on the decks, with two out-houses on
the stern, not a pleasant way to travel home.
For me the war was over before I even started.

Robert Harley Wordsworth

1325

Joining the 9th NSW Mounted Rifles in 1913, Cadet
Wordsworth became a Second Lieutenant in the AlP, serving
with the 1st Light Horse in Crt/lipoli and Mesopotamia. He
joined the regular Indian Army in 1917, the 6th (Duke of
Connaught's Own) Lancers. During the Second World War he
commrmded the 6th Lancers Regt and became GOC 1 Indian
Armd Div in the Middle East.
From the M{ljor-General's memoirs:
I went to school in Cowra where in due course I became
dux of the school and from there went on to Sydney Church
of England Grammar School, where I remained for many
years. I did reach the highest form, Mods 'A', where I just sat
down and really did no study (nor was it expected of me) for
to play cricket and football was the main objects in life: I did
this with a certain amount of success but this was consIdered
the norm and it isn't worth going into in detail.
I suppose becoming a senior cadet was the most important
event in my school days, for it certainly affected my future life.
I often mention this to lads in the Commonwealth Military
Forces, pointing out that [ have held practically every rank in
the Army from Private to Major Gem:ral and never attended
Duntroon or Sandhurst or held a staff appointment until the
very last when I became Major G~neral of the Armoured
Corps at Army Headquarters In.dla under the command of
Field Marshall Sir Claude AuchlI1leck, who was a great man
and soldier.
One thing I am very proud of is that I was never, until the
very last appointment, away from the troops - a career
achieved by very few.

John Vivian Wright

5268

History records that after Japan. bombed Pearl. Harbour
and expanded southwards, Australia wa~ under ~Irect t.hreat of
invasion and the RAAF lacked fighter aIrcraft With which to
defend the country. Yet little is known of the history of the
only fully designed Australian fIghter, the Boomerang, :-v hich
was made at CAC [;lCtory in Melbourne after a staggenng fast
development and production period (a period of 6 months
from fIrst sketches to first flight - probably a world record!)
When the project started, supplies from overseas .were
unavailable and the project team worked around Wlrraway
parts and a 1200 hp twin wasp engi~1e as us~d il~ DC3 aircraft
stocks of which were held in Australia. It IS Irol1lC that the
chief design engineer, Fred David, was a German Jew who had
previously worked for Heinkel in Germany and for the.
Japanese aircraft industry. He hac! chosen A~lstralia as hiS .
home after first escaping the NaZIS and leavlI1g Japan when It
became militarily involved with Germany.
In all 250, Boomerangs were built between 1942 and early

1945 and served with No 2 OTU and 5 RAAF operational
squadrons, one of which (No 83 Squadron) was mine.

David Allan Wylie

5946

279 Squadron played an active role in the North Sea,
dropping engine driven life boats by parachutes to downed
aircrews lucky enough to make their dinghies. This operation
was carried out at low level - 300 feet - and called for great
accuracy.
Our Warwick aircraft carried a crew of six, pilot navigator,
rear gunner and three WOPIAGs alternating between radio,
radar and mid-upper turret. The twin engined Warwick was
designed by Barnes Wallis as was the Wellington, supposedly
an improvement but it proved to be not nearly as reliable. So
much so that [ had the rather unique experience of sending
three SOS signals on operarions all due to engine failures and
all a long way from home - one as far off as the coast of
Norway. Additionally, another two SOSs sent by one of the
other WOPs resulted in our skipper earning the squadron title
of "One Engine" Wells. Although our role was to save others
it seemed to me that we spent most of the time saving
ourselves.
With leave due I was asked by the Station Intelligence
Officer if I would do a liaison trip with the Navy with the
object of writing a layman's report for air ministry on living
conditions at sea, crew morale etc. I am not sure that I was
ever told the reason.
[ flew to Belfast to join a squadron of five frigates, the
flagship HMS BalfOur and spent the next ten days hunting
U-boats in the North Sea in appaling weather. It was a unique
experience for an airman to see how the other half lived.

John Hebden Wyndham

7548

Perhaps the best aspect for a Chaplain is the opportunity to
minister to men. This involved building a good relationship to
establish confidence. Ultimately this was very rewarding.

Ian Hamilton Wythes

5069

[an Wythes arrived at Berrimdh Hospital, Darwin, on 12th
February 1942, to attend to the auxiliary electricity engines.
There being no auxiliary light or power system he was put on
general duties.
On the morning of 19th February, I went on sick parade
with an aching tooth. The dentist was at Bagot, and I was put
in charge of a group going to Bagor. We boarded the
Ambulance and set off. As we turned on to the main North
South Road saw a number of formations of planes high up
and thought we had a lot fighter planes arriving. A little
further on we saw a convoy of Americans stopping and falling
out of their trucks and jeeps and making into the scrub. Also
saw the shell bursts amongst the aerial formations. Our
ambulance stopped and we also fell out and made for shelter.
On the left-hand side of the road was the Railway and on the
right the Water Pipeline. I climbed under the pipeline and got
near a big log. A few minutes later a Japanese fighter at tree
top height flew past me. He was so close I could see his
goggles. All I hoped was that he could not see me.
There was an anti-Aircraft battery on the corner of
Berrimah Road and the Main Road.
After the raid the ambulance was still in tact on the road. I
had come across a 2/4th Pioneer boy who did not seem to
know where he should go or do, so I took him back to the
hospital. I had a red cross arm band and flagged a passing
truck and took as many of our ambulance group back to the
hospital. Here we found the Japanese had strafed the hospital
and killed one patient. They had all been put under the beds
and covered with mattresses.
After the second High Level bombing raid I was walking
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charge of the General duties asked if I would go to help with
patients at and in the operating theatre, and would I be able
to stand it. I said of course I could it would hold no terrors for
me.
We worked non stop in the theatre until well into the next
day. No one told me to not go back to the theatre. I kept
going to the theatre. After a day or two I said to the Sister in
charge I had no idea of the instruments or much about
sterilisation. She gave me a quick run down of uses and
instruments and sterilisation. From then on I was a theatre
orderly.
The Japanese kept coming back and although they never
attacked the hospital again, they flew over us.
The powers that be a few days after the first raids dug a pit
alongside the theatre and pitched a tent over it with a big red
cross on it. The theatre staff and doctors had to shelter in it
during raids.
Shortly after when the raids were continuing the Berrimah
Hospital was closed and we were moved south to Adelaide
River. Firstly to be temporary hospital on the west side of
Adelaide River. Then shortly after to a new permanent site on
the east side of the river. Just down stream from the Army
Cemetery. Just after we moved to the First Adelaide River site
a six-inch Howitzer Battery was set up quite near us.
It was here I was introduced to the real work in the theatre.
Another orderly was with me in the theatre here and three
sistets. Sister in charge and two theatre trained sisters. We were
wakened in the middle of the night by two of our sutgeons
and told to open and prepare the theatre for a patient with a
partly severed foot. I said we had bettet get the Sister. Major
Coles said no sisters, you have to learn to do this theatre work
on your own. We will help you. So we went and set up for the
foot job. We had by this time been taught to set up for
operating. The other fellow who had been in the theatre at
Bagot and much more experienced than I was, was scrubbed
up and assisted the surgeon to do the foot. This operation was
barely finished when the message came from the A and D
room (Admission and Discharge) that an urgent appendix case
had just come in and so we had to clean up and re-set for an
appendix operation. Major Pavey the other Surgeon looked at
me and said you can do the instruments for this one. So I was
scrubbed and gowned and I was terrifJed and sweat just ran
off me, dripped off my elbows and down my face. Major
Pavey mopped me up and said I have never seen anyone ,weat
like you. However we got the rotten appendix out and the
patient back to the ward. He recovered in good order.
Next morning the Sister in charge tore strips off me for
opening the theatre without notifying her. Told me the theatre
was never to be opened without her knowledge. Despite this I
told her I was only obeying orders from the Surgeons. She was
a most efficient sister and expected the same from the rest of
us. Later I came to admire her greatly. Whilst she was very
demanding, she was also very supportive.
Shortly after this we moved again across the river to our
permanent site where we had 10 male wards with G to 800
patients. The wards were set up as a cross 1, GO x 30 steel hur
and three tents, all with red crosses on them.
The theatre was on its own about the centre also a GO x 30
steel building divided into three sections, steriliser room,
autoclave room, theatre and about - of it as an annex and
laundry etc. Later a small autoclave room was built and a
water distilling plant installed in the old autoclave room.
Pathology was also a GO x 30 steel shed adjacent and later a
dental and x-ray was put in one end on the other side was the
pharmacy also a GO x 30 steel shed. The Admission and
Discharge was also GO x 30 steel shed.
AIl our sterilising equipment was run off Primus heating.

Even the water distilling machine was Primus powered. AIl
run with Standard Petrol. I seemed to fall for all these jobs.
The other fellow in the theatre with me had no idea of how or
why the sterilisers worked. At times we had problems with
them, spare parts seemed to be unobtainable. We had early in
1943 a new pharmacist come. He was young and very helpful.
We also had attached to theatre staff a Staff Sergeant
Chiropodist. I don't think he did much Chiropody work so he
became trained to do instruments and assist at operations.
Mostly he just seemed to be supernumery.
There were several incidents that I remember very clearly.
At one stage I was going to be trained to give anaesthetics but
the danger of invasion went off and that project was
abandoned.
One afternoon as I was locking the theatre to go off duty
an Ametican Ambulance pulled up at the door and wanted to
bring a patient in. I told the fellow he could not bring a
patient in here. He said he had been told to do so. When I
looked at his insignia, he was an American Medico. We had
by this time a telephone to the A & D Room, I rang our chief
surgeon Lieutenant Colonel Renou and asked him what I
should do with the patient. He told me to put him in the
annex room as he was pretty badly shot up. The patient was
an airman. Colonel Renou came along and we left him there
with an attendant, had our tea and came back and rook the
patient into the theatre proper. He had a badly smashed left
arm and a bullet in the flesh of the chest. The arm was
amputated at the elbow which I burnt later in an old 44
gallon drum we used as an incinerator. Colonel Renou wanted
some thing to clean the area for amputation. He said petrol.
We had plenty of standard petro\, which was what he wanted.
Our supply was for the Primuses. When the arm was off and
the stump dressed he turned to the bullet wound. When he
opened the course of the bullet the thing flared up. It was a
tracer. Then he wanted Copper Sulphate to counteract the
Phosphorus. The bullet was kept in Copper Sulphate and then
burnt in the incinerator. The patient survived.

Broughton Frederick Ainslie Yeates

4643

Broughton Yeates was fI bombflrdier in 'R' Troop of 10 Rlutery.
2/4th Austrtllifln Light Anti-Aircl'Ilft Regiment. In July 1942
his unit moved to the front fit E! A!flmein.
About this time the Germans dropped leaflets in our area.
I can recall seeing two. One read: "Aussies. You arc defending
the Alamein Box. What about Port Darwin?" The other:
"Aussies: The Yanks arc having a good time with your girls
back home. And you?" The effect of these was quite the
opposite to what the Germans might have hoped. All they did
was make everyone more annoyed with Jerry than usual.

Bulimba
On 1st September 1942 at 5:35am a battalion of 9
Division inf~U1try made an attack on the German front-line
near Tel cl Eisa. This was supported by a squadron of British
tanh.
Three guns from B Troop (of which ours was one) under
Lieutenant Mort were to follow up in a sort ofJock-column.
We had now been equipped with captured (or re-captured)
BofclfS with Mkl mountings which were much more easily
handled than MkIIs, although the guns themselves were
somewhat worn out.
We arrived at a fc)rward position bef(lfe dawn. The inf~lIltry
moved ahead under cover of artillerv fire. The tanks were late
and we saw a number being destroyed and set on fire by
gunfire or mines. Six tanks were reported lost. We were
ourselves subject ro artillery fire. The ground was too rocky to
dig any son of shelter. The inElIltry were unable to make a
break-through against the heavily-defended positions and
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suffered severe casualties. They were eventually ordered to
withdraw about mid-morning and took a number of prisoners
with them. We were also given orders to withdraw.
A little later, a large motley force of all sorts of enemy
planes arrived and our forming-up area, but we had lett. We
returned to our position on the coast near the eastern end of
the beach.

Alam Haifa
Although we were not engaged in it, we were certainly not
disinterested in a sustained German attack with tanks on
Ruiwesat Ridge which took place about this time. The attack
almost reached high ground at Alam Haifa which was about
10 to 15 miles to our rear and a few miles inland. The battle
went on for three or four days until the Germans retired. We
could hear substantial gun-fire but could not see anything
except a large amount of dust and, at night, tracer flying
everywhere.

Near Tel el Eisa
Some time in September, our gun was moved about two
miles inland and slightly forward. We were situated a few
hundred yards south of the main coast road in an atea called
Tel eI Eisa, the ridge being between the coast and liS. We were
again defending a troop of artillery sited on a low knoll just to
the rear of us. We were, I suppose, about a mile behind the
FDLs and the land between was mined. An Indian truck
veered slightly off the road not far from us one day and was
blown up.
Air-raids still occurred but were less frequent and not so
much in our immediate area. Quite a number of dummy gunpositions and dummy trucks were being built. One day on
walking back from the beach - we used to take turns to clean
up in the sea when things were quiet - a force of Stub dive
bombers appeared. I did not take much notice as I knew there
were no guns or anything else there to bombed. But they
decided to attack exactly where I was. I realised after-they had
gone that there was a dummy artillery troop situated near the
road with dummy trucks, etc. Which demonstrates how the
enemy was deceived by these dummies.
A truck with officers from 5 I Highland Division, newly
arrived in the Middle East, had lunch near us one day,
complete with folding tables, white table cloths, mess steward,
etc. Their lunch was disturbed by our firing over them at a
very low-flying ME 109. Our truck driver, Gunner Peter
Arthy, was impressed by the way they reacted, firing 303s
according to the book, although a bit late.
We began to see many more Allied aircratt including
Boston bombers and an occasional Spitfire. Up to this time
they had mostly been Hurricanes and night bombers which
we did not see.
(I am unable to report on the events of 24th October as I
was evacuated to the AGH at Alexandria with hepatitis about
mid October and did not return until 4th November - the day
the enemy retreated. I can say, however, that we clearly heard
the sound of the barrage GO miles away.)

End ofAlamein
When I returned, our gun was situated well forward of the
.
previous FDLs and a few miles inland, north of the main
road. A minefield was between us and the coast. Thousands ot
Italian and German prisoners walked easrwards along this road
for some days. We were short of rations for a few ~eeks, partly
because of the prisoners but mainly because supphes were
more urgently required by 8 Arr~lY which had m~ved forward
leaving 9 Division at Alamein. 1 he area we were m was
unsanitary and flea-infested.

Return to Palestine and Australia
10 Battery assembled in an area further back, behind the
positions we had been in previously. I was promoted to

setgeant and took over the gun from Roley Berry who became
troop Warrant Officer.
The regiment, along with the rest of 9 Division, moved
back to Palestine in late November or early December via
Cairo and the Sinai Desert, taking about two days. Road
movement control was very good. 4 Regiment camped at a
place a little south of Gaza. We had some leave.
Our equipment was returned to ordnance and weembarked at Tewfik in late January or early February 1943 on
the Isle de France for return to Australia. We called, I thank, at
Massa, Western Australia and the Seychelles (or was it the
Maldives?) where we saw part of the British Grand Fleet.
There were two other troop-ships in the convoy which had a
British naval escort. We called at Fremantle and thence our
route was around the south ofTasmania. We were escorted up
the New South Wales coast by a Dutch frigate.
We arrived in Sydney in February and docked at
Woolloomooloo, the same day going directly to camp at
Narellan. (4 Regiment became part of9 Division when we
went to Alamein and we were issued with round colour
patches instead of the triangular corps troops patches. Later
we received the 'r' colour-patches. I think it must have been
when we returned to Australia that we became 2/4 Regiment
instead of 4 Regiment as previously. Before leaving the Middle
East, we attended a divisional parade somewhere near Gaza.
Lieutenant General Alexander addressed us.

Jungle Training
After two or three weeks leave and a march by the Division
through the streets of Sydney, we moved by train to Cairns
and thence by road transport to Mareeba on the Atherton
Tableland. Our camp at Mareeba was in tents in timbered
country. There was little scope for AlA training in this area.
Major General Wooton took over as GOC 9 Division in place
of Morshead who had gone to 2 Corps HQ.
We moved some weeks later to behind Trinity Beach neat
Cairns. Here we were instrucred in the rudiments of beach
landings. We had a training exetcise with a US Engineer and
Shore Battalion which was equipped with LCMs, DUKWs
and similar landing cratt. The Americans were inexperienced
and seemed to have even less than our limited knowledge of
the use of beach markers and the procedures for beach
landings.

New Guinea
After a few weeks in the Trinity Beach area, we embarked
on a Liberty ship in Cairns about the end of May 1943. The
'wharfies' refused to load air guns and ammunition, wanting
danget money because the ammunition 'might go of['. So we
loaded the ship ourselves. The 'wharfies' were not pleased but
retired in the face of the abuse they received.
The ship took us to Milne Bay. We disembarked and
eventually arrived in the dark at a camp area in a coconut
plantation. It was raining. We spent a few weeks at Milne Bay
and did a bit of re-organising. Some of our personnel had lett
the unit for various reasons and it was necessary to allocate the
inexperienced reinforcements in a reasonable way.
In about early June 1943 we embarked on US Navy LSTs
at Milne Bay with 9 Division bound for landings at Lae. The
voyage took about two days. About mid-day on the day
preceding the landing, the convoy was attacked by VAL divebombers followed by a low-level attack by 'Betty' torpedo
bombers. Several LSTs were badly damaged in the attack.
Our guns were mounted on the decks of the LSTs and
were held firmly by chains. The day was fine and clear and
shooting conditions were far more favourable than in the
desert, there being no muzzle-blast dust and very little
mounting movement because of the chains. Our gun was
credited in a 9 Division Situation Report with shooting down
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planes were shot down and a number of others damaged in
the attack.
We landed at Red Beach near the mouth of a river several
hours after the infantty. Captain Vic Beecraft, who had gone
in a little earlier, was reported missing and was never seen
again. It is possible he may have received a direct hit from a
bomb.
Our gun was sited on the beach near the mouth of the
river. We boarded an LCM later that day or next morning,
apparently to move further towards Lae. LCMs standing off
the beach (ours included) were strafed by Zero fighters during
the day with some casualties. We were still there that night.
There was a good deal of thunder and lightning during the
night which our US crew mistook for bombing of the beach.
They took off and headed away from Lae and later stated their
intention of landing some miles away. With some difficulty
we persuaded them to return to the Red Beach area. We were
ordered back to our original gun site next morning.
The river was subject to sudden severe flooding and one of
our guns and its tractor were caught trying to cross it and
remained in the river for a day or so until the water subsided.
US Flying Fortresses bombed rhe mountain behind Lae
heavily and frequently. Japanese bombing of the Red Beach
area continued but was sporadic after the first few days. Our
gun was moved across the river and along the waterfront for
several miles, being towed by a Jeep, which did a magnificent
job in the mud. From there we moved by LCM with two
other guns to the Lae township area. There were very few of
our troops there. The Japanese had disappeared except for a
few strays. The next morning a company of7 Division
Infantry arrived by foot along the road near our gun site. They
were surprised to find us there before rhem. I knew their
company commander, Captain Jock Cudlipp, who was killed
a few weeks Iarer.

Finschhafen
From Lae we moved to a position back towards Red Beach
where embarked on LSTs for landings at Finschhafen. A highlevel bombing attack took place while we were embarking.
There was much anti-aircraft fire from the naval escort offshore but as far as I can recall there was lirtle damage on either
side. We landed at Scarlet Beach in the second wave and took
up positions in a large kunai patch behind the beach. An
Orlekon gun from the ESB was attached to us. They had had
no aircraft-recognition training, so they fired at whatever we
did.
Most of the bombing was high-level and well our of our
range, even with long-range ammunition. 10 Battery suffered
a number of casualties during the early days. Our gun was
later move, along with Sid Thomas's and I think one other,
several miles back towards Finschhafen to another kunai patch
where we were defending a troop of artillery. The position was
highly susceptible to infiltration being near a gully in the
jungle.
My own gun was subsequently moved to a small beach
near Launch Jetty, 9 Division HQ being on a headland across
a small bay. During our time here there was a Japanese attack
which cut us off from Scarlet Beach. I received orders from
Steve Kimpton to remain where we were. I attached our gun
(and an anti-tank gun which had attached themselves to us)
for rations to a 9 Div battalion HQ near us. They were cooperative.
In November I received an 'invitation' to attend OCTU at
Woodside, South Australia. After fronting up to Major
General Wooton, I moved back to Lac by the courier, which
was a decrepit old launch used felr transporting odds and sods,
mail ete.
I left the gun in the charge of Bombardier Keith Bush,

recommending that he be promoted to Sergeant, Lieut
Bombardier Bob Bermauer to Bombardier and Gunner Bill
Kane to Lieut Bombardier. (I did not rejoin the regiment,
although I would have liked to have done so. I received my
commission in February 1944 and, after some months in a
reinforcement artillery training regiment at Greta, was posted
to 2/3 Australian Composite AA Regiment at Strathpine near
Brisbane. I finished the war with them in Borneo, having
taken part in the 9 Division landing at Labuan. Two Old Boys
of Shore, George Finlay (4499) and GeoffWansey (5057)
[until he left us to join Z Special Force] were with me at this
time.)

Arnold Young.

5803

One of the most memorable periods of my army life was
when I joined the unit on the coast of New Guinea near
Finschhafen. This was in the first week of January 1944. They
were in action the day I marched in. Ir was a great moment
for me after some months in training camps, then moving in
stages towards forward areas. There was a wonderful spirit
amongst those fellows, many of whom were veterans of
Tobruk, El Alamein, and previous fighting in New Guinea.
Though a very young and inexperienced soldier, they
welcomed me in a most generous manner.
There was an air of unreality about all of this but the truth
finally registered. I was taking part in the war. I quietly took
my place on one of the guns, but inwardly I was excited and
proud to be there.
The amphibious landing on Labuan Island off the coast of
North Borneo on 10th June 1945 was a tremendous event.
After leaving Morotai we had been at sea f(lr over a week in a
variety of craft and I was on the smallest of them, an LCI
(Landing Craft Infantry)
We stood off shore in the grey light of dawn and watched
while the bombers came over, making several runs over the
beach-head. Then the naval guns opened up and pounded the
shore. Near us was the cruiser HMAS Hobart. I remember the
sharp crack of her 6 inch guns. Very soon it was time to move
in. The landing was on!

Frederick John Young

5439

Fred Young UJ(/J a Spitfire pilot with 452 5qll.
By mid late 1943 Japanese raids on Darwin had virtually
ceased, apart from occasional reconnaissance sorties from
Timor. There had also been occasions when an intruder
thought to be from the 'ElI1imbar Islands had tried to interfere
with supply ships sailing along the coast north of Arnhem
Lmd. There was a radar station at Point Charles just west of
Darwin, (which Alan Geddes (5329) was in charge of), which
had picked up a bearing on these intruders but it was not
possible to get a fix with a cross bearing as there was not
another suitable radar station in the area.
It was decided to try to intercept this intruder. There was a
suitable landing strip at Milingimbi Island (a Mission station)
bur nothing in the way of support for such an operation. Two
aircraft were detached from No.4 52 Spitfire Squadron (flown
by myself and FlO Bill Coombs). Milingimbi is some 1.5
hours flying tiIne east of Darwin across the Arnhem
escarpment (very rough tiger country). Such an operation
requires a good deal of support. We needed fuel for the
aircraft (100 octane), starter batteries, a radio hook-up,
ground crew support (engine, airframe and radio mechanics).
We flew from Darwin to Milingimbi on 9th August
f(lrmatting on a twin engined Hudson (from memory - it may
have been a Beauf()J"f!), a distance of some 600 or 700km,
which carried the support crew and gear we needed. Fuel
supplies (44 gallon drums) had been organise in advance.
Wireless communication was a substantial hurdle. Point
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Charles - was in touch with Darwin; Darwin could contact
Milingimbi Mission. We removed the radio set from one of
our aircraft and set it up at the Mission Station. Our radio
mechanic could then transmit to the other aircraft waiting at
readiness at the landing strip. All this on different frequencies.
We were 'scrambled' on 10th August and right on cue saw
a Japanese float plane (a 'Pete') stooging along the shipping
lanes. We shot him down in flames when, after the fitst attack,
he rurned down sun and headed north back towards his base.
We received no rerurn fire from his rear gunner after the first
attack, but my aircraft was covered in black oil when I flew
through his slipstream on the second attack. Vision on
landing was pretty poor!
On II th August we were scrambled again but it turned
out to be one of our Hudsons from Darwin out patrolling the
shipping lanes. On 16th our friendly Hudson (or Beaufort)
escorted us back to our home strip, Strauss, some 3 miles
south of Darwin.
We spent the daylight hours of our week of 'readiness' at
Milingimbi sitting in the shade under the wing of my aircraft
waiting for the message to scramble. We shared the shade with
countless sandflies, which were very well fed by the time we
left them to themselves. My legs would scarcely fit into my
shorts due to the large watery blisters which the sandflies
cause. They seemed to thrive on insect repellent)
It was rumoured that the supply ships we were so keen to
protect brought our beer supplies from Cairns. Whilst no able
to vouch for the accuracy of this stoty, I can report that
shortly after my return to Strauss we did receive a beer ration from memory 2 bottles per month. Perhaps it was all worth
the effort which went into this particular operation!

Appendix
Shore Cadet Unit 1908-99
Shore's army cadet unit was established in May 1908 when
100 boys were inducted into "G" Company of the 3rd
Hattalion of Senior Cadets. In September 1908 another
Company was [cJrlned, "K" Company. In that first few
months they rook parr in two reviews: King Edward's
Birthday Review and another mounted for the visit of the US
Fleer. There was a Battalion parade at Newington College and
a Cuard of Honour tell" Admiral Sir Harry Rawson, the State
(;overnor.
The first CO was J Lee Pulling CIcacher at Shore 1904-38)
and JRO Harris (1904-29) and H Wilshire (1903-18) assisted
him: Til fund the honorarium paid to staff a tee of 7/6d (75
cents) was levied on cadets per term.
The aims of the Senior Cadet Corps were;
• 'Icl give cadets a hlUndation of military knowledge.
.,
To develop qualities of leadership.
• '[() develop a sense of citizenship and patriotism.
In the year of the Cadet Corps' establishment .the
Headmaster CH Hodges said of its introdUCtion ll1to the
school, "There can be no doubt that if the Cadet work IS
continued in the Creat Public Schools with the same
thoroughness and enthusiasm with which it has been begun, it
will prove a lasting benefit, not only to the boys who have
been members of Senior Cadets, but also to the
C:ommonwealth. "
In 1911 compulsory military training tClr all boys, from the
age of 12 was commenced when they joined the J.u.nlOr ,
Cadets. At age 14 boys joined the Senior Cad:ts. [his did not
cause a problem fClr boys attending school at Shore as It was
agreed that boys could do their cadet servICe 111 thel,r school
during the day provide that school had competent ll1structors
on its stalL H()'Y!, of the boys aflected had already volunteered
bef(He the tirst compulsory parade.
.
Whl'll war was declared in I') 14 Shore Old Boys had had

the benefit of cadet training. The aim to develop "citizenship
and patriotism" was exemplified by the large numbet of Old
Boys who volunteered for overseas service in the AlE
With the onset of the Great Depression in 1929 the
Scullin Government ended compulsory training. Shore
decided to continue offering Senior Cadets as part of its
educational programs. Shore raised the age of entry into the
cadets from 14 to 15. Joining the cadets was also made
voluntary. In 1930 the new Shore Cadet Corps was reduced in
size from 400 to 175. Training camps and rifle shooting were
carried out with Commonwealth Government supplied
equipment and supervision, although cadets were no longer
regarded as members of the Australian Defence Forces.
In the years leading up to 1939 the Shore Cadet Corps
increased in numbers to between 200 and 300 boys
volunteering each year. Many Old Boys in conversation and in
their replies to the War Service Project commented upon the
value of their training prior to entering the services during
World War II.
During the War years and in the immediate post war
period cadets conrinued to be an important part in the
training of boys at Shore. In the 1960s the Commonwealth
Government announced an increase in the funding of the
Australian Cadet Corps but the reality was very small when
spread across Australia. Indeed the rising number of boys at
Shore meant that boys were not permitted to join the cadets
until they were in Year 9. One of the benefits of the changes
announced from Canberra was an up grading of training to
include more field activities.
At about this time a form of compulsoty National Service
was introduced on one day a week and boys in Years 9, 10
and II had to join either the cadets or ATe. In 1969 there
were 364 boys in the unit.
1974 saw great difficulties begin for the Shore Cadet Unit.
The Commonwealth Government decreed that all Cadet
service should be voluntary but the school offered several
options and boys had to select one of these activities to be
done one day per week. Numbers in the unit fell to nearly
200 in a short time. Later that year the Government decided
to close down cadets in 1975. Unifotms and weapons had to
be returned to the Defence Department.
The school decided to continue with cadets in a modified
form maintaining a drill program, camps and concentrating
on aspects which promote self-reliance, self-confidence and
self-respect. At the end of 1976 the new Government in
Canberra partly restored support for cadets which meant that
Shore could have an establishment of 300. The unit received
some Army support but all clerical work had to be done by
the school. The strength of the unit rose to 450 by 1977 with
a revised 5-Company structure.
In spite of little Army logistic support by 19 7 8 every boy
attended camp with full equipment. It was with the election
of the Hawke Government that further changes occurred.
Shore Cadet Unit was classified as a Limited Support Unit
making the school responsible for payment to staff and
provision of uniforms and other costs of running the unit
including annual camp. The training of CUOs and NCOs
became a responsibility of the school. To cover costs a
refundable bond system was introduced. The costs of running
the unit have been considerable but accepted as it was seen as
a worthwhile educational tool.
The structure and purpose of the cadets was again
considered in the-mid 1990s. A new structure was introduced
to allow the nature and activities of the training programme to
be modified. The idea that a boy should undertake a service
activity became paramount and cadets were seen as one form
of service. The unit is now made up of over 160 recruits from
Year 9, junior NCOs in Year 10 and the senior ranks in Year
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Training on Monday afternoons for the recruits has them
involved in roping, first aid and navigation and
communication courses. Much of the instruction is carried
out by senior boys for whom the challenges lie in their roles as
instructors and leaders of their peers,
In Term I there is an intensive leadership course for boys in
Years 10 and 11. At this time they cover teaching techniques
and assessment of lessons. This supports the bush skills that
are learned during the promotions course held at Webb's
Creek for four days in the final week ofTerm III. The end of
year camp has moved from the more traditional format of the
Army styled camp and is now held at various sites. This gives
all boys attending an outdoor experience that incorporates a
wide range of activities, building upon their training during
the year.
In addition to the camps, a focus of the year is the
combined Cadet and AIRTC Open Day. The afternoon
provides parents and others with the opportunity to see the
types of activities that the boys engage in during their training
as well as a brief insight into the lifestyle at camps.
The Shore Cadet Unit remains an important aspect of life
at Shore School. At regular intervals the Unit is subject to
audit to determine that its role in the school and its
programmes are meeting the needs of the boys.
Commanding Officers of the Shore Cadet Unit since
establishment have been;
Major J Lee Pulling 1908-18
Major JRO Harris 1918-29
Lieutenant Colonel EM Bagot 1930-48
Major AE Mitchell 1948-53
Major JW Lipscomb 1953-54
Major PRM Jenkins 1954-70
Lieutenant Colonel BJ Edwards 1970-82
Lieutenant Colonel DG Spurr 1982-88
Lieutenant Colonel SF Russell 1989-92
Captain CE Silvester 1992-95
Captain I'D Miller 1995-

Shore Air Training Corps/AirTC 1942 - 1999
The ATC was foundered at Shore at the beginning of 1942
only months after the attack on Pearl Harbor by the Japanese.
It was set to have an establishment of 50 boys and was to be
parr of 2 Wing of the RAAE The Torch Bearer dated 14th
May 1942 states the initial roll had 35 boys. All boys had to
be 16 years of age or older. The first Commanding Officer
was CS Tiley and the senior boy was Acting F/Sgt AHS
Macneil. What may have been an inhibiting factor for boys
and parents was that boys had to buy their uniforms!
By August 1942 the number of boys enrolled had risen to
53 and a decision made by the RAAF to issue cadets with Air
Force blue tunics and trousers. An ATC shoulder patch was to
be worn to distinguish the Corps from those serving in the
RAAF. The Shore Flight was to be part of 29 Squadron whose
CO was Squadron Leader LNE Woods.
Most boys entering the ATC saw themselves as joining the
RAAF when they left school. To prepare them ror adult service
a programme of training leading to the award of Proficiency
Certificates and training beyond that was instituted. These
certificates had as their basis competency in Mathematics and
Physics. At the end of 1942 the number of boys leaving who
hoped to join the RAAF from the Flight W,L~ 28. It is also
noted in the last issue of the Torch Bearer for 1942 that CS
Tiley was joined by another staff member W Sawkins in
October with the rank of Acting FO.
On 20th June 1946 the ATC was re-organised and the
group was named as Number 4 Flight. Number 2 Wing was
reduced to Squadron status at this time. Its new role was that
of a youth organisation operating in peace-time. The other

Important change was to reduce the age of joining the ATC to
14 years of age. It is interesting to note that the Rev JH
Wyndham while in the ATC underwent the first Cadet Pilot
Officer Course at Rathmines Base in September 1950. Mr
Wyndham later served in the forces as a Chaplain. Elsewhere
in "The Torch Bearers" his service in Vietnam is mentioned.
The programme of training was done over two years. With
the reduced age at entry this allowed boys to choose in junior
secondary school in which branch of the services; Army or Air
Force; they would serve while at schoo!'
A period of uncertainty as to the fi.lture of the ATC
occurred in 1975. The Millar Report to the Whidam
Government recommended the retention of cadet and ATC
forces for young people. However, at the end of September
1975 it was announced that cadet training would be
discontinued. The Fraser Government elected in December
1975 withdrew the Disbandment Order in January 1976.
Commonwealth Act Number 138 of 1976 sets out the
reorganisation of the ATC and it was to be called the AIRTC
from that time onwards.
The AIRTC has always attracted boys who have an interest
in flying and it has never had a shortage of recruits at the
intake each year. The Flight now goes to annual camp each
year in the penultimate week of the final term of the year.
Camps are normally at an RAAF base, often Richmond or
Williamtown. One of the attractions has been that most boys
at camp obtain flying experience. During the semester
vacations squadron camps are held for boys seeking rank..
The Flight is organised on a Form basis. Year 9 undergoes
Basic Stage Training; Year lOis at the Proficiency Stage and in
Years II and 12 cadets are at the Advanced Stage. A four day
bivouac is held each year at the end of Term III.
An important yearly event is the Ceremonial Parade. For
many years the parade commander alternated between the
Cadets and AIRTC. In recent years it has been a combined
parade as the nature of Cadets and emphasis on training has
changed within the school.
The AIRTC has been led over the last 57 years by the
following Commanding Officers':
Fit Lt CS Tiley 1942-54
FIt Lt RM Blanshard 1954-63
FIt Lt AW Moore 1963-64
Flt Lt L Harvey 1964-71
Fit Lt J Payne 1972
FLTLT PJ Cornish 1973-77
FLTLT (AIRTC) RJ McIntosh 1978-91
FITLT (AIRTC) RL Hicb 1991

National Service since the Second World war
By Brigadier Ian Geddes
In the 1950s and the early 1960s the general instabiliry in
South East Asia was judged by the Australian Government
and her major allies - Britain and the United States - to be a
matter of grave concern. Communism was seen to be a major
threat and Communist China was considered to have
southward expansionist policies. The Domino Theory,
wherein one South East A~ian state after another would topple
and collapse under communist pressure from the north, was
widely accepted.
France had been forced to vacate Indo China, Vietnam had
been partitioned into two states, one being Communist North
Vietnam, neighbouring Indo Chinese countries of Laos and
Cambodia were weak and unstable and considered ripe and
.
ready rllr communist picking. There was uncertainty also
regarding the ability of the newly independent states, MalaYSia
and Singapore, to withstand communist pressures. The South
East Asia 'll-caty Organisation had been established with a
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view to meeting these pressures, particularly in Indo China, .
but was widely regarded as a "toothless tiger".
Closer to home there was great concern in Australia over
the internal situation in, and external policies of, Indonesia
which had obtained large amounts of military hardware from
East Europe. Indonesia had created a situation of
confrontation with Malaysia in which both Britain and
Australia became involved. In New Guinea following a threat
by Indonesia to invade, the Dutch were forced to withdraw
from West Irian.
In the early 1960s the Australian services had small
overseas commitments in conjunction with Britain and New
Zealand in Malaysia and Singapore. In 1962 the Australian
Government agreed to a request for military assistance for
South Vietnam. As a result, a small military group known as
The Australian Army Training Team Vietnam was sent to
assist the Republic of South Vietnam in meeting communist
military threats.
Notwithstanding the dramatic events of the 50s and early
60s, Australian defence capabilities had steadily declined. Both
Britain, which was anxious to withdraw militarily from South
East Asia, and the United States urged Australia to accept a
bigger strategic military responsibility.
In Australia, conscription was being advocated by defence
watchers and some political lobbyists. The social scene should
also be mentioned. The so called "social revolution", wherein
old values and customs underwent radical change, had
commenced. It was time of the Beatles, long hair, "doing one's
own thing" and protest. The visual medium (TV) was
beginning to be a major influencing factor in public opinion.
The pill had significantly changed accepted moral behaviour
patterns. There was much conjecture amongst older citizens as
to whether the young men of Australia would be amenable to
any form of military discipline or compulsory military
training.
In 1962 the Australian Government under Robert Menzies
ordered a review of Australia's strategic situation taking
account of, in particular, instability in countries to its north,
and South East Asia generally. Concurrent with this review the
organisation, structure and equip~1ent of the ~hree armed
services were to be carefully exammed. Followmg upon these

reviews the Australian Governrr. t announced, in 1964,
major changes in both equipment and manpower of the
armed services. These changes were designed to significantly
increase operational capabilities. In general terms the changes
to the RAN and RAAF primarily related to equipment. The
most important decision from the Australian Army's
viewpoint was the introduction of a selective National Service
Scheme to commence in mid 1965.
Each of the compulsory military training schemes
previously introduced in Australia had major weaknesses and
shortcomings. Defence planners in 1964 had noted these
deficiencies and had designed a new scheme which more
directly related to the likely and foreseen needs. The National
Service Scheme introduced in 1965 therefore differed from
previous schemes significantly. Primarily the age of the
national serviceman was raised to twenty years and he was to
serve (full time) for a period of two years. The scheme was not
universal, however, and national servicemen were selected by
means of ballot. There were to be four intakes per year each of
about 2000 men. The numbers balloted in had a direct
relationship to the needs of the Army and its ability to absorb
the numbers. The ballot system, though on the face of it fair
and impartial, proved later to be a controversial decision. The
most significant aspect of the National Service Scheme was the
clear implication of overseas service in operational areas.
Another significant aspect of the scheme was that selected
national servicemen would be trained as Officers at the
Officer Training Unit at Scheyville, New South Wales. Of the
804 000 young men who registered for national service only
64000 (about I in 12) were finally called up and enlisted in
the Army. Of these over 17,500 served overseas, primarily in
Vietnam but also in Malaysia. It is worthy of note that 203
national servicemen died as a result of their war service in
Vietnam.

Editorial Note
No archival data was available as to the number of Old
Boys who were called up for national service. Based on
national statistics, however, it is estimated that of the 1525
schoolleavers between 1961 and 1969 over 100 were
probably enlisted.
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